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1. At Q French aid dance, Dr. Clarence Decker, president of the

Jniversity of Kansas City, speaks to students and WH6 listeners

3n the needs of France.

2. Joe Kuhel, former Kansas City Blues first baseman and now

manager of the Washington Senators, following an address over

^HB in Kansas City.

3. Paromount star Virginia Mayo smiles for a Swing photog-

rapher.

4. Wally Forsberg, co-coach of the 1947 Kansas All-Star team,

holds his head on the eve of the Mo-Kan Bowl game.
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THE one thousand, nine hundred
and fortyeighth New Year hav-

ing come and gone, January settles

down all over, bringing summer to

Argentine and deep winter to our

neighborhood. In Kansas City Jan-

uary brings another thing, by spe-

cial delivery to you—and that's

where WHB comes in, on airwaves,

at 710 on your dial, reminding you
that WHB, your Mutual friend, is

keeping all its resolutions, New
Year's and otherwise.

In 1948 and thereafter, WHB
resolves: to be radio at its best, to

bring you the best entertainment.

This year WHB can carry out its

resolutions better than ever before

—for WHB's time is full time and
all its time is your time.

In other words, WHB has night

time, as well as day time, and that's

a special New Year's gift to you

—

a full time schedule of programs,
sunrise to midnight, bringing you
all that's listenable and entertaining.

WHB resolves: to keep you up
to date on who has split the latest

atom, uncovered uranium in his

own back yard, or killed Cock
Robin; on who does what when
Russia says yes; on which soap is

best for life, and Vv^hat happened
when Mr. Bach or Hoagy Car-

michael had a creative morning.
This year, beginning its second

quarter'century, WHB broadcasts
with increased power—10,000 watts
day and 5,000 watts night! That
is one reason folks are saying:

"More power to you, WHB."-
Ring out the old—880! Ring in

the new—710! That's where you'll

find WHB on the dial, and—like

the sun in the morning and the
moon at night—WHB will be
around to brighten your life. You
may depend on it, rain or shine,

day and night. And if you like

WHB—remember, it's Mutual!
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JANUARY'S HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

(The William Roc\hiU Kelson
Gallery of Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum of Fine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: Ohio Water-
colours. Also on exhibition,

paintings by Charles P. Gruppc.

Masterpiece of the Month: "Torso
of Archibeios" in gray granite.

Egyptian (Ptolemaic - Roman)

,

Ca. 100 B. C.

Motion Pictures: Fox - Midwest
Theaters, Incorporated, series

continues. Admission free.

Jan. 9, "Wedding of Palo," eve-

ning.

Jan. 11, "Wedding of Palo," af-

ternoon.

Jan. 23, "Don Quixote." evening.

Jan. 25, "Don Quixote," after-

noon.
Lectures: Wednesday evenings, 8

o'clock in the Gallery Audi-
torium, a continuation of a

series by Paul Gardner on
"Italian painting." Admission
free.

Jan. 7, "Florentine Painters of

Full Renaissance."

Jan. 14, "Leonardo Da Vinci,

Raphael, Michelangelo."

Jan. 21, "The Umbrian School."

Jan. 28, "The Florentine Man-
nerists."

Concerts: Fred Dufflemeyer, pian-

ist, will appear in recital Friday

evening, Jan. 30.

Special Events . . .

Jan. 5, "Hawaiian Paradise,"

travelogue by Colonel John D.
Craig, 4 p.m. and 8:15 p.m..
Little Theatre.

Jan. 11, KIBS Sisterhood Benefit,

Music Hall.

Jan. 15, National Foundation For
Infantile Paralysis March of

Dimes Benefit, Arena.
Jan. 19, "Sunny South Africa,"

travel-lecture by Paul Wickman,
4 p.m. and 8:15 p.m.. Little

Theatre.
Jan. 26. Dr. Ralph W. Sockman,

"Mastering the Machine Age."
Little Theatre.

Music . . .

(Music Hall)

Jan. 4, Philharmonic Pop Concert.

Jan. 6, Menahem Pressler, pian-
ist, and Joseph Fuchs, violinist,

in joint concert.

Jan. 12, Jan Peerce, tenor.

Jan. 13-14, Artur Rubenstein,
pianist, in concert with Phil-

harmonic.

Jan. 18, Philharmonic Pop Con-
cert.

Jan. 19, Philharmonic Matinee
concert for Parochial School
Pupils.

Jan. 20, Firkusny, pianist.

Jan. 27-28, Alexander Brailowsky,
pianist, in concert with Phil-

harmonic.

Basketball . . .

Jan. 9, High School Basketball.

Arena.

Jan. 13-14, Southwest Missouri
State College vs. Washburn;
Missouri Valley vs. Ottawa,
Arena.

Jan. 16-17, High School Basket-
ball, Arena.

Jan. 24, High School Basketball,

Arena.

Wrestling . . .

Wrestling every Thursday night.

Memorial Hall, Kansas City,
Kansas.

Jan. 6, Professional wrestling.
Arena.

Dancing . . .

Pla-Mor Ballroom, 32nd and Main.
Dancing every night but Mon-
day. "Over 30" dances Tues-
day, Wednesday and Friday.

Jan. 3, Elliot Lawrence.

Jan. 31, Sam Donahue.

Conventions . . .

Jan. 5-6, International Brother-

hood of Boilermakers, Field

Representatives, Hotel Ck)nti-

nental.

Jan. 6-7, Western Association of

Nurserymen, Hotel Muehlebach.
Jan. 8-9, Kansas Contractors Asso-

ciation, Hotel President.

Jan. 8-9, Missouri State Service
Officers, Hotel Phillips.

Jan. 11-13, Central States Sales-

men, Hotels Muehlebach, Phil-

lips and Aladdin.
Jan. 12-16, American National

Red Cross, Hotel Continental.
Jan. 15-16, Missouri Ice Manu-

facturers' Association, Hotel
Phillips.

Jan. 18-20, Heart of America
Men's Apparel Show, Hotel
Muehlebach.

Jan. 20-22, Western Retail Im-
plement a Hardware Associa-
tion and Show, Auditorium.

Jan. 24-25, Missouri Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Board
meeting. Hotel President.

Jan. 28-30, Southwestern Lumber-
men's Association, Auditorium.

Ice Hockey . . .

{United States Hoc\ey League.
All games played at Pla-Mor
Arena. 32nd and Main.)

Jan. 1, Minneapolis.

Jan. 4, Omaha.
Jan. 7, St. Paul.

Jan. 18, Minneapolis.

Jan. 25, Fort Worth
Jan. 28, Houston.

Boxing . . .

Jan. 5, Amateur boxing. Arena.

Jan. 12, Amateur boxing, Arena.
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Kansas City 6, Missouri. 'Phone Harrison 1161.

247 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York.
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$4. Copyright 1947 by WHB Broadcasting Co.

All rights of pictorial or text content reserved
by the Publisher in the United States, Great
Britain, Mexico, Chile, and all countries par-
ticipating in the International Copyright Con-
vention. Reproduction for use without express

permission of any matter herein is forbidden.

Swing is not responsible for the loss of un-

solicited manuscripts, drawings or photographs.
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WHir HCISSfA FEARS

UNCLE SAM!

A leading aviation authority

reveals the real secret of

America's military strength.

by GILL ROBB WILSON

AND now comes Mr. Molotov
rattling his saber and orator'

ically thumping his chest to celebrate

30 years of Soviet revolution. Mr.
Molotov apparently has learned noth-

ing in those 30 years. He threatens all

whom he cannot convert. He frankly

tells the world that the policy which
the Bolsheviks have employed inside

Russia is to be the policy which com-
munism intends to employ outside

Russia. The world is thus fairly

warned as regards its freedom and its

peace.

The Soviet Foreign Minister hints

darkly that the free world had better

start cringing because he has an atom
bomb in his pocket. Mr. Molotov in-

tended this half-truth concerning the

atom bomb for those gullible Russians

and Americans who imagined that the

atom bomb would continue to remain
the criterion of world politics.

All truly informed authority, of

course, has taken it for granted for

some time now that the mere secret of

the thing had long ago been pilfered

by the cloak-and-dagger clan.

The real security of the United
States is in neither the atom bomb nor

other unmentionables, but in the good,

honest industrial know-how of air

power, to which the atom bomb is but

one arrow in its quiver. Anyone is

free to copy this air power who can.

All it takes is about 30 years of prac-

tice.

On the subject of air bases for pur-

poses of aggression, the thunderer

from the Kremlin forgot to mention

the Soviet's frantic air efforts at Spits-

bergen, its numerous fields on the

Siberian peninsula, its airport pattern

in northwestern Yugoslavia, its con-

tinual sneak flights over American
occupation territory from its air bases

in northern Korea and other such proj'

ects I might enumerate.

Mr. Molotov would be embarrassed

to admit that Russia's secret efforts to

bludgeon the air lines of the little

nations of western Europe into becom-
ing cat's-paws for its spy system did

not scare the little fellows. He cannot

be happy because the Communist in-

filtration of Iceland has not succeeded

in electing its Minister of Aviation to

the government, thus taking over

Keflavik airport. He would give his

shirt to get American weather stations

Reprinted from Gill Robb Wilson's column, "The Air World.
Copyright 1947, New York Herald Tribune, Inc.
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out of Greenland for reasons other

than those stated. He is not happy
about what he knows the United

States knows about the north country.

But as for estabHshments geared to

aggression, Mr. Molotov knows as well

as the President of the United States

that, while our air power is geared to

kick the whey out of anyone who
attacks us from any quarter and to

retaliate on an aggressor, it is nowhere
aimed at anyone.

The entire north country establish'

ment is defensive in character. It is

the fact that this defensive establish'

ment is swiftly reaching an efficiency

capable of checkmating Soviet aggres'

sion that has so angered Mr. Molotov.

His airplanes prowling over American
military establishments in the Aleu-

tians and elsewhere have told him
exactly how little aggression but how
much defense the free world is erect'

ing in the north.

Various other reasons, of course,

are attributed for the bubblings of the

little men who bounce around on the

Soviet stage declaring war on every-

body from the Creator to the reporter.

One group of political analysts al-

ways has it that such verbal fireworks

are primarily designed to keep the pot

boiling at home. Another group holds

that the orations are the creakings of

opposing parties within the Politburo

in anticipation of the demise of the

ailing Stalin. A third group pretends

to find what they describe as the pat-

tern of a war of nerves, a ''cold war"
they call it, of which the various

speeches are the icebergs.

In addition, Mr. Molotov and his

conferees are probably angered by the

loyalty tests in the United States, the
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outcome of the recent elections in

England and Scotland, the refusal of

the United Nations to go along with
the Soviet's Korean plot, the continu-

ing status quo of Franco in Spain, the

failure of France and Italy to capi-

tulate to communism, the Rio pact for

Western Hemisphere defense (inclu-

sive of Greenland), the genius of

which is American air power, and in

an extensive sequence of events and
attitudes revealing that the world is

awake to its danger.

However, peace or war probably

depends upon which set of influences

within the Politburo succeeds to power
upon the passing of Prime Minister

Stalin. If the Soviet military group,

with a true understanding of what
constitutes air power, gains control,

there very likely will be peace.

Russian air power, while extensive,

is still largely tactical—that is, geared

to ground force. The start of long-

range strategic air power has been

made in Russia, but this is not some-

thing to be accomplished over night,

which fact Russian military authorities

fully realize, if the politicians do not.

I would not be surprised if the

Molotov speech were a side-swipe at

the Russian Army. If the Soviet mili-

tary viewpoint does not prevail after

Stalin, then anything can happen im-

mediately, or within five years, or a

decade at the most.

This leaves the United States but

one combination on which to put the

chips—prayer and the best airplane.

My reasoning tells me we will need

both, but it may well be that if we
have both the prayer alone will avail.

There is nothing in Holy Writ against

self-reliance.



U SINISTER SEHv^^y,

by TED PETERSON

WHEN folks complain that the

servant situation is bad these

days, let them remember Mrs. Juha
Thomas. Mrs. Thomas was a frail

widow living in Richmond, near Lon-
don, some years before the turn of

the century.

None of her housemaids stayed

long, and Mrs. Thomas probably

thought the servant problem would
be the death of her. Eventually it

was. The last of her servants incon-

siderately knocked her cold, hacked
up her body, boiled it, cached the

head so well it was never found, then

impudently assumed the old lady's

name. And you think youVe got

problems!

Life had been peaceful for Mrs.
Thomas at 2 Mayfield Cottage until

a few weeks before she was mur-
dered. She had a little money, a

little jewelry and silver, and a rented

home of her own. Lodgers kept her

company, and a servant did the

housework. Her last servant ended
that peace.

Kate Webster had more experience

in thievery, perhaps, than in house-

work when she became general serv-

ant to Mrs. Thomas in January, 1879.

Her string of aliases read like the

name of a law firm—Shannon, Gibbs,

Gibbons, Lawless, Lawler, Webb and
Webster—and her criminal record

could match it in length. Despite

the '"Miss" before her name, she was
the mother of a boy of six who lived

with friends. A fiery, dark, large-

boned woman with sharp, hard eyes,

she was the diametric opposite of

timid little Mrs. Thomas.

After the first few days, they

didn't get along. ''I found her very

trying," Kate later remarked, ''and

she used to do many things to annoy
me during my work." Among other

things, Mrs. Thomas would point out

places Kate had missed while clean-

ing. This meticulousness caused Kate

to regard her employer malevolently.

Others in the house kept Mrs.

Thomas' fear of Kate within bounds.

Emboldened by the presence of two
lodgers, she gave Kate notice to leave.

Then the lodgers left. The same day,

the day Kate was to have gone, she

asked to remain another three days.

Out of kindness or fear, Mrs. Thomas
said all right.

Terror must have bedeviled the old

lady, alone at last with Kate. On the

eve of Kate's departure, friends at

church noticed that Mrs. Thomas sat

close to the door instead of in her

usual pew near the pulpit. Pale and

anxious, she was so agitated she

knocked off her bonnet. The last

friends saw of her she was hurrying

alone through the gloomy March



night for home. She must have known
that something dreadful awaited her.

Too frightened to do anything else,

she walked into her cottage—and
death.

No one knows exactly Vvhat hap-

pened in 2 Mayfield Cottage that

night. Kate afterw^ards gave several

versions. Truthfulness wasn't her

strong point, however, and even her

final confession may be inaccurate.

In it, Kate said that Mrs. Thomas
bustled upstairs on returning home.
They had had words earHer in the

day. Kate apparently wanted the last

one, for she scurried after her mis-

tress. They quarreled. Enraged, Kate
threv/ the old lady downstairs, choked
her to keep her from screaming, then

dashed her to the floor.

"I determined to do away with

the body as best I could,'' Kate said.

'T chopped the head from the body
with the assistance of a razor which
I used to cut through the flesh after-

wards. I also used the meat saw and
the carving knife to cut the body up
with. I prepared the copper with

w^ater to boil the body to prevent

identity; and as soon as I had suc-

ceeded in cutting it up I placed it in

the copper and boiled it. I opened

the stomach with the carving knife,

and burned up as much of the parts

as I could."

Getting rid of the body kept Kate

busy all night. Next morning neigh-

bors heard the noise of washing and
saw clothes on the line. They were
vaguely disturbed by a strange odor.

When a tradesman called at the house

about 12:30, Kate, furtively opening

the door, told him Mrs. Thomas
wasn't in. She didn't know when her
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mistress would be back, she said ex-

citedly, and slammed the door. Late

that afternoon Kate knocked off for

a drink at the Hole-in-thcWall pub-

lic house. She probably needed one.

The following day, Tuesday,
neighbors saw her at one of the

windows ''with her sleeves rolled up
as if engaged in cleaning." If they'd

known what she was cleaning, they'd

have been shocked witless. Early that

evening the Henry Porters, living

some distance away, were favored

with a visit from Kate, whom they

hadn't seen in six years. Since last

seeing them, Kate said, she had mar-

ried a Mr. Thomas. His death and
the death of an aunt had brought her

a bit of money and a house in Rich-

mond. As she'd decided to go to

Scotland to live with her parents, she

wanted to dispose of her furniture.

Thus Kate chatted during tea. The
Porters might have doubted Kate if

they'd peeked into her black bag

under the table. In it was the head

of the real Mrs. Thomas.

The meal finished, Kate asked

Porter and his 16-year-old son Robert

to accompany her to Hammersmith
Station. She wanted the boy to go

to Richmond with her. When the

three set out for the station, Robert
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chivalrously lugged the heavy black

bag. On the way he lagged behind

—

much, one supposes, to Kate's an'

noyance. The three caught their

breath in a public house at the foot

of Hammersmith Bridge. The men
waited while Kate ducked out, as

she said, to meet a friend. She took

the black bag with her—she declined

Porter's offer to carry it for her.

When she returned 20 minutes later

she was without the bag.

Later that evening Robert and
Kate went alone to Mayfield Cottage,

Richmond. Kate asked the boy to

help her carry a box to Richmond
Bridge, where a friend was to meet
her for it. They toted the large box
to the bridge and set it on a seat,

which Kate explained was the meet'

ing place. Then she sent the boy
away to wait for her. Although
Robert pretended to obey, he wasn't

keen on venturing off alone into the

darkness. He stayed within a short

distance. While he waited he heard a

splash. Kate, hurrying up a few
moments later, announced that her

friend had the box. They returned to

Mayfield Cottage, where Robert
spent the night.

In the days that followed, Kate
saw a lot of the Porters, who didn't

suspect what she'd been up to. She
moved her son in with them. They
introduced her to John Church, a

publican, who offered to buy her
furniture and gave her a payment
on it.

Meanwhile a coalman had found a

wooden box half cast ashore by the
Thames. When he saw that it con'

tained the hacked and boiled bits of

a human body, he hustled to the

police. No one linked the box in the

Thames with Kate Webster until

about three weeks after the murder.

One afternoon Church went to

Mayfield Cottage with Kate and

Porter to get the furniture he had
bought. Seeing a van at the cottage,

Mrs. Thomas' neighbor and land'

lady became concerned; for she had
received no notice that her tenant

was leaving. She taxed Kate to di'

vulge Mrs. Thomas' whereabouts.

''I don't know," Kate said with

agitation. Retorting that she'd look

into the matter, the landlady banged
the door. Kate decided she'd better

scram out of the country without

further dallying.

She grabbed a cab, bu2;2;ed to

Church's public house to borrow
money from his wife, then sped to

the Porters. There she swooped up
her son. Next day she and the lad

were at her uncle's home in her na'

tive Ireland. Two days later Church,
who'd become worried, was on the

track of unsnarling the case. Among
possessions of the real Mrs. Thomas,
he found the names of her friends.
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Seeking them out, he discovered that to impHcate Church and Porter, but
the Mrs. Thomas he knew was not her stories wouldn't stand up. She
the Mrs. Thomas they knew. The herself stood trial for the murder of

matter, they decided, was one for the Mrs. Thomas. A jury took little

P^^^^^- more than an hour to decide that
The pohce found Kate easily hangmg served her right,

enough. She had carelessly left them
i i > x

her forwardmg address. It was a ^J^^ ^^^^ ^^^g^^'
^'f-

letter from her uncle which she'd Thomas goods were put up for sale

forgotten in a dress left behind in her at 2 Mayfield Cottage. The prm-

haste to depart the neighborhood, cipal buyer was Church, an exceed-

Brought back to England, Kate tried ingly persistent fellow.

A
A teeri'age boy kept his seat when several women got aboard and stood

in the aisle near him. One middle-aged school teacher glared at him and
grumbled, "Hasn't anyone taught you not to sit down while ladies are

standing?'" "Oh, yes, ma'am," said the lad. "But that just means old ladies!"

And he sat on while the school ma'am subsided.

—

Denver Post.

A
A man who wanted to impress his wife with his knowledge of banking

carefully explained the intricacies of high finance to her at length. After
listening patiently for some time, she was moved to exclaim, "Isn't it wonderful,

Henry, that a man with as little money as you have should know so much
about it?"

A
Returning to his Hollywood home from a recent tour, the great pianist

Artur Rubinstein was asked by one of his two young daughters if he wouldn't
please play something for her. Immensely flattered, he asked her what she'd

like to hear. "Oh, daddy," she said, "you just pick out any record you want."

A
In the days of the fight for women's suffrage, Kate Douglas Wiggin was

asked how she stood on the vote for women. She answered that she "didn't

stand at all," and told a story about a New England housewife who had
no very romantic ideas about the opposite sex, and who, hurrying from
churn to sink, from sink to shed, was asked if she wanted to vote.

"No, I certainly don't!" she snapped. "I say if there's one little thing

that men folks can do alone, let 'em do it."

A
The famous corporation lawyer, Elihu Root, was a cold, dignified man.

He was not one who ever got slapped on the back. However, as he con-

fessed, his armor was pierced by an office boy. One day he said to the boy,

"Who's taken my wastepaper basket?"
"Mr. Johnson, sir, the caretaker."

Sometime later Mr. Root asked, "Who opened the window?"
To which the lad said, "Mr. Walters, sir, the window cleaner."

"Now, look here," said Mr. Root, "we call men by their first names
here. We don't 'mister' them in this office. Do you understand?"

The boy said yes, and apparently he did because ten minutes later he
opened the office door and shrilled, "There's a man as wants to see

you, Elihu!"



The '^angels in blue" are pleasant, pert and—oh, brother!

by JAN NORRIS

EIGHTEEN years ago, in the

merry month of May, in the not

so merry year of 1930, an air'minded

I
young nurse named Ellen Church
approached the officials of United

Airlines with a suggestion. "The
psychology of the presence of girls

aboard your planes—and registered

1 nurses, too—would sell more tickets

than all the traffic representatives

,

you could hire," she told the skep'

tical airline men.

Air travel was in its infancy, and
skeptical or not, the airline officials

decided to give her idea a try—and
the air hostess was born. In those

days, gals who took to the air were
looked upon with awe. Tgday, thou-

sands of young women know the

fascination, as well as the hardships,

of an air hostess career.

Already the country's second larg'

est headquarters of major airlines,

Kansas City also has become a head'

quarters for glamour girls of the air'

lines, the hostesses. All air hostesses

complete an intensified course of
training. Many are graduates of Mc
Connell Schools, Incorporated, whose
Kansas City branch trains hostesses

exclusively for Trans World Airline.

For thousands of young women, the

blue sky has become not only a call

to adventure, but the assurance of a

job that is different. Although many
answer the call, only a choice few are

selected. There are very rigid quali'

fications to pass. A young woman
deciding to enroll at McConnell in

Kansas City must first be approved
by an authori2;ed representative of

TWA, then meet these requirements:

She must have had one year at an
accredited college; be a registered

nurse; or, have had at least three

years' experience in a business requir'

ing personal contact. The school

recommends preliminary courses in

public speaking, world geography,

elementary psychology and French.

Then, if the air'minded miss is be
tween the ages of 21 and 28, weighs

100 to 130 pounds, stands 5 feet 2

to 5 feet 6 inches in her stocking feet,

is well'groomed, pleasant, gracious

and in perfect health, she's all set.

To be an airline hostess? Not quite.

She's all set for an eight weeks in'

tensified course on everything from
serving a meal to meteorology.

McConnell School diplomas do not

come easily. When the TWA host'

esses begin their schooling at McCon'
nell, they study hostess procedures,

ticketing, meal service, aircraft famil'

iarization and first aid. In addition.
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McConnell trainees are given two
hours per day in self-improvement.

This includes care of the skin and
hair, reducing and building-up exer-

cises, wardrobe planning, business and
social mannerisms and corrective

make-up.

However, none of this earnest train-

ing seems to discourage the girls who
are determined to make a place for

themselves in the progressive and con-

stantly expanding air travel industry.

In fact, these rigid qualifications seem

to have the opposite effect. This is

best illustrateci by the long waiting

list in the TWA personnel office con-

taining the names of those who wish

to enter the training school.

Young women from all parts of

the United States and her possessions

have been graduated from the course.

By and large, they are not the

''glamour" or "pin-up" types when
they enter training. Special emphasis

is placed on the development of in-

dividual qualities. Add to this poise

and graciousness, and the result is

the glamour girl who makes your air

trips pleasant and comfortable.

After graduation, the fun and the

w'ork really begin. At the end of the

training course, each girl is sent on a

flight as a passenger to observe and
assist the regular hostess. Then,

qualified as a hostess on TWA's
domestic route, these personality girls

begin to fly approximately 110 hours

per month. Hostesses are based in

Kansas City, Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco, Chicago. Detroit, New York
and Boston. When av/ay from their

home base they receive a daily ex-

pense allowance, and the airline pro-

vides hotel accommodations at regular

crevv' lay-over points.

January, 1948

Actually, the glamour of the pro-

fession sometimes seems to come in

small doses. There is, however, time
off to be enjoyed betvyeen the trips.

The hostess based in Kansas City and
flying a TWA Constellation to New-
York would leave Kansas City one
day, return the next and then be off

duty approximately two days.

To discharge her duties capably,

the girl schooled for the sky must
combine the talents of a nurse, ticket

collector, check-room attendant, tour-

ist guide, waitress and mistress of

ceremonies. It is her responsibility to

see that the passengers are comfort-

able from the minute they board the

plane until they reach their destina-

tion.

The girl who dons TWA's blue

gabardine uniform and perky hat

must have a wide knowledge of the

route, the coun-

try flown over,

and the airplane

itself, in order to

answer the pas-

senger's questions

intelligently. And
there aren't sup-

posed to be too

many questions

that will stump
the girl of the air-

ways. She is expected to explain all 1

about weather conditions, radio com-
munications, air traffic control pro-

cedure and time changes en route.

McConnell graduates are also well'

versed on the cities along TWA's .

28,000 miles of routes, and can in-

dicate points of interest in the cities

stopped at and those flown over. a
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From knowing scenic points of

interest to anticipating the needs of

the small-fry is all in the day's work
of an air hostess. When a two-year-

old decides to do some cross'country

flying, the hostess furnishes a special

baby kit and assists the mother in

every way possible, including the

heating of baby's milk and food.

Compared to others, the airline

hostess profession is itself just a baby.

After Ellen Church had her say to

the barely believing airHne officials

in 1930, the first air hostesses were
appointed, eight young women who
flew back and forth between Oak-
land, California, and Chicago. To-

day, TWA employs 492 hostesses on

its domestic routes alone, with Mc-
Connell Air Schools graduating about

25 hostesses a month in Kansas City.

There's a very special reason for

the constant openings for air hostesses.

The marriage bureaus run stiff com-

petition to the airlines for hostesses'

services. Figures show about five per

cent of the TWA McConnell trained

hostesses resign each month to get

married. The average length of serv-

ice for the girls is about 20 months.

Grounded by matrimony, former

TWA hostesses have scattered all

over the country. In 1938, to keep in

contact with each other, those host-

esses forced down by marriage formed
the ''Clipped Wings Club" in Kansas
City. One of its charter members is

Velma Jean Harman of Kansas City,

Kansas, the first TWA hostess in

history. The club now has chapters

in Los Angeles, Chicago and New
York.

Nor do the girls forget their pleas-

ant air experiences after marriage.

When former Hostess Janet Ney pre-

sented a third daughter to her hus-

band, TWA attorney Harry West,
they remarked, "We've at least given

TWA three future hostesses to take

their mother's place."

For those who really want to make
a career of it, the airlines offer even-

tual duty on overseas runs and quali-

fications as flight instructresses, re-

gional superintendents of hostesses

and chief hostesses. But whether a

girl plans extended service with the

airlines or relinquishes her career to

make a home, she never forgets she

was schooled for the sky, and retains

those gracious qualities which gave

her her name—the hostess.

A
Private Jackson was on the carpet for the third time in as many days.

The captain was very stern. "Did you call the sergeant a liar?" he demanded.
"I did, sir."

"And a louse?"

"Yes, sir."

"And did you also say he was a cockeyed, knock'kneed, dirtytongued
stooge?"

Jackson hesitated, then said regretfully, "No sir, I forgot that."

A
The engagement of a young couple was nearly broken up by a florist

who was not on his toes. On her birthday the young lady received a bouquet
of roses. She opened the little envelope and found the message, "Mac

—

make it roses, but for Pete's sake don't go over $4.5'0!"





Ordinary magicians scoff at coincidence—
htit Thurston was no ordinary magician!

by JACK STARK

HOWARD THURSTON^S death

was even more mysterious than

his life.

To those of us who knew the great

magician it seemed as though he never

could fully lay down his mystic wand.
A certain ''illusion" seemed to cloak

him as completely in his private life

as it did upon the stages of the world
where 80,000,000 persons gasped at

the skill of the calm, sure, deft'fin^

gered man whose earliest ambition

was to become a fine surgeon.

The wheels within the wheels never

seem to turn for most men. They did

for Thurston. In 1938 he passed

away quietly in a small ocean front

Miami Beach apartment following a

stroke. The date of his death—April
13. A figure magicians scorn.

There are scores of incidents in his

life that read like real magic. He was
"The Great Illusionist," the man they
claimed couldn't eat a soft'boiled egg
without a string of silken flags flow-

ing over the brim of the cup to the

accompaniment of the Star Spangled
Banner.

He was married late in life to Paula
Marks—only 11 months before he
died—although she and her sister,

Irene, had worked and struggled with
him from his earliest carnival days

until he reached the di^^iest heights

of fame.

In direct contrast, a hoy—a per-

feet stranger out of a million boys

in New York City—was to prove the

most weird factor in the great ma'
gician's life; like a small planet that

is sucked into the orbit of a giant star

and comes into view but twice during

a lifetime.

Howard Thurston got his start in

front of a railroad station ticket win'

dow. He was waiting patiently to

buy a train reservation to Philadelphia

and college. There he aimed to pur'

sue his twin ambitions: first to become
a skilled surgeon; and, secondly, a

magician of sorts. As he stood silently

in line, a tall man ahead of him or-

dered a one-way ticket to Syracuse

and mentioned his name to the clerk.

That name electrified the youth be'

hind him. The strings of magical fate

already were beginning to weave their

first tenuous cords about Howard
Thurston. Young Thurston stumbled
to the window and gave his order as

the tall man turned away. One ticket

to Syracuse! The man who had stood

in front of him was Hermann the

Great— the greatest magician who
ever lived! Thurston had to watch
him work.
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That night, after drinking his fill

of magic, he leaned dov,^n and carved

his name with a knife on the bottom
of his seat there in the balcony of a

Syracuse theatre. He made a pledge.

Surgery, hereafter, would follow
magic.

At his greatest pinnacle of success

he was the idol of kids all over the

world. Tall, thin and kindly, he never

let a child's scravv'led letter go un-

answered, or made a youngster fright-

ened. His voice was husky, gentle and
soothing when he performed before

children, or used them in his act.

Kids whooped and yelled and grew
breathlessly silent during his matinees;

or came at nights more subdued and
holding their parents' hands.

It was through his affection for

small children and their natural love

of magic that he made some few^

enemies. Some societies for the pro-

tection of juveniles actually looked

upon him as something of a sorcerer.

He was constantly watched, guarded,

spied upon. He was criticized openly.

It was in New York City during a

night performance in 1923 that the

boy first came into his life.

In the middle of Thurston's act

—

who knows what thought impulse

prompted it—he gazed out over the

audience and pointed to the nine-

year-old youngster sitting midway in

the center section, and beckoned him
to come to the stage. Under prompt-
ing from his father the boy went hesi-

tantly, fearing the worst. At the next
to the top step the great magician
leaned down and touched the lad on
the shoulder.

''Come no farther, son,'' he said.

"Don't step on the stage."

Then he proceded to pick eggs,

rabbits, cards and pinwheels out of

the amazed boy's ears, pockets and
hair. The theatre roared approval.

Then a discordant shout went up.

Down the aisle came several officious

men who seized the boy and whisked
him to the lobby.

There the boy protested that he

hadn't been on the stage. The men
were insistent. Howard Thurston left

his act to defend the action. It was
hopeless. A great deal of sentiment

had been running against him lately.

To avoid any ill effects to the young-
ster, Thurston put up bail guarantee

that he would appear in court and
proceeded with his show. The next

day in court he paid a heavy fine,

taking the blame himiself instead of

making the boy appear as a witness

for him in a courtroom.

He was always that way. Paula

Marks claimed he was always scrawl-

ing a thankful reply to "his kids,"

and after each show he always had
a dozen or more of them backstage to

appraise his act. Children, the Great

Illusionist knew, were his severest

critics.

Throughout his life he was unaf-

fected and simple. He would give
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away anything. Once he sat down
and wrote a long story. It was the

complete story of his life. When it

was finished he took it to the offices

of a maga2;ine publishing company
and laid it on an executive's desk.

It was a gift to humanity. And
he walked out.

Thurston's greatest surprise came
a few weeks later when the publisher

mailed him a $7,000 check for his

story. He could never quite conceive

that he had written something worth'

while. To him it was ''odd moment
scribblings."

And millions read—M^' Life of

Magic!

It was in Charleston, West Vir-

ginia, that the first stroke seized him.

It was in a restaurant. He had played

four entire shows that day at the

start of a nationwide tour of triumph.

The illness struck him swiftly and
hard. He rallied and sought the South
for a rest—he had never rested much.
With one month of life on earth still

remaining to him, he grew better and
slipped by turns, to the wishes of

some unseen guider.

Then on the 13 th of April, the tall,

kindly man who had baffled every
thing but death, went on his way to

find Houdini.

Out of a score of reporters, a city

editor on the Miami Herald called

m.e to write the Great Man's last and
final story. I wrote it that night of

the same day he died. It was the story

the wires picked up around the nation.

And it wasn't easy.

We had met only once in our life-

time. That was in New York City

when I had stood on the next to the

last step of a great stage after being

summoned from a vast audience to

hear him say:

''Come no farther, son!"

An Indian princess, on coming of age, was given a basket and told she

might pick the finest ears of corn in a given row. The only condition being
that she was to choose as she went along. She could not retrace her steps.

She admired the fine quality of the corn before her; and as she felt one ear

after the other she left them on the stalk, always thinking that better ears

lay ahead. Suddenly, and to her dismay, she came to the end of the row

—

and she had gathered none.

A Scotch farmer lived in a remote rural section where candles afforded

the only means of light after sundown. The serious illness of his wife and a

crippled horse added to his woes.
While aiding his wife one night at her bedside she suddenly suffered

a sinking spell and the end seemed near. When she rallied a little later he
seized the opportunity to attend his horse, but before leaving for the barn
he left with her this parting injunction, "If ye' feel yarsel a-goin'—bio'

oot th' candle."

—

J<iashua Cavalier.



Dr So They Say
"No," said the dub wit. "I never said he was conceited. All I said

was that if I could buy him at my price and sell him at his own, Yd make
a darned good profit."

—

Financial Post.

A
A mother sat knitting one evening as her daughter was reading a book

that gave the meaning of names. As the mother knitted she thought of all

the young men who called on her daughter. "Mother,"' the daughter re-

marked, "it says that Philip means 'Lover of Horses,' and James means
'Beloved.' I wonder what George means?"

"I hope, dear, that George means business."

—

Canning Trade.

A
The new Negro minister was coming to call and the mother gave Daisy

some instructions. "If he asks your name, say Daisy Mae; if he asks how
old you are, say you are six years old; if he asks who made you, say God did."

The minister did ask just those three questions and Daisy answered the

first two correctly. But when he asked the third, as to her origin, the child

hesitated, and then said, "Mamma did tell me the man's name, but I've gone
and forgotten it!"—!N[egro Digest.

A
A telephone operator in a Midwestern city answered an agitated signaling

from a pay station, and heard a tearful feminine voice, "Operator, can I

have my nickel back? Albert won't speak to me!"

—

Telehriefs.

A
A letter writer in a local gazette defines democracy: Unity without

uniformity.

—

Walter Winchell.
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Formula for job-getting, from the

man who gets thousands of them.

FOR the more than a milHon

Americans now looking for em'
ployment, there is definite hope

—

hope not only of finding a job, but

hope of finding the job.

Present day personnel research

proves that securing the proper sort

of work is an easily solved problem,

provided it is approached intelli-

gently and confidently. Initiative and
common sense are the only require-

ments.

But according to Arthur C. Hays-
ler, the head of America's largest

employment agency, there is one
thought that must be held in mind.

It is the secret and the explanation

of successful job-hunting: Getting a

job is ma\ing a sale.

"A job-seeker," says Haysler, "is

a salesman attempting to market his

own services, his own ability, back-

ground and personality."

Haysler knows. His Index Em-
ployment Company of Kansas City
"places" more job applicants yearly

than all other commercial employ-
ment agencies in the area combined,
more than any other single agency

in the United States.

"As with any salesman," he says,

"the most important information with

which a job-seeker must arm himself

is a complete knowledge of his prod-

uct. That product is himself, so he

must analy2;e his capabilities care-

fully, weighing his skills and abilities

to decide what work he wants to do

and what work he is best fitted to do.

That's awfully important. The woods
are full of misfits, and full of people

who make the mistake of applying

for positions for which they are not

suited."

Haysler admits that more is in-

volved in the "job sale" than self-

analysis. "The person looking for

work has to know the market, too.

That requires study of the employ-

ment field and selection of the com-

pany most apt to have openings for

men with his qualifications."

The big test comes with an inter-

view. The interview—which may be

arranged by personal solicitation or

through an agency, a friend, an ad'

vertisement or a letter—is the appli-

cant's opportunity for personal sales

contact. Likewise, it is the employer's

chance to look over the merchandise

being offered.

Haysler says, "Everything depends
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on that interview. It's what the ap'

pHcant builds toward from the be-

ginning. That is when he either

closes his sale or muffs it. Too often

he muffs it, and for no reason ex-

cept that he hasn't prepared himself

properly."

The job-seeker has to present a

neat, well-kept appearance. He
needn't be handsomely dressed and he

shouldn't be over-dressed. But he

must be clean and pressed looking.

He should be poised and polite,

sitting down when invited and smok-

ing when given permission— not

otherwise.

Very important, the applicant

should state his facts briefly and in

good order: who he is, why he is

there, what he wants and what he

has to offer. Then he should ask if

the interviewer has any questions.

That passes the buck and gives the

interviewer a chance to run the show.

It also allows the applicant a quick

minute in which to catch his breath

and see how things are going.

The applicant should speak sin-

cerely and stick to the truth. State-

ments about past experience, last

salary, and capabilities are easy things

to check up on. And he should never

try a hard luck story! He is selling

himself, not his debts, his wife's

invalidism, nor his son's educational

aspirations.

One trick that comes in handy is

a knowledge of the particular com-

pany granting the interview. A little

time with Moody's or Dun and Brad-

street in the public library is not

misspent, because any prospective em-

ployer is flattered and impressed

when an applicant has accurate in-

formation about his company.

Personnel men agree that it is en-

tirely possible to get jobs at any time
—even in the depths of depression

—

if the simple rules are followed. But
they are followed so seldom!

One young man applying for an

engineering job in

India was vague as

to why he wanted
that particular as-

signment, since his

background didn't

entirely qualify
him for it. Finally

he admitted that he

had played polo in

college. Polo was popular in India,

and that's why he wanted the job! He
was shovv^n the door promptly, but

more in resignation than rancor, be-

cause—sadly—his reason was as good
as many, and better than having none.

Very often a youngster will seat

himself in a personnel manager's

office and say, '1 don't know what
I want to do, but you have a big

organization here and there must be

something for me."

There are 20,000 catalogued ways
of earning a Hving in the United

States, so probably there is something

for him. But the personnel manager
has problems of his own. He isn't

paid to analyze applicants in order

to offer counsel on their careers. And
that is when the young man needs a

reputable employment agency. Good
agencies are fully equipped to handle

job counselling, and they find it their

biggest and most important field.

Ninety percent of the people who
register with the Index Employment
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Company, for instance, have no clear

notion of the work they would like

to undertake. Most of them are vet'

erans who are badly in need of ad'

vice. Index to the rescue! There
are 35 highly trained and fully com'
petent counsellors at Index who spe'

cializ€ in advice. They spend their

full time in screening applicants care'

fully, making job referrals from the

information they obtain.

Index makes a great to-do over

proper screening, because it is the

basis of sound placement. The
agency depends upon satisfied cus-

tomers, and that means satisfied em-
ployers as well as satisfied employees.

It means the right man in the right

job.

The two-customer aspect of the em-
ployment business is interesting.

Every placement has to please the

man who takes the job and the man
who offers it. Haysler's company
strives for 100 percent success, but

falls a little short because of the

human element. "When you're deal-

ing in personalities," Haysler says,

''no one can be right all of the time."

The Index Employment Company,
however, manages
to be right most of

the time, and its

almost unbelievable

growth proves that

accuracy is a sure

road to success.

Haysler started

his service in 1940,

with a tiny office, almost no capital,

and a staff of four. Shortly after

opening, he was the subject of a
Dun and Bradstreet rating which ob-

served that he was prompt in paying

his small debts. However, the report

continued, the business was little, new,
and opening in the face of strongly

entrenched competition. The total

effect was that D 6? B wouldn't take

an odds'On bet on Index's survival.

Two years later another report

was requested. "The Index Employ
ment Company," said the credit spc
cialists, "is the largest employment
agency in the Middle West."

Today, it is the largest in the

country, and certainly the most elab'

orately equipped. The new Index

office, which opens officially January

5th, occupies an entire floor at 1121'

23 Grand Avenue in Kansas City.

Thirtyfive thousand dollars have

been spent in remodeling the more
than 5,000 square feet of floor space,

and another $20,000 for new equip'

ment.

The layout includes a general re'

ception room, manager's office, credit

manager's office and waiting room, a

large file'lined work room where
eight young women with private tele'

phone trunk lines conduct quick re'

search surveys, and 3"" private offices

for counsellors.

Part of the new set'up is an elab'

orate interoffice communications in'

stallation designed to speed up han'

dling of applications and job orders.

A master set in Haysler's office is

hooked up to a wire recorder, so that

he can not only hear what is going on
in any part of the office, but preserve

it for future reference. If he picks

up a particularly good interview, for

instance, he plays it back at training

meetings to point out the highlights.
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Presumably the wire recorder, unlike

a sundial, is also capable of recording

the cloudy hours, although Haysler

doesn't say.

In its new quarters, Index achieves

the maximum in departmentalized

efficiency. That, Haysler feels, is

OUR BACK COVER is Trail Creek
Cabin at Sun Valley, Idaho. (Photo
courtesy Union Pacific).

significant, because it is there the

average agency errs. When too few
people attempt too many things

—

gathering applicants, interviewing

them, contacting employers, effect'

ing placem.ents, collecting fees—there

is so much confusion that organized

planning and effort is impossible. He
names departmentalization as an

essential factor in the success of In-

dex. As an honest man, he also

credits luck.

"The job market is like a pendu'

lum," he says. "Away up at the left

there are a lot of jobs but no appli-

cants. That was the situation during

the war. Over at the right there are

a lot of job-seekers but no jobs

—

depression."

"When I opened up, the pendulum
was at dead center. There was an
equal supply. I didn't know that

then, of course, but I walked in and
hit the market smack on the nose.

I was lucky."

In 1940, the same year that Hays-
ler opened shop, six other employ-

ment agencies were founded in Kan-
sas City. Every one of them failed.

So opportune timing is obviously not

the only reason for the growth of

Index. It is one factor, as is depart-

mentalization, but two others are

more important.

The first is that Haysler has found
a business he loves, and he works at

it seven days a week—six days at the

office, Sunday at home. His wdfe

Gerry, who was his original recep-

tionist, has a desk adjoining his and

works with him constantly. Haysler

calls her his "right hand."

The other factor is that Haysler,

formerly in the mail order business,

is advertising-minded. His is the

only employment company in the

country that uses radio programs.

Index has four a week. His is the

only agency in the country to take

full-page advertisements in a metro-

politan newspaper. In addition. In-

dex gets out a monthly, three-page

Letter to Employers; and publishes a

handsome, two-color magazine, called

Index to Employment.
Both the letter and the magazine

are distributed nationally, because

Index is very much national in scope.
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Job orders come in from every corner

of the country, and Index places men
everywhere. Several exceedingly

large firms get all of their new Mid-
western personnel from Index.

Recently, the representative of a

big chemical company appeared in

Haysler's office. He had come to

hire a top-notch salesman. Haysler

produced four men from which to

make a selection, and they so pleased

the representative that he called his

home office for permission to hire

three of them!

Index receives frequent requests

for complete office staffs of 25 or

30. A corporation opening a branch

can send one man to Kansas City,

and in less than a month he can have

office space rented, equipment in-

stalled, and an entire staff trained

and ready for business.

Office, sales, technical and execu-

tive personnel are handled by Index
—in every price range. Their place-

ments go from hundred dollar a

month beginners to executives at 30

thousand a year. Naturally, high

bracket jobs are limited because there

are not many of them, and not many
people capable of filling them. Men

in their early thirties, with college

degrees and merchandising experience,

command the largest salaries; but

they get no more counselling time,

no more attention at Index, than in'

experienced youngsters looking for

their first jobs.

The class of employers particularly

dependent upon Index are those with

employee groups of about 200. They
have so much hiring to do that they

can't handle it themselves, but not

enough to warrant an expensive per-

sonnel staff of their own. Many of

them would like contracts by which
Index would furnish all of their em-

ployees. But so far, Haysler has

shied away from such alliances.

"Market's too spotty," he says.

"The pendulum is still left of center,

with more jobs than applicants. We
won't undertake anything unless

we're sure we can do it satisfactorily.

But the pendulum's swinging down.
What I'm hoping for is a mild reces-

sion."

Meanwhile, Arthur C. Haysler is

satisfied with life and with business.

Things will work out for him, he's

sure, so long as he puts his faith in

organization and advertising.

A

Walter Damrosch, who recently retired at the age of 85, delights in

telling this tale.

"Early in my career I had made what I fancied was remarkable progress

as a conductor and came to consider myself the irreplaceable leader of my
fine little orchestra. But one night I was disillusioned. I was preparing to

conduct a particularly ambitious program when I discovered that I had for-

gotten my baton. I told my assistant to get it for me, but three violinists

held up restraining hands. 'Don't mind,' each said, 'here's a baton.' And
each produced one from an inner pocket. Never since that moment have I

considered myself indispensable."





High-riggers play their song of the saw at dizzy heights!

"^^tK Paul Bunyans^ 1

by JOHN WARINGTON

BESIDE a 250'foot giant evergreen

stands high^rigger Pete Ander'

son, dressed with saw, axe, belt and
rope for the grim business of the

high chmber. After strapping spurs

to his legs, he snaps the climbing

rope onto his heavy safety belt,

throws the steel-cored manila line

around the enormous, seven-foot

trunk, digs his spurs into the bark

of the giant evergreen, and starts his

175-foot scramble upward by lean-

ing back at a 4 5 -degree angle against

his rope to brace himself. Up he

goes a few feet, then loosens the

rope, throws the slack higher, pulls

the rope taut, walks up again. And
so he goes up — walk, throw, brace,

walk — with his axe and saw drag-

ging and dangling below him.

Upon scrambling to a height of 125

feet, Pete encounters a branch as

thick around as his body. Loosely he
ties himself to the tree, reaches for

his cross-cut saw, and begins the song
of the saw. Soon the huge two-ton

branch crashes to the earth.

Pete again braces himself, and con-

tinues his upward climb with dig-

ging spurs, chopping and sawing.

More limbs weighing a ton each crash

downward, until the ground at the

base of the giant tree is completely

matted with fir branches.

Higher and higher Pete struggles,

becoming smaller and smaller to the

eyes of observers below. Now he

looks like a pygmy. He is up 175

feet, and he is about to begin the

hazardous task of "topping off" the

top 75 feet of the monarch of the

forest. After lashing himself firmly

to the trunk, he begins the ticklish

job of making an undercut with his

axe, working very carefully lest a

wild stroke cut his slim rope and
send him hurtling down. With the

undercut made, he begins to saw, a

task which requires an abundance of

muscle and brawn in Pete's cramped
position.

What is that? Pete stops sawing.

The top of the giant tree wavers,

then shudders, hangs motionless for

a moment and goes over with a huge
cyclonic roar. ''Timmmmm-brrrrr!"
And Pete? For dear life he clings

to the top of the 175-foot trunk,

which now oscillates in a wicked 60-

foot arc. Pete feels nauseated, and
faint; still he clings like a leech.

When the trunk ceases to swing, he
grabs some out-size doses of breath

before he climbs the two feet to the
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smooth top. There he sits and un-

doubtedly grins while he gets his

second wind.

Getting down is easy. Pete drops

the saw and axe. When he's ready

to begin his flying leaps downward
he drops his hat. Will Pete beat his

hat? Necks stretch while Pete, in a

series of 20'foot steps, leaps earth'

ward, checking his descent momen-
tarily with rope and spurs. Pete

strikes the ground in less than two
seconds, and ahead of his floating hat.

The next day Pete is at it again.

Up and down the 175-foot spar he
scrambles, sometimes hand over hand
like a monkey. A small army of

ground rigging men with Pete in

charge succeed in placing a 2000-

pound pulley to the spar's top.

Through this pulley the men run a

cable, the main line, then rig a load-

ing boom to the spar. Over high

cables Pete climbs, making fast the

big blocks and other gear. On the

second day the tough job is com-

pleted.

Today every West Coast lumber-

jack would like to be a high-climber,

but the occupation demands more

than most men possess in physical

stamina, courage, fearlessness, im-

munity to panic at dizzy heights, and
presence of mind in the face of dan-

ger. Requirements are so exacting

that few men can meet them.

High-riggers have a job in one of

the world's most glamorous, most ex-

citing, most dangerous trades. Strong
men admire them and value their

opinions highly. Lumberjacks envy
them, yet idolize them. The prettiest,

the most charming girls in camp be-

come their wives. They receive an
excellent wage. Insurance companies

shy from them, it is true, but rest

assured that boredom never under-

mines their manhood. Best of all,

they are their own bosses. No one
can tell them to go up against their

wishes. For their own safety and wel-

fare, high riggers obey two rules:

they go up only in calm weather and
stay up until they finish the job.

High-riggers secured their glamor'

ous but often fatal jobs soon after

the introduction of steam power ma-
chinery in lumbering. Early steam

loggers used a cable with a pulley

block close to the ground, a method
superior to the old method of logging

with stubborn oxen. But swinging

logs frequently rammed into stumps
and underbrush, breaking tackle and
upsetting tempers.

One day a lumberjack had a bright

idea. Why not hang the pulley on a

tree? Result: now the tallest tree in

each section of the forest is used as.

an improvised derrick with which
logs are assembled in huge piles, and
later hoisted onto flatcars or trucks.

And this is where the high climbers

come in, those prodigious men of phy
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sical stamina and sinew who can

climb a 250'foot tree, trim its

branches and remove the top 50 to

70 feet.

In the assembling and loading, two
big donkey engines are used. One
engine, which will pull the main line,

will be used for ''yarding" — aS'

sembHng the logs in a pile near the

base of the spar. The other engine,

which will work the boom, will load

the logs on flatcars or trucks.

Tall tales of the luck and valor of

high'riggers are told in every bunk'

house. They even tell one about an

indestructible Dane who outwitted

the angel of death. Usually when a

high-rigger falls, the only thing he

needs is a pine box. But somehow,
miraculously, Lars Jensen lived.

The incident happened near Bell'

ingham, Washington. Lars had just

topped a tree successfully. But the

top wasn't smooth; in its center was
an ugly knot. And Jensen, who was
a man who believed in not only doing

things but in doing things well, pro'

ceeded to whittle down the knot.

Sturdily he swung the axe — and
cut right through his safety rope.

Desperately he clawed at the trunk,

but his clutching fingers never even
touched the bark. Instead he toppled

backward and plunged to the ground.

The rigging crew leaped to the

spot, expecting another candidate for

burial. But Lars was already on his

feet, rubbing a bruised hip, ''Ay ain't

hurt much," he whispered, "Ay little

mite di2i2iy." Medical examination

proved that he was right. And high'

climber Lars Jensen continued high'

rigging until age overtook him.

Typical of the breathtaking hazi'

i

ards that face the high'climbers is

that which happened to Jan. Modern
Paul Bunyans still talk about his in'

credible escape. No sooner had the

70'foot top of the giant fir crashed

than the tree's trunk split halt its

length, bulging out and taking up
the slack safety rope. Tighter and
tighter the safety rope pulled; it

was on the point of breaking Jan's

back. Any moment the rope would
snap and Jan would fall to his death.

With great effort Jan managed to

swing his axe and cut the rope.

Deeper he dug in his spurs, and with
his left hand he clawed the bark like

a cat, while with his right he swung
his axe upward, cutting the safety

belt. Anxiously the men below
watched him until the great tree

stopped swinging.

Jan was still clinging to the trunk,

safe but by no means safe on
terra'firma. He had no safety belt,

no rope. Would he be able to clamber

to the smooth top? Somehow, with
the strength given to men in time of

life or death, he managed to inch

his way to the top, where he lay like

a limp cat, gasping for breath.

So far, so good. But Jan was still

170 feet from the ground, and the

nearest high-rigger was at a logging
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camp ten miles distant. What if a go over cleanly, but slid backwards
high wind should come up? The over the trunk toward him while he
foreman jumped onto a logging loco' was clinging there. In a lightning

motive and set out at breakneck quick maneuver Sam circled to the

speed. Jolting to a stop at the camp, right, out of the way of the crash-

he yelled for their high-climber. After ing, lethal log. His agility and strength

a wild, reckless ride up the mountain, had saved him, or those tons of stiff

the rescue rigger threw his rope Hmbs would have clawed him,

around the massive trunk and began snapped his safety belt, and sent him
his walk, throw, brace, walk up the hurtling to the ground,
trunk. Behind him he was dragging guch incidents are typical of the

TanrwSt
^""^ ''''''''

terrifying hazards that face the high-

'
Slowly 'jan made the descent. For ^^"^^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ their di^^y

three days he slept. Then he was a f
^^^^^ to prune branches and tops

lumberjack, and within three weeks ^^^m trees. But not one of these

he was again a high-rigger. modern Paul Bunyans would give up

Sam almost got his when the top his job. Strong men take great de-

of the tree he was topping did not light in tough, dangerous work.

The average man can detect a rattle in his car a lot quicker than one
in his head.

—

'Western Builder.

A
Agricultural scientists reveal that some 50 gallons of water are required

to produce one ear of corn. However, many public speakers frequently come
up with a lot more than that on just one pitcher.

—

7^. T. World Telegram.

A
Marriage is an arrangement like the block booking of motion pictures, in

which a number of less desirable features must be accepted in order to obtain

one or two major attractions.

—

Today's Woman.

She was a well known hypochondriac and inclined to describe her

symptoms at great length to any who would listen, so her friends were
astonished when she sat through a recent dinner party without saying a

word. "What's wrong, dear?" asked the hostess. "Are you too ill even

to talk?''

"Oh, no," replied the guest sadly. "I went to a new doctor and he cured

all my topics of conversation."

A
It's a lot better to drive one thought home than to let three die on

base.

—

Advertising and Selling.

The longer I live, the more impressed I am that if you give the other

fellow a chance to talk first, you avoid many mistakes and much embarrass-

ment.

—

Bra\e Shoe's Private Wire.

Everybody wants something. The practical man knows how to get what

he wants. The philosopher knows what people ought to want and the ideal

man is he who knows how to get what he ought to want.

—

Young America.



What do radio listeners like? What do they dislike? Dr. Gallup claims

to have the answer.

by JOHN CROSBY

DR. GEORGE GALLUP, the man
who assesses our opinions on the

Marshall plan and Senator Taft, has

now invaded radio where he plans to

measure scientifically our opinions on

Jack Benny, Art Linkletter and the

rest of the mob. "We plan," said Dr.

Gallup's head man in charge of radio

research, "to explore in a more or less

systematic manner a good many of the

qualitative aspects of radio."

Clearly, the twilight of the radio

critic is at hand. Up to now the

'qualitative exploration of radio" has

been the function of the critic but

none of them has ever attacked the

task in anything like a systematic man-
ner. We are all, I'm afraid, as un-

methodical and disorderly as an attic;

our opinions as messy and unscientific

as a blacksmith shop. In approaching

this primitive field, Dr. Gallup brings

along not only scientific methodology
but also scientific phraseology. He
plans to rate each actor, comedian,

singer or commentator according to

what he terms an "enthusiasm quo-

tient" or E. Q. The "enthusiasm

quotient" will be charted on a graph

—one line for the percentage of

people who have heard the radio per-

former, another Hne for the amount of

enthusiasm he has generated in them.

Where the two lines meet on a graph,

that's the enthusiasm quotient. (For

the mathematically minded the equa-

tion is M over E equals E. Q. "He'll

never get it off the ground," was my
wife's reaction to this, but then she

has an untidy, unscientific mind.)

In addition to the graph. Dr.

Gallup will evaluate various radio pro-

grams by means of the Hopkins Tele-

vote Machine which has been used for

the last seven years in pre-testing

movies. In these tests, each member of

a selected audience is given a knob on
which he expresses what Dr. Gallup

refers to as his "relative enjoyment

level" by turning the knob to the right

when he likes the program, left when
he doesn't. The reaction of the audi-

ence is recorded continuously and

automatically on a moving tape so that

each "component part" of the pro-

gram can be studied objectively and,

according to its enjoyment rating, be

Reprinted from John Crosby's column, "Radio In Review.
Copyright 1947, New York Herald Tribune, Inc.
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discarded or retained.

Here again the critic is in the horse'

and'buggy stage of quaHtative explora'

tion. My own relative enjoyment level

is inscribed, usually illegibly, on a non'

moving piece of paper. I tried a

moving tape once but it kept continu-

ously and automatically recording cuss

words—I was listening to Skelton

—

which were neither scientific nor illu-

minating.

No. Obviously the old-fashioned

radio critic can't compete with these

gadgets. However, before I pass into

limbo, in a spirit of friendly co-

operation, as the icebox industry might

pass on its few pathetic trade secrets

to Frigidaire, Td like to turn over to

Dr. Gallup a few^ of my own findings

based on a good deal of unsystematic

experience in qualitative exploration.

Ready, Gallup? No, you needn't re-

cord it on that continuously moving
tape. It won't take that long.

In the first place, Gallup, one's

relative enjoyment level—or E. L.

—

depends on a lot of things besides the

intrinsic value of the radio program
in question. It can

fluctuate wildly and
inaccurately accord-

ing to the number of

Martinis in the
listener. (On two
Martinis, E. L. rock-

ets; on four it plum-

mets. Or: E. L. equals one over the

square of the Martinis.) The state of

the digestion, the state of the Vv^orld,

the state of one's finances, the state

of one's mind, the state of one's blood

pressure—they all affect the enjoy-

ment level, no matter how funny or

unfunny the comedian is.
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The fact is, Gallup, that people are

as variable and unpredictable as the

winds in their enjoyment levels. One
night they laugh. The next they don't.

The jokes are constants in this game;
the people are the variables. The task

of judging entertainment and enter-

tainers exactly on their merits, unin-

fluenced by any personal considera-

tions, unswayed by prior convictions,

unmoved by the opinions and prej-

udices of friends, other critics or press

agents; in short, the forming of an
opinion based solely on one's discrim-

ination, taste and experience—that is

the goal of all honest critics, and none
has ever attained it— though, of

course, none of them ever went at it

scientifically.

Best of luck, Gallup.

I had a horrible dream about that

Televote Machine last night. They
were testing Betty Grable with it, ex-

posing her component parts to the

audience gradually. First the feet,

then the legs, the hips and so on. The
audience was registering approval or

disapproval on that continuously mov-
ing tape. After the test was recorded

and analyzed Miss Grable was re-

moved to the Enthusiasm Reconstruc-

tion Department (E. R. D.), where
those components which had a low

E. L. were eliminated, the components

with a high E. L. were expanded.

The result should have been pure,

unalloyed beauty, but it wasn't. The
new, reconstructed, scientifically ex-

plored Miss Grable was—to borrow a

phrase from the teen-agers—simply

gruesome.

MAN—How do you feel this morning?
VOICE ON PHONE—Fine.

MAN—Sorry, u/rong number.



GLAD HAND IN THE

Big doings in the Ozarks—Land of a Million Smiles,

by RICHARD AND LOUISE McCUE

ONE of the louder complaints of

travelers the world over is that

they can't get simple answers to

simple questions. It has probably

been your own bitter experience that

the girl who pours your coffee doesn't

know the whereabouts of the nearest

tourist camp, the man at the gas

station has not the ha2;iest idea where
you can go fishing, and the woman
who rents you a cottage ''couldn't tell

you" where to swim, play golf, or buy
a newspaper.

Down in the Ozarks people became
aware that this inhospitable state of

affairs could exist in their own scenic

highlands, and resolved to do some'

thing about it. So now waitresses are

going to school, and their seatmates

are service station attendants, hotel

clerks, tourist camp operators, clerks

who work behind the counters of drug
stores, dime stores, and hamburger
haciendas, little old ladies who pre'

side over antique ba2;aars and pottery

marts—in short, anyone who is likely

to come in contact with that demand'
ing creature' who 'asks 'questions, the

Tourist. No ponderous volumes their

textbooks, but rather maps of their

own familiar hills and lakes, folders

and pamphlets setting forth the facil-

ities for sleeping, eating, playing and

just plain looking around offered in

the community. They hold classes

wherever there's room for 40 people
and a blackboard—the city hall, the

courthouse, or Legion Hut.
The objective: To master the com'

plex business of answering questions

and become adept in the other nice'

ties of hospitahty. The ultimate, bald

intention, of course, is to entice.you
and your holiday spending money
back to the Ozarks again and again

by the entirely legitimate device of

making your vacation there the most
satisfying you have ever known.

This bc'kind'tO'visitors program be
gan last April in the Arkansas section

of the Ozarks and spread from town
to town until by late autumn the

Tourist Courtesy Training Course
had been given, free of charge, to 400
people in nearly a dozen localities,

with numerous other towns on the

waiting list. Tourist'wise neighbors

across the line in Missouri and Okk'
homa got wind of the program and
are pushing plans for similar classes

in their own Ozarks. In Arkansas
the State Department of Education is

doing the tutoring as an offshoot of

its vocational training activities; in

Missouri and Oklahoma the glad'

hand training will probably be dis'
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pensed by instructors sent out from
the state universities.

Education, the hill folks are find-

ing, pays off handsomely. The ma'
donna of the coffee urn who helps

a wistful fisherman from the city

turn up a pot of trout at the end of

his 300'mile rainbow finds folding-

si2;e tips under the saucer. There's

new gold in the tills of innkeepers

qualified to hand their guests some-

thing more than a blank look when
queried as to the location of a well-

broiled steak or a dance floor. And
the man with the hose discovers that

motorists drive miles out of their way
to give him their gas and oil trade for

no other reason than the fact that he

once supplied them with the correct

dope on deer-hunting licenses.

Catering to tourists in the "land

of a million smiles'' is big business

—

a $90,000,000 industry, to quote the

Ozark Playgrounds Association, which
arrived at this figure as a conservative

estimate of the amount spent by
visitors to the Ozarks in 1946, the first

postwar year. Where does all this

money come from, and what are the

chances that it will continue to roll

into the hills?

The Association, a cooperative,

non-profit group organized in 1919 to

publicize the recreational glories of
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the Ozark region, operates from head-
quarters in Joplin. It points out that

one out of six persons in the United
States lives within a single day's drive

of the Ozarks. In other words, some
24 million people are logical cus-

tomers for the area's hotels, restau-

rants, fishing, boating, swimming,
horseback riding, breathtaking vistas

and other offerings.

Students in Tourist Courtesy train-

ing* come to regard The 24 Million

as their own special responsibility.

As the instructor puts it when each

class settles down for its opening
session: ''All of you have contacts

with the traveling public. You are in

a better position than anyone else to

tell tourists what the Ozarks have to

offer and get them in the notion of

spending their vacation here instead

of going somewhere else. In other

words, you are the hosts and hostesses

of the Ozarks."

Seen in that light, the training

stands out as important stuff, and the

students avidly get down to work.

They relish straight-from-the-shoulder

discussions of their shortcomings and
problems, and are eager to pool expe-

riences. In the first of the five class

periods of two hours each, held at a

time of the day when the boss can

spare them, they plunge into the topic

of desirable personality traits for work
involving public contacts. They talk

frankly about the effect upon a cus-

tomer of an indifferent or belligerent

attitude, a uniform suffering from

battle fatigue, or a posture like a

tired meringue. Such homey virtues

as cleanliness, honesty, knowing one's

business, and a smile that doesn't

mind working overtime all step up to

win
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the position of importance which they

deserve.

Midway through the session the

instructor turns down the Hghts and
shows a film called ''Hashslinger or

Food Server?" which, as its title

might indicate, helps drive home the

idea that good personality character-

istics play more than a walk-on role

in keeping the patrons coming back.

On the second day, the students,

their interest whetted, set about ac-

quiring specific know-where for an-

swering tourists' questions. Working
with blank forms designed to be filled

in during class, they conjure up lists

of the hotels, tourist courts, restau-

rants, drug stores, novelty and gift

shops and kindred establishments in

their community. Assembling this in-

formation—mistakenly thought to be

common knowledge—calls for the

concerted head-scratching and wits-

needling of the entire group. When
completed, these lists find their way
into a safe repository at the student's

job where he can lay his hands on

them in a hurry.

To spare vacationers from the fool-

ish feeling that comes from being all

dressed up in golf clubs or tennis

rackets with no place to play. Tourist

Courtesy scholars get themselves hep
to golf links and tennis courts in the

vicinity, not to mention facilities for

swimming and boating, horse-back

riding, baseball and softball. Just in

case there are visitors with less mus-

cular leanings, they also bone up on

local theatres, churches, civic clubs,

and historic or scenic points of in-

terest.

An there's none of this "Well,

now, I reckon it's down the road

quite a fur piece!" The students learn

exactly where the place is and how
to get there.

Nearly everyone who visits the

O^arks goes fishing—or would if he

could find a place to buy bait, locate

a stream containing at least one

gullible jack salmon of photogenic

dimensions, and get a straight story

on license requirements, creel limits

and minimum lengths. For one whole
session our industrious students be-

come earnest devotees of l2;aak Wal'
ton and put themselves in possession

of all sorts of esoteric lore, from
where to buy tackle and minnows to

the approximate home address of Old
Methuselah, the perch as big as a

pullman.

Special teaching talent is requisi-

tioned in the person of some local

expert fisherman who knows all the

secrets and has the philanthropist

spirit about sharing them. In one

town this exacting position was filled

admirably by the leading banker, a

lifelong angler equally at home with

the roll and the troll. To round out

his information and enable him to

save visitors from vacation-curdling

bouts with the law, each student is

presented with pamphlets containing

all state game and fish regulations.
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As with other "literature," he re'

ceives enough copies to deal liberal

hand'Outs.

One of the most important sessions

is spent learning about tourist attrac-

tions in the region as a whole—lakes,

caves, state and national parks, where
they are and how to reach them. This

benefits the roving vacationer who
prefers to go places and see things

rather than stay in one locality, but

doesn't know how to plan his itiner-

ary. The Tourist Courtesy student

learns how to draw up a travel log

to fit the motorist's yearnings and his

allotted time—one that will perhaps

bring him back for a longer stay next

year. Again the student lugs an arm-

load of expendable folders, pamphlets,

and maps to His place of employment
for future reference.

Somewhere along the line his in-

formational cache acquires a valuable

"emergency list," containing such

hurry-up items as the address and

telephone numbers of doctors, hos-

pitals, the fire department, the police

station and the telegraph office.

On "graduation day" certificates

are awarded all persons completing
the course, together with a placard

to be displayed where they work. The
placard has Tourist Information on
it in big black letters and means what
it says.

The brunt of the teaching load is

carried by traveHng pedagogs from
the Arkansas State Department of

Education, specifically Milburn
Adams, district supervisor of distribu-

tive education, and Miss Rose M.
Clark, instructor in food service train-

ing. Mr. Adams, whose amiable man-
ner enables him to make friends

readily, infiltrates the various com-

munities beforehand to talk up the

program with employers and pros-

pective students. He is aided bounti-

fully in establishing contacts by the

Ozarks Playgrounds Association,

which has smiled warmly on the proj-

ect since its inception.

Pleasure, like gold, happiness et al,

is where you find it. Ozark's Tourist

Courtesy graduates are standing ready

to point the way—and furnish you
with a map to make sure you get

there!

denterpiece

A NGELA LANSBURY was one of a shipload of British children lucky

^ enough to get passage to America in 1940 and escape the London blitz.

After a brief Canadian nightclub engagement she was tested and signed by

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. She is blonde, 21 years old, five feet seven inches

tall and weighs 130 highly interesting pounds. You'll find her by turning

the page.



1. Skating Vanities star Gloria Nord looks loveljj

during an exclusive WHB interview.

2. Glenn Davis, West Point's ex-football greatj

speaks in behalf of Army recruiting and finds time

to autograph a pigskin.
I

3. Tom Slater, Ruthrauff and Ryan executive actinc

as publicity director of the Friendship Train, and

Drev/ Pearson, originator of the Train, at a WHE!

mike in Pearson's drawing room.
|

4. Dick Bartell, new manager of the Kansas Cityj

Blues, demonstrates his own type of "swing".
|

5. In one of his first none-picketed appearances,

Congressman Hartley explains the purposes and

workings of the Taft-Hartley Act.









L. P. CDDKINGHAM

Swin^ nominee ^or

MAN OF THE MONTH
by MORI GREINER

FOREMOST among Kansas Citians

starting the new year with sub'

stantial wage increases is L. P. Cook-
ingham, the indefatigable adminis-

trator who supervises 3,500 employees,

spends 17 million dollars a year, sells

goods, rents space, buys materials, di'

rects maintenance crews and is an-

swerable to half a million stockhold-

ers. Mr. Cookingham is an energetic

but surprisingly human executive with

a big, big job. His directors have de-

cided to make his 1948 pay envelope

fatter by 7,000 dollars, and they're

sure he will earn every penny of it.

The corporation employing Mr.
Cookingham is Kansas City, Missouri,

a large-scale operation in anybody's

book. Just now, Kansas City covers

62 J/2 square miles, every inch of which
is the responsibility of the municipal

government. The 450,000 people who
live and work there drive 90,000 ve-

hicles over 810 miles of streets—all

built and maintained by the city. They
consume 60,000,000 gallons of pure,

softened water daily, which they get

from the city Water Department, and
their waste products are drawn off

through 867 miles of sewers. They
need fire, police and health protec-

tion, transportation facilities, parks

and playgrounds. Their garbage must
be collected, their traffic must be di-

rected, their community buildings and

property must be kept up. They re-

quire a lot of looking after, those

450,000 people, and they're getting it.

They didn't always. For 14 sad,

long and unbelievably lurid years the

government ran the people of Kansas

City. In one of the most notorious

political debaucheries of all time, Kan-
sas Citians were swindled, victimised,

over-taxed and under-serviced. They
watched, helpless, as their town was
turned over to vice and violence. Ten
years ago, a teacher who assigned his

pupils an essay on "Clean Govern-
ment" found that 80 per cent of the

papers were turned in unsigned. Even
school children were afraid to speak

out because their fathers' businesses

would suffer stern reprisals from the

savage machine which held the city

in thrall. Thugs and strong-arm ex-

perts took over the polling places on
election day. In 1934, three men were
killed while trying to vote.

Eventually, the federal government
succeeded in pinning fraud counts on
the top dogs of the Pendergast regime,

including Boss Tom. That was in 1939,

and it broke up the fabulous plunder-

party. A year later the Charter
party, the RepubHcans and anti-

machine Democrats joined to form
the United Campaign Committee. The
Committee won seven of eight city

council seats, and elected its candidate
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for mayor, John B. Gage.

Kansas City finally had an honest

government. It also had a tremendous
deficit, a pocketful of criminals rang-

ing from petty grafters up through

white-slavers and murderers, a police

force composed of a high percentage

of ex-convicts, and the most utterly

confused set of financial records

imaginable.

The men in the new government
vvcrent experienced in politics. But
they knew what they v^anted, and
looked around for a capable city man-
ager. They figured the best one they

could get might not be good enough.

Finally they fixed upon Perry Cook-
ingham, then president of the Inter-

national City Managers' Association'.

It was with definite misgivings that

Cookingham accepted the job. The
Kansas City situation stank, and ad-

ministrative experts w^ere agreed that

the billet might be a one-way ticket

to professional annihilation. Cooking-

ham, who had already earned a splen-

did national reputation by his man-
agement of Saginaw, Michigan, was
risking a great deal in accepting the

appointment. But the challenge v;as

so compelling that he felt he had to

take a whack at it.

With splendid cooperation from
Mayor Gage, the city council and the

citizens, miracles were worked. A
new police chief, Lear Reed, was ap-

pointed and undertook sweeping re-

forms. By early 1941 there were no

brothels or gambHng houses left in

Kansas City. Robberies had been re-

duced by 75 percent, burglaries by
78 percent. Auto thefts, which had
averaged 186 a month, were down to

18. Forty-seven new playgrounds had

been opened, all of them properly

staffed and closely supervised. Juv-
enile delinquency was 80 percent less.

Under Cookingham's leadership,

huge forward strides had been taken
in the field of public health. New
fire fighting equipm.ent had been pur-

chased—the first the city had got in

ten years. Annual fire loss had been
lowered a third from the 1939 level,

from $2.41 per capita to $1.67. The
city won the Grand Av.^ard of the

National Safety Council for traffic

safety. Street repairs were underway.

Had this cost money? No. Incred-

ible as it may seem, Kansas City
emerged v^ith a year-end cash surplus

m all funds of $1,503,820!

This financial wi2;ardry was the re-

sult of an administrative purge which
removed 600 kept-men from the city

payroll; a 50 percent reduction of the

gasoline bill; a 20 percent reduction

in the operating costs of the Water
Department; recovery of $200,000
illegally expended from the city man-
ager's "emergency fund," numerous
other coups of good management.
Kansas City, for the first time in a

decade and a half, could hold its head

up in polite society.

Cookingham's share in the renova-

tion work was large. The citizens fur-

nished the good intentions; Mayor
Gage and the council, the policies;

and Cookingham, the executive ability

and the public administration experi-

ence to make advances possible.

Today, Kansas City is advancing

still, and Cookingham is apparently

as tireless as ever. He gets to his office

early and stays late, working from

nine to ten hours a day, six days a
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week. In the evenings, he makes
speeches.

A schedule Uke that would find

the ordinary man looking around for

another job before a month had gone

by. Not Cook'ingham. He is wed to

his work. In his words: ''Mrs. Cook'
ingham has been a widow ever since

she married me."

Most of his enthusiasm stems from
his love of people, all kinds of people.

He is extremely gregarious, and two
consecutive nights at home find him
pacing his Sophian Pla^a apartment

like a caged lion. Even there he is

followed by business calls and all-

hours pleas from stray acquaintances,

most of whom want intervention with

the police in traffic violation matters.

Recently a man who had met the city

manager only once telephoned after

midnight. He had been clapped in the

local bastile for drunken driving, and
wanted help. Cookingham declined to

use his influence, of course, but he

did get up, dress, and go down to the

city jail to get the whole story first-

hand, and to see that the prisoner was
comfortable.

At 51, Perry Cookingham is the

nation's top-rated municipal adminis-

trator. He says it happened because

he was brought up in a "lousy little

Illinois town where the administration

collected taxes and did nothing else.

We didn't see a city employee—ex-

cept for three inefficient flatfeet who
hung out along Main Street—until

the day before an election. That day
they collected garbage, and aside from
that rendered no visible service."

Young Perry, who was named for

a great-aunt and never uses his first

name, first heard about city managers

in a high school civics class. They were
an innovation then, and only one
paragraph in the textbook made ref-

erence to them at all. The idea sounded
so wonderful, in comparison to the

government to which he had been ex-

posed, that it made a deep impression

on him. But he forgot it, mostly, when
he was graduated from high school

and went to work as a rodman for a

railroad.

He spent 14 months overseas in

World War I, a lot of them playing

football on the 4th Army Corps team
in the army of occupation. He was
offered several football scholarships

but refused them. Instead he went
back to running a level and transit

for the railroad, with the idea that

he would earn the money for college.

In April of 1920 he went to work in

the public works department of the

city of Flint, promising himself he

would enter the University of Michi-

gan in the fall.

But by fall he had advanced so

rapidly that he postponed college for

another year, and after that another,

then another.

During his fourth year at Flint his

interest in city government was re-

kindled with growing reali2;ation of

the importance of centralized control

to avoid duplication. He began to

study, and when he felt he was quali-
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tied, he looked around for a small

city he could manage. He found it,

and 21 years ago this month became
the first city manager of Clawson,
Michigan.

Clawson was a city of only 3,600,

but because it was a Detroit suburb
it had metropolitan problems. It was a

splendid training ground. Cooking-
ham did almost all of the work him-

self, from surveying to bookkeeping.

He learned a number of important
things in Clawson. For the first time

he got a comprehensive picture of

municipal government and the rela-

tive importance of various depart-

ments. He found out, from long hours

over his drawing board, how to plan

a city for future expansion. And, be-

cause he personally saw everyone who
called at the city hall, he learned the

value of public relations.

After four and a half years, he be-

came city manager of Plymouth, an-

other suburban Michigan town. While
there, he decided to try for the col-

lege education he had missed. So he
began night school at the Detroit In-

stitute of Technology. He attended

classes Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day nights; worked on home assign-

ments the other nights and Saturday

and Sunday afternoons. He got his

bachelor's degree in 1936, and was
awarded an honorary master's at the

same time.

The Cookinghams will never for-

get the night Saginaw, Michigan, hired

Perry. Mrs. Cookingham was at the

movies with a friend. In the middle

of the feature, her husband came in

and slumped into the seat beside her.

''Well,'' he announced, ''I got it."

Mrs. Cookingham had last seen her
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husband poring over a night school

assignment—structural design of an
eight story building. She was familiar

with his enthusiasm, and assumed he
had finished the drawing. 'Tine,"' she

said. ''Shhhhhh!"

''Aren't you interested?"

"Of course, dear, but please be

quiet. I'm trying to watch the pic-

ture."

"Picture hell!" he bellowed. '"Come
outside where I can talk to you."

In the lobby, he explained that the

Saginaw^ council had approved his ap-

pointm.ent. It was more money, and
a swell opportunity.

What Cookingham accomplished in

Saginaw is pretty much municipal

managerial history. He raised wages,

lowered taxes, slashed expenditures,

cleared back debts, erected new build-

ings, augmented the police and fire

departments, built parks, playgrounds,

and miles of new water mains, sewers

and pavement. Two years after his

arrival, the per capita cost of govern-

ment was $17.15 as against $45.83 in

other cities of the same population

class. That was sound management, a

recommendation not only for Cook-
ingham, but for the city manager form
of government.

In 1938, 500 cities used the city

manager form. Today 830 use it, and
new cities are adopting it at the rate

of about 75 a year. By 1950, a thou-
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sand American cities will have city

managers—if they can find them. Dc'

mand is outstripping supply. Last

year, for instance, there were 212 va'

cancies but only 25 trained men to

fill them. At present, Cincinnati is

the largest city manager city. But
Washington and Boston are giving

serious thought to change, and should

they decide in favor of it, they will

set a pattern for cities of over a mil'

lion population.

Because of Cookingham's reputa-

tion based on accomplishment, he is

often sought out by other munici'

palities. He has turned down several

attractive offers in favor of his Kan'
sas City post, which he says is the

most interesting and enjoyable he has

ever held. The latest bid came last

month from Hartford, Connecticut.

It was $25,000—a tempting sum and
one not easy to walk away from. The
Kansas City council met the offer

almost immediately. They didn't want
to lose Cookingham, because they

know now the value of an experienced

administrator.

The same week his salary was
upped, Cookingham saved the city a

flat $20,000 in negotiations with a

local utility—enough to pay his wage
increase for the next three years!

That saving isn't an isolated in-

stance, because daily decisions on ex-

penditures ranging from $10,000 to

$15,000 come from the city manager's
office. In addition to the annual $17,-

000,000 budget, the office will also

be indispensable in carrying out the

$41,000,000 improvement expendi-

tures voted by the city.

Work is Cookingham's hobby as

well as his occupation. In Saginaw,

he used to carry ice skates in his car,

and stop en route to the office each

morning for a few laps around a

fro^n pond. While he loves the out-

doors as much as ever, he finds little

time for it now. He gave up golf a

few years back because it cut into his

schedule, abandoned his victory gar-

den at the war's end, and now his only

athletic exertion is his annual two days
on horseback at the Saddle and Sirloin

Club Trail Ride.

Under his managership, Kansas
City has progressed from a state of

virtual bankruptcy to the very highest

bracket of credit risks. Within the

last two years municipal bonds have
been sold at an interest rate of less

than one percent. In following his

theory of getting the financial burden
of city government off real estate,

Cookingham has done handsomely.

Most major cities derive 60 to 80 per-

cent of their income from real estate:

Kansas City, less than 30 percent

He has reduced real estate taxes from
$1.50 per hundred dollars assessed

value to $1.39 a hundred, with valu-

ation approximately the same.

On the other hand, he has been
able to arrange a five percent public

utilities tax to gain additional rev-

enue. The utilities absorb the tax,

without passing it on to consumers.

A merit system for employees has

been instituted. It is good for morale

and for efficiency—the money it saves

is beyond estimation.

In all, government economies have
made possible the raising of city em-
ployees' salaries by 71 3/10 percent

over the 1938 level. Now the general

manager is getting a raise, and the

councilmen who serve as directors and
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the citizens who serve as stockholders got to plan for that future, and go out
feel convinced that he will earn it. meet it."

''What we do from day to day is
i

•
i i i i-i 11

important," says Cookingham, "but
Cookmgham would like to help

the most important thing is not to let Kansas City do that, half a million

the future of the city escape us. WeVe strong!

A
A famous artist was painting in the mountains and wanted a live subject

for one of his sketches.

"m give you five dollars," said he to a languid native, "if you'll let me
paint you."

The mountain girl paused a moment before answering. Then she said,

"That's easy money, stranger, Til have to admit. I was just wonderin' how
rd get the paint off afterwards.'"

A
The Viennese tell this story about the last London Conference, which

was attended by Austrian Chancellor Figl. When the conference ended
and the delegates were ready to leave, the doorman started to summon their

conveyances. "Mr. Bevin's Rolls Royce," he called. "General Clark's

Cadillac . . . Mr. Guysey's Packard." Finally, when the Austrian appeared,

"Mr. Figl's galoshes."

A
Most auto accidents occur on Saturday and Sunday, proving it's a great

life if you don't weekend.

Critics are people who hiss and tell.

A
Platonic love is like being invited down to the cellar for a bottle of

ginger ale.



THE MAN
BEHIND THE

Hideous . . .

lovely . . .

shocking . . .

but all of it different,

different from anything

you have ever seen!

WHEN the first customer
walked into Sam Kramer's

studio in Greenwich Village ten years

ago, she took one quick glance at an

object in his showcase and said,

"What is it?" She was, of course,

referring to his jewelry, but ever since

then people have been asking that

same question arid no one has been

able to provide an answer.

Sam Kramer labels his creations

"objects," because, "they are not

what people have been wearing and

calling jewelry for the past thousand

years." And he is right! When we
think of jewelry, we certainly do not

think of a donkey's jawbone, mummi'
fied beetles, tigers' teeth, petrified

brains of fish or fossilized wood. Yet
all these unique materials and count'

less others are incorporated into the

silver objects that come from the

Kramer studio.

Tall and lean, with a crop of un'

ruly black hair and a full'sized beard

to match, Sam is a soft'spoken silver'

smith with an imagination reminis-

cent of H. G. Wells. At his studio

workbench alongside his blonde and
beautiful wife, Carol, he fashions

by J. M. GRANT

lumps of silver into shapes and forms

that may well be called "a new art."

After ten years of experimentation,

he is still struggling to reach an even

higher level of perfection, which,

after seeing his work, you would
hardly think possible.

Like all trailblazers, Sam has dis-

ciples, his apprentice-assistants, two
girls and a boy. They affectionately

call him "boss" and wait patiently

their turns for guidance and instruc-

tion as problems arise, and they con-

stantly do arise. Sam is grateful for

the fact that his wife still loves him,

because, he shyly but happily admits,

"She is my only serious competitor."

However, the respect and affec-

tion he has gained from those around
him is understandable. He possesses

what may be truly called a magnetic

personality, and his sympathetic dis-

position has won him many friends

among his customers.

Sam describes his objects as "basic

ideas, tortured into sculptural form,

bearing an emotional impact." Per-

haps this is as close and accurate a

description as can be made. There are

protozoa-like pins designed for either

wearing or exhibition in a picture

frame, huge pendants of grotesque

skeleton figures that can be worn on
a ribbon around the neck or placed

like a statue upon desk or pedestal,

bird'like earrings that make the ear
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look as though it were a "living crea-

ture,'' tie clasps resembling flying

fish, hair combs approximating octo-

puses and cuff links that show an

affinity to tropical beetles.

At 34, Kramer is today a pioneer

whose work is gaining for him a

unique reputation and a steadily in-

creasing number of ''object enthusi-

asts." He subscribes to the theory

that "the war has jolted many people

out of their conventional patterns of

taste,'' and that "they are coming to

realize and appreciate many more
nuances of modern art."

Although 60 percent of his cus-

tomers are artists, sculptors, musicians

and writers, the others represent

almost every trade and profession.

Psychiatrists, psycho-analysts and psy-

chologists head the list. There are

plumbers, private detectives, fashion

models, butchers, architects, lawyers

and students. Sam believes that "as

more people become reconciled to hav-

ing modern paintings and sculpture in

their homes, they will soon become as-

customed to wearing modern jewelry."

Some of the more notable among
his customers are conductor Robert

Shaw, actors Vincent Price and Jose

Ferrer, actresses Judith Evelyn and

Judy Holliday, sculptor Chaim Gross

and painter Yasuo Kuniyoshi, baller-

ina Sono Osato, writer S. J. Perelman

and Frank "Bring Em Back Alive"

Buck. He has customers in all the 48

states, Mexico, Canada, Sweden,

France, England, China and India.

Many of them are people he has

never seen. The morning mail brings

money orders with requests for ob-

jects, the sight of which w^ould para-
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lyze any postal inspector.

Salesmen use his rings to start con-

versations with prospective buyers

and a woman in Brooklyn used a

Kramer bracelet to attract the atten-

tion of a landlord interviewing apart-

ment seekers. "She got the apart-

ment," Sam says, "but we can't guar-

antee an apartment with every brace-

let."

Born and educated in Pittsburgh,

the lure of Hollywood and dreams

of a high-salaried job as a scenario

writer drove him to California, but

the studio walls were "too high and

much too thick." The few dollars

a w^eek he saved from his salary as

womens' club and police reporter for

a Santa Monica paper finally mounted
to the total of his bus fare to New
York. Having served "a very con-

ventional apprenticeship" in a New
York jewelry firm, the seed that was
planted in a jewelry making class in a

Pittsburgh high school soon blossomed

into a new form of expression for

Sam Kramer.

In the late 1930's, when people

weren't buying much jewelry, Sam's

objects proved very useful in sup'

porting himself and his young wife.

Reverting to the barter system, he

gave his landlord a ring in lieu of a

month's rent and traded necklaces

and pins for food and an occasional

bottle of brandy.

"If prices today continue to soar,"

he says, "and inflation destroys our

economic structure, it's very Hkely

that everyone will return to the

barter system, using jewelry instead

of money."
Kramer's creations have unpredict-

able effects upon people. Many are
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simply stunned and others get red in

the face and storm out of his studio.

One young woman sprained her

ankle in her haste to escape a silvery

serpent she imagined gliding toward
her across a showcase. An amateur

baritone sang three choruses of Stay
dust after trying on a massive ring

that projected backward across the

top of his hand. An elderly Mid-
western farmer pulled Sam's beard

to see if it were "as phony as this

crazy stuff," and an advertising

executive was hypnoti2;ed by the glass

eye embedded in his psychoanalyst's

tie clasp. "Many people," Sam says,

"become so distracted that they leave

the studio forgetting everything from
umbrellas to their own jewelry."

"However," he explains, "they do
like the authentic Village atmosphere.

People seem to enjoy the fact that we
ignore them while they look around,

and when we talk to them, we talk

to them as human beings, not as cus'

tomers." A large buxom woman un-

wittingly added to the decor of his

studio by leaning too heavily upon
the top of a showcase. It broke, leav-

ing a large jagged hole in the center

and fragments of glass scattered

about. This evoked the immediate
response from people of, "Aha,
youVe even got a surrealistic show-

case."

His trademark, the mushroom, is

perhaps the only prosaic design in

the studio, but he feels, "it is a sym-
bol that represents the mysterious and
evolutionary forces of life." After
long seeking a mark that had never

been used by any other silversmith,

he finally hit upon the idea when one
day he pulled a mushroom from the

earth, mistaking it for his golf ball

which had rolled into the rough.

Although a great many of his

"basic ideas" are molded from pre-

conceived designs, some of his ob-

jects have come to life only because

his imagination has played curious

tricks on him. A silver cutting ma-
chine fastened to his workbench
evolved into the figure of a bronto-

saurian female cuddling its offspring.

An ancient wire-drawing mechanism
developed into a giraffe-like pendant
with glass eyes. A diminutive ring-

bending apparatus turned into a

monstrous scorpion pin.

In casting many of his "more
controlled and less amorphous" fig-

ures, Sam uses a technique practiced

by ancient Egyptians and modern
dentists. It's known as the "lost wax
process" because when a model is

made in wax and then buried in plas-

ter, the mold is baked and the wax
runs out and gets lost. He completes

the object by dexterously forcing

molten metal into the mold. When
it has cooled and the mold has been

destroyed, the figure emerges, ready

to be tooled and carved. Before per-

fecting this technique, he made more
than 100 experiments and started two
fires in the cellar of his home.

Of all that he creates, Kramer is

most partial to his rings. His "less

imaginative" customers refer to them
as "brass knuckles." A woman writer

in Hollywood was married, divorced

and re-married, all without a wedding
ring because she was unable to get to

New York and pick one from the

Kramer studio.

Sam frowns upon rings that are

conventional bands with only tops
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to them. "A ring," he explains, "is

an object in space that must reprc'

sent a structural whole, something

that can be viewed from any angle

like a piece of sculpture." His rings

have tops and bottoms and sides,

weird projections that make the

fingers "come alive in crawling,

creeping movements." He never sets

a stone "smack in the center" of a

ring, but employs it in such a way so

that "it bears a psychological rela'

tionship" to the silver or gold in

which it is set.

Because women have clamored for

v.'ider and wider bands, Sam has de-

signed what he believes to be the

widest wedding ring in existence.

It's a highly polished gold cylinder

measuring a full inch in width, yet

so constructed as to permit bending of

the finger. On its bottom, or shank,

is a small appendage symboli2;ing the

sprouting of a seed.

When he's not at his workbench
or soloing in a spin'proof plane, his

chief occupation and hobby is sort'

ing, classifying and admiring his col-

lection of 50,000 stones. This in-

cludes an emerald and a sapphire,

each weighing 300 karats, and a pair

of sphenes, one of the rarest and

most beautiful gems in the world.

Sam prefers stones and minerals

that "suggest the veiled and mysteri-

ous elements of nature." He also

owns a whale's tooth which is so

large that he hasn't quite figured out

a setting for it.

Not long ago occurred the strang-

est experience of his life. A well-

dressed, mild-mannered young man
came into the studio and asked to

have a ring made, for which he pro-
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duced an intricate design. It was only

after he explained that he was a

voodoo priest and that he had to

have the ring as a wedding band for

his bride that Sam consented to

execute the strange triangular object.

When the ring was completed, Mr.
and Mrs. Kramer were invited to be

best man and maid of honor at the

ceremony, which was performed in a

Presbyterian church on Fifth Avenue.
Before leaving on his honeymoon,
the bridegroom had somehow talked

the silversmith into surrendering a

lock of his hair and a clipping from
each of his fingernails. Sam has never

felt quite secure since then.

Hazarding a prediction, he
imagines that in a hundred years

machine-designed jewelry will be as

"aesthetically conceived" as that

which he today creates by hand, and

that hand-made jewelry a century

from now "will reach its highest

form of artistic expression."

People have said many things about

his objects. "Hand-made silver slightly

on the mad side . . . protoplasm and

germs arranged artistically . . . there's

never been anything so repulsive . . .

amoebas plus and nightmarish fig-

ures."

"Modern art enthusiasts," Sam ad-

mits, "call my objects 'Henry Moore-

ish, Dali-esque and Picasso-ish'."

But Sam Kramer is not trying to

sell "art with a message" or "mumbo-
jumbo jewelry with hidden connota-

tions." He makes no other claim to

distinction than that his work is

"different, delightful, and often

shocking." At the end of a day he

often says, "Gosh, it's sad to see you

get sold, fellows. But, we're glad!"



The mighty Missouri River is a potential cornucopia!
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by SAM SMITH

IOOKING at it on a map of the

^ United States, the Missouri River

basin resembles a great horn, starting

in the northern Rocky Mountain
states, and tilting southeastward some
2,400 miles to its tip in eastern MiS'

souri. Sketched against the boundary
lines of nine states, it brings to mind
the proverbial horn of plenty. In

some respects it is.

Lewis and Clark worked their way
up the tawny stream, breaking a trail

the fur traders soon followed, and
thus, the Missouri became a great

avenue of commerce more than a cen'

tury ago. The furs of the wilder-

ness rode the horn down to St. Louis,

and that city became the greatest fur

market in the world. Its preeminence
as a focal point of commerce still

continues.

Then, as now, floods raged through
the lower valley. There was little in

the way of those walls of water in

pioneer days. A monument in the

Howard County Bottoms marks the

spot of a one-time town called Frank-
lin. It was washed out by the grand-

daddy of all floods in 1843.

The waters of the Big Muddy con-

tinue to be as wild as the wilderness

that once lined its shores. Last Ji le,

six successive crests came down \he

lower Missouri, and the coffee-col-

ored flood washed out farm levees

and carried off millions of tons of

precious topsoil. In Nodaway County
alone, it was estimated that

13,000,000 tons of topsoil had been

torn away by the torrential rains.

To assemble within one Vv^ork the

whole picture of the basin, the Mid-
west Research Institute of Kansas

City has prepared a detailed summary
for the Army corps of engineers,

pointing out the plenty in some
areas, the deficits in others. The
basin includes parts of Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas, Mis-

souri, Iowa, Nebraska and the Da-
kotas. It includes the land drained

by the tributaries of the 2,400 mile

river from its point of origin at

Three Forks, Montana, where the

Jefferson, Madison and Gallatin

rivers join, to St. Louis.

There are some who believe the

overall development of the great

valley must be found in a Missouri

Valley Authority. Others just as

strongly oppose such control. Con-
gress has approved the MVA pro-

gram, but it is lifeless without appro-

priations. Although the MVA idea

is highly controversial, there is no
controversy over the fact that de"

velopment is needed in the basin.

The basin is perhaps the greatest
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agricultural region in the United

States from the standpoints of size,

soil, topography and climate. A large

part of the nation's small grains,

corn, sugar beets, potatoes, hay and

livestock are raised there. At the

same time, the basin is deficient in

most manufactured goods as well as

raw products from forests and mines.

But here too, within the basin or in

contiguous areas, are tremendous

soHd fuel reser\7es. The report states

that the basin's importance in oil and

natural gas will continue to advance

with the discovery of additional crude

oil reserves, mainly in Wyoming, and
natural gas reserves, chiefly in Kan-

sas.

Paradoxically, one of the basin's

major shortages is water, which is

why the report's map of the basin

shows reservoirs for flood control, ir-

rigation and allied purposes as in-

cluded in the 1944 Flood Control

Act. One hundred and five proposed

reservoirs are listed.

The Midwest Research Institute

report continues: "Industrially, the

outlook for the basin is good. Estab-

lishment of a few major basic indus-

tries will attract many secondary in-

dustries." National forecasts for 1960

show an increase of about 92 percent

in industrial production over the

1935-1939 average. In the basin, ''it

could easily be more than 92 percent.

''Profitable livestock and crop pro-

duction and efficient industrial de-

velopment have much in common,"
the report goes on. Canneries, dairy

products, dressed poultry, leather, in-

sulating board manufacture, wool

scouring plants, alfalfa dehydrators,

industrial alcohol plants, flax straw,

ing^ January, 1948

beet sugar, poultry grit, sorgo syrup,

soybean processing and malt liquor

are potentials within the basin, for

"with the development of the river

and proposed irrigation projects,

there should be an increase of proces-

sing plants, in the production of spe-

cial crops and in the population of

the region.

"It is not suggested that the basin

will become self-sufficient, or even

approach it. There must and will be

a continual movement of agricultural

products going out, and manufactured

goods coming in.

"But there will be increased variety

ni the basin's exports. The region's

imports also will increase in variety

and will come to include intermedi-

ate and semi-finished products of

other regions, to be finally processed

within the basin for the use of its

people. Thus the total resources of

the basin will increase."

The summ.ary points out that the

basin proper contains unlimited re-

serves of non-metaUic mineral re-

sources, while the adjoining areas

have metallic mined resources. Clay
suitable for brick, tile and pottery

manufacture is abundant in all of the

basin states. Missouri possesses the

only known commercial deposits of

high alumina diaspore and burley

clay in the nation. Feldspar and mica

are found in South Dakota, Mon-
tana, Wyoming and Colorado. There

are inexhaustible reserves of phos-

phate rock, potash and salt in parts

of the basin, and an unlimited supply

of manganese is to be found in the

shales along the Missouri's South

Dakota banks.

The future development of basin
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solid fuel production is closely re-

lated to fuel technology. "These

coals may indeed be considered our

ultimate future sources of synthetic

liquid fuels, gasoline, diesel and fuel

oils and of raw materials for chemical

industry."

As for agriculture, the principal

business of the basin: ''It is expected

that with development of the possi'

bilities of the river there will be an

increase in the number of processing

plants and in production of special

crops. No marked change in the type

of farming will occur. It is antici'

pated that more vegetable oils will

be produced within the basin and
plants to process seeds will be con'

structed. In addition, processing of

farm products for the preparation of

fats, proteins, and carbohydrates in

pure form will increase as the tech-

nology of chemurgy develops."

This is the picture of things to

come as the experts at the Midwest
Research Institute see it : a tremendous
basin, stretching from the clear bass

streams of south Missouri and the

hills of the northern 02;arks north-

westward over the plains into the

Rockies, with its tremendous poten-

tials developed and directed to bene-

fit the people in the area and around

it. But the tricky river from which
the basin takes its name still laughs

at man, just as it laughed at the

swearing flatboatmen and fur traders

of the 19th Century. It laughed in

June, 1947, just as it did in 1843.

But development of the river means
taming its capricious temperament.

Irrigation, flood control, soil and
water conservation and hydro-elec-

tric power form the gateway of a

new era.

For a hundred years man has been

stymied by the whims of a river.

He has fought droughts on the

basin's plains and floods in its valleys.

Scientific development of the river

will bring changes. The unpredict-

able tyranny of the Big Muddy will

be exchanged for a true horn of

plenty extending the length and
breadth of the great Missouri River

Basin.

Thomas Hart Benton, son of Mis-

souri and of the Missouri River, has

recently completed a mural based

upon an ancient Greek legend.

Wrestling with an ox, a man sheers

off one of its horns. The horn be-

comes the horn of plenty.

In Benton's version, the struggle

is set against the Missouri Valley

background he knows so well. The
man is the farmer, builder, worker:

the ox is the mighty river whose
rent horn spills forth all the da^2;ling

wealth of an intrinsically rich area.

It can happen.

Progress is mostly a matter of exchanging old worries for new ones.





Do you worry?
Practically everyone does. It is

one of the less attractive habits that

distinguishes human beings from an'

imals! Wrinkles of worry may even
have furrowed the scanty brow of

Piltdown man—a crease, perhaps, for

every crease of thought on his bud-
ding brain.

For worry is really the obverse side

of thought.

Faced with a situation that cannot
be immediately resolved by formula,

the human mind thinks its way logic

ally toward a solution. Arriving at

none, it switches automatically to

worry, just as a man who has tried

unsuccessfully to inflate a ruined tire

will end up by kicking it.

Of course, worry doesn't solve the

problem. How can it? But it gives

one the sensation of trying to solve

it; and this sensation is so convincing

that many people honestly do not

know when they are worrying and
when they are thinking.

But their bodies know. Thinking
is a natural function of the healthy

human being. It is not wasteful of

bodily energy. But worry tears down
tissues, clogs the heart, compresses

the lungs, and brings on premature
old age.

One immediate effect is to make
the confirmed worrier inefficient in

his or her work, thus decreasing earn'

by LOVERNE WILSON BROWN

Organize your worries, ponder
and fret on schedule— there's

nothing like it to tear down
worry and build up health!

ings, and so giving the worried mind
something even more serious to fret

about.

You don't Vv^orry, you say? You
sleep well and do not waken till the

alarm clock rings?

But many, perhaps the majority,

of people, do their worrying entirely

by daylight.

Neither does worry affect all

people in the same way. Consider
two young women whose families,

because of the housing shortage, are

forced to share a one'family apart-

ment.

Mary goes about her work in a

dreamy, dawdling manner. She piles

glasses in the dish pan, lets the water
run cold, as she stares out the win-
dow. She empties the dish water but
forgets to clean the sink. She leans

on her broom, dusts only half the

chairs, leaves her dust cloth on the

living room radio.

Her sister'in-law, on the other

hand, breezes through her duties with

a fierce energy bred of nervous ten'

sion. Dishes are fairly yanked off

the table; long before the two hus-



bands have finished their coffee,

glasses and silverware clatter in the

sink; ash trays are emptied and the

half-finished cigars go with them.

The distraught husbands may pri-

vately agree that Mary is a poor

housekeeper, and Jane too good a one
for comfort. They have no idea that

both women are driven to extremes

of conduct by the same force—a con-

suming worry over when and where
they can find a home for themselves.

Of course, their worrying will

never find them a home. It will never

do anything but make themselves and

their husbands more miserable.

But it does give them a sense of

doing something. Because they are

content with this self-deceit, they

really believe they are thinking. ''I

lie awake all night, tkin\ing,'' says

Mary. "I thin\ better when busy,''

says Jane. But their tight, compressed

lips, their tense movements and weary
bodies, tell the tale. They are heading

toward nervous breakdowns, and

worry is the power that drives them.

If you are one of America's thou-

sands of Marys or Janes, what can

you do about it?

It is foolish to say only, '1 will

stop worrying." It isn't that easy.

in^ January, 1948

Worry is a habit of the mind, just as

smoking is a habit of the body, and
if you have ever tried to quit smoking,

you will know it is easier said than

done.

You might try my plan, though

—

that of worrying on an established

schedule.

Sounds silly? Try it before you
decide. It worked for me, and until

I tried it I was a worrier par excel-

lence.

This is the way you go about it:

First, make a list of your worries.

If you have a lot of them, allot an
hour of your day to their considera-

tion; but for the average worrier, half

an hour should suffice. Of course,

as these problems resolve themselves

(anyone's problems usually do in

time, for the human spirit has a God-
given quality of landing on its feet

after almost any fall), you must be

conscientious about cutting down on
your worry-time.

Suppose, now, your worries add up
like this:

Worry 1 : Does my husband love

me as much as he did when we were
married? (This is a major worry for

many women and deserves a full ten

minutes for itself).

Worry 2 : How shall I pay my
bills? (With some people, this rates

before husbands; adjust your time

accordingly)

.

Worry 3: Will the cat have kit-

tens and how will I dispose of them?
Worry 4: Should I have Junior's

tonsils removed?
Worry 5: What about that new

boy Daughter is running around with

these days? (This worry should be

divided into sections—his morals; the
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way he drives his car; his abiUty to

support her; the question of whether

he wants to undertake her support

—

and each section allotted one minute

f concentrated worry).

Worry 6: Will prices ever come
down?
Worry 7 (after all, you must be

patriotic) : Is our country getting a

fair break in world politics?

Worry 8: What about the atomic

bomb?
Now you have your list. Next you

must decide in what time of the day
^ou best can do your worrying.

To some people the temptation to

A^orry after retiring will have an al'

,nost irresistible attraction; after all,

;hey reason, that time is more or less

vasted, anyway! But you must firmly

vanish that thought. Steel yourself

o allot some part of your daylight

lOurs to this duty.

From ten to eleven in the morning
s a good time for housewives. It

lay tear you away from some of the

oap operas, but their tortured hero'

pes would appear to have worries

f their own, and will no doubt appre-

iate your problem. For the office

worker, the hours between five and
X in the evening, riding on bus or

jbway or waiting in a restaurant for

le disinterested waitress to bring

3me nourishment, may prove the

est.

At any rate, pick your hour; take

your worries in hand; and go at them
like cra^y. If you find your mind
wandering, call it back. Reprove it

sharply. Your worries are important

to you. They deserve your concen'

tration.

Again, if your sense of humor in'

terferes and you find yourself laugh'

ing out loud—take care! One good

belly laugh has blown more than one

major worry out of sight; and out of

sight, out of mind—you know the

saying. If you do not take the great'

est care, you may find yourself, a few
days from now, with nothing in the

world to worry about.

Not even the atomic bomb! Be'

cause there is another facet of think'

ing, one that has fallen into disrepute

in modern times, but which neverthe-

less still has magic to sooth the fev-

ered hroyj- It will work wonders,

move mountains, perhaps even re-

assemble the atom.

It is that little matter of human
faith.

A
The professor of a journalism class in a Midwestern school was annoyed

at a coed who turned in an inaccurate news story. Drawing a red line across

the paper he threw it away. "Young lady," he lectured, "you must learn

the necessity of getting things right. Remember that Joseph PuHtzer once
said accuracy is to a newspaper what virtue is to a woman."

"Yes," the girl blurted out bitterly, "but a newspaper can print a

retraction."



Smile Awhile

Most Japanese in Tokyo make an effort to learn English, and they enjoy
every opportunity they get to show off their knowledge. The other day a

newly employed Japanese bellboy in a Tokyo hotel knocked on a door on
which a sign was suspended. When the American occupant of the room
opened the door, the beaming bellboy proudly greeted him, "Good morning,
Mister Wet Paint."

Bridget was applying for the position of maid. "Have you any refer-

ences?" asked her prospective employer. "Yes, ma'am, Bridget answered,
"I've lots of them."

"Then why didn't you bring them with you?" she was asked.

"They're like my photographs—none of them does me justice."

A Kentucky Colonel always closed his eyes when he took a drink and
one day someone asked him why.

"The sight of good likkah, suh," the colonel explained, "always makes
my mouth watah, suh, and Ah do not care to dilute mah drink."

The day before a big college game a bombshell burst on the coach with

the dean's announcement that the star player had been disqualified. The
coach hurried to the dean to ask why.

The dean explained, "We caught him cheating yesterday."

"I don't believe my player would cheat," the coach blustered. "What
evidence do you have?"

"The star athlete sat right across from the star student. When their

exam papers were compared, it was found the two were identical on the

first nine questions."

"But," said the coach, "that doesn't prove anything. Maybe the player

crammed."
"I can answer that best," said the dean, "by the manner in which they

replied to the last question. The A student wrote, "I don't know." The
player wrote, "I don't know either."

A
Those in Hollywood who know Father McDonald of Notre Dame are

exceedingly fond of him.

"You know, Father," a press agent out there said to him recently,

"I'm sick of the problems of these $3,000 a week actors. I have ten of

them under contract and every day they come in my office to tell me
their troubles. I don't know how I stand it."

"Do you think that's tough?" the priest asked. "How'd you like to

be one of God's press agents?"

A young minister had been called shortly before the funeral to conduct

last rites for a member of an out-of-town church. Hurriedly he picked up
his prayerbook and arrived at the mortuary just as the service started. Soon
after the readings began he came to the phrase "brother (or sister)." But

the casket was closed and he had forgotten to ask the undertaker the sex of

the deceased.

Quickly he leaned over and asked a nearby mourner: "Brother or sister?"

"Neither," came the whispered reply. "Cousin."



by FRED ALEXANDER

"Runaway prices— where will they
stop?" So goes the 64 dollar question

Americans are asking themselves this

month as events continue to carry them
toward that end product of all booms

—

a bust.

Right now, more than half the popu'
lation is feeling the pinch of inflationary

pressure. Some of our people have long

known what it means to buy double'

priced consumer goods on half'priced

salaries. Others are experiencing the zest'

ful sensation of higher wages. Of this

group, the farmers have fared best, enjoy
ing an income boost of about 400 per'

cent. Between the years 1939 and 1947,
farm income jumped from 4^ bilHon dol'

lars to 18 billion dollars. In the same
period, the cost of living rose 61 percent.

Not far behind the farmers, business and
professional income upped itself 300 per'

cent.

Lewis's bituminous coal miners lead the

wage earners, having received wage boosts
amounting to 120 percent of their 1939
income. Textile mill workers received a

112 percent raise.

On the other side of the ledger, govern'
ment employees received wage boosts
amounting to only 52 percent. People
employed in public education and allied

fields, medical and health service, workers
engaged in finance and real estate work
received additional compensation well un'
der the 61 percent inflationary margin.
To this group, then, comes the sharpest
realization of the inflationary pinch.

For some time, inflation has appeared
to be a runaway noticed only by those
in its immediate path. But if the groans
of the trampled haven't been heard, the
groans of those about to be seem to have
-eached the ears of Washington at last,

[n November, the Administration pro'
iuced a behind the scenes plan to stop

inflation. There will be little said to the

public concerning this new scheme. There
will be whispers and backstage planning,

but very little information will be allowed
to reach the , nation's front pages. The
reason is obvious. Boom-busters are never
very popular, and strangely, the idea of

being unpopular around election time is

not the accepted campaign for winning
same.

• • •

Inflation is created by a merrygO'round
of too'much money and too'little goods.

These continue to chase each other in a

circle until, literally, the merrygO'round
breaks down. The simple solution is to

place more goods on the market. Because
of present production limitations, this

solution is impossible to achieve. The only
alternative is to control the supply of

money. There are three ways by which
this can be accomplished, all of which are

unpopular with one group or another.

First, the Federal Reserve Board might
raise the rediscount rate. In other words,
raise the interest on borrowed money.
This would tend to discourage borrowing
just as high prices on merchandise dis'

courage buying. In 1919, the Federal Re'
serve actually applied such a control, and
prices did fall, but they fell so fast the
net result was a depression. This reason,

plus the fact that the government itself

is very much in the bond market at

present, means increasing interest rates

would tend to distort government econ'
omy.

A second possible step would depend
upon Congress authorizing the Federal
Reserve Board to raise reserve require'

ments of the banks. Right now, the ma'
jority of banking institutions must retain

a 20 percent reserve. This money is held
as a backlog for demand deposits which
cannot be loaned out to earn interest. New
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legislation might raise this reserve require
ment as much as 45 percent. This would
have to be accomplished slowly, jeopardiz'

ing neither the banks nor business.

This plan may well be the big news at

the beginning of the year. It will certainly

precipitate heated debate in Congress. It

will probably be passed sometime in

March, and March may be too late. In

the meantime, the government, by cluck-

ing its disapproving tongue, is trying to

discourage another round of wage in-

creases. An added factor further com-
plicating the situation is the apparent un-
willingness of management to resist labor's

demands for higher wages. It is apparently
a policy of production at any price, as

inaugurated by steel and coal in their last

negotiations.

A third measure which will be consid-

ered by Congress, and probably passed,

will be a restoration of control power over
consumer credit expansion. As before,

this will be handled by the Federal Re
serve Board. The Board will prescribe the

cash down payment required and how
long payments will be allowed to run.

Controls will not be as rigid as before.

The government, in general, recognizes

that consumer credit expansion makes no
excessive contribution to the inflationary

spiral.
• • •

The main task of the Federal Reserve
Board is to stabilize the unwieldy U. S.

economic system. The inevitable repercus-

sions of drastic economic action make this

a thankless task. The party in power
necessarily loses some votes. If remedial
legislation is passed, and there is every
reason to believe it will be, the Admin-
istration will have to face the conse'

quences. Businesses operating on a small

inflationary margin will fold up. They
will be unable to refinance themselves
through bank credit because bank credit

will be hard to get. Many people, vet-
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erans included, will be unable to buy
homes under the new restrictions, as larger

down payments will be required.

The Administration's idea is to pro-

duce an artificial recession directed toward
taking some of the steam out of the bust.

This, if pushed too far, could lead to

disastrous collapse, as in depression years;

on the other hand, it could have a quietly

sobering effect on the wildcat economic
activity running rampant at present.

• • •

The problem of inflation could be solved

very simply by national cooperation

—

theoretically, at least. The President's

Council on Economic Affairs has elabo-

rated a three-fold plan: 1) The consumer
should restrain himself from buying over-

priced commodities. 2) Labor should not

ask for more wages. 3) The manufac-
turer should charge only a fair price for

his product instead of all the traffic will

bear. These three points could turn the

trick, if stringently adhered to. However,
the prevailing attitude of "let George do
it" makes this theoretical solution un-

feasible.

A politician once wished for ten fingers

on each hand so he could scornfully point,

with twice as much effectiveness, at the

other party. Even with five-fingered

hands, there will be a high quota of

finger pointing in 1948. Everyone will

go on asking who is to blame for high

prices, and everyone will continue to

point in a direction away from himself.

Actually, the nation as a whole is re
sponsible to a certain extent. Inflation is

caused by the spending habits of the

group, not by economic policies alone.

Blunders have been made, but these are

certainly non-partisan blunders. Both
political parties as parties, and we as

citizens, must accept our share of the

responsibility for high prices, and shoulder

our personal and political responsibilities

in effecting stabilization.

A man who had inherited a house put a mortgage against it in order

to buy a car. Having a car, he went to a loan broker to try to get a mortgage
on it to build a garage.

"But if I make you the loan," asked the broker, "how will you buy
gas for the car?"

"It seems to me," replied the man with dignity, "that if I own a house,

car, and garage, I should be able to get credit for gas."



ILLINOIS Jacquet blew in from the

Windy City a few days ago. Jacquet
(rhymes with racquet) is known as the

"Dynamo of the Saxaphone"—and is a

fast moving guy! Appearing in as many
cities as there are days in the week is

nothing for his crew. He admits that

if he stays put any length of time, he is

bound to get stale; consequently he keeps

as busy as a flea in a dog kennel. Illinois

Jacquet was not born in the state whose
name he bears, but in Houston, Texas, 25
years ago. He grew up with an intense

interest in music, and soon found himself

blowing tenor with such bands as those

of Count Basic, Lionel Hampton, and
Cab Calloway. He organized his own
unit about a year ago, selecting seven top

sidemen who were formerly part of such
organizations as Ellington's and Basic's.

The Jacquet combo plays all types of jazz,

including bebop. Concerning this bebop
?tyle of music, he explains that it is not
new, but merely an improvisation of the

jazz with which we are familiar, and will

gradually replace our present jazz. After
appearing in Kansas City, Illinois left

for New York, where he is to play an
engagement on 52nd Street. Future plans

indicate a trip to Europe. So, bon voyage
and good luck, Illinois Jacquet! (Jacquet
may be heard on Apollo and Aladdin
records.)

Platter Chatter

Wayne Muir and his recording dance
orchestra are bringing in the crowds at

Kansas City's El Casbah . . . Butch Stone,

formerly with Les Brown's band, is now
recording for Majestic . . . Tex Beneke
and the Miller orchestra follow Elliot

Lawrence's band at the Palladium in

Hollywood, Lawrence, by the way, is

being screen'tested by Fox studios . . .

Herb Jeffries, Exclusive recording star, is

scheduled to play the lead in the musical,

Camille . . . Julia Lee is back at her
home stomping grounds after a recording
date in California . . . New guitarist with
the King Cole Trio is Irving Ashby.
Oscar Moore, ex'King Coler, has joined

his brother's group, Johnny Moore's
Blazers . . . Tony Martin, Victor star, is

now appearing at Slapsy Maxy's West
Coast night club . . . Latest addition to

the Sammy Kaye aggregation is a 19'year'

old maracca'shaking import from Rio . . .

with BOB KENNEDY

Guy Lombardo recently offered Vaughn
Monroe speedboat lessons in return for

some expert flying lessons . . . You would
never imagine that Percy Faith's favorite

pastime is boxing, but it's true! . . .

Frankie Carle is trying out a new all'

plastic piano . . . Woody Herman is

hooked as far ahead as May, when he'll

appear at New York's Capitol Theatre
. . . Ray Noble's new Columbia platter

with Buddy Clark (I'll Dance At Tour
Vs/edding) opens with actual tap dancing
. . . Ted Weems now has five singers with

his unit . . . Dick Haymes will follow in

the footsteps of other crooners by opening
his own publishing house soon . . . Kate
Smith finds herself being romanced by
one of the big movie companies, which
wants her to appear before the cameras
in some of the roles made famous by the

late Marie Dressier . . . Monica Lewis
is now recording for Decca . . . Betty

Rhodes, Victor star, may be heard each
Sunday evening on the Meet Me At
Par\ys program over Mutual.

Highly Kecommended
CAPITOL 15010—Margaret Whiting

with the Crew Chiefs and Frank Devol
and his orchestra. Fass That Peace Pipe
plus Let's Be Sweethearts Again. Mar'
garet Whiting sounds better than ever

on two sides that are winners. You'll

enjoy the novelty modern Indian love

call. Pass That Peace Pipe, and the

smooth vocal on the flipover. Frank
Devol's background music is perfect.

CAPITOL 15008—Peggy Lee with Dave
Barbour and his orchestra. I'll Dance
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At Tour Wedding and Golden Ear-

rings. Peggy has turned out to be one

fine singer of ballads and this new-

platter proves that point. The Wed-
ding side is free and easy, while the

reverse is a serious, successful attempt

to create a gypsy mood. Dave Barbour
and orchestra are up to their usual top

standard.

COLUMBIA 37973—Tony Pastor and
his orchestra. Tour Red Wagon and
Gonna Get A Girl. This is typical

Pastor material with a flavor of fun

and whimsy. Red Wagon plugs the

moral of lying in your bed after you've

made it. The reverse is a revival with

the entire orchestra participating. It

features Tony's unique singing plus

fine arrangements behind the vocal.

Danceable—but definitely!

*Brookside Record Shop, 63 3 0 Brookside

Plaza, JA 5200.

VICTOR 20-2523—Vaughn Monroe and
orchestra. How Soon and True. Here
are a pair of melodic ditties ideally

suited to maestro Monroe's style of de-

livery. The singing bandleader gives

with full-voiced renditions of these ear-

pleasing ballads, both of v^hich are

given strong orchestral backing. The
Moon Maids contribute their harmonies,

and the whole platter is good listening!

VICTOPv 20-2557—Freddy Martin and
orchestra. Why Does It Have To Rain
On Sunday plus Beginner s Boogie.

Clyde Rogers wistfully sings the com-

mon complaint that it always turns

cloudy on the one day when "Baby's

all yours." You'll marvel at Barclay

Allen's keyboard capers on the reverse

side, with the tune adapted from the

famiHar Chopstic\s, but presented here

with an amazing boogie beat. Strictly

A-1!
MUSICRAFT 494—Sarah Vaughn with

orchestra. Body and Soul plus Every
thing I Have Is Tours. This is the most
popular Vaughn record to date. The
tunes are old standards but Sarah's

unusual vocal interpretations make
them outstandingly different. Especially

on the Body and Soul side, you'll find

a certain freshness, originality, and in-

spiration in her singing.

-Fiesta Music Den, 4013 Troost, WE
6540.
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CAPITOL 15000—Johnny Mercer with
the King Cole Trio. Save The Bones
For Henry Jones and Harmony. Def-
initely a double feature for record
buyers who get, for the price of one,

Mr. Mercer and that well known trio.

The tunes are fresh and different. Nat
Cole shares dual vocal honors with
Mercer and what an entertaining blend!

Fine entertainment!

DECCA 24257—Carmen Cavallaro and
his orchestra. Malaguena plus T^ostah

gias. Cavallaro continues his series of

adaptations of popular classics by giv-

ing two top Latin tunes the treatment
for which he is famous. Lecuona's
beautiful Malaguena is done in fox trot

tempo with some nice piano passages.

The reverse, a tango, sparkles with
imaginative right-hand piano work.
Pianistics at their best!

DECCA 23940—The Mills Brothers. I'm

Sorry I Didnt Say I'm Sorry and I'll

J^ever Ma\e The Same }Aista\e Again.
The ever-popular Mills Brothers here-

with present two fine ballads. The
first side is the lachrymose type of song
that brought them to fame, with sharp

feeling and fine rhythm. The reverse

is another tune in an apologetic mood,
the rendition of which is smooth, pol-

ished, and, of course, sentimental.

*Jenkins Music Company, 1217 Walnut,
VI 9430.

MAJESTIC 7275—Ray McKinley and his

orchestra. A Man's Best Friend Is His

Bed plus Tour Red Wagon. Ray has a

versatile band and proves it on this disc.

The first side offers the mattress manu-
facturers a great theme song, and the

reverse offers novelty blues with Ray's

comedy licks for good measure.

DECCA 24266—Jeanie Leitt with Billy

Kyle quartet. I'll Dance At Tour Wed-
ding plus Please Dont Play 7<lumher

Six Tonight. Here's Kansas City's own
versatile singing star with her initial disc

for Decca. You'll recognize Jeanie's

unique voice immediately, but her piano

work is absent on this first platter as

all the instrumental work is done by
Kyle's quartet. The tunes are right for

Jeanie, and Jeanie does right by them!



by ELIZABETH ROBERTS

WHATEVER Congress does about in'

flation is too late for New Year's

Eve in New York. The Versailles, which
is plush and lush and has currently pre-

sented Dunninger in his mental marvels,

hangs out a price tag of $35 per couple

(plus tax) and expects to do the usual

business from the see-and'hcseen crowd.

The Plaza, with Hildegarde returning for

-her tenth consecutive engagement in five

years, has a $20 charge. That's almost a

bargain, considering that an ordinary eve-

ning at an extraordinary spot like the

Latin Quarter will come to $20 for two.

And more—if you're a push-over for the

gardenia and doll salesgirls, or the gals

who take your picture at your table. Those
horrible pictures!

It's a lot simpler, and more in keeping
with the state of the world, to greet the

New Year with proper solemnity and a

prayer for peace. For this purpose, Swing
suggests a visit to the Cathedral of St.

John the Divine, at 112th and Amsterdam
Avenue. The service is Episcopal—but you
don't need to go for a service. Drop in

anytime, walk silently up and down the

great nave, catch the sunlight streaming
in through the stained glass windows on
those great, grey columns. It'll do you more
good than any other sort of New Year
celebration!

Or, if you want to see true artistry come
to a night club, catch Peter Lind Hayes
and his wife, Mary Healy, in their act at

the Copacabana. He's billed as a comic

—

but he is far more than that. He's an actor

whose precise diction and fine material

enable him to capture the essence of

LETTER

comedy while injecting pathos that brings

tears mid the laughs. Opening night,

Peter's mother, Grace Hayes pulled all

the stops with her reminiscences of show
business, and a sensational rendition of

Irving Berhn's There's l^o Business Li\e
Show Business. A blase crowd of Broad-
wayites, Hollywood tourists and "first

nighters" were in tears when she finished.

And it's easy to see that Peter Lind Hayes
inherits his ability from mom, who prob-
ably has coached him from boyhood.
Over at Nicky Blair's Carnival on Broad-

way, who should turn up as the star (fol-

lowing Ray Bolger's tremendous success

there) but that ex-minstrel-singer-gone-

Hollyv/ood, Georgie Jessel. Vacationing
from the 20th Century-Fox studios, where
the next pictures he will direct will be
Burlesque and Call Me Mister, Georgie is

back behind the footlights doing routines

that made him famous—and probably made
Jolson and Cantor just a little jealous! All
the gang from 21 and Toot Shor's were
there to make Jessel's opening a heart-

warming affair. The producer-actor proved
once again that his is the skill born of

know-how, hard work and experience.

When the bistros trot out names like

Jessel and Hayes, it's a sign that business
is bad. Life magazine wasn't kidding when
it reported New York nightery operators
as suffering from "snow blindness"—an
occupational disease caused from looking
at the white tops of empty tables. Maybe
it's a sign that this part of the nation is

returning to its senses.

But there are some great shows on Broad-
way! Tennessee WiUiams, whose Glass
Menagerie was one of the finest plays in

recent years, has turned in another solid

click with A Streetcar Teamed Desire, in

spite of the fact that some critics consider
the play too long. Williams' writing is

hailed as the product of discipHne, integ-

rity and experience; more mature and far

more heroic than Menagerie; a play of

"high dramatic imagination and craftsman-

ship." Kansas Citians will be interested to

know that Margaret Hillias, formerly ac-

tive in the Resident Theatre and in Kansas
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City radio, is a member of the cast, billed

as 'Teg Hillias" in the role of Eunice
Hubbel.

Gilbert and Sullivan fans (and who
isnt!) welcome the return to America,
opening December 29th at the Century
Theatre, of the D'Oyly Carte Opera Com-
pany with all the old favorites: Pirates of
Penzance, H.M.S. Pinafore, Gondoliers and
The Mi\ado. See them—or "make the

punishment fit the crime."" The New Opera
Company opened the 27th with Oscar
Karlweis, Clarence Derwent, Tilly Losch
and others in a production of Topaze.
To those considerable millions of us

who begin each New Year in New York,
January is a rather special month. In that
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phrase—those "considerable millions of

us"—somewhat lies the whole answer.

Where are the New York visitors? Except
for travelers on business, buyers whose
seasonable products are now available, the

stream of visitors appears to reach the

year's low mark. Its effect is felt wherever
one goes during this entire month. It's the

calendar to count one's years on. If it is a

dull month, one is very young. But if

January—in spite of or because of the lack

of visiting fireman—if January is pleasant

and satisfactory and a time of renewed
ambitions, plans and achievement, it's be-

cause one is older and there's time, this

month, to devote to the complex business

of simple living.

PORTS OF CALL
NEW YORK CITY
* ALGONQUIN. EVERYONE is in town the be-
ginning of the year. To see the intelligentsia as-

sembled, for good food as well as talk, have a cock-
tail in the lobby and leave your name for a table

with the headwaiter. 59 W. 44th. MU 2-0101.

if BLUE ANGEL. Can't stop listing this amazing
little night club. Consistently distinctive, original,

polished entertainment. For sophisticated tastes and
an ample purse. Pearl Bailey is back—and that's

enough if you like the way she throws away a line

in a song! But there are also Elizabeth Talbot Mat'
tin, Robert Maxwell, Jay' Marshall and the Ellis

Larkin Trio—coming up in 15 -minute rounds, twice
an hour. The other two rounds are the waiters'.

152 E. 5 5th. PL 3-5998.

* DIVAN PARISIEN. Lunch and dinner peren-
nial favorites of patrons here are the excellent

Chicken Divan with an endive salad. The spun
sugar "bird's nest" ice cream dessert is irresistible

to^e and palate. 17 E. 45th. MU 2-8795.

'A' DORSET. This "discovery" has been with us
for years, but each new customer would lead you
to believe it is his own. For dinner, quiet conver-
sation it is perfect. Piano during the evening.

30 W. 54th. CI 7-7300.

it GOLDEN HORN. The favorite here is shashlik

with rice pilaf—a happy combination of Armenian
skewered lamb and fried rice. A moderately priced

meal you will remember until you return again.

31 W. 51st. EL 5-8900.

* LITTLE SHRIMP. Now the old Chelsea sec-

tion has added one more attraction for gourmets.
Try any fresh fish on the menu, ask them to broil

it. For dessert, pecan pie is best known. 226 W.
23rd. WA 9-4733.

MAISONETTE—The ST. REGIS. A jewel box
of a room yet not overcrowded—if you can get in

at all! Delightfully semi-formal, music for dancing,
entertainment. Fine wines and cuisine. 5th Ave.
at 55th. PL 3-4500.

if LUCHOW'S. If you missed this most famous
Christmas tree and the holiday joy of dining here,

try the same fine German dishes this month to

renew your holiday spirit. 110 E. 14th. GR 7-4860.

CAFE SOCIETY, UPTOWN. If you missed
him in Kansas City at the Katz concert, this is

where you can hear Larry Adler and his harmonica,
plus some unnecessary chit'chat he throws in be-

tween numbers. 128 E. 5 8th. PL 5-9223.

LARUE. Fine food and continuous dance music,
in a smart atmosphere to match. But don't expect
to get in and out with a modest check! 45 E. 58th.

VO 5-6374.

DOGWOOD ROOM. Delicious American food
—southern style, which means wonderful fried

chicken and real corn bread, among other things.

Lottie makes the most of a charming, gracious set'

ting with colored waiters who are actually polite.

Entertainment nightly in the bar. And a fine spot

to give a private party! 50 E. 58th. PL 9-1710.

RUBAN BLEU. Maxine Sullivan's over here now—on that shuttle service from the Blue Angel.
Also Connie Sawyer and the Norman Paris Trio.
Sometimes when you think these supper clubs are

all alike—try a restful meal at Luchow's. 4 E. 56th.

EL 5-9787.

OLDE CHOP HOUSE. In olde New York this

is one of the oldest. Those who work downtown
cat there but visitors may overlook eating in this

interesting part of town until learning of Ye Chop
House. Especially for lunch. 118 Cedar. WO 2-8061.

SALVIN'S. In the old tradition of superlative

food in spacious setting, this is the town's newest
restaurant of elegance. The name, known for two
venerations, means quality of food and service. Park
Ave. at 57th. PL 9-5400.

STORK CLUB. If you must wait for someone,
it'll be much more fun here. For those who linger

—

good, if expensive, food. Uniquely enough there is

room to dance. 3 E. 53rd. PL 3-1940.



Plays . . .

A- ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA. (Martin Beck).

A Katharine Cornell production starring Miss Cor'

nell supported by Godfrey Tearle, Kent Smith and

Lenore Ulric. Guthrie McClintic directed. Eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:15. Matinees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:15.

*BORN YESTERAY. (Lyceum). Still drawing
loud huzzahs of acclaim is this engaging and
wonderfully funny Garson Kanin comedy. As ex-

chorine and crooked junk dealer, respectively, Judy
Holiiday and Paul Douglas are unbeatable. Eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:40.

^BURLESQUE. (Belasco). Handsome Jean Parker
competently assists Bert Lahr in getting the most
out of this hit revived from the twenties. "The
mcst" includes tears as well as bellylaughs. There's
no business like show business. Evenings, except

Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Saturday at 2:40 and
Sunday" at 3.

COMMAND DECISION. (Fulton). A force-

ful, expert drama by William Wister Haines about
the AAF in England and over Europe. So far,

the best theatre fare to come out of World War
II. With Paul Kelly, Jay Fassett, Paul McGrath
and Edmond Ryan. Evenings, except Sunday, at

8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

THE DRUID CIRCLE. (Morosco) . Leo G.
Carroll, Boyd Crawford and Neva Patterson head
the superb cast in this intensely dramatic but
weakly motivated new play by John Van Druten.
The story concerns young love and bitter, middle-
aged frustration in a provincial English university,

and comes close to discouraging higher education

—

at least in Britain. Evenings, except Sunday, at

8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 8:40.

THE FIRST MRS. ERASER. (Shubcrt). Mod-
ern treatment of a dated plot. The play is a re-

vival of St. John Ervine's 1929 comedy of man-
ners revolving around divorce. Polished dialogue
by Mr. Ervine, and distinguished performances by
Jane Cowl and Henry Daniell combine to produce
an evening of pleasant entertainment. Evenings,
except Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and
Sunday at 2:40.

FOR LOVE OR MONEY. (Henry Miller). A
highly unbelievable and only occasionally funny
comedy by F. Hugh Herbert. Almost knec-deep in

double entendre aic John Loder, Vicki Cummings
and a pretty little girl named June Lockhart. Eve-
nings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thursday
and Saturday at 2:40.

THE GENTLEMAN FROM ATHENS. (Mans-
field). Emmet Lavery's play, directed by Sam
Wanamaker. The cast includes Edith Atwater and
Anthony Quinn. Evenings, except Monday, at 8:40.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:40.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. (Broadhurst) . Anita
Loos comedy notable for one thing: Helen Hayes.
The story concerns a librarian of the standard,
inconspicuous type who gets crocked to the ears
one rainy afternoon. It proves, if anything, the
efficacy of a few Pink Ladies in revealing un-
suspected depths of character. Evenings, except Sun-
day, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:40.

THEATRE
HARVEY. (48th Street). Charming as ever are

Frank Fay, Josephine Hull, and their pooka friend,

Harvey. Here is whimsey that doesn't misfire, a

rare and precious thing. Evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

THE HEIRESS. (Biltmore). Wendy HiUer in a

distinguished and penetrating performance that is

beautifully supported by Basil Rathbonc and several

other gifted actors. The play is a Ruth and
Augustus Goetz adaptation of Washington Square
by Henry James, and is admirably directed by
Jed Harris. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

AN INSPECTOR CALLS. (Booth). For two
and a half acts, a very fine play. Then comes
a confusing denouement, a trick ending, and the

urge to stand up and shout "What the hell is

going on?" With Thomas Mitchell, Melville
Cooper and John Buckmaster. Evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Satur'

day at 2:40.

JOHN LOVES MARY. (Music Box). As a

rather special favor, an engaged soldier marries
the girl of his buddy. That's the sort of situation

that can get complicated, and it does in this

slightly hysterical bromide with Loring Smith,
Nina Foch and William Prince. Evenings, except
Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-

day at 2:40.

MAN AND SUPERMAN. (Alvin) . It is

Maurice Evans all the way, playing the lead in

the GBS comedy which he has revived, produced
and directed with his usual skilful sense of good
theatre. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MEDEA. (Nation). The Euripides tragedy, as

adapted by Robinson Jeffers and produced by John
Gielgud There are outstanding performances by
Mr. Gielgud, Florence Reed and — especially —
Judith Anderson. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE. (Ethel

Barrymore) . Tennessee Williams' latest and probably
his greatest. Produced by Irene M. Selznick, di-

rected by Elia Kazan. Marlon Brandon, Kim Hunter
and Jessica Tandy take it from there. Evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30.
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THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE. (Hudson)

.

Phyllis Ryder and Peggy French stay on in the
cast of three, and Harvey Stephens steps into the
sergeant's role as naturally as if he had been
born with three stripes on him. Evenings, except
Monday, at 8:35. Matinees Saturday and Sunday
at 2:35.

THE WINSLOW BOY. (Empire). Alan Webb,
Frank Allenby and Valerie White in Terrence
Rattigan's intelligent, eloquent and moving drama
about a middleclass English family attempting to

clear its son of a petty thievery charge. Evenincs.
except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thursday and
Saturday at 2:40.

A YOUNG MAN'S FANCY. (Cort). Ronnie
Jacoby, Lenore Lonergan and Bill Talman in what
may well be the dullest play still running. It's

about children at a summer camp. Summer, of

course, is gone. It should happen to this. Eve
ningt,, except Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Saturday
and Sunday at 2:40.

Musicals . . .

•^ALLEGRO. (Majestic) . An involved and prob-
ablv over'ambitious offering by Rodgers and Ham-
merstein. Critical opinion is divided, but it is un-
likely that the "long run boys" will improve either

their purses or reput.itions with this one. With John
Conte and Annamary Dickey. Evenings, except Sun-
day, at 8:30. Matinees Thursday and Saturday at

2:30.

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Coronet) . Robert
Killiard and Carl Sie,man turned out the music
and lyrics for this revue, spotlighting the talents of

Paul and Grace Hartman. Evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (Imperial) . Ethel

Merman in the title role of the rootin', tootin' and
fhootin' Irving Berlin musical which has a book and
lyrics by Herbert and Dorothy Fields. It couldn't

possibly be finer. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

*BRIGADOON. (Ziegfeld). A dancing, singing

musical with not much humor but plenty of warmth
and color. David Brooks and Pamela Britten do
handsomely. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.

CALL ME MISTER. (Plymouth). An out-

standing revue written, scored, produced, directed

and played by ex-GI's and a few feminine overseas
entertainers. Evenings, except Monday, at 8:35.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday at 2:45.

FINIAN'S RAINBOW. (46th Street). A
leprechaun lands in Dixie, and what follows is

pretty gay fantasy involving songs, dances, Dorothy
Claire, David Wayne, Donald Richards and Anita
Alvarez. Evenings, e.xcept Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

HIGH BUTTON SHOES. (Century). Phil

Silvers and lovely Nanette Fabray in a new show
directed by George Abbott. The book is by Stephen
Longstreet, music and lyrics by Jule Styne and
Sammy Cahn. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MUSIC IN MY HEART. (Adelphi). A merci-
lessly mediocre bit, helped but unsaved by the
music of Tschaikowsky. With Charles Fredericks,
Vivienne Segal and Martha Wright. Evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30.

OKLAHOMA! (St. James). Green Grow the

Lilacs set to music. And what music! Evenings,
except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Thursday and
Saturday at 2:30.

NEW YORK THEATRES

("W" oT "£" denotes West or East of Broc

Adelphi. 152 W. 54th CI 6-5097

Alvin. 250 W. 52nd CI 5-6868
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Empire, Broadway at 40th PE 6-9540

Forty Sixth, 221 W. 46th CI 6-6075

Forty Eighth, 157 W. .48th BR 9-4566
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Hudson, 141 W. 44th BR 9-5641

Imperial, 209 W. 45th CO 5-2412

International, 5 Columbus Circle CI 5-4884

Lyceum. 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256

Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730
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Martin Beck, 402 W. 45th CI 6-6363

Henry Miller, 124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970

Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230

Music Box, 239 W. 45th CI 6-4636

National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220

Playhouse. 137 W. 48th CI 5-6060

Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156

Royale. 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760

Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI 6-9500
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by NORT JONATHAN

THERE is an alarming segment of the

local population which somehow, and
of its own free will, manages to get out
of bed at six o'clock in the morning and
down to the Merchandise Mart by eight.

As the hour strikes, a hush falls briefly

over the biggest studio at ABC—and
Don McNeil and his Brea\fast Club are

on the air. Believe it or not, people get

up as early as two in the morning and
drive 150 miles to hear a radio show
which has been on the air for years

—

and will probably stick around for an-

other decade or so.

Brea\fast Cluh is an old-timer in radio.

The list of performers who have won
favor on it over the last 15 years is long
and glittering—Johnny Johnston, Durward
Kirby, Jack Baker among them. McNeil
himself rounded out his first decade on
the show before it really caught on as a

commercial feature. In the old days local

stations cut in and out of the program at

will. They had the option of carrying the
full hour, or dropping off the network
any time a local commercial came along.

Over the years McNeil has used per-

formers whom he felt couldn't be replaced,

but this has not been the case. At least

20 girl singers have been featured on
Breakfast Club since its inception. Most
d{ them are now happy wives and mothers.
When the popular Jack Baker left the
program a few years back. Radio Row

LETTER
predicted that McNeil wouldn't be able to

replace him. So along came the equally

popular Jack Owens, the Cruising

Crooner, who combines songwriting with

singing. Among other things, Jack must
be credited with being the first radio

singer to use a hand "mike" while stroll-

ing among the audience and singing to

the girls—a dubious distinction, we'll ad-

mit. He is also the author of the Hut Sut
Song and the current ballad How Soon—
which will either make him a hero in

your eyes or a public enemy.

Getting up so early in the morning
day after day seems to have no ill effect

on the performers. Some of them, notably

Fran Allison and Sam Cowling, have been
on the show for ten years. Both started

as straight singers and developed a flair

for comedy in the free and easy atmos-

phere that McNeil encouraged in the old

days. The whole hour was usually done
without script of any kind, with McNeil
using only a music clearance sheet as a

guide.

Times have changed, however. Brea\'

fast Club has evolved gradually from a

strictly off-the-cuff affair to one of the

slickest production jobs of its kind in

radio, without its audience being aware of

the evolution. That's really conversion!

And Brea\fast Cluh remains as popular
as ever. No one quite seems to know why.

• • •

One of the many people who just has

to visit Brea\fast Cluh when in Chicago
is Judge Camille Kelley, the distinguished

juvenile court judge from Memphis. One
of the pioneer woman judges, and the

first below the Mason-Dixon line. Judge
Kelley combines considerable stamina with

a big sense of humor and a bigger heart.

When her new book, Delinquent Angels,

was published recently by the Brown-
White-Lowell Press of Kansas City, the

judge embarked on a three day blitzkrieg

tour of Chicago bookstores, radio stations

and book reviewers which left her en-

tourage with flattened arches and no
wind. Her description of Chicago on a

dirty, wet winter day bears repeating

—
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"It needs to haNe its face washed and its

nose blown/'
The judges ideas on juvenile delin'

quency are worth repeating, too. After
trying about 40,000 cases her views
should carry some weight. "Stop making
heroines of the Scarlet O'Haras," she

suggests. "Instead, make good as attrac-

tive and interesting as evil and play up
the Florence Nightingales. Children can't

be selective. They haven't the experience.

They need help from us all. Most of all

from their parents.'"

The good judge just missed making a

personal appearance at the Actors' Club
Gaieties—a happy benefit affair which
this year honored Mrs. Tillie Majczek, the

Chicago mother who worked for more
than ten years as a scrubwoman to earn

the money to free her teen-age son of a

false murder charge. In a Chicago Times
want ad she offered S 5,000 as a reward
for information which would lead to the

arrest of the real killer. The Times in-

vestigated, became convinced that her son

was innocent, and proved that he was to

the satisfaction of the parole board and

Governor Green. Judge Kelley and Mrs.
Majczek would have become good friends

in practically no time at all.

The evening also featured the fastest

personal appearance on record. After be-

ing heralded as the star of the benefit,

Billy Gilbert just bobbed up and down
again at his table, not even bothering
with his famous sneeze.

o • •

Chicago IS soon to have another eating

place worthy of note. Joe Jacobson and
Mike Fritzel, who have siphoned many a

dollar out of the pockets of fun-happy
nightlifers, are opening a new restaurant

to be called "Mike Fritzel's." The spot

will differ from their Chez Paree in that

there will be no plush entertainment.

Also it v^on't be necessary to make a trip

to the bank after paying the check.

Good food and a sort of modern Rector's

atmosphere will be the thing, say Fritzel

and Jacobson.
• • •

This is the time of the year when the

Curtiss Candy people hold their annual
4-H Sale on one of their big farms. The
fledgling farmer can purchase fine stock

at fantastically low prices at an auction

limited to 4-H Club members. Even with

prices held to rock bottom, the bidding

sometimes gets up into the thousands.

One rural moppet surprised the earphones
off an engineer who was monitoring a

broadcast of the auction, by calmly pull-

ing the rubber band from a roll of

hundred dollar bills and peeling off a

dozen of them to buy a baby bull three

times his size.

• • •

What will happen to the Chicago
Rockets of the All-American footbajl

league is the current subject up for dis-

cussion by the hot stove quarterbacks.

After V. inning only one game of their 14-

game schedule, Chicago's third profes-

sional football team is in a bad way.
After only two seasons—both mediocre

—the Rockets are on the rocks. Any-
body want to buy a slightly used football

ream?

A bill collector found a bachelor farmer milking his cow. While he
waited, the farmer finished his milking, lifted the pail to his mouth and drank
deeply, poured the remaining milk on the ground, and hung up the pail.

"Now," he said, "the milking's done, supper's over and the dishes

washed. What do you want?"
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py JOAN FORTUNE

' Higher Finance

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens. 7th and
vlichigan (Wab. 4400). It's a big room and a

)ig show. The check is likely to be big, too.

)orothy Dorben stages great shows and Orrin

"ucker currently proves that his band and arrange-

lents haven't changed much since Wee Bonnie
laker.

V BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel, 1300 N.
ttate Parkway (Sup. 7200). Lots of people like

; better than the Pump Room across the street

1 the Ambassador East. Good food and interest'

ig entertainment.

Pr CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel, Michigan at

/alton (Sup. 2200). This beautiful room de-

;rvcdly ranks high on anybody's list of preferred

laces to go. Bob McGrew's fine orchestra plays

ir dancing.

r EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State and
lonroe (Ran. 7500). Fritz Hagner, the town's

ost distinguished 'looking host, presides over this

iriking room. Griff Williams is back to play for

'mcing. Enough said.

['IMPERIAL HOUSE, 50 E. Walton (Whi 5301).
he emphasis is on fine food and service, and on
beautiful setting. No entertainment, except an

rcasional visiting movie star downing a few
ingers between trains.

'MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater Beach
otel, 5300 Sheridan Road (Lon. 6000). The
•,ars haven't dimmed the splendor of this famous
ning room. The food, the music, and the shows
e invariably good—often outstanding.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel, Michigan
I 7th (Har. 4300). Ilona Massey from Holly
jood and a small band provide the entertainment,
's one of the most elegantly beautiful dining
oms in Chicago.

PUMP ROOM. Ambassador East Hotel, 1300
. State Parkway (Sup. 7200). They bring in

ervthing but the waiter's thumb on a flaming
;ord and serve numb celebrities along with the
peiizer. The menus are written in old English
ript, which is somewhat baffling but bearable —
you like noise, color, and a midget-sized dance

«or.

if WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel, Randolph
at LaSalle (Cen. 0123). It's the quietest and most
pleasant hotel dining room in town. The heavy
German food is in the great Eitel tradition, and
you can dance comfortably to Tony Di Pardo's
music.

*YAR, Lake Shore Drive Hotel, 181 Lake Shore
Drive (Del. 9300). Russian food. Russian charm.
Russian music. Capitalistic prices. You won't find
Vishinsky dining here, but there's likely to be an
impoverished prince hanging around.

Food With a Difference

WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAURANT, 410 N.
Michigan (Whi. 7600). The favorite drinking and
dining spot of the Hucksters in town. A fine

cuisine moderately priced, believe it or not. Lou
Harrington makes the best Martini in town.

GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark St. (And. 8817).
Excellent moderately priced luncheons and dinners.
It's a favorite hangout with the working press and
showfolks.

IRELAND'S, 632 N. Clark St. (Del. 2020).
An oyster house in the old tradition. Superlative
fish, lobster, and oysters.

ST. HUBERT OLD ENGLISH GRILL, 316 S.
Federal St. (Web. 0770). Hearty "pre-austerity"
English food, magnificently prepared, and served in

a setting which makes you think of an old English
inn. Famous far and wide for steaks and chops.

BARNEY'S RESTAURANT. 741 W. Randolph
St. (And. 9795). You'll like this huge, barn-like
room in the heart of the market district. There's
sawdust on the floor, and Barney himself waddles
around in an apron the size of a tent. The menu
is expansive but not expensive.

Highlife Highlights

(Any Cabby can make the rounds)
The CHEZ PAREE for big and expensive shows

. . . Ditto the LATIN QUARTER on Randolph
Street . . . For girls and girls and a maximum of
exposure, as well as convention hilarity, try the
RIO CABANA on upper Wabash Avenue. If you're
a tired businessman, you may also try the PLAY'
HOUSE on North Clark Street—but don't say we
didn't warn you!

Mostly Dancing
The COLLEGE INN of the Hotel Sherman, Ran'

dolph and Clark (Era. 2100). rides with the disc
jockeys. Here you will find the younger set, a
)Xood small band, and lots of noise.

The BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT. Wabash at

Randolph (Ran. 2822), specializes in danceable
music. Phil Levant is currently the bandstand
attraction and looks like he is set for a long run.

Something Different

The famous GLASS HOUSE of the Graemere
Hotel, Washington Boulevard at Homan Avenue,
for cocktail hour atmosphere and slick dance music

by Don Orlando after nine . . . Barbecued ribs

at the SINGAPORE, 1011 Rush Street, where the

stay-up'lates get together at dawning . . . The
old world atmosphere at the CZECH LODGE on
Desplaines Avenue in suburban North Riverside —
plus roast duck and saurkraut and dumplings . . .

The twinkling lights of Chicago viewed from the

cozy bar atop the Allcrton Hotel on North Michi-

l4an Avenue.
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The Magiiificent Meal . . .

if BRETTON'S. Ample proof of the versatility

of Max Bretton's chef is his ability to handle
holiday goodies in a superior fashion. Famous for

continental specialties, he can also turn out tradi-

tional American cooking — and does. In St. Louis
stop at the new Bretton establishment on the

street level of the Hotel Kings Way. 1215 Baltimore
in Kansas City. HA 5773.

if ADRIAN'S. Tkis restaurant bears the given
name of an experienced gentleman who charmed
the tummies of Hotel President gourmets for al'

most a generation. Mr. Hooper, purveyor of good
eats, has a nice long bar along a partitioned wall.

Back of the bar stand figurines and novelties from
the stocks of Mart building lessees. Building in'

habitants will tell you that the place belongs to

them, but they've an argument on their hands be-

cause this is one act everyone wants to get into.

Merchandise Mart. VI 6587.

PUSATERI'S NEW YORKER. "B" for Balti-

more and "B" for beef! "F'' for Fanny Anderson
and "F" for French fried onions! "BF" for best

food in town! We lil^e it! It isn't news, but you
should know that the dry Martinis and the salads

are keen. 1104 Baltimore. GR 1019.

ic SAVOY GRILL. Perhaps the city's finest din-

ing room is this nationally famous restaurant and
bar, rich with tradition, a model of perfect serv
ice and outstanding cookery. Sizzling steaks, abso'

lutely without peer, and beautifully prepared lobster

are the star attractions, but the cuisine is uniformly
excellent. Brown, who remembers when Methuselah
was a little boy, is the name to know. 9th
Central. VI 3890.

BLUEBIRD CAFETERIA. Jolly, rotund "Pop"
Wormington is a walking advertisement for the

delectable dishes to be found in his immaculate
Troost Town cafeteria. The eye appeal of red,

yellow and green salads make tasty dishes even
more tempting as you slide your tray along the

gleaming rail. Your knife and fork come wrapped
in a nice linen napkin instead of the usual paper
one—little touches to embellish the best cafeteria

food to be had. 3215 Troost. VA 8982.

PATSY'S CHOPHOUSE. Patsy;s new slogan

is "distinctive but not expensive." The phrase
fits like size 8 pmkies in a size 8 glove. Chicken
tetrazzini, thick steaks, roast beef and Italian

salads will fill the aching void brought on by a

couple of Scotch and sparkles. The skrimpers are

fit for the palate of an Oriental potentate. Lou
Ventola and his buddy, Vince White, are always
on hand to proffer a friendly greeting. They never
forget a name once they've heard it! East end
of 6th St. Trafficway. HA 8795.

Class With a Glass . . .

PUTSCH'S. This exquisitely decorated bar and
restaurant is one of the most beautiful places in

the United States. From the gorgeous glass mural
extending the length of the bar to the quaint
wrought iron and rose effect in the large dining
room, the restaurant is superbly styled and deli-

cately designed. The effectively lighted Victorian
Lounge may be reserved for noonday luncheons

—

but reserve a day or two ahead! Soft musical
background by Dorothy Hacker and Henry O'Neill.

Lobster, steak, roast beef, air-expressed Colorado
trout and other delightful treats are to be found
on the handsome menu. Kansas Citians are proud
of the 210 and it is a "must"' on every visitor's

list. Hats off to owner Putsch. The 210 is tops!

210 Ward Parkway. LO 2000.

CABANA. That cowpoke at the bar may look
out of place in the chic Cabana but he's got an
oil well or two tucked in the back pocket of those
Levi's, pardner! Filled with interesting people and
the strains of Alberta Bird's Hammond hits, you
can grab a noonday snack here while sipping a

smooth cocktail. Cozy, comfortable and right in

the heart of Kansas City. Thirty-seven feet east

of the Cabana marks the spot where the entrance
to Harry's ill-fated haberdashery was located, if

you're interested. Hotel Phillips, 12 Baltimore.
GR 5020.

LA CANTINA. In Italian it means cellar and
in French it means cafe and in English it's a

place where soldiers can get food. All meanings
apply regardless of the original intention! A red-

and-white hideaway just downstairs from El Casbah,
you can get drinks and snacks without the tax!

The comely ayahs (which means waitress if you're
an Indian) are decked out in quaint costumes
and the room is filled with collegiates on perpetual

weekends. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick.
VA 7047.

OMAR ROOM. Cares and worries disappear,

if you'll spend an hour or two in here! Bar for

men only, but surrounded by leather seats for

adoring femmes. A deck up is Charlie Gray, ivory
manipulator supreme, and tables for parties—or

—

just you and a her! Very popular with the soldier

boys during the war, the place is frequented by
the same boys in their civvies—as indicated by the

paucity of tan suits. Hotel Continental, 11th

Baltimore. HA '6040.

RENDEZVOUS. Meeting place of the Baltimore
biggies, who see fit to grace the panelled splendor

of the Rendezvous daily. Maybe that's why the

highball glasses are made of crystal. The casual

wave of a pink, pudgy, well-manicured paw will

bring a waiter scurrying with snowy tablecloth

if you've a mind to dine. Good Scotch. Hotel

Muehlebach, 12th fi Baltimore. GR 1400.

THE TROPICS. A melee of palms and bamboo
with an occasional tropical storm "bustin' out

all over." Tall, cool concoctions, soft background
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nusic and softer seats. Wc like the idea of going

o the third floor in order to get in the place.

Reminds us of days of yore, somehow. Clever gift

;ounter Just outside the door in case you'd like

o buy your lady a pretty. Hotel Phillips, 12th &"

Jaltimore. GR 5020.

k- ZEPHYR ROOM. A small bar surrounded by
ounge type seats and a piano. Dim and comfy,
)ut with an air conditioning system that keeps the

moke out of your eyes. The barkeeps have that

uave touch with a cocktail. Out the door to the

ight is El Casbah and to the left is the 'phone

)ooth and other conveniences. Verrry nice! Hotel
Jellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

k PLAZA ROYALE. This popular place has taken

)n a slightly different atmosphere since the MU'
CU football game. The place reverberates nightly

o the "Rock chalk, Jayhawk" cheer. Nowadays,
;reet the maitre de with "Rock'chalky, Pierre"
nstead of "good evening." If you'd like a quiet

Irink you'll have to come before noon. The yells,

:heers and college songs are always a treat, though,

ind mom and pop are often on hand to join in

lostalgically, Big, strong drinks. 614 W. 48th.

.O 3393.

Good Taste . . .

V FRANK J. MARSHALL'S. A new twist at

'rank's downtown place is complete fountain serv
ce. As crowded and popular as ever, the business

aen's luncheons are surprisingly inexpensive. We
ay surprisingly because any morning you can find

he door to Frank's office filled with salesmen
leddling the city's finest foods. In case you didn't

now it, the Brush Creek restaurant serves more
han a quarter of a million chickens a year. Have
our next bridge luncheon at the southtown
s^arshall's. 917 Grand and Brush Creek at Paseo.

/A 9757.

V ABOUT TOWN COFFEE SHOP. Mostly for

ood, but you can have a drink sent in if you
yish. Late mimeo news flash by your table, and
Mberta's remote Hammond music, make it possible

o enjoy a well-prepared snack in all the comfort
f your own breakfast room. Hotel Phillips, 12th
f Baltimore. GU 5020.

k AIRPORT RESTAURANT. Joe Gilbert's multi-

ighted push button board (it's used to inform
.•aitresses that their orders are ready and waiting
n the steam table) looks like the dual control

anel of a Flying Fortress. Joe is a good pilot,

nd everybody gets served in a hurry. 24-hour serv-

ze, and just as popular with paddlefeet as fly

oys. Municipal Airport. NO 4490.

^GLENN'S OYSTER HOUSE. Oh, that lemon
'ic! Oysters, shrimp and clams done any way
t)u want. Clean and neat as a pin. The kitchen is

ight in front of you so you don't have to wonder
'bout it's cleanliness. Duncan Hines, where art

hou? Scarritt Arcade. HA 9176.

ik- MUEHLEBACH COFFEE SHOP. Very excellent
|0tel food served with dispatch. Paneled walls add
D the atmosphere and the big leather seats and
^ide counter are real luxuries. Just the place to

•rowse through your morning paper. Hotel Muehle-
•ach, 12th a Baltimore. GR 1400.

\c UNITY INN. A unique and excellent eating
•lace, surprisingly inexpensive. Meatless meals are

Imost miraculously prepared with the emphasis
n tasty salads and incomparable pastries. It's the
ationally known vegetarian cafeteria of the Unity

School of Christianity. Luncheons and dinners. 901
Tracy. VI 8720.

THE PEANUT. Friendliest little place this

side of Pilsener Park. Ice cold brew in a glass

frosty with dew. And we dew mean Louis Stone's
excellent draught beer. The beer makes you just

hungry enough to murder a steamy platterful of

barbecued ribs. They are nopareil! Bring your
own meat and Louis will have his chef fix it up
real tasty and nice. Keen place. 5000 Main.
VA 9499.

PINK ELEPHANT. On the street level at Frank
Logan's Hotel State you'll find a cute, cozy,

clever, and colorful bar room. Small as that bug
in your ear! Although the elephants on the wall
and in the name are not intended to denote the

size of the drinks, they do serve as a hint. FFFT

—

fun, friendly, frivolous, and tipsy. Between Wyan-
dotte and Baltimore on 12th. GR 5310.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE. A great big old

board proclaims the fact that the talented prodigal,

Joshua Johnson, is back! When Josh left the In-

terlude some many months ago, it was like the

day in Mudville for the Uptowners. But he's back
and is as good as ever. And so is the food at the

Broadway Interlude. Dale Overfelt specializes in

chicken, steak and businessmen's luncheons—all

good! And you can lave away that Sunday thirst

by ambling over after midnight. 35 35 Broadway.
WE 9630.

DUFFY'S TAVERN. Ask Little Buck to sing

When Irish Eyes Are Smiling—it'll send you right

after the tingles that crept up your back and flew

away to the heavens. If you can play the piano,

they'll let you; if you can sing, they'll let you;

they'll let you do anything you want. That's why
this rollicking bar is such a wonderful fun spot.

It's just the place to take that stuffy client from

Oshkosh: he'll let his briefcases down ere long.

218 W. 12th. GR. 8964.

Drive-ins . . .

ALLEN'S. Honestly, they serve the most beauti-

ful frankfurters you've ever seen. They're barbecued

and they're thick, fat, juicy, tender and strictly

palatable. They serve barbecued ribs, beef and

ham in a very delicious setting of slaw and fried

'taters. Clean, very good service, attractive sur-

roundings. 63rd 6^ Paseo, Missouri; 14th & State,

Kansas. AT 4528 or JA 9534.

NU-WAYS. Ricky-ticky, there's the car hop!

That quick. C. L. Duncan features a whole sign-
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board full of sandwiches, soft drinks and ice

cream. His chopped meat sandwiches are distinctive

and excellent! After you Pla'Mor, eat more at

the Nu'Way! Main at Linwood and Meyer at

Troost. VA 8916.

To See and Be Seen . . .

if EL CASBAH. Wayne Muir keeps packing them
in at the Middle West's most famous supper club—and how the people love him! Always an en-
tertaining floor show enhanced by superior cuisine
and service. Maitre d" hotel Jerry Engle is re
sponsible for the smooth, satisfactory operation of

this beautiful club and he rates a nod of con-
gratulation. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at War-
wick. VA 7047.

* SOUTHERN MANSION. Yes, it's still amiable
Dee Peterson and his band with vocals by Ken
Smith. Dee furnishes music to talk over and dance

A
The famous Chickasaw Indian painter, Red Feather Colbert, was the

chief attraction at a club dinner, and was dressed in tribal costume, com'
plete with a necklace of cruel-looking teeth.

"What kind of teeth are they?'' asked a feminine admirer.

"Alligator teeth," she was told.

"No doubt,'" the enlightened guest said, "they mean the same to you
as pearls do to us."

The chief smiled. "Well, not quite." he said. "Any man can extract

a pearl from an oyster."

A
Louise Baker, one-legged humorist who wrote the rollicking Out on a

Limh, shared a cabin on one Atlantic crossing with a lady who thought
Louise needed supervision. Miss Baker had a fine time on board and in-

variably retired very late. The lady, considerably upset, demanded, "Will
you tell me what a young lady on crutches does on shipboard until one
o'clock in the morning?"

"What do you think young ladies without crutches do?" asked Louise.

"Mercy, goodness!" gasped the lady. "You don't do that, do you?"
A

A school in one of the poorer districts of a big city sent questionnaires

to the pupils' homes, requesting information regarding the home environment,
number of brothers and sisters, and father's occupation.

The next day one child returned with a scrap of paper on which was
the following:

"We have 18 children. My husband can also do plumbing and
carpentry work."

A
Rabbi Cohen, one of the most respected citizens of Texas, who has de-

voted his life to aiding people too poor to afford decent medical care, once
told a friend: "There is no such thing as Jewish mumps. Catholic measles,

or Protestant pneumonia!"
A

"Johnny," Dad admonished, "it was very wrong of you and the boy
next door to fight. Couldn't you have settled your difference by a peaceful

discussion of the matter, calling in the assistance of unprejudiced opinion, if

need be?"
"Oh, no. Dad." Johnny retorted. "He was sure he could whio me, and

I was sure I could whip him, and there was only one vv^ay to find out."

by, and host Johnny Franklin meets, greets and
seats you. Dignified. Good steak and chicken, the

nicest of clientele. You'll like it! 1425 Baltimore.
GR 5129.

* DRUM ROOM. Don't throw your nickels on i

that big red drum outside, sir! Go inside and toss '

them on the bar. Down a flight of steps you'll

find the Drum Room proper. Good music, good
food. What else? 14th ii Baltimore. GR 5440.

* TERRACE GRILL. With successful engage-
ments at Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe, and
more recently at the Stevens' Boulevard Room in

Chicago and New York's Latin Quarter, master
violinist Don McGrane and his orchestra return

to the Muehlebach. Kansas Citians will remember
Don's former appearance and will no doubt be
flocking to the Grill. Excellent food and service

as usual. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th fs' Baltimore.

GR 1400.
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1—Arthur C. Haysler, president of Index Em-

ployment Company, receives congratulations

from Kansas City's Mayor William E. Kemp as

Index opens America's largest employment office.

3—Winning basketball plays are a subject of

discussion by Harold Howey, ace scorer for Kan-

sas State College, and his cooch, Jock Gardner.

2—Audrey Totter, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer star,

all smiles for Dick Smith, chief of the Wf

special events department.

4—Commander-in-Chief Ray H. Brannaman

the Veterans of Foreign Wars, tells WHB listei

ers that universal military training is essenti

to national security.



foreword

IN these United States the color

of February will be forever red,

white and blue — thanks to Mr.

Lincoln and Mr. Washington.

It is strange to think that it

wasn't always so, that once February

was just another month, too late for

winter, too early for spring, im'

patient, full of whimsical weather,

enlivened only by Valentines and

an occasional leap year (arranged

by man in his efforts to keep pace

with the stars). But that was be-

fore the two great Americans had

lived, placed their mark on history,

died, and become traditions. Forever

after, February is their month, and

we are reminded punctually of

patriotism in its only legitimate

sense — not patriotism to one coun'

try only, but to humankind. It is

this which made — and makes —
the great men great — that they

work for the common good. They
may work through the medium of

one nation, yes, as Washington and
Lincoln did. but through that

medium because it is the instrument

at hand. What each of them en-

visioned for his country he en-

visioned for the world: freedom, se-

curity, and peace. It's as Mr. Lin-

coln said, on his birthday 87 years

ago, when he spoke of "that senti-

ment in the Declaration of Inde-

pendence which gave liberty not

alone to the people of this country,

but hope to all the world, for all

future time."

That hope, like a candle in the

wind, has faltered many times since

then, but it never has gone out com-
pletely. We may feel encouraged
by that fact and work a little harder
to fulfill Mr. Lincoln's faith. It's

the least we can do to commemorate
his birthday and the principles he
stood for. We can send, by word
and deed, a Valentine to the race
of maji — with love.
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FEBRUARY'S
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

(Tke mWiam Roc^hiW HtUon
Gallery o/ Art and the Mary
At\ins Mutexxm of Fine ArtJ.)

Loan Exhibitions: Steuben Glass
and paintings by Cleveland ir-

tijtfi.

Masterpiece of the Month: "Pof'
trait of Queen Elizabeth," ar-

tist unknown.
Motion Pictures: On February

20th and 22nd, William Tell.

featuring the late Conrad Veidt,
will be shown. Admission free.

Lectures: Wednesday evenings, 8

o'clock in the Gallery Audi'
torium, a continuation of a

series by Paul Gardner oo
"Italian Painting." Admission
free.

Feb. 4, "Painters of North Italy."

Feb. 11, "Venetian Painters of

the 15th Centxiry."

Feb. 18, "Venetian Painters of

the 16th Century."
Feb. 25, "The Bologncse Sdiool."
Concerts: 4th annual concert by
THE MADRIGALIANS. from
Kansas State Teachers College,

under the direction of Orville

Borchers, to be given February
29th, at 3:30 p.m.

Music . . .

(Music Hall)

Feb. 1, Philharmonic Pop Con'
cert.

Feb. 2, Philharmonic Matinee
Concert for young people.

Feb. 2, Igor Gorin, baritone.

Feb. 3, Philharmonic Matinee
Concert for young people.

Feb. 9, Philharmonic Matinee
Concert for young people.

Feb. 10-11. Gregor Piatagorsky,
cellist, in concert with Phil'

harmonic.
Feb. 15, Philharmonic Pop Con-

cert.

Feb. 22, Philharmonic Pop Con-
cert.

Feb. 24-25, Philharmonic Sub-
scription Concert.

Special Events . . .

Feb. 9, Robert St. John. NBC
London correspondent, Music
Hall.

Feb. 14. Veloz and Yolanda, ball-

room dance team, matinee and
evening performances, Music
Hall.

Feb. 16. Alfred Wolff, travelogue
"Mexican Mosaic," with tech-

nicolor pictures. Little Theatre.

Feb. 19, Shrine Dance, Municipal
Auditorium Arena.

Feb. 22-24, Kansas City Flower
Show, Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

Feb. 28, Big Seven Track Meet.
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Dancing . . .

(Pla-Mor Ballroom, 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night
but Monday. "(Dver 30" dances
Tuesday. Wednesday and Fri-

day.

Feb. 18, Tex Beneke.

Feb. 21, Carmen Cavallaro.

Feb. 28, Charlie Spivak.

Wrestling . . .

Wrestling every Thursday night.

Memorial Hall, Kansas City,

Kansas.

Feb. 17, Professional Wrestling,
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Ice Hockey . . .

(United States Hockey League
All games at Pla-Mor Arena
32nd and Main.)

Feb. 1, St. Paul.

Feb. 4, Dallas.

Feb. 8, Omaha.
Feb. 15, Tulsa.

Feb. 22, Minneapolis.

Feb. 25. Dallas.

Feb. 29, Omaha.

Basketball . . .

Feb. 6-7, High School Basketball
I

Municipal Auditorium Arena.
Feb. 13, High School Basketball

Municipal Auditorium Arena. )

Feb. 20. High School Basketbs!.

Municipal Auditorium Arena

Boxing . . .

Feb. 9, Golden Gloves, Municipii
Auditorium Arena.

Feb. 10-11, Golden Gloves, Mi-
nicipal Auditorium Arena.

Feb. 14, Golden Gloves Final
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

'

Conventions ... *

Feb. 1-3, Fact Finding Congre*
Institute of American Poultr
Industries, Auditorium.

Feb. 5-6. Missouri Valley Ele.

trie Association Power Sal<

Conference. Hotel President.

Feb. 8-10. RaUton-Purina Cod
pany. Dealers Sales Confereno
Hotel President.

Feb. 12-13, Johns Manville Sal-
Corporation. Hotel Phillips.

Feb. 14-15. B'Nai B'Rith Regul
Bowling Tournament.

Feb. 17-19. Fitts Dry Goods Cor
pany. Hotel Phillips. i

Feb. 19-20. Miduest Feed Man-
|

facturcrs. I

Feb. 24-27, American Associatic '

of Junior Colleges, Hotel Pre;

dent.

Feb. 26-28, Academy of Oste
pathic Orthopedists, Hotel Co
tinental.

Feb. 26-28, Eagle Pichcr Sal

Company, Hotel Phillips.
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by STANLEY S. JACOBS

Gone but not forgotten is Mrs,
Pinkham of Lynn, whose vegetable

compound gathered fortune, fame
and female followers.

EDITORS published photographs

of her tombstone to prove to her

followers that she was really dead.

On many occasions, her picture was
, used in pubhcations as a substitute

for the likeness of Queen Victoria,

Lillian Langtry, and Susan Anthony.

Doctors excoriated her, but mil'

lions of women chanted her praises

—

and bought her highly alcoholic "veg'

etable compound."

She started her business career with
one dollar and recklessly spent 15

cents of it on advertising. By unof'

ficial estimate, the company she

founded has since spent $50,000,000
on promotion of her product and face.

The firm has grossed hundreds of

millions of dollars purveying the same
^compound which was originally
cooked up in the kitchen of a drab
Lynn, Massachusetts, house.

For Lydia Pinkham, first maker of
jjthe nostrum bearing her name, is still

3 regarded by countless women through'
jDut the world as America's most fa-

i^nous woman, although she died in

1883. African natives, seeing her
notherly face on bottles carried by

missionaries, are convinced she sym^

bolizes American womanhood today.

During her lifetime, Lydia received

more mail than any other individual

in the nation—not excepting the Pres-

ident—and counted her letters from
ailing females in the tons rather than

thousands. Children were named
after her; women aped her hair'do;

and she inspired more music hall jokes

and wisecracks than the Model-T
Ford ever provoked.

Despite her position as America's

first big business woman, Lydia's

throaty voice was heard in the tern'

perance movement, greenback meet'

ings, anti'slavery crusades, spiritualist

circles and in the drive against vacci'

nation. For Lydia Pinkham, wife of

a bankrupt business man and mother
of four children, fervently believed

herself to be the salvation of woman-
kind and she lavished her vitality and
passionate voice on every tiny current

or personality within the "emancipa'

tion" movement for women.
Her dollar'spangled success story

began in Lynn on September 24,

1869, a gloomy day when American
businessmen moaned like babies, when
overtaken by a sudden financial panic.

Among the moaners was her hus-

band, Isaac Pinkham, a pleasant chap

who always spoke wistfully of big

business deals which would redeem
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his family from their genteel poverty.

But this Massachusetts Micawber
never succeeded in pulling off a deal

which would bring security to his

brood.

Instead, his paltry holdings and

assets went down the drain in the

panic and Isaac became a mumbling
gaffer who lived in the past and al'

lowed his wife to take command of

the family.

''Cheer up!" she said sharply to

her children. "We're failures now,
but perhaps the compound I make for

the neighbor ladies can be sold in'

stead of given away."
Always the gentleman, Isaac pro-

tested weakly that it would lower

their standing to ''ask money for

something youVe always given away."
"Nonsense!" retorted Lydia. "If

women want my compound, they'll

have to pay a dollar a bottle for it.

If we sell only seven bottles a week,

that's enough cash to feed us all.

Pride buys no groceries, Isaac."

Lydia was destined to sell 10,000

bottles of her product daily in the

United States alone, but the Pinkham
family was highly elated and thrilled

when a neighbor woman planked

down a dollar for the first bottle Mrs.

Pinkham ever brewed commercially.

"I've got woman's weakness, and
your remedy always has helped it.

Lydia," whispered the neighbor. "I

think I can get more customers for

you."

Lydia smiled. She recalled how ehe

had upbraided Isaac when he accepted

the recipe for the remedy from its

originator, George Todd, an improv'

ident Lynn machinist, who had been

unable to pay a debt he owed Mr.
Pinkham.

Isaac had generously credited Todd
with $25 for the recipe and forgave

the balance of Todd's bill. He had
shrunk from his family's wrath at

the folly of settling for "a worthless

piece of paper." But that paper was
to earn millions of dollars for Lydia'f

heirs and descendants and was des-

tined to make Lydia America's most

talked-about woman.

AFTER Mrs. Pinkham's trium-

phant first sale, prim ladies

from Salem started driving sever

miles to Lynn, where they secretivel>

asked Lydia for bottles of her com
pound. An ardent temperance worker
Lydia was grieved by back-biters whc
jeered

:

"Or Mi^ Pinkham's medicine i

the demon rum itself. Plenty of kicl

to it. No wonder the high-and-might^

gals and ladies svAg it in private!"

One day, Mrs. Pinkham walkec

into the county jail and thrust sev

eral bottles of her elixir at th

startled warden.

"The gossips say that my com
pound gives the effect of liquor," sh

said crisply. "Will you try it on th

worst drunkards locked up here

Please let me know the results."

The jailer complied with the od

request and offered swigs of Lydi,
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Pinkham's medicine from plain bottles

to the happy inebriates locked in their

:ells. But after their first swallows,

;he tosspots all made wry faces and

spat the fluid on the floor.

"It's medicine, ma'am!" opined the

lailer. 'Til swear to that. No dn.mk'

ird, however much he needed a drink,

^ould take that stuff."

Lydia effectively used his testi'

nonial to confound the rumormon'
yers. But it was true that her remedy
:ontained 20 per cent alcohol and
ividently did give the ladies a lift.

3ven when the alcohol was cut down
;o 15 per cent, the jokes about the

:ompound's secret uses continued

jnabated.

Few people in Lydia's day heeded

he doctors who violently attacked

ler for selling a nostrum purported

o be good for all the maladies of

vomankind. The medical profession

vas unorganised and quacks were
plentiful. The doctors, even honest

)nes, were held in low esteem, and
SArs. Pinkham profited from this dis-

rust of the practitioners.

For a time, she and her family,

tided by neighbors, brewed the com'
)ound on the kitchen stove in such

mall quantities as her sons were able

0 sell. Finally, Lydia saved enough
noney to print a few^ handbills which
he boys distributed on the Boston
rains.

All of her early profits—reckoned
a pennies—were plowed back into

lore bottles, herbs, alcohol, and hand-

'ills. Will Pinkham ran the business

Ath. his mother while Dan, another

esourceful son, passed out circulars

,3 any pallid females he encountered

1 Boston and other towns.

One of Dan's promotional schemes

caused him a lot of work but it

brought results. On plain paper, he
wrote in longhand:

"P.S. Try Lydia Pinkham's Com-
pound and I know it will cure you.

It's the best there is for female weak-
ness. From your loving Cousin Mary."

He scattered hundreds of these

hand'written fragments in parks.

Later, he had cards printed and
dropped them at beaches, picnics,

churches and wherever else women
congregated.

Dan's biggest day came when a

Boston druggist said, "I'll take a

do^en bottles of your ma's elixir, son.

And I'll buy plenty more if it sells

well." It did. But, meanwhile, Dan
often had to stay in his room and exist

on a cracker diet when he lacked

money for carfare or food.

One day, while peddling the com-
pound to sickly-looking women of

Brooklyn, Dan hit upon the idea of

using his mother's picture on the

bottle.

''You're healthy-lookin' and sweet.

Ma, and women will trust us when
they see a face like yours on the

bottle," he urged. "Let's try it any-

way. Maybe sales will increase."

When brother Will collected $100
from a wholesale druggist in Boston,

he paced the floor and debated for

hours before going to the newspaper

office at Dan's insistence and plank-

ing down $60 for an ad on the front
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Will was afraid to confess to Lydia

that he had spent the money on an

advertisement featuring her picture.

But after the ad appeared—the first

instance in which a photograph of a

person was used in advertising

—

orders began to cascade upon the fam-

ily and Lydia wrote gratefully to

Dan in New York:
"You certainly had the right idea,

my boy.""

His reply was prompt: ''But you
had the right face, Ma!"

Lydia now mortgaged her home to

buy more advertising. She purchased

the house next door and converted it

into her first factory. The mail from
anxious women poured in from dip-

lomats* wives in Washington, society

matrons in Manhattan, plantation

women of the South, and home-

steaders' wives in the West.

Lydia*s picture was first published

on the compound wrapper itself in

1879. Since then, her fan mail hasn't

subsided. (Even now, hundreds of

letters are received each month ad-

dressed to the long-dead Lydia, giving

details of maladies, mental states,

family quarrels, husbands* women
friends and other problems plaguing

feminine hearts.)

THROUGHOUT the existence of

Lydia Pinkham's product, num-
erous critics—from medical societies

to journalistic crusaders—have sought

to debunk claims made for the nos-

trum and the child-like faith of

women in its efficacy.

Bill Nye, the humorist, helped

make Lydia's name a household word
by jocularly nominating her for pres-
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ident. Many women took his sug-

gestion seriously and formed com-
mittees to put their idol in the White
House.

Mrs. Pinkham's most faithful sup-

port came from childless women who
gulped her brew with unshakable

confidence in its power to stimulate

conception. Naturally, a large num-
ber of these women eventually bore

babies anyway. But they wrote Lydia

glowing letters of praise which were
widely circulated. Her compound be-

came known as ''the medicine with

a baby in every bottle."

As her newspaper ads, posters, and

billboards blossomed in England,

Europe, Latin America and the

Orient, the Pinkham factory had tc

employ many interpreters to trans-

late letters from women living in all

parts of the globe. Not a few mer
swore that her remedy had relievec

their ailments, too.

A visiting businessman from South

America, holding a bottle of Lydia

V

medicine, grinned as he said: "Thi;'

bottle is the true international cur

rency. It never changes in value, foi

it is always worth a dollar bill in m}

country!"

When Lydia died in 1883, a son

Charles, and her daughter carried oi

with the business. Pinkham descend

ants are still active in the company
which uses the original recipe Isaa^

Pinkham accepted in settlement of .

debt.

Whether Lydia was the savior o

millions of females, as she proudi;

believed herself to be, is open t«

question. But as a moneymaker ant

idol of women, she puts the curren

crop of Hollywood lovelies to shame
|



'This is it!" Hollywood's favorite curtain line, has a nice sim-

plicity. Some historical personalities did even better.

HAVE you got your deathbed

statement ready? If you are

mybody at all, you had better get

3usy and prepare it. And be sure

t is easily accessible should you be

anfortunate enough to expire without

jtterance. Your biographer will in'

;ure that the deathless words are at-

iributed to your last few conscious

;econds.

You may be in a coma for three

jveeks before "breathing your last,"

Dut you have nothing to worry about

f a masterful statement has been

^iven to a friend beforehand. He will

rearrange history to record a last

ninute awakening to cover your

jpouting the words of wisdom you
itole from an old Lincoln speech.

It's as simple as that, really. His-

ory proves it. Here we are in France

n 1592. Michael de Montaigne, the

"amous essayist, is on his deathbed.

)oes he get a sudden spell, clench

lis fist and mutter, "Ugh!"? No, in'

leed. Not the Montaigne. He's too

amous for such a prosaic death. He
las written too many clever lines dur-

ng life to be allowed to die without
iving one more to posterity. So, his

fiends tell us, with his last breath

by JOSEPH A. MURPHY

he speaks the following words, "There
is nothing of which I am so inquisi'

tive, and delight so to inform myself,

as the manner of men's deaths, their

words, looks and bearing ..." Those
dots at the end undoubtedly reprc
sent another modifying clause the

famous man was about to give to the

world. Still that was a pretty long

breath, even for an athlete.

Our own George Washington, too,

was a long'winded deathbed orator.

His contribution to forensics, made
with his last earthly strength, was: "I

am just going. Have me decently

buried, but do not let my body be

put into the vault in less than two
days after I am dead. Do you under-

stand? It is well."

To be honest, there are a few cases

of dying statements that seem reason^

ably probable.

Aaron Burr said but one word, and
a believable one. "Madame" was his

coda.

Beethoven, deaf for over 20 years,

can be understood for saying in a

dying gasp, "I shall hear in heaven."

A touching statement, really. But
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one wonders if a sentimental acquain'

tance didn't coin the phrase for Lud-

wig, thinking he should feel that way-

facing death.

Lord Chesterfield was comfortable

enough on his deathbed to worry-

about the seating arrangements of a

friend. ''Give Day Rolles a chair,"

he said. They say.

That this good lord was noted for

his qualites as a gentleman and a host

during his life is surely coincidental.

Also by a not'too'Strange coinci'

dence, the French writer, Rabelais,

left behind an appropriate final sen'

tence, ''Let down the curtain, the

farce is over."

The great Queen Eli2;abeth, we are

told, was a good deal more practical

when her demise came. "All my pos'

sessions for one moment of time!"

said Good Queen Bess, quoting good
odds for the circumstances.

The poet, Keats, a master of fig'

ures of speech, apparently was unable

to resist a last poetic line. "I feel

the daisies growing over me." That's

why poets are born.

The prize of prc'death antics, how
ever, dates back to Roman days un'

der Emperor Claudius. The consul,

Paetus, was sentenced to die at his

own hand. Hesitating, he caused his

wife, Arria, to become embarrassed.

She, history says, grabbed the dagger

from him and plunged it into her own
breast before he could stop her. She
then calmly withdrew said dagger,

coolly handed it to her husband and
said, quote, "It is not painful, Paetus."

Then she fell, without adverb, dead

at his feet. And about time, too!

BOWLING ALLEY

o



How much pain can you take? If medical science

finds the answer you may not have to take any.

ADVENTURES INTO,

by ROBERT WOOD

THE Johns Hopkins doctors were
puzzled. Slowly, methodically,

they went over the little boy's body,

counting dozens of angry scars—relics

of severe burns which he had suffered

in his brief lifetime.

"My son can't be broken of the

habit of grabbing red-hot pots and
pans from the stove," related his wor'

ried mother. *'Since he was a baby,

he's been reaching for hot things

which a normal person would drop

in an instant. To him, they are play
things—though they sear his skin and
cause terrible scars!"

The doctors pricked the lad with

needles. He smiled. They placed red'

hot metal in his hands. He held it

—

nonchalantly. He was cheerful and
intelligent, a normal lad in every way
except one: pain meant little or noth'

ing to him. In fact, he had no con-

cept of ''pain" and wondered what it

was.

This boy was an extreme example
of the one'third of the earth's people

who are less sensitive to pain than are

the majority. For more than a hun'
dred years, scientists have been puZ'
^led by pain, especially by the riddle

of one individual's seeming indiffer'

ence to sensations which are unbear'

able to his neighbor.

The ordinary human being has be-

tween 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 pain

spots on his skin. Doctors call these

spots "pain receptors." They are sen-

sitive to pain and transmit pain sen'

sations to the brain via the nervous

system.

The boy examined at Johns Hop'
kins had few or no pain receptors in

his skin. Nor did two other amazing
children who were studied at the

same hospital by Drs. Frank R. Ford
and Lawson Wilkins. These kids

chewed their fingers until they were
raw; held red-hot metal bars until

their hands were blistered. They
stubbed their toes without feeling a

thing, and bumped their shinbones

without a grimace.

Even when doctors squeezed hard

on their sensitive Achilles tendons

—

located just above the ankle—the

youngsters merely grinned pleasantly

and wondered why the men in white
were making such a fuss over them.

Their parents said that the children

were always getting abrasions, cuts
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and bruises-—though these never hurt.

As the kids had never experienced

pain, they lacked the normal young'

ster's skill in protecting themselves

from injuries.

Another free'from-pain individual

who recently came to light is a young
soldier, who astounded Army doctors

by proclaiming: 'Tve never felt pain

in my life. What is it?"

Unbelieving, the doctors jabbed him
with needles, rained blows on his shin

bone, and pulled his hair. They drilled

his teeth and kneaded his stomach.

'It's no use," he said. ''You simply

can't hurt me. I don't know what
suffering 4s!"

Even when his examiners immersed
the soldier's hand in ice water for

long periods, he was mildly amused
and experienced no discomfort.

''What does your hand feel now?"
he vs^as asked. "Moderate coolness!"

was the reply. Ice strapped to his

bare skin wasn't even an annoyance
to the G.I.

We aren't all as fortunate. Some
of us—Vvith many aches and pains

—

are anxious to learn any method of

reducing discomfort, however slight.

Today, by the use of unique meas'

uring instruments, science is finding

out new facts about pain and how to

foil it. They know, for example, why
the dentist's drill is excruciating tor-

ture to you, but a matter of indiffer-

ence to your lucky neighbor. They
have solved the mystery of the Indian

fakir who lies all day on a bed of

spikes.

Soon, your doctor may use a "do'

lorimeter" in determining just how
much pain you endure from an in-

fected finger or impacted tooth. In-

vented by Dr. Lorand Gluzek of

Cleveland, the dolorimeter is a simple

gadget which measures pain in grams.

The patient puts his leg on a leg'

rest; a pressure inductor is applied to

the shin bone; then pressure is ap'

plied until it hurts. The first cry of

"ouch!" indicates the threshold at

which pain becomes noticeable. A
nervous, high-strung person may yell

quits at 500 grams of pressure. A
phlegmatic fellow—say, a prizefighter
-—may endure 2700 grams without
wincing.

The dolorimeter can evaluate how
much pain you feel in any part of

your body, from whatever cause. Dr.

Gluzek made 16,000 readings with it

and found the machine astonishingly

accurate in 97 per cent of his experi-

ments.

By making the patient forget his

real pain temporarily, the dolorimeter,

in effect, reveals which pain is greater

—the one the individual complains of,

or the pain artifically induced by the

Gluzek machine.

ANOTHER torture device which
would do credit to the Inquisi-

tion is used by Dr. Harold G. Wolff
at New York Hospital to measure the

"pain threshold"—that point at which
the subject first experiences discom-

fort. Here's how the Wolff apparatus

works

:

The person to be tested presses his

forehead against a small hole in a

partition. On the other side of the

partition, the pain investigator focuses

a lOOO'watt lamp on the hole. By
using a shutter, he sends a mild beam
of light to the skin of the victim for

three seconds. Gradually, the light

and heat become more intense, until
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he human guinea pig yells uncle.

Since the function of painTelieving

Irugs is to raise the pain threshold in

lufferers, the Wolff machine has been

lelpful in appraising the worth of

/arious drugs. By giving drugs to

patients before subjecting them to

:he Wolff pain test, investigators

earned that morphine hikes the pain

evel to twice its normal starting

Doint; codeine raises it by 50 per cent;

ilcohol by 45 per cent; and aspirin

iffords only 33 1/3 per cent relief.

Users of the Wolff machine also

found that distraction and hypnotic

suggestion could raise the pain level

iiarkedly, without the use of drugs.

Thus, when you have a splitting

beadache, conversation with an in'

teresting friend probably is as effec'

tive as aspirin in elevating your pain

threshold.

A famous English pain sleuth. Dr.

David Waterston, used a scalpel to

pare off layers of his own skin. He
went down to varying depths. Each

slicing of his skin was
accompanied by pain

which he carefully de-

scribed in his notes.

By this self'punish'

ment, the British

scientist determined

that the outer layers

of skin contain the

organs of touch while

I

the deep layers harbor

I
the pain-transmitting

nerves.

Two researchers at the Russell Sage

Institute of Pathology in New York
2ity inflicted equal torture on them-

elves. Lieutenant Commander James

D. Hardy and Captain Stewart G.

Wolf lay on cots, day after day, with

their arms plunged up to the elbow in

ice water. Each man measured the

suffering of the other, charted the ef'

feet of pain upon blood pressure, and
learned how the pulse reacted to the

icy baths.

Subsequently, they measured the ef'

fects of drugs upon the horrible ache

induced by the ice water immersions.

Also, they determined which nerve

fibers transmit pain caused by ex-

treme cold. Their findings are now
utilized in treating victims of frost-

bite and exposure.

The most painful infliction known
is ''trifacial neuralgia," known
throughout history as "tic doulou-

reaux"—the dolorous spasm. So fear-

ful is the agony of this facial pain that

its sufferers in medieval times had
their own patron saint and shrine.

If they couldn't recover quickly, they

prayed for sudden death.

Today the pain conquerers have tri-

umphed over even this

dreaded disorder. Sur-

geons remove the
three roots of the sen-

sory nerve supplying

the face, but leave the

motor nerves controll-

ing facial expression

untouched. Suffering

thus becomes a mem-
ory of the past to the

relieved victim.

America's pain re-

searchers hope to borrow one of the

great war developments of Russian

science — a drug called ''Sovcain"

which removes pain from any region
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of the body. Enthusiastic Soviet doc- experiencing pain after, as well as

tors have performed virtually every during, the operation,

type of operation on injured men who Within 50 years, pain may become

remained conscious and light-hearted ^ "^^^ memory of the unenlightened

under the knife, thanks to Sovcain. P^^t to the human race, which will

profit from the work of men who
The drug practically ehminates were not afraid to suffer themselves

shock and keeps the patient from in order to relieve others.

An "Unfinished" Whistler
AN old Paris friend of Whistler never forgot his experience when he

once looked up the famous painter in London. The visitor was an
artist, and he immediately insisted on seeing the American's latest work.

As he was strolling through the studio, he suddenly stopped before a

small canvas.

"That's one of your good ones," he spoke up.

"Oh, don't look at it, dear boy," Whistler airily answered. "It's not
even finished."

"Not finished?" the friend exclaimed. "Why it's the most perfectly

finished picture of yours that I have ever seen!"

"You really musn't look at it," the artist protested. "You do injustice

to yourself — to the picture — to me, most of all!"

The caller stood bewildered.

Then Whistler cried dramatically, "Stop! I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll

finish it now — right before your eyes!"

He picked up a very small camel's hair brush, fixed it on a long, slender

handle, mixed a little speck of paint on his palette, and dipped the tip of

his brush into it.

Then, standing off from his picture and striking the pose of a fencer

with his foil, he suddenly lunged forward, touching the canvas in one tiny

spot with the brush.

"There! It's finished at last!" exulted the master. "Now you may look
at it."

The visitor had watched, enchanted.

The next morning Whistler's friend was back for the umbrella he had
forgotten. The artist was out, but the servant recognized him and let him
into the studio.

The man could not resist taking one last look at the "finished" pic
ture. But he got a surprise. The little dab of paint that Whistler had so

dramatically applied the day before had been carefully rubbed out!

—

James
Aldrcdge.

A
A radio star went away for a rest to a small farm in the country.

When he picked up the receiver of the party'line phone, little clicks informed
him that he had an audience. When he finished the call, he rang back the

operator. "Tell me, what was my Hooper?"
A

Polygamy is defined as trying to get more out of life than there is in it.

Every woman likes to be taken with a grain of assault.
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by DAN HALLIGAN

Man looks back and remefnbers,

even not wanting to. There are

some things he can never forget.

I REMEMBER the night my father

died as clearly as if it had just

happened, instead of 20 years ago

next month. And even though they

never say a word about Pa, my two
sisters, Katie and Grace, remember,

too. They were ten and eight years

old when it happened. Eddie, the

baby of the family, wouldn't remem'

ber even if he had lived. He was
only four years old at the time. I

was just a kid of 13 myself, but kids

have a way of remembering things.

Important things like that, I mean.

Until it happened, we were about

the happiest family on Barge Street.

Ma and Pa really loved each other,

and even when they did argue, they

never meant anything they said. Pa
was a big, strapping fellow with coal

black hair and a wide, Irish grin.

He worked down at the dock as a

stevedore.

Pa had only one fault. Every three

months, as regular as clockwork, he'd

disappear for a few days. Then Ma
would hardly speak to any of us.

She'd just go around the house, her

mouth set tight and hard, dusting and
mopping until the place shone. That
was her way of letting off steam.

Usually on the fourth day when
we'd come in from school. Ma would
make us take a bath while she labored

over a pot of corned beef and cab'

bage. That's how we knew someone

had got word to her that Pa was
sobering up and would be home for

supper. Katie would set the table

around five o'clock and Ma would
send me down to the front door to

''watch for that loafer father of

yours."

Seeing Pa coming down the street,

I'd run up the three flights of stairs

and tell Ma. Then we'd sit down
to the table and begin eating. We
weren't allowed to make a fuss over

Fa when he did return. Just say

"hello" and no more. Ma wouldn't

say much to him either, just, "Sit to

the table, Jim. Supper's getting cold."

But she didn't fool me. She'd try and
let Pa know how glad she was to

have him back without showing it.

She'd keep piling food on his plate

until the gravy spilled on the oilcloth.

Pa would look terrible for a week
afterwards. His eyes would be red

and his hands would keep trembling.

I used to feel awfully sorry for him.

After Pa would go back to work.
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everything would be swell for an-

other three months. Then he would
go and do it all over again. But until

that terrible Saturday morning when
the trouble started, we were happy.

Saturday was the one day in the

week we kids looked forward to. Be-

sides being able to sleep till eight-

thirty that morning, we would have

sweet buns for breakfast. After

breakfast, Katie and Grace would
help with the housework and Td go to

the store for Sunday's meat. Around
one o'clock Ma would give me some
money and w^e'd go to the movies.

Only the last three Saturdays hadn't

been much fun for us three older

kids. We had to take Eddie along.

And all he would do was squirm

around in the seat and want a drink

every ten minutes.

This particular Saturday we had

just finished breakfast when the front

door flew open and Uncle Joe rushed

into the house. He was Pa's twin

brother only he didn't look much like

him then. His face was red and he

was yelling and waving his arms

around in the air.

''Mar>%" he screamed, ^']im is in

jail. He killed a man down at the

docks."

Clutching the table to keep from

falling down. Ma made a funny
sound and turned white.

I felt as if someone had driven a

truck right through my stomach.

Ma sank slowly into a chair. '']oe

Rafferty, say that again," she whis-

pered.

The words came tumbling out.

Some man that worked on the same

crew as Pa had been teasing him all

week about his drinking. Pa had held
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his temper until he couldn't take it

any more. They got into a fight and
Pa knocked the man down. Then he
jumped on the man's chest and
choked him to death before any of

the other men knew they had been
fighting.

Ma just sat in the chair looking
stunned for what seemed like hours.

Then, telling me to look after the

others, she rushed out the door with
Uncle Joe.

Katie fixed something to eat around
four o'clock, but Eddie was the only
one with an appetite. I took one bite

but the food stuck in my throat.

During the night I awoke three or

four times in a cold sweat. The last

time I struggled up on one elbow and
saw^ it was getting light outside. Then
I remembered. I jumped out of bed
a.nd ran into Ma's room, but she

wasn't there. I found her in the

kitchen, sound asleep in a chair. I

tugged at her shoulder, ''C'mon, Ma.
Come to bed." I guess I frightened

her because she jerked her head up
and stared at me with a wild look

in her eyes, then pulled me to her

and cried for a long time.

The next couple of months went
by quickly. Some of the kids at

school kept away from us and I got

into three fights, but it wasn't too

bad. Ma was the one who really

suffered. She got paler and more
sickly'looking every- time she came
home from seeing Pa.

We kids only saw Pa once at the

jail. After that he w^ouldn't let Ma
bring us any more. He kept joking

and laughing all the while we were
there but I saw his eyes cloud up
when we were leaving. Grace cried
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ail the way home and everyone on
the trolley kept looking at us.

None of us mentioned the trial

around the house, but I read about

it in the papers. A lot of what was

said didn't make sense to me.

The day the trial ended Ma kept

us home from school. She never said

a word all morning; just kept pacing

back and forth in the kitchen. Uncle
Joe and Aunt Alice came in about
two o'clock and talked in low voices

with Ma for a few minutes. After
that, the three of them went out.

I knew that meant the jury was
ready with a verdict. They hadn't

been gone more than an hour when
they came back. Uncle Joe had his

arm around Ma so I didn't have to

guess what the verdict was. Ma
seemed to be almost unconscious, yet

she kept moaning and shaking. She
was sick all night long.

The five weeks till Pa's execution

went by so fast that before we knew
it the time had come.

Pa was scheduled to die at ten

o'clock, and right after supper that

night Uncle Joe told us kids to go
in the parlor and stay there. Aunt

Alice and he stayed in the kitchen

with Ma.
Little Eddie didn't know what the

fuss was about so he curled up in a

chair and fell asleep. The two girls

huddled together on the sofa feeling

as miserable as I did. We tried talking

for awhile but that didn't help, so I

just sat on the arm of a chair staring

down at the street, through the open
window. Every time I'd think of Pa,

I'd feel as if I was going to get sick.

Father Mulqueen of St. Monica's

came in but I guess he didn't help

much. Ma still kept on crying.

A quarter of ten came. Turning
around, I looked out in the kitchen

to see what the grown'ups were doing.

Ma was sitting on a chair, her face

expressionless. She kept rubbing her

hands together as if she were washing

them.

Suddenly, she screamed twice and
shouted, "Oh, Jim, Jim, what are

they doing to you?" Then she came
running into the parlor, picked Eddie

up in her arms and ran to the

window.
I saw what she intended to do but

I couldn't get up to stop her. My
legs felt numb.

Then, just like that, they were
gone from sight.

I'll never know why I didn't look

down, or scream, or faint like you'd

think I would. Instead I just turned

around and looked at the time. The
hands of the clock pointed exactly

to ten.

A
A carefree entrepreneur went into a bank to borrow $50,000. "That's

a lot of money," said the banker. "Can you give me some kind of a statement?"
"Yes," said the man, with considerable enthusiasm. "I'm optimistic."





The looting of mail is a lucrative racket.

Better learn to save yourself grief—and financial loss.

FF you have a mailbox—and the

odds are that you do—youVe a

potential victim of crooks who have

dted a paltry sneak'thief vocation

nto a $5,000,000 a year national

•acket.

Even now, intercepted personal let'

;ers, bills, cancelled checks and in-

iurance receipts may be giving a mail

:heft gang valuable clues to your per-

wnality, affluence, habits and friends,

rhese details may enable them to as-

sume your identity for a profitable

'ound of bogus'check cashing adven-

:ures.

With 300,000,000 government
:hecks a year mailed to individuals,

:hiefly women, and with as many
;hecks mailed by state unemployment
X)ards, banks, and insurance com'
sanies, the mail box robbers are mak'
ng a killing which has United States

?ostal inspectors plenty alarmed.

Millions of terminal leave checks

ire being mailed to veterans. Dis'

-bility payments and pensions account
or another batch of mail running
nto the hundreds of thousands of

)ieces.

The ways of the mail looters are

cunning and varied. In two sections

of Chicago, one thief stole two small

checks from householders' mail boxes.

Endorsing the checks over to himself,

he wrote a third check for $800 on a

non'Cxistent Missouri bank and opened

a checking account with all three

checks.

Almost immediately, the thief wrote

himself another check—this one for

$400—^which was paid out to him
on uncollected funds by a trusting

bank teller. In this case, the bank
had to stand the loss.

In another city, a professional man
was victimised when his monthly sal'

ary check for $400 was filched from
his mail box. At the same time, the

crook took an $8 electric bill which
he promptly paid at the power com'
pany's office with the stolen check!

He received $392 in change.

New York and Chicago are the big'

gest losers from the stolen mail racket.

This form of thievery has developed

into many networks of footpads, forg'

ers, and ''passers" who make comfort'

able livings by opening other people's
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letters. Though numerous crooked

rings may flourish, lone wolf opera-

tors also find easy pickings in the

mail boxes of apartments, houses, busi-

ness firms and rooming houses.

One of these ''independents" was a

railway mail clerk who stole checks

and cash from 1400 letters, both in

mail cars and from letter boxes.

"I was compelled to steal to keep

up my hobby of amateur photog-

raphy," he explained. "Camera costs

and modelling fees were too steep!"

In New Jersey, an expectant m.other

was mystified when an allowance

check didn't turn up in the mails.

Clever detective work subsequently

revealed that her own 12-year-old

daughter had Hfted the check, en-

dorsed it, and then cashed it at a

jewelry shop after two young cousins

had urged her to rob her mother's

mail box.

An oft'used stratagem of the mail

snitchers is to intercept the mail man
before he drops letters in a box.

''I am Mrs. Smith's brother-in-law,"

the crook will say. "She is sick to-

day, and asked me to come down and
pick up her mail." If the postman

hands it over, it's a simple matter for

the thief to walk upstairs and out

another door with mail which may
contain a needed insurance check or

old age pension payment.

Not infrequently, mail theft rings

are able to recruit former employees

who have been fired from govern-

ment offices responsible for mailing

out checks.

One such ex-worker was given a

big salary by a Midwest gang be-

cause he possessed a lengthy list of

the recipients of monthly checks from
Uncle Sam. With forged stationer)'-,

identification cards and other docu-

ments appropriated from his office

before he was fired, the ex-govern-

ment employee became the most im-

portant member of this gang of mail

thieves.

He provided the names and ad-

dresses of dependent families which

were scheduled to receive government

checks on certain days of each month.

When the checks were lifted from the

boxes by "foot boys," the actual loot-

ers, this mastermind wrote out phony
credentials on government stationer}^

which he turned over to the gang's

"passers." But the arrest of a passer

in a bank brought about seizure and

the breaking-up of the entire gang.

Another Midwest gang, when ap-

prehended, had lists of the addresses

of social security offices and draft

boards in all major cities. Whenever
one of the looters stole a government

check, it was turned over to a passer

who adopted the name of the check's

payee when he called at a social se-

curity or draft board office.

"Fve got the offer of a job but

can't take it because I've lost my so-

cial security card," he would whine.
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"Can you give me a duplicate?"

If asked by the clerk for identifi-

:ation, he would produce several let-

ters and bills which had been filched

from the mail box in which the check

svas found.

Satisfied, the clerk would issue the

crook a new social security card,

which was presented as identification

when the check was offered at a busi'

[less house or bank.

THIS whole unsavory business of

mail thefts—a shunned racket in

/ears past because the gains were not

commensurate with the risks—got a

shot in the arm during the lean de-

pression years. Relief checks were
rolling into mail boxes by the mil-

lions. Janitors, high school boys, can-

vassers and even housewives found it

profitable to lift checks from poorly-

locked mail boxes, or boxes with no
locks at all.

'The professionals soon got wind
f the rich pickings, and from then

an the woes of the post office depart-

ment increased," says a veteran in-

spector who has tracked down and
arrested scores of mail grabbers. "This
is the one criminal racket in which
even a coward or a weakling can

make good. Mail thieves almost never

:arry guns or knives. They depend on
?lib tongues and fast legs to escape

From danger."

The professionals who have robbed
iiundreds of letter boxes develop an
(oncanny sixth sense which enables

;hem almost to smell cash or checks

inside envelopes.

I The Secret Service men call such

j

hieves "pen and paper pirates."

•Vhen a government check is stolen

rem your mail box, several months

may elapse before the government

agency which issued the check is

able to send you a duplicate.

If a check is expected and does not

turn up in your box, notify the

Secret Service men or post office

inspectors at once. Prompt notifica-

tion of a missing check enables them
to spread a net for the thief, and to

warn banks and merchants against

cashing the stolen voucher.

In Wisconsin, the wife of a Navy
man, dependent upon her missing

allotment check, waited anxiously for

21 days after a monthly payment
failed to turn up in her box. Finally,

she complained to the authorities. But
it was too late—after having waited

for two weeks, the thief had cashed

the check.

One of the cleverest mail thieves

used a fur coat as his sole prop in

conducting his illegal business. After

stealing a check from a mail box, he

would saunter into a bank, the coat

draped over his arm, and introduce

himself as a fur salesman desiring to

cash a check which had just been

given him in payment for a jacket

or coat. Lulled by his appearance and
the real coat over his arm, the teller

would honor the check without ques'

tion.

Another thief, a matronly woman
in Chicago, visited currency exchanges

where she displayed pictures of a

handsome youth in Army uniform.

"This is my son who is returning

soon from overseas," she would tell

a girl clerk proudly. "If you don't

think me presumptuous, Fd like to

bring him in to meet you—you look

like such a sweet, lovely person."

After several other friendly calls,
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the woman would present a number
of checks, the fruits of several days

of box looting. Unsuspecting, and
hoping to get dates with the hand-

some soldier, the girl clerks would
readily cash the stolen checks for

this motherly thief.

It's not always cash or checks that

are stolen from letter boxes. A
wealthy New York society woman
had a boy friend who wrote her regu-

larly. For a stretch of two weeks,

she missed his love letters. Then
came a telephone call from a mail

thief who said he had the letters in

his possession—and the asking price

was $2,000. Deciding to confess to

her husband, the woman did so and
summoned detectives, who arrested a

young man when he came to collect

his blackmail. The letters were in

his pocket—damning evidence of his

guilt.

THE smart bank teller or shop-

keeper should look upon all checks

presented by strangers with extreme
caution, unless airtight identification

papers are offered. If you cash a

forged United States check, then you,

not Uncle Sam, bear the loss.

Before cashing any check, ask your-

self: "If this check bounces because

the endorsement is forged, will I be
able to locate the forger and recoup
my loss?"

If a presented check already bears

an endorsement, ask to see a sample
of the bearer's signature. Phone the

bearer's office or home if you're still
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dubious. Or call the bank on which
the check is drawn.
Here are some other tips from the

Secret Service which may save you
money and aggravation if you receive

checks in the mail:

1. Equip your box with a service-

able lock. Print your name legibly on
the box. Ask the mail man to ring

your bell whenever he leaves a gov-

ernment check—he can identify it by
the window envelope.

2. If you move, report your change
of address promptly to the post office

and to the government bureau, bank
or insurance company which issues

your checks.

3. Be certain somebody is at home
to pick up a check on the day it is

due in your box.

4. Never endorse a check until

you are in the presence of the person

who will cash it. You bear the loss

if the check is taken from you after

you have signed it.

5. Cash your checks at the same

place each month. Your identity prob-

lem is simplified this way.

The penalties for stealing mail—

•

any letters, not just money or checks r

—is swift and stiff. Sentences of five

years for the theft of one letter may
be imposed by a federal judge.

But mail thieves never learn their

lesson. The majority of them try iti

again as soon as they are released from

prison. That's because we, throughl

our carelessness, make it easy forv^

them to steal our mail!

A tough drill sergeant ordered his men to hold up their left legs.

One recruit inadvertently held up his right leg, thus placing it beside his

buddy's left. "All right, all right!"' bawled the sergeant, "who is the wise

guy holding up both legs?"



San Francisco's rackety little cable cars are more than transportation.

They are adventure, romance—and a headache to repair crews.

Hill

HOPPERS
by FRANK GILUO

SAN FRANCISCO is the last town
in the world where you can buy

adventure for a lean dime, the price

of a ride on one of the famous snub'

inosed cable cars which are as much a

Ipart of the city as foggy days and
jChinatown. There is something about

hanging on while the breeze whips
your face, and taxicabs flip out of

reach, that is guaranteed to kindle

a carefree spirit in the glummest rider.

San Franciscans have been tempting

fate to the tune of the whistling cable

£ver since Andrew Hallidie accident'

illy invented the cable car more than

70 years ago. While there are few of

the jaunty hill'climbers left, San
Franciscans have doggedly beaten back
ill efforts to completely clear the

streets of the clanging cable cars. The
atest attempt came last fall, when
1 record number of voters turned out

X) vote the straight cable car ticket.

The father of this unique transpor-

:ation system was a disappointed gold'

seeker who drifted from the Mother
Lode mines down to San Francisco,

where he opened a wire rope busi'

less. Andrew Hallidie was solving

:he problem of transporting heavy
)re over the Sierra with a system of

ron buckets moving along an over'

head wire rope when he heard that

the City Fathers doubted whether the

newfangled horse car could climb the

city's steep hills. Stringing his wire

cable underground and substituting a

light'weight car for the ore bucket,

Hallidie presented San Francisco with

her first cable car.

During the first critical trial run
early on the morning of August 1,

1873, a window was thrown open in

one of the houses along the route and
an amazed Frenchman, his red flan'

nel nightcap bobbing, tossed a wilted

bunch of flowers to the pioneers. It

was a good omen, for word of the

successful test spread quickly, and by
afternoon the entire city had turned

out to ride back and forth on the new
cable car.

The noisy cable car was in its hey
day during the years before 1900.

That first trial made Hallidie's long'

sought fortune, for Kansas City,

New York, Omaha and Seattle quickly

adopted the cable car for their own
streets. The long cable slots crept all

over San Francisco, where Senator

Leland Stanford, founder of Stanford

University, invested heavily in the

new enterprise on condition that the

cars stop in front of his palatial Nob
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Hill mansion.

The 1906 Earthquake and Fire

ended the proud cable car's reign on

all but San Francisco's steepest hills.

Supporters of the new electric trolley

won coveted franchises with the argu-

ment that their cars w-ould be run-

ning before the tangled and broken

cable car system could be restored.

Today the twin cables climbing

Powell Street, and the CaHfornia

Street Railway's handful of cable

lines are all that remain. But still one

of the first things San Francisco visi-

tors ask for is a cable car ride. Us-

ually they help turn the car around
on the huge turntable at Powell and
Market Streets before clambering
aboard. Then they hang on the steps

watching Powell Street flash by as

the car strains up the steep grade.

The car clangs along the edge of

Chinatown, shoots across the heart of

North Beach, finally stopping at

Fisherman's Wharf, where the salt

air is strong and the foghorns close.

The ride is a wild one, but there

has never been a cable car fatality.

Most dangerous time for the passen-

gers is when the gripman sings out

"Curve ahead, hold on," releases the

cable and allows the car to careen

around the corner, where he grips the

new cable. Not everyone observes the

warning. Several years ago Gypsy

Rose Lee, riding the OTarrell-Jones

hne, forgot to hang on and landed in

a gutter. Almost every stranger is

gleefully told about the conductor

who shouted ''Hold on," and then fell

off himself.

Many out-of'towners feel the same
way General Jimmy Doolittle did on
his first ride. Innocently boarding

the cable car on the crest of Powell

Street hill, the Generals heart skipped

a beat as the car blithely missed a

gasoline truck at Pine Street, chased

a limousine at Bush Street, and was
on the trail of a taxicab at Sutter

Street when Doolittle jumped off

muttering, "A man's entitled to a

chance."

For all the glamour, running a

cable car is a nerve-wTacking job and
a permanent headache for repair

crews. The cars are old, but worst of all

are the giant cables which spin through

strategically placed powerhouses at

nine miles an hour. With unexpected

strains snapping them, and the con-

tinual gripping and releasing wearing

them thin, the life of a cable is very

short. The two-mile long Powell

Street cable is replaced every 110

days. Powerhouse watchers are able to

detect weak spots as the cable passes

through and to stop it while temporary

repairs are made. When there is an

outside snap, repair crews walk the

streets for hours peering down into

the slot until the break is located.

Then it is a ten to twenty-six hour

job to repair the cable.

Actually, cable cars are much safer

than they appear. Modern ones are

equipped with three separate sets of

brakes. One, a set of friction blocks,

grips the car wheels, while the
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second set shoots wooden blocks onto

the rails. The third brake is a wedge
which can be slammed into the cable

slot. Caught in an emergency, one

gripman slammed on all the brakes,

forgetting to release the grip. The
car stopped, but the entire grip mech'
anism crashed through the front end
and continued nonchalantly down the

street.

In spite of the potential dangers,

most San Franciscans would rather

Discover That

ride a cable car, and so would their

visitors. In a recent poll of out'of-

towners, all but one enthusiastically

favored retaining the saucy hill hop'

pers. The lone exception was a Los

Angeles woman who claimed the cars

had disturbed her sleep during a visit

to the Bay City. San Franciscans

would even welcome her back if she

would admit she was wrong. They
are like that when it comes to their

beloved cable cars.

Happy Chance
STRANGE as it seems, almost all of the most important inventions and dis-

coveries were made by chance.

A chemist, trying to invent a mixture for making a strong melting pot,

invented porcelain.

A watchmaker's apprentice was wondering why the spire of a neighboring
tower looked so big in the lens that he held in his hand. That led to the

invention of the telescope lens.

A glassman in Nuremburg by chance spilled a few drops of strong brandy
on his spectacles and noticed that the glass split and softened in that spot.

He began to make figures on the glass with lacquer and to pour strong brandy
over them; then scoured off the glass from around the figures. After the

removal of the lacquer the figures were convex on a dark background. In
this manner, glass ligurcmaking was invented.

The slow swaying of the chandelier in a church in Pisa gave the idea

for the invention of a pendulum; Galileo discovered the laws of swaying and
Higgins used them practically.

Lithography was also invented by chance. A poor musician wanted to

see if it were possible to "eat away" notes on a stone in the same manner
as it was done on copper plates. When he had prepared the stone, his

mother asked him to mark the laundry that was to be sent out for washing.
At that moment he had neither pen nor paper, so he noted down the laundry
on the stone with his marking preparation, hoping to re'write it later. After
a few days he wanted to clean off the stone and poured strong brandy on it.

In a few minutes a convex writing was the result. Then, of course, it was
only necessary to ink the convex part and print it. That was the first

lithography.

Also, ill luck has sometimes been good luck. There was a fire in Dublin.
It occurred in Lundy's tobacco factory. While strolling in despair among the
ruins, Mr. Lundy noticed that some men were gathering snuff tobacco,
despite the fact that it was spoiled by fire. From curiosity he also tried this

tobacco and to his wonderment noticed that, because of the heat, the tobacco
was unusually aromatic. Using this discovery, Mr. Lundy rented a new place,

built ovens for heating tobacco, called the product by a special name and in a
few years was a rich man.

—

Arejas Vit\aus\as.



Hollywood Music Sleuth
PROWLING around a dark basement in

search of a rare musical score is a far

cry from the glamour of Hollywood, but
it is all in the day's work for one of

moviedom's unique specialists, music de-

tective George Schneider.

Schneider landed in the basement after

his bosses at MetrcGoldwyn-Mayer sent

out a call for an orchestral-choral arrange-

ment of Robert Schumann's Faust. The
score was needed for a scene in Song of
Love during which Schumann collapses

while directing a performance of this

work.

Unable to secure the necessary copy,

Schneider was abandoning the hunt when
he heard that the Library of Congress
had received a shipment of musical odds
and ends discovered in war-wrecked
Europe. On a hunch, Schneider hurried

to Washington, where he was given per-

mission to browse through the dusty
crates. Dressed in overalls and armed
with a flashlight, Schneider went to work
and came up with a priceless copy of the

score. Photostatic copies were hurried

West shortly before shooting was scheduled
to start.

Not all of George Schneider's searches

prove as exciting. But after 19 years as

head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's music
library, a five million dollar collection

second only to the Music Division of the

Library of Congress, this scholarly detec-

tive has come to expect any type of as-

signment.

Chasing down culprits is an important
part of Schneider's job. Unlike other

"gumshoes," Schneider's offenders are in-

nocent-appearing musical compositions mas-
querading as copyrighted material when
they really belong in the public domain.
To insure a good background score for

their productions, Hollywood's major
studios pay more than a milHon dollars an-

nually for the privilege of including
snatches of popular tunes in their pic-

tures. Naturally, the producers welcome
any possible savings.

Happy Birthday To You is an excellent

example of the price Hollywood pays to

make music. Five hundred dollars changes
hands every time Mary Hill's song is in-

cluded in the soundtrack. Let an actor

sing, or even whistle it, and the fee is a

thousand dollars. Consider that MGM
alone has used this melody in pictures 54
times since 1929, and that the usage fee

has jumped tenfold in the meantime, and
you understand v.'hy Hollywood pays ex-

perts like Schneider to track down the

royalty status of familiar music.

Some of Schneider's musical sleuthing

is in the best crime-detecting tradition.

For years studios have been paying for

the privilege of using Jacques Offen-
bach's Apache Dance, which has become
almost as necessary a part of French cafe

scenes as Frenchmen. Although this piece

is included in the copyrighted opera, Le
Roi de Carrotte, Schneider became sus-

picious. Checking further he discovered

that this dance was first written as Valse
des Reyons, a ballet number on which
there is no copyright. Today Hollywood
apaches dance to royalty-free music.

The traditional Navy song, Anchors
Aweigh, is another one for which MGM
pays no usage fees. While every other

studio pays for the privilege of using it,

they pay to one of MGM's music pub-
lishing subsidiaries. With rare foresight,

Schneider purchased all rights to this song
back in 1928 when he needed it for the

musical score of a silent picture, Flying

Feet.

In a town noted for overnight success

and failure, music sleuth Schneider holds

his own year after year. For while stars

come and go, music goes on forever, and
George Schneider probably will be around
for a long time advising and detecting,

musically speaking.

—

Robert Colfax.
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More than one judge has sentenced

beasts to Animal Kingdom-Come!

S EU TL\

by BARRETT NELSON

NOT too long ago, the city of

South Bend, Indiana, saw its

most unusual defendant in police

court— a frisky chimpanzee. His

crime? Smoking a cigarette in a car-

nival sideshow in defiance of a munici-

pal anti-cigarette ordinance!

Fantastic as the case was, it has

been matched countless times in his'

tory with rats, snakes, cats, dogs,

bears, foxes, horses, pigs, and crickets

as the defendants. With all the pan-

oply of law—defense counsel, prose-

cuting attorneys, indictments, jury

trials and formal passing of sentence

—the members of the animal kingdom
had their day in court, usually at the

cost of their lives.

Southern cotton growers may be

interested in learning that in 1545,

near St. Julien, France, some weevils

which had damaged vineyards were
formally indicted and shrewdly de-

fended by the top legal talent of that

day. When the insects were re-indicted

years later on another malicious mis-

chief charge, they were assigned some
acres ''in fee simple" on which they

were permitted to feed without hin-

drance.

Even a rooster was haled into a

Swiss court in 1474, charged with sor-

cery because he allegedly laid an egg.

'Tour honor," the prosecutor con-

tended, "this is a devilish bird, indeed.

It is well-known that conjurers prefer
cocks' eggs to philosophers' stones.

Satan himself uses witches to lay such
magical eggs. I ask for a verdict of
guilty!"

Solemnly, the judge passed sentence
on the bird and the egg, which were
burned at the stake with much for-

mality before a cheering crowd of

thousands.

An equally-ludricrous animal trial

occurred in Falaise, France, where a

pig was sentenced to death for the
killing of a child. This squealing

porker was dressed up in man s cloth-

ing, a hat was perched on its head,

and it was carried protesting to the

gallows. There the animal was pub-
licly whipped and then hanged as an
example to other porcine wrongdoers.

One lawyer of old established a life-

long reputation in France when he
dramatically defended a pack of rats

in 1510. In a wordy legal paper, the

rats had been formally accused of

wantonly destroying a crop of barley.

"Your lordship," argued the coun-
selor, "my clients are afraid to appear
in court because certain evilly-dis-

posed cats are lurking in the vicinity.

Unless the cats are enjoined from
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harming my clients, I move that this

case be dismissed." He lost the case

but won a reputation because of his

legal maneuvering on behalf of the

absent rats.

Another time, a donkey was ar-

rested by police and tried for sacri-

lege after drinking holy water from

a church vessel. The luckless animal

was hanged in the public square, but

its owner, a gardener, had to pay all

court costs.

An entire herd of pigs was arrested

and tried in another medieval court

when three of the porkers killed the

son of a sx'.ineherd. The Duke of

Burgundy heard the case himself. He
pardoned all the pigs except the three

guilty animals, "notwithstanding that

the others had seen the death of the

boy without defending him!"

In medieval times, most people be-

lieved that beasts and insects were
possessed of the Devil. Some animal

offenders Vw^ere said to be Satan him-

self. Nevertheless, to ensure a ''fair"

trial, aU the forms and procedures of

law were employed at such animal

hearings.

The grasshoppers of Lausanne,
Swit:;erland, were treated as criminal

defendants and given a lengthy court

hearing. After learned arguments by
counsel, the insects were ordered by
the court ''to quit forever the diocese

of Lausanne" under penalty of ex-

termination if they disobeyed.

In a certain French lake, the eels

became a nuisance to bathers and
fishermen. In court, the eels were
enjoined by the judge from free use

of the lake and were assigned a spe-

cial section of the water where they
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might frolic without further legal

squabbhng.

Though we nov^r recognize the ab-

surdity of such animal trials, they

have been re-enacted in the United
States within recent years.

In 1932, an uncomprehending po-

lice dog was tried in Richmond, Vir-

ginia, for murder, and was sentenced

to life imprisonment in the county
jail. Another dog had his day in court

when a Spitz who bit a woman was
given a four-year term of probation

by a judge in Hudson Falls, New
York.

The most celebrated dog trial oc-

curred in Brockport, New York, when
Idaho, a six-month-old pup, was in-

dicted for having caused a 14-year'

old boy to drown. Idaho had the finest

legal talent in his corner. His case

was discussed in newspapers from
coast to coast. Defense witnesses were
summoned to establish his good char-

acter.

Throughout the proceedings, Idaho

sat genially and wagged his tail. His
lavv^-ers even tried to slip across the

"mistaken identity" argument. Fi-

nally, the dog was pronounced guilty

but was placed on probation.

In 1938, some fighting roosters

were brought into the Court of Spe-

cial Sessions in New York City, where
they served as damning evidence

against men accused of cock-fighting.

In court, the roosters escaped from
their cages, flapped wildly around the

room, and settled down on the judge's

bench. They crowed in full-throated

glee when a verdict of guilty was
returned against their crestfallen

masters!



When a hobby gets out of hand
almost anything can happen.

In this instance, it resulted

in the world's largest doll factory.

by ROSALIND LEE

WHILE awaiting her cues on a

Hollywood movie set, Nancy
Ann Abbott used to dress tiny dolls

to represent her favorite film stars.

Everybody admired them a lot and
people were always saying, ''Nancy
Ann, you ought to do something

com.mercially with those cute babies!"

After awhile Nancy Ann did. She
was not much interested in a motion
picture career anyway. ''It's devilish

hard work," she says. "Not at all

the rosy glamour stuff most fans

imagine."

So she up and quit Hollywood
cold; went back to San Francisco

where she was born and reared;

formed a partnership with an old

friend, Mr. A. L. Rowland; and
started a doll factory that is now a

million-dollar concern and the largest

doll factory in the world.

Two things Nancy had liked about

motion pictures—the lovely, colorful

costumes and the stunning back'

grounds. She had spent some time

in art school and she has a definite

talent for costume design, the flair

for creating character by the use of

deft, simple lines that can be dupli-

cated a million times without losing

their individualistic quality.

This unusual ability as an artist

enabled her to create charming char-

acter dolls right out of fairy stories

and Mother Goose rhymes. So she

and Mr. Rowland launched the

Nancy Ann Storybook Dolls, which
are now gaining a world-wide reputa'

tion in their field. Nancy Ann is

chic and youthful, a Peter Pan-ish

sort of person with a glamour-girl air

like one of her prettiest models. In

spite of her sophistication, she has

never lost the child's point of view.

At the outset, some seven or eight

years ago, the going was very tough.

Nancy Ann and her partner worked
18 hours a day to get the business

rolling. He ran the spray gun that

gave the dolls their healthy sun tan

while she sewed costumes, curled wigs

and painted personalities on the

bisque faces. And they both wrote
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letters imploring merchants all over

the country to buy their dolls, which
are miniatures ranging from five to

seven inches in height and retailing

for something over a dollar each.

The dolls represent such universal

favorites as Cinderella, Little Bo-Peep,

Mistress Mary and Little Boy Blue.

And there are DoUs-of-the-Day fam-

ilies, like Monday's Child, who is

fair of face, Tuesday s Child, who is

full of grace, and so on. Saturday's

Child who works hard for a living,

is clad in patched gingham and carries

a tiny broom in her hand. The Dolls-

of-the-Month series form another gay

parade—January Girl for the New-
Year, in stunning winter garb, a

Shower Girl for April and a Flower

Girl for May. There's a very inde'

pendent Miss for July; a Girl for

August, when it's warm; and Sep-

tember Girl, who is like a storm.

An American Girl series includes

Quaker Maid, Colonial Dame, South-

ern Belle and Western Miss. These all

sell well, especially in their respective

localities. There is a Topsy, a Queen
of Hearts, a Prince Souci. There are

brides and bridesmaids, princesses and

queens. A great deal of time and

thought and quite a bit of money
went into these lovely models—^but at

first nothing came out.

At long last, a San Francisco store

sent in a $75 order. The thrilled

doll-makers hired some women to help

sev/, and rushed the dolls through.

That first batch meant more to them
than a $50,000 order does now, when
a single store sells as much as

$100,000 worth of dolls in a year.

After that first real order, Nancy
Ann made up a hundred dainty
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models and set out with them for

the New York Toy Fair. It w^as her
first venture as a business head, and
her knees quaked at the responsibilty.

It was worse than riding a bronco in

a Wild West film. But she came
back with the first prize. After that,

orders poured in from everywhere.

They had to move the doll factory to

larger quarters, hire more workers
and start turning out dolls on an
assembly-hne scale, a giddy stream
of personalities whirling along, from
cutting room to shipping crates.

All over the country the Nancy
Ann dolls went into smart small shops

and big department stores. Children

begged for miore and more of the

companionable creatures. Adults be-

gan collecting them as a hobby. They
were shipped to Hawaii during the

war, where GIs bought them for big

girls and little girls back home. They
sold in England to the Princesses

EHzabeth and Margaret Rose, went
on to Africa, China and other dis-

tant lands. More than $2,000,000
worth of the diminutive darlings are

bought every year.

The doll factory now has moved
for the third time, to a big, three-

story plant where production averages

5,000 dolls a day. Even so, the doll-

makers are more than a year behind

on their orders. They own their own
kiln, the only bisque-doll business in

this country, and so they control

every step of the production, from

raw clay to painted faces to frilled

frocks.

Cutters, dressmakers, artists and

packers are all women, working under

the direct supervision of Nancy Ann
and taking pride in the record of
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mass production. Rowland is business

manager and has learned so much
about character dolls that he is now
an authority on the subject.

Nancy Ann has created more than

125 models, and has ideas for as many
more in the back of her head. Some'

times she makes up her own jingles

to characterize dolls, such as this one:

"Jennie set the table and spread

the butter thin.

Lay a plate and lay a cup and
call the neighbors in."

It takes some 80,000 yards of ma'
terial to dress a year's output of the

tiny dolls. The factory storerooms

hold hundreds of bolts of fine fabrics

and bushels of bright flowers, from
which come beguiling hats, frocks and
coats. The shoes are simple. When
wartime restrictions cut down on the

use of leather, the doll'makers dipped

the tiny clay feet in black paint. The
result — smart slippers in a split

second.

The all-time favorite so far is

blonde Little Bo'Peep, a modest young
damsel in orchid and yellow, with a

flower'trimmed hat and a shepherdess'

crook held jauntily under her elbow.

Next in popularity is pink'flounced

Cinderella, a dashing brunette. Others

standing high in the affections of mil-

lions of doll-owners are Little Red
Riding Hood, Little Miss Muffett,

Goldilocks and One-Two-Button-My-
Shoe.

The Seasons are elfin lovelies, each

with a hint of the time and tide in

her smart ensemble. Spring wears

a delicate green-and-lavender outfit.

Winter is gay and dashing, with a

pointed crimson cap and a candy-

striped frock. Autumn is pensive and
colorful in butterfly yellows, and
summer is a gorgeous dream girl in

glowing shades of rose. It seems re-

markable that so much can be done
with such tiny costumes.

Through her clever, original de-

signs, Nancy Ann creates an atmos-

phere of storybook romance about the
|

dainty miniatures which is enchant-

ing to child owners. And while they

are especially popular as Christmas
and birthday presents, the dolls sell

steadily the year around, those for
|

the days of the week and the seasons

always providing timely gifts. Chil'

dren have Storybook'Doll parties,

compare favorites and decide which
of the fascinating characters they will

beg for next.

Imitators have tried to copy the

dolls but, lacking Nancy Ann's en-

thusiasm and talent, they have not

succeeded.
|

In the beginning, however, all sorts !

of difficulties bobbed up, like the

problem of getting the right clay.
;

At first, clay was shipped from
England. When the war made this

impossible, the doll-makers experi-

mented frantically until they discov-

ered a satisfactory California clay

right at their door.
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Then all at once, after they were
all finished and ready for shipment,

the dolls started crumbling. Chemists

were called in and analyzed the clay

over and over. They could find noth-

ing in its composition to account for

the change. At
last they discov-

ered that the

crumbling was
due to the effect

of fumes from a

permanent ' wave
lotion used on the

dolls' wigs. When
the finished dolls

were packed in

trays set one
above another the

chemicals evaporated from the wave-

setting fluid and affected the bisque.

By keeping the trays separate and
open to the air until the wigs were
thoroughly dry, the doll-makers

avoided the crumbling.

About one-fifth of the dolls are

redheads. The rest are divided evenly

between blondes and brunettes. In

the heavy fan mail which pours into

the office, letter-writers often suggest

special characters they would Hke to

have made. But none of the ideas

have proved usable, for the models

must be chosen carefully, and must
be simple and easy to turn out in

quantities, as well as being pretty

and distinctive. Every year Nancy
Ann designs fresh new costumes for

her large and growing family, and no
matter how many models she turns

out, each is a distinct and original

creation.

In beautiful St. Francis Wood,
Nancy Ann lives in her own lovely

house, with her aunt in charge of

the housekeeping. She enjoys her

garden the most of anything, and
with her artist's love of color she

has made it a bit of fairyland. *T can

thank my little doll-people for it,''

she says. "They've been extremely

good to me!"

IF YOU stop and think about it for a moment, you're likely to agree that

your living and working habits form a definite pattern which repeats itself

over and over again. Matter of fact, if you wanted to, you could probably
construct a graph of your daily life and it would be about as good for one
day as another. It might show, for instance, that you do your best work in

the mid-morning, that you have a slump in the late afternoon, that you perk
up about dinner time, and that you're seldom sleepy before midnight, re-

gardless of how busy you've been that day. Anyway, whatever your particular

"activity pattern" is, science says that it's likely to recur day after day.

You might try making a little, informal chart of your own personal

cycles: when you do your best work, when you feel fagged out. and so on

—

and then adjust your working schedule to fit.

It's just a suggestion, of course. But we think it's a pretty good one.

Because, according to the experts, you've got rhythm.

Whv not put it to work for you?

—

Edison Voice Writing.

A
Over half of the world's people have a real income of less than $4 per

week. Eighty percent of the earth's inhabitants earn less than $10 a week
real income. While American workers get seven times as much real income

as do 53 percent of the world's workers, they still get an average of only

$28 a week.

—

Population Reference Bureau.

I
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Bubble gum afui neutrons are all right, but you^ve got to credit

old-timers who wrought some pretty classy contrivances of their

own.

by FRANK J. FORD

IN these days of atomic bombs, robot

planes, and a conservative million

and one other technological marvels,

we are inclined to scoff at the lack

of imagination of the generations

which have gone before.

But the fact is that more than a

few of our modern wonders are

merely refinements of gadgets in-

vented by hoary'headed old duffers

—

some of whom date back to antiquity.

And if you don't think their ingenuity

is worthy of three lusty cheers and a

tiger, just consider that every man,
in those times, was his own scientific

laboratory, and that his finished prod-

ucts were strictly handmade—without

benefit of dies, stamps, lathes, or any
other labor saving device. His total

equipment consisted of little more
than an idea, two fists, and a mace.

And yet, he bludgeoned out many an
intricate item that would do credit to

the most skilled engineering brains

of today.

Let's take the field of self-pro-

pelled mechanisms, for instance . . .

Away back in 400 B.C. a certain

Archytus of Tarentum constructed a

wooden pigeon which flew through

the air with the greatest of ease, and
performed its pigeonly feats with such

natural grace that the beholders were
slightly put out at its inability to

carry the deception the whole way, by
laying an egg.

Then, along in the Middle Ages, a

creative old chap, named Regiomon-
tanus, fashioned an iron fly which,

when released, took to wing, and flut-

tered about the room with such lifelike

gusto and abandon as to cause many
to doubt that it was only a reason^

able facsimile. But, by way of prov
ing that he was no fly-by-night in-

ventor whose success was the result

of a happy accident, Regiomontanus
later repeated with an iron eagle

which proved its metal by flying be-

fore the Emperor Maximilian as he
made his triumphal entry into Nu-
remberg. The emperor, so legend says,

professed such profound admiration

for the eagle's accomplishment that

Regiomontanus felt duty bound "to

give him the bird."

And about the same time that Roger
Bacon was forging a head of brass

which spoke, Albertus Magnus was
building a robot which was to act as
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his doorkeeper. Unfortunately, the

first mechanical man's career came to

a quick conclusion when one of

Albertus' friends, mistaking the ro-

bot's jerky motion for a threatening

gesture, delivered the grandfather of

all uppercuts to the doorman's jaw
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fathered a group of automatic trum-

peters whose repertoire comprised a

varied assortment of spirited marches.

Faberman, of Vienna, contrived a fig-

ure which gave an almost perfect

simulation of the human voice, and
Kempelen's chess player was a sensa-

lAJorc/3 for Our pictures

1—All-America halfback Ray Evans and George Sauer, head football coach
at the University of Kansas, reminisce after their Orange Bovv^l game.

2—Senator Robert A. Taft, airing his views on the Marshall Plan, lets pearls

of pohtical wisdom fall in the direction of WHB special events chief Dick
Smith.

3—Dave Franklin, composer of Anniversary Waltz and scores of other top

song hits, does a few licks for Swing Session fans.

A—The famous musical comedy husband-and-wife team, Charles Collins and
Dorothy Stone, caught between scenes of The Red Mil!.

Centerspread—Posing before a painted ocean, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Esther Williams proves that even winter weather is no deterrent to Hollywood
publicity photographs.

and sent him crashing down the steps

to his doom.
In the 18th Century, Jacques de

Vaucanson, a Frenchman, astonished

the public with a mechanical flute

player and a tambourinist who gave

out with such artistic aplomb as to

awaken the env>^ of many a contem-

porary competitor endowed with the

breath of life. But Jacques' crowning

glory was a synthetic duck, w^hich was
actually capable of eating and drink-

ing, and which carried its quackery to

such perfection as to imitate exactly

the natural voice of that fowl.

In Austria, the Drozses, father and

son, collaborated on several ingenious

figures which wrote and played music.

And, carrying the musical theme
still further, Frederick Kaufman and

Leonard Maelzel, a brace of Teutons,

tion throughout Europe for the better

part of a decade.

But perhaps the most remarkable

automatons of all were the spectacular

pair exhibited by Maskelyne between

1875 and 1880. There was the man
to top them all! His contribution to

public entertainment and awe con'

sisted of Psycho, who played cards,

and who is said to have dealt one of

the meanest hands on the Continent

—and Zoe, v^ho drew pictures which
brought admiring, if begrudging,

gasps from more than one professional

dauber.

Soooo, you see, you've got to give

the old-timers credit for using their

heads for something besides hat racks.

Maybe they'd be ashamed of them-

selves for not dreaming up the atomic

bomb—or, would they?

I











presenting M. LEE MARSHALL
^win^ nominee ^or

MAN DF THE MONTH
by MORI GREINER

IN a 30 by 30 panelled office seven

floors up in Rockefeller Center
sits America's Number One Baker, a

transplanted Kansas Citian who is

the country's largest buyer of flour.

Chairman of the board of the Conti'

nental Baking Company, Lee Marshall

controls from his desk on New York's

Fifth Avenue the operation of 89
large baking plants scattered through

28 states and the District of Colum-
bia. He supervises more than 13,000

employees and sales of 150 million

dollars annually. And he directs, in

a way, the destinies of American
wheat farmers a thousand miles dis-

tant.

The girl at the slicing machine or

the man at the thresher couldn't have

a more sympathetic boss. He came up
the hard way and he's been at the

top a long time. Some people claim

he was swaddled in flour sacking and
used wheat grains as his first rattle.

It is almost true. Throughout all of

the milling and baking industries there

is not one word of criticism for king-

pin Marshall. He is there because he

belongs, and he retains to this day
every one of the hundreds of friends

he made on the vs^ay up.

Lee Marshall likes people, and he

enjoys nothing more than his visits

to Kansas City and old friends there.

On his birthday each year, a field day

and barbecue is held at the Paul Uhl-
mann farm in Johnson County, Kan'
sas, under the auspices of the Kansas
Wheat Improvement Association. It

is attended by 600 to 800 bankers,

grain men, railroaders, flour buyers,

implement men, millers, bakers and
flour bag manufacturers from the

East and from the Southwest, Mid-
west and Northwest. Fields of test

wheat are judged, reports on strain

improvements are made, there is at

least one nationally known speaker

and the day is brought to a close by a

spectacular banquet. Through all the

activities moves guest of honor Mar-
shall, greeting everyone with the

warm friendliness which is probably

his outstanding characteristic.

''Lee is like an old shoe," the presi-

dent of a large milling company said

recently. "He is the prime living ex-

ample of the adage about taking the

boy out of the country, but not taking

the country out of the boy. He's got

some money and a Park Avenue
apartment, but his roots are down in

wheat fields, and he'll be Midwest
'till he dies.

'

For several hundred millions of the

earth's population, it is a good thing

Marshall likes people. That is a

dramatic-sounding statement, but true.

For Marshall, because of his executive
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ability and distinguished record as a

public administrator during the war,

has been selected national chairman

of American Overseas Aid and the

Crusade for Children.

Sixty six per

cent of the
world's popula-

tion is existing

on a sub-stand-

ard diet. Half

of all people are

in danger of
starvation, and
20 per cent of

those are chil-

dren less than 1

5

years old. All of

these people must somehow be fed,

especially the children. It is generally

conceded that the world of tomorrow

depends upon the action we take now.

We have it in our power, Marshall

says, to save that future. The people

who are starving now, he contends,

are the^ same people who were giving

in great measure, such a short time

ago, to help win the gigantic struggle

in which we were all involved. Now
they need help—badly.

The American Overseas Aid asso-

ciation is a fund collecting agency. It

will sponsor a nationwide drive in

February to raise money for world re-

lief, and the funds it collects will be

divided among various long-estab-

lished overseas aid groups of good re-

pute. "Save a Child, Save the Fu-

ture" is the slogan it has selected, and

donors are urged to contribute one

day's income in the cause of reliev-

Man of the Month on the Air . . .

The Man of the Month is on the

air now, in ''Meet the Man of the

Month," a dramatic narrative based

on the popular Swing feature. The
program is presented hy WHB, 880
on your radio dial, and may he

heard the first Sunday of each month
at J 2:30 p. m., Central Standard
Time.

ing suffering abroad.

On such a basis, Lee Marshall's per-

sonal money contribution will be

large. Yet, in proportion, a janitor of

the building where he works, the girl

who runs the
cigar-stand in

the lobby, the

man who drives

a Continental
Baking Com-
pany truck, will

be giving just

as much as Mar-
shall. All of
them will be
placing the fruit

of one day's la-

bor as a down-
payment on tomorrow.

Naturally, Lee Marshall's services

are sought often in connection with

charitable and public service organiza-

tions. So much so that he is generally

forced to refuse. Occasionally, how-
ever, a cause so compelling as Amer-
ican Overseas Aid appears— and you
can count Marshall in, with both feet!

American Overseas Aid is im-

portant beyond the value of any in-

dividual, yet the fact that Lee Mar-

shall is national chairman means a

great deal. His name on an organiza-

tion's letterhead is as valuable as the

Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval

on a waffle-iron.

Lee Marshall, now of international

prominence, was born in Marshall, a

small Missouri town named for one

of his distinguished forebears, John

Marshall, first chief justice of the

Supreme Court of the United States.

He was christened with "Maple" as
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his first given name, after the Baptist

minister who had married his parents,

but a few years of answering to

''Mable" and "Maple Leaf" were
enough for him. He began parting his

name in the middle and has lived a

happy life ever since.

As is the case with every self'made

man you might name, Lee began

hustling for nickels at an early age.

His father, Charles Marshall, kept

books for the Rea and Page flour

mill, and the Marshalls lived on the

I
mill grounds in a twO'Story white

!
frame house which biographers delight

I

in calling a "cottage."*' At seven, Lee

j

began sweeping up grain which
dropped from wagons unloading at

the mill. He sold it to nearby farmers

for chicken feed.

Three years later his family moved
jto Kansas City and he began selling

papers at Tenth and Walnut.
Kansas City was his home for the

next quarter'century, and Lee worked
his way up through a succession of

jjobs. At school he was a classmate

of John B. Gage, later famous as Kan-
sas City's "reform mayor." He made
sandwiches at the ball park during the

summers, and one fortunate day the

I

regular bat boy failed to show up.

Lee was called to fill in, and the Blues

j

crashed through to break a long los-

jing streak. He toted bats the follow-

ing afternoon and the Blues won
again. That established him firmly as

oat boy under the reign of Jimmy
Manning, and brought him the hand-

pome recompense of three dollars a

I
jveek.

1 Lee later pursued a semi-pro base-

ball career of his own, and he was

tremendously pleased when his son,

Lee Mack (now Advertising Director

of Continental), made the varsity at

Brown. But his greatest baseball

thrills were in the hot summers of

1898 when he watched wide-eyed as

Dale Gear, King Elmer Smith and
record-making shortstop Tinker bat-

tled for a pennant.

After a stretch as a Western Union
messenger, Marshall got a job as of-

fice boy for H. P. Wright ^ Com-
pany, an investment firm. It was
there he met Paul Uhlmann, now
chairman of the Midland Flour Mill-

ing Company, who was also an office

boy. And it was there he learned to be

neat, courteous and to study further

in business training. Mr. Wright
counselled him to learn stenography,

so Marshall took a 90-day shorthand

course and landed a 15-dollar-a-week

job with Swift 6? Company. After

advancing to salesman, he resigned

to sell goods for his older brother

Edwin, a food broker. Two years

later he opened his own business.

Marshall was only 22 then, but he

had a varied background and a lot

of sound selling experience. From that

time forward, his advancement was
rapid.
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In 1907, a panic year, he became a

flour broker. In spite of the panic, he

was able to keep his new business in

the black and marry Anna McCluer,

the young lady he had been dating

for nearly five years.

In the next eight years he learned

about flour, all about flour from grain

men, millers and bakers. His business

prospered and his circle of friends

grew wide. Then, in 1915, he went
with a chain-baker named Win Camp-
bell as a flour buyer. He bought

stock, and the following year saw him
vice-president of the Campbell Bak-

ing Company, supervising bakeries in

ten cities.

When William B. Ward of New
York bought the Campbell chain in

1924 and merged it with others to

form the United Bakeries Corpora-

tion, Marshall went to Chicago as

vice-president. There were 40 bakeries

to look after then.

In two years another Ward-engi-

neered merger — this time on a huge

scale — resulted in the Continental

Baking Company, a 104-plant chain

with headquarters in New York.

That latest shake-up saw Lee Mar-
shall once more emerge as vice-presi-

dent. Milton L. Livingston, a Chicago
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baking executive, was president.

But things were not rosy. The
mammoth outfit had been built on
sand. Its position in the industry was
insecure.

A friend sum.marizing Lee Mar-
shall's business career said: ''After

the Campbell chain was gobbled up,

there v^^as a succession of mergers.

Each one brought a flock of 'hotshots'

into the fold. But the hotshots came
and went while Lee Marshall kept ris-

ing to the top. When Continental was
estabhshed he gave it stability. He
made the Wonder Bakers what they

are!"

It was 1927 when Livingston and
Marshall determined drastic action

was necessary to save the chain. They
had bought stock and solicited proxies,

so at the annual stockholders' meet-

ing they v^'ere able to oust the Ward
interests and establish Livingston as

president and Marshall as chairman

of the board of directors.

They worked in remarkable accord,

moulding the overside corporation to

a trim, practical and profit-earning

size. Then, in 1933, Milton Livingston

died. There was no one to take his

place, so Marshall became president

as well as chairman of the nation's

largest baking company. He served in

that dual capacity for ten years.

The war developed a whole new
chapter of the Marshall story. In

April of 1942, General Brehon B.

Somervell asked Lee if he would ac
cept a post with the Service of Sup-

,

ply. The proffered wage — one dol-

lar a year, every year — made his bat

boy salary look good. He accepted,

however, and became chief of the
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Shipping Procedure Branch. Then, in

dazzHng procession, he became con-

sultant on food to the chairman of

the War Production Board; then

deputy-administrator of the War Food
Administration; Director of Food
Distribution; Chairman of the Re-

I
quirements and. Allocation Commit-

i
tee, War Food Administration;

: United States member of the Com-
bined Food Board; vice-president and
director of the Federal Surplus Com-
modity Corporation; chairman of the

:
United States Agencies Industrial

Feeding Committee; director and or-

ganizer of the Office of Supply and
Office of Marketing Services of the

i

War Food Administration. If the

I war had lasted another six months,

anything could have happened. As
it was, Marshall — a glutton for ad-

ministrative punishment — held sev-

eral of the top-heavy titles concur-

rently.

In 1945 he was able to return to

the comparative quiet of New York
and private enterprise, but in May
of 1946 he became executive head of

the Emergency Food Collection, a tre-

mendous task which required his tal-

ents for eight months

Sixty-three years old, Lee Marshall

is active and robust. He weighs 200
pounds and stands more than six feet

! tall. Although he has membership in

six or eight clubs, he spends most of

his spare time on the well-groomed

j

links of the Apawamis golf course at

!

Rye, and likes to play 18 holes at

I

least twice a week. A less strenuous

1 pastime is group singing, usually

around the piano in his eighteenth

-

floor apartment.

He is extremely modest; an un-

usually clear, straightforward thinker.

People meeting him for the first time

are impressed by his taciturnity. He
says very little, and when he talks he
comes immediately to the point. In

1927, he placed by long-distance an
order for the largest amount of flour

ever sold by a single mill, over a

million barrels. That transaction was
completed within the three -minute

time limit. Six years later, when wheat
was falling five cents a day and the

Department of Agriculture was won-
dering whether it would have to close

the Board of Trade, Marshall picked

up the 'phone again and bought 15

million bushels. His huge order

steadied the market and started it

climbing, averting what had seemed

to be a certain panic. It also gave

Marshall enough flour to supply his

bakeries for a year—at a price no

competitor could match.

The Continental Baking Company,
like every Marshall-managed project,

is beautifully organized. Marshall

picks men carefully, and lets them
work with a minimum of supervision.

In addition to his business duties,

which include board chairmanship of

all Continental subsidiaries, he is

treasurer and governor of the Amer-
ican Bakers Association, treasurer and
director of the American Institute of

Baking, and treasurer and trustee of

the American Bakers Foundation.

Lee Marshall inspires confidence.

He is universally liked and respected.

In turn, he likes people, and works
hardest of all on projects which are

in the public interest. American 0\'er-
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seas Aid and the Crusade for Chil- give one day, he will be giving many
dren is a project tailor-made for Mar- days to help our world neighbors,

shall, and he is perfectly suited to Lee Marshall is definitely the man of

serve and lead it. While Americans the month of February!

Begged, Borrowed and Stolen
by TOM COLLINS

An editor calls himself "we"' to make the readers think that there are

too many of him to whip.

A
Man is that peculiar animal who gets a hearty laugh out of an old family

album and then looks in the mirror without so much as a grin.

Give a pessimist a piece of rope and he'll hang himself. Give an optimist

a piece of rope and he'll start a cigar factory.

An old Irishman collapsed in the store and a crowd gathered. Amid the

chorus of suggestions, one Irish lady kept shouting, "Give the poor man
whiskey," but no one paid any attention. Then the agonized voice of the

man who had collapsed rose above the din. "Will the lot of ye hold your
tongues and let this fine Irish lady speak?"

A
There is no wholly satisfactory substitute for brains, but silence does

pretty well.

A
An optimist is a man of 70 who marries a young woman and starts

looking for a house—near a school.

A
Changing your mind is for all the world like changing your clothes. You

may easily make a mistake, especially if the process is performed in the dark.

A
Rain lashed the windows of the old castle and the wind howled mourn-

fully as the timid guest was escorted to his room under the eaves. "Has
anything unusual ever happened in this room?" he asked hesitatingly of

the sinister'looking butler.

The butler grimaced, "Not for 40 years," he answered.
Heaving a sigh of relief, the guest asked brightly, "What happened

then?"
The butler's eyes glittered ominously as he hissed, "A man who stayed

here all night showed up in the morning."

A
A thoughtful wife is one who has the pork chops ready when her

husband comes home from a fishing trip.

A
After beating his opponent at darts badly, the man explained that he

had had quite a bit of practice throwing darts at home, to kill flies on the

wall.

"But doesn't your wife object to your making a mess on the walls with

squashed flies?"

"Oh, there aren't any squashed flies," was the answer. "I always pin

them by a hind leg."



Alpine slalom runs, the haunting beauty of Lausanne, are little more
than one day away—hy air, of course!

SWISS F ^ m I L \

by JAN NORRIS

WITH the famed Olympics as a

stellar attraction this year,

jSwitzerland is playing host to a new
[type of international traveler—the

rwo'week vacationist!

Who is this new-type traveler, this

disciple of Paul Bunyan who can

itravel thousands of miles over land

ind sea and still have time for a

/acation of play—all in two weeks?

He may be your neighbor; he may
3e from your town or the suburban

;ommunity nearby. He's a business

)r professional man. His wife usually

^oes with him, but sometimes it is a

yon or daughter who accompanies

lim.

But all go by air for this "quickie

loliday" abroad.

Recently Trans World Airline

planes carried a number of these inter-

lational passengers enroute to a va-

ation at Alpine retreats from the

Jnited States to Geneva in little

nore than a day's flying time. Ar-
anged by Holliday Tours of Los An-
jeLes, the trips featured stops at the

'^ifth Annual Olympic games at St.

Ivloritz, as well as visits to the coun-

|ry's picturesque landmarks and fa-

mous cities.

These St. Moritz vacationists

watched competitions in skiing, ice

hockey, speed and figure skating, bob-

sled racing, tobogganing, fencing,
horse riding, pistol shooting and pa-

trol races by military ski patrols.

They saw representatives and teams

from 26 nations participate in the

sports events. Joining the capacity

crowds for the 10-day event were 400
newspaper, photographic, radio and
film personnel—almost half of them
from the United States.

Among the competitors for Olympic
honors were members of the Swiss

Ski team who toured the United
States last winter. Arnold Glatthard,

who captained the touring team,
headed the Swiss Olympic ski team.

The Olympic games are a revival

of the famous Greek competitions

recorded in Athens as early as 776
B. C, Their origin, said the Greek
poets, stemmed from a wrestling match
between Zeus and Kronos, mightiest

of the Greek gods. Their titanic

struggle took place on Mount Olym-
pus, and games and religious celebra-

tions held later in the valley below
reputedly commemorated victory for

Zeus.

For the sports enthusiasts who
would rather be participants than



spectators, no other country in the

world provides such ideal facilities

for skiing, bob-sledding, tobogganing,

ice skating, and hockey as Switzerland

does. Another sport which has caught

on in Switzerland is curling, a game

win February, 1948

OUR BACK COVER is a street

scene, high in the Swiss Alps. (Koda'
chrome courtesy Trans World Air-

lines.)

which originated in Scotland. Two
teams of four men compete by sliding

stones along a 42 yard level stretch

of ice toward a mark. The weight of

the stone is usually 35 to 38 pounds,

but in professional games much
heavier iron discs are used.

Switzerland's regular sporting sea-

son begins in early November and

frequently lasts past Easter. The fa-

mous slopes around St. Moritz, Vil-

lars, Davos and Zermatt are reported

in good condition for this winter's

skiing. On the higher slopes, such as

the Jungfrau, snow conditions are

good as late as June.

Already skiers and tourists from all

over Europe are converging on the

winter sports paradise, and train ser\'-

ice to the ski resorts is described as

up to pre-war standards.

The lure of the Swiss Alps in the

wintertime is universal. To the seek-

ers of comfortable, peaceful surround-

ings, Switzerland offers a rare op-

portunity. At its many fine hotels

and attractive village chalets, visitors

enjoy crystal clear air and unfor-

gettable scenery for which the ''Win-

ter Wonderland" is noted.

Leading hotels offer dining, danc-

ing and cabaret entertainment in the

true European fashion.

Interesting to the many visitors fly-

ing Trans World Airline's interna-

tional routes to Switzerland are that

country's many legends, usually
springing from historical facts or an-

cient landmarks of the country.

Switzerland is best known, perhaps,

for the legend of William Tell. In

1291, so the story goes, Switzerland

had been under Austrian rule for

several years, and the provinces of

the country secretly banded together

to overthrow the foreign rule. Learn-

ing of the plan, the Austrian gov-

ernor grew distrustful of his subjects

and decided to test their loyalty by

demanding they doff their hats and

bow before a cap bearing Austrian

colors which had been placed in the

market place.

One day a skillful archer, named
William Tell, marched proudly by

with his son, pretending not to notice

the cap. Tell was seized and brought

before the governor, who was furious

at this obvious disrespect. As pun-

ishment. Tell was ordered to shoot
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the apple off his son's head at a dis-

tance of 50 feet. Placing an arrow

in his quiver and one in his bow. Tell

took careful aim, shot the arrow, and

the apple was pierced in two. Sur-

prised and displeased with the result

of the test, the governor summoned
Tell and inquired about the second

arrow. Tell answered, ''Had I injured

my son, this second shaft was des-

tined for thee." Angered, the gov-

ernor ordered Tell to be chained to a

boat that would take him to a dun-

geon, where he was to remain for the

rest of his life. The tale of how Wil-
liam Tell escaped from the boat and
killed the governor, thus releasing

Switzerland from Austrian tyranny,

has made him a national hero.

Many statues have been erected in

his honor, and on the spot where he

is supposed to have landed after es-

jcaping from the boat, is an impressive

little chapel, where frescoes show the

(important events in Tell's life. Every
spring, Mass is celebrated at the

chapel, and loyal Swiss patriots gather

on the borders of Lake Lucerne to pay
homage to their national hero.

For the traveler who is looking for

the picturesque, the small Alpine vil-

lages— consisting of a few houses

clustered around the church and the

inn—best depict the simple, yet color-

ful life of the hard-working Swiss.

The houses, or chalets, are usually

j

built of pine or hemlock logs, and are

two and sometimes three stories high,

jwith an overhanging roof that ex-

tends six to ten feet. A balcony runs

iround the second story of the houses,

the walls of which are occasionally

carved and decorated with beautiful

paintings. The ground floors of the

chalets are used for storage, while the

second floor is the living quarters for

the family.

Interesting, too, are the Swiss open-

air parliaments, known as "Ladsge-

meinen," which are still held once a

year in certain parts of the country.

On the last Sunday in April all men
of 21 or over meet together in the

town square for this most important

political event of the year. There they

elect members of the cantonal govern-

ment, and submit new laws and the

revised budget to the people. Tourists

come by plane loads to witness these

meetings in the spring.

Bern, the capital, sits high on a

bluff overlooking the river Aar.
Founded as a military post in the

15th Century, it has a charm all its

own. Along its broad, arcaded walks

are the little cafes so dear to the

Swiss. The numerous shops, stocked

with curios to tempt the passing trav-

eler, always add to the gaiety of the

scene.

But like many capitals of the world,

Bern is not so well known as the lead-

ing industrial center of Switzerland

—

Geneva, home of the famous Swiss

watchmaking industry, and noted also

for jewelry, music boxes and medical
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instruments. League of Nations, headquartered for

It was here that the International many years in that city.

Red Cross was founded in 1862. Its With these famous landmarks and

official flag is patterned after the unequalled scenic attractions, Switzer-

national Swiss flag, with colors re- land might well be known as Europe's

versed. It was here that the nations well'rounded personaHty, for it has

of the world met after the first many facets of interest for the vaca-

World War for the famous Geneva tion traveler. But none so alluring as

peace conferences, which eventually the powdery downhill slopes in ski-

culminated in the formation of the time!

Drinking is now regarded as a disease. The only cure is to hold both
arms straight so they won't bend at the elbow.

—

Richmond T^ews Leader.

A
It is one of the charitable dispensations of Providence that perfection

is not essential to friendship.

—

Ladies Home Journal.

A
When two men in a business always agree, one of them is unnecessary.

—Wm. Wrigley, Jr.

A
The big potatoes are on top of the heap only by the aid of little fellows

keeping them there.

—

Canadian Business.

A
Things even up. Ignorance causes one man's fear, but it causes an-

other's courage.

A
Movies, like shoes, wouldn't be the same without a vamp or a heel.—Redhoo\.

A
A lot of college boys' letters to dad sound like an heir raid.

—

Atchison
(Kans.) Rotarian.

A
An artist's model is a girl v.'ho is unsuited for her work.

—

Santa Fe
Magazine.

A
In a Kansas tov;n, an Irishman was on trial for a traffic violation. When

the judge asked if anyone present could testify to his character, he said,

"Sure, Judge, there's the sheriff."

Surprised, the sheriff answered, "Why, I don't know the man at all!"

"How's that for a character reference, your Honor?" asked the accused.

"I've lived in this town for 12 years and the sheriff doesn't even know me."

A

Australia— Land of Wonders
AUSTRALIA, long known for its odd pouched animals such as the kanga-

roo and wallaby, possesses other strange if less publicized animals. Among
them is a gigantic earthworm, thick as a garden hose, which comes in ten-

foot lengths. Australia is also the home of the Giant Walking Stick, the

14'inch insect which holds the world's record for size in modern times.



A corps of sound specialists is trained to howl
like a hound dog, crackle like a thunderstorm
or leak like a faucet.

How to S I
a DOOR

by DEREK CARTER

WHEN a radio director wanted
a door slammed shut during a

mystery drama 20 years ago, he

reached for the studio piano lid and
hanged it down energetically but not

convincingly.

Today's well equipped studio has

20 or more doors, of all si^s, woods
and thicknesses—just waiting to be

eased shut or slammed at appropriate

moments on air programs.

To make these doors sound like

doors over the air, a crop of unsung
Ibut well-paid professionals has
sprouted in the past do^en years.

They are the sound effects boys who
will simulate any noise, from asth-

matic collie to atomic bomb, at union
scale.

These earnest fellows go to fan-

tastic lengths to convince you that

you are hearing the real thing. When
NBC's Hollywood studios presented

a gangster drama, the crucial scene

j

hinged on a furtive conversation be-

tween two toughies in a getaway car.

' Countless gadgets were used to

muffle their voices, but nothing

v/orked until the sound man sug-

gested: ''Why not put the actors into

a real automobile and roll the car

into the studio?"

They did it with a small sedan,

and the passengers' voices sounded
muffled and menacing over the air.

Fortunately, waterfalls can be simu-

lated and fires and hurricanes re-

enacted without the need of bringing

the real thing before the mike!

The sound effects man surrounds

himself with a weird but well-

organized collection of junk. A supply

of large peachbaskets, for instance, is

indispensable. The baskets are fine

for the splintery noise of a breaking

door. And a cabinet of bells—door,

sled, cow, telephone, fire, ship, bicycle

and clock—is a necessity.

Other properties include whisk
brooms and scrubbing brushes. When
slowly dusted over the taut skin of

a drum, the brushes make the listener

imagine he is dreamily listening to

the surf at Waikiki.

Flick your dial and listen to that

killer stalking his victim through

crunchy, powdery snow. What you
don't see is the effects man kneading
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a linen bag of cornstarch between his

hands.

Hear the crackHng flames in a

broadcast story of the historic Chicago

fire? That's nothing but strips of

cellophane being violently agitated in

front of a mike.

Other props in the sound man's kit

include chains, clocks, chimes, cutlery,

metronomes, bottles galore, motors,

rocks, shoes, roller skates, vibrators,

whistles, tom toms and telephones

(French type, crank variety, and coin-

drop model).

Recently, in a bucolic comedy
broadcast from Chicago, the studio

boys were momentarily stumped
when they had to simulate the sound
of a cow giving milk. The purchase

of a 25 cent syringe, which was
squirted rhythmically after being

filled with w^ater, made engineers and
listeners happy.

In depicting a tough pool room
scene, a netwwk's crew of specialists

laid planks on the studio floor, built

walls of paneled w^ood, and installed

a real pool table w'ith cues and balls.

Not surprisingly, it sounded like a

pool hall background when the actors

made their shots while speaking their

lines—although there are certain dif'

ficulties involved in being dramatic

while playing the seven-ball to a side

pocket.

You wouldn't think that a seem-

ingly worthless, wheel-less baby buggy
would have any value to a radio

station. But this is standard equip-

ment for nautical stories. Half-filled

with water and violently rocked, the

sloshing baby buggy gives the sound
of waves angrily pounding the shore.
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Picture a gay cocktail party en-

acted over the air. Strangely, a real

cocktail shaker fails to sound real.

This problem is solved by sound men
who take some medium-sized sleigh

bells, drape them in cloth, and then

shake them until the subdued clack-

ing noise of the hammer gives forth

the sound of ice in a shaker.

Imitating a snake's rattle is a bit

more complicated. You take a cello-

phane bag containing a pea and hook
it up to the striking arm of an electric

bell. When the bell is switched on,

the pea buzzes menacingly but nobody
is bitten.

To make like a train wreck, the

experts simply fiddle with a com-
pressed air tank. The hissing sound
emerges from your speaker as steam

escaping from an overturned loco-

motive.

For stations which are economy-
minded, recordings are available

which reproduce this sound and

10,000 more, including a wood-
pecker's drumming, the footfall of

an elephant, the rumble of a plague

of locusts, the laugh of a hyena, the

actual booming of London's Big Ben,

real dockside noises for sea stories and

genuine battle sounds.

Sound experts think of Orson
Welles with bitter admiration. He has

made their jobs doubly tough in his

search for acoustic realism. Once,

when the wonder boy presented

Hugo's Les Miserahles, he floored the

experts by declaring:

'1 want the sound of Jean Valjean

wading through a Paris sewer. And
you'd better make it good!"

A hasty reading of the old classic
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gave the sound men enough details of

Parisian sewer construction to build

some props which would convey the

desired effect.

Another time, some genius de-

manded that the experts create the

sound of a man being devoured by
ants. Finally, a wax recording was
made of the noise given forth by a

tiny electric buzzer. This sound was
re'recorded three times, with happy
results. The final record's effect was
that of thousands of ants swarming
over a man's body and making a

picnic lunch of him.

In a horror play, the sound men
w^ere asked for the noise of gigantic

crabs slithering over the rocks of a

beach. They simply scratched the

leather seat of a chair with their

fingernails and recorded the rasping

noise. Played over the air, it sounded
just like crabs.

To chop off a man's head isn't a

gory business in radio. The sound
man simply takes a handful of twigs,

wraps them in wet rags, and hews
the bundle with a meat cleaver.

The restaurant of Chicago's Mer'
chandise Mart, world's biggest build'

ing, is a favorite haunt for troubled

sound effects men who work upstairs

in the NBC studios. One typical food

order for them called for a boiled

orange, four slices of raw bacon, a

head of cabbage and a pound of

spareribs.

The bacon, when si2;^led in front

of the mike, gave the effect of an
electric chair frying its victim.

The boiled orange worked well for

the bursting of a human head.

The cabbage bounced v^ith a thump
on the floor during a decapitation

scene.

And the spareribs, when cracked

in a medieval torture rack, sounded
like snapping human bones!

Probably it hasn't yet occurred to

the food conservation experts, but

when it does they will map out a few
rules for the lads who purvey night'

marc'breeding noises. Like Decapi'

tationless Tuesdays, for instance, and
Tortureless Thursdays to be followed

immediately by Fryless Fridays.

Boning Up
C OMEPLACE, you have all of the bones in the lefthand column, but perhaps

^ you know them best by their names at the right. Mix them and match

them. Six right is passing. Answers on page 68.

1. Humerus
2. Scapula
3. Clavicle

4. Sternum
5. Femur
6. Patella

7. Tibia

8. Fibula

9. Os calcia

10.' Os occipitale

Skull bone
Knee bone
Heel bone
Upper arm bone
Shoulder blade

Collar bone
Breast bone
Thigh bone
Shin bone
Calf bone.





The godfather of all bobby-soxers is Mauri Cliffer,

broadcasting personality who is the personal champion
of West Coast kids.

by BOB DOWNER

BY 1944, the war had increased

the abreadyrapid growth of

Southern CaHfornia until the ''boom"

was an explosion that surpassed the

wildest dreams of real estate specula-

tors. But the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Company had a problem.

Although it needed more and more
personnel to keep up with its ex-

panding facilities, it was losing girl

service representatives and operators

through marriages and the lure of

war jobs.

A freelance announcer in Holly-

wood came up with the solution to the

problem — a forty-minute radio show
called "Teen and Twenty Time."

Since the show went on the air on
November 13, 1944, curly-haired,

booming-voiced Mauri differ, the

program's originator and emcee, has

become probably the world's foremost

authority on the so-called "bobby-

soxer."

The telephone company had al-

ready been trying to recruit employees

through announcements on record

I

programs, but Mauri conceived "Teen
and Twenty Time" as more than a

disc jockey show. Besides playing

records and boosting the employment

campaign, he decided to use the pro-

gram to encourage clubs for teen'

agers and to act as an informal head'

quarters and clearing house for the

clubs.

Mauri invited them to register with

the program, but he promised them
nothing except "Teen and Twenty
Time" membership cards for each club

member. With only this inducement,

2000 clubs have affiliated themselves

with the program, and each club has

from five to t-wo thousand members.

differ gets some 1500 letters a

month from the organizations, most

of which are in Southern California,

although there are even members in

cities as far away as Detroit, Chicago

and New York. Most of the letters

come from entire clubs, or from in'

dividuals who are spokesmen for

clubs, but Mauri is quick to deny that

it's fan mail.

"Fan letters," he says, "are merely

to praise someone or some organiza-

tion. Of course we get those, but 75

per cent of our mail requires an an-

swer — a record to be played, in-

formation to be looked up, or advice

to be given."

No shirker at giving advice, Mauri
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has faced more problems than any
parent could dream of, and when ad'

vice isn't enough, he actively fights

for teen-agers.

During the war years, much youth

trouble had centered around Los An-
geles' east side. Almost everyone was
screaming ''juvenile delinquent!'' and
people who lived on the east side were
blaming every problem on teen-agers.

One Thursday, a boy and girl went
to see Mauri. They realized that the

solution to the problem was to start

a youth center, but every place they

went for help had turned them down.
What could they do now?

'Tirst," Mauri said, "get yourselves

a champion—an older person in the

community who has the time and de-

sire and influence to help you. Then
find out where there's a Moose Hall

in the neighborhood. They're all over

the country, and the Moose organi-

zations are crazy about kids. If neither

of those works out, come back and see

me again."

Four days later— Monday— the

youngsters called to invite him to the

opening of their youth center three

weeks hence. Mauri said he'd never
been so happy about anything in his

life. 'Td be there if I had to miss

my own wedding to do it," he said.

Some problems have been more
challenging, but he has always met
the challenge. In one community, the

school board refused to let teen-agers

use the school building as a youth cen-

ter. When Mauri heard this, he

talked loud and long about the situa-

tion. On his program, he insulted the

whole community, he says, and de-

manded to know what schools were
for if not to help youngsters. Citi-

zens put pressure on the board, and
now the community has a youth

center.

In two small suburbs of Los An-
geles, Mauri is still working to help

kids get a place to call their own. In

one of them, school children volun-

tarily went out to solicit contribur

tions to build a community building,

and then were told that they could

use the building only one night a

week—if and when it were built.

Mauri, who knows teen-agers some-

times better than their parents do, has ;

no fears for the ''younger generation."

He says, "There are so many cases •

where adults not only won't help

young people do what's best, but even

try to prevent them from finding a

way, that I think it's wonderful kids

have done as well as they have."
i

He cites the case of the Club Gunga '

Din. Teen-agers in Hawthorne wanted
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a youth center enough to build it

themselves. The city of Inglewood

donated the land, and the kids talked

merchants into giving building ma-
terials, and the 300 charter members
of the club did all of the work them'

selves. Now the club has a thousand
members and a $50,000 building,

fully paid for.

But Mauri is proudest of the fact

that "Teen and Twenty Time" mem-
bers think of other people besides

themselves. About half of the clubs

are social clubs, a fourth are fan clubs,

and another fourth are service organi-

[Rations, but all of them pitch in when
Mauri mentions a drive or worthwhile
cause that needs their support, even

though he doesn't highpressure or

solicit funds directly. One club, the

Coquins, even held a raffle on their

own to raise $100 to buy a much-
needed drug for a local hospital.

His sponsors, the Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company, frequently

tell him that they're pleased not only
with the quantity, but also with the

quality of the girls he recruits for

employment.
For the past two and a half years,

Friday has been guest celebrity day
on the five o'clock program. Johnny
Mercer, Benny Goodman, Frankie
iLaine—in fact, almost all of the

bobby-soxers' idols in the country

—

have been on the program at least

once.

When a celebrity makes a personal

appearance, the members of his fan
i clubs are invited to the show. There

I

used to be rivalry between different

I

fan clubs which supported the same
celebrity, but Mauri tries to get them
together and urges them to consoli-

date.

"Let them have one headquarters,

one set of dues, one bulletin, and
just keep the individual clubs as

branches of the main one," he advises.

He was glad to see Van Johnson fans

stick together as "Van's Eager Beav
ers" and encouraged the various
Johnny Sands fan clubs to consolidate

into the "Sand Dunes."
But Mauri CUffer has one ambi-

tion left—to let other people know
"bobby-soxers" as he knows them.

"These people who scream about
'juvenile delinquency' and 'the trou-

ble with the younger generation' and
their fads, fancies and lingo, haven't
really known any kids for ten or fif'

teen years," he says, "and, besides,

they forget about things like the Black
Bottom and the Toddle and hip
flasks." He shuffles through his daily

mail. "I wish that they could hear
young people as I hear them and read
the letters I read. Then they wouldn't
worry about the younger generation."
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Two ministers were Vv-alking along a country road. One of them took
a agar out of his pocket, ht it and began to smoke. Whereupon the other

remarked, "Brother, I see you smoke. I am amazed at you. Do you know-
that it is a vile habit? Why, even a pig won't smoke."

They walked along in silence for a few minutes, and then the smoker
said, "Brother, I've been thinking about what you said just now about a pig

not smoking, and I infer that you mean to suggest some subtle resemblance
between me and the pig. But, my dear brother, inasmuch as you do not
smoke, it appears to me that there is greater resemblance between you and
the pig than between me and the pig."

A gambler's funeral was well attended by his professional friends. In the

eulogy, all went swimmingly until the minister asserted, "Spike is not dead.

He only sleeps."

From the rear of the chapel came the interrupting shout, "I got a hunnert
says he's dead!"

A
In the dark of night, two safebreakers entered a bank. One approached

the safe, sat down on the floor, took off his shoes and socks and started to

twirl the dial of the safe with his toes.

"What's the idea?" asked his pal. "Let's open this thing and get out of

here."

"Naw, it'll only take a minute longer this way — and we'll drive them
fingerprint experts nuts!"

A
A small girl from the city was making her first visit to the country, and

was fascinated to see cow^ milked. The next morning, the hired man came
running with news that one of the cows had been stolen.

"Don't worry," piped the youngster, "She won't get far. We drained

her crankcase last night."

A
The young man who was throwing his life and his money away on drink

received a call one night from his worried father, who took him to the top

of a hill overlooking a large group of distilleries.

"Look son. down there at those lights. All those distilleries are making
whiskey. They're making more than you can drink!"

"That's true," the son answered, "but I've got 'em working nights!"

A
A tramp applied at the back door of a farm house for help.

"Madam," he said to the farmer's wife, "Would you help a poor man out

of his troubles?"

"Certainly," she said. "Would you rather be shot or hit with an ax?"



by FRED ALEXANDER

The inflation spiral continues. Recent
egislation passed by Congress to curb ris'

ng prices will very likely prove ineffec'

ive. Congress had three possible choices

n mapping out legislation concerning the

rising prices" situation. First, the legis'

iting of price and wage control along

Ath rationing. This was favored by Tru'
lan. Unfortunately, price control can-

ot exist without wage control nor vice

ersa. For this choice to be effective, both

ibor and business would have to agree

n a unified program of mutual restraint,

"his factor along with other objections

lakes passage of this sort of legislation im'

ossible.

Another choice Congress could have
ade would have been the tightening of

redit. The Eccles plan is an illustra'

on. This plan would raise all bank
iserves to about 45 per cent. An imme-
iate result would be a tightening of the

:ins on lending. Eccles believes that were
is plan put into operation, the price rise

'ould be gently retarded. Other for'

ulas along this same line have been sug-

ested, but for various reasons, mostly
olitical, none of them has been adopted.
The third choice Congress could have
ade might have taken it into the field

" scarce materials allocation, not to the

)nsumer, but rather the manufacturer
• processor. This is the least stringent
• the three possible choices and such
gislation has been passed by Congress in

edified form. Congress voted for voluri'

ry allocations. The Congressmen who
afted and voted the bill through are the
rst to admit that, as effective legisla*

)n, it is a dud.

It was obvious to Congress that some
tion had to be taken — but not very
tive action, since this is election year,
he voters must be kept happy, the
erry-go-round must be kept oiled, even

if the carnival goes bankrupt. Thus, a

token law was produced, a law which says

vigorously, "Shame on you!" to nasty,

old inflation.

• • •

Voluntary allocation of material has
been tried on a limited scale before and has
failed. Under the new law, the govern'
ment will call in representatives of those

industries using supplies already on the

scarce list. Steel, for example. These in'

dustrial leaders, in cooperation with the

government, will come to an agreement on
which industries should get the most steel.

It is conceivable that makers of bathtubs
would probably be allocated more steel

than a plant manufacturing toy wagons.
These industries will agree not to fix

prices and the United States will agree

not to enforce anti'trust laws (despite the

fact Truman said he would). In general.

Republicans think this plan will function
smoothly, the Democrats think it will fail

miserably.

In the near future, Congress will take

some further action •— though not severe— limiting credit. Any legislation of this

nature would certainly effect the lower'

ing of prices sooner or later, but it would
also bring on an artificial recession caus'

ing a limited amount of unemployment.
Something else to make the happy voters

not so happy. And so. Congress has a

choice of political suicide or the passage
of legislation strong enough and stringent

enough to curb inflation successfully. His'

tory has revealed few Congressmen with
a predilection for political suicide.

Whether Congress does or does not
pass further anti'inflation legislation, the

delaying tactics and sham legislation now
being employed will add the apex to the

pyramidical certainty of economic de'

pression. It is equally certain no major
crash will occur until well into 1949.
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When it comes, the blame will be saddled
on the party in power. As in the last

major depression, that party will probably
wear the name Republican.

• • •

The Communist Party, rumor has it,

would prefer a Republican Administra'

tion. Because of this, according to the

rumor, the Commies are doing their part

to support the Republicans and confuse

the Democrats. This will probably be
welcome news to those bewildered souls

who have until now thought the Commies
were confusing everyone and supporting
nothing. The premise for their "con'
structive" activity seems to be a singular

idea that a RepubHcan administration

would ripen this nation for revolution, by
provoking economic and social unrest.

The latest monkey wrench tossed into

Democratic machinery is the decision of

Henry Wallace to run as an independent
presidential candidate. This may be the

coup de grace to Democratic hopes of

remaining in power. The Wallace "inci'

dent'" will be used where it can wield the

greatest political advantage, or disadvan'

tage, according to the glasses with which
you view the scene. Wallace will pull

much of the liberal vote away from the

Democratic party, and although the Tru'
man administration will have the support
of Labor, authoritative sources already

concede the coming election to the Re
publicans.

That Labor will be a potent political

force in 1948 is undeniable. Plans to

fight Labor's political enemies will ma'
ture. There will be regular publication

of a nation-wide Labor newspaper. Based
on the assumption that the American
press "will not give Labor an even break,"

Labor has decided to publish on its own,
without any outside help except adver'

tising. A deficit is expected, but exist'

ing reserves in union treasuries are ample
to cover the anticipated loss.

• • •
A tax cut is coming. Both parties favor

raising exemptions from $500 to $600,
and adopting the principle of community!
property based on the idea that a wife
earns 50 per cent of the total family in'

come, or at least has a right to claim
that amount as her own. These ideaa

will be pushed by both parties and arc

assured of passage. Other features of

the new tax legislation are more difficult

to predict. The Democrats tend to favor

the small income groups while the Rc:
publicans swing toward the idea of an
across'thc'board cut, which means a wind'l
fall for the big income earner.

Mr. Truman will veto any bill to lower
taxes, because he believes it to be an in'

flationary step, but the veto will be over-

ridden by votes from both parties — with
the Republicans dominating. Both fac
tions would like to have the credit for.

cutting taxes — a fine political feather in

any cap during an election year. It is

expected, however, that the Republicans
will reap the good from any tax-cutting,

legislation because of the Administration,
veto.

• • •

Internally, we face many problems,

and externally, none of our problems have

diminished. Hopes by some people thai

recent devaluation of Russian currency

foreshadowed a weakening of Soviet econ-

omy are beginning to fade as it become.'

apparent that the well-regimented affain

of the Soviet Union are unscathed. Thi
year will see establishment of an "inter

national" Red Army, while the Unitec

States sets up European bases in retalia

tion. Rudyard Kipling to the contrary, i

looks as though East and West may soor

be meeting — and not in joy and loving

kindness.

There's nothing wrong with drinking like a fish, if you drink what the

fish does. ^
Luck results when proper preparation meets the right opportunity.

A
Moral indignation is jealousy with a halo.

Income is something you can't live without or within.

J.



Platter Chatter

j

Piano'playing maestro Frankie Carle

will stay at the Hotel Pennsylvania's Cafe
Rouge in New York until Washington's
Birthday. Marjorie Hughes has left the

band for family life and will be replaced

by Nan Wright . . . Ella Fitzgerald's

famed discing of Stairway to the Stars-

will soon be rcreleased by Decca—watch

I
for it . . . Danny O'Neil's recording of

j! Trce5 is the flattest thing we've heard to

^jdate . . . Margaret Whiting is taking no
Bjchances, she already has vacation reserva'

'tions at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, for

sometime in June. Incidentally, it's her

first vacation in four years . . . Louis

x^rmstrong may take a small combo to

Europe this spring . . . Xavier Cugat is

setting up a group of orchestras in Mexico
. . . Tenor sax man and scat singer Chubby
Silvers has packed up his 300 pounds to

back with his old boss, Sammy Kaye
. . Woody Herman and his new band

ire booked until April, but rumor has

t things aren't going so well . . . Kay
Thompson and The Williams Brothers,

lew California night club sensations, have
Deen signed by Columbia records . . .

Victor artist Erskine Hawkins has added
oncarmed pianist Dan Michaels to his

?and . . . Russ Columbo's sister has said

ihe'd like to see Perry Como portray the
olc of her famous brother via the movies.
To this we add our "ayes" . . . Doris
Z)ay's first movie, Romance on the High
5ea.s, co'Stars Jack Carson . . . Decca's
^ucky Millinder is readying an authentic
ninstrel show to add to his nationwide
our this year . . , Tex Beneke's great
mbition is to enter a racing car in the
ndianapolis Speedway classic . . . New
/ictor star. Beryl Davis, has a fine new
lisc release . . . watch for her version of
he tune Experience . . . And here's the
layoff story of the month: Two years
go, publishers turned down Francis
'raig's 7<lear You as being "too corny"

—

iiat's all, brother!

iigbly Recommended
COLUMBIA 38036—Frankie Carle and
his orchestra. Beg Tour Pardon plus

The Dream Peddler. The first tune is

another potential hit penned by the

composed of T^ear Ton—Francis Craig.

Superb Carle piano work throughout

with BOB KENNEDY

with another fine vocal contributed by
Marjorie Hughes. The reverse side is

of remote Old Lamplighter extraction,

and you'll find he's a genial old fellow,

this "dream peddler" as told by Gregg
Lawrence. For listening and dancing,

here's a disc that's tops!

VICTOR 20-2614—Phil Harris and his

orchestra. One More Time and Old
Time Religion. Here are two back'a'

piece favorites, tailor-made for the

Harris-style. You'll recognize the first

tune after a few bars of Harris, and it

breezes along at a brisk pace. The flip'

over starts in a church tempo, then

hand-clapping by the band—reminiscent

of the old-time revival meetings—picks

up the speed, and Harris takes it from
there. If you're a Harris fan, put this

one on your list.

CAPITOL 15016—Johnny Mercer with
Paul Weston and his orchestra. T^ever

Ma\e Eyes (at The Guys That Are
Bigger Than You) and That's The Way
He Does It. Popular and versatile

Johnny Mercer continues to provide top-

ranking entertainment with this new
waxing. The first tune is a novelty

with a warning to the "wolf" clan to

watch their "p's" and "q's," and on the

reverse side. The Pied Pipers join the

proceedings with results that are strictly

good! Should you buy it? Yes, indeed!

'^Brookside Record Shop, 63 30 Brookside
Plaza, JA 5200.

MAJESTIC 7273—Dick Farney with mu-
sic arranged and conducted by Jack
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Mathias. Made For Each Other and
I'll T^ever Ma\e The Same Mista\e
Again. Majestic's top baritone, who
sings like Farney but sounds like Crosby.

He does a fine interpretation of both
the ballads on this waxing. Made For
Each Other is particularly outstanding.

If youVe an ear for baritones who
sound like Crosby, don't miss this one.

VICTOR ALBUM P'195—Eddy Arnold
and his Tennessee Plowboys. Eddy
Arnold is undoubtedly the top favorite

in his countrymusic field. This latest

Victor album, All Time Hits From The
Hills, demonstrates the easy, effortless,

sincere singing style which has made
Arnold popular. The famous Tennessee
Plowboys accompany Eddy on such
favorites as Vm Thin\ing Tonight Of
My Blue Eyes, The Prisoner s Song,
Seven Tears With The Wrong Woman,
plus many others. If you like music
from the hills, you'll especially like the

way Eddy sings it.

M-G'M 10122—Jack Fina and his orches-

tra. Music From Beyond The Moon
plus Song Of 7<lew Orleans. The first

side features that haunting new melody
that's catching on so fast. There's

some fine chorus work, and of course,

the Fina piano-styling is featured. The
flip-over is one of those lazy tunes

typical of the South; you'll enjoy the

heavy left hand of Fina on this one.

Vocals on both sides are handled by
Harry Prime. For good listening, they
don't come any better!

*Fiesta Music Den, 4013 Troost, WE
6540.

CAPITOL 15017—Jo Stafford with Paul
Weston and his orchestra. The Best

Things In Life Are Free and I T^ever

Loved Anyone. Words fail to describe

the quality of Jo's latest record. The
first tune, from Good 'Hews, is sung
up to tempo, really showing off the

versatile Stafford voice. The flip-over

is one of those slow, dreamy ballads Jo

A business is like a wheelbarrow; it

pushes it.

—

Office motto.

A
What can't be said is often whisth

is noted for. Paul Weston and the boys
are in there on both sides, putting out
solid music. If you haven't been a

Stafford fan, you will be after hearing
this platter. For the listener and dancer,

a wax job par excellence.

COLUMBIA 38039—Harry James and<
his orchestra. Forever Amber and Lone
Star Moon. James makes a real produci
tion of Forever Amber. A full, dramatic
intro leads into the vocal by Marionf
Morgan. Fine arranging on both sides.

'

The reverse is a jump cowboy number
mng by Willie Smith. You'll be con-

vinced by the solid rhythm plus a ter-

rific horn chorus. Here's a platter nc

James fan would be caught dead with-

out.

DECCA 25281—Bing Crosby with John
Scott Trotter and his orchestra. Vrr.'

Waiting For Ships That T^ever Come It

and When Day Is Done. A revival o:'

two Crosby favorites on the re-releas<'

list. Two nostalgic tunes done up a;

neatly as Der Bingo can do them. Wher
Day Is Done features the music o
Victor Young, while on the reverse side

Crosby is backed by the fine music o
John Scott Trotter. It's typical Crosby,—'nuf said.

" Jenkins Music Company, 1217 Walnut
VI 943 0.

On the Serious Side
,

COLUMBIA ALBUM MM-716—Claudi
Arrau at the piano. Schumann: Kreis

leriana. Op. 16. (Eight fantasies) Ara
besque in C Major, Op. 18. One of th

brilliant pianists of our time, Claudi

Arrau, has chosen two romantic an

representative works of Robert Schi

mann. The works reveal the naivete an

rich tenderness of the composer's pei

sonality. Arrau, a native of Chile, sho\^

great ability plus vivid imagination an

technical skill. A fine addition to pian

literature.

doesn't move ahead unless somebody I

:d.



Cliica^o LETTER

by NORT JONATHAN

A NYONE whose experience in radio

r\ broadcasting goes back to pre-war

lays must get a large bang out of the

urrent "upsurge and glamorization of the

icrd of disc jockeys now spinning records

>n practically every AM and FM station

hroughout the land. Many a radio ah-

fiouncer now pulling down fancy prices

m his own record show got his start

n radio ten or twenty years ago announc-
ng and playing recordings for 25 dollars

I week. If he could sneak in a gratuitous

icntion of Ptomaine Pete's hamburger
tand sometime during his shift, he could
Iso count on at least one free meal per

But now being a disc jockey is con-

idcred big business. Names like White-
lan, Dorsey, Kate Smith and Ellington

ave joined the rush. Incidentally, a few
cars ago you would have had a hard time

ersuading any of the four to appear as

guest on a platter program. How times

ave changed! Here in Chicago in 1948
ic big names of the music and enter-

linment world knock themselves out rac-

»g from record show to record show,
nc once lowly disc jockey is now the

lir'haired boy of the song plugger, record
remoter, and theatrical press agent. Now
e's respectable; now he is a part of show
usiness.

Around these parts the disc jockey has
80 discovered himself. From the blue
:rge suit, somewhat in need of pressing,

of his less prosperous announcing days he
has graduated to the uniform of the Ran-
dolph Street character -— violent slacks,

suede shoes, sincere tie with a jumbo-
sised Windsor knot, and mad sport jacket.

This is what the well-dressed Chicago disc

jockey will wear if not carefully watched.
There are so many on the air these days

that they can be classified according to

type. Just so the visitor may know what
to expect, here are a few samples, plucked
at random.

The Disappointed Comedian: Ernie

Simon is loud, careless, and sometimes
hilarious. Ernie would have been won-
derful in burlesque, but he has to content

himself with being heard but not seen —
with material that the FCC will allow

on the air.

The Erudite Young Man: Dave Garo-
way has become a sort of 50,000 watt mys-
tic. He is the poet laureate of the platter

men, and if you can't decipher what his

words mean at least the voice is soothing.

The Traveling Man: Lynn Burton is

to Chicago radio what the "drummer"
once was to the dry goods business. He
sells products for at least a dozen different

sponsors on six stations. Half his time

IS spent racing in and out of studios and
taxicabs. His broadcasting schedule is so

tight that a single red light or a missed

elevator can ruin his day.

The Boy in the Back Room : Marty
Hogan is right at home on Randolph
Street, where the musicians and politicians

gather. On his two-hour show from the

"Celebrity Train" of the Hotel Sherman
all the guests are "sweet guys" and "doing
a great job."

The Big Man Off the Campus: Eddie
Hubbard is the hot boy right now with the

sorority-fraternity set. His ten to eleven

session nightly probably has interrupted

more homework than any other Chicago
program.

Factual note: None of these disc

jockeys, nor any radio announcer in town
for that matter, actually puts the needle

down on the recordings he plays. Mr.
Petrillo takes care of that little task. Paid-

up members in good standing of Local 10
of the American Federation of Musicians
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spin all the platters heard on Chicago

radio stations.

• • •

The circus is back in town again. This

time it's a sort of patched together affair

featuring acts from four or five different

traveling shows — all well-seasoned and

familiar to chronic circus-goers. Even the

lions in the animal act have been around

for a long while. One tired beast, billed

as man-eating and extremely ferocious,

showed his contempt for the whole deal

by going to sleep on his perch midway
in the proceedings. Wearing the tradi-

tional white riding pants and using the

traditional whip and revolver, the daring

young man in the center of the cage failed

to generate much excitement among his

four-footed friends. He had a hard time

shaking them loose from the boredom long

enough to chase him to the exit for what
was supposed to be the finale of the act.

Even the juvenile element present was
plainly disappointed.

Although the circus was not a great

success, there's plenty of entertainment

around town. The boys running the plush

saloons have discovered during the last

few months that they either have to spend
money for entertainment or starve. And
along the "strip belt" — on Madison,
Clark and South State Streets — every-

body is happy that it's an election year.

In just a few short weeks now the boys

will be around to collect campaign funds.

In the meanwhile, they want everybody to

be happy and satisfied. This includes al-

lov/ing the girls in the joints to parade

unhampered by clothes.

February, 1948'

Mike Fritzel and Joe Jacobsen, two of

the most astute providers of after dark*

entertainment and refreshment, have re-

opened the defunct Copacabana as a de-

luxe eating house. It's now called simply

"Fritzel's" and specializes in "good food.i

considerately priced." It is now the day*
time headquarters for the crowd that cam
be found at Fritzel's Chez Paree at night.

Not to be outdone by his competition,

Ernie Byfield of the College Inn, Buttery,,

and Pump Room has opened his own new
spot It's called the "Celebrity Train"' and

it's the newest addition to the Sherman
Hotel's collection of places in which to

spend your money painlessly. The press

agent hasn't invited us over yet, but we
hope to receive an invitation in time to

give a full report in the next issue of;

S tying.

For sheer entertainment, however, noth-;

ing in town surpasses the Madison Streeti

carline. In Chicago the transit system:

allegedly belongs to the People — and they

'

are the entertainment on the Madison
Street trolleys. At any time of the dayi

or night you can find more interesting!

characters hanging onto the straps thani

anywhere else in this big city. Some of

them even surpass some of those to he

found on the New York subway. And-
spread before your eyes as you roll west
ward are scenes that are as typically Chi'

cago as Lake Shore Drive, the watei

tower, and the decrepit "L" cars. As Loi

Ruppel, one-time managing editor of th<

Heraid'American said just before he wai|

fired for offending the Chamber of Com
merce, "It's really Chicago — that dirtj

shirt town."

Win9

CHICAGO PORTS OF CALL
by JOAN FORTUNE

Very High Life

^BOULEVARD ROOM. Hotel Stevens. 7th at

Michigan (WAB 4400). Skitch Henderson and
Dorothy Shay, the Park Avenue Hillbilly, are hold-

ing forth in this popular room. It's a beautiful

place to spend your money, or run up a big expense

account on the boss.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel, 1300 N.
State (SUP 7200). For luncheon, dinner, or an

after'the-show drink, this plushy spot is tops. It's

one of the places where Big Names hide betwee
trains and planes.

* CAMELLIA HOUSE. Drake Hotel, Michigan s

Walton (SUP 2200). Bob McGrew and t
orchestra play nightly in a room which year aft*

year remains deservedly popular. Perhaps you'

remember Bob McGrew from his staff days at WH
and the nightly dances at the Kansas City Club.

^ EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State and Moi

roe (RAN 7500). Griff Williams has gone on i
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few York, but Phil Regan, the Irish Thrush, is

tuUing in the crowds. It's one of the best shows
town — plus lavish new decor. It's a pleasure

add up the check in this atmosphere.

!;K GLASS HAT. Congress Hotel. Michigan at

lllongress (HAR 3800). During the cocktail hour
rou'll hear rhumba music. After six in the eve'

ling, you'll 'hear all the tunes on the hit parade.
\ uood choice for a drink and a dance.

^MAYFAIR ROOM. Blackstone Hotel. 7th at

Michigan (HAR 4300). Victor Borge is back in

his elegant room with all of his old routines, fine

liano and Continental charm. Ray Morton is cur*

•cntly providing society dance music, which means
you're sure to hear Where or When, Zing Went
he Strings of My Heart and It Was Just One of
Those Things sometime during the evening.

KPUMP ROOM. Ambassador East Hotel. 1300
'State (SUP 7200). As you've probably heard,
his is the most glamorous filling station between
Tollywood and New York. The food is either

rozen stiff or in flames — and all the ham isn't

)n the menu. The customers provide one of the

x-st floor shows in town. Don't plan to dance
jecause there probably won't be room.

K WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel, Randolph at

Veils (CEN 0213). Good dance music, fine Ger'
nan food, and the least crowded dance floor in

he Loop make this lovely room justly popular
•vith many Chicagoans. Toni Di Pardo is still on
he bandstand, and there's a hardly sensational but
)leasantly entertaining floor show.

^YAR RESTAURANT. 181 E. Lake Shore Drive
(.DEL 9300). Russian food. Russian decor. Russian
nusic. Moody Russion waiters. Capitalistic prices.

Those who should know claim it's the best spot in

own to begin a new romance, or polish off an old
me.

iK MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater Beach
,-Iotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LON 6000). That
ong-time favorite. George Olsen. plays for dancing
n a room whose beauty a succession of interior

lecorators hasn't been able to damage. It's a 20-

ninute ride from the Loop but well worth it.

The Sbou/s the Thing

|K CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court (DEL 3434).
'rhe most pretentious and expensive show west of

^oboken. Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis will

)robably be around for awhile, but don't take them
n unless you're resigned to dropping around to the
learest local loan office in the morning.

K LATIN QUARTER. 23 W. Randolph (RAN
544). Billy Vine is back in town and the

Latin Quarter's got him. Ralph Berger finally

lecided to lower the minimum charge, and it's

I

bout time. too.

MKIO CABANA. 400 N. Wabash (DEL 3700).
jrhis place has a South American flavor but the
irl strippers all look as if they came from Cicero.
t's a favorite hang'out for conventioners who
\nni care where their next hang-over comes from.
\11 girl show — eye-filling but monotonous.

Mostly for Music
Ik JAZZ, LTD.. 11 E. Grand Avenue. Nocturnal
i.ang-out for the hot platter fans. Smoke gets in
' our eyes but it's w'orth a couple of aspirin tablets
ist to drop in for an hour when the boys get hot.

^ COLLEGE INN. Sherman Hotel. Nellie Lutchcr
is the big attraction these days. Favorite place of
the coke and steak sandwich set.

-KBLACKHAWK RESTAURANT. Wabash and
Randolph. Through the years consistently one of
the best spots to dance. Art Kassel is currently
the bandstand attraction.

-K GLASS HOUSE. Graemcre Hotel. 113 N. Homan.
This residential hotel on the near west side has
come up with one of the best small bands to be
discovered around these parts in a long time.
Don Orlando's five piece orchestra somehow sounds
twice that large. The boys have unusual arrange-
ments and make the most of them.

Strictly for Stripping

All of these establishments feature girls with or
without their clothes on. Any cab driver can find
them for you at the drop of a dollar bill. EL
MOCAMBO, 1519 W. Madison . . . FRENCH
CASINO. 641 N. Clark Street . . . L L CAFE,
1315 W. Madison . . . THE PLAYHOUSE, 550
N. Clark ... 606 CLUB, 606 S. Wabash . . .

TROCADERO CLUB, 525 S. State Street.

Gourmet*! Delight

MIKE FRITZEL'S, State at Lake. It's the new
favorite spot of the serious eaters. A great place
to eat if you have two hours for luncheon, or three
hours for dinner.

-KWRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAURANT. 410 N.
Michigan. Consistently fine food at consistently

moderate prices. Sane people patronize the restaur-

ant proper. The advertising and radio crowd jams
the bar, where Lou Harrington mixes the best

manhattans and martinis in town.

-K GIRO'S, 816 N. Wabash. The show business
crowd likes to greet the dawn in this new restaurant

with a Times Square atmosphere. Excellent food
and open very late.

-C GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark. You can't do better

if you want a steak.

BARNEY'S, Halsted at Randolph. Ditto above.

-K STEAK HOUSE, 744 N. Rush. Ditto above.
For an international atmosphere, try these justly

well-known places: JACQUES, 900 N. Michigan,
for French cuisine ... A BIT OF SWEDEN.
1015 N. Rush Street, for smorgasbord . . .

SHANGRI-LA. 222 N. State Street, for exotic

Cantonese dishes . . . SINGAPORE. 1011 Rush
Street, for meats barbecued to a crisp turn . . .

OLD HEIDELBERG, 14 W. Randolph Street, for

hearty German food ... and the SINGER'S
RENDEZVOUS at Rush and Superior for Italian

dishes and Italian tenors.

Just for a Drink

The cozy bar atop the Allerton Hotel. Michigan
at Huron . . . MARTIN'S on Lasalle Street

in the heart of the financial district . . . The
virile men's pub at the extreme south end of the

Stevens Hotel ... The luxurious TOWN AND
COUNTRY room at the Palmer House . . . HEN-
RlCrS in the Merchandise Mart ... the PRESS
ROW bar on Madison Street, where the news-
paper guys and gals gather.



fjew yorL LETTER
by LUCIE BRION

THE big holiday snow is still a main
topic of conversation in Manhattan.

It seems that everyone had some sort of

personal experience with it. When it

first began faces lit up with delight. But
when it continued hour after hour with

increasing fury, the owners of those same
faces said uncle and then added a few
more descriptive expletives. While the

subways kept running with crowds on the

verge of panic, outside traffic came to a

standstill. Buses were stalled all up and
down the avenues, and commuters spent

the night on trains.

The commuters have the best stories,

of course. Parked cars were abandoned
in town or discarded out on the park-

ways, each one looking like just another

hump in the snow. It took days to shovel

them out. The used, used car lots will

no doubt be their next stop.

Manhattan really had a scare. Hospital

service was impossible, trucks with food
and fuel were unable to get through the

streets, and the great hazard of fire with
immobile fire stations put the whole city

in a state of tension. No one worried
about pohtics or world peace those days;

they were too busy wondering what the

elements would do next.

It's quite something to realize what a

snow storm can do to an over-populated
city. Not good. Tug boat crews were
about to go on strike again but called it

off for awhile. A good idea, too, asi

people here are in no mood at the moment|
to fight a fuel shortage such as the one
they had about a year ago due to the

same striking crews. Fortunately, there

were few casualties from this storm, but
it is something Manhattanites won't fof
get for a long time.

• • • i.-

Dorothy and Dick. WOR's populaii

husband'and'wife breakfast team, have
had their radio time extended. And withj

reason, too. They are by far the best ODii

the air. The wonder is how they can
keep up that flowing, interesting coni

versation for every day in the week, ini

eluding Sundays. Usually on Saturdays
their two small children, Dicky and Jilll

have a turn at the mike with songs andf

recitations. They're already stiff compel
tition for their parents and there isn*'t'

much doubt about future careers. The»

commercials on this program are few andi

interesting. A welcome trend.

Manhattan's annual trek to the sunn);

South is in full flower. Some reportsl

say that business in Florida is off b)i

quite a percentage, but that is hard to bei

lieve judging by the difficulty in gettinj;

train or plane reservations. Winter vaca
tions are popular here, and many busi

nesses are half'Staffed as a result. Aft©
all, new Southern clothes will do fo;

next summer, too, and it's so easy fo)

New Yorkers to get to the beaches o:

mountains during the hot summer months
j

A good musical show or even just •

fairly good musical show is always popular

Seats for Angel in the Wings and Htgl

Button Shoes are at a premium. Broker
ask a fancy price and the regular chan
nels seem to be bottlenecked. Althougl

these shows are entertaining for the mos
part, they don't warrant much ado. Oi

the other hand there are several high!

dramatic plays which are excellent ani
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for which seats are easily available. Of on a spree who will pay the price. This

course, 0\]a}ioma and Annie Get Tour should bring out the best in our politidans

Gfun are still with us , . . and economists.

The subjects of Taxes and Inflation get

chewed t)n at every gathering. Most
hostesses have barred any election dis'

cussions, remembering the hot tempers that

resulted from the Willkie-Roosevelt cam'
baign. However, the gripe about taxes

ieems to be so general that there is no
iJanger of flying fists. Churchill's descrip'

ion of conditions in England as
*

. . . equalizing misery and organizing

carcity ..." is often quoted, along with
uch phrases as, "the man at the top of the

adder is more vulnerable than the man at

he bottom" . . . "and what are we getting

or the money" . . . "take away the

ncentive for business to climb and ex'

5and and we'll all eat in soup kitchens . .
."

No one can disagree about inflation,

t's definitely here. Prices are outrageous,

•.specially in wearing apparel. No use for

I customer to object, he can take it or

eave it. More and more customers are

eaving it, but still there are many, many
5outh Americans and Europeans here

Young people are beating a path to

Eddie Condon's these days. It's 'way down'
town, 47 West 3rd, but worth the bother.

Music there is of the 1920 vintage which
seems to fascinate the young and bring

back tender memories for the old ... or

older, we should say. At 70 East 55th,

the Little Club is a growing favorite with
all. Gypsy airs with dinner, and piano
music later: not too expensive, either.

The Rendez'Vous Room downstairs in

the old Plaza is exceptionally attractive,

offering interesting people and dinner at

three'twentyfive per head. No need ta
worry about advance reservations at any
night places anymore.

• • •

For a real, direct, personal effort to

help someone in Europe, there is no bet-

ter way than sending a readymade ten

dollar package through CARE at 50 Broad
Street, New York 4. Absolutely reliable

and with just the items most needed.

A boy of 18 just won't believe that someday he will be as dumb as his

father.

Everyone can give pleasure to others. Some achieve this by entering a

room and others by leaving it.

A Gardener Kisses A King
ANDRE LE NOTRE, the famous French horticulturist, was noted not

only for the beauty of his gardens, but also for the charm of his per'

sonality. He had such naivete and simplicity of manner that he was ac-

cepted on the most familiar terms with the great of his time.

During an audience with Pope Innocent XI in Rome, the pontiff talked

at length with the French gardener and told him how sorry he was that he
had never had the chance to see his great works of art. With this Le Notre
begged the Pope to come to France and see his gardens at Versailles. The
Holy Father demurred, saying that he was much too old to take such a trip,

but Le Notre threw his arms around the Pope and kissed him, assuring him
that he was still vigorous, and would, no doubt, outlive the whole College of

Cardinals.

The court at Versailles, on hearing the story, was greatly amused, but

f)ut no credence in the talc until it was told to Louis XIV, who roared with
aughter and said, "Indeed it is true, because when he has been long without
seeing me he kisses even me!"

—

Mar\ Shannon.



THEATRE

Plays . . .

ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA. (Martin Beck).
A Katharine Cornell produaion starring Miss Cor-
nell supported by Godfrey Tearle. Kent Smith and
Lenore Ulric. Guthrie McClintic directed. EvC'
nings, except Sunday, at 8:15. Matinees Wedne«'
day and Saturday at 2:15.

-KBORN YESTERDAY. (Lyceum). Still drawing
loud huzzahs of acclaim is this engaging and
wonderfully funny Garson Kanin comedy. As cx'
chorine and crooked junk dealer, respectively, Judy
Holliday and Paul Douglas are unbeatable. Eve-
nings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:40.

->( COMMAND DECISION. (Fulton). A force-
ful, expert drama by William Wister Haines about
the AAF in England and over Europe. So far,

the best theatre fare to come out of World War
II. With Paul Kelly, Jay Fassett, Paul McGrath
and Edmond Ryan. Evenings, except Sunday, at

8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

-K CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. (National). Full
scale dramatization of the Dostoevski novel, starring

John Gielgud as Raskolnikoff and Lillian Gish in

the rich role of Katernina Ivanna. Convincing set,

but not a thoroughly satisfactory adaptation. Eve-
nings, except Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

-»tFOR LOVE OR MONEY. (Henry Miller). A
highly unbelievable and only occasionally funny
comedy by F. Hugh Herbert. Almost knee-deep in

double entendre are John Loder, Vicki Cummings
and a pretty little girl named June Lockhart. Eve-
nings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thursday
and Saturday at 2:40.

M HAPPY BIRTHDAY. (Plymouth) Anita Loos
comedy notable for one thing: Helen Hayes.
The story concerns a librarian of the standard,
incorispicuous type who gets crocked to the ears

one rainy afternoon. It proves, if anything, the
efficacy of a few Pink Ladies in revealing un-
suspected depths of character. Evenings, except Sun-
day, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:40.

HARVEST OF YEARS. (Hudson) . DeWitt
Bodeen's new play with more than adequate per-

formances by Esther Dale, Leonie Maricle, Russell

Hardie and Phillip Abbott. Ably produced and
directed by Arthur J. Beckhard. Evenings, except
Sunday at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-
day at 2:30.

->t HARVEY. (48th Street). Charming as ever
are Frank Fay, Josephine Hull, and their pooka
friend, Harvey. Here is whimsey that doesn't mif'
fire, a rare and precious thing. Evenings, except
Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-
day at 2:40.

M THE HEIRESS^ (Biltmore) . Wendy Hiller in a

distinguished and penetrating performance that ii

beautifully supported by Basil Rathbone and sev-

eral other gifted actors. The play is a Ruth and
Augustus Goetz adaptation of Woihington Square.
by Henry James, and is admirably directed by Jed
Harris. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

-KJOHN LOVES MARY. (Music Box). As a

rather special favor, an en^^aged soldier marrie«< \j

the girl of his buddy. That's the sort of aituatic

that can get complicated, and it does in th

slightly hysterical bromide with Loring SmithJ ^
Nina Foch and William Prince. Evenings, except{|aii

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Satuf'/

day at 2:40.

-KMAN AND SUPERMAN. (Alvin). It «
Maurice Evans all the way, playing the lead in

the GBS comedy which he has revived, produccc

and directed with his usual skillful sense of gooc

theatre. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matineei

Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MEDEA. (Royale). The Euripides traged>

brilliantly adapted by Robinson Jeffers. An out-

standing performance by Judith Anderson. Florence

Reed shares acting honors with the star and Dennii

King plays Jason. Evenings, except Monday, ai
j

8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.
|

^ THE MEN W^E MARRY. (Mansfield) Shirley
|

Booth, Marta Linden and Neil Hamilton in ; i

comedy by Elizabeth Ckibb and Herschel Williams I

Well, it is entertainment. Evenings, except Mon
j

day, at 8:30. Matinees Saturday and Sunda> ,

at 2:30.

M POWER WITHOUT GLORY. (Booth) . Englisl

cast, including Marjorie Rhodes, Peter Murray
and Hilary Liddel in this opus by Michael Claytoi

Dutton. Messrs. Shubert and John C. Wil^oi

collaborated on the production. Evenings, excep

Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur

day at 2:30.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. (Morosco). An
other comedy, this one by Florence Ryerson am
Cx)lin Clements. Joan Tetzel, John Archer aa«

Carl Benton Reid do most of the honors on th-

static. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE. (Barrymore)
Finest new play of the season, by Tennesaet

Williams. Superbly performed by Jessica Tandy
Marlon Brando, Kim Hunter and Karl Maiden
Excellent ©et, costuming and direction. See it

Evenings, except Monday, at 8:30. Matinee
V/ednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

^THE SURVIVORS. (Playhouse). Trouper

Louis Calhern, Hume Cronyn and Richard Bas<

hart in a play by Peter Viertel and Irwin Shaw
(

See it any evening, except Sunday, at 8:4C
|

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40. 1

1^
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HTHE WINSLOW BOY. (Empire). Alan Webb,
kiadge Compton, Valeric White and Michael
Jewell in Terence Rattigan's intelligent, eloquent

nd moving drama about a middlc^lass English

amily attempting to clear its son of a petty thievery

harge. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees
"hursday and Saturday at 2:40.

KA YOUNG MAN'S FANCY. (Cort). Leila

imst, An'ne Britten and Donald Murphy in what
lay well be the dullest play still running. It's

bout children at a summer camp. Summer, of

ourse, is gone. It should happen to this. Eve-
ings. except Monday, at 5:40. Matinees Saturday

nd Sunday at 2:40.

Musicals . . .

K ALLEGRO. (Majestic) . An involved and prob'

bly over'ambitious offering by Rodgers and Ham'
lerstein. Critical opinion is divided, but it is

nlikely that the "long run boys" will improve
ither their purses or their reputations with this

ne. With John Battles, Roberta Jonay and Anna-
lary Dickey. Evenings, except Sunday at 8:30.
latinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.

CANCEL IN THE WINGS. (Coronet). Sprightly,
rantaneous revue featuring the Hartmans. Pre
uently amusing, always pleasant but unspectacular
iteitainment. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
iatinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

C ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (Imperial). Ethel
German in the title role of the rootin', tootin'

nd shootin' Irving Berlin musical which has a

ook and lyrics by Herbert and Dorothy Fields. It

3uldn't be finer. Evenings, except Sunday, at

:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

(BRIGADOON. (Ziegfeld). A dancing, singing
lusical with not much humor but plenty of
armth and color. David Brooks and Marion Bell

0 handsomely. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
latinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.

CFINIAN'S RAINBOW. (46th Street). A
:prechaun lands in Dixie, and what follows is

retty gay fantasy involving songs, dances, Dorothy
llaire, David Wayne, Donald Richards and Anita
ilvarez. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
latinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

tHIGH BUTTON SHOES. (Shubert). Phil
livers and lovely Nanette Fabray in a new show
irected by George Abbott. The book is by Stephen
ongstreet, music and lyrics by Jule Styne and
ammy Cahn. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
'latinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

|C MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Broadhurst)

.

core by Richard Lewine, sketches and lyrics by
\rnold B. Horwitt. With David Burns, Gloria
Vills. Sid Caesar, Jack Kilty and a fair sup-
orting cast. Evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.
4atinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

t MUSIC IN MY HEART. (Adelphi). A merci-
ssly mediocre bit, helped but unsaved by the
lusic of Tschaikowsky. With Charles Fredericks,
'ivienne Segal and Martha Wright. Evenings, ex'
;rt Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
aturday at 2:30.

ct:)KLAHOMA! (St. James). Green Grow the
dacs set to music. And what music! Evenings,
vcept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Thursday and
aturday at 2:30.
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upper Bracket

if WALDORF-ASTORIA. Eat dinner to music
three nights in a row, in settings as varied as

New York itself, all under Waldorf's renowned roof.

Opulent, spacious dining in the Sert Room—danc
ing in the evening, listening to string music at

luncheon. The Wedgewood Room, softly lighted,

center of the Waldorf's winter entertainment

—

where the floor show is always excellent. Or for

informal dining and dancing, the Flamingo Room.
There's no place quite like the Waldorf! Park
Avenue at 50th. EL 5-3000.

if TOWN AND COUNTRY. If you're in the Park
Avenue upper 40'3 at noon-time, eat luncheon at

this spacious, gracious restaurant. The food is not
expensive; and worth the price. Sunday brunch from
noon until four. 284 Park Avenue. VO 5-5639.

if EL BORRACHO. Dinner from $4. Supper a la

carte. Opens five p. m. A gay, thriving little

night spot, featuring the 'Kiss Room" and the

"Romance Room." Among the patrons, some you
may have seen at the other "El" (Morocco). 53
Ea*t 55th. EL 5-8976.

if LA MARTINIQUE. Gypsy music during dinner—which is a la carte and expensive. At ten p. m.,
they put on a 20 per cent tax, add rhumba and
samba music, make a lot of noise, and stage a fine

floor show—the first of two. A favorite spot with
those "in the know" about Latin American dancing.
57 West 57th. PL 5-5757.

if COQ ROUGE. Long known as a visitors' night
club, the music is one of the attractions which
established its name outside New York. Dancing
from seven-thirty—tv.o orchestras. 65 East 56th.

PL 3-8887.

Food—and Atmosphere'*

if HARVEY'S. Third Avenue has its share of the
best uptown seafood restaurants. This convenient

location finds an established clientele of gourmets
in spotlessly clean dining rooms. 509 3rd Avenue
MU 3-7587.

HOUSE OF CHAN. Here you will occasionaUj
see familiar faces of the theatre, radio, newspapei
and labor worlds. If you dine late, you'll see rea

Chinese chopsticks come out while the waiters hav«
their meals. 52nd and 7th Avenue. CI 6-9210.

if CHRIST CELLA. A man's restaurant tha

women adore. Superb food in simple surrounding!

—at the end of any trail that leads an apprcciativi

visitor through New- York's finest steak haunts. 14*

East 45th. MU 2-9557.

if BARBETTA'S. How well can you keep a secret

Many citizens have—as fine Italian cooking is Ic*.

expensive here than anywhere we know. Oit« of th<

oldest, one of the best, and the only inexpensive

321 West 46th. CI 6-9171.

BEEKMAN TOWER. Top of the world. Eas
River version. As beautiful a winter scene a
you'll see in Manhattan, from the circular patent

leather, mirrored and glass-enclosed cocktail root

high at the top of the tower. Dine in the com
fortable restaurant on the street floor as a cor-

conclusion. Excellent values here—and food excep
tionally reasonable in this day and age. 49th an<

First Avenue. EL 5-7300.

For Visiiiftg Firemen

if COPACABANA. Always a splendid floor sho^

starring the "great names" of the night club worl<

—and presenting some very beautiful, very lusJ

showgirls. 10 East 60th. PL 8-1060.

if CARNIVAL. Russell Patterson designed thj

big, bam-like circus of a room . . . and it has

fast-moving, star-studded show that is as much fu

as any "musical comedy" of the pre-0){lahoTmi era

Eighth Avenue at 5l8t Street. CI 6-4122.

LATIN QUARTER. "Nowhere so glorious

floor show—dozens of girls saucily costumed. Neve -

a cover charge. Fine food. Moderate prices.

That's what Lou Walters says in his ads ... an
at least three-fourths of it is true. You may es-

better food elsewhere; but at no other night spc-

will you see so many girls in so few clothes-

Broadway at 48th. CI 6-1737.

BILLY ROSE'S DIAMOND HORSESHOE. Tw
shows every night, and three on Saturday, parad

the Master Showman's gorgeous gals in a louc

funny, and usually nostalgic revue. The minimui
is $3.50, except Saturdays, Sundays and holidayi

when it is $4—but the show alone is worth tin-

price. Besides, who ever got in and out for tb-

minimum? 23 5 West 46th. CI 6-6500.

For Art Lovers

if CAFE DES ARTISTES. Remember Howax
Chandler Christy? Through the years in which I

^

has lived in this neighborhood, he has painte

murals for this spot—first, the bar, then a dinin

room, then a second dining room. As you entef

you see the latest paintings first . . . clear bac

to the nudes he did first, for the bar room. Tb
food is inexpensive—and after you get your brcatl

perhaps you can concentrate on it. 1 West 67tl

TR 7-3343.
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^PUSATERI'S NEW YORKER. The New
orker's kitchen, under the capable direction of

'anny Anderson, turns out the best roast sirloin of

«ef to be had anywhere. Jim Pusateri sees to it

lut none but the finest of meat is brought into his

itchen and then Fanny sees that none but the finest

Dokery is applied to these choice cuts. Host Jerry
the kind of fellow we'd describe as really "on

: ball." He can find you a seat even when the

lace is packed to the rafters—and always with a

mile. Put a keen edge on your appetite with a

Duple of good drinks and a cool, crisp salad. Then
>r your roast beef or steak and French fried onions,

ou're set. chum! 1104 Baltimore. GR 1019.

^THE PEANUT. A very friendly southtown
m. The name "Peanut" denotes size, but it

elps to make the place just that much more happy
ke and fun. Ice cold brew in a glass frosty with
ew. Louis Stone's excellent draught beer puts

ou in the right frame of mind to do ample damage
J a red hot platterful of barbecued ribs. On your

«y home from the meat market drop in for a

eer and have Louis' chef barbecue the ribs you
urchased. The chef won't mind a bit if you tell

^ifey you cooked 'em yourself. 5000 Main.
9499.

t BROADWAY INTERLUDE. Everyone in town
nows that Joshua Johnson Is back at the Broadway
ntcrlude and Dale Overfelt is just as happy about
: as his patrons. Amble up to the big long bar
nJ ask Riley Thompson to mix your favorite drink,

le'll do it with gusto and skill. They're serving
n excellent dinner meal for only $1 at this popular
1roadway spot. You get a generous portion of

ricd chicken or roast beef, tasty vegetables and
keen salad. All this and Joshua, too! What

lore can you ask? Come over Sundays after mid'
ight and slake your thirst. 3535 Broadway.
i^'E 9630.

\ SAVOY GRILL. This charming seafood place

|! Steeped in the traditions of yesteryear—from the
istorical murals right down to the tile floor and
ark paneled bar and booths. Owner Wilford

Gentry sees that the preparation of each and every
lobster gets individual attention. The Savoy's
lobsters are slowly and carefully broiled. Butter
and spices are added and the results are infinitely

" better than from the usual method of steaming lob'

sters. Noonday luncheons featuring red snapper,
swordfish and Colorado mountain trout are won'
derful, and quite inexpensive. For a table or booth,
look for the man in the tuxedo, wearing a tiny bow
tic. His name is Brown and he's been there almost
as long as the fixtures. 9th 6^ Central. VI 3890.

PUTSCH'S 210. This exquisitely decorated bar
and restaurant is one of the most beautiful in the
United States. From the gorgeous glass mural
extending the length of the bar to the New Orleans
wrought'iron'and'rose effect in the large dining
room, the restaurant is superbly styled and deco'
rated. Tables in the softly lighted Victorian lounge
may be reserved for private luncheons. Air'cxpressed
Colorado mountain trout, choice steaks and prime
ribs of roast beef arc excellent dinner suggestions.

And, of course, the succulent lobster. The waiter
takes the meat out of the claws if you wish and he
docs it without leaving a single delicious morsel in

them. The "In a Hurry" businessman's luncheon
is a treat and it costs only a dollar! A typical menu
shows baked pork chops with Southern dressing,
mashed potatoes, chef's salad, hot rolls and butter,

a drink and pie or ice cream!' All for a dollar!

The 210 is a "must" on everyone's list. Come to
the Wyandotte side of the 210 for a fine cafeteria

meal. 210 West 47th Street. LO 2000.

KING JOY LO. This excellent Chinese restau-

rant overlooks the busy intersection of 12th & Main.
It's a real treat to sit by one of the huge picture

windows and watch the world trudge by below.
The chop suey and chow mein combinations are fine

food in cold weather! Our favorite dish is lobster

chow mein. For $1.25 you get a huge bowl of

chow mein liberally spiced with chunks of lobster,

a bowl of dry and very tasty rice, soup, tea and
cookies. Yum! King Joy Lo's American specialties in-

elude lobster, golden fried chicken and steak. Booths
for privacy and courteous, careful service. Dinners
start at 8) cents. If you're not a lobster enthusiast

have your chop suey or chow mein with beef, pork
or chicken! 8 W. 12th Street (2nd floor). HA 8113.

TERRACE GRILL. This gorgeous spot is

for those who like to dine, dance and enjoy
themselves a, gtanii jrais. Fine dinners starting at

$3.00. A favorite these days is Curried Chicken
Bombay, a tasty dish with imported chutney and
other East Indian spices, toasted cocoanut, rice

and raisins. Or try the breast of turkey fried in

golden butter. A pleasant surprise to all is the

return of Joe Sanders, the "Old Left Hander,"
and his celebrated orchestra—the Joe Sanders whose
"Nighthawks" broadcasts made the Grill famous.
Hotel Muehlebach, 12th Baltimore. GR 1400.

DRUM ROOM. A big red drum highlights the

entrance to a circular bar surrounded by leather

wall seats and tables. Down a flight of stairs is

the Drum Room proper and the music of Gene
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Eyeman. A delicious specialty here is chicken a la

king liberally spread over crispy pieces of toast.

This delightful dish can be had for $1.85. Old
standbys are steak, fowl and prime ribs. Nick or

Junior will see that you are seated and the fine

music and good service will keep you happy. Hotel
President. 14th &• Baltimore, GR 5440.

* RENDEZVOUS. Loaded with cosmopolitan at-

mosphere, this dark paneled room is the meeting
place of those who have it and those who'd like

to have it. But even if you're not a man of dis'

tinction you can act like one at the Rendezvous and
get away w.'ith it. Businessman's lunch for about
65 cents with beverage extra. You can get an
evening meal here for as little as a dollar if you
like filet of sole. Roast beef is $1.50 and steaks

around $2.50. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th Balti-

more. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. Down the carpeted hall

from the famous El Casbah you'll find this dim,
comfortable cocktail lounge. Piano music by Chris
Cross and Betty Rogers, and plushy seats combine
to put you in a mood of contentment. We like

it! Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

•if EL CASBAH. Wayne Muir and his two-piano
orchestra have a repertoire ranging from smooth
rhumbas to boogie Bach. This versatile young
pianist is a real showman and has won a special

place in the hearts of Kansas Citians during a long
run at El Casbah since last May. There's always
a bright and entertaining floor show in this beau-
tiful supper club; and the cuisine is unsurpassed.
Try thie Flaming Sword dinner, consisting of

skewered chunks of tender steak or chicken brought
to your table in a blaze of glory. Dramatic and
completely delicious. A fitting finish to the Flam-
ing Sword dinner is the Flaming dessert . . . warm
pears, peaches or cherries around a dish of ice

cream practically floating in brandy sauce. This
also is brought to your table in flames. Maitre
i' hotel Henry Hermany is in charge of the "No

Cover Charge." Hotel Bellerive, Armour at War-
wick. VA 7047.

if ADRIAN'S. Bartender "Heine" Young will mix
your favorite cocktail to exact and pleasing specifi'

cations at the attractive Mart Cafe. For about
70 cents you can get an excellent lunch featuring
specialties like Northern pike, beef stew and
chicken croquettes. In the evenings there is a
smorgasbord dinner with ham, beef or other meat
entrees, two vegetables, hot biscuits and jelly, and
a beverage for $1.50. And mighty good! By the
way, there are convenient parking lots just south
of the building. Merchandise Mart. VI 6587.

if CABANA. Debonair Lou Vogel sees that you
are seated in a cozy booth or at a wee table. The
circular bar is the domain of Charlie Otten and
he knows how to mix a drink with a genteel kick.

You can get a noonday luncheon for less than a

dollar. Entree, two vegetables, bread and butter.

Along with this you get a mimeo'd resume of the
latest news flashes and the lilting strains of
Alberta Bird's Hammond music. Hotel Phillips,

12th a Baltimore. GR 5020.

if LA CANTINA. Down the stairs from El Casbah
you'll find this friendly room done in floral pat-

terns and dubonnct upholstery. You can order
special La Cantina snacks; or if you wish, order
from El Casbah or Coral Cafe menus. There's a

juke box (tuned sweet and low) and always a

well-dressed delegation from the college set. Fine
drinks from the little bar. Hotel Bellerive. Armour
at Warwick, VA 7047.

^VERDI'S. "The only after-hour spot in Kansas
City, Missouri" is this restaurant in the Boulevard
Manor Hotel, where all the performers from other
night spots go for food when they're through work—and where occasional jam sessions rival the fine

steaks, chops, chicken dinners, seafood and bar*

becue. Verdi's specialize in Italian dishes, of

course—and excellent salads. Open 4 p.m. until

4 a.m. 1115 East Armour. VA 9388.

A bore is one who opens his mouth and puts his feats in.

A widow is a woman who no longer finds fault with her husband,

A
College is the land of the midnight sons.

A
A statesman is a politician who is held upright by equal pressure from

all directions.

A
Sandwich spread is what some people get from eating between meals.

^
(

Answers to BONING UP.

1. Upper arm. 2. Shoulder blade, 3. Collar bone. 4, Breast bone.

5. Thigh bone, 6, Knee bone. 7. Shin bone. 8. Calf bone. 9. Heel bone.

10. Skull bone.
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WHB NEWSREEL

1. Ringmasters of the Golden Gloves Tournament

spar before a WHB mike. They are Charles Myers,

boxing director of the Kansas City recreational

program; Benny Kessler, chief of officials; and

Ernie Mehl, Golden Gloves Tournament director.

2. United States Senator Edward Martin of Pennsyl-

vania, addresses a WHB audience on Lincoln's

Birthday.

3. Rosalia Maresca, soprano, spins a platter unc

the approving eye of disc jockey Bob Kennedy.

4. John Holmes, president of Swift & Compar

caught before an address to the Kansas C

Chamber of Commerce.

5. Reggie Hamilton, manager of the Pla-W

hockey team, poses with stick wielders Lai

Sylves»ri, Johnny Harms, and Ray Powell.
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March
CEE—it did come, after all. The

spring, that is. And you thought

it never would. But there never vi^as

a 26'inch snow, nor a wind off

Lake Michigan, nor a frozen mag'

nolia that could hold it back for

long — nor keep the hats from

blooming along Main Street, nor

lambs and handbookies from gam'

boling, nor Winchell from slopping

over with tender, commercialized

passion, nor us from slopping over.

Not, of course, that you can al'

ways recognize the spring. It so

often comes incognito, blows hot,

blows cold, gives you chills and

fever, rains all over you, freezes the

peaches, muddies up the lawn,

crosses you up emotionally, and
plays hell with all the best laid

plans. And yet, it never fools us

once. We'd know it anywhere. Be'

cause when it's time for spring, you
feel it in your bones. It's simply a

part of nature, and what you can do
about that — even if the atom has

been split? So here's a welcome to

it, to the month when spring begins.

We'll wear the green and plant a

radish and stir from our winter
straw and put forth bloom. And not
all of Stalin or Stassen or Bevin and
Britain, the Marshall Plan or Pakis'

tan can stop us. Dear March, for all

your ides and taxes and your cock'

eyed weather, come in!
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MARCH'S
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

{The William Koc\hi\\ Xehon
Gallery of Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum 0/ Fine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: Photographs by
the Kansas City Camera Club.

Masterpiece of the Month: Silver

gilt bowl from the Sasanian Dy
nasty. 224 - 652 A. D.

Lectures: Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock in the Gallery Audi'
torium, a continuation of a

series by Paul Gardner on
"Italian Painting." Admission
free.

Mar. 3. "School of Naples."

Mar. 10, "The Baroque."

Mar. 17, "17th Century Painters
in North Italy."

Mar. 24, "Venetian Landscape
Painters of the 18th Century."

Mar. 31, "Venetian Figure Paint'

era of the 18th Century."

Motion Pictures: On March 5 and
7, The Puritan (French with
English eub'title.*) . On March
19 and 21, King of Kings. Ad'
mission free.

Conventions . . .

Mar. 2'4. Missouri Council of

Churches, Independence Boulc
vard Christian Church.

Mar. 3 '6, National Travelers Aid
Association.

Mar. 10' 12, Operations Division
American Transit Association,
Hotel President.

Mar. 17' 18, Bankers Life Com'
pany. Hotel President.

Mar. 2 5 '27, Midwest Business
Schools Association, Hotel Con'
tinental.

Mar. 29'31, National Association
Girl Scout Executives, Section
VIII, Hotel Continental.

Mar. 31, Girl Scout Regular Com'
mittee and Commissioner Train'
ing Days, Hotel Phillips.

Music . . .

(Music Hall)

Mar. 2, James Melton, tenor.

Mar. 5, Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra.

Mar. 16, Vladimir Horowitz, pi-

anist.

Mar. 22, Patrice Muruel, colora'
tura soprano.

Dancing . . .

{Plc'Mor Ballroom, 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night
but Monday. "Over 30" dances
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Fri'
day.

Mar. 6, Gene Krupa.
Mar. 20, Woody Herman.

Drama . . .

Mar. 8, AM My Sons. Arthur
Miller's 1947 Pulitzer prize
drama. Resident Theatre, 1600
Linwood.

Special Events . . .

Mar. 2'7, Police Circus. Munici'
pal Auditorium Arena.

Mar. 4, High School Band Festi-
val, Music Hall.

Mar. 7, "Harvest of Stars."
broadcast, Music Hall.

Mar. 8, John Mason Brown, lee
turer. Music Hall.

Mar. 9. K. U. Band and Sym-
phony Orchestra, Music Hall.

Mar. 15. Dr. J. H. Furbay. lec-

turer, The Spell of Ireland, Lit'
tie Theatre.

Mar. 23-24, A. F. of L. Political

Club, Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

Mar. 24, Burton Holmes, lecturer.
The Pacific Horthwest, Music
Hall.

Wrestling . . .

Wrestling every Thursday night.
Memorial Hall, Kansas City,
Kansas.

Basketball . . .

Mar. 8-13, National Intercollegiate
Basketball Tournament, Munici-
pal Audito.'"ium Arena.

Mar. 15, Big Seven-Missouri Val-
ley Basketball Play-off. Munici'
pal Auditorium Arena.

Mar. 17, Harlem Globe Trotters,
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Mar. 19-20, N. C. A. A. West-
ern Play-off, Municipal Audi-
torium Arena.

Mar. 25, All-American Redheads,
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Ice Hockey . . .

(United States Hockley League.
All games at Pla-Mor Arena.
32nd and Main.)

Mar. 10, St. Paul.

Mar. 14, Minneapolis.

Mar. 17. Omaha.
Mar. 21. St. Paul.

Boxing . . .

Mar. 29-31. A. A. U. Boxing,
j

Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Swine published monthly at Kansas City,
o Missouri. Address all communications

to Publication Office, 1102 Scarritt Building.
Kansas City 6, Missouri. 'Phone Harrison 1161.

333 North Michigan. Chicago 1, Illinois. 'Phone
Central 7980. Price 25c in United States and
Canada. Aniual subscriptions, United States,

S3 a year ; everywhere else, $4. Copyright
1948 by WHB Broadcasting Co.

All rights of pictorial or text content reserved
by the Publisher in the United States, Great
Britain. Mexico. Chile, and all countries par-
ticipating in the International Copyright Con-
vention. Reproduction for use without express
permission of any matter herein is forbidden.
Swing is not responsible for the loss of un-
solicited manuscripts, drawings or photographs.
Printed in U. S. A.
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by WALT ANGRIST

MINNEAPOLIS—city of 500,-

000 and capital of the Upper
Midwest—has launched a frontal at-

tack on the nation's number one killer.

And this attack, against tubercu-

losis, is designed to root out every

possible hint of the disease in every-

one over 15 years of age.

School examinations already have

covered the "soda set."

The primary weapon of this city-

wide war on the dread malady is the

X-ray—on a mass level, and with no
charge to the participants.

Only now can the final results be

considered, though the first phase of

the attack occupied the summer
months of 1947.

Figures, seldom interesting or easy

to examine, glow like neon lights for

Minneapolis.

Three hundred and six thousand
persons lined up at permanent X-ray
stations in bank buildings, schools and
clinics—or left their work benches
and desks to "pose" for portable ma-
chines located at strategic points

throughout the community.
Total elapsed time for the chest

photograph and fiUing out of a post-

card averaged 60 seconds.

Through that single minute of pic-

ture taking over 5,000 citizens of

Minneapolis learned they had tuber-

culosis, heart disease or cancer of the

lung, but most of the participants

received a prompt negative notice af-

ter the tests.

With that one moment of precau-

tion, the 5,000 "positives" could be

thankful that an unsuspected malady
was revealed. Now proper treatment

has been initiated, toward a complete

cure in most cases.

Actually, the hunt for TB, and for

other diseases which show up incident-

ally in a chest X-ray checkup, con-

sisted of two steps.

Small negatives were made for the

whole group. Of the 306,000, more
than 10,000 showed positive evidence

of disease.

Those with positive findings were
called back by the trained technicians

for 14x17 inch X-ray photos. Only
with the enlarged pictures could doc-

tors be sure that disease was there

—

to be checked and cured.

TB was found in almost half of the

10,000 positives. Cardiacs and cancer
victims made up the remainder.

Nothing was forgotten in the city-

wide program. Advance publicity

generously displayed in Minneapolis
newspapers and over Twin Cities'

radio stations convinced the city that

this war against tuberculosis was an
important one, that everyone must do
his part to help smoke out unsuspected
symptoms.

Bank presidents and shop foremen
sold their employees on the free ex'
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amination plan. The public-owned

tuberculosis sanitarium in the area in-

dicated to the Minnesota legislature

what its increased fund needs would
be w^hen undercover cases were re-

vealed.

How did MinneapoHs happen to be

the guinea pig for what may be a

nationwide free TB X-ray service?

Where was the money found to

back the project?

How can any other large commu-
nity in the country carry out the same
disease-searching project?

These are questions which can be

answered now that the first part of

the program has proved a success.

Minneapolis' formula for launching

the project followed a pattern which
should be adaptable in many other

cities

:

The City Health Commissioner
lined up the area medical society and
tuberculosis association.

These Groups and the city guar-

anteed a portion of the needed funds

and workers.

The State Board of Health
acted as intermediary for an equip-

ment and fund request to the

—

United States Public Health
Service, which agreed to provide the

technical equipment and staff.

That's all there is to it—beyond
the months of preparation necessary

to give the X-ray examinations a fly-

ing start.

Now Minneapolis computes that

its adventure in the mass disease hunt
will save residents at least $300,000,-

000 in those costs involved with un-

known carriers and spreaders of TB
alone.

Because success in Minneapolis con-

vinced skeptics in the federal Public

Health Service that mass X-ray would
pay off, the national agency plans to

carry the TB fight to 91 other cities

of over 100,000 population.

What convinced Washington of-

ficials was the fact that Minneapolis
has the lowest TB rate of all cities

over 500,000. So, when thousands of

unsuspecting citizens found themselves

with active infection, all federal skep-

ticism Vv^as swept away.

But like many a grim battle, the

dead serious X-ray drive in Minne-
apolis did have its humorous side.

Some 7,500 of the participating

Minneapolitans found themselves in a

ticklish position. They were walking
around carrying an extra rib!

The all-seeing X-ray photographs
revealed these people had one more
than their share of ribs—growing out

of the neck vertebrae where the spine

begins. Doctors explain, however,

that these fairly common abnormali-

ties of nature seldom cause ill effects.

In rare cases the extra rib may grow

downward, putting dangerous pres-

sure on blood vessels and nerves which

cut across the first normal rib.

The X-ray revealed other odd con-

ditions. About 25 persons learned for

the first time that they had upside-

down stomachs. A similar number
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were informed that their hearts were X-ray.

on the wrong side. X-ray officials think they solved

One. man's photograph showed a their toughest problem with several

bullet in his chest. It was news to Minneapolis citizens who couldn't

him. bring themselves to face the machine.

Not all of the sidelight humor was The technicians—after careful con'

of a physical nature. Joining the up- sultation—had the patients do an
side-downs and the wrong-side-to's about-face and back up to the X-ray

was a quirk of the mind, a fear of to have their pictures taken.

Pop Populaire

WERE it not for a Philadelphia physician, disgruntled baseball fans

might today be without suitable ammunition with which to ''pop" un-

popular umpires. For it is a Dr. Philip Physick (phony as the name
sounds, the good doctor was real enough) who is credited with originating

the carbonated soft drink.

About a century and a half ago, Dr. Physick induced Townsend Speak-
man, a chemist, to prepare carbonated water mixed with fruit juices as a

tonic for some of his patients. The patients liked the prescription. So
much so that they had it refilled time and time again. In fact, the medicine
proved so popular that soda fountains sprang up in pharmacies all across

the country, and in this way the soft drink industry was born.
There were, of course, no vacuum caps in those days, so the original

soft drink bottle was quite unlike its present-day counterpart. Cylindrical

in shape, it had a rubber gasket at the top of the neck and a glass marble
inside. When the bottle was filled with carbonated water, the pressure of
the gas forced the glass ball up against the gasket and sealed the contents.

To open the bottle, a wooden plug was inserted in the neck and struck
sharply with the fist. The sudden escape of gas caused a loud "pop" which
gave rise to the name "pop bottle."

The drink itself soon became commonly known as "soda pop," which
was later shortened to the now familiar "pop." But as a reminder of the
drink's medicinal beginnings, there are to this day some parts of the United
States in which soft drinks are known as "tonic."

—

David R. Kennedy.
A

ACCORDING to a report of the United States Population Reference
Bureau, a study of American women between the ages of 45 and 49

reveals that college women average 1 1/4 children each, high school grad-
uates average 1 3/4 children each, and women who do not progress beyond
grammar school average 4 1/3 children each.

San Juan is one of the most unusual counties in the United States.

Located in Puget Sound—as a part of the State of Washington—it is com-
posed of 173 islands, none of which touch the mainland.

MODERN YOUTH
The glamour girl of yesteryear

Now has a teen-age daughter
Who primps and slaves to make herself

Look like she hadn't oughter. —F. G. Kernan





COLOPHON

by ROSEMARY HAWARD

A COLOPHON, Mr. Webster
says, is an emblem, usually a de'

vice assumed by a publishing house,

placed on the title page or at the end

of the book. The uninitiated may call

it a trademark. The familiar rider'

on-horseback colophon of the Meth'
odist Publishing House represents the

founders of the establishment as well

as the spirit of undertaking which

have made this the longest continuous

publishing operation in the world.

On February 5, 1948, visitors from
all over the country gathered at the

new Kansas City headquarters for the

Methodist Publishing House at 1021

McGee. If John Wesley, the organi'

zation's forefather, were present on
that opening day, moving spirit-wise

through the modern marvel of book
pubhshing and selling, doubtlessly he
bestowed an ethereal grin of approval

on the avalanche his small snowball

had started.

The symbol of Wesley was the

focal point of attention on that open-

ing day. The silhouette of the man
riding a horse and reading a Bible

was emblazoned in glittering mosaic
high above the doorway of

the building. The bits of im-

ported colored glass fashion-

ing the colophon portray the

modern triumph of the estab-

lishment Wesley fathered

. . . a business which has weathered

every war and depression since the

beginning of the United States.

Undoubtedly, John Wesley was one

of the wonder men of his age. He
was the most prolific author and pub-

lisher of his time, earning and giving

away over $150,000—an amazing
fortune in the early 18th Century.

Although fellow citizens of his native

England often shook their heads du-

biously over what they termed Wes-
ley's crazy enthusiasm, time and again

he proved that seldom had a religious

leader been so sanely practical. He
founded the system of traveling cir-

cuit preachers, men who traveled

through many towns preaching the

Word and distributing books. They
were urged to beg money from the

rich to buy books for the poor, and
did just that. The first disciples of

Wesley to reach America carried on
the tradition which he had founded,

carrying the only libraries of the day
in their saddlebags wherever they
went. Book hungry frontiersmen

gulped down the preachers' stock of

Holy Scripture as well as the best

current literature afforded

by the preachers' slim purses.

Many of the early day
Wesley disciples had more
than a nodding acquaintance

with printer's ink. Even
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before the Church was organized,

those such as Robert Williams began

to reprint and circulate the Methodist

literature. With the formal organiza'

tion of the Church, measures were

taken to control the printing and prof'

its for denominational purposes. In

1789, the Methodist Church—made
up of 58,000 members in a country of

3,000,000—founded its own publish-

ing business.

The first Publishing Agent, or of-

ficial head, of the new organization

was John Dickens, long acknowledged

to be the finest scholar among the

early preachers. In addition to being

scholarly, Dickens was also a very

thrifty man, having accumulated sav-

ings of $600. He offered this as work-

ing capital for the new publishing

house. The offer was accepted and
Dickens was directed to set about the

business as he saw fit.

There were early signs that Dick-

ens' working capital had been wisely

used. At the Conference of the

Church held in 1792, fellow members
appropriated Dickens' profits for his

yearly support: $200 for dwelling

house and book room; $80 for a boy;

$333 to clothe and feed himself, his

wife and children. It was with such

encouragement as this that the first

Publishing Agent struggled on, pre-

paring the copy, reading the proof,

managing the sales, keeping the ac-

counts, and with the help of the

"boy," attending to the shipping.

Many of the works published in the

early days of the Methodist Publish-

ing House have continued to be in

print through the years. V/esley's

7s[otes, The Arminian tAagazine,

Thomas a Kempis, The Discipline,

Catechism and Minutes are some of

these. Others proved to be forerun-

ners of types of Hterature produced
currently. Children's Instructions was
the predecessor of later literature for

the Church school. Tract On Slavery

has its modern likeness in books on
moral and social

reform. The
Family Adviser

and Primitive

Physic suggests

a group of later

books on popu-

lar science. Fi-

nally, there was A Poc\et Hymnal,
pioneer of the official songbooks of

American Methodism.
Through more than a century and

a half, the Methodist Publishing

House has pursued the same course.

Now, as in the beginning, the needs

of the Church take primary consider-

ation. The proceeds now, as in the be-

ginning, are used to help support

superannuated ministers and their de-

pendents.

At the present time the Methodist

Publishing House has 13 divisions set

strategically throughout the country.

All are operated according to a prac-

tical policy of centralized supervision

and decentralized operation. No one

House is ''headquarters;" all are on an

equal basis.

The best known department of the

Methodist Publishing House is the Ab-
ingdon-Cokesbury Press, the book

pubHshing department. Formerly, all

books issued by Methodist publishers

bore strictly Methodist labels, and

were sold almost nowhere except

through Methodist stores. Necessar-

ily, this curtailed distribution of the
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books to those outside the Church.

But being good businessmen, the

Methodists decided to adopt a name
for the book pubHshing part of the

organization that would have no dc
nominational meaning to those out'

side the Church, yet would mean
Methodism to the Church members.

Hence, the Abingdon^Cokesbury
Press. By reaching outside the de'

nomination for sales, a greater volume
is attained for nearly every item.

The eight million Methodists enjoy

lower prices and larger selections rC'

suiting from that volume.

From the very first, the Methodist

Publishing House has been a stickler

for high quality work. To accomplish

this, about a third of its total invest'

ment in property and equipment is

for printing plants and machinery.

About a third of its employees is

trained in the specialized and highly

technical crafts of the printing and
bindery industries. For these reasons,

it is generally conceded in the publish'

ing world that Abingdon-Cokesbury
books are models of legibility, dura'

biHt>' and beauty.

The Methodist printing plants are

located at Chicago, Cincinnati and
Nashville. Jobs are allocated among
them on a basis of machinery effi'

ciency. The Chicago plant is primar'

ily concerned with producing The
Christian Advocate. Book production

is a specialty at Nashville. Church
school and other periodicals are di'

vided between Nashville and Cincin'

nati. More than a million books are

printed and bound in these plants

every year, and 130 million copies of

periodicals pour from their presses

annually.

Since the Methodist Publishing

House serves primarily as an instru'

ment of the Church, many items other

than books and periodicals are handled

by the 13 divisions. Included are

thousands of specialties necessary to

the on'going program of the Church.

Officiating over the entire publish'

ing business are two Publishing

Agents. Together they exemplify the

religious fervor and business acumen
of that first Agent, John Dickens.

One is a minister; the second, a lay
man. They are charged with admin'

istering the affairs of the publishing

business, and—like all employees of

the Publishing House—are paid spe'

cified salaries for their services. No
one but Conference Claimants shares

in the proceeds of the business. The
1947 appropriation to Claimants,

$400,000, brought the total distrib'

uted since the founding of the Pub'
lishing House to $12,418,198.

The employees share substantially

in the rewards of the business. Those
of the three printing plants are paid

the highest wages for their respective

crafts in their locality. Every em'
ployee may participate in the com'
pany's pension program.

Long ago the Methodist Publishing

House undertook the operation of rc'

tail book stores in the various divisions

spread throughout the country. These
stock the books of all pubHshers as

well as those of the Abingdon'CokeS'
bury Press. The stores are operated

in conjunction with the mail order

houses. The Methodist Publishing

House, including the retail book store,

has been located in Kansas City, Mis'

souri, at 1121 McGee since 1903. In

September, 1945, a six'Story building
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at 1021 McGee was purchased by the

organization. After long delay a com-

plete remodelling program was put

into effect, and in February, 1948,

the Publishing House moved one block

north to the new location.

The book store, occupying the first

floor and mezzanine of the new build-

ing, is a far cry from the musty,

dusty establishments of a generation

or two ago. Designed by Neville,

Sharp and Simon, architects, the store

offers a fine combination of beauty

and modern book store facilities. Fic-

tion and non-fiction for adults and
children have been added to the orig-

inal selection of religious works. Sta-

tionery, art prints and maps are stock

accessories. Classical and religious

phonograph records, educational and

Church motion pictures and movie

equipment are other features.

The second and third floors of the

building are occupied by the mail or-

der division and the general offices.

The remaining floors, with the ex-

ception of an auditorium on the fifth

floor, have been leased to other non-

profit organizations. The auditorium

will serve for book reviews and se-

lected gatherings.

Much of the credit for the expan-

sion and development of the Meth-

odist Publishing House in the Mid-

west area goes to division manager
Milton Steinford. A youngish, genial,

handsome man, Steinford guides the

affairs of the company in Missouri,

Kansas, Nebraska, Wyoming and

Colorado with a light, sure hand.

Steinford carries on the tradition of

the Publishing House in its most mod-
ern interpretation. Whereas the orig-

inal vendors of books were traveling
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preachers covering a few hundred
miles every year on horseback, he
keeps a finger in the Midwest Meth-
odist publishing business by quick

plane and train trips.

Steinford has proved himself a

pioneer in the true spirit, however, by
selecting a new medium to bring the

Publishing House to public attention

. . . radio. In August, 1947, he
j

inaugurated a radio program aired
|

three times weekly over WHB. It is

called The Man In The Boo\ Store.
.

John Thornberry, Executive Direc-
|

tor of the Boy's Club and well known
|

in Kansas City for his Man On The
|

Street broadcasts, conducts the pro-
j

gram, interviewing patrons of the

book store. When famous folk of

the literary world pass through the

city, Thornberry interviews them, too.

As set up by Steinford and executed

by Thornberry, the program has a

two-fold appeal: to acquaint the gen-

eral reading public with the diverse

facilities of the Methodist Book Store;

and to sell books.

The new Pubhshing House head-

quarters is as modern as its methods

of selling books. The old decor of

''institutional gray" has given way tc

a profusion of pastel shades. Importec

mosaic inlay highlights points of in

terest in the interior, and is repeatec

again for the exterior of the store

"The Methodist Publishing Hous'

—since 1789," reads the inscriptioi

on the colophon. What is not writtei

there—but could well be—is one o

Methodism's oldest quotations, fror

Francis Asbury: ''The propagation o

rehgious knowledge by means of th

press is next in importance to th I

preaching of the Gospel." I
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Amazing plastic protection solves storage problem for Air Force

war planes and leaves them ready for instant use—just in case!

by JOHNNY FRASER, JR.

UNCLE SAM^S sky drivers who
zoomed through the blue in

combat aircraft during World War
II may sometimes wonder what be
came of their shiny birds of destruc-

tion. The common impression that

they lie rusting away at Air Force

depots is far from true. Of course,

many categories of war planes, no
longer filling Air Force needs, have
been scrapped, placed in desert stock

piles or put on public sale. However,
there are groups of advanced model
aircraft that are needed not only for

future training but to comprise the

United States' standby air force.

Of chief concern in this important
inventory of the American air arm
are more than 1400 B'29 Superforts.

Some of these giant, $750,000 bomb-
ers saw action in the Pacific, but
most of them never left the conti-

nental limits of the United States.

Reduced budgets for fuel and fewer
personnel for flight training missions

have made it necessary to provide
storage facilities for the sky giants.

There is not enough hangar space
in the entire country to house more
than a handful of the Superforts, so

Air Force maintenance men faced the
hard fact that the ships would have
to be stored out-of-doors. The old

process of smearing all working parts

with a coat of heavy grease and cov-

ering propellers and other surfaces

with tarpaulins was considered in-

adequate. Besides, this method re-

quires a large maintenance force to

check constantly for rust and de-

terioration.

After much experimentation, an

Eastern manufacturer produced a

plastic coating process for the Air
Materiel Command. It consists of a

plastic ''cocoon" covering the entire

airplane. When properly applied,

the coating will protect a plane for as

long as ten years without further

care.

Radar sets, radio systems and simi-

lar equipment are removed from the

aircraft. Instruments and other in-

terior parts subject to deterioration

are sprayed with a corrosion preven-

tive. The plane is then thoroughly

washed and all openings are sealed

with tape. Air Force maintenance

crews dressed like men from Mars,

wearing rubber aprons and special

oxygen masks to protect them from
the toxic solvents contained in the

plastic mixture, begin spraying the

surfaces with guns similar to paint

sprayers. The spray is highly inflam-

mable, and rubber shoes are worn to
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prevent sparks from shoe nails.

As many as five or six coats of the

plastic liquid are sprayed on all sur'

faces, propellors included, and each

coat is a different color so that work'

men can keep track of the progress.

Drying time between coats is about

20 minutes, and though the Super-

forts are a bit on the gigantic side,

the entire operation can be completed

in a short time. The final coat of

plastic is a silvery gray to reflect the

rays of the sun, rather than absorb

them, as a darker color would do.

One of the amazing things about

the process is that the thickness of

the completed "cocoon" is just a

fraction of an inch. Its resiliency and

toughness is brought to light in an

Air Force technical order that warns

"do not walk on coated surfaces un-

til thoroughly dry!"

Removal of the plastic coating is

simpler than the application. You
merely dig your fingernails into the

coating, get a firm hold, and strip it

off as though it were adhesive tape!

Or it Hterally can be blown off by
inserting an air hose under the air-

tight skin. A cocooned B-29 can be

readied for flight in a matter of
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hours!

After the cocooning process was
developed, the Air Materiel Com-
mand searched for a storage area.

The big Air Force base at Tucson,
Arizona, was selected. Davis-Mon-
than Field, where countless B-24
crews went through the operational

phase of their combat flight training

before leaving for overseas, was the

exact site chosen. The mountain peaks

surrounding the sparkling desert

plain where Davis-Monthan sprawls

lazily in the sun, have been practice-

bombed a million times by bomber
crews who later went on "live runs"

over Pacific targets.

There are a number of training

fields in Arizona, now inactive, which
have been turned into a virtual lake

of aluminum by training craft and
other planes waiting to be sold or

scrapped. It was logical that the AAF
coordinate other maintenance activi-

ties by storing the Superforts at Tuc-

son. Those who visit Davis-Monthan
j

field today see row after row of
'

glistening Superforts stretching into

the desert haze. Ensconced in their

cocoons, they're waiting—and ready!

The Superforts have company at

Davis-Monthan in the form of "mu-
seum pieces" that will probably never

fly again. There's the huge B-19,

forerunner and experimental ship

which proved the efficiency of the

heavy bomber. There's the converted

B-24 used by Wendell Willkie on his

world-circling trip. There are other

experimental planes; some with 75

mm. cannon jutting from the nose,
^

a transport converted into a glider,

some B-24s, 25s, 26s and even a cap-

tured German light bomber.
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Undoubtedly the most famous of

all these aircraft is the Superfort

"Enola Gay." On her proud and glit-

tering nose is painted the atomic in'

signia of the 509th Bomb Group and

the names of the crew who crouched

inside her belly as she took off one

day from an island in the Pacific.

In her bomb bay once rested the first

airborne atomic bomb. This was the

bomb that fell upon Nagasaki. The
Enola Gay and her famous com-

panions receive a perpetual sun bath

at Davis'Monthan while waiting for

a permanent resting place which is

to be set up somewhere in the Mid'
west.

To the people of vision among
Tucson's steady stream of visitors,

the spectacle of the AAF's "Hall of

Fame and Flame" parked sidc'by'

side with Uncle Sam's proverbial

''big stick" means more than poignant

memories or the comfort of prepared'

ness—it typifies the role America

must take in shaping the peaceful

future of the world.

^ttt wear iilze woof!
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WOULDN'T you like a well-paid job on a tidy white

boat sailing from San Diego or San Pedro, down
along, the coasts of Mexico and Central America? You
might go as far south as Peru, Ecuador, or the Galapagos
Islands. The work is the pleasant sport of fishing with a

bamboo pole for sleek, fighting fish weighing perhaps five

pounds, perhaps a hundred or more.

The tuna fishermen's trade sounds wonderful, but

honest-to-goodness he-men are required for this fascinating,

but laborious and dangerous task.

San Diego is the sunny capital of the great California

tuna mdustry, and the tuna boat fleet is a familiar sight

along the waterfront of

the harbor. The larger

craft, called ''clippers,"

are most impressive. Evolv'

ing with the tuna canning

industry, their designs
come from decades of

hard-won experience.

Here's the shining
Luc\y Star, for example.

Launched in August, 1947,

106 feet long, powered
with mighty Diesel en-

gines, she carries her 14-

man crew over 10,000

miles without refueling.

The refrigerated ''wells"

below her decks can hold

173 tons of fish—not sea'

weed nowadays, when one

albacore tuna brings from
five to eiejht dollars.
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drawing by Don Fitzgerald

Before collecting such neat sums for a tuna, it is

necessary to catch him. Let's see how it is done.

The tuna is a gentlemanly member of the mackerel

family. He isn't a scavenger, doesn't like dirty water

and must be lured with live bait. The fisherman's first

chore is to fill the bait tanks that stand on the upper

decks of tuna boats.

The bait consists of sardines and anchovies, taken

with nets along the Mexican Coast. Magdalena Bay,

in Baja California, is a favored locality that has fur'

nished thousands of tons of "chum," as bait is called by
tuna men.

This essential small'fry isn't netted as easily as gold'

fish are scooped from an aquarium. Boats sometimes

spend days sailing in vain searches. Then the water
may suddenly, unaccountably teem with the precious

little fellows.

While chum is often hard to find, the tuna are as

elusive as bachelors during Leap Year. It is not known
where they spawn. Much time is spent sailing from
one fishing bank to another, looking for schools of

fish. Like all fishermen, the tuna men know where
the fish ^ovXd, be, not necessarily where they are!

When a school is finally located, the fishermen stand
in "racks," which look like small balconies with chain
railings, hanging around the stern of the boats. Their
bamboo poles are thick and strong, with stout lines

fastened to piano wire leaders. Best of all, from the

shuddering feminine viewpoint, the keen barbless hooks
require no bait. They're sketchily disguised with
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chicken feathers lashed on to resem-

ble the white squids tuna fish feed

upon. No reels are used.

The fish are attracted by scoops of

chum tossed overboard by the ''chum-

mer," or bait man, who stands on the

bait tanks. The tuna swirl toward the

boat and soon begin striking on the

hooks. When caught, they're flung

back over the fishermen's heads onto

the deck. The fish slip off the barb-

less hooks easily, and the lines are in-

stantly flung back among the surging

survivors.

One man can land a 3 5-pound fish,

while heavier ones are pulled in by

teams of two or more men. When
working as teams, each man holds a

pole, but the lines run to a single

hook. A two-man ''rig'' brings up fish

weighing 65 pounds or so; while three

men haul out the 100-pounders. Four

men, or more, are needed for any-

thing heavier. Remember, these fight-

ers don't hang like stockings on a

clothes line. Leaping high, and thrash-

ing about with furious energy, they

often manage to slip off the hooks.

The tuna in any given school are

of almost identical size, so the fisher-

men team up accordingly. Large fish

are impressive in pictures, but can-

neries prefer smaller ones of 40

pounds or less, because they are easier

to process.

Catching the first two or three fish

w^ould be thrilling fun for you and

me. After that, it becomes plain,

back-breaking work, about as ro-

mantic as scrubbing the kitchen floor

and twice as hard. During a good

catch, a team may pull out four or

five good-sized fish a minute.

Last August, Nick and Leon Cor-
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dileoni, brother-owners of the Maria
Joanna of San Diego, filled their

craft to the deck in less than three

days. From that one trip they brought
in a cargo worth about $5000. But
how those boys earn their money!
They are often in waist-deep water
and danger always hovers close by.

The lines snap back when fish fall

off, the whizzing hooks a horrible

menace. The chummer, especially, has

to look out for their mangling points.

Sometimes a powerful fish pulls a

man overboard. Ploop! he goes, just as

in the cartoons—but it's not funny
here. His heavy clothing and boots

may pull him down before he can be

rescued.

Freak accidents occur, as in any
trade. A fish once leaped out of the

water and grabbed a man by the

throat. Fortunately, a nearby yacht

had a surgeon on board who saved

the man's life.

Amateur fishermen ramble home-
ward at sunset, making generous esti-

mates of the big ones that escaped,

but not the tuna men. Fishing stops

at dark, but all hands turn to stowing

away the day's catch in the wells,

which are kept constantly at 18 de-

grees Fahrenheit. Fish are stored just

cLS caught, for the canneries do all

processing. Stowing the catch is hard

work, but it used to be even harder.

Listen to Manuel Freitas, owner
of the Lucfiy Star: "Before the days

of tuna fishing for canneries, we had

no place to put ice in the boats. So

we had to clean, salt and pack every

fish. Our food also had to be all dry

because of no refrigeration. We'd
take along a few sacks of dry toast

and some salted meat. Nowadays, we
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have fresh food and a cook to prepare

it."

The tuna boats go out the year

around, the best season being from

June through September. As the fish

move northward from below the

equator, many non'professional fisher-

men venture out in small craft. More
than 500 of these part-time fisher-

men have operated out of San Diego

in recent years. Others sail from Long
Beach, San Pedro, and other ports.

Four kinds of tuna are processed

by Southern California canneries:

striped, yellowfin, bluefin, and alba-

core. The latter is the patrician of

this aristocratic finny family, his

high-priced flesh bringing him the

nickname, "goldmine of the sea."

Aristocrats are often temperamen-
tal, and albacore are no exception.

About two decades ago, they disap-

peared from their usual haunts and
never a one was seen for 12 years!

When they suddenly reappeared, it

was off the coasts of Oregon and
Washington. No one knows the rea-

son for this vanishing act—or whether
it may happen again sometime.

While they were gone, the cheaper
but more abundant yellowfin became
the sought-for pri2;e. Larger boats

were built in which to hunt them in

the waters around the far-off Gala-
pagos Islands. That was the begin-

ning of the great tuna fleet of today.

Tuna boats sometimes meet un-
timely fates. In 1932 alone, six large

ones were lost at sea. In 1940, the
Belle Isle encountered some mysteri-
ous disaster. The last words from her
radio were casual and carefree, as she
cruised peacefully in the Gulf of
Panama. Yet no trace of her or the

crew has ever been found. Perhaps a

Japanese submarine did her in, or

death may have struck in the form of

a chuhasco—a ferocious hurricane.

The St. Anthony was caught by
one of these off Cape San Lucas,

Baja California. Waves 40 feet high

slammed the boat around unmerci-

fully, while an 80-mile an hour gale

smashed in the thick plate glass of

the pilot house. Captain Alioto, at

the wheel, narrowly escaped being

blinded, or cut to pieces. Yet he

brought his boat through to safety.

This makes us understand why
most tuna men are chaps whose an-

cestors battled the sea, in other lands.

Most of them are Portuguese de-

scendants of sturdy seafarers from
the A2;ores and Madeira Islands.

There are numerous Italians and some
Scandinavians in the trade.

Both the tuna men and their boats

served loyally and well during the

war. Hundreds of men served in the

Navy and scores of the boats were
used. The Navy classified them as YP
boats; typical Yank exuberance soon

changing this to "Yippee." Used in

convoys, inshore patrols and supply

work, they became known as "errand

boys of the Pacific."

The seas are peaceful once again,

but much effort is still required to

furnish us with the tasty tuna sand-

wiches and salads we enjoy. The tuna

men's lives are still hard, lonely, and
full of dangers. Yet, Hke most proud
sea-farers, they wouldn't trade their

jobs for any other, particularly on
shore. They are of a hardy race, men
who go down to the sea in ships to

wrest a precarious living from its

depths.





Contrary to the general conception of company
towns is this model California community.

mnu
in the BE

by MAXINE BLOCK

SOME 5,000 men, women and chil'

dren live beside prehistoric Searles

Lake on the sun-baked Mojave Desert

in one of the most thoughtfullycon^

ceived company towns in America.

The town is Trona, California, once a

lonely desert land dotted with sage

brush. All but a few of the residents

are employees of the American Potash

and Chemical Corporation whose fam'
ilies live as comfortably as other citi'

^ens in non'company towns. APCC
workers, however, have additional ad'

vantages: they can either buy their

homes at cost or rent them on most
attractive terms. They also share in a

unique plan whereby their food, dry
goods, entertainment and other ser'

vices are made available to them at

cost from company'operated facilities.

Trona itself is a complete, self'con'

tained desert com'
munity— a ''com'

pany town" only

in the sense that

APCC operates it.

But it is as much
the residents' town
as the company's,
and American Pot'

ash wants it that

way. Workers recognize the fact that

what some people may call "paternal'

ism" is no more than a job well done
in looking after employees' wants and
needs at no profit. APCC does not
participate in any profits accruing
from the village account. Tronans
shop in modern markets, department
and drug stores where prices are as

low, or lower, than in Los Angeles
stores. The Trona retail shops, the

theatre, the service station and bil'

liard hall—even the barber shop

—

operate under the company's rebate

system, first established in 1923.

Employees purchase non-transferable

scrip books in varying denominations,
turn in the book covers semi-annu'
ally for auditing, then get back a
cash rebate based on the amount of
scrip used. Should the mercantile dc

partment make, for

example, a "net

profit" of 15 per
cent for the six

months' period, an
employee who
turned in scrip
in the amount of

$1000 would get

a rebate of $150.
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Tronans' night time diversions are

provided for by a modern motion

picture theatre, bowHng alleys, bil-

liard tables and other amusement fa-

cilities. For employees and their fam-

ilies there are a tree-fringed swim-

ming pool, a golf course and tennis

courts—all free. Available for social

gatherings is a large clubhouse, while

the Trona Argonaut, a 12'page

weekly tabloid, and a fine library

provide news and intellectual stimu-

lation. More than 600 young Tronans

attend the Trona Unified Schools (a

school bus is provided), with the

school building serving as the meet-

ing hall for the town's Speakers'

Forum. Here nationally-famous per-

sonalities make regular appearances.

Trona has two churches—Roman
Catholic and Community—as well

as a competently-staffed hospital that

furnishes APCC employees and their

families excellent medical, surgical

and dental care. Not the least of

Trona's attractions are nearby trout

streams and mountains, which offer

a constant invitation to the nimrods

and Izaak Waltons.

From the giant APCC plant be-

side the centuries-old ''dry" lake come
potash, borax, soda ash, salt cake and

a number of other products—all basic

chemicals vital to human existence.

Trona's labor relations are good and

are covered by an agreement with

the International Union of Mine,

Mill and Smelter Workers, Alkaline

Salt Workers' Local 414. Employees

have a voice in the operations of the

Trona stores and services by virtue

of a union contract provision which

established a joint company-employee

advisory board. Although desert tem-

peratures occasionally hit 115 de'

grees in July and August, labor turn'

over is relatively low. Nearly one-

third of the employees have been

with the company five years; 17 per

cent have served ten years or longer.

Some 126 workers, salesmen, super'

visors and executives, as well as the

secretary of the local CIO, own al'

most 5000 shares of company stock.

APCC employees live in Trona it'

self and in adjacent Pioneer Point, a

newly-developed subdivision. Work'
ers' homes are equipped with air'

cooling devices and are protected by
all the normal services a busy com'

munity requires—police and fire de'

partments, sheriff's office representa'

tives, a justice of the peace and other

municipal services. The company is

now building and selling a number of

new five-room homes in the Pioneer

Point area, each costing approxi-

mately $7100. These are available at

cost to any employee of the company
for a ten per cent down payment, with

financing handled through the bank.

APCC has in progress now a $7,-

000,000 plant expansion program

which will bring more employees and

their families to Trona. Already

started is a new, long-range $1,000,-

000 community development program

designed to extend and enhance the

pleasant living conditions. This Amer'
ican Potash and Chemical village is

obviously vastly different from thc'

old-time conception of a company
town. Trona is a community of con'

tented, self-respecting citizens whose

living standards, both material and

spiritual, appear to be as high as

those in any comparable municipality

in the United States.



Misfits are on the way out, thanks to aptitude evaluation.

FOR 20 years, a Chicago grocery

clerk, vaguely unhappy with his

job, looked with irritation and hos-

tility each day at the bins of potatoes

and stacks of canned goods which sur'

rounded him,

"My job is too good to give up and
too poor to hang onto for life," he

complained to a friend. "What shall I

do?"

"Get tested!" the friend, a soldier,

replied promptly. "They didn't know
what to do with me in the Army, but

after I took an aptitude test they put

me in the medical corps. It worked
out fine!"

Heartened by this counsel, the

grocery clerk invested $20 in an apti'

tude evaluation test, given by a repU'

table firm of psychologists.

After three hours with a trained

talent evaluator, the middle-aged clerk

was told: "It's odd, but you possess

the exact aptitude pattern which a
good lens grinder should have. Ever
thought of such work for yourself?"

"No," the amazed clerk replied.

"Do you think I should?"

Encouraged by the psychologist, he

manfully quit his job, went to school,

and got a job as an apprentice in an
optical factory. Two years later, he

was earning one and one-half times

what he made as a clerk and, more
important, was self-confident and con-

tented for the first time in his life.

The clerk's experience is not un-

usual. Square pegs in round holes are

on the way out. The successful ex-

periences of the armed forces in eval-

uating and job-placing twelve million

soldiers has encouraged countless men
and women to make a post-war break

with tiresome routine by finding

—

through testing—the exact fields for

which they are suited.

That's what happened to an able

accountant for a large manufacturer,

who was on the verge of losing his

job because "his heart just isn't in his

work," according to the superior who
wanted to fire him.

Another official interceded and the

accountant was persuaded to take an
aptitude test. It confirmed his ability

to handle his work well. But, signifi-

cantly, the test also revealed the man
was high in unsuspected engineering
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talent.

'This man is disheartened by his

routine accounting chores," the psy
chologist said. "His work consists

solely of checking groups of figures

and he's bored to death.

"But if you'll move him over to

the cost-accounting department, his

capacity for 'structural visualization'

—inherent in good engineers—also

can be used to advantage in working
with charts, blueprints and graphs.

Such work is similar to that performed
in an engineering office. It may give

him the chance to combine his two
aptitudes, save his job, and make you
a valuable man."
The company followed the psy

chologist's advice and the accountant

was transferred, with dramatically im-

pressive results. His enthusiasm for

his new assignment mounted as he
found short-cuts and money-saving

by-paths for his employers.

Within three years, he was head of

his department. A short time later,

as head of the entire division, he be-

came the superior of the man who
originally had recommended firing

Kim!

IN PAST generations, the farmer's

ambitious son became a farmer and
the tinsmith's dissatisfied boy still

evolved into a tinsmith. This heredi-

tary pattern in trades and professions

allowed for no deviations in people

and no differences in their basic in-

terests and abilities.

Fortunately, things are different to-

day. The youngster in his late 'teens

finds 20,000 different ways of earning

a living open to him, ranging from ad-

vertising to zoology. But unless he

chooses wisely and in conformity with

his aptitudes, he is as likely as the

tinsmith's son to find himself up a

blind alley.

Trained engineers and psychologists

have lifted aptitude evaluation from

the realm of mumbo-jumbo and fakery

to a highly dependable system of

pointing an individual toward fields

—

not necessarily specific jobs—which

may require his natural abilities.

A railroad company reports a 90

per cent decrease in operating mis-

takes by employees who were placed

in their jobs after scientific testing.

An automobile manufacturer, trying

aptitude screening on new employees

in one department only, found that

these tested workers were 40 per cent

more efficient than the untested em-

ployees in all other departments.

That aptitude tests work well has

been spectacularly proved by the rec-

ord of a pioneer tester, Johnson

O'Connor, who started in the early

1920s as a young Harvard psychol-

ogist assigned to job-test workers at

the General Electric Company.
O'Connor's results were so accurate

and impressive to businessmen and in-

dustrialists that he found a new job

made to order for him—whelping others
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to discover and use their own apti'

tudes.

Today, as head of the Human En'

gineering Laboratories, psychologist

O'Connor has offices in ten cities and
has given tests to more than 75,000

men and women.
The Human Engineering Labs, un'

der O'Connor, have a master list of

13 aptitudes: personality, accounting

skill, creative imagination, structural

visualisation, inductive reasoning, an'

alytical reasoning, finger dexterity,

tweezer dexterity, observation, mem'
ory for design, tonal memory, sense

of rhythm, and number memory.
Says O'Connor, ''Most people have

five or six high aptitudes out of the

thirteen known. Some use none of

their aptitudes. Others utilize one or

two. Developing and using all your
aptitudes in exactly the right combina'

tion for a specific job or profession is

the surest key to success and content'

ment!"

O'Connor's long experience has

shown that the "structural visualiza'

tion" aptitude, for example—one
which is useful to engineers and fac
tory superintendents—is hereditary

and descends from father to daughter
and from mother to son.

A novel instance is provided by a

Massachusetts shoe magnate, who
yearned for his son to take over and
operate his thriving business.

"The son tried, but he couldn't

make the grade," relates O'Connor.
"Then the youth's sister took an ap'

titude test and rated very high in

structure. Her father was persuaded
to give her a job in his shoe factory.

Within a short time, the girl had
mastered every operation and was run'

ning the whole show for her dad."

Then there was the case of the un-
happy saxophone player in a New
Orleans jazz band, who realized that

he wasn't doing just the thing that

made him happy. A testing psychol'

ogist, noting his high marks in tonal

memory and pitch discrimination,

asked, "Have you ever thought of

trying photography? For some odd
reason, these musical aptitudes also

are found in many successful pho'
tographers."

The startled sax player was amused,
but he agreed to study photography
in his spare time. Before long, he quit

music to work in a photo studio, and
now has his own thriving camera busi'

ness.

Sometimes, an aptitude expert is

able to effect mental changes which
border on the psycho'analytical. One
man was hailed by his friends and
associates as "the perfect salesman
type." Tall, considerate and affable,

friendliness oozed out of him. From
college days on people had solemnly
assured him, "You're just made for

success in sales work, Harry!"

Harry be
lieved it himself.

His remarkable

personality won
for him a sue
cession of good
sales jobs he was
unable to hold.

At the end of

ten years, his

family and friends shook their heads
sadly and said they couldn't under'

stand why "poor Harry," with his

swell personality, can't make a decent

living when he is a born salesman!"
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Finally, a visit to an aptitude lab-

oratory showed Harry that he wasn't

a born salesman at all. ''To the con-

trary, you have a subjective person-

ality and your tests seem to indicate a

feeling for research work."

Harry, electrified, almost jumped
from his seat. ''I think youVe got

something!'' he exclaimed. ''Ever since

my sophomore year at the university,

I've had a yen to do economic re-

search.

"But well-meaning people kept urg-

ing me to go into business and become
a star salesman. I've flopped. Is it

too late to do what I want to do?"

Harry, at 32, went back to school

for some statistical and research

courses. Now 36, he is a well-adjusted

research worker for a large insurance

company, making a comfortable sal-

ary, though less than he would have

earned as even a moderately success-

ful salesman. "The devil with the in-

come!" he says. "I'm doing what I

was meant to do. That's all that

counts."

Then there was the Philadelphia

saleswoman who, despite a winning

personality, made a poor showing at

selling dresses. Her store gave her an

aptitude test in which, among other

things, she used tweezers to insert

100 blunt, headless pins into a flat

metal plate punched with 100 holes.

She showed marked "tweezer dex-

terity" and was urged to use it in a

new field unrelated to selling. Today
she is profitably employed in a watch
factory where such skill is in demand.

The same evidence of tweezer dex-

terity led a St. Louis youth who was
failing in his commerce studies to

switch over to medical school. "Your
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ability at handling the pins with
tweezers indicates you could use a

surgeon's scalpel deftly," commented
the psychologist who examined him.

Today the former commercial student

is interning at a famed hospital after

graduating from medical school with

top honors.

Finger dexterity, not necessarily re-

lated to tweezer skill, is determined

by having you pick up pins with the

fingers of one hand and inserting

them into holes within a given time.

If you possess this aptitude, you prob-

ably would do well in handicraft or

factory assembly work.

Such tests can be given to oldsters

as well as to 'teen-agers, since apti-

tudes are inherent and do not change

with the years.

An Oregon grandmother was left

penniless after the death of her hus-

band. She took a test and rated high

in "inductive and analytical reason-

ing." These aptitudes were coupled

with a high degree of imagination

which impelled her interviewer to sug-

gest the craft of writing.

Obtaining , a newspaper librarian's

job during the war, this 60-year-old

woman is the vigorous and successful

society editor of a small city daily.

Yet, the idea of applying for a writ-

ing position had never occurred to

her before her aptitude interview.

If you think you might be a square

peg, don't guess about your capabiH-

ties and limitations—learn the truth

from men who make it their business

to spot abilities and weaknesses in the

human make-up. An aptitude test

now may result in thousands of dollars

more per year for you in the not too

distant future!



Even the birds concede him a niche in their Hall of Tame!

mm
by EVELYN HOLT

'X* HERE'S a story circulating the

tree-tops that a young canary

came to his parents expressing a de-

sire to become a great concert artist

—perhaps someday to perform at

Canarygie Hall. The question was,

where could he find a teacher? His

father, a performer of no mean abil'

ity, thought and thought and thought,

and finally said, "My son, we will

send you to Fred Lowery/'
This competitor of the feathered

artists, and one-half of the team

Lowery and Rae, was born 39 years

ago in the small Texas town called

Palestine. Both his father, an en-

gineer for the Missouri Pacific lines,

and mother died shortly after Fred's

birth, so he and his three sisters went
to live with their grandmother on a

cotton farm in Jacksonville, Texas.

At the age of two, a serious illness

resulted in the loss of most of his

vision. At seven, he entered the In-

stitute for the Blind at Austin.

During the school months, he paid

wandering attention to the three R's

like any other little boy, but during

the summer he returned to his grand-

mother's farm and cotton picking.

This was when he started giving the

birds trouble. They called to each

other in the hot sun. A strange voice

answered. At first, the birds were
silenced by this social intruder, but

silence was too much for the treble

chatterers in the end, and again they

called to each other across the cotton

fields. The strange voice lost its

strangeness. It no longer interrupted

their conversations—it joined them.

It didn't always make sense, that was
true, and it did have a certain tonal

fullness that was different. But the

birds, consciously or not, exchanged

their secrets with young Fred Lowery.
In school, Fred studied violin. By

the time he was ten, he reali2;ed he

would never play well enough to be

a great artist, nor could he see well

enough to read music in an orchestra.

He wanted to find something he could

do in the field of music however, so

he decided to put what he had learned

on the violin into whistling. He
bought a victrola, some classical rec-

ords, and practiced four and five

hours a day, mastering trills, chords,

double notes and the intricate modu-
lations and transitions he does so well

today. Fred Lowery spent all his time
whistling, "even at meals—between
courses, between mouthfuls." He was
determined to achieve volume first
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and quality afterwards.

With all this, he still found time

to be an outstanding athlete. At track

meets, he defeated all comers. Though
the sightless runners had to run in

lanes marked by wires, holding a

trolleylike stick looped over the wire

at each runner's right, Fred Lowery
was able to run 100 yards in 10 3/5
seconds. He was a champion rope-

climber, and won national honors for

hurling a basketball. And, of course,

he went on whistling.

After graduation, he became a

staff member of radio station WFAA
in Dallas, giving concerts in his free

time. In 1934, he went to New York,

where he started on some sustaining

programs and finally made a guest

appearance on Rudy Vallee's variety

program.

At a musicale he met his long'time

idol, John Charles Thomas. The two
of them combined talents on Home
On the R^nge. Vincent Lopez was
Fred's next Hstener, and for the next

four and a half years, the whistler

traveled with the Lopez band. Then,

the big break came! Horace Heidt

heard Fred and signed him up on the

spot.

Heidt saw to it that Fred made solo

recordings for Columbia. His Indian

Love Call alone has sold over a mil'

lion copies. While with Heidt, Fritz

Kreisler honored the whistler with a

special arrangement of Caprice Vi-

ennois. With the band, he performed

for Franklin D. Roosevelt. He was
the first whistler to have a featured

part in a movie. He was featured on

all the Horace Heidt radio programs,

including the original "Pot o' Gold"
show. He did frequent guest shots on
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various network shows. And in the

meantime, all over the country, Fred
Lowery records became increasingly

popular. His first three recordings

went over the half million mark by
1943, and are as popular now as they

were then. His cuttings include such

classical and light-classical favorites

as V/illiam Tell Overture, I Love You
Truly, Listen to the Moc\ing Bird,

All the World Is Waiting for the

Sunrise and Estrellita.

When Fred was starting with Hor-
ace Heidt, a single appearance on a

small radio station resulted in 3,500

requests for his photograph. His first

half dozen records assure him an an-

nual income of $5,000 for hfe.

In 1945, Horace Heidt disbanded

and the various featured artists struck

out on their own. On the band's last

tour, "America's Foremost Whistling

Virtuoso" had teamed up with one

of Heidt's vocalists, a bit of talent

and pulchritude named Dorothy Rae.

They had been such a success to-

gether wherever they played, they

decided to make a team of it. They've

been a team ever since, booked so

solidly that they haven't been able to

get to their Hollywood homes for

more than a few days at a time in

the last three years.

Beautiful, talented Dorothy Rae,

called "The Girl with the Smile in

Her Voice," was born in Duluth

around 24 years ago. Show business

was her cradle. At three, she started

to sing, dance and play piano for

amateur theatricals. Her next stop

was Hollywood, where she played bit

parts in the movies and did personal

appearances with several "kiddie'

revues on the Coast. By the time she
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had attained the ancient age of 11,

Dorothy was a dancing instructress

with several hundred pupils, many
of them older than she. On the side

she did singing engagements and was
an honor student in school.

Not too many years passed before

she was singing for Buddy Rogers'

band, yodeling with Spade Cooley's

Western outfit and voice'dubbing for

such stars as Lana Turner and Joan
Crawford. Eventually, she caught the

ear of Horace Heidt and became one

of the four girls who called them-

selves the "Sweet Singsters." She

was promoted to featured girl singer

and started working with Fred
Lowery. She wrote novelties for the

two of them to do, of which her first

and most successful was Whistlin' Joe
—their first recording together as a
team.

Dorothy has written about 20
songs, both words and music. Her
novelty tunes which she does alone,

or as duets with Fred, include Whist'
lin Joe, Debutante's Lament, Two-
Gun Fernando, and their most recent

release on Columbia, Whistle and Be
Happy.

Fred's first loves are his six-year'

old son, Scooter, and wife, Gracie
— his childhood sweetheart. They

travel everywhere with him. Fred is

interested in baseball, photography,

"everything and everyone." When
Dorothy isn't writing songs or sing'

ing them, she takes out a talented

needle and makes her own clothes.

As a team, Lowery and Rae have
made friends and started fan clubs

all over the country. They've been
broadcasting guests of Harry James,

the King Cole Trio, Jack Smith and
the Hire's program. Their biggest

ambition is to have a radio show of

their own.

The team has recently completed
engagements at the Hotel Bellerive

in Kansas City, Chase Hotel in St.

Louis, State Lake Theatre in Chi'

cago. Palace Theatre in Cleveland.

In May, they will open at the famous
Capitol Theatre in New York City.

Album covers have been issued to

hold any four of Fred's records. In

October of last year, Columbia is'

sued the first all whistled album ever

made. Called "Whistling for You,"
the album includes Song of India, La
Paloma, Trees, Star Dust, La Golon-
drina, Old Fol\s at Home, Caprice

Viennois, and Song of the Islands

with Dorothy.

In the LoweryRae duo, Dorothy is

the canary, but Fred does the whis'

tling. And according to this man,
who knows, the lips in whistling

should be relaxed, not puckered.

Puckering minimizes the wind con-

tent of the mouth and creates a nar'

row rush of air and harsh tone.

"The lips should be held almost

normally," he says, "but firmly.

When you achieve good tone at any
pitch, you can start doublc'noting.
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To do this, you place the tongue as The latest word from the tree-tops

if to make a T-sound, and permit the is that Papa Canary is going along

air to flow over and under it." with Junior for lessons. He says,

Its as "easy'' as that to whistle ''Son, you know, I think I could

classical, popular, standard, cowboy, learn a thing or two from that Lowery
novelty and semi-classical tunes. But fellow. You see, he has a different

it s easier yet to relax and enjoy the approach than we birds—whistling

combined talents of Lowery and Rae. is his wor\."

Victor Hugo and His Double

NO man in gay Paree ever liad a more entertaining time than the chap
who passed as Victor Hugo. He was only a poor pencil peddler, but

—with his big forehead, bushy beard and disordered hair—his resemblance

to the great writer was so striking that even commercial artists and pho-

tographers used him as a model of the real Hugo.
This was pleasant work, but it didn't furnish half the fun the peddler

got in other places. He used to ride home on the top of the omnibus, and
it often happened that he was spotted by some bourgeois. Later, an awed
Parisian would tell his wife. "Tonight I rode home with Victor Hugo!"
If the wife expressed her skepticism, her spouse would explain, "Oh, it

was quite by chance! The great man happened to be on the omnibus. And
when we parted, I v/ant you to know that he shook hands Vv'ith me!'"

The pencil peddler knew how to make the most of a good thing. Night
after night, he would head for the Latin Quarter. In more than one cafe

he became a familiar figure, for he was not the kind to refuse any stranger

who, taking him for Pere Hugo, insisted on toasts in his honor.

Many times this drinking took place after midnight. Of course, many
a wife objected to her husband's late homecoming, but that gentleman al-

ways had a good excuse. He would tell of the impressive meeting with the

world-famous writer, then add, "I offered our poet one bock and then
another. He never refused, and he talked literature with me the whole time.

You can understand that when one has Victor Hugo for his guest, it

isn't the custom to get up and leave before the night is over!"

There is no telling how long the pencil peddler's racket might have
lasted. But then, quite suddenly, the real Victor Hugo died. Thereupon
the grateful "double" made his most generous gesture. He offered to deliver

the funeral oration. But Hugo's family did not seem to appreciate the

honor. They turned him down cold.

—

James Aldredge.

A
IT happened on the subway, where a student was hurriedly scanning a

newspaper. Although he must have been annoyed by the people on
either side who hung over him in a continuous attempt to read the news,

he said nothing. Then, as the train slowed for the 116th Street station, the

student rose, deliberately tore the paper through the middle, and with a

bow handed a piece to each of his astonished seat-mates.

A
IN the Presbyterian burying ground at Cooperstown, New York, is an old

tombstone whose inscription reads: "Mrs. Susannah, the wife of Mr.
Peter Ensign who died July 18, 1825, aged 54 years—Lord, she is thin!"

Above the last word can be faintly seen the final "e" which the stone-cutter

vainly attempted to insert after making the error.
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Seeing is not believing; at least

not in the world of old masters!

WHEN fat Hermann Goering

liberated the art treasures of

Europe and installed them in his own
estates and galleries, lovers of art

mourned and vowed vengeance on the

corpulent Na^i.

But the art lovers had the last

laugh just before Goering swallowed

poison in his Nuremberg cell. A
bland, self-assured Dutchman named
Hans van Meegeren confessed to

Netherlands police that he had un-

loaded $3,000,000 worth of faked art

treasures on gullible collectors, his

prize sucker being the greedy Luft-

waffe leader. Goering had been out-

smarted for once in his rascally career.

Accepting forger Van Meegeren's of-

ferings in good faith, Goering
swapped 173 worthwhile pictures

—

including many rarities—for a hand-

ful of spurious Vermeers actually

painted by Van Meegeren.

For the Dutch art faker had
studied every brush stroke of the

master and every recorded incident

in the great Vermeer's history. In-

ternationally-famed connoisseurs con-

fessed themselves baffled by the ex-

cellence of the forgeries when studied

side by side with genuine Vermeers.

i

Small wonder that Goering had hun-

grily snapped up the fakes!

Unfortunately, many honest col'

lectors throughout the world today

are being duped as thoroughly as the

infamous Goering was at the hands

of Van Meegeren. Indeed, one noted

art dealer who prudently remains

anonymous when he speaks on this

tender subject, asserts that 15,000

fraudulent masterpieces were bought

in a single year by dealers and col-

lectors in the United States and
Canada.

"The faking of Sevres chinaware
alone has become a juicy $10,000,-

000-a-year racket," he says. "Many
of the art frauds never are uncov-

ered simply because collectors are

understandably reluctant to have
their judgments assailed.

"One New York magnate with a

rich and varied collection for years

has known that a prized Rembrandt
is a hoax. He paid $30,000 for it and
thought he landed a bargain. Now,
rather than subject himself to gibes

and laughter, he suffers in silence

and discreetly offers no comment
when his guests rhapsodize over the

picture."

Another expert quips: "Corot is

known to have painted 3,000 pic-
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tures. At least 10,000 of these are in

North America!"
Yet our swindled collectors have

important company among other vic'

tims of art racketeers. The late

Kaiser Wilhelm gladly paid $40,000
for a wax bust by da Vinci. He was
disillusioned when German art ex-

perts found it was too much of a

bust. They dug out bits of 1913

newspapers in the composition of the

figure, proving it was a clever imi'

tation.

Even the great Baron Rothschild,

reputedly the final authority on art

matters, was tricked to the tune of

$50,000 spent for a fraudulent ''an-

tique'' enamel work. And the British

Museum itself boasted about its an-

cient funeral vase from Mexico, as-

sertedly of Aztec origin, until the

London climate acted up and ex-

posed the vase as a swindle. Clammy
fog and dampness caused the treas-

ured piece to crack and peel. Dis-

mayed curators gaped when they

saw that an ingenious imitation had
been fashioned around the shapeless

fragments of an authentic urn.

TODAY, because of their dread

of inflation, wealthy collectors

are falUng over each other to snatch

up every alleged masterpiece. In

times of economic stress, genuine art

treasures keep their value and even

increase in dollar worth. But three

out of five collectors, according to

art sleuths, are being hoodwinked.
These art sleuths should know,

for it is almost impossible to deceive

a trained art detective. Such an ex-

pert is Sheldon Keck, restorer for

the Brooklyn Museum, who has used

the latest instruments of science to
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detect cunning forgeries and to rc'

pair rotted but genuine works of the

masters.

Keck takes numerous microphotO'
graphs of suspected paintings and
uses X-rays to reveal hidden clues

which may lead to verification of a

picture s origin or to rejection of it

as a fraud.

An honest art dealer came to Keck
one day and said

:

'1 have a painting with me which
I have sold for $85,000. Something
about this picture troubles me. If it's

the real thing, Til be reHeved to

know it. If it's phony, then I want
to know that too and I'll cancel the

sale!'^

Keek's scientific scrutiny proved

the work was a forgery. The dealer

sighed and ruefully told the truth to

the would-be purchaser.

But not all art merchants are so

conscientious. A prosperous West
Coast dealer is said to have his own
scientific laboratory in which he pre'

tests his pictures. Even when his find'

ings are calamitous, this peddler of

''originals" says nothing and sells the

fakes with glib assurances as to their

great value.

Paintbrush Sherlocks use the ultra'

violet lamp to show if old masters

have been retouched. They know that

varnish fluoresces under the lamp, but

re-paintings do not.

If a signature is forged, it will stand

out in accusing contrast to the rest of

the painting. Any spurious brush-

work, though done as carefully as Van
Meegeren aped Vermeer's technique,

is relentlessly exposed by ultra-violet.

X-rays are utilized to cut below the

surface of a painting. Using micrO'
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photography, art investigators blow up
tiny details of a picture which they

compare with other blow'ups of an

old master's known brushwork. Phc
nies stand out like so many sore

thumbs.

If an investigator is still in doubt,

however, he may use a micro'sectioner,

a special instrument resembling a hoi'

low, abbreviated hypodermic syringe.

He plunges this gadget into a corner

of the painting, extracts a sample of

the various layers of paint, and chemi'

cally analyzes each segment. Paints

of modern manufacture are revealed

by this method.

The art detectives have become
wise to all techniques of the art forg'

ers. They know that it is a simple

process to manufacture cracks in

paint: the faker simply applies a lac

quer which, when heated, pulls at the

underlying paint and causes it to crack

in a simulation of the ravages of age.

But this lacquer gimmick doesn't

affect the gesso, a coating on the can'

vas, which remains flat and smooth if

it has been recently applied. By rub'

bing away the color and examining
the gesso underneath, the fraud hunt'
ers can say if a painting has been
aged artificially.

And if the forged signature of a

famous painter is newly applied to an
old work by an unknown, the art

sleuths will know about it because the

new paint fills up ancient cracks—

a

tell-tale clue.

To age their new productions, tal'

ented art crooks may brush their pic
tures with limewater and leave them
for a month or two in a dank cellar.

After this manufactured mildew, the

"old masters" may be lightly sprinkled

with soot to resemble the dust of cen-

turies. Even phony flyspecks are ap'

plied in this fashion.

Statues also are aged realistically

and foisted on moneyed buyers as the

best works of long'dead sculptors.

It's simple to give a statue the patina

of age.

The art faker chips his completed
work with a chisel, then applies sand
and acid to dull his tool marks. Next,
he washes the statue with a watered'
down solution containing green vitriol.

When rubbed afterward with flannel,

the statue possesses the greenish tinge

of old marble.

But the ultra'violet machine inex'

orably exposes statuary frauds, too.

The fake work is revealed as whitish

in hue, but true old marble appears
purple under the magic light.

Ivory also is frequently misreprc
sented. A Chicago collector paid $800
for an alleged African statuette of

great age. When an expert saw it,

he snorted:

"That ivory piece is a brilliant fake!

Its cracks were produced by dipping
the newly-carved ivory into a vat of
boiling water, then holding the piece

near an open fire to cause rapid ex-

pansion and cracking.

"Next, the crook rubbed tobacco
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juice over the figure to give it the

mellow look of old ivory. Test it un-

der ultra-violet and you'll see Fm
right." He was.

Astute as they are, today's art fak-

ers can't hold a candle to the great

Rubens, who mass-assembled ersatz art

works by the dozens.

Rubens laid out his compositions;

skilled pupils did the fill-in work for

him, and the maestro himself added
some finishing touches and his signa-

ture.

Even now, collectors are baffled in

appraising the alleged works of Ru-
bens. They'll never be certain whether
he did one-fourth, one-half, or all of

any ''Rubens" picture offered by the

most reliable dealers!

Fingerprinting For Your Diamonds
MORE than 100 million dollars worth of jewels are stolen in the United

States every year, with some sectors receiving particular attention.

Miami Beach, for instance, wintertime mecca of millionaire tourists, offers

particularly lush pickings, and is plagued by jewel robberies every season.

But the end is in sight.

Research scientists in New York are rushing to completion an X-ray
device which will make identification of precious gems as sure and simple

as fingerprint identification of human beings. The machine photographs
the grain pattern of jewels in one-miUionth of an inch detail. Since that

grain pattern is different in every jewel, the identification it furnishes is

positive, incontrovertible.

When the device is marketed and put into use, the thief who customarily

steals gems will be cut off from his source of revenue. Stealing will be no
more difficult, but it will be almost impossible to dispose of the loot for profit.

All jewels will be "fingerprinted'' and catalogued, so that a dealer may
X-ray any jewel and check the photograph against a register to determine
the stone's rightful owner. No front man or fence will dare peddle stolen

gems to legitimate dealers; and, of course, sale to private individuals is ex-

tremely dangerous.

The invention is the work of Dr. George Firth, of the Manhattan Re-
search Laboratories. Dr. Firth has been working on it for slightly more than

a year and a half. A model has already been built, and commercial produc-

tion will begin in a few months. The machine will cost close to $3,000.

Diamonds, rubies, sapphires and all other precious stones may be photo-

graphed with equal effectiveness. When this has been accomplished gen-

erally, insurance rates will drop on jewelry. And many hundreds of Ameri-
can jewel thieves will be forced to turn their hands to some new trade.

—Paul Shawver.

(Centerpiece

JANE HARKER was secretary to a Hollywood talent scout for two and

a half years before her own talent was discovered. Now she is the property

of Warner Brothers. She appeared in The l^imt. The Place and The Girl.



1. Emily Kimbrough, co-author of Our Hearts We

Young and Gay, brings Hollywood anecdotes

Kansas City.

2. Cowboy star Merle Travis says "howdy" to Wl

listeners.

3. E. W. Phelps, manager of the Kansas City Sw

and Company plant, receives the Distinguish!

Award for Service to Safety from Sidney William

assistant to the president of the National Safe

Council.

4. John Thornberry, WHB's Man in the Bookstor

interviews author Robert St. John at the openin

of the new Methodist Bookstore. (See page 7.)
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MAN OF THE MONTH

by MORI GREINER

PRECISE, acute Albert F. Hillix

has assumed leadership of the Kan'

sas City Chamber of Commerce, a

vital and progressive group. To it, he

brings liberal views, a fine sense of

proportion, and a dry, crackling wit

guaranteed to add spice to executive

sessions and newfound energy to the

indolent.

For worshippers of the cynical lat'

ter'day novelists, however, Mr. Hillix

is apt to be a disappointment, since he

bears little resemblance to the Babbitt'

like Chamber official of popular fie

tion. His thinking is accurate and un-

muddied. Moreover, he detests

speech-making and is constitutionally

opposed to those perennial favorites

of luncheon clubs, creamed chicken

on toast and new green peas.

Even though the welcoming of dis'

tinguished visitors is an undeniable

duty of the Chamber of Commerce, it

has more serious and much more im-

portant functions. It is to these the

new president chooses to devote him-

self.

The Kansas City Chamber of Com-
merce, like the chamber of commerce
of any other city, is an affiliation of

businessmen. It provides research, in-

formation and protective services for

business firms of the area; plans and
supports a comprehensive program for

community betterment; it has in times

past, and could again, advertise Kan-
sas City to the nation; and it fur-

nishes an organization that is set up
and ready to go—prepared to grapple

with problems or grasp opportunities

as they present themselves. The basic

aim is to make Kansas City the best

possible place in which to live—an
end toward which geographic location

and natural endowments aid mightily.

Growth, the Chamber feels, is im-

portant to raise the living standard of

the community; but it emphasizes that

growth alone is not enough. There
must be selectivity. New industries

must be chosen carefully, and per-

suaded to relocate in Kansas City.

The cornerstone of the Chamber
of Commerce is enthusiasm, and faith

in the city's destiny is its doctrine.

That doctrine is preached constantly

to industrial leaders in other cities, to

transportation officials, to farmers and
livestock men of the area, and to Kan-
sas Citians themselves.

A discussion of Chamber of Com-
merce functions offers a choice of

pitfalls. It may be general and un-

satisfactory; or specific and intermin-

able. Even a partial list of activities

in which the Chamber is currently en-

gaged would be twice as long as your
arm, but not nearly so interesting.

Every piece of proposed state or na-

tional legislation, for instance, is ex-
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amined to determine its possible ef'

fects on Kansas City public and social

life, and recommendations are made
to support or oppose each bill. Trans'

portation by river, rail, highway and
air is a vital field of activity. ''Nat'

ural" transportation routes made Kan^

sas City in the days of steam boats,

covered wagon trains, early railroads

and pioneering airlines. No one wants
to see the city lose its advantages by
failure to maintain Kansas City as

the "air crossroads of the nation."

Regular boards of the Chamber
stimulate discussion designed to foster

fair play between management, labor

and the public. The downtown traffic

problem is being studied, street by
street. In every freight case heard

before the Interstate Commerce Com'
mission, a representative is present to

secure the most favorable rates pos'

sible for Kansas City. An extensive

convention program is carried on, the

purpose of which is to keep attend'

ance at a profitable level, but con'

sistent with the best interests of the

community. Tax studies are conducted.

Industrial research, to encourage new
products and services, is supported.

There is an active program toward ex'

pansion of existing industries. Infor'

mation on improved agricultural tech'

niques is disseminated, aimed at in'

creasing production in the Midwest
and benefitting Kansas City by a

larger volume of goods shipped in for

sale, resale and processing.

These, understand, are only a very

few of the exertions going forward

right now. In the main, they are car'

ried on by a highlytrained staff of

specialists. But the administration of

the Chamber, which changes from

year to year, can do a great deal by
advising on policy and improving the

efficiency of the established organiza'

tion.

But of all Chamber of Commerce
functions, the most important is the

leadership it offers the community. As
president, Albert Hillix is in reality

a leader among leaders—not an en'

tirely new role for him, since he was
an officer in both wars, and attained

the rank of colonel.

In 1917 he was a year below draft

age, but enlisted and became a lieu'

tenant in the Air Force, serving as a

pilot and as an instructor in aerial

gunnery.

In 1942 he was a year over draft

age, but volunteered again and was
commissioned a major. Two weeks
later, being loaded into a large open
bed truck with others of his rank for

an inspection tour of their indoctrina'

tion base, he heard a nearby corporal

whistle softly. "Golly," the man
grunted, "there goes a ton and a half

of majors!"

When the 3,000 pounds of gold'

leafed officers completed their train'

ing, they were sent out over the earth.

Hillix reported to Yakima, Washing'
ton, to take command of the aviation

mechanics school there. Three months
later he became commanding officer

of the Army air base at Pueblo, Colo'

rado. It was at Pueblo that he grew
grass.

Hillix, a lieutenant'colonel by then,

believed in the grass. The fact that

other people couldn't see it didn't

shake his faith. Throughout the South'

west spread the legend of "Colonel

Hillix's grass."

The soil around Pueblo was barren,
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and occasional high winds blew dust

which played havoc with airplane en'

gines. Grass, decided the Colonel,

would solve the problem.

So grass seed was sown, tons of it.

Across the dusty base hundreds of

little signs appeared. "Keep Off the

Grass,'' they admonished.

Weeks passed. In spite of water,

prayers and anxious scrutiny, nothing

sprouted from that sterile earth save

the tiny signboards.

The situation became increasingly

humorous, but not to the C.O. He
had said grass and there would be

grass.

Only there wasn't.

Of course, it was confusing to the

uninitiated. There was the young
pilot, for example, who halted his

crew to point out one of the lonely

placards standing forlornly on an ex'

panse of sun-baked sand.

"Look," he said, "What do you
see?"

^'^Nothin."

"Where do you mean, Cap'n?"
"Over there," the pilot explained.

"I want you fellas to look at that

grass."

"There ain't no grass there, Cap'
tain. Nothing but a sign. There ain't

a blade of grass within two'three

miles."

"That's what you think," the cap'

tain told him. "Don't ever make that

mistake again. I want you to know
that I was confined to quarters for

24 hours for walking across that very
grass!"

Did the Colonel's grass ever grow?
No. At least, not enough of it to dc'

serve mention. But he did contrive, in

the face of repressed hilarity, to raise

a considerable crop of vegetation of

one sort and another. It held the soil

and saved the engines—which waa
what he wanted, after all.

Lieutenant Colo'

nel Hillix was a

better administra'

tor than his garden'

ing might indicate,

however. The
Pueblo base, rated

"unsatisfactory"
when he took over,

received an In'

spector General's

report of "excellent" by the year's end.

It was a clear demonstration of his

basic philosophy that determination

overcomes all obstacles. "Believing is

the important thing," he says. "Be'
lieving with all your might. Once
your mind is really set to an accom'
plishment, nearly anything is possi'

ble."

After 15 months in Colorado, Hil'

lix was transferred to Chicago, where
he became procurement executive for

the Army Air Forces. In the course

of his 20'month tour of duty there,

he supervised over four billion dollars

worth of AAF contracts. In April of

1945 he was promoted to the rank of

colonel.

Albert Hillix—successful, immacu'
lately-groomed city lawyer—likes to

refer to himself as a farm boy. He
attributes his upper'80's golf game to

coordination he developed pitching

Platte County hay. But no one takes

much stock in it, not even these who
happen to know he was born in Wes-
ton, Missouri, just over 50 years ago.

From Weston high school he went
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to the University of Missouri, joined

Phi Gamma Delta and took an A. B.

degree. He taught Latin and English

at Plattsburg high school for a year,

then left to join the Army.
After the war, he enrolled in the

George Washington law school, work'

ing his way through as an auditor in

the income tax unit of the Treasury

Department. For a year he was as-

sistant personnel officer for the in-

come tax office.

When admitted to the Missouri bar,

he became city attorney of Weston

—

largely, he says, on the reputation of

an uncle who had held the office 44

years. He kept the post eight years,

spending the $35 annual salary in

commuting expenses. His office was
in Kansas City. He was the city's first

specialist in tax law.

Mr. HiUix has been in the tax law

field ever since, and has established

himself as an expert. In the early

days, nearly 80 per cent of his busi-

ness came from other lawyers—
mostly cases with a hopeless look.

Many men are "family" men, but

not in the sense of Albert Hillix. His

wife and two daughters have always

had full priorities on his time and

interest. Now he has a grandson, four

months old, whose picture he keeps

in his desk. "It's a booby-trap," he

explains. "Fellow will edge off when
he sees a grandfather reach for his

pocket. I keep this picture in a

drawer, where I can whip it out for

display purposes before my audience

has a chance to get away."

HilHx is the first practicing at-

torney to hold the Chamber of Com-
merce presidency. A number of peo-

ple wonder how he finds time for the

job. "I owe it to the city," he says,

"so Fm taking the time. Kansas City
has always been awfully good to me."

For the Chamber, Mr. Hillix has

outlined a practical program embrac-
ing positive action on flood control, a

return in all businesses to prewar
standards of courtesy, an area plan for

conversion to war production on short

notice, further support of the new
county charter and city bond program.
He exhorts his associates to take a

leading part in social and economic
affairs affecting the community or

the nation. He advocates full equality

for the Negro race, in practice as well

as theory, and fights for it in biting,

stinging terms.

For mild-mannered Mr. Hillix, who
is reasonable and logical almost to a

fault, is quite capable of making him-

self plain when the pale terms of

everyday conversation prove inade-

quate.

The editor of a small daily news-

paper learned this. He had doggedly

refused cooperation with the Army,
and nipped at its heels at every op-

portunity. Finally, he was brought to

terms by Hillix. When he emerged

from the room where Hillix, in high

dunder, had set him straight on sev-

eral issues, he hurriedly confided to
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the adjutant something many people

have felt, "One thing about that fella

in there—he has no trouble expressing

himself!"

Of all the problems facing Kansas
City, Hillix feels housing is the most
pressing. Chamber efforts to import
new industry are lost unless adequate
living quarters can be furnished the

workers.

"A system which fails to house its

citizens humanely,'' he says, "is a

system with a critical weakness."
In a recent speech to the Real

Estate Board, Hillix made his position

clear. He spoke as a private citizen,

without title, but the Chamber of

Commerce has subsequently endorsed
his pointed remarks. Although Hillix

disclaims the role of crusader, it was
a fighting speech.

He piled statistic on statistic to em'
phasize the local situation, with spC'

cial attention to veteran needs. He
made a plea for the Taft-Ellender-

Wagner bill, which would make great

Radio's Pig Latin

IF you think you know your broadcasting slanguage, try to match up the
following scrambled bits af radioana. Answers on page 68.

1.' Clambake A job done without payment
2. Disc jockey An actor who inches up to the mike

3. Across'the'board Running on time

4. Creeper An announcer who chats between records

5. On'the'nose A program running five times weekly

6. Marry To fill in time with extra music or plug

7. Kicking the needle Playing sentimental music

8. Hog'calling contest Commercial copy

9. Spiel A series of bad programs

10. Omelette General audition for announcers

11. Schmaltzing it Using too much force

12. Cushion To link together two speeches

13. On the cuff A program hurriedly gotten together

progress possible in the building in'

dustry, and reduce the cost of build'

ing—even with present methods—by
nearly a third.

He said he wanted to keep govern'

ment out of business, and presumed
realtors did, too.

But if they didn't,

he assured them he

had a surc'fire
formula for hand'
ing the building in'

dustry over to gov'

ernment by popular

demand. Then, step

by sickening step, he went over the

exact do'nothing'but'confuse policy

which the National Association of

Real Estate Boards is following today.

It was quite a speech. And let it not

be thought that Mr. Hillix is an
evangelist. Oh, no. The new Chamber
president merely handed a lighted

cannon-cracker to some real estate

friends of his and walked away.
Smiling.



They Want Your DpiniDn
ARMED with little more than sharp pencils, America's inquisitive public

opinion pollers have turned the old "Question and Answer" game into

a million dollar business.

Last year alone, 5,000 interviewers quizzed two million Americans on
everything from the newest presidential candidate to the little woman's cook'

ing. The bills were paid by hundreds of business firms, private groups and
government agencies who cleverly have been convinced that they can sell

their products and ideas only if they know what you are thinking.

Taking polls has become a complex with many businessmen. Sixtyfive
of the nation's largest corporations regularly measure public opinion on
bitterly discussed issues, and one steel magnate even polled his workers to

learn what they really thought of him.

Actually, Uncle Sam is the nation's top opinion seeker. Dr. George
Gallup, one of the "Big Three" among opinion pollers (the other two being
Elmo Roper and the University of Chicago's National Opinion Research
Center), estimates that government agencies annually spend five times as

much on polls as do American businessmen.

There is very little information about you which does not find its way
into some government poll. Your ideas on the latest tax form are carefully

noted by the Treasury, while the Public Health Service keeps tab on the num-
ber of colds you catch, and the Federal Reserve Board traces your spending
habits. The State Department alone refuses to disclose whether or not it polls

national opinion.

While a public opinion poll is based on the simple idea that from the
opinions of a few members of any group, the opinions of the entire group
may be predicted, asking the right questions of the right people is not as

simple. The quizzers still shudder when they remember the 1936 Literary

Digest presidential poll which forecast a Republican victory and nearly

wrecked the infant straw vote industry. Students of this fiasco claim there

was not sufficiently wide representation in the number of people queried,

and hence the poll failed to reveal how the nation really felt about the

major candidates.

With another crucial national election just around the calendar, the

pollers are determined not to make the same mistake. Today's polls are

based on the widest possible cross-section of opinion.

The opinion seekers were in their heyday during World War II when,
for the first time in history, a public opinion poll was conducted before a

country was invaded. Specially trained agents infiltrated into North Africa

before that invasion to learn what the natives really thought about the

Allies, and thousands of Germans unwittingly answered the same question

before the Normandy strike. The results were used principally in psycho'
logical warfare.

Like other American customs, the opinion poll has been adopted by
countries around the world, but often with strange results. In Lebanon
the interviewer must be as tall as the person being interviewed, and must
be a member of the same caste. Frequently Latin American people are too

polite to give the frank answers which add so much spice to our polls.

Thanks to the opinion seekers, future scholars will have ample evidence

of our strange ways to ponder. They will discover that the modern Amer'
ican wife wants the word "obey" deleted from the marriage ceremony, while

her husband prefers a good companion to a good cook. The scholars will

probably linger longest over a poll being taken by a college professor who
is studying American sex habits. So far he refuses to reveal his findings,

but admits to having 20,000 "cases" in his files!

—

Fran\ Gillio.



// was a little thing maybe,
but awfully important to Petey.

It shouldn't have happened at all,

IT®

by FAVIUS FRIEDMAN

HOW was I going to know that

anything like that would hap'

pen? I wasn't trying to brush off the

kid, even if Laura seems to think so.

Petey's my son and I love the little

guy. Look how I bought him a bike

and new roller skates. He didn't even
have to ask me. And then, sending

him off to that fancy summer camp.
Did I have anything like that when
I was ten years old?

So, maybe I ought to talk to him
more when I come home at night, take

him into our conversation more. Only
Fm always so bushed after a day at

the office. All I want to do is sit

down after dinner, read the HoWy
wood Reporter and Variety, and then

go on to bed. But I do love the kid.

I'm nuts about him.

It wasn't the black eye he got that

I minded so much. All kids get them
some time or another. But it's the

way I let him down, that's what
hurts. Now I see I was stupid; I can

see it now, after it's too late. What
makes it worse is that Petey isn't

angry with me. Even now he acts

like his old man is still a pretty good

Joe. It's Laura who's sore; she's really

burning, and I guess I can't blame
her.

Well, I'll give you the whole
thing, even if it isn't pretty. It sure

shows me up as a hell of a parent,

but I see I had it coming.

Anyway, one night last week I

was reading in the living room, while

Laura and Petey were finishing up
the dinner dishes. I could hear them
off in the kitchen, laughing and jok'
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ing the way they always do. Then,

Petey comes in and asks me to tell

him some funny stories. I just

couldn't think of any—or said I

couldn't—so Petey said, ''Shucks, Pop,

you write 'em all day long, why
can't you remember some?"

Well, how can you explain to a

ten-year-old that a press agent doesn't

originate gags? If he did, he'd be get-

ting $750 or $1000 a week from Jack

Benny or Fred Allen or some of the

other radio comics. All he does is

thumb through a lot of tired joke

books, lift a joke and freshen it up
with maybe a new twist, then put his

client's name in there somewhere and

plant it with some columnist like

Skolsky or Skinny Johnson. Kids

don't understand a routine like that,

now do they? How could they under-

stand?

But Petey is a

pretty insistent lit-

tle guy; he never

lets up once he gets

something in his

mind. So finally I

said, ''Okay, you
know I'm not very

good at telling

stories. I'll go back

to the den and type

out a couple for

you."

That seemed to

tickle him. "How
long will it take,

Pop?" he asked, all

excited.

"Oh, just a few
minutes," I said,

never dreaming
what he'd do with

them.

So I went back, got out my port-

able and looked through an old Joe
Miller I had in my desk, then typed
out three or four gags I figured he'd

get a chuckle out of. I didn't bother

to change them much; just a word
here or there, to bring them up to

date. Then I took them in to Petey.

"Here you are, son," I said, like a

dope, "right fresh out of the type-

writer." That's all I meant, I swear.

It never occurred to me he'd think I

really made them up.

Anyway, he took the typed sheet,

read it quickly, then said, "Gee, Pop,

these are neat. Thanks." I figured

I'd made him happy, so I went back

to my magazine and Petey went into

his own room. I just didn't think any
more about it.

Laura came into the living room
and I forgot all

about the jokes, un-

til I went in to get

Petey off to bed.

There he was,
stretched out on
his stomach on the

floor, studying
those fool jokes.

"Hey," I said,

"what are you
doing, memorizing

them or some-
thing?"

"Sure," he said,

with a grin. Then
he tucked the sheet

of paper into a

pocket of his Levis.

Well, I talked to

him a few minutes

about his school

OUR BACK COVER is the inscrut-

able Sphinx of Egypt. (Kodachrome
courtesy Trans World Airlines.^
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work, kissed him good night and
went out to the kitchen to make my
self a drink. How could I know what
he was thinking?

The next day was like any other

day at the office, only more so. Along
about three o'clock I felt myself com'

ing down with a cold, so I told my
secretary I wasn't feeling well and
left. Driving home I decided to stop

at a toy shop and buy Petey a little

present, one of those Western six'

shooters or something. But I couldn't

find any place to park along the

Boulevard, and I told myself I'd bring

him something another time.

Come to think of it, the kid

wouldn't have wanted anything from
me just then, not after what he had
gone through at school.

Because when I got into the house

I could hear voices in the bathroom.

I knew Petey was home because I'd

had to move his bike from the middle
of the driveway. I called Laura, but

she didn't answer. Then I heard
Petey say, in a kind of strained whis'

per, "Hey, there's Pop!"
That sounded strange, so I walked

back to the bathroom to see what
was up. Well, there was Laura stand'

ing over Petey, who was sitting on
the edge of the tub. She was holding

a wet cloth to his eye. I could see

what seemed to be a good'si2;ed

lump; his nose was skinned, and he
didn't look at me, even though I was
standing right there in the doorway.
Neither would Laura; she wouldn't
look at me at all. She just went right

on patting that wet cloth on the kid's

eye.

"What goes on?" I said. "Is Pete
hurt? Let me take a look."

"It's all right. Pop," the kid mum-
bled, still not looking at me. "It's all

right." He sounded pretty subdued.

"What is it?" I asked again. "Did
you fall off your bike, or were you
fighting?"

"I was fighting," he said, "but I'm

not hurt. Pop. It's all right."

"No, it's not all right," Laura
burst out. I could see she was furious.

"Any time a grown man would do a

thing like that to his own son
—

"

"What is this?" I wanted to know.
"Why am 1 in the dog house?"

"Mom, I told you not to say any-

thing to Pop!" Petey said. I could see

he was about ready to cry. "It isn't

really Pop's fault. Mom. I told you."

"You go on to your own room,

dear," Laura soothed the kid. "I'll

come in and stay with you in a few
minutes."

Petey went out, giving me an odd,

pleading look, but he didn't say any
more. That eye was pretty bad; it

was swollen almost shut. But, hell, I

thought, consoling myself, all kids

get into fights and get black eyes.

This should be over in a few days.

What was all the shooting about? I

turned to Laura. "Well, tell me—

"

"I'll tell you!" she snapped. "Those
stupid jokes you typed, that's what
caused all this. Clever, aren't you?"

I was getting kind of angry myself.

"What jokes are you talking about?

And what have they to do with

Petey's getting into a fight?"

"Oh, Tom, why did you have to

fool him like that?" Laura cried.

"That eye hurts, but it doesn't hurt

him a tenth as much as the thing you
did. That poor child."

"Look, honey," I said, "let's take
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this calmly. Come and sit down and
tell me all about it." So we went into

our room and Laura told me what
had happened.

"You see,'' she said, ''poor Petey

memorized those jokes you wrote out

for him, and at school today he

started telling some of the other boys

—you know how proud he is of you
—what a good gag man you are.

Then he came up with a couple of

those jokes. It all sounds silly, but

he's still so naive. 'My Pop,' he said,

'my Pop made them up for me.' Then
one of the bigger boys laughed at

Petey and said, 'Your old man didn't

make up those jokes. Why, they're

older than I am. Your father's lying.'

Well, you know Petey. It ended up
in a fight and I guess he got the worst

of it."

God, I felt sick. "That poor kid," I

said.

"What hurt me more than any-

thing," Laura went on, "was that he

insisted I wasn't to say anything to

you. He kept saying, 'Listen, Mom,
let's not tell Pop what happened.

Don't tell him, will you? Just say it

was a fight. I don't want him to think

his jokes really aren't so funny.'
"

There wasn't very much I could

say, so I just sat there. All this, I

thought, over some stupid gags. But

how can you tell about a kid?

Finally Laura said, "Tom, maybe
you'd better go in and talk to him."

"All right," I said. I felt Hke a heel

when I went into Petey's room. He
was lying on his bed, reading a comic

with his good eye and holding that

wet cloth to the other. He looked up
when I came in and gave me a little

smile. "Hi, Pop," he said.

"Hi, Pete," I said. I hesitated a

moment. "Seems like I got you into a

lot of trouble."

"Naw, it wasn't really anything.

I never Hked that Donald character,

anyway. That cootie."

What a guy, I thought. How did

I ever have a kid like this? "Did you
manage to get in a couple of good
licks?"

"Yeah, I sure did."

"Look, son," I said, still feeling

my way, "maybe I should have ex'

plained about those silly jokes. I

guess I should have told you I lifted

them out of an old gag book. You
know, I was busy, and

—
" I stopped.

"You didn't think I originated them
—I mean, made them up out of my
own head?"

He had dropped the comic book

and was picking at a loose thread on

his sleeve. He didn't answer.

"Did you, Petey?"

"Well," he said, slowly, "I thought

you'd made them up just for me."

"No," I said. "I suppose I should

have told you."

He didn't say any more and didn't

look up. I sat down beside him and

put my arm around him. "Petey," I

asked, "are you very angry with

me:

"Hunh'uh. I'm not angry.'

"You sure?" I asked.
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"No," he said, at last. ''No, Tm "Sure, Pop," he said, "but I don't

not angry." really want anything."

"Look," I said, "would you want So I had to leave it that way.

me to buy you something? You know, "Your eye," I ventured, unable to

something you really want?" t^ink of anything else to say, "your

1 7 1 r» T ^1- eye looks better already."
I don t know, Pop I guess there

\.Yeah," he said, gently touching
isn t anything I want.

^^^^^ ^^^1^^ ^^^3
"A new air rifle, maybe, or a I patted him on the shoulder, then

chemical set? Or that hunting knife I went out and made a couple of

you Hked so much?" drinks and took them in to Laura.

"No, Pop, I guess not." "Well," she asked me, "how do you

We weren't getting anywhere, I f^^^"? „ , .

^ Txr j j V : 1 ' Hes taking it tine, I answered,
saw that. We didn seem to be get^

.j^^^ ^ .^^
„

l^^j^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^
ting anywhere at all. Well, son, I ^^^-^^^^^ L^^^.^

-
I ^^^^^^ -j^n't you

said, "if you change your mind—you realize Fm sorry? I know Fm a fool.

know, about any of those things you'd But how was I to know? How was I

like to have, will you tell me or going to know? Will you tell me
Mother?" that?"

A
A hillbilly built a house for his wife in which he fashioned windows

but no doors. His nervous bride asked, "Where are the doors?"
Drawing himself up to his full height, her husband demanded, "Doors?

Doors? Are you going somewhere?"
A

A Chinese boy learning English is credited with the following thesis on
the banana:

"The banana are great fruit. He are constructed in the same architectural

style as sausage, difference being skin of sausage are haiiitually consumed,
while it is not advisable to eat wrappings of banana. The banana are held

aloft while consuming, sausage are usually left in reclining position. Sausage
depend for creation on human being or the stuffing machine, while banana
are pristine product of honorable Mother Nature. Finally banana are strictly

of vegetable kingdom, while affiliation of sausage often undecided."

A
An old lady who was about to die told her niece to bury her in her black

silk dress, but to cut the back out and save the material.

"Oh, Aunt Mary," said the niece, "I don't want to do that. When you
and Uncle Charlie walk up the golden stairs, I don't want people to see

you without any back in your dress."

"They won't be looking at me," the old lady answered. "I buried your
Uncle Charlie without his pants."

A
"Where are you going my pretty maid? Why do you pass me by?"
"I'm on my way to gymnathtic thchool," she lithped as she heaved a thigh.

A
"Tell me, Bobby," said the teacher, "where is the elephant found?"
"The elephant, teacher, is a large animal and it's scarcely ever lost."





There was white gold on the plains, there for the taking,

by DUANE PATTERSON

MUCH fun was made in 1868 of

a whiskered old Dodge Citian

and his skinny team of horses. People

laughed as he dumped wagonload af-

ter wagonload of buffalo bones along

the new Santa Fe right-of-way, and
dubbed him "Old Buffalo Bones."

The old fellow heard the laughter,

but it didn't stop him. The next year

he bought another wagon and team,

and added his son as driver. Town-
folk slapped their thighs and hooted

whenever they looked at the bones

stacked in piles higher than boxcars.

Smiles faded, though, when the

Santa Fe filled its eastbound cars with

the bones. They figured the railroad

couldn't be crazy, too. And when
"Old Buffalo Bones" suddenly be-

came one of the richest men in Dodge,
there was no more laughter. Others

hitched their teams and headed for

the city limits and the plains. There
were plenty of bones left.

The Easterner had read of the buf-

falo slaughter. But as he rode across

the Kansas-Oklahoma-Nebraska plains,

staring at the vast mass of whitened
skeletons, he realized the true extent

of the killing for the first time.

He remembered newspaper stories

that had thrilled him, stories of how
professional hunters, usually working
in groups accompanied by skinners,

often annihilated herds of 150 or more

animals at one shooting. He thought
of the many hours spent before his

fireplace lying on the matty robe pur-

chased in a city store. Gazing on the

plains, he knew that somewhere out
there were the bones of "his buffalo."

It meant nothing to him right then, be-

cause neither Easterner nor Westerner
dreamed a use could be made of the

bones.

But after the Union Pacific and
Santa Fe railroads pushed their rails

into the territory, men like "Old Buf-

falo Bones" inaugurated an immmense
new industry. Fertilizer manufac-
turers in the East found the bones
excellent sources of new life for worn-
out farms. From 1868 to 1885, nearly

$3,000,000 worth of bones went east.

Santa Fe records show that from
1872 to 1884, it shipped from points

on its lines in Kansas 10,793,350

pounds of bones. Santa Fe also fig-

ures that other lines in the same sec-

tion for the same years shipped an
additional 21,686,700 pounds. The
price paid the "pickers" averaged from
six to nine dollars a ton. It took about

100 carcasses to make a ton of bones.

Historians credit the horse-wagon

freighters as being the first "bone
pickers." The freighters carried rail

goods from Midwestern terminals to

Texas. Around 1867, they began fill-

ing their empty wagons with buffalo
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bones on the return trips. They piled

them at the terminals in the hope that

a demand might develop for them at

fertilizer factories. Such a market was
established, and as a consequence, con'

siderable sums were pocketed by the

thoughtful teamsters.

During the winter of 1874-75, Art
Bill and his cousin resigned their jobs

as teamsters, and began gathering

bones between Dodge City and Camp
Supply, Indian Territory. They out'

fitted themselves with two wagon
teams, a couple of pack horses and a

tent, and went onto the plains for

weeks at a time. Bill contracted gov
ernment freighters to haul back to

Dodge City the bones he piled along

their route. Bill and his cousin got

from seven to nine dollars a ton for

their work.

The bones were a godsend to the

early settler, for often they were his

main stock in trade for a long time.

If it had not been for the industry, a

number of poor families would have
lacked the necessities of life. Many
immigrants came with nothing but a

poor team of horses and a wagon that

had long since seen its best days. Up'
on the hoof tracks of the vanishing

buffalo they wheeled their creaking

wagons. They made enough money
to buy land, food and even to tide

them over during the drouth and
grasshopper years. Many of these

pioneers became rich farmers, thanks

to the bone money which gave them a

start.

Soon nearly everyone was gathering

or dealing in bones. Indians, French
half-breeds, land-seekers, traders, prO'

meters, real estate dealers and lumber
and machinery men sought the "white

gold." The bones began to disappear

almost as fast as the herds had before

them.

"Buffalo bones are legal tender in

Dodge City,'' was the strolling sen'

tence in the old Kansas Exchange.

Major Inman of the Larned Chrow
oscope made a thorough survey of the

trade. He reported that from 1868 to

1881, more than $2,500,000 was paid

out for buffalo bones in the Kansas
section alone. His figures show this

represents carcasses of 31,000,000 ani'

mals. The industry continued in Kan'
sas about four more years after In'

man's investigation. This would rep'

resent another million buffalo.

B. J. Potter went to Hutchinson,

Kansas, from the East in 1871. He
bought bones along a route from
Dodge City to Newton and from
Lindsborg to Medicine Lodge. Because

of his generosity toward the poor

farmer. Potter didn't get rich. Dur'
ing the grasshopper ravage, the dealer

furnished nearly every poor family in

that section of the country with

spending money.

"I doubt if he averaged more than

$10 a car in the way of profits," one
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settler remarked. And it took a lot 'The lot of bones referred to were
of bones to fill a car. brought from the Cimarron river.

The dealing center in Dodge City about 60 miles south of Dodge . . .

was the Wright, Beverly and Com' Our merchants, we believe, are paying

pany store. The June 3, 1879, Ford about $6 per ton for these bones,

County Globe ran this information on which they ship east to be ground up
the Dodge trade: and used for fertili2;er and other pur'

"In one day last week ten wagon' poses."

loads of bones, weighing 49,290 The Topeka Mail and Breeze said,

pounds, were weighed on the scales at ''Allowing 40 feet for a car, which is

Wright, Beverly and Company's store, really crowding 'em in, it would make
Since the settlement of the country a string of cars 7,575 miles long

—

around Dodge, picking bones has be' enough to more than fill two tracks

come a favorite resort for the from New York to San Francisco."

granger . . . That's a lot of bones!

*Tm gonna hang around till your boy friend comes," the kid brother said

to his sister. "He always gives me a quarter to go to the movies."

"It's a Marine tonight," she answered, "so here's a dollar, and you
stay right here."

A
A man got up out of bed at two a.m., threw a robe over his pajamas

and galloped down two flights of stairs to the landlord's flat. He rapped
sharply on the door, which was finally opened by the sleepy landlord.

"I just want to inform you," he blurted out, "I won't be able to pay the

rent this month."
"Why wake me in the middle of the night?" the owner asked. "Couldn't

that wait until morning?"
"Sure," the man admitted. "But why should I worry alone?"

A
When old man Jones' lawyer learned that his client had inherited

two million dollars and five per cent interest in an oil company, he told his

secretary, "I'll have to break the news to him gently or the old coot will

drop dead from the shock. Now, watch how I do it."

The aged Mr. Jones was wheeled into his lawyer's office and crossly

demanded to know what was up.

"Mr. Jones," began the lawyer softly, "what would you say if I told

you you had inherited a couple of million dollars?"

Jones cackled, "Say? Why, Jim, you danged fool, I'd say that half

of it goes to you."
The lawyer dropped dead.

IT'S YOUR RED CROSS... KEEP IT GOING



by FRED ALEXANDER

The United States will reach its

economic crisis during a presidential elec'

tion year, unfortunate though that may be.

It is equally unfortunate that certain men
in high places consider their political fu'

tures above the future of this country and
their fellow citizens. If memory serves

fellow citizens honestly, however, they will

recall motivating the machinery which put

such men in these high places.

The extent of this combined misfortune

will be realized by John Q. Public at

least by January of 1949. The boom will

have run its course. The anticipated dc
pression might well be averted if stringent

measures were adopted by the government.
Such measures have been suggested from
several quarters. Primarily from the Coun'
cil of Economic Advisors. This group
suggests Labor moderate its demands for

higher salaries, they discourage large tax

reductions, they recommend price control,

wage control, rent control, and compul'
sory allocation of materials—measures
which have no appeal to politicians flicking

the dust from their political laurels rather

than busying themselves with a little

honest'tO'John government housecleaning.

The Administration leaders know that

warnings of coming economic difficulties

seldom find favor with the people. Boom
periods create an illusion of prosperity and
a desire to maintain the illusion. Bad
news is extraordinarily unwelcome in the

middle of a party—which is just what this

country is having, at the moment, a huge
national good time, an economic binge with
a great big headache due in the morning.

• • •

Businessmen are making their own
predictions, which, as usual, are full of

good cheer and optimism. Their forecasts

take on a quavering note of uncertainty,

however, when we realize the signficance

of their refusal to commit themselves any

further ahead than midyear, or the fall

of 1948. These men know that a boom
can turn to a bust with no warning. Busi'

ness looks good for a few months yet, but

the crystal ball is maintaining a discreet

blankness when it comes to prophecies be
yond the immediate future.

During the next six months prices will

edge up higher and higher. Wages will

keep going up—the end of the spiral is

not yet in sight. Average wage increases

will be around ten per cent. A few com'

panies will be able to absorb this increase,

but most will not and prices will rise

again. The day of price fluctuation is

gone for the present. Instead we find a

steady and persistent rise in prices and
wages quite reminiscent of the increasing

pressure within a kettle before the lid is

blown off. In spite of all the economic
dangers presenting themselves, there is

no evidence that Congress will cooperate

with the President and his advisors. The
election year has emphasized the split be
tween the Chief Executive and Congress.

• • •

In his vote-getting speech to Congress,
Truman appeared to beat the drums for

everyone. It was a political speech designed

to put Congress on the spot and to en'

able the Administration to point a scornful

finger toward congressional Republicans.

Mr. Truman requested, among other

things, statehood for Alaska and Hawaii,

a huge national health program, universal

military training, a national anti-lynch bill,

enlarged social security and admission to

the United States of displaced persons, all

distinctly liberal recommendations remind'

ing us not so faintly of the Roosevelt Ad'
ministration. It is doubtful if any of these

measures become law.

However, Congress will see fit to vote

in a 65 per cent minimum wage law, a

housing plan of limited proportions, rent

control, rural electrification, foreign aid in
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the form of the Marshall Plan, crop insur'

ance on a large scale, and tax relief.

The President talks one way and acts

another. He has surrounded himself with

a diverse group of men who seem to find

it difficult to work as a team. This liberal

;;alk and conservative action seem to

mystify those eccentrics who demand cO'

herence in Administration policy. Mr.
ITruman evidently has a policy against the

'inflationary rise of prices. He urges that

jwe not lower taxes because such an action

jwould put more money in the pocket of

'he consumer, which in turn, aggravates

i:he inflationary trend. Yet, he fires

Eccles, the shrewdest inflation fighter in

1;he government, from top position on the

Federal Reserve Board. Mr. Truman con'

Jones high expenditures inside the govern'
•nent and out, high guaranteed mortgages
ind similar policies. Mr. Truman advises

Labor to be cautious about requesting
further wage increases, but at the same
:ime, his Administration issues official re'

Dorts showing the need for wage increases

Df a substantial nature.
• • •

Recent devaluation of the franc
Tieans that the pound will have to be
diced also. This measure is necessary in

order to save Britain's export market. The
dollar will not be devaluated in spite of

world monetary pressure.
• • •

The latest piece of merchandise from
the rumor factory of Those Who Know, is

that by summer the United States will have
sent 40,000 troops into Palestine, and
Russia will have sent in the same number.
This is evidently for the purpose of en'

forcing the partition order. With proper

encouragement from both sides, the boys
could develop a situation of this sort into

a rousing good "incident."
• • •

The Mediterranean Sea is fast be'

coming an American Lake. Strong naval

units entering those waters at present will

be backed by strategic United States air

bases in Libya. The first base will be
located just ten miles outside of Tripoli

on the Mediterranean coast. The old Mel'

laha Base used during the last war is still

there, and with slight alterations, will be
suitable for basing every type of plane

now known and possessed by the United
States military forces. From this base,

Soviet oil fields can be bombed—an idea

which has probably already occurred to

our suspicious neighbors, the Russians.

ON a crowded San Francisco street car one wet, miserable night, a coin

thudded to the floor and rolled along the slippery aisle. As nearby
passengers craned their necks an old man stooped and picked it up.

"Anybody lost a silver dollar?" he asked anxiously.
Nine passengers hurriedly searched their pockets and shouted, "I have!"
"Well," said the old man, "I've found a penny towards it."

—

OlUe
]ames Robertson.

MOMAN PRUIETT, who died of pneumonia only two years ago, was
a self'made lawyer who rose to fame by defending accused killers.

Of the 343 men he defended in 27 states, 303 obtained acquittals, and
Pruiett saved the remaining 40 from paying the death penalty.

According to Pruiett himself, he began as a boot'black in Fort Smith,

Arkansas. His law career started in Fayette, Arkansas, as a janitor in

the common home of six lawyers. Although his schooling was slight, Pruiett

studied the law books of the six men until he had learned enough to be
admitted to the bar.

Pruiett defended the poor and rich alike, and never stopped fighting

for his clients. When one of them, a penniless Negro, was sentenced to

die, Pruiett mortgaged his personal property and went to Washington to

see President McKinley. He persuaded McKinley to commute the death

sentence to life in prison. After serving 1 5 years, the Negro was freed.—Ollie James Robertson.



Platter Chatter

Here's the payoff Story of the Month:
Some ''characters" from the hills came
into Decca the other day and wanted to

record. They'd heard nary a word about
the Petrillo ban! . . . Majestic, by the way,
put Jimmy Bunn, Kansas City Big Brea\
winner, on wax before the deadline . . .

At last, Ellen White (another Kansas
Citian) is getting a break. This canary is

going great on Universal records . . . Nel'

lie Lutcher, Capitol's find of the year, is

winding up a successful visit in St. Louis

. . . Benny Goodman, with a Brazilian

vacation under his belt, is returning to

California via Meh-e-co City . . . Jon and
Sondra Steel have a smash platter, their

first for an independent Kansas City disc-

m.aker . . . Stan Kenton is still accepting

only concert dates, at least until the mid'

die of March . . . Jean Sablon, French
singer, returns from London this month for

appearances in San Francisco . . . Colum'
bia's Frankie Carle and orchestra have a

musical date at an Atlanta Hotel . . .

Spike Jones and his Musical Depreciation
unit are headed for London . . . Johnny
Moore's Three Blazers will continue with
the same billing although they're now a

quartet . . . Sam Donahue has a new hit

platter, Kohhins T^est and Tacos, Enchil'

ladas and B^ans—the latter tune was writ-

ten by Mel Torme . . . Xavier Cugat has a

new sideline making candy goodies called

"Cugat's Nugats" . . . Tex Beneke's new
Mutual show (Friday night) is proving
successful. While in California, Beneke
made several film shorts to be released

soon . . . I'm Loo\ing Over A Four^Leaf

Clover, latest oldie revived, is headed for

success . . . Perry Como, "king of the

Juke Box" may soon go Western and buy
a ranch . . . The long rest is over for

Jimmy Dorsey, he'll soon be making music
with a new band . . . Bing Crosby will

return to "live" programs this month . . .

The Eddy Heywood Trio is due in Holly
wood for night club appearances . . .

Woody Herman and the herd will appear
in a new George Pal Technicolor feature,

incidentally. Woody wrote six of the

eight songs in the pic . . . J. Caesar Pe-

trillo has "allowed" Armed Forces Radio
Service to continue recording live talent

for special programs beamed to men over-

seas and used in United States Military

with BOB KENNEDY

Hospitals . . . Majestic isn't sorry about

signing Rose Murphy to a contract, her

initial disc is going over—but big . . . Esy
Morales' Rainbow recording of Jungle

Fantasy is decidedly different, introducing

an echo-chamber flute solo . . . Louis Jor-

den and his Tympany Seven will make
music in Los Angeles this month.

Highly Recommended
COLUMBIA 38059—Harry James and his

orchestra. I Understand plus East Coast

Blues. The first tune, an outstanding

ballad of several years ago, is being re-

vived by the James crew. Harry opens

the disc with a terrific solo and rides

through 'till Buddy DeVite takes over

with a fine vocal on the second chorus.

The flip-over is an exciting number
built around the standard blues pattern.

Besides Harry's trumpet, Ziggy Elner,

one of the top musical men in the

country, slides a solid trombone. Good
for both listening and dancing.

COLUMBA 38060—Les Brown and his

orchestra. Dream Girl and Love Is So

Terrific. Moving up from a Broadway
hit. Dream Girl is now on record. With
a symphonic intro, Ray Kellogg takes

over with some mighty fine vocalizing.

The first release of this tune on wax
is a natural for your collection. The re- i

verse side is a jivey, jump tune with i

Eileen Wilson doing the vocal honors.

If you like your tempo "up"—you'll go

for this!

CAPITOL 15022—Peggy Lee with Dave
Barbour and his orchestra. Manana i
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plus All Dressed Up With A Bro\en
Heart. The first is a novelty number
with an entertaining Latin flavor. Peggy
Lee does an all'out vocal, proving her
versatility once again. The musical

background is something pretty special.

The reverse side has Peggy doing one of

those easy ballads she does so well.

Manana means tomorrow—but this rec'

ord you should buy today!
*Jenkins Music Company, 1217 Walnut,
VI 9430.

DECCA 24283—Bing Crosby with Victor

Young and his orchestra. But Beautiful

and The One 1 Love Belongs To Some
body Else. If you saw Road To Rio
you'll remember this tune written by
the famous Isham Jones. Bing and
Victor Young work together — but

beautiful — on this one. The flip'

over is perfect in mood, tempo and
range for Bing's voice. A trumpet solo

on the second chorus adds variety and
backing for the well'known mellow
styling of the Groaner. To Crosby
fans — need we say more . . , ?

DECCA 24301—Larry Clinton and his

orchestra. Ooh, Loo\'A There, Ain't
She Pretty and The Dic\ey'Bird Song.
It's a pleasure to welcome Larry Clinton
back to the wax'family. Ain't She
Pretty is nicely arranged for Larry's

smooth brass section, basses, and a clari'

net that practically talks. Vocal work
by Lloyd Strang and the Dipsy Dood'
lers. On the reverse side, Helen Lee's

vocalizing puts plenty of spice on the

Dickeybird's tail. This is Larry Clin'

ton's debut on Decca, and a fine one!

MERCURY 5084—Jose Melis and his

orchestra. Jungle Rhumha plus Don't
Call It Love. The rhumba side is a

terrific bit of instrumental rhythm with
a Latin'American beat. You'll marvel at

Jose's brilliant piano work highlighting
the record. The flip'over provides easy
listening with Evelyn Stallings on the
vocal assignment. This side is all right,

but Jungle Rhumha is worth the money
even if you never turn it over,

*Brookside Record Shop, 63 30 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

VICTOR 20-2590-Freddy Martin and
his orchestra. The Treasure of Sierra

Madre plus Don't Call It Love. With
Sierra Madre, Maestro Martin has a

happy medium for one of his more
danceable renditions. Stuart Wade
paints the romantic word picture of the

California gold mine trail. You'll also

hear the rich, solo voicing of the Mar-
tin sax. Here's a disc you'll want to

reverse for the theme from the film,

I'll Wal\ Alone. Barclay Allen, pre'

siding at the 88, gives this side some'
thing a little extra. Smooth styling,

smooth dancing, smooth listening.

VICTOR 20-2592—Spike Jones and his

City Shckers. My Old Flame and Peo-
ple Are Funnier Than Anybody. Spike
and his outfit have turned out another
screwball symphony. My Old Flame
employs the tonal effects of a car horn
and cowbells. Paul Judson does a sin-

cere vocal, and then Paul Frees cuts

loose with some hysterical warbling. The
flip-over is a comedy calypso novelty
that runs the gamut. Everything is

represented. Dick and Freddy Morgan
interpret the wacky lyric. It's one for

all and all for fun!

MOM 10113—Kate Smith with an orches-

tra conducted by Jack Miller. It Had
To Be You and I'm Dancing With
Tears In My Eyes. Here's a standard
for any record library. Two oldies that

are as bright today as when they were
written. It Had To Be Tou is done
in the bright, expressive Kate Smith
style and the reverse is a 1-2-3 tempo
perfect for Kate's voice. This is Kate
Smith at her best!

CAPITOL 40082—Julia Lee and her Boy
Friends. King Size Papa and When
Tou're Smiling (The Whole World
Smiles With Tou.) A new release by
Kansas City's own Julia Lee. As on past

platters, rhythm is the keynote of JuHa's
recordings—and this one is an exception
in no way. King Size Papa exposes a

lyric like you've never heard before.

The flip-over is an old standard, but in

the Lee fashion it will have you toe-

tapping in no time. Don't miss Julia's

latest!

'^Fiesta Music Den, 4013 Troost, W£
6540.
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by NORT JONATHAN

THE word has gone around that Harry
Conover, who by his own admission

is responsible for discovering the Cover
Girl, is about to set up shop in Chicago.

However, Mr. Conover has made it clear

through the proper channels that he does

not plan to open a model agency in our
city. Not that. Instead he is planning on
opening a charm school, personality aca'

demy, or what do you want to call it? The
inference can only be that Mr. Conover
believes Chicago girls need a lot of charm
and personality before they can come up
to his standards.

This we refuse to take lying down. We
think Chicago girls have lots of charm,
and, interestingly enough, Chicago models
generally have a few well'placed curves

to make life happier for photographers,

style show emcees, and advertising execu'

tives. For the most part, they are not the

elongated skinny "High Fashion" gals of

the New York picture magazines, who
don't have enough sex appeal to flag a

hand'car. They are closer to the luscious

lovelies found across Swings center pages
each month, which is fine with the local

citizens.

Incidentally, Mr. Conover is a little late

getting into the charm school sweepstakes
hereabouts. The Misses Pat Vance, Estelle

Compton, and Patricia Stevens have al'

ready been tilling this prosperous and re
warding field for quite some time. The
Misses Vance and Stevens are self'ad'

LETTER

mittedly ex-Powers girls themselves. Long
ago they got the happy idea of setting up
shop for themselves by taking a modest
but productive "You, Too, Can Be A
Glamour Girl" ad in the newspapers. For
75 bucks they will teach a girl how to

walk, how to sit down, and how to sip

a dry martini gracefully. For another 25
they will teach a girl how to talk. This
comes last, and is extra because they seem
to feel that men sometimes prefer women
who can't talk.

All this is fine preparation for luring

a male down to the marriage license

bureau, but not too important when it

comes to modeling. Granted that grace

and charm are important, they are quali'

ties that any girl who has the figure and
face for modeling can acquire without
paying a hundred bucks to a charm school.

Connie Seaman, who runs the biggest

model agency in Chicago not tied up with
a charm school, claims that she can teach

any girl who really has what it takes how
to model in 59 minutes. The fact that

most of the successful Seaman models
have come from other sources than the

charm schools certainly bears her out. Bet'

tie Thomas was a school teacher. June
Myers is a war bride, recently arrived

from Australia. Rita Mae Miles was a

secretary in a radio production office.

Marian Negaard models in her spare time

—between trips to New York and Call'

fornia as a stewardess for American Air'

lines.

So welcome to Chicago, Harry Conover,
but don't look down your nose at the gals

who became models without learning how
to walk at ten simoleons a lesson. They
had what it takes—in advance.

• • •

Mid-hockey season finds the Chicago
Blackhawks in their usual recumbent posi'

tion. However, the Hawks now have a

new coach and are looking hopefully

toward their farm team, the Kansas City

Pla-Mors, for a transfusion. Incidentally,

so much blood was let during a recent

home game that it was feared some of the
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players would need a transfusion on the

spot.

The latest information from the Chi'

cago Stadium rink is that King Clancy,

the durable referee, has become sensitive.

To Bill Tobin, chief of the Blackhawks,
he issued this ultimatum, "Please, please

order that organist to quit playing Three
Blind Mice when I skate out with the

two linesmen/'

There's no place like the Stadium these

March evenings when the Blackhawks

—

the greatest draw in hockey despite their

rotten playing—go into their rough and
tumble act with the other teams in the

National League. Chicago fans are the

loudest, most unruly, and most diabolical

of any spectator group. Al Melgard, the

stadium organist, is a musical cheer leader

who provides fitting music for their moods.
If the playing should slow up for too

long, and become slightly less than may
hem, Mr. Melgard is likely to start play
ing Kiss Me Again. He is a musical vet'

eran who has been the official stadium
organist for about 20 years. Perched high
in the rafters, he has played music for all

stadium events from wrestling matches to

political conventions.

Incidentally, the Chicago hockey fan is

smart. He has learned that he can see

more fighting in one of the Blackhawk
games for $2.00 than by paying $50.00 to

witness a heavyweight boxing champion'
ship.

• • •

The current and experimental curfew
for bobbysoxers has turned up nothing

more so far than a few indignant inter'

views with teen'agers in the newspapers.
A few youths have been apprehended, but

each had a water'tight alibi: (A) They

were on their way down to corner saloon

to pick up Father. (B) They were hurry
ing home from their job on the newsstand.

(C) They were on their way to the near'

est drug store for a pint of strawberry

icecream.
• • •

Art Kassel, the Chicago bandleader, is

currently celebrating his 25th year as a

maestro. Art is best known for his ren'

dition of HelVs Bells—a number he will

play on request more quickly than Henry
Busse will play Hot Lips or Clyde McCoy
will cough out a chorus of Sugar Blues.

Speaking of musicians, Phil Gordon is

back in town at the Buttery of the Am'
bassador West Hotel. This is about his

third or fourth engagement, and he's sing'

ing those happy songs again. Everybody
seems to be having a happy time. Even
the commuters are smiling.

Milkman's Lament

WHO said the life of a milkman is dull? Well, it isn't. Here are

copies of notes actually left by customers:

Dear Mil\man: When you leave the mil\, please wa\e me. I

want you to help me turn the mattress. Hope you don't mind.

Dear Mil\man: My hac\ door is unloc\ed. Please put mil\ in

refrigerator, get money out of cup in drawer and leave the change on
the \itchen table in pennies, because we want to play bingo tonight.

Dear Mil\man: "When you leave mil\, please let the dog out
and put newspaper inside the screen door.

P. S. Don't leave any mil\. We won't be bac\ till day after tO'

morrow.—Paul Shawver.
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by JOAN FORTUNE

Very High Life

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

7th at Michigan (WAB 4400). You 11 have
to travel far to find a show that tops the

combination of Skitch Henderson and
Dorothy Shay, the Park Avenue Hillbilly.

Worth making reservations well in advance
to enjoy. The room itself is one of the

best in Chicago.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State (SUP 7200). This spot

gets less pubhcity and /or acclaim than
the Pump Room across State Street, but
apparently doesn't need to be talked about
to be popular. People discover it for

themselves and come back often for cock'

tails, luncheon or dinner,

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel,

Michigan at Walton (SUP 2200). The
Drake is consistently one of the finest

hotels in the world. One reason for its

popularity is the charming and intimate

Camellia House, where Bob McGrew, once
of Kansas City, plays for dancing. A Chi'

cago best bet.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

and Monroe (RAN 7500). Fritz Hagner,
the eminent major domo, still has to put
up the ropes three or four times a week.
Muriel Abbott's shows are one of the

reasons why this gracious room always
rates as one of the town's most popular
spots.

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michi'
gan at Congress (HAR 3800). Jerry

Glidden and his orchestra are playing a
return engagement here. His band is made
for dancing, with rhumba music much in

demand during the cocktail hour.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,
7th at Michigan (HAR 4300). Kay
Thompson and the Williams Brothers
have set up some high attendance records
for Tito Guizar to shoot at. Tito has long
been popular in this ritzy room—which
means that the management has nothing
to worry about.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel,
1300 N. State (SUP 7200). The Holly-
wood and Broadway crowd—plus assorted

society wives on the loose—keep this spot

in the limelight. The room is beautiful,

dim, and full of people wearing dark
glasses and trying to look important. The
food and the characters who eat it are

the whole show.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,

Randolph at Wells (CEN 0213). Joseph
Sudy is back in town and the Bismarck's
got him—which is good news for night

lifers who like their dance music on the

sweet side. Joe used to do the vocals with
Henry King's band, but now is on his

own with a band of much the same style.

You can dance, too, because the floor is

one of the largest hotel dance floors in

town.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake
Shore Drive (DEL 9300). Comes the revo-

lution, this fine Russian'Style restaurant

will probably be liquidated by Uncle Joe
Stalin as indicative of capitalist decadence.

In the meanwhile it will continue to serve

great food in a romantic atmosphere topped
by nothing else in town. George Scher'

ban's music adds to the atmosphere. Great
place to take your girl before proposing.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LON
6000). They keep coming back here for

25th anniversary parties, which gives an
idea of this splendid room's longtime popu-
larity and prosperity. George Olsen con-

tinues on the bandstand through Lent,

backed up by a modest but entertaining

show staged by Dorothy Hild.
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The Show's the Thing

*CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court
(DEL 3434). Ray Bolger, the veteran

funnyman and dancer, will be around for

awhile. Marty Gould continues to back

up the acts with the best show music in

town. Reservations are in order, particu'

larly for Saturday and Sunday nights.

* LATIN QUARTER, 23 W. Randolph
(RAN 5544). This spot is having its

troubles but will probably stay open as

long as convention business holds up.

Large shows and large checks are usually

to be found here.

* RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DEL
3700). It's a flesh show here, with girls

and more girls leaving as little to the

imagination as possible, as a dazzling lot of

charmers with French names and South
Chicago accents strive for that Conti'

nental flavor, but don't quite reach it.

*JA2Z, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue.
This is where the addicts are gathering

these days. It opens late and closes some'
where around four or five. A steady pro'

cession of the best jazz men in the country
keeps the cash register ringing.

* COLLEGE INN, Sherman Hotel. John
Kirby is the popular new maestro in charge

of the music in Ernie Byfield's perennially

popular cabaret. Crowded, smoky, and
sometimes the bands blow the customers
right out into Randolph street.

* GLASS HOUSE, Graemere Hotel, 1 1

3

N. Homan. Well worth a trip to the

west side, this smart room specializes in

small musical groups that are fast making
their mark in the entertainment world.

Don Orlando's fine Symphony Five is

currently winding up a long and successful

engagement.
Strictly for Stripping

You'll find the loveliest girls in all of

the take-it'off business in these north side

and west side hangouts for conventioneers
and visiting buyers. But be sure to take
along a full billfold and a few bank checks
when you visit the FRENCH CASINO,
641 N. Cark Street ... EL MOCAMBO.
1519 W. Madison Street . . . THE PLAY-
HOUSE CAFE, 550 N. Clark Street . . .

L and L CAFE, 1315 West Madison . . .

the 606 CLUB, 606 South Wabash ... the
TROCADERO CLUB, 525 South State
Street.

Gourmet's Delight

* MIKE FRITZEL'S, State at Lake. This
new eating house is fast becoming one of

the most popular restaurants in town.
You'll probably have to wait in line to get

in, but most customers seem to think the

wait is worthwhile. Mike Fritzel, owner
of the glamorous Chez Paree, personally

supervises the entire operation—from hat

check counter to wine cellar.

* WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU-
RANT, 410 N. Michigan. Deservedly
popular for both luncheon and dinner.

Fine food at low prices. New places may
come and go, but it's hard to conceive
that they will ever replace "the Wrigley"
in the hearts of Chicago's radio and ad-

vertising fraternity.

* GIRO'S, 816 N. Wabash. This new
hangout for the stay-up-lates continues to

attract the gourmets. From the number of

free plugs it gets on disc jockey programs
it must be either good or generous with
free meals and drinks.

GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark, BARNEY'S,
Halsted at Randolph, and the STEAK
HOUSE at 744 N. Rush Street are all

well-patronized places at which the steak
is king. JACQUES, 900 N. Michigan,
has that French charm plus a really con-
tinental menu . . . For food with a foreign
accent try these long-popular eating houses
that specialize in exotic flavoring ... A
BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015 N. Rush Street

. . . SHANGRI-LA, 222 N. State Street

. . . SINGAPORE, 1011 Rush Stret . . .

OLD HEIDELBERG, 14 W. Randolph
Street, SINGERS' RENDEZVOUS, Rush
and Superior ... and IMPERIAL HOUSE,
50 E. Walton Place. None of them will

disappoint you.

Just for a Drink

The noisy but friendly CELEBRITY
TRAIN in the Hotel Sherman ... the

dimly lit OLD SOUTH room in the

Stevens Hotel . . . SCHLOGL'S hangout
for newspaper characters on Wells Street

near Washington, where Ben Hecht's pic-

ture is reverently framed . . . that cozy
LE PETIT GOURMET on the Boul Mich
. . . Oscar Merienthal's noisy LONDON
HOUSE GRILL, Wacker at Michigan,
and the intimate SURFSIDE on Walton
Street just east of Michigan.
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MANHATTAN is yearning for spring

in a way it hasn't yearned for any
thing for a long, long time. The city has

spent millions fighting the snow and all

that goes with it. And, as if it didn't al'

ready have enough to bear, some prophet
has announced that the biggest snow of

all is yet to come . . . about the first of

March. We shall see, and hope.
The weather, however, has not and will

not prevent the ladies from wearing spring

hats and spring clothes laden with all sorts

of foolishness in delicious colors. The men
are prone to remark that straw hats and
fur coats don't seem very logical . . . but
then, they just don't understand. What
does a little frost'bite matter anyway,
compared to new colors and new clothes?

• • •

A very interesting and thriving project

here is the American National Theatre
Academy, better known as ANTA. The
purpose of the academy is to find and en'

courage new playwrights and new actors.

When a play captures the interest of the

board it is produced for a very short run.

If it is a hit, it may appear later in full

glory under the hand of a regular the'

atrical producer. Usually a well-known
star appears in the leading role, and other
parts are given to thespians of lesser repu'
tation. Plays of merit that are not ad'

judged to be theatre material are con'
sidered for radio. So, altogether, there is

great opportunity here for new talent in

many directions.

Judith Anderson in the role of Medea
has caused theatregoers to sit spellbound
by her superb acting or to leave the theatre

in terror. She is on the stage from begin'
ning to end of the intensely dramatic vc
hide. The vengeance she portrays against

her husband (to the point of killing her
two small sons) is so vivid and strenuous
that one wonders how there could be any
thing left of Miss Anderson at the final

curtain. From a backstage chat Vv'e learned
that there actually is little left. She can
do very little else between performances
but rest and take vitamins. One gentleman,
after sitting through Medea for a couple
of hours, said that he didn't think he
would like to meet the fascinating Judith
Anderson. When this remark was relayed

to her she said that this was no uncommon
occurrence . . . that when a charming gen'

tleman asked her to supper she accepted

with one proviso: he must not see Medea
beforehand.
We felt a lot better ourselves when we

saw the two little boys, so brutally mur'
dered on the stage, come skipping down
the stairs and out the stage door in the

happiest of moods.

• • •

The "New Look" is now being referred

to as the "Now Look." Long skirts, get'

ting longer, are a pleasure to most women.
They are flattering and feminine and no
end of help when the leg department isn't

up to snuff. Most objections seem to

come from the men folk, but one thing is

certain: long skirts are here to stay for

quite a spell, despite any likes to the con'

trary. We'll just have to settle down and
be content arguing over taxes, the presi'

dential election and foreign relief.

• • •

Most dinner'supper'cntertainment spots

are suffering from a severe case of nO'

customeritis. But not the Persian Room
at the Plaza. The reason for this is

HiLDEGARDE. She has been one of the

biggest drawing cards in town for a long
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time . . . and hasn't slipped a bit. Her
new songs, Good Evening, Friends and
As\ Tour Heart, along with a French
number and our old favorites, Ja^Da. I'll

Be Seeing You, Running Wild and some
others, make an hour of delightful enter'

tainment.

Some reporter said in print that she

couldn't play the piano, so now Hildegarde
has a piano rolled out to the ringside and
plays Hungarian Rhapsody. She not only
plays, but plays extremely well. The gal

is all right . . . going to Paris this sum'
mer, and no doubt will pack 'em in at the
Persian Room again next winter.

• • •

All during the various sieges of snow
and ice in Manhattan, Best and Company,
at 51st and Fifth Avenue, has listened to

the. wails of the snowbound with a \^ery

'superior air. For Best and Company has
no such problems. They heat the side'

walks around the store with pipes laid

Dcneath the pavement. So, no drop of
mow or ice can remain there for more
:han a second or two. Now, if someone
vill just invent an air'cooled sidewalk for
ummer . . .

The fad for short hair, but really short,

is growing daily. It's a terrifying experi'

ence to be shorn when there is no definite

assurance as to the outcome. And there is

no halfway measure with this new hair'do

—either you cut or you don't. On the

whole, it is generally becoming and lends

youthfulness, even though it takes a little

getting used to. All calls for models now
specify short hair, and that gives you a

pretty good idea of what we're in for.

• • •

The biggest hit show in town is a re'

vue called Ma\e Mine Manhattan. As
would be the case, it is practically impos'

sible to get tickets. This is still true with

older hits, too. Either the theatre is sold

out to some benefit or other, or else there

is a bottleneck at the box office. For
Bea Lillie's new show, Inside U. S. A.,

which will open in April, the house is

already taken over for several weeks with

benefits and advance sales to brokers.

Outsiders just have to wait around for

cancellations, or mortgage their all in

order to do business with the scalpers—an
expensive expedient to be recommended
only as a last resort.

You Shoulda Seen the Other Guy . .

.

JIMMY PARKS, of the Broadcasters' Guild, tells about a traveler headed
for Joliet, Illinois, who had trouble sleeping on trains. To overcome the

insomnia he fortified himself with a bottle and called the porter before leav
ing Kansas City. "Sam," he said, "there's bourbon whiskey in this bottle.

I plan to drink it all and go into a deep slumber. However, I've got to

get off the train at Joliet. Here's five bucks to help you remember that.

Get me up, and dressed, and off the train at Joliet—no matter how stub'

born I am. Understand?"

"Yes, sir!" the porter assured him. "I certainly do. Off the train at

Joliet."

So the traveler drank his bourbon, grew drovs/sy, fell asleep. Many
hours later later he awoke. The train was moving through yards and into

a station. It was broad daylight. He jerked upright and screamed. Chicago!

In two minutes he was dressed and dashing through the train. He
cornered the porter, then the conductor, berating them angrily.

After listening in patience for some time, the conductor managed to

get a comment in edgewise. "You're mad all right," he said. "Plenty mad.
But you're only the second maddest man I've seen today."

"Yeah?" growled the passenger. "How could that be? Who was any
madder than I am?"

"Why," replied the conductor, "the guy we threw off at Joliet!"
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Current Plays . . .

ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA.
(Nov. 26, 1947). Katherine Cornell re-

vives an interesting Cleopatra, ably sup-

ported by Godfry Tearle, Kent Smith and
Lenore Ulric. Guthrie McClintic directed.

Martin Beck, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:15. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

at 2:15.

COMMAND DECISION. (Oct. 1,

1947) . A fine stage adaptation of Wil-

liam Wister Maine's powerful war novel.

All-male cast including Paul Kelly, Jay
Fassett, Paul McGrath and Edmond Ryan.

Fulton, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:40.

-K DOCTOR SOCIAL. (Feb. 11, 1948).

A new play by Joseph L. Estry which fea-

tures the talents of Dean Jagger and
Haila Stoddard, principally. Harold Barn-

ard is the producer, and Don Appell di-

rected. Booth, evenings, except Monday,
at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday
at 2:40.

DUBLIN GATE THEATRE. (Feb. 12,

1948) . A fine repertory troupe from
Erin, playing George Bernard Shaw and
other notable Irish comedy. Hilton Ed-

wards and Micheal Mac Liammoir (which

loses very little in translation) head the

competent company. The whole thing is

being promoted by Richard Myers, Brian

Doherty and Richard Aldrich. At the

Mansfield, evenings, except Monday, at

8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday
at 2:40.

FOR LOVE OR MONEY. (Nov. 4,

1947). A rather tiresome comedy by F.

Hugh Herbert which is more than con-

siderably brightened by the charming per-

formance of a pretty little girl named
June Lockhart. Henry Miller, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thurs-
day and Saturday at 2:40.

MAN AND SUPERMAN. (Oct. 8,

1947) . Mr. Shaw's turn-of-the-century es-

say on women and marriage getting every-

thing Maurice Evans has, including pro-

duction and performance. It was probably

funnier in 1903. Alvin, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.

MEDEA. (Oct. 20, 1947). The Eu-

ripides-Robinson Jeffers opus with Judith

Anderson and no holds barred. Acting

honors left over are shared with Florence

Reed and Dennis King, who plays Jason.

Royale, evenings, except Monday, at 8:40.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:40.

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948.)'

Thomas Heggen's hilarious but piercing!)

accurate story of wartime routine on i

Navy supply ship in the Pacific has beer

dramatized by Joshua Logan and Mr
Heggen. Ex-Navy officer Henry Fond;

portrays the long-suffering Mr. Roberts

and is supported by David Wayne, Wil
liam Harrigan, and others. Directed b;

Joshua Logan, produced by Leland Hay
ward. Alvin, evenings, except Sundays, a

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturda

at 2:30.

SKIPPER NEXT TO GOD. (Jan. 30

1948) . John Garfield plays the lead ii

this play with high motives but question

able entertainment value. An Experi

mental Theatre Production, directed b
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Lee Strasberg. Playhouse, evenings, except

Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and
Sunday at 2:40.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. (Jan. 14,

1948). Funny, but mostly foolish, this

comedy by Florence Ryerson and Colin

Clements. Performers Joan Tetzel, John
Archer and Carl Benton Reid do their

part to make the evening one of enter'

,'tainment. Morosco, evenings, except Sun'
day, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:40.

^A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE.
(Dec. 3, 1947). The play of the season, by
Tennessee Williams. Top performances by
Jessica Tandy, Marlon Brando, Kim Hun'
;er and Karl Maiden. Superb direction by
Elia Kazan. Excellent set and costuming,
pon't miss it! Barrymore, evenings, ex'

:ept Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
lay and Saturday at 2:30.

;|( TONIGHT AT 8:30. (Feb. 20, 1948).
Ways and Means, Family Album and Red
'Peppers—just like old times! Gertrude
Lawrence stars in this revival under the

ijuidance of author'director Noel Coward.
Produced by Homer Curran, Russell
i-ewis and Howard Young. National, eve
rjiings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Yes, 8:40.

I

ivlatinees Wednesday and Saturday at

|h:40.

IrTHE WINSLOW BOY. (Oct. 29,

( 947). Terrence Rattigan's moving drama
r ibout a British naval cadet and his suit

gainst the Crown. Players from England
iclude Alan Webb, Frank AUenby and
^alarie White. Empire, evenings, except
unday, at 8:40. Matinees Thursday and
aturday at 2:40.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb. 4, 1946).
jdy Holliday and Paul Douglas as an ex'

lorine and crooked junk dealer, respec
vely, in this still wonderfully funny Gar'
m Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, ex'

;pt Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday
id Saturday at 2:40 . . . HAPPY
[RTHDAY. (Oct. 31, 1946). Helen

Hayes eyeing the world through Pink
Ladies. Plymouth, evenings, except Sun'
day, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:40 . . . HARVEY. (Nov.
1, 1944). Frank Fay, Josephine Hull and
some rabbit. 48th Street, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:40 . . . THE HEIRESS.
(Sept. 27, 1947). Wendy Hiller supported

by Basil Rathbone in the Goetz adaptation

of Henry James' Washington Square. Bilt'

more, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

Current Musicals . . .

ALLEGRO. (Oct. 10, 1947). A Rich-

ard Rodgers'Oscar Hammerstein-Agnes de
Mille potpourri that should be better than
it is. The principals are Annamary Dickey,

John Conte, Roberta Jonay and John
Battles. Majestic, evenings, except Sun'
day, at 8:30. Matinees Thursday and
Saturday at 2:30.

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Dec. 11,

1947). Paul and Grace Hartman in a

revue with sketches by the Hartmans.
Their interpretations are terrific, the rest

of the cast is fairly routine, but it's fun.

Coronet, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

HIGH BUTTON SHOES. (Oct. 9,

1947). Nanette Fabray's piercing birdcalls

worth the price of admission. All this and
Jerome Robbings Mack Sennett ballet and
a cast including Phil Silvers, Joey Faye,

Jack McCauley and Mark Dawson. Shu'
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bert, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

LOOK MA, FM DANCIN\ (Jan. 29,

1948). George Abbott presents Nancy
Walker in this delightful piece featuring

the ballet as the butt of most of its jokes.

Harold Lang, Janet Reed, Katherine Sep
gava and Alice Pearce are in the cast.

Adelphi, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). Richard Lewine turned out
the songs, Arnold B. Horwitt v^rote the

book. David Burns and Sid Caesar are

the leading comics with fair support from
Gloria Wills, Jack Kilty and remainder
of the cast. Good bet! Broadhurst, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

March, 1948

Established Hits ...

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (May 10,

1946) . Loud and irresistible E'chel Mer'
man still going strong. Imperial, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . . ,

BRIGADOON. (Mar. 13, 1947). A
musical fantasy with dancing and singing

and David Brooks and Marion Bell. Zieg-

feld, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:30
. . . FINIAN'S RAINBOW. (Jan. 10,

1947) . A leprechaun comes to Missitucky

and an accomplished cast takes it from
there. 46th Street, evenings, except Sun*
day at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30 . . . OKLAHOMA.
(May 31, 1943). Still the toast of the

musical comedy world. St. James, eve
nings, except Monday, at 8:30. Matinees
Saturday and Sunday at 2:30.

NEW YORK THEATRES

("W" or "E" denotes West or East of Broadway)

Adelphi, 152 W. 54th 016-5097 E
Alvin, 250 W. 52nd CI 5-6868 W
Barrymore, 243 E. 47th CI 6-0390 W
Belasco, 115 W. 44th BR 9-2067 E
Biltmore. 261 W. 47th CI 6-9353 W
Booth, 222 W. 45th CI 6-5969 W
Broadhurst, 253 W. 44th....CI 6-6699 E
Century, 932 7th Ave 017-3121
Coronet, 203 W. 49th CI 6-8870 W
Cort, 138 W. 48th CI 5-4289 E
Empire, Broadway at 40th..PE 6-9540
Forty Sixth, 221 W. 46th....CI 6-6075 W
Forty Eighth, 157 W. 48th..BR 9-4566 E
Fulton, 210 W. 46th CI 6-6380 W
Hudson, 141 W. 44th BR 9-5641 E
Imperial, 209 W. 45th CO 5-2412 W

International,

5 Columbus Circle CI 5-4884
Lyceum, 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256 I

Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730 ^
Mansfield, 256 W. 47th CI 6-9056 W
Martin Beck, 402 W. 45th..CI 6-6363 ^
Henry Miller,

124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970 I

Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230 V,

Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI 6-4636 ^
National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220 ^^

Playhouse. 137 W. 48th....CI 5-6060 I

Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156 V.

Royale, 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760
Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI 6-9500 \\

Ziegfeld, 6th Ave. & 54th..CI 5-5200
St. James, 246 W. 44th....LA 4-4664 ^^

W20LLEY LERNER of Twentieth Century Fox, who is currently in

• Kansas City to direct All My Sons for the Resident Theatre, tells

this tale about a prominent Hollywood producer who ordered one of his

writers to dig up a suitable play for a certain star.

The writer phoned in one day to say he had found just the thing. "Not
only is it a great play," he exclaimed enthusiastically, "but it also carries an

important message!"

The producer grunted into the mouthpiece. "I want a play," he said,

"just one play. Let Western Union take care of the messages."
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* AMEN CORNER. Fifth Avenue Hotel.

Fun in the dark! Start early for a night'

cap, there's likely to be exceptional music.

Open from seven on, Amen. 5th Ave. at

9th St. GR 3-6400.

^BRUSSELS. French and Belgian cui-

sine a la carte offers extraordinary delight

for epicures here. Leisure, quiet, old

world charm prevail, which in turn mean
it's not inexpensive. 26 E. 63. RE 4-1215.

* ENGLISH GRILL. Everyone knows
this ringside seat for New York's own
free ice skating show. It's warmer, co2,ier

here than looking over the railing. Good
food and drink at average prices make
it a perfect place for late lunch (if you
are a visitor), as well as dinner at any
time, for by then the wage winners have
left their skyscrapers for suburban trains.

'Rockefeller Center. Downstairs Right.
CI 6-5800.

* GRAND CENTRAL OYSTER BAR.
Top of the season for an Oyster Pan

i

Roast. Best bivalves in captivity, no
matter what your preference as to eating
them raw or cooked. Ummmmmmmmmm!

i

Grand Central Station. Lower Level.
;MU 9-5430.

I* JOE AND ROSAS. Popular at noon
with businessmen—at night with those
who like those jumbo sliced tenderloin
'steaks. Unpretentious, good food. 745
3rd Ave. EL 5-8874.

'MADELEINE'S LE POISSONIER.
French food and Madeleine are most re-

[sponsible for a usual full house here.
There's music, no dancing—friendly pa-

trons and no stuffiness, which is the
reason there are so manv "returnees." 121
E. 52. EL 5-9706.

^PIERRE CAFE, Hotel Pierre. Few
intimate little rooms offer tea dancing as

well as dinner and supper music. When
you are crowding fun for a short stay this

is a stop you'll have to make. Filled only
on Saturdays when Columbia, Yale, etc,

congregate. 5th Ave. at 61. RE 4-5900.

*PIETRO. Climb those stairs with no
trepidation. At the top you'll find as

superb food as New York offers. But
food only—the service excellent, and a

limited menu which the waiter will give
from memory. Specialty is steak, the ac-

companying dishes Italian. Expensive. 201
E. 45. MU 2-9760.

RUBY FOO. Theatres close by make
this one of the most convenient good
restaurants for dinner before or after the
show. The finest cut hard noodles with
chow mein should be sampled, or any of
the delicious variety of Chinese dishes.

240 W. 52. CO 5-0705.

M TERRACE ROOM, Hotel New Yorker.
Ice shows are daily fare for patrons of this

big room. Food and dancing all evening to

top bands at average prices make it popular.
Note of warning—don't sit at first row
tables if you're eating. That flying ice will

cool your coffee—^but fast! 8th Ave. at

34th St. ME 3-1000.

THREE CROWNS. Smorgasbord in

a lovely setting. Gradually, prewar deli'

cacies are reappearing—a happy change
after the long monotony of starchy dishes.

Surprisingly modest prices. 12 E. 54. PL
8-1031.

TOKAY CAFE. Fine Hungarian cui-

sine, wines, as well as American food and
drink. Ah, but the Gypsy Music! Hun'
garian people assemble here. Is that proof
enough? ^wing has let you in on one of
its pets. 1591 2nd Ave. RE 4-9441.

VILLAGE BARN. Free-for-all-in-the-

Village! Floor shows interlaced with en-

tertainment by the customers. Take your
choice as to which is funnier! As a tip

—

there's square dancing! 52 W. 8. GR
3-8841.
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Magnificent Meal . . .

PUSATERFS NEW
YORKER. One of the

finest and chummiest
eating houses along the

Baltimore "strip." Chef
Fanny Anderson's
choicest foods are prime
ribs of roast beef and
Kansas City steaks. De'

licious salads and, of course, French-fried

onions! You can have a sandwich at noon
if you haven't time to tackle a steak.

Jerry will see that you find a table or

booth and have a dry martini or a bour-

bon on the way before you've removed
your wraps. If you feel like passing the

time of day, go over to the bar and spin

yarns with Jim or Gus Pusateri. 1104
Baltimore. OR 1019.

SAVOY GRILL. We had a swordfish

dinner at the Savoy the other night and
it was right out of this piscatorial world.

The generous cut of swordfish was deco-

rated with parsley and literally floated in

butter. Mmmmmmh! Wonderful! Noon-
day specialties are red snapper, filet of

sole and excellent sandwiches. The huge
lobsters, always fresh and slowly broiled

in butter rather than cooked by steam, are

the sweetest and most tender you can
imagine. And the sizzling steaks are a

visiting fireman's delight! Headwaiter
Brown, whom we suspect has been around
as long as the tiled floor and historic

murals, will find you a table or a huge,

high-backed booth. 9th ^ Central.
3890.

VI

WEISS CAFE. This popular Kansas
City restaurant has been transplanted to
the famous Coates House which is lo-

cated in the historic Quality Hill area at

Tenth and Broadway. Henry Weiss and
Lawrence Solomon are featuring Conti-
nental style cooking at this beautiful cafe.

Menu highlights include live Maine lob-

ster, choice steaks, roast capon. Long
Island duckling and excellent chicken.
Reasonably-priced luncheons and dinners
served seven days a week. For luncheon
try that Weiss Special Salad Bowl. The
menu says it contains "everything you can
imagine," and it does! The ornate fire-

place at the south end of the room dates
back to 1867. Such famous people as

Grover Cleveland, Ulysses S. Grant, Sarah
Bernhardt and a host of other Coates
House guests have driven out the chill

while standing in front of that very
hearth! There's a cocktail lounge serv-

ing excellent drinks. Coates House. VI
6904.

Class With A Glass . . .

PUTSCH'S 210.
This exquisitely deco-

rated bar and restau-

rant is one of the most
beautiful anywhere.
From the gorgeous
glass mural extending
the length of the bar

r ' -p^^ to the New Orleans
wrought-iron-and-rose effect in the large

dining room, the restaurant is superbly

styled and decorated. Tables in the softly

lighted Victorian lounge may be reserved

for private luncheons. A gorgeous dinner

may be had for as little as $1.75. Air-ex-

pressed Colorado mountain trout, choice

steaks and prime ribs of roast beef are ex-

cellent dinner suggestions. And, of course,

the succulent lobster. The waiter takes

the meat out of the claws if you wish

and he does it without leaving a single

delicious morsel in them. The "In a Hurry"
;

businessman's luncheon is a treat and it

costs only a dollar! A typical menu shows
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Daked pork chops with Southern dressing,

Hashed potatoes, chefs salad, hot rolls and
DUtter, a drink and pie or ice cream! All

for a dollar! The 210 is a "must" on every
ones list. Come to the Wyandotte side of

;he 210 for a fine cafeteria meal. 210
West 47th Street. LO 2000.

k RENDEZVOUS. Baltimore bankers,

Drokers, buyers, business biggies and bar

3abes drape their camel's hair and mink'
swathed figures over the leather covered
stools in this paneled bar room. The
lush'hush whisperings of high finance

:ransactions mingling with the crackling

5wish of pound notes fills the dignified

itmosphere. There's a noon luncheon for

ibout 65 cents with beverage extra. In
;he evenings you can order filet of sole

for a dollar and roast beef for $1.50.
Steaks around $2.50 — and up. Hotel
Muehlebach, 12th ^ Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. Down the hall from
El Casbah at the Bellerive. Soft music by
"Ihris Cross and Betty Rogers and soft,

alushy seats to rest your weary sacrum.
Behind a circular bar two snow-jacketed
barkeeps concoct your spiritual pleasures.

W^arm, inviting and co^y. Hotel Bellerive,

Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

Atmosphere . . .

'i^ KING JOY LO. This
excellent Chinese res'

taurant is located above
^hc intersection at 12th
a? Main. The chop suey
and chow mein com-
binations are delicious

and varied as only good
Chinese cookery can
make them. The entrees are always ac
companied by a bowl of rice, tasty soup,
tea and cookies. Luncheons and dinners are
reasonably priced for these times! Amer-
iican specialties include lobster, golden
fried chicken, and steaks. Booths for pri'

vacy and courteous service. A delightful
ireat is lobster chow mein for $1.25. It

ponsists of a huge bowl of chow mein
liberally spiced with tender morsels of lob'
ster. Of course, you also get the rice,

50up, tea and cookies. 8 W. 12th (2nd
ifloor.) HA 8113.

To See And Be Seen . . .

* DRUM ROOM. At the

sign of the big red drum
perched over the corner

entrance of the Hotel
President you find the cir'

cular bar that has grown
so popular with Kansas
Citians and visitors. Down

a flight of steps is the Drum Room proper

and the music of Gene Eyeman. One of

the house specialties is chicken a la king

spread over crispy toast. Dinners can
be had for as little as $1.85. Nick or

Junior will see to it that you are seated

and happy. Hotel President, 14th ^ Balti'

more. GR 5440.

TERRACE GRILL. Musical attraction

at the Grill during March is the famed
Ted Weems and his orchestra — who
launched their career here (as did Joe
Saunders) almost 25 years ago. Ted's
Kansas City friends number in the thou'

sands — and maybe they'll come out dur-

ing March to take up some of that empty
space the Grill has featured since the war.

The management claims the food, service

and music are getting better — with no
mention of low prices. If you got mad
at the Grill during the lush, plush days
when you couldn't get in, give it another
try, folks. Barney and Barney seem to

need the business. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th

6? Baltimore. GR 1400.

*EL CASBAH. The popularity of

Wayne Muir and his two'piano orchestra

continues to draw crowds who rhumba
and samba, as well as those who just

listen or dance! Among the delightful

and unususal dishes on El Casbah menu
is Chicken'in-a'Cocoanut. It consists of

tender, diced chicken in a curry sauce.

Chopped celery, Indian and Turkish spices,

red and green peppers are added and the

ingredients are baked in the cocoanut.

Scrumptious! Maitre d' hotel Herman
Hermany is responsible for the smooth
operation of this beautifully decorated

room and rates a nod of congratulation.

The "no cover charge" is also making
new friends for Kansas City's finest sup'
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per club.

Warwick.
Hotel Bellerive,

VA 7047.

Armour at

Eatin' and Drinkin' .

ADRIAN'S. The
Mart Cafe, considered

by the building inhabi'

tants to be cozy as a

club, features an ex'

cellent luncheon for as

little as 70 cents. Such
speJalties as Northern
pike, beef stew and
chicken croquettes may be ordered. In the

evening there is smorgasbord with ham,
beef or other meat entrees, two vegetables,

hot biscuits and jelly, and a beverage. Price

is based on the entree and you can get a

big dinner for $1.50. Convenient park'

ing just south of the building. Merchan'
dise Mart. VI 6587.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE. In these

inflationary times it's a real comfort to

know that there is a fine dinner at

the Interlude for only $1. Fried chicken
or roast beef, tasty vegetables and a huge
salad are all included in the $1 price.

Riley Thompson mixes those fine drinks.

He has a deft "pouring hand" and the

proportions are always perfect. Wet your
Sunday whistle by coming over to the

Interlude after midnight. More good news
is the information that Joshua Johnson's
latest album, cut by Decca, will be on sale

at the record shops in the near future.

3535 Broadway. WE 9630.

* CABANA. Lou Vogel is head man i

and will see that you are seated in this

usually crowded spot. Noonday luncheons
are a treat, and are less than a dollar for

meat entree, two vegetables, rolls and but'

ter. No food at night. Alberta Bird's Ham'
mond music at luncheon, for cocktails and
in the evening. Hotel Phillips, 12th y
Baltimore. OR 5020.

*LA CANTINA. Down the stairs from
El Casbah you'll find this friendly room
done in floral patterns and dubonnet up'

holstery. You can order special La Cantina
snacks at prices that please, as does the

food. There's a juke box (tuned sweet

and low) and always a welhdressed dele'

gation from the college set. Fine drinks

from the little bar. Hotel Bellerive, Ar'
mour at Warwick. VA 7047.

Something Different . . .

UNITY INN. The nationally known
vegetarian cafeteria of the Unity School of

Christianity. Meatless meals are prepared,

using such treats as stuffed green peppers

in an almost miraculous way. The salads

and pastries are standouts at this green'

latticed room. Very inexpensive, immacu'
late and convenient to downtowners who
want to escape the "'meat and potato" rou'

tine. Luncheons and dinners. 901 Tracy.

VI 8720.

A conversation between women always concerns who, why, what, when
and wear.

''Did you hear about the chap who stayed up all night trying to figure

out where the sun went when it went down?" one blonde asked another.

"No. What happened?"
"It finally dawned on him."

ANSWERS RADIO'S PIG LATIN
1. A program hurriedly gotten together. 2. An announcer who chats

between records. 3. A program running five times weekly. 4. An actor

who inches up to the mike. 5. Running on time. 6. To Hnk together two
speeches. 7. Using too much force. 8. General audition for announcers.

9. Commercial copy. 10. A series of bad programs. 11. Playing senti'

mental music. 12. To fill in time with extra music or plug. 13. A job

done without payment.



XTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!

10,000 WATTS
EXTRA! EXTRA!

O KILOCYCLES

EXTRA!

FULL-TIME

I^HB is the buy-word with adver-

sers as well as listeners, because
rtain established WHB ''extras"

i general trade knowledge—extra

lling power, extra selling power,
:tra experience; extra service in

ilding fine, sound programs; and
e extra famous WHB showman-
ip and joie de vivre.

Soon, however, WHB will offer

new extra facilities, too— 10,000

watts day and 5,000 watts night on
710 kilocycles, full-time operation!

When will all this happen? This

month, we hope. Act now for an

extra-good buy!

10,000 WATTS IN KANS4
iM^^te^^ DON DAVIS ^

n

.3
JOHN T. SCHILLING

GENERAl MANAGER

MUTUAL NETWORK • 710 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WATTS NIGHT
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1. Bandleader Ted Weems, of Heartaches fame, renews acquaintance with old WHB listening f

2. Burl Ives, "America's Mightiest Ballad Singer," recently originated his Friday night Phiico show tn

Kansas City. 3. The president of the National Association of Manufacturers, Morris Sayre, during
exclusive radio interview. 4. The girl at the microphone. University of Kansas City's Dorothy Smi
wins a contest sponsored by Berkson's of Kansas City, a flight to St. Louis and a position on 1

reviewing board of Minx Mode, manufacturers of junior fashions. 5. and 6. The outside and inside

a tarpaper house-trailer, home of Oonnie Piatt, the brave little invalid, who recently won a raft

prizes from Mutual's Heart's Desire program.



foreword

for

April

FOR four springs now we have

reported the coming of April as

it looked to us—old softies that we
are for lilacs and young love and
the pink and silver explosions of

the tulip tree. Swings first April

was the last of the war, and since

that time it has been our hope to

report the spring in terms as glow'

ing as the finest days and that feel'

ing you get inside. But alas for the

state of the world! Each spring

grows more troubled, and this one
would seem almost the edge of dis'

aster. Thus our account must run:

bigotry, selfishness, hypocrisy, cruel'

ty, lust for power, sanctimony,

greed, stupidity. That's the story.

There is no good news any more.

And the fault is not in the stars.

Still, we cannot be onesided. We
must report the whole story—and
the other half of it is that no mat'

ter what we've done to mess up the

world, April has come to our part

)f it again packing its ancient wal'

op. And only those too stubborn
^o thaw will escape unscathed.

April plays rough, tangling you up
inside until you have the urge to

Dehave as the lady poets would have
fou to and turn cartwheels down
he wind in a backwash of apple
)loom! There is that about the

nonth that will not change in spite

>f us, and thank your lucky stars

or that! April hits hard and not
veryone has learned to duck. Look
lut, Mac! Here it comes again!
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APRILS
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

(The William RocJjhill XeUon
Gallery of Art and the Mary
Attains Museum of Pine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: "Modern Art
in Advertising" circulated by
Container Corporation of Amer'
ica.

"Paintings by Kansas City Art
Institute Instructors." This ex-

hibition will include paintinqs

by Ross Braught, Edward Lan-
ing, Myron Sokole, Fred James
and V/illiam McKim.

Masterpiece of the Month: "Ma'
donna and Child," attributed to

Nanni d'Antonio di Banco
(circ. 1 373-1421).

Concerts: Mondays, at 3:30 p.m.,
and Fridays, at 8:15 p.m., in

the Gallery Auditorium.

Apr. 9, Conservatory of Music.

Apr. 11, Sigma Alpha Iota.

Apr. 23, Piano recital by pupils

of Mrs. Paul Willson.

Apr. 25, Mu Phi Epsilon.

Apr. 30, Piano recital by pupils
of Mrs. Miles Blim.

Motion Pictures: On April 2 and
4. The Iron Duke. On April
16 and 18, The Eagle (with
Rudolph Valentino)

.

Special Events . . .

Apr. 1, Shrine Ceremonial, Mu-
nicipal Auditorium Arena.

Apr. 2'9, Ice Capades, Pla-Mor
Arena.

Apr. 3, Campfire Girls, Munici-
pal Auditorium Arena.

Apr. 9, R.O.T.C. Circus, Mu-
nicipal Auditorium Arena.

Apr. 10, Tennis match. Munici-
pal Auditorium Arena.

Apr. 11, Eagle Scouts Meet, Mu-
sic Kail, 3 p.m.

Apr. 27. P.otary Club Fair, Mu-
nicipal Auditorium Arena.

Apr. 30. DeMolay dance. Munici-
pal Auditorium Arena.

Music . . .

(Music Hall)
Apr. 4. Barbershop Quartet Pro-

gram. Matinee.
Apr. 5. John Charles Thomas,

baritone.

Apr. 7, Stan Kenton concert,

Municipal Auditorium Arena.
April 8, High School Orchestra

Festival.

Apr. 9, St. Mary's (Xavier, Kan-
sas) Spring Festival.

Apr. 10, Mercury Caravan.
Apr. 26, Nelson Eddy, baritone.

Dancing . . .

(Pla-Mor Ballroom, 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night
but Monday. "Over 30" dances
Tuesday, Wednesday and Fri-

day.
Apr. 3. Russ Morgan
Apr. 10. Guy Lombardo.
Apr. 17. Del Courtney.
Apr. 24, Henry Busse.

Conventions ...
\

Apr. 2-6, International Brother^
hood of Boilermakers (Special)

J

Hotel Phillips. I

Apr. 3, Missouri Society of X-Ray
Technicians, Hotel Continental.

Apr. 4-14, John Deere Plow Com-
pany, Hotel Phillips.

Apr. 5-6, American Society of

Anesthesiology, Regional, Hotel
President.

Apr. 7-9. Missouri Valley Elec-

tric Association, Engineering
Conference, Hotel President.

Apr. 11-13, Ivtissouri-Kansas Balci

ers Association, Hotel President.'

Apr. 12-13, Missouri State Cham"
ber of Commerce, Hotel
Muehlebach.

Apr. 12-13, Institute of Dietetics

Hotel Continental.
Apr. 14-16, Midwest Hospital A*

sociation, Municipal Auditor

Apr. 17-18, Alpha Sip.ma Alph.
Regional, Hotel Continental.

Apr. 17-19, Society of State Di
rectors. Hotel Phillips.

Apr. 19-24, American Associatio,

for Health, Physical Educatioj

and Recreation, Municipal A'

itorium.

Apr. 26-28. Grand Council Ri

Cf" Select Masters and G
Chapter Royal Arch Mason
Hotel President.

atio,

itioj

Wrestling . . .

Wrestling every Thursday nig!

Memorial Hall. Kansas Cii

Kansas.
j

Apr. 6, Professional wrestlinj

Municipal Auditorium Arena.|

Boxing . . .

Apr. 2, Professional boxing, M
nicipal Auditorium Arena.

Baseball ...
Kansas City Blues, American As.'

ciation. All games played

Ruppert Stadium, 22nd a

Brooklyn.
Apr. 27, Indianapolis.

Apr. 28, Indianapolis.

Apr. 29, Indianapolis.
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Slickest swindle of all is the

education fraud!

SCHOOLS:
Our Meanest Racket

by STANLEY S. JACOBS

AYOUNG Chicago business worn-

an, possessor of two university

degrees, always boasted that she could

spot any confidence game a mile off.

Yet she eagerly paid $600 to a fake

"talent school" whose glib salesman

assured her that his institution could

land her child a Hollywood contract

after six months of schooling.

In Nebraska, an aging farmer and
his sick wife who had saved pennies to

pay for their daughter's education at

a state teachers' college, were dazzled

by a man in a handsome convertible

coupe who raved about their daugh-

ter's voice.

"I represent a school in Kansas
City directed by a former Metropoli-

tan Opera star," he said. ''Your girl

is a born singer. But she needs de-

velopment. After eight months at

our school, she'll be ready for import-

ant roles in radio which pay even
mediocre singers $200 a week!"

Convinced that the girl's talents

I

would be Vv^asted as a schoolma'am,
the parents gave her $1,000—their

total savings—and she drove off to

heartbreak and disappointment in

Kansas City.

In both the above cases, the par-

ents were rooked by today's most
ruthless racketeers, the education

peddlers, who sell jerrybuilt or phony
courses in everything from piano tun-

ing to book-binding.

The Chicago woman sent her child

to school for several weeks until the

promoters skipped town with the

tuition money of 60 aspiring young'
sters.

The Nebraska farm girl, whose
voice was passable in a rural choir,

actually couldn't sing free over any
Kansas City radio station. But her

hopes of fame, money and a future

were nurtured by a crew of slickers

and a broken-down tenor who re-

ceived $75 a week to keep his classes

in an optimistic frame of mind.

Competent teachers later told the

girl that she could never hope to be a

professional singer. But she had no
recourse at law to recover her par-

ents' hard-earned money, for the sly

schoolmasters had been careful not to

promise her a job in writing.

Education today is America's most

marketable commodity. Reliable

schools of journalism, beauty culture,

music, drama, business, law, account-

ing, welding, restaurant management,
engineering and aviation report all-

time highs in enrollment.

But riding along on the coattails
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of reputable schools are a host of

flybynights whose only interest in

students is quickly and painlessly ex'

tracting their dollars.

Legitimate trade school heads esti'

mate that phonies rake in as much as

$25,000,000 a year in the education

racket. In Chicago alone, more than

$5,000,000 annually is grossed by
doubtful and crooked talent schools.

Most daily newspapers investigate

schools before granting them adver'

tising space. But the really clever

operators baffle close scrutiny; adver'

tising managers find it hard to spot

all deception and misinformation.

Naturally, the phony schools try

to take advantage of the G. I. Bill

of Rights, which enables veterans

to get additional education at Uncle
Sam's expense. The majority of

schools approved for veterans under
the G. I. Bill are operated by compe'
tent educators or professional people.

But a vast body of Americans, with

no G. I. Bill to rely on, afford juicy

pickings for the racket schools. Con'
sider the case of Edna P , a Wis'
consin widow- who tired of her fac
tory job which paid $37 a week for

assembly line work.

One day she answered the follow
ing ad:

"Many Women Report Earn'

ing $100 a week as Cooks. Learn
this Big-Paying Trade at School

Two Nights a Week."
Soon, she was beseiged by letters

and phone calls from a "College of

Cookery'' in Chicago which offered

her a cutTate course for $125.

Enthusiastic, she quit her job and
went to Chicago, where she sat in

class three nights a week memorizing
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recipes from a 98 cent cookbook. Af'
ter she could recite 50 recipes by
heart, she and 20 other women were
given diplomas and moved out quickly

to make room for the next crop of

suckers.

The "school" consisted of some
rickety desks in a loft building, one
bored woman instructor who graded

'

the memorized recipes, and a staff of

six salesmen who sold the course for

50 per cent commissions. This victim

went to a lawyer who started action,

but it was too late—the crooks had
moved on to another city.

Some of the fraudulent schools un'

earthed by Better Business Bureaus

would be laughable, were it not for

the grief and financial loss they bring

,

to innocent people.

One California school, which of'

fered a widelyadvertised automotive i

course for $200, was taught by a mam
who didn't know how to drive a car!

Another school, "The Institute ofi

Nature Lore," promised to make sue
cessful naturalists and forest rangers

out of its graduates. Investigators

discovered its promoter was a Man'
hattan con artist whose closest brush

with nature had been his infrequent

strolls in Central Park.

The fake educators are quick to

build courses around new fields which

are prominent in the headlines. One
Pennsylvania rascal, calling himself

"America's dean of plastic engineer'

ing," reaped $20,000 in eight months

by promising to make skilled plastic

specialists of young men with no

chemical or engineering backgrounds.

Another spurious school offered a

"pre-radar" course, hinting that it

could toss $175'a'week aviation jobs I
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into the laps of graduates who had
only third grade educations.

In Texas, one barnstorming educa'

tion racketeer exploited popular inter'

est in nuclear fission by promising he
could turn out "atomic specialists" in

a three-month course, two nights a

week. He was put out of business

when a newspaper exposed his racket.

Courses at the quack schools seldom
cost less than $150, usually cost much
more. "Get their dough in advance!"

is the battle cry of every pseudc
school head to his sales staff.

The down payment on tuition is as

much as students can fork over. Some
get'^em'while'theyVe'hot educators es'

cort new students to loan companies
which pay off the school in cash, ac'

cepting the students' notes at usurious

rates of interest.

PERHAPS the cruelest injuries are

perpetrated on the winners and
runners'up of radio and vaudeville

amateur hours. Salesmen for the spur'

ious talent schools clip newspaper
stories giving the names and addresses

of hopeful amateurs. A high'pressure

campaign then follows, in which the

contestants are assured of fame and
fortune "after three months in our

hands."

One Chicago outfit employed

scouts to visit night clubs and coke

joints where high school show'offs

could be spotted. It was no trick at

all for the suave salesman to convince

a hammy high school boy that his

gags and clowning— with proper

schooling—could be bringing rich re'

wards in a short time.

Sometimes, the educational slickers

buy out old, established schools and
reap a harvest by making extravagant

promises to prospective students. A
West Coast business college, respected

by business leaders for 30 years be'

cause of the quality of its teaching,

was sold to a New York syndicate by
the owner because of illness.

Within six weeks, the school en."

rollment had tripled, thanks to sales'

men who used this spiel on high school

graduates

:

"I represent the telephone com'
pany, and would like to employ you
in our office at a starting salary of

$40 a week. But we hire only gradu'

ates of the Blank Business College.

If you will take a four-month night

course at their school, we can assure

you of a good job!"

This racket ended when the author'

ities closed the school, but not until
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300 young people were gypped to the

tune of $180 each. Naturally, the

telephone company had never author'

ized any promises of jobs.

Here are some practical questions

to apply to schools which seek you as

a student, whether for plumbing
clcLSses or stenography.

1. How long has the school been

in business? Does it have a clean bill

of health with your Better Business

Bureau?
2. Will the school give you the

names and addresses of recent gradu-

ates, whom you may interview as to

the worth of the course?

3. Will the school provide com-
plete background information on its

teaching staff, so that you may check

on their references?

4. How does the tuition fee com-
pare with fees asked for similar

courses at well-known schools?

5. Are the school heads and teach-

ers members of recognized educational

fraternities or vocational associations?

6. Does the school ''guarantee"

you a job if you complete the course?

—If it does, then it's a gyp, for no
school can deliver on such a promise!

Dh, What a Beautiful Fringe On Top!

OKLAHOMA! opened at New York's St. James Theatre the night of

March 31, 1943. It was an immediate hit, and in five years which have
seen world-wide political and economic changes, it has survived and prospered
Vv'ith a vigor befitting those robust pioneers whose tale it spins.

Based on Green Grow the Lilacs, a play by Lynn Riggs, it was the first

and most successful collaboration of Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammer-
stein II. It has broken more records, established more precedents and received

more awards than any other musical in the nation's history.

In 1944 it received a special award from the Pulitzer Prize Committee.

With its fifth birthday performance on March 31, 0\lahoma! will have
played 2,134 times at the St. James, with total attendance there of 4,456,380.

A USO troupe took the show to 1,500,000 members of the armed forces, and
a second company has been touring the country for over four years. The road

company broke the all-time record for any touring show with a gross of

$119,118.50 for one week in Oklahoma City's Municipal Auditorium.

Calculations on the Theatre Guild's patented abacus show that music
from 0\lahoma! is popular in its own right. More than a half-million record

albums have been sold, probably an unequalled mark. And sheet music sales

number in excess of two million, eclipsing the top figure for any other musical

comedy score in music publishing history.

In all. eight million people have seen O\lahoma'. while other millions,

so many as to be countless, are familiar with its sprightly songs.

And still the show goes on. In its sixth year—a long, long tim.e on Broad-

way—it is fresh, charming and gay. The Theatre Guild hopes it will become,

like baseball, a national institution!

A woman, unfamiliar with railway vernacular, was standing near the

depot as a freight train was being made up in Saginaw, Michigan. As the

train backed up, one of the brakemen called to the other, "Jump on her

when she comes by, cut her in tv/o, and send the head end up to the depot."

The woman fled, screaming for the police.
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He has the oldest material in show business, but it packs a punch!

by ARTHUR S. POSTLE

JOHN JACOB NILES is the self-

styled ''front man" of the folk'

lore movement. He is a slender, gray
thatched, earthy Kentuckian who
sings Barhary Ellen, Maid Freed from
the Gallows, 1 Wonder As 1 Wander
and dozens of other legend'like tunes

as he goes from Broadway across the

continent to California college cam-

puses interpreting and spreading folk

songs with an almost fanatical zeal.

''The ballad," he says, "handed
down from father to son like the

tempered swords of old, has stood the

trial of time and been found good. It

has lasted in competition with popular

and classical music, with swing and
ragtime and all other kinds. More
over, it is the music of the people,

the common denominator of all races

and classes in America."
Niles himself is equally at home

in the little Blue Ridge Mountain
meeting house and Indiana Univer-
sity's great auditorium. Mopping his

forehead with a bandanna, he throws
back his shoulders and breaks into

melodies that entrance both hill people
and college students.

His programs are made up of bal-

lads of the 15th and 16th Centuries,

ballads rooted in the old Anglo-Saxon
and Gaelic traditions.

Sometimes he is mistaken for a hill-

billy singer. Niles doesn't mind a bit.

"Why should I?" he asks. "My best

friends are hillbillies."

He sings in a high-pitched, clear,

smooth voice, curiously flavored with

soft Southern inflections. After re-

moving his coat, he opens the collar

of his brightly colored shirt, throws

back his head and opens his mouth
wide. The sound that pours forth is

startling. He makes extraordinary

use of a controlled falsetto, enabling

him to attain a wild, strangely ap-

pealing quality. His managem.ent of

intricate rhythms is superb.

As he renders The Gypsy Laddie,

The Hangman, or Mary Hamilton in

lilting fashion, he accompanies him-

self on dulcimers of his own con-

struction. He carries several of these

instruments with him on his concert

tours. They have flat wooden cases

resembling out-sized guitars, with

from four to eight strings, high to

low av/ay from the player, the reverse

of mandolins, banjos and most

stringed instruments. He once sang

for the Presidential family at the

White House, and gave Eleanor

Roosevelt one of his home-made
dulcimers.

Niles lectures at Harvard Univer-

sity, University of Redlands, Indiana

University, University of Florida,

Stephens College, University of Ken-

tucky, and other institutions of higher

learning. He sings over two broad-

casting networks, and has made sev-
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eral albums of records for RCA Vic-

tor. He has published over a dozen
volumes of his collected ballads.

He began his unusual career at the

age of seven in an open competition

at Louisville, where he fairly over'

came the judges, one of whom was
"Marse" Henry Watterson, the fa'

mous editor. On that occasion he
sang the full 17 verses of Barhary
Ellen. His father was a sheriff, singer

of folk music, and a caller at square

dances. His mother had a classical

music education, and was a church
organist. She taught John Jacob to

write musical shorthand, and encour'

aged him to keep a notebook record

of all stray bits of music or words of

songs that he heard.

A pilot in World War I, he
miraculously escaped death when his

plane was shot down by the Germans
near Chateau Thierry. He was a

ferry pilot, visiting many of the

American units, so in his spare mo'
ments he jotted down the songs the

doughboys sang. Later he published

two books of them, Singing Soldiers

and Songs My Mother T^ever Taught
Me. After the Armistice he remained
in France to study at the University

of Lyon and the Schola Cantorum in

Paris. Upon his return to this coun'

try in 1919, he studied at the Cincin-

nati Conservatory.

From the Queen City he went to

New York, where he did everything

from performing as a night club

emcee to acting the role of Abie in

a burlesque version of Abie's Irish

Rose. Then came an opportunity for

Niles to sing his folk melodies at a

swank party. That proved a real

break, because it brought him a chance

to team up with Marion Kerby, con-
tralto, and to tour the United States,

Canada and Europe with her in a

successful series of concerts.

In 1936 Niles married Rena Lipetz,

a Russian refugee who had escaped

to America after World War L Miss
Lipetz, who had been graduated from
Wellesley College and had become a

writer, first heard of him at a college

concert.

With their two sons, the Nileses

live at ''Boot Hill," a small farm deep

in the Blue Grass country, and on the

Athens-Boonesboro Road out of Lex-

ington. They are justly proud of the

strawberries and blackberries they

raise, and of the razorback hams that

they home-cure to serve their guests.

Folksinger Niles has hundreds of

ballads in his repertoire. But of them
all, this one, learned from a small girl

traveling with a band of evangelists,

is perhaps the most charming:

I wonder as I wander out under

the s\y.

How Jesus, our Savior, did come

for to die

For poor ornry people li\e you

and li\e I;

I wonder as I wander out under

the s\y.
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Also beautiful is the Seven Joys of their lovely, haunting melodies.

Mary an early religious ballad
Periodically, he emerges from the

handed down by mouth to an old quietude of the Kentucky hills to
North Carolma mountaineer: ^^^^^ j^ig countrymen with redis-

Come all ye out of the wilderness, covered gems of the past, gems which
he presents with consummate skill.

And glory be; The traveHng singers of the Old
Father, Son and Holy Ghost, World's golden age of balladry were

Through all eternitee! .^f^°^^^
^^^^ ^"3^^

^ —and certainly never so successful

No one who has heard Niles at it—as this modern purveyor of

sing those ballads will ever forget ancient folksongs.

A
A burglar and his pal had hidden a stolen stove in the loft of a garage.

It took four men to get it down. The sheriff asked how they managed to

get the stove up there all by themselves, and the more talkative of the two
answered, "Well, I'll tell you, Sheriff, you can lift more when you steal it."

A
Russell Grouse, co'author with Howard Lindsay of the play Life 'With

Father, who hasn't done any writing for quite a while, insists that when
his son is old enough to attend school and they ask him, "What does your
father do?" he'll probably answer, "My father is a Playwrote."

A Gopher for Mr. Golf

THE statue of a stylized gopher, "done in round" as sculptors say, has
recently inspired art critics to praise, and moved golfers to destruction of

more than a normal quota of household breakables as they loosen up for a

summer on the links.

The sleek burrower is the original design of James Summers, an advanced
student at the Kansas City Art Institute, and it will be used by the Kansas City

Golf Association as an annual award to "Mr. Golf"—the individual designated
as contributing most to the advancement of golf. Similar trophies will go to

tl\e f('ur leading local golfers each year.

In a way, the Gopher is reminiscent of the Oscar, long a symbol of
cinema success. But sculptural experts emphasize that Summers' design is artis'

tically far superior to the "amiable little pseudo'Greek" who rules Hollywood.

Kansas City golfers hope the award will eventually bring golf the prom'
inence accorded other sports. Their game, they point out, has been played
far more than 500 years, and was the primary recreation of Scottish royalty

of the 15th Century.

Today, 600,000 enthusiasts are hacking away each year on 4,817 golf

courses in the United States. What is more amazing, they spend 135 million

dollars annually in pursuit of the sport—exclusive of golf attire and gin bucks
at the 19th hole.

Obviously, says the K.C.G.A., golf is good business as well as good
exercise. And they're hoping their Gopher will encourage both!
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It was a bizarre way to advertise—but the bobbies got results!

by TED PETERSON

MANY a man these days has lost

his head over a woman. He has

put up with her—and with the sym'

pathetic duckings of his friends.

So it was with John Hayes, a quiet,

hard'working EngHshman who fell for

a shrewish camp'follower. But Hayes
lost his head literally as well as fig'

uratively. In fact, his head—minus the

body—kept bobbing up around Lon^

don so long it eventually brought his

shamefaced murderers to justice. One
of the murderers was his wife Cath'

erine.

From the time he met Catherine,

John didn't have a chance. When she

was 15, Catherine left her squalid

home in Birmingham for London. On
the way she met some army officers

who flattered her into joining them.
After a time they tired of her.

Friendless, she wandered about the

countryside. John's parents, respect'

able farmfolk, sheltered her out of

pity. She repaid their pity by snaring

son John into a secret marriage.

When John's parents learned about
the marriage, they sighed and tried

to make the best of it. They gave the

newlyweds a good start. The couple
lived in the neighborhood for six

years, during which time Catherine

bickered with everyone within tongue'

range. She bullied John into moving
to London in 1719.

Plodding John opened a shop in

London and prospered. He piled up
even more money by making loans

on the side. Meantime Catherine cul'

tivated her hobby of quarreling with
the neighbors. Occasionally, to his

friends, she spoke a kind word for her

husband. To her own cronies, she

confided that murdering him would
be no worse than killing a mad dog.

Into the unhappy Hayes' home one
day came a young man named Thomas
Billings. He brought the simmering
domestic troubles to a boil. Just who
Billings really was is a question that

perplexed crime chroniclers of the

time. Some agreed that he really

was Catherine's son, born in her

lighthearted rambles before her mar'

riage to Hayes.

At any rate. Billings and Cath'
erine spent many a cozy night over

the bottle. When business took John
out of town, their revelry was so

open that neighbors raised eyebrows.

They whispered tales of the goings'on

to John. The gossip was too much for

even that patient soul. He gave his

wife a blow or two.
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Those blows evidently set Cath'

erine to musing about murder. The
unpleasant task of getting John out

of the way was promised to be made
easier by the arrival of Thomas Wood,
an old family friend. Wood, who had
no place to live, was invited into the

household by Hayes. Catherine
straightaway invited him to lend a

hand in the murder of Hayes.

Wood declined the offer, pointing

out the obligations of guest to host.

With a light regard for truth, Cath'

erine told him Hayes was a black'

guard who had murdered a man in

the country. He had even murdered
two of his own children, she lied, and
their corpses slumbered beneath an

apple tree and a pear tree respectively.

She shrewdly added that she would
come into a small fortune on Hayes'

death. Billings would help them kill

John.

Still reluctant, Wood mulled over

the proposal. Returning home a few
evenings later, he found John, Cath'

erine and Billings in a convivial drink'

ing bout. John began to boast loudly

of his capacity. Billings offered to

pay for a half-dozen bottles of mount'

ain wine if John could guzzle them
without getting fuddled. Otherwise,

John would have to foot the bill.

When John accepted the wager,

Catherine went with Billings and
Wood to fetch the wine from a
tavern. She pointed out en route that

it would be a cinch to do John in

when he was in his cups. BilUngs

helped her out-argue Wood.
On their return, John manfully

steeped himself in the gallon and a

half of wine they had brought him.

The trio nursed beers and watched.

John began to sing and dance around
the room in drunken gaiety. Cath'
erine sent out privily for another bot'

tie. A few nips of that finished John.

He staggered into his bed and fell

fast asleep.

The trio then went to work. Bill'

ings conked his slumbering host on
the head with a hatchet. The blow
fractured the skull. In pain, John
stomped noisily on the floor as life

fled from him, and Billings gave him
a couple of more whacks for good
measure. The noise had awakened
neighbors, who complained that it was
keeping them awake. Catherine apol'

ogized. John had been drinking with

friends, she told them, but they were
leaving and all would be quiet.

The neighbors' interference so

frightened the men they could not

think how to get rid of John's corpse.

Catherine coolly suggested that the

body could best be carried away with
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the head off. The men got a pail,

and Catherine Hghted their way into

the murder room. Billings pulled

John's head over the edge of the bed.

In the flickering candle light, Cath'

erine held the pail to catch the blood

while Billings cut off John's head
with a pen knife. They washed the

blood down the sink.

Catherine mentioned that it might
be a good idea to boil the head for a

spell, and added with good common
sense that the bare skull would be

hard to identify. The procedure struck

the men as being needlessly thorough.

They plopped the head into a pail

and clomped out to throw it into the

Thames. All this bustling about an'

noyed the awakened neighbors, who
wanted to know what on earth was
going on. Catherine said John was
leaving for a trip to the country. For

the neighbors' benefit, she loudly

wished him farewell.

When the men returned, the trio

began to work on the body. They
tried stuffing it into a box until they

had more leisure to dispose of it. As
the box was too small for the body,

Catherine proposed hacking off the

arms and legs. Still the box was too

small. A bit more cutting fitted

corpse to container. The murderers
left it there until the following night.

Then, wrapping the limbs in one
blanket and the rest of the body in

another. Billings and Wood carried

the pieces to a pond for disposal.

Meanwhile, though, the tide had
failed to carry away John's head as

the men had supposed it would. A
watchman found it near a dock. Offi'

cers washed it, combed its hair and set

It on a pole in St Margaret's church'

yard. If anyone recogni2;ed it, they
figured, he'd let them know. The
high constable ordered his underlings

to keep an eye open for anyone with
a burden looking like a dismembered
body.

Of the thousands who saw the head
on the pole, some recognised poor
John. One man told Catherine he
was sure the head was John's. Cath'
erine told him John was quite well in

the country, thank you, and berated

him for spreading malicious gossip.

To another visitor who chatted about
the head, Catherine railed at the

wickedness of the age and decried

barbarous murder. Billings, too, told

friends they were wrong in supposing
that the head belonged to John, who
was away in the country. Next Cath'
erine put off inquiries about her hus'

band with the tale that he had killed

a man in a quarrel and fled to PortU'

gal.

But her varying stories aroused
the suspicions of some of John's

friends. They minutely examined the

head, which authorities had consider'

ately preserved in a glass of spirits.

They concluded that it was, alas, poor

John. Authorities swooped Billings

and Catherine in for questioning.

Almost as soon as she was in cus'

tody, Catherine begged to see the

much'discussed head. When her re
quest was granted, she fell to her
knees.

"Oh, it is my dear husband's head!"
she cried, embracing the glass and
kissing it. "It is my dear husband's
head!" A solicitous official withdrew
the head from the glass and, holding
it by the hair, offered it to her for

closer scrutiny. She kissed it. An of'
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ficial denied her request for a lock of At the trial, Wood and Billings

the hair, on the grounds that she had pleaded guilty. Wood died in prison,

already cut away too much of poor but Billings lived long enough to be
J°^- hanged. A jury lost little time in find-

That same day, the rest of Johns
^ Catherme guilty. In her day a

body was discovered, boon after- r ji, i,uj
J -,^r J 11 r wire who murdered her husband was

wards Wood was picked up tor ques' ^ r rr^i i

tionmg. His part in the murder had ^^^^^^ °^P^">^ P^^^^^^

been bothermg him, and he made a ^^^^ ^^^^^^g stake. About noon

full confession. Billings, figuring that on May 9, 1726, Catherine was

the jig was up, gave his version of bound to the stake and her execu-

the crime. And then Catherine told tioners heaped faggots about her.

of the events from her point of view. Three hours later she was ashes.

A
Man considers facts stubborn things because they won't yield to his

efforts to mold them to fit the pattern of his prejudices.

—

Cincinnati EnquiTer.

A
It was in a New York University classroom. The prof was speak-

ing. "It is a strange thing. I was shaved this morning by a man
who really is, I suppose, a little above being a barber. He is an alumnus
of one of the leading American colleges; he studied in Heidelberg after-

ward, and spent several years in other foreign educational centers. I

know also that he has contributed scientific articles to our best magazines,

and has numbered among his intimate friends men of the highest social

standing in Europe and America. And yet," concluded the professor,

'"he can't shave a man decently."

"But, professor," a student said, "why is he a barber, with all those

accomplishments?"
"Oh," replied the professor, "he isn't a barber. I shaved myself

this morning."

A youngster at one of those progressive schools where nothing is dis-

couraged found a cute little brov^n mouse in the flat his family occupied.

He was all for taking it to school with him, but his mother tried to

discourage the idea.

"It's all right, Mother," said her young one. "We got lots of mice in

school."

"Yes, but those are white mice," the mother argued.

The moppett looked at her in disgust. "Aha! Race prejudice, huh?"

A
You can always tell a hick town. That's where the Sunday paper can

be lifted with one hand.

As a rule, anything that is either shouted or whispered isn't worth
listening to.

A radical is a person who doesn't know any other way to hurt people

who have more than he has.

A cynic is a man who, when he smells flowers, looks around for a coffin.



We^ve found the bug, and the Flit comes next!!!

by WALT ANGRIST

YES, the dimes are marching on

—

dimes and dollars from the Amer-
ican public to help polio victims walk

again.

The greatest single step forward

came in the middle of the recent

March of Dimes campaign—the blunt

announcement from a university lab'

oratory that polio virus (commonly
called infantile paralysis) has been

collected in an almost 100 per cent

pure state.

The first real move toward pre'

venting this widelyfeared disease

seems to have been accomplished with

little fanfare by a Czech refugee, Dr.

Frank Gollan.

In technical language, the balding,

mustached, unassuming assistant prO'

fessor of physiology at the University

of Minnesota reports he has:

'Isolated 'MM' poliomyelitis virus

—which causes one strain of the dis'

ease family—and removed 99.94 per

cent of impurities."

The MM disease type, of which
Dr. Gollan speaks, is fatal only to

animals, but that does not detract

from the vital importance of his dis-

covery.

The real value of his find lies in

the purification method used to af'

feet isolation of the virus—for the

scientist reports his way of separating

the deadly stuff is applicable to all

strains of poHo, including those which
strike human beings in such a de-

structive and painful manner.

Medical experts engaged in polio

research today generally agree the dis-

ease virus is the key to discovery of a

vaccination which can eventually pro-

tect all children and adults from in-

fantile paralysis.

Present in the bodies of all who are

hit by polio is a substance called a fil-

terable virus. Webster's dictionary de-

fines it as the "poison or contagious

matter of a disease, the essential parts

of which are so tiny they retain

deadliness after being passed through

the finest porcelain type filters."

It is from diluted solutions of dis-

ease viruses that medical science has

procured protecting vaccines for such

already tamed killers as small pox.

The research laboratory must first

possess a particular virus in the pure

state, then dilutions are made and the

vaccines tried out on dogs and mon-
keys. The ultimate step is vaccination

of human beings who offer them-
selves as guinea pigs.

Thus the achievement of Dr. Gol-

lan, himself a polio victim as a child

of three, is certain to be an important

milestone on the path to vaccine pro-

tection from polio for human beings.

Up to now, science had been
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at a loss where infantile paralysis was
concerned. Much publicity was given

to the Sister Kenny treatments for

polio sufferers. But the good Aus'
tralian nurse has no cure to offer, no
preventive with which to step in when
an epidemic rages. Sister Kenny's ad'

mirable efforts have been directed

solely to alleviation of the disease re'

suits—pain and paralysis.

Science, always more attracted to

the ounce of prevention than the

pound of cure, was stumped because

there was no pure virus available.

Before Dr. Gollan's discovery, the

highest isolation of the disease was
accomplished at Stanford University.

There, two scientists announced a

year ago that they had tracked down
polio virus to a purity of 80 to 85
per cent.

Their work was hailed as ''a long

step forward in science's fight against

infantile paralysis."

But the Minnesota expert's sub'

stance is 100 times more potent. It is

so deadly that one ounce would be
enough to infect 2,500,000,000,000

(2!/2 trillion) laboratory animals.

How Dr. Gollan arrived at his find

is a story of the modern speedup
which has extended from science to

industry and back again since the

war.

He began his experiments only five

months ago by infecting laboratory

mice with MM polio.

Then he mashed their brains and
spinal cords—the places where polio

attacks—in salt solution.

By slowly mixing the brain tissue

solution with alcohol at freezing tem'

peratures. Dr. Gollan caused the virus

to separate from all other matter in

the solution, or ''precipitate."

Painfully careful controls had to

be maintained over the temperature
and the amounts of alcohol, brain

matter and salt strength.

Next, the scientist whirled the so'

lution in a centrifuge test tube, and
the virus—heavier than the brain tis'

sue—was driven to the bottom of the

container.

Dr. Gollan's virus was removed
from the test tube and checked un'
der the University of Minnesota's

super'magnifying electron microscope.

Magnifying 30,000 times, the micrO'

scope showed the concentrated matter

consisted entirely of particles of the

same size and shape. This was proof

of the purity—plus the fact that the

virus, diluted 10,000,000 times, still

infected mice with polio.

There is much work ahead for Dr.

Gollan and his kind. Scientists must
now adapt isolation technique to hu'

man polio viruses. When these have

been isolated, polio vaccines are next

on the work sheets.

To produce a vaccine, the pure

virus is usually weakened by treating

it with formaldehyde or irradiating it

with ultra violet rays. A point is

reached where it will infect only

slightly, just enough to cause the

body to build immunity.

Years of effort may go by before

the next successful steps are taken,

but the way has been paved by Dr.

Gollan's test tube discovery of polio

virus in its pure form.

Oh, yes—Dr. Gollan's studies were

financed by the National Foundation

for Infantile Paralysis.

Your dimes DO march on!
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The boys were cards, right enough,

but it nearly cost them a long stay

in Siberia,

THE year was
Moscow.

1889; the place,

It was broad daylight on the Kus'

net^kij Bridge when an archbishop ap'

peared in full regalia, even to the mi'

tre, and proceeded to conduct himself

in anything but a clerical manner.

He dashed breathlessly through traf'

fic, brandishing his arms, got his feet

tangled up in his robes, fell down, dis'

entangled himself, got up and started

sprinting again. All the while he kept

shrieking, "Stop them, stop them!'*

Everyone stood rooted to the spot

in sheer fright, too ama2;ed to make
way for him, so that he was obliged

to push through the crowd by main
force. A policeman finally felt it was
his duty to lay hold of the prelate.

"What's the trouble. Your Excel'

lency?"

"You fool!" bellowed the archbis'

hop. "Don't stop me, stop those

crooks!"

"What crooks?"

"Those thieves! I'm no priest, I'm
a jeweler, I'm Savchenko! They've
robbed me, they've cleaned me out!"

Calmed, finally, Savchenko told his

story. A week before, a couple of

gentlemen had walked into the jewel'

by LIZA ZOWN

er's store. They had come to Moscow,
they said, from the city of Tula, com'

missioned to purchase an archbishop's

vestments and a number of ecclesias'

tical articles and precious stones. They
had quickly arrived at an agreement

with him as to price. That morning

they had come in again, as arranged,

but this time at the noon hour, when
all the help was at lunch. The jeweler

had shown them the ordered articles.

"Wonderful!" they had exclaimed.

"Exactly what we wanted! But we'd

just like to see how the robes look

on."

No sooner had Savchenko involved

himself in the awkward garments and
stepped before his customers, how
ever, than he felt himself suddenly

seized and held fast. The swindlers

emptied his till, stuffed their pockets

with the precious stones and fled . . .

Such was the initial exploit of a

strange band of thieves which dubbed
itself "the Knaves of Hearts" in a

shameless but witty letter written to

the Police Commissioner of Moscow.
The tricks they pulled were full of

humor and frequently seemed to be

purposeless; the material gain in*

volved apparently interested the ras'

cals little.
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The people of Moscow became
more and more alarmed, but were at

the same time much amused. They
began to suspect that these pranksters

were scions of the best Czarist fami'

lies whose acts were prompted by boy
ish romanticism. The police followed

one false scent after another.

At last. Chief Commissioner Schul'

gin, esteemed the cleverest man of the

police force, was personally instructed

to track down the Knaves and anni'

hilate them. He at once released a

press statement: the population of

Moscow might henceforth rest easy.

''In eight days at the latest we shall

have our first Knaves of Hearts be-

hind bars."

One thing is certain, Chief Com-
missioner Schulgin did get in contact

with the Knaves exactly eight days

later—but the meeting was not as he
anticipated.

He was sitting at breakfast when a

April, 1948

four-horse sleigh, with liveried foot-

men in attendance, drew up before

his house. One of the footmen had
himself announced. It seemed he
came from the Commissioner's friend.

Countess Orlowa, who wished to

speak to the Commissioner on urgent
business. Time was of the essence.

It might be, in fact, a matter of min-
utes.

Since there were still no private

telephones in Moscow at this time,

Schulgin had no alternative but to see

his friend in person. He threw his

beaver coat over his shoulders and
flew off in the sleigh. The footman
who had fetched him also accom-
panied him to the house of the Count-
ess, relieved him of his coat and or-

dered the butler to announce the

Commissioner.

The Countess was more than aston'

ished to see her friend so early in the

morning.

"For God's sake, has something

happened, my dear Commissioner?"
"Didn't you send for me. Count-

ess?"

"Send for you!"

"You didn't send your sleigh for

me?"
"I? Send my sleigh?'

"But—"
The Commissioner blushed sudden-

ly, then excitedly related what hadi

happened.
j

"God in heaven!" The Countess I,

wrung her hands. "They've tricked

you, don't you see? It's another

trick!"

They sounded an alarm, but the

sleigh had long since vanished—and

with it the fur coat. The butler had

assumed, of course, that the liveried
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attendant belonged to the Commis-
sioner. He had therefore paid no at-

tention when the scoundrel bore the

fur coat out to the sleigh.

This v/as a bit too thick for the top

man of Moscow, Governor General
Prince Vladimir Dolgoruskij. He lost

patience. He relieved the Commis-
sioner of the case and took over him-

self. He, too, was presumptuous
enough to give out a statement, which
concluded with the words: "I shall

send every single member of this band
to Siberia."

The very next day the Knaves sent

him their answer. Toward noon he
was advised that the Governor Gen-
eral Dolgoruskij—that is, he himself

—was at that moment to be seen in a

number of different points in the

city.

Aha! The boys were waxing in-

cautious in their insolence! The Gov-
ernor General shouted for his secre-

tary, the secretary for the footman,

the footman for the coachman, and
in a flash the Governor drove off to

give his personal instructions to police

in various parts of Moscow.
However, no sooner had he reached

the Twerskaja, one of the main
thoroughfares, than he was appre-

hended by a young policeman on the

order of a man in a general's uniform
who resembled him, the Governor,
like an identical twin.

"Throw the bum in jail!" screamed
the false Governor, rushing at the

true Governor with well-simulated

rage. "WeVe finally got you, huh?
YouVe finally walked into our trap!"

When the arrested man was led away,
his double disappeared in the crowd.
The fury of the Governor General

knew no bounds. It took hours before

he was released and had regained pos-

session of his reason, so to say. That
same day he appointed a commission
of the most able detectives he could

find to devote themselves exclusively

to the case of the "Knaves of Hearts."

The result? The Knaves sold the

palace of the Prince, with all its furn-

ishings and contents, to two wealthy
Englishmen—and the best of it was,

the Governor himself assisted in the

transaction.

The Knaves divided themselves into

three groups in order to put the hoax
through successfully. The first group
served as a "Legal Advisory Board."
The second was made up of pretended

aristocratic idlers who scraped ac-

quaintance with some wealthy Eng-
lishmen just come to Moscow. The
third, consisting of only two gentle'

men posing as merchants, presented

itself in person to the Governor Gen-
eral. They told the Governor that

certain prominent Englishmen had ex-

pressed a wish to view the interior of

one of the noble, luxurious, imposing

private palaces of which the whole
world talked—but which were rarely

exhibited to foreigners. It would be

in the interest of friendlier relations

between England and Russia, espe-

cially better trade relations, that the

wish be gratified if possible. The two
gentlemen succeeded in obtaining the

Prince's consent to exhibit his own
palace.

Meanwhile, however, the second

group— the playboys—had offered

the palace for sale to the Englishmen

they'd met.

Considering the costly furnishings,

the purchase price seemed reasonable

enough. As the prospective buyers

passed through the rooms of the pal-
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ace they examined everything closely, is known that the following night the
The Prince, who accompanied them Prince personally led his police on a
but did not know a word of English, manhunt through Moscow, and that
was astonished to see them run their he got no sleep for more than 48
fingers appraisingly over every piece hours
of upholstery and every rug and be- ^^^^ 3^^,
stow especial scrutmy upon the silver.

^^^^^^ the equipment
lie was able to answer their questions r "t i a j • -o j

only with the help of the interpreter
^egal Advisory Board

whom the foreigners had brought ^o Knave was ever caught and

along. strangely enough not one was heard

Next day the Englishmen returned, from again after this bold stroke,

but this time as proprietors—without There was not even a farewell letter,

their guide. They had in their pos- The Knaves had played their game,

session the bill of sale, all notarized, won, and were content to retire to the

What took place at this second meet' less conspicuous ways of respectabil'

ing is not known to history—^but it ity.

Famous People
William Lyon Phelps, the incomparable Yale professor, enjoyed telling

this story about a man who had a predilection for the word "gotten."
One day the man, who was out of town, sent his wife the following

telegram: "Have gotten tickets for the theatre."

When his wife received the telegram, it read, "Have got ten tickets

for the theatre." So that evening, she met her husband in the theatre lobby,

accompanied by a group of eight eager friends.

DeWolf Hopper once stopped at the United States Hotel in Saratoga

Springs. His room was at the rear, adjacent to the railroad yard, where a

switch engine spent the night panting and hooting. In desperation, he finally

called the night clerk, asking, "I say, young man, can you tell me what time

this hotel gets to Chicago?"

A
Early this summer, as I was en route back to the United States after

spending the past five years in North Africa and Europe, a Chinese traveler

came to my table in the ship's dining room.
"I'm sorry to intrude upon you. General," the Chinese said, "but I

want to tell you that it is a pleasure to see you nagging the Russians so

consistently."

"Nagging them? But I'm not nagging them," I said.

"Yes, you are," he replied smiling. "You just don't understand the

meaning of nagging in Chinese. According to one of our proverbs 'nagging

is the constant reiteration of the unhappy truth.'
"

—

General Mar\ Clar\.

A
George Washington was seldom given to telling jokes, but when he

did indulge he made them count. During a Congressional debate on estab'

lishing the Federal Army, one member offered a resolution limiting the

army to 3,000 men. Washington countered with an amendment providing

that no enemy should ever invade the United States with more than 2,000

soldiers. The resolution was smothered in laughter.



Here's a hobby that beats walking—but barely!

THEY'RE STIti

SPREAD throughout the country

are some 600 enthusiasts—they

might be called fanatics—for whom
the days of high button shoes, mous'

tache cups, peg top trousers and nine

cent beefsteaks still exist. Their sym'

bol of the past is, of all things, the

horseless carriage— an ancient gas

buggy which once rolled down cob'

blestoned streets on spindly, high'

pressure tires.

The Horseless Carriage Club, to

which these 600 aficianados belong, is

a hobby dedicated to nostalgia.

Among its members are Edgar Bergen,

James Melton, Tom Breneman and a

varied assortment of doctors, ranch'

ers, lawyers and other busy men who
collect and still drive these old'time

equipages during periodic "meets" of

the Club.

One such assembly of the Horse'

less Carriage Club—the California

chapter—took place recently on the

sun-baked Rancho Rinconada of mem'
ber Lindley Bothwell. Bothwell, who
devotes his time to growing oranges,

when he isn't collecting old automo'
biles, played host to the other mem'
bers of the Horseless Carriage Club.

He put his own Fords, Havers,

Stearns, Stanley Steamers, Ramblers
and Maxwells through their paces in

competition with the other painted

by MAXINE BLOCK

and polished oldsters which assembled

at the Rancho under their own power.

Of the 50-odd old cars that Both'

well owns, his 1906 six-cylinder, right

hand drive, open touring model Ford
is one of his pri^e exhibits. There
are also six Model-T fire engines,

once actually operated by the Los
Angeles Fire Department, when the

City of the Angels was still thinking

of itself as a sleepy, overgrown pueb'

lo. Bothwell houses his collection of

horseless carriages in two huge barns.

They're looked after by his own staff

mechanic, who once tooled a chain

drive speedster in the Vanderbilt Cup
Races back in 1905. Most of the

Bothwell cars have been overhauled,

rejuvenated, repainted and polished,

so that even today they make a pretty,

if old-fashioned sight lined up in neat

rows in the Bothwell "museums."
Just why the members of the Horse-

less Carriage Club chose old cars as a

hobby is something that even they

themselves cannot clearly explain. It's

not exactly an inexpensive amusement,

though some of the old cars were
picked up for nominal sums. Perhaps

the hobby is nothing more than a

unique expression of their own love

for the quieter, mellower past. Yet
several of the Club members are

younger than the cars they own! On
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display at the recent meeting was a

1910 EMF, which the owner, a lad

of 19 or 20, had discovered aban'

doned under a pepper tree in an old

pasture. He bought the car for $45,

spent his spare time for a year clean'

ing, painting and polishing it, then

proudly drove it up heavilytraveled

Ventura Boulevard to the Club meet,

garbed turn'of'thccentury style in

long duster, heavy goggles and auto-

ing cap.

Some of the Club members own
anywhere from two to ten early day
cars; others are content with one;

still others have none at all. Yet they

qualify for membership by virtue of

their deep affection for anything that

pertains to their nostalgic hobby.

There are members who are happy
with nothing more than a comprc
hensive assortment of vintage spark

plugs. Some specialize in radiator

emblems of the thousand and one

automobiles once on the market but

now virtually forgotten. One Club
member maintains an astonishing col'

lection of brass auto lamps, while still

another owns what is acknowledged

as the most elaborate and complete

library of old automobile catalogs and
literature in America.

Among the members, trading is ac'

tive in the old cars. They like to ex'

change their acquisitions, taking, say,

a vintage RCH for a onc'cylinder

Cadillac. But should they sell a car

to another member, it must be sold

for the same price at which they o\y

tained it. Once, one new member
tried to make a little profit on his

transaction, but he changed his mind
quickly when it was intimated that

this type of black marketing would
end in his being eliminated from the

group.

Of the California aficianados, radio

comedian Edgar Bergen is probably
the most prominent and certainly one
of the most enthusiastic. Among his

own collection is a still-virile White
Steamer, which was coaxed to the

meet by Bergen's mechanic. Passen-

gers in the tonneau of the car were
friends of the comedian, dressed in

keeping with the spirit of the occa'

sion: full, sweeping skirts, shirtwaists,

picture hats and veils for the women;
goggles, motoring caps and fulMength
dusters for the men. When the pho'

tographer who was shooting pictures

asked one of the ladies to pose along'

side the vehicle and to pretend that

the engine might explode at any mo'
ment, she had no trouble getting the

proper expression of alarm. 'Tm not

pretending," the girl admitted. "It

really might blow up at that!"

For ten years now the Horseless

Carriage Club has been keeping aHve

their verdant memories of the past

with these nosegays on wheels.

They're still rolling along, perhaps at

no more than a noisy 15 milcan'hour

pace, but they seem to like it that

way.

Crank "er up!



With painstaking care, he built an un-

assailable place in the history of science

AT 18 months of age, the pre-

cocious boy could recite the al'

phabet forward and backward. At
two, he was solemnly telling nursery

stories to older children, and at three

he could write his own name.

This was Francis Galton, the shy

but likable boy who later was to shun

the sports and pastimes of other

youths in favor of monastic seclusion

and endless study.

Galton's mother was a brilliant, un-

conventional woman who was gos-

siped about by her neighbors in the

England of the early 19th Century.

She busied herself with politics and
economics, scoffing at demure women
who stayed in their parlors and left

weighty subjects to the men.

Francis' father was a lifelong stu-

dent and teacher. His greatest pleas-

ure was to buy his pedantic little son
books and maps which the child pre-

ferred to any toys.

Small wonder that this lad, born in

1822, was to grow into one of the

towering intellects of the 19th Cen-
tury, renowned in a score of fields.

He was to become Sir Francis Galton
—anthropologist, meteorologist, fin-

gerprint expert, psychologist, explorer.

by CAROL CARTER

writer, inventor, statistician and
physicist.

His Meteorographica, published in

1863, was man's first real effort to

chart the weather on an extensive

scale.

Lured by his cousin Charles Dar-

win's revolutionary book. Origin of

Species, Francis Galton became the

first of the anthropologists. The rest-

less, eternally curious fellow measured
the heads, noses, girth, height and
weight of thousands of human beings,

from naked savages to Mr. Gladstone,

the prime minister. What he learned,

Galton presented in a series of daring

papers which fathered the new science

of eugenics.

The many-sided Galton won re-

nown for his investigations of color

blindness, mental imagery, instincts,

number forms, and criminality. He
originated the process of composite

portraiture. He was the Burton
Holmes of his era, always running off

to strange lands which he described in

travelers' guidebooks and lectures to

stay-at-homes back in England.

Yet this successful man nearly gave

up the battle for life before he was
out of his 'teens.
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In 1837, the sensitive, gangling

Francis finished secondary school and
was apprenticed to a Birmingham
doctor.

For a while, his master thought

young Galton would make a fine

physician. After all, hadn't he tink-

ered with retorts and crucibles in a

drug store when other boys thought

only of games and pranks?

Galton's master sent him to King's

College Medical School in London.

The Galton family was confident that

he would hang up a dazzUng college

record and win glory as a physician.

But they hadn't reckoned with the

sensitive, brooding spirit and the un-

stable constitution of Francis Galton.

"I am revolted by what I see at

medical school," he told his few in-

timate friends. "If this is medicine,

then I want none of it!"

To escape his ugly memories of the

dissection rooms, blood, skeletons, and
the jeers of tougher-fibered students,

Galton quit classes and sailed for the

Far East. A sea voyage, he told him-

self, might set his jangled nerves in

order.

After the trip, he felt fit enough
to tackle medical school again. But
after weathering it for three years,

Galton chucked college permanently
in the face of a looming physical and
mental breakdown.
Once again, journeys to far places

eased the tortured student's despair

and blotted out his thoughts of failure.

This time, he plunged into the wilds

of Cape Colony, where he lived for

two years with the little-known Da-
mara tribe—so retarded that they

couldn't count the fingers of one

hand.

The ignorant savages liked and
trusted the gentle youth who pursued
them with sweets and bangles in one
hand and a tape measure in the other.

For the first time, Galton felt steady

and happy as he jotted down thous-

ands of measurements in his little

notebooks. He wrote every day of the

minutiae he observed. (In the twilight

of his life, while sitting for his por-

trait, he counted the brush-strokes

made by the famous painter commis-

sioned to do his picture!)

Galton peered into the natives'

mouths, examined their teeth, faith-

fully chronicled their weird but won-
derful surgical and healing methods.

There was no frivolity or play in his

makeup: Galton made an applied

science of everything which awakened
his interest.

Back in England, he idled in the

seaports and talked of the ocean's

vagaries with grizzled captains. But
it was the details of winds and cur-

rents which fascinated the austere Gal-

ton; stores of piracy and adventure

left him cold.

For a full month, Galton busily

charted the reported observations of

the weather which were made three

times a day at his request. From many
coastal lighthouses and ships at sea,

he assembled weather notes which he

correlated—for the first time in mari-

time history—into a practical weather

system.

Night after night, Francis toiled

until dawn over his weather charts.

From them he was able to recon-

struct the story of how Atlantic

storms were gestated and why they

waxed and waned. He proved to him-

self and to seafaring men that hot
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moist winds as they rise suck in cool

air moving in a definite predictable

counter-clockwise direction.

YouVe seen the delicate, automatic

self'recording drums on which weath'

er data are recorded? That drum was
Galton's contribution to safety at sea.

It charts wind velocity, barometric

pressure, temperature, rainfall and
humidity—all indispensable to the

mariners of the world.

AFTER his cousin Darwin startled

the Victorians with his theory

of evolution, Francis Galton endorsed

Darwin's findings.

''Everything by measurement!" be-

came Galton's unshakable credo in all

his pursuits and hobbies. He braved

rebuffs and insults to induce people

to let him measure their physical and
mental capacities.

From gentlewoman to castle slav'

ey, noble lord to London guttersnipe,

nobody was safe from the calipers and
measuring tape wielded by "that

crazy Galton."

He filled countless notebooks with
columns of figures detailing his sub-

jects' talents and strength. How was
this coach driver at weighing sub-

stances of differing weights?

Could this Oxford-trained teacher

hit an inflated bladder as hard as

could the brawny sailor whose coop-

eration Galton purchased for a few
drinks?

What were the comparative breath-

ing capacities of a London street girl

and a baronet's sheltered daughter?

Could an undernourished slum boy

detect color variations as acutely as

could the well-fed, mannered child of

wealth?

All of these questions gave Francis

Galton original background knowl-

edge of human capabilities and be-

havior. He was insatiably curious

about right- and left-handedness. Was
handedness inherited— and, if so,

why?
Obsessed with the desire to learn

if well-born people had greater nat-

ural attributes than impoverished

workers had, Galton spent years as-

sembling family histories of aristo-

crats and paupers. He concluded that

intelligent parents tend to have bright

children; brawny parents pass on

strong physiques to their youngsters.

Naturally Galton strongly believed

in the survival of the fittest. Though
a true democrat, he announced that

society would do well to encourage

marriages between well-endowed part-

ners and to discourage mating of dull-

ards and weak stock.

Out of incredible years of measur-

ing, questioning and analyyng came
the infant science of eugenics—intro-

duced in Galton's notable work.

Hereditary Genius: 'Erx'^i^ Men of

Science.

In six years, Galton measured 10,-

000 people. The great Mr. Gladstone

popularized anthropometry by will-

ingly allowing Galton to apply the

calipers to his head while newspaper-
men described the incident.
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In his career, Galton drew up
ama2;ingly complete reports on 35

pairs of identical twins, 783 brothers,

and 150 families. His studies led him
to proclaim grimly that bad housing,

long hours of toil, and inferior hered'

ity Vv^ere sapping the strength of

English city dwellers.

When the new science of finger'

printing caught Galton's fancy, he

soon became an expert in that field,

too. Galton discovered that finger'

prints do not reveal a person's race,

as some investigators had believed. He
stated flatly that they do not indicate

their owner's intelHgence or character,

thus shattering another misconception.

But Galton noted that every loop

and whorl was different. By catalog'

ing his friends and their fingerprints,

he found that he could identify any
person on the list merely by examin'
ing his fingerprints.

To M. Bertillon, the Paris finger-

print pioneer, Galton wrote a letter

suggesting that criminals be indexed
by their prints—the procedure now
followed by police departments every-

where.

Another time, the attendants at a

zoo were amazed to note strange

things happening when a sedate m.an

with muttonchop whiskers strolled by
the monkey cage. The Httle beasts

screamed and gibbered angrily when-
ever the man appeared.

This was Galton, carrying a spC'

cially-constructed cane fitted with a

whistle which was inaudible to human
ears. By squeezing a rubber bulb con-

cealed in the cane's head, Galton
learned that small animals—dogs, cats,

monkeys—were oddly affected by the
high note of the whistle.

His adventures with his magic
walking-stick paved the way for super-

sonic discoveries of the present age.

''Galton's whistle," a gadget indis-

pensable to psychological laboratories,

is another of his legacies to the science

of acoustics. The whistle accurately

tests the effects of sound on various

human eardrums.

PERFUMERS can thank Galton

for inventing the arithmetic of

smell. By assigning numbers to vari-

ous odors—attar of roses, camphor,

peppermint—Galton was able to do

sums by using odors in place of digits.

His experiments have been extended

in recent years by odor engineers who
likewise have assigned numbers to

thousands of scents and their many
combinations—a service of commercial

value to the perfume industry.

Psychologists think kindly of Gal-

ton for his pioneering efforts to learn

more about visual imagery. He tapped

the hidden world of imagination

which children know.
To experience the sensations and

agonies of the mentally-afflicted, Gal-

ton deliberately created illusions and
hallucinations in his mind in order to

record his impressions.

To know at first hand the delusion

of persecution, he spent an entire day
walking around London with the fixed

idea that the world was spying on

him.

He stared suspiciously at flower

vendors, policemen, passersby, horses

and dogs, telling himself repeatedly:

''They are watching me, they are

trailing me every minute!"

Such self-punishing research into

abnormahty almost pushed Galton

into a nervous breakdown. His con-
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stitution was undependable as a result

of his youthful mental crises. But he

survived his experiments mentally in'

tact and described his reactions in a

remarkable paper called The Visions

of Sane Persons.

Today every science has a statistical

underpinning. Guesswork is held to a

minimum. It was Francis Galton who
first proclaimed the virtues of the

statistical method. Years of drudgery
and notC'taking, undeterred by banter

and ridicule of his theories, were re
warded ultimately by world-wide ac-

ceptance of his statistical principles.

It was Galton who learned that a

really intelligent person is born

once in 4,300 times. A genius actually

is one in a million. Before his time,

nobody knew such things with any

degree of accuracy.

When he died in 1911, Galton was
hailed as a scientist's scientist. The
boy who was too frail and emotional

for the rigors of medicine had braved

laughter and contempt to push back

the frontiers of human knowledge.

J
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FgdI for a Day
ALTHOUGH April has no monopoly on the world's foolishness, there

is something about April Fool's Day that brings out the practical

joker in most of us. It may, if we are not careful, bring out the fool, too.

Frenchmen probably started all of the horseplay when they adopted a
new calendar in H64, thereby establishing January 1st as the beginning of

the new year. Previously, March 25th had been New Year's Day, and the

week before April 1st had been a time for celebrating and exchanging gifts.

Came the next April 1st, and the more quick'witted ridiculed those who
had forgotten to change their calendars by staging a mock celebration ac
cording to the old tradition.

Whatever April Fool's origin, we mortals thoroughly enjoy ribbing

each other on this day. London police will never forget April 1, 1860,
when the following invitation, carrying an inverted stamp for official effect,

was mailed to many prominent citizens: "Tower of London—Admit bearer

and friend to view annual ceremony of washing White Lions on Sunday,
April 1. Admittance only at White Gate." Duped by the authentic looking
invitation, the distinguished "guests" snarled traffic all morning while they

searched frantically for the non-existent White Gate.

A London newspaper advertisement offering a fabulous price for every
black cat presented at a certain address wrought havoc on another April Fool's

Day. Eight hundred people, carrying squirming, squalling cats, milled around
the "address," an empty house, while the poHce patiently explained the joke.

Waggish newspaper editors often wink at the truth on April 1st. Be'

fore the war, "hoax" editions of popular European newspapers were eagerly

anticipated every year. In 1934, too many American editors sheepishly

admitted they had innocently copied from one of these "hoax" editions the

picture of a man flying unaided.

One Vienna editor sent his readers hurrying to the Danube Canal on
another April Ist to see three visiting American submarines which supposedly
had sailed up from the Black Sea. The subscribers realized too late that

they had been victimized by a "hoax" edition.

Fate sometimes employs the April Fool jest to her own ends. A pair

of royal prisoners managed a daring escape from their prison at Nantes,

France, on one April 1st long ago. Although warned in advance, the

guards shrugged off the informer as an April Fool prankster.

On a recent April Fool's Day, J. Henry Smith of Goshen, New York,
informed that his wife wanted him to come right home, scurried off and
arrived in time to see smoke belching out of the windows. Putting out the

fire, Smith later learned that his wife had plugged in the electric iron and
then had left. Thanks to some jester, Henry's timely arrival kept the loss

to less than a hundred dollars.

Most April Fool buffoons rely on tried and true fool's play. Their

ideas have changed little since English pranksters centuries ago sent their

victims searching for a copy of The History of Eve's Grandmother, or for a

pint of pigeon's milk. The tomfoolery is the same, so is the April Fool

spirit, a laugh at someone else's expense.

—

Fran\ Gillio.

MOURNING
The flag-pole sitter felt quite bad,

His wife had passed rway;
And so, he climbed the pole and sat

At half-staff all that day.

—F. G. Kernan



7^ WORDS OF
ELMER WHEELER

Meet America's super sizzleman,

who takes your money and makes

you like it!

by CARL CLAYTON

A SMILING, teen-aged youth,

who was selling gardenias to

tourists in Mexico City, sidled up to

the stocky American and said: ''Buy

the flower, meester; it will make you
feel important all day long!'*

"Did you hear him?" yelled the

American to his companion. 'That's

a Tested Selling Sentence if I ever

heard one. YouVe made a sale, boy;

give me those flowers!"

The delighted traveler was Elmer
Wheeler of New York City and
Texas, who hunts astute selling

phrases with the same cunning that

other men stalk deer. As the in'

ventor and owner of the Tested Sell'

ing Sentences Institute, this former

farm boy has made a fortune brewing
the word magic which unlimbers your
pocketbooks.

Today his field agents are deployed
into cities and hamlets, chasing potent

phrases and lures which will help

sellers of shoes, soft drinks, shaving

cream, clothespins, shirts and hun-

dreds of other products play a merry
tune on their cash registers.

A blind man in Manhattan remem'

bers Elmer with gratitude. His prO'

ceeds from peddling were trivial un'

til Wheeler stopped him and gave
him a new sign. It read: "It's spring

—and I am blind." The vendor's sales

tripled after that Tested Selling Sen'

tence plunged home into human
hearts.

Once, a shoe store owner gloomily

showed Elmer a stockpile of hundreds
of children's moccasins which his

clerks couldn't unload at any price.

Mothers were impervious to all moc
casin sales talks.

Elmer fingered the moccasins,

watched the parade of mammas and
moppets, then scribbled some words
on an envelope. Next day, the clerks

tossed the moccasins at every child

who entered the store, casually re
peating Elmer's formula: ".

. . the

kind the real Indians wear, sonny!"

From that point on, the kids be'

came the salesmen and their mothers
gave in. The entire stock was sold

in three days.

Elmer Wheeler's uncanny way with
words was first demonstrated when he
sold eggs on his grandfather's farm.

The youth ordered a fancy sign,

"Fresh Eggs," in three waterproof
paints which he hoped would catch

the eye of passing motorists. But
sales were spotty and discouraging.

Then a storm wrecked the gaudy,
professionaMooking sign and Elmer
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made a crude poster to replace it.

Because it was badly drawn and the

letter "S" was backwards, Sunday
drivers thought Elmer was a rube

who didn't know what his eggs were
worth.

So they stopped in droves and
bought all his eggs, thinking they

were foxing a hayseed. Actually,

Elmer and his grandpa prospered ex'

ceedingly from his stratagem.

His real burst of salesmanship came
when he landed a job in Rochester,

New York, as a grocery clerk. He
outsold employees who had been in

the business 20 years and longer.

Later, Elmer wrote advertising for

the Rochester Journal and worked on
newspapers in Albany, Los Angeles
and Baltimore. Visiting a Baltimore

department store one morning, the

young advertising man learned that

its widely-promoted shirt sale was a

dismal flop. The cherubic Elmer, al-

ways curious, took a clerk's post be-

hind the counter. He discovered that

the sales force had memorized too

many canned virtues of the shirts. As

a result, they floundered and failed to

impress women shoppers.

Elmer said to his first woman cus-

tomer: ''Lady, these buttons are

anchored on. They can't pop off.

Here, you pull them!" The women
pulled and were convinced. This
single selling point was a compelling

one, and the shirts sold rapidly. Af-
ter that, Elmer had a new job coining

sentences that sell. He's been at it

ever since.

''Selling things to people is a trick

—but it isn't trickery," he tells you.

"Trickery can be used once on a cus-

tomer but it fails the second time."

Even street beggars were studied by
this word wizard who wanted to

know why some mendicants pros-

pered and others failed.

Elmer discovered that panhandlers

who stopped squarely in front of pe-

destrians fared the worst. They were
irritably pushed aside and failed to

make their mooch.
But the eager who fell in step with

a passerby and walked alongside his

"touch" usually ended up with a

dime or a quarter.

"There's a lesson here," says

Wheeler, grinning. "Don't block

people in trying to sell something.

Fall in step with them—with their

likes, their phobias, their habits. That
way, sales resistance melts."

For the Statler Hotel chain, which

swears by him, Elmer has devised a

host of sentences and stratagems

which please guests. If a man enters

a Statler dining room with a grouch,

or with a hangover, the waiter serves

him a cup of coffee before asking for

his order.

If an unescorted woman shows up
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in a Statier restaurant, the headwaiter

doesn't say: ''Are you alone?" That
blunt query implies she is ugly and
unpopular. Instead, Elmer's Tested

Question, 'Table for one?" is asked,

and the diner's self-esteem is pre-

served.

TO CREDIT jewelers who sought

his counsel, Elmer said:

"Don't be so happy about a 50

cent down payment, even though you
advertise merchandise that way. If a

man is buying a ring or watch for his

girl, ask him: 'How much would you
like to pay as a down payment?' The
average man hates to look like a

cheapskate. Instead of 50 cents, he's

likely to offer five or ten dollars."

Jewelers who followed Elmer's ad-

vice found it worked like a charm
and that two out of three customers

shelled out down payments of five

dollars or larger.

To Wheeler, boxcar figures are

commonplace. He has 105,000 Tested

Selling Sentences in his files. They
have been tried on 19,000,000 cus-

tomers before getting the Wheeler
nod of approval. In a single year,

he personally told 1,000,000 mer-

chants and their sales staffs how to

replace tired, broken-down phrases

with newly-minted alluring ones.

In Dallas, Elmer's personal appear-

ance one day was heralded with pomp
and pageantry usually reserved for

presidents. Flags were hung out and
bands tootled as Elmer and his staff

marched into the famous Cotton Bowl
to address 20,000 citi2;ens on better

"sizzlemanship," as he calls his art.

Unimaginative filling station at-

tendants ask customers, "Check your
oil?" in a flat tone which anticipates

rejection. Elmer believes such a ques-

tion is a waste of breath. He fished

around for a new one and came up
with this:

"Is your oil at a safe driving level?"

Tests have proved that it worries

drivers and produces two sales where
one was made before.

Wheeler saves important money for

business firms. A New York depart-

ment store in one year saved $7,000

in delivery costs by using this artful

Wheeler question on women:

"Wouldn't you like to wear your

new purchase tonight?" The ladies

couldn't resist and gladly toted their

heavy bundles home in order to show
hubby.

Because Wheeler once had a tooth-

ache, thousands of patients are spared

the mental torture of watching the

dentist get his tools ready.

"Place your instruments behind the

patient," Wheeler told members of a

dental association. Those who obeyed

found their patients writhed consider-

ably less as a result of such thought-

fulness.

Newspaper photographers, too,

have profited from Wheeler psycho-

logical pointers. "Remember that

photo of you in a bathing suit with a

blonde?" is an unsubtle Test Ques-
tion which changes the mind of the

most resolute camera dodger. He be-

comes anxious to pose for a new pic-

ture.

Want to keep canvassers and va-

grants away from your door? Try
this Wheeler-composed sign: "Be-

ware the Hungry Dog!" Household-

ers swear by it.

Most women have a horror of mov-
ing-van men who are presumed to de-
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light in dirtying rugs, soiling walls, When Elmer tried to think of a word
and recklessly handling furniture, or phrase to supplant "taxes," he had
Elmer tackled this public relations no luck, but he's still searching for a
problem for the moving'van industry palatable substitute,

and brewed a smooth question for Even his staff of secretaries has be'

truckers: "Lady, where may I wash come proficient in thinking up
my hands?'' "Wheelergrams" as Elmer dubs his

Even your fussy Aunt Nellie would better Tested Sentences. One girl,

be softened by a burly mover who watching efforts to keep a man from
evidenced this consideration for her jumping off a Manhattan skyscraper,

nice things. tried a do^en arguments on the fellow

In his half'do^en books on "si2;^le' with no success,

manship," Elmer prescribes honeyed Finally, she snapped: "Come down
words for motorists to use on tough off that ledge—you're making your'

traffic cops, tells wives how to get self look sillyr That did the trick,

bigger allowances from their hus' and the despondent one sheepishly

bands, informs men how to compli' came down into the arms of the pO'

ment a woman who is on the unat' lice.

tractive side. "That," says Elmer Wheeler, "is

Occasionally, he has his setbacks, siz^lemanship in its finest form!"

lAJotc/d for Our jpictureA

1. The finalists shake as basketball coach John R. Wooden of Indiana
State congratulates Bernard "Peck" Hickman, University of Louisville mentor
whose hoopsters won the recent N.A.I.B. tournament in Kansas City.

2. Joe Hutton, athletic director and basketball coach of Hamline Univer'

sity, puts his farewell address on airwaves as he retires from the presidency of

the National Association of Inter'collegiate Basketball.

3. WHB special events chief Dick Smith interviews the University of Mis'

souri's famous track triumverate: Bud Gortizer, holder of the unofficial world's

record for indoor high hurdles; Tom Hobbs, M.U. coach; and Ed Quirk, Big

Seven shotput champion.
4. Discussing community problems at a Man of the Month Club dinner in

honor of Albert F. Hillix are R. Crosby Kemper (October, '47), Mayor
William E. Kemp, (May, '47) and Mr. Hillix (March, '48).

5. Cadet Balay, top student of Wentworth Military Academy, wins first

place on It Pays to Be Smart, the weekly high school quiz show sponsored by
the University of Kansas City and WHB. He is shown receiving a $25 United

States Savings Bond.
6. Watching the pretty CARE representative behind the microphone are

William Hannon, Netherlands Consul; William E. Kemp, mayor of Kansas

City; W. Taylor Harney, advertising manager of the Palace Clothing Company;
Captain H. Cotton-Minchin, British Consul; and George W. Catts, executive

director of the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce.

Ce
Springtime in the United States is summertime in Hollywood, so 20th

CenturyFox star Betty Grable takes advantage of early sunshine to pose beside

her swimming pool.











. . presenting GEORGE C. FISKE

Swin^ nominee ^or

by MORI GREINER

GEORGE C. FISKE, peppery
chairman of the shiny new Citi-

zens Association of Kansas City, can

feel the eyes of America boring holes

in the back of his neck. For Kansas

City—having experienced the longest,

strongest and most complete political

machine rule in history—has become
a sort of national laboratory for the

Citizens movement.
Municipal reform was effected,

after several years of effort, by a

coalition of Republicans, Democrats

and Independents. The question is,

can such diverse groups be held tO'

gether indefinitely in the interests of

good government?

George Fiske thinks they can, espC'

cially with the aid of his exception-

ally capable executive committee and
board of governors.

Fiske is a businessman, engineer,

sportsman and civic leader. He has

never held an elective public office,

and aspires to none. He is not a cru-

sader, he says, but beHeves in good
government as a matter of "common
sense."

Former Governor Lloyd Stark of

Missouri has called Fiske "a coura-

geous patriot and an eminent Mis-
sourian. He is both. Yet his heart

will ever be in the salt marshes "down
in Maine," near his boyhood home at

Kennebunk. He owns that home now,
visits it every year, and plans to re-
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tire to it. It is a mile from the ocean,

set above a bend of the Kennebunk
River, where a six-foot tide runs.

Someday he wants a motorboat on
that river, partly for the joys of boat'

ing, but mostly so that he can tear

the engine down and reassemble it.

Of his large store of early Maine
memories, most vivid to George Fiske

are remembrances of wintertime. He
was janitor of the one-room school'

house a mile and a half from his

home. The little building housed all

students of the first eight grades. For

firing the stove, shoveling snow and
otherwise tending the grounds, George

received three dollars a year. It was
a good job, he recalls, except during

blizzards and especially bad cold

spells. There were neither telephones

nor radios, so each mother exercised

individual judgment as to whether

school would be held. But, as janitor

and keeper of the flame, George
couldn't afford to guess wrong. So
his mother would put a beaded fas'

cinator around his head, veil all of his

face below the eyes, and wish him
Godspeed as he set out on homemade
snowshoes.

Whatever else that experience did

to him, it thickened his blood con'

siderably. He keeps thermostats at

home and office set in the low 60'*s

and insists on having at least one

window open all of the time.
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George used to hunt partridges

down in Maine, and trade with the

Penobscot and Passamaquoddy In-

dians. In one of his swaps, he acquired

a 22'foot birch bark canoe, the pride

of his young life. It was a fragile

craft, and a pitch pot was standard

equipment. He used to run it on the

rocks just for the fun of patching it.

At 17, he got a job in a resort

hotel as bellboy and assistant pastry

cook. One of the guests borrowed his

canoe and when he returned it gave

him a box camera and a small develop-

ing outfit. George converted one pan-

try into a part-time darkroom, and
has been an enthusiastic amateur
photographer ever since.

The next year he ran a rotary con-
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verter station for the transit com-
pany, and went from that to a job

with General Electric.

He was the man, he figured, Gen-
eral Electric had been waiting for.

With their organization and his

knowledge of electricity, the future

was bright.

It was a considerable surprise, then,

to learn that GE had not only a lot of

employees who knew as much about

rotary converters as he did, but some
few who knew more. He was in

competition with graduates of Cor-

nell, Harvard, M. I. T., and other

top engineering schools throughout

the country. So he spent his nights

for the next four years at engineering

classes in Lynn and Boston.
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In all, Mr. Fiske has served Gen'
eral Electric in eight cities during the

past fortyfour years, and has come
to be the company's most fervid

booster. He is eager to tell all who will

listen that General Electric is com'
posed of six divisions, each under a

vice'president, and that the chemical

division, for instance, is the nation's

largest producer of plastic board. GE's
part in the war is one of his favorite

subjects. Of the company officers,

whose autographed pictures are

grouped on the wall opposite his desk,

he says: "Finest men in the world!

Only wish I could work with them
another 44 years!"

Fiske had been with General Elec
trie 1 1 years when the United States

entered World War I. He and his

wife, Margery, were in Minneapolis.

He enlisted, and was sent to the en'

gineering officers training school at

Fort Leavenworth, where he became
a first lieutenant. In France he earned

a captaincy, and at war's end he re'

turned to MinneapoHs, Margery,
General Electric and his first look at

Mary Helen, the ten'month'old

daughter born in his absence.

The Fiskes moved to Omaha a few
months later, and to Kansas City in

1923. They've been there ever since

—all, that is, except Mary Helen.

She's a big girl now. When she was
graduated from the University of

Kansas she became Mrs. Joe Robert'
son. Now she lives in Bartlesville,

Oklahoma, and has a son.

In Kansas City, George Fiske has
flourished. He declares it to be the

friendliest town he has ever seen,

with the finest people. But much of

that is a reflection of his own person'

ality. To Fiske, all people are fine

people, and because he likes everyone,

he finds himself a popular person.

He winds up chairman or president of

nearly every group with which he
associates. He has been chairman of

the special gifts division of the Com'
munity Fund, leader of the Red Cross

Drive, commander of his American
Legion Post, commander of the Mill'

tary Order of the World Wars, presi'

dent of the Kansas City Officers Club,

president of the Rotary Club, chair'

man of the Electrical Association of

Kansas City, chairman of the Kansas

City Chapter of the American In'

stitute of Electrical Engineers. He is

the new president of the Saddle

and Sirloin Club.

During World War II, he was air

raid commissioner in charge of 500

wardens. He became Colonel Fiske

of the 3rd Missouri Infantry, and
served on the Military Council of

Missouri. He is a past national com'

mitteeman of the American Legion,

holds the Meritorious Service Medal
for outstanding military service to the

State of Missouri.

Mrs. Fiske has been a Woman's
City Club officer and chairman of

the Parent'Teacher's Association of

Kansas City. But she doesn't even
try to keep up with her husband.

Just keeping track of his activities

and trying to remember what nights

he'll be home for dinner and what
nights he has meetings is enough for

her. Besides, most of the time she

has animals to look after. Her hus'

band loves animals.

An excellent trap'shooter and a

frequent hunter of birds, George
Fiske refuses to kill an animal. He
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thinks all moose and deer should be

armed, so they can shoot back at their

red'hatted annihilators. Once he
brought a wounded crow all the way
from a pheasant hunt in South
Dakota. He made a wooden leg for

it and kept it around the house until

it died a year or two later.

As a pet, the crow left something to

be desired, though. Fiske liked his

skunks much better. He had a pair

of them — deodorized — for quite

awhile, and afterwards had a raccoon.

The raccoon was fine. He thinks

maybe he'll see if he can't get another

one.

George Fiske's first brush with

politics came in 1939, when he served

as a member of the Jackson County
Grand Jury. It was a panel carefully

picked for courage, one unafraid to

tackle the political house-cleaning so

badly needed at that time. The jury

worked a little over a month and
brought more than 150 true bills.

They indicted the prosecutor, as well

as a member and a former member of

the County Court.

Shortly thereafter, the state legis'

lature succeeded in passing a bill de-

signed to remove the police force from
machine control. It placed the Kan-

sas City police directly under a board

of four commissioners responsible to

the governor. George Fiske was the

only Republican appointed to a com-
missioner's post.
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The board hired FBI man Lear
Reed as police chief, and undertook
an anti-vice, anti-racket campaign
which scrubbed the town from top

to bottom and left it shining clean.

In 1939, activities of that sort were
highly unhealthy. They required a

special kind of determination.

The next year, a coalition of vari'

ous political groups calling itself the

Charter Party swept its candidates

into office. The party became inac-

tive following the victory, was re-

vived for the next election, became
inactive, was revived, became inactive

again.

But now, these groups have set up
the Citizens Association of Kansas

City, Missouri, what they hope will

be a permanent organization. They're

off to a good start, and it will sur-

prise no one if their ticket wins
handily on March 31st.

Since the Association is the coun-

try's outstanding experiment in non-

partisan government, it is attracting

a considerable amount of attention.

Success in Kansas City will bring a

new conception of municipal govern-

ment home to a number of major
cities, particularly to the ever-growing

list of those employing city managers.

As first chairman of the new As-
sociation, George Fiske was undoubt-

edly a happy choice. He bears respon-

sibility well. Friends agree that his

outstanding qualities are his willing-

ness to give time freely to any worth-

while project, and his complete de-

pendability.

So much time does he give to com-

munity service that there are many
nights when the car pool with which

he ordinarily rides draws up to the
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Fiske home with no George. Instead,

someone brings in a package he has

sent, saying "It's an electromagnet,"

or, "It's a bombsight." Mrs. Fiske

patiently lugs the gadgets down to

the basement workshop, knowing that

Mr. Fixit, as she calls her husband,

will spend the coming weekend up to

his blissful ears in armatures and
flywheels.

Part of the basement is given over

to an elaborate darkroom, replete with

enlargers, blowers and electronic

timers. George loves to take pictures

of his friends and give them prints.

"Everybody loves pictures," he says,

"especially pictures of himself." On
the Saddle and Sirloin Club's Opera'

tion Santa Fe last September, he took

color movies and 144 stills.

The Saddle and Sirloin Club is one

of his chief spheres of interest. He
rides there, trap'shoots, and all winter

has played archery golf with his friend

Ed Phelps, of Swift and Company.
Phelps, who originated the sport, uses

a windage and elevation scale on his

bow, claiming archery golf is a game
of scientific skills. But Fiske handles

the rig like it were a gunload of

scatter shot. He shoots, he says, like

an Indian. What's more, he wins his

share of matches.

Fiske was marshal of the American
Royal parade last year, but all during

Royal week he had trouble with his

hat.

Saddle and Sirloin members wear
their flat'crowned Stetsons the entire

week that the Royal is in progress.

and are liable to a one dollar, on'

the'spot fine whenever they are re'

miss.

For Fiske, who goes hatless all

summer, it is an easy matter to forget

the Western sky'

piece—a thought'

lessness which
proves expensive.

One particular

day he left his

office in the
Power and Light

Building at 14th

and Baltimore
and set out,

briskly but uncovered, for the Kansas

City Club one block north. Halfway
along he was stopped by another

Saddle and Sirloiner, fined a dollar.

At the door of the Club he was hit

for another buck. Finally he went to

a telephone and called his secretary.

"Bring that damned hat up here," he

instructed her, "or I may not have

enough money to get back to the

office!"

With two other Kansas Citians

and Governor Phil M. Donnelly,

Fiske was recently dubbed a Knight

of Saint Patrick by the engineering

college of the University of Missouri.

He appreciated the honor, but was a

little sorry it interrupted work on an

electric clock he is rebuilding. He has

quite a store of gadgets, many of

them in varying states of repair and
assembly. They should come in handy,

he figures, for a profitable spell of

trading with the Penobscots and the

Passamaquoddies, down in Maine.

Nothing was stolen on the prison farm during the day when the trusties

were at work. But when night came, it was necessary to establish a watch
of prisoners to stop the pubHc from stealing the produce.



Our Lighthearted Presidents

Strange Likeness
Actor Joseph Jefferson and Grover Cleveland were very good friends

and often went on fishing trips together. Jefferson never missed an opportU'
nity to have fun at the President's expense.

One of his favorite stories was about the time he visited the cabin of an
old Negress who lived near his home in Louisiana. The only picture on the

wall was a campaign lithograph of Cleveland.

"Mammy," said Jefferson, "whose picture is that?"

"I doan' know fo' sho'," was the answer, "but I think it's John de Bap'
tis\"

Low-down From Lincoln
When Abraham Lincoln was practicing law in Illinois, a New York bus'

iness firm once wrote to him, asking for information on the financial status of

one of his neighbors. Lincoln's reply is a classic: "Gentlemen:—Yours of the

10th inst. received. I am well acquainted with Mr. , and know his

circumstances. First of all, he has a wife and baby; together, they ought to

be worth $50,000. Secondly, he has an office, in which there are a table worth
$1.50 and three chairs worth, say $1. Last of all, there is in one corner a large

rat hole which will bear looking into. Respectfully, A. Lincoln."

First Lady
When the term of President Rutherford B. Hayes expired, and he and

Mrs. Hayes got ready to move back to Ohio, they naturally expected their

faithful Negro servant, Winnie Monroe, to return with them.
But they got a surprise. Winnie had no intention of leaving Washington.
"Law, chile," she told Mrs. Hayes, "I carn't stay in no Ohio—not after

I been de 'fu'st cullud lady in de land!"

A
Big Racketeer

William Howard Taft was probably the biggest and most corpulent man
who ever became President. In the days when he was Theodore Roosevelt's

Secretary of War, he used to take his family to their summer place at Murray
Bay in Canada.

One day the father came upon ten'year'old Charles in tears. Inquiring

the reason, he found the boy was upset because his sister would not play ten'

nis with him.

"]^ever mind, Charlie," comforted the parent, "I'll play with you."

The tears vanished instantly. A huge grin overspread the boy's face.

Surveying his father's portly form, he said, "If you play with me. Dad,
you'll beat me sure. You'll have me laughing all the time."

A
Changed Man

While Theodore Roosevelt was President, his old friend from New York,
"Big Tim" Sullivan, came to Washington to ask a pardon for a man in the

Atlanta penitentiary. The President agreed to grant it if Sullivan would re
port to the White House one year later in regard to the fellow's conduct.

Twelve months later, to the day, "Big Tim" appeared.

"How has that chap been behaving?" asked "T. R."
"He's been perfect, Mr. President," answered Sullivan.

"What's he working at now?"
"As soon as he got back to New York, he landed a job behind a roul'

ette wheel in a gambling house, and he's been doing fine ever since."—James Aldredge.



by FAVIUS FRIEDMAN

Richards was entitled to one small rebellion, for
there are things some men don't take to easily.

WITH his slow lope, Richards

walked over and picked up
Mrs. Nelson's garden spade. This is

no way to sell an insurance policy, he
told himself. Mr. Schwimmer isn't

going to li\e this at all. The spade

was an old one, but the blade was
clean of rust and the worn, smooth
handle felt comfortable in his hands.

He took off his jacket, letting the

April sun heat his skin pleasantly

through his white shirt. It will ta\e

only a jew minutes, Richards decided.

Tou can do her this favor.

"Right about here, Mrs. Nelson?"
he asked, as he waited with his foot

on the edge of the spade.

"Yes," said Mrs. Nelson. "It's to

be a bed for my annuals, you know."
She looked up a little hesitantly at

the tall insurance man. Her glasses,

he noticed, were sliding down the

bridge of her nose again. White ad'

hesive tape held the left lens and the

ear piece together. "I shouldn't take

up your time like this, insurance

man—

"

"This isn't my busy day," Richards
lied. He had long been fond of this

funny, gentle old girl, with her faded
blue garden hat and the high laced

shoes she always wore. Where on
earth, he had asked himself the first

time he noticed those odd shoes, does
she find them?

"When Mr. Nelson was alive—he
was a printer, you know—" she was
saying, "he always made my garden
in the spring. But I don't seem to

have the strength for it any more."

She sighed. "I do wish I could afford

to take out another policy from you.

But it's all I can do to pay you every

week for what I've got now."

"Don't worry about it, Mrs. Nel'

son," Richards said. He spaded and
turned the warm, moist earth of the

new bed. His forehead was beaded
with perspiration. Not that he had
really counted on having any luck

with Mrs. Nelson, but there was al'

ways a chance he could persuade her

to sign up for just one more quarter'

a'week policy. Yet Richards knew he
would never high'pressure her; in the

entire debit—his weekly policy col'

lection territory which took in some
ten blocks of Maplev/ood—she was
his favorite client.

Client, customer, policy-holder?

Richards asked himself. Just what
did you call these people on the debit

—the housewives who, when you rang
their bell or knocked on the door,

reached into egg dishes or worn purses

or behind picture frames for the

money with which to pay for their

premiums? Some were pleasant, some
surly or cold, but Mrs. Nelson had
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been his friend ever since that first

day, three months ago, when he had
started out as a new Cosmopohtan
agent.

Richards was nearly finished with

the small flower bed. Mrs. Nelson
had gone into the Httle white frame
house for a moment. He looked down
at his shoes; the soles were thick with

the soft, moist earth, and the frayed

cuffs of his gray trousers were heavy
with small clods. He had neglected

to roll up the cuffs, just as, for the

moment, he had forgotten to think of

Schwimmer, the company manager,

and the agents' pep meeting they

were holding at the downtown office

later that afternoon. An efficient

man, that Schwimmer; really an effi'

cient man, but a little too loud of

mouth for Richards' taste.

Mr. Schwimmer would enjoy see'

ing me now, Richards thought; he'd

really have something to shout about.

No, he hadn't liked him much the

first time they'd met, and he didn't

like him any better now. He could

just hear the manager explode: '']eez,

digging a goddam garden, when you
haven't brought in a single applica'

tion all week."

Well, Richards decided, Mr.

Schwimmer can go to hell. The devil

with him and the Cosmopolitan and
its never-ceasing exhortations to its

agents to be ''businessmen." ''Business-

men!" said Richards, aloud. "Nuts!'*

"Talking to yourself, insurance

man?" Mrs. Nelson asked. Richards
hadn't heard her walk down the brick

path from the house and he looked

at her almost angrily, a httle asham.ed

that he had been overheard. Mrs.
Nelson went on, "I talk to myself all

the time. I guess lonely people can't

help it." She looked down at the

flower bed Richards had dug, at the

rich, brown loam. "You know how,
don't you?" she smiled.

"Must be the farmer in me," Rich'

ards answered, feeHng a trifle silly.

"Maybe you'd Hke to hire me for

your gardener."

"You're really a nice young man,
aren't you?" Mrs. Nelson said, as

though stating a fact. "Now you stop

and rest and I'll whip you up some of

my nice lemonade. I can't have you
wearing yourself out on my account."

She took the spade from him and
leaned it against the fence. "Go sit

down on that bench there. I won't

be but a minute."

Richards smiled to himself as he

rolled down his shirt sleeves. Wear'
ing myself out! That was funny. He
walked slowly over toward the green

garden bench. On it, where he had
deposited it when he began digging,

was his black debit collection book

—

a heavy, thick volume with a wide

rubber band stretched around the

cover. The pink Cosmopolitan appli'

cation blanks, tucked underneath,

showed their edges; they were worn
and a Httle grey at the creases now.
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Yes, I am worn out, Richards dc
cided, but not quite the way she

means. He sat down. He felt warm
and very tired and suddenly empty.

He reached into his pants pocket for

a cigarette. His elbow accidentally

brushed the collection book; it slid

off the bench, plopping to the grass

at his feet, the white ruled pages open.

The breeze fluttered the sheets as he
watched. The glare of the sun on the

white paper made his eyes squint.

Richards leaned over to pick up the

book, then drew back. "No," he
said aloud. "No." He prodded the

book with his toe, then, without think'

ing, brought his foot down heavily on
the open pages, as though he could

bury the book deep in the earth, for'

ever away from his sight. "Stay
there," he choked, stamping on the

book again, "stay there, damn you."
He saw Mrs. Nelson coming from

the kitchen, carrying a tray. The
tinkle of ice in the glasses made a

pleasant sound. "Here you are, in'

surance man," she said. "Nice, cold

lemonade." Suddenly she stopped,

looking at the open collection book on
the ground, its pages rumpled and
dirt'crusted. "Your policy book," she

exclaimed. "Why, it's all soiled."

"I dropped it," Richards said. He
stood up and reached for one of the

filled glasses. "Thanks, Mrs. Nel'

son," he said. "I needed this."

A
A warden had been in charge of a prison for ten years. He decided to

celebrate and called all the prisoners in to ask, "What kind of party would
you boys suggest?"

"Open house!" was the unanimous reply.

A
And then there is a friend who claims a bum asked him, "Can you spare

$10 till payday?"
"When is payday?" asked our friend.

"You ought to know," the bum said, "you're the one that's working."

A
Today success is making more money in order to pay the taxes you

wouldn't be paying if you hadn't made so much money already.

—

London
Answers.

A
A landlady inserted an ad for a tenant in the J^ew Tor\ Times. "Con'

servative and refined" it specified, and a thousand apartment hunters thought
they answered the description.

Harriet Van Home, radio editor of the World Telegram, apparently
wrote the best letter, for the landlady called her. The description of the

sub'lease made it sound like a dream'buy. "There is only one condition,"

said the landlady, "when my little boy, Roger, misses the last train to the

country, where we live, you'll have to allow him to sleep on the parlor couch."

"Well," ahemmed Miss Van Horne, "how old is your little Roger?"
"Twentynine!" was the answer,—HoIIytuood Reporter.



Take heed, Americans!

Socialism and collectivism will not
work in a free democracy. Great
Britain is proving that right now!

I CAME a few weeks ago from a

coUectivist society, for that is what
Britain is to some extent today. I

came to observe and to learn. Some
of the nostrums of my home country

have been freely discussed, and some
have been practiced in the United
States here, and in Canada, and else-

where. They are to the effect that

the state can do something better

for you than you can do it for your'

self.

Before I go back to my country

with its shilling's worth of meat a

week, its declining standard of life,

its business desperately entangled,

please let me tell you, my friends in

the United States and in Canada, that

the road Great Britain is traveling is

the road you should not travel. The
experience is not worth while. It is a

road which has led to the degradation

and lowering of our human standards

in which you and we believe.

How, you may ask, did this crisis

in Britain arise?

I think it is fair to say that the

crisis arose because the British people

have fought two wars; they lost a

great deal of their overseas invest-

ments; they sacrificed their industrial

potential for a war potential; they

were obliged to eat up their interior

capital which might have been used

for rehabilitation, and high taxation

rules every class in the community.
It has done so, I may say in paren-

theses, for 50 years, retarding the

proper tooling of industry.

If we have fallen on difficult days

—I do not say evil days, but difficult

days—it has been because of no
greater fault than having attempted

to do more than perhaps was within

our grasp. We have always tried to

do big and sometimes we have failed.

Any government which came into

power after this last war would have

been in trouble. Our Socialist govern-

ment, inheriting trouble, sought for

further trouble. And they have got it.

During our election which brought

the Socialist government to power, I

suggested that what the country

needed was a period of two or three

years of rest. Our Socialists did not

take that view. They added to their

inherited troubles several troubles of

their own making.

In place of realizing that a countr>'

is infinitely poorer after a great war,

our Socialists sedulously spread the

idea that we were somehow a much
richer nation, and we could afford

shorter hours, higher pay, and less

v/ork. Their election campaign was
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crowded with the most reckless and foolish

promises. And enough of our people believed

the promises to give the Sociahst government

a majority of more than 200 over all other

parties in the House of Commons.

I think the Socialists have failed in these

two years—failed in many ways. Nobody
would have wanted them to fail, but they

have failed, and it is historically proper to

mention it. They have been maladroit, they

have been unlucky, and they have been ill'

advised. But their major fault was the fault

of two years ago. They leapt with both hands

and feet at the possibility of an American
loan. They thought that with the loan they

could perpetuate, or at any rate sweeten, the

policies to which they were committed—na'

tionalization of the banks, nationali2;ation of

railroads, nationalization of the haulage busi'

ness, and nationali2;ation of coal, steel, and
all the essential industries.

I voted against the acceptance of the Ameri'
can loan. I believed that then was the time to

face economic realities; that then was the time
for the British people to say: "This is our
decision. Whatever the Americans may want
to do affecting us, we cannot afford to take

a loan with all the difficulties which are in'

herent in such a step."

I say to you that a loan between one nation

Reprinted from the Congressional Record.

Drawing by Don Fitzgerald.
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and another—and I say this with
deep conviction— is almost certain

to be the cause of international

difficulties. The first of the diffi'

culties is that the man who makes
the loan on behalf of his people is

not the man who receives the pay
ment. Mr. Truman makes a loan to

Mr. Attlee, but the Trumans and the

Attlees are gone when the difficulty

is actually faced if the loan is not re'

paid—as it may not be. And there

are many difficulties arising in the

world. Tariffs may be raised or low
ered—and these are inevitable diffi'

culties to those who have borrowed
from one another. They all arouse

bad feelings between one nation and
another.

Now, there are alternatives. There
is no use in voting against an Ameri'
can loan unless one has an alternative.

We have had—and this seems to be

forgotten— countless loans between
individual citizens and private groups
in our respective countries. Many
have been successful; some defaulted.

But the point I am making is that no
international complications arise from
them.

Another disadvantage of a state

loan is that every taxpayer of the

government making the loan—you in

America—feels, quite naturally, that

it is his loan. But this is what hap'

pens: The cotton exporters want
their share, the tobacco people their

share, the film people their share

—

endless claims, endless annoyances
leading to misunderstandings, if not

to war; but almost certainly to in'

ternal disquietudes which no nation

should wiUingly have imposed upon

I

them.

i

!
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Now let me come to the point

v/hich I think most concerns all of

us. It is what some of you in Amer'
ica refer to as ''big government." I

believe that the organization of com'
munities on a large scale is the great'

est danger with which the world is

faced.

Government is a piece of machin'
ery. It was invented by men for their

convenience; and I am sorry to say

politicians, sometimes, and I am a

politician, exploit it for their own
good. By and large, the record of

government, throughout the world,

is not good.

What can governments do that we
as individuals cannot do? Let me give

you an example. I look at govern'

ment as having one supreme unique

function—a function which private

enterprise cannot handle; it is the de'

fense of the country. National de'

fense is the supreme duty of govern'

ment. That, surely, will be conceded.

Yet most of you have lived through

two wars; some, three. In no war has

your country, or my country, or in'

deed any country, been ready to start;

government has had to rely upon pri'

vate persons to fill its ranks, develop

its army, make its munitions and its

fighting machines.

Why should we imagine then that

government, which fails to be ready

for its supreme and \mique task,

should be entrusted with tasks which

private citizens have done better for

themselves?

Still there is a widespread belief

among those who are Socialists, a

u/im
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deep-rooted conviction that, somehow,
government can do things better than

the people can do it for themselves.

So our Socialist government in Brit-

ain is attempting it. I can tell you
the result very simply by quoting the

remark made by one of my electors.

She is a woman, and this is what she

said to me:

"This nationalization," she said, "is

a very queer thing. The more you
own, it seems the less you have. We
own now the Bank of England in

Britain, but I am no better off. We
own the coal mines, and I have less

coal. We own the railroads but I

can't get a train for my holiday. This

is socialism. The more we own, ap-

parently, the less we get."

All that my woman constituent

said is true—and

more. We discover

that we are ap-

proaching a real

dictatorship, be-

cause the British

citizens have no

choice but to ac-

cept what is of-

fered to them; and

even then, they
have less of the

satisfactions which

they formerly en-

joyed. Under na-

tionalization we
have less coal than

even during the

war. We have a

worse and more
costly railway serv-

ice. We have re-

OUR BACK COVER is Paris in

April, with the famous Eiffel Tower
mirrored in a formal pool. (Kodd'
chrome courtesy Trans World Air-

lines.)

strictions on power to such an extent

that in my own business I am in-

vited to work a night shift perma-

nently in order to lighten the load

upon other factories' day shifts.

All of these things, in my opin-

ion, have arisen out of the application

of this theory that ownership by the

state, or by the community, carries

with it some unique advantages to

the individual. One of the complica'

tions arises from the Socialists' failure

to realize in my country, that Britain

is a handicraft country. It is not

tooled for the economies of mass prO'

duction, and therefore it cannot pro'

duce on a competitive basis what ma'
chine-using communities can produce
working only five days a week. The
Socialists' introduction of the five-day

week has been, quite frankly, disas'

trous. It may turn

out better in the

future but it is

disastrous today.

Production has
fallen substantially

in almost every in'

dustry in which it

has been applied.

Our housing is

another example of

governmental mal-

adroitness. No
houses have been

built except under

the direction of

the government.

There are hun-

dreds, and proba-

bly more than hun'

dreds of houses in

the United King-
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dom which stand roofless because the

planning went wrong. And I

would like to know if it is fallacy for

I have submitted it to hundreds of

thousands of persons without being

challenged.

All that I have told you makes a

sad picture. It is no pleasure for me
to describe it. These evils are due to

the fact that for over half a century

now, in the United Kingdom and else'

where, men of affairs, businessmen
with experience and ''the know-how"
have been decried until they have
been distrusted. Politicians—and I

am speaking again as a politician

—

do not seem to realize that when they

deal in promises, if these promises are

to be fulfilled, they must be fulfilled

not by the politicians but by the citi-

zens themselves. The politicians go

on telling the people that business-

men cannot be trusted to handle the

affairs of the nation. That policy has

become a god which bureaucrats

ignorantly worship.

They speak of social security.

Where does it come from? Not from
the government. It comes from taxing

the people. So does the public hous-

ing which politicians like to promise.

I have said in the House of Com-
mons, I have said before chambers of

commerce, that the businessman is

actually the choice of the people. He
cannot exist unless the people vote for

him every day—by purchasing from
him what it is he has to sell every-

day. I submit that no man can be

even moderately well off in business

except by the economic vote of his

constituents— his customers. They
choose him. If they choose him in

large numbers they make him a suc-

cess. If they pass him by or choose
him in small numbers, he is a failure.

Yet businessmen almost everywhere
have been frightened off from public

service because the politicians tell

them they are not vote-getters. But
men of affairs have defaulted in their

duty—their duty to themselves, to

their country, to civilization—by fail-

ing to defend their system of private

enterprise and by not taking their

part in community and in national

affairs.

I have said to groups of men of

affairs whom I have had the privilege

of addressing in the United States

and in Canada, that Britain's diffi-

culties are largely due to the failure

of men who lead in the fields of pro-

duction but shrank from their respon-

sibilities in politics. They left that

field to the theorists—and the So-

cialists, in Britain, moved in.

I want to put it to you that the

people who supply you with the goods

and services which you freely choose

or freely reject—these are the persons

who are warranted and entitled to

manage your affairs.

May you, on this side of the At-

lantic, profit by our mistakes and our

blunders, and we have made many.

For us it may be a long, rough road

back again, but Britain, that ancient

civilization, will come back. In that

faith let me thank you and say God-
speed.

A bum met the proverbial well-dressed gentleman and asked him for a

quarter. The gentleman retorted haughtily, ''I never give money to anyone

on the street."

"Well," replied the bum, "I can't open up an office just for you."





by FRED ALEXANDER

Russia's continued aggression in cen-

tral Europe indicates but one thing: Russia
is bent on converting Eurasia into a solid

Communist bloc before another year. Ac
tivity is even more aggressive in Asia than
in Europe. In fact, Communist activity

in the Far East has reached its last stage,

that of military action.

Czechoslovakia and Finland have sealed

their own fates. Italy is next on the time-

table, and may fall to a Communist coup
within the next month. The one thing that

could forestall such an event would be in-

creased strength in the affected areas. Dol'
lar aid is not enough! Czechoslovakia came
through the war in better shape than al'

most any other European country. The
popular conception that desolate, starving

Czechs turned to communism as a last

resort is inaccurate. If need for financial

aid were the true criterion of a country's

acceptance of Marxist theories, Czecho-
slovakia would have been the last to accept

the Red banner. What actually happened
was that the Communists seized police

power, after which freedom of the polls

became a myth. The United States can
not salvage any European country by the

Marshall plan alone. Without American
military power as well, Italy may be the

next in Stalin's camp.
• • •

The United States is weak in many
ways. Its foreign policy is completely un-
impressive. Its abandoned stand for par-

tition of Palestine was embarrassing to

many government officials who felt that

pandering to the Arabs to protect Amer-
ican oil interests, while claiming to sup-

port partition, was far from ethical. Be-
latedly, that attitude has been repaired.

The United States is weak militarily.

Since this is an election year, and nothing
matters quite as much to those in office

as staying in office, it is unlikely that

anything will be done about strengthening

our armed forces. President Truman has

gone to bat for the universal military train-

ing bill. Opponents of the bill have at-

tacked it on the grounds that it is too

expensive, and that atom-bomb type war'
fare makes the use of large ground armies

obsolete. America's top strategists claim

that push-button warfare is still far in the

future; and that, should it come, the

United States v;ould still need an organized

reserve of trained men to handle civilian

defense and to seize enemy bases. Oppo-
nents of the bill say it would cost three

to seven billion dollars a year. However,
the President's advisory commission, a

civilian group, says it would take only one
and three-quarters billions; that at least half

a billion dollars a year could be ciit from
the military appropriations since it would
remove the necessity for basic instruction

of men joining the armed forces; and that

there would also be reduced cost of re-

cruiting.

Ellsworth L. Raymond, former chief of

the United States Army's Russian eco-

nomic section, says the entire Soviet mili-

tary strategy for the future is keyed to

the idea that men and morale, rather than

atomic bombs, will decide the next war.

There can be little doubt that the Soviet

does intend to Communize the United
States. Just as Hitler boasted of his plans

for conquest long before anyone took him
seriously, so too have the Communists pre-

dicted their course of action. In May, 1928,

when William Z. Foster was the Com-
munist candidate for President, he made
the following statement in a public speech:

"Our party creates no illusions

amongst the workers that they can

vote their way to emancipation. The
working class must shatter the capi-

talist state. It must build a new
state, a new government, a workers'

and farmers' government—the Sov-

iet government in the United States.
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When a Communist heads a govern'

raent of the United States—and
that day will come just as surely as

the sun rises—that government v^/ill

not be a capitalist government but

a Soviet government, and behind

this government will stand the Red
army to enforce the dictatorship of

the proletariat."

• • •

The aims of the Communist party
in America are simple.

The public mind must be filled with

Red propaganda so that confusion will

result and the ordinary democratic proc
esses of the republic will be unable to

function.

Many front organizations will be estab'

lished for the purpose of smearing all men
and women of importance who attempt

to fight communism in America.
Groups of pacifist'minded people will

be established and promoted. These groups
will demand that America remain un'
armed and unprepared for aggression.
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Satellite nations in Europe will be re'

industrialized as quickly as possible and
manned with slave labor. Unemployment
will be created in the United States by
dumping underpriced products on the

world market and thus destroying Amer'
ica's export market.

Ultimately, a huge general strike will

be called through Communist controlled

labor unions. This could paralyze the na'

tion and facilitate mob violence and race

riots.

Many of the points in the above plan

are well underway right now. The Com'
munists mean business!

• • •

Competition, a factor which many
manufacturers were able to ignore for the

past few years, is beginning to rear its

head again. Within another year, compe'
tition may be strong enough to prevent
price rises—not because the theory of
checking inflation calls for it—^but be
cause manufacturers won't be able to sell

at higher prices.



Platter Chatter

My Happiness, a tune put out by Vic
Damon of Kansas City, is going great

guns. Four thousand new copies are being
pressed every week, and still the distrib-

utors clamor! . . . Victor star Robert
Merrill has been signed for his first mo-
tion picture role, but he won't have to go
to Hollywood. For him, the cameras will

come to New York . . . Anticipating the

removal of Petrillo's television restrictions,

the Three Suns have formed a company
to produce films featuring—you guessed
it—the Three Suns . . . Les Paul's trick

guitar antics for Capitol are sensational.

By superimposing on a series of masters,

he comes up with a full and fine 12-gui-

tar orchestra in which he plays all instru-

ments himself. Be sure to latch onto his

Brazil and Lover . . . Count Basie's orches-

tra sounds more like Ellington's every day.

Listen to his cut of Rohhin's 7s[est . . . Kate
Smith does a nice job on T^ow Is the Hour
for M-G-M . . . Guy Lombardo and his

aggregation, heard on Decca, this month
embark on their most extensive personal

appearance tour in the past ten years. The
tour, lasting until July, will take them from
coast-to-coast in a series of theatre, hotel

and ballroom engagements . . . Our best

to Sammy Kaye, a right guy who is going
all-out to raise funds for entertainment

equipment in veterans' hospitals ... A
1932 recording of Mahatma Gandhi's
voice is being reissued by Columbia. It is

a summary of his spiritual philosophies en'

titled The Justification of God. For it,

Gandhi is reported to have received $200,-

000 which he turned over to the Indian
National Congress Party . . . Gordon Mac-
Rae, of the Capitol stable, has taken over

the Tony Martin radio spot for good . . .

So great is the demand for personal ap-

pearances by Sarah Vaughan that she is

already booked well into 1949 . . . Woody
Herman and the herd are heading east this

month, probably for an engagement at the

Commodore in New York . . . Frankie

Carle's newest composition is I Dont
Want to Meet Any More People . . .

Watch for Count Basie's first Victor al-

bum, out this month . . . Burl Ive's Decca
contract expires in April but the chubby
balladeer won't sign a new one unless he

receives contractual assurance that his

with BOB KENNEDY

recordings will be distributed and pushed
in rural areas. "Out in the country," he
says, "that's where my people are."

Betcha Didn't Know
Before the war, Victor Borge was the

staff organist of a large cemetery in Cop-
enhagen. He stills holds that official title

. . . Dick Jurgens was a trumpet mian until

his lip was smashed in an auto accident . . .

Kate Smith sends all first pressings of her

recordings to the White House . . . The
first jazz recording ever made was Tiger

Kag backed by Bluein the Blues. It was
issued by Victor in 1917, and featured

the original Dixieland Jazz Band of New
Orleans . . . Stan Kenton was once assist-

ant musical director of Earl Carroll's the-

atre restaurant.

Highly Recommended
COLUMBIA ALBUM C-148—Whistling

for Ton, with Fred Lowery. Here in-

deed is an unusual musical treat in this

new album by one of America's most
versatile whistlers. A guitar and Nova-
chord accompaniment provides a good
background effect. Many standard fa-

vorites are included in the selections,

and you will particularly enjoy Trees,

Caprice "Viennois, La Paloma and Star'

dust . . . It's whistling at its best!

CAPITOL 15040—Jo Stafford with Paul

Weston and his orchestra. It's Monday
Every Day plus It Was 'Written in the

Stars. Jo again, and that means an-

other fine platter. It's Monday Every
Day is on the upbeat, with Jo there all
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the way. The Hip-over is a minor,

weird and difficult piece of music which
Miss S. undauntedly handles with

smooth precision. Paul Weston's group,

as always, furnishes excellent support.

You can't go wrong on this.

M'G'M 10145—Jimmy and Mildred Mul-
cay with Pat Karen and the Three
Dons. When Veronica Plays the Har-
monica and Blue Prelude. Mr. and Mrs.
Harmonica in an out'of'thcordinary of-

fering. The Veronica side is a bouncy
novelty, while the reverse gets down to

some serious and well-done mouth or-

ganing. With harmonicas coming back
into public favor, M-G-M has a poten-

tial winner in this disc.

'^Brookside Record Shop, 63 3 0 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

DECCA 24296—Al Jolson with orchestra.

If I Only Had a Match and Let Me
Sing and I'm Happy. Punning aside,

the 7viatch number is a real torch song.

Sung in Jolson's best footlight style, it

is a first rate recording of a song tailor-

made for Al's personality and delivery.

The flip-over is a Jolson favorite of old—almost as famous as Sonny Boy.
Naturally, if you are a Jolson fan you'll

love it.

VICTOR 20-2722—Tex Beneke and his

orchestra. St. Louis Blues March plus

Chero\ee Canyon. W. C. Handy's
famous song, tricked out in march time
v;ith emphasis on the drum beat and a

fine solo sax passage, becomes a highly
interesting and irresistible gloom chaser.

On the other side you'll find the type
of song on which Tex does his best vo-
cal work. Mark this down for good
listening and dancing!

CAPITOL 15041—Gordon MacRae with
an orchestra conducted by Carlyle Hall.

Matinee and That Feathery Feelin. If

you haven't a MacRae disc, this is a

good one to start on. The boy has a

fine baritone voice and does a splendid

job on Matinee, which is a sequel to

Ballerina. He sounds like Monroe, only

better. The reverse is a pleasing mel'

ody in an easy tempo. Gordon's pipes,

incidentally, receive full justice from the

rich background arrangements. A-1!
*Jenkins Music Company, 1217 "Wal-

nut, VI 943 0.

COLUMBIA 38090—Frankie Carle and
his orchestra. Dreamy Lullahy and Lost

April. The first tune should certainly

be a winner. It is a Carle original fea-

turing the band for the first chorus with

a modulation into Gregg Lawrence's
vocal on the second. Frankie's piano
sparkles throughout . . . Lost April is

the theme of the movie The Bishop's

Wife. Carle is spotlighted and Gregg
Lawrence comes in to sing the words.

These two sides will give Carle fans a

genuine treat!

MAJESTIC 1191—Eddy Howard and his

orchestra. T^ow Is the Hour and True.
Gracie Fields is credited with importa-

tion of T^ow Is the Hour. As the Maori
Farevjell Song, New Zealanders have
been singing it for years. Be that as it

may, it now receives full and impeccable
treatment from Eddy, his trio and or-

chestra. True, another sweet ballad, is

an equally valuable addition to any li-

brary.

DECCA 24307—Hoagy Carmichael. Who
Killed 'Er (Who Killed the Black Wtd-
der) plus I'm A-Comin' A-Courtin'
Corahelle. In an original number about
the "black widder," Hoagy proves he's

lost none of his unerring feeling for

the comic and bizarre. It's an amusing
story set to music, and should fascinate

young, old and all the in-betweens. On
the flip is a pop tune of the day pre-

sented in the unique Carmichael style.

Entertainment tops!

-Fiesta Music Den, 4013 Troost, WE
6540.

The stout old gentleman breathed heavily as he tried to mount the steps
of the bus. "Take your time, pop," said the driver sarcastically, "we've got
all day."

"I'm trying," gasped the old fellow.

"You should eat more yeast," said the driver, "then you'd be able to rise."

"Yes," the elder agreed, hoisting himself triumphantly upward, "and if

you ate more yeast you'd be much better bred."
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by NORT JONATHAN

PITY the poor commuter! No matter
how many streamlined trains the rail-

roads proudly put on the rails to snare

the buck of the cross-country traveler, the

guy who commutes between Chicago and
South Burlap every morning and night

has to put up with the same old antiquated

equipment and haphazard service. Some
of the cars used in commuter service look

as though they had originally been a part

of Lincoln's funeral train.

Your Windy City commuter must put
up with this sort of thing unless he is

fortunate enough to live near the Illinois

Central railroad, which is the only road
operating new cars on fast, frequent, and
clean trains. The IC is electrified, too, and
seems to feel that even commuters have
some rights and are entitled to a seat at

least a couple of times a week.

However, the Burlington, Northwestern,
and Rock Island all proceed on the theory
that the commuter should be discouraged
from traveling at all. During the summer
months their tired cars, with all windows
tightly closed, fry in the switch yards until

the temperature inside gets up to around
120 degrees. Then their battered engines

push them into the station, where the

commuters are jammed aboard to stew until

departure time—which may be anywhere
from ten minutes to half an hour after

the time advertised on what is laughingly
known as the suburban timetable. When
air finally does reach the groggy passengers

black coal smoke and cinders come right

along with it.

The winter story is the reverse, of

course, but just as uncomfortable. After
November first the cars become rolling

refrigerators. There are long, freezing

waits on unprotected suburban platforms

for trains that show up long after the

scheduled hour. In really bad weather
some trains don't bother to show up at all.

The Chicago commuter pays well to

endure this torture. His ticket continues

to advance in price, with the railroad?

seeming to feel that he has no rights at

all. It is highly likely that even Robert
Young himself couldn't get the North'
western railroad's brass hats to install

electric lights in some of their more archaic

cars. Those gas lamps will be with us until

the cars, like the wonderful one boss shay,

finally fall apart. The trouble is, the com'
muters are likely to fall apart first,

o • •

Sheila John Daly, who is the Chicago
Tribune's teen-age columnist, has written

a book which will solve many an entertain'

ment problem. It's her second book in

about two years, and has the appropriate

title Party Fun. If you're at a loss to know
what to do when the teen-age crowd
descends on your mansion. Party Fun has

plenty of clever answers to help you en'

tertain your teen-age son or daughter's

high school friends.

Sheila Daly is the youngest of Chicago's

four fabulous Daly sisters. Maureen, who
wrote the best-selling novel Seventeenth
Summer when she wasn't much older than

that herself, is an associate editor on the

staff of the Ladies Home Journal. Kay,
who is in her twenties, is a highly paid

expert on what milady will want to wear
next season if her husband is still solvent.

Marguerite is one of Chicago's best fashion

models, and is the mother of young Brigid

—who threatens to surpass her talented

aunts. In fact there is a current rumor
on Chicago's Literary Lane that even now
Brigid is at work on the Great American
Novel.
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While on this literary theme, we'd like

to confess shyly that we have written a

new book, too. Under pressure we're pre'

pared to admit that the title is Guidehoo\
for the Young Man About Town and that

the volume sells for two and a half bucks

at any bookstore. Modesty will not permit

a longer plug, but perhaps it's all right

to add that the volume is dedicated to

Art Ellison—that longtime stalwart of

Kansas City drama and radio.

• • •

We have it from no less an authority

than the man himself that Harry Conover's
charm and personality school in Chicago
is for career girls. The gals who want
to become models will have to look else
where for training because Mr. Conover
is interested in brightening the marriage
and career chances of the ninctO'five

females in the ofices and factories.

' Mr. Conover has been around these

parts for some time now, shepherded here
and there by the energetic Maraleita Dut'
ton, who undoubtedly qualifies as our top

! female press agent. Better still, Conover's
lovely wife. Candy Jones, has been with
him most of the time, thus brightening the

lives of disc jockeys, newspaper feature

!
writers, and characters who write columns.

• • •

Easter will bring the usual beautiful
flower show at the Garfield and Lincoln
'Park conservatories. It's sad that all too

few Chicagoans know what a breathtaking
display may be seen for the cost of a bus
ticket. If you're going to be in town this

spring, make the Park District's flower
show a "must" on your schedule of things

to see.
• • •

The crash of a Delta Airliner at the

Municipal Airport last month made all

the front pages, with the usual hue and
cry and demand for a thorough investiga-

tion. This is all very well, but we'd like

to point out that the safety record of the

Chicago airport is unmatched anywhere.
In the middle of a highly congested dis'

trict, with hundreds of planes landing and
taking off every 24 hours, there have been
only two bad accidents in eight years

—

which is a record that shouldn't be for-

gotten.
• • •

The sap is beginning to run, and so

are the politicians. Both the Republicans
and the Democrats have provided them-
selves with little in the way of opposition

in the primary election scheduled for this

month. The primary is considered in Chi-

cago as merely a warming up period for

the more serious business to come next
fall. Impassioned orators are pointing to

the record on the radio again. Billboards,

elevated platforms, and fences are blossom-

ing forth with bright posters extolling the

virtues of men, instead of pills and tooth-

paste. Spring is here.

Complaining about his new son-in-law, a man said, "He can't drink
and he can't play cards."

"But that's the kind of a son-in-law to have," consoled a friend.

"Naw," said the man. "You don't understand. He can't play cards

. . . and he plays. He can't drink . . . and he drinks."

"I see you have a sign in your shop 'We aim to please,' " remarked
the customer.

"Oh yes," gushed the clerk, "that's our motto."
"Well," said the customer, "you ought to take a little time off for

target practice."

"These shoes are too narrow and pointed," said the customer.
"But sir," replied the salesman, "they are wearing narrow, pointed

shoes this season."

"That may be," answered the suffering man, "but unfortunately, I am
still wearing last year's feet.'*
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Very High Life

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State (SUP 7200). This spot

gets less publicity and /or acclaim than

the Pump Room across State Street, but

apparently doesn't need to be talked about

to be popular. Phil Gordon is packing
them in again.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

and Monroe (RAN 7500). Murray Ar-
nold's orchestra and songstress Kay Bal'

lard are featured as the current winter-

time revue winds up a long run. It's one
of the best shows in town—plus lavish

new decor. It's a pleasure to add up the

check in this atmosphere.

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michi-

gan at Congress (HAR 3800). During the

cocktail hour you'll hear rhumba music.

After six in the evening, you'll hear all

the tunes on the hit parade. A good choice

for a drink and a dance.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,

7th at Michigan (HAR 4300). Jimmy
Savo puts on a hilarious new show. Ray
Morton is currently providing society

dance music, which means you're sure to

hear Where or V/hen, Zing Went the

Strings of My Heart and It Was Just One
of Those Things sometime during the eve-

ning.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel,

1300 State (SUP 7200). As you've prob-

ably heard, this is the most glamorous fill-

ing station between Hollywood and New
York. The food is either frozen stiff or in

by JOAN FORTUNE

flames—and all the ham isn't on the menu.
The customers provide one of the best

floor shows in town. Don't plan to dance
because there probably won't be room.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,

Randolph at Wells (CEN 0213). Good
dance music, fine German food, and the

least crowded dance floor in the Loop
make this lovely room justly popular with
many Chicagoans. Joseph Sudy's suave
music and the paneled bleached mahogany
decor are both noteworthy.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake
Shore Drive (DEL 9300). Russian food.

Russian decor. Russian music. Moody
Russian waiters. Capitalistic prices. Those
who should know claim it's the best spot

in town to begin a new romance, or polish

off an old one.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LON
6000). That long-time favorite, George
Olsen, plays for dancing in a room, whose
beauty a succession of interior decorators

hasn't been able to damage. It's a 20-

minute ride from the Loop but well worth
it.

Gourmet's Delight

MIKE FRITZEL'S, State at Lake. It's

the new favorite spot of the serious eaters.

A great place to eat if you have two
hours for luncheon, or three hours for

dinner.

WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU-
RANT, 410 N. Michigan. Consistently

fine food at consistently moderate prices.

Sane people patronize the restaurant pro-

per. The advertising and radio crowd jams

the bar, where Lou Harrington mixes the

best manhattans and martinis in tov-'n.

GIRO'S, 816 N. Wabash. The show
business crowd likes to greet the dawn in

this new restaurant with a Times Square
atmosphere. Excellent food and open very

late.

GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark. You can't do
better 'f you v/ant a steak.
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BARNEY'S, Halstcd at Randolph. Ditto

above.

STEAK HOUSE, 744 N. Rush. Ditto

above.

For an international atmosphere,
try these justly well-known places:

JACQUES, 900 N. Michigan, for French

cuisine ... A BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015
N. Rush Street, for smorgasbord . . .

SHANGRI-LA, 222 N. State Street, for

exotic Cantonese dishes . . . SINGAPORE,
1011 Rush Street, for meats barbecued to

a crisp turn . . . OLD HEIDELBERG, 14

W. Randolph Street, for hearty German
food ... and the SINGER'S RENDEZ-
VOUS at Rush and Superior for Italian

dishes and Italian tenors.

The Shotv's the Thing _^

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court
(DEL 3434). The most pretentious and
expensive show west of Hoboken, starring

funnyman-dancer Ray Bolger. Marty
Gould's orchestra and Don Chiesta's

rhumba band take turns with the music.

LATIN QUARTER, 23 W. Randolph
(RAN 5544). Ralph Berger's spot has be-

come the stronghold of the rhumba. The
minimum charge has been lowered, pos-

sibly none too soon.

RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DEL
3700). This place has a South American
flavor but the girl strippers all look' as if

they came from Cicero. It's a favorite

hang-out for conventioners who don't care

where their next hangover comes from.
A.ll girl show—eye-filling but monotonous.

Just for a Drink

The cozy bar atop the Allerton Hotel,

Michigan at Huron . . . MARTIN'S on
Lasalle Street in the heart of the financial

district . . . The virile men's pub at the

extreme south end of the Stevens Hotel
. . . The luxurious TOWN AND COUN-
TRY room at the Palmer House . . .

HENRICrS in the Merchandise Mart . . .

the PRESS ROW bar on Madison Street,

where the newspaper guys and gals gather.

Strictly for Stripping

You'll find the loveliest girls in all of

the take-it-off business in these north side

and west side hangouts for conventioneers
and visiting buyers. But be sure to take

along a full billfold and a few bank checks
when you visit the FRENCH CASINO.
641 N. Clark Street ... EL MOCAMBO.
1519 W. Madison Street . . . THE PLAY-
HOUSE CAFE, 550 N. Clark Street . . .

L and L CAFE, 1315 West Madison . . .

the 606 CLUB, 606 South Wabash ... the

TROCADEPvO CLUB, 525 South State

Street.

Mostly for Music

JAZZ, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue.
This is where the addicts are gathering

these days. It opens late and closes some-
where around four or five. A steady pro-

cession of the best jazz men in the country
keeps the cash register ringing.

COLLEGE INN. Sherman Hotel. John
Kirby is the big attraction these days.

Favorite place of the coke and steak sand-

wich set.

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT, Wa-
bash and Randolph. Through the years

consistently one of the best spots to dance.

Art Kassel is currently the bandstand at-

traction.

GLASS HOUSE, Graemere Hotel, 113
N. Homan. This residential hotel on the

near west side has come up with another
good band, as Don Fielding and the

Townsmen take over in place of Don Or-
lando's five-piece combination.
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by LUCIE BRION

THERE has been some doubt in Man-
hattan as to whether or not there is

such a thing as spring. What a winter!

And when will it ever give up! Gardeners
are hopeful that the tremendous moisture

of the winter will make fine lawns and
gardens. Also, they say that snow makes a

good fruit year. Certainly if moisture has

anything to do with it we should have the

best of everything. Penthouse planting is

likely to start any minute now, along with

the popular window boxes. And while

we're on the subject of growing things,

Macy's is going to offer a new product
that will without doubt take housewives
by storm. It's a chemical that preserves

cut flowers forever. Take a bunch of

flov.'ers, dip them in a pan of this stuff,

let them dry—and there they are for keeps.

The only thing they don't retain forever is

their fragrance . . . and they'll probably
fix that before long. This product may
turn out to be a pain in the pocketbook
to florists, but it will be mighty handy
around the house.

• • •

Many Manhattanites are planning short

motor trips into Virginia to see the famous
spring gardens and home interiors. Wil'
liamsburg is the favorite objective. It's

best to go by car in order to be free of

time schedules and transportation intrica-

cies. For those without a car there is

always the HertZ'DriveJt'Yourself agency
here which is more than satisfactory and
not too expensive. Williamsburg is less

than 400 miles away and can easily be
done in a day. The "easily" doesn't in-

elude the first 80 miles out through New
Jersey. That is pretty grim, crowded and
confusing. But once that is over, the

roads and countryside are breathtakingly
beautiful.

The Williamsburg Inn is as charming a

place as one could ask for and the service

is superb. It is furnished and maintained
in the mood of long ago. At least two
days are required to take in everything

of historic interest in and near this quaint
village.

A tip to motorists . . . the Inn puts out
marvelous box lunches which are time
savers on the road as well as being dc
licious.

It is difficult to go straight to or from
Williamsburg, because of the hundreds of
other fascinating spots in this part of the
country. And the temptation to linger is

almost overwhelming. Williamsburg, how'
ever, is a must.

• • •

One can't mention the theatre these

days without speaking of Mister Koherts.

Here is a show that for the first time in

years of Broadway openings received the

designation of "Flawless." Even the most
hardened critics have had to review this

most amusing and touching war story with'

out pulverizing a single act. Henry Fonda
does the best job of his career, and no
doubt the whole show will run as long as

there is a curtain and a light left. Tickets?

Well, all we can say is to have a try at it.

• • •

To the ladies: Isn't there another word
besides "housewife" that can be used in

filling out form papers with the question

"Occupation?" It sounds so much like

hair-curlers and wrappers and ironing

boards.

Being a housewife is an occupation all

right, but with all the things it covers the

title needs a little glamour. The job of

handling complaints, supplies, entertain-

ment, repairs, and budgets is no small

matter.
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"Chairman of Miscellany" or "What
Next?" might cover it lightly. Anything
but that vague and dull sounding "House'
wife."

• • •

In spite of the terrible soot in Man'
hattan, windows must be properly draped.

The problem of materials and prices is

something else again; one that can turn

the pocketbook inside out. Recently we
have found a place here that auctions off

materials which go for an amazingly low
figure. Jacobs and Son, at 393 Broadway.
This firm buys up odds and ends of fine

materials from all over, and off they go
to the highest bidder. There is everything
from the finest of satins and brocades to

the lightest of chintzes . . . and plenty of

yardage for average usage.

• • •

Fashion shows are popping out all over
town. The prices are not pleasing to the
purse but the creations are yummy. Every
thing is quite long and very feminine.
Tailored suits have rhinestone buttons or
an unexpected bow someplace to offset

any leaning towards masculinity. Hats
are as foolish and enchanting as ever. Eve

ning clothes are completely dreamy—al'

though the price tags are a nightmare. One
wonders who buys them; evidently some'
one does . . . Shoes are no longer toeless

(another blow) but a lot more practical.

Flowing hair is out. It is now very short,

or up high, or done in a bun at the nape
of the neck. If the whole thing were less

of an investment it would be lots of fun.

April in Paris is something to see, or

at least it used to be. But Manhattan is

something to see all the year round. And
now that spring is coming it will offer a

fine careless rapture like no other place

in the world.

Dimples in Your Golf Ball

HAVE you ever wondered why a golf ball has dimples, or whether a

smooth ball wouldn't travel farther? You don't have to be an expert

at the game to be entitled to a guess. The layman will probably suggest

that a smooth golf ball should serve the purpose much better, since it would
offer less resistance. But that's not the right answer.

Those who know golf balls best, the manufacturers, say that it's the

dimpled ones all the way. To demonstrate their proof they use, in place of

a big, healthy golfer, a machine which is capable of giving the ball a 250'

yard ride. First, several regulation dimpled balls are driven straight down
the fairway and land a good 230 yards from the tee. Next, a few smooth
balls are swatted, but not one of them travels more than 50 yards.

This demonstration is perfectly understandable after the aerodynamic
explanation is given. As the smooth ball soars through the air, air eddies

swirl around behind it, creating a semi'vacuum area with suctionHke qualities.

The suction becomes stronger and stronger until the ball drops to the ground
under the pull of gravity. The dimpled balls stir up the same number of air

eddies, but as the dimples in the ball whirl through the eddies they dump
some air into the potential vacuum and thereby lower the pull of gravity.

—John Warington.

The steps of Progress are considerably shortened by the tight skirts of
Prejudice.
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Current Flays . . .

FOR LOVE OR MONEY. (Nov. 4,

1947) . June Lockhart gets the roses for

adding charm to this rather mediocre
comedy. Also in the cast are John Loder,
Vicki Cummings, Paula Trueman and
Mark O'Daniels. Henry Miller, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thurs-
day and Saturday at 2:40.

JOY TO THE WOPvLD. (March 18,

1948) . Alfred Drake, Marsha Hunt and
Myron McCormick m a play by Allen
Scott. The effort is directed by Jules

Dassin and produced by John Housman
and Wilham R. Katzell. Plym.outh, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MAN AND SUPERMAN. (Oct. 8,

1947). A 1903 version of Shaw's ideas

on v^omen and marriage. Maurice Evans
stars in his own production, supported by
Frances Rowe, Carmen Mathews, Malcom
Keen and Chester Stratton. Hudson, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

ME AND MOLLY. (Feb. 26, 1948).
Based on The Goldbergs, a radio serial,

this comedy retains m.ost of the weaknesses
when it is tried on the stage. Leading
the cast is the author, Gertrude Berg, who
plays opposite PhiUip Loeb. Belasco, eve-

nings except Monday, at 8:40. Matinees
Saturday and Sunday, at 2:40.

MEDEA. (Oct. 20, 1947). In this

Robinson Jeffers revision of Euripides,

Judith Anderson gives a pov;erful and
frightening interpretation. Dennis King
and Florence Pv^eed are in the supporting
cast. Royale, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:40.

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948).
Here is an instance in which a successful

book can be turned into a successful play.

Henry Fonda heads the cast in this roar-

ing, penetrating, tragically-true comedy
which also includes David Wayne and
William Flarngan. Alvin, evenings, except
Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. (Jan. 14,

1948). Filled v.'ith comical situations, most
of which have little meaning. Joan Tetzcl

and John Archer are at the top of a some-
what large cast. Morosco, evenings, ex-

cept Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Saturday
at 2:40 and Sunday at 3:00.

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE.
(Dec. 3, 1947). Vying with Mister Roberts
for top honors of the season, this play by
Tennessee Williams has critics applauding.

Jessica Tandy gives a very commendable
performance in the lead role, backed by
Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden and Kim
Hunter. Barrymore, evenings, except Sun-
day, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2 : 30.

THE WINSLOW BOY. (Oct. 29,

1947). A worthwhile play centered around
a famous lawsuit against the crown. The
cast, which is from. England, includes Alan
V-/ebb, Frank Allenby and Valerie White.
Empire, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.

Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2:40.

YOU NEVER CAN TELL. (March
15, 1948). Another Shavian revival, this

one a Theatre Guild production directed

by Peter Ashm.ore. In leading roles are

Leo G. Carroll, Tom Helmore, Frieda

Inescort and RalpJi Forbes. Martin Beck,

evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Mat'
inees Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.
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Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb. 4, 1946).

Judy Holliday and Paul Douglas as an ex-

chorine and crooked junk dealer, respec-

tively, in this still wonderfully funny Gar-

son Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, ex'

,cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednes'

day and Saturday at 2:40 . . . COM-
MAND DECISION. (Oct. 1, 1947).. An
fexpertly written drama concerning our Air

Force in England. The all-male cast in-

cludes Paul Kelly, Jay Fassett and Edmon
Ryan. Fulton, evenings, except Monday,
at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday

at 2:40 . . . HARVEY. (Nov. 1, 1944).

Frank Fay, Josephine Hull and some rab-

bit. 48th Street, evenings, except Sunday,

at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Sat-

urday at 2:40 . . . THE HEIRESS.
(Sept. 27, 1947). Wendy Hiller sup-

ported by Basil Rathbone in the Goets

adaptation of Henry James' Washington
Square. Biltmore, evenings, except Sun-

day, at 8:35. Matinees Wednesday and

Saturday at 2:35.

' Current Musicals . . .

(ALLEGRO. (Oct. 10, 1947). Richard
I Rodgers' music carries the burden as Oscar
Hammerstein and Agnes deMille ride

along. The book and the ballets add little

to the production. In major roles are

Annamary Dickey, John Conte, Robert
Jonay and John Battles. Majestic, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Thurs-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Dec. 11,

1947). Several comic numbers by Paul and
Grace Hartman make this revue worth
seeing. The remainder leaves much to be
desired, however. With Hank Ladd, Na-
dine Gae and Peter Hamilton. Coronet,
evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

THE D'OYLY CARTE OPERA COM-
PANY. (Dec. 29, 1948). This is an
accomplished company including Martyn
Green and Darrel Fancourt. All of the

old favorites will please you. New Cen-
tury, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

HIGH BUTTON SHOES. (Oct. 9,

1947) . Delightful nonsense with Nanette
Fabray at her best. Also, Jerome Robbins'

Mack Sennett ballet is wonderful! With
Phil Silvers, Lois Lee and Joey Faye.

Shubert, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

LOOK MA, FM DANCIN'. (Jan. 29,

1948) . The ballet is taken for a ride as

Nancy Walker goes ballerina in reverse.

George Abbott directs the cast claiming

Harold Lang, Janet Reed, Katharine Ser-

gava and AHce Pearce. Adelphi, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). Songs by Richard Lewine and
book by Arnold B. Horwitt add up to an
engaging evening. David Burns and Sid

Caesar are fine in the comic leads. Broad-
hurst, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

Established Hits . . .

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (May 10,

1946). Loud and irresistible Ethel Mer-
man still going strong. Imperial, evenings,
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except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30 . . . BRIGA-
DOON. (Mar. 13, 1947). A musical

fantasy with dancing and singing and
David Brooks and Marion BeU. Ziegfeld,

evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees

Thursday and Saturday at 2:30 . . .

FINIAN'S RAINBOW. (Jan. 10, 1947).

A leprechaun comes to Missitucky and
an accomplished cast takes it from there.

46th Street, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

at 2:30 . . . OKLAHOMA. (March 31,

1943). Still the toast of the musical

comedy world. St. James, evenings, except

Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Saturday and

Sunday at 2:30.

NEW YORK THEATRES

("W" or "E" denotes West or East of Broadway)

Adelphi, 152 W. 54th 01 6-5097 E
Alvin, 250 W. 52nd CI 5-6868 W
Barrymore, 243 E. 47th CI 6-0390 W
Bclasco, 115 W. 44th BR 9-2067 E
Biltmore, 261 W. 47th CI 6-93 53 W
Booth, 222 W. 45th CI 6-5969 W
Broadhurst, 253 W. 44th....CI 6-6699 E
Century, 932 7th Ave CI 7-3121
Coronet, 203 W. 49th CI 6-8870 W
Cort, 138 W. 48th CI 5-4289 E
Empire, Broadway at 40th..PE 6-9540
Forty Sixth, 221 W. 46th....CI 6-6075 W
Forty Eighth, 1 57 W.48th..BR 9-4566 E
Fulton, 210 W. 46th CI 6-6380 W
Hudson, 141 W. 44th BR 9-5641 E
Imperial, 209 W. 45th CO 5-2412 W

International,

5 Columbus Circle CI 5-4884

Lyceum, 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256 E
Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730 W
Mansfield, 256 W. 47th CI 6-9056 W
Martin Beck, 402 W. 45th..CI 6-6363 W
Henry Miller,

124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970 E
Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230 W
Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI 6-4636 W
National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220 W
Playhouse, 137 W. 48th....CI 5-6060 E
Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156 W
Royale, 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760 W
Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI 6-9500 W
Zeigfeld, 6th Ave. & 54th..CI 5-5200

What most of us need is a kick in the seat of our can'ts.

A
"Look here. Mister," snarled the customs officer, "you told me there

was nothing in the suitcase but clothing and I found a bottle of whiskey!"
"Sure," replied the accused one, "that's my nightcap."

A
Man knows his age—woman computes hers.

—

Transit T^ews.

A
In too many cases, heavy artillery in oratory is combined with blank

cartridges in ideas.

Little Junior had taken his first dancing lesson. When he arrived home,
proud mama asked him how he liked it. "Why mother, it's easy. All you
do is turn around and keep wiping your feet."
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HOUSE OF CHAN. As authentic as a

China boy's queue, you can struggle along
with a pair of chop sticks if you want to

make like a foreign correspondent. It's

really simple—the upper stick is held in

the triangle formed by thumb, index and
middle fingers; lower stick is held by
middle finger, ring finger, and rests in the

*V' of the thumb. Faces belonging to

people who make news are seen here en'

joying their chow mein and rice. 800 7th

Avenue. CI 7-5785,

WALDORF-ASTORIA. Always a star

floor show in the Wedgewood Room. Spa-
cious and dignified, the Sert Room for

string music at luncheon and dancing in

the evenings. The gorgeous Flamingo Room
is the place if you wish to dine and dance
more informally. Whatever your wish for

dining, dancing or entertainment, you'll

find it at the Waldorf. Park Avenue at

50th. EL 5-3000.

COPACABANA. Top billing here
means as much to the show world as play-

ing the Palace in vaudeville days. Ah, such
luscious showgirls, each looking like a

Petty or Varga creation—only in the flesh!

Don't let your food grow cold while taking
in the amusing and entertaining floor

shows
—

'cause the food is good, too! 10 E.

60. PL 8-1060.

LA MARTINIQUE. Dinner a la carte

accompanied by lilting, gypsy music.
Rhumba and samba music and two fine

floor shows after ten bells. If you're a
proponent of Latin American dancing.

executed "properly," you'll find delightful

company here. 57 W. 57. PL 5-4754.

BARBETTA'S. Wispy trails telegraph'

ing the delightful odors of genuine Italian

cookery greet the gourmet at the doorway.
They know how to use garlic here, too.

Heaping platterfuls of spaghetti and other

Italian dishes at surprisingly low prices.

Truly a wonderful place. 321 W. 46.

CI 6-9171.

BRUSSELS. Old world French and Bel'

gian cooking a la carte will pass the taste

bud-test given it by the most critical

gourmet. Serene, dignified and expensive.

The service is courteous and European
charm prevails. 26 E. 63. RE 4-1215.

TOKAY. Shades of old Hungary! Such
goulash! Excellent wines and American
food as well. The gypsy music is the

clincher even for the well-filled date book.
It may be crowded; but good food and
music explain the reputation of this dc'

lightful place. 1591 2nd Ave. RE 4-9441.

DIAMOND HORSESHOE. Billy Rose,

show king of the show world, presents his

eye filling displays of beautiful girls twice

a night during the week, and thrice on
Saturday. The costumes are as brief as the

girls are pretty—and that's sayin' an eye-

ful! Always funny and always worth the

price. Ample tribute to the floor shows is

that we never remember what our food
tasted like! 235 W. 46. CI 6-6500.

VILLAGE BARN. Most hilarious place

in the Village. Sing for your supper or

the waiter will sing for his! Floor shows
featuring uninhibited customers; just as

funny as the paid performers! Square
dancing, minor riots and an old-timey at-

mosphere. What a place! 52 W. 8.

ST 9-8841.

SEA FARE. A reminder to visit one of

these famous 'seafood restaurants while

there's an "r" left! The downtown restau-

rant is crowded; but the fine seafood is

always worth waiting for. 41 W. 8. At
1033 1st Avenue (Sutton Place) is a

charmingly decorated branch of the orig-

inal restaurant. Moderate prices. OR
4-3973 or PL 9-4176.
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Magnificent Meal

PUSATERI'S NEW
YORKER. Here you
eat and drink like

royalty. The roast beef

and steaks are supreme
—and don't forget to

order a plate of those

French'fried onions!
The salad bowl, of

course, is a must. Jerry will find a place

for you at a table unless he decides you're
happier sitting at the bar. 1104 Baltimore.

GR 1019.

SAVOY GRILL. The oaken panelling

and the famous murals take you back to

the turn of the century. When the at-

mosphere works its charm you're likely to

glance outside to see if your hansom
driver is still waiting. The food is prepared
exactly as it was years and years ago . . .

wholesome, generous, delicious and ap-

petizing. Specialties are lobster broiled in

butter ($2 per pound), swordfish, red
snapper and excellent steaks. 9th c?' Cen-
tral. VI 3890.

WEISS CAFE. Located on the first

floor corner of the historic Coates House—which has played host to Grover Cleve-
land, Sarah Bernhardt and other person-
alities of that golden era—Weiss' features

Continental style cooking. The beautiful
fireplace at the south end of the cafe dates
back to 1867. Menu attractions are live

Maine lobster, choice steaks, roast capon,
Long Island duckling and excellent
chicken. A luncheon specialty is the Weiss
salad bowl. Come for cocktails! Coates
House. VI 6904.

Class With a Glass . . .

BLUE DAHLIA
ROOM. The genial
George Conabhan pre-

sides over this attrac-

tively lighted room.
You'll a Kv a y s find
sports personalities
"swapping experi-
ences" here and a feel-

ing of friendliness seems to pervade the

atmosphere. Phil Provost plays the piano

with one hand and the Solovox with the

other and it all adds up to delightful

music. Comfortable leather seats in which
to enjoy your excellently-mixed drinks.

Hotel Commonwealth, 1216 Broadway.
HA 4410.

PUTSCH'S 210. This exquisitely deco-

rated bar and restaurant is one of the

most beautiful anywhere. From the gor-

geous glass mural extending the length

of the bar to the New Orleans wrought-
iron-and-rose effect in the large dining

room; the restaurant is superbly styled and
decorated. Tables in the softly lighted Vic-

torian lounge may be reserved for private

luncheons. A gorgeous dinner may be had
for as httle as $1.65. Air-exuressed Colo-

rado mountain trout, choice steaks and
primes ribs of roast beef are excellent

dinner suggestions. And, of course, the

succulent lobster. The waiter takes the

meat out of the claws if you wish and he
does it without leaving a single delicious

morsel in them. The "In a Hurry" busi-

nessman's luncheon is a treat and it costs

only a dollar! A typical luncheon includes

baked pork chops with Southern dressing,

mashed potatoes, chef's salad, hot rolls and
butter, a drink and pie or ice cream! All

for a dollar! The 210 is a "must" on every-

one's list. Come to the Wyandotte side of

the 210 for a fine cafeteria meal. 210
West 47th Street. LO 2000.

RENDEZVOUS. Handy downtown
bar-restaurant. At the wave of your hand
a nattily dressed v.-aiter will whisk a table

cloth in front of you and serve your meal.

Noon luncheon for about 65 cents, with

beverage extra. In the evenings, roast beef

for $1.50 and steaks from $2.50. Hotel

Muehlebach, 12th ^ Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. Little brother to El

Casbah, but quite a personality in its own
right. Continuous entertainment. During
April, Betty Rogers and Edna Linn play

smooth piano. The atmosphere is decorous

but not formal—you'll no doubt c-:ill it

just right. Excellent drinks. Hotel Belle-

rive, Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.
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To See and Be Seen . . .

DRUM ROOM. A
large drum marks the en-

trance to a pleasant circu'

lar bar, with tables and
leather wall seats sur-

rounding it. In the Drum
Room proper, just down
a flight of steps, you can

order excellent dinners for

as httle as $1.85. Nick or Junior will seat

you and see that your party is happy and
comfortable, but Joe, waiter Number 17,

is the one to ask for. Dick Carlton and
his smart music furnish delightful dinner

and dance tunes. Hotel President, 14th 6?

Baltimore. OR 5440.

TERRACE GRILL. Head man Gordon
hovers attentively at the entrance of this

artistically decorated basement supper club

and manages to find you a table, now
adays. Musical attractions for April are

Victor Lombardo followed by Clyde Mc-
Coy. Right across the street from the Katz,

drugstore. 12th & Baltimore. GR 1400.

EL CASBAH. Ralph Sterling and his

society band, direct from the Camellia
House of the Drake in Chicago, is cur-

rently entertaining at El Casbah. The
Flaming Sword dinners and Flaming Des-
serts are truly works of culinary art.

Maitre d' hotel Herman Hermany will take
your telephone reservations. Remember

—

no cover charge! Hotel Bellerive, Armour
at Warwick. VA 7047.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

ADRIAN'S. Soft
lighting and an attrac-

tive bar are a prelude

to the fine food you'll

get at the Mart Cafe.

Noonday meals for as

little as 70 cents. The
evening smorgasbord
with ham, beef or other

meat entrees is a treat. You can have a

complete dinner for $1.50—and believe

us, it's delicious! Notable for excellent

coffee. Convenient parking just south of

the building. Merchandise Mart. VI 6587.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE. Dale
Ovcrfelt's place on south Broadway is a

mecca for jazz enthusiasts as well as those

who seek good food and drink. Joshua
Johnson, the man with the "clean" left

hand, can really punch out the jive. Riley

Thompson mixes your drink; and it's al-

ways a svv/ell appetizer for one of those

dollar dinners. The fried chicken is tender,

as is the roast beef. Good salads. Come
to the Broadway Interlude after midnight
to ease that Sunday thirst. 3535 Broad-
way. WE 9630.

CABANA. Luncheons for less than a

dollar—meat entree, two vegetables, rolls

and butter. Quick service—tasty. Lou
Vogel is manager and does a fine job.

Alberta Bird, WHB's staff organist, does
delightful things to the Hammond and
she'll be happy to play your request. The
place is always packed with friendly people
having a good time. Hotel Phillips, 12th

& Baltimore. GR 5020.

LA CANTINA. A spacious downstairs

room with bright decor. The bar and soft

seating accommodate the usual weekend
rush. Just down the stairs from El Casbah,
the atmosphere is inviting and ear pleasing

with the quiet strains of JB music. No tax.

Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warv.'ick. VA
7047.

Something Different . . .

BIRCHWOOD
GRILL. Grace Ortega
is the hostess, and
those choice, 16-ounce
sirloin steaks are pre-

pared by chef Leon
Rohovit. Incidentally,

along with your steak

you get a generous
serving of long branch potatoes, Birch-

wood Chef's salad, bread and butter—all

for $2.50. Other specialties are prime ribs

of beef. Southern fried chicken, fresh fish

and filet mignon. That beef is right from

the Heart of America! The Birchwood
Grill is convenient for downtovyn business-

men, and the service is quick and efficient.

Hotel Commonwealth, 1216 Broadv;ay.

HA 4410.

KING JOY LO. This outstanding restau-

rant serves both Chinese and American
food. Chinese entrees (and they're many
and varied) are accompanied by a bowl
of dry, steamy rice, homemade soup,
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carefully brewed tea and cookies. We al'

ways order a plate of egg foo yong to

enhance the chicken or beef chow mein.
American specialties include lobster, golden
fried chicken, and juicy steaks. Booths
for privacy or a window table overlooking
the busy intersection of 12th & Main. The
service is so courteous! 8 W. 12th (2nd
floor). HA 8113.

UNITY INN. A unique and excellent

eating place, surprisingly inexpensive.

Meatless meals are prepared in a most at'

tractive way. The green salads and vegc
tarian dinners are the best ever. Operated
by the Unity School of Christianity. En'
joy your meal in a pretty latticed room
with walls of a restful shade of green.

901 Tracy. VI 8720.

. . . that certain ^ometkin^!
You HAVE a certain something inside of you that put you where you

are today. You may call it ambition, or drive, or stick'tO'it'iveness, or

maybe just plain luck; but we think it's a combination of those things, with
an identity of its own. For want of a better name, let's just call it "that cex'

tain something."
That certain something has done a lot for you in the past; it helped you

at school, it guided you into your career, and it no doubt assisted you in

getting the job you now hold.

But—to paraphrase a joke we heard the other day—what has it done for

you lately?

Science says that most of us go through our whole lives using only a

small fraction of our mental abilities. And that's merely another way of say
ing that too many of us have a great supply of that certain something which
is going to waste.

Maybe that's not true of you. Maybe you're still using that certain some
thing as diligently as you did years ago. If so, you're in select company;
you're a member of a group of successful people who've never stopped using

it.

Edison developed the storage battery after his 50,000th experiment with
it; he might have stopped at the 49,999th. A 40'year'old bookkeeper named
Frederic Goudy one day decided to put his facility with the pen to better use;

he started to design type faces, and eventually became one of the world's

greatest type designers. He didn't have to do that; he might have continued

as a bookkeeper. Murray Spangler was a janitor in a department store, who
looked on his job as an opportunity rather than a dead-end street. He used

his supply of that certain something to invent a suction cleaning instrument

which three million users know today as the Hoover vacuum cleaner.

You probably can think of dozens of other examples , . . people who may
not be as famous as those we've mentioned, but who have looked beyond the

desk, beyond the job, who have fulfilled their early dreams—and a lot of

later ones too.

We hope you're one of those people yourself. Because if you are, you
can't miss. You view each task, not as a chore, but as a chance for a new
achievement. You view your occasional failures, not as catastrophes, but as

necessary and valuable stepping stones on the pathway to success. You view
every day, not as a number on the calendar, but as a proving ground for your

abilities.

And if you're not using that certain something as much as you once

did, just remember that it's still there . . . waiting for you to turn it on
again.

Either way, we think you'll admit that when it's used properly, that cer'

tain something is really something]—Edison Voice Wnttng.





SUNDAY
A. M.
7:00—Sunday Sun Dial Serenade

8:00—News & Weather
8:15— K. C. Council of Churches

8:30—Tone Tapestries (MBS)
9:00—AP News—Bob Grinde

9:05—Guy Lombardo's Orchestra

9:30—Navy Air Show
9:45—Dave Dennis' Orchestra

10:00—AP News—Bob Grinde

10:05—Dave Rose's Orchestra

10:15—Power Parade
10:30— Northwestern Univ. Reviewing Stand (MBS)
11:00—AP News—Bob Grinde

11:05—Cavalcade of Music
11:30—Sunday Serenade

P.M.
12:00—William L. Shirer—News (MBS)
12:15— Mutual Music Box (MBS)
12:30—Vaughn Monroe's Orchestra

1:00—Army Air Force (MBS)
1:30— Bill Cunningham—News (MBS)
1 ;45—What the Veteran Wants to Know (MBS)
2:00—Freddy Martin's Orchestra

2:30—Juvenile Jury (MBS)
3:00—House of Mystery (MBS)
3:30—True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
4:00—Under Arrest (MBS)
4:30—What Makes You Tick (MBS)
5:00—Those Websters (MBS)
5:30— Nick Carter (MBS)
6:00— Evening Serenade
6:30—Gabriel Heatter (MBS)
7:00—Alexander's Mediation Board (MBS)
7:30—Jimmie Fidler (MBS)
7:45—Twin Views of the News (MBS)
8:00—Meet Me at Parky's (MBS)
8:30—Quizspiration

9:00—Voices of Strings (MBS)
9:30—WHB Mirror

9:45—News & Sports

10:00—On the Beam With Tex Beneke (MBS)
10:30—Mutual Dance Bands (MBS)
10:55—News (MBS)
11:00—Swing Session (Local & MBS)
11 :55—Midnight News (MBS)
12:00—Swing Session

1:00—WHB Signs Off



Next month, we anticipate,

WHB in Kansas City will

offer greatly expanded fa-

cilities to carry your sales

message to the rich Mid-

western Marketland. WHB

is swinging up to

—

0.000 WATTS • 710 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME

Get next to a good thing today, Mr. Advertiser!

See your John Blair man and join the Swing to WHB.

10,000 WATTS IN KANS^
DON DAVIS

PKESIDCNT ^
JOHN T. SCHILLING

G£Nf«Al MANAGER

JOHN BLAIR&CO.

MUTUAL NETWORK • 710 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WAftS fTlGHT
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j
1. United States Amateur Tennis Champion Jack

i Kramer perspires more before a microphone than he

' does on the court, where he is currently facing

1
Bobby Riggs in extended match play.

I 2. Champion Alice Marble gives some tennis tips

to WHB listeners.

3. Newest idol of the bobby-sox set is Marshall

Thompson, M-G-M player currently appearing in

B. F.'s Daughter.

4. Richard Pilley, winner of a photo conte

sored by the Rembrandt Studio, receives a b •

bunny as on extra prize.

5. Dr. J. L. Zwingle, new president of Park '«S

receives the congratulations of Mrs. Douglas

president of Weliesley. Mrs. Norton is the

Captain Mildred H. McAfee, wartime din

the Waves.



oreword
•or May
THERE was a time when the

month of May bloomed with

jleasant special days: May Day it'

«lf, connoting flowers and dancing,

Vlother's Day, dedicated to love

md gratitude, and VE Day, signi-

ying the beginning of what the

vhole world hoped was peace.

To keep the meaning of any
loliday alive, its traditions and
[ualities must be renewed each year.

Jut it is not days of love or of vie

ory or of May baskets that are

enewed this season. The emphasis

s changing. It lies on Memorial
)ay. Two world wars gave it its

leaning, and unless the old familiar

lot of history is turned in its

ourse, the day will soon have added
leaning, eclipsing all the rest of

lay. The month will sag with Mc
lorial Day as some great stretcher

rith the weight of its dead.

Hurray, then, for a gruesome
oliday! Down with the May poles,

way with love and peace! Let us

re salvos for a greater Memorial
>ay and wallow in maudlin emo'
on. We like our heroes dead!
Or so it would seem. And in'

nitely great is the pity.

There must be another way out
this maze, without a third mass

urder. But who is to lead the
ay? One by one, the great men
ive been killed off. The time is

pe for the emergence of another,
eater still—and alive, armed with
isdom, courage and honesty, in'

ead of bombast. History has set

e stage for him, arranged his

omentous entrance. The cue has
en given. The mob scene is in'

nse, the tumult loud, the center
the stage empty and waiting.

Iter The Hero now, bearing per'
ps a sling and a small bag of
ilosophers' stones.
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MAY^S HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

(The William RockhiU HeUon
Gallery of Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum 0/ Pine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: 12th Ceramic
National Exhibition. Signifi*

cant War Scenes by Battlefront

Artists.

MaJteTpiece of the Month: "Por-
trait Bu3t of a Legialator,"

Roman— Ist Century A.D.

Concertj: Sundays, at 3:30 p.m..

in Atkins Auditorium.

May 2, Two'piano concert by the
Nettletons.

May 9, University of Kansas City
choir. Kirkwood Hall.

May 16, Piano recital by pupils

of Gladys Schnors.

May 23, Mu Phi Epsilon Young
Artist concert.

May 30, Two'piano concert by
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Blim.

Drama . . .

May 1. 2, Private Lives with Tal'

lulah Bankhcad. (Matinee Sat*

urday). Music Hall.

Music . . .

(Music Hall)

May 3, Beau Brummel minstrel.

May 4, High school chorus.
May 13, Concert by the Kansas

City chapter of the Central
College Alumni Association.

May 2J-27, Spike Jones and his

orchestra.

Dancing . . .

(PJa Mot Ballroom. 32Tici and
Main.) Dancing every night
but Monday. "Over 30" dancex
Tuesday, 'Wednesday and Pri'

day.

May 1-2, Hank Winder.
May 6'7, Don Ragon.
May 8, Raymond Scott.

May 15-16, Skippy Anderson.
May 20-23. Bob Berkey.
May 29, Jack Fina.

Special Events . . .

May 7-8, Boy Scout Round-up.
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

May 14, Shrine Ceremonial,
Music Hall.

May 23, Catholic baccalaureate

service. Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

May 28, De La Salle Military
Academy commencement ser-

vice. Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

May 28, Lillis High School com-
mencement service. Music Hall.

May 30, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, Post 4092, city-wide

memorial service. Municipal
Auditorium Arena.

Baseball . , .

Kansas City Blues, American As-
sociation. All games played at

Ruppert Stadium, 22nd aivd

Brooklyn.
May 1, 2 (2), Toledo.
May 3, 4, 5, Columbus.
May 7, 8. 9 (2), Louisville.

May 17, 18. 19, St. Paul.

May 30 (2). 31 (2), Milwaukee.

Wrestling . . .

Wrestling every Thursday night.

Memorial Hall, Kansas City,

Kansas.
May 4, Professional wrestling.

Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Conventions , . .

May 2-4, Central States Sh
Travelers, Hotels Phillip* ai

Muehlebach.
May 3-4, Southwestern Autom

tive Wholesalers, Hotel Pre
dent.

May 4-6, Kansas State P.O.I
Kansas City, Kansas.

May ^-7, Missouri Valley El<

trie Association Sales and Ru
Conference, Hotel President.

May 7, Missouri Association
Posul Supervisors, Hotel Pb
lips.

May 7-8, Polled Shorthorn C(
gress. Show and Sale, Ho
Phillips.

May 9-11, Allied Clothiers a

Jobbers, Hotel Phillips.

May 10-12. Osteopathic Ch
Conference and Clinic. Muni
pal Auditorium.

May 12-13. Missouri Val:

Wholesale Grocers. Hotel Pre

dent.

May 15-16. Fourth Diati

Spiritualist Episcopal Church
Missouri, Little Theatre,

May 16-18. Central States Sal

men. Hotels Muehlebach, Pt

lips and Aladdin.
May 17-18, U. S. Army MoAe

Missouri Department.
May 19-21. M ssouri Associtt

for Social Welfare, Munid
Auditorium.

May 24-25. Missouri Automol
Dealers Association. Hotel Pi

ident.

May 27-28. Missouri Valley El

trie Association, AccoutU
Conference.

May 27-30, American Rose
ciety, Hotel Contir.entil.

May 28-30, 612th Engineers Li

Equipment Company, I

Commonwealth-
May 28-30, International (

Printing House Craftsmen.
tel President.

May 30-June 1, Heart of Amc
Men's Apparel Show, Ho
Muehlebach and Phillips.

May 31 -June 1, Holstein-Frei

Association of America, H
President.

SwinS published monthly at Kansas City,
^ Missouri. Address all communicationa

to Publication Office, 1102 Scarritt Building,
Kansas City 6, Missouri. 'Phone Harrison 1161.
833 North Michigan, Chicago 1, Illinois. 'Phone
Central 7980. Price 25c in United States and
Canada. Annual subscriptions. United States,
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1948 by WHB Broadcasting Co.

All rights of pictorial or text content reset
by the Publisher in the United States, Gi
Britain, Mexico, Chile, and all countries I

ticipating in the International Copyright C
vention. Reproduction for use without expi
permission of any matter herein is forbidc
Swing is not responsible for the loss of
solicited manuscripts, drawings or photogrraj
Printed in U. S. A.



Beyond the blue horizon lies your oum back yardi

by DR. JOHN H. FURBAY

Director of Air World Education

Trans World Airline

TODAY, a new concept of teach'

ing is sweeping the country. Just

las "reading writin' and 'rithmetic""

have long since been expanded to en'

compass higher mathematics, the

sciences and various technical fields,

'so must today's teacher of American
lyouth revise his standards of edu'

'cation to include a new doctrine—the

iGlobal Concept.

j

Spearheaded by the nation's air'

•lines, a move is underway to "air'con'

,iition" the youth of our country.

Phis "air'conditioning" process is in'

cended to make them more air'minded

j50 far as avilian peacetime trans'

bortation is concerned. It is designed
ilso to play a major part in our na'

Jional defense—in making them un'
lerstand the position and the purpose
!)f airplanes in the modern world.

Teachers in our public schools tO'

lay frequently have a feeling of in'

dequacy when they become con'
•cious that the children in their class-

ooms know as much or more about
irplanes than they.

These children are of a new gener'

ation—the Air Age—and they look

upon airplanes as a form of trans'

portation that is completely safe. You
can almost gauge a person's age by
what he says about riding in airplanes,

almost to the day and hour he was
born. The older the person, the more
he is inclined to say, "I want to keep

one foot on the ground." The youn-
ger he is, the happier he is to get into

the air. It is one of the truest axioms

you can find.

Some writers have predicted that

the airplane will change civilization

and culture as radically as did the

Industrial Revolution. People who
Hve in the transition years between
one epoch and another almost never

realize that one period is ending and
another beginning. Thus, the man in

the street does not yet comprehend
what the new air world will do to

him, and for him.

It is an historical fact that patterns

of culture follow routes of trade.

Much of the early literature, music,
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art and great works of architecture

arose where trade and transportation

were best developed—around the

Mediterranean. For several thousand
years this culture didn't get far away
from the Mediterranean, because of

inadequate transportation to the out'

side world.

Later this cultiire spread slowly to

other areas, but the spread still was
limited by land and water transporta'

tion. Now that civili^tion has come
to the era in which man has left the

earth and its barriers and has taken to

the air, new methods have become
necessary for both peace and war.

We use to think that a nation which
controlled the seas could control the

world. We used to think that moun'
tains could stop armies. But now we
have seen men, tanks, guns and am-
munition, whole hospital units—ev
erything necessary to carry out a

military campaign—delivered right

over any bottleneck of the seas,

mountains, deserts or Maginot Lines.

We have had to revise the tactics of

fighting in an air world where man is

no longer earthbound. Even a sea-

port is no longer necessary for a

jumping-off place, as we can take off

by air for any part of the world from
inland locations.

The airplane is destined to bring

about shifts in population and open
vast new markets which will mean
more business for all forms of trans-

portation. Towns in South America
without a highway or railroad were,

for centuries, totally isolated. Now
airplanes are dropping right into those

cities, bringing them in touch with

every other city in South America
and the world.

Cities which, within the last fe^

years, have not developed good ai]

port landing facilities for this ne^

world of aerial transportation ar

going to be on their way out as muc
as were the cities a generation ag

which failed to provide themselv(

with good railroad facilities.

This air world is bringing a chang

in man's ideas of geography. W
were taught that the earth is roun(

yet most of our maps tell us the eart

is flat. It is an unfortunate contr.

diction.

When we entered the last war tl

Air Force found that one of its bij

gest jobs was to teach global geogr;

phy—the concept of our earth as

globe. We had learned too muc
geography from "flat" maps that ca

never be wholly accurate.

We were too accustomed to tl

Mercator Projection. It is true th.

at the equator the Mercator Proje

tion is completely accurate, but tl

farther north and the farther soui

one goes, the more inaccurate th

map becomes. Mercator's projectic

makes Greenland and Iceland appe
many times their actual size. Look
such a map, then look at a globe, ai

you will see these disproportions. T
newer polar projection maps are

many ways better, but we need

study geography much more frq

globes.

The Air Age gives us many ne

concepts of direction. If we are goi

to Europe from Kansas City, t'

shortest way is not to New York, th'

east across the ocean, as travel by si

face transportation has always ii

plied. We leave Kansas City in

northeast direction and proceed
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Paris, leaving the United States at

either Chicago or Detroit. This is a

different concept of direction and

space from that used by railroads and
ships.

Suppose we are flying from Kansas

City to China. Do we take a plane

to California, continuing on via Hono'
lulu to China? No, we go northward

from Kansas City to China, taking

off from Chicago or Minneapolis.

These are the jumping-off places for

China and the Orient now, and the

routes go north by northwest through

Alaska.

North is destined to be an important

direction in this Air Age. The reason

is this: In the northern hemisphere

lie the major populations of the world

—the Orient and Russia, the Middle
East, Europe and North America. If

you connect the United States directly

by air with any of these other areas

of population, whether Paris, Cairo,

Moscow or Shanghai, you find that

the routes go northward.

Peacetime trade and passenger traf-

fic are now going far to the north

over the Atlantic and Pacific oceans,

skirting the Arctic circle. As a re-

suit, new population centers are

springing up along these northern air

routes. There are other respects in

which we are changing our ideas of

geography. The world has shrunk in

size and distance. During a

two-week vacation, we once
could get no farther than a

few hundred miles from
home, but today we can go
around the world in that

length of time and spend 1

1

days of it fishing or vaca-

tioning in as many different

countries, if we like.

Now we can have breakfast in Chi-

cago and supper in Paris, all the same
day. That is quite a different kind of

world from father's and grandfather's.

And as the world shrinks in distance,

it expands the horizons for each of us,

since we can go much farther in a

given length of time.

In Chicago recently I met a busi'

ness man who had just flown in from
Paris. He said that in less than a

month he had made three trips to

Paris. In setting up branches of his

business all over Europe, he maintains

one office in Chicago and another in

Paris, and commutes between them.

He is one of a growing number who
do the same thing. His world sud-

denly has expanded and he can carry

on business in what once were con-

sidered faraway places.

The airplane may be bringing to-

gether the people of the world faster

than they are ready for it. We have

a big task to prepare the minds of

people for living and doing business

in One World. We are still thinking

too much in the horse-and-buggy days.

We must get acquainted with our

new global neighbors. If the farthest

is only about 40 hours away by air,

we can't call them "foreigners" any
more. The whole concept of other

nationalities being alien to us has to
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go. And if we are going to get along

with these people as our neighbors, we
are going to have to know who they

are and what they are like.

We are going to have to get used to

neighbors who speak different lan-

guages. We are a one-language coun-

try. American travelers frequently

are embarrassed to find that in many
countries they visit, the natives speak

several languages. We are probably

the only major country in the world
whose educated class, as a whole,

speaks only one language—its mother
tongue.

This is a real problem for airlines

and other business firms which are

trying to staff their offices in several

countries. It is difficult to find Amer-
ican employees who can speak several

languages. A business representative

can't say to a prospective customer,

"If you only knew English, I have
something good I could sell you." We
must learn other languages if we are

going to have a place of leadership

in the world, either commercial or

political.

Tourists, too, are faced with the

same problem. It is time we are be-

ginning to prepare them to travel in'

telHgently. Only when they go to an-

other country, aware that the people

of that country may have developed

some things better than we have, can
they profit by their contacts. It may
be music, art, poetry, philosophy or

a sense of humor, as in Ireland.

Before we travel abroad, let's learn

to look for things others have done
better than we. Then we shall be
prepared to travel and make friends.

Where airplanes have dropped mis'

siles of destruction, they now can
bring together peoples who wish to be

neighbors. It is the boundaries of our
minds that are keeping the world
apart. Airplanes can transport peo'

pie; but the real job is going to be to

break down the barriers in the think'

ing of the people who travel and to

build a world of friendship, under*

standing and appreciation.

Life is like playing a violin solo in public and learning the instrument z$

one goes along.

—

Samuel Butler.

On a Pan American flight, a prominent Brazilian was conversing with

the hostess for the obvious purpose of proving he could speak English.

"How high is deese plane?" he asked.

"Ten thousand feet," she told him.

He nodded, and seemed to assimilate the information thoughtfully. In a

moment he called to her again. "How wide is it?"

A political candidate was giving a series of 20'minute campaign speeches.

He spoke extemporaneously and never looked at his watch, yet he always con-

cluded his remarks after exactly 20 minutes.

He was gaining a growing reputation for phenomenal timing when disaster

struck. One night he talked for an hour.

Later, his campaign manager demanded to know what had gone wrong.
"It's a trick," the politician confessed. "I always shde a cough drop under

my tongue when I get up to speak. It melts in exactly 20 minutes, then I

know its time to stop. Tonight I talked for an hour before I realized my cough
drop was an old Willkic button!"



ABORTIOS viUj^^S/

by L. HAR(

THERE'S a pale, sweet'looking girl

in Frankfort, Germany, who

—

like her counterparts of the same age

in America—is known by a nickname.

"Here comes Abortion Annie!" the

doctors quip, when they see her stand'

ing docilely in the crowded outer

lobby of the hospital. For "Annie"

j

has had five abortions in the last six

years, by her own admission.

"ril never have a child

—

never!"

she announced defiantly to a doctor

who warned her of the dangers in-

herent in abortions. "European girls

would be brainless to have children

in this terrible world. Why? To grow
up and be in another war? I can

barely feed myself; how could I care

for a baby?"

Annie, rather than being an excep-

! tion, displays an attitude typical of

I the 1948 German girl to whom abor-

tions and miscarriages are as common-
place as sore throats.

In the maternity ward of the Frank-
fort Municipal Hospital, one-half of

»j all pregnancies wind up disastrously

in miscarriages, according to harassed

medics of that under-staffed institu-

tion.

Another war is over, yes. But 1

all the returns are not yet in,

WILSON
I

"It's because most of our German <

girls tried crude abortions on them-

selves before coming to the hospital i

for aid," says one doctor. It s the
|

same story, too, at the Municipal Hos- !

pital in Wiesbaden, which reports
,

abortions reaching the new high of
;

40 per cent of all miscarriage cases.
\

Certainly, abortions are risky busi-

ness, in Germany as well as in any
land. But desperation and bitter hun-

ger drive the daughters of bankrupt
!

Nazism to cut short the lives of their
|

unborn children.

Three per cent of the girls and i

women practicing abortion on them-

selves wind up as cadavers in German '

morgues. In scores of other cases, in-
i

fection ensues, and long ghastly pe-
\

riods of illness spell a drab finale to
|

romances which are sparked by the
i

desire for a slice of bread. ;!

Peculiarly, according to a survey
1

by the TS^eue Fresse of Frankfurt-am-
j

Main, it's the married women of Ger-
j

many who most frequently practice
j

abortions.

Typical is Frau Gertrud MuUer, a

desperately thin, highly-rouged for* ^



mer secretary whose husband is still

a prisoner'of'war in Great Britain.

Twentyfour-year-old Gertrud has

been intimate with at least twenty-

five men in the past two years, ac-

cording to her hospital report. She

stoutly denies she is a prostitute.

"I did it for chocolate bars, cigar-

ettes, hosiery, handkerchiefs, and other

small items, and Til do it again!" she

maintains. ''When you're hungry and
in need, abortion is a small price to

pay for these things!"

Gertrud has had four abortions

since the war ended. After her

last one—self-administered—she lay

screaming in agony for two days and
doctors managed to save her life only

after gigantic doses of penicillin.

Says Professor Heinz Sauermann,
sociological adviser to the American
Military Government:

"We mustn't be shocked at the

abortion madness in Europe. It's the

logical result of despair, hunger, de-

feat and inability to give children the

necessities of bare living.

"It is quite likely that German
women, because of their refusal to

bear children, will be responsible for a

50 per cent cut in Germany's popula-

tion within the next 50 years."

Back in the roaring days of Nazism,
abortion was a dread offense—not on
moral grounds, but because it thwarted

Hitler's wish to have many sons for

Germany's future warriors. Today
the laws against abortion are still on
the books. But in at least one Ger-

man city unmarried girls have formed
an abortion club in which they pool

their assorted knowledge of birth-

prevention techniques.
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Many v*'omen bribe corrupt doctors

to attest that they cannot have chil-

dren safely because of hormone dis-

turbances, inflammation of the womb,
deformed pelvic structures and other

valid reasons.

One Berlin physician, when ar-

rested, possessed a fortune made in

the last three years in the abortior

racket. Police estimated that he ha
performed 200 abortions in a sing

three-month period. Significantly, hi

had amassed a hoard of gold which he

had stashed away in Swiss banks tc

escape detection.

That the abortion craze is mount
ing dizzily is shown by the grin

municipal statistics of Frankfort: 7U
deaths in one month, contrasted witt

only 443 births! Let that ratio con

tinue for a period of years and abor

tion-minded women will have accom
plished the depopulation of Germany

So great has the abortion hullabaloc

become that is has even permeatec

German politics. One party loudh'

proclaims it favors contraceptives anc

legalized abortions; several othej

parties vociferously oppose the praa

tices, both on rehgious and sociologies

grounds.

So bitter and widespread is the de

bate that Professor G. J. Spiegler

head of Frankfort's Municipal Mater
nity Hospital, has thrown his influx
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ence on the side of legal contracep' He envisages many sex advice cen'

tives. ters throughout Germany and other

"These at least do not endanger lands where desperate women may be

women's lives/' one of his associates talked out of their desire for abor'

explains. "It's better to sell them tions.

openly and to depress the birth rate. gy ^^^^ instilling in them
than to endanger thousands of abor^

^^^^^ ^^^^ parenthood, de^
tion-mad women and push the birth , . . r i r • ,V^..o

rate down anyway!" stnngencies of life in 1948,

But Professor Spiegler, a wise professor and his aides believe

psychologist, intends to give German t^at frank and sincere reasoning may

women counsel as well as contracep' halt the abortion climb even though

tives. law and punishment have failed!

A Cure for Highway Cowboys
DON'T be surprised if your own town starts it. It worked wonders

in traffic-laden Los Angeles, and that's a criterion.

It's a surefire method of stopping the habitual trafficlaw violators.

"Put yellow and black stickers on their windshields and they'll begin to

consider other folks," says Judge H. Leonard Kaufman.
And Judge Kaufman ought to know. It was his idea. A year ago,

he started dishing out the stickers, along with fines, and he reports "100
per cent success."

Those stickers, incidentally, are not pretty. The letters are large and
yellow and read "Traffic Violator." The background is black.

About 300 persons go through Judge Kaufman's busy traffic court each
day. That's normal. What irked the safetyminded judge were the habitual

offenders, the out-and'out, shameless repeaters.

"There were 170 of them so regular in their summons to court that

the court clerks knew them by name, on sight," the judge reviews.

Those repeaters were responsible for the "branding" plan. Judge
Kaufman offered offenders who appeared four times or more a choice.

They could go to jail, or they could be placed on probation. There was a

stinger—and a sticker—attached to the probationary clause. Their wind'
shields had to wear a "Traffic Violator" sticker during the probation'

ary period. At the end of the period, the drivers could return to police

headquarters to have the stickers removed.
Of course, some tried to get rid of those brandings before the time

was up. One violator went so far as to have new windshields installed.

He served a jail sentence for not reporting the change. Others, however,
were more prudent. If they changed cars during that probationary period,

they reported to police and got new stickers on the new windshields.

In one year's time. Judge Kaufman cured those 170 repeaters. They
don't go to court any more. They've learned.

The judge's method has been adopted by some other cities and towns,
and predictions are that it will spread to many others, especially since Judge
Kaufman reports "mission accomplished."

Also a part of the" Los Angeles court's safety education is the film

"Death Rides the Highway," which is shown to violators. The National
Safety Council has praised this practice highly.

—

Barney Schwartz.





Gene Autry is the silver-plated

King of the Westerns!

by BETTY and WILLIAM WALLER

IN HOLLYWOOD, boy always

meets girl, loses girl, gets girl

—

but the most successful star the flick'

ers have ever known is a man who
never has kissed a girl before the

cameras!

Once, though, he almost embraced

his leading lady just before the fade*

out. It worried his fans like all get'

out, A middlc'aged woman, viewing

the picture in her local movie house,

is said to have risen from her seat

and screamed: "Don't kiss her. Gene.

Please don't!"

Wisely, Gene Autry didn't. But
he never came closer to losing his

multitude of fans, who never for a

moment would have countenanced

such slush. It is a cardinal principle

I

in the rigid formula for horse operas

1
that the hero never clinches with the

i heroine—and not even the all'time

I

King of the Westerns can get away
j

with it.

A first'rate judge of what strikes

I the public's fancy—and an uncom'

I

monly astute business man—this bootS'

and'Saddle actor never deviates from
the successful pattern which has en'

abled him to carve out a nice little

economic empire of his own. His fan

mail averages 80,000 letters a month,

by official post office count, and it

amounts to more than that of any
three other Hollywood stars com'

bined. He requires his own post of'

fice with three clerks, just to handle

the volume of mail which exceeds

that of any other star, past or present.

His pictures have played in more
theatres and broken more attendance

records than those of any other star.

They are revived and replayed over

and over again due to the fanatical

devotion of his followers.

His radio program has millions of

listeners, and his phonograph records

outsell those of any other singer, male

or female.

Yet this is only part of the fabulous

Gene Autry one-man financial show.

About 40 or 50 products on the

market make use of Autry's name
and pay him handsome royalties. In'

eluded are suits, hats, shirts, belts,

guns, ties, neckerchiefs, hatbands,

toothpaste, hair oil, suspenders, shoe

laces, stationery, paper-weights, let'

ter'openers and pencils. But Autry
knows where to draw the line. Be'

cause he doesn't smoke or drink, on
screen or off, and also because it

might affect his small-fry fans ad'

versely, he once turned down $5,000

to endorse a cigarette. But with all

his other interests, that was five

grand he could well afford to lose.
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What with four prof it'inaking
ranches, book and magazine tie-ups, a

sizeable piece of the nation's largest

rodeo show, his own movie producing

outfit and interests in newspapers,

radio stations, a theatre chain, a fly-

ing school, music publishing, stock

raising and real estate, Autry can be

said to be doing a pretty good job of

keeping the wolf away from his door.

It wasn't always so, for he was
hardly born with a silver spoon in

his mouth and he has had to make
his own way in the world. He was

born in Tioga, Texas, and raised in

Ravia, Oklahoma, so both states pro-

claim him a favorite son.

Gene's father was a cattle buyer,

and there were lean days in his child-

hood. As a boy, he learned to ride

and to sing. A grandfather was a

Baptist minister much given to "pack-

ing'' his choir, and Gene early was
impressed into it. A medicine show
came to town when he was 16, and

Gene joined it for a two-month tour

before returning to school. With the

net proceeds he bought a saxophone,

but soon traded it for a guitar with

which he could accompany himself

while using his rather undistinguished

tenor voice.

At 18, Autry went to work for the

Frisco Railroad in Sapulpa, Okla-

homa, and eventually became a tele-

graph operator. His ambition was to

rise to train dispatcher or, with great

good luck, to yard master. But by
this time he had become accomplished

at singing and playing ballads on his

"git-tar." When he met Jimmy Long,

a fellow railroad man with similar

talents, he recognized a kindred soul.

The pair wrote many Western bal-
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lads, including Silver Haired Daddy
of Mine, later to become one of the

biggest song hits of all time.

Often Gene sang at local affairs,

and frequently he strummed his gui-

tar to while away lonely hours at

the whistle-stop railroad station. Then
one night a stranger came in to send a

telegram, and heard Gene singing a

ballad. With a genial smile, the

stranger took the guitar and sang a

song, too. Then he remarked that

Gene's talents might take him places

some day. Reversing Horace Gree-
ley's famous dictum, the man advised

Gene to go East. After he left. Gene
sent out his message and learned his

name. It was Will Rogers.

That was in 1929, and shortly after-

wards Gene took Rogers' advice.

Availing himself of his railroad pass,

he journeyed to New York. There
he met with the usual indifference

accorded to newcomers by radio and

record company moguls. Only his

persistence and the startling apprO'

priateness of his Western garb won
him an audition, and then he got the

stock answer: "Get more experience

and come back in a year."

Autry did just that. Returning to

Oklahoma, he managed to wangle a

job on station KVOO in Tulsa, as
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"The Oklahoma Yodeling Cowboy."
Inside of six months, he was a sensa-

tion in the Southwest. That Silver

Haired Daddy of Mine was so sue-

cessful that it won him a recording

contract and eventually led to a net'

work radio show. It's not going too

far to say, in fact, that the song was
the real foundation of the amazing

Gene Autry success story, for out of

it stemmed his phenomenal career as

a movie, radio and record star.

Although Autry has never bussed

an actress on the screen, his private

Hfe has not been without a romance.

When he was still a $35'a'week teleg'

rapher he met an Oklahoma girl, Ina

Mae Spivey, who was attending a

teacher's college in St. Louis. Their

15'year'old marriage is considered one

of the most enduring in Hollywood.

Today, Autry and his pretty wife

live on a ranch in the San Fernando
Valley, where Autry indulges his

passion for horses. He rides his fa'

vorite mounts—the famous "Pal" and
Y^hampion, Jr." Where a patio ordi'

iiirily is situated, Gene has a fully

equipped tanbark riding ring.

Ilext to horses, he likes baseball

best, having once played on a semi'

pro :eam in the Southwest. He's still

a rabid baseball fan, and usually has

I batting averages at his finger tips. He
likes b play golf, too, although he
doesn'tdo it well. Occasionally, Gene
and his wife get together with neigh'

bors ani friends for a quiet game of

bridge. The Autrys have no children,

but, in a sense. Gene has millions of
them, for he's the idol of American
boys everywhere.

The heir to the mantle of William

S. Hart and Tom Mix is the perfect

hero to a small boy. He dresses the

part, too. About the only place that

he ever wears conventional shoes is

at the Lakeside Country Club, which
is frequented by Bing Crosby, Bob
Hope and other golf addicts. Other-

wise. Gene sticks to high-heeled, hand-

made Texas boots, intricately and
colorfully decorated, which set him
back plenty. The rest of his attire is

similar to that seen on the screen,

too—cowboy suits that cost $150 to

$200, colorful blouses or shirts for

which he pays $40 to $75, and $50
to $75, ten gallon Stetsons. He doesn't

even own a business suit. Aside from
his cowboy outfits, he has his Army
Air Forces uniform (he was a co-pilot

in the Air Transport Command dur-

ing the war and had a fine record)

and a dinner jacket which Mrs. Autry
inveigled him into buying when they

were once in London, and which he
has worn exactly three times since

buying it almost ten years ago.

On the screen and in personal ap-

pearances he packs a gun for looks.

He's a fair shot and can actually use

a lariat, but he confines his demon'
strations to the screen. His bill for

cleaning and pressing is enormous,

but he doesn't have a valet. His wife

keeps an eye on his wardrobe for him
at home, a handy man cares for it on
the movie lot, and his horse trainer

takes on these duties when Gene goes

on tour with his rodeo.

Autry's popularity is by no means
confined to kids. People in every

walk of life, all over the world, are

his fans. While formerly Westerns
depended mainly upon small'town
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audiences, nowadays they draw al-

most as well in the big cities. To
some extent the horse operas have

been streamlined—as witness the

vogue for singing cowboys Hke Autry
—and now find more favor with urban

moviegoers. One of Hollywood's best

good will ambassadors, Gene travels

more than 100,000 miles each year

—

partly in his own plane, a Beechcraft

which he pilots himself—to make per'

sonal appearances and speeches. He is

much in demand as an after'dinner

speaker for such organizations as Ki'

wanis, Rotary and Chambers of Com'
merce, and frequently lends his tal'

ents, gratis, to worthy causes.

While most celluloid cowboys get

a hearty horse laugh from those who
actually live on the range. Gene stands

aces'high with cattle men and cow
punchers. They've even admitted him
to the Rodeo Cowboys Association, a

signal honor for a movie star.

The million dollar one-man show

seems destined to go on and on, for its'

protagonist has built his house on solid

i

foundations. A shrewd businessman i

and organizer, Autry undoubtedly willl

never be forced to return to his teleg-

rapher's job. By now, he is an insti'

tution, and the remarkable part of it!

all is that he runs it almost single'

handed. He has a few valued em'

ployees, but the reins are entirely in

his hands, as befits a rootin'-tootin"'

shootin' man. If anyone ever clips him
in a business deal, it's apt to be som&
canny antique dealer. Mrs. Autry is:

an enthusiastic collector of antiques,

and always has Gene on the lookout

for a fine piece of furniture or bric-a'

brae on his tours. Autry, who other'

wise swings a neat business deal,

doesn't know a Chippendale from a

Hepplewhite. Some dealer might put

one over on him yet, but even that is

doubtful. Thus far, he's always
brought back the bacon for the missus^

Part of the Autry luck, no doubt.

A

Time Moves
AFTER being established nearly 300 years at Greenwich, the Royal Ob-

servatory is moving out of the smog of that industrial district of Lon-

don to Hurstmonceux Castle, which was built in the reign of Henry VI
near Eastbourne on the English Channel. It will take about five years to

complete the necessary buildings and to install the telescopes and other

instruments on the 370-acre estate.

The old observatory was built in 1675 to help shipping with astronom'

aids, and was so successful that 158 years later, in 1833, it was chosen ly

an international conference in Washington, D. C, as the official time cei-

ter of the world. While time will be figured from Hurstmonceux, signxls

will be adjusted to Greenwich longitude to preserve the long historical aso-

ciation with that name.—B. Davies.

In a New York City courtroom a tall, badly bruised man and his -visp

of a wife stood before the Judge's bench.

The august man of the law focused his shrewd eyes on the wjman,

but before he could utter his routine questions she said quickly, "'lease,

your Honor, don't ask a lot of questions. Just try to understand. Ve live

in a one-room apartment and have different tastes in radio programs!"



6e t R i d of Those

Food N

A down-to-earth report on what
and how to eat, designed for the

man who doesn't know a calorie

from a liver sandwich,

NOTIONS about food are always
getting the better of people. Mil'

lions of. little girls have eaten carrots

and more carrots, hoping to get curly

hair. MilHons of little boys have
grown up to the tune of, "Eat your
spinach, Henry."

And there are still people who

i

gorge themselves on fish when they

have some extra thinking to do, in

I
the belief that fish is a brain food.

But some people are beginning to

\ realize that cold waves are much
better than carrots for curly hair.

I

They can see, too, that spinach isn't

i as important as Popeye makes it

: seem. Any other green vegetable can

I
do as well—some, perhaps, better.

And nobody ever got smart by eating

I fish. The fact that fish and brain tissue

1 both contain phosphorus doesn't prove

I

a thing. As a matter of fact, scientists

!

are certain that no particular food can
feed any special body organ.

Plenty of faulty notions are still

common, however. They hang on from
I the days when food habits were mat-

I

ters of superstition—not science. For

I

instance, folks used to think there was
just one important element common
to all their foods—a magical some'

by AAARY MclLVAIN

thing that kept them warm and re^

paired their body tissues. Now we
know that there are 30 or 40 different

essential substances in the foods we
eat.

Today, dieticians and doctors are
busy teaching people how and what
to eat. Often they find themselves
working to get rid of food fallacies

that members of their own professions

helped build up. Before much was
known about dietetics, even food ex'

perts had mistaken notions about eat'

ing. Too often their personal tastes

and experiences influenced the food
advice they gave.

Fresh fruits and vegetables have
had a bad time on their way toward
public favor. Sometimes they used
to be banned as poisonous substances.

In recent years, vegetarian faddists

have exalted them as near cure-alls.

Considering the unsanitary condi'

tions common in early times, perhaps
it was just as well that people ate only
cooked vegetables. Certainly they ran
the risk of getting typhoid fever

whenever they consumed raw vegc
tables grown in polluted soil, or
washed in dirty water. People became
suspicious, too, when they saw that
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epidemics usually struck in summer'
time, when fruits and vegetables were
in season. They painfully noted that
they often got indigestion after eating

large amounts of fresh fruits and vege'

tables. But as the years went by,

people had more money in their

pockets and could buy other foods

than bread. Fruits and vegetables be'

came fashionable eating, although
many people still had false notions

about them.

For instance, homemakers thought
cucumbers should be soaked in salt

water to draw out the poison in them.
They cooked vegetables a long time

"to make them digestible," while

modern women cook them as quickly

as possible in order to retain vitamins

and minerals.

The fruits and vegetables once
shunned like poison are now known to

be valuable protective foods, essential

to a healthy person's diet.

But once people accepted fruits and
vegetables they couldn't get enough
of them. The value of carrots and
spinach was highly over'emphasized.

Unnecessary vegetarianism became the

rage.

Meat has produced its share of

fallacious theories. Medical men once

believed it to be one of the causes of

several ailments—among them Bright's

disease, high blood pressure, rheuma'
tism, gout and arthritis. When doctors

began forbidding their patients to

eat meat, the vegetarians stood up and
cried that everybody would be much
better off without meat. The truth is

that meat is one of the best sources

of protein, the tissue building food

substance. A diet with a proper bal-

ance of protein calls for at least one
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good serving of meat or a substitute

each day, in addition to one pint of

milk and an egg.

Many people refuse to eat some
of the most nutritious meats, liver,

heart, and kidneys, just because they

are animal organs. Yet they have no
objection to roast beef, which cer'

tainly is animal flesh, but apparently

less objectionable to them.

The meat addicts, of course, can see '

no need for other foods. They point to

the health of the old Eskimo to prove

:

their point. The Eskimo, however, ate

much more than just the flesh of the

animal. He obtained many essential

substances from the internal organs i

not usually eaten today.

Plenty of people dote on rare roast

beef because "the rich red juices build i

the blood." Those who prefer their ;

beef well done can be just as healthy, !

however, even though the red juices :

do contain some minerals.

Animal foods don't really make
i

people any more aggressive either, al'

.

though there are those who apparently

would like to put prize fighters on a

raw meat diet.

Ordinary white flour and sugar

have at times been considered un'

healthful by some faddists. Whole
wheat flour was considered much
superior to white. Since white flour

has been enriched with vitamins and

minerals it is about equal in food

value to whole wheat. Whole grain

flour has more coarse fiber that in

some cases may aid in elimination.

But both are considered perfectly

wholesome foods.

Sugar doesn't make people more

energetic, but it does release chemical

energy into the bloodstream more
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quickly than some other foods. A
doctor once boasted, however, that he

had been responsible for a champion'

ship football team. He said he advised

the coach to have each player put a

lump of sugar in his mouth just be'

fore going into action.

Many people wince at the idea of

eating milk and acid foods together.

Some won't have strawberries and
cream. Others wouldn't be caught

dead eating milk and cherries at the

same meal. Yet the same people will

eat cherry pie a la mode and never

think of what it might do to them.

Other notionists refuse to eat fish

and milk together, yet the popularity

of creamed tuna shows that the combi'

nation is not harmful. The common
sense rule that people often forget is

that if foods can be eaten separately,

they can be eaten together.

Milk is not constipating, as some
people have supposed. The same folks

rely too much on drinking milk to

prevent tooth decay. Milk is the best

source of calcium and phosphorus, the

principal tooth minerals, but alone it

may not be enough to maintain per'

feet teeth. A well-balanced diet is

necessary.

For a long time people have sup'

posed that butter is far superior to

oleomargarine in food value. Since

oleo has been fortified with Vitamin
A, however, it is completely accepta'

ble as a butter substitute so far as

food value is concerned.

Many folks won't have a brown
egg when they can have a white one.

It really shouldn't matter so much
to them, since the only difference is

in the color of the shell. The food

value of eggs varies not with color

but with the diet of the hen and the

season of the year.

Vitamins come in for their share

of notions too. The super-salesman'

ship used to sell them to the public

has resulted in more vitamin nonsense

than good sense. For instance, few
people realise that too much of Vita'

min D may produce a bad effect as

well as too little. Most people who
eat sensibly don't need drugstore vita-

mins, since Nature is pretty generous

with them in food.

If extra vitamins are needed, how
ever, they should be taken according

to a doctor's prescription, and not

bought at the drugstore on the spur

of the moment. Drugstore vitamins

have the same chemical composition

as those in food, but food ought to

have the first chance.

Present day diets seem to be just

one notion after another. In addi'

tion to new fangled notions, several

old fashioned ones creep in too. More
families than you'd think follow a

generation old diet pattern—just from
force of habit. They eat on the theory

that food good enough for grandfather

is good enough for them too— bal'

anced diet or not. Could be—but
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grandfather got sick and died when he
was 55, remember?

In addition to the raw-meat'for'

prize-fighters group, there are those

who want all their food raw. The
only trouble is that most food, except

some fruits, juices, and salads, are

more quickly digested and much more
palatable if cooked. Although pre
longed cooking can destroy certain

vitamins, proper preparation doesn't

need to.

The eternal reducing diet fads,

changing from month to month, have
recently included the banana-milk,

grape juice, fruit-nut, lettuce-orange

juice, Hollyv^ood, and 18-day diets.

Certainly these may succeed in strip-

ping off weight. But if continued

long, they may also result in plain

malnutrition and seriously damaged
health.

May, 1948

Some oldsters advise not to drink

water with meals—it dilutes the con'

tents of the stomach. But it doesn't,

really, not unless the food is simply

washed down without chewing.

Many grandmas have said that fried

foods are hard on the stomach. Fat

does remain in the stomach longer

than other foods, but isn't indigesti'

ble. Fried eggs are as easily digested

as boiled eggs. Fat in a doughnut or

well made pie crust is used by the

body as easily cls if it were in any
other form.

Today's dieticians preach the vir-

tues of a balanced diet—one that will

make grandsons better men than their

grandfathers ever were. And if the

grandsons come out ahead, it will be

because their eating had reasons, not

notions.

u/im

IT WAS the two daughters of Louis XI of France who were responsible

for the distinctive feature of the long gown that is still in use for formal
dress occasions. The king's daughters had exceptionally large feet. To con-

ceal their defect, they had the Court dressmaker design long gowns. The
ladies of the Court soon followed the royal example, establishing the style

that has lasted through the centuries.

But it was the queen wife of Phillip III of France who launched the

frill lace collars that were in vogue for many years. The Queen had a

giraffc'like neck that caused her considerable social embarrassment. She
endeavored to hide this deformity by means of the frill collar which be-

came the rage throughout Europe and England.—O. H. Hampsch.

"Smith," the boss said to one of his firm's correspondents, "this collection

letter is entirely too harsh. Tone it down. Be diplomatic. Don't underscore

'you crooks' more than once."

—

Phoenix Flame.

A
THE veteran decided not to inform his little son Allen of the impending

arrival of the stork, but as the months progressed the secret grew more
difficult to conceal. Finally the stork dropped his bundle from Heaven and
the father broke the news to his son.

"The stork has been flying over our house," explained the father.

"He's swooping around."
"I hope he doesn't scare Mommy," replied the lad. "She's pregnant,

you know."
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The artists who work on human
canvas are as popular now as ever!

by VICTOR NELSON

LIKE everything else these days,

the price of artwork on your

epidermis has shot skyhigh, to the

point where a full'rigged saiUng ship

in four colors will cost you $25 in the

better tattoo parlors.

This inflationary trend worries

Sailor Jack McCarthy, whose State

Street tattoo salon in Chicago boasts

2,000 designs which Jack can needle

into your hide with very little pain.

'Twennyfi' bucks for a ship—and
I used to get a measly fiver for the

same beautiful pitcher!" Jack marvels.

"Well, needles cost more, so does

electricity and rent, and the imported
inks I use are up 500 per cent in

cost."

Come inflation or deflation, tattoo'

ing is a business which has remained
undisturbed by economic cycles for

more than a hundred years. Last

year, for example, the total take was
$1,500,000, estimated by such skin

game specialists as Jack Julian in Los
Angeles, Harry Lawson of San Diego,
and "Navy" McKee at Long Beach.
They predict even better business for

1948.

One former sailor has had five new
tattoos engraved on his skin since he
was discharged from the Navy. "I
won't be satisfied until I have 50 de-

signs," he says, "but this hobby costs

dough."

An Army veteran, upon obtaining

a divorce, had the memorable date

needled on his forearm so he would
always be reminded of his freedom.

Two years later, after another part'

ing of the matrimonial ways, he had
the second historic divorce date com'
memorated on his skin. "Fve got

plenty of room on both arms," he says

confidently.

Year after year the best'seller in

the needle parlors is a famous picture

by the great Charles Dana Gibson
called "The Eternal Question." It

costs $25 in the better places but, like

Tennyson's brook, it goes on forever

as a perennial tattooers' favorite.

Other currently popular tattoo dc'

signs include Mickey Mouse, Donald
Duck, the Army and Navy discharge

insignia, and Greek letters for the

high school fraternity set.

Nowadays, the tattooing process is

not especially painful. A cluster of

regular sewing needles powered by a

small electric motor punctures the

skin 3,000 times a minute. With each

plunge of the needle, a minute quan'

tity of ink is inserted into the tissues,

and a modest design can be applied

within 15 minutes.

There's a slight burning and itch-

ing for three or four days—but that's

all. The redness and swelling subside

and your design is on forever, unless
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you pay a tattooer to remove or alter

it.

Among tattooed celebrities were
the Pharaohs of Egypt, Queen Olga
of Greece, Sweden's King Oscar, Rus-

sia's Czar Nicholas II, and Jack Lon-

don, the sailor-author.
Eugene O'Neill, the play-

wright; Dorothy Parker,

famed lady wit; and Linton

Wells, foreign correspond-

ent, are among today's dev-

otees of the needle men.
Even Winston

Churchill's mother, a proud
and aristocratic American
society girl, boasted a snake

indelibly worked into her left wrist.

The late King George V of England
once started an international tattoo

vogue when he visited Japan as a

youth and returned home proudly

bearing a brown, red and green

dragon stamped on his left arm.

There are many uses for the tat-

tooers' art. Thousands of tattooed

citizens have their social security

numbers worked into their epidermis.

In Britain, the admiralty for years

has approved tattooing of sailors, be-

cause these marks are excellent iden-

tification when it comes to settling

death claims or putting the finger

on deserters.

Thousands of young people today

bear inconspicuous tattoos placed on
them by v^orried parents after the

Lindbergh baby kidnaping in 1932.

Indeed, some parents have their new-
born babies tattooed by professional

skin prickers who visit the maternity

wards with portable equipment.

If it is performed hygienically,

there is small risk to tattooinsj. But

many parlors still lack sterilizing

equipment and some practitioners

work with dirty hands. In fact, sev'

eral disease cases among American
soldiers recently were traced to a

West Coast tattoo shop whose owner
had neglected to boil his in-

struments.

Scotch sox" were once

the craze with social minded
young Britons. These were
gay plaid hosiery tattooed

on men's feet. Another
time, a hot debate was
kicked up in the dignified

London Times by an Eng-^ lish sociologist who urged
that all married people be compelled

to have their wedding bands tattooed

on the third finger of the left hand.

Many clergymen argued that this

practice would be a deterrent to di'

vorce, but the controversy died,

though some British w^omen still have

wedding bands inked into their fing-

ers.

Girls by the hundreds flock to tat-

too parlors to get permanent rub>

lips via the needle technique. A Ne\^

Jersey skin artist, Trixie Richardson

has affixed 15,000 beauty spots, for

get-me-nots, small hearts and lovers

names on feminine skin in the pas'

decade.

Many Milwaukee society women
though they wouldn't tell you, hav-

had eyebrows drilled into their skii

in a hideaway tattoo parlor with ai

unlisted private telephone.

Changing your mind about a tat

too once it is on alv/ays poses prob;

lems. Tattooers can bleach out dei

signs, but the resultant mark usuall',

is white and raised, sometimes mot/
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tied. It's much neater to rework an

embarrassing design and change it into

something else.

One man, who had the word "Elsie"

worked lovingly into his shoulder,

broke up with the girl and hated the

sight of her mark in his mirror. He
soothed his pride by paying ten dol-

lars to have the word ''traitress!"

etched in red underneath the fickle

one's name.
Another individual—a prominent

Boston businessman—had the word
"Jeanne" etched on his biceps. When
he married a Vv^ealthy and jealous

widow named Helen, he was in a

quandary, but it was resolved when
a Boston needleman reworked the let'

ters in Jeanne into a gorgeous green

butterfly. Price, $35—and worth it!

The Curious Case of the Literary Doctor
SOMEONE once asked Arthur Conan Doyle why he gave up his doctor's

calling for a literary career. The creator of Sherlock Holmes replied,

"One stormy winter's night I received a call to come at once to a farm
home six miles from town. The farmer's little daughter had suddenly bc'

come critically ill. I hitched my horse to my sleigh and started. Snow was
falling quite heavily and the wind was blowing a regular gale. When still

over two miles from my destination, my horse sank down in a drift from
which I could not get him to extricate himself. So I left horse and rig where
they were and started forth afoot.

"By the time I reached the farmer's yard, my face and ears had be
come frost-bitten. In order to reach the stoop I was forced to struggle

through a snowdrift up to my waist. Just as I reached the stoop a gust
of wind whipped around the house corner and snatched my hat. I went
in pursuit of it, again wading through the waist'deep drift. After a half

hour search in the darkness I found my hat. A third time I floundered
through the deep drift and reached the stoop.

"In response to my knocking, a window opened somewhere in the
house's second story, and a voice called down: 'Who is it?'

" 'Doctor Doyle,' I answered, none too pleasantly.

"Came the voice again. 'Sorry to 'ave put ya to the trouble of comin""

out, doctor, but little Marian is much better from what she was. So ya
needn't bother t'come in. G'night.' And the window slammed shut.

"Muttering under my breath I started back, once more floundering

through the big drift. A second time the wind carried my hat away. I

started after it, and then above the wind's howl came a 'hey, doctor' from
the upstairs window. Half hoping that the little patient had taken a sudden
turn for the worse again, I started back to the house, battling my way
through the drift a fifth time. As I reached the stoop step, came the voice

again, 'Say, doctor, ya won't charge us anythin' for this trip, will ya?'
"

—William P. Schramm.
A

A man asked a naturalist if he knew where he could find a house. The
naturalist replied: "House? Boy, you're getting soft. Why don't you live out

in the open air; let old Mother Nature cover you with a blanket of stars; and
have the blue firmament above as a roof?"

"Frankly," replied the man, "I had in mind something a bit smaller."—Successful Farming.



''Your new radio-phonograph has wonderful tone, dynamic volurm

excellent shortwave reception, you can pick up ships at sea and cttu,

abroad, I live in the apartment next door, it's ajter three a, m., am

would you mind turning the damned thing off?" :



Everything's up-to-date in Kansas CityI

Even its dance is modern!

WHEN "Miss Hush" of 1947

turned out to be Martha
Graham, modern dance got the widest

pubHcity it has ever had. Perhaps

never in its history has the term been

bandied about in so many households.

Where radio reaches, the name of

Martha Graham was heard, and you
don't speak of Martha Graham with'

out speaking of modern dance. She is

its high priestess.

The very voicing of the term, how
ever, doesn't mean that it is under'

stood. "Modern" dance is an inade'

quate title at best. Even the dancers

1 admit it. "Modern" somehow has con'

I

notations of plumbing. The word is

I used nowhere so frequently as in real

estate advertising. "Modern facilities,"

the ad will say, and you know the

house has electricity and running
water.

Well, it isn't so different with the

dance. Modern dance is electric; and
basically, it admits of plumbing—of

plumbing and machinery and politics

and war and hunger and prejudice
' and advertising and anything else that

is a part of life, whether it is pretty

jOr not. Therein, you might say, lies

one of the big differences between
nodern dance and any other kind.

Almost all other dance intended as

by HANNAH FRY

spectacle—that is, any dancing which
is staged for spectators—concentrates

entirely on decorative effect. It may
be dramatic or merely pretty, but the

purpose is the exploitation of move'
ment for its own sake. But modern
dance has something to say through
movement. It is an expression of the

dancer's awareness and knowledge of

life, and his observations on it. Noth'
ing is barred that seems to the dancer

to be a part of truth. He realizies that

the world is not all sweetness and
beauty, that there is ugliness and
frustration, and that people don't al'

ways flutter about in a bunch of

sequins, making graceful gestures.

Modern dance admits that the spirit

of an armored tank can be as eS'

sentially dancable as that of a butter'

fly—and there are those, naturally,

who will insist that modern dancers

\oo\ more like an armored tank than

a butterfly. This is often a legitimate

claim. The fault here is partly the

dancer's, but it is no less the fault

of the spectator. Too often the audi'

ence is so uninformed about the dance

as to miss its intention entirely. With'
out giving it a fair chance, they throw
up their hands in horror and hysteri'

cal laughter and run screaming for the

Rockettes. At least the Rockettes are

pretty, and they don't make any de'

mands on the intelligence.

Which is not to say that the line

of beautiful girls at the Music Hall

is appreciated only by dolts and low
brows. That isn't true. The Rockettes

are facile and versatile, and as preci'
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sion goes, sensational. Nevertheless,

the chief effect of their dancing is

decoration, The main purpose of mod-
ern dance, which can also be extremely-

decorative, is comment and commu'
nication.

By the manipulation of the human
body, modern dance says to its spec-

tators, "See here, this is the way such

and such a thing affects us; this is

our emotional experience translated

to you by means of movement." It's

as simple as that—and also as diffi'

cult, since no two people react alike

to the same stimulus. The reactions

may be similar, but they will never

be identical. Unless the spectator can

recognize the quality of the dancer's

reaction to a given subject, he is lost.

Fortunately, the quality is always

recognizable if the dancer is any good
at all. So that even if the spectator

doesn't understand the language, he

gets the idea. This is possible because

the dancer's medium is the body—and
every spectator has one. Furthermore,

that body of his, even though he never

had a lesson in his life, responds to

the dancer's movements. The average

watcher can walk, turn his head, move
his hands, bend over, turn around,

and jump up and down. Essentially,

that's all a dancer does. The difference

lies in the degree, the intensity, the

skill, and the purpose. But that doesn't

prevent the spectator from enjoying

what is known as a kinesthetic re-

sponse. As John Martin, the foremost

dance critic, once said, ''It must be

kinesthetic, or it will be anesthetic."

Modern dance is never anesthetic.

Nobody sees it without a definite re-

action, either for or against. You love

it, or you think it stinks. It moves

you, one way or another. If it doesn't,

it's because you've never been exposed
to it. And this is quite possible. The
stronghold of the dance is the East.

It pops up in a few other places: in

Chicago; on the West Coast; in the

Southwest, where Elizabeth Waters
is adding the dance to the other arts

which flourish in that region; in al'

most every college, and in occasional

cities where a lone pioneer tries to

hold her own against tap dancing and
ballet schools. Such schools are plenti'

ful, and for the most part they have
an easy enough time of it. Thousands
of mamas throughout the country

think it's just dreamy if their babies

can come out on a stage in mascara'

and a satin bellhop costume and make
a lot of noise with taps to the tune of

Shuffle Off to Buffalo.

Because of these all too prevalent

schools, the great mass of people be-

lieves that dancing is merely some-

thing for children to undergo. It isn't

even ''child's play," for no child's play

ever overtaxed young muscles to that!

extent, or threw bodies out of linei

forever with shoddy ballet technique,;

Please understand, the quarrel here

is largely with the way such dancing,

is taught to children, not with the

type of dance, itself. Child dancen

need to be developed carefully, noi

pushed and pulled and forced intc

'

unnatural line.

It is little w^onder, then, that peoph

think dancing is a matter of fluffy cos

tumes, too much make-up, the doin^

of splits, and the making of fairb

rhythmic noise. That's what they'v .

been led to believe. Even the dancin;

they see in the movies consists largel"

of tap and exhibition ballroom rou
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tines—most of it very handsome and
technically brilliant. But the scope is

limited. It is logical, then, that audi'

ence reaction should range from be'

wilderment to wild amusement to

downright resentment when a troupe

of modern dancers descends on the

town—without any taps or toe shoes,

without conventional music or pat'

terns or any of the ordinary parapher'

nalia that is generally considered the

dance. It s so new and different that

it takes awhile to get used to it.

Actually, modern dance is not a

new thing. But it is still an evolving

thing. It began, perhaps, with Isadora

Duncan, who in an early part of the

century took off her shoes, put on
some flowing robes, and danced the

great musical classics as the spirit

moved her. Fortunately, she had a

terrific spirit. Though her style is

' passe today, or ought to be, her un'

fettered performances onstage and off

did a great thing for dancing. She

pioneered a new freedom, broke away
I

from the rigid routine of classical bal-

let, and indicated what dancing could

be—and was with primitive man in

!
the very beginning : an expres'

sion of genuine feeling, not just

a set of fixed movements per-

formed like a machine. |

Once the great Duncan had

I

kicked over the traces, dance ll

1

went berserk. Those were the j J
I

years of the flung scarf, the LfSS
' cheese-cloth shift, and the

pseudo-Greek dances. They
were also the years of Ruth '"^^S^

St. Denis and Ted Shawn, whose
dancing was an amalgam of Oriental,

Indian and Auec influences, plus

something of their own. Though their

style, too, became outmoded, it had
splendor in its time, and great his-

torical importance. Out of the Deni-

shawn company came many of the

foremost modern dancers, including

Graham and Doris Humphrey.

Dance which broke from ballet and
from tribal or distinctly regional in-

fluences, has been known by many
names: natural dancing, aesthetic, in'

terpretative, expressioHal. For the

most part, it was rather willowy and
sentimental at first, and it was only

natural that there should be violent

reaction. That came about with early

''modern," which bore only a faint

resemblance to modern dance today.

Fifteen or twenty years ago, it was
all angles and • sternness, much con'

cerned with temporal social issues, and
hell-bent on not being "pretty." It

had to go through its own Machine
Age before it could swing back, dis-

card part of its early vocabulary, and

admit that the softer accents had some-

thing, after all. Visually, the dance

began to be more beautiful, because

beauty is also a part of life, and all

^ was not lost. Today, dance at

its best combines the best of

ballet with the best of modern

I
r and anything else that can help

I
the dancer say accurately what

m he wants to say; and the whole

II
thing passed through the alem-

bic of the dancer's own per'

sonal vision makes very good
dance indeed.

e^i^SSp Nevertheless, the fact re
mains that it has a limited public,

and like the handwriting on the wall,

is generally misunderstood. Even in

the East, where any dance concert
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draws capacity crowds, there are still

larger crowds who wouldn't be

dragged in on a bet. Many persons

in the East or anywhere else, think the

dance is something indulged in by
young women with muscles and young
men of dubious masculinity. Regard'
less of personal attributes,

most male dancers could

pick up Joe Louis or Trygve
Lie and toss him across the

street.

As for the young women,
it must be faced. They do
have muscles. You can't

be a professional dancer

without them. However, it is not ah
together necessary for a girl to look

like Mr. America. A careful dancer
keeps her muscles stretched and supple,

and although they are strong, they

don't have her looking like a bag of

borsch with the beets left in. A lot of

this is due to the teacher, the best

ones can develop dancers without
tying them up in knots.

Almost every major dancer in the

country is also a teacher, and though
the East continues to hold most of

them, a few venture into virgin ter'

ritory in spite of all obstacles.

As dance goes, the Midwest is al'

most the forest primeval. Not quite,

however, for it has been penetrated

by a few serious dancers on tour, and
by a few who came and stayed. In

Kansas City, the entire problem of

modern dance has been tackled by one
lone professional who for ten years

has been making the slow steady

progress which is about the only

kind dance can make.

Dorothea Spaeth arrived in the

Midwest with her father, Dr. J. Dun'

can Spaeth, the first president of the

University of Kansas City. Though
modern dance was non-existent in the
territory, there was a demand for it

—not much, but enough to count.

Having the fortitude and enthusiasm
of a pioneer, she stayed.

Some dancers are born to

dance, others are converts

at a later age, and it is often

these who have the most
devotion. Dorothea Spaeth

was a convert; she was into

her twenties before she

found that dancing was for

her. Studying first in New
York with Grace Christie, she later at'

tended ''The Bennington School of the

Dance." There and in New York she

studied with Martha Graham, Doris

Humphries and Hanya Holm. After

a number of concert and teaching en-

gagements, she arrived in Kansas City

and opened a studio. She has been

there since, except for a trip to Europe
in 1947 which gave her the opportU'

nity to work with Jooss in England

and Mary Wigman, one of the great'

est of the early moderns, in Germany.

It was, needless to say, rough going.

Few people had any conception of

dance and even fewer wanted any. A
lack of knowledge and understanding

breeds hostility. Nevertheless, the

more enlightened took an interest, and

gradually the dance took hold.

Dorothea Spaeth and her Bam
Studio have become something of an

institution in Kansas City. Naturally

enough, they have absorbed a quantity

of skepticism and ridicule. But as it

was once said of the Ballet Russe,

''Only the great deserve the darts of

satire."
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The studio is the first floor of what
oldtimers call the old Goodman Barn.

In its day it has housed, at separate

times, horses, servants, amateur

theatricals, and now a dancer. Living

quarters are on the second floor, and
the living room is only slightly smaller

than Madison Square Garden.

The Barn is considered by some as

the Greenwich Village of Missouri.

When it isn't swarming with young
dancers upstairs and down in leotards

and bare feet, it is open house to

itinerant celebrities, to members of

ballet companies, concert musicians,

painters and writers, or eager young
politicos. The Barn is open to all be
cause its owner comes as near to ful'

filling "love thy neighbor" as anyone

can in these suspicious, ungenerous

times.

What Dorothea Spaeth has offered

Kansas City is two-fold: the func
tional part of dance which everyone

can use every day, and some knowl'

edge of the dance as an art form.

The functional part includes body
building, posture control and the

simple ability to walk correctly, which
isn't as simple as it sounds. The physi'

cal and psychological benefits of dance

movement are something anyone of

any age can use. You don't have to

start a dancing career just to learn

how to keep your chest from sagging

into your stomach.

The Fivc'Point Posture Program
which Dorothea has worked out is a

departure from the old gym-class

method of walking around with a

book on the head. It avoids that chin'

up, chest'Out, sway'backed distortion

that is too frequently considered good
posture.

Spaeth students are not little chil'

dren only. Their mothers study, too.

And sometimes even the fathers. One
of her earliest classes was organi2;ed

in one of the city's most aristocratic

front parlors, where a number of solid

citizens and their wives lay down on
the lush blue rug and learned to do a

stomach contraction.

Classes in body-building include

young matrons, young women in busi'

ness and industry who dance for rec'

reation and relaxation, and fashion

models. Dorothea has also worked
with many art students, particularly

with sculpture classes.

In general, she attempts to give her

students the freedom of movement,
the naturalness and ease which have
a tendency to disappear as one grows
up. As for children, she helps them
retain this freedom, and learn to ex-

press their imaginative impulses

through the body as a controlled,

understood instrument.

The other half of her work is actual

dancing, in solo or with her small

semi-professional group. She has

danced all over the city—in the Nel-
son Art Gallery and the Community
Church, in high school auditoriums

and the Resident Theatre, as well as

in studio recitals at The Barn. Often
a recital is what she calls a "dance
demonstration," in which the actual

dancing is preceded by a demonstra-
tion of techniques, allowing the audi-

ence to see some of the mechanical

aspects from which the art form
evolves.

Since her arrival in the Midwest,
she has been connected with most of

the arts in Kansas City—^with paint-

ing and sculpture, music and drama.
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She has served on the staffs of the Dorothea Spaeth's own dancing at

Art Institute, the Conservatory of its best has a certain powerful dignity

Music, the Jewish Community Center, about it. She is not entirely versatile,

and the Y. W. C. A.; and has col- but in her own genre is splendid. Her
laborated on productions by the Uni- style is at once strong and lyrical,

versity of Kansas City drama depart' and she dances v/ith slow, flowing,

ment. Last February she directed the sustained movements, great dynamic
movement for the production of Alice control, and a quiet earnestness that is

in Wonderland, presented by Kansas unfailingly effective.

City Junior College. This summer she has granted her-

Principally through Dorothea's ef- f ^ 7^ of absence and gone East

forts, a number of welhknown dancers ^^ij^^^- ^^^J^l^y ^J^^
^

have been brou ht to the cit in
^ busman s variety. She will con-

, , . ^-
1 ^ 1 11 tinue to dance, as student again rather

eluding Martha Graham and her com- ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ pl^^^ -^^^

pany; Ehzabeth Waters and her fa- professional production some ideas
mous barn-storming troup called for the dance that have accrued
"Dancers Enroute;" and Jane Mc through the lean Middle Western
Clean of New York. years.

A
A MARINE was carried into a first aid station during the fighting on

Okinawa. A Japanese Samurai sword extended from a wound in his

left side. "Wait a minute, Johnny,'' exclaimed a medic. 'Til pull that thing

from your side and fix the wound."
"Hell, no, Tm keeping it till I get aboard ship," the wounded lad

told him. "Othervyise some damned souvenir hunter will swipe it."

—

David
Deutsch.

Barry Kroeger, narrator of "The Big Story," says that a timid friend of

his has just returned from a hunting trip through Africa.

"Every morning," revealed his friend, "I went out hunting tigers with

a club."

"I imagine you were frightened," observed Kroeger.

"Oh, no, not at all. There were 50 members in the club."

Too bad this is an election year! A lot of good could be done for the

world if nobody cared who got credit for it.

—

Platteville Journal.

After the recent cyclone in Oklahoma, a rancher told Eastern guests that

it was quite "unusual weather." His guests were skeptical.

"But that wind really was unusual," insisted the rancher. "Why, you can

see for yourselves it's blowed down trees that never v.'as blowed down before!"

When George Washington entered the House of Burgesses at the close

of the French War, a vote of thanks was passed for his valuable service in the

field. V/hen the young soldier hesitated in making a reply, Speaker Robinson
came to his aid by saying, "Sit down, Sir; your modesty is equal to your valor,

and that surpasses the power of any language."

—

Toastmaster.



He was the master, but her servility ruled—and ruined ,

by J. T. SAUNDERS

HE WATCHED her from across

the dinette table. Watched her

looking at her plate or at the napkin

on her lap or at the salad bowl—but

not at him—touching these things

with long fingers that were nervous

under his ga^e.

Her eyes bulged beneath deep, wide
lids. In contrast, her nose was tiny

and blurred at its edge with a quiet

quivering that echoed the confusion

of brown, wispy hair. Her paper^like

body held constantly the attitude of

being before a wind.

He watched. He wondered how
much longer he could stand it.

He had for five years. And added
I to that was one year of standing with'

out knowing he was having to stand

anything. For, after all, he had mar'
ried her in love. Her hair had been

beautiful then; her nose stubbed to

charming; her eyes almost too large.

More than that, she had shown to

him a meek obedience that had made
him want to slap his chest with an ''I,

the Master" blow; as if she were eter'

nally on knees, dedicated to catering.

This desire to please had given him
great satisfaction and a sense of toler-

ant pride. So, because he saw the

chance of kinship with masterly men
and because, too, he was touched, he

had taken her hand in his and thought

well and not too deeply of the shy

flutter under the bridal veil.

He looked at her now. A hand
dared again, alarmed at its own dar-

ing, pushing a plate of bread toward
him. A hand saying, "Remember
there is bread on the table; you must
eat bread; bread is good for you." Her
mouth stayed closed, her eyes down,
only her hand insisted.

He took a slice of bread and remem'
bered the time when her voice, her

whole being had insisted. He had
been touched again and again by her

meticulous care of him and the knowl'

edge that things would be picked up
after him, that orange juice would be

ready by his morning bedside, that

his mail would be there on the break'

fast table.

Slowly, however, this pleasure had
become a fading background to the

small, pricking annoyances that were
part of her care. They were only

timidly obtrusive, for she was not stern

or domineering and could never be

that positive. But, even lacking force,

she had begun to manage his life, do-
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ing it with a soft

sidling that seemed
gentle at first and
then was like sand-

paper against his

nerves.

With the faint

humming of a

housefly, she would
hover over him,
cutting his toma'

toes to small pieces

that insulted, plac'

ing his napkin in

his lap. Sweetly in-

serting her thin

body between him
and capability, she

forever waited on
him until he found
that he could not

lift a finger before

she was there,
doing for him. Irritation crept into

him and swelled to desperation.

He had thought of a dog. Another
object for her to fix her attentions on.

A present to his wife with a leash to

hold in her hand, tying it to her for

pampering. The dog he had chosen

was frail and appeared to yearn for

the comforts of feminine tenacity. It

had delighted her and she had been

birdlike in her gratitude, her hands
swarming over the warm animal body.

The housefly had hummed.

For a day she had hovered over

this someone else. Then, with a sud'

den, worried look, she had tucked the

dog away, segregating it in a screened

box in a corner of the kitchen. She
returned to breathless leaning over her

husband's plate and intense concern.

With that he had known that the dog

OUR BACK COVER—A boater on

Spirit Lake is silhouetted against the

twilit loveHness of Mt. St. Helens.

(Photo courtesy Union Pacific.)
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would be loved and
and given attention

only when he was
not at home. When
he was, the dog
would be efficient'

ly hurried out of

the master's path.

And though he
would often hear a

feeble, plaintive

barking, always

quickly following

it was the voice of

his wife close be'

side him.

One night, when
she had left on an
errand, the dog's

calling had in-

trigued him into

opening the box to

take the pleading

creature in his arms. It had looked

suspiciously up at him at first and

then pushed into his armpit with the

friendhness of sanction. Setting the

dog down on the linoleum floor, he

had tousled with it, an invigorating

catch and push, making them both

gasp a little with the pleasure of

exertion.

All at once she was standing at the

door of the kitchen, staring. Snatch-

ing up the dog, she had said as sharply

as the soft, twanging voice would al-

low, ''Why, you naughty dog, you!

Breaking out of your nice, Httle home
and disturbing my tired husband . . .

how could you! Shame, shame . . .

Making a nuisance of yourself when
a man must have peace and quiet! Oh,

aren't you a bad dog . . . There, a bad,

bad dog! Oh my—

"
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"Goddamn! Goddamn you!" Sud'

denly all the emotion of frustration

had leaped up inside him to form a

jumbled, derisive shouting. "You and
the dog! Go to hell—^both of you!

Both of you!"

He had heard in a dream his inane

screaming, had seen himself grip a

small porcelain'potted plant that

rested on the kitchen table. The plant

rode heavily toward her only to miss

and graze the dog's trembling ear,

then crash loudly to the floor.

There had been quite time enough
for the noise of the crash and the

short, high cry of the dog to linger on
long and penetratingly. Making a

swift stab into the silence she had
hugged the dog with a sigh and felt

its body with searching long fingers

that shook. Fright made her cringe

even as she tried to be protective.

The next day a strong compulsion
that grew feverish had made him un'

able even to begin work at his office.

He sat behind his desk and swiveled

around often to gd.ze out over the

city, with his hands pressing white
into each other.

At the end of the day, the pulling

insistence had forced him to stop at a
sporting goods store on the way home
to buy a gun. But on reaching the

apartment he had broken out in a

sweat of guilt and sneaked the gun
into the bedroom to find a hiding
place her neatness would not reach.

Then he had come back to her and
her fear. For now there was continu'

ally fear of him in her. He could see

her, almost palsied with it, still wait'

ing on him as if this were some awful
duty that had been imposed irrc

vocably upon her. No matter what

he had tried to say to her, his words
seemed Hfted into blasting by the

very attitude in which she held her'

self prepared for cruelty. He felt at

last that he was cruel, merciless . . .

The dog had never since been al'

lowed to enter into his sight. She had
smuggled it fearfully into an ex'

istence safe from him. And when its

plaintiveness seeped through the box,

she would clatter the dishes in the

sink to outdin the whimpering.

He watched her. No necessity for

clattering now.
Six hours ago he had met her in

the street as she was walking the dog,

her figure relaxed, unsuspecting that

he had left his office earlier this day.

When she saw him coming down the

busy shopping street, her eyes had
come farther out of the thin face and
she had dropped the leash. Imme'
diately she darted to seize it back, to

hold it tight against her husband. But
the leash had disappeared.

The dog had hedged crazily up and
down the gutter as she stood frozen

in panic. He had found himself run'

ning, trying to catch it; but, on see'

ing him, the dog tried to dash behind
a car to hide. There was a brake

squeal, a yelp, a whimper, a mur'
muring crowd.

She had run to get to the dead body
before he would, to pick it up in her

arms and cower with it in the wide
circle of people, using the crowd as

a fortress against him. When she saw
him approaching nearer and nearer,

her face had held not anger but a
fright so condemning that he turned
and walked away.

He had walked through the streets

for miles of tortured feeling; quick,
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hurried steps to sweat out the mean'
ness that turned in him; to exhaust

the hate of her. But speed seemed only

to activate his mind into clear, rack'

ing venom. Finally he had returned to

the empty apartment and had not

been able to stop his tired feet from
pacing the small rooms.

Later she had come in, pale, not

talking, furtively hanging up her coat.

Seeing her go into the kitchen to pre-

pare dinner, he had marvelled with a

kind of contempt at the obeisance that

made her serve a master who had
killed something she had truly loved.

For he knew that, to her, he had
killed it.

He watched her and despised her.

Sniveling before him in fear, she was
a hateful reminder of his wickedness,

the wickedness she had read into him
and which, with the reading, had
slowly become his. She did not lift

her eyes. Closed against him, they

were glazed sHghtly with an oil that

seemed to him the secretion of horror.

The glaze was a mirror, reflecting him
in bestiality. He wished urgently for

her to open them and disperse the re
flection. She stayed, silent, and did

not change, except for little reflexes

of nervousness that twitched her body.

His teeth clenched. He was fiercely

angry. She stood up to clear away the

plates and her eyes did not look at

him. His hand reached over the table

and closed around her forearm, his

fingers meeting at the vivid blue line

that veined its soft underpart. Her
whole body jumped convulsively.

Then her eyes opened at him and,

popping in tight, brown points of

fright, they shocked him.

He pulled his hand away with a

force that made her stagger back
against the dinette wall. The impact

seemed to loosen her from her silence

and she whimpered. He got up. He
was an ogre standing over her.

Sharply he turned and walked out of

the kitchen. He went through the hall,

into the bedroom . . .

The police found him not long

afterwards, with the gun still warm
in his hand. The right side of his

head was stained with blood that

spread like long, quivering fingers

from the bottomless bullet hole over

his ear.

lAJorc/d for Our f-^ictured

1. Clyde McCoy, of muted trumpet fame, spins his famous Sugar Blues.

2. Bandleader Sammy Kaye plugs Victor on a Saturday afternoon "Swing Session."

3. In behalf of the Crusade for Children, national chairman M. Lee Marshall addresses

old friends in Kansas City. Mr. Marshall is board chairman of the Continental Baking
Company.
4. Stan Kenton demonstrates progressive jazz for WHB listeners.

5. Pretty Pat Laird, Russ Morgan's vocalist, visits "Swing Session."

6. WHB's Bob Kennedy chats with Sondra and Jon Steele, newly famous for their

Damon recording of M^' Happiness.

7. Anita Colby, ex-cover girl, is interviewed by Sandra Lea, the WHB Shopper.

Swing lovely for May is Rita Hayworth, star of Columbia Pictures' Lady from

Shanghai, which will be released this month.
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MAN DF THE MONTH
by MORI GREINER

FEW people realize that Jesse Clyde
Nichols, known to the world as

'7- C.," is a sick man.

For over 50 years he has suffered

from an unfortunately rare malady
which can be diagnosed only as "cru'

sader's fever."

The disease is practically painless,

but it tortures the victim into an in'

tense state of activity which knows no
abatement. It has made Nichols the

country's greatest city-builder and
suburban planner. It has brought him
posts of national honor and an un-

precedented position in his own com'
munity.

At 67, Nichols is a hard-driving,

wholehearted executive who works 60
to 80 hours a v/eek in a four-room
penthouse office on Kansas City's

Country Club Pla2;a—the shopping
hub of his company's 5,000'acre resi'

dential development. He smokes in-

cessantly, usually shoving the cigarette

to the left side of his mouth and for-

getting about it, letting ashes fall

where they may; talks rapidly and
forcefully, often thumping his massive
oaken work'table with the side of a

hand for emphasis; and carries always
a black leather notebook so that he
can make notes of things that catch

his eye when he's ''out in the District."

The fever of accomplishment first

struck Nichols when he was a student

at Olathe High School. He organi2,ed

the first football team the school ever

had, and the first alumni association.

Despite numerous extra-curricular ac
tivities and several outside jobs, his

marks upon graduation set a new
scholastic record.

Those were early stages of the af'

fliction. As it grew, Nichols learned

to sense a good fight. A clever, prac-

tical visionary, he has done battle

under more than a do2;en standards,

in every case carrying the colors to

victory. But he is a friend-in-need

only. When the goal has been at-

tained, he moves on to scenes of new
action.

His services to Kansas City, beyond
the scope of his immediate business

interests, are legion.

As a member of the Board of Edu-
cation for eight and a half years, he

was credited with saving the city over

$500,000 in the administration of a

$5,000,000 building program.

Thirty-five years ago he became
president of the Kansas City Art In-

stitute, then a heavily indebted insti-

tution. He held the job eight years,

waging a vigorous fund campaign
which produced money enough to

clear the Institute of debt and move it

to new quarters at Armour Boulevard
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and Warwick. He hired good teachers

and built up enrollment. He person-

ally solicited memberships from prom-
inent townspeople, and many ''ten-

dollar patrons'' who joined, "because

J. C. asked me to," later became
genuinely interested in the work of

the Institute and contributed heavily

to its support. His work resulted in

the present Art Institute buildings

and the ten-acre site they occupy.

Throughout his presidency, Nichols

strongly advocated a practical course

which v;ould develop designers for

Middle Western industry. Partly as a

result of his enthusiasm, the highly-

successful School of Design was sub-

sequently incorporated into the In-

stitute.

As chairman of a Real Estate Board
committee some 30 years back, Nichols

spearheaded a drive to stimulate local

purchases of goods manufactured in

Kansas City. That was before the days

of the million-dollar ad agencies, but

he masterminded a ''Buy Kansas City

Products Week" and an extensive

telephone campaign which chased the

spectre of bankruptcy from the doors

of several Kansas City factories and
started them on the road to success.

While the cheers still echoed,

Nichols embarked on another civic

charge. He stepped into the presidency

of the underfinanced and wobbly Con-
servatory of Music, applying to it the

tactics which had bolstered the Art
Institute. For ten years he plugged

avv^ay for a larger student body, a

better faculty, a stronger financial

position.

But his work with the Conservatory

consumed only part of his 16-hour

day, so he took over the fight to im-

prove navigation and flood control of

the Missouri River. He organized the

Missouri River Navigation Associa-

tion. Then he descended upon Wash'
ington as a lobbyist for the cause,

badgering both senators and repre-

sentatives for an appropriation to '

support the badly-needed project.

Since it was impossible to ignore the !

sense of what he said or the intensity

with which he said it, the necessary
i

funds were voted. i

He was chairman or vice-chairman

of every World War I bond and Red
;

Cross campaign except one; and was
|

vice-chairman of the combined Lib-

erty Memorial and Community Fund
drive which raised the largest amount
ever donated by Kansas Citians in a

single campaign, over two and a half

million dollars.

Government service has occupied

much of Mr. Nichols' time, talent and
money. He set up federal housing

plans for the first World War, and
during the thirties he was called in as

an advisor for both the Federal Hous-
ing Administration and the Home
Owners Loan Corporation. He has

just resigned from the National Cap-

ital Park and Planning Commission,

to which he was appointed by Presi-

dent Coohdge in 1926. In his 22 years

on the Commission (without pay), he

served under four Presidential ap-

pointments, made 150 trips to the

capital, and contributed a total of

more than two and a half work years. A
He is credited with having a greater

influence on Washington's appear- 1
ance than any man since L'Enfant, the f

French architect who planned the

original streets and the location of

Federal buildings.
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During World War II, Nichols was
a dollar'a'year'man. For 17 months,

or a little less than a dollar and a half,

he headed one of the seven Advisory

Defense Council divisions under Gen'
eral Knudsen. On his arrival in Wash'
ington, Nichols was shocked to learn

that not a single airfield, training

camp or defense plant had been

planned for the Midwest. The Coun'
oil was blueprinting all strength in

positions east of the Mississippi or

west of the Rockies. Here was a cru'

sade Nichols could throw himself into

with vigor!

He did. By telephone and telegraph

he contacted groups of industrialists

in Tulsa, Omaha, Lincoln, Des
Moines, Denver, Wichita and Okk'
homa City. He got them to Wash'
ington to lend their support and give

their assurance that Middle Western
locations had much to offer a com'
prehensive program of defense. He
fought against a concentration of vital

establishments only along each coast,

and argued that Midwestern man'
power could be best utilized without

undue geographical displacement. Fig'

ures furnished by Roy Roberts of the

Kansas City Star, which showed that

Kansas City alone was shipping 500
workers a week to East and West
Coast defense plants, helped win
his case.

Those who opposed development of

the Midwest for defense later admitted
they were wrong, but that was small

satisfaction to Nichols. He had known
it all along, and by then he was busy
on a new project. The idea had come
from those very opponents, who said

that Middle America could furnish no
adequate research facilities.

Nichols looked up some big'time

researchers who told him what modern
research could accomplish, and ex'

plained the important part an insti'

tute might play in analyzing for

industrial use farm and mineral

products of the Kansas City area.

That convinced Nichols, and
Nichols with his mind made up is a

man of immediate, unrelenting action.

Returning home, he called together a

group composed of R. L. Mehornay,
Joseph F. Stephens, the late Roy
Cross, Earl McCollum, Willard
Briedenthal, Ben C. Adams and other

forward'looking Kansas Citians. They
agreed that Kansas City needed re'

search facilities, and set out to seek

further support.

And so in December, 1944, the

Midwest Research Institute opened its

doors. Dr. Harold Vatborg, formerly

of the Armour Institute in Chicago,

and one assistant made up the entire

staff. Now the staff numbers a hun'

dred. Three'quarters of a million dol'

lars in voluntary contributions has

been accumulated. Last year the Insti'

tute conducted a half million dollars

worth of research for private indus-

try, on about 125 separate projects.

Present plans are to increase the staff

to 300 members and triple the annual

volume of research, working primarily

for small industries in small Midwest'
ern towns.

J. C. Nichols, of course, is still

fighting for the Midwest Research

Institute. As chairman of the board of

trustees, he is participating actively in

a drive to raise a million dollars for

a new building which will be erected

on a ten-acre tract in the middle of
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Kansas City's mile and a quarter long

educational, scientific and cultural

center.

Also located in the center are the

University of Kansas City, Menorah
Hospital, Barstow School, Rockhurst

College, the Art Institute, the Linda

S. Hall Scientific Library, the Wil-
liam Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art
and the Mary Atkins Museum of Fine

Arts. Nichols is chairman of the

board of trustees of the William Rock-
hill Nelson Trust. The board manages
the $11,000,000 fund and supervises

the direction, purchases and manage-
ment of the Art Gallery.

To top man of an art gallery from
vegetable huckster is quite a climb,

but that's the road Nichols

traveled.

He started clerking in an
Olathe, Kansas, grocery

when he was eight, and
summers he worked as a

farm hand. For two sum-

mers when he was in high

school he operated a huck-

ster wagon in Johnson
County, cooking over an

open fire and sleeping under the

wagon at night.

At 17 he opened a wholesale meat
market at 1611 Grand Avenue in

Kansas City. He ran it for a year,

living in the back room and saving

money for college.

Just as Mary did, he took a little

lamb to school—also pork, beef and
sweetbreads. He set up a Vv^holesale

meat route in Lawrence which paid

his way through the University of

Kansas. Additional revenue came from
the Kansas City Star, for which he

was a correspondent; and he got free

meals by serving as steward of his

fraternity. Beta Theta Pi.

He worked during vacation periods,

too. The first summer he sold Rand-
McNally wall maps house-to-house in

Utah. The second, he toured Europe
via cattleboat and bicycle. The third,

he sold mining stock; and the fourth

and hardest he took contract to load

potatoes in the Kaw River Valley,

doing most of the work himself.

Even in the cloistered corridors of

college, so widely-bruited as sanctu-

aries of ease, Nichols smelled out a

scrap. He instituted a movement to

obtain larger state appropriations for

the university, carried the fight to

Topeka, and won. When the uni-

versity's chancellor recov-
ered from his amazement at

the energy and political

savvy of this mere under-

graduate, he called Nichols

''the student who has done

most for the finances of this

school."

Nichols was manager of

the K.U. football team, gen-

eral manager of athletics, a

member of Phi Beta Kappa, and grad-

uated with the second highest marks
accorded any student until that time.

Then he went to Harvard for a

year, acquiring another A.B. degree,

total indebtedness of $50, and an in-

terest in land development.

Fresh from the classroom, he

plunged into the colonization business

and failed miserably.

His plan was to form syndicates

which would buy up large tracts of

raw land in the Southwest. Then he

would scout up herds of people from

over-populated cities and turn them
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loose on his prairie Utopias—for a fee,

of course.

Several railroads granted him passes,

and farm friends he had huckstered

for in Johnson County financed him.

He found plenty of land, but not

enough capital. At the end of a year

he was forced to admit failure for

—

as far as anyone knows—the only time

in his life.

Returning to Kansas City, he

sought the counsel of two Beta friends,

F. E. and W. T. Reed. They were
older than Nichols, and already estab'

lished as lawyers. The Reeds advised

him to turn to building, and told him
of several hundred vacant lots in Kan-

sas City, Kansas, which were to be

disposed of at a bankruptcy sale.

The farmers who had sponsored the

colonization flyer financed Nichols

again, and this time he justified their

confidence. He got the lots and built

houses to sell for $800 to $1,000,

splitting everything he made with his

backers. Within two years he had
paid off the entire loan plus a profit

of 65 per cent!

That was in 1904, and overhead

was low. Nichols paid two dollars a

month to stable his horse and buggy.

Rent on his office, which was be-

hind the pharmacy counter of a drug'

store, ran five dollars a month, and
he moved when the druggist tried to

charge an extra dollar for use of the

telephone.

With the proceeds of his initial

venture, he bought 10 acres of land

south of Kansas City. Between Fiftieth

and Fifty-first Streets, it stretched

from Main to Grand Avenue.
Not without reason, people said he

was crazy. Only a few farmhouses

had been built in that locality since

before the Civil War. All growth

was either northeast or southeast.

Despite those objections and others,

Nichols decided to go ahead. Maybe,
he figured, he could make his de-

velopment attractive enough to change

the direction in which the city was
growing.

In 1905 Nichols took unto himself

a wife. He built her a house at 5035

Walnut, an ungraded street. It was
a block to the nearest spring for water,

and a mile to the carline.

The same year, he became an ''or-

ganization." He was joined by John
C. Taylor of Emporia, Kansas. Tay-

lor has been with him ever since, as-

suming the presidency of the J. C.

Nichols Company when Nichols be-

came chairman of the board in 1940.

The team's first venture v/as to

''improve" their development. They
bought a barn at Twenty-sixth and
Grand, and dismantled it. Hauling
the timbers to newly-christened Rock-
hill Park, they sawed them into two-

foot lengths for board sidewalks. They
then began to advertise, "Beautiful

Rockhill Park— With Board Side-

walks!"

Through the years, holdings of the

Nichols Company have grown. Their

Country Club District is the largest

and most beautiful privately developed

residential area in the world. In it

they have built lakes, parks, boule-

vards, six golf courses, and have spent

half a million dollars on outdoor art

objects.

The District extends across the

state line into Johnson County, Kan-
sas, but more than nine-tenths of the

real estate taxes paid by the J. C.
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Nichols Company go to Kansas City,

Missouri.

By virtue of his accompHshments,

Nichols is regarded as the outstand'

ing authority on city-building. He
credits his success to hard work.

"What this nation and every other

needs," he says, ''is for the people to

go back to hard work. There's no way
to succeed in building except by work'
ing and improving.

"Do it better, I always say. Do it

better, but make it pay!" He thumps
the table, and ashes from his neg'

lected cigarette spill down the front

of his suit. He thumps again. "There
are too many subsidies already. In a

free enterprise system a thing has to

pay its own way. WeVe proved that

imported well-heads, marble columns
and fountains are practical adorn-

ments for a residential district if

they're handled properly. People want
to live in pleasant surroundings. But
a lot of planners go too far; they get

impractical ideas and go broke. That
helps nobody.

"One thing about a builder, he
knows what won't work."

Short life housing restrictions were
the first thing which Nichols discov-

ered wouldn't work. Restrictions used

to expire at the end of a stipulated

period of time, unless renewed by all

the owners in the subdivision. Then
gas stations and hot dog stands moved
into residential areas, ruining prop-

erty values.

That conflicted with Nichols'
theory that houses and neighborhoods

should be good for at least 100 years,

so his company got busy on the prob-

lem, evolving what is known as the

"Covenant of Self-Perpetuating Re-
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strictions." It works in reverse: re-

strictions are automatically extended
unless a majority of owners vote to

the contrary. The covenant plan has

been uphold by the United States

Supreme Court, and is in wide use

today. No one has ever even attempted
to change a set of self-perpetuating

restrictions.

Nichols has built up an outstanding

organization of architects, building

and landscape engineers, legal ad-

visors and sales experts. Employees
say he is unusually lenient, but he
drives himself mercilessly. His 80'

acre farm 20 miles southwest of Kan-
sas City is unable to hold his interest

more than one day at a time, because

inactivity galls him. But he loves

parties, and at a social gathering he
is everywhere at once, applying as

much fire and energy to cocktail con-

versation as he would to a building

conference.

As a business and personal policy,

Nichols supports the entire Kansas
City area, not just his own part of it.

For years he has advocated better traf-

ficways and parking facilities to serve

the downtown district. He led the

fight in Missouri for legislative au-

thority to set up city planning com-
missions and zoning boards. His

company holds stock in 32 Kansas

City industries. Nichols himself has

been a director of the Commerce
Trust Company since he was 26 years

old. He helped organize and is an
original director of the Business Men's
Assurance Company and the Kansas

City Fire and Marine Insurance

Company.
All three Nichols children are con-

{Continued on page 47)
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Meet the San Marinese—big men in a little nation!

by STANLEY S. JACOBS

THANKS to the stamp collectors

of the world, there's one nation

in Europe which is always prosperous,

has no income tax, no stoplights or

traffic cops, and a military band of

80 musicians which is larger than its

total army!

Though it sells airmail stamps by

the tens of thousands, this nation

—

San Marino—hasn't a single airplane.

Yet philatelists have made the 14,000

citiziens of the pigmy country debt-

free and tax-free. The stamp presses

of this happy Tom Thumb land—it's

38 square miles in area—roll day and
night, turning out colorful issues and
"commemoratives" which reap as high

as 10,000 per cent profit in stamp
marts everywhere.

Until recently, the only publication

issued within San Marino's borders

was, appropriately, a stamp collectors'

trade journal.

If you like the reassuring feel of

hard money, San Marino is your dish.

Its citizens dislike paper money and
will have none of it. So the govern-

ment obligingly circulates coins only.

If you owned a six-room house in

the little republic, your taxes would
amount to 34 cents a year. And your
chance of getting hit by a car is re-

mote: there's only one auto in the

whole country.

Nor are its people harassed by the

rushing minutes of each day. The
dials of their watches and clocks are

divided into four quarters. Why be

a slave to the minute hand? the San
Marinese ask innocently.

A stubborn Dalmatian stone-cutter

named Marinus, who later was can-

onized, established the doughty vest-

pocket republic more than 1,600 years

ago.

The story goes that Marinus, a

peace-loving fellow, became indignant

when a bear killed his mule one day.

Tracking the beast to its lair, Marinus
punched him into submission, slipped

the mule's harness over the bear's

head, and thereafter used the animal

to plow his land.

True or not, this beloved San Ma-
rino legend speaks well for the nature

of these busy beavers who rate lazi-

ness a sin slightly less horrific than

murder. In fact, indolent citizens are

sentenced by the nation's one judge to

be hauled through the streets on mule-

back, wearing only nightshirts and
carrying umbrellas. The loss of dig-

nity to these proud folk is a more
severe punishment than flogging.

When they hold an election, the

San Marino citizens don't listen to
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windy speeches of politicians. For

there are no professional politicos in

the land. The two highest office

holders, the Regents, serve their coun-

try for five dollars a month. They
are glad to exit at the end of their

six'inonth terms to make way for new
chief executives, who make less than

the street sweeper. Besides, if a citi'

zen refuses to accept nomination for

this high office, he is subject to a

stiff fine!

The little country is governed by
a 60'man Great Council, similar to

the United States Congress. Every
male in the land is eligible for a six-

m /A\i
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month term. Illiterate for the most

part, all men are required to vote

—

for how else could you take the public

pulse in a nation of 14,545 people?

An upper house, or Senate, is com'

posed of a dozen members of the

Great Council. Most of these upper-

bracket solons can read. And from
the Senate come nominees for the twin

posts of Captains-Regent.

The San Marino people are wary
by instinct. They fear one-man de-

cisions. So they have, in effect, two
Presidents—each keeping a sharp eye

on the other's acts!

Despite San Marino's storybook

nature and harmless size, most big

nations have respected its sovereignty

and maintain a hands-off policy. Once
when an Austrian army hotly pursued
the Italian patriot Garibaldi, the

troops had to halt abruptly at the

border of Tom Thumb land and
watch helplessly as the San Marinese
welcomed Garibaldi to his new sanc-

tuary.

In the first World War, the Ger-

mans accused San Marino of spying

on the Kaiser's forces via the wireless

station on Mount Titano, 2,437 feet

above sea level. The San Marinese

—

Europe's most poker-faced people

—

expressed chagrin at the charge, but

continued reporting German move-
ments to the Allies.

All during the years of Fascist

power, Mussolini was nettled by the

LiUiputians across the fence who
snickered at his roars and welcomed
refugees from his goon squads. Fi-

nally, the pressure became compulsive

and San Marino silently allowed the

Duce to force on them a handful of

professional men with Fascist badges.

Musso became truly enraged after

San Marino celebrated America's

Independence Day in 1937—an old

custom arising from their admiration

for Abraham Lincoln, whom they

made an honorary citizen in 1861.

The Duce had dispatched agents

from Rome to report on the unveil-

ing of a statue presumed to be that
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of a Fascist big shot, probably Mus-
solini himself. Instead, on this Amer'
ican holiday the San Marinese with a

flourish uncovered a figure of Lin'

coin. The Duce's men exploded in

wrath, but the people only laughed.

They recalled with pride what Lin'

coin had written to them in 1861:

"Although your domain is small,

your State is one of the most honored
in all history. It has demonstrated

the truth—so full of encouragement
to the friends of humanity—that gov'

ernment founded on republican prin-

ciples is capable of being so adminis-

tered cLS to be secure and enduring!''

SAN MARINO'S disinterest in

v/arfare and its consequences was

I

demonstrated after the first World
War when its statesmen forgot to

show up at Versailles to sign the peace

treaty. As it had proclaimed itself

on the Allied side, San Marino thus

i

remained at war with Germany—on
! paper, at least—for the next 25 years.

But nobody made an issue of it.

Yet, when the tide of battle swirls

I

close to its borders, the pint-sized

1
mountain nation can get hopping mad.

1
During the last Vv?ar, Yank troops slug'

I ging their way up Italy stopped in

I astonishment at the base of Mount
Titano where a string of illuminated

. signs proclaimed:

; "Keep Out! This Is Neutral Coun-
try!"

"Switzerland is the nearest neutral,

but it's 200 miles away!" muttered a

puzzled captain. A careful hunt

j

through his guidebook showed him

j

his error: he was face to face with

j

San Marino's single frontier guard,

I

who looked like a hero out of an his-

I

torical novel as he aim.ed an ancient

rifle.

The troops smiled and by-passed

San Marino, whose inhabitants peered

down from the mountain crags on
the Adriatic side of the Apennines.

Pressure from Italy in 1940 had
compelled the minuscule nation to de-

clare war on Great Britain. But the

San Marinese never fired a gun. In

fact, a petition signed by several

thousand citizens was furtively for-

warded to Winston Churchill, to

whom they expressed hope of an

Allied victory.

Even Napoleon got a taste of San
Marino's philosophy when he car\'ed

up the Italian peninsula and offered

the microscopic country a huge slice

of territory.

The Regents turned Napoleon
down flat, citing the cherished words
of Marinus:

"We do not want an inch of other's

lands and we will not give up an

inch of our own!"
Amused by such cheek, Bonaparte

laughed and gave orders that San

Marino was to be left strictly alone.

Everybody seems to be related to

everybody else in San Marino, where
intermarriage of close relatives poses

many social and genetic problems. To
avoid charges of favoritism and dis-

crimination, the canny San Marinese

usually import from Italy their twelve

policemen, one civil judge, and one

priest.

In former years, you could become

a duke or a marquis of San Marino
for American dollars or British

pounds. But the citizens began to feel

that the conferring of titles for money
was undignified, even though the
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proceeds helped to balance the bud'

get. Selling stamps has proved more
profitable a hundredfold.

It's the income from stamp sales

which supports the University of San
Marino, a doctor whose services are

free, a government veterinarian, a

Mutual Aid Bank for the poor, and
a Public Oven where officials bake

bread and sell it at cost.

Though they don't have luxuries,

the San Marinese have an unbending
pride and belief in the value of work.
A syndicate of gamblers learned this

one year when a handsome offer was
made to the Great Council in return

for an annual license to operate a

casino in competition with Monte
Carlo.

To their surprise, the gamblers were
escorted to the border by a comic

opera squad of soldiers. A subsequent

plebiscite among the voters resulted

in a smashing defeat for the gamblers'

proposition.

When you have stamps, who needs

roulette?

Man of the Month {ConUnuedjrompageAl)

nected with building, one way or an'

other. Son Miller is salesmanager of

the J. C. Nichols Company. Daugh-
ter Eleanor is married to Earl W.
Allen, an architect who designs many
of the Country Club District's finest

homes. And son Clyde sells supplies

for both commercial and residential

builders.

Throughout all his busy career,

Nichols has been free with advice. It

is sought constantly by builders and
planners in other countries, as well

as in the United States. He obliges

whenever he can, charging nothing

for his counsel, but recently was forced

to turn down blank-check offers to

redesign two foreign cities. Last sum-
mer he devoted two months to writing

a large portion of a practical handbook
for development of outlying city dis-

tricts. It was published in a limited

edition by the Community Builders

Council of the Urban Land Institute,

of which Mr. Nichols is chairman. It

sold out, at $12 a copy, and a second

edition of 10,000 copies is being

prepared.

In February, at a convention of the

National Association of Home Build-

ers, Nichols was awarded a plaque.

The inscription read:

"On hehalf of the Home Builders

of the United States and the Ameri-
can families who enjoy better neigh'

horhoods because of him, the T^a-

tional Association of Home Builders

is honored to present this testimonial

of their high regard and admiration to

Jesse Clyde J^ichols, of Kansas City,

whose leadership has guided into

greater achievements those who create

homes and neighborhoods. By his ex-

ample and the generous sharing of his

\nowledge, he has encouraged Home
Builders everywhere to bring into

being the nations finest communities

and to add richness to American fam-
ily life.

"
'If you would see his monument,

loo\ around'."
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IF YOU'VE ever run a probing

finger through your hair and gazed

anxiously into the mirror at your

thinning locks, you're a potential

client for the hair'growing cultists

who want to boost their present $20/
000,000 annual business into even

greater proportions.

Maybe you think you're impervious

to glib talk about falling hair pana-

ceas. But on that coming day when a

friend looks at you and murmurs,
"What a fine head of skin you're

gonna have!" you'll hot'foot it to the

hair wizards for any ray of hope they

can offer.

Yes, there are some honest hair

specialists who candidly tell bald'

headed men that they might as well

save their money and quit the search

for luxuriant locks. But for every

honest practitioner, there are a dozen
"scalpers" who would persuade a

billiard ball that it had a fine chance
of growing ringlets!

Slickest of the hair racketeers was
a New Yorker who called himself

"professor" and advertised for "the

most hopeless bald-headed men in the

nation to send me microscopic samples
of their hair." He then "analyzed"
the hair clippings and, in a suavely-

phrased form letter, prescribed an ex-

pensive course of treatment "tailor-

made for your own scalp disease."

'7/ falleth as the gentle rain . .

and when it's gone it's gone!

by C. ROY KANE

One suspicious fellow sent him some
beautiful cuttings from a woman's
fox fur coat. Back came a letter from
the hair scientist reading:

"As I suspected, a microscopic ex-

amination of your hair reveals that

its roots are suffering from malnu-
trition. If this condition persists un-

treated, you will lose your hair com-
pletely. But by diligently following

my orders in my new course—spe-

cially priced at $98.50—you can save

your hair and restore v/hat you have
lost!" Then the skeptic sent the phony
professor some hair from the hide of

his German shepherd watchdog. The
"expert" sent the same letter giving

the identical somber warning and
cheery advice following the "micro-

scopic examination" of the dog's hair!

When the rascal was exposed, did

the bottom fall out of his business?

Not at all. He attracted more clients

than ever, such are the uses of pub-
licity.

WOMEN, too, are hooked for

big fees by the self-appointed

scalp magicians. One Chicago widow
spent $800 in a vain effort to grow
hair which she had lost after a long

illness. When her funds ran out.
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she was ready to mortgage her bung'

alow to keep up payments to a "scalp

styhst" who promised her that "any
month now your hair will return in a

burst of glory.''

She was saved from further fi'

nancial loss by a smart brother'in-law

who took her under protest to the

Better Business Bureau. There she

learned that her expert was a slick

swindler who just managed to stay

within the law, and she gave up her

valueless treatments in disgust.

At the national offices of the

American Medical Association in Chi'

cago, scientific sleuths track down
peddlers of nostrums for baldness.

Through its own bureau of investi-

gation, the A.M.A, has assembled

file cases filled with evidence proving

that Americans allow themselves to

be mulcted of miUions of dollars ev-

ery month in their quest for hair.

One prime specimen unmasked by
the medicos advertised:

"Four Men in Seven Are Bald at

Forty. But Thanks to my Product,

Only Five Men in a Hundred Need
Ever be Bald!''

Fiis expensive hair cure-all was a

tube of harmless and valueless fluid

costing several cents, which he re'

tailed for prices as high as $12. It

was fitted with a rubber cap from
which perforated points projected.

The idea was that this "hairgrowing

elixir" would flow through the per'

forated points, stimulate sluggish hair

follicles, and cause a verdant growth
of brush overnight.

"Absolutely worthless!" said the

A.M.A. But the manufacturer man'
aged to reap an incredible profit be-

fore the A.M.A.'s blast closed the

door of advertising media to his prod'

uct.

Ever fall for the "Scalp-o-lator" of

a short time back? This device, costly

and cumbersome, resembled the head'

gear clamped over a prisoner in the

electric chair. The American Medi'

cal Association health detectives de'

clared the gadget actually harmed the

head by severely restricting the sup-

ply of blood to the scalp. Yet thou-

sands of people bought it, to their

injury and discomfort.

You don't need a license in most

states to set up shop as a hair expert.

That's why rogues and downright

crooks turn from cruder swindles to

the hair game.

As an average Joe Citizen, you
have 120,000 hairs on your pate—or

should have. If you haven't, then age,

glands, disease or other causes have

affected your scalp health.

There's not much hope of regain-

ing hair you have lost. But you can

correct the underlying cause of dan-

druff and prevent further fall of hair
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if you are diligent. Says Dr. Oscar

Levin, famed dermatologist of Col'

umbia University:

''Baldness, gray hair, and dandruff

are unpleasant, but not exactly the

cause for devastating despair. The
action of glandular secretions and the

balance of the diet are elements which
have a direct bearing on the health of

scalp and hair."

This expert and other medical rc'

searchers blame heredity in large part

for the loss of hair. Nor do they

take any stock in preparations which
are claimed "to banish dandruff per-

manently." Dandruff, Dr. Levin says,

is merely the "superficial danger sig'

nal of more complex scalp infections."

EVEN severe eyestrain may be a

contributing cause of baldness.

Mental upsets, nervous breakdowns,
alcoholism, accidents, operations, child'

birth, diabetes, cancer and tubercu'

losis—all may leave their ravages on
your scalp and produce early bald'

ness.

Actually, doctors know pretty well

what type of person is most likely to

have serious dandruff and excessive

loss of hair. He is high'Strung, intelli'

gent, given to extremes of mood, and
probably the holder of a sedentary

job in an office.

Truly, the more intelligent and

physically sluggish you are, the

greater likelihood that your head will

glisten with the saddening lustre

known as bald man's Simoni^e.

Yet, baldness can be the bond that

unites in fellowship. Today there are

38 chapters of the Bald-Headed Clubs

of America, and new ones are form'

ing all the time. Among the clubs'

founders were such heavyweight
thinkers as William Howard Taft,

William Jennings Bryan, Chauncey
Depew, and Nicholas Longworth.
The club members now number

more than 10,000, consisting of busi'

nessmen, bankers, lawyers, doctors,

salesmen, teachers and others. Not
surprisingly, their favorite indoor

sport is telling each other how many
dollars they squandered on trying to

retrieve their hair!

A widower is a man who yearns to get married again and take a new
leash on life.

—

Woodmen of the World Magazine.

A
Mary had a little wolf and fleeced him white as snow.

—

English Digest.

A
Two people can live as cheaply as one what?

—

Redhoo\.

The reason Cupid makes so many bad shots is that he is shooting at

the heart while looking at the hosiery.
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Everyone wonders who will be the next

President of the United States. To predict

the outcome of any election or to forecast

the action of a nominating convention is

most hazardous. Politics have always been
unpredictable because they involve the

human whims of political manipulators,

and, more often than not, are based upon
the emotions of the electorate.

Both major parties are in a state of

confusion. The Democrats think they need
a better candidate than President Truman
to swing the election. Two members of the

Roosevelt gang have already announced
this publicly, to the accompaniment of

many Southerners who are embittered over
Truman's civil rights attitude. The Demo'
crats know that they're up against a power'
ful and rejuvenated Republican party.

They realize that a Republican candidate
has a better chance of winning than at

any time in the past 16 years.

The Republicans, on the other hand,
are faced with the problem of everyone
wanting to get into the act. There are

many potential candidates, but a lack of

unity throughout the party on any one,

two, or even three men. Every Republican
feels that "this is it""—that the man who
gets the nomination will be President.

Harold Stasscn, who snowballed dele
gates in the Wisconsin and Nebraska
primaries, is the man to watch. All eyes

are focused on the Ohio primary, May 4,

where it is to be expected that favorite-son

Taft v/ill finish in the lead. However,
at this point, Stassen looks like the best

bet in the PvCpublican stable, with Van-
denberg looming as the best compromise
candidate.

e • •

On the domestic front, expect nothing
drastic until after the fall elections. Neither
Congress nor the Administration is de'

sirous of placing radical restrictions on the

freedom of the American people. There
will be much vacillation on the part of

government agencies which will be cloaked

in the term, ''careful consideration." The
present inaction of Congress on important
measures will continue until after Novem-
ber, and this is a dangerous loss of time.

This political stalling may well prove
damaging to world peace. There is every

indication that manpower should be in the

process of being trained right at this very

moment, but Congress v.'ill not pass any
legislation that will supply manpower in

the number needed.

Military training is out—probably never

will be passed. Resumption of the draft is

a must, but will not be voted until after

election, if then. President Truman claims

that taxes should not be cut at this par-

ticular time for several reasons. Putting

more money in the pocket of the consumer
is highly inflationary, for one thing. For

another. Congress knows full well that the

military appropriation is going to be huge
within coming months, and it must realize

that, after the election is over, taxes will

have to go back up to where they were
before the cut.

If the draft is finally voted, it will prob-

ably specify service for a limited time only,

but that will mean nothing. The time will

be made to fit the emergency. Other draft

laws will follow. Girls who are free from

family oHigations will find themselves

following closely on the draft list. They
will free men from administrative duties

for other important tasks of a more strictly

military nature.

Not far behind will be the enlarging of

the draft lav^ to take in veterans of World
War II. There may be m.ore stringent

drafts if the world conflict finally breaks.

It is entirely conceivable that men up to

the age of 65 may see service in the period

ahead.
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The draft machinery is gradually being

resurrected. General Hershey will prob'

ably head the office once more. All men
18 through 30 will have to reregister in

order to bring records up to date. It will

again be compulsory to carry a draft card.

It is entirely possible that every man,
woman, and child soon will have to carry

cards of identification.

Economic controls on a nationwide

basis are now being prepared, one set for

mobihzation, and one for actual war. These
controls will be stricter and more rigid

than controls in the last war. There will

be pricc'fixing, rationing for both con'

sumers and industries, wage controls, trans'

portation controls, allocation of man'
power, and other regulations which will

tighten the national economy.

Industries manufacturing war materials

may be put into full production in the

near future. Several aircraft plants have
announced that they are reopening and
will begin recruiting workers soon. This
will mean another temporary lift to the

economy, but will be nothing like the

boom in the last war.

The overall national picture for war
mobilization is not good. There may be
much rebellion at the new restrictions.

The recent hint that the Negroes might
refuse to accept the draft unless all fea'

tures of our Army which they disapprove
be changed is only one instance of what
may be in store. The carefree attitude of

the last war will most certainly be missing

if there is another conflict.

Evidence is quite strong that there may
be much treachery within the United
States. Communist propaganda agents in

this country are busy softening up minority

groups and radicals. The Communists are

attempting to drill their doctrine into the

minds of many Americans, day by day.

The number of these traitorous individuals,

who think they are actually helping save

the United States, would be overwhelming
were the total actually known. They find

source material for their propaganda in

such statements as that of Henry Wallace
that Russia has not taken a single step of

aggression—that her absorption of all of

eastern Europe was a geographical neces'

sity to protect her own borders.

• • •

When will war come? It is the opinion

of many military men that the United
States will be involved in a conflict with
Russia within the next three years. How
ever, this time is being shortened every
week. An accident could set off the powder
keg, but this is not likely. The Russian
plan of aggression is too detailed, and
methodical military men in this country
do not believe that Russia is ready for

war yet. The United States certainly is

not. Military preparation on a large scale

by the United States could forestall war.

The whole point is that war looms, and
in the near future unless the right steps

are taken now!

Daffynitions
Thirty: When a woman's youth changes from the present tense to the

pretense.—Wee^^Iy Progress.

Dominating Personality: Something that is of no consequence if the

other fellow is driving a truck.

—

Alexander Animator.

A
An Infected Tooth: A condition which drives you to extraction.

A
Ignorance: Something that gives rise to about nine'tenths of the world's

conversational output.

Eisenhower Stockings: The kind that won't run.

A
The New Look: A glimpse for which you look twice as hard to see half

as much.



Platter Chatter

Rumors concerning Les Paul's condition
are unfounded. He's returned to Holly
wood, and, although confined to bed for

awhile, doctors say he will have complete
use of both arms and will be able to con'

tinue his guitar playing . . . Jon and
Sondra Steele, the My Happiness twins,

will soon be making theatre and personal

appearances, breaking into the "big time."

Their hit record, pressed by Vic Damon,
is sweeping the country . . . Eddie Hey-
wood has his ups and downs. He's down
now, but hot piano fans are hoping he'll

be back in good health soon . . . Another
jazz star is reported to be "mighty low"
at this moment—drawing unemployment
compensation under the name of Johnny
Bothwell , . . Francis Craig of J^ear Tou
fame is credited with being one of the

squarest guys in the business. He never
fails to give a fellow musician a helping

hand . . . Dennis Day went down the aisle

the other day with Peggy Almquist . . .

Xavier Cugat will fly his entire orchestra

to Manila early this month to ballyhoo a

new Philippine airline . . . Freddy Martin
is leaving Hollywood for an extended tour

east . . . Mel Powell, l^-year'old pianist

and former arranger and composer for

Benny Goodman, will soon be featured on
Capitol Records . . . The Perry Comos are

making plans at the moment to adopt a

baby daughter. Perry has a fine new album
out called, A Sentimental Date with Ferry
Como . . . Stan Kenton, Capitol star, is

having large success with his concert tour.

His latest "progressive jazz" release is

termed, Thermopolae. It is rumored that

his records will be sold only in album form,
hereafter . . . Sophie Tucker will open at

the Casino Theatre in London late this

month . . . Nellie Lutcher is scheduled to

return to Los Angeles this month after a

number of successful appearances in the

East . . . Tommy Dorsey with his re'

organized band is opening Fate this month
at the swank Surf Club at Virginia Beach
. . . Joe Venuti and his hot fiddle are

booked into Kansas City at the College
Inn, May 11 . . . Julia "Snatch and Grab"
Lee's two newest recordings are: That's
What I Li\e and Crazy World.

with BOB KENNEDY

Betcba Didn't Know
. . . That Skitch Henderson once toured
the vaudeville circuits as accompanist for

Cliff (Ukulele Ike) Edwards? . . . That
Mel Torme was asked by Harry James to

join his orchestra while Torme was still

in high school? . . . That Dinah Shore was
christened Frances Rose? . . . That Carmen
Cavallaro played the piano for Al Kavelin,

Rudy Vallee, Enric Madriguera and Abe
Lyman?

Highly Recommended

COLUMBIA 38156—Harry James and his

orchestra. Love of My Life and Tou
Can Do 7^0 Wrong. Harry offers two
of the top tunes from the new picture,

The Pirate. The first side is a Cole
Porter beguine with pronounced Latin

rhythm—Marion Morgan picks up the

second chorus and it ends up in a strong

four'four beat. The flip is another fine

Cole Porter tune with a smooth vocal

and the James trumpet. Tou Can Do
7^0 Wrong is not only the title of one
of the tunes—but also sound advice

about buying it!

COLUMBIA 38157—Kay Kyser and his

orchestra. Cincinnati plus My Fair Lady.
The Midwestern city tune is another
to follow in the footsteps of such pop
ditties as Kalamazoo and Talahassee. On
this platter you'll hear fine vocalizing
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by Goria Wood and the Campus Kids,

with fine, soUd rhythm ably provided

by ;he band. On the reverse, Harry

Batbitt takes credit for the vocal on the

firt chorus. The tune is a sweet love

balad and Kyser's masterful presenta-

tim assures that this record will be an-

oher of the Ole Professor's successes,

SIGNATURE 15190— Page Cavanaugh
Frio. Blue Moon with Body And Soul.

Through numerous radio appearances

/everyone should be familiar with the

/Trio's work. Here on Signature they

bring two old standards that are as

bright and shiny as the Ben Franklin

half'dollars. Blue Moon features a vocal

by the trio and some cute ad lib lyrics.

The under side, which is instrumental,

includes some of the finest piano, guitar

and bass work this trio has put out for

a long time—good for listening and
dancing!
* Jenkins Music Company, 1212 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.

M'G'M 10162—Jimmy Dorsey and his

orchestra. My Guitar and Tou Turned
The Tables On Me, It's Dorsey again

—

and in top style. The first number, a

melodic, moderatcpaced rhumba, fea'

tures Jimmy's alto and young Bill Law-
fence's smooth vocal. The oldie on the

reverse side is one which the JD combo
should bring back to Hit Parade popu'
larity. It has a solid beat and jump
rhythm and introduces a new vocalist,

Carol Scott, who really knows how to

sell a song. It's a must for any record

library.

CAPITOL 15031—Stan Kenton and his

orchestra. Soothe Me and Lover. Soothe
Mc is a slow blues number which gives

the Kenton crew opportunity to display

its unique musical combination, Vivaci'

ous June Christy does the lyric with
exciting vocal interpretation. The flip*

over is an old standard all dressed up
in modern jazz. Instrumental through'
out, it begins with Stan's piano—the

beat is picked up by Safranski's bass

—

and it ends up with full Kenton brass.

Jazz fans will love it.

Hindsight: A mistali

CAPITOL 15045—Red Ingle and his

Natural Seven, Cigareetes. Whus\y and
Wild, Wild Women plus Pearly Maude.
The evils in the first title are portrayed

in satire, and you'll find many surprises

on this platter with a "tipsy" by
stander heckling Red, The other side is

a take'off on two French numbers,
Parlez Moi D'Amour and the familiar

folk song, Johe Blon, It features one
Mile, Fifi Y'Okum. They are both all

for fun—so be prepared when you first

hear them,

^Brookside Record Shop, 6330 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

VICTOR 20-2761-Sammy Kaye and his

orchestra. Tell Mc a Story and I

Wouldn't Be Surprised. The top side

is a song that's fast becoming a country
wide favorite. You'll enjoy the smooth
rendition by the Kaye group featuring

Don Cornell and the Three Kaydets on
the vocal. The swingy little ballad on
the reverse should put you in a dancing
mood. Laura Leslie and Don Cornell

complete the musical picture with a vocal

duet. It's another "Swing and Sway"
hit!

DECCA 24379—Bing Crosby with John
Scott Trotter and his orchestra. Haunted
Heart and Moonhght On a White Pic\et

Fence. Here's der Bingle again with his

latest platter. Needless to say you'll

enjoy the result. Taken from the musical
production. Inside U. S. A., the first

number is an unusual ballad which Bing
sings with ease. The flip'over, a John
Scott Trotter original, is another "June'
Moon'Croon" tune, but it is superbly
done by Mr. Crosby. His fans will have
to own it.

MERCURY 5112—Jan August with
rhythm accompaniment. Misirlou and
Zigeuner. Jan is now an established

star on the 88, so his fans will un'
doubtedly welcome this bit of good news
from the Mercury people. August has
a new contract and managed to cut

quite a few sides before P-day (Pe'
trillo day)—among them his hard-to-get

Misirlou and Zigeuner. You'll want sev
eral copies of this for posterity's sake!

viewed from the rear.
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by NORT JONATHAN

nr HEY buried Marshall Field's noble ex-

periment in Chicago journalism not

long ago. Of course, the burial was tech-

nically called a "merger"—but the com'
bined Sun and Times looks remarkably

like the old Chicago Daily Times, which
was purchased by Field less than a year

ago. Only a few original Sun features sur-

vived the merger—notably Billy Rose and
Steve Canyon, The more intellectual reader

will look in vain for the columns and
special stories, all liberally slanted, upon
which the Sun prided itself.

Although Field has publicly been all

out for the Common Man for many years,

this has never prevented his captains and
lieutenants from running his various enter-

prises just like all other businesses that

expect to make money. Just as on Wall
Street, with Field enterprises the comp-
troller is still king. Most of the Sun staff

was fired pronto, with very little conversa-

tion heard from the management about the

Brotherhood of Man.

With PM, the Sun's New York little-

brother-in-the-red, slated for sale or

abandonment in the near future, Marshall
Field seems to be getting out of journalism,

vyhere such rowdy characters as Colonel
McCormack and William Randolph Hearst
have given him quite a beating. Even
though the Sun-Times is a Field enter-

prise it is run entirely by the old Times
crowd—a shrewd bunch of practical news-
papermen who launched Chicago's first

tabloid newspaper in the late lush twenties

and didn't let the depression keep them
from building a strong and powerful liberal

newspaper. On the other hand. Field with
all his money was able to accomplish very
little over a period of seven boom years.

Field's radio enterprises, however, are

a different story. For example, one of his

most profitable radio stations is Chicago's

WJJD. Another is WSAI in Cincinnati,

Ohio. In both cases he bought well-estab-

lished stations and has never interfered

with the happy inclination of their man-

agement to make lots of money.

• • •

While we're on the subject of radio,

it should be noted that the local crop of
disc jockeys is fast exhausting the care-

fully hoarded supply of new tunes recorded
before Mr. Petrillo—a Chicago citizen of
whom we're not too proud—said, "No
more recordings!" Every disc jockey wants
to play the new records—first. So the

tune-pluggers have to keep running back
to their storehouse, to return with another
armload of "green" records.

The Big Four among our town's record-

spinners—Dave Garroway, Ernie Simon,
Lynn Burton, and Eddie Hubbard—have
just concluded a two-week stint at the

State-Lake Theatre, where they shared
the billing and the bobby-soxers with Mel
Torme and Ella Fitzgerald. One cynic was
heard to remark that this stage show was
just what vaudeville needed—to kick it

right back into its grave.

The day of the specialist in the disc

jockey sweepstakes has arrived. For ex-

ample, Ed Wiebe is practically a teen-

ager himself and talks only to the teen-

age audience. Al Benson is Chicago's most
popular Negro platter-spinner. His fol-

lowing is formidable, feverishly rushing

right out to buy everything that the

Prophet plugs on his many shows.

Rosemary Wayne is one of Chicago's

career girls. Starting in the night club

business some years ago, she switched
over to radio early in the forties. Now
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"Rosemary Wayne Spins" is one of the
' most popular afternoon record shows. The
!
gal is only about four feet eleven inches

j

tall—a slight height deficiency which she

I calmly overcomes by wearing the dizziest

j

platform shoes in town. Wobbling around

i
Radio Row on these stilts, she reminds

jthe beholder of a little girl playing "dress

I
up" by wearing her mother's high heels.

• • •

I
Another Chicago career girl who has

ij what it takes is personable and pretty Alice

Young, who owns and manages one of

the best summer resorts in Wisconsin,
Although only in her twenties, energetic

Alice tackled the king-sized job of catering

to the whims of the vacationing public

three years ago, when she returned from
overseas service with the Red Cross. Her
family's 50'year'old Resthaven Resort near

Rhinelander, Wisconsin, needed a youth'

ful touch, so Miss Young rushed up to

Pelican Lake and pitched in. During the

winter months she figures out ways and
means for getting more dollars into the

Resthaven Resort cash register. From early

April until late September she's busy on
the scene of action. That means painting,

,
cleaning and repairing until the first hardy
vacationists start northward on Memorial
Day. Then for the next three months
she's busy 16 hours a day keeping every

I

body happy. If you know vacationers,

you'll agree that's a gigantic job. It in'

eludes a reasonable facsimile of everything

from bed'making to bartending.

When a crisis arises, Alice Young
usually takes care of it with dispatch.

Only once has she been forced to resort

to the well'known last weapon of embat'
tied womanhood. That was one gloomy

Sunday when the chef wanted to walk
out on her right in the middle of the
dinner rush. Alice faced him bravely in the

kitchen, gave him a piece of her mind

—

and burst into tears. The chef retreated

in confusion to the stove and remained
tractable thereafter.

• • •

Thoughts of spring, summer and vaca-

tions bring to mind the fact that Chicago
is represented in the major leagues by
two baseball teams—the Cubs and the

White Sox. Every team but the Cubs and
Sox, it seems, has great plans for the new
season—new players, revived old players,

and the firm desire to win a champion'
ship. Chicago's teams, however, seem des'

tined to descend quickly into the cellar

of their respective leagues and remain
there snugly until October first. The sports

fans are wondering aloud, as they do every
year, when Chicago will have a couple of
ball clubs worthy of big league baseball.

• • •

Chicago now has tv/o television stations

in daily operation. The l^r^unt got its

station on the air with the usual Tribune
fanfare and pomp and circumstance. The
fanfare included a gigantic three hour
show which put to shame anything pre'

viously televised in Chicago. The pomp
and circumstance featured the usual cast

of characters, including Governor Green
and Colonel McCormack, the proud owner
of the new station.

The Governor in his dedication remarks
spoke as though television were something
he had personally discovered just the day
before. While listening to him speak, a

terrible thought dawned. Politicians mak'
ing speeches via television will now be
seen as well as heard.

Where There's a Will

Andrew Jackson had an old family servant, a Negro, who was devoted
to his master.

One day a visitor in the home asked him, "Do you think General Jack'

8on will ever get to heaven?"
The old fellow replied, " 'Deed, I dunno, sah; dat jis' depen's."

"Depends on what?"
"Jis* depen's, sah, on ef de gin'al wants to go, sah, er not. Ef he don'

want to go, den he won't; but ef he does, den he'll be dcrc, sho'."
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'Very High Life

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens.

7th at Michigan (WAB 4400). Connie
Hilton's entertainment tycoons dreamed
up an ice show for this top room, and
Chuck Foster is on the bandstand again.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State (SUP 7200). Phil Gordon
is packing them in again, having returned

for the third or fourth time. The food is

of the best.

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel.

Michigan at Walton (SUP 2200). Charm-
ing elegance, plus Ron Perry's music in

a charmingly intimate setting. A best bet

for dinner or a dance date.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

and Monroe (RAN 7500). The current

Springtime revue is starting a long run.

Skinnay Ennis' orchestra and dancer

Chandra Kaly are featured in the enter-

taining show.

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michi-

gan at Congress (HAR 3800). Jerry

Glidden's band is the large attraction here,

with Kiki Ochart's rhumba outfit provid-

ing provocative cocktail hour music.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,

7th at Michigan (HAR 4300). This is an

elegantly tiered and decorated room.

Lucienne Boyer and Ray Morton's or-

chestra share honors in a bright new show.

PUMP ROOM. Ambassador East Hotel,

1 300 N. State Parkway (SUP 7200).
Good food, served stupendously, mostly

in flames. If you're a Hollywood actor.

by JOAN FORTUNE

the Pump Room is a must for that bof
ing stop-over in Chicago between the

Super Chief and the 20th Century. Just
the place for a Stinger and a snack.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,
Randolph at Wells (CEN 0213). A beau-
tiful spot for dancing to the suave music
of Joseph Sudy's orchestra. A paneled
bleached mahogany decor that's somewhat
unusual.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake
Shore Drive (DEL 9300). There's a wide
choice of Russian dishes, most of which
we can't pronounce, let alone spell. You
won't go wrong if there's romance on your
mind. George Scherban's gypsy ensemble
is unobtrusive but effective.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewatcr
Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road, (LON
6000). George Olsen's orchestra is being
held over for the second time. The show
is tops, featuring such favorites as Gil

Maison and his animals, and ballet dancer$
Myrtil and Picaud.

LOTUS ROOM, LaSalle Hotel, La-

Salle at Madison (FRA 0700). Chuck
Cavallo plays for dinner and dancing. It'$

a handsome dining spot with yellow and
green colors carrying out the lotus pattern.

SHERATON LOUNGE, Sheraton
Hotel, 505 N. Michigan (WHI 4100).
This is the New Horizon Room dressed

up in the new look. It should be added
that the "new look" consists mostly o

eight or ten beautiful hostesses in extremely

revealing gowns.

The Show's the Thing

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court
(DEL 3434). It's a big show starring

Connie Haynes and the Jack Cole dancers.

Marty Gould's orchestra and Don Chiesta's

rhumba band take turns seeing to it that

there's always music available.

LATIN QUARTER, 23 W. Randolph
(RAN 5 544). This spot has become th

stronghold of the rhumba.
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RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DEL
3700). Flossiest of the flesh spots on the

near north side. Strictly for entertaining

out'of'town customers, or lightening those

po«t income tax blues.

Strictly for Swing

*JAZZ, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue.
Worthwhile if you're a hot music addict.

You'll find on tap swing sessions featur*

ing most of the top musicians from ten at

night until four or five in the morning.

I

* COLLEGE INN, Sherman Hotel. It's

a gay, bright setting with a large attrac

tion for the juvenile element. Give it a

try only if noise doesn't bother you.

i

Herbie Fields and the College Inn models

1
are currently featured.

! GLASS HOUSE, Graemere Hotel, 113

j;

N. Homan. Don Fielding and the Towns'
I men have succeeded the deservedly popu-

l!
lar Don Orlando band. Everybody hopes
that the Orlando outfit will be back soon,

i
This is meant as no reflection on the cur'

1 rent crew. Orlando is just a hard musi'

1 dan to follow.

! Strictly for Stripping

If nature study is your entertainment

goal, you can't go wrong in these north
and west side strip palaces. The shows are

educational and sometimes expensive at

spots like the FRENCH CASINO, 641 N.
I Clark Street ... EL MOCAMBO, 1519
' West Madison Street . . . THE PLAY-
HOUSE, 550 N. Clark Street ... the L
and L CAFE, 1315 West Madison Street

... the 606 CLUB at 606 South Wabash

... the TROCADERO CLUB, 525 South
State Street.

Gourmet's Delight

BARNEY'S MARKET CLUB, 741 W.
Randolph. Barney's greeting of "Hello,

Senator!" is his trademark from coast to

coast. The steaks and lobster are extra

good.

CAMEO RESTAURANT, 116 E. Wal-
ton. Sophisticated dining in a jewel-like

setting. The food is unsurpassed any-

where in Chicago. Ditto the prices.

FRITZEL'S, State at Lake. Chicago's
newest dining spot in the famous tradi-

tion of Rector's. Reasonable prices, too.

HENRICI'S, 71 W. Randolph. Old
and honored rendezvous for politicians,

newspaper characters and musicians. Even
this combination doesn't keep the public

away. The food is that good.

LE PETIT GOURMET. 619 N. Michi-
gan. Open hearth fires in winter, garden
tables outdoors in the summer. French
food in an extremely charming atmosphere.

RED STAR INN, 1528 N. Clark Street.

Hearty German food served in equally

hearty surroundings.

ST. HUBERT OLD ENGLISH GRILL,
316 S. Federal Street. This first-rate

restaurant resembles an old English inn.

Wear your tweeds and enjoy a strictly

British (pre-war, that is) bill of fare.

Cocktails and Conversation

George Merienthal's bright LONDON
HOUSE at the Michigan Avenue bridge

... the WRIGLEY BUILDING BAR.
presided over by Lou Harrington, master

of the martini . . . Fred Harvey's UNION
STATION BAR ... the boisterous CE-
LEBRITY TRAIN in the Hotel Sherman
... the masculine MEN'S PUB at the

extreme south end of the Stevens Hotel
... the warm, quiet PARK ROW ROOM
at the extreme north end of the same
hotel.

The only place ends meet now is on the gridiron.—Louisville Courier'

Journal Magazine.

A
Both mansions and cemeteries are filled with men who took chances.

A
Lecturing his son who had been avoiding school, the father asked sternly,

"What do you mean by playing truant? What makes you stav away from
school?"

Replied the son, "Class hatred, father."
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by LUCIE BRION

SPRING has come to Manhattan! The
pushcarts are out with their loads of

bright flower pots, Central Park is full

of greenery and romance, and the canine

population is demanding longer and bet'

ter walks. From these facts we gather that

Spring is here, and hope it will stop over

awhile.

Amateur photographers are doing a

thriving business around town, since there

is a very active market for their work
with both magazines and newspapers.

Many are expert, but by not having

steady jobs, they can't classify themselves

as professionals. Manhattan has every
thing to offer the candid camera; it's just

a matter of keeping the clicker handy.

This remunerative hobby isn't confined

to any age group; one is as likely to see

an oldster at work as a teen'ager. And
with the photo market what it is, the

whole thing can be a pretty exciting ven-

ture.

Turning back time to the Easter Pa-

rade . . . the day was cold and raw. But
despite the temperature, many an Easter

bonnet "with all the flowers upon it" was
snapped for the rotogravure. The best

bonnets of all, however, were those worn
by the horses which faithfully pull tra-

ditional carriages from the Plaza Hotel at

Fiftyninth and Fifth Avenue through
Central Park. These horses wore straw

hats loaded with flowers and tulle—each
with a flair of its own.

• o •

Political arguments in Manhattan aren't

nearly as prevalent as they have been in

past election years. It seems as if every
one is waiting for something, or someone,
definitely to fight for, out of the maze of
national and international problems. And
mud'slinging isn't what it used to be, for

which we can all be thankful. Many peo'
pie are reading Maurice Milligan's book,
which was titled lAxs^ouri Waltz before
the pubhsher changed it to something
much longer. The RepuWicans are de'

termined to fight the campaign against

Pendergastism. When the political con'
ventions are over and party leaders and
platforms are picked, personal feelings

may run much higher. Most fair-minded
people, regardless of party affiliations, arc

sorry to see President Truman's stock
sagging because he refuses to drop his

civil rights program. It is regrettable that

anyone should be so castigated for up'

holding the laws of the land. As a South'
ern lady said recently, "Truman didn't

write the Constitution and its amend'
ments; he's only trying to enforce them.'*

Veterans around town have a song
about Henry Wallace. It is sung to the

tune of the Too Fat Pol^^a, and the lyrics

go, "You can have him, we don't want
him, he's too red for us . .

." Which
brings to mind the fact that Comrade
Gromyko isn't gaining any sympathy here
by driving around in a huge black limou'

sine resplendent with livery.

• • •

Upper Park Avenue and vicinity have
had the cleverest little jewel thief of late.

This light'fingered guy gets in through
windows from over roof-tops. He empties

jewel cases and pocketbooks but leaves

nothing in disarray. He is immaculate.

Even the fluffiest of lingerie is put back in

complete order after his search. It is

only by chance that several people have
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discovered their losses quickly. With no
apparent reason to suspect a robbery, such
as drawers turned inside out, one could
o for days without realizing what had
appened.

• • •

Despite all rumors, skirts are not get'

ting any shorter. Paris collections for

spring showed hems from 15 down to 8
inches from the floor for day, though
American designers place them between
14 and 12 inches. Shoulders have lost all

pretense of padding, and waists continue
to strive for the vanishing point. Up
ahead, the bonnet and plateau are lead'

ing current fashions. Shoes keep adding
more and more straps; the curving Louis
heel is back; and the newest shoe form
is the scooped out shell, which barely
manages to keep the shod from the sod,

• • e

There is a new small machine on the
market which plucks chickens or any other

type of fowl. Unless one has had a per'

sonal experience with this ordeal, it is

difficult to understand how welcome this

news is. The machine, operated by elec
tricity, plucks a fowl absolutely clean

within ten minutes. What next?

Creme a la Glace

SOME folks cat to live; others live to eat. A chosen few live to revolution*

ize the eating habits of mankind. Charles E. Menches, for example.

The scene was St. Louis during the 1904 Exposition. A young salesman

at the time, Charlie Menches' fancy lightly followed the perennial path of

youth. One evening, fortified with a bunch of flowers and an ice cream sand'

wich, he paid a visit to the maiden he was currently courting. She accepted

the gifts graciously. Then consternation shadowed her pretty face. There
was no vase! What was to be done with the flowers?

With real feminine ingenuity, she quickly removed the upper biscuit of

the ice cream sandwich and twisted it into a suitable container. How she pre
vailed upon this improvised vase to stand erect is something of a mystery.

However, it seems this biscuit'twisting business started to become a habit.

For by now the ice cream was becoming a bit soupy. Inspiration struck

again. Removing the bottom layer of the sandwich—which must have been a

very neat trick—she fashioned a second vase. And there was a dainty, edible

receptacle for the ice cream.

Ice cream was not manufactured commercially in those unenlightened
days. Although some public eating houses made their own and there were
ice cream booths at the Fair, for the most part it was frozen privately at home.

Young Menches was quick to realize the possibilties of the twisted bis'

cuit. In that moment the ice cream cone was born. And, when dairies began
producing ice cream, the cone proved to be a super salesman. That humble,
hand'twisted cone can honestly be said to have built the ice cream industry

to its present level.

—

David R. Kennedy.

The man who imagines himself a budding genius is often just a blooming
nuisance.
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Current Plays . . .

THE CUP OF TREMBLING. (Apr. 20,

1948). Elisabeth Bergner is at the head
of the cast in this Louis Paul adaptation

of his novel, Brea}{down. Produced by
Paul Czinner and C. P. Jaeger, with Bev'

erly Bayne, John Carradine, Hope Emer'
son and Arlene Francis, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Czinner. Music Box, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

FOR LOVE OR MONEY. (Nov. 4,

1947) . New and refreshing June Lock-

hart continues to charm the pubHc de-

spite the weak plot of this slight comedy.
The unbelievable antics concern a recep-

tionist and a matinee idol. Assisting in

the cast are John Loder and Vicki Cum-
mings. Henry Miller, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thursday and
Saturday at 2:40.

JOY TO THE WORLD. (Mar. 18,

1948) . Life in Hollywood is portrayed by
Alfred Drake and Marsha Hunt. The re-

sult, though not very penetrating, does

maintain a lively pace. Plymouth, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MACBETH. (Mar. 31, 1948). The
ambitious Scot and his wife are played by
Michael Redgrave and Flora Robson. Pro-

duced by Theatre Incorporated and Brian
Doherty, it is under the direction of Nor-
ris Houghton. National, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.

ME AND MOLLY. (Feb. 26, 1948).
Brooklyn home life as taken from The
Goldbergs, a radio serial, loses some of it«

savor on the stage but remains fairly en-

gaging. The author, Gertrude Berg, and
Phillip Loeb are the principals. Belasco,

evenings, except Monday, at 8:40. Mati'
nees Saturday and Sunday at 2:40.

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18,1948).
Henry Fonda is a perfect lead in this

stirring dramatization of Thomas Heggen's
penetratingly hilarious war novel. It's

one of the best of the season. The able

supporting cast includes David Wayne,
Robert Keith and William Harrigan. Al'

vin, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

THE RATS OF NORWAY. (Apr. 15.

1948). A play dealing with a spiritual

search for the perfect love. Heading an
impressive cast are Colin Keith Johnson,
Richard Ney and John Ireland. Directed

by James S. Elliot. Booth, evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:40.

THE RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE.
(Mar. 16, 1948). Meg Mundy achieve*

a personal success in Jean-Paul Sartre's

drama of race hatred. It is preceded by
The Happy ]ourney, Thornton Wilder's

confusing one-act curtain raiser. Cort,

evenings, except Monday, at 8:45. Mati-

nees Saturday and Sunday at 3:00.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. (Jan. 14.

1948). This is centered about the wom-
en's suffrage movement in the 90's. A
period almost painfully-familiar to theatre-

goers but still productive of laughs. The
cast of the comedy includes Joan Tetzel,

John Archer, Carl Benton Reid and lots

of others. Morosco, evenings, except

Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Saturday at

2:40 and Sunday at 3:00.

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE.
(Dec. 3, 1947). Acclaimed by critics as

the year's best, this Tennessee Williams

hit is superb. Jessica Tandy turns in an

excellent performance and Marlon Brando
is oufstanding. With Karl Maiden and
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Kim Hunter. Barrymorc, evenings, ex'

eept Sunday, at 8:30, Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

YOU NEVER CAN TELL. (Mar. IT,

1948). An early Shaw comedy which is

interesting as historical material and oc'

casionally charming. The wit is typically

Shavian but enjoyable still. Leo G. Car-

roll, Frieda Inescort and Ralph Forbes

are among the cast. Martin Beck, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees

Thursday and Saturday at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb 4, 1946).

Judy Holliday and Paul Douglas as an ex'

chorine and crooked junk dealer, respec
tively, in this still wonderfully funny Gar-

son Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, cx'

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matineees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:40 . . . COM'
MAND DECISION. (Oct. 1, 1947). An
expertly written drama concerning our Air
Force in England. The all-male cast in*

eludes Paul Kelly, Jay Fassett and Edmon
Ryan. Fulton, evenings, except Monday,
at 8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday
at 2:40 . . . HARVEY. (Nov. 1, 1944).

Jimmy Stewart, Josephine Hull and some
rabbit. 48th Street, evenings except Sun'

day, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Sat'

urday at 2:40 . . . MAN AND SUPER'
MAN. (Oct. 8, 1947). A 1903 version

of Shaw's ideas on women and marriage.

Maurice Evans stars in his own produc'
tion, supported by Frances Rowe, Carmen
Mathews, Malcom Keen and Chester Strat'

ton. Hudson, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30 . . . MEDEA. (Oct. 20, 1947).
In this Robinson Jeffers revision of Eu'
ripides, Judith Anderson gives a powerful
and frightening interpretation. Dennis
King and Florence Reed are in the sup'

porting cast. Royale, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:40 . . . THE HEIRESS.
(Sept. 27, 1947). Wendy Hiller sup'

ported by Basil Rathbone in the Goetz
adaptation of Henry James' 'Washington
Square. Biltmore, evenings, except Sun-
day, at 8:35. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:35 . . . THE WINSLOW
BOY. (Oct. 29, 1947). A worthwhile

play centered around a famous lawsuit

against the crown. The cast, which is

from England, includes Alan Webb, Frank
AUenby and Valeric White. Empire, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinee*
Thursday and Saturday at 2:40.

Current Musicals , . .

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Dec. 11,

1947) . The small revue which features

Paul and Grace Hartman is wonderful
except for those numbers which don't

contain the Hartmans. Others in the

cast are Hank Ladd, Nadine Gae and
Peter Hamilton. Coronet, evenings, ex'

cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:30.

THE D'OYLY CARTE OPERA COM-
PANY. (Dec. 29, 1947). For Gilbert

and Sullivan, this London group leads the

field. Martyn Green and Darrell Fan-
court are starred in the successful cast.

New Century, evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Sat'

urday at 2:30.

LOOK, MA, I'M DANCIN'! (Jan. 29.

1948) . The adventures of a ballet com'
pany on tour are staged in gay colors as

Nancy Walker clowns through her pi'

rouettes. Knowledge of dance is helpful,

but not imperative. The choreography by
Jerome Robbins is sometimes quite good.
With Harold Lang, Janet Reed, Katha'
rine Sergava and Alice Pearce. Adelphi,
evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Mat'
inees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). Wonderful for light enter'

tainment, with songs by Richard Lewine
and a book by Arnold B. Horwitt. The
crazy antics are handled by comics David
Burns and Sid Caesar. Broadhurst, eve'

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

ALLEGRO. (Oct. 10, 1947). Richard
Rodger's music carries the burden as Oscar
Hammerstein and Agnes deMille ride

along. The book and the ballets add little

to the production. In major roles are

Annamary Dickey, John Conte, Robert

Jonay and John Battles. Majestic, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
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Thursday and Saturday at 2:30 . . . AN-
NIE GET YOUR GUN. (May 10,

1946). Loud and irresistible Ethel Mer-
man still going strong. Imperial, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . . .

BRIGADOON. (Mar. 13, 1947). A

May, 1948

niusical fantasy with dancing and singing

and David Brooks and Marion Bell. Zieg'

feld, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Thursday and Saturday at 2.30.

. . . FINIAN'S RAINBOW. (Jan. 10,

1947). A leprechaun comes to Missitucky
and an accomplished cast takes it from
there. 46th Street, evenings, except Sun-
day at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30 . . . HIGH BUTTON
SHOES. (Oct. 9, 1947). Delightful non-

sense with Nanette Fabray at her best.

Also, Jerome Robbins' Mack Sennett bal-

let is wonderful! With Phil Silvers, Lois

Lee and Joey Faye. Shubert, evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30 . . . OKLA-
HOMA. (May 31, 1943). Still the toaat

of the musical comedy world. St. James,

evenings, except Monday, at 8:30. Mat-

inees Saturday and Sunday at 2:30.
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The young wife greeted her husband affectionately when he returned

from the office. "Poor darling!" she said. "You must be tired and hungry.

Would you like some nice soup, tender chops with golden brown potatoes

and green peas and mushrooms on toast?"

"No, darling," her husband answered firmly. "Let's save the money and
eat at home."

A highbrow is

self-conscious.

a person who can use the word "v.-hom" without feeling

A river first becomes crooked by following the line of least resistance-

and so does man.

—

Sunday School Times.
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line Food . . .

* LEONE'S. Theatre great and near-

great have been eating here for years;

but even in competition with such inter-

esting patrons, the food claims all atten-

tion, as it deserves to. A perfect before

the theatre restaurant. Don't forget to

pronounce the final "e" if you phone for

reservations. 239 W. 48. CI 5-5555.

* SAVOY PLAZA. The Cafe Lounge is

charmingly small for dancing. The music
is Latin American, for the most part, and
very good too. Not so crowded as many
rooms, but for a table on the wall be
early. 5th Ave. at 59. VO 5-2600.

* SWEETS. Spring is the time to wander
down to Fulton Fish Market, watch the

water-front bustle of boats bringing in the
day's catch, and those who work on the

docks. Then to Sweets to order the
freshest and best of fish and seafood. 2
Fulton. WH 4-962S.

Entertainment . . .

* HAREM. Uncommon to the Great
White Way—a name that tells all. Nearly
an hour and a half of the Sultan's reign-

ing beauties parade and dance, interrupted
only by the current spotlight entertainers.

Two shows nightly, with dancing between.
You'll have to hear this to believe it—as

you may have seen something like it be-

fore. Broadway at 49. CI 7-7380.

/
Le DIRECTOIRE. Opened too late to

' make the April listing. But don't waste a
day of May getting to the site of the late

Cafe Society Uptown. Wonders have
taken place, created by master showman

Jacoby, who handles the Blue Angel.
Entertainment by Kay Thompson and
troupe is exciting, captivating, and, to be
brief about it, a knock-out. 128 E. 58th

St. PL 5-9223.

LESLIE HOUSE. Remember Tommy Ly-

man?—the first, and many think, the

greatest of the crooners. Certainly he's

the softest; and he sings nightly after the

theatre at 30 West 56th Street. "Saloon
singing," he calls it—and it's worth hear-

ing. CI 5-6052.

PENTHOUSE CLUB. Sky high, over-

looking Central Park. Food and drink is

served from noon on, and for the first

time here, late entertainment recently has
been added for after theatre callers. If

you're visiting New York you'll want to

zoom up here at least once. 30 Central

Park South. PL 9-3561.

VANGUARD. Those who think "The
Village" has been somewhat warmed over,

or has lost considerable originality, note
this name. Some of the up-towners begin
here. Then others come back for the fun.

7th Ave. and 11. CH 2-9355.

Away From Manhattan . . .

BLACK BEAR RESTAURANT. Food
comparable to this in New York would be
in the luxury class. It's all cooked to

order and unbelievably good. Imported
beers and wines are additional reasons

gourmets come here. 112 Belmont, Pat-

terson, N. J.

EMILY SHAW'S. Westchester wiU
never be lovelier than now. After such a

drive this is an inviting, satisfying des-

tination. The finest country inn food,

beautifully served in an artistic setting.

Make reservations, and allow ample time

for driving out. Poundridge, N. Y., Bed-
ford Village 9371.

SILVERMINE TAVERN. Deep in the

hills is this rustic and beautiful old land-

mark beside a mill pond. You may dine

or sip on the platform terrace by the

water, watch the reflections of tall trees

and waving grass on the mirrored surface.

Fine food, well prepared. Reservations
needed ahead for guest rooms, Norwalk,
Conn., Norwalk 6-2588.
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Magnificent Meal

PUSATERFS NEW
YORKER. There are

usually more people
standing than sitting

—

because there's more
room perpendicularly.

Always crowded, and
with good reason —
partly those Pusateri
steaks, the roast beef, and the salads with
garlic dressing. If you'd like to chat, music
by Muzak provides a very nice background.
1104 Baltimore. GR 1019.

SAVOY GRILL. Here's an institution
with a glorious past, a busy present
and a future! Everyone knows the old
Savoy. There's a mellotvncss about the
place—from the dim browned murals, the
nigh leather booths, to the favorite old
retainers. Headwaiter Brown can't remem*
ber how long he's been here. The food is

traditional in style, up-to-the-minute in
method. Marvellous steaks are always
available and the lobsters, slowly broiled
in butter, are as large as you like them.
9th y Central. VI 3890.

WEISS CAFE. Menus here range from
live Maine lobster, choice steaks and roast
duckling to excellent chicken. Mmmmh!
Always crowded; so be sure to come early,
especially at lunch time. Incidentally, the
Weiss salad bowl is a grand luncheon
suggestion. An ornate fireplace at the
north end of this cafe dates back to 1867
when the Coates House was in its hey-day.
Be sure to look it over. We like to go to
Weiss' for cocktails. You'll like it too'
Coates House. VI 6904.

Class With a Glass

BLUE DAHLIA
ROOM. Prominent
athletic figures make
their headquarters here
and the place exudes
friendliness and good
cheer. The seating is

plushy and comfortable
and the drinks are well-mixed—a good
combination for a pleasant afternoon or

evening. Charles Phil Provost, a fast man
on the "88," blends the Solovox and
piano in a delightful way. Convenient to

downtowners. Hotel Commonwealth, 1216
Broadway. HA 4410.

PUTSCH'S. This beautiful restaurant

features popular Freddie Hcikel, his violin

and trio, direct from the "Ram," Challen'

ger Inn, Sun Valley, Idaho. He ha* been
a featured attraction at New York's Roxy
Theater many times. Putsch's serves truly

distinguished food—excellent dinners as

low as $1.65. Choice steaks, air-expressed

Colorado mountain trout and roast prime
ribs of beef arc dinner suggestions. The
"In a Hurry" businessman's luncheon is a

treat and is priced at a dollar. A typical

luncheon includes short ribs of beef, a nice

salad, rolls and coffee. If you're taking

visitors on a tour of the city. Putsch's
"210" is a "must!" There's a beautiful

cafeteria on the Wyandotte side serving a

variety of dishes at reasonable prices. 210
West 47th Street. LO 2000.

RENDEZVOUS. A room with no en-

tertainment except what you stir up with
table-talk at your own or an adjoining

table. You can order steaks and things if

you're hungry. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th

and Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. A soft, cozy lounge
with the piano music of Dave McLain and
Betty Rogers. The room has a sort of

intimate neighborliness. It's about half'

way home—and you're a better man than
we are if you can pass it by! The Zephyr
Room is just down the hall from El Cas-

bah. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at War-
wick. VA 7047.

To See and Be Seen . . .

DRUM ROOM. There's a bar on the

corner under the sign of the big red drum.
Enter here or go in via the lobby and that

magic eye door. Luncheon, dinner and
supper available in the Drum Room proper,

a flight below the bar. The Drum Room
music for the merry, merry month of May
will be by Jimmy Ellyn and his orchestra.

Inciden^^ally, the President coffee shop
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serves excellent breakfast

snacks as well as delicious

luncheons. Hotel Presi'

dent, 14th and Baltimore,

GR 5440.

TERRACE GRILL
The big parade of name
bands goes rolling on. If

you're looking for a quiet

evening during May, drop down to the

Muehlebach (basement floor) and dance
to the music of Bernie Cummings. Your
choice of tables. Hotel Muehlebach, 1 2th

Baltimore. GR 1400.

*EL CASBAH. The customers who
haunt the Pump Room in Chicago, the

Stork and "21" in New York, are the
ones you'll find in the Bellerive's beauti'

ful El Casbah. From the Flaming Sword
dinners and Flaming desserts to the full

length mirrors on the right as you enter,

this supper club blends food, artistic dec
oration and good music superieurement.
Musical attraction for May is Ralph Ster'

ling and his society band, direct from the
Camellia House in Chicago's Drake Hotel.
Maitre d' Herman Hermany will take your
telephone reservations. Remember—no
cover charge! And come to the tea dance
on Saturday afternoons, 12:30 until 4:30.
Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA
7047.

Eatin* and Drinkin' . . .

BROADWAY IN-
TERLUDE. Black
magic at the piano still

has us in its spell.

Joshua Johnson, to be
specific, is still terrific.

Boogie — bouncin*
boogie! And, good food
in the form of fried chicken and tender
roast beef. Salads, and at noon, the busi'

ncssman's lunch. Riley Thompson mixes
a he-man drink—they're sttrronngg, so

Sunday night, late, if your whistle is

kinda dry, come out to the Broadway
Interlude and wet it! Dale Overfelt will be
there to wish you a happy Monday morn'
ing! 3560 Broadway. VA 5040.

CABANA. Not exactly a cabin in the
sky but take it from us, you can get sky

high here anytime—and in a short time!

The waiters wear flashy mess jackets. Al'
berta Bird, WHB staff organist, makes
her Hammond hum at noon, for cocktails

and in the evening. The place is always
crowded—and no wonder. Hotel Phillips,

12th 6? Baltimore. GR 5020.

LA CANTINA. Down the stairs from
El Casbah you'll find this cool, brightly

decorated room. There's a bar, you can
order delicious and inexpensive snacks and
drop nitchels in the juke box which is

turned soft and low. A favorite of the

young set from the Country Club District,

No tax. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at War-
wick. VA 7047.

Something Different . . .

BIRCHWOOD
GRILL. Charming
Grace Ortega is hostess

at this conveniently

located restaurant on
Broadway, just south

of Twelfth. Those
juicy, I6'Ounce sirloin

steaks are personally

prepared by chef "Buster" Rohovit, who
does a magnificent job. Along with your
steak you are served a generous portion
of long branch potatoes, Birchwood Chef's
salad, bread and butter—all for $2.50!
House specialties include prime ribs of
beef. Southern fried chicken, fresh fish

and filet mignon. The service is quick and
efficient. Highly recommended. Hotel
Commonwealth, 1216 Broadway. HA 4410.

KING JOY LO. When better Chinese
food is prepared. King Joy Lo's will pre'

pare it! What could be nicer than a plate

of beef chow mein accompanied by a bowl
of dry, steamy rice, homemade soup, tea

and cookies? Various combinations of

chop suey and chow mein rank high in

popularity, but you'll also find such dc
lightful dishes as egg foo yong. American
specialties include lobster, golden fried

chicken and steaks. Booths for privacy

—

or sit by the huge picture windows and
watch the world go by below you, at the

intersection of 12th and Main. 8 W. 12th
(2nd floor). HA 8113.

UNITY INN. Meatless meals the way
they should be done—with accent on
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clever substitutes, big salads and rich des-

serts. It's a very neat and spotless cafeteria

operated by the famous Unity School of

Christianity. The food is inexpensive and
this charmingly decorated Inn is really

quite convenient to downtowners. Try
it! 901 Tracy. VI 8720.
LLOYD'S COTTAGE INN. Craziest

place you ever saw. Full of more surprises

than a barrel of monkeys. Bartender

"Punkins," the rotund little man with the

sweetest whisky tenor around these parts,

greets all comers. Life magazine (or is it

Time?) is going to do a feature on the

place, they tell us. Right across the street

from Rudy Pick's on McGee. No use

giving the 'phone number. Some customer
always answers, says, "Nobuddy heah but
us chickens," and then slams down the

receiver.

The Fiddle Doctor of Steinway Hall

IP THE violin of a famous artist suddenly dropped to the floor and
smashed, one of the very few men in the country who would be able

to put it together without affecting the tone of the instrument is Joe Settin.

In New York City only a few weeks ago Mischa Mischakoff, concert

master of the NBC symphony orchestra, was going home in a taxi. His
violin was placed on one of the jump seats, which suddenly folded up,
crushing the instrument—a $25,000 Stradivarius. The heartbroken artist

quickly rushed the pieces over to Joe Settin's shop in Steinway Hall, and
in a few days the instrument looked and played as if no accident had ever

befallen it.

Recently a Canadian artist fell down the steps of his home with his

instrument in his hands, brushed himself off, and hurried to the concert hall

where he was appearing as guest soloist. He opened the violin case on the

stage and almost collapsed as he noticed the condition of the instrument.

Without a moment's hesitation, he boarded a train for New York to see

Joe.

According to Joe, the most famous artists in the world are sometimes
troubled with damaged violins. From time to time men Hke Elman, Gimpel,
Ricci and Kreisler have had to rush to Joe's shop for some fiddlcdoctoring.

"I just can't understand how some of these accidents occur," says

Joe. "Sometimes it's unavoidable, but most of the time it's pure negli-

gence!"

Joe also makes appraisals. Perhaps the most disappointing incident

along this line occurred a short time ago. A young lady came all the way
from Arizona to have Joe appraise the Amati which had been in her

family for many years. With nervous anticipation she removed the instru-

ment from the case, handed it to Joe and said, "This is my family's most
precious possession. What is it worth?"

After a moment's scrutiny, Joe looked at the girl and said, "Young
lady, I must be honest with you. This is a cheap imitation of an Amati.

It's worth about $40!" The silence which followed attested to the girl's

sudden state of depression.

When a musician calls for his instrument and places the bow to the

strings to hear once again the tone he thought was lost forever, Joe stands

there watching with quiet reservation. As the notes come pouring forth, the

inevitable smile begins to form on the musician's face. It is indeed a thrill

for Joe Settin to watch a broken heart heal and a lifeless instrument sing

again!

—

'Malcolm Hyatt.



THIS IS THE
MONTH!

The merry month of May!
Those dynamic new sales-

boosting extras WHB has

promised are here at last—
greater power, a better fre-

quency, increased coverage,

full-time operation! After

years of planning, months of

building, weeks of testing,

Kansas City's Dominant Day-
time Station goes full-time—
and in a Big Way! Watch us

swing with

0,000 WATTS • 710 KILOCYCLES
FULL TIME

Coverage maps available on request. See your
John Blair man and join the Swing to WHB!

10,000 WATTS IN KANS.3 DON DAVIS

JOHN T. SCHILLING
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1. "An actor's life for me," stage and screen headliner Robert Alda tells his WHB audience. 2 'r

Morris Fishbein, editor of the American Medical Association Journal, confronts the microphone l**

o few hints for keeping healthy. 3. Gloria Swanson grants an informal, exclusive WHB inter *i

4. The 20th Century Gabriel, Erskine Hawkins, says "No" to the proffered licorice stick. 5. S efi

Henderson, piano-beatin' bandleader, visits "Swing Session." 6. Jack Dempsey punches home a f

7. Book reviewer Rabbi Mayerberg and Maurice Milligan, author of "Missouri Waltz," chat

John Thornberry, "The Man In the Bookstore."



foreword
for June

IT'S a cruel thing that happens in

June—treachery most unkind and
unpreclusive occurring on the eve
of summer in a time of roses. And
it happens every year: from the

ordered routine of college, the grad'
uates are expelled into the garbled
world! Children thrown to the
wolves with only a sheepskin be
tween them and the pack!

It isn't that they haven't been
warned. The entire term of educa'
tion has been one vast pattern of
warning and counsel. But the very
pattern is misleading—because it

has order and logic. From the out'
line, the diagram, the topic sentence,
the equation with the dependable
answer, they emerge into this—this

surrealist painting, where nothing
is as it seems and vultures nest in
the piano. Here there is no order.
Two and two make seven, maybe
three; the logical outline is a blue'
print for radicalism or hopeless
lunacy. Diplomats read from the
book of life through a wavy mirror,
and The Enemy has become the god,
conditioning our behaviour.

Only those who went through
war as a prep school know what to
expect. And even they may have
forgotten. For them and for the
others we blow not trumpet fan'
fares, for that would be hypocrisy,
but salutatories on a comb, as a
symbol of the sad and tawdry values
they may expect to find.

Yet there is one thing more.
Though the picture is confused and
grotesque, somewhere in it as in
other ages lies the truth—tricked
and hidden, the eyes part of a bush,
perhaps, and the mouth, gagged
with copies of old political speeches,
cleverly concealed in a shell. Though
the innocents may not expect to
find it, they still have the right to
look, and there is still a little time
left for the search.
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JUNE'S HEAVY DATES
IN KANAS CITY

Art . . .

{The WiJJmm Roclihill Kelson
Gallery of Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum of Fine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: The Upjohn
Collection of Contemporary
American Paintings, including
paintings by Gladys Rockmore
Davis, Alexander Brook, Waldo
Pierce, Fletcher Martin and
John Koch. Also, photographs
of Swedish Museum Installa-

tions, 20 panels; and Amer-
ican Coverlets from the Annie
R. Bird Collection.

Masterpiece of the Month: "Head
of a Lion," Persian, 12th Cen-
tury A. D., brorue.

Concerts: Evenings, at 8:15 p.m.
in Atkins Auditorium. June
8, 10. 15, 17, Mack Harrell,
baritone. (Lieder recitals.)

June 13. Carl Friedberg, in a

Beethoven recital.

Summer Exhibitions in the Little

Museum:
June 6-19, The Artist in Social

Communication.
June 19'July 3, Audubon Art

Tour.

Drama . . .

June 16-18, The Winslow Boy.
Music Hall.

Dancing . . .

(Pla-MoT Ballroom. 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night but
Monday. "Over 30" dances
Tuesday, Wednesday and Fri'

day.

June 3, 4, 6, Jules Heimen.
June 5, Randy Brooks.

June 10, 11, 13. Mai Dunn.
June 12. Shep Fields.

June 17-20. Eddy Haddad.
June 22, 24. 25. 27, Jack Cole.

Baseball . . .

Kansas City Blues, American As-
sociation. All games played at

Ruppert Stadium, 22nd and
Brooklyn.

June 2, 3, Minneapolis.

June 5, 6 (2), St. Paul.

June 8, 9, 10, Toledo.

June 11, 12, 13 (2), Columbus.
June 14, 15, Louisville.

June 16, 17, Indianapolis.

Music . . .

June 6, Lionel Hampton and
orchestra, dance, Municipal
Auditorium Arena.

June 8, St. Stephens Baptist
church choir. Municipal Audi-
torium Arena.

June 1 1 , Musical program by
Highland Baptist church choir,
including Golden Gate Quartette,
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

June 13, St. Stephens Baptist
church choir. Music Hall.

June 25, Army Ground Forces
Band, free concert. Municipal
Auditorium Arena.

Swimming . . .

Boulevard Manor Hotel. 1115 East
Armour, indoor pool, open
daily 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Fairyland Park Pool, open 9 a.m.
to 10 p.m., 75th and Prospert.

Lake Quivira, open 10 a.m. to

10 p.m. daily. Four and one-
half miles from Shawnee, Kan-
sas, on Quivira Cut-off road.

Lakewood Park. Bonner Springs,
Kansas. Filtered pool, also danc-
ing, rides, and picnic grounds.

Swope Park, outdoor pool, open
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., every day
except Monday, when hours are
12 noon to 10 p.m.

Special Events . . .

June 6, Flaugh Lewis dance re-

cital. Music Hall.

June 15-18, Ford Dealers Dis-
play, Music Hall.

June 15, Mabel Williams dance
recital, Music Hall.

June 20, True Vow Keepers,
Music Hall.

June 20, Benefit show and dance,
Allah temple, Kansas City,
Missouri, and Koran temple,
Kansas City, Kansas.

June 21-22, Boxing tournament,
Olympic teams. Municipal Au-
ditorium Arena.

June 24, Chevrolet banquet and
show. Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

June 26-27, NAACP meeting.
Auditorium Arena.

Amusement Parks . . .

Fairyland Park, 75th and Prospect.
Concessions open 2 p.m., Satur*
day; 1 p.m., Sunday; 6 p.m.,
week days.

Blue Ridge Roller Rink and Park,
7600 Blue Ridge. Rink open to
public Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday nights. 7:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 2:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m.

Elliott's Shooting Park, Highway
50 and Raytown Road. Satur-
day, 12 a.m. to evening; Sun-
day, 10 a.m. to evening; Wed-
nesday, 4:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m.

Conventions . . .

June 4-5, 4th Marine Division
Association.

June 7'9, Security Benefit A«'
sociation. Hotel President.

June 9-10, Missouri Automobile
Dealers Association, Hotel
President.

June 11-13, 46th Fighter Squad'
ron Reunion, Hotel Phillips.

June 12-13, Catholic Order of

Foresters (Mo.), Hotel Con*
tinental.

June 16-17, Missouri and Kansas
Music Teachers Associations,

Hotel Continental.

June 16-18, National Conference
Schools of Design, Hotel Belle-

rive.

June 18-20, Beta Sigma Phi, Re-
gional, Municipal Auditorium
Arena and Little Theatre.

June 21-24, Rural Electrification

Administration, Hotel Presi-

dent.

June 22-27, Central Conference
of American Rabbis, Hotels
Muehlebach and Phillips.

June 22-27. National Association

for the Advancement of Colored
People. St. Stephen Baptist

Church and Municipal Audi-
torium Arena.

June 26-28. 7th Battalion U. S.

Naval Reserve, Hotel Phillips.

June 29'July 1 , Kansas-Missouri
,

Veterinary Medical Conference,
Municipal Auditorium Arena i

and Hotel President.
,
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All bets are off, boys, Don
by MORI GREINER and John have night time!

CCT\ /E'LL do the best we can,"W Don Davis likes to say,

"with the pants we have on."

Adherence to that colorful bit of

philosophy has paid off for Davis;

for his running'inate, John Schilling;

and for WHB, the radio station the

two of them boss in Kansas City.

Right now, attired in brand-new
breeches, they're swinging high, wide
and happy with 10,000 watts power,
a better frequency, and fuU'time op-

eration. But it has not always been so.

For more years than they care to

remember, they fought for an even

break with competitors, slugging away
doggedly with one hand tied behind

them. They broadcast with 500 watts,

then 1,000, but only on a sunup to

sundown basis. Because of a re-

stricted license, WHB was silent at

night for nearly two decades.

It was a terrific handicap, and it

was overcome only because Davis and
Schilling hoped for increased facili'

ties, but didn't wait for them. They
wasted no time feeling sorry for

themselves. Instead, they threw every-

thing they had — their imagination

and showmanship and guts, their vast

combined experience in advertising

and broadcasting—into the operation

of the station. They copped two
Variety Showmanship awards, one
honorable mention, and in 1936 WHB
was cited as the "best part-time radio

station in the country."

Achieving the?»e things, they won
recognition as one of the industry's

greatest "front-office" teams.

"But don't give us too much
credit," John says. "It's a little like

setting a new long-distance swimming
record because you happen to fall

overboard in mid-Atlantic and have
an aversion to drowning."

Schilling and Davis are successful

as a combination because of their dis-

similarity. Between them, they move
mountains, yet they are unlike in
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taste, temperament and working
habits.

PRESIDENT DAVIS is quick and
mercurial. In repose, he is like a

lighted Roman candle with a short

fuse. He works a fantastically ir'

regular schedule, taking two hours

for lunch, or two days, or not bother'

ing to eat at all. He usually dictates

the bulk of his correspondence at

home before seven in the morning,

but often pops into his office at mid'

night. There are so many demands
on his time that he has long since

given up trying to live by the clock.

Two o'clock appointments find him
arriving at four-thirty, more or less,

but meantime he has dealt with a

dozen problems not on the day's

agenda. Because of his incredible abil'

ity to do many things simultaneously,

he is on everybody's board of direc'

tors, and is ordinarily engaged in at

least three or four concurrent civic

or charity campaigns in addition to

his business activities.

SchilHng, who is vice-president and
general manager of the station, is de-

liberate and unruffled. His schedule

is as fixed as that of any executive

can be. He deals swiftly and smoothly
with the myriad crises of broadcast-

ing, and keeps routine humming. He
is eminently good-natured, completely

unshakable. His steadiness has earned

him the nickname of ''Calm John," a

sobriquet he was discussing recently

with a friend.

'1 don't know where they get this

'Calm John' stuff," Schilling was say
ing. 'That doesn't sound like me."
"Of course it does," the visitor told

him. "You're the least excitable guy
I know."

Schilling made a deprecatory ges-

ture, and the visitor's eyes bulged.

Loose paper in SchilHng's wastebasket

was on fire, and flames were leaping

up toward the draperies. He let out

a strangled shout. "John! Beside you!

The whole damned place is on fire!"

Schilling put his cigar in his mouth,

glanced over his shoulder at the blaze,

which was at eye-level by this time,

only a few inches away. "So it is,"

he observed. "Hot ashes, probably."

Without rising, he swivelled around

so that he could stamp at the burn'

ing refuse, and twisted his head to

continue the conversation. "That nick'

name," he said, stamping, "is a bunch
of hooey. I'm no more calm than any-

body else. Why, as a matter of

fact . .
."

He continued talking and kicking

at the fire, completely extinguishing

it by the time he finished explaining

why he had no claim to the adjective

"calm."

John's methodical approach is the i

perfect balance for Don's inventive- •

ness. They work together in per'
'

feet harmony, and if anything has 1^

ever marred their placid relationship,

they won't admit it. They have only

one community superstition: if they

agree an an idea immediately and si'

multaneously, it's sure to be a stinker.

John is a true pioneer of American
broadcasting. He became interested in

radio when he was 12 years old, a

student at Manual Training High

School in Kansas City. Within a short

time he had built a wireless set, and

was in communication with other

"hams" around the country.

During World War I, he served

in the Navy as a chief radio electri'
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cian, conducting a number of tests on

early day anti'submarine equipment.

Later he worked with Dr. Lee De-

Forrest, ''the father of radio," at

Highbridge, New York, participating

in some of the world's first voice com-

munication experiments. As a ship-

board radio operator, he worked his

way half around the world, returning

to North America to install a radio

station in Mexico.

WHB was the third station Schill-

ing built, and the last. He became its

general manager when it went on the

air in 1922, and has been at its helm

ever since. This means he has man-
aged a single radio station longer

than any other person in the world.

Don, one of the first account execu-

tives to employ radio as an advertis-

ing medium, is a pioneer, too. Some-

where in the middle 20's, when he

had his own ad agency, he became
convinced that broadcasting was the

ideal means for projecting a message

to a mass audience, and he lost no
time in capitalizing on his convictions.

He talked a client into a spot radio

campaign, with singing commercials,

and went to Hollywood to produce

the series—thought to be the earliest

of its kind.

Back in Kansas City, he hooked up
with Goodman Ace, cinema critic

of the JournahPost who had been
WHB's "Movie Man" for a couple of

years, and secured a sponsor on
KMBC for Easy Aces, the comedy
series Ace had worked out with his

wife, Jane.

ACE and Jane, who have been
top-flight stars for many years

now, still refer to Don Davis as "the

guy who had faith in us." He is re-

membered as a special sort of early-

day angel by a surprising number of

luminaries in the entertainment world.

Last year, when Don was in a New
York night club with several friends,

Count Basie left the bandstand to

rush across to his table.

"Waiter!" Basie called, "Send that

check to me. This gentleman kept me
eating for two years."

Basie, whose "Harlem Harmonies"
were a daily WHB feature during the

30's, was one of a long procession of

entertainers who turned to Don and

John for help. Most of them got

started toward larger opportunities,

but they lived from day to day then.

There wasn't much lettuce in the

till, so Don and John were forced to

become booking agents in order to

maintain their large talent stable.

They negotiated due bills with hotels

and restaurants — where WHB per-

formers could entertain in return for

coffee and cakes — and booked what-

ever conventional, cash-on-the-barrel-

head jobs became available. Some-
times, when the kids needed money,
Don and John would use the due bills

themselves, shelling the amount out

of their own pockets to the per-

formers.

When it came to live talent, WHB
had it—in quality and quantity that

the larger stations envied. They
could operate only part time, but

Schilling and Davis made sure that

while WHB was on the air, it of-

fered the best listening entertainment

in the area. Before long they were
able to claim the title, "Kansas City's

dominant daytime station."
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They had to keep a peeled eye on
the budget every minute, so they

learned to play the angles, developing

original, low-cost shows that would
build listener-interest while maintain'

ing the treasurer's blood pressure at

a reasonable level. With Wedding
Bells (later developed on a coast'tO'

coast network as Bride and Groom)
applicants for marriage Hcenses were
interviewed on the air, and given

prices which local merchants swapped
for free advertising. With The
Weatherman In Person, a pattern

for forecasts by the local forecaster

was set which has since been adopted

in every major city, as has the Don
and John *'first" of time and temper-

ature reports at every station break.

They tapped an abundant source

of wonderfully entertaining and oc
casionally salty material when they

set up a mike in Kansas City's North'

side Municipal Court, and in 1935

they scooped the industry by report'

ing news every hour on the hour.

They did things other broadcasters

didn't dare or didn't care to attempt.

At first, they did them of necessity;

but later they did them because it

had become a habit to move fast,

think on their feet, and take a few
chances. They're still operating that

way.

Some eggs were laid, sure. But
when the history of broadcasting

comes to be written, it will be a sadly

incomplete volume which fails to in-

elude at least a chapter on the ac'

complishments of WHB's front'office

boys.

WHB joined the Mutual network
in 1935, and found that the MBS
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night time schedule was a musical
gold mine. Every top dance band was
being carried by Mutual, but the pro'

grams came through after sundown,,
when WHB was off the air!

The thought of all that marvelous,-

free entertainment going to waste
|

was more than Davis and Schilling

could bear. They called a strategy

huddle and decided to install the first

recording laboratory in Kansas City,

so that they could transcribe network]
evening shows for rebroadcast the fol-

lowing day, selling announcements
between programs to local sponsors.

This gave Kansas City merchants who
advertised on WHB the benefit of

such prestige names as Hal Kemp,
Guy Lombardo and Benny Goodman.

It worked so well that within a

year Davis and Schilling were willing

to admit—under practically no press-

ure—that WHB had the finest day-

time program schedule in America.

In matters of promotion, as well

as programming, the pair has always

set a stiff pace. Their ability to keep

a 1,000-watt, daytime station an

evergreen conversational subject with

advertising account executives and ,

radio time buyers in New York, Chi-

cago and San Francisco is as news-

worthy as a dog-biting man.

But all that has gone before, Don
and John insist, was only a light

warmup. They've got "night time,'"

and they're happier than two kids with

a Shetland pony.

With their new frequency, vastly

increased power and full-time opera-

tion, they are more sure than ever

that "the Swing is to WHB in Kan-

sas City."



Mr, K» points to the record, and to the future.

by EDGAR KOBAK
President, Mutual Broadcasting System

\\ /E of Mutual like to think of
VV ourselves as the network with

ts sleeves rolled up—^working, ex'

landing, developing new ideas, new
.echniques—so as to give our listen-

jirs better programs and our adver-

isers a better advertising medium.

In living up to this concept, weVe
)ften taken the lead in our industry.

3ut actions speak louder than any-

'hing, so let s look at some examples
)f this leadership, and at a few things

,ve have up our rolled-up sleeves.

We developed "listenability,"" in

vhich the physical capabilities of the

jour nationwide networks were
leasured. I feel that "listenability''

'5 a symbol of the progress which
'roadcasting is making in its search

or bedrock measurements and stand'

rds to help advertisers buy time more
efficiently and economically. Our
aytime "listenability" figures created

omething of a stir last fall; our night-

'me figures will be released in the

ear future. Interest in "listenability"

I
gaining because it is practical and
ways up-to-date.

Another Mutual idea, rooted in

jr conviction and proved accurate

7 countless surveys, is that a station

hich is the only one in the market
Dminates that market by securing

anywhere from 50 per cent to 90 per

cent of the listening audience. Mu-
tual has nearly 275 such stations,

serving about 20 per cent of the

United States radio homes.

And MutuaPs strides in station ad-

ditions in top American markets have
been impressive, too. We now have
full coverage in 98 of the top 100

metropolitan markets in the country.

By 1949, Mutual will be represented,

full time, in virtually all the princi-

pal markets of the nation. This

means that very few listeners will

have to reach out beyond their local

stations to pull in Mutual programs;

that most, particularly in small com-
munities, will tune their MBS sta-

tion rather than other network out-

lets.

Facilities mean little without a

strength of programming to put them
to work. We think our program
people, under the direction of Phil-

lips Carlin, have imagination; it shows
up in the programs they develop and
discover. For instance, Variety said

of our new Mutual Klewsreel, "It's

about time one of the networks got

around to a show like this." Twenty
Questions took a parlor game and
made it national entertainment, while

Juvenile Jury gives the moppets the



wiW tell

who \nows Edgar Koha\
you that the man's two

most prominent characteristics are his de'
votion to his job and his outspo\enness.

There are many evidences of the first:

for example, when he goes on business
trips and on vacations, his mail follows
him and is ta\en care of with as much
dispatch as though he were at his desk.
He carries a gold watch and always refers

to it. As a result he gets into woTt{ before
breakfast and stays up with his papers until

the tiny hours of almost every night.

As for his candor: he once signed an
advertisement iuggeiting the ''marriage" of
Hooper and T^ielien, those competitive
gentlemen of the listener surveys—because

he believes the move would be good for

the industry. He once called certam men
in the industry "young fogies" when their

thinl^ing, or lacl^ of it, merited the brick'

bat. He will go against the tide

—

and often

the tide will turn and go along with

Kobak.

When a man is like that, he goes far.

Edgar Kobal^ has gone far—and in the

past three and a half years he has helped
Mutual to go along with him. Just how
much progress has been made is indicated

in the accompanying article.

8 Su
mike—and what a

job they do at it!

Our departures

in programming
are possibly most
apparent during

the daytime hours,

where it has been

our feeling that
programs other
than the standard

type of ''dramatic

serial" were dis'

tinctly needed to

offer the home-
maker a well'round'

ed schedule of pro-

gram fare. Accord-
ingly, we develop-

ed ^ueen For A
Day and Heart's

Desire, each an in-

timate air production where the studio

audience becomes part and parcel of

the show itself, effecting a helpful

amalgamation of the listener with the

medium that is so much a part of her

day.

Other program innovations of

which we are particularly proud in-

clude Meet The Press, and the award-
winning Family Theatre. And Mu-
tual was the first to permit and to use

transcriptions for network broadcasts.

In the field of public service pro-

gramming, wherein a network is best

able to fulfill its responsibilities to its

public, Mutual has a tale to unfold
about the impact of such recent series

as Your Children Today, The In^

fluence Of Hadio, Movies And Com-
ics On Children, and the new docu-

mentary based on the Civil Rights

report, which has received many bou-
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quets while giving

listeners a subject

for earnest discus'i

sion and considera'

tion long after it

was off the air

waves.

Mutual started

the whole idea of

cooperative pro'

grams a do2;en

years ago with the

Fulton Lewis, Jr.,

show : this prograi

is still one of the

top co-ops amonj'

the many in thi

field today. Mutua
was first to intro

duce ''big name"

co-ops, with sue

outstanding radi

personalities and programs availabi

for sponsorship by local business con

cerns in Mutual stations cities. To
day Mutual leads all of the other net

works in the number of cooperativ

programs carried, with twice as man
program sales as the next netv^ork. J

basic reason why we have paid s

much attention to co-ops is that the

enable local stations to enter a succes;

ful and profitable type of activity

and Mutual has always been a ne

work with the welfare and tl

strength of its local stations in min<

From speaking of programmir

for AM, or standard radio, a natur

transition is to the subject of tel

vision. Pioneering work in this ne

and exciting field has been under we

for some time in our Hollywood a
^

filiate, where TV has been an act

ahty for 16 years.

i



BEYOND THE NEW HORIZON/ 9

Our affiliated transmitter in Chi' The progress weVe made in the

cago is also on the air, and as a net' past three years can be expected to

work we expect to be active in New continue—^because, as we said once

York, Washington and Boston with' before, our sleeves are rolled up. In

in a relatively short time. Altogether all of the important future develop'

3 3 Mutual television stations, mostly ments of the industry, Mutual expects

in major markets, are now under con' to be among the leaders,

struction or hold permits. As a na' This is a brief and rather general

tional network we are still in the review of progress, but the keynote

blueprint stage, but we'll be in the is this: we of Mutual are apostles

network TV picture actively, with of the open door and the open mind,

facilities unsurpassed by any other striking out boldly towards twin goals

network when national TV network —better advertising for our clients,

operation is ready to become a reality, better entertainment for everyone.

To deflect the minds of their patients, many dentists talk constantly

while performing the necessary dental work. One such dentist, chatting to a

woman patient, was interrupted when she sat up suddenly and said, "Won't
you please stop talking so I can concentrate on my pain,"

Lots of times in telephoning you get the right number but the wrong
answer.

A
The CBS Bulletin predicts a great banking future for the lad who,

having found a purse containing a ten dollar bill, returned the money and
purse to the owner, but first had the bill changed into ten ones.

A
Frankie wanted a watch for his birthday, but he teased for it so much

that his parents finally ordered him not to mention the word again. He
obeyed with difficulty. The next morning at the family prayers there was
a round of Bible verse, and when Frankie's turn came he piped up with,

"What I say unto you, I say unto all. Watch."

A
During her early Parliamentary days, Lady Astor was canvassing for

signatures to a petition concerning Lord Millner, Viceroy to India, She
stopped at the store of a grocer who read the petition carefully and
slowly, then asked, "And who might this fellow be?"

When told he was the Indian Viceroy, the man wanted to know, "What's
a Viceroy?"

"A proconsul," replied her ladyship. Then she explained the office in

detail.

The old fellow nodded comprehensively, but he suddenly got cautious.

"You're not lettin' the women sign this paper?" he asked.

"Oh, of course not."

"That's good!" he said with satisfaction as he painstakingly scrawled his

signature. "Women don't know nothin' about such things,"





Fast-talking Fidler:

An open letter to Americans.

ublic Gossip !

by SHELDON TOWNSEND

YOU'D think, if you had a column
in 175 newspapers and a 15'

minute radio show that went out over

400'odd stations of the Mutual net'

work, a home at Toluca Lake complete

with swimming pool, and a much'
better'than'speaking acquaintance
with Hollywood's stars, that you'd

have about all you could ask out of

life.

Jimmie Fidler has all these things,

but he hasn't yet achieved what he

really wants. The goal he's driving

for is still outside his reach.

For Jimmie Fidler is an American,
and being an American means a lot

more to him than going to the polls

the first Tuesday in November and
griping about the results the following

Wednesday. Jimmie thinks it's one

of the biggest things that ever hap'

pened to him, and his life's ambition

is to help Mr. Average Citizen along

to the same realization. Most Amer'
icans take their civic and international

responsibilities much too lightly, he
feels. They either don't realize what
a wonderful country they live in, or

if they do, they take a "let George do
it" attitude about keeping it so. With'
out waving flags, without being speC'

Jimmie Fidler is heard on

tacular or bombastic, Jimmie would
like to do what he can in his own quiet

way toward promoting America.

He'd be the happiest man in the

world if he had 15 minutes of radio

time to do with as he likes. He'd de-

vote that 15 minutes to teUing the

story of America, to interpreting its

flavor, not via news or news com'
mentary, but by way of human inter'

est stories, anecdotes—the whimsies

and the tragedies that make this race

of people and this country different

from all other races and all other

countries.

"I'm not under contract now as to

my material," says Fidler. "I can say

what I want. If I chose, I could do
such a column right now. But my
sponsors hire me to sell their product.

They know, and I know, that my Hol-

lywood gossip program does it sue
cessfully. If I tried another type of

program and it didn't sell the product,

then that wouldn't be fair to them."

As it is, Jimmie most enjoys his

"Americans In The News Award,"
because it comes closest to interpret-

ing America as he would like to do it.

Jimmie's staff culls the news each

day for outstanding heroism per'

WHB, Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
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formed without thought of reward
and by unknown Americans, gives the

collection to a motion picture actor

who selects the one he thinks most
worthy.

"The star runs over the list," says

Jimmie, ''and perhaps decides that

we should give the award to a little

girl who fished her sister out of the

cistern. The little girl is sent a beau-

tiful watch which she never expected

to get, and a $50 United States Sav
ings Bond. Td rather have her letter

of thanks than the nomination for

President."

In the course of his life, Jimmie has

met a number of men and women,
some of whom have been pretty big

heroes in the eyes of most Americans.

But the hero in his own eyes is J.

Edgar Hoover.

"Hoover breathes America. In my
opinion he's the greatest living Amer-
ican. He's afraid of nothing, and he

lives for his country. I would like to

see him President of the United

States."

Until the day when he can have

his program of Americana, Fidler

continues to do a more than adequate

job on his Hollywood beat. He has

his chores down to routine. He gets

up at the same time every morning,

for instance, including Sundays. On
weekdays and Saturdays he works un-

til noon at his office, which is an old

Hollywood residence he has taken

over for the purpose, with his office

downstairs and his staff's headquar-

ters upstairs.

Partly because he's inclined to be

nervous and therefore must take

things easy, and partly because he's

worked hard ever since he joined the

Marines as a 16'year'old kid in the

first World War and feels he's en-

titled to slack off a bit, Jimmie leaves

his office at noontime three after-

noons a week, plays golf or swims and
suns at his Toluca Lake residence.

Hollywood friends of his, such as Bob
Hope, Harry von Zell, Wayne Mor-
ris or Johnny WeissmuUer usually

join him.

He writes his newspaper column
in the morning, spends Thursday
afternoons visiting the studio lots.

On Friday afternoon and Saturday,

he writes his radio show, spends Sun-

day afternoon adding final news and
airing it.

He gets his news in four ways:

his staff brings it in; he picks it up
himself around the golf course, the

swimming pool or at his athletic club;

Hollywood press agents supply him
with it; people send it via notes and

phone calls, some anonymous. Fidler

checks every one of the latter, under

the theory that anything can lead to a

story.

Oddly enough, anonymous tips are

not necessarily on the unpleasant side.

Many deal with perfectly legitimate

and pleasant events; are anonymous
because people, by nature, like to be

news broadcasters themselves, but
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don't want it known they did the

telling.

In the course of covering Holly
wood, Jimmie naturally runs across

dozens of scandal stories. "I never

print them," he explains, **but I do

keep them on file for the develop'

ments they almost always lead to.

For instance, if I hear that a certain

married actor is stepping outside the

reservation and I find out it's true,

I don't publicize it—I simply watch
that marriage. Sooner or later it will

break up.

"Hollywood reporting is a lot like

hunting. A good hunter doesn't just

wander around in the woods with his

gun in his hand hoping he'll stumble

onto something worth shooting. He
watches everything—a broken limb,

a sound, an odor, a track on the trail

—ignoring nothing that can lead him
to his quarry."

Naturally soft'Spoken, Jimmie's

radio delivery is unbelievably differ'

ent from his usual manner of speech.

He developed it particularly for the

air, so that he could crowd as much
information as possible into his al'

lotted 15 minutes. Each script takes

about 3,000 words; if he spoke at his

ordinary speed, he could only get in

about 2,000 words. In fact, such top

radio announcers as Harry von Zell,

Truman Bradley, Don Wilson and
Bill Goodwin have guestcast his pro'

gram, but have had to cut the script

from 750 to 1,200 words simply be'

cause they can't talk as fast as Jimmie.

The rapidity of his reading has

solved the problem of more news, but
it has created other problems which
Jimmie has had to invent special

techniques to surmount. He dis'

covered that he was reading so fast

that everything jumbled together. To
get around that, he does two things.

First, he puts each item on a separate

piece of paper, even if it's only three

lines long. Each script runs around

40 pages instead of the usual 12 or

13, but the time it takes Jimmie to

turn the page is enough to put a lit-

tle hesitation between each story.

Secondly, he never uses commas to

punctuate his scripts, only dashes. He
discovered he wasn't paying any at'

tention to the commas, because physi'

cally they added no separation. But
dashes, he discovered, give actual

separation. When he wants a brief

pause, he uses one dash; for a longer

pause, two. The imperceptible shift

of his eye past the dashes is enough
to take care of punctuation.

Even as a Hollywood columnist,

Fidler is militant. He is constantly

crusading against communism and
juvenile delinquency and for clean

pictures. He believes that his fight

for clean pictures has given him a

remarkably adult audience; he often

gets fan letters from senators, con-

gressmen, governors, mayors, judges.

He gets requests from the White
House, via the FBI, for copies of

his open letters addressed to President

Truman; and Senator Brewster asked

for copies of his editorials on the

Howard Hughes'Johnny Meyers in'

vestigation.

Because of the caHbre of that fan

mail, the average person would feel

Fidler's fears are needless when he

says, "I've often thought of breaking

away from Hollywood to do a prO'

gram on America, but there's a dan-

ger that people might not accept
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Fidler as an interpreter of America
as they accept him as an interpreter

of Hollywood. Fm not the showman
that Winchell is—I don't have the

voice that Lowell Thomas has—maybe
I just wouldn't go."

On the other hand, maybe he
would.

That Silver Haired Fan Club of Mine!
THERE'S no age limit on bobbysoxers. For proof, we present the Ben Alexander

Fan Club—30 charming mothers and grandmothers jumping with young ideas for

the complete organization of the venture as "greyhaired bobbysoxers."

It all started when mikeman Ben was somewhat a newcomer to radio. He was
emceeing a pleasant Saturday afternoon variety program called Little Old Hollywood.
As the weeks went by some of the faces in the audience became very famiHar. These
people, who came Saturday after Saturday, became aware of each other, their admiration

for Ben's work drawing them together. Several of the ladies promised to start a fan

club for him some day.

During the war, Ben emceed some radar activities aboard the aircraft carrier U. S. S.

Steamer Bay, receiving his honorable discharge on Christmas Day of 1945. He re
turned to Hollywood radio by way of Mutual's Heart's Desire and a show of his own,
also heard on Mutual. To his surprise, his first day of broadcasting found the same
loyal following occupying the first row. The "following'' increased until there were
enough prospective "members" to start the long'promised fan club. The Club holds

monthly meetings at the homes of various members to discuss forthcoming plans for a

newsletter, official badges and expansion.

Ben is delighted with his fan club. "I've never had an official organization," he
says, "because most of my adult picture career was spent in portraying meanies. In

one film I was so disagreeable that Alice Brady beat me to death with a curling iron."

Ben's lovely Beverly Hills apartment is filled with rare gifts from fans who have
followed his career from its beginnings, when young Mr. Alexander played Cupid in a

Fannie Ward melodrama. Each Pearl A Tear. Following that success, Ben portrayed

numerous parts on the silent screen.

At the end of World War I, the flu epidemic closed all the schools in Hollywood
with the exception of the Hollywood School for Girls. Joel McCrea, Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,

and Ben were the only boy students there, and although the enrollment included such

lovely youngsters as Agnes and Katherine De Mille, Ben found it a humiliating ex'

perience.

Graduating from high school, Ben entered Stanford University. He just happened
to visit his friend Billy Bakewell at Universal Studios one day during the shooting of

All ^uiet On The Western Front. Director Lewis Milestone saw him and signed him
for the important role of Kemmerich. Ben's film career was started again. But by a

sudden twist of casting, he began playing so many "heavies" that his unhappy demise

at the hands of Alice Brady made him decide to call it a day.

Here's where radio and Ben Alexander got together. In 1934, he started his own
show, The Hollywood Boulevardier. In the past few years, Ben has announced the

Edgar Bergen, Herbert Marshall and Carnival shows.

Ben is now one of the busiest people in radio, generally averaging 13 shows a

week—^but he still finds time to relax, and his Fan Club loves to ply him with home
cooked treats. He's still eating birthday cake. The members couldn't decide on one

cake, so they baked him four! Maybe that's the advantage in a fan club of greyhaired

bobby-soxers—cakes, pies and hams that melt in your mouth, as well as a first row ad'

miration group. The situation has possibilities by the score!

—

Betty Mills.



The tiation's greatest sports events are yours for the listening!

FOOTBALIinyoni

by WIN GOULDEN

SPORTS fans thrive on action.

They strain with the batter as he
takes every swing, plead with their

favorite players to win the game, and
for all practical purposes expend as

much energy as any athlete on the

field. Wherever these enthusiastic

fans exist—and that takes in a pretty

extensive area, since there is one or

more in every family—the radio is

their most prized possession. With
the flick of a button, they can pull

up a comfortable chair and get a

front'row word picture of the nation's

sports pageantry from the comfortable

confines of their living room—thanks

to the extensive sports coverage which
radio now employs.

Most avid fans insist, and rightly

so, that they know the name and num'
ber of the halfback who ran 90 yards

for a touchdown, how many cars are

battling it out for the lead at In'

dianapolis, what Ted Williams' bat'

ting average is as he steps up to the

plate for the third time in the fourth

game of the World Series. And they
still squirm with frustration because
they can't hear what Leo Durocher
is telling or calling the umpire during
one of his not infrequent rhubarbs
on the diamond!

Because we have these facilities at

our fingertips, most of us are in*
|

clined to take radio sports broadcasts
|

pretty much for granted. However,
if you were able to glance through
your loudspeaker, across the ether

and along the wires to the network
origination point, you would find an

j

unimagined furor of behind'thcscenes

activity.

Paul Jonas is the busy sports di'

rector of the Mutual Broadcasting

System, the network which annually

airs the Indianapolis 500'mile Speed'

way Classic, the AH'Star baseball

game, the World Series, the Cotton

Bowl and the East-West grid tilts

and many other top sports events.

Short, alert'looking and contin'

ually chewing on an unlighted cigar,

Jonas is the man who closes the big

broadcast negotiations with the top

men in sports. He especially likes to

sit in his office, the walls adorned

with pictures of boxers, wrestlers,

baseball players, golf and track stars,

and tell how he set up exclusive cov
erage for the 1949, 1950 and 1951

World Series. Chuckling, he will

open his desk and pull out a photO'
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static copy of what looks like a Chi'

nese alphabet. That unimportant but

exotic looking document is the con-

tract that he and Baseball Commis'
sioner Albert B. Chandler signed

granting Mutual sole broadcast rights

to the World Series of the next three

years.

Jonas explains that last year around
February he was breakfasting with

Commissioner Chandler in his New
York hotel suite. Chandler asked him
casually if everything was going all

right, and Jonas rephed that every
thing would be all right if he could

walk out of there

with a new con'

tract. It was as in-

formal as that, and
when the commis-

sioner said yes, the

old scratch pad was
produced and the

terms written in

ink. Total negoti-

ating time, 30
seconds.

After a Serie;^

contract is signed,

the agency repre-

senting the com-

missioner also signs,

and the network

sales department

enters it in the

books. Then Chan-

dler okays press rc'

lease and Mutual
shifts into high.

The Engineering

Traffic Depart-
ment orders tele-

phone lines to be

installed to the two ball parks. Every
station is notified and acceptances

from all stations airing the series

must be received and recorded.

The announcing and technical

staffs are then selected and approved
by the network, the agency and the

commissioner. Arrangements are

made to beam the program overseas

via the Armed Forces Radio Service,

and in Canada through the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation. Pre'series

"build'up'' programs, featuring inter'

views with the rival team managers,

important National and American
League officials

and star players are

also scheduled; and
the technical facili'

ties in the broad-

casting booth of

both ball parks
must be set up.

But events never

proceed exactly the

v/ay they are plan-

ned, as in the case

of the 1946 World
Series. Jonas recalls

uneasily the hectic

days toward the

close of the regular

season. The Cards

and Dodgers were

battling it out right

down to the last

day and finished in

a first-place tie,

necessitating a play'

off.

One day the

Cards would win

and Jonas would

This is a reproduction of the

"Scratch Pad Contract" granting the

Mutual Broadcasting System exclusive

broadcast rights for the World Series

of 1949, 1950 and 1951. Contract

bears the initials of Albert B. "Happy"
Chandler, Commissioner of Baseball;

and Paul Jonas, Director of Sports for

MBS.
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phone Sam Breadon, then owner of

the St. Louis club. The next day

would be the Dodgers' turn to chalk

up a victory, and he would be burn-

ing up the wires to Branch Rickey's

office. Mutual made special arrange-

ments to air the play-off games, which
the Cards won, and then had to work
with lightning speed to set up cover-

age of the World Series in Boston

and St. Louis. Jonas is always ex-

pecting an emergency of this sort, but

it still offers him little ease of mind.

Of course, there is the usual de-

mand for Series tickets. Starting at

least five months before the big games,

a steady stream of letters pours in

from people asking help in acquiring

their tickets.

MBS is allotted a fixed number of

tickets to take care of their working
personnel (those actually covering

the game), and anything beyond that

they have to buy. Yet the number of

"old pals'' calling in, whom Jonas

has never seen, gets larger every year.

But along with the headaches con'

nected with his job, the sports direc
tor also gets a few laughs. Horace
Stoneham, president of the New York
Giants, pulled a fast one on him one
year but paid off the next.

Stoneham has a hobby of collecting

razors, and so a few seasons back as

he and Jonas were returning by train

from a Card-Giant series, he decided

to take advantage of an opportunity.

Jonas was shaving in his compartment
when the porter called him outside

for a moment. When he returned
his razor was gone. He never knew
what had happened until the opening
of the baseball season the following

year when he received a note from

Stoneham: ''Even though the old

straight razor was no good, I'm en-

closing a season pass."

One of the nation's top sports^

casters. Bill Slater, does a lot of broad-

casting over MBS microphones. Be-

sides his sports broadcasting, he is

very much in demand to emcee quiz

programs and act as moderator of

forums and other types of air enter'

tainment. Slater, a West Point grad'

uate, a former prep school headmaster

and a veteran of World War II, has

a full and interesting background
\

upon which to draw.
]

During the 1945 Detroit Tigers'

Chicago Cubs World Series, Bill

Slater was responsible for Cub pitcher

Hank Borowy's wife receiving con'

siderable attention. Hank was warm'
ing up during the pre-game practice,

and so Slater sauntered over and
asked him where his wife was. Hank
replied that she was at home expect'

[

ing a blessed event. Later, Bill men'
tioned the good news during his

broadcast.

The next morning Hank said he
wished Slater hadn't mentioned it on
the air, because his wife missed the

whole game. Friends kept phoning
her to extend congratulations—and
one newspaper even sent a photog'

rapher to take a picture of the new
baby which hadn't been born yet!

Bill also has to laugh when he
thinks of what happened the same
year to Hal Newhouser, the Detroit

Tiger's ace hurler. Bill was chatting

with Hal as he worked out at Briggs i

Stadium the day before he was to
i

pitch a Series game. A small boy ran
|

up to Hal and said that Mrs. New
|

houser wanted him at home because
|
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the movers were there. BeHeve it or

not, Hal finished up in a hurry and
left to supervise moving into his new
home.
The next day the Cubs teed off

on Newhouser, knocking him out of

the box in short order. After the

game, Slater stopped by the dugout
to offer a few words of consolation

and found Newhouser sitting dis-

consolately beside the water cooler.

Hal explained that he had worked all

day moving furniture and had slept

on a hard, lumpy mattress the night

before. He wondered if that was the

reason the Cubs had knocked him
out!

When sportscasters are asked to

describe their most difficult assign-

ments, Slater has the story of a nerve-

racking game to tell.

It was the Minnesota-Iowa foot-

ball game a few years back. After

four days of rain preceding the game,

the yard lines were washed away

—

the yard markers had never been

erected. The teams didn't warm up
before the kickoff and after the first

play no one could distinguish the

players' numbers. One of his spot-

ters never appeared; the other finally

came, but he was wetter than the

weather—internally, that is. His lan-

guage was so bad a blanket had to be
thrown over the mike until assistants

could get rid of him.

To make matters worse, rain was
streaming down the glass panel of
the booth and a boy had to be hired
to swab it throughout the game. For
the rest of the afternoon Slater

dodged around him, trying to see the i

field. I

Only one thing saved the day. The '

game's two touchdowns were made
by Minnesota's great fullback. Bronco
Nagurski, who was so Neanderthal-
looking as to be unmistakable.

Any announcer is in for trouble

when he reports the Army-Navy foot-

ball game, but when he's a West
Point graduate, anything can happen.
It's always a tough game to handle
without a vast amount of criticism;

yet when Bill did his first service

contest, he received a stack of con-

gratulatory telegrams lauding his im-

partiality. What listeners didn't

know was that a home town lad

helped him turn the trick. Navy's
one touchdown was scored by Red
Baumberger, a kid whom he had
taught in school back in Parkersburg,

West Virginia. It was pretty easy

for Slater to forget alma mater in his

enthusiasm for Red.

Whenever Bill Slater handles a

broadcast, it goes off smoothly, but

it couldn't be done without the work
of technicians and executives and pub-

Heists who set the stage. Behind any
Mutual broadcast you hear is the com-

bined effort of the entire staff, work-

ing together to make it sound easy.

So pull up that comfortable chair,

flick that button, and forget all this.

Just kan back and listen!



MICROPHONE MANNERS FOR SPORTS ANNOUNCING-
Bill Slater, the Mutual network's ace sports reporter, has

evolved a rigid set of rules which he offers for the guidance

of young announcers who aspire to sportscasting.

1. Don't refer to an out'of'bounds kick near the football goal line as a "coffin'

corner" kick. Some listener may have sustained a death in the family and
such adjectives may cause him great unpleasantness.

2. Never criticize the athletic performance of a player. Describe only what he
docs. You are a reporter, not a judge.

3. Don't fail to keep a written account of every play of the game. This is

especially important in baseball and football, where a wrong recap of an inning
or quarter will bring a howl of protest from score'keeping listeners.

4. Don't second guess the officials.

As Ithers See Us

There's at least one female who disapproves of Walter Pidgeon, and
that's his Aunt Nan, an old lady who lives in Canada. She always wanted
Walter to become a lawyer, or at least something more respectable than an
actor. So when she read in the papers that he had been ranked next to

President Conant of Harvard among the "Ten Best Dressed Men in America,"
she wrote: "Dear Nephew: I am glad to see you finally associated with
an intellectual. Kindly thank your tailor for me."

A
Lois Lee, the actress, went to the airport to meet her boy friend, comedian

Joey Adams. As the plane circled about, a spotlight played on it. "Turn
the spotlight off," Miss Lee begged the airport people. "Otherwise Joey will

never come down."

Two convicts were splitting rocks, one handling the sledge hammer
while his helper slipped him new ones to crush. As the bald headed one
bent down to place a rock in position, the hammer came down with terrific

force, just grazing his skull.

"You fool," he yelled. "You want to kill me? Don't you know the

difference between my head and a rock?"
His partner shrugged. "For six cents a day you think I'm gonna rack my

brain?"

A famous physician says the use of alcohol doesn't make people better

able to do things. "But," he adds, "it does make people less ashamed of
doing things badly."



That Venuta Verve!
ITALITY can be the key to success—providing that it is combined with

V the right personaHty. Benay Venuta, singer, actress and emcee, has just

the right combination. In show business, where talent is at a premium, she has
20 years of experience packed to overflowing.

Her crowded and exciting career had its beginnings when, as a Holly
wood high school youngster, she stepped into the ballet line at a local theater.

From there she went to radio, musical comedy and film success. To many
people, she is the only girl in the world who could follow Ethel Merman in

a role on Broadway and give the box'office a shot in the arm.

Though she is better known in the East, where she starred in Kiss the

Boys Goodbye, By Jupiter and Anything Goes, Benay actually started her
radio career on the West Coast.

After spending a year studying at an exclusive finishing school in Geneva,
Switzerland, a reversal in the family fortune called her back to San Francisco,

where she became a night club singer and radio personality. Not content with
only one job, Benay sang on KPO's Who Cares hour; and under another name
she sold radio time to sponsors, wrote commercials, emceed and sang on an-

other station. Phonograph records were her accompaniment, which should
make her contender for first femme disc jockey honors.

Between her early radio days and her present Keep Up With The Kids
show, Benay managed to star in numerous Broadway productions and head'
line such radio shows as Al Jolson's Shell Chateau, the Benay Venuta Variety
Hour and Duffy's Tavern. Along with those, she was married to Armand
Deutsch, film producer at RKO, is raising a family, and, incidentally, has made
some appearances in summer stock, some recordings and several films!

Benay's experience added to her talent has made her an outstanding
mistress of ceremonies for her new Mutual show. Keep Up With The Kids.

This show is a quiz program with a child pitted against a parent in each
round. In the star spot each week, some celebrity vies with a child for

a prize which is donated to charity. Roddy McDowall and his father, Jimmy
Gleason and his little grandson, Pat O'Brien and his boy, and Penny Single-

ton and her daughter are some of the parent'child combinations who have
competed against each other.

Concurrent with her air show, Benay is busy with other jobs and hobbie-.

She recently completed a dramatic role in the new movie, I, Jane Doe, and her

first album of records, Benay Venuta and Her Record Gazette, is ready for

release. She has studied painting for ten years, in New York with Morris
Kantor, and in Hollywood with Ernst von Leyden. When cover designs were
being submitted for her new record album, Benay included one of her own
anonymously. It was chosen as the best, and so the singer now holds the dis-

tinction of being the only artist to design and record her own album!

Most people, after realizing so many ambitions, would want a little rest.

But accomplishment only spurs Benay on—now she has dreams of several stage

revivals. Her friends get worn down watching her. She must be teUing the

truth when she says she has just too much energy.

—

Joan Buchanan.

A cautious bank teller in Hartford asked an Army veteran who wanted
to cash a $300 state bonus check for more identification than a driver's

hcense.

Without a word, the vet removed his false teeth and displayed his name
and Army serial number inscribed on them. The check was cashed without
delay.



PORTRUT V ''PIONEERl
People and equipment and ideas banded to blaze a trail in ether . . .

by MEREDITH LAWRENCE

AFTER a night time broadcast

blackout lasting 19 years, radio

station WHB in Kansas City has re-

sumed fuU'time operation, marking a

bright new chapter in the fascinating

story of this pace-making pioneer.

The station with Kansas City's old'

est call letters, WHB, began broad-

casting in April, 26 years ago. When
Emory J. Sweeney decided to put a

radio station on the tenth floor of the

Sweeney Automotive and Electrical

School, he wasn't looking for a new
business enterprise. Radio was differ-

ent. It was new. He decided to em-

ploy this means of communication to

promote good will for the Sweeney
School.

John T. Schilling, Henry Golden-

berg, and Sam Adair were hired to

build WHB's original 2 50-watt com-

posite transmitter, and Schilling and
"Goldie" took over as general man-
ager and chief engineer, positions they

hold to this day.

Within four months, a 500-watt

Western Electric transmitter had re-

placed the earlier homemade one, and
WHB was the finest and best

equipped radio station in America!
Continuous broadcasting, as we

now know it, was undreamed of, but
when the station was on the air, di-

versity of programs was one of its big

features. Morning hours were de-

voted to market news, which came

directly over private wire from the

Bureau of Agricultural Economics in

the Live Stock Exchange Building.

News about weather and roads came
from the Weather Bureau. The Com-
merce Trust Company supplied fi-

nancial information, and time signals

were obtained from Postal Telegraph.

On August 15, America's first

radio staff orchestra did its initial

broadcast; and so that everyone could

hear the program, Sweeney installed

loudspeakers in every public park in

the city!

The psychology behind program-

ming has altered considerably since

those pioneering days. Today, Sun-

days and holidays call for a concen-

tration of the best available talent;

but in the early 1920's, they occa-

sioned knocking off for the day. Sat-

urday night was always silent.

Contrast this beginning policy with

station and network activities in 1945,

when President Roosevelt died. For

three days, all commercial shows were
cleared to make way for commenta-
tors. Every detail from the time of

his death in Warm Springs, Georgia,

to his burial at Hyde Park, New York,

was relayed via the airwaves. Even
the funeral ceremonies at the White
House were broadcast. Yet when
Warren G. Harding died in 1923,

WHB remained silent the entire day
of August 10 in respect to his mem-
ory.

In 1923, the station gained nation-

wide comment with America s first
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all-night broadcast. With Ted Lewis

and his orchestra on the program,

WHB stayed on the air for 12 hours

and 20 minutes. The unprecedented

accomplishment occasioned several

weak prophesies that someday radio

stations might even stay on the air in-

definitely.

WHB broadcast its second all-night

program in 1924 to celebrate its sec-

ond anniversary. The program started

at 7:00 p.m. on Sunday and lasted

until 8:35 the following morning, at

that time the longest continuous

broadcasting ever undertaken by any
station—more than 13 hours!

Additional radio history was made
on April 30 of the following year,

when Kansas City was the source of a

program which connected the Pacific

Northwest and the Middle West for

the first time. During the program,

circuits were reversed and Portland,

Oregon, served as the origination

point. This was probably also the

first instance of circuit reversal in

American radio.

In the next five years, WHB
gained a national reputation as the

station where headliners began. It

was headed for great things. But
then the Sweeney fortunes ran into

difficulties!

After a long and trying period,

WHB's pioneer air rights and full

time license were revoked. For two
months it was off the air while its

leaders fought to keep the license.

In January of 1930, the studios moved
to two small rooms in the Baltimore

Hotel.

It was at this time that Charles R.

Cook, president of the Cook Paint

and Varnish Company, decided to

buy WHB and make it a Cook sub-

sidiary corporation. Equipment of

greater power was purchased and a

1,000-watt crystal controlled trans-

mitter was installed, although the sta-

tion was allowed to operate with only

500 watts power.

Entertainment and service features

were expanded and improved, and a

new program idea was developed, the

informal, unplanned Staff Frolic. So
popular did this prove that it ran for

4,000 consecutive programs.

The staff grew from 12 to 50, and
through the years it developed a

group of artists and writers now na-

tionally known : Louise Wilcher, CBS
organist in New York; Jimmy Atkins,

of the Fred Waring show; the ''Three

Little Words," with Phil Spitalny;

Jess Kirkpatrick of WON; Count
Basic, whose ''Harlem Harmonies"
were a WHB feature for two years;

Harl Smith's Sun Valley Lodge or-

chestra; Goodman Ace, of Easy Aces
fame; and dozens of others.

In 1931, after having handled the

Cook account as account executive for

the Loomis, Baxter, Davis ^ Whalen
Advertising Agency, Donald Dwight
Davis became president of WHB.
Davis added feature after feature to

the station's schedule. In the summer
of 1931, the Musical Cloc\ was
launched. In February of 1932, the

Weatherman in Person broadcasts

were begun, the first such service of

its kind on the air. The Northside

Municipal Court broadcasts were be-

gun in the same year, and later imi-

tated in 26 other cities.

And in the summer of 1932, WHB
moved into its Penthouse Studios atop
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the Scarritt Building. By April,

1934, WHB had copped the second

place Variety showmanship award,

and by October of the same year, it

had moved into first place.

In 1935, its application for 1,000

watts was approved, and WHB
doubled its power. In 1936, WHB
received the Yariety Showmanship
Award as the best part-time station

in the country.

When the Mutual network ex-

panded from coast to coast in Decem-

ber of 1936, WHB became its Kan-

sas City outlet, bringing listeners a

wider range of programs.

On its 15th birthday, WHB gave

a gigantic party which lasted for a

week, during which time downtown
streets were decorated. There were
balloon ascensions daily, with pri2;es

attached, and a birthday ball attracted

a record crowd of 15,000 people to

the Municipal Auditorium.

Then came the war years, and
WHB entered a new phase, dedicat-

ing itself to integrate a vital means of

mass communication with the prob-

lems of war. Visitors were refused

admittance to studios, guards were on
constant duty at the transmittter,

weather reports and Man on the

Street interviews were discontinued.

They were hectic days indeed! Typi-
cal of the whole period's service was
the 18 solid hours of War Bond sell-

ing which was a one-day service on
April 12, 1943.

After the war, all hands at the sta-

tion pulled for the return of "full

time," which was finally granted in

June of 1946. Material and labor

difficulties held up construction, and

winter weather prevented steady prog-

ress.

But advances were made, and on
May 30, 1948, WHB's new 10,000-

watt transmitter was ready. In mod-
ern dress, the pioneer began broad-

casting full time on a better frequency
—710 kilocycles—with a voice 40
times stronger than the one which
carried its original message in 1922.

WHB is proud of its accomplish-

ments because they exemplify the

true creative spirit—the will to pro-

gress, to advance a great medium of

entertainment and information. WHB
faces the future pledged to a con-

tinuance of the trail blazing which
has made radio great!

**The statements on this program
are those of my sponsor, and do not
necessarily reflect my own views,**





From the land of the Liberty Bell come

the raucous, resonant sounds of freedom.

by EVELYN NOLT
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COME IN, PHILUE LPII I \ !

MR. AND MRS. AMERICAN
VOTER, whether they live in

Centerville, Iowa, or Halfway, Ore
gon, are cordially invited to attend

the political conventions in Philadel'

phia again this year, by way of the

Mutual affiliate on their radio dial.

The biggest news of 1948—barring

an act of God, or a shift from "cold"

to "hot" war—is the outcome of the

Republican and Democratic convene

tions being held this month and next,

respectively, in the City of Brotherly

Love . . . where the elephants and
donkeys gather to behave just like

people.

In our ever'shrinking world, Amer'
ican political events take on an in'

creasing importance to other nations,

whether they look to us for aid or

regard us as an object blocking the

road to world conquest. Never be'

fore in the history of our democratic
system has the outcome of the two
party "sessions" been watched with
such intense international interest.

All agencies interested in the trans'

mission of news are on the alert to

take full advantage of this world
headline plum. The Mutual Broad'
casting System, because of a more
flexible daytime schedule than other
major networks, has a primary rep'

ortorial advantage and is pressing to

establish more. A special network is

being set up within Philadelphia to

furnish MutuaFs 500 stations with

complete and comprehensive coverage

of the two conventions. Lines have

already been installed, tying together

the six hotels where delegates and
candidates will be housed, Convention
Hall, Mutual affiliate WIP, political

headquarters, and MutuaPs own con'

trol point. These are the most ex'

tensive and coordinated political cov
erage plans ever made by any net'

work, and with these arrangements

the entire city will be linked to Mu'
tual's Master Control Unit. Not even

the darkest horse will be able to

evade the eagle eye of Mutual's mc
bile equipment—able to move instant'

ly to any point in the city where news
is breaking.

Dominating these sheer mechanics

are men who know best how to utilize

them. Supervising coverage opera'

tions in the Convention City for the

world's largest network are A. A.
Schecter, MBS vice president; Jack

Paige, director of special events, and
Milton Burgh, news director.

Fortyfive of Mutual's top com'
mentators will be on the job, originat'

ing their programs from Convention
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Hall during these important weeks.

Included are such radio personalities

as Gabriel Heatter, Fulton Lewis, Jr.,

William L. Shirer, Henry J. Taylor,

Bill Cunningham, Cedric Foster, Al'

vin Heifer, Cecil Brown, Henry La
Cossitt, William Flillman, Albert L.

Warner, Martha Deane and Robert
F. Hurleigh.

Workroom operations will be
divided between the network booth,

located above the speaker's platform,

its news'room at Convention Hall

and its temporary regional headquar-

ters at the Hotel Bellevuc'Stratford.

Round-the-clock news desks will be

in operation, assembling, editing, col-

lating the individual reports and op-

erations of the network's reporters

and commentators.

Organized for efficiency, Mutuals
coverage is divided into five com-
ponent parts, each of which has been

designed to bring MBS listeners a

vivid account of every moment and
every activity within the great Hall.

First, special microphones will be in-

stalled at delegates' headquarters and
on the speakers' platform. Also,

''travehng mikes" will be used for

interview purposes. Second, a two-

way "walkie-talkie" system will keep

the corps of MBS correspondents on
the convention floor in constant touch

with master control. This means
broadcasting plans can be altered in-

stantly to keep pace with rapidly

changing convention developments.

Third, the telephone-teletype connec-

tions between convention headquar-

ters, Mutual affihate WIP and the

network's New York headquarters,

which has its own direct line contacts

with the 500 affiliates, will permit in-

stantaneous service relays of messages

to and from the convention site. In

this manner, world, national or

regional events which may have a

bearing on convention meetings can

be directed immediately to MBS of-

ficials to aid them in setting up their

broadcasting format and plans.

Fourth, the network's regular staff

of reporters and commentators will

be augmented by newsmen from the

network affiliates. These able men
and women will cover the convention

from the local angle, basing reports

on their knowledge of local conditions

and how these conditions influence

delegate action.

And fifth, during these important

weeks, all news and commentary pro-

gram features on the network will

originate from Convention Hall,

right where much of the news will be

made.

Every phase of Mutual's conven-

tion coverage, from engineering skill

to top news reporting and analyzing,

has been carefully planned and coordi-

nated with one aim in mind—to bring

as much of the color, protocol, excite-

ment and news of the conventions as

possible to every MBS listener. The
Mutual Broadcasting System, the

world's largest network, is ready to

present the best political convention

coverage in history to an audience

stretching around the world.

Never before have the political con-

ventions aroused so much interest here

at home. The Republican Conven-

tion with its anticipated deadlocks and

suspected dark-horses may top the ex-

citement of the 1920 session. As for

the Democratic Convention, anything

can happen; and according to a few
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party members, something had better!

Any way you look at it, the Mutual
Broadcasting System is all set to give

the arm'chair politicians from Maine
to California the June and July of

their lives!



Nesbitt Parades Past

ONE of radio's most refreshing pcrsonalitic* got his start through a bit of
fast thinking and a slight distortion of facts. John Nesbitt so impressed a

San Francisco station manager by flashing a sheaf of letters signed by such
literary notables as George Bernard Shaw and Eugene O'Neill that he was hired
on the spot as a producer- director. Nesbitt neglected to say the letters were the
result of a very casual query on his part—in which he happened to mention
fabulous sums for rights to the artists' works.

Since then, the voice of John Nesbitt has won the hearts of millions.

His Passing Parade, (heard on WHB at 9:30 p.m., Monday through Friday)
strikes a note of sympathy in every listener. It is proof that the small, ordinary
things in life may be gripping entertainment if properly treated.

The commonplace affords material for powerful drama. To find some
seemingly insignificant occurrence and show how its simplicity can warm the

heart of every type of person is a rare gift. But John Nesbitt has it, and the

tears and smiles which accompany his radio and movie series are shining

proof. Hollywood has awarded him four Oscars, and his radio program gathers

new listeners daily.

A lifetime is too short for most people to acquire an understanding of

human nature, but in Nesbitt's case a good part was born with him. The rest

was the result of his early vagabonding, which led him into many different

walks of life and through a series of diversified experiences. After attending

the University of California and St. Mary's College, his inquisitive nature

guided him into canneries, coal yards and paper mills. He worked as a seaman,
then became a church janitor. His fluid use of words and careful choice of

them was developed during his days as a reporter for Seattle and Spokane
papers.

But his most natural medium was radio. Through it he could reach the

greatest number of people with what he had to say. Radio and his millions

of listeners will never regret it. They will always be grateful for the glimpse

that John Nesbitt has given them of the passing parade.

A
For the first time in history, the high cost of living has caught up

with the cost of high living.

A
A G.I. asking for a loan was asked what his business was and gave

the startling answer that he was a psychiatrist in a pottery factory. Further

questioning drew out the information that he took care of the cracked pots.

A
A current gag in Yugoslavia reports that 95 percent of the people of

that nation arc for Marshall Tito — five percent for Tito and ninety for

MarshaU.
A

"A husband like yours must have been hard to find.*'

**He still is when I want him."

A
"So now you and your son are carrying on the business together?"

asked one man of another.

"Not exactly, I run the business and my son does the carrying on."

A
"I want an explanation and I want the truth," sUted the wife irately.

**Well, make up your mind," he snapped. "You can't have both!"



by HAL GOLD

IIECINDmLU SISTERS

A word, a creed, and two whopping Hoopers,

RAY MORGAN calls it 'lag-

niappe." You won't find it in

any foreign language dictionary, but

he claims it's a French word meaning
"a bit of a bonus/'

Whatever the origin of the word,

Morgan's translation of it describes

the two audience participation shows
he presents every day over the Mutual
network, ^ueen for a Day and
Heart's Desire.

Ray, who has been called the "king

of the box'tops," claims his lagniappe

technique has worked wonders for

him—first as a Ford agency man,
and now as a radio producer. He
says, "If you want to get, you should
give. To have a friend, you must be
a friend. Talk about people, not
products." And this technique really

has worked wonders for Ray Morgan.

"If you want to get, you should

give." That's the basic formula of

the Cinderella program ^ueen for a
Day. Every weekday for the past

three years, the Sjueen program has

rewarded its prize winners handsome'
ly and regally. Last April 30th the

program celebrated its third air anni'

versary. In that time, according to

Ray's statisticians, prizes valued at

$1,117,000 had been given away.

The second part of Ray's lag'

niappe credo is the basis for his

Heart's Desire program: "To have
a friend, you must be a friend."

Every weekday this program fulfills

the most heartfelt wishes of some per-

son or persons throughout the coun-

try. Nine times out of ten, the rc'

quest is made by a kind neighbor, an
interested friend, a relative, someone
other than the one who gets the

"heart's desire."

And the third part of his lagniappe

code, "talk about people, not prod'

ucts," he applies to himself in all his

business dealings. When out with
Ray Morgan, people notice he never

discusses himself nor his radio op'

erations. Those are his "products."

Instead, he discusses those who like

to see broadcasts, who like to partici'

"Heart's Desire" is heard on WHB, Monday through Friday at 10:30 a.m.

'Queen For A Day" is heard on WHB, Monday through Friday at 1:00 p.m.
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pate in them, and be entertained by
them.

Over a thousand women have di'

rectly benefited, through prizes, from
the ^ueen for a Day program. Just

to give an idea of the type of gifts

these women have received, here's a

breakdown by those same statisticians

who compiled the figures for the

third air anniversary—2,349 bouquets

of roses, 287 radio'phonograph com'
binations, 116 electric ironers, 212

stoves, 178 vacuum cleaners, 374
table-lighter combinations, 162 coffee

makers, 203 washing machines, 154

sets of aluminum ware, 901 blouses,

463 bottles of perfume, 489 pearl

necklaces, 453 pairs of shoes and
523 cameras.

In addition, the magic Cinderella

wand of ^ueen for a Day has made
possible such sundry prizes as dancing

lessons, night club parties, impressive

jewelry, airplanes, a chinchilla coat

and even a house with a lot to put it

on. The largest single give-away

jackpot ever received by any "Queen*'

was that won by Mrs. Edgar Parrett,

of Shiprock, New Mexico, who was
named "Mother-in-Law Queen" last

March 5th and presented with $35,'

000 worth of merchandise, including

a new car and completely equipped

trailer.

There's a much different approach

for Heart's Desire, because for this

program there are not many definite

prizes. Each give-away item depends

entirely on requests made by listeners.

And therein lies a remarkable tale,

for manufacturers have learned to

look at Heart's Desire mail break-

downs as measures of what the Amer'
ican housewife wishes for most of

all. In the postwar year of 1946,
diapers—a hard-to-get item—made
the first 12 of the "most desired" list.

The following year, 1947, they were
off that list because manufacturers
had been able to make supply meet
demand.

Keeping in mind that Heart's De'
sire gifts are specifically requested,

and are not give-aways in the strict'

est sense of the term as it applies to:

radio programming today, it is easyi

to see why manufacturers of house'

hold appliances and home items look

to such a series to indicate "need"
trends. For example, refrigerators

were eighth on the list of requests in

1946. The following year they

jumped to second place. As radios

became more available, they moved
from fourth place in 1946 to sixth

place the following year. Diamond
rings and wedding essentials were in

greater demand in 1946 than 1947.

But material gifts are not the only

things asked for on Heart's Desire.

When the program was first broad-

cast two years ago, one request was
for the means to unite a brother and
sister separated for 30 years. One
lived in Los Angeles, the other in

St. Louis. Heart's Desire arranged

transportation.

Only last March the program trans-

ported Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lamear
and their household belongings from

Bethel, Vermont, to a new home in

Claggsville, Arkansas. Mr. Lamear
was an invalid. As the only possible

help for his condition, the doctor sug-

gested a change of climate. The
Lamears obtained a homestead site in

the drier climate of Claggsville; and

then the problem arose as to how to
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move their houachold belongings,

their pet goats, two horses and two
dogs. Mrs. Lamear attempted to

solve the problem by starting out in

a covered wagon. Jack Frost

clamped his talons on the Arkansas'

bound wagon near Batavia, New
York. A telegram was dispatched

by the Mutual affiliate there, WBTA,
to the Heart's Desire program. And
before Mrs. Lamear had
time to assay her posi'

tion she found herself,

the wagon, her pets

and her household be'

longings packed into a

huge truck'trailerwhich
sped them on their way,
20th Century style this

time, to Claggsville.

These two programs
have also become sue
cessful television fare.

Mutual'Don Lee in Los
Angeles presents the

video version in that

particular area at the

same time the network
program is being heard

from coast'tO'Coast.

Like many other successful radio

programs, these two particularly rC'

fleet the early experiences of their

originator. Ray Morgan's father, a

flour salesman covering three Sierra

Nevada mountain counties, seldom
made more than $150 a month. So,

at an early age, Ray ventured into

the business world selling magazines.

One of the weeklies offered a Shet'

land pony to the boy who sold the

most. Ray didn't win—but in the

trying he amassed the tidy sum of

$800.

Finding that he liked business, he
wrote the late Henry Ford, advising

the motor magnate of his desire to

become the Ford sales agent for Tuo'
lomne County, California. A Ford
representative advised Ray he could

have the agency if he would buy two
Fords immediately at a price of $865
each, or $1,730. Undaunted, Ray
convinced the local bank of the idea's

HAT ARTICLES have the greatest ap'

peal to the American housewife? Here they

are, in the order of her own preference.

These 12 items were most frequently re-

quested from Mutual's Heart's Desire pro-
gram during the past two years.

1

1946
1. Washing Machines
2. Watches
3. Bicycles

4. Radios
5. Stoves

6. Sewing Machines
7. Clothing (ensembles)
8. Refrigerators

9. Diamond Rings
10. Radio-phonographs
11. Vacation trips

12. Diapers

1947
1. Washing Machines
2. Refrigerators

3. Bicycles

4. Stoves

5. Watches
6. Radios
7. Sewing Machines
8. Clothing (ensembles)
9. Ice Boxes

10. Radio-phonographs
11. Vacation trips

12. Diamond Rings

soundness, received the additional

$900 in capital and went into business

as an automobile distributor. He was
17 years old.

That Ford agency put Ray Morgan
through a college course, majoring in

economics, at the University of Cali'

fornia in Berkeley. He was an un'
usual student, with his own business

bringing him $2,000 monthly. When
he graduated, in 1917, his agency was
selling 300 Fords a year. Then the

Morgan luck experienced a change.

He sold his Ford agency and opened
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a Packard showroom in the San Joa'

quin Valley. Packard's switch to war
production ended his agency business.

When the United States entered

World War I, Ray Morgan joined

the Navy.

At the end of the war, Ray went
to work for a San Francisco advertis-

ing agency. When he left the agency

in 1926, he was a vice president. He
then entered the radio set manufactur-

ing business, but the competition, in

those early days of prcnetwork radio,

was too keen. So he returned to the

advertising business, this time working
for the Macmillan Petroleum Com-
pany in Los Angeles. He persuaded

Raymond S. Macmillan, president of

the concern, to build a lOO-watt sta-

tion to advertise Macmillan products.

Thus station KMPC was born, with

only one sponsor—Macmillan.

In 1929, the two Rays differed on
sales policies, and Ray Morgan went
seeking new fields. He found a not'

too-vigorous advertising agency in Los

Angeles, and interested them in the

idea of presenting detective stories on
the air. They did—with marked suc-

cess.

Chandu, The Magician and The
Adventures of Detectives Blac\ and
Blue were the first two program ven-

tures. With Chandu, Ray originated

the idea of giving away magic tricks

to interested listeners. A kit for so

many box tops, or in Ray's first par-

ticular venture, for five Beech-Nut
gum wrappers. Kids of all ages by
the tens of thousands learned how to

chew—on Beech-Nut, of course. This

was the beginning of the Morgan
reign as "king of the box-tops."*'

Other radio producers followed the

Morgan Hne. But none could keep
pace. For Ray Morgan always had
new things to give away, new "gim-

micks" to attract listener-interest.

In 1945 he turned his radio-pro'

gramming thoughts to the housewife.

''There are," he points out, ''two in-

fallible legends—Santa Claus and
Cinderella." He decided to try the

Cinderella legend first. "We'll pick

one woman and give her anything she

desires." It was to be expected that

Ray Morgan's creative thinking would
find an enthusiastic hearing from Phil-

lips Carlin, Mutual vice president in

charge of programs, whose many
years in radio programming have
never dimmed his appreciation of new
ideas nor his willingness to test them.

Thus was born, on the Mutual Broad-

casting System in April, 1945, the

top daytime program of today, ^ueen
For A Day. A year later. Heart's

Desire started, a program variant of

the Cinderella theme.

But today, Raymond R. Morgan

—

who believes there is no handicap in

this world that cannot be overcome by
hard work and imagination—admits

that Mother Nature "has gotten my
goat a bit." He's trying to raise dates

on his 2,000 acre ranch, Rancho dos

PalmOS, located two and one-half

miles from the Salton Sea and 250
feet below sea level. The climate is

dry—too dry. During the summer

the thermometer has reached 138 de'

grees, and it is real desert land. But

Ray still feels he can raise dates there.

And he will, too—if only he can

handle Mother Nature as successfully

as his other business ventures.



A better frequency, vastly ii

IT ALL CANE

by PAT DENNIHAN

IT'S a reality. Feet down in rich

Missouri loam, head in the clouds,

it is there to be seen—and heard!

WHB's 10,000'watt transmitter

was by turns a dream, an idea, a plan,

a hundred headaches. Now it is an
actuality, beaming the voice of WHB
across the depth and breadth of the

Heart of America. It stands in the

middle of 80 acres of scenic country'

side 20 miles north of Kansas City,

but is immeasurably separated by
time and progress from that small

room in which the first WHB signal

was thrown out back in 1922. Those
original 250 watts were destined to

multiply. And the 20 x 20 foot cubicle

containing the first composite trans'

mitter on the tenth floor of the old

Sweeney School, could fit into one
corner of the basement on the present

site.

The new transmitter is housed in a

trim, attractive building with the sta'

tion s call letters standing out boldly

across the front. These letters are

constructed of stainless steel, three

feet high and six inches deep, in a

modern design which symbolizes the

improved and progressive WHB. The
heart and brain of the powerful in'

stallation is the control console from
which the completely modern RCA
equipment is operated. The building
also contains offices, a kitchen, engi'

power—night and day!

neer's apartment, a spacious base'

ment and garage. And because WHB \

is a resident of long standing in Kan'
sas City and intends to remain so, the

building is entirely fireproof, even
\

to the doors and window sills. The
|

construction is all of concrete, steel I

and brick.

The responsibility for shaping the
[

original idea into a definite engineer'

ing plan lay with Henry Goldenberg,
j

chief engineer of WHB. He helped j

build the original station and has
|

given 26 years of service to It, except ^

for a two year leave of absence at the i

University of Illinois.
|

Well qualified in his field, and of
j

steady, amiable disposition, Golden'
|

berg enjoys recounting problems the
|

different phases of construction pre'
j

sented, recalling the hard work that

was entailed, then looking out at the

finished product. "It's worth it,'' he

says, "but I've aged a year for every

one of the new 10,000 watts!"

Applications for the operating

grant had been filed with the Federal

Communications Commission by
WHB every year since 1932, but ap'

proval was long in coming. Choosing
a site was difficult because the Civil

Aeronautics Authority and the FCC
had to be assured that the transmitter

would meet their regulations and
would not overrun its fixed bounda'
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ries. A radio station transmitter can'

not be built in the vicinity of an air'

port or air traffic lanes, which are

usually ten miles wide. A site nearer

Kansas City than the present one

would have been hard to find because

of the number of traffic lanes which
project in all directions from the city.

In addition, FCC requirements

necessitated a position which would
protect other stations on the same
frequency. Directional antennae had
to cover the Kansas City area

thoroughly, but could not extend too

far east. Now, listeners in 120

counties of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa,

Nebraska and Oklahoma can get clear

reception from WHB with its ten to

one increase in transmitter power

Because coverage is much more ef-

ficient on the lower frequencies, the

management worked with that in

mind. A greater amount of people

over a greater area are being served

by WHB because it chose to forego

construction until the 710 frequency

could be obtained. An audience of

3,287,687 persons can now tune in

to WHB over an area of 59,000

square miles.

After the FCC engineering stand'

ards had been met and approved in

Washington, and the commission had
notified all airports concerned, grad-

ing was started November 21, 1946.

The 80 acres of land had to be

levelled to insure equal tower heights.

Three or four tractors and several

bulldozers moved 80,000 cubic yards

of dirt in the process of filling and
leveling.

Power had to be obtained from
Kansas City, and telephone lines which

would carry the programs from the

Jt^ne, 1948

studio out to the transmitter were
set up—the 20 miles from Kansas
City seemed longer than ever before.

Since no city water was available,

five wells were sunk before a suf'

ficient supply was assured.

To make certain that there would
be good ground connections, a 4 5-mile

network of wire and copper strip was
well distributed underground along

the length of the towers.

Soon, the towers began to rise,

mounting steadily day by day. Their
construction is of triangular cross sec-

tion, two feet on each side. They are

guyed with steel cables, and stretch

350 feet straight up, presenting an
impressive picture of power and
strength. Neighbors couldn't live in

a safer place—in case of a storm, the

towers with their protective circuits

are perfect lightning rods. The height

of the towers, however, is not pro-

portionate to the power of the sta-

tion; the height is governed by the

frequency of the station, and lower

frequencies require higher towers.

At the base of each tower is a "dog
house" eight feet square, containing

a conglomeration of copper coils and
condensers which adjust the electrical

circuits connected with the towers.

Due to the fact that several new ideas

for this equipment could not be

handled by the larger manufacturers,

it had to be fabricated locally.

Surrounding each tower base is a

circular fence, 70 feet in diameter,

over which the ground wires proceed

above ground to the tower, thus eli'

minating variations in conductivity

due to moisture conditions of the

ground. This means better reception

for all WHB listeners.
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Power from the building to each

of the towers, which are 460 feet

apart, is carried through three miles

of coaxial conductor, supported on
posts six feet above the ground. Be'

cause of their position, the engineers

are able to locate more easily the

source of any trouble which might

arise, thereby cutting lost air time to

a minimum.

The transmission lines determined

the exact position of the building.

Since they were to enter the rear of a

specific cabinet, the position of which
was fixed, the workers who con'

structed the building had to erect it

around that cabinet with a maximum
tolerance of six inches.

Reasonably constant progress was
made on the transmitter despite the

time equipment manufacturers rc'

quired for the changeover from war'
time production. Indefinite delivery

dates and scarcity of material made
it necessary for the engineers to build

many of the small hardware items

and substitute equipment themselves.

The air'cooled blower system for the

transmitter was installed—this makes

available the large amounts of air

which are delivered to the various

components in such a short time.

Arrangements for auxiliary service

were made. WHB's former transmit'

ter is being moved to the new site

for emergency use. A gas'driven

power plant was installed in the base'

ment to operate in the event that

commercial power facilities failed.

The entire transmitter can be operated

indefinitely by the auxiliary plant,

even to the tower lights. In case of

trouble, it can be switched on immc
diately. Every precaution was taken

to insure the most efficient kind of

operation.

When the installation was complete,
j

real work began, and the WHB engi'
'

neering jeep came in for an overdose

of rough usage. Since the FCC re
j

quired extensive efficiency measure'

ments, often at points located in mid' ,

cornfield, the jeep was indispensable.

In every kind of disagreeable weather,

which the engineers facetiously de'
i

scribed as inclement, 5,000 measure'
|

ments were made within a radius of

30 miles, and in selected spots the

distance stretched to several hundred
miles. During five months, the jeep

carried the engineers and measuring
equipment a total of 10,000 long,

bumpy miles.

Now that the last bolt is in place

and the new equipment is bringing

WHB to even more listeners, the

staff is breathing much more easily.

Replacing all the anxiety which was
felt during the process of construe'

tion, the station looks forward con'

fidently to many years of increasing

success. With its new transmitter

standing out as a symbol of progress,

WHB strikes out again for the new
and the better in broadcasting.





Ifs nutty and noisy, but, as the

decibeUmongers point out, it's a living.

Th *7^/jyor Hire!

by TRUDGE WARREN

TOM MIX and Tony overtake a

crack express train at 5 :45 Cen'
tral Standard Time. You believe it.

Why? Mostly because an over"

worked, shirt'sleeved soundman is

knocking himself out with coconut

shells, recorded train noises, labored

breathing and a whistle.

No doubt you marvel at the au'

thenticity of many sounds which ac
company the dialogue of your favor'

ite radio program. Fibber McGee's
closet may be emptying into the hall,

or the wind may be rustling softly

across a lake at midnight. But if the

reproduction is true, the sound, action

and words blend into a perfectly

plausible whole.

The ingenuity and hard work
which soundmen put behind a broad'

cast would be of no avail if the scene

they create were not convincing. At
the New York Sound Effects Depart'
ment of the Mutual Broadcasting
System, Al Schaffer, who makes
noises for The Shadow, insists that

the aim of all good soundmen is to

prevent the listener from being aware
of sound effects. If the effects are

really good, the listener should ac'

tually see a fist fight, a boat, a train,

or what have you. I

As in anything else, if not placed

within certain limits, sound effects can

exceed good taste. Radio's drastic

curtailment of brutality, violence and I

death has put a damper on the re
production of such gory sounds as

|

stabbing, blows to the head, and other
;

extremes in radio shows. In the early
|

days, sound effects men would drop I

an overripe melon on the floor to

mimic a body landing from a great

height, and thrust butcher knives into

cabbages to get the effect of stabbings. '

Now, the technician gently thumps
his hand on a sandbag when the script

calls for a whack on the noggin, and
grunts politely when he sustains a

mortal knife wound.

Soundmen are not wild, unearthly

creatures, but when emergencies arise—^which is pretty often, in their work
—some unusual maneuvers are re'

quired in order to copy various types

of sounds. The odd assortment of

wheels, bells, pistols and door buzzers

which is their standard equipment
might indicate deficiency in brain

power to the layman; but actually
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each technician undergoes an intensi-

fied training period which enables him
to cope with almost any situation in

the world of manufactured sounds.

Even so, there are times when they

are stumped at sound reproduction.

When such a predicament arises, they

have to pack their wire and tape

recorders and go out after the real

thing.

On one recent occasion, soundman
Ronnie Harper, who does Behind The
Front Page, and Bill Hoffman, on
7\[ic\ Carter and Adventures Of
Charlie Chan, were faced with a prob'

lem which took them deep into Man'
hattan's crowded subways. Their

file on subway sound effects was be
coming dated and new sounds had to

be added. Since nothing artificial

was found to be suitable, they were
forced to ride the rods. While one
sat inside with recording equipment,

the other had to balance himself be-

tween cars, clutching a microphone.

The conductor questioned their sO'

briety; and the engineer, carried away
by the prospect of being "on the

radio," spoiled several cuts with ex'

cessive whistle-tooting.

The pride which sound effects men
take in their work spurs them on to

accomplish what would ordinarily be

impossible. One director needed a

continuous bee-buzz, but no matter

what the crew offered him in re-

corded buzzes, he wasn't satisfied.

Just as the supervisor was about to

issue an ultimatum, six of his boys

went into an emergency huddle and
came up with a solution. Armed with

"razoos" (which emit a full Bronx
cheer when blown vigorously), they

blew softly at the microphone, al-
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ternating so they might catch their

breath. When one fellow ran out of

wind, he would back away slowly

and another would move in. In that

way, they succeeded in recording a

30-minute, continuous bee-buzz.

No matter what sound is required,

the soundman considers it a challenge.

He may have to reproduce the voice

of a moon man, as one thoughtful

fellow did by synchronizing the sound
of a generator and a pop com popper
while shouting into a megaphone. At
another time he presented conversa-

tion inside a diving bell 30 fathoms

down, while spinning a slowed-down
recording of teletype machines to get

the effect of ship's engines.

In the noisemaking trade, a sense

of humor is imperative. With horns

tooting, whistles screeching and rec-

ords buzzing day after day, soundmen
would go daffy fast without the abil-

ity to laugh at themselves and their

antics.

Jack Keane recalls that one of his

toughest assignments was to manufac-

ture the sound of the atomic bomb
explosion immediately after Hiro-

shima. Everybody was trying to tell

him what it might sound like, and no

two versions were aHke. Finally he

locked himself in the recording library

and grabbed all the noise he could

lay hand to — cannon shots, earth-

quakes and tornadoes. In all, he used

nine separate records and two turn-

tables!

Hal Reid is the designer of a new
electronic labor-saving device for

sound effects. It is a great aid to men
who are assigned to such many-sound
programs as True Detective Myster'

ies, Sherhc\ Holmes and Official De-
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tective. But Hal looks back with nos'

talgia on the good old days, remember'
ing a time when the sound of a char'

iot race was needed for a program.

The men went to Madison Square
Garden, stopped the circus, set up
equipment in the center of the ring

and had the charioteers race around
and around until they'd recorded ex'

actly what was needed.

Soundmen knock themselves out
to get desired effects—sometimes lit'

erally, as in the case of one who was
a bit overzealous. The script called

for the villain to ascend a steep stair'

way, stumble and fall. The sound'
man raced up a stepladder, hit his

head on the low ceiling and fell to

the studio floor—out like a light!

Listeners said it was very authentic.

People make mistakes and sound'
men are people, which occasionally

works to their detriment, despite

elaborate equipment and intensive

training. During a courtroom scene,

a technician was supposed to rap a

gavel. When the cue came, he
reached for the gavel, accidentally

bumped a recording switch and set

off a train whistle. An alert actor

won undying fame by shouting,

"Who left the window open?"
And once, during a dramatization

of Lincoln's assassination, the sound'

man's pistol jammed. Instantly he
bashed a gigantic kettle drum which
happened to be nearby, and its re'

verberating boom echoed from coast'

tO'coast. As the director sardonically

observed when the show was safely

off the air, that was the first time

Lincoln had ever been assassinated by
a cannon.

But those are exceptional incidents.

By and large, the sounds coming from
your speaker are just what they should

be, carefully manufactured imitations

of the real thing, blending into scene

and action as easily and naturally as

if they stemmed from it. In fact, as

Al Shaffer points out, if they're par'

ticularly good sounds you won't no'

tice them at all, nor be aware of the

hours of toil and patience which go

into their making.

A

SOON after assuming the role of Sherhc\ Holmes, John Stanley stopped
to pass the time of day with John McDermott, doorman of the MBS

broadcast theatre. "Sure, I like Sherlock Holmes," said McDermott, *'and

with reason enough. I had the pleasure of meeting and talking with Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle during my days as a touring vaudevillean in Europe."
"That beats me," replied Stanley. "I never even came close to meet'

ing Sir Arthur, much less to talking with him—and I was born in Baker
Street, London."

During Mutual's Sunday afternoon ]uvcnile ]ury, emcee Jack Barry
told his young jurors of a mother whose eight'year'old daughter wanted
the hemlines on her dresses lowered so that she, too, might enjoy the New
Look.

Observed fivcyear'old Robin Morgan, "I can't sec what's new about
lowering hemlines. Isn't it true that mothers often let down their little boy's
pants?"



Youth Shall Be Served
MUTUAL executives believe in the mail'boytO'vice'president formula for

success and have started many a lad on his way—although the boys
are still a bit short of becoming vice-presidents.

So far, 13 boys who started as mail room clerks in Mutual's New York
offices have found greener pastures in and out of the network. One has bc'

come a successful announcer. Four have joined advertising agencies in re*

search, time buying and other roles. Another has moved from the mail room
to the network's own program department as an assistant producer. Two
young men are key statisticians today in the MBS research department.
Two are engaged in the network's engineering department, where lie the

myriad responsibilities for program traffic (coordination of programs and
station linkages) and the scientific techniques involved in network broad'
casting. Another has recently been named as an assistant to the network's
television coordinator, vice-president E. P. H. James, and is responsible for

the basic paper work in connection with the birth of Mutual's television

network.
One of the young men chose news as his greener pasture—and is to-

day a junior editor responsible for the coordination of news material from
three wire-service facilities at the network's New York newsroom. And the

thirteenth young man in the group has exchanged his white office coat for

a reporter's desk in the Mutual press department.

Youth merits opportunity—and gets it at Mutual!

A
Fred Vandeventer and the MBS Twenty Questions panel arrived in

Trenton, New Jersey, to receive a blue ribbon awarded the show for being
the finest of its kind on the air, and to present that Saturday's broadcast from
the state fair grounds.

As the red "On The Air" light flashed, the remote engineer said wist-

fully, "It would be nice if we had some sound effects for an opening."

Just then a small herd of lowing cattle began moving through the grounds
toward the broadcast enclosure.

"There you are," replied the engineer, "We always strive to please."

A
Guy Repp, actor on the True Detective Mystery dramas, was recently

given a role calculated to confuse the most sanguine radio actor. Playing the

part of a Frenchman from northern France and the part of a Frenchman
from southern France on the same show had actor Repp literally talking to

himself!

A
If John Weigel, announcer on The Chicago Theatre of The Air. ever

decides to leave radio, he'll have a flourishing vocation to absorb his interest.

Weigel owns an unusual cheese store featuring imported brands which are

special favorites with all the "big cheeses" in the Windy City.

A
The auditor looked as only auditors can—at the expense account turned

in by Bill Berns, Mutual's New York wire recorder reporter for Mutual
yiewsreel. "What's this item—suit cleaned and pressed, $1.25? Are we
covering receptions at the Waldorf?"

"No," explained Berns, "I got messed up 300 feet underground cover-

ing the construction of the tunnel between Brooklyn and New York."

A
"As soon as I realized it was a crooked business, I got out of it."

"How much?"

—

Scandal Sheet.



Mee t

Miss

House down, foots up, and
enter Miss Rountree—smiling!

by ELAINE NEWLIN

LONG and lovely Martha Roun-
tree, drawl and all, has chalked

up a one point three cipher batting

average in big league broadcasting.

A large-eyed blond still in the glam-

orous part of her twenties, Martha
masterminds two of radio's most
sparkling shows, Meet The Fress and
Leave It To The Girls.

One of the very few women pro-

ducers in radio, Martha got to the

top fast; but she got there by hard
work and lots of it. There was no
Good Fairy around to touch her with
a wand and christen her an unquali-

fied success.

She did brief stints on several news-
papers, began writing radio scripts,

got a job soliciting business for an ad-

vertising agency, and finally opened
an agency of her own. After han-
dling a number of radio accounts,

she established a production company
in New York. There she cast talent,

directed, supervised an engineering

and technical staff, and personally

"wrote and perpetrated" singing

commercials.

It was in April of 1945 that the

aa I o

first big program idea hit her. Look-
ing it over, she decided it was some-

thing really new in radio, and worth
a whirl. She would organize a

feminine "roundtable of romance"
featuring five of the nation's most
glamorous and successful career girls.

The girls must be witty, she decided;

popular, happy and beautifully

dressed. Then—as if that weren't

enough—she threw in an additional

requirement. To insure diversifica-

tion in their advice on affairs of

heart and home, each must represent

a different type of thinking!

She foresaw the fact that men
would come in for a lot of lambast-

ing from her panel, but she didn't

mind a bit. A career girl herself,

she was all for the lady-folk having

an inning. However, partly as a sop

to male listeners, and partly because

the mascuhne element is essential to

romance, she made provision for one

well-known man to be present on

each broadcast in order to defend his

sex.

Thus Leave It To The Girls was

born. It burgeoned and bloomed.

For more than two and a half years

it originated in New York, and the

loveliest career women in Gotham
served on its "panel of sexperts."

'Leave It To The Girls" is heard on WHB, Friday at 7:30 p.m.

"Meet The Pres^' is heard on WHB, Friday at 9:00 p.m.
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Maggie McNellis, Paula Stone, Aus'
tine Cassini, Madge Evans, Florence

Pritchett, Robin Chandler and Eloise

McElhone, barb'tongued "baby'' of

the group, were among the illustrious

guest counsellors who raised general

riot with their frequently scathing

opinions of the male sex and their

far from gentle advice to listeners

with romantic problems.

In January of this year, Leave It

To The Girls and Martha left for

Hollywood, where some of the most
glamorous of the West Coast career

girls now sit in on the weekly ses'

sions. Constance Bennett, Sylvia

Sydney and Binnie Barnes comprise

the permanent members of the show.

Each week, a new guest star com'
pletes the panel. Actor George
Brent has assumed the role of moder'
ator-arbitrator—and don't think that

isn't a job when the girls get going!

Although Martha Rountree has

steered Leave It To The Girls with a

light touch, her versatility of pace

and interest is evidenced by the suc'

cessful and widely acclaimed Meet
The Press. Conducted as a bona fide

press conference, each week an expert

in government, politics, foreign policy

or some currently spotlighted walk of

life is literally put on the carpet by
four trained newspaper men or

women. This is radio's first regular

series of press conferences and frc'

quently previews national headlines.

Those who have been interviewed

on Meet The Press include John L.

Lewis, Harold E. Stassen, Senator
Pepper, Harry Bridges, Robert Taft,

Fiorello La Guardia and Thomas
Dewey. If you've been wondering
how Martha gets the "big shots" on
her show—take the case of the late

Senator Bilbo. After the Congres'
sional investigation, the Gentleman
from Mississippi was the target of a

dozen radio producers. His answer
was always a decided "No!" But
Martha Rountree, whose soft South'

em ways belie her strength of pur'

pose, isn't one to take "no" for an
answer. Tagging the Senator, she

caught his attention, looked up at

him with her bland blue eyes and
said, "Now, Senator Bilbo, we South'

erners have to stick together, don't

we? You will appear on my show,

now won't you, suh?" The Senator

would and the Senator did!

Which probably explains better

than anything how the little lady

from Florida (who still talks with a

deep Southern drawl, in spite of

eight years residence in nervous New
York) arrived in one of the top posi'

tions in radio. It also should make
it clear that Meet The Press and

Leave It To The Girls are just the

beginning for lovely Martha Roun-

tree, who not only has ideas, but

knows how to put her ideas to work
and make them pay off.

What's In A Name At Mutual: Win Elliot is quizmaster of ^uic\ As
A Flash; Roger Elliott is featured on House of Mystery; Elliott Lewis is an

actor on various programs; and Fulton Lewis, Jr., is Mutual's Washington
reporter on national affairs.

A
A six'year'old coming home from school said she had had a long con'

vcrsation with the teacher. "J^st what did ycu say," asked her mother.

"I said *uh'huh* twice!"

—

Journal of Education.



. . . Kansas City's oldest call letters, provide

the brightest and best in radio enterfainment!

THERE is a new, a greater WHB in Kansas City, with increased technical

facilities and a New Listen in programming. Pictured here is one corner of

the completely modern building which houses the powerful 10,000-watt trans-

mitter, and a section of the 350-foot tower which beams the voice of WHB
across 120 counties of Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Iowa and Nebraska.

WHB is at a new position on your radio dial now, 710. This low frequency

insures clear, interference-free coverage, and means that the excellent entertain-

ment for which WHB is famous may be enjoyed by 3,287,687 listeners over a

five-state area.

But best of all, WHB is on the air at night, as well as during the day,

broadcasting bright, locally-produced programs and the finest Mutual network

features.

So, for the best in radio fare, night and day, look for the New Listen!

Swing your dial to 710!
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Every Monday night at 7.00, CST, Les Tremayne becomes the

on—suave, super-slueth of the airways,

tadio's toughest shamus is "Michael Shayne, Private Detective."

role v^as created by Brett Haliiday and stars Jeff Chandler

Monday evening at 9:00.

PWednesday at 7:30 p.m., Harry Norrell is featured in "High

I'enture."

I Benton Surkas takes his turn at entertaining WHB and Mutual

jjners in "Racket Smashers," 8:30 p.m. Wednesday.

Don't let the smile fool you. That's Elliot Cooper of "Quiet

ise," the eerie thriller aired Monday at 8:30 p.m.

Stoats Cotsworth is the district attorney and Santos Ortega

^s the title role in "Roger Kilgore, Public Defender." The

hentic dramatizations are heard at 9:00 p.m. Tuesday.

Olgo Druce produces "House of Mystery," much-kudoed chil-

In's drama, every Sunday afternoon at 3:00. That's "Mystery

li" Roger Elliott beside her.

i Producer Jock McGregor gets the best out of Lon Clark and

iirlotte Manson, who are heard at 5:30 p.m. Sunday in "Nick

iter, Master Detective."

lAs soft-voiced Charlie Chan, Santos Ortega solves crimes Mon-

1' night at 7:30.

I "The Casebook of Gregory Hood," heard at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday,

]n intrigue and adventure series starring Elliott Lewis.

James Meighan plays Alan Drake, insurance company trouble-

oter, in "Special Agent,"

'3 p.m. Tuesday.



Complete

Coverage

WHB's own capable news staff is augmented

by a complete battery of top network analysts

and commentators. i

1. Six days a week, Sunday at 6:30 p.m., weekdays a

8:00 p.m. (CST), Gabriel Heatter broadcasts his exclusivil

news commentary direct from his home studio.
'

2. Mutual's hard-hitting Washington reporter, Fulton Lewis

Jr., is heard Monday through Friday at 6:00 p.m.

3. Mrs. Robert A. Taft is being interviev/ed by the exper

newsmen of "Meet The Press," which meets Friday evenin

at 9:00. Sitting in, producer Martha Rountree.

4. The engineer and producer of Mutual's Radio Newsree

recreate the news as it happens via tape recorder ever

week evening at 8:15 p.m.

5. Favorite of Sunday noon is William L. Shirer.

6. "The Human Side of the News" is the specialty of Edwi

C Hill, heard Monday through Friday at 6:55 p.m.

7. Henry J. Taylor presents his analysis of the news an

answers to questions at 6:30 Monday and Friday evening-

8. Daytime listeners enjoy the deliberate style of Cedn

Foster, reporting important happenings at 2:00 p.m

Monday through Friday.

9. Behind the scenes of "Behind the Front Page." All thes

people are required to present the Mutual show eac

Sunday evening at 6:00.

10. Bill Cunningham of the Boston "Globe" does a 1:3

p.m. stint at the MBS mike every Sunday, calling thl

shots as he sees them.





KIDS „ . ^

1. Chuck Ramsey pulls more than a mas-

querade bunny (Joyce Ryan) out of the hot

on Captain Midnight, for WHB and Mutual

fans, every weekday at 5:30 p.m., CST.

2. At 5:45 p.m., Monday through Friday,

there's a rip-roarin' western adventure withi

Curley Bradley, the Tom Mix of radio fame.

3. Emcee Jack Barry presents the canine

guest to Juvenile Jury, in session Sundo)

afternoon at 2:30. From left to right: Charlie

Hankinson, 6V2; Robin Morgan, 6; Stevie

Wolfgang, 6; Peggy Bruder, 10; and Dickie

Orlan, 7.

4. it's a bird, it's a plane, it':

Superman with Jackie Kelk

cub photographer; Joan Alex

ander, "Lois Lane"; Jacksor

Beck, supporting actor, one

.Clayton Collyer who is-

"Superman."

5. In real life, this piece 0

pulchritude is Marianne Ber1

rand. At 5:45 p.m., Monda
through Friday, she's Jane, th

youthful ward of Tom Mix. '

'

6. Benay Venuta, mistress-oi

ceremonies, welcomes scree

star Pat O'Brien and his so

Terry Kevin O'Brien to Kee

Up With the Kids, heard 0

Saturday at 8 p.m.

7. Here is a moment of per

sive meditation in the Juvenii

Jury life of youthful Stev

Wolfgang.

8. As sharp as she is winsom

10-year old Peggy Bruder co

tributes charm and intelligeni

to Juvenile Jury.











1. Riggers work 350 feet above the

ground as the last section of tower is

hoisted into place.

2. The transmitter building in early

stages of construction.

3. Heart and nerve center of WHB's new

10,000-watt transmitter is this control

console which operates the completely

modern RCA equipment.

4. Electrical circuits are adjusted by con-

densers and coils contained in the brick

"dog house" at the tower base.

5. Shortages of labor and material pre-

vented rapid completion, but progress

was reasonably steady. Excavation began

November 21, 1946; and WHB took the

air with 10,000 watts on its new fre-

quency May 30, 1948.

6. These machines and others moved

80,000 cubic yards of dirt before actual

construction started.

7. In charge of installation was Henry

Goldenberg, who helped build the orig-

inal WHB transmitter in 1922, and has

served as chief engineer of the station

ever since.

8. In case of emergency, this gasoline-

driven generator can supply power to

keep WHB on the air indefinitely.

10,000 WATT



EVERYBODY JOINS IN • . •

1. Eddie Dunn is quizmaster of the fast-

moving "True or False," heard over

WHB each Saturday at 5:30 p.m. (CST).

2. Emcee Bill Slater asks "Twenty Ques-

tions/' Saturday evening at 7:00. Here

New Jersey's Governor Driscoll joins the

program's regular panel.

3. Autographs and solid singing are dis-

pensed by Johnny Desmond on the Satur-

day morning "Teentimer Club" at 10:30.

4. "Take A Number" at 5:00 p.m. Satur-

day, suggests showmaster Bob Shepard.

5. Ralph Barnes and Jim Backus clown

through rehearsal for a new summer

show, soon to be heard over WHB.

6. During a broadcast of "Leave It To

The Girls" at 7:30 p.m., Friday, Nigel

Bruce pleads the case of the human male.

But Sylvia Sydney, Joan Leslie and Binnie

Barnes look unconvinced.

7. Lew Lehr is amazed, and so are the

other mad characters whose Saturday

evening "Stop Me If You've Heard This"

blows tubes and generates smiles at 7:30.

8. Seated around "Alexander's Media-

tion Board" each Sunday at 7 p.m. are

A. L. Alexander (third from left), and a

distinguished panel.



...and f/ie fun /s MUTUAL!
9. Henry La Cossitt sits in judgment as topical

issues are tossed back and forth on "Opinion-

Aire," at 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday.

10. Ladies fair provide ladies' fare on "Queei

For A Day," heard Monday through Friday a

1.00 p.m.
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1. Kate Smith Speaks over WHB every

morning at 11:00 (CST), Monday through

Friday. With her is manager Ted Collins.

2. The joint jumps v/hen bandleader Lionel

Hampton gets loose on the skins. It hap-

'pens at 8:30 p.m., Saturday.

3. Whistlin' Tex Beneke steps mikeside each
Sunday evening at 10:00.

4. From this vast stage the Chicago Theatre

of the Air, musical favorite of millions,

broadcasts on Saturday at 9:00 p.m.

5. At 9:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,

the drama of real life moves in review.

Here is John Nesbitt, narrator and pro-

ducer of the famous Passing Parade.

6. Goofy? You bet! Korn's A-Krackin' Satur-

day night at 10:00 with Flash and Whistler.

7. Jimmie Fidler scoops the film colony
Sunday evening at 7:30.

8. All Star Revue presents crooner Andy
Russell at 8:30 p.m., Thursday.

9. Laughs on the blue plate when you
Meet Me At Park/s Sunday at 8:00 p.m.



jl. Billy Rose, newspaperman, show-

jman and entrepreneur, airs his highly

{entertaining Pitching Horseshoes over

iwHB at 7:55 p.m. (CST), Monday
through Friday.

|2. Lovely Martha Rountree is the
originator of Meet The Press and Leave

it To The Girls. (See page 41.)

3. A pair of Mutual's top dayt

programs. Heart's Desire and Qu
For A Day, are produced by Raym<

R. Morgan. (See page 29.)

4. The president of the Mutual Bro

casting System, Edgar Kobak, revi|

the record and points to the future

Beyond the New Horizon, page 7



Pre-salad programming and promotion was part of

the credo that a radio station is "people in action"

HANDSPRINGS D

ONCE upon a time, back in

WHB's Threadbare Thirties,

Donald Dwight Davis dictated a sales

letter. "We don't have the largest sta'

tion in town," Don confessed to the

Dictaphone, "and we don't have the

greatest coverage, the best facilities or

a network affiliation. We aren't even

on the air at night. But give us your
business and we'll turn handsprings

down Main Street to sell merchant

dise!"

The first New York time'buyer

who received this challenge probably

grinned tolerantly and pitched the let'

ter at the nearest wastebasket. But
WHB had a large stock of letterheads

and D. D. D. had a good signing

arm. After a while, big time adver'

tisers decided to risk the Kansas City
daylighter. Seeking a quick escape if

the experiment soured, they plastered

their contracts with more riders than
a rodeo. And then, to their surprise,

they discovered that WHB perform'
ance excelled the Davis build'Up.

Those handsprings down Main Street

sold goods!

WHB'ers were brash, brazen and
loaded with confidence. Standard pro'

cedure was to bite off more than
they could chew—and then swallow
hard. For instance, when Georgie
Porgie breakfast food came to town
in. 1931, there wasn't a single box of

by M. H. "MOUSE" STRAIGHT

the product in a Kansas City grocery

store. No salesmen called on the trade.

But Doc Hopkins and Cranberry Bill

(he talked through his nose and
panicked the kids) went on WHB's
air for half an hour every morning
and every afternoon, and within two
days the grocers were crying for help

and Georgie Porgie. By the score, they

phoned Harrison 1161 to find out

where they got the item, which was
soon a staple on Kansas City store

shelves.

There were two types of adver'

tisers in this era. One group wanted
to treat their customers to entertain'

ment simply for the good will in'

volved
—

"institutional," it was called.

The other type saw in radio a new,
hard-hitting medium which might

double or triple the return from their

advertising dollars. Only the latter

group ever came to WHB. These ad'

venturesome retailers— bless 'em!—
were necessarily skeptical, cold'

blooded and crafty. Their favorite

stunt was to load a minutC'and-a'half

commercial with from five to ten

"specials"—^values offered "only if

you mention this WHB program.'*
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It put the station squarely on the spot

:

deliver or else! Happily, folks in

droves bought these "test items," and
WHB gradually won acceptance as

a bcLsic advertising medium.

"Shipwreck" Kelly fathered one

WHB commercial success, and unwit'

tingly brought a new program feature

to the Kansas
I City area. He was

hired to sit on a

I

flagpole at 12th

and Grand, and

;

WHB was signed

to broadcast his

i
progress three

1 times a day by re-

mote control.
After Kelly broke

his own world's

^ durance, he descended from his perch,

]t but the remote control lines were still

I'
there—with the first month's rent

< paid. Since General Manager John
/ Schilling hated to waste this invest-

ment, the "Voice of Kansas City"

was born—the first sidewalk micro-

phone broadcast in the Midwest, and
one of the first in the country. Later

moved over to Main Street for a

clothing company sponsor, it drew
scads of mail, and on a single test

day, sold 20 fur coats.

Personal appearance shows of every

kind were a part of the "handsprings

down Main Street" formula. To
Henry Goldenberg, WHB's chief en-

gineer who supervised the remotes, it

s often seemed there were more shows

j
outside the studios than in.

^
The Jones Radio Revue lured 1,400

I
people every noontime to the Jones

Store auditorium. The V^eatherman

in Person, first program of its kind

in radio, was a daily broadcast direct

from the office of A. M. Hamrick,
chief government forecaster. The Kan-
SOS City Kiddies' Revue brought a

carefully rehearsed crowd of young-
sters to the air each Saturday morning
from the Jenkins Music Company
auditorium. And the famous North'
side Municipal Court broadcasts

were, for years, the talk of the town.

Even back in 1933, the radio indus'

try was promotion-minded. Brochures,

broadsides, booklets and ballyhoo

tumbled off the presses in profusion

to tell Business about the new way
to sell. As an ex-advertising agency
man and avid copywriter, Don Davis
longed to get into the act. Only a

slight matter of dollars and cents held

him back. Then he conceived the idea

of getting out a WHB Yearbook and
selHng it to WHB listeners— with

extra copies for advertisers and pros-

pects paid for from the proceeds. The
result was a 64-page book, in black

and silver, that set a new standard in

its field. The listeners had a souvenir,

the advertisers w^on a new look at an

ambitious station, and Don had a

chance to whet his editorial pen!

As might be expected, not all the

ideas that rolled from WHB's mills

turned out exactly as planned. Take
the 14th anniversary celebration, for

example. Dick Smith and Company
went on the air one morning to an-

nounce that at two o'clock, balloons

with dollar bills or theatre tickets tied

to them would be dropped from the

Scarritt Building roof, home of

WHB's Penthouse Studios. By 1:30,

the streets around the building were

a sea of faces. Everybody . had come
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and brought his brother along. Then
the first balloon was dropped, and
there was a wild scramble. With
visions of lawsuits and constabulary

before their eyes, Messrs. Davis and
Schilling called an abrupt halt to the

celebration. Thereafter, every hour on
the hour, balloons filled with nice,

safe helium were released from the

roof to carry their treasures to eager,

but scattered, recipients.

The biggest handspring of all was
WHB's 15th Anniversary celebration,

in 1937. Blazing an entirely new
trail, as usual, the station took eight

full'page ads in the old Kansas City

Journal'Post during the Anniversary

week. The climax was a big party in

Municipal Auditorium, including a

coast'to'coast, local talent origination

for the Mutual Broadcasting System.

Though it was advertised only on the

air, the party drew a crowd of 15,000

cheering fans to the Auditorium, an
all-time attendance record which still

j

stands.

' The charm of the old WHB was
' that listeners never knew what would
I happen next, so they stayed tuned
in to find out. A parade of new and
diverting personalities constantly

trooped to the mike. Don and John
pushed everything else aside to audi'

tion a new hillbilly act, just up from
Brownsville . . . or a deep'voiced

blues singer (sopranos were frowned
upon) ... or a talking mouse. The
"finds" were tested on the daily Staff
Frolic. If they clicked, they went on
programs of their own, and later won
sponsors.

This system produced Dr. Russell

Pratt, the highest paid comedian to

work for a local station; Jess Kirk'

patrick, the priceless mimic and ex'

All America gridster; Mr. Dooly, who
answered questions sent in by listeners

after spending a whole day in research

to learn the answers himself; Ed
Meadows, whose Meadows Beauty
Forum crusaded for feminine pulchri'

tude, with demonstrations in the

studio; and Cece Widdifield, who af'

fected a French accent and brought
in hundreds of sample requests for a

local shampoo. Neither before nor
since has there ever been such a color'

ful, delightful, mildly insane crew!

The sales staff's greatest handicap

in those pioneering years was the fact

that advertisers themselves rarely

heard WHB programs. By the time

they got home from their stores and
offices in the evening, "local sunset''

had drawn the curtain on the WHB
broadcasting day. This was the motive

for a long series of luncheon club

shows, including the epic on the

"Zilch Knee-Action Buttonhook" and

the tabloid musical comedy, J^undina^

tion Is a Cinch. ("Nundination," it

developed, meant marketing.)

Individual commercial shows were
promoted just as excitingly as the sta'

tion as a whole. Air plugs, letters,

posters and stunts focused attention

on new attractions. One of the best

was the astonisher whomped up by
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Frank Barhydt for a World Series in no longer. Its frequency and power
the early 40's. It involved ten win' have the New Look, its programming
some, curvacious beauties, who sepa' offers the New Listen, and Alma
rately called on the town's leading Mater can at last afford to get smug
businessmen. "I'm Miss Jones," an' and complacent, waiting for orders

nounced doll to receptionist, "and to flood in over the transom.

I've brought Mr. Nabob his World Could be—but one gets you ten

Series tickets." This immediately there will be no complacency, because

opened the door of the sanctum WHB'ers can't live down these cob-

sanctorum, and the young lady handed blestone callouses on their palms. The
over a pair of "armchair tickets" for habit is ingrown. In the future, as in

the big event—via WHB! the past, they'll be turning hand-

But now WHB is a peanut-whistle springs down Main Street!

CDmmendation
DURING a National Safety Campaign, Curley Bradley (the Tom Mix

of radio fame), always a leader in nationwide child safety campaigns,

devoted two weeks to stressing his favorite subject over the air. The last

day of his campaign, as he waited to cross a street on his way to the studio,

Bradley noticed a lO-year-old boy crossing against the light. He called the

lad back, and the two crossed together when the light changed. Reaching
the other side of the street, the boy said, "Give me your name, Mister. I

want to send it to Tom Mix on the radio."

A
On the Stop Me If Tou've Heard This series, comedian Lew Lehr told

the following as one of his favorite stories. A vaudevillean approached a book-
ing agent with, "Say, Tve got a terrific act! My dog plays the piano and
my parrot sings opera."

Said the cynical agent, "Give with the proof."

The dog played. The parrot sang.

"Great! Terrific! Wonderful!" screamed the agent. "I'll get you
$5,000 a week!"

"But I only want $300," said the actor.

"Why?" asked the agent.

"It's all a fake," replied the actor, bursting into tears. "The parrot

doesn't sing at all. The dog's a ventriloquist."

AACYNICAL reporter, new to the radio beat, entered the sanctum marked
"MBS Press." "Pretty snappy numbers around here," he remarked,

eyeing the chic young woman talking to the photo editor.

Approaching a busy worker, he started his conversation with, "Say,

I'm Whooziz and I've heard a lot about some good looking dame named
Rountree who's supposed to be producer of Meet The Press and Leave It

To The Girls. I just want to prove to myself that's she's probably an over-

ballyhooed camera'Stopper. But before getting to that, tell me, who's the

good looking dame talking to the photo editor?"

"That," the young network press agent Sctid quietly, "is Martha Roun-
tree."
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rhere's more to a broadcast web than

neets the ear—and all of it costs money!
\

by E. M. JOHNSON
Director of Engineering

Mutual Broadcasting System

N case you are considering starting

a network, you might be interested

3 know that just one item—wire line

acilities—costs the Mutual Broad'
asting System more than two million

ollars a year!

Just what are wire line facilities?

Contrary to popular belief, radio net'

^orks do not use radio to transmit

rograms from station to station

—

ley use telephone wires, by the mile!

lany hours of planning go into the

lethods in which these lines can be
rranged to meet MutuaPs require'

lents and at the same time provide

'le highest broadcast quality. Mutual,
t present, uses over 25,000 miles of

lese lines, or more than enough to

rcle the globe, and the arrangement
F each strand is as intricate and pre'

se in pattern as if it were to make
p a cloth of Chantilly lace.

' Because there is more than one
tne zone in the country, it is neces'

ry to provide a set'up of wire lines

hich is sufficiently flexible to meet
ly problem. For instance, the chil'

'en's programs originate in New
ork between five and six p.m. If we
ere to feed the entire network simul'

|neously with these programs, they
ould be on the air in the West Coast
gion between two and three p.m..

when the children are in school.

Similarly, if we were to originate these

programs in Los Angeles between five

and six p.m. Los Angeles time, they

would be broadcast in the East be'

tween eight and nine p.m., when the

little dears are tucked away in bed.

Thus, we have divided our network
of 500 plus stations into the various

time zones. Under such an arrange'

ment, it is possible for four separate

programs to be fed simultaneously to

the different time zones by using one
key station in each time zone as an
origination point. Begin to see now
where those 25,000 miles of telephone

wire are going? Not to mention the

two million dollars?

Still interested in starting your net'

work? Well, let's take up the three

principal segments of Mutual's Engi'

neering Department. You, too, must
have one, you know. They are the

Traffic Division, the Facilities Divi'

sion, and the Plans and Allocations

Division. We have already mentioned,

in part, the permanent line facilities

of the network, which is the opera'

tional function of the Traffic Divi*

sion. Another important problem of
the engineers is to see that the proper
program goes to the right stations at

the right time. To get S,ueen For A
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Day with his coffee instead of Fulton

Lewis, Jr., can be disconcerting to the

most generous'minded listener. This

routing of programs is accomplished

not only by ordering facilities from
the telephone company, but by super'

vising installation to assure smooth
production. Sometimes, however,

things don't work out for one reason

or another.

Ted Husing, famous sports author'

ity, was, for example, scheduled to do

a series of football broadcasts over

Mutual, his first ''frec'lance" assign'

ment after he resigned from CBS.
Another sports announcer, Red Bar'

ber, took over Husing's CBS post,

and that network, too, was scheduled

to air the football games. Everything

went along fine on this particular

Saturday, until late in the first quar'

ter when a supervisor for A. T. and
T. walked into their control room,

and on discovering Husing on MBS
and Barber on CBS, decided someone

had mixed things up, and promptly

switched them! A few minutes and

himdreds of telephone calls later, the

broadcasters were back on the right

networks, thanks to the Traffic Divi'

sion.

Also part of the Traffic Division

is the Wire Communications Section,

which handles the voluminous tele'

type, telegraph and cable traffic to

and from Mutual. This section trans-

mits nearly a million words a month,
quite a figure when you consider that

a good sized novel contains about

80,000 words.

The Facilities Division handles the

supervision of Mutual's studios and
theatres, ticket distribution, and
maintenance of these facilities— a

herculean task in itself. Each week,

an average of 32,000 tickets to broad'

casts are issued. Control of audiences

must be maintained while the program
is on the air, and upon completion of

a program, the theatre must be

emptied and preparation made for the

next show, which may be on the air

in less than an hour. Iodine and its

application would seem to be far re'

moved from the labor of the knights

of the sextant, but not from those of

radio engineers in the Facihties Divi-

sion. Turned ankles are their specialty,

accidents peculiar to radio broadcast

goers, derived from dashes for seat

closer to Win Elliot at ^uic\ As /
Flash or any other "audience" show

Another more pleasant assignmen

under the supervision of the Facilitie

Division is that (for a better defim*

tion) of keeping the cHent happy

This is done by providing the prope

technical equipment and stage prop

required for the presentation of hi

programs, with mirrors and a pine

of Hindu magic. After a little of thai

theatre repair is a problem taken i

easy stride.

(Continued on page 79)



by IRENE CCONNat

Whether the audience he vast or intimate, Dud Williamsot^s

show is sock entertainment.

VAUDEVILLE is vaudeville-
radio is radio, and never the

twain shall meet, except in a show
man named Dud Williamson, who is

equally at home behind the footlights

or a mike. He has brought the two
together but successfully by way of

a Mutual'Don Lee radio show called

What's The Jiame Of That Song?

\ Two years ago. Radio Life voted
'the then new program most likely to

remain—in radio, that is. The astute

judges had no way of knowing What's
The T^ame Of That Song? would be
come not only a coast'tO'Coast radio

feature, with a West Coast repeat

broadcast, but also one of the few
radio shows capable of holding its

3wn in the theatre. The reason for

this versatility is Dud Williamson.

Born in the Klondike, Williamson
was handling his own sluice box and
pans by the age of five. When Dud's
Family moved from Alaska to Seattle,

lie moved into show business by way
pf hating apple picking. Needing
|»me pocket money, he joined the

I

icighborhood apple picking gang for
ibout 40 cents worth, just enough to

convince him there were easier ways
to earn money. Some fast talk per'

suaded a theatre manager he could

sing—and this constituted Dud's first

show booking. After several starts

and stops, including a stint in San
Francisco when he exchanged work
at a gas station for meals, he finally

caught on in the entertainment busi'

ness and made the complete Coast
circuit for Fanchon and Marco in a

song'and'dance act.

Back in Frisco, Dud started his

radio career as an announcer, took a

fling at the advertising agency busi'

ness, and returned to Seattle to man'
age a station there. In Seattle he
came up with the idea of What's The
Klame Of That Song? known around
the studio, and hereafter in this arti'

cle, as Song. Within a year after

its network debut. Song became one
of Mutual's strongest entries in the

"Hooper Derby" and as the mail'

swamped clerks at KHJ can testify,

the program has one of the strongest

mail pulls in radio.

In case you haven't heard Song,

here's how it works. Five or six par'

"n'hat's the Name of That SongT" is heard on WHB, Saturday at 6:30 p.m
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ticipants are chosen at random from
the audience. Dud Williamson brief'

ly asks each contestant his name, home
address and occupation in such a way
aa to soothe the nervous individual

and put him at ease. Then the piano

duo, Lou Maury and Frank Leihtner,

plays three numbers . . . one after the

other. The contestant is asked to

name all three—one song title correct

receives $5; two, $15; three, $30. If

the contestant succeeds, he is re
quested to sing one of the songs he

identified. A jackpot question is made
available to the rest of the audience.

When radio shows take to the

stage, they too often fall flat on their

gag-lines, with the possible exception

of what broadcasters refer to as the

"Big Ten." But when Song hes'

itantly accepted a week's engagement
in San Francisco's Golden Gate The-
atre, the show was held over two
weeks, which in itself is an almost un-

heard of procedure, and the theatre

manager reported to New York: 'It's

a wonderful stage feature. The laughs

are terrific and as a featured show
it could play anywhere in the world."

Which from a theatre manager is

praise a la mode.

Thanks to his early vaudeville ex'

perience. Dud finds playing his prO'

grams behind the footlights easier than

before the mike, even though a week's

engagement means four shows a day
for five days and five shows for two
days—a total of 30 shows. For one
thing. Dud says, the pressure's off.

A vaudeville act is allotted so much
stage time, that's true, but if you're

a couple of minutes over or under,

nobody cares. In radio, it's 29:30

on the nose, or else. For another,

you can '"work the show." Dead
spots, an anathema to broadcasters,

don't bother the stage artist a bit.

Since radio appeals to the ear only,

silence is the quickest interest-killer.

But on stage, if a contestant doesn't

answer right away, the emcee can

wait. For laughs, he can pull a dozen
sight gags that would be completely

lost over the air.

And perhaps most important, ac-

cording to Dud, on stage you can

see immediately how the audience re-

acts. Then, if the show's not moving
the way it should, tactics can be

,

changed then and there. On the air,

all you can do is pray and wait fori

the mail response, which means a week:

goes by before you know whether or^

not, as far as your listeners are con-

cerned, you did a good show.

Oddly enough, the very things :

which make the stage show easier for

Dud, as an emcee, make it tougher

on his contestants. Those who go on

stage with him are always far more

nervous than those who appear with

him at the mike. There are 3,50C
,

people in a vaudeville house, the con

testants are panicked by the sea oi

faces. At a broadcast the 300-scai
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house appears a cozy little group by
comparison. Participants forget the

millions listening to them, and along

jwith the millions—their panic.

At one stage show, for instance,

a contestant became so frightened she

istarted to faint. Luckily, she made
an off'Stage recovery, came back be'

fore the act was over and finished her

routine. For her courage, the audi'

ence gave her a tremendous ovation.

Dud has never had anything like this

happen on the air.

As far as audience reaction itself

goes, Dud finds people are pretty

much the same whether they come
gratis or pay $1.50 for an evening's

[entertainment at a theatre. Both au'

diences want to see the contestants

win, with one important exception.

The minute a contestant starts acting

the comedian, the audience freezes on
him, won't applaud and wants him
to lose.

I

As every actor who has appeared
'before a mike or behind the foot'

1 lights knows, it takes a completely

{different technique to satisfy a stage

audience. It can't be done by voice

alone. The audience is small in a

studio, close enough to the performer
to see every little detail. In a theatre,

the audience is large, most of the

[people sit much farther away from
the stage. The actor has to compen'
sate for this distance. If he doesn't,

I

the show goes dead no matter how

I

brilliant it is to the first six rows.

Theatre managers believe this is the

'reason radio shows with terrific air

appeal often lay eggs when they're

put on the vaudeville circuit.

For his stage shows. Dud makes up
three different sets of songs, rehearses

them once with the theatre orchestra,

then rotates the sets among his daily

shows. On the air, of course, there's

a different set of songs each week
Once, in an effort to make the qucs'

tion easy. Dud selected three carols

for a Christmas broadcast and the

jackpot contestant not only didn't

recognize Adeste Fidelis, but insisted

he'd never heard it.

According to Dud, there's nothing
to the talk among radio critics of

studio audiences that "nothing can
be that funny," that radio shows get

laughs only because the audience pays
nothing for its tickets. Dud finds

both audiences equally receptive and
equally willing to give with the *'ha,

ha" if the lines warrant it, whether
the onlookers get their tickets for the

asking, or pay top theatre prices for

them.

But the biggest enjoyment Dud
Williamson gets from his vaudeville

shows is from the people who come
to see him backstage after he's fin'

ished his act. From their reactions,

he's convinced there's no prototype
for ^ny given voice. Each one ex'

presses a different opinion of how
he imagined Dud looked from listen'

ing to What's The Name Of That
Song? And to Dud's relief, not one
of them has been disappointed. *'Out'

wardly, anyway," he says. "That is,

I'd hate to think they all played
poker."

What's Dud's wish upon a star?

You've guessed it—^to keep his com'
bine of radio'vaudeville going success'

fully. From the Hooperating of Song
and the theatre reception wherever
the show appears—it looks like Dud
Williamson's wish is a "natural."
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The story of Mr, P. A., typewriter toreador

. whose favorite kin are press relations.

by JIM O'BRYON
Director of Preaa

Mutual Broadcasting System

T^HE sky was blue, the sun shone,

X and the seats in the Coliseum were
mpty. The emperor Caligula felt a

lecp sense of betrayal—after all, the

how was good. The performers who
Ltc and the performers who were

'iraten attended to their acts with as'

onishing reality. But—a problem,

hose empty seats!

Caligula tugged at his toga, tickled

lis left tibia and came up with an
dea worthy of the imperial purple;

le would throw not one, but entire

ob lots of Christians to the Nubian
{ions. Up would go the flagging

liooper of the Circus Maximus and
jlome would again hail him as her

i

greatest showman!

There you have the father of mod'
rn press agentry, although some in'

ist the honors belong to Moses, of
jhe Red Sea incident, who had more
han one gag up his venerable sleeve

I
nd is still making space.

Less gory than Caligula's brain'

term but just as effective on modern

I

lay Hooperatings are the drum beat'

I

tig efforts behind almost every radio

show. Even glamorous personalities

are apt to be pretty ordinary in their

copymaking potentialities. The same
thing goes for radio programs. Their

natural headline qualities are soon

exhausted. This is where the over'

worked press agent steps in with a

"terrific" idea for that hmited space

in a newspaper or maga2;ine.

The press-agent, after communing
with his muse (usually found at Joe's

Place down the street), labors and
brings forth ama2;ing "ideas" designed

to beguile the editor into giving away
headline space, and the public into

liking the headlines.

Broadway press agentry still guards

a beat in its tinselled heart for one
Faith Bacon, whose ostrich fan wav'
ing had fatigued the New York press.

Faith, attired mainly in hope, love,

fans and goose pimples, set forth from
her Park Avenue apartment one fine

April day to give her pet fawn an
airing. New York apartments can bc'

come very close in April.

Needless to say. Faith had much
company on her stroll. It was when
the gendarmes descended, by precon'

ceived design, to bundle Miss Bacon
into their official jalopy that a two'
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column possible picture was turned

into a four column "must" with
streamer.

And if you don't believe a press

agent will go to the ends of the earth

to make page three, four, five or six,

read on. Without divulging names,

because those involved may be de'

sirous of swinging around the circuit

a second time when the need is great,

let us tell you of the P. A. and the

lady columnist who loved Holland
Beer. Unable to find any in her neigh-

borhood, her spirits were naturally

depressed. Mr. Press Agent got the

word. Immediately he persuaded his

airline client to fly some Holland Beer

to the lady in distress. Thereafter he

had httle trouble getting mentions in

her copy.

Another airline sent to South
America for special orchids to hand
out at a press cocktail party.

Mutual decided to be the first net'

work to cover fashions and resorts

abroad. So the Mutual crew, fashion

editor, photographers, and models like

Mike Mauree and Louise Snider who
are regularly featured on MBS com-
mercial shows, packed bag and bag-

gage and flew to Bermuda. All hands
worked and enjoyed a vacation at the

same time. It may be entirely inci-

dental that the black-and-white and
color layouts made the roto sections

of newspapers and magazines all over

the country—and that the publicity

department chalked up another first.

Then, there's the problem of politics

and politicians. Don't give them an
inch, and they won't take a mile.

Sometimes they get perturbed, and
that's when Mr. P. A. obtains his

space-breaking "stuff." In Washing-

ton not long ago, network special

events men placed a microphone in

front of Henry Wallace. Wallace
kicked it off the table, stepped on it,

went on talking. The recording ma-
chines kept grinding, the photo bulbs

flashing. Net result, great broadcast,

page one story and pictures.

Lacking color copy on William L.

Shirer, a bright young lady in the

MBS press room put on a new face,

dusted her typewriter and stuck out

her neck with a story about how the

news commentator entertained himself

during his spare time by playing

topical tunes on musical bottles.

These, it seems, he had collected for

their harmonic qualities during his

extended foreign assignments. Mov-
ing blithely into print by way of net-

work press releases, the story of Mr.
Shirer's unusual pastime filtered into

the offices of a national picture maga-

zine. They called the network's press

chief and asked: "How's about our

getting a picture spread of Shirer

playing Loch Lomond on those musi-

cal bottles?"

"Sure, sure, of course. Count on

us," was the unblushing reply. Only
it was a little hard to understand,

because the chief's heart was in his

mouth and it blurred the edges of his

words as they squeezed around it.

To find an assortment of bottles

was no task at all. To teach William

L. Shirer to tap out Loch Lomond
wasn't so easy. But after a Httle stall-

ing the magazine got its pictures, the

Shirer radio program a shot in the

arm, and the bright young lady in the

MBS press room a few well chosen

remarks on imagination and how to

keep it reined in.
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The best laid plans of mice and
publicity men gang aft a'gley. Take
the "Change the name of Berlin to

Centerville" exploitation plan. It was
an effort to boost the

listener'interest on The
Aldrich Family during

the war. Centerville, a

town of highest Ameri'
can standards, micrO'

phone'deep in the Ameri'

can way of life, is the

name of the mythical

town on Chfford Gold'

smith's radio program.

To change the name of

Berlin to Centerville was
a press agent's dream,

especially in a period of furious flag'

waving. To go to work on Berlin,

Germany, was, of course, out of the

question, even for a press agent. But
there was a Berlin, New Jersey! The
city fathers agreed to vote on the sub-

ject. By this time, the radio program's

press agent was hoping the President

himself would appear at the new
Centerville and be welcomed by the

original members of The A\drich

Family cast. Newsreels cameras would
whirl. What a dream! Then the P. A.
woke up. A straw vote in the little

New Jersey hamlet indicated a dc
plorable lassitude in citizen-interest

on the name-change. Berlin, Germany,
had been Berlin, Germany, years be'

fore Hitler, and would continue to be

years after. The same went for Berlin,

New Jersey, and that was that!

Jim Backus, the MBS comic who
has been doing yeoman service both

on his own ]im Bac\us Show and the

Great Talent Hunt, is a former stooge

arbitrarily elevated, as of last fall, to

star standing. It's one thing to hand a

performer top billing and another to

have him recognized as a star by the

listeners, regardless of the qualifica'

tions he may possess.

The network's press

agentry, when faced with

the problem, decided the

solution was to get
Backus accepted as a top

flight comic by those

whose star standings
were unquestioned.
What could be simpler

than for the Fred Aliens,

Jack Bennys, Ed Gar'

diners et al, to present

Mr. Backus with brother'

ly gifts on his first starring broadcast

—welcoming him to Olympus, so

to speak? The stellar jokcmakers, al'

ways glad to cooperate in the cause

of plus publicity, gleefully went along

with the gag, and Jim Backus, by
thinly veiled implication, achieved a

toc'hold with the mighty.

Publicity isn't all stunts. There's

the daily flow of copy: president's

speeches, meetings of the board of di'

rectors, and pictures of leggy gals

breaking bottles of grape juice over

new radio studios—enough to keep

a multitude of publicity departments
in food and lodging.

However, it is the stunt that makes
the headlines. It also gives those of

the guild something warming to talk

about on long winter evenings when
they would be much better off at

home in the bosoms of their respective

families.

To break in a new MBS radio mys'
tery show, The Falcon, a hurried and
unproductive quest for actual falcons
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led its press agent force to consider

pigeons as possible substitutes. "Let

us," someone thought aloud, "get a

pigeon, see. We'll put it in a cage

all gimmicked up like it was in a

circus, see, and take it around to the

radio editors, and
—

"

"Yeah," interrupted another,
"We'll print up a nice little card to

go with it. This is the Phony
Phalcon. Release me so I can fly-

back to the studios where the real

Falcon will broadcast starting this

Sunday over 400 Mutual stations'."

To the apartment of a certain

dainty and erudite editor of a New
York evening paper went the Phony
Phalcon. Neither the P. P. nor the

P. A., its caretaker, were greeted

warmly by the lovely lady whose ac-

quaintance with pigeons up to this

time had been extremely detached.

There was nothing detached about the

pigeon. He formed an immediate and
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soul warming affection for the young
lady. This he expressed in soft cluck'

ings and cooings and an utter dis'

interest in departure; meanwhile mak-
ing himself at home in a manner best

known to pigeons.

Whether or not this established the

desired press relations no one will ever

know—since no one to date has found
courage enough to discuss the topic

with the lady editor.

It is a funny game, but an earnest

one, in which the press agent is en-

gaged. He not only reports news, he

makes it. He isn't economically pro-

ductive, but he's here to stay, buoyed
up—probably—by roseate visions of

that nebulous day when the angel

Gabriel will blow his horn. He can

use a genuine mute once owned by
Bix Biederbeck, see, and be togged

out in one of those—Say! Whatta
story that will make. Whatta story!

DURING Gabriel Heatter's regular nightly broadcast, the house lights

in his home studio went out. For nine minutes, one of radio's finest

ad libbers continued to air his news from memory while Mrs. Heatter and
the maid organized and completed Operation Candles!

Jack Bailey, of Mutual's ^ueen For A Day, arrived in Chicago expect-

ing to find only a fair-sized crowd assembled on State Street, to see and hear

the ^ucen show. After the broadcast he tried to work his way through a

crowd of some quarter-million milling, pawing people. One over-stimulated

creature shrieked, "Oooh, isn't he just great!" and with that she tore Bailey's

shirt clean off his back!

AL. ALEXANDER'S Mediation Board, famous from coast to coast, has

• stopped more arguments than an average judge and caused the de-

livery of more presents than the average department store Santa Claus. In

fact, after Alexander presented a case called "Let's Keep A Family Together"
(without asking for any help from the audience), the listeners took it from
there. It began with a single package addressed "Keep A Family Together."
From then on letters came in by the thousands, packages arrived by the

truckload. Not only was the family kept together, but an education was
made possible for the youngster, a job was found for the husband, and
"smiling tears" were brought to the eyes of the wife.



by BEN ALEXANDER
Master of CeremoniM. Heart's Desire

He deals in sobs and sunshine.

PICKING participants on any audi'

ence show is a tough job, but it s

tougher on Heart's Desire, because

this is one program where the candi'

date isn't responsible for herself alone.

She has to sell the letter she's reading

or the writer won't get his wish.

On any other show, if the audience

! takes a dislike to a participant she

goes back to her chair, sits down and
no harm done. But on Heart's Desire,

it means someone who may have
written a very deserving letter isn't

going to get a break.

The woman who gets up in front

of the mike only so the folks at home
can hear her almost never wins. It's

a funny thing, but as soon as a par'

ticipant busies herself being cute, the

i visual audience senses it and won't

I

go for the letter regardless how good

i

it is.

Once we had a letter from a

woman, down South, who had five

kids and wanted a refrigerator. Com'
peting was a letter asking for a re

I
frigerator for a small Los Angeles
organization, practically without
funds, which was taking care of 34
spastic children. It was by far the

1
most deserving letter, but the woman
reading it kept grabbing the mike and
saying, "Hello, Minnie." All of which

made the audience so mad there wasn't

a bit of applause.

The same thing happened the other

day on a stove letter. A Methodist
woman's club wanted a stove so it

could provide lunches and dinners

for all service clubs and other com'
munity organizations in its city,

since the local restaurants lacked faciH'

ties to handle this intermittent over'

flow smoothly. It was a good letter

and a worthwhile cause, but the worn'

an reading it was so fHp that the

audience gave the stove to a woman
who lived in a mine and probably

hadn't the utilities to make it work.
It's a tough job, too, to pick a

woman who isn't going to drown
the microphone in tears when she

reads a dramatic letter. Because
Heart's Desire has a soap'Opera'with'

jokes approach, it's all right to make
the audience cry; but if the letter'

reader cries, she's a dead duck. Lots

of women are genuinely carried away
by the letters, others pretend they are,

but neither approach gets a good re'

action. Letters telling a simple,

straightforward story and read the

same way hit most solidly with the

audience.

One of the best we ever had was
from a ten'year'old boy in New Eng'

"Heart's Desire" is heard on WHB, Monday through Friday at 10:30 a.m.
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land. He'd lost a leg, so he cxiuldn't

play baseball or football, but he was
"the best darned fisherman in Maine"
and he wanted some tackle. The kid

didn't stress the loss of his leg and
the woman who read the letter didn't

give it the heavy dramatic interpreta'

tion—as a result, the audience loved it.

Every single letter addressed to

Heart's Desire is read by someone.

And speaking of reading letters

—

that means trouble again! A letter

turns up from a man who wants tires

for his grandfather's 1918 Dodge. It

seems grandpa can't run his car with'

out tires, can't find tires, and he's

been dragging grandma to town every

Saturday on a mule'drawn sled, which
is an awful inconvenience for every
body, including the mules. This is a

wonderful letter, so we put it on the

air. Within the next week we get

a sudden rush of letters from people

who want tires for grandfather's car

so grandpa won't have to drag grand'

ma to town on a mule-drawn sled.

These letters are read by members
of our new audience who didn't hap'

pen to hear the previous program
and thought, of course, to be wonder-

ful. They are . . . except we did the

identical letter last week and we can't

do it again. But this the audience
doesn't always understand. Both let'

ter-writers and letter-readers should
realize it's the different letter that has

appeal, the letter with the straight'

forward, interesting story.

The most wonderful part about
Heart's Desire is the terrific audience*

interest in the letter-writers. We have
people who come day after day just

to read letters. When they find a

good one, they look for someone who
hasn't been on the the broadcast be'

fore and give it to her to read over

the air. And when a letter doesn't

win, if they can they often take care

of the request themselves. You'd be

surprised how many people go home
with their pockets stuffed full of non-

winning letters asking for clothes,

baby layettes, toys, blankets and many,
many other items.

Heart's Desire brings you close to

people's troubles, but it also brings

you close to a surprising amount of

kindness, goodness and generosity.

You know, maybe it isn't such a bad
old world after all!

A
He was one of those psuedo-artists who talk much and paint little. One

day he invited a friend to see the unveiling of his pride and joy, beautiful

splotches of color—red, green, and yellow—thrown on the canvas.

The visitor was puzzled.

"But can't you see," said the artist, "it represents fruit."

The visitor protested. It didn't look like fruit to him.

The artist gave him a pitying look, "You see," he explained, "anyone
can paint the skins and outline of the fruit—but Fve painted the juice."—Capper's Wee\ly.

A
A glib-tongued disc jockey, never at a loss for words, at last found

himself little better than speechless. As he stood at the altar repeating the

marriage vows, his self-confidence deserted him, and when he came to the

part touching on his material possessions, he stammered, "With all my
goodly words I thee endow."



Famous radio couples prove

that careers and marriage mix!

by DAN SCHWARTZ

A GROWING number of radio's

top male performers are
changing "a woman's place is in the

home" to, "Come out of the kitchen,

Maudie." The reason? They've
found the little woman makes an ex'

cellent business partner—and who
says the joys of marriage are dimin'

ished?

Take Jim and Henny Backus, for

example. Jim has his own MBS Sun'
day night comedy show, and it was
Henny who first suggested his facility

for mimicry might well be the basis

for a program of his own; this, while

he continued doing comic roles on the

Allan Young, Eddie Cantor and Jack
Benny shows. Jim and Henny work
out the comedy routines together,

seldom getting to bed before three

a. m., at which time the phone is

carefully placed in the oven so sleep

won't be disturbed by Alexander Gra'
ham Bell, at least.

Comedy is the long suit of the

Backus duo on the air—where, in'

cidentally, Henny always appears as

herself—and it carries over into their

daily living. They celebrate not one
but two wedding anniversaries. A
formal wedding had been planned
for January 16, 1943, but Jim was
ordered to report for induction that
day. So the two of them were mar'

ried in a civil ceremony on the 14th.

As it was, the Army rejected Jim,

something about a vertical stomach
requiring him to eat five or six meals

a day, and they went through the

formal ritual two days later, as

planned. Henny, writer, actress,

sculptress and former Vogue and
Harper s model, was given the stom'

ach X'ray photographs as a wedding
present, and plans to make them into

lamp shades one of these days.

Her favorite pastime is carving

caricature figures, which she prefers

to have called "emotional portraits."

She's done "portraits" in ceramics of

Garbo, Crawford, Hepburn, Kather'

ine Cornell, Clifton Webb and many
other members of the entertainment

world. An exhibition of her work
was featured recently at an art gal'

lery in Hollywood.
Henny is also the cook in the fam'

. ily and claims that without her Jim
would starve to death. Once, when
ill enough to be sporting a tempera'

ture of 105 degrees, she gave Jim
directions'a'k'delirium for soft'boil'

ing eggs.

"Just stay right there, dear," he
said (as if she could do anything

else), "and I'll have them ready in a

jiffy."

Minutes went by, then there was
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an explosion. Jim had put the eggs

over the fire in a saucepan all right,

but he'd forgotten one thing—water.

The eggs exploded, giving the kitchen

walls some unplanned decoration.

But Jim shrugs it off with, "Eggs
(a trade name for fluffed jokes) have

no place in a comedian's life anyway."
And whether or not Jim can cook, he

and Henny have found a successful

formula in their radio careers for

combining business and marriage.

Marion and Bill Slater are another

successful radio couple. Bill, emcee

of Twenty Questions, always has the

correct answer for any question put

to him by the panel. He gives the

credit to wife Marion, who spends

her spare hours in the New York
Public Library doing an enormous
amount of research on all the forth'

coming Twenty Questions topics. She

then tutors Bill, and just in case he

might forget, transcribes the facts

neatly on tiny cards to be held in

the palm of his hand.

Also on the Twenty Questions

panel are Fred VanDeventer and
Florence Rinard, known in private

life as Mr. and Mrs. VanDeventer.
Florence, a well'known musician and
teacher, found the one way she could
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be sure of spending an evening with
her newscaster husband was to be
featured on the same program with
him. For many years, Fred has been
heard by Mutuals New York Hsten-

ers on two nightly newscasts, at 6:30
and 11 p. m. After one of the fam-
ily's rare get-togethers at dinner, they
played their favorite parlor game with
the children, "Twenty Questions."

Someone suggested the popular pas-

time might be used as the basis for a

radio program. Florence liked the

idea immediately and helped her hus-

band devise the format which has

since become a highly successful eve-

ning program.

When the question came up as to

who would form the panel for the

broadcast, Florence saw her chance.

"We've been playing it all these years

together at home," she pleaded, "why
can't we play it on the radio, too?"

So, a third VanDeventer, 15-year-

old Bobby, known on the air as Bob'

by McGuire, joined the panel, along

with a family friend. Herb Polesie.

Mystery fans should be thoroughly

famihar with the voices of Mr. and
Mrs. Elliott Lewis. Elliott and his

wife, Cathy, have appeared together

on practically every network mystery

program, at one time or another, as

well as having written and produced

several of their own.

Elliott, currently featured on Mu-
tual's Casehoo\ Of Gregory Hood se-

ries, has found exceptional success in

radio with his wife, although when
discussing broadcasting the two agree

they disagree; but they enjoy arguing

things out until they reach a decision

satisfactory to both of them. If Cathy

(Continued on page 83)



Uttle ears are big responsibilities!

by DOROTHY KEMBLE
Director of Continuity Acceptance

Mutual Broadcasting System

ONE of the privileges of radio is

to serve, whenever possible, in

i
presenting the basic concepts of demo'
Icratic living. Radio can play a vital

part in making the children of today

I

better citizens of tomorrow—for the

\ values and standards we accept as

I children influence our thought and
action as adults.

Network programming, at best, is

a proposition beset by the difficulties

of pleasing an immense audience of

dissimiliar tastes and backgrounds.

But when it comes to preparing listen'

ing fare for the small fry of the na-

;

tion, the problems facing networks,

producers and sponsors would make
even Marconi think twice.

Adults can take their daily quota
of mayhem and murder and go away
feeling purged and better for it,

' whereas a careless juvenile "dramer"

I

of the unrestrained blood^and'thunder

j

type may send
Junior to bed with
hysterics and give

Sally nightmares
\

about hideous mon'
I sters whoVe come to

I

live in her toy box.

With purple eyes,

:
and claws seven feet

I

long.

I

On the other
hand, the grovv^ing

child needs an emotional and psycho'

logical outlet, and good radio pro'

grams can fill this need by providing

vicarious adventure and excitement.

For this reason, children's programs
must be carefully screened and plan'

ned toward the development of stable

values. Not only must undesirable

elements be deleted, but there are

several constructive "musts" for the

makc'up of every good juvenile pro'

gram. These include: (1) good taste,

(2) sound social concepts, (3) a con'

structive attitude, (4) carefully plot'

ted scripts, and (5) a subtle educa'

tional approach.

To an adult, good taste may be a

personal intangible. To a child, it is

rather the establishment of a pattern

based on certain accepted standards

of behavior. The social concepts

should bear out the child's belief in the

security of law, order and just

authority. It is up to

the actor to aid the

constructive attitude

by portraying the

hero in such a way
that he is believable

and a human being

worthy of admira'

tion and emulation.

The scripts are care'

fully plotted so the

''good" characters
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outweigh the '"bad." Actual tech'

niques of crime are never graphically

explained, nor should there be an

excess of gun-play, sirens or other

shrill, exciting sound-effects. Properly

handled, educational developments in

many important fields can be inter-

polated into the program pattern, both

increasing the child's listening interest

and stimulating his awareness of the

fascinating world in w^hich he lives.

Difficulties in planning and pro-

gramming juvenile fare are increased

by the fact that experts themselves

disagree as to what is good or bad for

youngsters. However, all seem to agree

—teachers and psychiatrists alike—
that the constructive ''musts" are vital

to every program. The Mutual net-

work has kept this in mind when pre'

paring and scheduling its radio en-

tertainment for junior citizens.

Actually, three sets of standards

must be met: those of the producer

or creator of the program; those of

the sponsor or advertising agency re-

sponsible for the show; and last, but

by no means least, the network Con-
tinuity Acceptance Department, which
carefully screens each script to eli-

minate undesirable speeches, sound

effects or incidents detrimental to

young listeners.

Based on dramatizations of the most

famous children's classics (Treasure

Island, LittU ^''orncn), the first of the

programs on MutuaFs Adventure
Parade children's strip serves a two-
fold purpose. It provides exciting en-

tertainment as well as an introduction

to books to be encountered later in

the classroom.

Superman, one of Mutual's most
popular programs, with its share of
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adult as well as juvenile listeners,

last year conducted one of the most
successful campaigns for racial toler-

ance in the history

of radio. The pro-

gram received a

total of 23 awards
for its good work.

During the toler-

ance campaign.
Superman became
the most highly

rated of all chil-

dren's programs,

which is ample
proof that the precepts of good living

and good government can be sucess-

fully combined with entertainment.

Since then. Superman has taken up
the fight against other nefarious prac-

tices—phony punch boards, gambling

—with equal success.

Tom Mix, another idol of American
youth, recently emphasized safety for

school children by devoting his pro-

grams to the Child Safety Campaign
conducted under the auspices of the

National Safety Council, for which
he received the commendation of

governors, mayors and other civic

leaders throughout the United States.

To find which of the juvenile pro-

grams children prefer, Mutual's House

of Mystery made a survey among
public and private school students in

the New York area. Eighty-eight and

a half per cent of those checked

listened to radio programs, with 56.8

per cent of that group tuning in at

least every second broadcast. They
preferred suspense, adventure, blood-

and-thunder and factual information

in that sequence. Romance, humor
and narration were rated far below.
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The surprise information of the suT'

vey was that the youthful listeners

cared little how their programs ended.

A nearly equal percentage wished the

criminal to reform, be punished, to

die—or let the listener draw his own
conclusions.

The survey further indicated that

House of Mystery successfully com'

bined three of the four most popular

elements— suspense, adventure and

factual information.

Radio entertainment for young
listeners has its problems but also its

rewards. Constructive precepts, un'

desirable elements to be deleted, the

standards set by every agency con'

nected with the production of a juve^

nile program—all these are subordi'

nate to the overfall aims: good radio

for the network—good entertainment

for the small fry!

So You Wanna Sttfrt A Network? (Continued from page 64)

Last, but far from least important,

is the Plans and Allocations Division.

Its members are the seers, the peerers

into the future, whose considerations

are the long range problems of the

network. A continuing study of each

Mutual affiliate's day and night

coverage is made to ascertain those

areas not covered by the affiliate and
jalso to try to prevent unnecessary-

duplication of service. Another of this

division's duties is the maintenance
;of current files and technical data on

j

existing radio stations, stations under
construction and stations with applica'

jtions on file at the FCC for AM, FM,
jor television permits. This section is

always available for consultation with
the various affiliated stations on any
technical matter which may arise,

I

whether it involves operational infor'

Imation, facilities improvements such
IS obtaining greater operating power,
entering into the FM or television

field, or where to buy two'byfours
It a price.

One of the most important func

tions of the department in the past

year was the unfolding of MutuaFs
"listenability," a unique application

of radio engineering methods for

gauging reception of broadcasts in

homes throughout the country. This

method of measurement—as distinct

from listener surveys which have cet'

tain inherent weaknesses as to cov'

erage and which, of necessity, have
time lags before results can be shown
—revealed capabilities of stations and
networks from the standpoint of elec'

trical output of the radio transmitter.

Mutual's "listenability'" measurements
show that as a result of the many im'

provements and station additions, the

physical facilities of all four networks
are approximately equal as to the num'
ber of listeners they can reach with

good reliable broadcasting service in

the daytime. The Plans and Alloca^

tions Division is currently working on
night time "listenability," and figures

for all networks are being rushed tO'

ward completion for distribution.

Still wanna start a network?





The Aim is MW^W^IL ?

Four stations with a single goal teamed

up. The results are almost unbelievable!

by JOHN SKINNER

BACK in 1934, when most people

had shelved their dreams until

limes were better, a few men of re'

narkable vision decided to convert

heir own pet dream for a new kind of

i'adio network into reality. This in

ipite of the fact that three coast'tO'

:oast broadcasting nets were already

'irmly entrenched. They called their

oroject the Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

:em.

! It was started as a four'Station co'

)perative venture, with stations

|<VOR, New York; WON, Chicago;

.^W, Cincinnati; and WXYZ, De-

froit, comprising the total network.

3ut they were giants all, almost mak'
ng up in tremendous wattage what
jhey lacked in numbers.

I

One of the primary objectives of

he infant MBS was to cover not only
he cities where the stations were lo'

lated, and the populous areas around
hem, but to service smaller commu'
lities with more local signal coverage,

i
n 18 years this objective has been

j

eali^ed perhaps beyond the original

i^oal. Tlie four outlets have increased

1 0 jive hundred plus—making Mutual
ruly ''the world's largest network."
Mutual was created at a time when

ompetition was most keen—when it

leemed no one, not even experienced

radio executives, could invest a new
enterprise with sufficient spark and
power to parallel the solidly estab'

lished CBS and NBC. In 1936, the

affiliation with Mutual of the West
Coast Don Lee Network established a

record for the swiftest transcontinen'

tal expansion for any network in any
one year. By the late 1930's MBS
was a network to be noticed. And
1948 finds the young, still growing
Mutual Broadcasting System playing

a major role in United States radio

history.

Experienced leadership, and the

realization that only new ideas and a

general radio face'lifting could help

its cause, are probably most respon'

sible for the Mutual success story.

This record of phenomenal growth is

also the result of Mutual's complete

recognition of the highly competitive

field in which it operates, and the out'

standing record the network has

achieved in news and special events

broadcasting. Gabriel Heatter's 57'

minute ad lib news "beat" from Tren'
ton, New Jersey, at the time of the

execution of Bruno Hauptmann, the

Lindbergh kidnapper, is one of radio's

immortal ''firsts."

In its first two years, MBS offered

such diversified programming as Lum
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and Ahner; Kay Kyser's Musical

Kldss, later to become his Kollege of

Musical Knowledge; the Chicago Sym'
phony directed by Frederick Stock,

and Alfred Wallenstein's Sinfonietta.

Typical examples of MutuaFs aware
ness of public taste and demand were
the excellent coverage of the George
VI coronation; an on'the-scene dc'

scription of the Hindenburg crash,

and, in 1937, direct reports of the

disastrous Mississippi floods.

The upward curve of program ex-

pansion has kept pace with physical

network development. Mutual pre-

sented direct broadcasts from Howard
Hughes' globe-girdhng plane in 1938;

and a year later Hitler's Reichstag

speech, ordered cut from our short-

wave circuit by Goebbels, was pre-

sented to Americans when Mutual
picked it up five minutes later via

South Africa, to score a tremendous

broadcasting coup.

Due to the efforts of Fulton Lewis,

Jr., MutuaFs Washington reporter,

the press galleries of Congress were
opened to radio newsmen in 1939.

Since then Congressional actions have

been recognized broadcasting features.

The beginning of World War II

demanded faster and better network
news operations. In 1940, a year

which saw the number of Mutual af-

filiates rise to 155, there were 1,041

broadcasts from overseas, including

history-making addresses by Chamber-
lain, Churchill, Hitler, George VI
and Pope Pius XI. That same year,

MBS devoted 65 hours of air time to

a comprehensive coverage of the po-

litical conventions. Other important

programming highlights included rais-

ing the curtain on the Chicago Thc'

June, 1948

aire of the Air and the second con
secutive exclusive broadcast of the

World Series.

MBS stations totaled 181 in De-

cember of 1941. Significant also waf
the increase of power and improve-

ment in equipment for 74 per cent oi

these stations, their ever-growing

strength being paralleled by an ad-

vertiser investment of $5,301,000—
53 per cent ahead of 1940.

Nineteen forty-two marked the be

ginning of an outstanding coverage

of World War II by the network':

special events and news departments.

The voice of General Douglas Mac
Arthur in his memorable messagt

from Australia to the Philippine

was first aired over Mutual stations

During a 10-month survey in 1943

the Mutual network brought its listen

ers 1,488 programs totalling 641 hour

of broadcast time covering the war ef

fort. These compilations are exclusiv<

of the special public service program

ming scheduled in cooperation witl

the War Department.

Mutual elected its first president

Miller McClintock, in 1943. Edga

Kobak became president in Novembe
of 1944, and some of the bigges

names in radio were added to the net

work's program roster.

Expansion provides the keynote c

Mutual's progress in the past fe\

years, with increasing emphasis o

better programming. From four stc

tions in 1934 to five hundred plus i

1948—from the dream of a few me
to "the world's largest network"-

that's Mutual!



iVatts With Marriage

cx)ks skeptical, Elliott says, '*Wait

intii I put it on paper." To which
^athy replies, "Okay, darling, you
vritc it down; TU erase it."

Hours of brow'furrowing concen'

ration follow this good-natured ban'

ering, but the end result is always

nteresting listening. Radio fare with

he Lewises as a team would become
. weekly treat for dialers if the cou'

)Ie's radio dream came true. They
spire to their own weekly half'hour

•f air time with which they could do
^^hatever they wanted.

There are also numerous marriages

1 radio between the many people

vhose work is more or less behind'thc'

cenes. Jean Harrison, attractive prO'

;ram producer, and husband, Henry
iylvern, composer and conductor
if the musical scores heard on count'

2ss radio dramas, are an example,

ienry and Jean met quite by acci'

lent. She was a lovely lady in dis'

ress. The organist on a program
he was producing had been taken ill

hortly before the broadcast and an
'mmediate replacement was needed.

>Jot having another musician to call

. \<n such short notice, an actor on the

ihow advised her that Sylvern was
linishing a program in another studio

iomewhere in the building and was
just the man for the job. Henry,
iince he had a previous appointment
hat evening, was reluctant to take

Iver, but he couldn't resist the appeal
'f slender, attractive Jean.

{Continued from page 76)

Although theyVe been married

now for many years, Jean and Henry
have yet to spend an entire week end
to themselves. At present, Jean pro'

duces Mutual's True Or False pre
gram on Saturdays, while Henry
takes care of the musical chores on
the 7<iic\ Carter, Master Detective

program on Sunday, not to mention
broadcasting assignments elsewhere

which serve to keep their record un'

sullied.

Jim and Henny Backus, Marion
and Bill Slater, the VanDeventers,

Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Lewis, Jean

Harrison and Henry Sylvern are just

a few of the couples whoVe proved

marriage is fun—and it's good busi'

ness—in radio.

. . and then Jack Bailey came along.'

A father in Florida doesn't know it yet, but he's going to receive a fas'

cinating phone bill at the end of the month. His son, an enthusiastic Tom
Mix listener, reacted immediately to the program's offer of an identification

bracelet for every listener. The lad picked up the phone, called Curley Brad'
ley in Chicago, and said, "I just phoned to ask you to send me a Tom Mix
bracelet."
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by FRED ALEXANDER

The international situation has never
been so ccmplicated as now. The vortex

of a gigantic whirlpool of confusion centers

at Washington. There, government em'
ployees are being added at a tremendous
rate. The tempo of the times is such that

it takes a hardened bureaucrat indeed to

stand up under it.

The present trend in our capital is tO'

ward economic controls. These will come,
but how severe they will be is not now
apparent. One faction in Washington
which has some influence with the Presi'

dent is requesting all'out controls, the

same as in wartime. This group vyorks on
the theory that peacetime industrial and
military mobilization would be a strain on
the domestic economy and that we ought
to start tightening the reins now instead

of waiting until later when it might be
too late to control the economy effectively.

Another group, predominately cabinet

members and military men, want less

stringent controls. They prefer something
akin to priorities and allocation, including

control of the distribution of all important
metals and other vital products.

Which side will get its way is anybody's
guess. For that matter. Congress is un'
desirous of voting any controls at all in an
election year. However, the general opinion
is that something will happen before fall.

To be safe, manufacturers should start

laying plans now. Hoarding is not in order,

however, because inventories will be
checked.

John L. Lewis, by his actions, has just

about convinced some Congressmen that

a new labor law is needed, one to be

aimed directly at Lewis. This legislation,

more stringent than anything to date, is

in the embryo stage at the present time

but promises to become full scale law
within nine months. Although the exact

nature of the legislation is not known, it

is presumed in most quarters that Lewis
will find himself hamstrung.

Obviously, Mr. Lewis will make every
effort to get all that he can from the

coal mine operators in the current nc
gotiations. There is no doubt that he sees

the straws in the wind and will modify
his actions accordingly. Already the

United Mine Workers have suffered much
for "cause" at the hands of a Federal

judge.

It may be that Lewis will flaunt his

power before the United States govern'

ment again—but woe be unto him if he
does! Not only will the freedom of all

labor unions be greatly curtailed as a

result, but the American people will have
to suffer.

Steel is short right now because of the'

lack of coal caused by the strike. The
shortage cannot be made up. As a result,

numerous other businesses will have tci

curtail their operations. The end result^

of every strike by John L. Lewis and th(j

United Mine Workers is to bring troubhi

right to the doorstep of the consumer,
j

• • •

Runaway inflation danger now seem
remote for this country. Fall should tel

the story for sure. Food prices are expectec

to be lower by then. Prices in other line

will probably drop noticeably by tha

time also.

Several factors have contributed to th

prevention of an economic slump whic

theoretically should have started by nov
The war scare has given the people a soi

of "buy it while I can" spirit. Appliance

are still in heavy demand for that reasoi

Home building is booming more tha

ever, with around 900,000 private res

dences to be started during 1948. Th;:

figure coupled to the 854,000 housn

begun last year paints an amazing pictuij

i
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{ how the economy is actually standing

p. The boom is stiil here in housing.

During the last year the cost of living

Dr the consumer has risen about seven per

cnt. The average national income has

isen about the same amount. Unfor-

nately, this does not mean that every

ine is well taken care of in this respect,

fhis rise of approximately seven per cent

n national income has not been equaliy

listributed. The figure, as a matter of fact,

cflects that some incomes are over-inflated.

)0 many middle-class families have rigid

>r semi'rigid incomes that the rise of the

;eneral price level is really hurting a

[reat many Americans.

Food prices will be noticeably lower

ater in the year, but public services and
jtilities will rise perceptibly and thus

)alance the general price level, causing it

0 remain the same in the next few months,

fear's end will see the national economy
n about the same condition insofar as the

,:onsumer is concerned. It is possible that

here will be a three-point rise in the gen-

•ral structure by that time.

• • •

1 ECA—Economic Cooperation Admin-
istration—is a name to which business-

len will become accustomed in the months
0 come, for it will mean new business for

lany lines. It's the Marshall Plan in

'Ction.

The program is a good shot in the arm
Dr business here in the United States

nd in the entire western hemisphere. Latin

American nations will benefit, too, for

their products will be needed to make the

plan work as intended. This is one of the

important reasons why the national

economy will remain on the same high

plane that it has been on for the past few
years. Although it will tend to aggravate

the inflationary condition of the country,

high prices are certainly better than an
economic slump or a complete collapse.

• • •

In the Presidential race, Stassen is still

strong and is fighting hard for the Re
publican nomination. The politicians do
not like him. Neither does organized
labor. But most of the people of the

United States arc favorably impressed with
Stassen.

Eisenhower's position, although plainly

stated in the past, is still not as clear

as politicians could wish. There is the possi'

bility that he can be drafted • to the job.

The question is: by which party? This has
both the Democrats and the Republicans
jittery. The party that does not get Eisen*

hower might as well fold its tents and
quietly steal away. This, of course, if he
runs at all.

Some Democrats are looking around for

a strong running mate for Mr. Truman.
Others are just looking around for any-

thing they pan find in the way of Presi-

dential timber. Most Democrats are aware
of the fact that the cards are stacked
against them. A Republican administration

in 1949 is almost inevitable.

One Saturday night, the phone in Mutual's publicity department rang.

Alfred Zolesky, on the night shift, answered.

"This," said the caller, "is the Hooper rating service. What radio pro-

gram are you listening to?"

The startled press agent explained that since he was at Mutual, he
was naturally listening to the MBS program on the air at the time. He
held the phone up to the loudspeaker to prove it. Then he added, "Docs
this count in the ratings?"

"Of course," said the caller, "this is one of the regular numbers on
my list."

A
A prospective buyer was being given a demonstration in a used car.

"Well, it looks good," he said, "but what makes it jerk so when you first

put it in gear?"
"Ah," the salesman replied, "that proves it's a real car—it's anxious to

start."



Platter Chatter

MARGARET WHITING, Capitol

star, will soon start on a nation-

wide "get acquainted" tour of the coun'
try's disc jockeys. (I can hardly wait.)

. . . Frank Sinatra would like a quarter'

hour singing air strip. . . . Columbia re
cording star, Raymond Scott, has recently

reorganized his famous quintette. . . . Diz
Gillespie, King of the Bebops, is debuting
his Swedish Suite across the country these

days. . . . The Three Suns, Victor record'

ing artists, have their 30 fingers insured

for $500,000 by Lloyds of London

—

that's $16,666.66 2/3 for each digit! . . .

One of the biggest promotions ever

planned for a song is the recent The Girl

Who Came From Peru song contest. The
winner gets all expenses paid to Peru and
an evening in New York as Lombardo's
guest. . . . Kate Smith's noontime Mutual
show starts its eleventh consecutive year

of broadcasting this month—Kate's latest

M'G'M platter is Long After Tonight, a

tune that bears watching. . . . Count Basie

reports that ex-band leader Gerald Wilson
wHl play trumpet for him, replacing Snook-
ie Young . . , Vaughan Monroe has been
picked as the best "sweet band" in

America by the nation's colleges. . . .

Frankie Laine is currently at the Harem
Club in New York. . . . T. Dorsey is fin-

ishing an engagement at Virginia Beach
this month. . . . Erskine Hawkins, whose
records if laid end to end would reach

one and one-half times around the earth,

is off on another record-breaking tour of

one nighters through Texas and on to the

East Coast. (Catch his latest Victor

recording, Gabriel's Heater.) . . . NeUie
Lutcher is now at the Red Feather Club
in Los Angeles, after a successful Eastern

tour. . . . The biggest test of Stan Ken-
ton's career comes this month with a con-

cert at Hollywood's mammoth Bowl, which
is capable of seating 19,000 people. In-

cidentally, Irvin Kluger, that fine new
face in Kenton's band, has replaced Shelly

Manne on drums. . . . Julia Lee will leave

with BOB KENNEDY

her home stomping grounds when she

starts on an Eastern theater tour earlj

this month. . . . Eddy Howard, swoor
crooner, may do a legit play, so his pres;

agent says. . . . Ziggy Elman has qui

the road and will settle down in California

where his work will consist of studio jobs.

Beteha Didn't Know
. . . That band-leader Joe Reichma
passed his bar exams to become a lawyer
. . . That Art Lund is 6 feet 4 inche

tall? . . . That Benny Goodman toote

for Ben Pollack when he was only 1 i

years old? . . . That the rhumba was ir
|

troduced in this country 30 years ago t '

Emil Coleman? . . . That Edward Kei

nedy Ellington (the Duke) once turne

down a commercial art scholarship?

Highly Recommended

CAPITOL 15054—Nat King Cole wi

full orchestra under the direction

Frank DeVol. T^ature Boy and Lc
April. This is truly a masterpiece

vocal treatment and orchestration. C

the first side Nat softly sings the e

chanting story of T^ature Boy, which
destined for hit sales. It's a haunti;

piece of wax and the more you hear

the better you like it. The reverse

worthy of note—a pleasing sentimen

ballad sung as only Nat can sing oi

It's a must for any record library.
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M'G'M 10184—Art Lund with orchestra

conducted by Johnny Thompson. It

Only Happens When I Dance With
You plus May 1 Still Hold You. The
first is one of the fine new tunes from
Irving Berlin's Easter Parade. A beau'
tiful ballad and superbly sung by Art
Lund. The flipover is done in the easy

style that's made Lund so famous. Both
sides are perfect for listening or for

dancing.

MERCURY 5114—Frankie Laine and
Carl Fischer's orchestra. Baby That
Aint Right and May I T^ever Love
Again. That Laine fellow seems to gain

in popularity every day, and this recent

release will not hinder in the least.

Frankie exploits the blues with much
success on the first side, which also

contains a little ad lib patter from
Frankie to the band. The other num'
ber is one of those old ballads that

seems to mellow with the years, and
Frankie does a swell job of bringing it

back into public favor with this waxing.
Entertainment plus!

DECCA 24381—Louis Jordan and his

Tympany Five. Reet, Petite and Gone
and Inflation Blues. Here's the biggest

little band in the land with two amusing
tunes. The first is what you might
suspect—a jive'talking lament on love.

This is, incidentally, a composition by
Louie himself. The underside is in the
blues pattern and is a sad tale concern'
ing the high cost of living. After the
first vocal chorus you'll find a knocked'
out sax solo. It's all for fun and mighty
entertaining.

Brookside Record Shop, 6330 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

I'JOLUMBIA SET C'160 (album)—Ray
! Noble and his orchestra with Cathy and

Elliot Lewis . . . Happy Anniversary, fea'
turing such songs as Goodnight Stueet'

heart. Perfidia, Easy To Love, 'Way
Down Yonder In J^ew Orleans and

j

many others. Here is one of the most
imaginative albums put out to date, with
MBS stars Cathy and Elliot Lewis per'

SESSION 87

forming the dialogue. The eight sides

are each separate episodes, but are

chronologically arranged. They convey
the story of a young married couple on
their sixth wedding anniversary, recall'

ing the events of each previous year's

celebration. Married couples will ap'

preciate its romantic quality and the
skill with which it is presented.

VICTOR 20-2784-Perry Como with
Russ Case and his orchestra. You Can
Do 7^0 Wrong plus Love Of My Life.

Here are two fine Cole Porter songs,

and that fact in itself should get them
in any library. Como fans will welcome
this new release, and they won't be
disappointed, either. Perry does a won'
derful job with his fine baritone inter'

pretation and has good backing by Russ
Case and the boys. Smooth listening!

CAPITOL 15068—Jo Stafford with Paul
Weston's Mountain Boys . . . Suspicion

plus Clahherin Up For A Rain ... If

you got a kick out of Jo's Temptashun,
you'll enjoy this latest takeoff. The
first side finds Jo in a suspicious mood,
and she has an idea her spouse is step'

ping out. She admits a fellow should
go out with the boys and have his en'

joys—but! The flip is an amusing
mountain story concerning the folks in

the hill country getting all riled up.
Socko novelty!

COLUMBIA 38174—Doris Day and
Buddy Clark with orchestra under the
direction of George Siravo. Confess
and Love Somebody . . . This is one of
the outstanding duos Columbia has put
out to date. Buddy and Doris trade
the vocal lead throughout the number,
with Buddy singing echoing responses
to Doris' phrases, and Doris returning
the compliment in the second chorus.
We'll have to Confess we like it. The
reverse is a juke'box natural with a
bounce from beginning to end. A
slick double feature with two top sing'

ers. Buddy Clark and Doris Day.
*Jenkins Music Company, 1212 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.



C^liica^o LETTER
by NORT JONATHAN

THERE are plenty of empty seats at the

movie houses in and around Chicago
these spring days. Also the night spots,

from the plushier joints down to the dives,

have noticed a sad slackening in the supply
of suckers lately. The size of the checks
is down somewhat, but the overhead is

still up. Several of the tonier palaces have
closed down altogether, with a little help

from Elmer Michael Walsh, the Sheriff of

Cook County. The spots that have sur'

vived have wisely converted to a beer busi'

ness.

Let's take up the half-filled to near-

empty movie houses first. During the war,

any picture would pack any theatre. It

didn't have to be good. Bad pictures

played the same Loop theatre for weeks;

good pictures could stay at one place for-

ever. For example, Bing Crosby's great

Going My Way played the huge Chicago
Theater, flagship of the potent Balaban
and Kats chain of film houses, for 14 solid

weeks, with customers turned away at al'

most every performance. Hundreds of

thousands of people saw the picture at the

Chicago at top prices—anywhere from 75
cents for the morning matinees to about

$1.35, plus tax, for the evening shows. Of
course a stage show was thrown in extra,

but people came to see Go\i\g My Way.

Lately there have been fewer good pic
tures and fewer customers with more than

a buck to spend on the movies. Smaller

theatres have felt the pinch because the

larger theatres, aided and abetted by the

film companies, milked most of the profits

early in the release schedule. However, it

must be stated that this inequality no longer

exists—thanks to a court decision that

rocked the distributors and big movie
chains to their last reel of Lana Turner.
Engagements are now limited and any
theatre, no matter how small, may play a

picture on the heels of its premier engage'

ment.

However, the main trouble hasn't been
corrected—too high prices and too few

good pictures. With the easy money era

pretty much over, entertainment dollars

are being carefully counted in the Windy
City. The Joes and Janes who make up
the movie audiences hereabouts long for

the return of the day when two-bits would
buy both a movie ticket and a bag of

popcorn.

The night clubs face somewhat the same
problem, only on a different scale. There
have been few floor show acts around town
during the last few years worth the high

tariff charged by the after-dark operators.

Weak acts that got by at high prices during
the war just because they were acts—flesh

and blood entertainment—helped the

debacle along. Even convention business

took a nosedive—but the high prices re
mained, to pay the stratospheric sums guar-

anteed to the remaining few "names" that

could be counted upon to drag the cus'

tomers away from less expensive enter-

tainment.

It's interesting to note that the two night

clubs in Chicago that had the worst reputa-

tion as "clip joints" were among the first

to fold. No one on the Randolph street

beat felt very sorry when the spots operated

by Ralph Berger and Sam Rinella were

forced into bankruptcy. Rinella was in

trouble with the Army and Navy during

the war for clipping servicemen. His

Copacabana was the first Loop spot to go

broke. Berger cleaned up during the war
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with a policy that made certain that the

suckers never got an even break. There
are no tears in Chicago for Ralph and
Sam.

Lest you fear that only clip artists operate

the local night spots, we hasten to point

out that Mike Fritzel and Joe Jacobson
have operated their Chez Paree profitably

for 15 years without taking advantage of

the customers. And Mike and Joe will

probably be around long after the next crop
of Randolph street highwaymen have gone
into bankruptcy.

• • •
To go on to more pleasant things, we

would like to report here that one of the

most significant works ever to be presented

by an American artist of our time is on
exhibition at the Chicago Historical Society

in the form of a visual education project

consisting of 38 pastel portrait studies by
the Chicago artist Shirley Friend.

' Miss Friend's collection represents chil'

dren of all nationalities and is simply
titled "America's Children." Her subjects

are first generation Americans of parents

from other nations. They illustrate what
is fused together to make up the American
nationality. An artist of long standing,

; Shirley Friend has specialized in child

pastel portraiture, and has devoted her
time during the last 10 years to building

this remarkable collection with the hope of

fostering better racial and religious under'
standing. The exhibit will be shown in

Chicago into mid'June, so if you're plan'
;ning to be in town soon make it a "must"
on your list of things to see.

i

Another "must" is the new Cloud Room
restaurant at the Municipal Airport. Op'
l;rated by Marshall Field and Company, it

s on the second floor of the terminal

5uilding and a really fabulous addition to

Chicago's list of "different" eating places.

You can enjoy the best in food, in'

cidentally, and at the same time watch
planes arrive and depart from all over
the world.

• • •

Cooperation is the watchword these

days with our better merchants, saloon'

keepers and fancy eating house owners.
For instance, the shop owners and res'

taurant managers on Walton street on the

near'north side have gotten together in

a manner usually seen only briefly at

Chamber of Commerce banquets. They
are collectively promoting the street as

"Walton Walk" and converting it into an
exclusive shopping center. The street

houses such exclusive shops as Mary
Lamm, Elizabeth Arden and Boyd'Britton,
and such well'known beaneries as the

Imperial House, Don the Beachcomber's
and the Cameo. It's a cooperative effort

worthy of note, especially because most of

our town's better shopkeepers have usual'

ly regarded each other with an extremely
suspicious eye.

• • •

Patty Millbank is back in town with a

Florida tan and even more enthusiasm
than of yore, if that's possible. She
whipped right into the exclusive home of
the Martini Set, the Buttery, and plunged
into her usual 18'hour'a'day schedule.

While waiting to have her photograph
taken in a Loop studio the other day,

she watched a charwoman expertly waxing
the floors.

"You make them really shine," Pat
complimented her.

"Yessem," the charwoman replied

proudly, "but you should have seen 'em
when I first started here. They was
something fierce—but since I been waxin',

three customers have fallen on 'em."

We've always thought of banking as a precise and dignified industry,

but apparently it has its mad moments. The Bank of America reports that

recently three separate businessmen applied for loans and offered the follow
ing as collateral: (1) a carload of dry flies; (2) a shipment of horses' tails;

(3) a load of old false teeth. The flies were intended for bird food and the

horses' tails for the hair line in gunsights. Nobody was able to figure out
a possible use for the secondhand false teeth.

The collateral was turned down on the ground: "Marketability too
limited."—This Wee\.
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Very High Life

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

7th at Michigan (WAB 4400). They
call this show "An Iceland Fantasy."" The
lovely dancing girls are now on ice, with
Chuck Foster looking like Buddy Rogers
did 15 years ago, and doing all right, too.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State Parkway (SUP 7200).
The shows have been changing so fast

here lately that it's foolhardy to predict

who'll be on tap when this reaches print.

However, you can always count on a good
small band, fine food and a specialty

singer. Pat Millbank was still around
the last we heard.

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel,

Michigan at Walton (SUP 2200). One
of the best places in town to take a date.

Ron Perry's music continues through the

spring months in a charmingly intimate

setting. The food is incidental but good.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

and Monroe (RAN 7500). Green and
gold with real gold on frieze and ceiling.

Ralph Ginsberg and his ensemble have
played luncheon music in this room for

years. Skinnay Ennis takes over at night,

playing for dancing and about the tenth

edition of Meriel Abbott's "Springtime
Revue."

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Mich-
igan at Congress (HAR 3800). Modern-

istic glass decor in gray, blue and yellow.

It's the current favorite hang-out of the

rhumba enthusiasts. Jerry GHdden and
Lou Brownie take turns putting out that

South of the Border beat.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,

7th at Michigan (HAR 4300). Ballad

singer Burl Ives is back for another suc-

cessful engagement. How long he'll stay

is anybody's guess—but you can always
count on star entertainment in this beauti-

ful room. Ray Morton's orchestra plays

for dancing.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel,

1300 N. State Parkway (SUP 7200). At
ordinary spots you get television; in the

Pump Room they televise the guests.

Every dinner hour the celebrities gather

to try to hog the television camera—a show
in itself. The food is good but of sec-

ondary importance.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,

Randolph at Wells (CEN 0213). We
still think that Joseph Sudy has one of the

smoothest dance bands in town. The
public seems to think so too, because this

ex-Henry King vocalist is starting his third

month on the bandstand. Lovely Lenore
shares the vocal honors.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake

Shore Drive (DEL 9300). The atmos-

phere is worth the price you'll pay for

one of the most expensive meals in town.

The food is Russian. Likewise the serv-

ice. A fine place to get into a mood
or get out of one. Music is by George
Scherban and his Local 10 Gypsies.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater

Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LON
6000). The prom-trotting set takes over

this famous room about June first. Or-

rin Tucker is just the fellow to play for

it, too. The big show is now called

"Revels in Rhythm" with a large cast re-

cruited from what's left of vaudeville.

LOTUS ROOM, LaSalle Hotel, La-

Salle at Madison (FRA 0700). Not toe

well known, so you'll usually find plenty

of room for dancing. Chuck Cavallo re

mains on the stand to play most of thf

tunes on the hit parade, "society style."
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SHERATON LOUNGE, Sheraton Ho-
:1, 505 N. Michigan (WHI 4100).
/orth a visit just to see the beautiful

aitresses—or are they calling them hos'

Mts now? In the popular Celtic Room
pstairs, beautiful and sultry Gloria Van
id her Vanguards are attracting a lot of

jsiness.

(

The Show's The Thing

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court

PEL 3434). Willie Shore headlines

le new show, with lots of help from
.dam and Jayne Digitano, whose dancing
' the best seen around these parts for a

'ng time.

•RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DEL
m). Girls! Girls! Girls!

VINE GARDENS, 616 W. North
"venue (MIC 5106). If you've been
ondering where to find Harry Cool, the

ng'time Jurgens star, look no farther,

e's heading a bright and breezy show at

is ncar'loop night spot.

Strictly For Swing

JAZZ, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue,
/orthwhile if your ears can stand the

rain. This place is becoming a mecca
)r the Knights of the Hot Platter,

rowded. Smoky. Interesting. Hot.
; COLLEGE INN, Sherman Hotel. Herb-
Fields and Kay Starr, with a large assist

cm Meade Lux Lewis, headline a loud
lid jazzy show. Carl Marx, the clown,
always there. So is the Coke Set.

GLASS HOUSE, Graemere Hotel, 113
. Homan. Don Fielding and the Towns-
en carry on with what is best described
sweet swing. If you don't want to

ince, Ralph Gourley will mix you a mar-
li second to none. He can also be
untcd upon to mix you an Old Fash-
ncd, Manhattan or Whiskey Sour second
none. Just name your poison.

Strictly For Stripping

If you want to discover what the girls

en't wearing this spring season, these
rth and west side spots give forth with

iiat they smilingly call "exotic entertain-
lint." This invariably consists of a
Iradc of beauties—young, old and in-

jtwecn—who take off everything that
ji municipal authorities will currently
low. The girls are continually on parade
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at EL MOCAMBO, 1519 West Madison
Street ... the FRENCH CASINO, 641
N. Clark Street ... the L and L CAFE,
1315 W. Madison Street . . . THE PLAY-
HOUSE, 550 N. Clark Street ... the

606 CLUB at 606 S. Wabash Avenue
. . . the TROCADERO CLUB. 525 S.

State Street.

Gourmet's Delight

BARNEY'S MARKET CLUB, 741 W.
Randolph Street. Friendliness and in-

formality prevail and Barney's constant

braying of his trade-mark, "Hi, Senator!"

always goes over well with the regular

customers and hundreds more from out

of town. It's that kind of place.

The steaks, chops and fish would rate

high anywhere.
CAMEO RESTAURANT, 116 E.

Walton, As different from Barney's as

the circus from the opera, this sleek res-

taurant is well-named. It's a jewel of a

place, famous for fine food. The prices

are unsurpassed, too.

FRITZEL'S, State at Lake. Mike
Fritzel's new restaurant has caught on as

one of the better and more reasonably

priced places to have luncheon, dinner or

an after-the-show snack,

CLOUD ROOM, Municipal Airport.

Fine food and a view not duplicated any-

where else in the world, as far as we
know. You'll have a hard time getting

in, but the probable wait will be well

worthwhile.

LE PETIT GOURMET, 619 N. Mich-
igan. There'll be tables out in the gar-

den this summer. Good food and a gen-

uine French sidewalk cafe atmosphere.

ST. HUBERT OLD ENGLISH GRILL,
316 S. Federal Street. You'll be right at

home here in tweeds, but you don't have
to ride to the hounds to enjoy the Brit-

ish bill of fare.

Cocktails And Conversation

Thd WRIGLEY BUILDING BAR, if

you can make yourself heard above the

din . . . the cozy BOUL MICH BAR
across from the Tribune Tower . . ,

RICCARDO'S artists' and writers' bar
tucked away in his ever-growing restaurant

. . , the masculinity of the MEN'S GRILL
in the LaSalle Hotel,
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by LUCIE BRION

SUMMER is just around the garden wall.

Manhattan and its environs are loaded
with flowers and greenery. Traffic to the

country and sea shores is at a new peak.

Fishing boats are doing a thriving busi'

ness, as are roadside restaurants. Rentals

for summer cottages have been snapped
up so fast that there is practically no more
business to be done in that line. Dogs
are pointing up to the wind out of car

windows, and Good Humor men are sta'

tioned all along the highways. It all looks

good and feels good and is good.

• • •

Foreign excursions are keeping travel

agencies here in a chaotic state. Waiting
lists are as long as the Triboro Bridge.

While there's no ill will towards persons

with confirmed reservations, there is er'

rant hope that some mild catastrophe will

produce cancellations. It is hard to say

which is the more difficult to obtain, res-

ervations to South America or to Europe,
both are in such demand. Political con-

ditions in either direction will have a lot

to do with cancellations, but as far as

travel is concerned, American tourists are

ready to go.

• • •

Manhattan taxicabs, with all their chit'

chat and hair-breadth escapes from col-

lisions, are the best in the country. They
can spot a customer a block away and curl

around to pick him up in about five sec-

onds. A hft of the finger is all that

needed. And a simple remark is sufficiei

to loose a flow of philosophy on the prol

lems of Manhattan, America, the world.
There is no share-a-ride inconvenienc

here at either Grand Central or Penn St;

tions and that's a blessing. Recently, c

a hot day down in Washington, we wet
most uncomfortable when sandwiched inl

a small cab with four ocher full-sized cu
tomers, all with bag and baggage. Thi
of course, meant cruising around the oil

until each reached his destination. Late
observing the hundreds of cabs circulatir

in the Capital, we asked about this situ

tion. It seems that one cab company h;

an option on—and taxi signs over

—

1\

station exit most handy for visitors. /

another signless door there are plenty <

cabs to be had solo. All of which maki

Manhattanites appreciate their own ui

complicated taxi service the more.

• • •

Political discussions are on the rampaf
here. On the radio the other mornin
via W. O. R.'s delightful Dorothy ar

Dick, we heard a bit of debate on polit

cal affairs between a Manhattan debi

tante and a reporter from The Dai
\Vor\er. The reporter was for Hem
Wallace straight through, while the dt

was for a Republican ticket. During t\

course of the conversation the deb r

marked that she thought Mr. Truma
had done a wonderful job. To this Die

asked, "How can you say that you thir

Mr. Truman has done a wonderful jc

and yet you intend to vote Republican?'

The deb answered, "All of my life the

has been a Democrat as President and I

just like to see what it would be like
'

have a Republican." Maybe she has som
thing there.

The reporter was almost belligere:.

in her attitude towards the deb, and C€

tainly belligerent towards anyone ani^

Wallace. A proclaimed Communist, si

lost no chance to attack the AmericJ

structure of government. By the end

the program, very sharp words were flyii
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about and we learned from a later program
that Dick had a considerable job in calm-

ing things down. It may be some time

before he attempts to moderate another
political debate.

• • •

Francis Maddux and her capable part'

ner. Lew Spence, are just finishing a tre-

mendously successful engagement at the

Maisonette of the St. Regis. Kansas
Citians will remember Miss Maddux, who
played and sang her gay songs in the

Bellerive's Zephyr Room not long ago.

Now, with two grand pianos, a marvelous
presentation of her songs and a superb
partner, she has completely captured Man-
hattan's smart set . . . and patrons are

already asking the dates of her return

engagement.

Kay Thompson, at Le Directoire, which
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is the old Cafe Society Uptown done over,

is getting rave notices. The four Wil'
liams Brothers—who support her in more
ways than one—come in for their share,

too. The act is one of song, patter and
simple dance routines. Lots of vigor but
not much art. We felt that the show re-

ceived more credit than it deserved, but
then . . . have a look for yourself.

• • •

High Button Shoes are more than a

musical comedy here. They're actually

being worn—and with increasing popular-

ity! The new shoes are as revolutionary

as were our long skirts last fall. Heels
are more exaggerated in curve and the

body must have laces or straps or buttons
somewhere. Two'tone shoes have come
back with the fad, too. They're all kinda
fun and smile-provoking.

PORTS OF CALL

Eating—Indoors And Out

CHARLES A LA POMME SOUF-
FLEE, If you are early for lunch Charles
may have a table by the window on the

sidewalk level. The garden is open, too,

for luncheon and dinner. French fried

shrimp and chilled wine are the only
things you'd need to find contentment,
but you'll not be sorry there's more.
157 E. 55. EL 5-8280.

*COPAIN, Lately people seem to be
flocking here, and for a perfectly sound
reason, 'tis true. One of the really in-

teresting cuisines in town. Some may call

it French cookery, but it has so much
more variety and flair than is found in

most of our "little French restaurants."

891 1st Ave. PL 8-0554.

COPENHAGEN. One of the best—
this differing in that the Smorgasbord is

Danish. A meal of hors d'oeuvres here
isn't a preliminary, it's a feast—and you'll

find why the advertising has been left to

"word of mouth" instead of the usual

media. 200 W. 70. TR 7-7600.

JUMBLE. Time for strolling in the

Village, leisure and simplicity of living

are all the delights we're entitled to.

When there's a chance to enjoy them, the

Jumble always comes to mind. Brick

paved floors, low beamed ceilings and
sturdy wooden tables set off walls lined

with the work of Village artists. A meet-

ing, eating and drinking restaurant with
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many years of tradition behind it. 28 W.
8. SP 7-2540.

Dancing—Indoors And Out

MONTE CARLO. The cool, mirrored

spaciousness in this ever newly-decorated

spot is one of its charms. The long bar

in the foyer and the tables to the side

make it easy to wait for your lunch or din-

ner reservation, while missing none of the

music inside. The music is largely Latin

American, topnotch, as is the food and
service. Madison at 54. PL 5-3400.

ST. REGIS. Following the Manhattan
custom of roof climbing in summer,
dancing and eating has been adjourned
downstairs. On the Roof you'll find the

same wonderful, impeccable St. Regis

—

music, entertainment, food, debutantes et

al. 5th Ave. at 55. PL 3-4500.

TAVERN ON THE GREEN. Now
there's dancing-on-the-grecn, too. Man-
hattan's most romantic setting affords not

only sweet green lawns and fresh clean

air but lots of room for everyone to enjoy

it in. The outdoor terrace is delightful

for a twilight cocktail or good and inex-

pensive dinner. Central Park West at 67.

RH 4-4700.

Entertainment

DIRECTOIRE. Far be it from Swin%
not to mention this twice in a row. Don't

be surprised to find it next month, too.

Tops in entertainment, the first show is

at 10 p. m. Money grows on those trees,

so be prepared to sit in close quarters for

considerably more than wooden nickels.

128 E. 58. MU 8-2150.

LA MARTINIQUE. Where do Latins

go in Manhattan? Both the local and im-

ported are found here, where rhumba pre-

vails in music, entertainment and dancing.

If time runs short in the evening, drop in

Saturday or Sunday afternoon. 57 W.
57. PL 5-4754.

NICK'S. Sunday afternoon jam session

is right lively now with school days over.

Late in the evening, the Dixieland beat

keeps tables full. For the younger set

primarily, and food and drink arc priced

accordingly. If Junior hasn't recommend-
ed it already, drop in for a visit. 7th Ave.

at 10th St. CH 2-6683.

ST. MORITZ. The best show in town
requires no reservation. Cafe de la Paix,

at a sidewalk seat under the awnings.
Around the clock the cast changes, and it

includes some of the more vivid types in

town. You'll see the "New Look," the

"Old Look," and yet no one will look
your way. This is the corner for inter-

national accents and foreign tongues, and
maybe a hurdy-gurdy will play across the

street in the park. That comprises the

show, and nothing can touch it. 50 Cen-
tral Park South. WI 2-5800.

Away From Manhattan

BIRD AND BOTTLE. There are few
inns in the East to compare with this.

Unusually small, with emphasis on making
each guest seem the only visitor present.

The setting is lovely, the interior an an-

tique collector's dream. For a perfect

overnight stop, a vacation or for only one
superlative meal, phone to find when you
may get a reservation. Garrison, N. Y.

(342).

CLAM BROTH HOUSE. Known to

sailors from ports over the world—to the

good burghers and their families of He
boken, and luckily not to many visitors.

Such clams as never lived in sand are

these, served in every possible way, with

nary a particle of grit. For clam shells

on floor, free lunch and colorful charac-

ters, try the men's bar side. Adjoining

rooms with tile topped tables have regular

service. A dollar will go almost as far as

you can eat here. For the ride—take

Barclay St. Ferry to Lackawanna Station,

Hoboken. Hoboken, N. J.

FRENCH CHALET. If you're going to

tennis matches, or just driving to Long
Island, this couldn't be a more convenient

pause for lunch or dinner. Delicious food,

including the very ducklings for which the

Island is known. Forest Hills, L. I., Fleet

St. and Yellowstone Blvd. HA 3-9878.

ROARING BROOK RESTAURANT.
Pleasant, woodsy surroundings here just

off the Taconic Parkway. Unlike so many
attractive restaurants in the country, three

meals are served daily. Service is good

and waiting time is short. Putnam Valley,

N. Y. Peekskill 4070.
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Current Plays . . .

<^THE CUP OF TREMBLING. (Apr.

20, 1948). This study of a woman who
las succumbed to the influences of al'

:ohol proves once more that Elizabeth

Bergner is a very capable actress. That's

ill it proves. Some of the other roles arc

:aken by Millard Mitchell, Anthony Ross,

fohn Carradine and Arlene Francis. Music
Box, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

i:30.

l*r HOPE'S THE THING. (May 11.

1948). Eddie Dowling with Will Greer,

E. G. Marshall, Ray Dooley and Dan
lilccd appear in a group of three short

Dlays, Hope Is the Thing with Feathers.

Home Life of a Buffalo, and Gone Tc
norrow, written by Richard Harrity and
produced by Mr. Dowling. Playhouse,
jvenings, except Sunday, at 8:40, Mat'
nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

k]OY TO THE WORLD. (Mar. 18.

1948). Hollywood is the setting for this

ittempt to portray our life and times.

Vlarsha Hunt and Alfred Drake fit in

veil with the lively staging, but do not
jnanage to get overly profound. Plymouth,
i:vcnings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Mat'
inecs Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

i^ME AND MOLLY. (Feb. 26, 1948).

I

The Goldbergs of radio fame would have
lo look down a little to see their stage

I

ounterparts, but no doubt they would
|;ct a few laughs. With Gertrude Berg,
he author, and Phillip Loeb. Bclasco,

evenings, except Monday, at 8:40 Mat'
inees Saturday and Sunday at 2:40.

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948).
In a class by itself, this powerful adapta'

tion of one of the best of the war books
touches something deep in its audience.

Henry Fonda is splendid in the lead.

Others in the excellent cast are David
Wayne, Robert Keith and William Har'
rigan. Alvin, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30.

NEW YORK CITY THEATRE COM'
PANY. (May 20, 1948). S. S. Glencairn
includes four of Eugene O'Neill's one'act

plays. Moon of the Carrihees. In the Zone.
Bound East for Cardiff, and Long Voyage
Home. New York City Center, evenings,

except Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Sat'

urday and Sunday at 2:30.

THE PLAY'S THE THING. (Apr. 28,

1948). Louis Calhern heads the impressive

cast in this revival of Molnar's comedy.
Supporting roles are filled nicely by Arthur
Margetson and Faye Emerson. Booth, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

THE RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE.
(Mar. 16, 1948). Meg Mundy's fine per'

formance highlights this Jean'Paul Sartre

view of the race problem. Thornton
Wilder's The Happy Journey serves as a

curtain-raiser. Cort, evenings, except Mon'
day, at 8:45. Matinees Saturday and Sun'
day at 2:45.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. (Jan. 14,

1948). The 90's and the suffragettes arc

still good for a few chuckles, widely
spaced. With Joan Tetzel, John Archer
and Carl Benton Reid. Morosco, evenings,

except Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Sat'

urday at 2:40 and Sunday at 3:00.

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE.
(Dec. 3, 1947). Winner of this year's

Pulitzer Prize and Drama Critics Circle

Award, this stirring drama by Tennessee
Williams is of top calibre. Jessica Tandy,
Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden and Kim
Hunter star in the superb cast. Barry
more, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.
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THE VIGIL. (May 21, 1948). Writ-
ten by Ladislas Fodor, this play includes

in its cast Henry Wilcoxon, Marie Palmer
and Ian MacDonald. Produced by Alex'
ander Markey. Royale, evenings, except
Sunday, at 8:40. Matinee Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:40.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb 4, 1946).

Judy HoUiday and Paul Douglas as an ex'

chorine and crooked junk dealer, respec'

tively, in this still wonderfully funny Gar-

son Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, ex'

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:40 . . . COM-
MAND DECISION. (Oct. 1, 1947). An
expertly written drama concerning our Air
Force in England. The all-male cast in-

cludes Paul Kelly, Jay Fassett and Edmon
Ryan. Fulton, evenings, except Monday,
at 8:40. Matinees Saturday at 2:40 and
Sunday at 3 . . . FOR LOVE OR
MONEY. (Nov. 4, 1947). Young June
Lockhart is the most charming part of

this comedy, and turns in a superb per-

formance. Assisting her with the very

weak plot are John Loder and Vicki Cum-
mings. At the Henry Miller, evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thurs-
day and Saturday at 2:40 . . . HARVEY.
(Nov. 1, 1944). Jack Buchanan, Jose-

phine Hull and some rabbit. 48th Street,

evenings except Sunday, at 8:40. Mat-
inees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40
. . . MAN AND SUPERMAN. (Oct. 8,

1947). A 1903 version of Shaw's ideas

on women and marriage. Maurice Evans
stars in his own production, supported by
Frances Rowe, Carmen Mathews, Malcom
Keen and Chester Stratton. Hudson, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . . .

THE HEIRESS. (Sept. 27, 1947).
Wendy Hiller supported by Basil Rath-
bone in the Goetz adaptation of Henry
James' Washington Square. Biltmore, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . . .

THE WINSLOW BOY. (Oct. 29, 1947).
A worthwhile play centered around a

famous lawsuit against the crown. The
cast, which is from England, includes

Alan Webb, Frank Allenby and Valerie

White. Empire, evenings, except Sunday

at 8:40. Matinees Thursday and Satur-
day at 2:40.

Current Musicals . . .

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Dec. 11,

1947) . Paul and Grace Hartman continue
to be the whole show. Their six numbers
in the revue make up for the rest. Other
sketches are by Hank Ladd, Nadine Gae
and Peter Hamilton. Coronet, evenings,
except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

HOLD IT. (Apr. 28, 1948). Johnny
Downs and Red Buttons are featured in

this musical comedy produced by Sammy
Lambert. Gerald Marks and Sam Lerner
wrote the words and music. National,
evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Mat-
inees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

INSIDE U. S. A. (May 3, 1948).
Beatrice Lillie is back again in a gala

revue. She is assisted by Jack Haley and
dancer Valerie Bettis. The producer is

Arthur Schwartz and Howard Dietz wrote
the lyrics. New Century, evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

LOOK. MA, FM DANCIN'. (Jan. 29,

1948) . Nancy Walker demonstrates . hi'

lariously what ballet should not be. Jerome
Robbins arranged the dances and the songs
are by Hugh Martin. In the cast are

Harold Lang, Janet Reed and Katharine
Sergava. Adelphi, evenings, except Sun-
day, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). A better than average choice

for light entertainment. The funny num-
bers are handled well by comics David
Burns and Sid Caesar. The songs are by
Richard Lewine, the book by Arnold B.

Horwitt. Broadhurst, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:30. - Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30«

SALLY. (May 6, 1948). This revival

is sparked chiefly by WiUie Howard's
comedy and several of Jerome Kern's

song'-, some from the original Sally score.

Martin Beck, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

at 2:30.
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Established Hits . . .

ALLEGRO. (Oct 10, 1947). Richard
dger's music carries the burden as Oscar
mmerstein and Agnes deMille ride

ng. The book and the ballets add little

the production. In major roles are

inamary Dickey, John Conte, Robert
lay and John Battles. Majestic, eve'

gs, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees

Thursday and Saturday at 2:30 . . . AN-
NIE GET YOUR GUN. (May 10,

1946) . Loud and irresistible Ethel Mer-
man still going strong. Imperial, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . . .

BRIGADOON. (Mar. 13, 1947). A
musical fantasy with dancing and singing

and David Brooks and Marion Bell. Zieg'

feld, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Saturday at 2:30 and Sunday at

3 . . . FINIAN'S RAINBOW. (Jan. 10,

1947) . A leprechaun comes to Missitucky
and an accomplished cast takes it from
there. 46th Street, evenings, except Sun'
day, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30 . . . HIGH BUTTON
SHOES. (Oct. 9, 1947). Delightful non-
sense with Nanette Fabray at her best.

Also, Jerome Robbins' Mack Sennett bal-

let and Joey Faye. Shubert, evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:30.

NEW YORK THEATRES

r'W" or "£" denotes West or East of Broadway)

dphi. 152 W. 54th

250 W. 52nd
rrymore, 243 E. 47th...

asco, 115 W. 44th

tmore, 261 W. 47th

th, 222 W. 45th

Dadhurst, 253 W. 44th.

..CI

..CI

..CI

.BR

..CI

..CI

..CI

^ntury, 932 7th Ave CI
(ronet, 203 W. 49th CI
'rt, 138 W. 48th CI
hpire, Broadway at 40th..PE
I'rty Sixth, 221 W. 46th....CI

Irty Eighth, 1 57 W. 48th..BR
li ton, 210 W. 46th CI
l|;dson, 141 W. 44th BR
llperial, 209 W. 45th CO

6-5097 E International,

5-6868 W 5 Columbus Circle CI 5-4884
6-0390 W Lyceum, 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256 E
9-2067 E Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730 W
6-9353 W Mansfield, 256 W. 47th CI 6-9056 W
6-5969 W Martin Beck, 402 W. 45th..CI 6-6363 W
6-6699 E Henry Miller,

7- 3121 124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970 E
6-8870 W Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230 W
5-4289 E Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI 6-4636 W
6-9540 National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220 W
6-6075 W Playhouse, 137 W. 48th....CI 5-6060 E
9-4566 E Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156 W
6-6380 W Royale, 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760 W
9-5641 E Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI 6-9500 W
5-2412 W Zeigfeld, 6th Ave & 54th..CI 5-5200

"How far you got in your Sunday School?" asked the first little girl

of the second.

"I'm past original sin," replied the second little girl.

"Humph," shrugged the first, "I'm past redemption."



KANSAS CITY Po^'ts of CJt
Magnificent Meal

^PUSATERTS
NEW YORKER.
Luncheon, dinner,

drinks and those in'

imitable Pusateri
steaks and salad with

garhc sauce! If you're

looking for your busi'

ness buddies, this is

always the first place to look. The music's

by Muzak and the steaks and wonderful
roast beef are by Fanny Anderson. 1104
Baltimore. GR 1019.

SAVOY GRILL. Very historic and
dignified, starring buttery, broiled lob'

ster. People who like good food served

in a quiet and friendly atmosphere are

partial to the Savoy. Red snapper and
other seafood specialties are luncheon sug'

gestions and there's a fine assortment of

imported and domestic liquors. 9th and
Central. VI 3890.

* WEISS CAFE. Menus here range from
live Maine lobster, choice steaks and roast

duckling to excellent chicken. Mmmmh!
Always crowded; so be sure to come early,

especially at lunch time. Incidentally, the

Weiss salad bowl is a grand luncheon
suggestion. An ornate fireplace at the

north end of this cafe dates back to 1867
when the Coates House was in its heyday.
Be sure to look it over. We like, to go to

Weiss' for cocktails. You'll like it too!

Coates House. VI 6904.

Class With A Glass . . .

BLUE DAHLIA
ROOM. This excel-

lent cocktail lounge
is adjacent to the

wholesale and down-
town shopping dis-

tricts and is just one

^^jp^,^^ block from the Mu-
r — nicipal Auditorium

—

centrally located is the phrase for it.

Charles Phil Provost combines the Solo-

vox with his piano and the result is

slightly terrific! Prominent sports figures

are always among the well-dressed clients,

and the conversation sparkles like a new

penny. Good, strong drinks, too! Hotel

Commonwealth, 1216 Broadway. HA
4410.

PUTSCH'S. This beautiful restaurant

features popular Freddie Heikel, his violir

and trio, direct from the "Ram," Challen
ger Inn, Sun Valley, Idaho. He has beet

a featured attraction at New York's Roxy
Theater many times. Putsch's serves trul>

distinguished food—excellent dinners ai

low as $1.65. Choice steaks, air-expressec

Colorado mountain trout and roast primi

ribs of beef are dinner suggestions. Th«
"In a Hurry" businessman's luncheon is <

treat and is priced at a dollar. A typica

luncheon includes short ribs of beef, a nici

salad, rolls and coffee. If you're taking

visitors on a tour of the city, Putsch'i
"210" is a "must!" There's a bcautifu

cafeteria on the Wyandotte side serving s

variety of dishes at reasonable prices. 21(

West 47th Street. LO 2000.

RENDEZVOUS. A paneled retreat ii

the Muehlebach Hotel for those who lik<

tubular ice with a hole in the center in

stead of the conventional cube found ii

most "store bought" drinks. The bar

tender, of course, prefaces his explanatioi

of the phenomenon with "we got our owi

ice machine." Hotel Muehlebach, 12tl

and Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. Down the haU frop

El Casbah at the Bellerive. Inside you'l

find the dehghtful piano music of Chri

Cross and Betty Rogers. Miss Rogers, b-

the way, is a very pretty young lad>

There's soft seating and a circular ba

built around two suave barmen wh
mix them just right. Hotel Bellerive, Ai
mour at Warwick. VA 7047.

In A Class by Itself . . .

PLAZA BOWL. A clean, attractiv;

restaurant, a beautiful cocktail lounge an

32 super-smooth bowling alleys are a cone'

bination hard to beat! Restaurant feature

include a tender, juicy filet mignon wit

potatoes, hot rolls and butter for $1.2

(imagine!); huge, green salad bowls wit

a variey of tasty ingredients, and a list c

"super-sandwiches" as long as your am
The kitchen is immaculate! Upstairs, tb
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Dvely Green Room is the very ticket

or private meetings, luncheons and din'

ler parties. The cocktail lounge has soft

eating and a beautiful pioneer mural
dged with mirrors makes a background
or the bar and lounge which is cleverly

luminated with indirect lighting. The
iquor is the best in town and the prices

re very reasonable in both restaurant and
ar. The cocktail lounge and restaurant

re soundproofed against noise from the

owling alleys, and music is furnished by
/luzak. And gosh, what beautiful bowling
lleys! Remember, bowling is a game de-

igned for the whole family, so come on
ver for some grand exercise! Good food,

ood drinks and fine exercise—all under
he same roof—what could be nicer? 430
Uameda Road. LO 6656.

To See and Be Seen . . .

DRUM ROOM. Enter

the Drumbar at the sign

of the big red drum on the

corner, or go in via the

lobby entrance of the

President. Luncheon, din'

ner and supper available

in the Drum Room proper,

a flight below the bar.

Music for June is the in'

nitable Larry Bennett and his recording

rchestra. Larry formed a unit while
erving in the ETO and was a great hit

t the Riviera recreation center. Hotel
'resident, 14th and Baltimore. GR 5440.

r TERRACE GRILL. Ray Pearl and his

makes you want to dance" music will be
2atured at the Grill during the balmy
lonth of June. Hotel Muehlebach (Tru'
lan slept here), 12th and Baltimore. GR
400.

'EL CASBAH. Casbah patrons have a

'onderful surprise in store for them in

ane. It's the return of none other than
ill Snyder and his orchestra to this

anquil, polished setting. Flaming Sword
inners and Flaming desserts should be
rdered for your special party! Culinary
lasterpieces! No cover or minimum

—

v^en for the delightful Saturday afternoon
amant. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at War'
•ick. VA 7047.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

BROADWAY IN-
TERLUDE. Good ole

Joshua Johnson—still

the fastest man with a

boogie woogie beat

—

yowsah! But that's not
all you'll find in the
way of attractions at

the Broadway Inter'

lude. The chicken is golden fried and
very tender, as is the roast beef. Inex'
pensive businessmen's luncheons at noon
with swell salads. Your drink contains
the finest whiskey and Riley Thompson
always gives you a full measure. Come
on over Sunday night at the stroke of
twelve and Dale Overfelt will be on hand
to wish you a happy Monday morning.
3535 Broadway. WE 9630.
CABANA. A well'bred bar with the

welcome mat out. Practically always
jammed because people like it. An institU'

tion here is WHB's Alberta Bird, who
does a superlative job of playing the
Hammond organ. She's probably the best'
dressed entertainer in town. Luncheon
snacks and good drinks, served by hand'
some Latins. Hotel PhilHps, 12th and
Baltimore. GR 5020.
LA CANTINA. The perfect place for

a quiet drink. Smartly and colorfully
decorated, this co2;y place is really sooth'
ing after a warm day. Delightful snacks
may be ordered from a special La Cantina
menu. The "jb" music is tuned sweet
and low. Just down a flight of carpeted
stairs from the glamorous Casbah and
Zephyr Room. Hotel Bellerive, Armour
at Warwick. VA 7047.

Something Different . . .

BIRCH WOOD
GRILL. Dining is a
pleasure in this at'

tractive restaurant
which is conveniently
located in downtown
Kansas City. Sixteen
ounce steaks are the
chef's treat here and

that beef is straight from the Heart of
America! Long branch potatoes, Birchwood
Chef's Salad, bread and butter are all

welcome additions to your steak—and the
complete dinner can be had for $2.50.
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House specialties include prime ribs of you can find lobster, chicken and steak-

beef, Southern fried chicken, fresh fish on the menu. There are booths foi

and filet mignon. The service is always privacy or you can sit by a huge pictun

quick and courteous! Hotel Common' window and watch humanity bustle alon|

wealth, 1216 Broadway. HA 4410. on the street below. It's a grand res

KING JOY LO. In San Francisco the HATm^
"^^'^ ^^^^ ^^"""^

Srlr^V^'^Y^^K^' * UNITY INN. Meatless meals in thiHonolulu Its P. Y Chong s; in Kansas .^^j ^^^^^^^.^ ^^^^
City everyone goes to King Joy Lo s and believable style with accent on big salad,
has the most delightful Chinese food you ^nd rich desserts. It's very neat ant
can imagine! Succulent chow mein and spotless and many Kansas City business,
chop suey combinations, hot, dry rice, ex- men can be seen headed toward Um^
cellent tea and specialties like egg foo Inn at noontime these days. The cafei

young are enough to make anyone's mouth teria is managed by the Unity School o
water. American food is also served, and Christianity. 901 Tracy. VI 8720.

A
IN A CERTAIN Midwestern court a man was suing the local traction com'

pany for injuries allegedly received in a streetcar accident. The truth of

the matter was that he had actually received his bruises when his car collided

with a telegraph post. And this had happened a full mile from the streetcar

line.

The plaintiff's witnesses swore to the facts of the accident, and things

were going nicely for him, when one of their number was suddenly stricken

with an attack of conscience, and during a recess repaired to the judge's

chambers and confessed the frame'up.

The judge rushed back into the court room with fire in his eyes, deter'

mined to make an immediate revelation of the perjurers. But he was brought
up short in his resolution when the traction company's attorney suddenly pro'

duced three witnesses prepared to swear that the plaintiff was drunk when
he boarded the streetcar!—Wall Street Journal.

A
A tired doctor got his wife to answer the phone by the bed, say he was

out, and give advice which he whispered to her.

"Thank you very much, Mrs. Simpson," said the voice, "but I should
like to ask you one thing. Is that gentleman who seems to be in bed with
you fully qualified?"—Critic and Guide.

A
A grandfather gave his two grandsons some stock of a well'known

bank. The bank's president wrote the usual: "It has come to my attention

that you recently became owners of our stock. May we suggest you recom'

mend our bank and its services to your friends and business associates?"

The father replied to the letter: "My older son's business associates at

the moment consist of a number of other eight'year'olds with whom he has

been actively trading playing cards. He says that he will be delighted to

recommend to them the services of your bank but adds a friendly but timely

warning that you should not expect more than a minimum of business from
this source immediately.

"My other son. who has reached the age of 22 months, has no business

associates at all, and I would say that his only friend is a black spaniel. Un'
fortunately, it was only yesterday in the course of an argument, he bit the

dog, and I am afraid that at the moment he has neither friends nor business

associates. However, he graciously extends his cordial greetings and says he

is looking forward with great interest to receiving your next financial re-

port."—Wall Street Journal.
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1. General C. B. Gates, commandant of the director of Special Events and chief d
United States Marine Corps, says a few WHB Newsbureau; and Calvin B. M« 3

v/ords on the subject of national security, day supervisor of the Associated Pres

1

2. The Kansas City professional chapter of 3. Uncle Lou, whose Sfory Book is \

I Sigma Delta Chi, honorary journalism fra- over WHB at 4:30 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.,

i

ternity, installs new officers. They are John away 14 puppies to 14 happy chi!

1 Collins, editor of the Weekly Kansas City 4. Valerie White, English movie a

! Star; C. G. Wellington, managing editor of currently starring in The Winslow Boy

! the Kansas City Star; Richard C. Smith, guest on the Sandra Lea program.



foreword
for July

THE reason for fireworks is free'

dom. In the beginning the
American Colonies put up a noisy
fight for freedom because that was
the only way they could get it.

Now every July we have that noise
again, symbolic noise, commemorat'
ing the real fireworks that won the
right to establish a homeland.

July has all the earmarks of a

festive season, with kids shooting
off sky rockets and cannon crackers
while flags blaze in colored lights

in the ball park at night and from
every bunting'draped platform
across the country the word "free
dom" rings. And yet it always seems
to us a little sad, and especially so
this year, when to the east of us
we hear echoes of other fireworks
not in play. It's a sorry, fearful
sound, reminding us once more of
the tragedy of humankind; not that
there is no freedom, but that men
should have to fight each other for
it; not that the freedom can't be
won by bloodshed, but that it must
be.

This world-wide, historylong di'

lemma would not be so stubborn
if all of us could get it through our
heads that freedom is only half the
word and its better half is respon-
sibility; that responsibility is an in-
dividual matter before it can become
a matter of state; and that it begins
'way back—with so simple a thing,
for instance, as the decision not to
put a firecracker in somebody's
pocket just because it's funny!
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JULY'S HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . , .

(The William Rockhill Hehon
Gallery of Art and the Mary
Atkins Museum of Pine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: One Hundred
Years of French Prints.

Masterpiece of the Month: Two
18th Century Venetian Arm
Chairs.

Conventions . . .

July 2'4. 3 5 8th Infantry Associa'
tion Reunion.

July 6'9, Future Homemakers of
America, Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

July 9-10, National Association of
Post Office Mechanics, Mis-
souri Branch, Hotel Common-
wealth.

July 11-13, Central States Sales-
men, Hotels Muehlebach, Phil-

lips and Aladdin.
July 14-16, Masonic Order, Juris-

diction of Missouri (Colored)
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Dancing . . .

(Pla-MoT Ballroom. "bind and
Main.) Dancing every night but
Monday. "Over 30" dances
Tuesday, Wednesday and Fri-

day.

July 3. Ray McKinley
July 15, Jack Stalcup.

July 22, Eddie Howard
July 24, Charlie Spivak
July 27. Don Ragon.

Amusement Parks . .

Fairyland Park, 75th and Pros-
pect. Concessions open 2 p.m.,
Saturday; 1 p.m., Sunday; 6
p.m., week days.

Blue Ridge Roller Rink and Park,
7600 Blue Ridge. Rink open to

public Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday nights, 7:30 p.m. to

10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 2:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m.

Elliott's Shooting Park, Highway
50 and Raytown Road. Satur-
day, 12 a.m. to evening; Sun-
day, 10 a.m. to evening; Wed-
nesday, 4:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m.

Special Events . . .

July 2, Kentucky-Phillips basket-

ball exhibition, Municipal Audi-
torium Arena.

July 3, Youth for Christ, Music
Hall.

July 4-5, Olathe Saddle Club
horse show.

July 10, Youth for Christ, Music
Hall.

July 11, Bla:er dance (colored).

Municipal Auditorium Arena.
July 17, Youth for Christ, Music

Hall.

July 18, Baptist baptismal service

(colored). Municipal Audi-
torium Arena.

July 19-24, Women's Missouri
Golf Association, Hillcrest.

July 24, Youth for Christ, Music
Hall.

July 25-29. Gift Show, Munici-
pal Auditorium Arena.

July 31. Youth for Christ, Music
Hall.

Baseball . . .

Kansas City Blues, American As-
sociation. All games played at

Ruppert Stadium, 22nd and
Brooklyn.

July 7. 8, St. Paul.

July 10, 11 (2), Minneapolis.
July 13, 14, Louisville.

July 16, 17, 18 (2), Indianapolis.

July 19. 20, Toledo.
July 21. 22, Columbus.
July 28, 29, Minneapolis.

Swimming . . .

Boulevard Manor Hotel, 1115
East Armour. indoor pool,

open daily 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Fairyland Park Pool, open 9 a.m.

to 10 p.m. 75th and Prospect.

Lake Quivira, open 10 a.m. to

10 p.m. daily. Four and one-

half miles from Shawnee, Kan-
sas, on Quivira Cut-off road.

Lakewood Park, Bonner Springs,

Kansas. Filtered pool, also danc-
ing, rides, and picnic grounds.

Swope Park, outdoor pool, open
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., e%'ery day
except Monday, when hours are

12 noon to 10 p.m.

Bowling . . .

Armour Lanes, 3523 Troost.

Clifford Tessman Recreation,

2629 Troost.

Cocked Hat Recreation, 4451
Troost.

Country Club Bowl, 71st and
McGee.

Esquire Bowling Lanes, 4040
Main.

Grindel-Lembke Recreation, 734
Minnesota.

Halin Bowl. 1610 West 39th.

Northeast Bowl, 112 N. Elmwood.
Oak Park Bowl. 4940 Prospect.

Palace Recreation, 1232 Broadway.
Pla-Mor, 3142 Main.
Plaza Bowl. 430 Alameda Road.
Sackin's Recreation, 3212 Troost.

Tiemey-Wheat Recreation, 3736

Main.
Veretta's, 5th and Walnut.

Swiofi published monthly at Kansas City,
^ Missouri. Address all communications
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solicited manuscripts, drawings or photograph*.
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The Ajrican amphibian furnishes a sure diagnosis of pregnancy,

TBE FROG TEST:

flew ABSwerJ^^l^^fd Question

by JOSEPH BERNSTEIN

THE young woman, who had just

completed a tennis match with her

husband, suddenly began to complain

of sharp abdominal pain. Deathly

pale, with hands rapidly becoming
cold and clammy, she collapsed on the

court. Reviving from her faint, she

began to vomit. In less than an hour,

before a doctor could reach her, she

had died.

This was not a case of poisoning or

acute appendicitis. It was a ruptured
tubal pregnancy.

Situated between the top of the

womb and the ovaries are two mus'
cular tubes whose function it is to

carry eggs, which are liberated from
the ovaries, to the womb. These ducts

are known as the Fallopian tubes. So
narrow is the caliber of these passage'

ways, the most insignificant obstruc
tion may block the path of the eggs
so that they are unable to reach the

uterus. Should an egg be fertilized in

such a tightly restricted tube, it may
I

plant itself there and develop. As it

continues growing rapidly in these ab'

normal surroundings, the pressure dis'

tends the wall of the tube to such an
extent that it may suddenly rupture,
eventually causing severe internal

hemorrhage. Such abnormal pregnane

cies are called ''ectopic," or tubal, and
require immediate surgical intervene

tion if the life of the woman is to be

saved. But this also means that the

condition must be recogni2;ed quite

early.

Recently, a technique for assisting

in rapidly diagnosing such pregnancies,

as well as the normal variety, has be'

come widely adopted in this country.

It is astonishingly simple. A small

quantity of the urine of a woman
suspected of being pregnant is in'

jected into a fold of skin on the

back of a female South African frog.

If pregnancy exists, the frog responds

by depositing its eggs in about six to

eight hours. There is no response of

any kind if the woman is not preg'

nant.

This striking test is now being hailed

by the most outstanding authorities as

the easiest, speediest, most accurate

and least expensive of the large variety

of pregnancydiagnosis techniques
which have been used in this country.

It originated in England several years

ago through the brilliant experimental

work of the famed biologist, Professor

Lancelot T. Hogben.
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The South African frog is really a

form of toad, which is characterized

by unusual horny claws on its toes.

Normally it lives in rivers in South

Africa, but its value as

an experimental animal

has long made it fa'

miliar in laboratories

throughout the world.

Hobgen was mainly in-

terested in the pituitary

glands of these ani-

mals, which are located at the base

of the brains, and are capable of se'

creting chemical messengers, or hor'

mones, into the blood. One of these

hormones is able to stimulate the

growth of the ovaries, and to induce

them to release their eggs. By means

of an extremely dehcate operation,

Hogben succeeded in removing these

glands, which are about the size of

pinheads, from several female frogs,

without killing the frogs.

He then noticed that something very

strange was happening to the frogs'

ovaries, when he inspected them sev'

eral days later. These organs had be'

gun to degenerate and shrivel up ! Ob-
viously the decline had been caused by

the removal of the pituitaries. Could
the ovaries be restored to their normal

structure and function by injecting

pituitary extracts? Hogben tried this

experiment, but he added a slight

twist to it. Instead of injecting frog

pituitary extracts into the frogs, he

introduced into their bodies extracts

prepared from the pituitary glands of

sheep

!

And now a truly amazing thing

happened. Not only did the moribund
ovaries suddenly take a new lease on
life, growing back to their former nor-

mal size, but the frogs did something

which no South African frog in cap-

tivity had ever done before. They be-

gan depositing eggs as nonchalantly

as if they were back in their native

rivers of Africa, in the midst of breed-

ing season!

While these startHng experiments

created a furor in the scientific world,

they particularly excited two obscure

young biologists at the University of

Cape Town, South Africa. These in-

vestigators. Dr. H. A. Shapiro and Dr.

H. Zwarenstein, had for a long time

been seeking a simpler and more re'

liable test for human pregnancy than

those commonly in use. From the

work of Aschheim and Zondek in

Germany several years earlier, they

knew that the urine of pregnant

women contained a substance which
was capable of stimulating the growth
and development of mouse ovaries.

This substance acted just like a pit-

uitary hormone. What would happen,

wondered the South African scien-

tists, if human pregnancy urine were

injected into the bodies of South Afri-

can frogs, which normally never laid

eggs under laboratory conditions?

Should the frogs lay eggs, here would
be a possible test for pregnancy.

So the investigators injected one

group of female frogs with urine from

women known to be pregnant, and

another group with urine from women
who were not pregnant. Those receiv-

ing the pregnancy urine began to lay

eggs in a few hours, and those that

had not, went about their ways as if

nothing had happened, without de-

positing a single egg. The frog test for

pregnancy thus made its debut.



THE FROG TEST: NEW ANSWER TO AN OLD QUESTION

This was only the beginning, how
ever. Numerous technical wrinkles

had to be ironed out so that the test

could be standardized to the point

where it could be used anywhere and

anytime with the utmost reliability.

In England and continental Europe,

the frog test has been so perfected

that it is practically the only one used.

In America, until very recently, the

standard test for pregnancy has been

the rabbit technique. This is based on
the appearance of blood spots on the

ovaries of the rabbits within 24 hours

after injecting pregnancy urine.

But the rabbit test is clumsy and
expensive, a busy doctor being unable

to perform it by himself. He has to

send the specimen to a laboratory, and
then await the results. In an ectopic

pregnancy the loss of time involved,

even if only a matter of hours, may
seriously jeopardize the life of the

patient. The frog test, on the other

hand, is easily performed right in the

doctor's office, and he gets his results

in a few hours. And so sensitive is

this technique that it has been known
to give accurate diagnosis of pregnan'
cies only a few weeks old.

Dr. A. I. Weisman, one of Amer'
I ica's leading experts on pregnancy

tests, has made a systematic investiga'

tion of this technique in about 1,000
experiments, during which 4,000
South African frogs were used, and
has declared, "We have never ex'

perienced a false pregnancy." He has

also compared the frog technique with

26 other pregnancy tests, and has

found it to be by far the best in every

respect.

One of the main reasons why we
have not had the test in America on
a large scale up to now, is that war
shipping conditions, which have only

recently been eased, prevented the im'

portation of these frogs from South

Africa. But now there is reason to

believe that such frogs will be rela'

tively abundant in this country soon,

due to recent discoveries in Switzer'

land and at Harvard University of

techniques for breeding the animals in

the laboratory. Every doctor should

have access to these frogs. They can

be used over and over again, unHke
rabbits.

The question might be asked, "Why
can't we use the frogs which are com'
mon in this country?"

The answer is that, unfortunately,

domestic frogs will not respond to

even the most massive doses of preg'

nancy urine. And the toads in Amer'
ica are likewise unsatisfactory.

Dr. Weisman is confident that we
shall soon be as familiar with the frog

test in America as with the rabbit

technique. Its widespread use should

prevent diagnostic errors and be an'

other step toward elimination of the

dangers of childbirth.

A

The one successful relative arrived for a visit. His career'conscious
nephews were impressed with the thought of a financier on the family tree.

Their questions flew thick and fast, and all went well until one asked : "Uncle,
just what does a fellow need to make a fortune?"

"Pluck, my boy, pluck," boomed the rich relative.

"Oh, sure," nodded sonny. "But just whom did you pluck?"



Home-Grown Circus

IF YOU are looking for a circus that has neither a payroll nor a single

wild'animal act, yet is one of the nation's largest threcrirvg shows, you will

find it in Gainesville, Texas. For this North Texas city boasts of what is

probably the most unusual civic project on record, an honest'to-goodness
circus in which most of the town's 15,000 inhabitants take part.

Impresario and founder of Gainesville's sawdust extravaganza is the local

newspaper editor, A. Morton Smith, who confesses his lifelong secret ambition
was to own a circus. Apparently the rest of Gainesville's citizens had similar

dreams, for when Smith broached his plan for a community circus some years
ago, the entire town enthusiastically joined him.

Gainesville's circus was a hit from the beginning. Much of this success

is due to the unwritten rule that all performers must aim for professional

standards. This, combined with the fact that the town provides the finest

equipment, puts the show on a par with the country's top circuses.

Most of Gainesville's residents appear sometime during the galaxy of

acts ranging from a 17 girl ballet performing on flying ladders to trick riders

who put slick show horses through their paces. The ringmaster is the manager
of the local ice company, and ''Uncle Ezra," the tramp clown who fascinates

the children, is a teacher and sports writer by profession. The star of the

dizzy high tightrope walking act operates a trucking firm, while the county
judge dons a clown cop suit to do a side-splitting "fireman save my child"

routine.

The entire family usually ends up "in the act." Most popular of the

"husband and wife" routines is a daring double trapeze act perfected by a

local power company employee and his wife. Everyone from junior to

grandma is "circus happy," because there is a job for each member of the

family. Grandma helps backstage, while the small fry begin training for circus

roles when they're six. Some youngsters have an even earlier initiation into

circus life when, at the age of four, they join the "Seven Dwarfs" group

which takes part in the grand entry.

Gainesville's experiment in community living is a bright exception in a

day when most of us depend upon manufactured entertainment. The trapeze

bars, horse-training rings and other circus paraphernalia that blossom out in

the city's backyards every spring are proof that the whole family can have

fun doing something together. Frequent circus parties make it possible for

neighbors to know each other better, and the bond of a common interest is

building Gainesville into a happier and more closely-knit community.

This year's circus season

opened in Gainesville on
April 21, but during the

summer the town periodical-

ly folds its tents and bustles

out along the modern ma-
cadam circus trails to play

engagements in Texas and
Oklahoma. Southwesterners

realize the Gainesville com-
munity circus is good—and
it's "home grown!"

—

Fran\
GiUio.



In greasepaint and costume, the clown is

a special friend in the world of sawdust.

by JOHN C. KELLAND

SOME years back, a taciturn, earn'

est young man in an Eastern uni'

versity took intensive courses in child

psychology and the behavior of ado'

lescents. His college instructors ad'

mired him and said he was headed for

a brilliant career as an educator or

psychologist.

When he received his degree, the

somber student surprisingly headed

for a circus lot in a nearby town and

was welcomed by a group of clowns

or "Joeys." The student was Howard
R. Rider, one of America's great cir'

cus clowns, who had taken a year off

to study the kids in order to make
them laugh more readily!

Such devotion to the profession of

producing belly laughs will not sur'

prise any circus Joey. For these fel'

lows with the bulbous noses and
floppy, colored pantaloons know that

making people laugh is a tough job.

No longer do clowns depend solely

on grotesque costumes and fright wigs
to insure their applause. Off the cir'

cus lot, today's crop of Joeys sits

around reading blueprints and seeking

new and startling effects through the

use of electronics, hydraulics, chemis'
try and carpentry.

There's Lew Hersey, for example,
star buffoon of the Al Barnes Shows,

who was desperate for new gags when
he walked into the store of a circus'

loving merchant in a Kansas town.

The storekeeper, who idolized every
thing connected with a circus, mod'
estly showed Lew some mechanical

gimmicks which he had constructed

for laughs in his spare time.

Impressed, Lew induced the busi'

nessman to help him build a huge prop

goose made with 400 feet of wire and
more than 500 soldered joints. The
two men painstakingly bought hun'
dreds of photographs of geese in order

to guarantee authenticity. When the

mechanical goose was introduced at

the circus, it followed Lew around the

ring and kept snatching at his coat'

tails. It caused more laughter than

any other effect in the clowns' stock'

room. From then on. Lew was a

"producing clown," one of those aris'

tocrats of clowndom whose ingenuity

delights moppets and oldsters aHke.

Clowns never know from where
their next big idea will come. The
Manetti brothers, two noted Italian

mimes, find their best laugh'provokers

in the countryside.

Once, on a hot July day, they were
very thirsty. Finding a well, the

clown brothers cranked up the heavy
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bucket, only to find the bucket con'

tained a squawking duck.

They laughed, seized on the idea,

and introduced it into their circus per'

formance with one variation—instead

of hauling up a protesting duck, the

brothers dredged out another clown,

dripping wet, who emitted sprays of

water whenever he was touched!

Actually, there are only 500 clowns

in the United States, and the number
is getting smaller all the time. Few
young men today care to spend years

in a rigorous profession which pays

poorly and offers scant social security

or old age benefits. Even a top clown,

after 20 years' experience, is lucky

to draw $100 a week.

But for the few who do turn to the

sawdust ring, there are satisfactions of

a different sort in becoming a 'Tirst

of May," as new, green clowns are

dubbed.

The 'Tirst" has a tough time for a

year or two. If he stays with the

Joeys, and survives their incessant

panning and horseplay, he can proud'

ly call himself a ''Johnny'Come-Late'

ly." This is roughly equivalent to a

sophomore now to be tolerated by
upperclassmen.

A few more years, and he graduates

to a ''Joey's" rating—respected and
accepted by his colleagues the world

over.

Once, there was a great clown
named Joseph Grimaldi. Charles Dick'

ens wrote rave notices about him. The
monarchs of Europe pHed him with

champagne and rare gifts. Yet the

masses adored him, and he loved the

common people, for he was one of

them and cared only for their cheers.

Because this legendary idol didn't

let success go to his head, Joe Grim-
aldi became "Jo^y" to the profession

in every nation. To speak slightingly

or disrespectfully of Grimaldi

—

though he's been dead more than a

hundred years—is to invite a fight on
any circus lot.

The clown's chores still fall into

established patterns set generations

ago. First, there is the "walk-around,"

a raucous procession of all the Joeys

around the ring to give the customers

a look at them en masse.

After that comes the "clown chase,"

a zany stunt to occupy the audience

while the ring is being changed for a

new act. Third step is the comedy
acrobatic stunt, with clowns and acro'

bats mixed up in a parody on the

usual muscle and trapeze stuff.

The final fillip always is the "clown
entree," the big production number
with all producing clowns in the ring

showing off their most ingenious ef'

fects and mechanisms. These include

fall-apart autos, tiny fire engines,

trains that blow up, tin horses that

drink gallons of beer and every other

specialty coming within the producing

clown's orbit.

Some clowns are individualists who
like lone wolf roles. For them, the

"walk around" and the "chase" offer

the best chance to display their tal-

ents. But for the elite of clown alley

—the producing Joeys—the "entree"

is the big moment when their pooled

inventive and mechanical achieve-

ments are proudly displayed.

Clowns have a strict code of ethics.

They will not offend races or re-

ligions. They will not mock political

parties or personalities. No good Joey
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will ever embarrass or offend a mem-
ber of the audience through his an-

tics.

Clowns well know which towns are

most receptive to their foolishness.

Paul Jerome, a serious'minded Joey

star with Ringling Brothers, says:

"You'll find factory towns are best

for real belly laughs. People who work
hard with their hands to

make a living appreciate

our efforts and they want
to laugh. The worst spots

are college towns where
playboys always want to

get into our act!"

In addition to inventive-

ness, clannishness and loy
alty, you'll find real hero-

ism in the clown brigade.

Circus people will ever

remember fondly the midget buffoon,

Paul Horompo, who met an escaped

tiger face to face one afternoon in

Madison Square Garden.

The tiny Paul, attired inadequately

as Grumpy, one of the Seven Dwarfs,

battled with the tiger by brandishing

a small papier-mache sword. The
beast snarled and slashed at Paul, but

gradually retreated into

his cage.

At the other end of the

corridor, a crowd of
scared, white -faced kids
menaced by the tiger

broke into cheers for the

little clown.

''All in a day's work,"
grumped Grumpy.
''Clowns are suckers, not

heroes!"

It Pays to Advertise!
Centralia, Illinois, Sentinel:

"Wanted immediately: Unfurnished apartment or house for man, wife,

daughter (8) and dog. Will dispose of dog, but prefer to keep child."

Philadelphia Bulletin:

"WANTED: Boss' marriageable daughter. Unusually fine opportunity
to liquidate the daughter problem and simultaneously acquire a capable
executive for your organization. Absolute satisfaction guaranteed, or
your job and daughter cheerfully refunded."

San Francisco Chronicle:
"Wanted: Name and address of motorist who knocked me down,
and promised to pay the doctor's bill."

China-Press

:

"Two young, well'educated Americans, former officers with considerable
experience, residing in Shanghai for the forthcoming year, earnestly dc
sire acquaintanceships. Advantages—good looks, apartment, /eep, ade'
quate means. Disadvantages—disinclination toward matrimony, sus'

ceptibility to drink, blondes, brunettes, and redheads."

A
Chauncey M. Depew had an old friend who, after courting the same

woman for 20 years, finally married her.

"Josephus," said Chauncey, "Why didn't you marry that splendid woman
before now? Why did you wait all these years?"

"Chauncey," explained the other, "I waited until she talked herself out.
You see, I wanted a quiet married life."—Capper's Weel^Iy.
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Angela Patri is America's outstanding authority on children.

by STANLEY S. JACOBS

V\ T^EN he hears people talking

VV ponderously about juvenile de'

hnquency, as if they were discovering

it for the first time, Angelo Patri is

inclined to give a horse laugh.

Patri snorts: "So-called deUnquents

are nothing new. They have always

been with us! They always will be,

until we learn how to prevent their

failures and how to apply their powers
—for they all have some power that

can be used for their and our good!"
Patri ought to know. Ten million

mothers and fathers turn to Patri as

frequently as they admonish their

offspring. More than 150 newspapers
print his daily column on child prob-

lems and family living.

To scores of famous persons, in-

cluding an Academy Award movie
star, a mural painter, journalists,

artists, stage folk and important busi-

ness and professional leaders, Patri

extended the first helping hand they
ever knew as under-privileged slum
kids. Yet, paradoxically, this expert

on youth problems has no children of
his own!

Patri knows how to help unhappy
kids because he was one himself. As
a shy, sensitive Italian immigrant lad
in teeming New York City, Angelo
hated the grinding poverty around
him and did poorly in school.

He was a puny, maladjusted boy who
rebelled against his father's intention

to prepare him for the priesthood. De-
spite his personality handicap and ad-

diction to daydreaming, young Patri

managed to graduate from New
York's City College in 1897 and be-

came a confused though hopeful

teacher.

Students loved to embarrass him.

They howled at his inadequacies. The
toughies and wise guys in school knew
that this gentle pedagogue was no
match for them. Depressed over his

failure with children, Patri became
a college student again at Columbia
University. This time, it was the great

progressive educator, John Dewey,
who showed him the mistakes he was
making in handling children.

Returning to teaching, Patri was
placed in a forward-looking school

operated under the slogan, "Serve the

children!" That made sense to Angelo;
from then on, he really hit his stride.

For the school welcomed his own
theory that teachers and pupils had to

become comrades, not foes.

"I saw that most parents had er-

ratic notions— sometimes justified—
about the teaching profession," he re-

lates. "I made it my job to prove to

parents as well as to teachers that
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mothers and fathers could help poor

students to adjust and learn."

It was Patri, aided by a handful of

ether educators with vision, who
pushed the Parent-Teacher Associa-

tion idea ahead. This was at a time

when parents firmly resisted all ef-

forts to draw them into the orbit of

school Hfe.

On one memorable morning, parents

and teachers alike gasped when Patri,

their principal of Public School No.

45, abolished the dull and formal as-

sembly programs which everybody

disliked. The children whooped en-

thusiastically.

Patri transformed these conclaves

into friendly meetings rich with

amusement, humor and comradeship.

Gone were dullish lectures and pious

sermonizing to restless youngsters. In-

stead, folk tales, dancing, amateur

theatricals and music became welcome
assembly routines.

When Arbor Day was a new and
httle-known holiday, Patri gave it

a much-publicized impetus by getting

the toughest beys in New York gangs

to lay aside their knives and clubs in

exchange for shovels. Leading them,

he marched to barren city plots where
no trees had ever grown and en-

couraged the dead-enders to plant sap-

lings wkich today are stout trees pro-
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viding shade for another generation

cf children.

Indeed, on one Arbor Day, 3,000

kids from other schools and their

relatives stormed Patri's office, de-

manding that they, too, be allowed to

plant trees any place Patri designated.

Hundreds of pupils, the well-ad-

justed as well as the "chronic" mis-

chief-makers, turned to the eager

young teacher for solutions to personal

problems.

One was a boy with a tear-streaked,

dirty face who called at Angelo
Patri 's home and sobbed out his story.

'Tm no good! That's what my old

man says, and I believe him. Please

put me out of your school, Mr.
Patri. Fm so dumb I keep the other

kids from learning!"

''Hold your horses," cautioned

Patri. ''Things can't be as bad as

that." By skillful interviewing, he

learned that the boy—admittedly a

poor scholar—excelled in wood-carv'

ing. "Then you shall carve wood in

class every day!" decreed Patri.

While the other pupils studied the

Three R's, Tony whittled wood in-

dustriously. He turned out artistic

products which neighbors and stores

eagerly bought. Later, he became a

highly-paid craftsman, respected by

family and friends, even though he

had been a complete failure as a stu-

dent.

Another boy, who showed scant in'

telligence or initiative, was asked by

Patri what kind of book he would

buy if he had the money.

"A book about pigeons and how to

raise 'em!" the lad piped.

Patri promptly bought several

texts en pigeon-breeding and gave
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them to the seeming misfit. The boy-

perked up. Before long, he was a

happy, well'integrated student— no
Einstein mentally, but a normal youth

who subsequently earned a good liv-

ing raising pigeons.

Though he has retired from active

teaching to a cozy home in Patterson,

New York, Patri is far from idle. The
mails, telephone and telegraph each

day bring him pleas from parents and
teachers to help them straighten out

"problem" children.

He still is whacking away at the

notion of conformity in the classroom.

''Most children who get into trouble

with the police are below the school

standards in mental ability," he as-

serts. "The trouble is with society's

insistence that all children should have
the same training and education, in

spite of the failures of this large group
of pupils.

"No teacher or parent can work
successfully against nature. We must
work with her, within her laws, to

succeed. That's why our school pro-

grams must become fluid enough for

the adjustment of children of varying

backgrounds and capabilities!"

Parents, even at this late date, are

still surprised to learn that An^elo
Patri is a man of action as well as

a trailblazer for new educational

theories.

There was the occasion, for ex'

ample, when a well-meaning father

violently protested that his son was
mistakenly called a roughneck by I

neighbors and teachers. Patri, who
knew the boy, proved to the dad that

the son actually was a liar, and a

bully to boot.

He then escorted the irate parent

to a real estate dealer with whom
they discussed the problem of way-
ward boys. The real estate agent, be-

guiled by Patri's flow of words, con-

tributed a vacant lot to be used as a

community garden. i

Then Patri and the father rustled !

up tools, seed packets, manuals and i

built a shed to house the equipment.

The tough boy and other members of i

his gang, plus many from rival out-

fits, dropped their juvenile animosities

long enough to become amateur
gardeners.

Within three months, juvenile

escapades in the area had dropped
to a new low and once-ferocious

toughs were crowing about their let-

tuce, cabbage, and onions.

It didn't surprise Patri. For he's

been telling teachers' conventions for

years

:

"Teachers and parents must stop

doing things for children and get them
to do things for themselves. Just put

the work before them in such a way
that they will want to do the job!"

A

Christopher Morley tells about a writer who had a habit of banging himself
on the head with both hands. He insisted it helped him to think.

One day a friend visited him and saw a rough-looking fellow raining
blows on the writer s head. "Hey, stop that! What's idea of letting that
gorilla beat you over the head?" he shouted.

"Why not? I've sold my first story and now I can afford a secretary!"



Swing in History Lessons

ALL the disc jockeys aren't on the radio. Some of them are schoolteachers.

Peek into the Beverly Vista Grammar School in Beverly Hills, California,

most any day and you'll see for yourself. And, as you watch the modern teacher
spin a platter in a portable record-player, you might hear this:

"Queen Isabella believed in Chris
And came to this decision:

She felt that Christy couldn't miss,

And sent him on this mission!"

History lessons v.'ere never like this before! Rhyme set to swing music
to tell the pupils that Queen Lsabella had confidence in Christopher Columbus,
and sent him out to sea! Textbooks, of course, wouldn't say it like that,

but the new jive history lessons are hep and in step with the kids.

The pupils memorize some of the lyrics, and before you can change a

needle they're singing right along with radio-screen actor Donald O'Connor
in his "Songs About History."

The Beverly Hills school is one of several throughout the country to

adopt this new method. Pupils remember dates, names and places longer, in

addition to learning them more easily, reports J. C. Schwartz, audio-visual

chief of the Beverly Hills school board.

Do they remember history longer than they do the words of Bongo,
Bongo? "Yes," says Schwartz, "and more important is the fact they enjoy

their lessons." *

The jive history might even be inaugurated in the adult evening classes

one of these days.

Actor O'Connor is assisted by the "Singing Bookworms" who, incidentally

are named "Butch," "Freckles," "Dizzy," and "Beanie." What could be more
informal?

All right, you ask, what do they do about such events as the purchase of

New York from the Indians? To be sure, it's one of the incidents in the three

unbreakable records used in the course. Here's what is said:

"Minuit was quite the smartie-pie.

He bought Manhattan Isle for

trinkets worth $2-4—and that was
a wonderful buy!"
The style is different, but effective. Jazzed up also are the tales about

Marco Polo, Ponce de Leon, Magellan, Balboa, John Smith and Pocahontas,

the Pilgrims, Ben Franklin, Betsy Ross, George Washington and many others.

Informality is the keynote of such teaching, even down to the end of the

lessons when O'Connor and his Bookworms sign off with, "So long, gang!

Be seein' ya."

A bit different from the old puritanical, "Class dismissed!"

The backers of the audio-visual education program believe such records in

classrooms are a trend strictly in keeping with the times.

After-school hours might be spent near a juke box, and that's all right,

too. The history lessons are designed to hold their own with any other swing

music.

—

Barney Schwartz.

The manager of a business firm, a widower, noticed that his son seemed

rather interested in his pretty secretary. He determined to speak to the girl,

but before he got around to it she announced that the son had proposed and

she had accepted him.

"Well," said the parent, "I think you might have seen me first."

"I did," she replied, "but I preferred your son."
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The Beanes ate heartily—also handily, armily

and leggily.

by TED PETERSON

IF Sawney Beane and his family

were alive today, they wouldn't

worry about the housing shortage nor

the high cost of groceries. For a home,

Sawney appropriated a cave on the

seacoast where he lived with his hag
of a wife and a growing family of

inbreeding sons and daughters. For
food, the clan picked off wayfarers

who strayed into the neighborhood.

The victims' bodies, after being cut

into convenient portions, were pickled

and stored in the cave until they
turned up on the Beane dinner table.

So successful was the Beane family's

method of keeping living costs to a

minimum that for 25 years no member
had to make a trip to market.

Sawney Beane and his carnivorous

family furnished Scotland with one of

its grisliest legends. Whether or not

the family actually lived, its story

has kept popping up as truth for more
than two centuries. In musty books
about crime, in broadsides, the tale

has been passed from generation to

generation. The accounts vary in

minor details, but all agree that Beane
was a host to steer clear of. When-
ever he had a guest for dinner, the

gfuest was the dinner.

The son of poor laborers from near

Edinburgh, Sawney took to an
abandoned life at an early age, and he

acquired a vicious wife with whom to

share it. The couple set up housekeep'

ing in a cave on the seaside in west'

ern Scotland, their home for 25 years,

during which they not once set foot

in town. As children were born to

them, they inducted the young ones

into their peculiar way of life. If a

census'taker had visited the cave be'

fore the anti-social family met up with

the law, he would have found Mr.
and Mrs. Beane and some 46 descend'

ants—8 sons, 6 daughters, 1 8 grand'

.sons and 14 granddaughters.

But for a long time, only victims

were aware of the Beane family, for

its home was well hidden. The cave

was in a lonely spot. When the tide

was up, it seeped more than 200 feet

into their subterranean hangout. And
the Beanes prudently stayed close to

home. From time to time, they amused
themselves by murdering strangers

who wandered into their locality.

They wiped out as many as half a

do2;en foot'travelers at one time; but

in order to make sure that no victims

got away alive, their bag-limit on
horsemen was two.

Once a traveler had fallen into their

hands, he was robbed, murdered.
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butchered and pickled. Despite the

fact that the family kept growing, it

was never without plenty of food. In

fact, the larder was often so well

stocked that the Beanes lavishly

tossed unneeded arms and legs into

the sea. They were always careful

however, to dump this surplus food

a safe distance from their own front

yard.

Two circumstances made Scottish

folk realize that all w^as not well on
the west coast. For one thing, the tide

washed unexplained arms and legs

onto the shore with monotonous
regularity. For another, the popula'

tion showed a marked decline. Travel'

ers vanished and were heard of no
more.

The suspicious eyes of the law
rested on innkeepers, who were be
lieved to be augmenting their in-

comes by murdering their guests for

valuables, then chucking the bodies

out of sight forever. After an alarm-

ing number of travelers had disap-

peared, the law perfunctorily hanged
a few innkeepers whose guests had
checked out for good. About the only

effect, though, was that several hotel-

operators turned to less precarious pro-

fessions. Still the tides washed up
arms and legs, still wayfarers vanished.

Spies ventured into the neighbor-

hood from which no traveler returned.

They too disappeared. Natives avoided

the place and wondered if the inroads

on the population would ever stop.

Then one evening a man and his

wife, jogging pillion on horseback

home from a fair, rode into a band of

ruffians. Drawing sword and pistol,

the man fought bravely, but in the

skirmish his wife toppled from the

horse. The Beanes swooped her up.

While her horrified husband looked

on, femiale vampires cut her throat,

drank her blood and hacked up her

body. The husband, figuring that the

same fate awaited him, lashed out

more fiercely than before. As his

strength ebbed and his attackers closed

in, a band of persons also returning

from the fair approached in the dis-

tance. Sawney Beane and his clan

saw that they would soon be out-

numbered. They scurried into the

woods.

The rescuers took away v;ith them
the first person ever to escape alive

from the Beane family. In Glasgow he

told his story to authorities, who
hastened a messenger off to King

James VI of Scotland. The king him-

self, w'ith an army of 400 men, came
to investigate the bloody affair.

Though the royal forces looked long

and hard, they found no trace of the

marauders. They passed by the sea-

swept cave on the supposition that

no one would be able to hole up in

such a desolate place. Suddenly the

bloodhounds set up a yelping. With
canine curiosity, they had explored

the cave, and they kept barking until

the searching party also entered it.

At first the searchers were dubious.

They saw only darkness. Slowly and

painfully they groped their way
through intricate passages and around

tricky turnings, all the time mutter-

ing that no living person would choose

such a hideout, but encouraged none-

theless by the yelping of the dogs.

At last they reached an inner room,

dripping and gloomy and eerie in the

light of flickering flares. What they

saw convinced them they were in the
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right place. Hung up like beef were
arms, thighs, hands and feet of men,

women and children, and more limbs

lay in pickle. The searchers were per'

haps somewhat comforted by the fact

that the cave was a sort of earlyday
Fort Knox containing large heaps of

treasure— gold and silver money,
watches, rings, swords, pistols and
clothing of the murdered victims.

Luckily the entire Beane family

was at home, though in no mood to

receive callers. The searchers seized

the whole clan. After burying the

human remains and loading themselves

down with treasure, they set off for

Edinburgh with their prisoners. Along
the way people turned out to see the

hungry Beanes, who were beHeved to

have killed more than a thousand per'

sons in their 25 years of activity.

The entire Beane family was ex'

ecuted without trial. The men were
suffered to bleed to death by having

their hands and feet cut off. The
women and children, after seeing the

men disposed of, were burned to death

in three great fires, shouting wickedly

to the last.

So died Sawney Beane and his evil

family. They live on in legend. As
late as the last century, a publisher

in Exeter rehashed their story with

a timely twist. He published it as

current news on a handbill that he

hawked around town. He changed

Sawney's name to George Bruce,

changed the location of the robbers'

cave to the coast of Devonshire, and
conservatively lowered the number of

victims to 800. But by any name, his

villian was still Sawney Beane, a

character to inspire nightmares as well

as legends.

A
Two airline pilots, ferrying an overhauled plane, had for their only

passenger an eager, dewyeyed stewardess who had just graduated. Frequently
they had their passenger come forward with coffee, and they awed her by
explaining the many instruments.

After she had gone to prepare lunch, high over the desert, one of the
pilots scribbled a note, stuck it on the automatic pilot, and opened one of the
cockpit windows. Then he and his companion stole into the mail compartment.
A few minutes later there was a wavering shriek, and a trayful of lunch was
flung indiscriminately around the pilot's compartment as the terrified stewardess
read: "So long. We're tired of it all."—True.

A
He was much more enthusiastic over the looks of his wife than his

friends were. "She's marvelous," he declared. "She just floated down from
Heaven and landed in front of me."

One of the listeners said in a low tone to the man beside him, "Too
bad she landed on her face."



Much Ado About Everything
The local miser stomped into the doctor's office, pounded the floor with

his cane, and wheezed: "You're a danged old fraud! I came to you in 1904
for a cold and you charged me $3."

"I cured you, didn't I?" asked the doctor.
"Cured me!" stormed the former patient. "Look at me! I'm sneezing

again!"

A
Two tramps sat beneath a water tank in the damp shade. The old

hobo asked, "Going east, son?"
"Yes," replied the younger.
"Don't do it," the old one cautioned.
"Why not?"
"'Twon't do any good for me to tell you why not. Just take the advice

of an older man and don't do it. You wouldn't believe me if I told you.
Even when you see it you won't believe it."

"Won't believe what?" asked the mystified young tramp.
"You'll see folks running—to work!"

A
Small Walter was strolling down the street with his still smaller niece

when a neighbor stopped to comment on the little girl's growth.
"Can she talk yet?" asked the neighbor.

"No," admitted Walter, "she has her teeth, but her words haven't come
in yet."

—

Reader's Scope.

A
"What a silly thing to do!" said the doctor's wife as she looked at

the book from which her husband had torn some pages.

"What's wrong, dear?" he asked.

"Why you've torn all the pages from the back part of this book," she

replied somewhat angrily.

"Ah," he said placatingly, "can't you let a fellow have a little fun?
I haven't removed an appendix in a long time."

A
The president of a big steel outfit called in eight department heads for a

confidential discussion. "I understand," he said, "that all of you have been
dating Miss Jones, the receptionist. I want the truth now. How many of you
have been taking her out?"

Seven of the execs raised their hands and looked sheepish. Mr. Big

glared at the eighth man and intoned: "Are you sure that you are telling

the truth?"
"Yes, I am," was the reply.

"All right then," punch-lined the boss, "you fire her."

—

Walter Winchell.

A
Sometimes the immature simplicity of the youthful mind makes a shrewd

guess at the truth, as in the case of a group of "tinies" discussing their arrival

on this planet. One said that the doctor brought him; another, that his

mother bought him at a shop. One little girl said modestly, "My mother
was too poor to buy me; I was homemade."

A
When asked why he never got excited no matter what went wrong, a

man replied: "Oh, it's just a matter of environment. You see I have a wife,

five children, two dogs, and a cigarette lighter."



Lift high your glass to Homer Feep,

the fabled scourge of Scarsdale*

Westchester Wa s s a M

by RICHARD E. GLENDINNING

IN THAT time of year when the

greens begin to thaw and the

freshly'raked sands He damp in the

traps, a country club in Westchester

County gives a dance to ritualize the

advent of spring. But in the stag bar,

the occasion has a deeper meaning.

There, a highball is placed on the bar

in honor of a former member, one

Homer U. Feep, and glasses are raised

in silent toast.

Homer and his good wife, Gert'

rude, no longer dwell within the vast'

ness of New York's Westchester

forest. In a different society and in

other times it would have been said

that Homer had been run out of town,
but that took place in the hamlet of

Scarsdale, a highly civilized commu'
nity.

The day that Homer and Gertrude
drove out of town, leaving for parts

unknown, the good housewives of

Scarsdale murmured, "Poor, brave

Gertrude." They then forgot all about
the Feeps in their haste to meet their

commuting husbands at the station

with approximately the customary de'

gree of tardiness.

But the husbands, who were not
responsible for the Feeps' departure,
did not forget. As one commuter in'

terrupted the running bridge game on
the 5:17 out of Grand Central to re
mark, "Trouble is, the women see too

many movies and we don't see enough
of them. The movies, I mean."
The impact of Hollywood on Scars'

dale may not have been the direct

cause for Homer's trouble, but there is

no doubt that he became an abhorrent

creature to the women of Scarsdale

at one of those spring dances at the

country club, and Hollywood was as

much to blame as anything.

At the dance in question, the eve'

ning started off innocently enough,

following its usual pattern. Gertrude
inveigled Homer onto the dance floor,

where he found himself an unwilling

member of a conga line—a kind of

dance which will never die in West'
Chester. It was difficult for Homer
to make conversation over his shoulder

while his body writhed, but he man'
aged to mumble, "Gertrude, let me
out of this. I'll throw a hip out of

place."

"Oh, Homer!" she replied gaily, giv'

ing the impression to others that he
had just paid her a particularly glow'

ing compliment. But in a lower voice,

for his ears alone, she said, "You'll

dance this and like it. That gang in

the bar can wait."
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Homer danced.

When it was over, they found a

quiet corner in which only ten or

twelve of their friends were gathered.

The women waved and the men raised

their laps until Gertrude was seated,

such being the custom in Westchester

County at that time.

Bill Crane slapped Homer on the

back. "Good to see you, boyP*

Homer had not seen Bill since they

had been partners in a bridge game
on the train earlier that evening.

"You, too, Bill . . . Say, I wonder if

the gang has started up a song in

the—
"Homer!"

"Yes, Gertrude."

"Well," Bill Crane said, "that's

that.
"

The women then began to talk

about the men as if the men were not

there.

"Honestly," one wife said, "I some-

times wonder why they ever married

us. Mine got down on his knees and
begged. As soon as I gave in and
married him, he began to find ways to

get away."
"That's the trouble these days,"

Gertrude Feep said, working around
to her favorite subject. "It isn't like

the wonderful age when men fought

duels for a woman's honor."

"Which reminds me," Bill Crane's

wife said, "I saw a wonderful picture

today. I forget its name but it's in

technicolor. I don't seem to remember
who was in it, either. Let me think.

How did that work out? Well any
way, one man looked at another man's

wife in a funny way. The two men
fought a duel. The husband killed

the man who looked at his wife that

funny way."
Homer looked at Mrs. Crane in a

funny way.

Bill Crane saw him do it. He gave

Homer a sharp, piercing look and
nodded his head abruptly. Both men
rose and walked determinedly across

the dance floor, their wives watching
them in tense silence. Neither of the

grim-lipped husbands spoke until they

reached the sanctuary of the stag bar.

"What's yours. Bill?" Homer asked.

"Rye," Bill said. "Did you ever

hear the Hke of what a woman can

worry about?"

"Never."
They downed their drinks quickly

to avoid any unnecessary delay in get-

ting to the second. They continued

that even pace until several highballs

lay heavily on their tongues. The score

stood five to five when a harried

waiter rushed into the bar and jerked

Homer's sleeve.

"Mr. Feep," he said, "something's

wrong with your wife. She's throw-

ing a conniption fit. No one can bring

her out of it."

Homer nodded and finished his

drink. Then, backed by Bill Crane, he

went in search of Gertrude. He found

her lying on a wicker divan on the

porch, and she was surrounded by

frowning ladies.

"Gertrude," Homer said, crouching

at her side, "what on earth is wrong?"
"I've been insulted. I've been in-

sulted by a wretched little man," she

sobbed. "He—he—oh, Homer, thrash

him. Find him and thrash him!"

Never in his life had Homer
thrashed anyone, "What did he do?"

he asked.
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"He insulted me. Find him and

thrash—"

"Yes, I know, I know. Which way
did he go?"

"To the terrace. Oh, that horrible,

horrible man!"

Homer straightened up and threw

back his shoulders. His fists clenched

at his side, he strode out of the ter'

race to find this cad, this sullier of a

woman's virtue. There was only one
person on the terrace and that was a

little man who sat on the steps leading

down to the tennis courts. Homer
stuck out his jaw, sucked in his

stomach and confronted the little man.

"YouVe insulted my wife!" Homer
snarled. He struck a pose adapted
from one used by Humphrey Bogart
in a similar situation. But it felt

awkward. Keeping up his guard.

Homer relaxed his stomach.

"Did I?" the little man murmured,
obviously faint from drink.

"She says you did. Didn't you?"
Sensing that his retort lacked chal'

lenge. Homer dropped his guard.

"If she says so, it's so," the little

man said. "WomenVe fine and honest

people. Strike me, sir. Fm a heel."

Homer choked back a telling remark

and stared suspiciously into the owlish,

doubk'jointed eyes of the little man.

Something was amiss here. "If you
feel that way about women," Homer
asked curiously, "what could you say

to insult my wife?"

"She said that chivalry was dead

and that men didn't care. I overheard

her and I just said, 'Shuddup, you
woman, you. Chivalry isn't dead un'

less a woman murdered it.'
"

Stunned, Homer slumped down on
the step and slipped an arm around
the shoulders of this little man who
had spoken with the tongue of Solo'

mon. They sat in silent contempla'

tion of the rising moon while the

women crowded in the doorway bc'

hind them and said unkind things

about Homer.

The Feeps left Scarsdale soon after

that and the incident was quickly

forgotten by the good housewives,

who began to attend the moving pic

tures more frequently than ever.

Only the men have remembered.

Each year the highball is set on the

bar. As the clock tolls midnight all

glasses rise, clink, and then are drained

quickly in a silent, grim toast to

Homer Feep.

When a producer started to quibble with her about a fee for a scripting
job, Dorothy Parker squelched him by saying, "You can't take it with you,
and even if you could, it would melt!"

—

Hollywood Reporter.

Archibald MacLeish once said that he divides people into two classes*

those who divide people into classes and those who do not.



Born in a Box
NONE of the unusual experiences that have been part of the

life of Elsa Maxwell—writer, radio commentator and party

hostess extraordinary—ever topped her beginning.

Elsa was born in a box.

Mignon was playing at the opera house in Keokuk, Iowa,
on the night of May 24, 1883, and Elsa's mother was watching
the performance from a box when Elsa put in her appearance

—

just in time for the second act curtain.

—

Marion Simms.

Signs of the Times
In the window of a Johnstown, Pennsylvania, drug store:

"WANTED: Reliable cat. One wishing to learn the drug
business and willing to catch mice while learning."

In an Oklahoma City restaurant:

"Please be careful with the atomic waitresses employed by
this establishment. One wrong word from the customerj
and they blow up."

On the shoulder of a man picketing a Medford, Massachusetts, cleaning

establishment:

"THIS STORE HAS LOST MY BEST PANTS. THIS
CAN HAPPEN TO YOU."

In the window of a newly deceased Worcester laundry:

"NOT ENOUGH BACHELORS."

Mrs. Smith received a small pail of

eggs each week, and as a safeguard

against breaking, they were wrapped

individually in pieces of paper. One
morning Mr. Smith complained to his

wife about a "stale" egg.

"But those eggs can't be stale," pro-

tested his spouse. "I bought them only

yesterday."

"Yeah, well listen to this," said Mr.

Smith, brandishing a small section of

want'ads he had found wrapped around the egg. " 'For sale. Nearly new

five-room house in good location. Double garage. Price, $3,800.' " He grinned

and added triumphantly, "I guess that proves how fresh those eggs were!"

—

Wall Street Journal.

A
One ordinary father can support four children, but it takes four ex-

traordinary children to support one father.



Belle Starr decorated interiors, — some with furni-

ture, some with hear skins, some with bullets.

by BARNEY SCHWARTZ

BELLE STARR isn't remembered
for designing unique furniture.

Historically, and appropriately, her

name fits into the same sentence with

the names of Jesse and Frank James,

the Daltons, Cole Younger and Quan'
trill's guerrillas.

Yet this queen of banditry, who
fired a lawless trail from Missouri to

Texas, to California and return, had
an unquenchable penchant for in'

terior decorating, books, and music.

She did leave a monument to her

decorative skill; four monuments, in

fact—a table and three chairs, one of

them a rocker. Her design is as dif'

ferent from conventional furniture de'

sign as her life was different from that

to be expected of a girl born into the

family of an upright, wealthy Mis'

souri judge.

Back in 1862, when she was 16'

year-old Myra Belle Shirley and still

under the parental roof in Carthage,

Missouri, she sketched her design.

She chose cow horns and buffalo

horns instead of wood, and decided
they must be embellished with ivory

and must have copper pounded inside

them to add weight. That definitely

was accomplished. The set of one table

and three chairs weighs half a ton

—

although requiring no more room than

an ordinary set of wicker furniture.

How to get such a design into form?

Belle merely turned on her engaging

smile and convinced a fire chief and
his crew at Seventh and Mission

Streets in St. Joseph, Missouri, that

they should do it—not without monc'
tary remuneration.

Throughout her life. Belle Starr had
a beguiling smile—until that last day
when she was shot in the back and
fell face down in the mud.

The firemen went to work in their

spare time. They kept no chart of ac'

tual working hours on the furniture,

but it is estimated that it would have
taken one man, working ten hours a

day, 100 years to do the job! In all,

there are 155,000 separate pieces

fitted together, including 300 carved

hands fashioned in the exact likeness

of human hands—even to the finger'

nails.

The petticoated desperado took the

furniture with her to any place she

was able to call home in her later

years, but today the set is in a corner

of the casino at The Last Frontier, a

motel-resort in Las Vegas, Nevada.
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The furniture is the property of

Sheriff Glen Jones of Clark County.

Perhaps Belle Starr would like the

present location for her monument to

unconventional design. Nearby, gam'
bling games are like echoes of her old

West, and equi-distant is a long bar

reminiscent of her day.

No museum or art gallery of the

nation contains furniture even faintly

similar to hers. The small carved

hands extend up and down but not

touching, from cross pieces. Souvenir

hunters have taken at least three of

them after a difficult task of prying

them loose from their sturdy mount'
ings. But most tourists are content to

sit in the chairs and delight in the

workmanship, wonder how many out'

laws enjoyed the same comfort, and
also wonder from whence such an

idea of design sprang.

The furniture is most indicative of

Belle Starr's nature: boldly dominant,

distinctive and wantonly different,

durable, and shouting defiance at

fixed patterns. An Italian criminol-

ogist once stamped her as the worst

offender against fixed laws.

Nevertheless, she was an attractive

woman capable of melting men with

her smile. Those smiles at the firemen

who built her furniture were only

preludes to the way she smiled her

way through Union lines during the

Civil War while carrying on espion-

age for Quantrill s Confederate guer-

rillas.

She was a staunch supporter of the

cause of the South, and it was while

getting her schooling in lawlessness in

Quantrill's gang that she met Jim
Reed, her first husband. Her father

objected when Belle and Reed pro-

claimed their love, so there was an

elopement. That happened in Texas,

where Belle's family had moved. At
one time, she and her husband hid

out in California until one of his

crimes ''blew over." Both of their

children had been bom before Reed
was slain, shortly after their return

to Texas.

The death of her husband had much
to do with her restlessness. Soon she

had organized a mob of her own, a

mob of sharp-shooters of which she

was the best, a mob she ruled with

daring and with both a fiery temper

and the granting of special favors.

Toward the end of her tainted,

colorful career, after she married Sam
Starr of the Cherokee nation, she

spent much time pursuing her pen-

chant for interior decorating. She ar-

rayed their cabin on the Canadian

River so splendidly that it could not

rightfully be termed a cabin at all.

Her four-piece furniture set was there,

too.

At that time, she instilled the love

of music in her daughter. Nor did

she forget books. Even while serving

a year in a Detroit House of Correc-

tion—not a penitentiary—she read
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avidly, and be-

guiled the superiri'

tendent into a

staunch friend who
gave her access to

more books.

Sam Starr also

died a violent

death, shot without

much chance to

draw his own wea'

pon. No man ever

tried to shoot it out

with Belle Starr,

though. Not while

she was looking.

She was as fast on

the draw as she

was stubborn in

breaking broncos.
That's why Edgar

Watson chose to

shoot her in the

back.

Belle Starr didn't like Watson and,

unwisely, revealed that she knew he
was wanted for a crime in Kentucky.

At a distance of 20 feet, he fired a

.30 gauge shotgun as she rode by him

OUR BACK COVER might be titled

"Heaven in July." It is Jackson Hole,

the Grand Tetons. (Photo courtesy

Union Pacific.)

on horseback. She

plunged from the

saddle, face'down

in the mud, but
looked up at him
as he fired twice

more, once directly

into her face.

It happened on
February 3, 1889,

as she was riding to

her home for a

birthday dinner —
her own—prepared

by her daughter,
Pearl.

Her epitaph
reads

:

"Shed not for me
the hitter tear

J^or give the

heart to vain

regret,

'Tis but the cas\et

that lies here.

The gem that fills it spar\les yet.''

The epitaph, cut in granite, will

last a long time. So will the furniture,

made of cow horns and buffalo horns

and ivory, with copper pounded in.

A

Octaves When You Speak

WITH every speaking and singing voice are accessory notes that come
unbidden and are not written down on any musical staff. By ex'

periments in radio laboratories, the human voice has been broken down into
its heard and unheard sounds. As many as eight octaves have been sliced

from the singing of the song Ahce Blue Gown, proving that even seemingly
simple music is not really simple at all.

Piano and violin music, in fact all music, contains these hidden octaves,
as does speech. Your own speaking voice makes not only the notes you intend,
but other notes octaves higher and lower. Otherwise, the voice would sound
mechanical, unvibrant, and unhuman.—/. E. Harris.



So They Say
Two small British boys were gazing at a butcher shop window decorated

for Christmas. One of them pointed to a number of hams hanging from a

large holly branch. "Look, Tom," he said, "Look at them 'ams growing
up there."

"Get away," said the other. " 'Ams don't grow on trees."

"Well, that's all you know about it," said the first scornfully. "Ain't
you ever 'eard of an ambush?"

The young clergyman, during a parochial call, noticed the little daughter
of the hostess was busy with her slate while eyeing him closely from time to

time. "And what are you doing, Clare?" he asked.

"I'm drawing a picture of you."

The clergyman sat very still to facilitate the work of the young artist,

but presently Clare shook her head in discouragement.

"I don't like it very much," she confessed. "I guess I'll put a tail on it

and call it a dog."
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HUNTERS at your SERVICE I

by MYRON NEWELL

There's no need to buy blind—not

with the B. B. B. on your side!

AN elderly Nebraska couple, both

of whom were slowly going

blind from cataracts, were visited one

day by a glib, smooth individual who
called himself a doctor.

He promised them immediate relief

and restored vision through a "simple

operation right here in your own
home." The price was $500. Trusting

and hopeful, the couple withdrew this

amount from the bank—it represented

half of their life's savings—and sub-

mitted to the "operation."

It was painful, harmful, and quite

useless. Later, when their plight came
to the attention of the Better Business

Bureau, that agency sent out a

description of this new swindler in

the ancient and vicious "glimmer
scheme" which has brought distress

and poverty to hundreds of persons
suffering from cataracts and glaucoma.

The phony doctor finally was ap-

prehended and convicted. The files of
the Better Business Bureau helped
provide the evidence needed to send
him to prison.

Such service is available daily

—

without publicity— to 140,000,000
Americans by the 97 local bureaus

affiliated with the National Associa-

tion of Better Business Bureaus. These
local units, in their unending war on
swindlers and cheats, cooperate with

the Post Office Department, Securities

and Exchange Commission, Federal

Trade Commission, Federal Bureau of

Investigation and local police depart-

ments.

This vigilant service, for which the

public pays not a penny, safeguards

your health, pocketbook and property.

It started back in 1914 when a two-

fisted Minneapolis business leader

named H. J. Kenner decided he'd had
his fill of gyps and charlatans.

His singlehanded crusade against

misleading newspaper advertising of

that day was a tough grind. But be-

fore long, legitimate newspapers, other

businessmen, professional people, and
the Minneapolis buying public had
joined hands with Kenner in exposing

crooks.

Soon, service clubs, advertisers,

trade associations, and district attor-

neys were telling Kenner: "Count us

in—it's our fight, too!"

Today, Kenner's idea has mush-

roomed into a smoothly-functioning.
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nationwide netv.'ork of business-sup-

ported bureaus which are eternally

vigilant on your behalf.

Let us say that you buy a room
full of furniture at a stipulated price,

only to discover that the items you
ordered were switched to shoddy sub-

stitutes when delivery was made. You
complain to your own Better Business

Bureau.

A trained investigator gets all the

facts, names and prices from you. The
seller's version is sohcited, too. For

the B. B. B. assures a square shake

to both parties in any dispute. Then,

after the versions are analyzed and
compared, the Bureau will warn the

offending dealer if the e\4dence is

clearly on your side, and expect him
to make good on the transaction.

If there are repeated complaints

about a merchant, the Bureau may
notify the media which carry his ad-

vertising. The offender is likely to

find that newspaper pages and air

time are refused him. Other merchants

are advised of his fraudulent prac-

tices. His credit rating may be af-

fected.

But if he gives a wTitten assurance

he will abandon shady praaices, or,

without that, if he proves a change of

heart by honest dealing in ensuing
months, then the Bureau may feel

another convert to fair-dealing bxjsi-

ness practices has been made.
It takes a raft of personal calls and

leg work in the course of a day's

operations at the Better Business

Bureau. The mail complaints alone

require special correspondents who
clear with other bureaus on suspect

individuals and firms.

Complaints about local stores may
develop into prolonged investigations

requiring weeks of effort and time.

But this painstaking, objective tech-

nique of separating rumor from truth

has established confidence in the .

Better Business Bureaus on the part |

of sellers and buyers alike.

Your own insurance agent will tell

you that the Bureaus help to keep

your premium costs down because of

their daily search for frauds in the in-

surance field. Despite their vigilance,

insurance companies lose $15,000,000

yearly by paying claims to chiselers.

Naturally, such losses are borne by

honest pohcy-holders.

One such racketeer, for example,

specialized in trimming bus companies

for sizable injury ''settlements." He
was able to fall in front of a slowly-

moving bus, throw his knee into an

unnatural position, and then scream

that the bus driver had hit him.

The Better Business Bureau in his

city quietly built up a dossier on this

skilled faker. After he pocketed his

last $1,000 claim check, they closed

in on him v^ith detectives and insur-

ance company operatives who made

sure that he couldn't put through more

claims after he was behind bars!
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The Bureaus even keep their eyes

on fraudulent practices in marriage

and divorce. Today, slick Mexican
attorneys find it tough sledding to get

gullible American customers for their

instant, easy divorces'for'cash. That's

because the Bureaus have exposed

dozens of such divorce mills, and warn
argumentative couples that they

should ascertain whether a Mexican
divorce has Yankee legal status.

That word ''guarantee" poses many
problems for alert Bureaus. Says a

B. B. B. spokesman:

"The word guarantee is a tricky

and misleading one. Oral guarantees

are of scant value. Obviously, a

guarantee is only as reliable as the

company or individual who gives it.

If a written guarantee does not state

definite facts and conditions, it is

virtually worthless!"

Also, beware of the phony "whole'

saler," the Bureau men warn. Such
phonies sell at retail or above, though
they represent that they can save you
40 per cent or more on clothing, fur'

niture, and other heavy items.

One New Jersey carpet merchant,
for instance, gained hundreds of cus'

tomers by claiming that he sold goods
at wholesale. The Better Business-

Bureau in his city proved he really

was selling rugs at 20 per cent more
than retail prices for the same wares
in other stores.

Currently, the Bureaus will warn
you about the risk of buying cemetery

lots for speculative purposes. There
was the Philadelphia cobbler, for ex'

ample, who was hornswoggled into

paying out his life's savings of $6,000

for a parcel of "cemetery lots."

"There's an airplane factory going

up near there, and they'll need your

lots," the salesman confided. "You
should make a 300 per cent profit

within six months."

The shoemaker fell for this line,

bought the sites, and discovered they

were barely worth $100—and he had
paid $6,000! He died following a

heart attack resulting from his grief, I

and his family had to buy a new grave I

in an established burial ground. i

For the grave plots he had pur'
|

chased were in a wilderness 20 miles

from the nearest cemetery, as the

Better Business Bureau would have

told him had he spent a nickel to

learn about the "investment," or

heeded the B. B. B. slogan, "Before

You Invest, Investigate."

A

It happened in the perfume department. A young lady with a baby in

her arms stepped up to the counter and carefully surveyed the display which
included "My Sin," "Tabu," "Ecstasy," "Irresistable," and "Surrender."
Quietly she asked the salesgirl, "Would you like a testimonial?"



Trivia In Transit
A very slightly-built IV-year-old was applying for a job with a road

construction gang. The boss took one look at him and said, "Afraid you
won't do, son. This is heavy work, and you can't keep up with the heavier,

older men."
The youngster glanced at the crew leaning on their shovels. "Perhaps I

can't do as much as these men can do," he replied, "but I certainly can do as

much as they will do." He got the job.

A
There's no fun in reaching success when everybody is looking the

other way.

A
Good manners consist largely in treating the other fellow as though he

were as important as he would like to have you think he is.

A
The superior man is dignified but not proud; the inferior man is proud,

but not dignified.

A
Wayne Morris opines that aviation won't really be safe until we can do

away with the automobile ride to the airport.

—

Hollywood Reporter.

A
Electricity travels 11,600,000 miles a minute, arriving 59 seconds behind

town gossip,

—

Plattsmouih ]ournal.
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The fighting game is up and down, give and
take. That*5 one thing Mom never understood.

by WILL

MOM didn't go out much on ac-

count of her bad heart. She
got practically all of her entertain-

ment from the radio, sitting by it

hour after hour, perfectly happy and
content.

Then television came in and natural-

ly I bought her a set the first thing. I

never saw anybody, as happy as Mom
was when she saw the first picture on
it after the guy set it up and showed
us how to operate it.

I tipped the guy ten bucks.

'Thanks, Mr. Malloy,'' he said. '1

hope you beat Tiger Welsh tonight.'*

"Don't worry" I said. "FU knock
him out inside of two rounds."

After the guy was gone Mom
started fretting like she always does

just before I'm going in the ring.

"You be careful, Danny," she said.

I patted her on the back.

"Take it easy, Mom," I told her. "I

can beat Tiger Welsh with one hand
tied in back of me."

I think Mom was more scared about
boxing than most women. Maybe it

was because I was the only one she

I

had left. My two older brothers were
I
over in the Philippines under those

I

little white crosses the Army puts up.

I'd never been able to get Mom to

! see me in the ring and it was some-

MONEY
LOZIER

thing of a disappointment because

I'm kind of proud of the way I handle

my fists. Maybe that had something

to do with me buying her the tele-

vision outfit. I figured she wouldn't

be able to keep from turning it on
when they started telecasting my
fight with Welsh.

I was awful anxious to beat this

Tiger Welsh. It meant that I would
be in the big money—and besides, I

never did like Welsh personally.

When I climbed into the ring that

night with him I tried to act cool and
unconcerned but when I looked over

to his corner and saw him sneering at

me, something inside my brain sort of

flashed open. I was seeing red. I

didn't care anything about skill or

science, I just wanted to fight.

Now that don't pay. Any exper-

ienced box fighter will tell you that

you've got to keep your mind on your
business every second you're inside

those ropes. It only takes one good
crack on the jaw to end a fight; so

keep your eyes open.

The referee called us to the center

of the ring and gave us the usual in-

structions. We came out fighting at

the bell. I was still sore and Welsh
knew it. He connected with a solid

smash to my mouth and followed it
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up with a right to the chin and I was
down on the canvas with the referee

counting over me.

At first I couldn't tell what he was
saying. I could hear the crowd yelling

but I didn't care. It felt good just to

lie still.

Then I heard the referee say ''four'

five-six-" and then I didnt hear him
any more because I was thinking of

just one thing: Mom probably had
that television set tuned in and was
Vvorrying her head off.

The next second I was on my feet.

My head cleared and I was cool; cool

as ice. Down deep inside of me I was
still mad, but I was smart enough not

to show it. If Mom was watching that

fight, rd give her something to watch.

For the rest of the round, I re-

membered to fight like I knew how
and I gave Welsh a boxing lesson. I

figured Fd soften him up and finish

him in the second round.

The bell rang and I went to my
corner.

''Watch his right," my manager
said. "Ke almost put you away for

keeps."

I didn't answer him because I

couldn't think of anything but Mom.
Her sitting alone, watching me almost

get my head beat off in that first

round, wasn't going to do that bum
heart of hers any good.

The bell rang again and I rushed

out of my corner at Welsh so fast

that he couldn't get set. I socked him
with an uppercut that lifted him clear

off his feet and left him sagging

against the ropes until he slumped to

the floor and stayed there while the

referee counted "ten."

I couldn't get out of that ring fast

enough. I didn't wait for the usual

congratulations and I didn't bother

with a shower or nothing. There w^as

a taxi at the side entrance and I

hopped in and told the driver to take

me to my Mom as fast as he could.

He made pretty good speed but the

ride seemed awful long to me. When
I got home, Mom was sitting in front

of the television set with her chin

resting quietly on her skinny chest.

I said, "Hello, Mom," but she

didn't answer. Her arms hung limply

at her sides and somehow I knew that

she wasn't breathing.

I put my arm around her shoulder

and whispered in her ear. "I won,

Mom. Did you see me knock him

out. Mom?"
Mom didn't say anything. She just

sat there with her chin on her chest.

Congressman Sol Bloom, House Foreign Affairs Committee member,

always drops a coin in the street as he leaves his home. He explains it this

way: "Somebody is sure to find it and be happy the rest of the day."

—

Journal of Living.



The Freedom Train visits Kansas City

id WHB broadcasts the special events

those unable to attend.

Celebrating WHB's increase to 10,000

itts power, dial change to 710 kilo-

Js, and full time operation, Robert D.

Ivezey addresses banquet guests at the

btel Muehlebach. Mr. Swezey is vice

president and general manager of the

Mutual Broadcasting System.

3. Bobbie Locke, Australian golf star,

demonstrates a swing from "down under."

4. Real, live wranglers from the annual

Olathe Rodeo swap tall tales with Lieu-

tenant Commander L. H. Witherspoon,

USNR, public information officer of the

Olathe Naval Air Station.



WHB goes FLLL TIME!!i
Several weeks of intense activity climaxed the recent expansion of station WHB ir

Kansas City. With 10,000 watts power, WHB is now heard night and day on 71 ( i

kilocycles. Station executives and department heads were guests of various luncheor )

clubs, and provided special entertainment for the occasions pictured in 1, 2 and 3

|

1. At the Advertising and Sales Executives Club. The neW facilities of WHB were %

2. At the Co-Operative Club, with a 24-sheet
dedicated officially on June 6.

poster in the background. ^- ^ half-hour program called Cowfown, U.SJ

v/as originated by WHB and broadcast by th

3. At the Mercury Club. more than 500 stations of the Mutual Broadcas
I



ig System. A 35-piece orchestra, a 50-voice mixed

horus and four soloists were featured.

During the formal dedication service, the

ight Reverend Claude W. Spouse delivered a

harge of responsibilities to WHB officials,

lergy of three faiths participated.

The Lionel Hampton Show was broadcast

) the network from the Municipal Auditorium

rena.

. More than 250 people attended the WHB
ull Time Operation banquet at the Hotel

luehlebach.

J. C. Nichols and R. Crosby Kemper chatted

across the speakers' table with Robert D. Swezey
and A. D. Eubanks.

9. Speakers and special guests sat under a

photograph of WHB's new 10,000-watt trans-

mitter. They were John T. Schilling, vice presi-

dent and general manager of WHB; Henry E.

Goldenberg, WHB's chief engineer; E. W.
Phelps, president of the Man of the Month
Fraternity; Robert D. Swezey, vice president and
general manager of the Mutual Broadcasting

System; A. D. Eubanks, toastmaster; Donald D.

Davis, president of WHB; L. P. Cookingham, city

manager; and John F. Cash, vice president and
treasurer of WHB.
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living, nominee ^or

MAN DF THE MONTH
by MORI GREINER

TO Kansas Citians, earnest, genu'

ine Jack Gage will always be the

leader who rode to their rescue on a

broom.

The broomstick campaign Kansas

City women conducted in his behalf

and their sweeping victory made page

one headlines all across America, in

newspapers ranging from the J^cu)

'Xoy\ Times and Christian Science

Monitor down to and through tiny

country weeklies of New England, the

South and the West.
Never in our time has the outcome

of a single municipal election meant
so much to the nation.

For the victory was not Gage's;

it was the people's. It was proof that

the people—though tricked, bullied

and put upon—could by legal process

triumph over a vicious and gargantuan
political machine. It was proof that

an aroused citizenry could place in

office an administrator of its choice.

It was proof that the price of clean

government is hard work—not by a

few, but by many.
And editorial writers everywhere

found it significant that the fusion

forces in Kansas City had not chosen
a flashy figure to carry their standard,

but an industrious, quiet, almost

phlegmatic lawyer distinguished for

his clear thinking. The fight for

"sensible" government was based on
an appeal to intellect and integrity.

All this happened eight years ago,

when a coalition of Republicans,

Democrats and plain citizens of no
previous political affiliations ganged

up to deal the coup de grace to Mis'

souri's notorious Pendergast machine,

already wobbling under numerous vote

fraud convictions and the imprison'

ment of "Big Tom" himself for fed-

eral income tax evasion.

Kansas Citians did Jack Gage honor,

but no favor, when they went to the

polls that April of 1940 to name him
their mayor by a decisive majority.

Boss Pendergast, who in his hey
day "made" governors and even
United States senators, had personally

accepted a half million dollar bribe

for his influence in settling a fire

insurance rate case. During his reign,

a narcotics ring grossing 12 million

dollars annually and a 20 million

dollar a year gambling racket had
flourished.

Business was leary of Kansas City,

and understandably afraid of locating

in a town where it would be forced

to pay tribute to a dictatorial regime

which seemed to have the community
in a hairy-armed deathlock.

The scandal of tommy-guns and
red lights was nationwide.

As many as 50,000 ghost votes had
been cast in a single crooked ballot'

ing; and in one city election, four
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"opposition" voters were killed at

the polls.

Worst, perhaps, was that Kansas

Citians were floundering in a morass

of apathy. Natural

leadership had
been suppressed,

civic enterprise
beaten down, until

any proposal for

community im'
provement was met
with lethargy and
an air of resigna-

tion.

The three words most often heard
were, ''What's the use?"

Bad as the situation was known to

be at the time Mayor Gage took office,

the full, awful scope of the picture was
not apparent until an audit of all

available records was made. It showed
that bad debts, padded payrolls, im-

proper contracts and wholesale em-
bezzlement had bled the city white,

leaving it within $45,000 of the maxi-

mum tax limit and teetering on the

brink of bankruptcy.

Mayor Gage set things right as

quickly as possible. The ''United Cam-
paign" party had won seven of the

eight councilmanic positions, so he
had the complete support and co-

operation of the council.

Almost the first act of the new
mayor and council was to hire a

crackerjack city manager named L.

Perry Cookingham, a young man
whose municipal administrative abili-

ties had been proved several times

over.

Cookingham, Gage and the council

acted as a team, and together moved
mountains. They totted up the legiti-

mate claims against the city, which
came to well over $400,000, and began

paying them off. Pending claims and
suits against the city amounted to

many millions of dollars.

They set up a system which Gage
called '"visible government," providing

a chart to show taxpayers where every

penny was going, and for what.

At the end of a year they made a

formal progress report before a

Chamber of Commerce luncheon of

more than a thousand business leaders.

The report was delivered by Mayor
Gage in his usual slow, genial fashion

—but it caused a sensation!

He was able to announce that ne-

gotiation of a revised garage contract

was saving the city $100,000 a year

for five years.

The cost of operating the water

department had been reduced by 21

per cent.

Inauguration of a new system of tax

billing and accounting was saving the

city $35,000 annually.

The number of employees in the

health, public works, water and park

departments had been cut from a peak

of 6,353 to an efficient 3,223.

Protection by police and the muni-

cipal courts was costing each indi-

vidual taxpayer only one cent a

month.
A vast program of street repairs

had been launched. Parks and play-

grounds were being built.

Municipal bonds, almost unmarket-

able at any price a year before, were

sold at 1.69 per cent interest—lowest

in the city's history.

A complete financial and ad-

ministrative report, with charts,

graphs, diagrams and explanations.
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was being prepared for mailing to tax'

payers.

All of the accumulated debts had

been paid off.

With bills and salaries paid in full,

the first fiscal year under the new
citizens' government closed with a

general fund surplus of one and a

quarter million dollars.

That was the record Kansas City

hung up the first year John B. Gage
was mayor.

Interestingly enough, it had been

Gage's first year in public office of

any kind. Voters insisted it could not

be his next to last. They re-elected

him in 1942 and again in 1944, but at

the end of his third term he retired in

favor of William E. Kemp, who had

served as city counsellor during Gage's

tenure as mayor.

Jack Gage's life is split four ways,

between his family, his law practice,

his farm, and his public duties.

His family consists of Mrs. Gage,

who as Miss Marjorie Hires once held

several tennis crowns; two sons and
two daughters. Both sons are veterans.

One is an engineer, and the other

—

a West Point graduate—is in Japan
with the regular Army.

The Gage farm is called Duallyn.

It covers 700 acres near Lawrence,

Kansas, and takes its name from the

cattle raised there: Milking Short'

horns, a dual line bred for both milk

and beef.

Duallyn has produced two national

grand champions, one of which was
selected by Canadian breeders as the

model type, everything a Milking
Shorthorn cow should be.

Mr. Gage, who is the attorney and
a director of the Kansas City Ameri'

can Royal Association, has served as

a cattle judge at the International

Livestock Show in Chicago and a

number of other major exhibits. Some
2,200 American breeders recently

voted him the country's second best

judge of Milking Shorthorns.

He spends every possible week end
at his farm, but Monday morning
finds Jack Gage back in his law of'

fice in town. He has handled the

legal affairs of various livestock ex'

changes, producers' associations and
packing companies.

Gage has been practicing law since

1909. For over 20 years he lectured

on wills and the administration of
estates at the Kansas City School of

Law. He is the author of Kelley's PrO'

hate Guide, the standard work on
Missouri probate law, and hit the high

spot of his legal career as attorney in

the famous Morgan cases, which were
five times argued before the Supreme
Court of the United States. His argu'

ments caused the Court to formulate

new rules for administrative procc
dure, and the rules have largely been
put into statutory form since by the

Administrative Procedure Act.

Although he has left elective public

office. Gage has not left public life.

He is extremely active on behalf of

numerous charities and civic under'

takings. He is a director of the Mid'
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west Research Institute, which he was
instrumental in founding, and is chair-

man of the board of trustees of the

Citizens' Bond Committee. 'That's

the job of a watch dog," he explains,

''over expenditures of the 43 milHon
dollar bond issue the people voted

last November."
Gage served one term as president

of the American Shorthorn Breeders

Association, the oldest purebred breed'

ers association in the United States.

He is the secretary and a director of

the Saddle and Sirloin Club of Kan-
sas City.

It was Gage who got the original

idea for the Saddle and Sirloin's

''Operation Santa Fe," which was so

overwhelmingly successful last year

that it has developed into an annual

event.

On July 28, 135 members and wives

of the Saddle and Sirloin Club in

brilliant Western attire will board a

14-car, all compartment, air condi-

tioned train bound west on "Opera-
tion Cheyenne." They will carry a

mountain wagon, a Conestoga and a

tally-ho, plus half a hundred horses

for their mounted drill team.

The next day will see them in

Denver, for a six-hour trip through

the Colorado Rockies. Then on to

Wyoming, where they will participate

in Cheyenne's famous Frontier Days
celebration, returning to Kansas City
August 1.

The trip combines the best features

of a hilarious holiday and a good, will

tour, tying together Kansas City and
the West. Throughout the trade terri-

tory it serves as excellent advance
publicity for the American Royal
Livestock and Horse Show.

It is one more example of a Gage
idea which has proved its practicality.

It was an idea of lawyer John C.

Gage, Jack's father, which was re-

sponsible for the framing and ap-

proving of a new city charter in 1875.

That act is credited with the saving

of early Kansas City.

In 1939, Kansas City was in trouble

again, and it w^as John B. Gage who
devised a way to amend the city

charter in order to shorten terms of

office, thus applying the lever which

ousted the last of the Pendergast pup-

pets and sent them crashing to politi-

cal oblivion.

Whether it concerns a charter, or a

trafficway or a ten-gallon Stetson,

Kansas Citians figure that if the idea

comes from Gage, it's a good one!



Don't be half safe!

A FEW years back, the passengers

of an English bus line wrote

blisteringly indignant letters to the

management complaining about the

insufferable fumes and stuffiness in

the lumbering vehicles.

When a passenger strike loomed,

the bus company hired a firm of "odor

engineers'' to meet the problem head'

on. The experts came up with an

answer: perfuming the ancient busses

with a refreshing, heady odor of pine,

which raised straphangers' spirits and
made them forget over'crowding and
the smell of petrol.

Today your nose is a target for

scores of experts who try to make
the sense of smell a thing of joy and
beauty to 140,000,000 American
consumers.

One firm, for example, does a thriv
ing business with a line of scented

carbon paper and sweet'smelling type'

writer ribbons to please the most
finicky stenographers. And pencils

with an irresistible spice aroma are

snapped up by inveterate pencil

chewers.

Thanks to much experimentation
by psychologists, the odor engineers

are convinced that your nose influ'

ences your purchase of everything
from salted peanuts to new cars.

Men boast they buy on merit alone.

Don't believe it. Oscar Nelson, a

Chicago scent expert, says men arc

influenced subconsciously by what
they smell—or think they smell.

Nelson, to test his claim, concocted

an ersatz ''leathery" odor with which
he treated the wallets, overnight bags

and suitcases on one side of a leather

goods shop. The other side he ig'

nored.

Within two weeks, the scented mer'
chandise had sold out, but there was
little demand for the identical lug'

gage on the other side of the show'
room.

Most men customers, sniffing at

bags redolent of good leather, bought
eagerly—even though such bags might
be imitation or plastic.

Nelson has helped plumbers to lo'

cate leaks by blowing the odor of

peppermint through the pipes and con'

duits of large apartment buildings.

By going from room to room and
sniffing for peppermint, the wrench'
and'pipe boys were able to locate

leaks in half the time formerly rC'

quired.

America's most renowned scent

sleuth, Ernest C. Crocker, of the

Arthur Little Industrial Laboratories

in Cambridge, Massachusetts, has re
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duced all odors to four bases : fragrant,

acid, burnt, and caprylic (goaty)

.

Out of his simplification has come

a method of properly identifying

more than 1,000 separate smells, both

pleasing and repellent. This identi'

fication is accomplished by assigning

numbers to every smell. For in-

stance, a rose to Crocker is simply

''6423"—the numbers representing

the components of that particular

smell. Thus, knowing the numbering

code, a chemist anywhere can reprO'

duce with fidelity any specified scent

or combination of scents.

Nowadays, banks hire odor experts

to deodorize their old grimy bank'

notes. Bakers hire these specialists to

concoct that freshly baked bread

odor dear to the hearts of men who
watched grandma at her oven. And
farmers' associations and grain buy
ers hire the boys with the gifted

schnozzles to sniff samples of grain to

determine its quality.

So keen are their noses that they

can smell a few samples of grain and

tell their clients whether the dreaded

weevil has affected the fields from

which the grain was harvested.

To test the claims of the odor ex'

perts, a Chicago department store

ran a hosiery sale recently at bargain

prices. Women's stockings were
placed on two tables. One table was
sprayed gently with a popular fern-

inine cologne. The other stockings

were factory-fresh but unscented.

When the store opened, the girls

almost caused a riot grabbing the

scented boxes of hosiery, while the

same stockings on the adjoining table

didn't sell at all.

Some theatre owners already have
experimented with scent, the ''new

dimension in entertainment," as one
showman enthusiastically terms it.

Odors are wafted into the theatre

through the ducts of the air-condi-

tioning system. Thus, when a garden

scene of love and passion is flashed

in Technicolor on the screen, you
soon may sniff the very flowers which
bring such bliss to the celluloid lovers!

When the famed Chicago Museum
of Science and Industry introduced

its model coal mine to the public,

people showed small enthusiasm for

the display. Yes, they conceded, it

was just Hke a real coal mine and the

illusion was complete but for one

thing—it didn't smell Hke a coal mine!

Finally, after several visits to mines

in southern Illinois and much wrest-

ling with formulas, the odor wonder
workers came up with a repellent,

clammy odor which they manufac'

tured every day and piped into the

mock display. Then everybody was
happy, including visiting miners who
marvelled at the exhibit's authenticity.

Repugnant smells as well as pleas-

ant odors can sell for the businessman.

One fire insurance firm used an ad-

vertising circular which reeked of

{Continued on page 45)



Ken Murray's new movie is strictly for the birds!

by JAY UTTAL

THE Screen Actors Guild in Holly'

wood is up in arms because it

claims that it's getting the bird—and it

really means that literally. For the

first time in cinematic history a mo'
tion picture has been made in feature

length using birds as actors. The
Guild claims to be angry because it

may throw a lot of unfeathered thes'

pians out of work!

Everyone thought Ken Murray was
suffering from too much California

sunburn when he conceived the idea

of making a 60'minute movie, com'
plete with plot and parakeets. But
finally, the comedian who has guided

a variety show to seven record'break'

ing years in the land of the blase con'

vinced Republic's shrewd prexy. Herb'
ert Yates, to risk a release. Murray
had long marveled at one of the most
unusual acts in show business, George
Burton and His Birds, and he set to

work to prove his contention that they

would make palatable movie fare.

The flicker, Bill and Coo, turned
out to be a Walt Disney thing in live

action. In addition to training 35mm
cameras on the miniature sets, the film

was also shot in 16mm size simul'

taneously, so that it can be shown in

veterans' hospitals, churches, schools,

foreign lands.

*'The beauty of the thing is," Mur'
ray chuckles, "that birds speak a uni'

versal language that can be under'

stood as well in Bombay and Brazil

is in Boise."

Burton, who broke his back in 1938
on the rodeo circuit, learned his trade

accidentally while laid up for 18

months in a hospital. One day a para'

keet his wife had given him flew

away; when Burton reached for a

stick, the bird surprised him by set'

thng on it and docilely allowing him
to place it back on its perch. The ex'

bronc buster decided to practice, and
in short order became the world's

greatest bird trainer. He is a master,

working with his voice and slender

sticks to direct his charges. In Bill and
Coo he trained not only his main
troupe of 14, but all the animals in

the opus; in addition he purchased

hundreds of store birds to act as "ex'

tras" and in very quick time had them
answering his beck and call.

Murray secured the services of an
extremely clever designer named Fred
Malesteska, who had done all the

work for the Puppetoon cartoon series.

Fred created an entire miniature scale

town called "Chirpendale." For one
of the scenes he made a three'ring

circus, and other creations included a
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park with a lake and waterfall, a bar,

townhouse, beauty parlor, main street

and school. This was all built on a

platform 24 feet long and 8 feet wide
—try doing it some time!

Made in Trucolor, a comparatively

new process that is challenging Tech'

nicolor's hold on the industry, the

picture is narrated in Murray's rapid'

fire style, and tells about the heroine,

^^Coo," and the hero, '^Bill." These

bird lovers are supported by a cast

that includes 'Xooney the Loon," the

comedian; a crow, the villain; the

preacher, admirably played by a card-

inal; ''Ma Singer,'' Bill's hard-work'

ing mother; and a group of ''wild ani-

mals" in the circus. These involved a

bit of perspective, so that the "beasts"

would scale down to a size comparable

to the birds. Hence, the fierce alli-

gators are baby ones; monkeys are

supposed to be bears; kittens are des-

ignated as panthers; and there are

little guinea pigs to simulate rhinoc-

eros.

Royal Foster caught the spirit of the

project with an extremely original

script, taken from a story by Edgar
Bergen. One of the minor characters

is a "Jailbird" and an act in the "Spar-

ling Brothers Circus" sideshow is the

"Strongbird" who lifts weights labeled

"2000 Grains" (the weights, by the

way, are ping-pong balls). Then
there's the town newspaper: "The
Bird's-Eye View." Chirpendale's citi-

zens eat "wormburgers" that sell for

two "Ceeds" each (plus tax), and
they assign "dunce birds" as keepers

of the ferocious caged animals.

Everything's the McCoy in the

movie. Burton, whose first profes-

sional appearance was in a Denver de-

partment store, used his genius to ac-

custom quickly his multitude of feath-

ered performers to the kleig lights and
grinding cameras.

"Of course, birds are just like hu-

man actors," he philosophizes. "When
they get temperamental, they hit the

ceiling, too—but they really do it.

They just fly up there and won't

come down!"

The feats performed by Burton's

Birds are such that you won't believe

the printed words describing them,

until you see for yourself. The mild-

mannered, soft-spoken trainer smiling-

ly admits he doesn't mind being called

a "bird brain," because that's just

what he's obtained: the remarkable

facility of virtually thinking like his

trainees. In the picture he has Bill's

poor, hard-working mother taking in

clothes for a living; the bird actually

washes, v/rings and hangs out the

garments to dry. Another parakeet

that Burton has worked with for years

crosses a tightrope with a parasol in

its beak. Still another, dubbed "Can-

nonball Twitchett," rides a toy motor
cycle that has a tiny motor and three

speeds. The bird really operates the

vehicle, increasing and decreasing its

speed by body movement. Burton

softly calls the bird by name, some-
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imes hitting his stick on the table, but

lever touches a bird with his hands.

The most phenomenal trick in Bur'

:on's bag is having a bird do a somer^

lault three times, completely turning

iround. This feat is practically im-

possible because of a bird's anatomical

Ltructure and it took ten months of

jong, patient training to perfect it.

I

Another amazing stunt Burton con-

rummated in the film was his staging

)f a panic scene when the citi2;ens

[earn that the Crow is on his way to

jvreak vengeance on them. They trap

I

he villain before he can do his dirty

ivork, with the birds doing everything

jrom pulling a firebell to riding a

|vooden horse. The spectacle of hun-

FHE NOSE KNOWS
lharred wood. The prospects read

he warning about fire and sniffed

he results—on paper. Unprecedented
lies of new policies were chalked

p.

I

If you become seriously ill, you
an avoid the pungent odor of anti'

i optics and chloroform which formerly
,'ervaded hospitals. Patients now re'

ix and get well quicker because of

loral scents which are impregnated
1 the paints used in many hospital

orridors and rooms.

Treasure your sense of smell if you
:ill possess it intact. Not all of us
ave well'functioning noses. Some
eople are born without a sense of
nell; others lose it as the years ad'
jance. The most common cause of
jeficient odor perception is sinus

rouble, which has robbed more than

dreds of birds milling around on the

miniature set in apparent "mob" con-

fusion, yet responding perfectly to

Burton's instructions had onlookers

open-mouthed with astonishment.

'Tve worked with lots of extras

on plenty of mob scenes, but I ain't

never seen one like this!" exclaimed

an ungrammatical but truthful prop
man.

In Hollywood, where they spend
millions like you spend nickels, Mur-
ray made all the wise owls eat crow by
expending a measly 200,000 berries.

That low-budget production should

help him feather his nest, so now he's

chirping louder than all of the birds

put together.

(Continued from page 42)

2,000,000 Americans of this pleasuT'

able faculty.

But if your sense of smell is keen,

new and exciting vistas of scent are

opening up to you. Yet, preferences

in smell vary from one individual to

another. At a big Manhattan flower

show. Dr. Albert Blakeslee of the

Carnegie Institute tested 16,000 visi-

tors on their reactions to one type of

floral scent.

""The smell's wonderful—out of

this world!" said a housewife.

"Terrible . . . Reminds me of the

battlefield odors," declared a Marine.

"Enchanting!" cooed an actress.

"Moldy!" snapped a banker.

Which just proves that the odor en-

gineers can come up with a host of

new scents, but your own sense of

smell will determine whether you like

'em or not!





'arlos and Maria had their differences, but eventually they saw eye to eye.

y i

r^ARLOS always say, ''In this

country everybody is as good as

lybody, so why work to the bone'

ird to be Somebody?"
But Maria is head set. She work

purd to keep their six washed and

foned at school. Always she say,

What would the Pea Tea Aye Ladies

link?"

One payday Maria is out front talk-

ig to Mrs. Schultz about the Meet-
ig. Carlos come home all over the

rdewalk. Maria know that Mrs.

:hult2; saw. Maria is horrified. She
i\{ at Carlos, "Now I cannot hold

y head up yet!"

The screaming give Carlos the

aivers. He try to find a little peace

iiet. Maria follow his heels. She
,)me so quick she sock'O her eye on
le new cabinet.

Next morning Carlos see her eye.

'e fill with misgiving. Maria be little,

nly her tongue is big. That night

arlos buy candy in the big box with
bbons.

!

Mrs. Schultz come again about re'

j

esh mints. Maria give her candy out
1 the big box with ribbons. She want
Irs. Schultz; should know her Carlos
n too act like a Man of Stinction.

[rs. Schultz; look at Maria's blighter,

en the candy with ribbons. She nod
e head. Word get round.
The boys at the plant hear. They

riend ^^^W

by FRED H. DODD

see Carlos with new eyes. He can

manage his woman. Maybe he could

manage the pipe fitting in No. 5, eh?

Carlos tell them how. The super at'

tendent see. Carlos is a marked man.
But Maria is not asked to serve.

Woe is to her. She do not yell. She

do not talk anything unless Carlos

ask first. For one night Carlos love

this. Ah, here is peace quiet!

Then worry come. The house is

so quiet he think she is an undertook

parlor. He stand in the floor and yell,

"Say something!"

"We never be Somebody," whisper

Maria.

The silence he cannot endure. She
boom like a frog horn in his ear.

Come payday Carlos come home all

over the street. He don't see the rake

in the yard. Maria has put out roses

because at least the house can look

like Somebody lived there. Carlos fell

in the bush.

"My poor Dorothy Perkins," sob

Maria.

"Look at me!" bellow Carlos like

a radio loud speech.

The boys ask, "What happened?"
"I fell inna rose."

They slap their sides and yelp. "I

walked into a door onct. She damn
near kilt me." ... "I fell offa roof

myself."

Carlos is perpu22;led. He sit aside
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and do not laugh at lunch. The super

attendant see. He need a new hay
boss. Carlos is a remarked man. He
is it.

Word get rounder. Mrs. Schultz

ask Maria to speak on the Program.

July, 1941

Maria is so busy learning her Pea Tea

Aye piece she cannot yell—much.
Carlos is happy. On payday be

come home very straight. No more
can he come home all over the street.

Now he is Somebody. Maria say sc

BoDmeranging Brainwaves

CREATORS
A Chicago
couple.

A Seattle

thief.

A Wichita
Falls couple.

BRAINWAVE
Moved into a relative''s home
—to guard it against bur'

glars — while the relative

went vacationing.

Ransacked a house, then
exchanged his old pants for

home owner's new pair.

Bought a

watchdog
home.

'w e 1 1
' t r a i n e d

'

'

to guard their

BOOMERANG
While on guard duty,

their own home was
burglarized.

Police found a wallet

containing his name
in the pants he left

behind.

Burglars included the

pooch in their loot.

-Joseph C. Stacey.

ACCORDING to an anthropologist with the Museum of Natural History,

500,000 years from now man will have only four toes, no appendix,

a larger brain, a smaller face, no third molar, and a head as round and as hair'

less as a billiard ball.

Blondes have as many as 140,000 hairs on their heads, brownettes and
brunettes around 120,000 and redheads only about 90,000.

About four per cent of men are color blind, as compared with only

3/lOths of one per cent of women.
The human heart is constructed to beat about 2,500,000,000 times, or the

equivalent of a life span of nearly 100 years.

Of the nearly 4,000,000 babies born in this country last year, about

67 per cent had blue eyes, 20 per cent brown, 10 per cent green or grey,

and only 3 per cent had eyes of other colors.

A gentleman had just completed a course of driving lessons and was being

congratulated by his instructor: "A little more practice on your own and you'll

make a first-rate driver."

"Thanks," beamed the pleased novice. Then, struck with a thought, he

asked: "Say, what would you advise me to do if the brakes give way?"
"I'd suggest," commented the instructor, "that you steer toward some

thing cheap."

Economy: The process of doing without things you need to buy things

you don't need.

—

Bridgeport ^iews-Blade.



Oops! Try the other hand!

by MILLICENT CAIN

rHE shark, who for generations

has endured a "bad press" in

very country of the world, should

ire himself a smart public relations

lan!

For a press agent might do what
:ie shark is unable to do for him-

i\{ : give the public an understanding

f the amazing contributions made by
lis hulking killer who generally is

lore afraid of man than man is of

im.

That pilot in the Army Air Force

It fighter squadron, for example, may
ot know it, but he can thank the

hark for the keen night vision which
nables him to tool his flying projectile

llong in the dark at 600 miles per

'our.

I

For jet pilots take heroic doses of

litamin A before night training

'lights. That vitamin, derived from
IKe shark's monstrous liver, has

rought a greater margin of health and
jfficiency to millions of people.

I
If you keep a box of vitamin A

liblets at the office to ward off colds

nd infections, spare a kindly thought
3r the shark who made such protec
on possible.

If you give the vitamin in liquid

Drm to your baby, then again you
an nod in friendly fashion to the

rigand of the seas.

Indeed, almost everybody is a con'

sumer of the 149 trillion units of

vitamin A used in the United States

every year. The Borden Company has

purchased a special vitamin'processing

plant in Salerno, Florida, seat of the

East Coast shark trade, recognizing

that we will be dependent on the

shark for years to come in filling our

growing vitamin needs.

The Borden people actually send

out shark'hunting expeditions to the

Caribbean, and are getting ready to

explore South American coastal waters

to snare more of the valued big fel'

lows for pharmaceutical purposes.

Thanks to vitamin'rich shark livers,

fishermen today make more money
in a month than they formerly earned

in a year.

During the war, when Hitler's in'

vaders isolated Norway from the

Allied nations, the price of sharks

mounted dizzily from $10 to $1,500

a ton. Even with Norway fishing

fleets back in service, shark-hunting

still is a fantasticallyprofitable opera-

tion. A crew of five fishermen in the

Pacific, for instance, made $17,000

in one big week when gray sharks

congregated around their ship.

In Oregon, a ten-year-old Chinese

boy, who was fishing from a dock,

hooked a small shark and almost

fainted from excitement. Before he

knew it, a shark broker had pressed

a $50 bill into his palm and had run

off with the shark s liver to a process-
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ing plant. The transaction netted the

broker a 500 per cent profit.

Scientists are generally agreed that

the shark is so rich in vitamin A be'

cause of a tiny form of marine life

called "plankton." This vitamin-pro-

ducing organism, so small that it must
be viewed through a powerful micros-

cope, is absorbed by the shark through

inhalation.

Other substitutes for the shark as

a source of vitamin A fall on their

faces when compared with shark liver

for potency. The soup fin shark is the

vitamin king pin of the sea.

The soup fin shark obligingly pos-

sesses a liver which weighs as much
as one-fifth of the entire fish. Meat
packers, long known for utilizing

everything except the squeal of an

animal, have blinked in amazement
at the total use of the shark.

First, his liver is processed, for that's

where the big money lies. Then his

flesh is run through a meat chopper

and becomes highly-prized food for

dogs and cats.

The shark's teeth and jaws are

polished and placed on sale at ocean-

side souvenir shops. Even his back-

bone is cleverly fashioned into novelty

canes, while his eyes are dehydrated

and burnished to become attractive,

sparkling jewelry pieces.

Gradually, Americans are learning

to like shark as a food. Chicago, for

instance, uses 100,000 pounds of shark

steak a year. Gourmets crow over the

dish, saying it tastes Hke halibut

—

only better!

Chinese cooks in New York and
San Francisco bid spiritedly for the

fins of the shark. They make soup

from the appendages, and according

to venturesome diners who havt

sampled the soup, it's out of thi ^,

world for taste and odor.
^

The shark pancreas, too, plays ;

role in the unceasing fight agains

disease. Insulin for diabetics come
from the pancreas. And the shark',

pituitary gland is valuable in produc f
ing serums for certain rare diseases m

And if there's anything left of thi

shark by this time, it's likely to be-

come a valuable mucilage and glue

which is strong enough to join twc

locomotives together.

Adding to the demand for sharl

products are fashion-conscious Ameri-

can women. Because they demand thai

their mink and chinchilla coats have

that haughty, glossy sheen, fur-

breeders pay huge prices for shark-

derived medicines which enhance the

value of animal pelts.

Not surprisingly, chemists have cut

themselves into the profits of shark-

hunting. That's because the vitamin

potency of the shark's liver decreasef

rapidly after the fish is killed. You
have to act fast to process the liveii

while it is still rich in vitamins, other-

wise the catch is practically a waste.

A San Francisco chemist named:

Ralph Orkin blazed the way for hif
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)lleagues to share in the big shark purpose. But despite the fabulous

loney. Orkin, after months of ex- money in the trade, shark-hunting re-

erimentation, developed a technique quires plenty of capital.

)r extracting oil from the shark liver The minimum cost is $3,500 or

1 shipboard, minutes after the ocean $4,000 for a small, 25-foot crab boat,

iller is captured. nothing of the cost of outfitting

. , and provisioning the craft.
The big shark expeditions today

to latch onto the big dollars,
gn on chemists as the most important ^e got to prowl the ocean deeps,
.embers of the crew. They share That requires a 50-foot, Diesel power-
lually with the crew in the profits

^ ^^^^ l^^^y of costly
f shark hunting because of their equipment. It takes $40,000 to get
ichmcal know-how.

g^^^ed in the shark-hunting game,

It's true that many amateurs have but youVe got a fighting chance of

lught sharks, accidentally and on making it back in vitamins!

A ferocious football game was on between the Protestant Pac\ers and the

Catholic Crushers. As the Pac\ers tallied, one spectator cheered and threw
his hat high in the air. When the Crushers scored, the same spectator was
equally delighted. This puzzled the man in the next seat, and so he asked,

"Which side are you rooting for, my good man?"
"Who, me?" replied the excited spectator. "Oh, I'm not supporting

either side. I'm just here to enjoy the game."
Whereupon the questioner sneered, "Hmm, an atheist!"

A
The big business tycoon made it a point to know everyone who was in his

employ. One day he noticed a new man who was dexterously counting out a

large wad of the firm's cash.

"Where did you get your financial training, young man?" he asked.

"Yale," the young man answered.
The businessman was a staunch advocate of higher learning, "Good,"

he said, "and what's your name?"
"Yackson."

A
When Hollywood started to make talking pictures about 20 years ago,

movie execs began worrying about the voices of the silent film stars.

One of the first stars to be summoned by the studio was cowboy hero
Tom Mix, a tremendous favorite.

"Tell me, Tom," asked the studio production chief. "Can you talk?"

"I think so," replied Mix calmly. "I've been ordering steak in restaurants

for the last 25 years and so far I've always received steak."

—

Milwau\ee
Journal.

A
Mr. Zilch was a homely gent. One night he met a plastic surgeon who

soon convinced him a change of face would be a help. In fact the doctor
said, "Mr. Zilch, with plastic surgery I can make you the most handsome
man in the world." The date was made for the operation. Just before Zilch

went under the knife, the doctor said, "Do you want me to change your face

completely?" "No," answered Mr. Zilch, "I want people to know who it is

that's so handsome."



by FRED ALEXANDER

No war with Russia this year, accord'

ing to Washington observers who give

peace a three to one chance to continue.

However, the "cold war" grows more in'

tense. With both Russia and the United
States sparring for choice diplomatic posi'

tions, affairs between the two nations be'

come increasingly grave as the weeks go
by. The present administration has sue
ceeded in running up quite a batting aver'

age of diplomatic blunders. In numerous
instances, it has acted arbitrarily without
consulting the proper authorities in the

State Department. The United States has

also taken steps without consulting those

other nations who are more or less allied

with this country in the common cause of

defeating Russia in the "cold war." Al'

though top government men hestitate in

the release of statements to the press; in

private, they willingly express the opinion
that war, not peace, is the expected state

of the world in not too many years. This
attitude will be reflected in legislation

immediately following the November elec
tion.

• • •

The National Security Resources Board,

a planning group sponsored by the ex'

ecutive department of the government, has

just submitted to the White House a com'
plete blueprint for economic controls more
drastic than those in effect during World
War II. Mr. Truman and his Cabinet,

for the most part, favor activating such
a program of controls at the earliest pos'

sible time. Congress will turn a deaf ear

until after November; then, with its hear'

ing miraculously restored. Congress will

probably pass portions of the plan.

The specific idea is to create legislation

on a stand-by basis so that the nation

will have already assembled a pattern of

economic controls for immediate use when

needed. Although hesitant about forcing

stringent measures upon the people. Con-
gress does want to effect a partial control

of fuels, metals and manpower—and the

greatest of these, at the moment, is man-
power. Competition will increase between
the essential industries, such as plane

manufacturers, and the non-essential in*

dustries, cars, washers, refrigerators, etc.,

for the existing manpower. This make?
control imperative if the militant "keep'

the'peace" program is to function with any
efficiency at all.

• • •
The nation is going back to a wartime

basis, almost imperceptibly, but steadily.

Though not yet recognized by the general

public, this will become more obvious duf'

ing the last few months of this year. 1949
may well be the year in which the United

States will again place itself on a full war'

time basis. A tremendous surge of indus'

trial preparedness is not unlikely as the

people awaken to the situation.

• • •

The overall national economy still restf

on a high plateau and shows no sign

of coming down. Inflation continues,

promising to spiral the cost of hving

another five per cent in the next year,

unless rigid controls are applied and ap'

plied soon.

For all effective purposes, the country

is now enjoying full employment. Figures

for the summer months estimate about

62j/2 million employed personnel, indud'

ing students and the military.

The volume of industrial production has.

reached a high point of 190. This is the

index number which will shrink this sum-

mer because of strikes. Production losses

however, will be made up by the end ol

the year. An estimated 210 billions as the

total personal income for this year is
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oof that few Americans really know the

ner points of poverty, although many
milies are just getting by because of the

flated cost of living.

• • •

Strikes scheduled for this summer may
ap long'range repercussions. In the autO'

otive world, Chrysler is the testing

ound for the CIO. If the Union can
bd "easier pickings" with another cor'

Dration they may switch in order to

tablish a suitable precedent for other
mpanies and lines.

The Ford Company and the union are

ill trying to shed tears, though neither

de has any real cause for weeping, and
)th recognize the mutual bluff. Electrical,

aritime workers and shipbuilders have
heduled strikes which would cause serious

eakdowns and delays in other areas,

ut in th^ whole strike picture, the most
ihappy situations are with steel and coal,

[iners will end their vacations on July
h, but at this writing it looks like nc
ptiations may not be finished. That may
iean another interruption in coal pre
jction. Steel will settle for higher wages,
id in turn will elevate the cost to manu'
cturers later in the year,

i
The general strike picture finds man'

jjement somewhat more self'confident be'
luse of the Taft-Hartley Law. Labor has
5 back up for the same reason. So far,

e law has functioned reasonably well,

n it is suspected that Congress will dis'

.rd much of it in the future, or portions
it will be declared unconstitutional by

e courts. The sifted product will proba'
ly be milder than the existing legislation.

The situation in Germany is critical.

Again it is the break between Eastern and
Western Europe being demonstrated on a

smaller scale in Germany. It is expected
that Russia will soon create a separate

state out of Eastern Germany. It will be
completely Communist dominated, with a

Russian'trained German army. This East'

ern German government will then demand
that the other powers leave Germany—and
especially that the United States give up
Berlin.

The Russians mean to force the Western
powers out of Germany by every means,
short of war, they have at their disposal.

The coming months will see this concen'

trated offensive against the Western na-

tions bringing us closer to actual war at

a running pace.

If Russia does succeed in forcing the

United States and her allies out of Get'
many, we will know that the Soviet Union
is not as ill prepared for war as many
had thought, or that Russia is completely

disregarding the possibility of the United
States being provoked into declaring war
against another world power.

As has always been the case, Germany
is the key to Europe. What happens in

Germany is felt all over the Continent.

That has been demonstrated time and
time again, but for some reason the great

nations have been prone to disregard this

fact. Russia knows the importance of

Germany, and she is playing her cards

with the skill of a veteran gambler. The
Soviet Commissars know if they hold
Germany in their grasp, they hold the

trump card. They can win in Europe.

It is said of a noted Virginia judge that he always comes out ahead.
An incident of his childhood might well prove this. "Well, Benny," said his

father, after the lad had been going to school about a month, "What did you
learn about today?"

"About a mouse, father."

"Spell mouse," his father asked.
After a while Benny answered, "Father, I don't believe it was a mouse

after all. It was a rat."

A
Little Tobey was telling his mother about his day at school. "Mother,"

he said, "today our teacher asked me whether I had any brothers or sisters,

and I told her I was an only child."

"And what did she say?" asked his mother.
"She said, 'thank goodness'."



Platter Chatter

FOLLOWING their successful Holly-
wood Bowl date, Stan Kenton and his

crew are doing the Pacific Coast . . .

Dizzy Gillespie, still in the East, will soon
head for California where he hopes to

crack motion pictures . . . Charlie Barnett
has become a night club owner in North
Hollywood . . . MGM star David Rose
will not go on the Red Skelton summer
tour. Instead, starting this month, Rose
will conduct in the Hollywood Bowl . , .

Eden Ahbez (the "z" is silent) composer
of J^ature Boy, was born right in Brooklyn,

U. S. A. . . . Frankie Laine opens the new
Los Angeles Ambassador Hotel this month,
with top billing yet . . . Dwight's Right,

written by the Three Suns, is the first

political song since DewDewDewey Day.
It sings the praises of guess'who as a

Presidential possibility . . . Victor's Hall

Sisters have been chosen to pose for a

famed Cuban artist . . . Sammy Kaye
replaces Jo Stafford and Perry Como on
the summer Supper Club show . . . The
Kansas City tune, M^; Happiness, has been
recorded by the "Big Four" recording com-
panies . . . Doris Day, Columbia recording

star, begins a new picture for Warner
Brothers this month, entitled The 49'ers

. . . Tommy Dorsey has acquired a new
soloist for the TD outfit, an English im-

port by the name of Denny Dennis.

Betcha Didn't Know
. . . Crooner Gordon MacRae sang for

Horace Heidt before the war? . . . Tommy
and Jimmy Dorsey organized their first

band in Pennsylvania in 1921, calling it

"The Wild Canaries"? . . . "Spike" Jones'

real name is Lindley Armstrong Jones?

. . . In 1937 Joe Mooney did arranging

for Martha Raye? . . . Lena Home's first

stint in show business was as a hoofer in

the old Cotton Club?

Highly Recommended

COLUMBIA 38194—Xavier Cugat and
his orchestra. On An Island With Tou

with BOB KENNEDY

and Charisse. The first tune, from the

MGM picture of the same name, is .

one of those dreamy, latin numbers
^

complete with soft woodwinds and
marimba. From the same movie, the

flip'over, Charisse, is sweet and nice,

a iistenable, danceable tango. Bob Gra'

ham's romantic voice carries the lyric.

Here's a fine addition to your Cugat
library.

VICTOR 20-278?—Vaughn Monroe and
;

his orchestra. Melody Time and Blue

Shadows On The Trail. If you're a

Monroe addict, this is the platter for

you! Melody Time is a smooth ballad

featuring Vaughn on the vocal, and

some fine band work behind him. The
reverse is a tune headed for "hitdom."

Wait'n see! Western-flavored, with vocal

assistance from the Moonmaids. This

Vaughn's for you!

DECCA 24401—Danny Kaye with orches-

tra. St. Louis Blues plus Bdllin' The
]ac\. Two swell sides by the Mitty guy

—who can sing straight, too. St. Louis

Blues features a solid musical aggrega-

tion led by Vic Schoen with rhythm

all the way. The flip-over is an oldie'

Daniel brings up-to-date. Vocal antics

by D. Kaye and rockin' rhythm by

Johnny Green's orchestra help recom-

mend this record for good listening

and amateur soft shoe enthusiasts.

CAPITOL 15096—Johnny Mercer, the

Pied Pipers with Paul Weston and

orchestra. The First Baseball Game and

Sweetie Pie. The First is a novelty
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number with Johnny at his best telling

a tricky story in song. On the reverse

side, those Pied Pipers form an added
attraction in a novelty tune from the

picture Lulu Belle. It's a bargain in good
listening!

*Brookside Record Shop, 6330 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.
ICTOR 20-2878—Dizzy Gillespie and
his orchestra. Good Bait plus OohTd'
Koo. Both tunes were written by Diz,

the king of "be-bop" himself. Good
Bait is an example of "bop" at its best.

Congo drums, excellent trombone and
bass, and the Gillespie trumpet are

featured. The flip'over sports a "bop""

vocal by Diz and Ken Hagood. You
won't understand the words, but you
will enjoy the music. This one's tops in

modern jazz.

lERCURY 5133—Les Paul, Clancy
Hayes and Fos Carling. My Extraordi'

nary Girl and Suspicion. One of Ameri'
ca's finest guitar men gives a little musi'
cal facelifting to an extraordinary
oldie, with Clancy Hayes vocally af'

firming the good work of Les and the
trio. The reverse is done up in hill'

billy style featuring Les Paul, alias

Rhubarb Red, and Fos Carling telling

the suspicious story of a suspicious guy.

We suspicion, you'll go for this one!

COLUMBIA 38195 — Arthur Godfrey
with orchestra conducted by Archie
Bleyer. Toure Over The Hill and
Mother T^ever Told Me (It Was Any-
thing Li\e This). Even though it's been

to the cleaners, you'll recognize the first

one, as Arthur does a medium-tempo,
bouncy, half-patter, half-singing job.

The Bleyer group fills in the open spots

but nice. The flip-over finds Mr. God-
frey in the role of a young man finding

out what Mater didn't tell him. Two
minutes and thirty-five seconds of

chuckles ... by Godfrey, a swell record!

CAPITOL 15097—Ella Mae Morse with

orchestra conducted by Dave Cava-
naugh. Bomho B. Bailey and A Little

Further Down The Road A Piece. If

you like Ella Mae, you'll like this. The
first side is a typical piece of vocalizing

about a "Mr. Five by Five," and it

rocks from beginning to end. The other

side is a re-issue with her famous "boogie

woogie seven" doing the musical honors.

For Morse fans, for boogie fans, this

one carries the beat all the way home!
*Jenkins Music Company, 1212 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.

Members of the Celtics, professional basketball team, wear green
uniforms decorated with shamrocks. When the squad takes the floor for its

home games, the theme song played is It's a Great Day for the Irish. The
first-string lineup for the Celtics is composed of Marischin, Riebe, Sadowski,
Spector, and Garfinkle.—Catholic Digest.

Five'year-old Billy lay stretched out on the floor, looking at the ads in a

current magazine. Suddenly, he looked up excitedly. "Mother, when I get

to be a big man, do you know what I'm going to buy you?"
"No," answered his mother, "what?"
"I'm going to get you an electric iron, an electric icebox, an electric stove

and an electric chair."

A
"No wonder you're such a sissy," declared the bad boy. "Your pa and

ma were married by a justice of the peace."

"Well," retorted independent Susan, "from the noise I hear coming out
of your house, your pa and ma must have been married by the Secretary
of War."

—

Christian Observer.

While we all think we are getting "too much government," just think
what would happen if we got all the government we are paying for.
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by NORT JONATHAN

CCTTOW long does this go on?" That's
jL i- the way most Chicago sports fans

feel today. It's getting tiresome—support-

ing teams that continue to chin them-

selves on the cellar floor year after year.

They want action—the sports fans do

—

in the winning column.

With the exception of the Bears and the

Cardinals, the Windy City's two National

League football teams, our town presents

a sorry picture when it comes to big

league team play. The Chicago Rockets,

our entry in the All-American League,

finished a slow last in 1947 competition.

The Blackhawks, known in these parts

as a professional hockey team, didn't do
any better. They couldn't even make
the Stanley Cup playoffs—a feat con-

sidered by most hockey experts as less

than taxing. The Chicago Cubs and White
Sox, our two alleged major league base-

ball teams, would have a hard time beat-

ing Ottumway, Idaho, in the Greater Sand
Lot Association. Both teams are either in

the cellar or so close to it that little com-
fort can be gained by even the most
ostrich-like rooters.

Just to save commas let's lump all three

—Hawks, Cubs and Sox—together and
call them the Chicago Teams. Let's con-

tinue by saying that their present sad state

cannot be blamed on lack of public sup-

port. The Chicago Teams have played con-

sistently to packed stadiums for years. It

has only been during the current baseball

season that the least rabid fans have begun
to stay away in droves. The die-hards still

turn out by the thousands, particularly

when the Cubs play a home stand, but

the question remains
—"How long does

this go on?"

How long will our town put up with

mediocre teams? The management groups

of the baseball clubs in particular seem to

feel that the patience of the Chicago fan

is inexhaustible. Nothing at all is done to

make the fans feel happy or proud of the

two major league teams. On the other

hand, it seems that everything possible

is done to alienate the affections of the

paying customers. For example, the Cubs
finally got around this season to admitting

that night baseball does exist by scheduling

after-dark games at Wrigley Field. We'll

award somewhat belated credit for that

When it comes to acquiring talented new
players, however, that's another story

Good players cost money, and both the

Cubs and the Sox seem to feel that the

ideal financial arrangement calls for the

expenditure of as little cash as possible

and the intake of as much cash as the

ticket windows can rake in from the lack-

lustre talent at hand.
All this is not intended to say that the

makings of a couple of better than average

ball teams do not exist. There are a num-
ber of top-rank ball players on both

teams. What we do mean is that front

office practices, policies, attitudes, and the

general willingness to play the Chicago

fan for a sucker, lick our boys before they

leave the locker room. When you consider

what kind of management the Blackhawks,

Cubs, and Sox have had recently, the boys .

in uniform are to be congratulated. It's i
really marvelous that they do win a few

"

games here and there.

All is not lost, however. The girls' pro-

fessional Softball leagues are in action

again, and drawing plenty of customers.

The extreme popularity of sandlot baseball

around town—particularly girls' profes-

sional baseball—ought to give the Cubs

and Sox management something to think
|

about on those dismal days when even a

1
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Duble-header won't draw 5,000 people
I the major league ball parks.

Football, as previously mentioned, is

icther story. Our town came up with
vo of the top teams in pro football in

947. What is even better, the lowly
lockets—plagued by internal strife and
le coldest stadium this side of Nome,
Jaska—have been taken over by a group
F local businessmen. These LaSalle Street

^coons turned sport executives have a

int in their eye which means football

jsiness. It is not too unlikely that Chicago
ill have three outstanding football teams
ji professional competition in 1948. At
ast the Rocket's new owners will be try
'g-

• • •
. Now that we've got the summer sports

;:ene—or what currently passes for it—out
;f our system, it's high time to take up
kasanter things. For example, the Rafl'

;)ad Fair which is due in July.

This will be the happy picnic ground
lis summer for every boy from nine to
inety who has ever wanted to sit in the
ib of an engine, ride a caboose, or brake
rolling freight car. The railroads of

imerica have gotten together to provide
le biggest, most authentic display of
lilroad equipment ever shown to the
lubhc.

The site will be the grounds of Chicago's
lentury of Progress Exposition of more
lan a decade ago. Miles of track are in

le process of construction, and from the
iTst of July on, both ancient and modern
ailroading equipment will funnel into
Chicago from all over the country. If

ou're dramatically inclined, a gigantic
ageant blending theatricals and hot steam

will make a trip to the big show worth'
while. But whether you like drama or not,

there'll still be plenty of locomotives, cars,

and assorted equipment, new and old, to

climb over. We have an idea that the
drama, good as it may be, will never be
able to compete with the average visitor's

desire to play Casey Jones at the throttle

of a steam engine.
• • •

While you're in town for the big Rail'

road Fair, there are some other things you
might like to see. For instance, drop in

at the Hotel Sherman's College Inn some
morning for a give'away radio show called

Welcome Traveler. Les Lear, the hard'
working impresario, thought up a good
one when he concocted this blend of Truth
or Consequences, ^ueen for a Day. BrcaV
fast in Hollywood and any other similar

show you can think of before the end
of this paragraph. Welcome Traveler

blends the better and more generous parts

of these productions with a sort of Union
Station rush and bustle. The participants

are people in town between trains. They
probably will never be the same again.

• • •
It is also interesting to note that the

hotels are actually soliciting resident busi'

ness again. After snubbing the permanent
guest for about six years, some of the

more forward'thinking hostelries actually

seem to be welcoming permanent busi'

ness. In fact, welcoming business of all

kinds is now the order of the day. Sign

of the hotel times: Rose petals now float

in the fingerbowls of the Hotel Graemere.
Who knows? If this sort of thing con'

tinues the customer may even be entitled

to a civil word from the bellhops.

The rich uncle wrote to his nephew: "I am sending you the ten dollars

you requested, but must call your attention to a spelling error in your last

letter—ten is written with one zero, not two."

A discussion was going on. The atmosphere was getting hotter by the
minute. Suddenly one of the men arose, went over to the coudi and stretched
out.

"What's the matter? Are you tired?" I asked.

Everybody stopped talking as he answered slowly: "No, I'm not tired.

I'm just getting mad, and I've discovered that it's very difficult to get mad
lying down!"—Dr. Norman Vincent Peak, American Way.
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by JOAN FORTUNE

Very High Life . . .

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel.

Michigan at Walton (SUP 2200). The
Drake is known far and wide as one of
Chicago's finest hotels. A good reason for

its popularity is the smart dinner and sup'

per music of Ron Perry and his orchestra,

playing a return engagement in the lush

Camellia House. A Chicago best bet.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

and Monroe (RAN 7500). Hildegarde is

back. So is Eddie Oliver's music. Major
domo Fritz Hagner has the ropes up seven

nights a week. All this makes the Palmer
House treasurer very happy indeed. If you
like Hildy, and obviously thousands do,

this show will be a "must" on your Windy
City schedule of things to do.

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michigan
at Congress (HAR 3800). A modernistic

glass decor in gray, blue and yellow. Open
daily at four in the afternoon for cock'

tail hour dancing, with Jerry GUdden's
orchestra pleasing the dancers. He's also

around for dinner and supper entertain-

ment.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,

7th at Michigan (HAR 4300). Carl Bris-

son, the dashing Dane, has taken over the

spotlight here. Carl may be a grandfather,

but he can still give forth with that Con'
tinental charm, vocally and otherwise. Ray
Morton plays for dancing.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SUP 7200). No
visiting movie star, sensational jockey, or

literary light on the loose would think of

passing up this oasis. The food is unusual,
and sometimes even very good. The guests

supply the entertainment, while David Lc
Winter's small but good band manages to

make itself heard over the allegedly brii'

liant conversation.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,
Randolph at WeUs (CEN 0123). Billy

Bishop and his music from Mayfair, as

the billing goes, has taken over the band'
stand for a summer run. A dance team,

Florence and Frederick, is the abbreviated
floor show.
YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake

Shore Drive (DEL 9300). If you're really

serious about eating well, here's the place

for you. Fine food, Russian cf course, plus

the gypsy music of George Scherban's
romantic band.
MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater

Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LON
6000). Orrin Tucker carries on, the Beach
Walk is open and attracting the usual

heavy business. Delightful summer dancing
in the open air, and in the romantic atmos'

phere of lantern light and moonlight. Even
if there isn't a moon, it's still well worth
a visit.

CELTIC ROOM, Hotel Sheraton, 505
N. Michigan (WHI 4100). Dinner and
supper dancing nightly with one of the

best small musical groups in town pleasing

the customers. Gloria Van and her Van'
guards have more than made a name for

themselves since this new spot began fea'

turing them a couple of months ago.

"The Show's the Thing . . .

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court

(DEL 3434). Willie Shore headlines the

Spring Revue, with valuable assistance

from a large and happily chosen cast.

Willie is a Chicago favorite, so if you

haven't caught his brand of comedy be-

fore try him the next time you're in town.

RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DEL
3700). Very little worn by the girls here,

which seems to please the customers a

great deal. It's a beauty parade for the
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dc trade, certainly not hard on the eyes

t a trifle difficult for the pocketbook.

VINE GARDENS, 616 W. North
s^enue (MIC 5106). The new Mirror
:rrace room here has an entertaining

ow. This is a new spot on the near north

Ic of town which is attracting a lot of

stomers these warm weather days.

^JAZZ, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue,
angout of the hot music addicts. It opens
e and closes somewhere around four or

'e in the ayem. A steady procession of

z most popular jazz men in the country
)rk out on the tiny bandstand—strictly

)m Dixie.

GLASS HOUSE, Graemere Hotel, 113
Homan Avenue (VAN 7600). Don

hiding's music continues to please in this

f'the beaten-track spot. Fielding is due
r replacement, but Ralph Gourley will

obably be around to mix the finest

irtini available.

Strictly for Stripping . . .

If you're out for nature study, try these

rth and west side hangouts for those

lO like G'String entertainment. The
reliest maidens in the takcit'off business

I featured in the following strongholds
stripping deluxe ... the FRENCH
VSINO, 641 N. Clark Street ... EL
DCAMBO, 1519 W. Madison Street

, THE PLAYHOUSE CAFE, 550 N.
ark Street . . . L AND L CAFE, 1315
. Madison ... the 606 CLUB, 606 S.

abash ... the TROCADERO CLUB,
y S. State Street. Take along a full

Ifold for any of these joints.

Gourmefs 'Delight . . .

MIKE FRITZEL'S, State at Lake Streets.

• fine place to dine, in the tradition of
famous eating houses of yesteryear.

)U can phone your friends, too, from
: cozy booths.

•WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU-
\NT, 410 N. Michigan, Deservedly
:pular for both lunch and dinner. Fine
: )d at very reasonable prices, and one
' the finest bars in town. Hangout for
1

; radio and advertising crowd.

rS OF CALL ^9

BARNErS MARKET CLUB, 741 W.
Randolph. Barney's greeting, "Hello, Sena-
tor!" is his trademark from coast to coast.

The steaks and lobster are far better than
most.

GIRO'S, 816 N. Wabash. Rendezvous
of the stayup'lates. The Randolph street

gang says the food is terrific. Open until

five or six in the morning.

GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark. Good spot
for a steak. Musical entertainment, too,

at dinnertime.

HENRICI'S, 71 W. Randolph. Rendez-
vous for politicians, newspapermen and
musicians. Petrillo eats here often, but even
he can't keep the crowds away.

JACQUES, 900 N. Michigan. That
French charm! That French cuisine!

LE PETIT GOURMET. 619 N. Michi-
gan. See above.

RED STAR INN, 1528 N. Clark Street.

Hearty German food served in comfortable
surroundings. Deservedly popular with
practically everybody.

ST. HUBERT OLD ENGLISH GRILL,
316 S. Federal Street. Roast beef, steaks,

chops: very good, and good and expensive.

Other Top Choices . . .

A BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015 N. Rush
Street . . . SHANGRI LA, 222 N. State

. . . SINGAPORE PIT, 1011 Rush Street

. . . OLD HEIDELBERG, 14 W. Ran-
dolph Street . . . SINGERS' RENDEZ-
VOUS, Rush at Superior . . . IMPERIAL
HOUSE, 50 E. Walton Place.

Very High Ufe . . .

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

7th at Michigan (WAB 4400). If ice in

July is your idea of a hot weather enter-

tainment treat, this is the spot for you.
Chuck Foster's band plays for an "Ice-

land Fantasy" in this big and justly popular
room.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SUP 7200). Just
across the street from the Pump Room,
this delightful spot for luncheon, cocktails

and dinner has its own following. People
discover it for themselves and come back
often.
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by LUCIE BRION

LONG ISLAND has been invaded
again—this time by poison ivy! The

shaded paths and hillsides are green with
invitation and ripe with rash for the

susceptible. For those who prefer fresh

air, long walks and the feel of earth under
foot to no air, the subway crush and the

feel of cement, a weekend in the country—Long Island, that is—is a small piece of

paradise. But the rose has her thorn, and
ivy, her poison.

Yet, with science marching on, we re'

ceive word of a new chemical that kills

these tender vines in three weeks. Used in

a spray, this servant of naturclovers is

no paragon of discrimination and may kill

non'poisonous flora as well. But in the

hands of an expert, flora, bless her heart,

is perfectly safe. To protect town-tourists,

some Long Island villages have taken the

spray routine on as a community project.

Home owners are using it, too. Though
medicine has new remedies which promise
to shorten the time of misery for poison

ivy sufferers, the price of discomfort is

still too high for a casual stroll o'er hill

and dale. Which reminds us, at a village

meeting recently, someone asked whether
eating a poison ivy sandwich or even a

single leaf resulted in immunity. The
answer was what we had always suspected,

"No!" That's just a method of having it

inside as well as out. Better to sit on the

porch and commune with nature from
afar.

• • •

Though the dog is often considered (by
dog lovers) man's best friend, the axiom
isn't always reversible. Every summer, vaca-

tioners gleefully befriend dogs and cats,

and then return to their steam-heated
apartments in the city leaving their little

four-footed friends to brave hunger and
the winter elements. Left to go wild, the

animals often do. Survival of the fittest

is a difficult lesson to learn after being
domesticated, and the survivors are sorry

sights. Battle-scarred, with dull, shaggy
coats, they trust no one. This is the stuff

of which delinquents are made and many

fe

Set

of these animals become scavengin
menaces. Maybe there ought to be a lav

but there isn't. However, the Speyer Hoi,

pital for Animals in Manhattan does
wonderful job of finding homes for pel

that must be given up. These pets are love
when they come to Speyer and loved agai

in their new homes. The cost of adoptio
depends solely upon the amount of foo
they have consumed while there, whic
usually isn't longer than a week. On
happy country gentlemen we know h
adopted a beautiful Irish Setter and
Basset Hound. He couldn't have one witt

out the other, as they'd been raised tc

gether and the former owner didn't war.

them separated. It's now a happy situs

tion all the way around.
• • •

As skirts get longer, hair styles becom
shorter. An operator in one of the lus

beauty salons here has been wistfully wish

ing to cut her hair for weeks and week:

It wasn't the shop that held her back-
it was friend husband who insisted on th

long-haired up-do. Finally, she lopped ol

the locks anyway. And what do you knov
he liked it! If he hadn't, she had the cj

planation all ready, 'T had to do it fc

business reasons."

• • •
'Way up at 104th Street and Fift

Avenue you'll find the Museum of th

City of New York. It's certainly off th

beaten path for out-of-town visitors bi

should be a must on the list of things t
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do while in town. Though small, the

museum is never crowded. It contains the

history of Manhattan from the beginning

to the present, with fascinating pictures,

models, furnished rooms and relics. Don't

miss it! • • •

It's easier to get a hotel reservation now
than to find a needle in a haystack, but

apartment rentals are still all but impossible

to come by. Occasionally, a big apartment

appears on the market, but the small two
or three room jobs are on the missing

^list, and will be for some time to come.

Now that the war has been diplomati-

cally postponed, foreign travel is heavier

than at any time since the late '30's. South
American travel has been heavy all year,

but until recently tourists seem to have
been avoiding the Continent. Boats to

Europe are now sailing at full capacity

with lists made up far in advance. Trans'
Atlantic plane service is flying at fuU'up,

too. American tourists tell of interesting

experiences and astronomical European
dinner checks. And by and large, they're

always overjoyed at seeing the Lady with
the Lamp again as they steam Stateward.

Vew Iforl PORTS OF CALL
Dancing . . .

BILTMORE CASCADES. This peren-

nial summering roof has again brought
jack the patrons of good music, food and
cool, informal entertainment. Hotel Bilt-

ore, Madison at 43. MU 7-7000.

BILL BERTOLOTTI. For visitors in

:own, this gives the well known Bohemian,
)r Village, atmosphere. Highly informal,

there is considerable table-hopping and
spontaneous introductions among the visi-

ors, who largely are that—from out of

^Jew York. 85 West 3rd. OR 7-3230.

RIVIERA. From the heights of the Pali-

lades on the New Jersey banks of the Hud-
lon, this entirely glassed, circular promon-
;ory gives a view of the whole of Man-
attan. One of the show spots of New
ifork, everyone welcomes its opening.

Music and entertainment are of Broadway
caliber, and very good food is served
beginning with dinner and ending with
supper. Fort Lee, New Jersey. 8-2000.

CLAREMONT INN. This beacon to all

visitors still serves luncheon and dinner
each summer on the site of one of New
York's most historic hilltops. The freshly

painted white of this charming old build-

ing, which is owned by the City of New
York, makes it ever inviting. There is a
beautiful terrace, beside clipped green
lawn, for dining outdoors, and music
comes from a little band shell, where first

rank orchestras play. Dancing out-of-doors

only, except in case of rain. Riverside

Drive at 124. MO 2-8600.

Eating . . .

'k PALM. A gourmet's restaurant, always
crowded. It will ever be too small for the

number of people who swear a Palm steak

is better than any other in the world. In
summer the 2nd Avenue Kids are likely

to swamp you getting in, but if you've
never been there before don't let the neigh-

borhood lull you into the supposition this

will be an inexpensive repast. 837 2nd
Avenue. MU 2-9515.

*LE PERROQUET. Though this may
appear a longer ride than necessary for a

good meal, the French and Italian cooking
will make you happy to be out of the
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familiar eating rut. There's music too, and
East Siders are largely the patrons. 1111
2nd Avenue. PL 5-7761.

CHATHAM WALK. Outdoor terrace

lunching and dining is still a perfect New
York solution for in-town contentment.

A favorite for many years has been this

well-managed, beautifully appointed little

terrace protected from the street noise and
dirt. Only the best of the sidewalk cafes

have survived these past 15 years. Vander'
bilt at 48. VO 5-5400.

THREE CROWNS. Swedish smorgas-

bord must have been originated for jaded
hot weather appetites. What other explana-

tion could there be for having such an ideal

arrangement as a revolving table loaded
with eye and hunger-appealing delicacies?

Here you will find an excellent assortment.

12 East 54. PL 8-1031.

HOUSE OF CHAN. If you're visiting,

the theatre v.'ill bring you to Broadway
this summer. As substantial and reliable

a restaurant as can be found in the play-

house section is this one noted for superb
Chinese food. The food must be authentic,

too, because you'll find Chinese eating

here. Also a goodly springing of the

theatre and writing folk on Broadway.
7th Avenue at 52. CI 7-5785.

0«/ of Town . . .

LOBSTER BOX. This should be a day-

time start, for City Island is not the easiest

place hereabouts to find. But it is one
of the most interesting, so plan to arrive

before dark. For boat lovers, this is fasci-

nating—all sizes and kinds of craft in the

docks. As you'd expect, the best food to

be had here is lobster—but the shore

dinners are in even greater demand. Citj

Island. 8-1592.

COBB'S MILL INN. When you're driv

ing along the Sound, or exploring Connec
ticut, this makes a happy stopping point

The food is very good, and over the weel

ends there is music for dancing wit!

dinner. One of the most attractive thing

about this Early American inn is the gues
accommodations for those who want t«

tarry. A reservation is needed fairly wel,

in advance for rooms, so allow ampl
time. North on Route 57, off Merrit
Parkway, Weston, Westport, Connecticut
Westport 2-4330.

TOW PATH HOUSE. When you driv

to Bucks County, across the Delaware fror

New Jersey, this will lie right on you
course. A most enchanting and inexpensiv

place to have meals, the food is excellent

and the setting beautiful. Only a shot

drive from Trenton, but it seems that citie

are far, far distant from this artists' an-

writers' retreat. New Hope, Pennsylvanici

3784.

One day a visitor arrived in the home of Leonard Liebling, editor of

Musical Courier, just as the family was about to sit down to dinner. Mr.
Liebling, annoyed at such thoughtless timing, had the maid ask the guest

to wait. After an unhurried meal, Mr. Liebling greeted his friend. "Sorry to

keep you waiting," he said, "but we always eat at seven."

"That's what I thought," the friend rephed, "when you invited me to

dinner tonight."

A
A man who wouldn't even walk across the street to see his best customer

will get out of bed at 2 a.m. to answer the telephone.

A
First woman: "Helen and Paul are going together again."

Second woman: "It's one of the most mixed up things I ever heard."

First woman: "It's just one of those wartime divorces that didn't pan out."
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Current Plays ...

JOY TO THE WORLD. (Mar. 18,

H8). Marsha Hunt and Alfred Drake
ay Hollywood politics quite attractively,

It the fast-moving action doesn't

oroughly save the production. Also in

e cast are Morris Carnovsky, Myron Mc
ormick and Mary Welch. Plymouth,
'enings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
'"ednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

ME AND MOLLY. (Feb. 26, 1948).
!ost of the lifeblood of The Goldbergs
is spilled during its transfer to the stage,

owever, small amounts of humor re-

ain in its hardening veins. With
ertrude Berg, the author, and Phillip

)eb. Belasco, evenings, except Monday,
8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday

' 2:40.

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948).
war story by Thomas Heggen turned

to the most compelling stage comedy of

my seasons. Audiences never forget it.

snry Fonda leads the excellent cast which
bludes David Wayne, Robert Keith and
illiam Harrigan. Alvin, evenings, except
nday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
turday at 2:30.

THE PLAY'S THE THING. (Apr. 28,

48). A revival of Molnar's comedy
Qcerning some gay times on the Riviera,

nong the fine cast are Louis Calhern,
thur Margetson, Faye Emerson, Ernest
jssart and Claud AUister. Booth, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

THE RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE.
(Mar. 16, 1948). Meg Mundy turns in

a praiseworthy performance in this Jean-
Paul Sartre melodrama built around lynch-

ing in the South. The race-hatred message
in this case is much clearer than in many
similar attempts. The Happy ]ourney, by
Thornton Wilder, serves as a curtain-

raiser. Cort, evenings, except Monday, at

8:45. Matinees Saturday and Sunday at

2:45.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. (Jan. 14.

1948). This story about the '90's and some
suffragettes is squeezed for all it's worth,
and, surprisingly enough, a few humorous
incidents are still left. With Joan Tetzel,

John Archer and Carl Benton Reid.
Morosco, evenings, except Monday, at

8:40. Matinees Saturday at 2:40 and Sun-
day at 3.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb. 4, 1946).
Judy Holliday and John Alexander as an
ex-chorine and crooked junk dealer, respec-

tively, in this still wonderfully funny Gar-
son Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:40 . . . COM-
MAND DECISION. (Oct. 1, 1947). An
expertly written drama concerning our Air
Force in England. The all-male cast in-

cludes Paul Kelly, Jay Fassett and Edmon
Ryan. Fulton, evenings, except Monday,
at 8:40. Matinees Saturday at 2:40 and
Sunday at 3 . . . HARVEY. (Nov. 1,

1944). James Dunn, Josephine Hull and
some rabbit. 48th Street, evenings except

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:40 . . . THE HEIRESS.
(Sept. 27, 1947). Wendy Hiller sup-

ported by Basil Rathbone in the Goetz
adaptation of Henry James' Washing-
ton Square. Biltmore, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30 ... A STREETCAR
NAMED DESIRE. (Dec. 3, 1947). The
toast of Broadway, this Tennessee Williams
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Pulitzer Prize winner mirrors the tragic

end of a woman's hfe. Jessica Tandy,
Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden and Kim
Hunter star in the superb cast. Barrymore,

evenings, except Sunday at 8:30. Matinees

Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Current Musicals . . .

HOLD IT. (Apr. 28, 1948). Johnny
Downs and Red Buttons work with prac
tically nothing in this musical comedy
produced by Sammy Lambert. The words
and mu£ic are by Gerald Marks and Sam
Lerner. National, evenings, except Sun'

day, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30.

INSIDE U. S. A. (May 3, 1948). A
gala revue which spares nothing for looks.

Beatrice Lillie is back again, assisted by
Jack Haley and dancer Valerie Bettis. Pro-

duced by Arthur Schwartz; lyrics by
Howard Dietz. New Century, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:30.

LOOK, MA, FM DANCIN'. (Jan. 29,

1948). Nancy Walker stumbles delight'

fully through ballet numbers with complete

lack of grace in this hilarious comedy
aimed at dance. Jerome Robbins arranged

the choreography and the songs are by
Hugh Martin. In the cast are Harold Lang,

Janet Reed and Katharine Sergava.

Adelphi, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). Julie Oshins and Sid Caesar

shine in the comic numbers, a couple of
which shake the house. The rest is good
enough to make the revue worth seeing.

Arnold B. Horwitt wrote the book and the

songs are by Richard Lewine. Broadhurst,
evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

ALLEGRO. (Oct. 10, 1947). Richard
Rodger's music carries the burden as Oscar
Hammerstein and Agnes deMille ridefcrr:;

along. The book and the ballets add httle

to the production. In major roles are v

Annamary Dickey, John Conte, Robert
i^^.

Jonay and • John Battles. Majestic, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matineei
Thursday and Saturday at 2:30 . .

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Dec. 11

1947.) A rather average revue held to-

gether by Paul and Grace Hartman. Theij

six very amusing numbers make up foi

everything else, including sketches by Hani
Ladd, Nadine Gae and Peter Hamilton
Coronet, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday a

2:30 . . .ANNIE GET YOUR GUN
(May 10, 1946). Loud and irresistibl«

Ethel Merman still going strong. Imperial

evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinee
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . .

BRIGADOON. (Mar. 13, 1947). /

musical fantasy with dancing and singini

and David Brooks and Marion Bell. Zieg

feld, evenings, except Monday, at 8:3(

Matinees Saturday at 2:30 and Sunday a

3 . . . FINIAN'S RAINBOW. (Jan. IC

1947). A leprechaun comes to Missituct

and an accomplished cast takes it fror

there. 46th Street, evenings, except Sun:

m
aitur

mt
ott,

!
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y, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Also, Jerome Robbins' Mack Sennett bal'

turday at 2:30 . . . HIGH BUTTON let and Joey Faye. Shubert, evenings, ex-

OES. (Oct. 9, 1947). Delightful non- cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes-
nse with Nanette Fabray at her best. day and Saturday at 2:30.

NEW YORK THEATRES
("W" or "E" denotes West or East of Broadway)

delphi, 152 W. 54th 016-5097 E International,

ivin, 250 W. 52nd CI 5-6868 W 5 Columbus Circle CI 5-4884

arrymore, 243 E. 47th CI 6-0390 W Lyceum, 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256 E
elasco, 115 W. 44th BR 9-2067 E Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730 W
iltmore, 261 W. 47th CI 6-9353 W Mansfield, 256 W. 47th....CI 6-9056 W
ooth, 222 W. 45 CI 6-5969 W Martin Beck, 402 W. 45th..CI 6-6363 W
roadhurst, 253 W. 44th....CI 6-6699 E Henry Miller,

entury, 932 7th Ave CI 7-3121 124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970 E
bronet, 203 W. 49th CI 6-8870 W Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230 W
ort, 138 W. 48th CI 5-4289 E Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI 6-4636 W
mpire, Broadway at 40..PE 6-9540 National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220 W
)rty Sixth, 221 W. 46th....CI 6-6075 W Playhouse, 137 W. 48th-...CI 5-6060 E
)rty Eighth, 157 W.48th..BR 9-4566 E Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156 W
alton, 210 W. 46th CI 6-6380 W Royale, 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760 W
udson, 141 W. 44th BR 9-5641 E Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI 6-9500 W
aperial, 209 W. 45th CO 5-2412 W Ziegfeld, 6th Ave. ^ 54th..CI 5-5200

A preacher whose congregation regularly spurns seats in the front of the

church was surprised to see one man, a stranger, in the very first row. After
the sermon, the pastor asked the man why he sat down in the front. The
man replied that, being a bus driver, he wanted to find out how the preacher
got people to move to the rear.

The Scotchman bought a nickel's worth of peppermint drops and took his

bride for a honeymoon ride on the street car. When they got off the car, he
said, "Honey, hadn't we better save the rest of the candy for the children?"

In church for the first time, the little boy watched, wide-eyed, as the

choir, all in white surplices, filed in. With wonder in his voice, he whispered
hoarsely, "Are all those people going to get their hair cut?"

A tavern keeper was awakened in the early hours of the morning by
some heavy pounding on his front door. Putting his head out the window,
he shouted: "Go away, you can't have anything to drink at this hour."

"Who wants anything to drink?" was the response. "I left here at

closing time without my crutches."

Sister: "He's so romantic. Every time he speaks to me, he starts, 'Fair

lady'."

Brother: "Romantic, my eye! He used to be a streetcar conductor!"



KANSAS CITY Po^-h of CJi
Magnificent Meal

PUS ATERFS
NEW YORKER.
Pusaterfs steaks and
succulent roast beef
are still the favorites

at 1104 Baltimore.

The cool, crispy
salads with garlic
sauce are truly won'
derful. Jim Pusateri can't sit still, so when-
ever he's there he goes behind the bar,

mixes drinks and chins with his friends

—

and he's got a million! Jerry is host and
the moosic's by Muzak. 1104 Baltimore.

GR 1019.
SAVOY GRILL. There's always plenty

cf "stompin' at the Savoy'" — patrons
stompin' for steamy, buttered lobster, filet

mignon, Kansas City steaks and a variety

of seafood dishes. But the stompin' is

quiet and dignified, and the Savoy is just

the place to take your out-of-town business

or social acquaintances. They'll love it!

Mixing good drinks is a labor of love with
the Savoy bartenders, too. 9th and Central.

VI 3890.

WEISS CAFE. Choice steaks, roast beef,

lobster, roast duckling and capon served in

a distinctive Continental style. Gorgeous
salad bowls and other luncheon specialties

bring throngs to Weiss' during the noon
hour. An ornate fireplace at the north
end of this beautiful cafe dates back to

mid' 19th Century, when the grand old

Coates House was in its hey-day. Be sure

to inspect it next time you come to Weiss'.
And next time, come for cocktails! Coates
House. VI 6904.

Class With A Glass . . .

BLUE DAHLIA
ROOM. An attrac-

tive cocktail lounge
on the edge of Kan'
sas City's wholesale

and downtown shop'
ping districts and just

one short block from
Municipal Auditori'

um. Theatre parties

can begin the evening here and also end
it after the show in grand style. Charles

Phil Provost offers a pleasing combination
of piano and Solovox music—not loud.
Prominent sports people make the Blue
Dahlia their headquarters and the rcora

echoes cheery conversation at all ti.v.es.

Big, strong drinks. Hotel Commonwealth.
1216 Broadway. HA 4410.
RENDEZVOUS. Official downtown

hangout for the "fourth estate." If you
have business with any one of a number cf

editors, this is the place you'll find him
Cool, dignified and serving fine liquors.

Order snacks or full meals when you're

ready. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th ^ Balti-

more. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. A cool, cozy retreat

just down the hall from glamorous El

Casbah. Soft seating, a tiny circular bar

and delightful entertainment. Vic Colin

and Kay Hill with mighty pretty accordion'

Hammond harmony and winsome Betty

Rogers at the piano. Relax at the Zephyr,

friend. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at War'
wick. VA 7047.
PUTSCH'S. This beautiful restauranl

features popular Freddie Heikel, his violir

and trio, direct from the "Ram," Challen

ger Inn, Sun Valley, Idaho. He has beer

a featured attraction at New York's Rox>
Theater many times. Putsch's serves trul>

distinguished food—excellent dinners ai

low as $1.65. Choice steaks, air-expressec

Colorado mountain trout and roast prime

ribs of beef are dinner suggestions. Th<
"In a Hurry" businessman's luncheon is <

treat and is priced at a dollar. A typica

luncheon includes short ribs of beef, J

nice salad, rolls and coffee. If you'n
taking visitors on a tour of the city

Putsch's "210" is a "must!" 210 Wer
47th Street. LO 2000.

In A Class by Itself . . .

PLAZA BOWL. A clean, attractive

restaurant, a beautiful cocktail lounge and

32 super-smooth bowling alleys are a com-

bination hard to beat! Restaurant featur

include a tender, juicy filet mignon wi

potatoes, hot rolls and butter for $1.2

(Imagine!); huge, green salad bowls wi

a variety of tasty ingredients, and a list

"super-sandwiches" as long as your arm

The kitchen is immaculate! Upstairs, th
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vcly Green Room is the very ticket

r private meetings, luncheons and din'

;r parties. The cocktail lounge has soft

ating and a beautiful pioneer mural
ged with mirrors makes a background
r the bar and lounge which is cleverly

uminated with indirect lighting. The
[uor is the best in town and the prices

e very reasonable in both restaurant and
r. The cocktail lounge and restaurant

e soundproofed against noise from the
iwling alleys, and music is furnished by
uzak. And gosh, what beautiful bowling
eys! Remember, bowling is a game dc
jned for the whole family, so come on
er for some grand exercise! Good food,
od drinks and fine exercise—all under
e same roof—what could be nicer? 430
ameda Road. LO 6656.

To See and Be Seen . . .

TERRACE GRILL.
Patrons will dance to the

delightful music of Ernie
Hecksher and his society

orchestra during July.

Ernie comes to Kansas
City from previous en'

gagements at San Fran'
Cisco's Mark Hopkins and
the Blackstone in Chicago.
This cool and beautifully

pointed supper club is just the place for

evening of dancing and good food,

sad man Gordon will see that all is well

th you and your party. Hotel Muehle-
ch, 12th ^ Baltimore. GR 1400.

DRUM ROOM. Kansas Citians will be
lighted to hear of the return of Gordon
udero and his orchestra. Gordon has
d two previous engagements at the
rum Room and here's hoping he'll have
iny more! The Drumbar, at the sign of
2 big red drum on the corner, is just a

ck above the Drum Room proper and
orts a keen circular bar. Large, lovely
inks are a specialty. Luncheon, dinner
d supper available in the Drum Room.
Jtel President, 14th ^ Baltimore. GR
40.

EL CASBAH. By now, everyone knows
at Bill Snyder, pianist extraordinary,
back with his orchestra. And guess who's
ming for a two week appearance begin'

ning July 5th! Yessir! The inimitable

Dwight Fiske and his full repetoire of
risque ditties. Be sure to come early to

get a seat! Flaming Sword dinners, flam'

ing desserts, glamorous ladies in gorgeous
attire, and their gentlemen, and—no cover
or minimum. It's the Midwest's very finest!

Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick.
VA 7047.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

ADRIAN'S MART
RESTAURANT. A
beautifully decorated
restaurant and cocktail

lounge just across from
the Union Station
Plaza. Behind a polish'

ed bar may be seen a

colorful display of

statuettes and other merchandise featured

by tenants of the Mart building. Down a

short flight is a lovely, cool dining room.
Genial John Harper, well known to scores

of Kansas Citians, is maitre de. At dinner
time, try a meat entree and the smorgas-

bord. Or if you prefer, you can have the

smorgasbord by itself for only 50 cents!

There's also a fine fried chicken dinner

special, complete with hot biscuits and
honey, for one dollar. Parking just south

of the building. Merchandise Mart. VI
6587.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE. Golden
fried chicken, tender roast beef are just

two of the grand menu features at the

Broadway Interlude. Inexpensive business-

men's luncheons and green salads are a

treat. Bartender Riley Thompson always

gives you a full measure of whiskey in

your drink and boogie beater Joshua John-
son always gives you a full measure of

reaty pleaty jazz—expertly banged out

on his pyanna. Come over Sunday night

at the stroke of twelve and chase those

blues away! Yowsah! 3535 Broadway. WE
9630.

CABANA. Chic Alberta Bird Ham-
mondizes the top ten while you sip your
cocktail. Alberta is also WHB's staff

organist. Luncheon snacks include excel-

lent steak sandwiches which can be had
for a pittance. A very friendly place and
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always filled to the glass muralled walls.

Hotel Phillips. 12th cf Baltimore. GR 5020.
LA CANTINA. The perfect place for

a quiet drink. Smartly and colorfully

decorated, this cozy place is really sooth'

ing after a warm day. Delightful snacks
may be ordered from a special La Cantina
menu. The "jb" music is tuned sweet
and low. Just down a flight of carpeted
stairs from the glamorous Casbah and
Zephyr Room. Hotel Bellerive, Armour
at Warwick. VA 7047.

Something Different . . .

BIRCHWOOD
Jfe^V|^ GRILL. Excellent food

^^Sj^jfUl^ may be ordered at this

P^^^^Pr^SS conveniently located
restaurant, just a

stone's throw from the

S^^v^^'Ur/ twinkling lights of
downtown Kansas City.

Sixteen-ounce steaks
are a special treat here, and they come
garnished with a generous helping of long
branch potatoes, Birchwood Chefs salad,

butter and rolls. Grand dinners—complete,
for as little as $2.50. Specialties are prime
ribs of beef. Southern fried chicken, fresh

fish and filet mignon. And—such swift,

courteous service! Hotel Commonwealth,
1216 Broadway. HA 4410.

KING JOY LO. Air cooled! Sit by the

big picture windows, watch the warm
crowds below at the busy intersection of

12th ^ Main, and be thankful you're at

King Joy Lo's! Here are some suggestions

that are delicious: fried shrimp, Chinese
style; beef with green peppers and toma'
toes; fried lobster, Chinese style; Pak Toy
and beef or pork. King Joy Lo also offers

excellently prepared American food. Fried

chicken, steaks, roast beef and pork arc

menu standouts. And this Chinese restau'

rant is spic and span—clean restaurants

have clean kitchens. King Joy Lo''s is im'

maculate. 8 W. 12th St. (2nd floor) HA
8113.

UNITY INN. Meatless meals in this

cool, green cafeteria are done up in un'

believable style with accent on big salads

and rich desserts. It's very neat and spot'

less and many Kansas City businessmen
can be seen headed toward Unity Inn at

noontime these days. The cafeteria is

managed by the Unity School of Christi'

anity. 901 Tracy. VI 8720.

Don't hesitate to give out advice. It passes time, and nobody will notice

it anyhow.

A
A diplomat is a chap who says his favorite color is plaid.

A
Cemeteries now are operating with a skeleton force.

A
Some folks' enthusiasm to do things brings to mind the man who, when

asked if he were a friend of Einstein, replied, 'T should say we are friends!

There's nothing he wouldn't do for me. In fact, for years we've gone through

life doing absolutely nothing for each other."

A
Man reaps what he sows, excepting the amateur gardener, of course.

—

Pathfinder.

A
A toastmaster is one who uses a few appropriated words.

A
Dancing is the art of puHing your feet away faster than your partner

can step on them.

—

Camp Lee Traveler.

Early rising: Triumph of mind over mattress.
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For spectacular results, the

kind you'd get by dropping

a sparkler into a box of

pin-wheels, join the Swing
to WHB in Kansas City.

Operating full time on an excellent, low frequency, WHB is loaded!

And with 10,000 watts, we've got more power than a string of cannon

crackers. Rates are unchanged. So skyrocket July sales by celebrating

your personal independence from advertising worries. Join the Swing
to WHB!

SEE YOUR JOHN BLAIR MAN FOR AVAILABILITIES

10,000 WATTS IN KANS4
DON DAVIS

JOHN T. SCHILLING 3
GCNERAl MANAGER ^

MUTUAL NETWORK • 716 KILOCYCLES • 5,000 WATTS NIGHT
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B NEWSREEL

1. Jack Karpetlan of Iran, Olav Jakobsen of

Norway and Edward Kwang of China meet before

a WHB microphone to discuss free world trade and
its importance to any workable plan for world
unity. All three boys are exchange students at the

University of Kansas City.

2. John Thornberry, whose 9:45 p.m. newscast is

featured over WHB Sunday through Friday, inter-

views novelist Erskine Caldwell. Mr. Caldwell is the

author of Tobacco Road, The Journeyman, God's

Utile Acre and other best-sellers. In the past t

years, four of his books in pocket-size edition h<

sold more than ten million copies.

3. The composer, conductor and generally c

ceded originator of bebop, Dizzy Gillespie, d

earphones at a Saturday afternoon Swing Sessi

The purpose is to listen to his own recordings

they are being played, simultaneously explair

the intricate or unusual passages.



foreword

for August

SUMMER, that long easy slope,

tops a gentle rise and August
stretches out before us like a map.
Following it we pass through curv
ing yellow days and tunnels of star'

pocked nights. The contours of

August are smooth and the climate

warm. Its resources are sunlight,

vacations, picnic emotions, and
summer loves, and all of them ap'

parently inexhaustible.

The region of August has its

landmark, too, a monument we call

V'Day—though we have long since

learned that victory was only rek'
tive or not at all. We wonder hov/
many years yet it will be that any-
one passing through August will

take note of it. It was such a great

big landmark; it was meant to last

so long. Who would have thought
that time, and so little time, would
have diminished it this way? And
as we contemplate, a column passes
by. The boys are on the march
again; an army is about to be
amassed. For the second time within
the decade, Johnny gets his gun.
This is a most ironic salute to V'
Day, 1948.

But we must hurry on. Over the
ridge lies September and a new un-
predictable season. No time to pon-
der old landmarks. Maybe when
we pass this way again we'll find
it has been restored, m.ade firm
again, the letters grooved and
readable, as they were that day
three years ago when peace was
supposed to have come to stay.
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AUGUSTUS HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

(The William Roc\hiU Hehon
Gallery of Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum of Pine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: Paintings and
Prints from the Upper Mid'
west.

Masterpiece of the Month: "Whil'
ing Away the Summer," by Liu
Kuan-tao; Yuan Dynasty (1280'
1367).

Band Concerts . . .

Aug. 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, Loose
Park.

Aug. 2, 9, 16. 23, 30, Penn
Valley Park.

Aug. 3, 10, 17, 24, 31, Troost
Park.

Aug. 4, 11, 18, 25, Budd Park.
Aug. 5, 12, 19, 26, Central Park.
Aug. 6, 13. 20, 27. Swope Park.

Swimming . . ,

Boulevard Manor Hotel, 1115
East Armour, indoor pool, open
daily 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Fairyland Park Pool, open 9 a.m.
to 10 p.m. 75th and Prospect.

Lake Quivira, open 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. daily. Four and onchalf
miles from Shawnee, Kansas,
on Quivira Cut-off road.

Lakewood Park, Bonner Springs,
Kansas. Filtered pool, also danc
ing, rides, and picnic grounds.

Swope Park, outdoor pool, open
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., every day
except Monday, when hours are

12 noon to 10 p.m.

Amusement Parks . . .

Fairyland Park, 75th and Pros'
pect. Concessions open 2 p.m.,
Saturday; 1 p.m., Sunday; 6
p.m., week days.

Blue Ridge Roller Rink and Park,
7600 Blue Ridge. Rink open to

public Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday nights, 7:30 p.m. to

10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 2:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m.

Elliott's Shooting Park, Highway
50 and Raytown Road. Satur'

day, 12 noon to evening; Sun'
day, 10 a.m. to evening;

Wednesday, 4:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m.

Dancing . . .

(Pla'Mor Ballroom, i2nd and
Main.) Dancing every night
but Monday. "Over 30" dances
Wednesday and Friday.

Aug. 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18.

Don Ragon.
Aug. 7, Stan Kenton.
Aug. 17, 19-22, Bob Leighton.

Aug. 24, 26-29, 31, Hank Win-
der.

Conventions . . .

Aug. 2 '6, Midwest Summer Con'
ference Clinic, Hotel Presi'

dent.

Aug. 9' 10, Culligan-Zeolite Com-
pany, Hotel Continental.

Aug. 9-11, Kansas City Apparel
Association, Buyers' Conven-
tion, Hotel Muehlebach.

Aug. 12-13, Missouri Farm Bu-
reau, Western Missouri Di-

vision, Hotel Continental.

Aug. 15-18, National Association

of Broadcasters, Hotel Muehle-
bach.

Aug. 20-21, Missouri State Con-
clave, Order of DeMolay. Little

Theatre.

Aug. 21-22, Military Order of

the Cootie (Missouri), Hotel

Continental.

Aug. 27-28, 89th Cavalry, Troop
A, Reunion. Hotel Common-
wealth.

Aug. 27-28 Missouri State Coun-
cil of Painting and Decorating

Contractors, Hotel ContinentaL

(99's), Hotel Muehlebach.
Aug. 27-29, Universal Society of

Pathometrists, Hotel Phillips.

1|FRES

Special Events . . .

Aug. 1'7, Kansas City Youth for

Christ, Music Hall.

Aug. 5 '6, National Model Air'
plane Meet, Municipal Auditor*
ium Arena.

Aug. 8, Lionel Hampton dance.
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Aug. 14, Youth for Christ, Music
Hall.

Aug. 15, American Kennel Club,
Dog Show, Municipal Audi'
torium.

Aug. 21, Youth for Christ, Music
Hall.

Aug. 28, Youth for Christ, Music
Hall.

Aug. 30, Louis Jordan dance.

Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Baseball
Kansas City

sociation,

Ruppert
Brooklyn.
Aug. 10,

Aug. 14,

Aug. 16,

Aug. 18,

Aug. 21,

Aug. 28,
Aug. 31,

neapolis.

Blues, American As'
All games played at

Stadium, 22nd and

11, 12, Milwaukee.
15 (2), Toledo.
17, Columbus.
19 Indianapolis.

22 (2), Louisville.

29 (2), St. Paul.

Sept. 1, 2. 3, Min'

Bowling . . .

Armour Lanes, 3523 Troost.

Clifford Tessman Recreation,

2629 Troost.

Cocked Hat Recreation, 4451
Troost.

Country Club Bowl, 7l8t and
McGee.

Esquire Bowling Lanes, 4040
Main.

Grindel-Lembke Recreation, 734
Minnesota.

Halin Bowl, 1610 West 39th.

Northeast Bowl, 112 N. Elmwood.
Oak Park Bowl, 4940 Prospect.

Palace Recreation, 1232 Broadway.
Pla-Mor, 3142 Main.
Plaza Bowl, 430 Alameda Road.

Sackin's Recreation, 3212 Troost.

Tierney-Wheat Recreation, 3736

Main.
Veretta's, 5th and Walnut.

SwinS published monthly at Kansas City,
^ Missouri. Address all communicationa

to Publication Office, 1102 Scarritt Building,
Kansas City 6, Missouri. 'Phone Harrison 1161.
333 North Michigan, Chicago 1, Illinois. 'Phone
Central 7980. Price 25c in United States and
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$3 a year ; everywhere else, $4. Copyright
1948 by WHB Broadcasting Co.

All rights of pictorial or text content reserved

by the Publisher in the United States, Great
Britain, Mexico, Chile, and all countries par-

ticipating in the International Copyright Con-
vention. Reproduction for use without expresi

permission of any matter herein is forbidden.

Swing is not responsible for the loss of nn-

solicited manuscripts, drawings or photographs.
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There are hues that make you
happy, hues that make you sad.

by JACOB LEESON

APITTSBURGH woman, detect-

ing signs of unfaithfulness and

boredom in the husband who was ten

years her junior, gloomily considered

separation, divorce, suicide—in that

order.

When in desperation she confided

her matrimonial troubles to a psy
chiatrist, he snorted and declared:

*lVe been in your home and can

sympathise with your husband! What
he needs is a dash of red in his home
life. I'll send you to a color consult'

ant."

To her ama2;ement, the color ex'

pert—a man who combined the ability

of an interior decorator with the

methodical approach of a scientist

—

insisted on viewing her home. After

she had escorted him through her

modest bungalow, he said

:

"The trouble with this place is that

it has too much blue. Blue is glacial

and cooling. It's hard to stimulate

emotion in a room which is drowning
in blue. Do your living room over, use

a crimson wallpaper, and you'll bring

life, enthusiasm and warmth to this

house."

She followed his counsel and was
surprised by the uplift in her own
spirit. Within weeks, her husband

—

1 8

who had sought excuses for staying

out nights—was cheerfully coming

home to dinner. Soon, he was on the

way to becoming an ardent, consider'

ate spouse again, thanks to ''color

therapy."

Such incidents don't surprise Colo'

nel George D. Gaw of Chicago, head

of the Color Research Institute of

America, whose job is to make colors

produce greater happiness for people.

"I've written a book, Court^xp
OoXors, which gives hints to girls on
how to attract suitors, how to hold

'em, and how to make their husbands

happy," booms the portly, jovial Gaw,
for many years Chicago's official

"greeter" of celebrities.

"You catch 'em with red—^that's

elemental. Red is animated, stimulates

charm. Many a drab and timid girl

has looked like Lana Turner to her

boy friend, principally because she

knew how and when to use red in her

dresses, make-up, and living quarters!"

Since women have more moods than

men do, according to psychologists.

Colonel Gaw believes that the four

walls of a home "can be heaven or

hell, depending on the tints in the

wallpaper, the color of the ceiling, the

hue of the furniture. Husbands can

be kept secure—and restless wives can

be nailed down—all through the in'

telligent use of color."

Once, Gaw met an old business

crony who wore the hangdog look

associated with matrimonial woes.
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''My wife has more temperament
than an actress, and hasn't spoken to

me in six months," he said. "I feel

like a stranger in my own house. Fm
afraid to ask her to pass the salt. In

fact, Fm really worried that she's on
the brink of insanity. Won't you
come and visit her? She's always liked

you and you can tell me privately if

you think our life can be patched up
again."

Gaw, even before sitting down to

dinner, peered around and saw that

the w^alls of the old apartment were a

dull grayish-blue. The hue robbed

him of his appetite and made him
feel depressed and anxious to get

away.

Casually, he asked his hostess how
she liked the six-room apartment—

a

real find today—and she snapped:

'It's terrible. I can't stand it—the

place gives me the creeps!"

The husband thought the visit was
a flop and regretted subjecting Gaw
to such a dull evening. Next day, the

Chicago color expert cheerfully
phoned his friend and said:

"There's nothing wrong with your
wife or yourself. The apartment

could be a wonderful place. But its

colors are an abomination. No couple,

however much in love, could be in-

terested in each other in such a color

scheme."

Then Gaw gave his prescription:

"Re-decorate the place with peach

or orange walls. Apply a touch of

red to either. Re-do the woodwork in

white or ivory. Scatter vases and
sculpture which are predominantly

red throughout the living room. Then
see what happens!"

August, 1948

The wife made the color changes at

her husband's insistence—and within

a week her spirits soared. Because the

dashes of red made it difficult for

her to feel depressed, her "blues" dis-

appeared and within a month the

couple was romantically happy.

Color also can be harnessed to "cool

off" intense, explosive temperaments.

A Chicago career woman, after a hec-

tic decade in the publicity business,

married a volatile, fast-talking adver-

tising man who, like herself, was al-

ways nervous and restless.

Though they knew they were in

love, they were puzzled by the rest-

lessness and impatience which afflicted

both whenever they spent an evening

in their home.

A color consultant who was a busi-

ness friend of the husband visited

their apartment one night and de-

clared:

"It's a wonder you two haven't

split up already! For two excitable,

high-strung people, this apartment

with its gay, warm tones is all wrong.

The colors stimulate you—and that's

the last thing you need!"

He then recommended that the

apartment be done over in shady blues

and greens. Within a short time, the

restless pair had calmed dovm under

the quieting influence of these colors
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and their marriage was placed on an

even keel.

A famous but aging beauty who had

set out to capture a prominent club'

man for her husband found that he

was evasive about popping the matri'

monial question.

One of her friends, a color scientist,

suggested that she install magenta

lighting in her apartment and watch

for results. She did so and discovered

that the red-purple rays erased her

wrinkles magically and toned down
the gray in her hair. As the color

expert anticipated, the reluctant suitor

was struck by her youthful beauty and
soon after placed a ring on her finger.

Another woman complained that

her husband was no companion at all

—
''he just eats dinner, glances at the

paper and falls asleep on the sofa!"

A color-alert friend inspected her

house and warned: "^Your blues in

the wallpaper have a soporific effect.

No wonder the poor man goes to

sleep.

'Tut several amber-colored lamps

in the living room and your husband
may not feel so tired. Amber stimu-

lates and keeps people animated and
cheerful. Night clubs use amber

—

why shouldn't you?"

The woman followed this advice

and noticed a startling change in her

mate. Instead of falling asleep, he be-

came alert and peppy—so much so

that he wanted to go out dancing three

nights a week!

A
For many years the late Fiorello H. LaGuardia nourished a secret

ambition to conduct an orchestra. Once, in New York's Carnegie Hall, his

ambition was realized when he was asked to lead the fire department band in

a concert.

The directors of the huge concert hall wanted to make a gala event out

of His Honor's appearance. They made elaborate preparations, installed addi-

tional spotlights, hired extra ushers for the occasion. But LaGuardia would
have none of the frills. He insisted that he be judged solely on his musical

ability.

"Please, no fuss," he begged the director. "Treat me as you would treat

Toscanini."

A
Washington had more ready wit than history seems inclined to credit to

him, and he could very competently hold his own in the art of repartee.

One day, as he sat at the table after dinner, he complained that the fire

burning on the hearth behind him was much too large and too hot.

"But, sir," rejoined a guest, "it behooves a general to stand fire."

"But," came the instant reply, "it does not become a general to receive

it from the rear."

A
Douglas Leigh, advertising firecracker who owns most of the spectacular

electric signs on Times Square in New York, had a client up to his apart-

ment one night to confer about a new sign. It came time to take his dog,
Skippy, for his nightly constitutional, four turns around the block.

Still deep in conversation, Leigh and his client went around the block
four times, then returned to the apartment. Skippy greeted them somewhat
sulkily; they had forgotten to take him along.





friend

If everyone who ever felt like it

went out in the garden to eat

worms, there'd be no garden!

by AAARION DUNCAN

DID IT ever occur to you, while

looking across an expanse of

ground, that every bit of that top soil

has passed through the body of earth'

worms, and will so pass again, every

few years?

Our friend, the earthworm, is really

an amazing creature. Why he is called

the ''common" earthworm must be

just one of those things, because the

only common thing about him is his

quantity. Specifically, he is a silent

ploughman who works for us inces'

santly. He belongs to no union, and

never collects a cent in wages. In

fact, we ought to go even further and

admit that because of his free labor,

we are able to exist upon this earth.

By perforating and loosening the

soil with his boring, by enriching it

with the decayed leaves he pulls into

his burrow, and by covering the

ground with a fine manure of cast'

ings, the earthworm makes it possible

for us to raise the crops which form
so important a part of our food.

Scientists have long realized the

enormous value of earthworms to

agriculture; but average citizens usu'

ally consider earthworms as mere fish

bait.

A famous scientist once estimated

that there are 50,000 earthworms in

the average acre of garden soil; while

another scientist actually gathered and
weighed the castings (those coils of

earth you see on lawns and garden

paths), and found that the castings

from just one acre of ground weighed
14 tons, and could in ten years time,

if spread evenly over the surface,

amount to an acre of soil one inch

thick.

If you are one of those squeamish
persons who shudders, at the very
sight of a worm, you might not like

to examine an earthworm; but let us

assume that your curiosity is para'

mount.

Upon examination you will readily

see why he is called an annelid, prO'

vided you remember that aneWus

means "a little ring" in Latin. His

body is composed of rings—150 to 200
of them, in case you care. Each ring,

except the first and last, is fitted with

a double row of bristles (too minute

to be seen with the eye, but evident to

the fingers) fixed into tiny sacs, and
moved by muscles at their bases. These
bristles furnish the grip which enables

the worm to move along the ground.

The muscles are so wonderful in their

operation that by contracting the

lengthwise muscle, he can pull him'

self forward; then by contracting the

circular muscle, he narrows his body
and forces that part forward for a

fresh ground-grip. A bit complicated
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you think? Well, it is; but on him it

looks simple.

You will likewise see that the cy-

lindrical end contains the mouth,

which is covered by a sensitive hood.

When boring into the ground, the

earthworm shovels the earth into his

mouth by means of the hood, passes

it through his body to extract the nu-

trient, and finally sends it out the

other end as a coiled casting. You
can understand why there is no mal-

nutrition among earthworms. As long

as they have a wiggle left, it would
be difficult for them to starve.

The earthworm's burrow, a foot or

two deep, is partly lined with dead

leaves, and is generally enlarged at

the bottom so that he can turn around.

He often covers the mouth of his

tunnel with leaves or pebbles, prob-

ably to serve the double purpose of

keeping out enemies besides any sur-

plus water. Nevertheless, after heavy
rains, he is often flushed from his

burrow, which is good news for fish-

ermen.

Because the earthworm has no sense

organs in the usual category, noises

do not disturb him. However, he is a

kind of natural seismograph, curling

up when approached. It is thought

August, 1948

that the cells of his skin are sensitive

to light, and to the very slightest vi-

bration, which probably explains the

dexterity one must employ in order to

snatch the "night-crawler" who has

ventured part way cut of his burrow.

That takes timing and accuracy, as

you know if you have ever tried it.

In the burrow, the young are left

to hatch as cocoons. The glandular

band near the earthworm's head con-

tains the eggs and exudes them into a

mucous-covered sac that is later cast

off. From this cocoon the baby worm
eventually emerges to begin his own
burrowing, thus completing the two
stages in the earthworm's life history.

No seven stages for him, since effi-

ciency is his motto.

Earthworms are found in all but the

coldest regions of the earth; even on
high mountain stretches. The noted

mountaineer, Edward Whymper,
found them more than 15,000 feet up
in the Andes.

Although earthworms actually can-

not be said to level mountains by their

excavating proclivities, scientists con-

sider them as very effective levelers of

the terrain in general. Have you ever

wondered why flagstones, for instance,

sink lower and lower into the ground
as the years pass? Darwin, with in-

finite patience, once made a very in-

teresting experiment along these lines

while studying the earthworm. Upon
a field near his home, he laid broken

pieces of chalk, which he left undis-

turbed for 30 years. In that length of

time, due to the excavating work of

the earthworms, the chalk was found

to be buried seven inches below the

surface. This experiment gave Darwin

(Continued on Page 52)
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Pot of Sold!

by STANLEY S. JACOBS

WHEN Edgar Guest hears of

poets shivering in garrets and

scrounging for bread and cast'off

clothing, he gets frightened and holds

his own rabbit's foot charm a little

tighter.

For it is versifying—traditionally

the poorest'paid job in this realistic

world—which showers incredible

dividends on Eddie. More than $100,'

000 a year, roughly, which is a lot of

moola, come inflation or deflation or

split the income for tax purposes.

In the South Seas, there is a native

who has an Edgar Guest poem tat'

tooed on his back, according to a

Chicago Marine who claims to have

seen this bit of fan loyalty.

Children in thousands of schools

recite Eddie Guest's salutes to Mother,
Charity, Kindliness and Cleanliness.

And in scores of churches, his

verses—which have a moral as lofty

as Mount Everest—are distributed on

I

little cards for Sunday School pupils

to memorize.

Some intellectuals snicker at Guest's

verse mill. They look down their

noses at the millions of folks who
hail him as philosopher, friend, guide
and comforter. But lately—the world
being what it is—educators, clergy
men and psychologists have boomed
the sale of his books by urging peo'

pie to shake their postwar jitters with

heady draughts of Edgar Guest phil'

osophy.

Guest's homely, whimsical verses

have been turned out by the world's

most singular literary sausage ma'
chine. For almost 50 years the slen'

der, retiring ex'Detroit news-hawk
has been pounding out verses on sub'

jects ranging from a baby's smile to

a grandmother's white hair.

Each day, 3,500,000 people smile or

shed a tear upon reading the newest

Guest rhymes. From radios without

number, his works are intoned to im'

part a sentimental glow to the house'

wives who swear by Guest's philoso'

phy.

Although he lives a chrome'plated

existence in a $100,000 house, sur'

rounded by all the gadgets of luxury,

you'll find Eddie at his happiest when
fashioning a nostalgic poem saluting

some tumble down hovel "where real

folks live!"

He rides in the sleekest motor cars,

yet he writes longingly of Old Dob'
bin, causing middle-aged folk to re
member the Livery Stable Age fondly.

Back of Guest's mind lurks a little

hobgoblin who murmurs:
"Remember, kid, your own days of

want. Pretty grim, weren't they? It

was awfully tough living on $1.50 a

week. Don't you ever forget it and
go literary!"
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Guest never has forgotten the

curse of extreme poverty. He knows
it too well. As the jack-of-all-trades

son of a penniless family in Birming'

ham, England, Eddie Guest was
happy when he had a bowl of soup

and a pair of pants without holes.

Today, earning more annually than

the President of the United States, he

still can't believe his great good fortune

and has a compulsion to rehash in

memory the days when a nickel

loomed as big as a ten dollar bill.

He needn't worry. His writings

have been translated into 20 tongues.

You'll find them on ash trays, pillow

slips, blankets, postcards, watches,

souvenir spoons, stationery and on ad'

vertising posters. With royalties
gushing like Old Faithful, Edgar
Guest can shove aside his battered

typewriter any day and live in the

style of a maharajah.

His career as the mass production

bard began when Eddie—a sallow

urchin—crossed the Atlantic with his

parents to find the break they were
denied in England. As the Guest
family stepped off the boat, newsboys
ran through the streets shouting about

the terrible financial panic whistling

like a hurricane through the United
States.

From then on, Hfe for the Guest
brood was a repetition of existence in

England—a succession of menial jobs,

patched clothes, borrowed dimes and
frugal meals. In Detroit, Eddie
stoically said goodbye to his high

school pals and started jerking sodas

in order to put food on the family's

table.

Luck finally caught up with the

hard-pressed youngster. Eddie bash'

fully showed a few of his scribbled

verses to a family friend. Impressed,

the m.an hauled him to the Detroit

Free Press to ask for a job.

i

The editor, after much badgering,

placed Edgar Guest's name on the

payroll—at $1.50 a week. But young
Guest fairly rolled in catnip at the

thought of rubbing shoulders with

working newspapermen, even though

he was the lowhest of office boys.

"My next step up was the post of

exchange editor," he recalls. 'This

was a fancy title for the fellow who
clipped humorous or timely para-

graphs from other journals. It didn't

make me a writer, but it made me feel

wanted!"
Young Guest wasn't content to

snip the words of other scribblers.

He burned to see his own rhymed
thoughts in type. Soon, the young'

ster was slipping his own unsigned

verses into the exchange column and

letters flooded in, complimenting the

paper for these warm, simple verses

by an unidentified poet.

When the editor finally tumbled

to Eddie Guest's little stratagem, he

gave the shy youth his blessing and

the Guest name started appearing

regularly in the newspaper. Before
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long, Eddie had burgeoned int^ a
columnist. His first pillar was caH-ed

Chaff, then re'christened Blue Mot^
day.

IT WAS on a decrepit hand press

in his brother's attic that Guest
printed his first volume of verse,

Home Rhymes, in 1910. Timidly, he

ran off 800 copies, wondering fear'

fully if he would recoup the few
dollars he had risked on the venture.

But book stores, stationers, drug
stores and friends begged for more
copies. Encouraged, but still afraid

of his own good luck, Guest printed

another book

—

fust Glad Things.

Then a Detroit service club paid

hard cash for 3,000 copies of a third

volume of cheerful poems. And
in 1916, his most famous book, A
Heap o'Living, was written—and
piled up a million-plus sales record.

From then on, Eddie Guest was the

''household poet" of millions of fam-
ilies throughout the globe.

In the years since, his books have
continued to pour forth royalties

which make oil wells look like small

change. He has netted more than a
million dollars from the 15,000
"pomes" he has penned.

Network broadcasts brought in ad'

11

ditional treasure. And Hollywood
paid him fabulously one year to act
in a movie that was never made.
When the right story for him didn't
jell in the script department, Guest
wasn't sorry.

He hot-footed it back to Detroit
and his trusty old typewriter, his
Aead whirling with new verses as
sin^iple ^nd friendly as a gingham

were his real
gilt-edged securities.

Never a shrev^d business man,
cheerily admits he knows little oi

stock market fluctuations, world trade,

or the vagaries of the bond market.

His friends tell of the time when
Guest, as a young man, had a chance

to buy some stock peddled by an
inventor with a crazy idea.

The inventor's name was Henry
Ford. He said he could make a self'

propelled vehicle. Eddie couldn't see

the proposition. But his grocer in'

vested $1,200 and nettled $12,000,'

000 on the deal.

But Guest now smiles qui2;2;ically

when you mention it, and never

thinks of this lost gold. For as long

as human hearts can be stirred by
cheerful thoughts in verse, Eddie
knows he has a job!

"I can't pay you the $25 on this money order," said the clerk, "until you
are identified."

"That's tough," said the man. "There's only one man in this town who
can identify me, and I owe him $20."

A
A small boy watched a telephone repairman climb a pole and connect

a test set. He rushed into the house and squealed, "Mamma, come out here!

There's a man up on the telephone pole calling heaven!"
"What makes you think so?" asked the mother.
"Because he hollered, 'Hello, hello!—Good Lord, can't you hear?'

"

You never realise how fortunate you are until you enter a gift shop
and see how many things your friends haven't sent you.



Woman With Wings

'HO is the American globe-trotter? I< is none other than the American

housewife, who fhes more overseas miles than anyone else.

In a recent survey, Trans World Airline, which flies from California

to Bombay, set out to determine its typical overseas Passenger.

The survey covered routes to Europe, In orth Africa, the Near East,

and India; and in all those far places <vnere TWA flies^ the American house-

wife numerically outdistanced all otber passengers. She was the overseas

pin-up g^irl

Q^^^ tions and tie 49 nationahties revealed in the check of

a r.rr "TW/A'c 9 1 000 rp^les of overseas routes, merchants ran a

?l?:"fc"nd hlt-'cl- Students, technical workers and sk.Ued laborers

'"°TA^r^'-^w'f'""'^''" heaxt, topped the f.eld.

A newly married doctor was complaining to a friend. 'Tm quite puzzled

as to what I should call my wife's mother. I don't like to call her 'Mother-

in-law' because of the jokes concerning that name. But there is a certain

sacredness about the word 'Mother' that makes me hesitate to apply it to

anyone but my own."
"Well," said the friend, "I can tell you my own experience. The first

year we were married, I addressed my wife's mother as, 'Say,' and after that

we called her 'Grandma'."

A family who moved from town to the suburbs decided they needed a

watchdog to guard the house at night. So they bought the largest dog they

could find in the kennel of a nearby dealer. Not long afterwards buiglars

broke into the house. They were not disturbed at all by the dog who slept

soundly throughout the burglary. The head of the house went to the dealer

and complained.
"Well," explained the dealer, "what you need now is a little dog to

wake up the big dog."

A
The elderly couple had saved for years to buy an automobile. Finally

they had their car and set out for a long-planned trip to the West.
Before travjeling many miles, they began experiencing a succession of

mishaps. Every time, the wife noticed that her husband took out his driver's

license and examined it carefully before proceeding on their way.
"Dad, why do you keep looking at your Hcense?" she asked him, after

this had happened several times.

"For reassurance, Mary, for reassurance," he explained. "This here

license states that I'm competent to drive a car."—WflU Street Journal

A
The school principal was trying to make the fundamental doctrines of

the Declaration of Independence clear to his class.

"Now, boys," he said, "I will give you each three ordinary buttons.

Here they are. You must think of the first as representing Life; the second
as representing Liberty; and the third as representing the Pursuit of Happi-
ness. Next Monday I will ask you each to produce the three buttons and
tell what they stand for."

On Monday the teacher said to the youngest member: "Now, Johnny,
produce your three buttons and tell what they stand for."

"I ain't got 'em all," the boy rephed, holding out two of the buttons.

"Here's Life and here's Liberty, but Mama sewed the Pursuit of Happiness
on my pants."



by FRANK MAGUIRE

POP loved the Overland more than

his family, Mom said. But it was
costing too much. So during our two
weeks at Lake Quanapowett in the

summer of 1924 she finally decided it

would have to go. In spite of the rest

of us. Including Eleanor.

"Oh, but Mom—" Sheila began.

"You're ashamed to be seen in it,

Sheila," Mom interrupted. "You told

me so yourself."

"But it's better than nothingl And
if Pop would only take off the top

and let me whitewash the rest and
paint How Dry I Am and It Ain't

Gonna Rain No More and things like

that on it, it'd look coMeege!"
There was a gasp from Pop. "No-

body will paint How Dry I Am on the
i Overland," he said.

"If you want that new dress for

school it's going to cost money," Mom
;

told Sheila. "Where else will we get

it?"

That silenced Sheila. Clothes al'

ways did.

"But, gosh, Mom, we need it!" I

took up. "Without it how'd we ever

get up here to Lake Quanapov/ett?"
"If your father didn't have to buy

a new carburetor or something every

week, maybe we could go to a real

resort sometime—and not just to a

VEKA N D

moth'caten pine grove at the end of

nowhere!"
That stopped me. I loved our two

weeks at Lake Quanapowett the way
Pop loved the Overland.

"Don't sell the car," Eleanor said.

We all looked at her. Eleanor was
11 then, a skinny, big-eyed kid who
never fought for things the way Sheila

and I did, but she had a funny look

sometimes which made you wonder
what she'd do if there ever was any'

thing she really wanted. "Why not?"

Mom demanded.

"Because—because Pop likes it."

"Well! Listen to that!" Mom's
round face tightened and her eyes

seemed to throw off sparks. "That
from the girl who gets sick every

time she rides in it! Not that I blame
you, the way it bounces over the

washboards they call roads around

here!"

"Please don't sell it," Eleanor re'

peated.

"Humph!" Mom answered.

Eleanor looked at Pop for a mO'
ment, then turned away. Pop loved

the Overland and Mom loved bossing

us. Sheila was cra^y about clothes, the

way I v/as about Lake Quanapowett.
But what Eleanor loved most, and all

the time, I guess, was Pop.

Mr. Freeman in Bide-a-Wee Cot'

tage on the other side of the lake
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wanted to buy the Overland. Pop
told him about the carburetor and the

starter and about the oil it used, but

he still wanted it. The deal was to go

through on Wednesday afternoon.

Wednesday morning we went fishing,

and Eleanor was upset.

I think she understood something

then I didn't understand until later

—

that the car, somehow, was necessary

for Pop's self-respect. You see, Pop
was absolutely wonderful to us, but

he wasn't very good at making money,
and Mom had a way of making him
feel cheap. She didn't mean to, I

suppose, but she did. The Overland

helped even things up. He liked driv

ing it, and it was something to tinker

with, but it was more than that. Most
of the people we knew didn't own
ears, and it was a sort of symbol he

hadn't done so badly by his family

after all.

We were fishing from the end of

Hawkins' pier. I'd caught a pickerel

with a baited line, but neither Pop
nor Eleanor had had any luck.

"Pop," Eleanor said, ''don't you
like the Overland any more?"

"Of course I do, Lady." Pop al'

ways called her Lady. "I'll always like

the Overland."

"Then why're you selling it?"

"Oh—so I can get other things. A
real fish pole for Arthur, perhaps.

And pretty things for you and Sheila.

Dresses, and a new coat, maybe." He
gave his usual chuckle, but it didn't

sound very happy today. "Wouldn't
you like that?"

"No!"
"A nice plaid dress when you go

back to school—?"

"Oh, no, Pop! I don't li\e new
dresses—honestly, Pop, I don't want
any! Please—don't sell the Overland.

Please keep it."

Pop just rubbed the back of her

head for a minute and looked out at

the sun on the water. "Lady, Lady,"

he murmured. "She gets car-sick ev-

ery time she rides in it, yet now . . .

She should have a real father instead

of ... " And his voice ran down.

"But you don't have to sell it!

We've got lots of money, and
—

"

Pop stood up. "No," he said.

"Your mother's right. It's costing too

much. Especially when—when I've

such a wonderful family to think

about."

We had the pickerel at noon. Sheila

wasn't there—she'd gone on an all-

day hike with some other big kids

—

and none of the rest of us really en-

joyed it. Even Mom wasn't herself. I

don't think she stopped talking during

the whole meal.

"Stop bolting your food!" she or-

dered me. "Do you want to choke?

I don't know, I try to bring you up

to be a gentleman, but what good does

it do? Do you want to be a savage all

your life?"

"No, Mom."
"Mind your manners, then. And

Eleanor, don't dawdle! If there's any-

thing I can't stand, it's a girl who
picks at her food! Eat it up or else

leave the table. Are you sick?"
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"No, Mom."
"Eat it up, then, if you expect any

dessert. Oh, I hope Sheila's all right!

I can't for the life of me see why they

couldn't have had something to eat

first and then gone on their hike after'

wards. They'll be all in
—

"

We heard a strangled cough, and
Eleanor jumped up, her face so red it

seemed ready to burst. She pointed to

her throat, and there was the hideous

sound of choked breathing.

''A fish bone! Oh, I knew it'd hap'

pen to someone!" Mom shrieked. She
pounded Eleanor on the back, and
when that didn't work she began cry
ing and screaming. Pop tried to put

his finger down Eleanor's throat, but

that didn't do any good either. Mom
started shouting for Mrs. Golden, our
nearest neighbor, but Mrs. Golden
lived almost half a mile away.

"Not even a telephone to call the

doctor!" Mom was wailing. "Oh, I

knew something would happen if we
came out here on the edge of nO'

where— !" Without a word Pop
picked Eleanor up and carried her out
to the Overland.

Normally it took 40 minutes to

cover the narrow dirt road to town. It

was ribbed like my corduroy pants,

and the springs of the Overland
weren't much good anyway, so Pop
usually liked to take it easy. But now
we bounced and flew.

Mom, next to Eleanor in the back
seat, kept pounding her on the back.

She gave a little squeal each time we
skidded round a curve, but she never
told Pop to slow down.
Pop was hunched over the steering

wheel, his mouth looking awfully

wide and drawn. Over the sound of

the gravel against the mudguards I

could hear his breathing. It was deep

and trembling.

We were nearly in town when we
saw the other car. It was a big, square

Packard, and it was coming toward

us. The road was straight just then,

and Pop held his hand on the horn

till the other driver pulled over to the

side of the road. Pop may have

slowed down a little. I don't know.
All I know is I could hear Mom
screaming as we got into the rough

dirt inches away from the Packard.

There was a sharp burst as a tire blew

out, and Pop was holding onto the

steering wheel for dear life.

He didn't stop, though. He just

slowed down. I could see he was gO'

ing to drive to town on the rim. Then
I looked in the back seat.

Mom was holding Eleanor's head

over the side of the car. Eleanor.was
sick.

After a few minutes Mom touched

Pop on the back and shouted some'

thing to him. At first he didn't un'

derstand, and she shouted once more.

He stopped the car and looked in

back.

Mom was holding Eleanor in her

arms now. Eleanor was breathing all

right again.

"The bone must have come out

with everything else," Mom said.

"She's—all right?"

Mom nodded. "It was the car. She

gets sick—and it bounced so." She

touched the back seat gently, as you'd

touch a dog you wanted to make
friends with, and when she looked at

Pop again for the first time in my
life I saw her looking really humble.
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''And I wanted to get rid of it," she she'd deHberately started the whole
added. thing.

I never got Eleanor to admit the But she couldn't hide the look of

fish bone was a fake. To this day Fm satisfaction that came into her eyes

not absolutely sure. I think she was sometimes when she saw Pop at the

so frightened by the other car and steering wheel of the Overland. Even
the blow-out and everything, she if she still got car-sick every time we
didn't want to admit, even to herself, went on a long ride.

Two partners were arguing about what they should do to increase

business in their theatre. One maintained that the people would come to sit

in their seats if they were re-covered with red leather; another thought mohair
more appropriate. Finally they turned to the third partner who was standing

by silently.

"Joe, you're not saying a word. What do you think about it?"

"If you ask me," he replied, "I think we should cut the admission price

and cover the seats with people."

A
A young college graduate asked a successful business leader for some

good advice. "Tell me, sir, how can I make a good start in the great game
of business?"

The business man offered curtly, "Sell your v;rist v/atch, young man,
and purchase an alarm clock."

A hot summer sun was beating down on the old Kansas rancher, as he
was hoeing his corn. "V/hy don't you hitch up the team and plov/ those weeds
with a cultivator?" asked his more energetic brother-in-law.

"Oh, I dunno," replied the rancher, "It's so easy to quit this way."

If you wish to be happy for an hour, says a Chinese proverb, get drunk.

If you wish to be happy for three days, get married. If you wish to be happy
for eight days, kill your pig and eat it. But if you wish to be happy forever,

become a gardener.

A
It happened back in the dust bowl era.

"How are things Vs^ith you?" asked the first cattleman.

"Tough," said the second cattleman, "mighty tough. Why, my critters

are so thin that by using carbon paper I can brand two at a time."

Two elderly Negro women v;ere discussing a younger member of their

congregation when one of them said, "She's got jes' enuf 'ligion to make her

mis'able—too much too be happy dancin', drinkin', and carryin' on but too

little to be right happy at prayer meetin'."

A
"I see you're interested in this stuffed bird," said the ornithologist.

"Yes," said the aviation expert, "I think its steering gear infringes on one

of my patents."

Only a woman in love can do this: Look up at us wonderingly and

admiringly and look down on us kindly.



Welfare is swell fare for Kansas Citians!

by PATTI KENNARD

THE old gentleman sits listlessly

on a bench in the deserted park.

Each day he is back at the same spot,

alone and forgotten. Employers have

decided he is too old to work, and
since the day of his retirement he has

been completely lost. Realisation that

he is unwanted and apparently use'

less has sapped away most of his in'

terest in life.

In too many communities today,

this scene is a sad reality. But one

city is giving its old people something

to live for. Through its recreation

division, the welfare department of

Kansas City, Missouri, draws oldsters

together and promotes their mutual

interests. At the local Golden Age
center, which is exclusively theirs, the

old people don't mind being a little

slow on their feet at a dance; 'most

everyone else is, too. They are all

there for companionship, to compare
remembrances, to talk with someone
who understands little things in the

same light of old age, to overcome the

feeling that they are a handicap to

society. During the first six months
of its existence, the club attracted

5,487 people to its ranks!

In tackling this and its many other

problems, the Kansas City Welfare
Department uses the positive ap'

proach. According to Dr. Hayes A.

Richardson, director, welfare should

concern good living for everybody,

not just those already in trouble.

Handing out Thanksgiving baskets

and Christmas packages is no solution

for social ills; but warm, personal

guidance hits the problem at its roots.

He believes in halting unsocial activi'

ties before they ever get a start. -

The oldest, and the only one of its

kind in this country, the Kansas City

Welfare Department was launched in

1906. As their primary aim, depart'

ment members determined to stay

close to the people. They put em'
phasis upon cooperation and coordina'

tion within their department, and got

off to a smooth and efficient start.

But their history was marked for tuf'

bulence.

The political machine which was
riding roughshod over city govern'

ment added the welfare department to

its spoils in 1918. At that time the

department was active in licensing

amusements, in providing playgrounds

and baseball diamonds, and in making
loans and offering relief work. Poli'

ticians quickly realisjed the lucrative

possibilities such activities offered, and
they moved in for a prolonged stay.

When a reform government swept
into office in 1940, citi2;en morale was
almost nonexistent. Conditions were
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deplorable at the Municipal Farm and
the Women's Reformatory. The doors

were rotting off the buildings—which
were periodically on fire. The prison'

ers sat on grimy, trash-littered floors,

for all practical purposes, unsuper'

vised.

Then Dr. Hayes Richardson was
brought in from the University of

Kansas City, where he had been a

member of the faculty, to head the

newlyliberated welfare department.

The city desperately needed social and
civic guidance—not in the lower in-

come groups alone, but in all brackets.

Immediately, a year-round recreation

program was set up to include every-

one, regardless of age, color, religion,

or financial status.

Standards had fallen miserably be-

low normal for playgrounds and com-

munity centers, but under a creative,

active public recreation department,

they improved month by month.

School and church gymnasiums were

used to supplement the public play

areas. Park lawns were opened to the

public and soon became smooth from
wear; even private properties were

leased. The attractive playgrounds

gradually lured youngsters off the

streets and away from sources of trou-

ble. During the 1947-48 fiscal year,

Kansas City was one of very few ma-

jor cities to show a decrease in the

number of juvenile deHnquencies.

The recreation program has grown
to include such outstanding features

as day and year-round resident camps;

teen clubs; talent shows; two all-city

bands, an orchestra and chorus; an ex-

tensive athletic program made up of

500 baseball, football and bastketball

teams; an organized Knot Hole Gang

which is admitted free to professional

baseball games; and grade and high

school theatre groups. Last year,

1,939,850 people took advantage of

these opportunities!

This summer, the department's am-
bitious projects include two large his-

torical pageants. Approximately 3,500

children will participate in the ex-

hibitions portraying the development
of Kansas City.

Commercial recreation is also un-

der the supervision of the welfare de-

partment. Since a large majority of

people use some sort of commercial

recreation at least once a week, and
pay for it, this is the most important

kind to them. The plan is to work
with, rather than against, the pool-

room operators, theatre owners and
the rest. The scheme baffled com-

mercial amusement interests at first,

but when inspectors showed them
how to raise industry standards and

backed them with friendly support,

the owners chorused approval. Dur-

ing the 1947-48 year, the department

issued 522 pool hall, night club and
dance hall permits.

The importance of the recreation

program and the results of its influ-

ence can't be measured on a graph; it

would be impossible to ask each of

the thousands participating how much
it has changed his life. But certainly

childhood days should be as bright as

possible and point the v^ay to a prom-

ising future. And it's equally im-

portant. Dr. Richardson's staff feels,

that aged people be given the chance

to look forward to each new day with

eagerness instead of dread.

Their aim is to keep Kansas City

residents and visitors occupied and
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happy, on the theory that happiness

is important in its own right.

The recreational program in Kan'

sas City could not have fulfilled its

purposes so well in the past eight

years without the background pro'

vided by the other divisions of the

welfare department. But these divi'

sions are more than simply the back'

ground for recreation, since each is

important within itself.

Among Dr. Richardson's innova'

tions is the community service divi'

sion, which was formed in 1942 to

recruit community resources against

juvenile delinquency. Today it is an

automat of solutions for various com'
munity needs.

Community councils were organ'

ized to integrate the recreation prO'

gram with the needs of the commu'
nity. To cut the city down to the

average citi2;en's size, high school dis'

I

tricts were selected as units, and a

I

community worker was provided in

1 each district to work directly with the

citi2;ens, who hold their own meetings,

thresh out their particular problems,

and often take local action which may
not need the intervention of the city

at all.

Constant war is waged by the wcl'

fare department against political

apathy and ignorance. As a weapon
in this fight, a junior officer program

was instituted to promote citizenship

and interest in city government.

Youngsters in schools run junior cities

and conduct their own elections. They
have worked with local theatres to

cure bad manners and vandalism at

the movies, packed boxes for foreign

relief, sponsored courtesy and cleanup

campaigns, conducted radio broadcasts

and held picnics and summer camps in

the parks. All these local cities meet

regularly in a super'council at City

Hall, run exactly like the adult ones.

When a man is sentenced to the

Municipal Farm or a woman to the

Women's Reformatory, the picture is

vastly different from what it once

was.

The social service division of the

welfare department works with the

Municipal Court to try to instill in

the individual a pride in his ability to

be independent. To punish a drunk*

ard by confining him to the Municipal

Farm may be just, but is it right to

punish his family by depriving them
of his income—erratic as it may be?

Problems of this nature are care

fully considered, and when a munici'

pal judge passes a prison sentence, he

sincerely hopes that good food, clean

surroundings and a work program
fitted to special needs will prove an
environment resulting in a desirable

social readjustment. Along with the

work program, prisoners have the

benefit of extensive recreational fa'

cilities— softball, basketball, music

and discussions of current events. But
most important, the officers make
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each person realize that they are per'

sonally interested in his welfare,

happy when he shows a consistent de'

sire to rebuild his life.

The casework and parole sections

under social service have turned in an

admirable record. Highly trained prO'

fessional workers in the casework di'

vision deal chiefly with domestic and
neighborhood tangles. And they solve

their problems largely by helping peo'

pie help themselves. These men have

made detailed studies of housing, al-

coholism and even of their own re-

porting system; they inspected and set

standards in convalescent and nursing

home operation. During last year

alone, they handled 3,124 cases.

The city counselor's office will not

issue a warrant for desertion or non-

support, for instance, if there is any

possibility of reconciliation, until the

casework section has given its ap'

proval. As a result, only two per cent

of the steady flow of people appealing

for assistance find it necessary to take

court action.

In the parole division, the typical

officer is a college graduate, hand-

picked for qualities of stability and

judgment. Strong legs also prove help-

ful—21,121 contacts were made last

year. The officer uses every facility

Kansas City has to offer—cHnics, so-

cial agencies, psychiatric hospitals, the

Juvenile Court and a dozen more—as

tools of his profession.

If a person runs into a legal jam
and can't afford a lawyer, and if his

trouble is a minor one (a civil case,

with court claims $75 or below) he

will find the welfare department's

legal aid division can give him advice

that is informal, to the point, and

based on practical experience in so-

cial work. The two attorneys in the

legal aid office handled 3,355 applica-

tions for aid during the 1947-48 year.

A car selling for $25 couldn't

amount to much these days, but one

legal aid petitioner stated he had made
a down payment of $10 on just such

a vehicle. When he went to the owner

with the remainder, the price had been

upped—to $175. And the owner
wouldn't return the down payment.

Not caring about the car but wanting

his ten spot, the would-be car owner

came to the city for aid. Prevailed

upon by the legal aid counselor, after

much dickering, the owner returned

the $10.

Once an important device enabling

the farmer to sell directly to the con-

sumer, the City Market section is di-

vided now into farmer, retail and

wholesale units handling many truck-

loads of fresh garden products daily.

Not only does the market pay its

costs, but it manages to build up a

sizable financial reserve. It's a vital

influence in the fruit and produce

(Continued on Page 43)
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Step right up, folks!

The one, the only, the original!

by CLAY PITAAAN

ON THE doleful afternoon of

what was practically a national

day of mourning in Great Britain, a

tearful baroness with a party of lords

and ladies carried a huge tub of sweet

rolls aboard a ship named the As'

Syrian 'Monarch.

Aboard the vessel, unaware that

his leave'taking had precipitated
heated debates in Parliament and fist'

fights in pubs, was the elephant called

Jumbo, for 17 years the main attrac'

tion of London's Royal Zoological

Gardens.

Jumbo, swigging whiskey and
munching tobacco unconcernedly,

shifted his seven tons and nu2;^led the

boxes of hay, confections, biscuits,

beer, blankets and other farewell gifts

from his admirers throughout the em'
pire.

These extravagant and lachrymose

goodbyes to an elephant were no pub'

licity conjured up by a press agent.

They were the real thing. Jumbo had
so endeared himself to Britons that a

London newspaper suggested the Brit'

ish coat'of'arms be altered with the

substitution of Jumbo's image for the

traditional lion.

"It is urged that our national motto

read henceforth, 'Dieu et mon Jum'y
bo\" the paper editoriali2;ed. '

"

For Jumbo was leaving England for

good. A smart American showman
named Phineas Barnum had purchased i

him for a paltry $10,000, and all of

Britain smarted at the loss. Overnight,

the British erupted in an orgy of ac
claim for the beast.

''Jumbo" cigars were manufactured

hastily; Jumbo earrings, fans, hats,

neckties, pencils, boots, perfumes and
overcoats sold like hot cakes. London
hotels served Jumbo soups and hash,

Jumbo fritters. Jumbo ice cream. A
titled poet. Lord Winchilsea, wrote

a paean to Jumbo in which he asked

Barnum to take Mr. Gladstone to

America but to leave the elephant

where he was.

But Barnum, sensing the publicity

value of this hubbub over his pur'

chase of Jumbo, smiled benignly and
refused to return the beast to the

royal ^oo for any consideration. In

the end, the pachyderm he bought at

a bargain price was to earn half a

million dollars for the astute Barnum.
More important, at least to posterity,

the word "J^n^bo" became synony
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mous with anything king-sized, from
peanuts to Billy Rose extravaganzas.

The animal's career began inaus-

piciously in 1861 when he was cap-

tured by Arab elephant hunters on
the banks of the Settite River in Abys-
sinia. He was only 3 J/2 feet high, and
nobody ticketed him as a show-stop-

per. His first public appearance was
at a Paris zoo which gladly swapped
the runty elephant to the London zoo

for a rhinoceros with more box office

appeal.

In the ensuing 17 years, Jumbo
thrived and grew until he weighed
seven tons and stood 12 feet high. He
became 14 feet long and sported an

18-foot waistline. But his gentleness

with children was proverbial through-

out England.

''Down, Jumbo!'' a moppet would
cry, and the big fellow would prompt-

ly sink to his knees, ready to give a

free ride around his compound. Jum-
bo accommodated as many as five

children at one time on his head,

happy and grateful for their affection.

In 1881, when Barnum first

glimpsed Jumbo, the animal was the

London zoo's mainstay. Quietly, the

American contracted with zoo offi-

cials to buy the animal, little anticipat-

ing the public agitation which was to

greet the sale.

Newspapers started a huge public

subscription fund to buy Jumbo back

from Barnum at a fabulous profit to

the showman. The Prince of Wales
announced that he was outraged by
the transaction. Queen Victoria her-

self stated that the government would
safeguard the zoo against any financial

damages resulting from a cancellation

of the sale.

But Barnum proclaimed that he
wouldn't sell Jumbo back for $500,-

000, and to foil any Londoners who
might try to kidnap the elephant, he
hired a goon squad to guard Jumbo
on his march to the docks.

That trip from zoo to ship was filled

with difficulties which cost Barnum
$20,000. At the last minute. Jumbo
went on a sit-down strike in the zoo

while Barnum's agents prodded him
vainly.

"Jumbo will not stir from the Gar-

den. What shall we do?" they fran-

tically cabled the American circus

king.

''Do nothing!" the ballyhoo master

cabled back. "Let him lie there as

long as he wants to. The publicity is

worth it!"

Finally, Jumbo was coaxed to his

feet and reluctantly lumbered into the

street. There he saw a horse for the

first time in his life. The big fellow

again refused to budge. Naturally,

such troubles were promptly cabled

to American newspapers, and public

interest in Jumbo soared on this side

of the Atlantic.

On the nine-mile trip to the docks,

thousands of men, women and chil-
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dren trailed Jumbo through the grimy

streets, chanting their protests at Bar'

num's grab.

At last, Jumbo was pushed aboard

a lighter ballasted with 16 tons of

iron. The lighter was floated down
the Thames to the Assyrian Monarch,
the only ship with a hatchway large

enough to admit Jumbo.
As the ship steamed into the ocean,

crews of His Majesty's warships stood

rigidly at attention and mounted the

yards in respect to Jumbo. By sema'

phore, news of Jumbo's health and
spirits was passed from ship to ship

and thence to shore for more than 24

hours after the Assyrian Monarch had
passed Dover.

Once at sea, the ship's officers

wrote dispatches about Jumbo's bc'

havior and antics which they dropped
overboard in large elastic bags. Many
of these were retrieved by fishing

trawlers whose crews turned them
over to British newspapers for publi'

cation.

Jumbo arrived in New York harbor

on Sunday morning, April 9, 1882.

Barnum went aboard the ship and
proudly introduced his famous ac-

quisition to Manhattan reporters.

One journalist asked how high

Jumbo could reach with his trunk.

"Forty-nine feet, my dear sir,"

purred Barnum.

"Beg pardon, Mr. Barnum," said a

keeper. "It's only 26 feet."

P. T. Barnum looked pityingly at

the fellow. "Thank you!" he rasped.

"If I were a showman, I probably
would have exaggerated, but there's

nothing like always telling the truth!"

As Jumbo was led up Broadway to

Madison Square Garden, where the

Barnum 6? Bailey Circus was playing,

thousands of bug-eyed New Yorkers

turned out to gape at the strange Sun-

day spectacle. In six weeks. Jumbo
had earned $336,000 in additional

ticket sales for the circus, and Barnum
crowed over his shrewdness in ac-

quiring the elephant.

For several years. Jumbo paid Jum-
bo-si2;ed dividends to Barnum and cap'

tivated the American public with his

size and gentleness.

His special friend was ''Tom
Thumb," a baby elephant always dis-

played next to Jumbo for the sake of

contrast. But Jumbo's end came in

1885 near St. Thomas, Ontario, when
a freight train struck him and pin-

ioned the elephant against a string of

circus cars.

Quickly, Barnum summoned news-
men and told them a tearful story.

Jumbo had perished while vainly seek-

ing to save Tom Thumb from an on-

rushing locomotive. The lurid yarn
made headlines throughout the world,
and papers quoted Barnum as saying:

"The leviathan of the rails and the

mountain of bone and brawn came to-

gether with a crash that made the

solid roadbed quake! The heavy iron

bars of the engine's pilot were broken
and twisted as if they had been grape-

vines, and the engine's front was
stripped as by an explosion of dyna-
mite.

"With his mighty tusks driven clear

back into his brain and his massive

skull crushed in, Jumbo gave but one
groan after being struck and then as-

sumed an attitude of determination

and composed himself to meet death

with becoming dignity and fortitude."
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But 'T. T." quickly rallied from England once again turned out to pay
his grief over Jumbo's demise. He homage to Jumbo. Mr. Barnum had
reaped new profits by billing Tom sent back his remains to be viewed
Thumb as ''the elephant who was in the country which loved the animal,

saved by the heroic Jumbo!'' This time, there were no shouts and
A trustee of Tufts College, Barnum cheers and flag'waving. The people

ordered Henry Hard, a Rochester taxi' stood silently and morosely, staring at

dermist, to stuff the elephant's hide, the stuffed elephant. Strong men
which was placed ceremoniously in dabbed their eyes and women wept
the Barnum Museum on the Tufts openly. As one man summed up the

campus. The elephant's bones were British reaction:

turned over to the New York City 'Instead of Jumbo's, I wish it was
Museum with appropriate fanfare. the stuffed figure of that Mr. Bar-

Several years later, the people of num we was lookin' at!"

Donald and Mary MacTavish decided to adopt a child, and asked at the

orphanage for a little girl. One was produced, and Mary was about to close

the deal when Donald tapped her shoulder.

"Mary,"' he whispered, "let's take a wee lad. Hae ye forgotten the lad's

cap we found on the train?"

Interviewer: What made you a multi'millionaire?

Multi-millionarie: My wife.

Interviewer: Ah, her loyal help?

Multi'milHonaire : No, no. I was simply curious to know if there was any
income she couldn't live beyond.

Little Johnny brought home his report card, and with it was a note

from the teacher. "Dear Mrs. Jones:" said the note. "Johnny is a bright boy,

but he spends all his time with the girls. I'm trying to think of a way to

cure him."
Mrs. Jones studied the note, then answered, "Dear Miss Smith: If you

find a way to cure him, please let me know. I'm having the same trouble

with his old man."

The constable in a country town was also a veterinarian.

One night the telephone rang, and the constable's wife answered.

"Is Mr. Jenkins there?" asked an agitated voice.

"Do you want my husband in his capacity as veterinarian or as

constable?"

"Both, madame," came the reply. "We can't get our dog's mouth open,

and there's a burglar in it."

A
When loyalty check questionnaires had to be filled out by government

workers all over the country, a rugged individualist in San Francisco—so the

story goes—put down some information that gave the examiners something

to think about. In the space devoted to foreign activities the young lady

wrote: "Before the war I spent one year in Germany. Does that make me a

Nazi? I also spent one year in Russia. Does this make me a Communist? I also

own a piece of property in the Virgin Islands. Period."

—

Keadtrs Scope.
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The rose would smell as by MORTON TRENT
sweet—but it might develop

a complex!

WHEN W. %ths Smith of

Homersville, Georgia, tells his

name, people sniff suspiciously and
inevitably ask if he's had a drink too

many.

For W. %ths has the only frac-

tional name in the country. It's in-

scribed on his birth certificate, sta-

tionery, bank checks, driver's license,

and all other vital papers.

As with y^t\\s Smith, our names are

serious business to us. So says the

former Edward L. Hayes, a California

shipyard worker. He went to court

and had his name changed to Tharn-

midsbe L. Praghustpondgifsem, be-

cause the longer handle "is sure to

bring me luck."

Recognising that foreign names are

considered liabilities in many fields,

a Chicago club composed chiefly of

foreign-born people has a special com-
mittee which concocts sound Ameri-
canized names for members who are

ready for the switch in nomenclature.

But one member, whose name was
Garbac, came a cropper when he in-

sisted on doing things himself. He
picked the name "Garbage," which he
had seen on cans and trucks, having
concluded that it was unusually
popular in the New World!
Today psychiatrists and educators

are making a serious study of un-

usually long, hard-to-pronounce names
which may have crippling effects on
personality and health. One expert,

Professor William E. Walton of the

University of Nebraska, thinks that

business success, love life, social ad-

vancement and community status may
depend on euphony and the easy-to-

remember quality of a person's full

name.

A filling station attendant named
Gass was constantly embarrassed by
the confusion inherent in his name
and the product he sold. When he

became Gorman, the jibes of fellow

workers ceased and he is now a well-

adjusted employee.

A Cleveland schoolteacher named
Fussie, tired of jests because of her

maladroit handle, was irritable and
chronically fatigued. She confided

her woes to a consulting psychologist

who immediately suggested a change

in name.

When she switched to a name which
didn't connote a crotchety, stern old

maid, the children quit their heckling

and everything is now serene in her

classroom.

A New York psychiatrist tells of a

strange experience with a tough kid

who smoked, swore, drank and
gambled at the age of ten. The boy
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was unmoved and unrepentant after

several brushes with the law.

"His given name was Shirley, a

name not often given to boys," the

doctor explained. 'To prove his

strength and the fact that he was no
sissy, Shirley felt a compulsion to out-

fight and out'Steal the other fellows

in his gang."

A new name was found for him

—

Robert, shortened to Bob. He moved
with his family to a new neighborhood

where the kids didn't know his original

name. One year later, he was an ex'

cellent student and every Sunday was
attending church, where he was a

popular class leader.

In America's largest factories, per'

sonnel managers and vocational psy
chologists are getting wise to the

misery and frustration caused by
awkward names.

Typical is the case of Ladislaw

Wrebinski, an optical worker in

Rochester, whose production record

was spotty and erratic after six months
on the job.

The foreman talked with him but

got evasive answers and excuses for

his poor work and frequent absences.

Acting on a hunch, the foreman sent

him to the plant psychologist, who
finally established rapport with the

embarrassed Wrebinski.

Then the truth was blurted out. ''I

hate my name— Wrebinski— and
shrink every time it's called out in the

shop or at union meetings!"

"How about calling yourself Larry

Williams?" the psychologist suggested.

''You can keep your old initials and
have a new, Americanized name to

boot."

So, Wrebinski became Williams

and the foreman and the psychologist

waited for results. Within three

months, Williams' production record

was tops in the shop; his absences

were reduced to zero; and he had re'

ceived two wage increases.

Recognizing that bizarre or unusual

names sound awkward and can prove

a liability, our courts take a kindly

view toward the 50,000 people who
each year change their names.

In many states, only your affidavit

of notification of change in name has

to be filed in order to make the switch

legal and binding. In other states, you
must petition a county judge to ap-

prove the change, and he will decide

if your reasons are valid.

For most rights of citizenship, the

name by which a man is commonly
known in the community is okay for

voting, making a will and getting a

marriage license. The only require-

ment is that the adopted or manu-
factured name must not have been

chosen in order to break the law or

evade previous obligations.

Hollywood teems with celebrities

who have changed their names for

the better. An obscure juggler named
Claude Dukenfield concluded he

didn't have a chance with his name.

But when he became W. C. Fields,

his fortunes changed for the better al-

most overnight. Similarly, a pleasant

but desperate young actor named Ar-

lington Brugh found casting offices

were cool until he became Robert

Taylor.

Thousands of Americans are learn-

ing there is no need to be upset be-

cause of a wrong name. It's easy to

borrow or coin a new handle, one

which may mean everything!



They're mining precious gems in America these days, —
mining them in the chemistry laboratory and factory!

\ i i . /,

CUSTOM BiiS

by E. J. CRANE

THE most important advancement

in the manufacture of man'made
gems—perfect synthetic star rubies

and star sapphires, the rarest of all

natural stones—has been achieved by

modern industrial science.

The stones range in size from ten

carats upwards, and each has been*

made to look so real and natural that

it surpasses in beauty and perfection

its natural counterpart. The manu'
factured stones are bigger, too. For

instance, the largest synthetic star

ruby is 109.25 carats, whereas the

largest natural star ruby—the Edith

Haggin De Long—is only 100 carats.

Even an expert would experience

difficulty in determining the natural

from the synthetic. However, he

would merely have to turn the stone

over, and there on the bottom would
be the visible evidence of its built'up

process.

The secret of this process is con'

trolled heat which transforms a feath'

ery powder into beautiful crystals, red

rubies or sapphires of many colors.

Both of these fine stones are made of

powdered aluminum which gleams
like snow. For the blue sapphire, the

white is colored with cobalt or iron.

For the red of rubies the coloring

metal is chromium.

Alchemists of the Middle Ages
searched for centuries to find the

"philosopher's stone," a synthetic sub'

stance that would transform everyday

materials into gold and silver. But
where alchemy failed, modern indus'

trial science has triumphed. Today,
synthetic sapphires and rubies, iden'

tical in physical and chemical proper'

ties with natural gems, are being pro'

duced in commercial quantities in

America.

The war compelled America to

manufacture her own synthetic
jewelry. Before that, Swit2;erland sup'

plied this country with finished jewel

bearings at the rate of 30 million a

year. But when Hitler took over

Europe, this source of supply ended
and the War Department frantically

made demands on American industry

to produce synthetic sapphires quickly

for bombsights, speedometers, chrono'

meters, gyroscopes and a number of

other precision instruments. Within
two years, engineers and chemists de'

veloped and produced synthetic cor'

ondum, a mineral family which in'

eludes sapphires, rubies and common
emery. Following that significant dis'

covery, it was a relatively simple mat'
ter to turn out synthetic jewels, and
a steady stream of man'made gems
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poured from the ovens of the Linde

Air Products Company, a unit of the

Union Carbide and Carbon Corpora-

tion.

Pure alum crystals are roasted at

temperatures of 2,400 degrees Fahren-

heit. The resultant product is a

feathery white powder which melts

at 3,750 degres Fahrenheit, and the

temperature range in which it can

be w^orked is quite narrow.

The quality of milady's beautiful

trinkets is wholly dependent on the

si^e of the powder particles, which

now measure one-tenth micron. These
particles are so small that if one of

them were enlarged 50,000 times, it

would be no larger than a pinhead.

Fusion of the powder results in a mass

of molten material which is deposited

on a fire-clay pedestal. Here the mix-

ture piles up, shimmering with its

own intense heat, and forms a boule,

which is actually a single crystal.

The ordinary boule weighs about

300 carats, although some have been
known to weigh up to 800 carats. It

is three-fourths of an inch in diameter

and two inches long. However, in

order to relieve the stresses resulting

from the over-expanding crystal, the

boule is split up.

Jewelers everywhere are cognizant

of the tremendous influence that man-
made gems will have on their busi-

ness. Synthetic sapphire and the

closely related spinel, are made in

deep colors and delicate tints to form
attractive accessory jewelry, and soon

will be available in any desired color.

And these stones have a superior hard-

ness that permits them to keep a bril-

liant polish.

For years the jewelry trade has

been in need of stones that were
above the level of glass or imitation

jewelry and still within the reach of

those for whom natural stones are fi-

nancially unattainable. These man-
made gems admirably fill the bill. Al-

though they are physically and chemi-

cally identical with the natural jewels

and are far superior to the ordinary
run of costume jewelry, these syn-

thetics can be purchased for a fraction

of the cost of the real thing. Whereas
the real star sapphires cost $100 to

$3,000 a carat, the synthetics are

priced at $10 to $30 a carat.

Today, in the United States, the

jewelry business amounts to $1,300,-

000 a year. Not since the Middle
Ages have women been so laden down
with precious gems. Business is three

times what it was in 1939, and it

could be double this staggering total

were it not for the shortage of ma-
terials and skilled workers.

The development of man-made sap-

phire is significant to industry as well

as to the jewelry trade because the

substance has the combination of hard-

ness and uniformity of structure

which makes it ideal for bearings that

wear indefinitely. Even before the

war, every Army and Navy plane re-

quired between 75 and 100 sapphires

for instrument bearings. Range find-
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ers and other military instruments that thetic sapphire aids in the ultra'violet

had to be accurate contained large treatment of blood plasma and serums

numbers of sapphire bearings. because it transmits ultra'violet rays

In hardness, synthetic sapphire more efficiently than any other known
ranks next to the diamond. It has a material.

tensile strength equal to that of mild Wherever a smooth, ultra'hard,

steel, and resistance to crushing loads long-lasting, wear-resistant substance

exceeding that of steel. It takes a is needed, you'll find synthetic sap'

more than mirror-like polish, does not phire. There is only one thing that

scratch easily, and is not subject to might replace it, an article not now
the corrosive effects of most acids. in existence, but one that someday

Medical science will also benefit might be. You guessed it—a man'
from this amazing discovery. Syn' made diamond!

Beyond the Call of Booty
A poor but ambitious Frenchman wanted to marry the daughter of a

certain rather wealthy gentleman. He consulted a lawyer friend for some
advice.

"Just leave the matter in my hands," the lawyer advised. "I've been
invited to his house for dinner next week, and FU fix everything for you.
But just one question. Would you permit someone to cut off your nose if

he would offer you one hundred thousand francs for it'?"

"Of course not," replied the young man.
"Then," said the lawyer, "that's all I want to know."
At the dinner the attorney brought the conversation around to the young

suitor.

"By the way," said the rich host, "can you tell me whether he has any
money?"

"Well," said the lawyer, "I understand he has little ready cash at present,

but I know for a fact that he has at least one asset for which he has been
offered, and for which he refused a hundred thousand francs."

The young man got the girl—and a dowry too.

A
From the Arkansas hill country: "The new, silly dresses affect fellows like

green persimmons. They really put a stop to the whistling."

A
The Army claims to have developed a pill that will combat hunger by

destroying the appetite. This is merely an improvement over the old days
when plain Army chow could do the same thing.

A
In a county where traffic regulations are stringent, police officers stopped

a truck. They inspected the brakes, lights, and the equipment required by
law. Apparently everything was okay. One officer pulled a cigarette out of
his pocket and asked the truck driver for a light. The driver replied, "I don't
smoke, so I don't carry matches or a cigarette lighter." He was promptly
booked and taken to the police station for not having the means oi^ lighting
his road flares.





Gone, gone is the fire—and only the ice remains.

by JANE BIXBY

O F ALL pre-matrimonial problems

of engaged couples, none is so

fraught with argument as the woman's
irate protest, ''My engagement ring is

mine—and I won't give it back!"

Sometimes the gal is right, but often

she is wrong, as court battles have

proved. True, the majority of girls

voluntarily surrender their diamond
rings when ardor cools and engage'

ments are dissolved. But judges say

that ownership of the ring usually

hinges on the question: "Who broke

the engagement—and why?"
In Louisville, Kentucky, an eager

swain bought his betrothed a $500
diamond ring which sent ripples

of envy up the spines of her less for'

tunate girl friends. But when she

brought up the subject of matrimony
after two years of engagement had
dragged on, the man became evasive

I

and showed that he had changed his

mind about a permanent alliance.

Still, he didn't ask for return of the

ring until two more years elapsed.

Then, during a hunting trip with the

old girl friend, he snoke warmly of his

love while she fiddled blissfully with
the ring, taking it on and off her
finger.

When it dropped to the ground,
the sly hunter grabbed it and tri'

umphantly pocketed it, announcing
that the engagement definitely was
\aput\

The aggrieved girl took her story to

court instead of to Dorothy Dix. The
result was that the judge ruled, *lf

an engaged man without justification

refuses to fulfill his pledge of mar'

riage, then he cannot insist that the

engagement ring be returned!"

Whereupon the laggard lover rc'

turned the $500 sparkler to the jilted

one, fuming at the "injustice of it all."

But, you ask, "What if it's the girl

herself who reneges on her promise to

marry? Can she keep the engagement
ring, nevertheless?"

Legal pundits say that in most states

her title to the ring may hang upon
the reasons behind her refusal to go

through with a marriage ceremony.

In Louisiana, it appears, the man
may recover his engagement ring re
gardless of which party backtracks on
the path to wedlock. Indeed, one
Louisianan—who had borrowed from
his sweetheart to pay for her ring

—

still managed to regain the ring legally

after he found another girl more to

his liking.

Another Louisiana man—no Loch'

invar—sued for the return of his $200
ring after a bitter round of quarrels
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with his sweetheart. Though she

snapped, "I won't marry you—ever!"

she insisted that the ring was her prop'

erty. But the judge ruled in favor

of the man, quoting a Louisiana stat'

ute, "Every donation in favor of mar'

riage fails if the marriage does not

take place."

But virtually all courts allow a man
to regain his ring—or its cash value

—

if his fiancee loses it, hocks it, or

gives it away after breaking her be'

trothal without valid reasons.

What are "vaHd" reasons?

In one court, the judge heard a

pretty blonde tearfully testify, "He
told me that he earned $200 a week,

had no obligations, and had never

been married before.

"But I discovered he only makes $40
a week, was married twice, and is sup'

porting two children. I broke the en'

gagement, but I feel that I deserve

the ring." The court sided with her,

after rebuking the plantiff for being

a blowhard and a deceiver.

In another case, an attractive widow
flashed a $1,000 ring at the judge and
explained, "That man has gone with
me for seven long years. For the last

five years, on an average of once a

month, he has promised to marry me.

Fm tired of his staUing and called the

engagement off. Who gets the ring?"

"You!" said the judge, ruling that

unreasonable delay and avoidance of

a date with the parson constitutes

grounds for keeping the ring after

shelving the romance.

As usually happens, engaged people

who fall out agree mutually that it's

better to forget their pledge to wed.

In such cases, courts generally hold

that since the twain have agreed to

return to their status-beforcthe-en'

gagement, as if they had never in'

tended to wed, the man should regain

the ring which was his property in

the first place.

But listen to the words of one

prominent lawyer, "The sharp'witted

girl doesn't agree mutually to call the

whole thing off if she wants to keep

the ring.

"Instead, she forces the boy into a

corner in which he becomes the party

who breaks the engagement. In such

circumstances, she usually is entitled

to the ring, even though her ma'

neuvering of the man into a onc'sided

declaration against marriage smacks of

intellectual dishonesty!"

(Centerpiece

FOR that day at the beach, all a man really needs is a towel, trunks, sun

oil, dark glasses and a companion like Swing s August pin'up girl, Esther

Williams. Then he can throw away the dark glasses. You can see even more

of Miss Williams in Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer's, On An Island With Tou.
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Englishwoman Marjorie Scott, author and
'ictress, visits WHB in Kansas City to make a guest
lippearance on the Sandra Lea program (11 a.m.,

Aonday through Friday). D uring the war. Miss

,

cott was in charge of troop entertainment in the

!|
orthwest of Europe. Later she served as an English

I e-housing director and as an administrator of

isplaced persons. She writes under four pen
:

ames; has two books. Yesterday Is Tomorrow

j

nd / Have Almost Forgoffen, scheduled for fall

I
ubiication.

2. Ray Halloran of Cincinnati won a recent con-

test as the country's most fervent "Texas-hater,"

was feted for a week in the Lone Star State.

En route to the land he scorns, Halloran paused to

transcribe excerpts from his prize-winning letter for

presentation on a WHB news broadcast.

3. Sending Swing Session cats their jollies is

versatile Lionel Hampton, whose Lionel Hampton
Show is heard over WHB every Wednesday evening

at 8:30.









. . .predentin^ H. ROE BARTLE

Swin^ nominee ^or

MAN DF THE MONTH
by MORI GREINER

SOMETIMES called the biggest

man in Kansas City, Roe Bartle

stands six two and a half, weighs

two-ninety, and raises Percheron

horses because he says they're in keep-

ing with his si2;e.

The front seat of his automobile is

set back an extra ten inches to make
room for him and the steering wheel,

too.

Manufacturers of khaki would
rather see Roe Bartle walk in the

front door than one of the Ringling

Brothers.

What's more, he's all man!
Roe Bartle's got a voice that is

heard in Canada through the facilities

of Bartle himself. He has 10,000'watt

lungs, clear channel, and a built-in

amplifying system.

That voice—rich, heavy and some-

how completely round-sounding— is

his chief source of income. This spring

he used it before the graduating

classes of 21 colleges and universities;

and in 1943, his peak year, he made
791 formal addresses— exclusive of

short speeches and "talks."

He schedules 20 hours of work a

day, plans to sleep four, usually

settles for three.

By the use of Stenograph ma'
chines and records from a Sound-
scriber that goes with him in train or
car, six stenographers and a personal

secretary can almost keep up with his

correspondence, which is dictated at

a speed of 240 to 260 words per

minute. Walter Winchell, with the

fastest delivery in radio, raps out 215

words in a minute's time, but Bartle

occasionally pushes beyond the 300
mark.

He has a ranch, three farms and
two full-time jobs.

His first job, and the one for which
he is best-known, is as chief executive

of the Kansas City Council of the

Boy Scouts of America.

The record of Kansas City Scouting

is as fabulous as Bartle himself. While
most councils throughout the nation

struggle to reach the national member-
ship standard, which is to have 25

per cent of all boys aged nine to seven-

teen in either the Cub or Boy Scouts,

Bartle's area boasts a 52 per cent

membership. In the 11 Missouri and
Kansas counties making up the Kan-

sas City Council, 78 per cent of all

boys are affiliated with Scouting at

one time or another.

Last year, 40.8 per cent of all Boy
Scouts in the Kansas City area, nearly

twice the national average, attended

summer camp—and they stayed twice

as long!

Boston advanced 35 Scouts to the

rank of Eagle in 1947. Baltimore

elevated 27; San Francisco, 62; Pitts-

burgh, 54; Chicago, 125; and New
York, 170. In that same year, Kansas
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City pinned the badge of Scoutdom's
highest rank on 342 boys!

But the Chief, as the 30,000 active

Scouts and Scouters of the district

call him, doesn't dare rest on his

laurels. Every second, the Seattle

Council under T. B. Hunt and Joe

Scanlon is breathing down his neck.

Both Hunt and Scanlon trained in

Kansas City under Bartle, and they

are his fiercest rivals.

At various times, Bartle has dc
clined leadership of the Chicago, De-
troit and New York Councils. He now^

has the longest tenure of any Scout

executive in America, save one.

"Make it tough," Bartle says.

'That's the way to make Scouting

attractive. Kids don't like to be

handed anything on a platter. Every
extra requirement you set up, every

obstacle in the way of their advance-

ment, acts as a challenge.

"We've done that, and right now
we've got more Scouts of First Class

rank and above than any other city in

America."

Bartle w^ages a constant war against

what he likes to call ''consecrated

ignorance."

"Ever>' man w^orking with boys re-

gards his job as consecrated," he says

"and nearly ever>^ one is ignorant of

the technique needed."

As a long step forward in his fight,

Bartle set up a training school at

Camp White, Missouri, w^hich last

year turned out 1,600 "competent,

volunteer adult leaders."

His other job, claiming an almost

I equal share of time, is as national ex-

ecutive director of the American War

Dads, an organization with 856 chap-

ters and 180,000 members.

The War Dads are a powerful
lobbying force working toward the

three broad ends of w^orld peace, full

veteran employment and adequate
hospitahzation. They have assumed,
in addition, the unofficial guardian-

ship of the 108,721 Gold Star orphans
of World War II, whom they re-

member w^ith gifts and letters on
birthdays and at Christmas.

Bartle, a veteran of the Mexican
Border and a major in the first World
War, accepted his War Dad post six

years ago wdth the understanding
that the organization's aims would be

long-range, and that it would stick

with them—war or peace. As a second

stipulation, he receives no pay for his

services.

During the war, Bartle adopted a

pair of English children, whom he
kept for five years. In recognition of

his war work at home and overseas,

Great Britain awarded him His

Majesty's Medal for Service in the

Cause of Freedom.

The son of a Presbyterian minister,

Bartle is very conscious of religion,

and alludes frequently to the grace of

the Almighty. Next to God, he places

Mother, always pronouncing the word
with a capital "M."
When one of his Scouts was severe-

ly injured in a vacation accident sev-

eral years ago, Bartle broke all speed

laws getting to the hospital. There he

took the parents in hand, staying with

them all night and most of the follow-

ing day.

The boy, miraculously, recovered.

But his father wall never recover

from the impression Bartle 's depth of

understanding made on him in the

course of those long, stricken hours.
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"Roe is the
greatest guy IVe
ever known," he

says. "Terrific. He
knew just what to

say and when to

keep quiet. He saw
us over the hump,
all right. Without
him, we would
have gone cra2;y

from worry."

Bartle is con'
cerned with all

youth. As chair'

man of a Rotary
committee, he or'

ganized the Kan'
sas City Boy's
Club. He gives a

great deal of lead-

ership to 4'H Clubs
and the Future
Farmers of Amer-
ica. Recently he
and Mrs. Bartle, both Southerners, do'

nated a camp for colored Scouts to

the Kansas City Council.

Back in 1930, the Chief decided

there should be some bond which
would keep boys interested in Scout'

ing during their college years, so that

they would return to the movement
as leaders.

With that in mind, he founded
Alpha Phi Omega, a national service

fraternity which now has more active

members than any other Greek letter

organi2;ation in America. In total num'
ber of chapters, it is second only to

Phi Beta Kappa. He served as its na'

tional president for 16 years.

Bartle looks back on his own school

days with a certain amount of ama^e'

OUR BACK COVER shows lucky
vacationers keeping cool on the blue

waters of Lake Mead, reservoir of

Boulder Dam, and the largest artificial

lake in the world. (Photo courtesy of
Union Pacific.)

ment—particularly

his early ones at

Fork Union Mili'

tary Academy in

Virginia.

At Fork Union,

new cadets were
placed arbitrarily

in literary clubs,

and each was re'

quired to prepare

orations, declama'

tions and debates

for the edification

of the student
body.

Cadet Bartle
drew a debating

assignment. He
worked hard gath'

ering material, but

when his moment
for glory arrived

on Saturday night,

he bolted for the

barracks and hid under a bed.

For that, he got ten hours of extra

duty and an order to debate the fol'

lowing week. This time, in a fit of

fright, he went AWOL, taking refuge

in a grove of trees just off campus.

When he crept back to his room
after taps, the headmaster was wait'

ing for him. "Bartle," he said, "that's

another ten hours on the guard'walk
with full equipment. Saturday you
debate, or Sunday you go home."

Young Roe debated. He was scared,

and probably not very good. But the

instructor who served as critic was
a fine psychologist. He lauded Bartle's

speech and predicted, not believing a

word of it, that he would one day be

Fork Union's greatest debater. The
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only person he convinced was Roe
Bartle.

In his senior year, Bartle won the

state debating championship and the

Southern prep school championship.

Today, that boy who hid under the

bed is nationally famous for ''wind'

jamming," and awards an annual

prize and medal to the Fork Union
cadet making throughout the year the

I

greatest progress in debating.

I

From military school, Bartle went
to the University of Chattanooga. He
lettered in baseball, football and track

(as a javelin and shot'put man) while

paying his own way by working as a

newspaper reporter. He took an LL.B.

degree, went off to the wars, and on
his return earned a doctorate in juris-

prudence at the Hamilton College of

Law.

The practice of law in Marion
County, Kentucky, was successful

financially, and brought Bartle two
unlooked'for acquisitions. The first

was a wife, the daughter of his choicest

client; the second, a new job.

He was drafted by a group of boys

in search of a Scoutmaster. They
would hear none of his protests, so

Scoutmaster he became. In 1921, he

received his first certificate as a Scout
executive, and went to Wyoming to

set up a Boy Scout organization in

that state.

Roe Bartle appeared on the Kansas
City scene in 1928. In the two decades

since, he has made himself felt in

every phase of community life. He is

a past president of the Rotary Club of

Kansas City, past district governor

and international committeeman of

that organization. He served more
than three years as chairman of the

Jackson County Board of Visitors, is

a past president of the Juvenile Im-

provement Association. For 15 years

he directed the annual finance cam-

paigns of the Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts

and Camp Fire Girls.

He is a trustee of the Menninger
Foundation in Topeka, and president

of the board of trustees of Missouri

Valley College.

He has just been named general

chairman of the 1948 Kansas City

Community Chest campaign.

It was 20 years ago this month,

August, that Roe Bartle became a

Kansas Citian. But in much less time

than that his townsmen learned that,

big as Bartle is, he isn't half so big

as his heart.

A '

A Way With Words
The mayor of a French town, in accordance with the regulations, had to

make out a passport for a rich and highly respectable woman of his ac-

quaintance who, in spite of a slight disfigurement, was very vain of her

personal appearance. After a moment's reflection, he wrote among the items

of personal description: "Eyes dark, beautiful, tender, expressive; but

one of them is missing."

War with Russia is something about which we would prefer not to

think. It would be too eerie meeting our lend-lease equipment coming back.



From out of the wilderness, water.

PONCE DE LEON thought he had
found it. Others followed, spend'

ing lifetimes searching for the ever'

evasive fountain of youth. For all,

there was failure.

The formula for the eternal vitality

of youth may still be contained in

some mysterious, future event, but

for the present, one city is managing
very well with the most reasonable

facsimile to turn up so far.

Excelsior Springs, a small, quiet

town, almost hidden among the roll'

ing hills of western Missouri, is sitting

on top of an endless flow of health

and wealth. Deep in the earth be'

neath it, in a half'mile radius, is the

largest group of natural mineral

waters in the world. The four distinct

types of water, Ferro'Manganese,

Saline Laxative, Soda'Bicarbonate and
Calcium, are not found together in

any other American or European spa.

Around these springs and the

natural beauty of the area, a vacation

and health resort has grown so rapidly

that it now attracts 250,000 people

annually. They arrive from every state

in the union, and visitors from ten

foreign countries have come back re-

peatedly to drink toasts to their good
health.

The resort with its luxurious hotels

is also a strong drawing card as a na-

tional convention center—30 requests

for accommodations had to be rejected

during last May alone. The chamber
of commerce receives an average of

1,300 inquiries each month from
people anxious to learn more about
the springs.

The town and its resort centers

cover four square miles of land once
clothed only in wheat. Until 1880,

nothing was known of the valuable

secret held beneath the fertile acres

of farmland. Only an iron-rust red,

caused by overflow of the water in

a nearby stream, aroused any suspicion

—the farmers thought it was poison.

But during that year, the daughter
of a local farmer, Travis Mellion,

began bathing herself in the rust-

colored spring. She suffered from
scrofula, an unpleasant skin disease,

and was desperately trying everything

she could find for relief. The neigh-

bors were ama2;ed when, a few weeks
later, the girl had completely re-

covered. Others from surrounding sec-

tions came to the spring afflicted with
rheumatism and arthritis, and went
away cured. The news traveled

rapidly, and soon the fame of the

medicinal water had spread widely.

People moved their household be-

longings to be near the spring; and
before the year had pased, surveyors

\
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had plotted a townsite and 200 houses

were standing in the little valley.

Other springs along the stream were
inspected, the water analyzed, and a

high mineral content was found. Hun'
dreds of jugs and bottles were dipped

into the precious water as sick people

flocked to the springs.

The town expanded rapidly, and
in 1887 the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul railroad opened its line be
tween Chicago and Kansas City,

through Excelsior Springs. Churches,

school buildings, a music hall and
hotels were erected and readied for

service.

While drilling an artesian well,

saline water was discovered in 1888.

This new type of water immediately

replaced salts and imported laxative

waters. Analyses were again made of

the water in the other springs. Two
of the waters contained the associa'

tion of bicarbonate of iron and man'
ganese—a combination so rare that it

is found in only four springs in all of

Europe. Excelsior Springs possesses

the only two commercial springs of

this type known in the United States.

As more visitors arrived every sea'

son, the facilities of the resort were
made more extensive. Among the

wooded hilis and rich green terraces,

the expensive and ornate Elms Hotel

j

took shape. Every possibility was

I

utilized to make the resort a haven

for the vacationer.

A Scotsman, Alex Ross, designed

an 18'hole natural hazard golf course,

patterned after the famous St. Anne's

course in Scotland. Missouri thorough'

breds became the featured attraction

in the new riding stables. Hiking trails

wound over the shady hillsides, and

the mineral waters of Lake Maurer be'

came a popular combination for an
afternoon of swimming and a health

treatment. Sanitariums and hospitals

were built to combine the efficiency

of the mineral springs with competent
medical knowledge.

Amazingly enough, despite rapid

growth, Excelsior Springs has never

lost its quaint and delightful small'

town air. The narrow and quiet streets

retain the magic which never fails to

bring vacationers back once they have
known it.

During the early '30s, the city

recognized the need for centralizing

the mineral water system. It was felt

that modern, sanitary conditions

would expand and improve the health

services of the resort. They secured

the necessary legislation in 1933, and
Excelsior Springs petitioned the gov
ernment for a loan and grant. With
the million dollars that was raised,

the city purchased the springs and
wells from their private owners and
reconditioned them. Four miles of pipe

were installed to bring the various

mineral waters to a centrally located

point.

The building which housed the cen'

tral unit was completed in 1936 and
named the Hall of Waters, bringing

the greatest group of mineral waters

in the world under one roof. All the

water is dispensed from one beauti'

fully decorated room, the Hall of

Springs, under perfect sanitary condi'

tions and according to strict ethical

standards.

There is a pure mineral water

swimming pool in the Hall of Waters.

The water is perfectly conditioned
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and tempered, undergoing 32 com'
plete changes daily. Modern bath de'

partments offer the best in hydro'

therapy equipment.

The million dollar building is a sym'
bol of the new era marking Excelsior

Springs as one of America's finest

mineral water health resorts. But
when it was completed, the alert little

town didn't take time to sit back and
admire itself. Plans were drawn up
and construction began on a $90,000
bottling plant. A 27 5-bed veteran's

hospital was finished and is affording

the best possible care to World War
II tubercular patients. The chamber

industry of Kansas City. Last year the

market earned a total revenue of $85,'

000, and distributed government sur'

plus food to 36,000 school children

and 5,000 people in institutions.

The business side of the welfare dc'

partment is housed in the administra'

tion division. Permits are issued for

charitable, philanthropic and religious

solicitations when the cause is proved
to be worthwhile and financially

sound. Investigations conducted by
the division save thousands of dollars

for Kansas City each year, by pro'

tecting its citizens from any fraudul'

ent fund campaigns.

During the past eight years, Kan'
sas City's welfare department has prO'

gressed rapidly. It is now on solid

ground, Richardson points out, be'

cause it assiduously avoids failure

caused by an excess of theory and a

deficiency of understanding of human
beings.

of commerce is now considering an
airport with commercial airline serv'

ice.

During the 60 years of its life.

Excelsior Springs has dedicated itself

to the work of bringing better health

and recreation service to the world.

The millions of people who have bene'

fitted by its services can't begin to

express their appreciation. But their

heartfelt thanks help to make up the

richness of the human story the town
holds in its grasp. To all those who
have stepped inside. Excelsior Springs

will always be the valley of vitality

and youth.

(Continued from Page 20)

In everything it does, the depart'

ment concentrates on such things as

close contact with the average citizen,

practical common sense, a positive

point of view, a knowledge of Kansas
City and a spirit of cooperation. The
city has taken on a new meaning; no
longer is it made up solely of streets,

parks and buildings. The people,

happy people, give it life.

AND FDR THE PEOPLE



Trivia In Transit
The manager of a New York hotel was impressed with the courtesy of a

new elevator boy who invariably greeted him in the lobby with a loud
"Hello!" When they met on the street, however, the boy just nodded. Upon
being told that politeness should extend outside the hotel also, he replied

thoughtfully, '1 guess you're right, but they didn't say anything about that.

The other operators just told me to yell 'Hello' good and loud so they'd

know when you were around."

Alexander Dumas was a master at making pretty speeches. After wit'

nessing a performance by Adelina Patti, he went backstage to greet the

opera singer.

"Miss Patti, your voice is a dangerous thing. Don't ever sing out'of'

doors," he cautioned.

"What a thing to say!" cried the insulted prima donna.
"Ah, you don't understand," explained the author, "as a man, I'm

thrilled by your beautiful singing, but if I were a bird I'd die of envy."

A
A patient young shoe salesman went to considerable trouble to satisfy

the whims of an attractive woman customer. He continued to smile pleasantly

as she tried on one pair of shoes after another.

"They fit perfectly," she admitted at long last.

The young man beamed, congratulating himself on a job well done.

But his joy was short'lived, for the customer asked brightly, "Haven't you
a smaller size that fits just as well?"

—

Tom Breneman s Magazine.

A
Senator Vandenberg has a droll wit. Recently I was at his Washington

home waiting for him to return from a formal dinner to which he had gone
grudgingly, as he says he can do without that phase of Washington life. His

wife, having a cold, had not gone, and, on his return, I heard her ask him,

"How was the dinner?"

"Oh, all right," growled the Senator.

"You're not sorry you went?"
"No," the Senator lied.

"What did the women wear?"
"Well," said the Senator, "nothing above the table, and I didn't look

under."—True.

A
A httle girl was proudly showing her playmate her new home.
"This is my daddy's den," she said. "Does your daddy have a den?"

"No," was the answer. "He just growls all over the house."

A
Puncture: A little hole in a tire, found at a great distance from the garage.

A
Mother: Who is that new young man that is calling on you?

Daughter: He is practicing to be a magician.

Mother: Is he doing very well at it?

Daughter: Very well. Often he takes out a quarter and makes brother

Johnnie disappear completely.

A
The boss and clerks had gone out to lunch, leaving only a pretty female

bookkeeper in charge of the store. A handsome young man entered the store

and asked, "Do you keep auto accessories?"

The young lady smiled her prettiest and rephed, "Only me."



Foe of the sneeze and swollen eye

is a wonder drug called *'benadryl,"

NEW HOPE FOR HAy¥fEVER SUFFERERS

by MORTON LANSING

TF YOUVE sniffled and gasped
JL your way through a hay fever at'

tack, in common with 4,000,000 other

bedeviled Americans, a mild-mannered

associate professor of pharmacology

at the University of Illinois may have

good news for you!

His name is Dr. Earl Loew, and the

relief for hay fever which Dr. Loew
has tested is called benadryl. Before

long, hay fever victims will be able

to buy benadryl in capsules, take two
or three a day, and go through the

daily job routine with little or no dis'

comfort.

Like most scientists. Dr. Loew is a

cautious man and doesn't like to make
expansive claims for benadryl. But
he'll show you the reports from the

Mayo Clinic— and they're mighty
convincing.

For example, 12 patients who were
practically knocked out from hay fe-

ver were brought to Mayo's. The
majority blamed ragweed for their

predicament.

The Mayo doctors began popping
benadryl capsules into their mouths.
In nine patients, relief thus afforded

was "excellent" or "good." One pa-

tient's record was inconclusive, and

the drug in the 12th man showed no
effect.

That's nine out of twelve. On such

a batting average, most hay fever vie

tims gladly would take a chance on
benadryl.

Another triumph for the Loew
drug centered around a two-year-old

boy at Mayo's who suffered tortures

from urticaria, commonly known as

hives. The doctors gave him ten milli'

grams of benadryl. Within 15 min-

utes, the harried little fellow was re-

lieved, and inside of half an hour his

redness and itching had vanished.

The doctors kept up the benadryl

treatment for two days. He remained

free from hives. Then they discon-

tinued the treatment, and within 24

hours the tiny patient was again suf'

fering from hives.

Such reports of relief hearten Dr.

Loew and his associates, for they tend

to prove that benadryl can help in-

numerable victims of hay fever and
other allergies. They emphasise, how
ever, that the drug is not a cure; it

merely alleviates stuffy noses, watery

eyes, snee2;ing, itching and other al'

lergic discomfort. Even so, most suf-

ferers will welcome an opportunity to
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try benadryl, for what have they to

lose?

Right now, hay fever victims pay a

high price for their seasonal pollen in'

oculations. With some, such treat'

ments bring fair relief. With many
others, the expensive inoculations prO'

duce no relief at all.

Although benadryl is not yet avail'

able in large commercial quantities, it

is economical to produce and will

prove a blessing to thousands of al'

lergy victims unable to afford the

costly inoculation series.

There's some after-effect from tak'

ing the drug, but it is unimportant

compared with, the discomfort exper'

ienced in acute hay fever. After tak'

ing benadryl, many patients are

sleepy, a little dizzy, and complain

of a dry mouth. But these effects dis'

appear within an hour at the longest.

Back of benadryl is the work of

Dr. George Rieveschl, Jr., of the

Parke, Davis and Company labora-

tories in Detroit. He was the scientist

who first synthesized the drug. Dr.

Loew picked it up from there, because

for five years he had experimented

with countless drugs, none of which

August, 1948

offered much promise to the chronic

hay fever sneezer.

But Loew and his associates were
sure that the root of the hay fever

malady lay in a chemical called his'

tamine. They describe it this way:

''Histamine is a normal constituent

of body cells, and is innocuous until

released from the tissues. Many in'

vestigators and cHnicians believe that

the major symptoms of allergy are

caused by histamine which is liberated

when antigens—such as pollens and
proteins—combine with antibodies in

sensitive individuals."

Obviously, Dr. Loew reckoned, an
anti-histamine drug might well bring

an end to the discomfort of hay fever

and other allergies. In the laboratory,

employing the old reliable guinea pigs,

Loew found that Dr. Rieveschl's drug,

benadryl, worked very well in de'

creasing the effect of histamine in the

animals.

The work with benadryl was car'

ried to other animals. The research'

ers took pigs, for example, and sensi'

tized them to egg albumin. (Many
human beings can't abide the stuff in

their systems.) Promptly, benadryl

banished the allergy symptoms.

This success led Dr. Loew to reason

that many people—who now can't

tolerate chocolate, shrimps or straw-

berries because of allergies to these

foods—may again enjoy them after

taking benadryl to ward off allergic

distress.

Ever hear of Meniere's disease? It's

a fairly common trouble, distinguished

by severe vertigo. Its victims become
giddy and sick, and clutch for support

to keep from falling.
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At Mayo's, a young man who ex'

perienced this terrible diz2;iness every

day was given 150 milligrams of Bena-

dryl . Within 24 hours, he reported

complete relief. Taking the drug ev-

ery day, he was completely free from

the threat of dizzy spells. But if he

abandoned benadryl for even one day,

the vertigo swiftly returned to torture

him.

Some asthma patients, too, are

helped by benadryl. But much ex-

perimentation remains to be done with

the drug before careful Dr. Loew and
his associates will make any far-reach-

ing claims for it in connection with

asthma.

A

Cool Coolidge Conclusion

STRICT economy was a necessary keynote in the early married years of the

Calvin Coohdges, but Mrs. Coolidge one day listened to a persistent

salesman and bought a book for eight dollars. The title: Remedy for Family Ills.

Seeing it, her husband said nothing, began reading it with tacit interest.

He seemed thoroughly absorbed in the contents, utilizing every moment of

his spare time until he had completed a cover-to-cover perusal.

Then, without flourish, the president-to-be wrote in the fly-leaf: 'T see

a remedy here for everything but a sucker."

—

Barney Schwartz.

A
A man filling out a job application blank came to the question: "Have

you ever been arrested?" His answer was, "No." The next question, asking,

"Why?" was meant for those who answered the first part in the affirmative.

Nevertheless he answered it with, "Never got caught."

A
Every time you talk your mind is on parade.

A
Bright eyes indicate curiosity. Black eyes indicate too much.

A
An egotist is a man who tells you things about himself which you had

intended to tell him about yourself.

A
Gossip has been defined as the art of saying nothing in a way that

leaves practically nothing unsaid.

A
Sign in a California store: "We buy old furniture. We sell antiques."

A
Another Communist dream is that everyone eats but no one cooks.

Meanwhile, if you're a garden-va'

riety hay fever victim, see your doctor

about benadryl. It may work wonders
for you—and may not. Anyway, the

encouraging Mayo results with it war-

rant that old college try!





'7 love your hair, your lips, your eyes . .

And two-hits pays for all these lies!

REAMS OF ^1^^

by ROBERT M. HYATT

EACH year, Americans clutter the

mails with a biUion greeting

cards, expressing words of cheer, con^

gratulations, comradeship, or sym'

pathy. Besides birthday wishes and

baby announcements, there are a half

dozen holidays for which cards are

sent.

Who writes these cards? Most of

the verses are written by women,
many of whom live in small towns

far removed from the factories where
the cards are printed.

Card publishers receive thousands

of greetings every week, and each

verse is carefully read in the hope
that it may be a big seller, a jewel of

cleverness which will find a ready

market year after year.

Unfortunately, for every gem there

are hundreds of verses without merit,

as, for example:

Merry Christmas to My Man
0 Father of my children,

0 Male 1 up and wed,
1 sometimes stop and realize

1 did not use my head!

The author expected to receive 50
cents a line, which is more or less the

standard pay for verse.

Some writers make the verse rhyme
regardless of sense, like this one:

For a Wife
Christmas should he a cheerful time

V\/ithout one blot to dim it;

So poison James! 'Twould he no
crime!

He's always heen the limit.

Trying to be original, this writer

ends up being ridiculous:

For Grandfather's Birthday

May Time with his glass and scythe

Glide gently o'er your head.

Who originated the idea of sending

a word of greeting? Probably the

early cave man sent symbolic messages

in the form of a leaf, flower, stone

or bird's feather. Then later, as man
began to fashion for himself tools and
weapons, and to cut and carve in a

crude way, he probably scratched his

message on a piece of bark.

The Egyptians probably sent their

messages written in hieroglyphics on
greeting card "rolls," by means of

special courier.

Even in the dark ages, it is certain

that letters and messages of good

cheer were exchanged all over Eu'

rope. When knights rode forth, they

often carried gloves, garters, bits of
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ribbon, or other trinkets from their

ladies.

The greeting card has an historic

background of invention, originaHty,

romance and inspiration.

Love, the greatest force in the

world, according to poets and versi-

fiers, caused the first greeting cards

to be made, and since they were for

conveying tender messages on St.

Valentine's Day, they were known as

Valentines.

Not all persons who wanted to

send Valentines could write poetry
or rhymes, and so booklets were pub-
lished, back in the 18th Century,
which were filled with all sorts of

messages for exchange on Valentine's

Day. Love-sick swains and maids
copied them on cards, often decorat-

ing them with cut-out lace and ribbon.

Every conceivable condition, trade

and profession seemed to be covered

in these ''canned" verses. For in-

stance, the following was intended to

be sent by a stone-mason:

To My Valentine

With mortar and trowel,

Tou \now I do no ill.

But a mansion can raise very high;

Then, sweet Valentine,

If you will he mine
You shall have a fine house hy and hy.

Of slams there were plenty in those

days, many of which must have caused

heartache or anger. Here is a sample,

lifted from one of those quaint Eng-

lish booklets:

Shocking

Much thought on dress you do bestow
Tet only are for outside show.

And wear without disgust or loathing

Ragged and dirty underclothing.

in^ August, 1948

By 1847 the custom of sending
cards had become so general in Amer-
ica that Louis Prang, pioneer litho-

grapher and printer of Roxbury,
Massachusetts, began to publish cards

and in a few years he led the world 1

in the production of Christmas cards.
[

Later he issued Easter cards and
then a few birthday cards. But by
1890 cheap cards began to come from

|

Germany and Austria, with the result
|

that Prang lost interest and gave up
j

his card business.

Valentine wishes are very old, but
no one knows who composed the first i

one. So persistent has been the in-
\

terest in St. Valentine himself that

antiquarians have delved into endless

and remote sources in search of ma-
terial which would shed some light

'

upon his personality. The closest
'

probability is that the Saint Valentine
j

honored as the patron of lovers may
j

have been the Bishop Valentine of

the 3rd Century, of whom the poet

Donne wrote in his epithalamium on
the marriage of Princess Elizabeth to

Frederick, Count Palatine of the '

Rhine, which took place on Valen-

tine's Day in 1614:

"Hail, Bishop Valentine! whose day
this is;

All the air is thy diocese.

And all the chirping Choristers

And other birds thy parishioners."

If so, the good bishop was a sad

and sorry patron for the joyous herit-

age that is his. He wrote no love

songs. During the reign of Emperor
Claudius II, this valorous Christian

Valentine was thrown summarily into

prison. There, the legends record, he

cured the keeper's daughter of blind-

ness. Not even this miracle of faith
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kept Bishop Valentine from suffering

a cruel martyrdom. He was beaten,

beheaded, and part of his remains

buried in what is now the Church of

Prexedes in Rome, where the Porta

del Popolo was once known as the

Porta Valentini.

Today, as a sad commentary on

the lack of personal originality in our

era, you may purchase greeting cards

for every occasion, member of the

family, friend or sweetheart. It is

almost unnecessary to write letters

because there is an appropriate card

I

available—even to ''let's make up"

j

cards for lovers who have had a spat.

i
In spite of the great number of spC'

cial title greetings already published,

1

there are always some doughty crc'

j
ators who can dream up new titles.

I

Curiously enough, many of the re-

quests which seemed unusual several

years ago have now been filled.

Among these are Thank You For
Acting As Pallbearer, Greetings to

,

My Brother'in-Law, or Mother-in-
Law, Twin Birth Announcements,
Birthday Greetings to One Who Is

111, and countless others.

A New York shop reports a re-

quest for a graduation card for some-
! one who did not graduate, also a re-

j

quest by a girl for a card to send
to one of her friends with whom she

had quarreled—not to make up the

quarrel, but to let her friend know
she was still angry.

A storekeeper in Elkhart, Indiana,

tells about the gentleman who had
been looking over Valentines when
the saleslady remarked, "Here's a

lovely sentiment: To the Only Girl

I Ever Loved."

"That's fine," the man said. "FU
take six of those."

A Bostonian recently requested a

sympathy card which should be a bit

more cheerful than those in the dis'

play, because he wished to send it to

his lady friend who had just lost her

husband.

Unusual events in recent years

have inspired card publishers to issue

special designs and sentiments to meet
the current fancy. The Lindbergh
Birthday Card was an outstanding

number. Lindbergh, as you know,
started suddenly for France on a Fri'

day morning. May 20, 1927. Having
a hunch on Saturday morning that

the flier would be successful, a cer'

tain publisher got busy. Before the

aviator stepped from his plane at Le
Bourget, 5000 cards had been run off.

Hundreds of thousands were sold in

the next two or three months.

The popularity of Amos 'n' Andy
brought forth a multitude of ideas

built around their stock sayings. More
recently, such popular fads as cross'

word pu^^les, "Confucius say," and
the qui^ programs have been adapted

to greeting card use.

Sentiment rules the card industry,

for while cards must be beautiful to

attract the eye, greeters have learned

that if the sentiment is wrong, the
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prettiest card in the world will not
sell. Publishers, therefore, strive to

produce a card with eye^appeal and
the desired message in plain and un-

derstandable language.

Mother's Day and Father's Day
cards are both large sellers. To Mary
Towles Sasseen, a schoolmarm of

Henderson, Kentucky, goes the credit

for establishing Mother's Day. It

was back in 1887 that Miss Sasseen

began setting apart one day in each

school year honoring Mother. It was
not until nearly 1906 that the day
began to get national observation.

Father's Day, according to the most

authentic information, first celebrated

in Spokane, Washington, in 1910,

was originated by Mrs. John B. Dodd,
and sponsored by the Y.M.C.A. It

became m.ore general in 1922 when

the Associated Mens' Neckwear In-

dustries sponsored and promoted it.

Some time prior to this. Lions In-

ternational had recommended the ob'

servance of a Father's Day and done
a great deal toward developing one;

reaching the point in June, 1923,

when they passed a resolution during

an Atlantic City convention designat-

ing a Father's Day.
Sentiment has been commercialized,

and now gives employment to many
thousands of workers, while the

greeting card itself has earned an

indispensable place in the lives of all

those who use ready-made poetry to

keep their friendships in good repair.

It's such a cheerful messenger.

This symbol of regard.

That more and more I find 1 need
.

My friend, the Greeting Card.

FRIEND EARTHWORM
a clear measurement of the soil

brought to the surface over an exact

period of time.

The fineness of the soil in the

wormcasts, Sir J. Arthur Thomson
tells us, is due to the hard-walled giz-

zard of the earthworm, which inci-

dentally is one of the best grinding

mills in the world.

Thus it becomes easier to under-

stand how these astonishing creatures

can plough, cultivate and even ferti-

lize the earth, promoting vegetation

and increasing the arable value of its

acreage.

(Continued from Page 8)

Because the earthworm can grow

a new end at either extremity after

being mutilated by a bird or by a

gardener's spade, we need have no

fear that our universal ploughman
ever will be exterminated.

It is fortunate for human beings

that these regenerative powers belong

to the friend of man rather than to

the monsters which preceded him up-

on the earth. How would you like

to watch a mutilated dinosaur, let us

say, grow new ends?

Maybe we ought to settle for the

earthworm.

Before leaving his office to go out to lunch, a real estate dealer, who was
building a little house at the edge of a smrll New England town, sent a

painter to find out when the interior decorating could be started. Returning
from lunch, he found a note on his desk reading, "On account of Joe and
Fred was, your house is not plastered yet . . . Sam."



by FRED ALEXANDER

Republican victory in November seems
practically assured. Although the Demo'
crats, "Dixiecrats" excepted, will try to

assume the mask of unity, it is not going

to fool the voters.

The Republicans, on the other hand,
have shown a businesslike approach to the

procedure of nominating and electing a

president. In Mr. Warren, they have an
exceptionally strong vice'presidential candi'

date, who will bring in votes on his own.
In Birmingham, the Southern Demo'

crats, standing for "segregation of the races

and the racial integrity of each race,"

named two Southern governors to run
against Mr. Truman. Governor J. Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina and Fielding

L. Wright of Mississippi will undoubtedly
pull some Southern votes away from the

regular party candidate, but probably not
enough to affect the outcome. Thurmond,
though a bitter foe of federal anti-poll

tax and anti'lynch legislation on grounds
of unconstitutionality, has consistently

urged abohtion of the state's poll tax,

legislation to provide secret ballots in

general elections and creation of a per'

sonnel merit system for state government.
He is known as a bitter foe of lynching.

After the Willie Earle lynching, he told

his chief constable not to report back until

the case was cracked. With him, it's just

a case of preferring state over federal
control.

• • •

President Truman's call for a special

session of Congress, though anticipated
by some people, and believed to be a

smart political move by many, is actually

nothing but that—a political move. It

will cost the American taxpayers at least

$222,000—the cost of paying each sena-
tor and representative 20 cents a mile for

transportation from his home to Wash-
ington and back.

After taking a second look at the

situation, some observers claim that Presi-

dent Truman can't possibly make any
political hay from his action in calling the

session (ostensibly for legislation on the

issues of prices, civil rights, education and
social benefits).

If Mr. Truman doesn't like the Republi-
can bills and vetoes them, the Republi-
cans will yell for a Republican president

to prevent further obstruction.

If he approves the legislation, the credit

may be divided equally, but Mr. Truman
will no longer be able to hurl the charge
of "do-nothing" at the 80th Congress.

If there is a filibuster on civil rights,

as there probably will be, it will further

publici2;e the split in the Democratic parjy,

and the need for more Republican votes

in Congress to outvote the Southern
Democrats.

At any rate, it is fairly certain that the
President's own economic advisers were
caught flat-footed. They believe that the
best weapons against run-away inflation

are: careful spending, careful timing in

spending, government cooperation with in-

dustry, and industry-labor cooperation.

These government economists aren't sure
that this is the time to launch many
phases of Mr. Truman's economic and
social program, and are suggesting that

the best way to deal with inflation lies

in careful action by the administration,

instead of more legislation.

Federal aid to education almost came
to a showdown just before Congress ad-

journed in June.
During the closing days of the last

session of Congress, small, retiring Repre-
sentative Edward O. McCowan of Ohio
arose in a special meeting of the House
Labor and Education Committee. Across
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his mind were running thoughts of the

months of work he had put in on his

House bill, HR2953, Federal Aid to

Education. If passed, it would mean an
allocation of $300,000,000 annually to be
distributed among the states according to

need, for the purpose of improving the

educational facilities of our public schools.

Thousands of teachers would begin to get

decent salaries. McCowan reflected on
these things as he stood to move that his

bill be removed from committee to the

floor of the House where it could be put
to a vote. The Senate had earlier passed

the bill by a vote of 58 to 22. It had
then been stowed away in the House
committee, where it remained for weeks.
McCowan started to speak. He was

halfway through his motion when the

bells began to ring, giving notice that

Congress had convened. It is the pre
vailing custom for Congressional commit'
tees to finish the business at hand before

adjourning, but theoretically no committee
session should be in progress while Con'
gress is convened.

Capitalizing on this parliamentary point,

big Max Schwabe of Missouri jumped to

his feet shouting, "Mr. Chairman, the

House is now in session. It is illegal for the

committee to sit while the House is in

session. I move that we adjourn."

With that single parliamentary maneu'
ver, all hope was ended for passage of

the Federal Aid to Education bill in the

past session of Congress. It ended an in'

terlude of buck-passing seldom equalled

in Congressional history. Speaker of the

House Martin and Majority Leader Hal'
leek were primarily responsible for block'

ing the bill in committee. These men were
yielding to pressure from powerful tax'

fighting lobbies sponsored by several state

chambers of commerce, various real estate

groups and many others. The states of

California and Indiana were especially

active in lobbying.

The bill specifically required the more
wealthy states—such as California, Indiana
and New York—to pay out more to the

program than they would have gotten

back in federal aid. Thus the have-not
states, where the educational slums exist,

would have a chance to educate their

children properly. But, seeing nothing but

state sovereignty and dollar marks, richer

states fail to realize that what is good
for a neighbor state is good for them.
The appalling conditions in the educa-

tional situation throughout the United
States reveal a shameful picture. Look
at the American educational program as it

exists today:

L While some school systems expend
as much as $200 per child during the

school year, there are other states which
can afford no more than $3.70 per child.

2. In 1940, there were 2,000,000 chil-

dren between the ages of five and seven-

teen who were not enrolled in any school!

3. That same year, more than 1,175,000
children were enrolled in systems which
spent less than $18.50 per child, although

the minimum expenditure per child has

been set by Columbia University as $200.

This is the lowest any school system can

go, says the University, without jeopardiz'

ing the learning process of the child.

4. There are now 10,000,000 adult

citizens of the United States who have so

little education as to be considered il'

literate.

5. During the last war, more than

5,000,000 men were rejected for physical,

mental and educational limitations.

These are just a few of the important

facts which reveal the desperate plight

into which our educational system has

fallen. It must be salvaged by some means.

Federal aid is one answer.

Kid Stuff

LITTLE Allen had been using swear words and his mother packed his toy

suitcase and told him to march on. The child was pondering his situation

on the porch when a neighbor approached. "Is your mother in?" queried the

woman.
"Damned if I know," replied Allen, "I don't live here."

—

David Deutsch.



Platter Chatter

EDEN AHBEZ, song writer and nature
lover, with enough lettuce now to buy

his own forest, has written several other

songs which he has given to Nat King
Cole. Nat has them securely locked away,
ready to record (when the ban is lifted)

as follow-up hits to 'H.ature Boy . . . Skitch

Henderson is now playing to capacity

crowds at the Hotel Pennsylvania . . .

Decca's recording stars, the Andrews
Sisters, appear at the London Palladium
starting this month . . . Peggy Lee and
Dave Barbour are dickering for a radio

show this fall . . . Sammy Kaye, RCA
Victor star, has added a new male vocalist

to his swing and sway band— Lloyd
Roberts, hails from Jack Benny's home
town . . . Recording artists have their

favorite recordings, too. Kate Smith lists

as her all'time favorite, God Bless America
. . . Opera lovers especially will appreciate

Columbia's latest item on the market. It's

a micro'groove recording, played at 33%
rpm. Home sets can now play 45 minutes
of music on one 12'inch platter! . . .

Metropolitan Opera star Robert Merrill
and the cast of the Victor show will tour
the United States in the fall . . . Erskine
Hawkins is now in New York, after a long
tour of one'nighters . . . Betty Hutton has
her own desk now, with lettering on the
door, in her husband's camera plant.

Betty has the official title of vice-presi'

dent . . . The latest oldie being plugged
to the top is. Don't Blame Me (we'll take
Sarah Vaughn's unusual version) . . .

Arnett Cobb, the wildman of the tenor
sax, will be able to re'form his band and
go back to work in September . . , MOM
recording star Blue Barron and his orches'
tra will return to New York, opening at

the Hotel Astor this month . . . Bing
Crosby celebrated his 44th birthday in
New York recently . . . Charlie Shavers
appears again in the TD brass section

. . . Hoagy Carmichael is scheduled into
the London Palladium August 9th . . .

Benny Carter is still reorganizing in Los
Angeles . . . Butch Stone, after a trial

alone, is back with Les Brown and his
fine band . . . MOM has signed Perry
Como to a film-a-year contract, scheduled
to run for seven years. That's good news

with BOB KENNEDY

for Como fans—who like to see as well

as hear him.

Betcha Didn't Know . . .

. . . One of the best singers to record

with the Harry James band is none other

than Betty Grable, who appears under the

ahas of Betty Haag . . . That Eddy Howard
was a medical student at San Jose Col'

lege in California before starting his

singing career . . . That Sunny Skylar,

composer of Atlanta. Ga., Besame
Mucho, Love Is So Terrific can't read a

note of music or play the 88.

Highly Recommended
VICTOR 20-2912—Tommy Dorsey and

his orchestra, ]udaline and Bahy, Bahy
All the Time, with vocalists Stuart

Foster and Lucy Ann Polk. Herewith
we find one of the most exciting discs

TD has put out for some time. The
band seems to be playing more of that

type of music Dorsey is noted for.

Judaline is handled nicely by Stuart

Foster with fine backing by the band.
The flip is a neat package with slow
blues, ably sung by Lucy Ann Polk.

Altogether, you'll enjoy this new and
splendid cutting.

CAPITOL 15056—Mel Powell with

orchestra accompaniment. That Old
Blac\ Magic plus Anything Goes.
Youthful Mel, with a world of ex-

perience under such a jazz star as Benny
Goodman, gets off to a good start on
his first Capitol release. Clear, precise
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notes with modern chords mark this as

one to buy. Bac\ Magic is treated in

a most unusual style with a fine rhythm
background. The reverse, Anything
Goes, in fret and easy styHng, is fun
for all. An amusing duo, Mel with the

sax man, is thrown in for good measure.

You can't mi;s!

COLUMBIA 382C2—Kay Kyser and his

orchestra. Ta\in' Miss Mary to the Ball

and Little Girl with vocal by Harry
Babbitt and the Campus Kids. Big doin's

in town tonight; Miss Mary's going out

on our first dace. Babbitt is the excited

gent, singing this charming ditty over

a happy backing by the Campus Kids.

Little Girl is an oldie you'll recognize

even with its New Look arrangement.
The same vocalists perform this, and its

bouncy rhythm will have you toe'

tappin' in no time. Amusing—and good
for listening and dancing.

SIGNATURE 15185—Anita O'Day with
Ralph Burns and orchestra. How High
The Moon plus Key Largo. For jazz

fans, this is a must. Here we find Anita
doing all the vocal antics that have
made her popular. How High starts with
a medium tempo and works up to bop
lyrics. Largo is a new ballad that has

very promising hit potentialities. Writ-
ten and scored by Benny Carter, it's

tops. A good buy for those who like a

solid beat!

*Brookside Record Shop, 6330 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

VICTOR 20-2888—Perry Como with

Russ Case and the orchestra. It Only
Happens When I Dance With Tou
and Better Luc\ 7^ext Time. Here is

Perry with another superb twosome.
It Only Happens is perhaps the finest

new tune on the market — and
with the Russ Case arrangement, you

can't beat it for smooth platter work.
The reverse is another Berlin tunc from
Easter Parade; and Perry does equally

v/ell on this side. Top croonin'—top
platter!

COLUMBIA 38225—Frank Sinatra and
orchestra under the direction of Axel
Stordahl. ]ust For J^ow and Everybody
Loves Somebody. The first is one of

those dreamy melodies with easy-going

lyrics that is a Sinatra natural. It's from
the forthcoming flicker Whiplash, and
is superbly recorded by Frankie. The
flip is a wistful ballad finding Sinatra

right in there all the way. Everybody
Loves Somebody, and everybody will

love this twosome.

DECCA ALBUM A-620—Bing Crosby in

selections from the Emperor Waltz, with

orchestra under the direction of Victor
Young. From the picture of the same
name, Bing has compiled some smooth
numbers that are just the ticket for your
Crosby library. Included: Friendlv

Mountains, The Kiss in Your Eyes, I

Kiss Tour Hand, Madame, and the

title tune, Emperor Waltz. It's Crosby
and its good!

MERCURY 5123—Vic Damone with

orchestra accompaniment. A Boy From
Texas (A Girl From Tennessee) plus

Spring in December. The boy side is a

novelty tune with a Western flavor,

written by Joe McCarthy, Jr. (his dad
wrote A.h'ce Blue Gown). Vic sings it

nicely, but the star of this disking is

the reverse. Spring in December. On
this, Vic is right at home with his

favorite beat—and he sings the lovely

ballad with delicate feeling. Fine

warbling!
*Jenkins Music Company, 1212 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.

A person can't change the past by all his worrying, but he sure can ruin

a perfectly good present by stewing about the future.

The answer which a large Midwestern paper gave to the question of a

young girl is not mere sentimentality. She wrote, "What must I do to win and
hold a man?" The nev;spaper replied, "Learn 400 ways of saying, T think you
are wonderful!' " The psychology of that answer is correct. She had to learn

to forget herself for the sake of another.

—

Ta\e a Loo\ at Yourself.
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by NORT JONATHAN

THAT steamboat is back again! The
annual appearance of the ancient but

valiant tub, SS City of Grand Rapids,

means that Commander Tom McGuire,
the Michigan avenue shipping magnate,
is back on Lake Michigan and once more
in the excursion boat business. From now
until Labor Day, the City of Grand Rapids
will waddle back and forth between the

Link bridge and St. Joseph, Michigan,
transporting thousands of happy one-day
vacationers. Then, after a day's load of

excursionists has been unloaded, Tom's
busy boat will take on a load of roman-
tically inclined couples for a moonlight
cruise.

Commander Tom McGuire has long
been noted in local shipping circles for

his unrivaled ability to wring the last

possible fat dollar out of his tired but
willing craft. Two cruises a day are not
enough for the City of Grand Rapids.
Commander McGuire adds an extra mid'
night cruise when business gets really

good. And then, when a hotel room short'

age threatens, the tiny staterooms of the

Grand Rapids are made available at three

bucks a night to weary tourists who
have the privilege of occupancy from mid'
night until seven'thirty a. m. After that

hour the trippers take over again for the
daily cruise to St. Joseph. Any foolhardy
occupant of a stateroom sleeping later

than nine o'clock is likely to find himself

on his way to Michigan.

The City of Grand Ra|ids, in addition

to photo concessions, a cocktail lounge,

and numerous nickel trabs, also has on
board a number of onrarmed bandits.

These are carefully un\2iled when the

ship is a safe distance away from the

lUinois shore. Some facinated slot ma'
chine addicts have be^i known to keep
right on inserting coin all the way across

the lake, thus missing completely the

benefits of a fresh'watf voyage.

Commander Tom K>ight the excursion

ship five years ago. 5hewas once a proud
member of the Goodich Line fleet of

ships, all of which mide regular over'

night runs to cities on tie Michigan shore.

Vacationers made the estbound trip, and
huge loads of Michigai fruit came back
as freight on the wesbound run. The
Goodrich Line ships eventually were
scrapped when highway trucks and autO'

mobiles proved to be riinous competition.

Only the SS City of Grand Rapids remains

of a once proud fleet of lake passenger

ships.

Commander Tom MrGuire believes in

keeping "the old lady of the lake" very

busy during the excursicn season. He
can't bear the thought of having her in'

active, even on bad riays when it's not
profitable to send her aiross the lake.

Once when his publicity n)kn pointed out
to him that he was lo^^ng money by
operating the steamer on/chilly weekdays
in June, a look of pain fossed the Com'
mander's face. "Why, /le wouldn't be
taking in a dime!" he ci^d out in horror.

"She would just be sipng there at the

dock." / '

While we'«; being naitical, it's a good
time to mention that t/o famous Great
Lakes s^ips which led extremely useful

and colorful double live ai* now just a

meipory to thousands of hoii^ymooners
and Navy men. Since nis com'oination

may seem a little Strang to you, here's
the story in brief:

In 1942 and 1943 te Navy bought
two venerable Great Laes cruise ships,

the SS Seeandbee and SSG-^eater Buffalo',

from private companies. p<'^^'' ships were
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popular with iioreymooners on their way
to Niagara Pais. The Navy stripped away
their top deck., converting them into very
reasonable facimiles of aircraft carriers.

Renamed the Sable and the Wolverine,
they trained bousands of Navy combat
pilots before th end of the war in 1945.
Two months ag» the Wolverine was sold

for junk; this m-nth the USS Sable will

be towed away rom the Navy pier to

join her sister shij. in the scrap pile.

• • e

To get away lom sadder things, let's

hasten to say hen trat the happy vacation

season around tb Vindy City is really

going strong. Lec by the semi-annual in'

vasion of the furiiture and home furnish'

ing men, the tarists have really taken
over. For one thng, there's the Railroad

Fair in BurnhamPark, which is attracting

all the rail fans 'rom nine to ninety. For
another. Cook County is getting ready
to put on a snovi at a nearby site which
threatens to make all other county fairs

throughout t\e and look like street'

corner carnivils. Zome see for yourself!

The afteT'dark entertainment boys are

preparing co snae any dollars that man'
age to ge: av.ay 'rom the large operators

on the lake fionr. Never has the Saloon
Set seemed mjre confident of a big Au'
gust. Even whle keeping one eye cautiously

fixed on the Dity Hall, the Operators are

training a frsh crew of strippers and
dice girls and loping for the best.

Incidenially, we have often wondered
how the girls /ho take off their clothes

in Chicago nigh spots choose those exotic

names which a^ear in electric letters

and in the newsjapu- ads. You will look
in vain for a Sdly, li?ne, or Mary. To

a woman, the practitioners of the strip-

tease have monikers hke Marlene, Sherry
Dee, Angel Drake, Tangara, Madelon,
Sharon Lovelace. There is one exception.

Out at the Club Holiday in Calumet City

there is a girl dancer named Margie Lacey.

A new switch has taken place in some
of the hot spots. Instead of the girls tak'

ing their clothes off, they are putting

them on. Two or three night clubs have
initiated a policy of fashion shows for the

customers.

• • •

It's good news to everybody in town
who likes to eat well that Frederick

Kramer's Kungsholm Restaurant is open
again. Badly damaged by fire more than
a year ago, the rebuilding has been slow
and painstaking. Mr. Kramer seemed to

seize upon the misfortune of the fire to

build the dream restaurant he had had
in his mind for a long time. Although
the shell of the building was not badly

damaged by the fire, a complete remodel'

ing job has been done both inside and
out. On the outside, the place now re'

sembles a Danish castle. Everything is there

but the moat.

One sad fact remains however. It will

take Frederick Kramer years to rebuild his

famous puppet opera to its previous perfec'

tion. In addition to the stage and equip'

ment, hundreds of costumed puppets and
recordings of complete operas were lost

in the fire.

But the food is as fine as ever, and the

smorgasbord as overwhelming. Eating at

the Kungsholm is an adventure which
should be spread over several hours. Plan

to take a cab home. You won't be able

to walk.

One o] the amusing sv)ries in Lee Allen's book. The Cincinnati Reds
(Putn?--ii), £ a supposed encoonter between Tip O'Neill, Red outfielder, and
a C'l^cinniti preacher one Sunday. Tip asked whether the preacher was going
to the bal game, and the following conversation ensued:

"No, replied the minister, "I don't go to ball games on Sunday.
Sunday isny busiest day."

"I knw," said Tip, "It's my busiest day, too."'

"Yw; said the preacher, "But I'm in the right field."
"•^c. c'm I," Tip came back. "Ain't that sun terrible?"
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by JOAN FORTUNE

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

7th at Michigan (WAB 4400). The ice

show continues into August, with Chuck
Foster playing the music for skating and
dancing.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SUP 7200). It's a

warmly intimate room, just across the

street from the Pump Room. Patricia

Betz, a socialite who apparently likes to

sing just for fun, entertains with a small,

sweet band.

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel,

Michigan at Walton (SUP 2200). Ron
Perry plays out the summer in this spot

that rates at the top of anybody's Hst,

You can't go wrong here, whether you
want a tall, cool one, dinner, and/or
a dance.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

and Monroe (RAN 7500). Hildegarde is

the Hilton Hotels' entry in the mid'sum'
mer sweepstakes for the top "take" of

'he month. We had better add, however,
I that she's ahead by a hankie's breadth only
Decause she's playing in the biggest dining
room in town. (See notes further on re'

garding Che? Paree and Mayfair Room
;ompetition.)

> GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michi-
j?an at Congress (HAR 3800). This is

1 good bet if a cocktail hour dance is

jvhat you're seeking. Jerry Glidden's band
I :ontinues to be suave and unassuming.

j

The fact that you see so many of the

same faces on the dance floor night after

night speaks well for Jerry's popularity.

MAYFAIR ROOM. Blackstone Hotel,

7th at Michigan (HAR 4300). Kay Thomp-
son is back in this top spot. Result: you
have to be at least a member of Congress,

or 'way up in the upper-spending brackets

before they'll hold your reservation after

seven o'clock. The newest, freshest night

club comedy act is better than ever, if

that's possible. This trip is Kay's second
with the versatile Williams Brothers. We
hope it's the second of at least a couple

of do2ien return engagements.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel,

1300 N. State Parkway (SUP 7200). Since

you undoubtedly know by now that this

is a spot where you either want to see or

be seen, let's change the tune by men-
tioning that David LeWinter has one of

the best small bands of its kind. It's not
David's fault if the customers, the food,

and Ernie Byfield grab the center of the

stage every night from six o'clock until

closing.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,

Randolph at Wells (CEN 0123). After
five or six years of playing mostly ball'

room dance music. Will Back and his

orchestra are firmly entrenched in this

pleasant room for the duration of the hot
weather season. It's a nice break for a

nice guy with a nice band.

GLASS HOUSE, Graemere Hotel, 113
N. Homan (VAN 7600). Ricky Barbosa
has moved out to this west side spot. If

you don't like that rhumba beat, you prob'

ably will like the highly potent concoc
tions mixed behind the bar by Ralph and
George.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake
Shore Drive (DEL 9300). Russian food,

Russian atmosphere, Russian music. Good
for romance. Not so good if you're trying

to stay within your expense account or

budget.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LON
6000). Romance takes over here on the
night they open the Beachwalk. You and
your date may get a little chilly if a good
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Stiff breeze starts blowing in from Lake
Michigan, but thousands of happy couples

attest that there's nothing hke the moon'
lit or lanternlit Beachwalk on an August
night. Orrin Tucker plays the music.

There's a show, too.

CELTIC ROOM, Hotel Sheraton, 505
N. Michigan (WHI 4100). Dinner and
supper music and dancing nightly in an
effective setting. You'll like the room, as

well as Gloria Van and her Vanguards.

The Show's the Thing . . .

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court
(DEL 3434). Joe E. Lewis is the Fritzel-

Jacobson entry in the Let's'not-let'Hildc

garde ' grab ' all ' the ' business Sweepstakes.

The favorite of the Randolph Street Set

packs 'em in as well as ever. Fortunately

for Joe, you like his stories better every

time you hear them.
RIO CABANA, 400 N. 'V/abash (DEL

3700). Take-it'off entertainment is the

tried and true poHcy here. Take along a

full pocketbook.

VINE GARDENS, 616 W. North Ave-
nue (MIC 5106). A new night spot on
the near-northwest side that's very much
worth a visit. You won't find a star-

studded show here, but the entertainment

is plentiful and well-paced. The check
won't bother you, either.

JAZZ, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue. The
joint jumps from ten o'clock until the hot

band currently on the premise becomes
exhausted. This usually happens around
four or five in the morning.
COLLEGE INN, Sherman Hotel, Ran-

dolph at Clark (FRA 2100). The grand-

daddy of Windy City night spots keeps

right on attracting the customers. Bright-

eries may come and go but this oldtime

joint in the Sherman House keeps right

on hauling in its share of after-dark busi-

ness.

Strictly for Stripping . . .

These north and west side flesh joints

thrive on the theory that when boys leave

home to visit the big city they want to

see girls with as little on as Mayor Ken-
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nelly will allow. For the absolute minimum
in attire we direct your attention to the
following night spots, all of them very
familiar to any night shift cab driver:

FRENCH CASINO, 641 N. Clark Street

... EL MOCAMBO, 1519 West Madison
Street . . . PLAYHOUSE CAFE, 5 50 N.
Clark Street ... L and L CAFE, 1315
West Madison Street ... 606 CLUB,
606 S. Wabash . . . TROCADERO
CLUB, 525 S. State Street.

Gourmet's Delight
MIKE FRITZEL'S, State at Lake

Streets. New and popular. The food is

good and the service is sometimes positively

overwhelming.
WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU-

RANT, 410 N. Michigan. You can't go
wrong here, for either lunch or dinner,

drinks or food.

BARNEY'S MARKET CLUB, 741 W.
Randolph Street. Past experience has
shown that it's a good idea to take along

a megaphone if you plan to carry on any
kind of conversation at all with the people
sharing your table. Noisy, hilarious—and
good food.

GIRO'S, 816 N. Wabash. Good food—
if you feel like eating around two or

three in the morning.
GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark Street. Good

spot. Excellent cuisine.

HENRICrS, 71 W. Randolph. You'd
never know that this justly popular eating

house in the old tradition is actually

owned and operated by the Thompson
chain of restaurants.

JACQUES, 900 N. Michigan. A bit of

France in Chicago.

Other Top Choices . . .

A BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015 N. Rush
Street . . . SHANGRI LA, 222 N. State

Street . . . SINGAPORE PIT (for nbs)
1011 Rush Street ... ST. HUBERT'S
GRILL, 316 S. Federal Street . . . OLD
HEIDELBERG, 14 W. Randolph Street

. . . SINGERS' RENDEZVOUS, Rush
at Superior . . . IMPERIAL HOUSE,
•^0 E. Walton Place.

After watching the squabbles that often develop in the splitting up of

estates, we can sympathize with the old fellow whose will contained just the

following: "Being of sound mind, I spent every darn' cent I had!"
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by LUCIE BRION

MANHATTANITES never cease to

be grateful for Central Park. De'
spite its vastness, it is packed with people

I
all during the summer months. It offers

many of them an only chance to get the

feel of earth and sun, to see long vistas

of green, and to row about on a lagoon.

Band concerts fill the air with romance
and the benches with eager listeners.

There are bridle paths and bicycle paths
and walking paths and roads which wind
around the low hills hke a maze.

The Zoo, with its outdoor cafe, is per'

haps the most popular spot of all, espc
cially with the children. On the whole,
the animals are very well kept and are

well-behaved. However, several young
1 mothers have voiced a complaint recently.

A few of the chimpanzees have learned to

I

spit, a real Texas patooie, and it isn't

confined to their own quarters. They get
on a swing, pump until they are at the
nearest point to the spectator, and then
let go! The complaints about this habit
aren't based upon its general repulsiveness

1 as much as upon the fact that it so de-
lights the children that they take the idea
home for further development.

Anyway, there is no place like Central
Park!

• o e

One of the least publicized stories

i
arising from the recent Republican conven-
tion concerns the press section. Unable
to hear more than a blur of sound from
most of the women speakers, members

L \

of the press began speculating upon the

feminine chest measurements. They picked
orchids, which were almost "uniform of

the day" adornment for ladies, as their

criterion for measurement. Thus, each
speaker was referred to—privately—as a

"one" to "five orchid" gal!

• • •

Long Island Sound is now full of boats

of all description, from outboards to lux'

urious yachts. Sailboat racing is in full

bloom, and is taken very seriously by skip-

pers and crews. Most motor-propelled
boats respect the races and keep well clear

of the sailboat courses. But occasionally

some landlubber with a new cruiser cuts

across the racing course and creates un-
welcome waves along with much ill'will.

These waves can cost a sailboat many feet

of progress and affect the score at the
finish line. So, to the racers, it becomes
a serious offense. As for mooring to a

course buoy for a little peaceful fishing,

that is not only against the law but likely

to result in swamping, since all race
courses are charted according to buoys,
and at times it is necessary for sailboats to

pass them with no inches to spare. Week
ends on Long Island, on land or water,
are hectic, but somehow, one always wants
to try it again.

• o •
Summer home parties are all over the

countryside. With summer foliage, a star-

lit sky, a bar and a buffet spread, almost
any party is certain of success. Of course,
music adds to the glamour. Around New
York, the most popular small combinations
contain an accordion, bass viol, and saxo'
phone.

For really plush events, a dance floor
is definitely an addition. If one is not
available to rent, the answer is to have
one made by a local carpenter. This sounds
like an expensive order, but isn't. A floor
can be made in sections which bolt tO'

gether and can be stored in almost any
garage. With a screwdriver, anyone can
take it apart or put it together. It is

easily transportable and likely to be bor-
rowed, but that doesn't matter as the
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owner is always invited, too!

• • •

Short, short is the new hair-do, and it

must be a feathered cut which follows the

contour of the head. No straight cut will

do. Long hair on the loose has definitely

lost its appeal. The upswept coiffure is

still good, providing all rebellious wisps

are held in tow.

Fall fashion shows take their colors from
the rich silks of the 1880's, with their

wonderful muted shades. Grays of all

tones, from slatey Oxford to light dove
are much seen, as is the whole range of

browns. Navy, usually top color for

spring, is very good this fall. Deep bottle

green, wine red and gold vie for honors
with Persian and teal blue. The return of

NEW YORK
Eating . . .

BARBERRY ROOM. Luxurious, deep

seats in a big, star-ceilinged room are the

visitor's first impression. Subtly soft light-

ing and perfect food and drink at lunch

and dinner. As if this weren't enough,
even more has been added—namely Addi-
son Bailey, one of the town's most ver-

satile pianists, who plays after 10 p.m.

19 E. 52. PL 3-5800.

GIOVANNL Excellent Itahan food is

assured for luncheon or dinner. You'll

enjoy it the more because the setting is

a most attractive house, a relief from res-

taurant environment. 66 E. 55. PL 3-

1230.

more natural silhouettes is anticipated in

the earliest showings of fall fashions. Last
year's excess yardage is pared off, leaving

natural shoulders, hips rounded but not
padded, with the very snug waist line still

in vogue. Cuffs have come back, in suits,

and the Norfolk jacket effect seems bound
j j

to catch on. With finer fabrics and less '

figure distortion, the new fall styles should
please most women.

e o •

There is talk about town that the new
i

taxicabs will be much smallsr. Even though ^

the more diminutive models are intended
to help solve traffic problems, the new
cabs won't be much fun for tired trav-

elers, jammed in with bag and baggage.
The bright side of the picture is that they
ought to be cozy on a date!

HARVEY'S. In the Murray Hill sec-

tion, this picturesque old seafood restau-

rant has no peer. Plain, scrubbed board
floors, scrubbed oak tables, and—if you're

alone—the wonderful counter where you
can watch all the interesting preparations.

Mighty inexpensive too. 509 3rd Ave.
MU 3-7587.

LE GOURMET. There wouldn't be a

complete New York restaurant list which
didn't include a "good little French res-

taurant." By all definitions here's one to ^

be included. Delicious, cooked-to-order
|

summer menus with the deft touch of real
'

French chefs. 49 W. 55. CI 7-8651.

SIXTY-EIGHT. Quiet, lower Fifth

Avenue offers this unique and pleasant

place for noon or evening meals. The
food is exceptionally well prepared, and
at cocktail time there are hot hors d'oeuvres

capable of inspiring lyrics. 59 5th Ave.
GR 3-8960.

WHITE TURKEY. There are three of

these fine offshoots of the original Dan-
bury, Connecticut, Inn, and all of them *

are handy to midtown. Just happens our

favorite is the Madison branch. 12 E.

49, Madison at 37, and 1 University .

Place. m
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Out of Town . . .

GLEN ISLAND CASINO. As sure as

there's an August there's a new genera'

tion dancing at the Casino. A few of us

who started there feel shghtly obsolete,

but wouldn't miss a summer without gO'

ing back. Lots of room, always fine dance
music, and the fun is chiefly in watching
the younger set. New Rochelle, New
York, Route 1 B. Phone 6-6500.

TAPPAN HILL. What a drive up the

Hudson! It's through the Sleepy Hollow
country, and winds up at this look'out on
the river's edge. Once an impressive

country estate, Tappan Hill has been
transformed into a fine Inn. It is wise

to reserve your meal over week ends, but

j

during the week it should not be neces'

sary. Tarrytown, New York. Phone 4'

303L

I

RIVIERA ON MANHASSET BAY.
iThe veranda of this charming restaurant

is over the water of Manhasset Bay. For
many years a yacht club, it now is one
of the Island's favorite night spots. The
food is uniformly good, with a leisurely

atmosphere in which to enjoy it. At cock'

tail time there is a pianist, and with dinner
an orchestra and dancing. Port Washing'
[ton. Long Island. Orchard Beach Blvd.

I

Phone 354.

Musk and Dancing . . .

ASTOR ROOF. If Carmen Cavallero
still plays here when you're in town, don't
pass it by. In any event, this cool, famous
spot on top of the Great White Way
should not be overlooked. Times Square.
CI 6-6000.

7?(lc/2a<iL/

BOSSERT ROOF. Every summer there

is an exodus from Manhattan to Brooklyn

along about sundown. This delightful

rooftop serves good food and danceable

music, but the view of New York harbor

is the irresistible magnet, of course. If

you're unable to put out to sea for an
evening, this seems the most practical sub'

stitute. Montague and Hicks, Brooklyn.

MA 4-8100.

EDDIE CONDON'S. Tuesday night

here is the hottest one in the week—mu-
sically speaking, that is. Air conditioning

will keep the room temperature down,
but no one will be responsible for those

of you who get in the groove when the

boys cut loose. 47 W. 3. GR 5'8639.

COQ ROUGE, They come and they

go, but this landmark is entrenched for'

ever. Sophisticated, gay and an ideal, cool

nook for forgetting all else except being
entertained and well fed. 65 E. 56. PL
3-8887.

There is an unwritten law requiring that you leave livestock gates as

you find them—generally closed. My dad, who travels the ranch country,
was approaching the gateway to a big ranch when he noticed that a tombstone
had been erected nearby. Wondering which of his friends had died since his

last visit, dad hurried up to the stone and read the inscription, "Here lies

the body of the last man who left this gate open."—True.

Matrimony: An institution of learning in which a man loses his bachelor's

degree and his wife acquires a master's.

Correction printed in Vineland (New Jersey) Rotary Club Bulletin:

"We had H. K. listed as absent last week. He was present and we're sorry."
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Current Flays . . .

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948).
A war story which is funny and at the

same time piercing in its forcefulness.

This comedy by Joshua Logan and Thomas
Heggen is the finest of many seasons.

Henry Fonda is at the top of the excellent

cast v.-hich includes David Wayne, Robert
Keith and WiUiam Harrigan. Alvin, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

THE PLAY'S THE THING. (Apr.

28, 1948;. A very satisfactory revival of

Molnar's ideas on v/hat to do at the

Italian Riviera. In the fine cast are Louis
Calhern, Arthur Margetson, Faye Emer-
son, Ernest Cossart and Claud AUister.

Booth, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:40.

THE RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE.
(Mar. 16, 1948). Jean-Paul Sartre's effec-

tive melodrama is by no means the first of

its kind, but certainly is much clearer than
many similar attempts to portray race

hatred. Meg Mundy gives a splendid per-

formance in the lead role. The Happy
Journey, Thornton Wilder's confusing one-

acter, serves as a curtain-raiser. Cort, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:45. Matinees

Wednesday and Saturday at 2:45.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb. 4, 1946).

Judy Holliday and John Alexander as an

ex-chorine and crooked junk dealer, respec-

tively, in this still v.-onderfully funny (Lar-

son Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, ex-

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednes-
day and Saturday at 2:40 . . . COM-
^L^^SD DECISION. (Oct. 1, 1947). An
expertly written drama concerning our Air

Force in England. The all-male cast in-

cludes Paul Kelly, Jay Fassett and Edmon
Ryan. Fulton, evenings, except Monday,
at 8:40. Matinees Saturday at 2:40 and
Sunday at 3 . . . HARVEY. (Nov. 1,

1944). James Dunn, Josephine Hull and
some rabbit. 48th Street, evenings except

Sundav, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:40 . . . THE HEIRESS.
(Sept. 27, 1947). Beatrice Straight sup-

ported by Basil Rathbone in the Goetz

adaptation of Henry James' Washingto-n
Square. Biltmore, evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-

day at 2:30 .. . STRANGE BEDFED
LOWS. (Jan. 14, 1948). Something
about some suffragettes that is a little

short of hilarious. With Joan Tetzel,

Richard Coogan and Carl Benton Reid.

Morosco, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-

day at 2:40 ... A STREETCAR
NAMED DESIRE. (Dec. 3, 1947). Th
toast of Broad v.'ay, this Tennessee W;
liams Pulitzer Prize winner mirrors t:

tragic end of a woman's hfe. Jess:

Tandy, Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden an

Kim Hunter star in the superb cast. Barr .

more, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:3.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

Current Musicals . . .

INSIDE U.S.A. (May 3, 1948). Be-

atrice Lilhe stars in this gay and lavi^'

revue. A lucky thing, too, because h^;

extremely comic performance is adep

enough to draw attention away from th

rather weak material. With Jack Haley
and an exceptionally good dancer, Valerie

Bettis. The music is by Arthur Schwart:
and Howard Dietz wrote the lyrics. Ne
Century, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). Comedians Juhe Oshins and
Sid Caesar provide the entertainment in

this revue and a couple of Arnold B.
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Horwitt's sketches are fine. Altogether,

they make up a delightful evening. Broad'

ihurst, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

Established Hits . . .

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Dec. 11,

1947.) A rather average revue held tO'

^ether by Paul and Grace Hartman. Their
;ix very amusing numbers make up for

everything else, including sketches by Hank
Ladd, Nadine Gae and Peter Hamilton.
Goronet, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30 . ANNIE GET YOUR GUN.
>(May 10, 1946). Mary Walsh is doing
ler best while Ethel Merman is on va'

ration. Imperial, evenings, except Sunday,

at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur'

day at 2:30 .. . BRIGADOON. (Mar.
13, 1947). A musical fantasy with danc
ing and singing and David Brooks and
Marion Bell. Ziegfeld, evenings, except

Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Saturday at

2:30 and Sunday at 3 . . . FINIAN'S
RAINBOW. (Jan. 10, 1947). A lepre-

chaun comes to Missitucky and an ac
complished cast takes it from there. 46th
Street, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30 .. . HIGH BUTTON SHOES. (Oct.

9, 1947). Delightful nonsense with Nan-
ette Fabray at her best. Also, Jerome
Robbins' Mack Sennett ballet and Joey
Faye. Shubert, evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-

day at 2:30.
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A wealthy man wanted a quiet place, away from cities and noise.

He selected the site for a luxurious lodge deep in the Tennessee hills, had a

topnotch architect draw up the plans, and then dispatched them to the local

carpenter with instructions to follow the blueprints exactly.

After a few months, the tycoon went to see what progress had been made,
only to find that not a single plank had been cut. The distracted man turned
to the carpenter for an explanation.

"Them blueprints was done by a crazy man," the carpenter informed
him angrily. "Why, if I was to build that house the way it's laid out, you'd
have two bathrooms!"



KANSAS CITY Poi-h of CJ(
Magnificent Meal . . .

PUS ATERTS
NEW YORKER.
"There'll be some
changes made," as

the song goes, and
soon. A fine hotel

and a beautiful new
bar and restaurant

are in the final
stages of completion right next to the

present 1104 address. We'll keep you
posted! In the meantime, come to Pusa-
teri's for roast beef, steak, cool crispy

salads and fine drinks. Jerry's the host,

food by Fanny, moosic by Musak. 1104
Baltimore. GR 1019.
SAVOY GRILL. Like tender, mouth-

watering filet mignon? Mmmmmmh? Get
it at the Savoy. It will be served midst
cool, quiet surroundings by a snow-jack'
eted waiter who knows how to "buttle,"

but good. Gorgeous, buttery lobster, of

course, and other seafood specialties to

tickle even the faintest summer palate.

Show your out-of-town buddies the Kan-
sas City of yesteryear by taking them to

the Savoy! 9th 6? Central. VI 3890.
WEISS' CAFE. Menus here range from

live Maine lobster, choice steaks and roast

duckling to excellent capon. Always
crowded; so be sure to come early, espe-

cially at lunch time. Incidentally, the

Weiss salad bowl is a grand luncheon sug-

gestion. An ornate fireplace at the north
end of this cafe dates back to 1867 when
the Coates House was in its hey-day. Be
sure to look it over. We like to go to

perfectly air conditioned Weiss' for cock-

tails. You'll like it too! Plenty of parking
space! Coates House. VI 6904.

Class With A Glass . . .

BLUE DAHLIA
ROOM. This excel-

lent cocktail lounge
is adjacent to the

wholesale and down-
town shopping dis-

tricts and is just one
block from the Mu-
nicipal Auditorium

—

centrally located is

the phrase for it. Charles Phil Provost
combines the Solovox with his piano and
the result is sHghtly terrific! Prominent
sports figures are always among the well-

dressed clients, and the conversation
sparkles like a new penny. Air cooled, and
serving good strong drinks. Hotel Com-
monwealth, 1216 Broadway. HA 4410.

RENDEZVOUS. When from your
nerveless hands shall fall the working tools

of human existence, and the little day of

labor comes to an end, hie on over to

the Rendezvous and envy the suave Bal''

timorioles who have been there since lunch i

time. The bourbon and soda is wrapped in*

a crystal tumbler which rings when rubbed
with the tip of a moist pinky. Snacks or

full meals. Hotel Muehlebach. 12th
Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. Lovely Betty Rogers
at the piano, Vic Colin and Kay Hill with
accordion-Hammond harmony, plushy seat'

ing, little round bar serving cool drinks

—

tempting and delightful! (A pirouette

down the hall from El Casbah). Hotel

Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

dis

lo
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PUTSCH'S. Putsch's serves truly

tinguished food—excellent dinners as lo

as $1.65. Choice steaks, air-expres

Colorado mountain trout and roast prime

ribs of beef are dinner suggestions. The
"In a Hurry" businessman's luncheon is

a treat and is priced at a dollar. A typical

luncheon includes short ribs of beef, a nice

salad, rolls and coffee. If you're taking

visitors on a tour of the city, Putsch's 210

is a must. It is one of America's most

elegant dining rooms. 210 West 47th

Street. LO 2000.

In A Class by Itself . . .

PLAZA BOWL. A clean, attractive

restaurant, a beautiful cocktail lounge

and 32 super-smooth bowHng alleys are

a combination hard to beat! Restaurant

features include a tender, juicy filet mig

non with potatoes, hot rolls and buttei

for $1.25 (Imagine!); huge, green salac

bowls with a variety of tasty ingredients

and a list of "super-sandwiches" as long

as your arm. The kitchen is immaculate
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Upstairs, the lovely Green Room is the

;very ticket for private meetings, luncheons

}and dinner parties. The cocktail lounge

|has soft seating, and a beautiful pioneer

mural edged with mirrors makes a back'

ground for the bar and lounge. Prices

are very reasonable in both restaurant

and bar. The cocktail lounge and restau'

rant are soundproofed against noise from
the bowling alleys, and music is furnished

by Musak. Good food, good drinks and
fine exercise—all under the same roof

—

what could be nicer? 430 Alameda Road.
LO 6658.

To See and Be Seen . . .

TERRACE GRILL.
Jimmy Featherstone and
his orchestra will provide

summer dance tunes for

Grill patrons in August.
And—food at the Grill is

now back to its high, pre
war standards. So have
your next party in this

beautifully appointed
room. Gordon is head

nan and will take expert care of you and
/our friends, Hotel Muehlebach, 12th &
Baltimore. GR 1400.

*rDRUM ROOM. We're beatin the
drum for the Drum Room! A block away
rem the center of town hustle and bustle

md yet in the downtown area. Drumbar
HI the corner at the sign of the big red

/ou'know'what, and down a deck is the
3rum Room proper with music for danc'
ng. Luncheon, dinner and supper. And
ay, try the President coffee shop of a
ummer's morn. Hotel President, 14th &
Baltimore. GR 5440.

^ EL CASBAH. Who's doin' the music
t El Casbah? Bill Snyder, "dramatist
if the piano," an old-time Kansas City
avorite! And say, during the first two
v-eeks in August, you can catch up on
our French and Spanish by listening to
Te clever songs of Diane Adrian, Con'
cntal chanteuse. Flaming sword din-

; s, flaming desserts, lots of nice people
nd oh, such courteous service! No cover
r minimum. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at

'arwick. VA 7047.

Eatin' and Drinkin*

ADRIAN'S MART
RESTAURANT. "It's

smart to dine at the

Mart!" That's a fact.

Air conditioned, at'

tractively decorated
and just a timetable's

throw from Union Sta'

tion. Hubbies and
wives are often seen meeting here at the

stroke of the dinner bell for cocktails and
then a dollar dinner of delicious fried

chicken replete with hot biscuits 'n honey.

Have smorgasbord with your dinner—or

all by its lonesome for only half a buck!

Parking just south of the building. Mer'
chandise Mart. VI 6587.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE. Golden
fried chicken, tender roast beef are just

two of the grand menu features at the

Broadway Interlude. Inexpensive business'

men's luncheons and green salads are a

treat. Bartender Riley Thompson always

gives you a full measure of whiskey in

your drink and boogie beater Joshua John'
son always gives you a full measure of

reaty pleaty jazz—expertly banged out on
his pyanna. Come over Sunday night at

the stroke of twelve and chase those blues

away! Yowsah! WE 9630.

CABANA. WHB's staff organist, pretty

Alberta Bird, makes her Hammond (and
the patrons) hum for cocktciils and in the

evenings. A late mimeo'd news flash ac
companies your noonday snack or drink.

Luncheon specialties, by the way, include

tender little steaks tucked in a bun. Keen
cocktail lounge and if you're a wee bit

vain, you can preen with the aid of the

glass-muralled walls. Hotel PhiUips, 12th
6? Baltimore. GR 5020.

LA CANTINA. The perfect place for

a quiet drink. Smartly and colorfully dec
orated, this cozy place is really soothing
after a warm day. Delightful snacks may
be ordered from a special La Cantina
menu. The "jb" music is tuned sweet
and low. Just down a flight of carpeted
stairs from the glamorous Casbah and
Zephyr Room. Hotel Bellerive, Armour
at Warwick. VA 7047.
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Something Different . . .

BIRCHWOOD
MfJ^^B^ GRILL. Dining is a

^^Bljl^HH pleasure in this at'

^^i^jp^jl^ tractive, air condi'

^'^'^^^T^O^ tioned restaurant which
* is conveniently located

in downtown Kansas
City. Sixteen ounce
steaks are the chef's

treat here—and that beef is straight from
the Heart of America! Long branch po'

tatoes, Birchwood's Chef's Salad, bread

and butter are all welcome additions to

your steak—and the complete dinner can

be had for $2.50. House specialties in-

clude prime ribs of beef, Southern fried

chicken, fresh fish and filet mignon. The
service is always quick and courteous!

Hotel Commonwealth, 1216 Broadv/ay.

HA 4410.

KING JOY LO. In San Francisco the

crowd goes to the Lamps of China; in

Honolulu it's P. Y. Chong's; in Kansas

City everyone goes to King Joy Lo's and
has the most delightful Chinese food you
can imagine! Succulent chow mein and
chop suey combinations, hot, dry rice,

excellent tea and specialties like egg foo

young are enough to make anyone's
mouth water. American food is also

served, and you can find lobster, chicken

and steaks on the menu. There are

booths for privacy or you can sit by a

huge picture window and watch humanity
bustle along on the street below. It's a

grand restaurant, completely air cooled.

8 V/est 12th Street (2nd Floor). HA
8113.

* UNITY INN. You don't have to be a

vegetarian to enjoy the meatless meals

served in this cool, green-latticed cafe-

teria operated by the Unity School of

Christianity. The atmosphere is relaxed,

restful, and the food is topflight—espe-

cially the salads and incredibly wonderful
pastries. Just a brisk v^-alk from down-
town Kansas City. 901 Tracy. VI 8720.

An inebriate staggered out of a night club into a highway patrol car.

Finally discovering whose car he was in, he began to offer excuses to the

patrolmen. When asked about his occupation, the stranger tipsily offered:

"I work for the local paper."

"What's your position on the paper?" he was queried.

"Oh," he responded airily, "I'm a subscriber."

Last spring three six-year-old girls rang the doorbell. When the lady

opened the door, the little blonde spokesman of the group asked, "Would you
care if we pulled some dandelion greens in your yard?"

She told them to take all they v/anted.

A half-hour passed and the doorbell rang again. The door was opened
and the little blonde stepped forward again, holding a bag. "Lady," she asked,

"would you like to buy some dandelion greens?"

One of the greatest marksmen of the FBI was passing through a small

town, and everywhere he saw evidences of amazing shooting. On the trees,

on walls, and on fences were num.berless bulls^yes with the bullet hole in the

exact center. He asked to meet the person responsible for this great marksman-
ship.

The man turned out to be the village idiot.

"This is the most wonderful marksmanship I have ever seen," said the

FBI man. "How in the world do you do it?"

"Easy as pie," said the village idiot. "T shoot first and draw the circles

afterward."

—

Pageant.

A
Historians say that women in the Middle Ages used cosmetics. And

women in the middle ages still use them.
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Buy WHB in Kansas City,

and you get a known quan-

tity. You get full value—
and more— in tangible sales

results. Sweet knowledge
that, and simple as ABC.
know why.'*

a—10,000 watts carry your mes-
sage to more than three million

people in the five-state WHB
coverage area, where the low
frequency of 710 kilocycles as-

sures clear, interference - free

reception.

b—Day and Night, WHB is winning new friends for your product. WHB
promotion draws listeners, and WHB programming holds them. Locally-
produced shows and fine Mutual network features blend into the New Listen in

Kansas City radio.

Rates are unchanged. They're low, and they include expert assistance in

merchandising, promotion and advertising. Real agency service!
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1. Minus his golden trumpet, Charlie Spivak

is still entertaining, as WHB listeners and an-

nouncer Lou Kemper will testify.

2. Hal Derwin, singing bandleader, croons for

a Saturday afternoon Swing Session.

3. The charming Continental chanteuse, Diane

Adrian, takes time out from an El Casbah en-

gagement to plug her latest Columbia release

in on exclusive WHB interview.

4. George Fiske, president of the Saddle an.

Sirloin Club, had a few words for Kansa

Citians as he and 150 members of the do

left for the Frontier Days celebration c

Cheyenne, Wyoming.

5. All was good fellowship as WHB joine

other news services in covering returns of th

recent Kansas City primary elections from polic

headquarters.



foreword

for September
You can relax now. It's all over.

No more chigger bites or poison

ivy or wet bathing suits for awhile.

Summer is over and once again you
have done your duty by the Out-
door Life, the outdoor bathroom,
and the screwball habits of resort

neighbors; by visiting relatives, Ab'
ercrombie and Fitch, the souvenir

trade, Fred Harvey's, and all the

traditional makeshift of vacation-

time. You can rest easily now—and
you have all those lovely memories
of saddleburns, sunburn, and army
cots as you come back to a stuffy old

tile bathroom, the electric percolator

and the innerspring mattrtss.

Some other things are over, too:

the nominating conventions— all

four of them—with their colossal

bombast and platitudes. You know
for sure now what the Republicans
think of themselves, what the South
thinks of Truman, what the Wallace
converts think of Wall Street, and
what the 80th Congress thinks of.

A few things are out in the clear.

The crisis has passed for the mo-
ment in Berlin; things aren't much
worse in Palestine than they were.
By this time you have learned to

live on wallpaper paste; and your
worries about Southern Woman-
hood are all over. The KKK has
promised to protect 'em. Yes, this

has been quite a summer; but you've
lived through it and everything is

in hand. If we only knew whose
hand. It's all over but the election,
and all you have to worry about now
is the draft, the price of meat and
milk, and where to live this winter.
Not another thing. Unless it's who
to trust, what to believe, and by
what name to call The Enemy: So-
viet Prussia? Big Dirty Money? Dry
rot within? Or something rich and
incompatible you had for dinner
last night?
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SEPTEMBER'S HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

(The William Rockhill Xehon
Gallery of Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum of Fine Arts.)

Masterpiece of the Month: "The
Kneeling Angel Gabriel," Span-
ish 15 th Century alabaster.

Drama . . .

Sept. 16-19. Oklahoma. Music
Hall.

Dancing . . .

(Pla'Mor Ballroom, 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night
but Monday. "Over 30" dances
Wednesday and Friday.

Sept. 1-4, Hank Winder.
Sept. 5-11, Mai Dunn.

Amusement Parks . . .

Fairyland Park, 75th and Pros'

pect. Concessions open 2 p.m.,
Saturday; 1 p.m., Sunday; 6
p.m., week days.

Blue Ridge Pvoller Rink and Park.
7600 Blue Ridge. Rink open to

public Wednesday. Friday and
Saturday nights, 7:30 p.m. to

10:30 p.m.; Sunday, 2:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m.

Elliott's Shooting Park, Highway
50 and Raytown Road. Satur*
day, 12 noon to evening; Sun'
day, 10 a.m. to evening;
Wednesday, 4:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m.

Conventions . . .

Sept. 1-2, Nash Motors, Munici-
pal Auditorium Arena.

Sept. 2-3, Luzier's, Hotel Con'
tinental.

Sept. 4-6, American Legion, De-
partment of Missouri, Munici'
pal Auditorium Arena and Hotel
President.

Sept. 12-14, Missouri Association
of Insurance Agents, Hotel
Muehlebach.

Sept. 12-17, Rexall Drug Com-
pany. Hotel Continental.

Sept. 13-14. Socony-Vacuum Oil

Company. Hotel Phillips.

Sept. 13-16, Commonwealth The
atres. Hotel President.

Sept. 17-18, Luzier's, Hotel Con-
tinental.

Sept. 20-22, Directors of State

Accrediting Agencies, G.I. Bill

of Rights, Regional, Hotel Con-
tinental.

Sept. 20-21. Skelly Oil Company,
Hotel Phillips.

Sept. 27-28. Southwest Automo'
live Wholesalers. Hotel Presi'

dent.

Sept. 28-29, Trans Mo-Kan Ship-

pers Board. Hotel Continental.
Sept. 30-Oct. 2, Missouri Bar

Association, Hotel President.

Baseball . . .

Kansas City Blues, American As*
sociation. All games played at

Ruppert Stadium, 22nd and
Brooklyn.
Sept. 1, 2, 3, Minneapolis.
Sept. 5 (2), 6 (2), Milwaukee.

Special Events . . .

Sept. 12, Jazz Jamboree, Dixie >

Kiefer Post, Music Hall.

Sept. 15, Mexican Fiesta, Mu<ic
Hall.

Sept. 27, Assembly of God, youth I

meeting. Music Hall.

Bowling . . .

Armour Lanes, 3 523 Troost.

Clifford Tessman Recreation,

2629 Troost.

Cocked Hat Reaeation, 4451 ;

Troost.

Country Club Bowl, 7l8t and
McGee.

Esquire Bowling Lanes, 4040
Main.

Grindel-Lembke Recreation, 734
Minnesota.

Halin Bowl. 1610 West 39th.

Northeast Bowl, 112 N. Elmwood.

Oak Park Bowl, 4940 Prospect.

Palace Recreation, 1232 Broadway.

Pla-Mor, 3142 Main.

Plaza Bowl, 430 Alameda Road.

Sackin's Recreation, 321,2 Troost.

Tiemey-Wheat Recreation, 3736
Main.

Veretta's, 5th and Walnut.

Swinfi published monthly at Kansas City,
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ticipating in the International Copyright Con-
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^^^M^niLl FOUR CHILII

Infanticide via the cigarette is a
proved possibility, and male steril-

ity may result from smoking.

STEADILY, from the early 1930^s

up to the start of World War II,

experiments with animals have proved

that nicotine, the poisonous alkaloid

of tobacco, consistently poisons lacta-

tion with the result that offspring die

upon sucking the mother's breast; that

it poisons offspring while in the uteri

of their mothers, so that offspring are

born dead or born weak and die

easily; and that it causes sterility.

Obstetricians wondered for some
time whether nicotine could affect hu'

man beings in the very same ways that

it affects animals. First, they raised

the question: "Does nicotine get into

the milk of nursing mothers who
smoke?"

Dr. William Benbow Thompson,
now a ranking obstetrician in Holly-

wood, was one of the first to find

nicotine in the milk of nursing moth-
ers. And most recently, Dr. H. Harris

Perlman and Dr. Arthur M. Dannen-
berg of Philadelphia found nicotine in

milk samples from each one of the 5 5

mothers confined in the obstetric de-

partment of the Jewish Hospital there,

no matter whether these mothers
smoked occasionally, moderately, or

excessively.

by E. C. PRINCIPE

The question of obstetricians then

became: ''Can the nicotine in the

mother's milk poison the infant?"

Dr. W. Raymond Barney, the vet-

eran obstetrician of Cleveland, has re-

ported a case of a week-old infant who
became poisoned from the nicotine in

the mother's milk to Dr. Alexander
Macken2;ie Campbell of Grand Rap-
ids, now the Maternal Health Con-
sultant of the Michigan Department
of Health. Dr. Barney says:

"I well remember the case of nico-

tine poisoning in baby Kraus. It was
as typical a case of such poisoning as

one could see, and Dr. C. W. Wyck-
off of Cleveland marvelled that the

child pulled through. Nicotine in suf-

ficient quantities for toxic effect was
present in the milk."

Dr. Irene Greiner of Budapest and
Berlin has observed a case of nicotine

poisoning in a three-weeks-old baby
boy. Her record on the poisoned

child shows that the child kept losing

birth weight and kept vomiting vio-

lently. He developed violent colic and
refused all nourishment. His face was
strikingly pale, his forehead wrinkled,

his legs were drawn up and he cried

for long periods of time. The soft

parts of his skull were sunken, his

pupils contracted, his lips pale, and his

heart was rapid. His mother was well,

took no medicine, but smoked from
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30 to 40 cigarettes each day. Dr.

Greiner only suspected that the

mother's smoking was killing the child;

she had never heard of a child being

poisoned through the mother's milk.

After Dr. Greiner suggested to the

mother that she stop smoking and the

mother obeyed, the child's health grad'

ually improved and his v/eight went
up.

Yet today, many young v/omen are

ignorant of these facts because there

are physicians who are not aware of

the facts themselves—either because

their experience has been limited or

because they have not had access to

medical developments.

Some women who are under the

care of the fevv^ doctors who recog'

nize the dangers of smoking find it

hard to break their smoking habit just

because they are pregnant. Dr. Camp-
bell reports:

"A young woman who could not

control her excessive smoking during

the prenatal period was warned post'

natally that unless she smoked very

moderately the baby might suffer

from nicotine poisoning, and she

promptly weaned the baby rather than

even moderate her smoking."

The mother who weans her baby

because she cannot stop smoking ought

September, 1948

to knov/, beforehand, the importance
of breast feeding for her own personal

good as well as for the development
of her baby.

Not long before his recent death,

Dr. Alexis Carrel, the internationally

famous surgeon engaged by the Rock'
efeller Institute for Medical Research,

made the following statement:

''The breast exerts a marked influ'

ence on uterus and ovaries. Suck'

ling brings about rhythmic contrac

tions of the uterus and prevents the

occurrence of hemorrhage. It helps the

recovery of this organ after child-

birth.

'The nipple is perfectly adapted to

the lips and tongue of the baby. The
act of suckling requires contractions

of the muscles of the face, the tongue

and neck, alternative movements of

the lower jaw, and breathing through

the nose. This effort brings about the

optimum development of the jaws, the-

nose, and the roof of the mouth. It

enhances the beauty of the visage and

the quality of the voice.

"Artificial feeding is partly re
sponsible for the protruding upper jaw,

recessed chin, ill-formed nose, flat'

tened mouth arch, which many chil'

dren display today. These malforma'

tions cause defective dentition, and

predispose to infections of the tonsils,

pharynx, ears and sinuses. It is highly

probable that breast suckling consider'

ably reduces the bills to be paid later

to dentists and to nose and throat

specialists."

A FTER determining in some meas-

JLj^ ure how small babies are affected

by the milk from smoking mothers,

obstetricians began wondering;
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''What does smoking do to the unborn

child—can a child be born poisoned?"

Tests show that within two or three

minutes of the time that an expectant

mother starts smoking, her baby's

heart rate goes up five beats. The
reason for this is that the nicotine in

the cigarettes the mother smokes

passes into the baby's blood. Some
doctors believe the passage of nicotine

into the baby's blood is responsible for

babies being born weak and under'

weight and for babies being born poi'

soned, ''blue" babies.

Dr. C. W. Wyckoff, who witnessed

the milk poisoning in the Kraus in'

fant, recently wrote:

"There is no doubt that many in'

fants are seriously poisoned by the

nicotine in the mother's blood. The
nervous system is either much over'

stimulated, causing excessive crying

and feeding troubles for weeks after

birth, or the infant may be very

drowsy and dopey and it may be dif'

ficult to get any food into it. Then
occasionally the infant's color is blu'

ish or blanched for several days. A
tremendous lot of trouble and anxiety

is caused until the baby becomes nor'

mal. I absolutely discourage smoking
during pregnancy or breast feeding

for these reasons."

Dr. Edward L. Cornell of Chicago
has reported to Dr. Campbell the case

of a baby who was four weeks over-

due with a birth weight of less than
four pounds, showing all signs that

nicotine was the cause. Dr. Campbell
says, "The mother was a cigarette

fiend—three to four packages a day."

When Dr. Perlman and Dr. Dan-
nenberg finished their test they said

that some infants may show no im-

mediate effects of poisoning from the

nicotine in their mothers' milk be-

cause, "The infants, exposed to the

nicotine in their mothers' blood while

in utero, had the opportunity to de-

velop a tolerance to nicotine—prac'

tically from the time that they were
conceived."

The late Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf,

internationally known tuberculosis

specialist, said:

"Such a child may only show the

physiological poverty which so often

precedes tuberculosis in infancy. Or,

the definite pathological character of

other diseases due to constitutional

weakness may develop only in later

life. To avoid a child being constitu-

tionally enfeebled by nicotine poison-

ing and thus becoming more suscep-

tible to tuberculosis or pneumonia, I

plead with all future mothers not to

smoke."

Now, perhaps you ask whether

smoking can cause sterility in human

beings. Well, here's what the medi-

cos say.

Dr. G. D. Royston, a prominent St.

Louis obstetrician, has treated several

childless women who have become
pregnant only after they stopped
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smoking. In a recent letter, Dr.

Royston remarked:

"It is my impression that smoking

has had a definite injurious effect on
such individuals and routinely in all

steriHty patients. I try to have them
stop smoking altogether. I had two
patients who conceived two months
after stopping smoking, with no other

treatment, and one had her second

pregnancy occurring again in this way.

I feel that the smoking causes dietetic

deficiencies, and it is difficult to make
such individuals eat adequately and
take exercise in the open air.''

Dr. George F. Pendleton of Kansas

City has also treated several childless

women who have conceived after they

stopped smoking. He advises all his

sterile patients not to smoke. He
maintains that, as tests for nicotine

get on a better and cheaper grade, the

subject of nicotine in relation to steril'

ity will be advanced.

Of the impression that excessive

smoking may cause a toxic depression

in the formation of the egg and its

preparation for fertilization and de^

velopment, are Dr. Samuel R. Meaker
of Boston and Dr. James Knight
Quigley of Rochester, who say: ''It

is possible that excessive smoking
might be an example of a toxin caus-

ing sterility.''

Medical men who believe that the

female is adversely influenced by the

excessive use of cigarettes, feel it is

equally logical to assume that the

same habit in the male might be at'

tended by a diminution in his fertil'

ity.
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Recently, Dr. Bruce F. P. Williams,

resident obstetrician at the Lying'In

Hospital of the City of New York,
reported one of his staff doctors had
a patient with relative infertility.

''When the husband stopped smok'
ing," said Dr. Williams, "she became
pregnant for the first time after sev-

eral years of endeavor."

But most convincing of all is the

case cited by Dr. Lyle Graham Phil-

lips, now practicing in Honolulu. A
young woman, 27 years of age, had
been married for five years and had
not became pregnant. She was healthy

in every respect and had no bad habits.

In deciding to examine her husband,

Dr. Phillips first tested a semen speci-

men. The sperm were all dead. He ex-

amined the husband further but could

find nothing wrong with him that

would explain why he produced dead

sperm. His habits were good but he

smoked from 20 to 30 cigarettes a

day.

Dr. Phillips suggested that the hus-

band stop smoking to see what would
happen. One month afterwards. Dr.

PhiUips again tested a semen speci-

men. This time the sperm were all

alive. The husband continued not to

smoke and in two months the young
woman became pregnant. A year

later, the husband resumed his smok-

ing, using two packages of cigarettes

a day. A semen specimen was taken

and tested. The sperm were all dead.

He was told to stop smoking again. A
month passed and another test was

made. The sperm, as before, were all

alive.

With history piling up so fast, practically every day now is the first or

second anniversary of something awful.



''And so we leave East Overshoe"
or

''Around the world in .35 millimeters"

by HELEN COLTON

JAMES ANTHONY FITZPAT-
RICK, a blue-eyed, 46'year'old,

red-headed Irishman from Shelton,

Connecticut, makes a Hving doing

what most people yearn to do once

in a lifetime—he travels around the

world.

Fit^Patrick has covered more than

a million miles by plane, train, auto,

boat, bicycle, ricksha, horseback,

muleback and afoot, taking his cam-

era lenses along the world's byways as

well as highways, bringing strange

lands and exotic peoples to those

American stay-at-homes who have to

do their traveling on the screens of

local theatres.

For more than 20 years, Fit2iPatrick

has been ''reluctantly bidding fare-

well to romantic, colorful Bali;" beau-

tiful Benares; mysterious, intriguing

Hong Kong; scintillating Ceylon;

proud Prague; and to a couple of

hundred other wondrous places, in

the 200 TravelTalks he has made for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

The only country he has yet to

bid farewell to is Germany. He shot

footage there but never released it

because Hitler had come to power.

An ardent advocate of the brother-

hood of man, Fit2; felt he couldn't

speak well of Germany. ''I want to

speak well of every country," he says.

"If I have to tear it down, I don't

cover it."

His wish to see, hear or speak no
evil about any country causes some
moviegoers to complain about his
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TravelTalks. "'They're always so sac'

charine sweec,"' people have said.

"He never shows you anything bad
about a place."

Fits is convinced people don't v^ant

to see that v/hich is ugly. "When a

tourist goes to a new country or city,

does he look for the slums, or for the

beautiful homes'' There are enough
ugly viev/s right here at home v/ith-

out my bringing any more from other

countries." If Fitz had his way, beau-

tification of American streets would
begin wath giving ugly telephone

poles the axe and stringing wires

underground.

He has suffered for his determina-

tion to record only the sunny hours.

Once he had an appendicitis attack

high up in the Peruvian mountains,

far from a doctor. It was three

o'clock in the morning. His crew
couldn't sleep and had gone to a

boxcar on the edge of Lake Titicaca,

to wait for morning and some shots

of sunrise across the lake. Fitz lay

alone in the hotel, racked with pain,

v/ithout a soul nearby who spoke

English.

Finally he dragged himself out of

bed and dov/n to the boxcar. His

crew gave him a shot of v^hiskey and
he fell asleep. In the m.orning he

felt fine. They photographed a

breathtakingly beautiful sunrise, its

rays dancing on the lake. "People

just don't realize w^hat you go through

to get a beautiful scene," he says

philosophically, remembering that
night of agony. "It v/ould be easier

to photograph the ugliness that's ah

vvays at hand."

On trips, the movie entourage us'

ually consists of FitzPatrick himself;

one or two Technicolor cameramen;
Paul Weill, his "right hand," and a

representative of the government
tourist bureau in w-hatever country
he's film.ing.

Governments are delighted to co-

operate v;ith Fitz, knowing that his

TravelTalks are often the way to the

heart of the American tourist and the

ever-popular "Yankee dollar." Sev-

eral grateful governments have deco-

rated him.. He's a major in the army
of the Sultan of Jehore, a colonel in

the army of the Maharajah of Baroda,

aide de camp to the governor of New
Mexico, a Kentucky Colonel, a Texas
Ranger, and has gone through the

necessary rites to become Chief Roll-

ing Stone of the Blackfoot Tribe.

When the Mexican army offered

to make him an honorary general, a

friend in the diplom.atic service
warned him against it. "Don't you
accept that honor," the friend cau-

tioned. "They have a bad habit of

shooting generals in this country."

Nevertheless, Fitz's proudest treasure

is a Mexican aw^ard, the Aztec Eagle,

which makes him feel as though he's

almost gotten a Congressional Medal
of Honor, its equivalent in the United
States.

Paul Weil maps out the itinerary.

He starts months in advance, and
maintains a stream of correspondence

with governmicnt representatives,

travel agents, hotel managers and

transportation officials, checking on

visas, the weather, the kind of clothes

needed, outstanding spots of historical

and scenic interest, the hotel and

travel situation.

Weil used to work in M-G-M's
Paris office. He was assigned once
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to help Fitz on a trip through France.

Although they'd never met, Weil
was able to walk right up to Fitz at

Le Bourget airport and introduce him'

self. ''Anybody with a passport that

thick couldn't be anybody but Fitz,"

he explains.

Even though he speaks no foreign

tongue, other than a few tourist

words, FitzPatrick has been able to

make himself understood by all the

world's peoples. He has what he

calls his own Esperanto—a smile and
pantomime. An actor at heart (he

once studied a year at the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts), Fitz

probably enjoys acting out instruc-

tions to the Peruvian Indian, the

Balinese dancer, the Dutch tulip-

grower or the Spanish farmer. The
guides and interpreters he hires us-

ually wind up helping tote baggage

while Fitz takes over as his own in-

terpreter.

His greatest problem while travel-

ing is to preserve the delicate Tech-

nicolor film after it's exposed. Heat
spoils it, so he has to carry dry ice

in which to pack film until it can

be shipped to the nearest Technicolor

laboratory.

Once in South America, a nine-

year-old boy was hired to carry the

day's footage to a laboratory five

miles away each evening. After sev-

eral days, Fitz was horrified to learn

that the kid Vv^as making the trip

leisurely through the tropical heat

by bicycle. Fortunately, much of the

film could be salvaged.

In his early years, customs inspec-

tors were the bane of his existence.

'1 hated them like poison," he ad-

mits. But after spending days hang-

ing around customs offices, he began

to see their side of it. Fifty pieces of

strange-looking equipment, he real-

ized, were the bane of the customs

men's existence, too. By now, though,

he has made friends with hundreds

of inspectors throughout the world.

They know he is an honest traveling

man and no longer eye his baggage

suspiciously.

Each year FitzPatrick spends about

four months traveling and another

four months at the M-G-M studios in

Culver City, cutting and dubbing

sound to his TravelTalks, for which

his wife occasionally writes back-

ground music.

In between trips, he keeps busy

with m.any other activities. He re-

cently opened the first in a chain of

travel agencies, which ''will feature

the truth for travelers." As he ex-

plains it, "If a traveler has heart

trouble and wants to go to Mexico

City, we'll tell her the altitude there

may be bad for her heart, instead of

letting her go there and be uncom-

fortable."

He will also issue travel guides for

each country, giving rates, distances

and menus v^hich he plans to keep

up-to-date with annual supplements.

And he will develop the three islands

he owns off the coast of Vancouver,
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British Columbia, into vacation re-

sorts, with guest cottages, swimming
pools, tennis courts, boats and movies.

Fitz approaches this last project

very practically as a money-making
proposition. To build up that sec-

tion of the United States and Canada
as a tourist attraction, he will give a

series of radio talks on its beauties

from the island, ''Hideav;ay," which
he is keeping for himself.

During lay-off periods in years

gone by, FitzPatrick produced shorts

on great music composers, and on
noted American and European his-

torical figures. For a long while he

was ambitious to produce a full-

length picture. Republic Studios gave

him the chance a few^ years ago. The
result w^as Song of Mexico. One re-

viewer capsuled the opinion of most
of his colleagues when he wTote,

''And now, without reluctance, we
bid farewell to FitzPatrick's Song of

Mexico."

FitzPatrick has freedom of enter-

prise because he has aKvays adhered

to the "lone wolf" technique in busi-

ness. He has never worked for any-

one, nor in partnership. His Travel-

Talks belong to him, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer only distributes them. Costing

from $20,000 to $25,000 each, not

one of them has ever lost money.

FitzPatrick considers himself less

a romantic adventurer than a mis-

sionary, spreading good will and
brotherhood throughout the world.

He enjoys being the bearer of won-
drous sights to armchair travelers. It

pleases him that a bUnd woman in

Monterey, California, is his most

ardent fan, who ''pictures the scenes
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as being even more beautiful than

they are on the screen."

A Yale man, he became a profes-

sional traveler in 1929 when he made
a ten-minute travel film. From Bar-

celona to Valencia, during a trip to

Spain. When he returned to New
York, the movies had learned to talk.

Fitz made a record at the RCA Stu-

dios in Camden, New Jersey, narrat-

ing his film.

It was the first screen narration,

and when he showed the film and
played the record for film executives,

to get a booking in the Loew theatres,

the moguls were of the opinion no

one would Hsten to "a voice without

a face."

Fitz got the manager of the Olym-
pia Theatre on upper Broadway to

run his film. It was a hot summer
afternoon. The theatre executives

came to test audience reaction. Dur-

ing the showing, heat expanded the

wax record and the needle got stuck.

Over and over, Fitz's voice kept say-

ing, "And it is here that the ladies

of Spain—And it is here that the

ladies of Spain . .
." The audience

laughed it off the screen.

The manager agreed, reluctantly,

to run the short again during the
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next show. Fitz; sat in the projec'

tion booth, holding his finger on the

needle bar. At the end of the film,

he was near collapse from the heat

and nervous tension. A round of ap'

plause from the audience revived

him. The Loew executives agreed to

take his film, and shortly thereafter

he left on the first of many 'round'

the'world trips to shoot more Travel'

Talks.

For many of his traveling years,

Fit^ was a bachelor, free of home ties

and responsibilities. But one day
in 1938, walking up the gangplank
of a ship in Shanghai, he bumped
into a pretty young lady burdened,

among other things, with a birdcage.

Gallantly, he offered to carry the

birdcage.

Back in the States he married the

young lady, Lesley Champlin, a for'

mer Chicago newspaperwoman. For
a honeymoon, the famed traveler who
knew all the world's lush, romantic
paradises and could have gone to any
one of them, ended up at Niagara
Falls, which he had never seen.

Now a happily married man with
five young children, he finds plenty

of adventure and excitement without
going beyond the walls of his spacious

Tudof'Style home in Beverly Hills.

Gone are the days when he could

dismiss with a fatalistic shrug such

plane crashes as his own plunge into

the English Channel. On that occa'

sion, he lost ten reels of valuable film

and all his photographic equipment.

Another time he was involved in

a forced landing in Iraq. As he

trudged to the British army post

nearby for help, he heard his own
voice coming from the camp theatre,

talking about Tibet, Land of Isola^

tion.

Now, for the sake of his wife and
family, he's more concerned with

safety than with speed.

Fit^ has become such an ardent

family man that—although he won't

admit it because he thinks it's bad

for his reputation as a globetrotter

—

it is rumored he is tired of traveling

and would like to stay home and sit

by the fire of an evening in his slip'

pers, having bid a happy and per'

manent farewell to strange and exotic

lands.

His motto has always been, "See

the world before you leave it."

"Personally," someone recently rc'

marked, "I suspect he'd prefer to

leave the world without seeing any

more of it."

The public opinion pollsters are still finding eight per cent of the people
without opinions. We wonder why we never come in contact with any of these

undoubtedly charming persons.

A
When the recent war stopped and peace "broke out," the dove of peace

didn't bring an olive branch in its bill; it brought only the bill.—^Wendell
Noble.

When Paramount got tired of a lot of trash around the lot, it paid
$2.50 a load to have it hauled away. The Great Gatshy script called for a

scene in a city dump. So Paramount ordered the junk back, at $2.50 a load.

Des Moines Register.





Electricity serves and it slays—so don't get your wires crossed!

A DESPONDENT young man in

Ohio, tired of it all, climbed to

the top of a high tension electric

tower and theatrically waved fare

well to horrified watchers below.

But in the midst of his dramatics

the youth accidentally brushed against

a live wire packing a potent punch of

33,000 volts— 15 times the voltage

used in any efficient electric chair.

The juice flowed through him and he
plunged 30 feet to the ground.

But despite his tumble and the

ama2;ing electric shock he received,

the young man was unhurt and
scratched his head in puzzlement over

his good fortune.

"Thirty'three thousand volts and
Tm still here! Guess it's intended

that I stay alive." And he did.

That was a typical caprice of elec-

tricity, man's good friend and mur-
derous foe. A Toledo mother wasn't
as lucky in her experience with shock.

Intending to give her baby a bath,

she warmed the water in a metal tub
with a small electric immersion
heater. Then she placed the cooing
infant in the water without removing
the heater. As the appliance had an
undetected flav/, a sufficient elec-

trical charge was built up in the
v/ater to kill the baby instantly.

by STANLEY S. JACOBS

Actually, the ordinary 110-volt out-

let in your house or office is deadlier

than mighty charges of tens of thou-

sands of volts. Indeed, your home is

potentially more hazardous than a

power station. The most dangerous

''shock spots" are the laundry, kitchen

and bathroom. More than 50 per cent

of all accidental home electrocutions

occur in the bathroom.

Typical of such tragedies was that

which befell a Philadelphia broker

who complained of a stiff neck. Fool-

ishly, he massaged the sore neck with

an electric vibrator while he lay at

ease in a hot tub of water. Immedi-

ate death resulted v/hen moisture com-

bined with the electricity flowing

through the appliance.

''Does the electric chair always kill

its occupants at once?"

This frequently-asked question is

answered in the negative by many
researchers. They believe that actual

death comes to a condemned man in

the autopsy room and not in the hot

seat.

This belief was almost put to the

test in 1928 when a resourceful at-

torney for murderess Ruth Snyder
served a last-minute writ on Warden
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Lewis Lawes of Sing Sing forbidding

an autopsy after the electrocution of

his client.

"IVe got a physician ready at a

nearby sanatorium," he confided to

associates. ''We'll rush Ruth's body
straight from the electric chair to the

sanatorium, where the doc will give

her injections of adrenalin the mo'
ment we arrive. That way, we may
save her and shell be legally free and
alive, though executed according to

law!"

The scheme was deflated when the

undaunted warden, counseled by his

own lawyers, ignored the writ which
hadn't been correctly signed by a

judge. The electrocution and subse-

quent autopsy went off as scheduled

for the murderess of the decade. But
scientists think that the lawyer's plan

might have saved his client if the

warden had permitted this legal stra-

tagem.

"Does electrocution cause horrible

pain or blessed oblivion?"

A. B. Rose, an electrician of North
Carolina, has the answer to this one.

To all intents and purposes, Rose was
thoroughly electrocuted when he held

a grounded wire at the very instant

lightning struck it!

"I thought every bone in my body
was individually snapped like a twig,"

he related. ''Each tendon cracked

with prolonged torture and agony.

Then I saw a sheet of blue flame

inches from my face and all my pain

ebbed away. I knew nothing more
until I was revived."

Doctors who worked over him say

that Rose was "dead" for 15 minutes.

That he lived is attributed to the

strange fact that a man has a better

chance to escape with his life after

a 50,000'volt shock than he has fol-

lowing a 110-volt hit.

STRANGE facts about shocks were
gathered by Dr. Livingston Ferris

of New York, who used 1,000 guinea

pigs and 500 sheep, dogs and cats in

his experiments with high and low
voltage. He found that high voltage

paralyzes the nerve centers and

breathing stops—but the animals w^ere

revived.

Low voltage, peculiarly, affected

the heart in every case and caused

that organ's muscles to flutter violent-

ly and irregularly, bringing certain

death within a few minutes.

And a European "shock detective"

inserted tiny glass windows in the

chests of dogs and cats, before shock-

ing them with currents of varying

intensities. His observation of their

hearts bore out Dr. Ferris' finding

that low voltage was three times as

risky as high power shocks.

Another shock sleuth is Dr. Leo

Alexander, who worked with the Bos-

ton City Hospital and Harvard Medi-

cal School to discover just what hap-

pens when made-to-order lightning

smacks frail human flesh. As a re-

sult of his studies, Dr. Alexander

warns that no electric shock victim

should be considered beyond hope un*
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less he has had 12 hours of artificial

respiration applied by first aid ex'

perts,

"I could say amen to that!" ex'

claims a Bellevue Hospital X-ray tech'

nician in New York, who lives today

though he was gripped by 75,000

volts of electricity. This happened
when he mistakenly touched a live

plate. An alert helper quickly switched

off the machine and the unconscious

technician—considered a sure candi'

date for a coffin—was sped to an

iron lung respirator.

For hours, his limp body was auto-

matically furnished with oxygen by
the mechanical lung. His dormant
nerve centers were revived and he

came back to the world of the living,

a da^ed but grateful man.

A similar experience was endured

j

by Ernest Heglund, who touched a

! live wire in a New York power house.

His heart had stopped by the time

j

fellow workmen shut off the 70,000

i

volts racing through his body. But
I knowing the tricks of electricity, they

didn't give up but worked over Heg'
lund in relays until he was resusci'

tated.

If youVe had a stunning electric

shock and survived it, you may thank

I
your skin for intervening between

I

you and death. For your suscepti'

I bility to shocks is determined by your
skin resistance, which varies from
one person to another.

Water always reduces your skin's

ability to withstand electric current.

Wet hands and wet feet can be

lethal if you tinker with appliances

hooked up to the ordinary 60 cycle,

alternating'current house circuit. With
dry hands, you can sei^e a live 100-

volt wire and it may cause a severe

tingle and muscle soreness. Grab the

same wire with damp or perspiring

fingers and you're almost certain of

a prompt funeral.

The electric chair uses only 2,000

volts and less than eight amperes of

current. Its electrical contacts are

moistened with salt water to lower

the occupant's skin resistance. Yet
accident records show that 88 per

cent of all individuals who are

shocked by 40,000 or more volts—20
times that of the electric chair—re-

cover with no apparent injuries!

Did you know that one shock's

effects may be overcome by another

electric shock administered soon af-

terward? Even a current of one am-
pere, enough to light a 100-watt bulb,

was sufficient to start heart pulsa-

tions in animals which to all appear-

ances had been electrocuted in the

laboratories.

But always play safe and respect

electricity—despite its vagaries—for

the killer it is. Here is a case in point

:

A Newton, Massachusetts, high

school boy, hurt in a football game,

applied an electric pad to his thigh.

During the night, he perspired from
the heat and the pad was soaked

through. He was electrocuted while

he slept—another victim of the force

which serves and slays.

A
As the latest knswer to the traffic problem, the city of New Castle,

Indiana, is reported now to be selHng $10 books of parking tickets which
entitle the buyer to 20 parking violations a year,

—

American.



Dr So They Say
A well'known newspaperman was engaged by a Hollywood producer

as a technical adviser in a drama of newspaper life. He watched in amaze-
ment as reporters, true to movie tradition, rushed about with sheaves of

galley proofs. "Why don't they calm down?" he asked. "Reporters never
move that fast. And reporters never see galley proofs."

"They look impressive," explained the director.

The picture continued on its hectic way. Reporters dictated headHncs,
ordered compositors to hold up the press, and periodically told off the

editor. Resignedly the expert v.'atched, drawing his $50 per day plus ex'

penses.

Only once was his counsel heeded. He noticed that v;hen the camera
was set up before the editor's office, the lettering on the door faced into the

room. He mustered up courage to point out the error. As workmen were
changing the door, the expert heard the director say to his assistant,

"Where did you get that guy? Say, he's great!"

—

Loo\out.

A
A large company had moved its payroll date up a day and the clerks

were working late to fill the rush order. A few of the men sweated at their

desks past midnight, past one a. m., past two a. m. Finally at tv/o-fifty

they put on their coats to leave.

As they started out the door, a girl typing the results of their calculations

looked up. "Aha!" she charged. "Clock watchers."

A
The gentleman's attitude was polite but firm. "I'm sorry," he told the

young woman v.'ho was selling tickets for the charity concert, "but I won't

be able to attend the concert. It's for a most worthy cause. Although I

can't be there, I assure you that I shall be with you in spirit."

"Fine," exclaimed the young woman. "Give me two dollars and I'll

give you a ticket so your spirit vjiW have a place to sit."

A
Delivering a speech at a banquet on the night of his arrival in a large

city, a visiting bishop told several anecdotes he expected to repeat at meet'

ings the next day. Because he wanted to use them again, he instructed re-

porters to omit the jokes from any accounts they might turn in to their

papers. A cub reporter, in commenting on the speech, ended his piece with

the following: "The bishop told a number of stories that cannot be pub-

lished."

—

Louisville Courier']ournal Magazine.

A
The only creature able to croak and climb at the same time is a toad.—Canadian iBusiness.

A
Explaining the meaning of certain words to her class, the teacher finally

came to "sufficient."

"Now," she said brightly, "suppose there was a cat here, and I gave

it a saucerful of milk, which it drank. Then I gave it another saucerful and

it drank all that, too. But when I gave it the third saucerful, the cat would

only drink half of it. We can now say that the cat had sufficient. Now,
Tommy, what is the meaning of 'sufficient'?"

"A catful of milk."

A
Business prophets tell what is going to happen; buiineai profiti tell what

has happened.



With a three, five, seven or four, the odds seem to be in your favor.

Win That World Series IP(D®IL2

by FREDERICK A. REED

EARLY each October, Americans
go on their biggest gambHng

spree. The impetus behind this money'
changing orgy is the World Series,

which serves as a shill for millions

and millions of numbers pools that

operate with each World Series game.

Buying a number in a World Series

pool is as nationwide as the measles.

But unlike measles, these pools infect

the same population segment year

after year, in addition reaching new
victims as they spread to epidemic

proportions each fall. For when the

autumn baseball classics begin, bar'

bers, bartenders, shop foremen, sales'

men and even the boss's secretary

suddenly turn bookmakers and start

making up pools. Ready customers

for these amateur bookies come from
all levels of life. Even
the little lady at home
can probably find op'

portunities to buy a

pool number no farther

away than the neigh-

borhood drug or gro'

eery store.

The great appeal of

the World Series pool

is its absolute amateur

status. Because there is no ''take" for

those men who earn their livelihood

from games of chance, these pools are

safe from the professional gamblers.

There can be no "fix." A person

merely draws a number from a candy

box, hat or other receptacle which
holds ten pieces of paper numbered
from one to ten. Each number costs

the same amount of money— ten,

twentyfive or fifty cents, perhaps one

or five dollars—depending upon the

jackpot of that particular pool. The
winning number is the one that coin'

cides with the total score of that day's

game, or the final digit of the score

if the number totals more than ten.

Each pool pays off tenfold, or 100

per cent, to the person holding the

winning number; consequently, there

can be no rakcoff for

the promoter.

Undoubtedly you
have read about people

who spent weeks flip'

ping a coin only to find

that heads and tails

landed uppermost ap'

proximately an equal
number of times. From
a percentage stand'
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point, any of the figures from one to

ten in the World Series pools should,

like the head or tail of a coin, come
out on top approximately the same

number of times over a long period.

However, in the case of the World
Series pools, the old law of averages

fails to function, and a study of the

record books proves that the baseball

classics do have certain favored
numbers.

Since the Great American Game
began staging its annual finals in the

fall of 1903, there have been 257

World Series games. With that many
games already in the record books,

each of the pool numbers, one to ten

inclusive, should have been a

winner 25.7 times in order

to match par for the course.

Only four numbers have,

how^ever, met and bettered

this average. These numbers

are: three, 46 times a win'

ner; five, 33 times a winner;

seven, 31 times on top; and

four, which paid off 29 times.

The other and below aver-

age numbers finished as fol-

lows: nine, 25 times; two,

21 times; six, 21 times; eight,

20 times; one, 20 times; and

ten, 11 times.

By far and away the

sweepstake winning pool

number in 43 years of World
Series games (there was no

Series in 1904) is the num-

ber three. For example, if you

had laid down a 50 cent

piece for the number three in

a pool for each World Series game
since 1903, you would have paid out

$128.50 and would have received

back $230. In contrast to this, the cost

of the number ten in a 50 cent pool

for each of the World Series games

would also have been $128.50—but

your take would have been only $55.

Between 1919 and 1922, a mild but

definite revolution took place in the

Great American Game. The cause of

this revolution was a gradual increase

in the resiliency of the baseball itself.

This resulted in the rabbit ball, a ball

that was purposely designed to travel

farther when hit by the batter. Al-

though the rabbit ball made long hits,

-THEOOORe
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especially homc'runs, a more impor'

tant factor in deciding World Series

games, it changed the pattern of win-

ning pool numbers but slightly. A
compilation of the 163 games played

since the 1920 Series shows that the

numbers three, five, seven and four

continue to land on top most often

and in that order; that nine is an
average winner, and that the other

six numbers are below the 16.3 aver-

age which they should have main-

tained to be ten-to-one-shots.

The way the numbers finished in

these 163 games is as follows: three,

24 winners; five, 23 winners; seven,

22 winners; four, 18 winners; nine,

17 winners; eight, 15 winners; one,

13 winners; two, 13 winners; six, 13

winners; and ten, 5 winners.

So there you have it; three, five,

seven and four are the numbers to

draw in a World Series pool. If your
draw isn't so lucky in this fall's World
Series, probably you can find oppor-

tunities to trade your unlucky num-

bers for those that have proved to be

the ones most likely to win.

But remember, ''anything can hap-

pen in a ball game—and usually does."

This is equally applicable to World
Series pools. For instance, number six

has twice been the winner in these

pools the "hard way"—once, in the

first game of the 1907 Series when the

Cubs and Tigers tied, 3 -to- 3; and
again, in the second game of the 1922

Series when the Giants and Yankees
played to a similar deadlock. And
''boxcars," that enemy of dice players,

brought smiles to those holding the

number two, when the Red Sox and
Giants had a 6-to-6 affair in the sec
ond game of the 1912 Series.

Yes, anything can happen in a

World Series pool. It's even possible

that number ten might blow hot this

fall. Ten hasn't brought home the

heavy sugar since the 1939 Series.

It's due, and it's a repeater, having

won twice in 1903, in 1914 and again

in 1928.

A man was commenting on the increasing difficulties faced in getting an
education. "I recall," said the gentleman, "that I myself had a little trouble

in the first grade. But I declare, before I got through the second grade, it

made me so nervous that I could hardly shave."—World Cal.

A
Under the windshield wiper of a brand new car was a sheet of paper

on which was neatly written, "Att'y—am inside attending to business."

Below, also neatly written was, ""Policeman—I attended to mine outside."

On the door was a parking ticket.—PM.
A

A machine has just been invented to do the work of 100 ordinary men
. . . No machine will ever be invented that can do the work of one extra-

ordinary man.

—

John L. Collyer.

A
Sir Harry Lauder once stopped off at Butte, Montana. The town was

about one mile from the station, and the famous Scot inquired irritably of

his buggy driver why they had built the station so far away. "Maybe," replied

the old man, "it was to have the depot near the railroad."

A
Instead of choosing the lesser of two evils, many people choose the one

they haven't tried before.

—

Cedar County T^ews.
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The cost of high living is hard work!

THE TWA official who was a

Very Important Person on board

Flight 187 couldn't keep back a frown.

Everything seemed to be going accord'

ing to flight plan aboard the DC' 3,

but still the man seemed disturbed and

mildly annoyed. He was a very curi'

ous Brass Hat and the stewardess was
giving him something to worry about.

It had been a rough flight from

Kansas City. However, now that din'

ner was over, and in some cases up,

things had quieted down somewhat.

The cabin would have looked more as

the travel ads promised though, except

for the strange actions of the steward'

ess. She was searching intently for

something— peering around seats,

standing on the toes of her neatly

polished uniform shoes—with the in'

tense concentration of a female who at

the very least has lost a family heir'

loom.

When the V.I.P. could stand the

strain no longer, he summoned her

with an executive finger and dc'

manded to know the object of her

search. Was some part of the plane's

equipment missing? Should the pilot

be notified?

"Oh, no," the girl replied a little

sadly, "Fm just looking for the glam'

our this job was supposed to have."

The true facts are that the job of

stewardess on any airline is exceed'

by NORTON HUGHES JONATHAN

ingly short on glamour. Few girls who
progress beyond the probationary

period expect life on the airways to be

bounded by John Robert Powers on
the east and Louis B. Mayer on the

west. The girls in flight service usually

work hard. Their job has nothing in

common with modeling, debutanting,

or posing for cheesc'cake photos in

Hollywood. Legs are used strictly to

get a girl up and down the aisle, and
the charley'horse is close to being an
occupational ha2;ard.

The popular romantic conception of

the stewardess probably stems from
the movies, the Faith Baldwin school

of maga2;ine fiction and the fact that

it is still considered unusual for a

young female to earn her daily bread

8,000 feet in the air.

Ruth Garlid, who gave up teaching

school in a small town to go to work
for United Airlines, says that she

doesn't miss the glamour at all. "May
be the job had some in the old days,

but not any more. Now it's just plain

hard work taking care of 50 passen^

gers. I like the job because of the

freedom and variety it offers, and be'

cause I like people. I find it's a lot

easier to please passengers than the

members of a small town school

board."

The girls who survive the stiff se'

lection and training program main'
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tained by the airlines can be sure to

find themselves, upon graduation, in

situations calling for strong strains of

the pioneer woman. True, they aren't

asked to fight off the Indians, but

there are other problems to surmount.

Problems, incidentally, that have noth'

ing to do with danger. Being level'

headed young women, they believe

the insurance statistics and worry less

about accidents than the earth-bound

maiden who must brave the 5:15 traf'

fic crush at 12th and Grand. The dif'

ficulties they encounter are largely an

accumulation of all the minor things

that can go wrong when trying to get

50'odd passengers across the country

in a hurry—feeding them, humoring
them, and leaving them dazed but

cheerful in New York or Los Angeles.

This requires hard work, responsi'

bility, and a cheerful tolerance of

people who may be normal human
beings on the ground but sometimes

don't act Hke it while in the air.

Contrary to the glamour legend,

airline stewardesses are not creatures

set apart. Also, few of them are

nurses, with that antiseptic cheerful'

ness common to the bedpan trade. In'

stead, most of them are feminine, pop'

ular, extrovertish—not too far away
from college and not too far away
from the altar. Some of them are ex'

school teachers, like Ruth Garlid, or

escaped secretaries. All of them who
satisfactorily pass probation are dc
pendable females who somehow man'
age to submerge their battered nerves,

tired feet and personal feelings until

they can get off the plane.

While on duty, a stewardess is ex'

pected to combine the cheerful ef'

ficiency of a tea room waitress with

r*^^ September, 1948

Greer Garson's sweet coolness—with
something of the Florence Nightin-

gale touch for good measure. All this

and conversational ability, too, brings

a modest pay check. Some airline of-

ficials still seem to feel that they're

doing the girls a favor by letting them
put on a uniform.

Hollywood notwithstanding, 'few
stewardesses marry either pilots or

those dashing, successful young pas-

sengers who are supposed to brighten

their lives with, dates at the Stork

Club or Giro's upon the completion of

a flight. Why?
(1) Because, for one thing, most

pilots are already married or other'

wise amorously entangled. For an'

other, being human they are disposed

to seek the company of females who
consider them to be very romantic

creatures. The girls who work with
them are inclined to take a more real-

istic view.

(2) Because the girls get quite

enough of the Successful Young Busi-

nessman while he's on the plane. Some
of the girls feel their job brings out

the Casanova in many males—some-

times only shyly, but sometimes with

considerable force. One enterprising

maiden who flies for Braniff has writ-

ten down all the "lines" she has heard.

''There aren't very many new ones,"

she complains. "You just hear the

same old 'con' over and over again."
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Stewardesses more often marry the

boy back home or some male encouri'

tered during off'duty hours. These
fellows usually think it a wise plan

to get them up to the altar as soon as

possible, which accounts in part for

the large number of girls who are on
the job less than a year.

Some of the others who quit, or

are fired, are tired of flying, of being

cheerful, of the hard work, of airsick

passengers. Others get tired of the

"brakeman's life" of working irregu'

lar hours—of walking into a strange

hotel room at three o'clock in the

morning to find that two other stew'

ardesses have claimed the best beds.

When any of these things happen,

some man is going to find himself

married, but soon.

Dating an airline stewardess calls

for a considerable amount of patience,

a comprehensive knowledge of the

flight schedule and a willingness to

meet planes at strange hours. Social

engagements are apt to be broken
without notice because of the weather,

tired feet or the whims of the httle

men out at the airport who sit in the

office marked "Crew Schedule."

Also, the man in an airline girPs

life must possess the capacity to toler^

ate a community existence on the part

of his beloved. Most stewardesses live

three to five in an apartment in their

terminal city. Between trips there is a

constant washing of clothes. Drying
blouses, slips and girdles are festooned

over everything in sight, particularly

in the bathroom and kitchen. The
man who makes a social call is likely

.to find himself dispatched to the

corner grocery for another box of

Duz.

On duty, the job is a strange com'
bination of the same tiresome, routine

chores and the new and startling. That
so many girls like the work and thrive

on it is a tribute to the resourceful-

ness of the young American female.

Norma Repaid is a good example of

the kind of stewardess that passengers

write glowing reports about. Called

"Jo" by a large portion of American
AirHnes, she is a Detroit girl whose
uncle is Billy Repaid, the radio com-
mentator. She gave up teaching two
years ago to attend American's stew
ardess school at Ardmore, Oklahoma.
Now stationed in Chicago, she lives

with two other stewardesses in a

tiny apartment on Drexel Boulevard.

Currently the girls are engaged in a

running battle with their landlady

over a rent increase. Their only other

unhappiness stems from the fact that

their telephone number was only re'

cently abandoned by a taxicab com'
pany, meaning an average of three

wrong numbers an hour, night and
day.

Because she is assigned to an early

morning trip, Jo has to get up before

dawn and propel herself out to the

airport the best way she can. After
checking in with the other members
of the crew. Miss Repaid is ready to

receive the first eager, worried, an-

noyed, happy, amorous or slightly

soggy passenger. Then the hungry
must be fed, landmarks identified, the

timid reassured, the airsick comforted.

The cabin of a plane is no place for a

prima donna, or a maiden who bursts

into tears easily.

There are endless experiences. Jo
likes to tell about the time she served

the gravy for the bean soup on her
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the other successful stewardesses have
developed a happy faculty for taking

in stride any number of bizarre situa'

tions, from the ridiculous to those that

would try the patience of a seasoned

diplomat. Basically they're good at

their job because they enjoy doing

things for people.

There's no yearning for glamour.

Most of them would turn down a date

at the Stork Club to eat Dutch Treat

with the other members of the crew at

Greasy Phil's hamburger joint across

from the airport. There no one would

notice the consumption of that third

hamburger.

"J^i, U! WL

first nervous trip after graduation

from stewardess school. And then

there was the little character who
boarded her plane after fortifying

himself at the nearest saloon. He felt

compelled to dance soon after leaving

the ground and floated up and down
the aisle with Jo in pursuit. She has

also had her share of men misunder-

stood by their wives, grandmothers

who couldn't speak a word of English,

babes in arms, and Babes anxious to

impress the stewardess and everybody

else in earshot. She says, '1 just let

'em play Queen for a Day."

An occasional misfit spoils the rec-

ord now and then, but Jo Repaid and



Duncan Mines

In the hands of Mr. Hines, the

pen is mightier than the board.

I

by MORTON L. GIBBS

THE most worried people in Amer'
ica are the restaurant owners and

their chefs. They never know when a

suave, argus'eyed, former printing

salesman named Duncan Hines will

pop into their places, take a few bites

of their specialties, and make or break

them with some well'chosen words
about the cuisine.

They have good cause to be appre'

hensive. For the benign nod of Mr.
Hines can mean as much as a $100,'

OOO-a'year increase in sales to a large

eatery. Just as Americans pin their

faith on Emily Post (manners), and
on Angelo Patri (child care), so do
they entrust their stomachs to the

watchful Mr. Hines, our foremost

food fancier.

If youVe ever roomed over the

highways and spotted places flaunting

neat Httle signs reading, "Recom'
mended by Duncan Hines," you may
have wondered how this fellow gets

around and eats in the thousands of

restaurants which sing hosannas to his

name.

The answer is—he doesn't. No one
gourmet could eat in all of America's
dining places, though Hines once tried

his best to do exactly that. Nowadays,

he depends on a group of 60 friends
:

who do "spot checking" for him.
i

Trained in Hines' rigid requirements,

and possessing magnificent appetites

of their own, these food scouts are

garbed in the anonymity which cloaks

Secret Service operatives or the Rus'

sian OGPU.
A restaurateur never knows when

a Hines agent is eating in his place. If

he has been previously approved and
j

listed by Hines in his guidebook, and '

has since become careless in his serv'

ice or fare, that information is wired

or airmailed to the vigilant Mr. Hines.

The only punishment is swift removal

from Hines' annual best-selling hand'

book, Adventures in Good Eating.

That's a fate worse than death to any

wise restaurant man.

It isn't the cost of a dinner that in-

fluences the implacable Mr. Hines. It's

taste alone—plus cleanliness.

"Price means little!" he snorts. "The
best lemon pie I ever tasted in my
life sold for ten cents a slice in a town
with a population of 50. One of the

worst was served in a Manhattan
j

hotel—and it set me back 40 cents!"

Hines and his agents pay for all the

meals they sample. They are adamant

on this point. Nor does Hines accept
j
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restaurant advertising in his handbook,

for he has a horror of what his pubHc
would think of his objectivity if an ad

crept in.

The mammoth Hines enterprise and
his rise to cuHnary greatness began

some years ago when Duncan and his

wife took a cross-country motor trip.

They jotted down the names of sev
eral do^en restaurants which they

Hked, solely for the guidance of their

friends.

Soon, friends of the friends—and
then a drove of strangers—v/ere beg'

ging Hines for mimeographed copies

of his list of quality eating places.

Finally, in 1936, Hines took a chance

and paid for the publication of 1,000

copies of his first modest guidebook.

The result was nerve-shattering.

Overnight, Hines had become a

celebrity and the owner of a flourish'

ing annual publishing venture which
ever since has been in the best'seller

category.

Later, Hines w^as compelled by his

adoring public to print a companion
guidebook. Lodging For the 'Hight,

which like his first volume sold for

$1.50. It recommends hotels, motels,

tourist homes and other caravansaries

which he or his deputies vouch for.
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America's restaurant hosts thank
Hines for his emphasis on good man' •

ners. A Southern hotel man com-
m.ents

:

"Hines saves our industry half-a-

million dollars a year, or more, by in'

sisting on polite smoking habits! For'

merly, we suffered astronomic dollar

damage to carpets, napkins and table

cloths. But our losses are now at a

minimum, because the people who fob

low his guidebooks also observe his
*

hints on genteel behavior. He's a god-

send!"

Hines takes a dim view of fancy

French names on menus. He likes to

know what he's eating. Fifteen million

disciples heartily agree.

They agree with him so completely

about everything that they beat a

dusty trail to his headquarters in

Bowling Green, Kentucky, which has

become a national shrine for those who
value their digestions.

Here, he edits his famed guidebooks

and will sell you a delicious hickory

smoked ham if he thinks you'll ap-

preciate its flavor. If you beg him,

he'll sell you his own cookbook con-

taining treasured recipes from the best

eating houses, famed and obscure. But

first Hines makes certain that you're

an individual who really likes good

cooking and not just a nosey boor.

Few chefs can resist his invitation

to surrender their most secret and

cherished recipes. One Los Angeles

cook, a dour Frenchman who chased

kibitzers from his kitchen with a meat

cleaver, held out for 1 5 years.

But v^hen Duncan paid a visit to

his kitchen, he succumbed to the Hines

dignity and charm and gave his all on

the altar of cookery—a magnificent
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prescription for preparing artichoke

bottoms stuffed with crab or lobster.

"In your hands it is good, Mr.
Hines!" he purred happily.

Hines' supply of rare recipes comes
from housewives, grandmothers, Army
chefs, writers, artists, globe-trotters

and farm wives. A Chicago doctor

entrusted Duncan with the knowhow
for making out-of-this-world Philadel'

phia scrapple. A Long Island farmer

surrendered the recipe for ''bogberry

omelet," a scrap of paper which money
couldn't have bought.

Now 64, Hines is a courtly and trim

figure. He hasn't the shadow of a

tummy. That's because he eats spar-

ingly, though he confesses that often

he'd like to savor a meal right through
to the final course.

In fact, he sometimes eats only one
meal a day in order to keep his taste-

buds functioning perfectly. Restau-

rant owners seldom recognize him.

Few photos have been taken of the

master gourmet. That's because Hines
shuns the preferential treatment which
would be given him if he were known.

After having traveled more than a

million miles hunting the best dining

places, Hines still likes to give his

finest accolade to tiny, hard-to-locate

places. The more difficult a restau-

rant is to find, say his followers, the

greater the appreciation of its cook-

ing.

That explains what happened in

Deadwood, South Dakota, where a

small restaurant languished for years

until Mr. Hines bowled along on a

motor trip. Chancing a meal, he fell

in love with the ''Calamity Jane"

steak served at this humble eatery.

He made due mention of it in his

next guidebook, and overnight the

place became famous. Soon, the owner
was taking reservations by phone and
wire from palpitating travelers as dis-

tant as 200 miles away.

If you Hke ice water with your din-

ner, then Duncan Hines is your

champion. He sets great store by a

place whose waiters put shining
glasses and a burnished water pitcher

before the guests without being asked

to.

Men like him because he has waged
a lifelong campaign for bigger ash-

trays. ''A guy as regular as that could

endorse asparagus soup and we'd love

it!" says a Chicago fan. He's so right!

In the block where I live is a friendly Negro cook named Mary. Very
often when she thinks I am ill, she brings me little tidbits. One day she

brought me a plate of hash. It was delicious and I asked her how she made
such wonderful hash.

Mary's face glowed with pleasure at the compliment. "Beef is nothin';

peppah's nothin'; onions is nothin'; but when I frows myself into the hash
—dat's what makes it what it is."

—

]ulia \V. Wolfe.



People Are Like That
LAST winter, Kenneth Roberts was scheduled to give a lecture in the

auditorium of the Boston PubHc Library. When the day of the lecture

arrived, a moderate snowstorm was in progress. About five in the after-

noon, Mr. Roberts phoned from his home in Maine to cancel the engage-

ment. "What!" exclaimed the librarian, "the man who wrote T^orthwest

Passage can't brave two inches of snow?"
Mr. Roberts kept the engagement.

—

-Saturday Review of Literature.

Millard Hopper, of New York, is a disillusioned man. Tired of hearing

his friends brag about Mayflower ancestors, Hopper took up the offer of a

genealogist and had his ancestry traced. Anxious to confirm the report, he
went to the Holland Society which provided information that his great-

grandfather was buried in Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn. Records there in-

dicated that the century-old Stephen Merritt Funeral Parlors had prepared
the body for burial. Mr. Hopper wrote for corroboration. Within a few
days, he was advised by the Parlors his ancestor had not only had the deluxe

$385 complete funeral in 1850, but that only $200 of this amount had been
paid, and would he please remit $185.

—

Parade.

Long skirts have the women hemming and the men hawing.



An editor's wife has a special cross,

compounded of too many husbands.

WE n g

ME
by RICHARD E. GLENDINNING

IN the days before Harry Johnson

became a member of the Enter'

prise s editorial staff, he had been a

normal newspaperman with no more
than his share of the usual city room
inhibitions. But when he began to

write editorials, an insidious change

crept over him, as it does to all those

who exercise the Editorial We.
He was not content to influence

readers alone with the plural pro'

noun. Each night, after locking all

unfinished business in his desk, he

took the Editorial We home with
him, forcing his wife, Gretchen, and
Lucy, their husky cook, to contend
with it. Actually, the trouble started

there, because the pair was never

able to discover just where the We
had come from.

Lucy was really the first to come
to grips with the pronoun on an
otherwise inauspicious Sunday morn'
ing shortly after Harry became privi'

leged to write in the first person. He
wandered into Lucy's kitchen and
ran his left finger around the edge
of the mixing bowl. Licking chocolate

icing from the probing digit, he re
marked, "Lucy, we like this."

Lucy was scrubbing a pan at the

sink. She turned and, seeing no one

at the mixing bowl but her employer,

asked, ''Who's that with you, Mr.
Johnson?"

''No one but us, Lucy."

"Meaning you and me?"
"Thats all."

"Then who besides you is at the

mixing bowl? Tm over here."

"Fm the only one. I said we
liked it."

Lucy's large eyes rolled owlishly.

"Yes, sir, Mr. Johnson, I guess we
sure do." She sidled toward the

kitchen door, ready to make a hasty

exit. Later, when Harry repeated his

antics, Lucy got a short length of

lead pipe from the basement, which
she kept within easy reach at all

times.

Trying as Lucy's experience might

have been, it was Gretchen Johnson
who suffered most from Harry's edi'

torial prerogative. She found the

plural pronoun to be particularly un'

nerving when there was company.
One night, for example, the O'Briens

came over for bridge and were paired

against Gretchen and Harry.

Mrs. O'Brien mentioned a spade.

"We bid two hearts," said Harry.

"I'll speak for myself, dear,"

Gretchen murmured.
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"Of course," Harry said, "but the

bidding hasn't come to you yet.

You'll get your chance, so be patient/'

"Then please don't tell them how
ni bid. As a matter of fact, I didn't

have hearts in mind at all."

"Gretchen, I was not telling them
your bid."

"You said that we bid two hearts."

"Yes, w^e, meaning me."

The softness in Gretchen's voice

vanished, leaving only sharp edges.

"Oh, so I don't count for anything

around here!"

"Gretchen," Harry sighed, "don't

be ridiculous."

The O'Briens became uncomfort'

able. Suspecting that the Johnsons

had devised a complicated method for

signaling hands, they went home
early, in an obvious huff.

Several times during the next few
days, Gretchen wished that she had

gone with the O'Briens.

In the midst of small household

arguments, Harry had the annoying

habit of calling upon his unseen col-

laborators for assistance. "Gretchen,"

he would say, "we do not agree with

you." Invariably, she would surren-

der with the hopeless feeling she had

been outnumbered.

As a direct result of Harry's newly
acquired idiosyncrasy, a domestic crisis

arose one morning. He came down
to breakfast after a night of conviv-

iality at his club. He was pale and
his eyes were red-rimmed. In a tired

voice, he said, "Lucy, we don't feel

right this morning. Tomato juice

might fix us up."

Lucy slammed down her skillet and
made straight for her mistress. She

announced that she had stood for a

great deal in the past few weeks, but
that she couM stand for no more.

"What," Grnchen asked, "did he

say this time, precisely?"

"He accused me of drinking. He
said we both got hangovers!"

"Lucy, we must be brave,"

Gretchen said, meaning it just that

way. "But there's got to be a show-
down. We won't have peace until

there is."

The show-down came sooner than

anyone expected. It came that very

evening when Harry limped into the

house, dragging his right leg behind

him.

"V/hat's wrong?" Gretchen asked

worriedly. She had cause to worry.

If Harry were seriously hurt, she

might have him around the house for

several days.

"We tripped on the sidewalk and
threw our hip out of place."

Calling upon Lucy for help,

Gretchen got Harry up the stairs and

into bed. She made him comfortable

while Lucy phoned Dr. Van Horne,

the family doctor.

The doctor arrived within a half-

hour and rushed to Harry's bedside.

He peered down at the patient,

clucked his tongue sadly and tilted

his head to one side. "Well, Mr*

Johnson," he said at last, "well, well.

Just where do we hurt most?"

"We don't feel so good all over.

Our hip is
—

"

"Hah-hah! The joke's on me," the

doctor said, a strange gleam in his

eyes. "I mean yours."

"My what?"
"Your hip."

"Of course, it is."

Dr. Van Horne wagged his finger
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The doctor snatched Harry's wrist

and took the pulse. He felt Harry's

brow. Finally, he felt his own. ''All
'

right," he said, pursing his lips, "rest

is what we need. We must remain in

bed perfectly still until our hip is

all well again." With a final mop
at his brow, the doctor got out of

'

the room as quickly as possible.

A moment later, Gretchen bustled

in. "What did he say, dear?" i

Harry snorted derisively. "He
wanted to get in bed with me, or '

some such fool thing. He wanted to

rest his leg. Either he's crazy or I

am."
'

Gretchen murmured something.

"Dammit, Gretchen, don't mum-
ble! What did you say?"

"I said, 'You said it'."

Lucy stomped across the room and
|

none too-gently set a pot of tea on '

the bedside table. "We sure did!'*

she said.

Toward A Broader View
Albert Einstein attended a banquet at which a number of windy speeches

were delivered. Late in the evening the principal speaker, who was determined
to speak longer than anyone who had preceded him, was introduced. Two
hours later he was still going strong, although his audience was yawning
openly.

Einstein, bored like everyone else, turned to the man next to him and
whispered, "Now I am beginning to comprehend infinity!"

—

Hollywood
Reporter.

A
When Mr, Finnegan greeted St. Peter, he said, "It's a fine job you've

had here for a long time."

"Well, Finnegan," said St. Peter, "here we count a million years as a

minute and a million dollars as a penny."
"Ah," said Finnegan, "I'm needing cash. Lend me a penny."
"Sure," said St. Peter, "just wait a minute."

—

Journal of the Switchmen's
Union.

under Harry's nose. "You said it

was ours."

"Don't be silly. Does this look like

your hip?"

The doctor was plainly perplexed.

"There, there, Mr. Johnson, we
mustn't exert ourselves, must we?
Just rest a moment and then tell us

all about it."

Harry breathed deeply. "We were
walking up the

—

"

"You and your wife?"

"Just me—and we tripped on the

sidewalk. That's all."



THE GREAT TENNIS NET
ENTHUSIASTIC tennis fans, who follow the thrilHng annual

broadcasts of the National Tennis Matches, have an extra

treat in store this year. Because of the tremendous success of this

air series, the sponsor, A. G. Spalding and Brothers, has purchased
broadcast rights for the 1948 Davis Cup playoffs. Both tourna'

ments will be played in September at Forest Hills, Long Island.

The story behind these broadcasts is unusual, inasmuch as they
are not carried by any one of the regular networks. Instead, they
are aired over a number of key American stations tied together by special arrange
ment for the duration of the tournament only.

This "custom-built network'' is the work of the Stanley G. Boynton Radio
Advertising Agency, and represents a distinct accomplishment in the field of radio.

Boynton's first experience in constructing such a ticup was a baptism by fire.

It came 18 years ago, when Congress was considering an agriculture bill which farm
leaders felt would be detrimental to their best interests.

The Boynton Agency was asked to arrange an emergency nation-wide broadcast

which would point out the undesirable features of the proposed legislation. Within
24 hours, they had succeeded in connecting 32 stations from coast to coast with special

Grade A telephone lines for a one-hour period. Before 11 a. m. of the following

day, more than 2 50,000 telegrams poured into Washington, protesting passage of the

bill . . . electrifying response, indeed!

This was the fir5t instance in radio history where a "one-shot" network was
built, in an effort to reach a major portion of the American radio audience when
the regular networks would not furnish time.

Although Boynton's did not try to exploit the custom-built network business, the

reputation it gained from this beginning venture placed it first in the field.

It was this reputation which led Elmer Layden, then president of the National

Football League, to call Stanley Boynton to Chicago to arrange the broadcasting of

such contests as the All-Star game and the National Professional play-offs.

Within ten hours after landing in Chicago, Boynton had built an SO-station chain;

cleared the time; arranged for the construction of all lines, loops, and connections;

hired the necessary engineers and technicians; handled all financial arrangements for

the sponsor—Wilson Sporting Goods—including payment of rights to the Pro League;

and procured Harry Wis-

^adio Station WHB in Kansas City will present the

National Tennis Matches, September 18 and 19, at

2 p. m. CST. The broadcast will also be carried by

these stations:

WNEW New York WPDQ Jacksonville
WQXR New York WWL New Orleans
WSPR Springfield (Mass.) KTRH Houston
WCOP Boston WRR Dallas
WIP Philadelphia KTBC Austin
WARL Arlington KFEL Denver
KQV Pittsburgh KUTA Salt Lake City

WBNY Buffalo KWKW Pasadena
WKMH Dearborn KFVD Los Angeles
WKRC Cincinnati KGER Long Beach
WCFL Chicago KYA San Francisco

WMIN Minneapolis KXA Seattle

KXLW Clayton (Mo.) WPAT Poterson
WREC Memphis WGAR Cleveland
WGST Atlanta KROW Oakland

mer as announcer. To
make the story even more
incredible, Boyton ob-

tained for his network
every one of the 80 sta'

tions which he contacted.

With this experience

in manufacturing net'

works, it was only natural

that Boynton would be on

hand when tennis entered

the scene, six years ago.

Up to that time, tennis

matches had never been

broadcast on a national

(Continued on Page 54)
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1. Miss Vera Ralston of Wichita will rep

resent her native Sunflower state in th(

Miss America Pageant to be held Sep
tember 6-12 in Atlantic City.

2. The 18-year-old photographic mode
won her title in a statewide competitioi

staged by radio station WHB in Kansa

City.

3. The winnahs! With Miss Ralston an
second place winner Billie Jane Edgar one

Joan Elaine Rodgers, who placed third ii

the bevy of beauties.

4. Bob Kennedy, WHB disc jockey, con

gratulates the new Miss Kansas, who is 5
5" tall and weighs 117 pounds. He
measurements: bust, ZlVi" waist, 231/2"

hips, 351/2"; thigh, 20"; ankle, 8".
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by MORI GREINER

^^T T^'^^L there is real demand for

V-/ an engineering school, we
won't have one."

With those words, Ernest Howard
denied a bright and shining love.

Howard has been chairman of the

board of trustees of the University of

Kansas City since 1930, three years

longer than the physical plant of the

University has been in existence. From
the first, it has been his idea that the

University should serve the needs of

the city as they develop.

''Our desire is to provide whatever
educational facilities the community
wants and will support," he says.

The University's 'round-the-calen-

dar schedule and 15'hour'a'day opera'

tion, and its large strides in adult edu-

cation, are evidence that the policy is

being carried out.

But it isn't always easy.

Ernest Howard, in turning an ex'

ecutive thumb down on an engineer-

ing school, did so with something of

the feeling of a man forced to spit

in his own poor, dear mother's face.

For Mr. Howard is himself one of

America's outstanding consulting en-

gineers. He is chairman of the United
States delegation to the Third World
Congress of the International Associa-

tion for Bridge and Structural En-
gineers, to be held this month in

Liege, Belgium, and will preside over

one of the sessions of the Congress,

to report on recent developments in

long-span steel bridges. He is a past

director and a past vice-president of

the American Society of Civil En-
gineers.

Still, with the best interests of the

University at stake, he subdued his

pardonably intense professional pride

long enough to concede that nearly

any boy of the Kansas City area who
really wants an engineering degree can

get one at any of several top schools.

Although a college of engineering is

in abeyance for the present, the Uni-

versity is still expanding. This year,

3,500 students are attending the 16-

year-old institution, and it is expected

that a more or less steady enrollment

of 6,000 can be accommodated by

1950.

Discussions concerning the establish-

ment of a local four-year college be-

gan as early as 1929, and at that time

several men went out to see what they

could raise in the way of donations.

Howard approached a certain

banker. After he had outlined the

plans, the banker murmured, 'T see,"

then asked, "What do you want of

me?"
Mr. Howard didn't equivocate.

''One hundred thousand dollars," he

said. "We're trying to raise five

million."
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"Tell you what/' said the banker.

''You go out and get the other

$4,900,000—then come back and we'll

talk some more."

Howard dispiritedly related the cou'

versation to his colleagues. 'It's

plain," he concluded, "that we can't

sell an idea. We've got to have some
thing tangible."

The late William Volker agreed to

purchase a tract of land for a campus.

The eight-acre Dickey estate, in Kan'

sas City's rolling and wooded Rockhill

district, was decided upon.

And on December 16, 1930, a new
board of trustees for the University of

Kansas City was formed. Ernest

Howard was elected chairman.

It was three years, however, before

the first student-filled saddle shoe

crossed the threshold. The opening

was a matter of conjecture until the

last minute. National economy was
at its nadir. There was considerable

speculation as to the number of stu-

dents who would enroll; whether the

j

University would then fill a need;

I whether it should be opened at all.

\ Those were matters Ernest Howard
I and the trustees had to decide in the

;

spring and early summer of 1933.

\ They had an obhgation, they felt, to

j
operate the school. But how deep

I

was that obligation? Should they

j operate a university for three stu-

dents? A dozen? Fifty, or five hun-

dred?

Finall)^ they plucked an arbitrary

figure out of the air. If 125 fully-

quahfied students should enroll, they

decided, classes v/ould be held. They
personally underVvTOte faculty salaries

for the first year, hired Dean O. G.
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Sanford and 18 instructors, and an-

nounced an opening date.

Long months stretched flat across

a shimmering Midv^estern summer,
but with the first soaking September
rain, students came, 264 of them to

crowd the three-story converted man-
sion with the raucous noises of young
minds at work. The University of

Kansas City was in session.

At first, it was a touch and go

operation. Although 30 to 40 per cent

of all Kansas City high school grad-

uates go on to college (about twice

the national average), it took a while

for the idea of a four-year university

right at home to penetrate.

Still, Mr. Howard and the trustees

did not actively soHcit students. They
wanted the growth of the infant in-

stitution to be natural, not forced.

They assembled a good faculty, built

a sound curriculum and worked end-

lessly to enlist financial aid.

In 1936, Dr. J. Duncan Spaeth was
appointed first president. Summer
courses were offered and proved pop-

ular.

Two years later, 3 3 -year-old Clar-

ence R. Decker assumed the presi-

dency. He was the youngest univer-

sity president in the United States,

and president of the youngest uni-

versity.

That fall, enrollment climbed to

1,500, and the Kansas City School of

Law, founded in 1895, became the

School of Law of the University.

The student body continued to

grow, and so did the school. In 1941,

the Kansas City-Western Dental Col-

lege, fifth largest in the country, be-

came the School of Dentistry. Tv/o
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years later, the Kansas City College

of Pharmacy, founded in 1885, be-

came the School of Pharmacy.

Today, the campus covers 85 acres.

Administrative offices occupy the

original Dickey house, and ten addi-

tional buildings have been erected.

Newest of these is the University

Playhouse, which will open this

month. Although it is repertory si2;e,

seating an audience of approximately

500, it has the largest and best-de-

signed stage of any college workshop
theatre.

The University drama department,

until now relegated to a garage, has

been unusually successful. Six grad-

uates are currently appearing in New
York stage plays.

'If six actors can come out of a

garage,'' Howard says, "it will be in-

teresting to see how many come out

of a theatre."

A bachelor for many years, Ernest

Howard is a mild, modest man, given

to understatement.

As senior partner of Howard,
Needles, Tammen, & Bergendoff, he

heads what is likely the world's larg-

est bridge designing firm. They have

designed 12 bridges spanning the

Mississippi River and 18 across the

Missouri. The firm and partners have
been responsible for many important

structures in 40 of the 48 states, in

Canada, Mexico, and other countries.

Their recent work includes Akron's

$9,000,000 express highway system,

the $6,000,000 Duluth to Superior

St. Louis River Bridge, Wilmington's

$40,000,000 Delaware River Bridge,

the $20,000,000 Maine Turnpike,
Kansas City's $3,000,000 Southwest
Trafficway Viaduct, New York City's

$28,000,000 Deegan Boulevard, and
the $11,000,000 twin Potomac River

Bridges in Washington, D. C.

Mr. Howard and Mr. Bergendoff

are resident in Kansas City; Mr.
Needles and Mr. Tammen, in New
York. Completely staffed design

offices are maintained in both cities,

with project offices elsewhere as con-

ditions require. They regularly em-
ploy about 125 graduate engineers,

although during the war, while design-

ing a number of special projects for

the government, their staff was more
than 500.

As a v/artime project, the firm

wrote and prepared for publication

TM 5-286, the 350-page War Depart-

ment Technical Manual on semiper-

manent highway and railway trestle

bridges.

OUR BACK COVER is the Great Falls

of Yellowstone National Park, viewed
from Artists Point. The fall has a total

drop of 308 feet. (Photo courtesy

Union Pacific.)
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Howard, a great Bible student, is

the son of a Presbyterian minister.

He was born in Toronto, but his fam'

ily moved to the United States while

he was still young. He graduated

from the University of Texas as a

Phi Beta Kappa and Tau Beta Pi, and

instructed in the engineering school

there for a year before joining Wad-
dell 5? Hedrick, a Kansas City en-

gineering firm.

Much of his early work in bridge

design came in repairing damage
caused by a flood of the Kaw River

in 1903, and he had many large struc-

tures to his credit by the time he went
to the engineering corps of the Army
as a captain in World War I. Rapidly,

the reputation of this young engineer

spread. His first employer, Dr. J. A.

L. Waddell, originated and built the

first vertical lift bridge. Howard de-

veloped the design further, recom-

mended it, and has had the satisfac-

tion of seeing it become a well estab-

lished and widely used structure.

Several years ago, he was av/arded the

Thomas Fitch Rowland Prize for his

technical paper on vertical lift bridges.

In 1939, he received an honorary

Doctor of Engineering degree from
the University of Nebraska.

An unusually scholarly person, Mr.
Howard is a student of early civiliza-

tions. He has combined his profession

with his hobby of archeology, to be-

come a recognized authority on en-

gineering, design, and city planning

throughout the centuries. Field trips

to Egypt, Europe, and Asia Minor
have furnished him material for sev-

eral treatises which are lightened by
his quiet, dry wit.

Friends say that Howard, who col-

lects objects of art, has an unerring

sense of classic beauty which is evi-

dent in the design of his bridges. The
Passaic River Bridge at Newark, de-

signed by the firm, received a first

place award as the most beautiful

movable bridge built in 1941.

But to the artistic imagination

bridge design requires, several decades

as a practical engineer have brought

tempering qualities. They have out-

fitted the dreamer with tools, and

made Ernest Howard thoughtful, judi-

cial, thorough. They have fitted him

ideally, in fact, for his post as legal

head of a young but great university.

At that university, the careful plan-

ning of a good designer is apparent as

yet one more autumn bears the clear

strains of Alma Mater.

"Yep,'" said Grandpa, "newspapers are just like women.""

"But, Gramp,'' questioned his college grandson, "I don't get it. What
do you mean?"

"Well, son," said Grandpa, "it's like this. They both have forms, back

numbers are not in demand, they always have the last word, they are well

worth looking over, they have a great deal of influence, you can't believe all

they say, there's small demand for the bold-faced type, and every man should

have one of his own and not borrow his neighbor's."

"Why is it that the fussiest women can hold on to the best of servants?"

asked the lady of the house of her cook in a moment of confidence.

"Ah, there you go with your compliments again, ma'am," rephed the

pleased cook, "but I'm sure I don't know."



YOU
Can be a

SUNDAY PAINTER

The dead have no monopoly on art.

It can he created by living Ameri-
cans—you, for instance.

by EDWARD LINDEMANN

TIRED of the same old work and
the same old hobbies?

If you are, there's something so

challenging to do, so fascinating to

explore, that you'll forget you were
ever tired. That's painting pictures.

''But I can't even draw a straight

line!" you're undoubtedly screaming

genteelly. To that we must reply, also

genteelly, ''Neither can an artist—he

uses a ruler." Or, to put it another

way, art is something that has never

been defined to anybody's satisfaction,

and neither has an artist. Anyone can
produce art of some kind.

For instance, an old lady of 86 in

Eagle Bridge, New York, has become
world-famous for her "modern primi'

tives," which sell at hundreds of dol'

lars each. Her name is Grandma
Moses. "I had arthritis and neuritis

so bad that I could do but little work,"
says she, "but I had to keep busy to

pass the time away. I tried worsted
pictures, and then tried oil, and now
I paint a great deal of the time."

Then there's Bill Traylor, a former
slave, who lives in Montgomery, Ak'
bama. At 92 he is painting on the
backs of old pieces of cardboard sim-
ple pictures of animals and human

beings that critics have called "in-

credible" and have exhibited in Ala'

bama. New York and elsewhere. His
work is an unconscious re-creation of

the cave drawings of prehistoric man
—whose fine sense of form and sim'

plification have delighted artists and
public ever since the first "picture'

gallery" cave was discovered.

Then, of course, there was Gau-
guin, who, as a broker, used to paint

on Sundays and did so well at it that

he became one of the French impres-

sionist masters. (He also threw up
his job and family and ran off to the

South Seas. This, however, will not

be necessary for you.)

And alongside wild man Gauguin
was the meek and careful little

French customs official, Rousseau,

whose Sunday paintings hang in mu-
seums all over the world today.

You can do at least some of what
they did in those spare hours on Sun-

days and during the week. Exhibi-

tion of your work in museums is not

guaranteed, but the exhibition of them
on your living room wall, or maybe
merely in the kitchen, is just as pos-

sible as you yourself make it.

What's needed? Materials and
some ideas. To try yourself out, you
can start very simply and inexpen-

sively. It isn't necessary to have an
easel, palette and a do2;en brushes. Oil

colors are not imperative. Pastel, for

instance, is a good medium for ex'
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perimenting. A box of these colored

chalks will cost you about a dollar in

an art store, and you'll be delighted

at the variety of beautiful colors in

such a collection. A large pad of

drawing paper will cost another dollar

or so. A good size is 15x20 inches

—

smaller sizes are not desirable, for

they encourage a beginner's tendency

to work in a cramped way.

Or water colors will serve very

nicely. You can buy them either in a

set of little cakes, or in tubes. Paper

intended for water color use is best,

but ordinary drawing paper will cer^

tainly do for your experimental ef-

forts.

The old'fashioned idea in pictures

was to select a nice dreamy, senti'

mental subject and then paint it as

vaguely and unimaginatively as pos'

sible. Art reflects people; it's not like

us today to swoon gracefully over a

pile of euphemisms, as grandma did,

or mistily paint a misty moon over a

misty meadow.

So choose some forthright subject

and go about it with a, ''This is it,"

feeling. Use your pastels, water

colors or oils at their full color bright'

ness. When blending is called for,

preferably blend clear strokes of one
color into clear strokes of another,

rather than smear them together. Let

your vigor speak out. Don't worry-

about portraying details meticulously

and exactly—the proper place for

that is in architects' drawings.

Again, as you value your imagina'

tion and the fun you'll get from Sun'

day painting, don't copy other pic
tures! Even if you think your first

attempts are terrible, let them be your
own terribleness. Half the joy of

painting comes from the stimulation

it gives the imagination. Art is not

intended to do the camera's work of

reproduction—rather it wants to say

some special thing about an object

in a very special way. It wants to

comment from some unusual angle of

thought and feeling, to stimulate us

to a fresh viewpoint.

Let's assume you want to do a

simple still life of an apple. How
many ways can you "look" at an

apple? Dozens! The first way is the

most obvious way—a nice roundish

red apple with white high'lights, and

a nice smooth shadow on the shadow

side.

Instead of trying to paint it that

way, let's consider some of these ap'

proaches : The apple isn't a circle, but

two ovals overlapping each other. It

isn't oval, it's square. It's red, but so

is the cloth on which it rests, and so

is the wall behind—each a different

kind of red. It's not a red apple, but

a blue one. And its shadow is green.

Or its shadow is pink.

Those are exercises in the appear'

ance of the apple. Now let's think

about the ''philosophy" of the apple.

What's the most important thing

about an apple? Let's say it's the fact

that it has seeds in it that can create

a whole new tree: the wonder of life

and how it keeps going on, creating

and rc'creating. To suggest this, an

artist might show the seeds at the

same time that he shows the outside of

the apple covering them. Or he might

paint an outline of the seeds as big as

the apple, or bigger, right on top of

the image of the apple itself. Or he

might draw a seed, an apple and a

tree all in one image, the side of the
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apple perhaps becoming also one side

of the tree's trunk.

Or it may seem most important that

the apple is a living thing made of

protoplasm cells, and so is related to

all other life on earth. Here an artist

I might bring into one design a sug'

[ gestion of the apple, of a baby's

head, of a butterfly, of a hand doing

i work, of a single living cell as it is

seen through a microscope.

And then in the end, the apple's

visual beauty may seem the most im'

portant aspect of it. Here again the

Sunday painter, like all artists, has

the privilege of exaggerating, change

ing and intensifying that beauty at

will, through imaginative use of color,

form, brightness and darkness.

In this you'll find through experi'

ment that it isn't only the color you
select for the apple that counts, but
also the color you put next to it

—

just as with a dress and accessories.

The forms next to the apple's round-
' ness are just as important as the ap-

i pie's form. And an object is bright
* jonly when it's seen against some'

I

thing dark—or vice versa. Here once

\
more painting teaches us philosophy

—

I
I
that everything in life affects every

'

'

j thing else; nothing is isolated.

Many beginners get so enthusiastic

|ibout painting that they try to get

jl7 pictures into one. They overload

I

their landscape or still life with many
'objects. It's better to select one ob-

I'ect at first, or one dominant object

md just one or two "added attrac
tions."

But how to keep several different

elements from fighting? This you
tnust do, for if the beholder's eye and
inind are drawn constantly from one

object to another and back again, he

gets tired and annoyed. The secret is

to make one object dominant, and the

rest must serve it rather than fight it

for attention. You can make one
element in a picture dominant by plac
ing it higher than the others, or paint'

ing it in brighter colors, or giving it a

jagged, dynamic shape against smooth
flowing shapes, or painting it darker

against light tones. There are other

ways of doing it, which you'll discover

when you have brush in hand.

But composition isn't that simple,

really—which is what makes it so in'

teresting. The tendency of a beginner

is to put the dominant object right

spang in the middle. But you'll find

it more pleasing finally if you shove

it aside a bit—let's say to the right.

When you do this, however, the pic
ture will seem to ''fall over" to the

right and will feel unbalanced. Now
somewhere on the left you'll need an'

other object, not as big as the main
object, probably, but just strong

enough, through dynamic color, tone,

or shape, to balance the main one
without fighting it. Some pictures

AJAX

TOBACCO
COMPANY
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are made up of three or four sets of

complicated balances. But start with

one.

Another way beginners tend to

over- fill their pictures is in being

fussy with lines and strokes. The
average person making a doodle while

telephoning will create his design

from just two or three strong lines;

but if you say, ''Draw a face," he

usually makes six or seven light little

strokes for the nose alone, and dozens

for the whole face. The psychology

behind this is the psychology of un'

certainty. "If you're not sure of

yourself, go slowly and look busy."

Practice seeing a line of an object

in your mind's eye and then drawing
it in one stroke (and it shouldn't be a

copying stroke, remember, but an in'

terpreting one). Even if you don't

like the line you've put down, you've

achieved much in developing the habit

of being bold and free with it. The
best artists never fuss over each pore

in a face—they recreate the spirit of

that face with a few bold strokes. The
classical-style drawings of Picasso,

which are without shadows or details,

are excellent examples of such free

simplification.

Another consideration is the ques'

tion of what people are reminded of

by certain lines, colors or tones, what
psychologists call "association." A
lot of black, for instance, induces a

mood of dreariness and death; yellow

and orange make us cheerful because,

often unconsciously, they remind us

of open fires and lamplight in the

home.
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Similarly, through association, cer-

tain lines speak specific moods to us.

Vertical lines suggest tall buildings,

people who carry themselves erectly,

bookcases, doorways—in short, dig-

nity and poise. Horizontal lines sug-

gest the horizon, beds, gardens, rest-

fulness, peace. Diagonal and jagged

lines convey energy and action, be-

cause we see such lines in animals and
human beings jumping, running,

swimming, dancing, fighting. Curved
lines have a special grace and peace,

through association with mountains,

shore lines, the female figure, and so

on.

It isn't only objects that make a

picture, but also the spaces between

the objects. Spaces that are jagged in

shape will never make a restful pic-

ture, and spaces that are flowing and

graceful in shape will never make a

dynamic picture. A good way to

study all the shapes and tone relations

in a picture is to squint at it through

half-closed eyes. This reduces it mo-

mentarily to its most basic form, and

you can judge one part against an-

other without being distracted by de-

tail.

These are a few of the facts of Sun-

day painting that are such fun to

work out in practice. You'll discover

more of them as you go along, and

even occasional contradictions of them.

If you don't want to go in so seri-

ously for rules, you can just forget

them and go your own merry way be-

cause, no matter which way you do

it, painting is fun!

I sometimes wonder which is going to reach the moon first, rockets or

prices.

—

Paul Whiteman.



ITHERE IS HOPE MR

Here is the amazing truth.

Backward children can be cured!

by DON TREMAINE

JOHNNY'S father, looking wan and

harassed beyond his years, looked

sadly at his son and then returned his

i

gaze to the pleasant young school'

teacher.

"Fm glad youVe taking him into

: your class. Dr. Schmidt," said the man,
"but Fm afraid it's quite useless.

Johnny is feeblc'minded. WeVe been

sure of it since he was a year old!"

"Let him stay," said comely Dr.

Bernardine Schmidt of Indiana State

Teachers' College at Terre Haute.

"WeVe learned surprising things

about supposedly feeblc'minded chil'

dren."

Johnny stayed— and liked Dr.

Schmidt and the way she taught
school. After several weeks in Terre

Haute, Johnny's troubles were diag'

nosed to his incredulous parents by
Dr. Schmidt, who said

:

"Your son isn't feebleminded. To
the contrary— he's bright. But his

eyesight is quite poor and he'll need

j

glasses and sight'saving treatment. He
I
was embarrassed to tell his public

' school teachers that he couldn't see

the blackboard; that's why they con'

sidered him dull and stupid."

Johnny entered Dr. Schmidt's sight'

saving room in Terre Haute, where

fHI FEEBLE IIIOED !

other kids with weak eyes had life

made easier for them. He was happy
to write with big sticks of yellow chalk

instead of the traditional white. His

blackboards were green, not black.

And the books he read were duck
soup for the eager Johnny. They were
printed in big, 24'point characters

which are affixed to Dr. Schmidt's

special typewriter.

Up above Johnny and 30 other chil'

dren, a watchful photO'clectric cell

protected their sight. If the sun was
reluctant to come out, the cell prompt'

ly switched on ultra'powerful room
lights. If the sun burst forth, the cell

immediately reduced the lights to the

right brightness.

In addition, Johnny took lessons in

strengthening his weak eye muscles.

Dr. Schmidt watched his progress with

pride. After one year at the Terre

Haute school, Johnny was sent to high
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school, where he has since made an

enviable record.

Successes like that which crowned
her work with Johnny are an old

story to Bernardine Schmidt, the Chi'

cago schoolma'am who has revolution'

ized our thinking about supposedly

feeble'minded kids.

She startled the educational world
some months ago by announcing that

254 boys and girls, previously ad'

judged hopeless mentally by doctors,

teachers, and parents, had been placed

on an intellectual par with normal

children after specialized training.

Today, there are 83 of this once

sorry crew of children holding posi'

tions with salaries of $32 to $85 a

week. Furthermore, 17 of them are

in supervisory or managerial posts,

calling for a high degree of responsi'

bility and resourcefulness!

In the eight'year experimental
period with the 254 children, Dr.

Schmidt saw to it that 27 per cent

finished high school successfully and
that five per cent entered colleges and

universities.

Back of this amazing record with

children considered morons and idiots

lies a personality which took to teach'

ing like a duck takes to water.

Bernardine Schmidt in 1935 was a

young, recently-graduated teacher—so

young that the Chicago Board of Edu'

cation wouldn't let her teach. That

didn't deter her; she opened a private

school in a crumbling old building.

Because she needed pupils, she ac'

cepted the dull-witted along with the

alert. Soon, people began to comment
about her astonishing triumphs with

kids previously considered fit for the

scrap heap.

Then the Board of Education awak'
ened to the fact that it had overlooked
a bet in the resourceful young woman
who had insisted on teaching. It cre-

ated a post for her—teaching classes

of retarded kids.

Within three years, Dr. Schmidt
had sent 254 children on the way to

normal lives. For five years after they

parted from her, she kept track of

their work and their I.Q.'s. All of the

254 were happy and well-adjusted,

with Intelligence Quotients as high or

higher than the ''normal" level for

their ages!

''Many of these children had ab-

normal fears of going out on the

street, to stores, to school by them-
selves," Dr. Schmidt relates. "My job

was to acquaint them with the world
we live in."

She accomplished this, in part, by
setting up a model store in her school

room. Here, children acted as clerks

and customers, wrapped packages,

made change, issued receipts. They
set up their own newspaper with the

help of a mimeograph machine.

Chicago merchants and manufac-
turers heard about the experiment and
were impressed. They donated mer-

chandise, groceries, books, visited the

school, took the children on tours of

their own establishments. Later, many
of these once backward pupils landed

well-paying jobs with their benefac-

tors.

Some who had never been on street

cars or busses by themselves posed a

problem to their teacher. She sent

them out alone with written direction

slips pinned to their shirts and dresses.

Sure enough, these kids—proud of

(Continued on Page 49)



So far as Slim Hoffman is concerned, the boom is on!
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by BETTY and WILLIAM WALLER

liyOR over 35 years one man has

1. been blowing up so much stuff

that he might well be considered the

3nly human being who rivals the

itom bomb in sheer destructiveness.

He is 76'year'old Walter Hoffman,

1 well-paid Hollywood hireling who
dIows down walls, sets fire to build-

ings, provides smoke and flame for

roaring cannons, creates earthquakes,

wrecks bridges and performs other

lets of a not-too-peaceful nature all

-or the benefit of the grinding cameras

j

n the studios and on location. As a

destroyer of life and property—all

Inake beHeve, mind you, but awfully

j

realistic—he has few equals.

I

"Slim," as he is known to those in

ihe West Coast movie industry,

itarted his unique career in the old

lilent picture days—those days when
he perils of Pauline were all too, too

eal. The "cliff-hangers," as they're

ometimes called, had more than a

air share of blood-and-thunder, and
t was Slim's job to cause the explo-

ions, landslides and raging battles

hat endangered such heroines as Bebe
Daniels, Gloria Swanson, Ruth Ro-
and and other luminaries.

His fine talent for creating devas'

tating scenes has continued right up
to the present. Recently, for instance,

he was responsible for the harrowing

scenes in the Betty Hutton version of

The Ferils of Pauline, and Uncon-
quered. The latter, a Cecil B. DeMille

opus, was right up his alley, calling

for considerable gun-play on a mass

scale and much powder, smoke, noise

and flame, all in the manner of De-
Mille's grandiose productions. It was
calculated to gladden the heart of this

veteran dynamite man.
In the more than 3 5 years Slim has

been working for the movie com^
panics, he has "killed" about 200,000

film actors and extras. He has caused

box cars to be blown off railroad

tracks, landslides and battles galore.

For one picture. All ^uiet On the

^Vestern Front, he set off ten tons of

powder and had 68 assistants. For
Unconquered, he set off 500 pounds
of black powder, 300 pounds oiF dyna-
mite and 50 pounds of flash powder.

He and his staff of expert helpers had
a field day with 1,500 arrows without
flames, 500 arrows with flaming

points, 300 fireballs and 50 flintlocks.

High explosives were used to recreate



the siege of Fort Pitt in the picture,

and Hoffman's task was to provide

the special effects required to dupli-

cate the fighting on both sides.

During the filming of the picture,

almost 30 movie extras suffered minor

burns caused by the flaming fireballs

Vv^hich were made of dried moss

wrapped in birch bark and soaked in

kerosene. These, however, seemed

minor casualties to this veteran of the

celluloid battles. He has scars all over

his body, which he has incurred in his

hazardous occupation. His legs are

covered with such souvenirs. One
of his arms has been broken in

14 places. A leg once was severely

injured by shrapnel from an explod'

ing mountain. This occurred in 1930,

when a one and a half ton dynamite

charge, which was planted in a cliff,

blew up slightly off'schedule—and

inflicted a scratch on a then unknown
young actor named Clark Gable.

Slim learned his business the hard

way. He picked up a lot about ex-

plosives during 16 years in the United

States Army. His big chance came

during the San Francisco earthquake

in 1906. Slim aided in stopping the

spread of the great fire by dynamiting

buildings. He also fought in the

Spanish'American War and the

Boxer Rebellion in China. In 1898

he was one of those who helped install

the first guns on the rock that is

Corregidor. It was altogether fitting

and proper that he was the one to

blow them up for the benefit of the

cameras in 1943.

Away from his diabolical chores.

Slim is all for the peaceful life. He
has five sons who fought in World
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War I, and five grandsons, who by
a not too-strange coincidence, saw
service with Uncle Sam's forces in

World War II. Slim himself, being
too old actually to get in the fight,

helped out during the recent war by
teaching the art of fighting incen-

diaries to Los Angeles classes in the

Office of Civilian Defense. But the

ways of peace find more favor, of

course, with a man of his years. His
film work brings him a nice income,
and he lives comfortably.

Hoffman, who now is regularly em'
ployed by Paramount, is proud of his

art. Still in excellent physical con-

dition, he is a rugged six-footer with
a weather-beaten face, who can swear
in first-rate Army style when some-
thing goes wrong. Mostly, though, he

takes things calmly on his job these

days. That, of course, comes with
experience. He has a tickhsh job; he

knows it and plans things accord-

ingly. Usually, he plots every move
actors will make in a scene before

,

it is shot. He holds conferences with

the director beforehand so as to help

keep mishaps to a minimum. In his

younger days, he took a lot of chances

during the shooting of pictures. Now
he has grown older and wiser.

According to SHm, the greatest fire

ever filmed was that in Gone With
the Wind, a job which he had nothing

to do with, much to his regret. But
his work in so many other pictures

puts him at the head of his class, it is

generally agreed. He is always ex-

perimenting to find ways to produce

bigger, better and more realistic dis-

asters for the benefit of the cameras.

But, like everyone else, he stands in

awe of the destructive power of the
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atom bomb. After seeing the terrify' As for himself, he'll stick to the job

ing "mushroom" in the newsreels, he of providing excitement for those

stated that there was nothing that who frequent the movie emporiums
compared with it—and Slim certainly throughout the world. It's a lot more
is one man who knows his explosives, peaceful.

There Is Hope for the Feeble Minded
(Continued from Page 46)

their independence and the confidence

reposed in them—learned to take care

of themselves in Chicago's roar and
bustle and none were reported lost or

strayed.

Today Dr. Schmidt is given pretty

much a free hand at the Terre Haute
school. She has 100 pupils to care for,

ranging from 4 to 21 years old. Chil'

dren living within the school district

don't pay a penny for this service.

Those who live outside the district pay

from $3 to $6 monthly.

Look around and you'll see a tiny

girl bustling around the school build'

ing with an electronic hearing aid

tucked in her ear. She is bright and
sociable. Yet, when her parents
brought her to Terre Haute, they con'

sidered her beyond hope mentally, for

she couldn't say a word at the age of

three.

After testing her ears, Dr. Schmidt
saw to it that a Terre Haute civic

club became interested in the child

and donated a hearing aid. Today

new worlds have opened to the little

girl, for she studies and plays with

other children in a classroom fitted up
with loudspeakers and many types of

hearing devices and microphones.

Every week, do2;ens of saddened
and perplexed parents write, phone or

visit Bernardine Schmidt, asking her

to accept their "feeblc'minded" chil'

dren in her schoolroom.

"Not every child can be helped, of

course," she says, "but far more of

them can be aided than anybody has

realised. We try our best—and here

are some of the results."

She then shows you a thick packet

of "beforc'and'after" photographs.
These reveal children with sullen, be'

wildered faces before training under
Dr. Schmidt, and then you see the

same faces a year or two after. The
difference is incredible.

Any parent, after viewing the snap'

shots, may feel a new flow of hope
that his so'called backward child may
in time become a useful, well'adjusted

member of society.

A
A little boy of six was being taken over his trumpet exercises by the

instructor when he was asked, "Can you play an E major scale without any
mistakes?"

The boy promptly went through it.

The instructor then said, "Now play an E minor scale."

The boy hesitated, then asked, "With or without mistakes?"





the MOTH

In sheep's clothing he lurks, the hungriest villain of our day.

IN these days of conservation, the

moth is an immediate international

problem.

This gluttonous rascal cares not a

whit for "eat'less" days. Nor does

he care that he brings about the de'

struction of so many world necessi'

ties at a time when so much hinges

on those necessities. Eating is his

business, and eat he does.

Scientists have revealed that one

clothes-moth and her descendants can

destroy as much wool in three years

as an equal number of sheep can pro-

duce in the same period. And that's

only a split fraction of the moth's

sinister capabilities.

No wonder, then, that moths an-

nually cost the nations of the world
billions of dollars. No wonder the

moth bill in the United States alone

runs far, far into the millions.

The clothes-moth lives off the nap
of the land, and causes more changes

in sartorial plans than the style-de-

signers of Fifth Avenue and Paris.

Its diet may include a chunk out of

Mrs. Gildcrust's ermine, or spots out

of Uncle Timothy's red flannels.

However, the clothes-moth is not a

lone scoundrel. He has both kith and

by BARNEY SCHWARTZ

kin. In North America, there are

8,000 different types of moths, all

bent on a reckless life of destroying

everything from tobacco to tree foli-

age, to fruit and gardens, to your
wardrobe.

It's the moth in the caterpillar

stage that does the damage. This
caterpillar is a larva, and he must
eat his way to wingdom, into the or-

der of Lepidoptera.

For if the caterpillar survives his

time in that stage, he goes into a

pupal sleep and emerges as a scale-

winged moth, perhaps very colorful.

He is called scale-wing, or Lepidop-
tera, because of the glistening silvery

powder which covers his wings and
certain portions of his body.

Once he gets his wings, he goes

hedge-hopping from garment to gar-

ment or crop to crop. The female
lays a great many eggs and makes
ready the next generation. The eggs
produce the caterpillars—and the life

cycle continues.

If too many of them are allowed
to reach the winged stage, that's solid

proof that caterpillars are eating
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unsuspecting folks out of house and
home.

Most of the caterpillars you see

are moth larvae, notwithstanding that

butterflies start life the same way.

The butterfly is far outnumbered.

While there are 8,000 types of moths,

there are only 700 types of butter'

flies.

Even the American silkworm is a

moth larva, and like its cousins, has

a gargantuan appetite. During its

56 days as a caterpillar, it eats oak

and other leaves in the amount of

86,000 times its own weight. That's

a heap of eating per pair of silk stock-

ings.

While the silkworm is busy spin-

ning its cocoon for the silk market,

the grape-berry moth, the grape-leaf

-

folder and the plume moth are busy

in the vineyards. The havoc they

wreak doesn't help lower the prices

of jams, jellies, champagnes or other

wines.

The tussock moth goes in for strip-

ping shade and fruit trees of foliage.

The cotton worm and tobacco worm
are moth larvae too, and work vio-

lence in their own areas. The garden

cutworm and the tent caterpillar will

one day sprout wings and become

mature moths if unhampered.

The moth is a world-traveler. Back
in 1869, the gypsy moth decided to

see America. It came here from
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Europe and immediately proceeded to

damage the trees of New England.

National boundaries go for naught,

particularly with the clothes-moth.

Speculation in textiles and grains

doesn't interest him, and stock mar-
ket reports are mere columns of fig-

ures—but watch the exports. This
scoundrel will be there, ready for

overseas travel. He'll make sure he
has first-class accommodations in some
type of fabric. He likes wool, but

he'll adjust his diet and be satisfied

with cotton, silk or nearly anything

else.

But somebody is always taking the

joy out of a moth's life. Farmers
bring out eradicators when the cater-

pillars ravage their crops. Even air-

planes are used to spray compounds
snuffing out the fat and obnoxious

larvae.

Tree surgeons apply to leaves a

poisonous mixture designed to pre-

vent defoliation. The grape-growers,

tobacco-farmers and the cotton-raisers

aren't content to sit back and watch
their crops lose out against the various

worms which will one day be moths.

The housewife, too, is a bitter

warrior. Ammunition for her crusade

of annihilation includes moth balls,

cubes, powders, liquids and crystals.

But at best it is a constant battle,

with no one sure of the outcome. The
housewife who stored winter clothing

saturated in anti-moth preparation

will be unpacking it soon. With in-

drawn breath she will shake out the

folds, scrutinizing each one to see who
has won this latest round—she, or

the villainous moth in sheep's clothing.
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by FRED ALEXANDER

The price of steel, always linked to

that of many manufactured products, is

going up!

Wage and coal price boosts will account

only partly for this increase. In addition,

the abolition of the basing'point system

will cause many steel users to pay higher

"freight charges than ever before. As a

consequence, this increased cost will be

passed on to the consumer.

The House small business committee re
cently protested to the Commerce depart'

ment about heavy shipments of steel to

Sweden. That country is already produc
ing more steel than it needs for its do'

mestic use, and, is shipping the surplus to

Russia! Yet the United States is shipping

more steel to Sweden than any other

country. American manufacturers, in the

meantime, are so short of steel that they

cannot fill all their military orders.

In July, steel production declined to

88.8 per cent of capacity, largely because

of idleness at the coal mines in the early

part of the month. Estimates on the sup'

ply of steel for autos next year indicate

that the waiting period for new cars will

not lessen, and that prices will be jacked

still higher.
• 9 •

The Voice of America will shortly in'

crease its family of language broadcasts to

32. The ten new languages will include

Ukrainian, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Port'

uguese, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, Fin'

nish, and Dutch. After considerable debate
as to its merit. Voice of America was
granted 28j/2 milhon dollars for foreign

radio and cultural operations this year.

Thi$ is quite an increase over last year's

101/2 million.

American libraries in foreign countries

are being increased up to 25 per cent, and
American embassies abroad have enlarged
their information staffs considerably.

About the middle of last month, the

State Department heard from radio moni'

tors in Europe that Russia seemed to be

jamming Voice broadcasts with interfer'

ence. However, the whole matter is being

handled fairly quietly, to avoid starting a

contest in which the United States and
Russia would try to ruin each other's

broadcasts.
• o •

A decline in meat prices should help

the harried housewife's overstretched bud'

get. The only point upon which economists

are not agreed is: how soon?

Many agriculture agents believe that the

big corn crop, possibly a record bil'

lion bushels, will mean cheaper pork chops

by fall. They think that pigs will start

coming into the markets in larger numbers
and heavier weights in the next few months
because many farmers who have been

hoarding their stocks of last year's corn

will feed it to their spring pigs now that

this year's bumper crop is assured.

Meat packers are inclined to take the

long view, claiming that nature cannot be

hurried, and that it will be a year or two
before fat hogs and cattle can be produced
for slaughter. Their point is that stocks of

cattle on farms are now near an all-time

low, and that it will take time to build up
a sufficient supply.

At any rate, the American housewife

can look forward to more pigs, cattle,

milk, chickens and eggs at lower prices

—

practically the only bright spot in her

pricc'troubled future.

• • •
Prospective home buyers are receiving

a shot in the arm from the Republican
housing program. Its chief feature is a

part revival of federal mortgage insurance,

aimed at encouraging new apartment con'

struction.

Another feature of the program makes it

easier for individuals to buy new houses,
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by reducing down payment requirements.

Previously, the Federal Housing Adminis'
tration could insure up to 90 per cent of

the first $6,000 loaned by a bank for the

purpose of a new house, and up to 80 per
cent of the next $4,000.

Under the new law, the government will

insure up to 90 per cent of the first

$7,000 and 80 per cent of the next $4,000.
In other words, where a man formerly had
to make a down payment of $2,400 on an
$11,000 house, he now is required to make
only a $1,500 down payment.
The government will insure loans on

houses up to $16,000, but above $16,000
it will insure no part of the loan.

Government housing experts have been
warning prospective home buyers to con'

sider the fact that reduced down payments
mean higher monthly payments, and to

consider whether their incomes will con'

tinue at the present relatively high levels

or drop with the first economic recession.

• • •

Radio listeners were sure the long-ex'

pected had happened, recently, when, at

the end of a quiz program, the announcer
said, "Tune in again next week, friends,

when we will give away—NBC, the Na'
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tional Broadcasting Company." The auto-
matic cut-off had snipped the program, and
the system cue had been given, thus creat'

ing the impression that the network was
going next. It fitted perfectly Gabriel
Heatter's contention that the Grand Can-
yon would soon be privately owned by
some telephone answerer.

A few days later, the Federal Commu-
nications Commission applied the brakes

—

and not too lightly—to the snowballing
accumulation of radio quiz, shows when it

termed many of the shows illegal lotteries

which would have to be banned from the
air. In fairness to the individual sponsors,

each show will be reviewed separately.

Actually, it is believed that the net-

works feel relieved, for the system of trad-

ing merchandise prizes for free plugs on
the air made it unnecessary for the donat-
ing manufacturers to buy their own time,

all of which cut into network income.
It looks like the end of an era in broad-

cast advertising has been reached. Good-
bye fur coat dyed by America's outstand-
ing furrier; goodbye art carved diamond
ring, frozen food, 3,000-dollar trailer and
vacation trip for two. Guy Lombardo,
hello!

THE GREAT TENNIS NET ! (Co„t,„ued f.o. Page 32)

scale. Therefore, when Spalding's representative, C. P. "Cec" Hanley (formerly with

Ferry-Hanley in Kansas City, but at that time with Hanley, Hicks, and Montgomery
of New York), asked that a special network be set up to carry the National Tennis
Matches, another "first" was chalked up by Boynton. Though this was set up through
a brother agency, Boynton handled the radio end of the job.

To discover the most colorful method of broadcasting tennis matches, an an-

nouncer was sent to Cleveland, where he covered a set-up match from a mobile studio.

Tests were carried out all of one day, and transcriptions made. As a result, the actual

broadcast was a huge success.

Aired nationally for the first time this year, the Davis Cup Series (September
4 to 6) will be carried in seven cities from coast to coast on another Boynton tailor-

made network. If it proves as popular as the National Matches, its network will be
expanded considerably next year.

Two weeks later, on September 18 and 19, the same special 31 -station network
which has carried the National Matches in the past will again broadcast them. Listeners

who last year thrilled to the sensational play of champions Anne Brough, Marie Os-
borne, Jack Kramer, Frank Schroeder, and Jack Bromwich will find most of their

favorites back for this year's contest.

Thus, despite the fact that regular network coverage of these important tennis

tournaments is impossible, listeners throughout the country may follow them, set by
set, thanks to the ingenuity of Stanley Boynton and his amazing "custom-built

networks!"



Platter Chatter

THE latest news from the J^ature Boy
retreat is that there will be a new

addition to the family soon. Mr. and Mrs.

will find no wall plug for the bottle steri'

lizer, so they must move back to civilization.

Wouldn't it be fine if it were a T^ature

Boy? . . . Don't miss out on a truly great

novelty combination which features Hoagy
Carmichael and Cass Dailey singing
Pightin Love on a new Decca platter . . ,

Kate Smith (if you'll pardon the observa'

tion) may not be built for speed, but her

speedboat zoomed over the line to cop the

trophy at the annual Lake Placid regatta.

Kate is now the proud owner of a silver

cup . . . The Page Cavanaugh Trio has

been signed for two pics yearly following

their success in Romance On the High Seas

. . . Extra'curricular activities in Capitol's

roster are engaging the King Cole Trio and
the Peggy Lee-Dave Barbour combination;

they're eyeing fall radio shows . . . Stan

Kenton and crew are taking it easy after

completing a full booking of concerts and
dance dates. June Christy is still staying

with Kenton, despite rumors . . . Beryl

Davis is being groomed for movie roles,

and her partner on the Hit Parade. Frank
Sinatra, can relax for another 13 weeks;
L.S.M.F.T. signed on the dotted line . . .

It is predicted by the experts that within

the month the country will be humming,
singing and whistling another English im-

portation titled. Underneath the Arches
... If you haven't heard At the Flying,

give a listen to Elliot Lawrence's version.

It's the best Columbia platter he's put out
to date . . . Dick Maxwell, formerly heard
on the Mutual airer, Hymns We Love, has
been signed to a recording contract by
Tru'Tone Records . . . Louis Jordan and
Ray McKinley will be the double-barreled
feature at New York's Paramount Theater
this month . . . Frankie Laine, Mercury's
star crooner, will head east this month for
a super Carnegie Hall appearance ... Jo
Stafford is back on the West Coast after

the hospital tour with Paul Weston. Ru'
mors persist and the question remains:
Are Paul and Jo man and wife? . . . Larry
Clinton is now on his first postwar nation'
wide tour and getting rave notices . . .

The pop tune, Tsjotu Is the Hour, is not a
British number and not an original Maori'

with BOB KENNEDY

New Zealand tune; it was actually written

35 years ago as a piano solo in Sydney,
Australia, by Clement Scott and titled,

Swiss Cradle Song. The Maoris borrowed
16 measures, wrote a four-line poem and
adopted it as a closing song for their re
ligious services. And that information is

direct from the co'writer of the tune, who,
by all rights, should know.

Betcha Didn't Know . . .

. . . That Kate Smith's hobby is collec

ting antiques . . . The Three Suns are

known to each other as "Sol" . . . That,

although the name Georgia Gibbs would
make you think she was born in the South,

Georgia was born in Worcester, Massa'

chusetts . . . One of the first quartettes in

history was composed of members of the

ancient Roman Senate who sang to the

accompaniment of drums on holidays.

Julius Caesar sang baritone.

Highly Recommended
M'G'M 10237—Blue Barron and his or-

chestra. Somebody Else's Picture and
Every Day 1 Love You (Just a Little Bit

More). Here's sweet music at its best

with the national favorite. Blue Barron.

The first side is a sprightly, toe-tapping

song and it's the kind of melody that's

easy to remember. The reverse is also

a catchy number from the pic. Two Guys
From Texas. Played in typical Barron

style, the song is given a soft, smooth
interpretation by the band and vocalists
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Charlie Fisher and the Blue Notes. Good
for both listening and dancing!

UNIVERSAL U' 100—Gene Austin with

Les Paul accompaniment. M>i Blue
Heaven and Keep A'Knoc\in (But Yoii

Can't Come In). Gene Austin's back,

and it sounds as if the Universal record-

ing people have him. For nostalgia, you
can't overlook M31 Blue Heaven; its suc-

cess seems to be unending with this new
waxing. The reverse is an amusing nov-

elty. You'll find Gene is ably assisted

on both sides by Les Paul's fine guitar.

Tops in entertainment!

MERCUPvY 5158—Frankie Laine and Carl

Fischer's orchestra. Ah, But It Happens
backed by Hold Me. This latest Laine
disc will win nevv' friends for the

crooner because it's truly a combination
of fine tunes and slick crooning. Ah,
But It Happens is bound for stardom,

and Frankie sings it with all the feeling

humanly possible. The reverse is an
oldie but we haven't heard it for so long

that it sounds like something new. Carl

Fischer, handling the music for Frankie,

does an excellent background job. An-
other moon, June, croon—Swoon!

COLUMBIA 38262—Kay Kyser and his

orchestra. Too Much-A-Manand and
King, Telephone, King. The first is

about a poor senorita having not-so-good

neighborly relations with one very un-

romantic American. Professor Kyser and
the orchestra lend solid support to Gloria

V/ood and the Campus Kids. The flip-

over is sung by Harry Babbitt, who is

smooth as silk on this ballad. Good
entertainment on both sides, and well

worth the pesos!
*Jenkins Music Company, 1217 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.

'VICTOR 20-3003—Count Basie and his

orchestra. Ready, Set, Go plus Seventh
Avenue Express. This fellow Basie gets

mellovv/er with the seasons and you'll

find ample proof in this newest release.
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Keady, Set, Go is a new Sunny Skylar
tune with plenty of lively rhythm sup-

plied by the Count's crew, and a fine

Jeanne Taylor vocal. The reverse, Ex'
press, is just what it's name implies. It

doesn't slow down from beginning until

2 minutes and 31 seconds later! Tops
for jazz fans.

DECCA 24472—Mills Brothers vocal with
guitar. Two Bloc\s Down, Turn To
The Left and I'll J^lever Be Without a

Dream. The brothers offer two fine sides,

the first being reminiscent of Between
18th and 19th On Chestnut Street.

There's close voice blending in addition

to their original orchestral choruses
which made them famous. The flip is a

nice ballad with a povv'erful sentimental

appeal done in the Mills Brothers'

unique style. Nothing but applause for

both sides!

CAPITOL 15148—Nellie Lutcher. Cool
Water plus La\e Charles Boogie. Here's
that Lutcher gal with her unique piano
and song styling, giving her version of

Bob Nolan's Cool Water, and with sur-

prising results. The reverse is top-notch

boogie with a vocal; and, incidentally,

it's a Lutcher original written about her

home town — Lake Charles. Rhythm
you won't want to miss.

COLUMBIA 38286—Jerry Wayne with

rhythm accompaniment. Tou Call Ev-

erybody Darlin' and Cuc\oo Waltz.

Here's a superb new voice with two
superb ditties. The first side Jerry takes

in easy-going fashion v^ith the familiar

"Busse" rhythm in the background. The
tune is one of those novelty tunes that

appears to be headed for the top. This

one is backed by a revival—one of those

"nobody owns it" public domain melo-

dies titled Cuckoo Waltz. And you can

be sure that in addition to the vocal by

Jerry, there are cuckoo effects—every

chorus, on the chorus.

*Brookside Record Shop, 6330 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

A
When Ole Bull, the great violinist, was asked to bring his fiddle to a

dinner party, he accepted for himself, but he sent word that it would be silly

to bring his instrument since all it ate was a little resin, which, he trusted,

would not be included in the menu.

—

Gourmet.
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^HIEF THUNDERCLOUD is a busy
<^ Indian these days. On Sundays the

Uhief, who is a full-blooded Winnebago,
s the featured attraction out on the north-

west side of Chicago, where the Olson Rug
Clompany maintains a highly realistic out-

loor exhibit. Weekdays the Chief teaches

ndian lore for the Chicago Park District.

Jvenings you can find him at Thunder-
loud's Indian Curio Shop on Dayton
treet, or substituting for one of the In-

lians at the Railroad Fair on the lakefront.

t would seem that even an Indian working
or the Santa Fe railroad would want a

light off once in awhile.

Thundercloud, however, is strictly a

businessman. He'll keep on working as

ong as there is a job to be done. In slacks

nd a sport coat he looks like a local citizen

/ho has realized his ambition to stay out

n the sun until burned to a bronze hue.

n his native dress, complete with paint

'nd feathers, he is indeed an awesome sight,

ic is also a polished actor who never lets

he public down. Whether he is conduct-

ng a Winnebago initiation ceremony or

cting like a big chief is supposed to act

'/hen confronted by civilization. Thunder-
loud is every inch a chieftain.

No phoney chief, Thundercloud is

roud both of his ancestry and his ability

3 turn his considerable talents as a red-

lan into hard cash. He does not need an
jgent and makes all business arrangements
imself. He can figure down to the last

ead and feather how much he will have

by NORT JONATHAN

to spend for costumes when outfitting one
of his productions. Anything but lazy,

he believes in keeping busy and in the

profit system.

As this is being written, Thundercloud
is contemplating adding an authentic at-

mosphere to the Indian Trailer Corpora-
tion's exhibit at the Cook County Fair.

Complete with family, Thunderbird and
tepee, he is planning on moving to Burn-
ham Park for the occasion. At a recent

meeting with the Indian Trailer people and
their advertising agency, he carefully went
over each and every item of the proposed
budget for his exhibit. When somebody
questioned the high cost of a head-dress

for one of his braves, he patiently in-

quired, "Have you people tried to buy any
fine feathers lately?" There was no
further comment.

• e •

The previously mentioned Cook County
Fair looks as though it will be quite a

show, with or without Thundercloud. The
promotional reins are in the extremely
capable hands of a couple of Irish gentle-

men named Orville Cullerton and Frank
Hogan, who are well known hereabouts
for their yearly sport and travel show
which plays to capacity crowds for two
weeks every March. Having nothing much
to do until the snow flies, they decided
that a fair, complete with a ferris wheel
and dancing girls, wouldn't do Cook
County any harm and might very con-

ceivably do Cullerton and Hogan a lot of

good. So now Chicago will have its first

bonafide County Fair in several decades

—

a sort of junior Century of Progress.

It'll continue into the second week of Sep-

tember, with appropriate prizes for the

best homemade quilts, preserves and canned
strawberries. This will be something new
for our local housewives, who aren't used
to competitions of this kind.

The boys are promising a king-sized mid-

way, just so that Daddy will not feel left

out of things. Combined with the Rail-

road Fair, which is just down the Outer
Drive, this Cullerton and Hogan produc-
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tion ought to provide a hot time in the
old town.

• « #
Hollywood is also discovering Chicago

these days. A movie company has been
around these parts shooting exterior scenes
for a new Alan Ladd film and drawing
bigger outdoor crowds than a bad accident.

Mr. Ladd has been moving among our
citizens as unobtrusively as the Paramount
press agents will let him. However, the
word gets around fast and each appear'
ance of the movie company on the streets

has drawn at least a few thousand citizens

eager to see Hollywood at work. Watch'
ing her hero in action had a disillusioning

effect on one of Mr. Ladd's feminine fans.

After inching her way to the front of the

crowd and taking it all in for at least an
hour, one bobbysoxer turned away from
her hero with the disgusted comment, "All
he did was get into a taxicab and it took
him 15 minutes to do it right."

• • •

Keeping order throughout the filming

of street scenes were Chicago's newly
mounted traffic policemen. The last of the

police horses were retired several months
ago, to be replaced by shiny three-wheeled

motorcycles. The traffic detail itself was
augmented by hundreds of new patrolmen.

Now it's practically impossible not to get

a ticket if you insist on violating any of

the town's traffic laws. Citizens who
thought nothing of parking all day in a

15 minute zone now hurry back to their

jalopy in less than 14 minutes. Appaf
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ently non-fixable tickets are the reason.

This tightening of the traffic regulation!

has had a stimulating effect on the cit)

treasury. A good patrolman can write sev-

eral hundred tickets a day without getting

writers' cramp, and Mayor Kennelly i\

encouraging the boys in blue to write

Chicago out of the red.

• • •
In September, our third television sta-

tion, WENR'TV, should be in operation.

This new addition will give Chicago sa-

loon'keepers another source of free enter-

tainment. Those who like sports will no\K

be able to choose between wrestling and
hockey, or baseball and the prize-fights

almost any night. Video hereabouts hat

been the answer to the sports fan's prayer.

Both of the stations already on the aii

have done a good job of telecasting all

available sport events.

However, studio programming has

lagged far behind. Television productions

originating in the studios haven't attracted

much interest. With the exception of

WBKB's junior Jamboree and WGN's
realistic courtroom drama, and perhaps

three or four other shows, writing, acting

and production have been either unimagi-

native or just downright crude.

The precocious eight-year'old daughter

of one of our town's better radio actresses

doesn't care much for television. After

watching her parent emote in a particularly

over-acted dramatic sketch, she turned off

the receiver with the critical remark,

"Mother is certainly slipping."

Even after becoming boss of a great railway empire, James J. Hill re-

tained his habit of extreme thriftiness. Making one of his periodic inspec-

tions one day, he discovered a perfectly good spike lying on the roadbed.

With fire in his eye and the spike in his hand he sought out the foreman.

Luckily, the foreman saw big Jim coming. Like every employee, he knew
Hill's reputation, so he rushed to meet him with the exclamation: "Thank
goodness you found that spike, Mr. Hill! I've had three men lookin' for it

for a week now!" ^
At long last Mrs. Jones had graduated from her advisory position in the

back seat directly behind the steering wheel. She was at last engaged in the

actual act of driving the car. Silent and fearful, her husband sat beside her.

As the difficulties of driving began to accumulate, Mrs. Jones began
grudgingly to betray some concern.

"Oh dear," she finally confessed, "I don't know what to do next."

"Maggie," ventured her faithful mate, "That's easy. Just tell yourself

what you would tell me to do and go ahead and do it."
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Very High Life . . .

r BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

th at Michigan (WAB 4400). The ice

low continues here into the autumn sea'

)n, but Benny Strong's orchestra has rC'

laced Chuck Foster on the bandstand.

'BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

300 N. State Street (SUP 7200). Sonny
loward, our local Rose Murphy, is still

acking in the patron's at Mr. Byfield's

elightfully intimate spot across State

treet from the Pump Room.
•CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel,
Michigan at Walton (SUP 2200). Paul
parr has replaced Ron Perry as the music
laker. Otherwise there's no change in

lis beautiful and deservedly popular room
Dr dining and dancing. The same striking

ecor; the same smooth dance rhythms.
•EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State
nd Monroe Streets (RAN 75^00). Florian
abach, the Alan Ladd of the music busi-

ess, has taken over the Summertime Revue
ere. It's hot weather entertainment
lanned and beautifully executed to please
ic crowds who are in town for the Rail-

lad Fair in Burnham Park.
' GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michigan
; Congress (HAR 3800). Jerry Olid-
en's orchestra, with Lona Stevens as its

jatured vocalist, is going into its ninth
lonth in this lake-front spot. Open for
3cktail dancing at four, with dinner and
jpper music following.

•MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,
th at Michigan (HAR 4300). As this is

written the management is repairing and
redecorating the Mayfair Room following

the terrific beating the place took during
the all too short engagement of Kay
Thompson and the Williams Brothers.

They did everything but push back the

walls and hang customers on the lovely

chandeliers. Come September first, Phil

Regan, the Irish thrush, takes over for his

14th return engagement. Apparently, all

has been forgiven by the management, as

Phil is coming back to his old home after

breaking the string of return engagements
with one appearance at the Palmer House.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SUP 7200). The
guests are the floor show, and you may
feel like joining in the act. There are tele-

phones available at every one of the sleek

booths, just in case you want to impress

somebody by phoning Aunt Mabel in Paw-
huska, Oklahoma.
WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,

Randolph at Wells (CEN 0123). Billy

Bishop and his music from Mayfair will

play out the summer and early autumn
season. The short floor show features a

new dance team every ten days or so.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake
Shore Drive (DEL 9300). George Scher-

ban has played romantic music here for

years, and if you're really serious about
eating, the Yar is certainly a gourmet's de-

light. Everything is gypsy-like but the

prices.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LON
6000). George Olsen is the current music-

maker, with Paul Sydell and his pooch,

Scotty, making a return appearance in the

floor show. Dancing is back indoors again,

following the annual September first clos-

ing of the Beach Walk.
CELTIC ROOM, Hotel Sheraton, 50?

N. Michigan (WHI 4100). Dinner and
supper dancing nightly to the tunes of

Gloria Van and her Vanguards.

The Show's the Thing . . .

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court
(DEL 3434). Chicago's own Danny
Thomas headlines the show, with consid-

erable help from Martha King, who sings
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very well, and Marty Gould, who plays

very well. Mike Fritzel and Joe Jacobsen
seem very happy with this trio, and they'll

probably keep them around well into Sep-
tember.

PvIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DEL
3700). The beauty parade continues, with

as much bare skin as the police depart-

ment Vv^ill allow the consistent main at-

traction. There's a small band if you feel

like dancing instead of looking.

VINE GARDENS, 616 W. North Ave-
nue (MIC 5106). Joey Bishop, a comedian
with allegedly new material, is the main
draw at this near-northside spot. Marie
Lawler is a longtime singing favorite here,

too.

JAZZ, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue.
Hangout for the Dixieland crov.-d, with
Sidney Bechet currently holding forth.

COLLEGE INN, Sherman Hotel, Ran-
dolph at Clark (FPvA 2100). Currently
closed for repairs, redecoration, and econ-

omy's sake until Ernie Byfield gets a new
entertainment idea.

GLASS HOUSE, Graemcre Hotel. IH
N. Homan (VAN 7600). Ricky Barbosa
is dishing up south of the border rhythm.
You can dance here, comfortably, because
on week nights there are more waitresses

than customers.

Strictly For Nature Study . . .

The strip tease, Vv'iih very little tease, is

always on tap at these north and west side

haunts of nature-lovers. One shapely babe
after another saunters on and takes her

clothes off at the FRENCH CASINO,
641 N. Clark Street ... EL MOCAMBO,

1519 West Madison Street . . . PLAY
HOUSE CAFE. 550 N. Clark Street . .

L and L CAFE. 1315 W. Madison Stree

... the 606 CLUB, 606 South Wabas;>
Avenue ... the TROCADERO, 52
South State Street. Some people repor
unhappy experiences in these joints wher-

it is time to pay the check.

Gourmet's Delight . . .

MIKE FRITZEL'S- State at Lake Streets

You won't find better food at a more rea^

sonable price anywhere in the Loop
Plenty good service, too, as Mike Fritze

believes in having two captains around tc

supervise every waiter.

WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU
RANT, 410 N. Michigan. Very populai

for both lunch and dinner, with Lou Har
rington presiding behind one of the finest

bars anywhere in town.

BARNEY'S MARKET CLUB. 741 W
Randolph Street. Noisy, friendly— anc

fine for steaks, chops and sea food.

CIPvO'S, 816 N. Wabash. Open late

for the crowd that likes to eat after raid

night.

GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark. Favorite hang
out of the Randolph Street gang. Well
known for steaks and a boisterous atmos

phere.

HENRICrS. 71 W. Randolph. A big

restaurant in the old-fashioned tradition

Fine pies and pastries in addition to c

cosmopolitan bill of fare.

LE PETIT GOURMET, 619 N. Michi-

gan. Very French. Not expensive.

JACQUES, 900 North Michigan. Ver)

French, very expensive.

PvED STAR INN, 1528 N. Clark Street.

A busy German restaurant with genuine

old-country charm. Wonderful food. Won-
derful beer.

ST. HUBERT OLD ENGLISH GRILL
316 S. Federal Street. The roast beef h

internationally famous. So are the com-

fortable surroundings.

Other Top Choices . . .

A BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015 N. Rush
Street . . . SHANGRI LA, 222 N. State

. . . SINGAPORE PIT, 1011 Rush Street,

OLD HEIDELBERG. 14 W. Randolph
Street, SINGERS" RENDEZVOUS, Rush

at Superior . . . IMPERIAL HOUSE, 50

E. Walton Place.
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|"\ /"ITH the exception of a very few
y stragglers, most everyone is back

/om summer vacations. Some took a

raight week or two, others spread the

jn over a series of long week ends. The
ngth of time didn't matter nearly as

^luch as the amount of enthusiasm ex'

fended. Beaches, tennis courts, golf links,

lorses, boats—all did an enormous busi'

fess. And sightseers clogged Manhattan
br an all'time high. Everyone seemed to

;ave money.

f
The various summer sports attracted

bparate followings which kept aloof from
jach other, while exhibiting marked airs

•f superiority. Dancing was about the only

btivity that seemed to blend them all on a

appy middle path. Fortunately, there was
lenty of that, and country nightlife did a

^cord business.

e • •

j

Recently, I met an American with a

lorwegian wife who could speak not one
'ord of English. And the gentleman spoke
nly a sort of tourist Norwegian. I in-

luired as to how they got along together on
ydX basis. He explained, "It's wonderful!
•/e never have a quarrel. We can't get

ngry because, outside of a few pleasan'

ies, we can't converse. We never have
nkind words to remember the next day."
A new angle on happy married life!

I

• • •

j

The overseas service brought the mayor
f Westminster and his wife to New York
le other day. They are a young couple,
ery good looking, very British, and with
o end of charm. The day before we met,
ley had attended to business as usual in

.ondon, caught the four o'clock plane,

ined in Ireland, had six'thirty breakfast
t La Guardia Field, enjoyed a full day's
unning, swimming, sailing and relaxing,

'hat's the way things are these days.

When asked what he would particularly
ke to see, the mayor quickly put in a re-

uest for Jones Beach. He had heard of
lie tremendous recreational facilities there,

nd he said that his tour of the United

States was a quest for ideas to improve the

living conditions of his people. He
wouldn't, or couldn't, enter into any dis'

cussion about his government, but he gave
the impression that England is very hope'
ful, and making a valiant effort to pull

out of her postwar despondency. In regard
to conditions on the Continent, he said

that food supplies are very spotty. The
cities are doing all right, but many rural

sections remain in a state of emergency.
There is more to this feeding job than
packing a basket—it has to get there.

• e •

Manhattan and environs are full of

television these days. Now that the price

of television sets is making it easier for the

average radio fan to own one. New York
newspapers are carrying page after page
of ads to promote their sale. As a result,

the television market is crowded with
orders. Everyone enjoys seeing as well as

hearing programs of news and amusement.
For hospitalized persons, interest in tele'

vision is unbounded. Programs improve
daily and everyone wants to get into the

act.

An amusing incident happened over in

New Jersey recently. A saloon-keeper,

who had put in a television set to attract

customers, noticed that the children in the

neighborhood peered through his window
daily during the Children's Hour program,
which lacked any appeal for his customers.
So, on impulse, he shooed out his paying
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guests, closed down the bar, and invited

all the kids in to enjoy the show. The idea

was received so gratefully that he made it

routine. His audience grew to 87 appre-

ciative youngsters. Other saloons began
to copy the idea. Everyone was happy.
Then came the blow. The saloon-keeper

was arrested on the charge of allowing

minors in a bar. Although the outcome is

Etill to be decided, it isn't likely the chil-

dren will give up their daily delight with-

out protest. What better method could be

found to keep children off the street than

to give them a regular television show?

• • •

Mister Roberts continues to be the big-

gest hit on Broadway. Standing room only

unless one plans in advance. The theatre

is air conditioned, and the whole thing

adds up to perfection. This play wasn't

written for the ladies, but the ladies are

delighted with it. As for the men, they

practically roll in the aisles. Some of the

lines are quite unfamiliar to females in the

audience—to the point of being lost. How-
ever, early in the play, a lady learns not
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to ask her escort to repeat a lost line. Whj
is said on the stage and what an escort

repeat are two entirely different thing
And yet the presentation couldn't possib!

be accused of being offensive. The play
so quiet and smooth, and at the sam
time so packed with drama, that time shp

by unnoticed. This story about a section c

the Navy assigned to an old cargo bucke
which fought its hardest fight againi

Monotony, is perhaps one of the greates

war reports ever written.

Don't miss it, or at least read the book
• • •

If you like the green and growing, tr

this: Take a fair-sized open bowl, cove

the bottom with absorbent cotton, ad
water to make it thoroughly moist, an^

then sprinkle a scant handful of whea
seeds over it. Keep it in a shaded spoi

and within a couple of days you will se

the grain begin to sprout. Then, with th

addition of a little water from time to time

you will have a bowl full of tall gree

blades. It's very decorative and fascinatin

to watch, and can be a household projec

at any time of the year.

i

NEW YORK
Dancing . . .

* LARUE. Very much the place to find

the socialite progeny, and their elders as

well. A dehghtful retreat for dance lovers,

the music here is played solely for dancing

(which is quite an innovation hereabouts).

Cocktail time and later in the evening ap
pear always to be busiest, though it woul<

be difficult to find any reason for no
staving on through dinner. 45 E. 51

V6 5-6374.

LITTLE CASINO. Opening Septembe
7 for more good two-piano entertainmen
and very funny ditties, which are special

ties of the house. Those who go late t

the Village won't suffer the disappointmer.

of finding this favorite haunt closed. Th
entertainment begins at 10:30 if you'r

early. 245 Sullivan. OR 4-9583.

NEW YORKER TERRACE ROOM
Fall clothes will seem more suitable, like!'

be more comfortable, in this setting witl

the ice show and it's miraculous, sudden!

frozen floor. The big kick, of course, :

trying to figure how^ the skaters perforr

so effortlessly on that small rink. There'
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[ways lots of good entertainment, good

X)d, and still plenty of time for dancing

etween the shows. 8th Ave. and 34.

IE 3-1000.

PIERRE CAFE. Year 'round, this small

ifc is lively and well patronized. Come
utumn and walking weather, either in

Jcntral Park or just up The Avenue, this

all the more a satisfying stop. Music
or dancing begins at 5:45 p.m. Lan-

uages and people provide the out'of'

awner with a glimpse of interesting visi'

rs to this country. 5th Ave. and 61.

LE 4-5900.

Eating . . .

r NAUTILUS. Oysters "R" in season

gain—happy-making news for all the

ivalve eaters. They're cooked to perfec-

Ion in this tiny, shiny restaurant. All of

he seafood delicacies are here as well, ac-

iompanied by equally luscious salads for

jfiose who recognize the best. 267 W. 23.

i:;H 2-8429.

it BRUSSELS. In deference to a special

uncheon or dinner it's wise to choose one
»f the town's finest restaurants. Exquis-

itely prepared French and Belgian food,

vith a choice of wines from a superla-

ivc list. An expensive but memorable
:uisine known to most discerning New
forkers. 26 E. 63. RE 4-1215.

V HOB NOB. As true as interesting books
:ome ofttimes in plain covers, so do the

estaurants we blithely walk by daily,

l^uncheon time is for men—no wonder.
[Jut after the rush the same delicious food
[S served through the afternoon and eve-

[ling. Vegetables are fresh from the morn-
|ng market, meats are top quality, but

- jioted above all are the famous fresh fruit

;
)ies, hot from the oven. Dinner is leisurely

^ ind quiet, right here in the Grand Central

f;,

irea. Not least, it is inexpensive. 108 E. 41.

6 ^McCarthy's. Admirable roa.ts and
teaks here haven't yet reached the pro-

,^
libitive price bracket. Need more be said?

The substantial diners-out prefer this tile

1^
loored, well lighted setting, so don't ex-

)ect to find anything fancy except the

ood. 2nd Ave. and 4. VA 6-6131.

i k OLD HOMESTEAD. Go to the source

, or the supply. In the heart of the whole-

ale meat section of town is this old Eng-

63

hsh chop house. The drinks are as sturdy

and genuine as the food. If you have to

wait for a table, at noon or night, you'll

be glad you did. 56 9th Ave. CH 3-3346.

Out of Town . . .

BIRCHBROOK INN. A lovely, acces-

sible location just a few blocks from the

main part of town makes this Colonial inn

a Westchester landmark. The food is good
year in and out, hence entertaining here

is always a pleasure. Luncheon and dinner

hours are set, so it is advisable to call for

reservations. 48 Parkview Ave., Bronx-

ville. New York. 2-7171.

MAYFAIR FARMS. A beautiful late

afternoon or early evening drive from

town makes this worthwhile just for the

ride. The lovely "farmhouse" of Colonial

origin has conceded only a few modern
touches, including an orchestra for danc-

ing after 9 p.m. The food is excellent,

and chicken prepared in any of several

ways seems to be the most popular

choice. 431 Eagle Rock Ave., West
Orange, New Jersey. Orange 5-9134.

SPINNING WHEEL. Somehow the

name used long ago better described this

picturesque place. Then it was known as

Tide Mill Inn. Otherwise it is unchanged:
the same lovely veranda over the harbor,

fine food, gracious, unhurried service. Sun-
set time is the loveliest to be here, though
meals are served from 12 noon till 8 p.m.

Harbor Road, Southport, Connecticut.

Fairfield 9-4822.



NEW YORK
Current Plays . . .

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948).
A fine, thought-provoking v,/ar story—as

powerful as it is hilarious. Joshua Logan
and Thomas Heggen scored this hit, v/hich

is the best of many seasons. Henry Fonda
stars at the top of the excellent cast which
includes David Vv'^ayne, Robert Keith and
WilHam Harrigan. The theatre, incidental'

ly, is air conditioned. Alvin, evenings, ex'

cept Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.

THE PLAY'S THE THING. (Apr. 2 5,

1948). A very fine revival of what Molnar
liked about the Itahan Riviera on the

sophisticated level. Among the players

are Louis Calhern, Arthur Margetson,
Faye Emerson, Ernest Cossart and Claud
Allister. Booth, evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-

day at 2:40.

THE RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE.
(Feb. 9, 1948). For a change, the audi'

ence gets a rather clear picture of what
makes up race hatred. Jean'Paul Sartre's

melodrama is definitely an improvement
over similar attempts by a number of

playwrights. Meg Mundy is splendid in

the lead role. The Happy Journey, a bit

by Thornton Wilder, serves as a curtain'

raiser. Cort, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:45. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:45.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb. 4, 1946).

Judy Holliday and John Alexander as an

ex'chorine and crooked junk dealer, respec'

tively, in this still wonderfully funny Gar
son Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, ex

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednes
day and Saturday at 2:40 . . . COM
MAND DECISION. (Oct. 1, 1947). Ai'

expertly written drama concerning our Ai'

Force in England. The all-male cast in

eludes Paul Keiley, Jay Fasset and Edmoi
Ryan. Fulton, evenings, except Monday,
at 8:40. Matinees Saturday at 2:40 anci

Sunday at 3 . . . HARVEY. (Nov. 1

1944). James Dunn, Josephine Hull ami

some rabbit. 48th Street, evenings excep:

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesda'
and Saturday at 2:40 . . . THE HEIRESS
(Sept. 29, 1947). Beatrice Straight sup
ported by Basil Rathbone in the Goet;

adaptation of Henry James' Wa.s/iingto?

Square. Biltmore, evenings, except Sunday
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur^

day at 2:30 ... A STREETCAF
NAMED DESIRE. (Dec. 3, 1947). Th(

toast of Broadway, this Tennessee Wil
liams Pultizer Prize winner mirrors th"
tragic end of a woman's life. Uta Hagen
Marlon Brando, Karl Maiden and Kin

Hunter star in the superb cast. Barry

more, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday a

2:30.

Current Musicals . . .

INSIDE U.S.A. (Apr. 30, 1948).
Everyone concentrates on Beatrice Lilln

in this big and colorful Arthur Schwartz
Howard Deitz revue. She's the perfec

comic in spite of slightly anemic material

With the help of Jack Haley and an ex

ceptionally good dancer, Valerie Bettis, tht

show is well v/orth your time. New Cen
tury, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday a

2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan

15, 1948). The funny stuff is handled hi

lariously by comics Julie Oshins and Sic

Caesar, and a couple of Arnold B. Hor
witt's sketches are out of this world. Rich
ard Lewine wrote the songs. You'll agre«

that they combine to fill a delightful eve-

ning. Broadhurst, evenings, except Sun
day, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday anc
Saturday at 2:30.
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Established Hits . . .

ANGEL IN THE WINGS. (Dec. 11,

1947.) A rather average revue held tc
gether by Paul and Grace Hartman. Their

six very amusing numbers make up for

everything else, including sketches by Hank
Ladd, Nadine Gae and Peter Hamilton.

Coronet, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30 .. . ANNIE GET YOUR GUN.
(May 16, 1946). Mary Walsh is doing

her best while Ethel Merman is on va'

cation. Imperial, evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur'

day at 2:30 .. . FINIAN'S RAINBOW.
(Jan. 10, 1947). A leprechaun comes to

Missitucky and an accomplished cast takes

it from there. 46th Street, evenings, ex'

cept Sunday , at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:30 . . . HIGH

BUTTON SHOES. (Oct. 9, 1947). De-
lightful nonsense with Joan Roberts at her

best. Also, Jerome Robbins' Mack Sen-

nett ballet and Joey Faye. Shubert, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

("W" or

NEW YORK THEATRES
denotes West or East of Broadway)

Adelphi, 152 W. 54th 016-5097 E
Alvin, 250 W. 52nd CI 5-6868 W
Barrymore, 243 W. 47th...-CI 6-0390 W
Belasco, 1 1 5 W. 44th BR 9-2067 E
Biltmore, 261 W. 47th CI 6-9353 W
Booth, 222 W. 45 CI 6-5969 W
Broadhurst, 23 5 W. 44th....CI 6-6699 E
Century, 932 7th Ave CI 7-3121
Coronet, 230 W. 49th CI 6-8870 W
Cort, 138 W. 48th BR 9-0046 E
Empire, Broadway at 40..PE 6-9540
Forty Sixth, 226 W. 46th..CI 6-6075 W
Forty Eighth, 1 57 W. 48th..BR 9-4566 E
Fulton, 210 W, 46th CI 6-6380 W
Hudson, 141 W. 44th BR 9-5641 E
Imperial, 249 W. 45th CO 5-2412 W

International,

5 Columbus Circle CO 5-1173

Lyceum, 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256 E
Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730 W
Mansfield, 256 W. 47th....CI 6-9056 W
Martin Beck, 302 W. 45th..CI 6-6363 W
Henry Miller,

124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970 E
Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230 W
Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI 6-4636 W
National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220 W
Playhouse, 137 W. 48th....BR 9-2200 E
Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156 W
Royale, 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760 W
Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI 6-5990 W
Ziegfeld, 6th Ave. & 54th..CI 5-5200

Shortly after her marriage, Mrs. Ike Eisenhower was attending a party at

Fort Meade and came upon the Secretary of War. The Secretary, trying

to make polite conversation with the young Army wife, inquired what her

husband did best.

Mamie drew up proudly without hesitation and replied, "He plays an
awfully good game of poker." The Secretary laughed and laughed.

That night Mrs. Eisenhower told her husband what she had said. "He
nearly fainted," she remembers with amusement. "But I thought the Secretary

wanted to know about Ike's sidelines. I took it for granted that everyone knew
that he was a wonderful soldier."

—

Evening Bulletin.



KANSAS CITY Ports of CJl
Magnificent Meal . . .

PUSATERFS NEW
YORKER. To find the

quickest way to your
heart, just step through
the door at 1104. Be-

fore you ever finish

one of Pusateri's fa-

mous steaks, you will

have made a date for

another one. And that

roast beef is something to remember!
Genial Jerry plays host, and will have
you at a table with drinks from the bar

'fore ya know it. The soft musical

background is by Muzak. The New
Yorker Hotel and Restaurant, featuring

Pusateri's fine food, will be open about
October first. 1104 Baltimore. GR 1019.

SAVOY GRILL. Cool and quiet, with

the fine, mellow atmosphere of true dis'

tinction. The old Savoy is an institution

as well as a landmark. Specialties include

lobster broiled in butter, swordfish, red

snapper and excellent steaks. For luncheon,

the steak sandwich may be unequivocably
recommended. A visit to Kansas City isn't

complete without a meal under those fa-

mous historical murals, so don't let friends

go away disappointed! There's a fine stock

of imported and domestic hquors. 9th and
Central. VI 3890.

WEISS' CAFE. The featured attractions

here are choice steaks, roast duckling and
capon served in a distinctive Continental

style. But if you're caught in that noon-

hour rush, you can drop in and order a

Weiss Special salad bowl in no time at all.

It's a real treat. If you've never seen the

ornate fireplace of the original Coates

House which has been there since 1867,

be sure to look it over before you leave.

The cocktail lounge offers the best in

well'prepared drinks. Coates House. VI
6904.

Class With a Glass . . .

RENDEZVOUS. When you next feel

that searing September sun beating against

your head, take the advice of the old-timer

and make tracks for the Rendezvous.
Sitting right in the heart of the business

district, this cool and lovely room is cer-

tainly the proper place to get rid of your
troubles. Light luncheons or full meals at

your convenience. 12th and Baltimore.

GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. A delightful, little

circular bar, deep-cushioned seats, soft

music from Betty Rogers and Florence

Nay. A perfect retreat if you have ro-

mance in your heart and that girl on your
arm. Just down the hall from El Casbah.
Hotel Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA
7047.

PUTSCH'S. Nothing could be finer

than to be in Putsch's 210 every evening
of the week. The 210 is certainly one of

America's most beautifully appointed
dining rooms. Yet dinners are available

for as httle as $1.65! You'll like their

juicy steaks and the mountain trout which
is air-expressed from Colorado daily. The
"In a Hurry" businessman's luncheon is

only a dollar. The customer is king here,

so get your crown and hurry out to the

Country Club Plaza. 210 West 47th

Street. LO 2000.

OMAR ROOM. Whether you like a

delightful, little tete-a-tete in a quiet corner

or are just plain thirsty and prefer the

bar, the Omar Room will make a hit with

you. Find a place on either of the two
attractive levels and enjoy the distinctive

artistry of Betty Leamound at

mond. The Alcove, a

cozy nook directly off

the main lobby, is

recommended if you
have something special

to say to someone, or

something to say to

someone special. Hotel
Continental, Uth ^
Baltimore. HA 6040.

In a Class by Itself . . .

PLAZA BOWL. Everything you could

want for a knockout evening—a clean,

bright restaurant, 32 splendid bowling

alleys and a smartly decorated, sound-
,

proofed cocktail lounge serving tall, cool

drinks. One of the headliners on the

restaurant menu is a tender filet mignon
,

with potatoes, hot rolls and butter for

Ham-
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$1.25. Or for a short snack, try the

buge, green salad bowl or a "super sand'

) wich." Businessmen and socialites hold

private meetings, luncheons and dinner

parties upstairs in the lovely Green Room.
Music by Muzak. 430 Alameda Road.
LO 6658.»To See and Be Seen . . .

jrj /2\ TERRACE GRILL.
Hub of a wide variety

of social activity, this

lovely room could well

be high on the list for

your next party. George
Olsen and his orches'

tra, who will be around
from mid 'month on,

know just the right combination for

oothing music. The food is sometimes
wonderful, the drinks completely adequate.
Gordon, the head man, will be waiting for

you. Hotel Muehlebach, 12th & Baltimore.

«GR 1400.

DRUM ROOM. Is it something cool,

iiuiet and congenial you're looking for?

Well, then, point your shoes toward the

Drum Room—just a block away from the

busiest street in town. The upper level

is a slick bar, and a few steps down you'll

find music for dancing. It's an ideal spot

for luncheon, dinner or supper. Hotel
President, 14th & Baltimore. GR 5440.

EL CASBAH. All those people who
take their music with a samba beat and
a showmanlike flair come here for it. And
Bill Snyder, dramatist of the piano, doesn't

disappoint them. Flaming sword dinners,

flaming desserts, good drinks and courteous
service. No cover or minimum. There's
a luncheon dansant on Saturday. Inci'

dentally. El Casbah is now celebrating its

fourth anniversary. You can help make
:t a party! Hotel Bellerive, Armour at

Warwick. VA 7047.

^PENGUIN ROOM. For a memorable
evening of dining and dancing, people go
.0 the Penguin Room, located on Kansas
Gity's "melody lane." The chef has that

delicate touch which is a necessity with
^ood food, and there are so many good,
:ool drinks you'll want to try them all

—

mt don't. The Don Roth Trio, heard
?ver WHB from 11:00 to 11:15, Monday
hrough Friday, makes the town's smooth'

est, smartest music. Hotel Continental,

11th y Baltimore. HA 6040.

Something Different . . .

KING JOY LO. Looking for distinc-

tive atmosphere? Go no farther; at King

Joy Lo's you'll find it aplenty, along with

the most delicious Chinese food you've

ever had. American food is also served,

and you can enjoy lobster, chicken or

steaks. Look down to the busy street cor-

ner below through huge picture windows,
and chuckle in your air'cooled comfort. If

you like privacy, ask for one of the en'

closed booths. 8 West 12th Street (2nd
floor). HA 8113.

UNITY INN. A cool, charming little

cafeteria operated by the Unity School of

Christianity. Here you can get meatless

meals the way they should be—big salads,

delicious desserts, surprisingly splendid veg'

etable dishes. The pie is the town's best.

Businessmen hurry this way at noon. The
food is inexpensive and you'll want to

come back for more. 901 Tracy. VI 8720.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

ADRIAN'S MART RESTAURANT.
Be ye ever so hungry, there's no place like

the Mart. This air conditioned, attractively

decorated restaurant is designed for your
comfort. Just a train's length from the

Union Station, you'll find dollar dinners

of delicious fried chicken with hot bis'

cuits and honey. Have smorgasbord with
or without your dinner—and come in time

for cocktails. Prices are surprisingly reason'

able, and that's only one reason why the

Mart's popularity is mounting so rapidly!

Parking just south of the building. Mer'
chandise Mart. VI 6587.

UPTOWN INTERLUDE. This is the

the home of that
golden fried chicken
you hear so much about
—just like your mother
wished she could make.
And if you are in the

Uptown district at jr 'fov-
noon, don't overlook ^
the inexpensive busi'

nessmen's luncheons
and green salads. Riley Thompson super-

vises the bar, and the man at that hot
piano is Joshua Johnson, the boogie'
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beating recording star who is a Kansas
City favorite. Come over at midnight
v.'hen Sunday meets Monday and chase

those blues away. 3 545^ Broadv^ay.
WE 9630.

* CABANA. The perfect stop in the 12th
&? Baltimore vicinity. WHB's staff organ'

ist, pretty Alberta Bird, is responsible for

those sweet Hammond melodies which
brighten any day. One of the luncheon
specialties is a tender little steak, all

wrapped up in a bun—plus a late mimeo'd
nevv^s flash. No meals served in the eve'

nings, but lots of drinks—all of them top-

hole. Get a seat by one of the glass-mur-

ailed walls vnd see what a wonderful time
you're havinf^. Hotel Philli-3. 12:h Bal-

timore. OR 5020.

^ LA CANTINA. Most everyone at some
time during the week longs for a quiet,

cozy little spot v.'ith a good drink. When
your time comes, just walk down those
magic-carpeted stairs and be carried av.'ay

by the charm of the pert and bright Can-
tina. Delicious snacks may be ordered from
a special menu. The "jb" music is always
sv/eet and low, and so is the tariff. Hotel
Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

Put Emotion To Work
IF YOU have read that valuable volume, Showmanship in Business, by

Zenn Kaufman and Kenneth M. Goode, you may remember the Seattle

Chrysler dealer, who discovered that there was one location on his salesroom

floor where cars sold more rapidly than anywhere else in the place. Investiga-

tion revealed, finally, that the success secret of that one spot was a full-length

mirror on a nearby wall. The prospect was able to see himself behind the

wheel the moment he climbed into the driver's seat.

We'll make a small bet that a man who had thus seen himself—and
sold himself—would never admit that the mirror clinched the sale. Chances
are that his explanation to the little w^oman, and the fellows in the office, was
full of the virtues of the car itself ... its special attachments, the mileage he'd

get, and so on.

We have the relatively new-fangled science of psychiatry to thank for the

explanation of many such quirks of human behavior. According to the psychia-

trists, that prospect was involved in a rationalization. His reaction to the vision

of himself behind the wheel of that streamlined car was an emotional reaction;

he liked what he saw, and decided to have it. But society has imposed certain

rules on all of us; and one of those rules is that a man doesn't just up and
buy a car because he likes the way he looks behind the wheel. So. Mr.
Prospect's mind dug around, found some plausible "reasons," and put them
into his conversations with his wife and his office pals.

Certainly we can't hold it against him; we all do the same thing in dozens
of situations every day. And we encounter this "rationalization" procedure
in the people we work with. The Big Boss, let's say, just can't stand the color

brown. He may not even realize that he detests the color, but bring him a

product sketch showing a brown shade and he's hkely to turn it dov/n with the
statement that "brown doesn't sell well;" or maybe he won't m.ention the color,

but will complain about the size or the design. Your best customer suddenly
falls for the sleek appearance of your competitor's product, even though yours
is made better; and he rationalizes his emotional reaction by talking about
"better performance" as his "reason" for switching his loyalty.

But there's another side to the story. By stressing the emotional appeal
of your product or service, you can put emotion to wor\ for you! It v/on't

work on everybody—not by a long shot—but it'll work on any prospect who's
interested in the way he looks in the mirror. And—come to think of it

—

what prospect isn't?

—

Edison Voice Writing.
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Kansas City Marketland

—120 rich farm and in-

dustrial counties over a

five-state area! Kansas

City has a $75,000,000-a-

year milling industry, a

$365,000,000-a-year live-

stock industry, a $223,-

000,000-a-year candy in-

dutry—and many more!
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VHB NEW

1. Dr. Harold Moore warns Kansas Citians

. of the grave crisis facing public schools. (See
' page 37).

2. Discussing home building progress on the

WHB Mirror (Sunday, 9:30 p.m. CST) are John

C. Taylor, president of the J. C. Nichols Com-

pany; Charlie Neal, acting president of the

. Kansas City Home Builders Association; and

3. Miss America of 1948 poses with the four

other finalists at Atlantic City. Second from

left is Vera Ralston, sponsored by WHB, who

has been selected by a panel of judges as the

1948 Swing Girl.

4. President of the National Chamber of

Commerce, Earl O. Shreve, studies news flashes

in the WHB Newsbureau before talcing the air

on Mutual's Radio Newsreel (Mon. throug*



foreword

for October
ALWAYS with the coming of

spring we have had the reck'

less hope that it would last forever.

Winter seems a rumor of horror, a

medieval thing, gone and good rid-

dance, and the thought that spring

and the easy summer will pass and
winter come again fills us with

dread.

Yet nature takes care of its own,
even its human emotions. By the

time summer has curved into fall

and October arrives—the brash,

bright, incisive month—winter al'

ready begins to seem a welcome con-

dition, much to be desired. Summer
was worn out, anyway, a wilted

old thing in tired ruffles that

wouldn't give up through Septem-
ber. But now comes the crisp and
taffeta weather with a patina of

frost and smoke and the busy
sound of blackbirds . . . and the
ripe apple somehow more satisfying

than the bloom that had us daft

and lyrical in spring . , . and the
brief red afternoons the shape and
length of football games and drives

into the country. It is a time of
gathering-in, of homecoming, and
the door closing to shut out the
sudden night and shut in the
warmth and good cheer and the
feeling of safety. We draw up the
chair before the first wood fire and
pull the biggest book from the
shelf, comfortable and barricaded,
involved in a sort of gay conspir-
acy against the cold and feeling a
certain excitement at being brought
once more to face the rigors of
stern nature, confident as we are
that once again, against bleak de-
spair and death for which winter
serves as the eternal symbol, we
will come through.
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OCTOBER'S HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

(The William Roc\hxll Hchon
Gallery oj Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum of Fine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: The architec-

ture of George Fred Keck; wall'

papers designed by Pacific Coast
artists; Chinese paintings (spe-

cial exhibition in Gallery 24.)
Motion Pictures: October 15, 7:30

p.m., and October 17, 3:00
p.m., Male and Female with
Gloria Swanson. October 29,
7:30 p.m., and October 31,
3:00 p.m.. Civilization.

Lectures: October 27, 8 p.m.,
Laurence Sickman on Far East-

em Art.
Concerts: (Sundays, 3:30 p.m.,

Fridays, 8:15 p.m.)
Oct. 3, Joanne Johnson Baker,
pianist.

Oct. 5, Dr. Wictor Labunski,
piano recital.

Oct. 8, Opera program direaed
by Gladys Cranston.
Oct. 10, Eleanor Beck Watkins,
pianist.

Oct. 22, Mary Kate Parker,
pianist.

(No admission charge for lec-

tures, motion pictures or con-
certs.)

Music . . .

Oct. 15, Robert Shaw Chorale,
Music Hall.

Oct. 17, London String Quartet,
University of Kansas City.

Oct. 19-20, Kansas City Philhar-

monic concert. Music Hall.

Oct. 21, Paul WTiiteman and his

orchestra. Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

Oct. 22-23, Katz Philharmonic
concert. Music Hall.

Oct. 29, Lauritz Melchior, tenor,

Music Hall.

Dancing . . .

(Pla-MoT Ballroom, 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night but
Monday. "Over 30" dances
Tuesday and Friday.

Ort. 2, Woody Herman.
Oct. 7-10, Jules Herman.
Oa. 14-17, 21-24, Wayne Karr.
Oct. 28-31, Mai Dunn.

Drama . . .

Oct. 4-9, Annie Get Your Gun,
Music Hall.

Conventions . . .

Sept. 30-Oct. 2, Missouri Bar As-
sociation, Hotel President.

Oct. 4-7, Southwest Clinical Con-
ference, Hotel President and
Municipal Auditorium.

Oct. 8-9, Tri-State Credit (Con-
ference, Hotel President.

Oct. 9-10, Missouri State As-
sociation, B'Nai B'Rith, Hotel
Muehlebach.

Oa. 11-14, Missouri Congress of
Parents 6? Teachers, Hotel Pres-
ident.

Oct. 12-14, Women's Christian
Temperance Union of Missouri,
Grand Avenue Temple.

Oct. 16-23, American Royal Live-
stock fj" Horse Show, American
Royal Building.

Oct. 24-26, Allied Clothiers 6<

Jobbers, Hotel Phillips.

Oct. 25-27, Missouri Valley Chap-
ter Radio Representatives, Hotel
President.

Oct. 26-28, Missouri Baptist Gen-
eral Association, 2310 Linwood.

Oct. 27-29, Consumers Ckx)pera'

tive Association, Municipal
Auditorium.

Oct. 29-30, Ontral Neuropsychia-
trie Association, Hotel Presi-

dent.

Oct. 31 -Nov. 1, Western Seed-
men's Association, Hotel Presi-

dent.

Oa. 31 -Nov. 1, Heart of America
Cosmetologists, Hotel (Continen-

tal.

Oct. 31-Nov. 1, Ontral States

Salesmen, Hotels Muehlebach,
Phillips and Aladdin.

Special Events . . .

Oct. 4-14. Community Chest, Mu-
nicipal Auditorium Exhibition
Hall.

Oa. 7, "Great Books" discussion,

University of Kansas City.
Oct. 1 1 , Jackson ([bounty Progres-

sive Party, Glen H. Taylor,
speaker. Municipal Auditorium.

Oa. 15, American Royal Core
nation Ball. Jeri Ray, Orrin
Tucker's Orchestra and Eli

Wheat Square Dancers. Mu'
nicipal Auditorium Arena.

Oct. 17, Eagle Scout (Ceremonial,

Music Hall.

Oct. 18, S. I. Hayakawa on
"Language, Meaning and Ma-
turity," University of Kansa*
City.

Oct. 18. Sir Hubert Wilkins lee
ture, Music Hall.

Oa. 21-23. Blackstone. magician.
Music Hall.

Oa. 21, "Great Books" discuS'

sion. University of Kansas City.

Oct. 25, Arthur Bliss Lane lec-

ture. Music Hall.

Oa. 31. (Council of Churches,
Municipal Auditorium Arena.

Football . . .

(Ruppert Stadium. 22nd and
Brooklyn.) High school games
each Friday evening at 8:00
p.m. and Saturday afternoon at

2:00 p.m.
Oa. 1, Kirksville State Teachers

College at Rockhurst stadium,
8:00 p.m.

Oa. 10, St. Benedia's College at

Rockhurst stadium, 2:00 p.m.
Oct. 29, Hays State Teachera

Ck)llege at Rockhurst stadium,
8:00 p.m.

Ice Hockey . . .

(United States Hoc\ey League. All

games at Pla'Mor Arena, 32nd
and Main.)

Oa. 13, St. Paul.
Oa. 17, Dallas.

Oct. 24, Minneapolis.
Oa. 27, St. Paul.

Oct. 31, Houston.

Wrestling . . .

U'restling every Thursday night.

Memorial Hall, Kansas City,

Kansas.
Oa. 19. Professional wrestling.

Municipal Auditorium Arena.
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the Wheal Bell

by JAMES R. McQUEENY

KANSAS CITY has a great big

circle around October 15 on its

social calendar. The glittering pagean-
try of the American Royal Coronation
Ball looms as the most important
event of the fall and winter season.

Combining the brilliant lavishness of

a Broadway opening with the warm-
hearted gaiety of Mardi Gras, the

Ball still manages to retain a distinc-

tive Midvv^estern air.

For months, civic and social leaders

have laid plans to insure perfection

for every phase of the Ball.

Dozens of specialists have worked
on the problems attending such a
large-scale production: the construc-

tion of a special box at one end of the
Municipal Arena as a setting for the
coronation of the American Royal
Queen and her court entertainment;

I

the organization and training of hun-
1 dreds of dancers for square dances,

ballets, folk dances, waltzes, and mod-
ern specialties; the designing of cos-

tumes for the Queen's court and
pages; and the hiring of a big-name
orchestra (Orrin Tucker, this year).

Additional consideration has been
given mood lighting and the perfum-
ing of the entire arena—an operation
to be conducted by a leading per-

fumer. The 200-voice Muehlebach
chorus is well rehearsed in the Coro-
nation Processional, which was writ-

ten especially for the Queen's tri-

umphal march.

The chairman and chief worrier of

the Ball Committee must follow up
every detail concerning tickets, invi-

tations, programs, publicity, budgets,

and all other items connected with
the extravaganza.

With each passing year, the Coro-
nation Ball has become more elaborate.

Within the space of a short time, it

has become a huge asset to the Amer-
ican Royal.

The Royal, itself, is a tremendous
undertaking. Starting in a tent 50
years ago, the event has evolved into

a $300,000 production. It has be-

come a time-honored institution. Like
some impish column of smoke, its

spirit has curled out of the stockyards
district and into the hotels, banks»
stores and business concerns along
Main Street. While most metropoli-
tan centers go to elaborate extremes
to conceal the straw sticking out from
their collars, Kansas City prides it-

self on being a cow town—Cowtown,
U. S. A. Grain and cattle built Kan-
sas City, and its citizenry won't let

anyone forget it.

Actually, the American Royal is

the external expression of the live-

stock industry's development. The
cattleman and the farmer are progres-

sive citizens and they are tireless in
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their search for improved breeds, bet'

ter strains of stock. For them, the

Royal is both a classroom and a cheer'

ing stand. Here, they compare notes

with other producers; here, they hear

the applause of city-dwellers w^hose

jobs and well-being are linked with

theirs.

For many years, the Royal was a

livestock exposition, nothing more.

Its current list of ''uptown activities,''

as differentiated from those held in

the American Royal Building, stem

from the Jubilesta, a civic sojourn into

show business during the middle '30's.

When the Municipal Auditorium

was spanking new, merchants and

other civic leaders dreamed up a three-

ring business-stimulator that was
staged three successive autumns, be-

ginning in 1936, The big hall became

a hive of amusement activity, an ir-

resistible magnet for the people of

the trade territory. They came troop-

ing into the new six-million-dollar

fairyland to see and hear such top-

drawer stars as Bob Burns, Edgar

Bergen, Burns and Allen, Rubinoff,

and Rudy Vallee. Music Hall attrac-

tions included
George White's

Sc and a\s and
other Broadw^ay

musicals and re-

vues. Kansas
City's products

w^ere displayed in

the Exposition
Hall; and in the

Little Theatre, there was a reproduc-

tion of the Holy City. Street parades,

famous dance orchestras, queen con-

tests and other interest-getting fea-

tures were presented.
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There was no business like show
business for the civic leaders until

they began running up a deficit and
running out of headliners. And with
three or four events going simultane-

ously, they found they were in com-
petition with themselves.

It was at this point that Elmer C.
Rhoden, moving picture theatre exe-

cutive, asked the question: Why net

replace the buskin with the cowboy
boot?

In the American Royal, Rhoden
pointed out, the city had an attrac-

tion that had more latent possibilities

than a dozen variety shows. Here was
an event, rooted to the soil, that had
been going along for years and was
well regarded by stockmen and horse

breeders. As an extremely successful

showman and leading horse exhibitor,

his words carried weight.

Business and professional men who
had been indifferent in their support

of the livestock and horse show be-

came interested in it. They saw how
it could be tied to the downtown dis-

trict as well as the stockyards for the

mutual, year-around benefit of both.

A live-wire committee was named
within the Chamber of Commerce
ranks to sell the Royal as the city's

greatest, most significant event. The
queen contest had been the most sub-

stantial builder of territorial good will

in the Jubilesta, so it was incorporated

into the American Royal plan. This

contest was to be packaged in a glit-

tering society ball. The ticklish prob-

lem of guest lists was entrusted to a

mythical social arbiter. Colonel A. R.

C. Ball, w^ho, in his one public ap^

pearance at the Kansas City Union
(Continued on page 68)



Give a man a horse he can ride, a

gun he can shoot, a part he can re-

member. Then watch the money
roll in!

by NORTON HUGHES JONATHAN

THE saddest days ever to fall upon
Republic Pictures, a Hollywood

studio which specialises in filming

what are known to the movie trade

as horse operas, were brought about

by an incident which had never hap'

pened in a Western thriller before.

Roy Rogers was kissed. Not by a

horse, but by a real, live girl. She
was even pretty. And Roy kissed her

back—right on her Max Factored lips.

All this was done not too fervently,

but, nevertheless, Roy and his leading

lady in a sagebrush epic called San
Fernando VaWey definitely kissed in

the fadc'out scene.

This stirred up a commotion that

frightened the chaps off the Holly-

wood cowboys. Outraged devotees of

Mr. Rogers—a mild young man, who,
it seemed, had not realized what he
was doing—protested by the thou-

sands, by wire, by letter, by telephone,

in person. Young and old alike, male
and female, were up in arms because

Roy Rogers had engaged in a clinch.

Some fans even proposed to come
to Hollywood for the purpose of form-
ing a posse to hunt down the erring

producer of San Fernando Valley.

One frightened studio executive was
reported to have hidden behind the bar

in Giro's for two days. Horse opera

fans will stand for no change in their

beloved art form. In a Western pic-

ture men are men who can't want a

woman unless the picture costs more
than $500,000 to produce. Only the

heroes of the big super-westerns like

The Flainsman and Duel in the Sun
are allowed to express a hankering

for the heroine.

This is true because the big out-

door spectacles must appeal to a ma-
jority of movie fans. Minor-league

Westerns are custom-made to please

a much smaller segment of the movie-

going public, and it is this audience

which will countenance no alteration

in the traditional format of the horse

opera.

All heroes must be virile, brave,

honest and absolutely temperate. All

villains must be dirty skunks and mean
enough to rob a baby's piggy bank.

All the characters in a typical West-
ern must be uncomplicated. The audi-

ence must be able to recognize good or

evil instantly.

The final scene usually shows the

hero's horse coming between the poor

guy and the girl. Fanatical Western
fans seem to like an ending of this

kind because it implies that the here
ine won't succeed in getting the

honest, upstanding cowboy in her

clutches. Even when some kind of

love story is unreeled, there can't be

any show of passion stronger than

the hero tipping his Stetson after
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rescuing the heroine from dire peril.

The fans want to see plenty of ac-

tion and no love stuff at all. The
spectacle of simon-pure heroism tri-

umphing over scheming villainy ap-

peals to both children and adults

in big cities and small towns. Ever

since the days of William S. Hart
and ''Broncho Billy" Anderson, West-
erns have been steady money-makers.

They have made fortunes for their

producers and stars, most of whom
are never written up in the fan maga-
zines or Hollywood columns.

Nam.es like Trem Carr, Armand
Schaefer, Irving Briskin, Nat Levine,

and Henry McRae are mostly un-

familiar to the movie-going public, but

for 30 years these men have been the

Zanucks and Louis B. Mayers of the

horse opera industry. The Westerns
they have produced and released

through companies like Monogram,
Repubhc, and PRC Pictures have fea-

tured such indestructible sagebrush

favorites as Bob Steele, Ken Maynard,
Tim McCoy, Buck Jones, Jack Hoxie,

Sunset Carson, and Gene Autry.

The average Western is ageless.

Fifteen years ago Columbia Pictures

made a routine outdoor epic titled

White Eagle and starring the late

Buck Jones. In 1948, more than five

years after Jones' death in the Coco-

nut Grove fire in Boston, White
Eagle was reissued and made a second

handsome profit for its producers.

Many other Buck Jones pictures are

still in circulation. Since nothing like

the ''new look" ever gets into a West-
ern—costumes, scenery, and acting

remain the same year after year

—

Buck Jones v.^11 probably remain alive

on the screen for another generation.
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He still gets plenty of fan mail from
children who have reached movie-

going age since his death and from
adults with short memories.

Although the million dollar produc-

tions starring actors like Gary Cooper
and Joel McCrea take months to pro-

duce, routine Westerns can be pro-

duced by small studios on budgets

that are rigidly held down to $50,000
or less. They are produced with ab-

solutely no waste motion by crews of

specialists who think nothing of turn-

ing out a complete picture in six days.

Temperament is out. So is glamour.

The sole idea is to get 15 or 20 West-
erns a year produced as cheaply as

possible and out onto the screens of

the world. A low-budget Western
isn't considered a success unless it re-

turns a profit of at least 40 per cent.

The history of a horse opera called

Blazing Guns will give an idea of how
economically a movie can be made.

Blazing Guns cost only $35,000. It

was hurled together in five frantic

days on the Columbia ranch near

Hollywood. The completed picture

ran a total of 60 minutes on the

screen and grossed $60,000 in the

United States and a dozen foreign

countries.

There are only five basic Western
plots: (1) crooked land grabbers or

cattle rustlers; (2) mistaken identity;

(3) crooked politicians; (4) stage-

coach or train robbery; (5) smuggling.

Plot Number Two was used for Blaz-

ing Guns—the well-worn yarn about

the cowboy with the heart of gold

who masquerades as a scoundrel to

save the heroine's ranch from being

gobbled up by the villain. The hero

was played by Tim McCoy, who has
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been making a dozen pictures a year

since 1927, in between rodeo appear'

ances. The badman was Ward Bond,

whose villainy is well'known to horse

opera fans. The heroine was played

by Leslie Brooks, a Columbia contract

actress who happened not to be doing

anything else that week and so was
rushed into the standard heroine's

garb— Stetson hat, checked shirt,

leather skirt and cowboy boots. The
director was Ben Kline, an ex'camera'

man who holds an unofficial Oscar

for being able to shoot a picture at

break'neck speed.

The writer assigned to Blazing Guns
whipped out a shooting script in a

day and a half which kept two objec

tives constantly in mind—lots of ac
tion and very little dialogue.

Dialogue in a Western slows down
production and is expensive to re'

cord. Lines to be spoken by the cast

were reduced to the absolute minimum
necessary to explain the action. They
were old standbys like, "Head 'em off

at the gulch, boys!" and, "Drop that

gun, podner, before I drop it fer yuh!"
from the exclamation point school of

cinema writing. They were easy for

the cast to remember because most of

them had been used in least a dozen
other pictures.

ClosC'Ups were also reduced to a

minimum because they call for special

lighting and consume too much shoot'

ing time. As many scenes as possible

were simple exteriors already available

on the Columbia lot or the studio's

ranch. Also, by shooting 95 per cent

of the film outdoors, the production

crew could make good use of the free

California sunshine to reduce lighting

costs.

Before shooting Blazing Guns, Di'

rector Kline spent a day in the studio

fihn library thriftly cHpping long'

shot scenes of hard-riding and fighting

out of old pictures. These scenes in

which the actors either had their

backs to the camera or were too far

away to be recognized could be

patched into Blazing Guns by the film

editor. Some 800 feet of previously

used film went into the picture.

This economy was possible because

the same sets and actors and scenery

are used in many pictures and also

because costume changes are non'

existent. The same hero and villain

will appear in the same clothes in five

or six pictures. In addition, the fast

pace of a horse opera makes identifi'

cation of actors who are far away
from the camera practically impos'

sible. You know who they're supposed

to be and that's enough for the West'
ern fans, who don't quibble over dc'

tails.

Props for Blazing Guns were con'

fined to those already available at the

studio's ranch. These included sev
eral dozen "breakaway" tables and
chairs, marked for destruction in the

inevitable saloon fight. Several of the

special Balsa'wood chairs were not
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broken as called for in the script, thus

unexpectedly cutting costs.

Very bright and early on a Monday
morning, Director Kline's company
reported to the Columbia ranch to

get down to business. They had in'

structions not to get mixed up with

the actors of three other pictures also

in the process of being shot there.

Most of the filming was done on the

Western street set—a well-worn col-

lection of stage coach offices, banks,

saloons, feed stores and hitching posts

that has appeared in at least 200
movies.

Later the company moved out into

the open country for the riding and

fighting stuff. With 60 to 70 scenes

a day on the shooting schedule, there

w-as no time for playing Hollywood.

Most of the direction given the actors

was devoted to telling them where to

ride and when to start shooting.

There were an even two do^n guns

and they fired more than a thousand
rounds of ammunition between Mon-
day and Friday. The total number of

dead men in Blazing Guns amounted
to a grand total of nine—five baddies

and four goodies.

The featured players paid little or

no attention to the script. In the few
dialogue scenes they were told what
to say and said it before the cameras

after one short rehearsal.

Before the action shots most of the

principal players asked only, ''Where
do I ride? Whom do I shoot? Where
does he fall?"

On Friday night, Blazing Guns v^as

completed on a studio interior set that

had been built months before for an-

other picture. By Monday morning
most of the characters involved had
forgotten the name and the plot of

the picture they'd just completed.

They were all busy on another opera,

Thundering Six Shooters.

Signs of the Times
On the rear of an auto on a Westbrook, Maine, street: "Danger.

Woman Learning to Drive."
On a Lawrenceville, Illinois, theatre marquee: "Katy Hepburn, Robert

Walker, in a stinker, Song of Love."
On the door of a New South Wales, Australia, farmhouse: "20 miles

from a neighbor, 40 miles from a post office, 50 miles from a railway, 10

miles from water and wood, and 1,000 miles from a city. Whoever finds

this farm can have it. We hope they will settle down and help pioneer the

west. We would do it ourselves only the missus wants to see life. She has

left for the city. So have L"
Near a Pine Bluff, Arkansas, pond: "Keep Out. No Fishing Aloud."
In all Springfield, Massachusetts, hotel lobbies: "Chaperone Your

Cigarettes. Do Not Let Them Go Out Alone."
In a Bangor, Maine, store window: "This place will be closed as long

as the fishing is good."

—

]oseph C. Stacey.

A French lawyer was pleading for an attractive transgressor. "Gentle-

men of the jury," he said, "shall this charming young lady be cast into a

lonely cell, or shall she be returned to her beautiful little apartment at 33

Rue Neuve, telephone 88-39-54?"



It's rough and ready adventure—
sold by the mile.

by JULES FRANCE

JACK DENGLER, head gypsy of a

travel outfit called ''Adventure

Trails," has hiked, hiked, sailed,

climbed and paddled some 29,000

miles in 34 countries. With the world
for his oyster, he has gorged himself

on a menu of travel and adventure for

the last 16 of his 35 years. It not

only hasn't cost him a cent—but he

even gets paid for letting people fol'

low him around!

His strange career began in 1931,

when he left Columbia University to

tour the world in a small sailboat. No
rich man's son, he had earned the boat

by the sweat of his fingers—giving

banjo lessons to rich men's sons. But
after experimental junkets off the At'

lantic coast, the project fizzled when
his green'cheeked fellow mariners re
quested to be included out.

Frustrated, Jack sold the boat next

year and went to Europe to study

art. While on the Continent, he be
came intrigued by the popularity of

cycling as a sport. The European and
his bike were inseparable. Slowly the

germ of a profitable idea began to

tunnel through the convolutions of the

Dengler mind.

. The following year he returned to

Europe, this time to study not her art

but her people. He bought a second'

hand bike and pedalled up and down

are his BUSINESS

the back roads of the Continent. He
loafed at villages and tiny towns,

tasting the flavor of obscure paradises

scorned by the inflexible route of the

chemin de fer. Then he hired a fold'

boat and explored Europe from her

rivers.

He learned to speak passable French
and German by losing himself in re
gions where no English was spoken.

Sleeping in pensions and farmhouses,

he not only saved money but met and
learned to know grass'root Europeans.

And he discovered the youth hostels

—

a chain of barns, castles and dormi'

tories turned over to hikers, bikers and
foldboaters for cheap lodging.

His idea now crystallized, Dengler

returned to Columbia for his sheep'

skin. But he found it hard to concen'

trate. Little gremlins on bicycles sped

across his open books. His classmates'

desks sprouted wheels. The walls and
ceilings whisked away. And they were
all enjoying a higher education in the

open classroom of the world . . .

Goaded by his grand illusion, Deng'
ler hounded all the steamship com'

panics in New York. They listened

skeptically to his wild idea—educa'

tional'recreational bike tours through

Europe for students. He emphasi2;ed

how cheaply these trips could be ar'

ranged. Students would sleep at hos'

tels and pensions; would substitute

healthy, cheap foot power for costly

train travel.

The HoUand'American line was the

only company shrewd enough to see
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the possibilities. They offered to pro'

vide literature for the project, and
play ball on group rates, on three con'

ditions. Dengler would have to do all

the promotion himself; get a college

professor to lead the group, because

he was entirely too young; and finally,

drum up enough adventurous gypsies

for the trip.

The eager Dengler talked a Colum-
bia professor into leading the expedi-

tion, and persuaded seven students to

sign up. Just before sailing time, the

professor developed cold feet and
dropped out. Dengler promptly ap-

pointed himself full leader. Luckily,

none of his bookings deserted. The
Holland-American people decided to

give the 21 -year-old adventurer a

chance.

So enthusiastic was the boat's little

band of gypsies that their gaiety in-

fected the other passengers. Before

the Veendam dropped anchor in Rot-

terdam, four students on board asked

to be allowed to join the expedition.

So where seven young pilgrims fol-

lowed Dengler up the gangplank,

eleven followed him down. One of

them was a 19-year-old girl named
Helen Dykema, the only female in

the group, who later became Jack's

wife.
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The gallant little band traveled

some 2,000 kilometers by bike through
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
France, covering as many as 1 1 5 miles

in one energetic day. Using German
bikes with tires of ersatz rubber (Hit-

ler even then had other uses for the

genuine stuff), they averaged 15 flats

apiece for the trip. Their only other

disaster was a group spill one dark

night when, cycling 20 miles an hour
without lights, one of them stopped

without warning to raise himself off

his saddle and rub a sore underspot.

Back home, the students were madly
enthusiastic about their adventure.

They swore to line up again behind

Dengler the following year—each of

them with one or more friends.

That settled it. In 1935 a New
York travel agent named Rose Speck

lent a willing ear to Dengler's am-

bitious plans. She gave him desk

space in her office, and Jack invested

in letterheads with the impressive

name: "Second Annual Student Bi-

cycle Tour of Europe" That summer
50 would-be gypsies responded to his

gospel of fun, adventure and educa-

tion at bargain basement prices.

Dengler divided them into three

groups, one of which he led with

Helen Dykema as his assistant. The
other two groups were shepherded by

two college lads from the pioneer

trip, in return for free expenses. In

the fall, on Helen's 21st birthday, she

and Jack eloped to New York's City

Hall, where their partnership was re-

inforced with a wedding ring.

For $5.00 a week they rented a

furnished room with a tiny stove and

sink in a closet. Squeezing in a desk.
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Dengler hung his first shingle on the

battered front door. It read: "Stud'

ent International Travel Association.

Jack Dengler, Pres.'' The capital of

the new company was exactly

$265.43.

Dengler gambled his tiny treasury

on one'inch classified ads in the New
York Times. The copy was simply:

"Write for information on the most
unusual, lowcost, educational and
worthwhile way of seeing Europe."

Although the ads were buried deep in

the voluminous pages of the Times,

without benefit of headline, they

brought an astonishing flood of in^

quiries.

The staggered Denglers found that

they had 214 customers on their hands
by the summer of 1936. They quickly

added cycle trips through England
and France to their itineraries. Deng'
ler himself experimented further by
leading the first American river jaunts

through Europe in foldboats. Their
reputation spread faster than their

ability to cope with new bookings

pouring in.

With over 500 enthusiasts—teach'

ers as well as students—eager to fol'

low wherever they led, the Denglers

opened an office in New York City.

By 1^38 they were doing the largest

European tour business in the coun'

try. In addition, they had expanded

their scope to include rough'and-ready

trips through Bermuda, New England,

Canada, the West Indies and South
America.

Leading a cycle tour in Norway
the following year, Dengler's intui'

tion warned him to cut the trip short.

He brought his bikers home 30 days

ahead of Hitler. With the war on,

the Denglers made a stab at staying

in the travel business by turning to

Nova Scotia and Mexico, and skip'

pering a schooner to Hawaii.

But the war knocked the bottom out

travel, and Dengler turned to defense

work to feed the four little Denglers
j

he and Helen had managed to produce
j

between trips. With the surrender
|

of Japan, Dengler reorganized his i

footloose followers under the new
|

name of "Adventure Trails," with of' '

fices in Santa Barbara and New York,
j

Now once again he's leading groups !

of youngsters—and some oldsters—on
I

such off'trail itineraries as a camping
|

jaunt through Yellowstone; a bike
|

trip through our national parks; a i

fishing and hunting trip through

Alaska; and bike trips through Europe

and Scandinavia. He has just com'

pleted his biggest season. Still in the

blueprint stage, however, is Dengler's

dream of a journey through the

moon's craters on pogO'Stick.

A

A certain sportive gentleman got home far too late from a poker party.

As a prudent gesture, he gave the family cook a dollar not to tell his wife

what time he came in. But when he encountered his wife a few hours

later, it didn't take him long to discover that the secret was out.

"Mandy," he said reproachfully to the culinary chauffeur, "I didn't

think you'd let me down."
"Now, Mistah Jones," Mandy protested, "I ain' tole the madam a single,

solitary thing. She axe me what time you got home, an' I say to her I was
too busy gittin' my breakfas' ready t'look at de clock."





We're sitting on top of the world—
but it's a constant battle to stay there!

by HARRY VAN DEMARK

ON April 6, 1909, Admiral Rob-
ert E. Peary located the exact

position of the North Pole and
planted the Stars and Stripes there,

claiming the entire polar icc'cap for

the United States. At approximately

the same time the Army purchased its

first airplane.

Since then, those two events have

taken on an increasingly significant

connection. Development of the air-

plane and the extension of our knowl'

edge concerning the Far North have

progressed in parallel. Today our

interest in the Arctic Circle, combined
with our technological skill in aircraft

development, is taking on the propor-

tions of an "issue"—which sooner or

later must run smack into a show'

down of some sort.

We are constantly reminded by
press, radio, motion pictures and
books that the Arctic Circle has

changed our whole concept of time

and distance. This "polar concept"

is rapidly shrinking a world that in

many ways is already too small for

comfort.

Where two of the mightiest nations

face each other across a crack in the

ice, planes roar overhead in straight-

line courses that bring Tokyo and

Shanghai within nonstop distance of

Chicago.

General Billy Mitchell once elicited

much laughter from the armchair ex-

perts when he said, "He who controls

Alaska controls the world." Today
the leaders who thought he was wrong
are turning gray because he was so

right.

Anyway, it is shaping up like that.

In a broader sense General Mitchell

meant the entire wastes of the great

North—not just the trade routes be-

tween Ketchikan and Nome. When
World War II started our mass move-
ment into Alaska and the Aleutians

with our overwhelming supplies and
material, it looked at first as if we
had stolen a march on danger. But
we soon began to learn things about

that little-known world.

Our best planes, flown in from the

States, landed on the new air fields

and rolled to a stop. And there they

stayed, helpless, once they had cooled

off. In the biting cold and darkness

of Ladd Field they were dead statues,

row upon row, buffeted by the whirl-

ing snow and howHng winds.

Engine oil congealed, rubber parts

got as stiff as burnt toast, and plastics

cracked. Grease fro2;e like concrete
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and hydraulic fluid spilled out

through ruined gaskets and seals.

For a while the normal confused

state of Army affairs was as nothing

compared to the chaos heaped by the

weather upon the sagging shoulders

of our Far Northern administrations.

The huge hangars, many of them uu'

insulated, simply could not be heated

enough to make repair work feasible.

Mechanics had to work outdoors,

in fivcminute shifts, running in to

get thawed out, while another man
dashed outside and took up the job

for a few fleeting moments. Airplanes

that were first'line in importance

could not be left outdoors at all once

the engine had been stopped.

The Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics

experts, and the Army's best experi'

mental men from Wright Field, Ohio,

were called in to begin work on the

tremendous task of winterizing our

air forces for service in the Arctic

—

after we had already arrived in the

North!

It couldn't have been done any
where else but in America. The na'

tion's best metallurgists, chemical wiz-

ards and designing engineers pooled
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their brains. The ''yellow dot" project

got underway. Every little part that

went into the bewildering complexity

of a modern aircraft had to pass rigid

tests for its ability to stand up under
extreme temperatures. When it had
passed, a tiny yellow dot was painted

on it.

Before long the big aircraft assem-

bly lines in the States were turning

out engines and planes that looked

as if they had contracted some sort

of mechanical measles. Everything

from the propeller blades to the wind'
ing stem on the eight-day clock was
painted with a yellow dot.

Petroleum experts developed new
fuels and lubricants. Super-efficient

heating plants were designed for the

big open spaces of the Class A hang-

ars—veritable blast furnaces. The men
were lectured and shown movies on
hygiene and safety in the Arctic re-

gions. Things began to look up.

Then came the jet planes and

months of hard work by scientists be-

came obsolete over night.

But by this time the war was about

over. Many responsible leaders were

in favor of dropping further experi-

mentation on cold-weather equipment.

But others, perhaps with a prema-

turely suspicious eye on nearby Rus-

sia, were in favor of continuing the

program. It was continued, but at a

somewhat slower pace.

Just when the metallurgists, for in-

stance, had developed methods of pre-

venting sheet aluminum from split-

ting under vibration at subzero tem-

peratures, the newer, faster planes

began to come through constructed

largely of magnesium alloys.
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A year of brairi'wracking had gone

into the problem of de-icing for pro-

pellers. Finally an "electric glove"

was made and was perfected just

about the time propellers became passe

for first-line fighters. A ''hot-edge"

for the forward line of the wing was
invented. It melted off hard ice with

a delightful degree of efficiency. But
the new jet-fighters, with their ra^or-

thin wings, had no room for such a

device inside.

We are still in the throes of many
such problems. Most of them will

succumb to ingenuity and time. Others

perhaps will always remain as formid-

able bulwarks. The weather is an
everlasting danger.

One of the toughest technical nuts

to crack is the problem of shrinkage

and expansion of metal under extreme

changes of temperature. The turbine

wheel in a jet engine is fringed with

hundreds of tiny steel "buckets," each

one about the size of a man's thumb.

The buckets catch the blast of hot

gases and deflect it at an angle, caus-

ing the wheel to spin.

When the airplane has been cooling

off out on the flight line, those buckets

are at normal outdoor temperature

—

about 60 degrees below 2;ero much
of the time. When the jet engine is

started, if it starts, the buckets are

subjected to a searing heat of 1500
degrees within a matter of seconds!

How can metal stand such treatment

without cracking, warping out of

shape—and, especially, without vary-

ing more than a thousandth of an
inch in si2;e? It can't be done—yet!

But the day is coming, perhaps

sooner than we think, when it can

be done. At this time the 94th Fight-

ers of the Hat-in-the-ring squadron

are at Ladd Field, where their jet-

propelled planes are undergoing ex-

tensive and rigorous trials for top

operating efficiency under the most
severe conditions. That is why they

are in Alaska—for laboratory pur-

poses, not for the disturbing reasons

sometimes suggested.

Tons of data are being compiled

on the vicious and unpredictable Aleu-
tian weather and on flying conditions

over the endless tundra and ice fields

that stretch to the north. From the

eastern Yukon to the coast of Siberia

lies a vast, terrifying wilderness of

rolling mountains and eternally frozen

plains. If there are material treasures \

there—gold, coal or petroleum—they I

exist in small quantites not worth a

concerted effort to obtain.

Surely our interest in the region is

not one of development and home-
steading. Nor is there as yet con-

clusive evidence to back up the rumor
of large uranium deposits. The
"atomic" metal has been found in the

Canadian Yukon—but it has also been

mined in Nevada. Neither source is

prolific.

It seems reasonable to assume that

our only interest is one of military se-

curity. And the biggest enemy to

date is the weather. Forecasters are

too often forced to change their pre-

dictions in the middle of a sentence.

From the western coast blows a pre-

vailing wind carrying dense, blinding

fog in an unbroken thick carpet for

hundreds of miles inland—day after

day, sometimes for weeks on end.

When the mercury drops, that fog

is a lethal gas-attack, "burning" hu-

man skin when it touches, and freez-
|
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ing fast to everything—literally ev
erything. Doors won't close or can't

be opened. Rubber tires freeze to

the ground. Airplane wings lose their

smooth contours because of ice, and,

therefore, lose their ability to lift.

In the high latitudes the magnetic

compass goes berserk without warning,

the needle spinning crazily because

of the proximity of the magnetic pole.

Aurora Borealis, the ''northern Hghts,"

raise cain with radio reception. The
sun goes 'round and Vound in circles,

or can't be found at all. You fly at

night in the daytime.

Slowly but surely we are learning

to cope with the great Northern
world. Someday, somebody is going

to be able to operate a mighty air

fleet efficiently over these frozen ex'

panses—and it had better be us!

Across the narrow straits of the Ber'

ing Sea near Nome lies Siberia, ac-

tually visible on a clear day. Which
recalls the remark of a Russian lend-

lease officer at Sitka, during the re-

cent war:

"Our Czar sold Alaska to the

United States without the consent of

the Russian people. Therefore we cf

the new Russia do not regard the

sale as legal."

Boomeranging Brainwaves

Creator Brainwave

A Boston Tried breaking into a variety

burglar store via a chimney.

A Greenvv'ich To prove dog—on trial for

lawyer biting a child—was tame as

a kitten, put his hand into

the canine's mouth.

A Dallas, Wrecked cops' "Black Maria''
Oregon, man because they'd jailed his

brother.

Two Detroit Counted their combined
men v^ealth of $1,600 by spread-

ing the bills out on a side-

walk.

Boomerang

Police had to chop away
most of the chimney in or-

der to extricate him.

The pooch bit his hand.

He
too.

found himself jailed,

A passer-by scooped up the

money and fled.

A mother was having a hard time persuading her five-year-old daughter

that a bath was healthful. Finally she decided to appeal to the young lady's

vanity.

"A daily bath will give you a beautiful figure," she coaxed. Then
noticing the little girl's skeptical look, she questioned, "Don't you believe me?"

"Yes," the little lady promptly answered. "Only, Mother, have you

taken a good look at a duck lately?"

Elderly lady: "Isn't it wonderful how these gas pump people know
where to set up pumps and get gas?"



ereford Heaven
Thank your lucky steaks for the farsighted pair

who played Burbank to the livestock world!

by DEREK CARTER

LOOK at that rump!" said Gov-
ernor Simpson.

Charles Gudgell nodded.

'There," thundered the Governor,

"is your answer."

It was Chicago, in 1880, and the

pair was inspecting a bull named
Anxiety. Their inspection changed

the course of cattle breeding in Amer-
ica.

For what Gudgell and Simpson—

a

young banker and an old mule trader

—saw was a Hereford bull with heavy

hindquarters. It startled them, be-

cause the Hereford breed was called

''cat-hammed" by American cattlemen

of the period, and spurned as a blood-

line to upbreed range cattle. The rea-

son was an unfortunate smallness of

rump which limited the animal's

choice meat areas and, in turn, his

market value.

Anxiety changed that— Anxiety,

some other cattle, Gudgell and Simp-

son. They changed it to the extent

that, today, Herefords constitute fully

85 per cent of the commercial cattle

and 73 per cent of the beef cattle

coming into central markets. Here-

fords now produce the largest amount
of quality meat, at the lowest cost, in

the shortest possible time. They are

—

hold onto your Stetson—a 1200 miV
lion dolldT'd'year business!

But the biggest single event in the

Hereford world will take place this

month, when 136 exhibitors from 26
states bring their animals to Kansas

City to compete in the 50th Annual
American Royal Livestock and Horse
Show. Between the 16th and 23rd

of October, 958 Herefords will vie for

$75,000 pri2;e money in the white

face cattle division.

The breed originated in the middle

of the 18th Century, when an Eng-
lishman named Ben Tompkins became
alarmed at the increasing industriali-

zation of his homeland. If the remain-

ing farmers were to supply the grow-
ing population centers, Tompkins fig-

ured, they would have to develop a

breed of cattle which could be fat-

tened for market in fewer than the

ten years then required.

At Herefordshire, a small district

of good pasture lands, he began a

series of experiments he hoped would
culminate in a breed of early maturing
beef cattle which would be easy to

keep and could be fattened quickly.

He established the beginnings,
sound beginnings, of such a breed, and
the name of the area has clung to it

ever since. Henry Clay brought a

Hereford bull and two heifers to

America as early as 1817, but their

identity was soon lost in crossings
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with Shorthorns. Other white face

cattle subsequently made their way
across the Atlantic to Canada, New
York, Maine, Vermont, Maryland
and Ohio.

But it remained for Simpson and
Gudgell, who between them hadn't

enough theoretical knowledge of gC'

netics to wad a shotgun, to achieve

the results Ben Tompkins had en'

visioned more than a century before

them.

The partners were a story book
team. Both were Kentuckians who
had migrated to Missouri. Gudgell, a

college graduate thoroughly grounded
in finance and business administra'

tion, was a student of livestock his'

tory. Simpson was old enough to be

Gudgell's father. He had, in fact,

once been a business associate of the

senior Gudgell. He wore a black cam'

paign hat, a white goatee, and was
called Governor by nearly everyone.

A former liveryman, his formal edu'

cation was slight and he had no in'

terest in paper work, but he was one

of the best all'around judges of live

stock who ever lived. He was sharp

on a trade and had the happy ability

to foresee the results of certain mat'

ings.

The pair ran their herd on a 480'

acre farm near Pleasant Hill, Missouri.

They began raising Herefords in 1876,

and three years later held a Hereford

sale in Kansas City, the first west of

the Ohio River.

The Kansas City stockyards were
then five years old and expanding

rapidly. Livestock dealers were mak'
ing money hand over fist. Every pure'

bred breeder had his eye on the richest

prize of the era, the Western cattle

market.

Simpson and Gudgell were well

aware of the situation's potentialities.

t^GT^
When they found

^fe^ Anxiety, they felt

^p—i-H they had found the

!

I
answer to a cattle'

man's dream.

*i
If

This, in itself,

fei^ was a tribute to

^ their perspicacity,

because Anxiety was not highly re'

garded, even though he had won a

few important English shows. A
delicate, sickly calf with a deformed
left foot, he was called Anxiety bc'

cause his original owner feared the

animal wouldn't survive. He didn't.

The rigors of the show ring proved

too much for him and he died at the

end of the 1880 season when he was
four years old, after having sired

only two crops of calves.

Gudgell and Simpson were deter'

mined, however, to find a bull with

Anxiety's conformation. They went
to England and returned with 60 bulls,

but none resembled Anxiety.

In 1881, Simpson made another

buying trip. He went immediately to

Leominister, where T. J. Carwardine,

the breeder of Anxiety, lived.

There he found Anxiety 4th, a

yearling with a block rump, full neck,

short, wide head and short legs. By
this time, word about Anxiety had

gotten around, and the experts of

two continents had come questing.

All had seen his great'grandson, but

none wanted him. Not so the Gover'

nor.

Even when Mr. Carwardine spoke

deprecatingly of Anxiety 4th, and
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confided that he, personally, didn't

think the bull was worth buying,

Simpson went on to make an offer.

It was accepted.

A few days later, at Woodhouse,
Simpson ran across some very thin

cattle. One cow caught his eye, so he

bought her.

"What are you going to do with

that skeleton," someone asked, ''start

a boneyard?"

Governor Simpson shrugged. "That
cow," he allowed, "is a pretty tough

proposition. But on Missouri corn

and bluegrass, shell come around
fine."

She did: she was Dowager 6th,

who with Anxiety 4th formed the cek'

brated combination that brought fame
to the herd. Together they produced

the compact bundle of meat which
has become a citizen of the world.

Today's Hereford is a prolific breeder

and good rustler, an economic beef

machine that is at home in the corn

belt, the Southwest, the pampas of

Argentine and the grazing lands of

Australia.

This is the animal that will hold

the spotlight in the 1948 American
Royal, in the biggest Hereford show
ever held. Also honored at this year's

edition of the gigantic livestock ex'

position will be R. J. Kinder, the

Kansas Citian who has been the back'

bone of the American Hereford As'
sociation for 37 years. The Hereford
show is dedicated to him.

Kinder was secretary of the Associa'

tion from 1911 to 1944, and has

served as chairman of the board since

then.

At the Royal's golden anniversary,

the champion Hereford bull will be

assigned number 5,360,681 in the

hand book—exactly 5,000,000 more

than the first entry Kinder made when
he became secretary.

That champion will sell for a fabu'

lous sum. Every cut from his meat'

packed frame will be specially stamped

and decked out in blue ribbons. In

royal style, he will go to his Hereford

heaven—a tribute to R. J. Kinder, to

Anxiety and Dowager, and to Messrs.

Simpson and Gudgell, who made an

everlasting contribution to the live'

stock world.

OUR BACK COVER shows the vast

cattle range of the Great West. From
these herds, a million dollars' worth of

livestock a day enters Kansas City.

(Photo courtesy Union Pacific.)



The Friendly Feather
THE month of October is Red Feather united effort under the banner of the

time throughout the United States— Red Feather,

not by official proclamation nor national The Community Chest campaign corn-

edict, but by tradition and common con- bines many different campaigns into one.

sent. One campaign makes for greater efficiency

Nearly a thousand cities and towns and economy of operation. It conserves

will conduct their Community Chest the time of the unpaid volunteers who
campaigns during this period. The esti- work in the campaign to raise the funds,

mated total of all the goals of the nation's But most important, it saves money. It

Community Chests is $180,000,000. saves the people of the community from
The Red Feather means many cam- being contacted for funds by each of

paigns in one. Nationally, it is spokeS' these Red Feather services separately,

man for 12,000 voluntary Red Feather Community Chest services help provide
services. Locally, Community Chests may nursing and medical care, child care, fam-

include anywhere from half a dozen ily counselling, informal education, youth
separate organizations in small commu- leadership and special attention for aged
nities, to hundreds in the largest. No and handicapped people,

national fund is raised. Each community When you give to your Community
sets its own goal, raises and spends its Chest during the campaign in your city,

own money. remember that you are helping your neigh'

The significant fact is that, in every bor . . . that you are helping yourself

case, each of these organizations would by building your community,
have to conduct a separate campaign for Wear a Red Feather . . . it's the sign

funds were it not for the once-a-year of a good neighbor!

Mother was chiding Johnny. "I was hoping you would be unselfish

enough to give your sister the largest piece of candy. Why even that old

hen will give all the nicest dainties to her little chicks and take only a tiny

one for herself."

Johnny watched the hen for a while and then said understandingly,

"Well, Mom, I'd do the same thing if it was worms."

A

The composer of The Vestal was in the habit of wearing all his decora-

tions and medals.

During a gathering in his honor one of the musicians remarked to a

friend, "Just notice how Spontini's chest is covered with medals. And to

think that Mozart didn't have any at all."

Spontini, who had heard the remark, replied serenely, "My dear sir,

Mozart didn't need any."
A

Uncle John related to the rising young lawyer, Oliver Wendell Holmes,
a little story about a Roman emperor who, on a day of particularly great

glory, was passing down a street of the capital, acknowledging the tumultuous
applause of the admiring public, when out of the corner of his eye, he
glimpsed a small boy derisively sticking out his tongue. His triumph in-

stantly vanished.

"Remember," Uncle John concluded, "that there is always an urchin at

the edge of every triumph, Wendy, to remind you that your crown isn't

on straight."

—

Christian Science Monitor.

A
The boy next door is a devilish fellow. The other day when someone

asked him whether he said his prayers before eating, he replied, "I don't

have to; my mother is a good cook."



by PAT DENNIHAN

ONE of the world's greatest show'

men has hit the top. From a

humble beginning in a neighborhood

nickelodeon, Gus Eyssell's star has

risen meteorically, guiding him

through do2;ens of theatres all over

the country before gently depositing

him in one of the most important po-

sitions in New York City.

As executive manager of Rocke-

feller Center, Incorporated, Mr. Eys-

sell is top man in the city of the sky.

He directs the welfare of some 32,000

daily workers and 7,000,000 yearly

visitors. Fifteen of the world's tallest

buildings, occupying more than 12

acres of Manhattan's wealth, stand

majestically under the watchful Eys-

sell eye. That's where he is now.

But back in 1916, as a student in

Kansas City's Central high school,

Gus was about as far away from his

glittering goal as he cared to be. He
and a good friend by the name of

Walt Disney had set their hopes high,

but little did either realize how many
of them were to come true.

Young Gus started early in show
business. Even while in school, he

utilized his free time to throw hand-

bills for a nearby theatre, the Isis.

However, this job didn't satisfy his

industrious nature. Before long he

was taking tickets, writing advertising

copy, carrying film and putting up

special "fronts" in the lobby. By the

time he had finished school, Gus was
a 16-year-old assistant manager.

Devoting all of his time to his

career, Gus became treasurer in a

large downtown theatre. Since he had
to be on the job seven nights a week,

social life was just not in his vocabu-

lary; but that didn't seem to bother

him. Eagerly, he took over as manager
of one of the smaller Kansas City
houses, then after proving himself,

came back to head what was then the

city's largest theatre, the Newman.
In 1925, the MiUion Dollar Theatre

in Los Angeles beckoned, and Gus
headed west. As the Million Dollar

manager, he sponsored many impor-
tant premieres. Following this, he
headed a larger Los Angeles house for

Paramount Publix, where he gained

valuable experience with stage shows.

Realizing the young man's unusual
executive talents, the firm sent him to

Texas as district manager of de luxe

theatres in Dallas, San Antonio, Hous-
ton and other cities.

A year and a half later, Gus crossed

the country to New York, where he
became city manager for the same
company, with such theatres as the

Paramount, Rialto, Rivoli and Brook-

lyn Paramount under his jurisdiction.

And then came 1932, the year when
Gus took his most important step. In

a country swept clean by depression,

the opening of the gigantic Radio
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City Music Hall seemed incongruous.

In the opinion of almost everyone,

the move was slated for disaster. But
among the appointments to the execu'

tive staff was the name of Gus Eys'

sell, and that meant anything but

failure. Before one year had passed,

Gus was assistant manager of the

world's largest and most famous
theatre. Instead of dying its dusty

death, the Music Hall developed into

the most successful enterprise in the

show world, its prestige commanding
the respect of the entire globe.

Ten years later, Gus was appointed

president and managing director of

the Music Hall. He came to be known
as the world's most potent individual

movie exhibitor. Hollywood producers

referred entire pictures to his judg'

ment, because playing the Music Hall

meant success for any flicker. The

big house was actually a trend in itself

—every studio, domestic and foreign,

wanted a showing there. In addition

to the pick of the movie crop, Gus
Eyssell presented giant stage extrava-
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ganzas which played to audiences

packing the auditorium's 5,945 seats.

During a single week, the Music Hall

would take in from $110,000 to $125,-

000, and seat as many as 186,000
people.

As if the Music Hall weren't big

enough for him, Gus simultaneously

became the managing director of the

Center Theatre, live-entertainment

house featuring vaudeville and the

top ice revues of the country. Under
his leadership, the Center Theatre
drew 2,000,000 people a year.

Yes, Gus knew the formula for

success which some people refer to

as "magic." All people really want,

says Gus, is a good show—and he has

constantly given them the best.

The climax, to date, in Gus' event-

ful career came last May. New York's

largest midtown development needed

a manager—so Mr. Eyssell is now the

mayor of Rockefeller Center. He
continues to buy and book films for

the Music Hall and manage the Cen-
ter Theatre, but he spends most of

his time bossing the world's greatest

and most interesting show-place.

His story reads like stage make-be-

lieve, but Gus, still a young man not

finished with his forties, would have

you understand the success he has

achieved is due to his associates. That

may be true, but just the same, keep

your eye on Eyssell!

While at the county fair, a middle-aged farmer took his wife into the

tent where the kootchie dancer was doing her act. The farm wife stared

for a moment at the active terpischorean and whispered, "Sam, I think we
better get out of this place."

Sam pointed to the platform and said, "Let's wait till she gets over her

stage fright, Ma. The poor little thing's so scared, she's just shaking in her

shoes.*'



BROADSLIDING

It's hell on wheels when the hot-

shoe artists dig in their heels and
open the throttle wide.

by GEORGE STATLER

ALL through the summer and fall,

Jlx. in more than half the nation,

the splutter and moan of two'wheeled

hellriders shatter the Sunday after-

noon quiet. It's broadsliding time, and

the motorcycles are racing.

The sport has regained the ground

it lost during the days of shortages,

and once again the nearly 50,000 bike

jockeys can guarantee their ever'

growing crowds of fans a fast, roar'

ing time.

Not so long ago, the main event of

a motorcycling afternoon was the hill

climb, and every cra2;y guy with two
wheels, a one-lung steed and a tank

full of gas was out there bruising a

kidney for prizes. This vertical tor-

ture course was limited, however, and
participants not always easy to find;

consequently, it lost favor to the

Southern-born cross country obstacle

race and the more spectacular flat

race, which today are the standard

events for every motorcycle club.

Local clubs compete all spring and
summer in sectional meets where their

members gain experience. Fans who
gather from miles around seem to take

little notice of the sign at the gate

which proclaims in red paint: "Dan-
gerous—^You Enter These Grounds
at Your Own Risk!" Besides giving

motorcycle clubs their day to perform

and to thrill the townspeople, these

local meets serve to condition the top

racing artists for the big motorcycle

race of the year—the 100-mile classic

at Langhorne, Pennsylvania, held in

September and known as "The In- i

dianapolis of Motorcycle Racing."
I

More than 300 riders compete. Late !

in February, the Number One Go is
|

the 100- and 200-mile grind on Day-
|

tona Beach, Florida, for $4,000 in
|

prizes. These are the big money
,

races, one in fall and one in winter,
j

for which the professional, money- i

winning speed demons are pointed. I

But there are many, many other
|

races all over the country which, !

though they offer prizes, owe their

popularity to the fact that they are

fun. They give club members plenty

of kicks and bounces and let the fans

enjoy the spectacle, too. The more
daring spectators ride their own mo-

torcycles outfitted with every new
gadget in the catalogue. Club members
dress up in fancy "kidney belts," riding

breeches, rakish caps and shiny leather

boots—but confine their speed to the

open highway. They follow their rac-

ing idols all over the country, from
home town to Langhorne. For them is

reserved a section just inside the gate

of every small track, where all kinds
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of motorcycles are parked, from bat-

tered relics to glittering new models.

Among these small track events in

the East are the Paterson and Wood-
bridge races, in New Jersey; Reading
and Harrisburg in Pennsylvania.
Glamor-studded with actors, on the

other end of the continent, is the

famous Saugus-to-Big Bear Lake 140-

mile Hare and Hounds climb in Jan-

uary.

August found the Ohio-Kentucky-

Indiana Gyspy Tour in action, as well

as the National Hill Climb in Muske-
gon, Michigan, which last year drew
a record crowd of 25,000. September

saw the Tourist Trophy champion-

ships at Marion, Indiana, before 8,000

people on a half-mile track; the Class

C Hill CHmb at Beloit, Wisconsin;

the 500-mile Jack Pine championship

endurance run at Lansing, Michigan,

involving 100 riders from 13 states.

At a banquet the night before this

contest, each contestant is presented

with a little bag of Michigan sand

—

sly reminder of the stuff he'll eat

plenty of on the morrow. A club in

Terre Haute gives as its booby prize

a rear-view mirror on which is etched

the word "Booby." Why? "So the

man who comes in last can see where
he's been even though he doesn't

know where he's going!"

Winchester, Virginia, has its meet
in October. November is the month
for the Turkey Classic at Hartford,

Connecticut. Mobile, Alabama, throws

its Pirate Treasure Chest Run at the

same time. Dubbed "Southland's new-
est big-time motorcycle event," this

scramble covers 450 miles of swamps,
rivers, and rutted sand. Starting one
minute apart, 72 riders follow as best

they can the clues to the treasure

while hidden checkers watch, ever

eager to deduct points for rule-break-

ing.

Also in turkey month is the 100-

mile Pacific Coast race at Riverside,

California. Town fathers there are

still burned up at the antics of rough-

riding fans who all but tore the town
apart during their recent meet in

July.

Girls as well as men are cycle ad-

dicts. They have their own organiza-

tion
—

"Motor Maids of America"-

—

and hobnob with the male tireburners

from coast to coast. Most racing en-

thusiasm centers around the flat race,

which in most places draws 20,000 to

30,000 excited fans. Some onlookers

are interested in the technical aspects

of the sport, others in seeing two fast

gentlemen collide on a turn.

On small tracks, the riders must pair

off. At the flag, they gun for pole

position. On hitting the first turn,

they dig in their heels to "broadslide,"

or skid the turn. This is "hot-shoe-

ing," and most big-time riders have

iron-clad heels for just this purpose.

Though the track is full of bumps and

as crooked as an old hairpin, these

guys hit 55 and better on the turns.

Though they eat dust on an S-turn

today, they hope for a chance at

Langhorne and Daytona, the glory and

the rewards, tomorrow.

Every jockey carries extra gear

changes, tires, and tools to handle al-

most any kind of accident. Each has

his favorite gear ratio, and keeps fid-

dling with spark and throttle for more

speed, more speed. Riding technique

is as varied as the temperaments of

the riders. Champion Bill Huber of
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in a squeeze. But the boys with the

gas-bikes between their knees know
the chances they take. For the thrills

they're willing.

''Anybody who rides a motorcycle

is enjoying the greatest sport in the

world," Ed Kretz insists. He's been

riding for 1 5 years. He won the Lang'

home feature three times and set a

record that still stands. Other old'

timers bear out his feelings about it.

They, too, keep on riding.

Perhaps the most significant aspect

of broadsliding is that it makes the

thrill of watching a fast, dangerous

race possible for thousands of small'

town dwellers. And these people rC'

ciprocate by crowding the stands at

every event. They've boosted to na'

tionwide popularity such favorites as

Huber and Kret^, Sam Arena and Ted
Edwards.

Watching the thunderbikes roar by
|

is hell on wheels to them, and because !

of their cheers the sport of motor-
|

cycle racing just grows and grows.

Sure Cure
As happens to all authors every now and then, the late Bob Benchley

once found himself mired deep in a creative rut. Ideas simply refused to

come, and no matter how hard he tried, every sentence he wrote came out

wrong.
Hearing of his plight, a friend gave him what he guaranteed to be a

sure cure. "Just slip some paper into your typewriter, tap out the word
't-h-e' and the rest will be simple. Your subconscious mind will take it from
there, and you'll be pounding out saleable stuff again."

Benchley went home, slipped a sheet of paper into his typewriter, tapped
out the word "t'h-e," sat back, and waited to be inspired. He sat there

staring at that single word for two solid hours. Then he rapidly wrote
"hell with it," got up and left the house.

—

Joseph C. Stacey.

An optimist and a pessimist were discussing the future. Even the op-

timist was none too cheerful about it.

"If these political troubles, financial catastrophes, and economic crises

continue," said he, "we shall have to go begging."
Said the pessimist, "Of whom?"

Reading, Pennsylvania, rides flat on
his stomach, while CaHfornia's Ed
Kret^ straddles his rear fender.

Thus, all over America, on half a

hundred small tracks and courses, the

hotfoot artists tool their Harleys, or

Indians, or Ariels or whatever they

swear by. Daytona had its first fa-

tality last year—but hardly a small

track in the country can boast the

same. The small ones are the most
dangerous. For safety's sake, motors

and gas mixtures are regulated by the

American Motorcycle Association.

Though speed may be thus reduced,

it is still much too easy to lose control

on a skid or a bounce, or get dumped





Mother Nature's space-rates are

low, but copywriting comes high.

by JAMES L HARTE

CCTSN'T it monontonous," he is

X often asked, "writing the same
thing over and over again?"

The moon'faced fellow rubs a hand
over his black, greyflecked hair.

'^Weii . . r
"Like a kid in school, writing the

same line over and over again as pun'

ishment?"

Andy—he's the kind of friendly

guy you immediately call by nickname
—just grins, and the wisp of black

mustache on his upper lip accentuates

the gleaming white of his teeth. Then,
"No," he says. "In my medium it's

different every time. Fm like an artist

setting a brush to the same scene, but

each time there's a new thrill in it."

Andy Stinis of Baltimore writes the

largest letters in the world. He only

writes two words, at a staggering word
rate, and he's been writing them stead-

ily for 12 years. In his free-flowing

style each letter of each word runs a

mile in length. He writes in the air

and his "blackboard" is limitless.

Andy is a skywriter.

He is, in fact, a pioneer in skyv/rit-

ing. He started in 1932, with four

years of commercial flying already be-

hind him, and he's been at it since.

In 1936 he signed on with a national

skywriting advertising firm which has

but one client, a soft drink concern.

Andy's been writing "Pepsi-Cola" in

the air ever since.

The firm he works for maintains 18

airplanes which are used to limn the

two word message against the sky.

The planes are located in various parts

of the country. Andy is based in Bal-

timore and covers the area south to

Richmond and north to Philadelphia.

He flies an SNJ-2.
"I work between 10,000 and 16,000

feet over a city," says the smokewriter.

"It's a fine height for safety, and best

to give people below a good view of

the writing. On a clear day, writing

at this height can be seen by observers

on the ground 25 miles away.

"The smoke is formed by a special

oil chemical manufactured for the pur-

pose. This oily stuff is poured, under
pressure, into the plane's hot exhaust

pipe. Heat from the engine fuses it

into white smoke. In the plane's cock-

pit is the control valve to regulate the

flow of oil into the exhaust.

"The two-v/ord message usually

takes a half-hour to spell out. With a

full load, I take about 20 minutes to

climb to the proper level and to find

a smooth layer of air. I look for the

layer between 10,000 and 16,000 feet,

and if I don't find it, I call it a day
and come down without doing any

|

writing."
|
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The smooth air is a prime requisite

to keep the letters from disintegrat-

ing as he writes. ''When I find the

right layer, I begin. I can do the two
words in ten minutes."

Andy says the letters of smoke are

readable for ten minutes, on an av'

erage, although he has had some words
remain intact for as long as an hour.

Every letter is written opposite to

the way in which it would appear on
paper. It has to be written backwards
from the plane so that it is legible to

those who look up at it. For instance,

Stinis makes his 'T" horizontally with

the loop to the left, but it shapes up
correctly when seen from below.

''It took me a year of hard work
and practice to get the hang of it,"

Andy relates. "I used to use a stop-

watch, too, to make sure of timing my
strokes to their proper length. Now
it comes naturally, and Fm sure I

could write the words blindfolded."

Andy is perfectly at home in the

air. He sees no great hazards in his

work, and his one great gripe is the

weather. He likes to move through
the ozone spelling out his thirst-

quencher trade name, but he can work
only on cloudless days when there is

no wind or haze. He still moans about

being grounded for 12 consecutive

days early last summer while waiting

to spread smoke over Washington,
D. C. On such days he wanders about

the airport, chafing and squinting at

the sky.

There is no winter for the sky-

writer. When the frost and the snow
appear in the areas where Stinis is

stationed, he is sent south to carry his

message to the skies over Florida, Cuba
and occasionally Mexico.

Andy says he has worked some jobs

with a partner. It's faster, fancier,

but more difficult. With two planes

in the air it calls for precise timing to

guard against coUision.

"It works like this," Stinis says,

"let's say Tm making an 'E' : I do the

stem and swing off to start the next

letter as my partner fHes in fast to

roof the E. As he finishes, IVe got a

designated portion of 'P' completed

and he comes in to finish it from a

given spot. It's tough, and it isn't safe

without a lot of practice."

The chubby Andy has never messed

up a tandem job, but there was one

time when he and a buddy named
Southlea were so pleased with their

performance that they went on to play

a game of tick-tack-toe in the wild

blue yonder.

"We drew the frame and then be-

gan to fill in the spaces," Stinis says.

"Southlea drew circles and I made

with the Xs."

The display brought a talking-to

from the Aeronautics people, who are

inclined to take a dim view of high-

altitude high-jinks. But Stinis just

laughs. "Well," he says, "I won!"
That's the story of a typical smoke-

spreader. A guy who, at 39, with 12

years of spelling two words across

America's sky, still approaches his

work with enthusiasm and hopes to

be smoke-writing with the same en-

joyment 12 years hence. Why not?

On the basis of wordage, he's the

v/orld's best-paid writer!

The fellow who says, "It goes

says it anyway.
without saying," goes right ahead and



by DON F. HOWELL

MOST men suck in their breath,

straighten their shoulders, and
turn a Httle white when the 40'year

mark rolls around on the calendar.

There's a fatalistic quality about the

40th birthday which spells "over the

hill" for many an otherwise vigorous

and attractive male.

Harry Burns, successful accountant,

;;vas such a husband. Married for 15

years, Harry never dreamed of look-

ing at another woman until one au'

tumn day shortly before his 40th

birthday. He was inspecting his re-

ceding hairline when a sudden, stab'

bing pain touched him—the pain of

reali2;ing that he was no longer a

slender stripling with wavy hair, to

whom life was an endless challenge

and adventure.

For the first time in his career,

Harry began to feel jealous of younger
men, to compare his looks with theirs,

to remark sneeringly upon their

budgets and their taste in women.
Almost before he knew what was
happening, the accountant was spend-

ing afternoons in cocktail lounges buy-
ing drinks for strange women, taking

a wondrous delight in the companion'
ship—however short—of a young
woman on a bar stool.

Then it happened. He met Mildred,
23 and already twice divorced. She
took Harry for his bankroll. When
his wife learned about the affair, she

was horror-stricken and couldn't un-

derstand why her husband—the father

of two children and hitherto a devoted

spouse—could get involved with a

barroom pick-up.

Actually, Harry's affair resulted

from one simple fact: the attention

of the younger woman soothed his

ego. Psychiatrists and marriage coun- ,

selors say that more than half the
|

cases of philandering husbands which
j

come to their attention could have
;

been averted had the wives learned
|

that their mates required more than
i

just an occasional bit of flattery. In
,

essence, the skirt-chasing phase for
|

many men is simply the ego at work, i

seeking recognition when it is taken
I

for granted or ignored at home!
!

But there are six other reasons why
!

middle-aged men become unfaithful,

say the experts, and you can check

your husband against this list to see

if there's any danger that your own
man may kick over the traces.

1. Men who fear women. It's odd
but true that many husbands—who
for years are considered ideal mates

—

turn from their wives for seemingly

no reason at all.

John Peters was such a man. At
\

50, he abandoned his conservative way
1

of life and dressed and acted like a
;

zoot-suited boy of 18. He became in-
|

volved with a night club hostess;
j
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separated from his wife and his two
children.

Finally, after a friend yanked John
to a psychiatrist, the truth came out.

John, successful banker that he was,

had suffered from a lifelong distrust

and fear of women! His mother had
been tyrannical and had watched his

every move when he was a boy.

His teachers he had disHked because

they were '"old-maids," querulous
women who thought small boys were
a shade worse than mischievous pup-

pies.

He had married young—too young.

The resentments against womanhood
in general still smoldered in him as he

took the marriage vows. Small won-
der that his repressed antagonism

toward women took a strange turn:

unfaithfulness to his wife, whom he

really loved, but who represented the

sex to which he basically was hostile.

When the involved mental attitude

responsible for his actions was ex'

plained to his wife, she returned to

John, who finally understood how ab-

surd and juvenile his attitude was.

The playboy excesses stopped, and at

51 John finally reached mental and
emotional maturity.

2. Adult "infants." Pete Millen

was one of these. At 45, he had been

married three times and was still hav-

ing extra-marital relations. His wife

couldn't understand it. Even Pete

himself was miserable over his fre-

quent infidelities. To the marriage

counselor he finally visited, the reason

for Pete's behavior was soon appar-

ent. He had indulged in sexual ac-

tivity at a precocious age, and as the

years went on he demanded stronger

and more numerous sexual excite-

ments.

One woman simply couldn't satisfy

Pete, though he honestly hoped that

each of his marriages would work
out. He was always seeking new ex-

periences, new partners in love-mak-

ing. For such a man, there is little

that can be done clinically; and luck-

less is the woman who marries an in'

dividual of this unfortunate physio-

logical and mental make-up.

3. Fear of impotence. Many males

go haywire sexually simply because

they fear they are '"sHpping" and will

be senile and impotent by the time

they are 55 or 60. This is bunk, say

the psychiatrists and physicians, for

most men, if they are healthy, may
expect to retain their virility until

they are 65 or 70. The famed Kinsey

report shows that many men of 70
and older still make satisfying mates.

James Kenyon, a rich farmer, was
one of these men. He married a

woman 20 years younger than he, and
after a decade of marriage began to

worry that his wife might seek the

company of a younger, more virile

man. Finally, his worries developed

into morbid fancies and he unfairly

accused her of being romantically in-

terested in a 30-year-old neighbor.

A country doctor, to whom Kenyon
confided his fears, succeeded in talk-

ing the older man out of his mental

anguish and suspicion. The doctor

then talked with Mrs. Kenyon and

suggested that she show more romantic

interest in her spouse. "Compliment
him on his looks, his energy," the

doctor urged. ''Such praise is meat

and drink to the man nearing 60."

She followed his counsel and Farmer
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Kenyon's morbid spell of jealousy and

self'doubt vanished. Without sensible

advice, he might have gone on to a

nervous breakdown—or even suicide.

4. Ignorance of the menopause.

When their wives reach the time for

menopause many men have a curious

hesitancy about making sexual de'

mands. They have an odd mixture of

misinformation and superstition about

this subject, and many believe that

the sex act is unthinkable and repel'

lent to the woman who is undergoing

the change of life. They therefore

seek company elsewhere, leaving their

distraught wives to wonder bitterly at

the selfishness of men.

Actually, the menopause should

give no husband the feeling that his

attentions are no longer wanted. It

merely signifies that the wife is going

through a normal physiological altera-

tion. Husband and wife should dis'

cuss it frankly with their physician

and acquire a real understanding of

the menopause which will make for

continued marriage relations.

5. Learning to play too late. Sum-
ner Andrews is a prosperous chain

store owner who was a millionaire by

the time he was 47. Since he was 12,

he had worked like a beaver, amassing

money and prestige. Then he sold his

holdings for a huge sum and became
an idle millionaire at a still youthful

age.

He tried golfing, yachting, globe'

trotting and other pastimes, but only

became more fidgety and restless. A
highly-rouged manicure girl in a bar-

ber shop became his companion. The
town gasped when Andrews' wife

sued for divorce, naming the girl

as co'respondent. Actually, Sumner
didn't want to cheat at all; idleness

was more than he could stand, and he

had tried adultery dispassionately with

the same motive which led him to golf'

ing—to see if it would prove a satiS'

fying substitute for work.

Husbands who learn to play and rc'

lax are safer when they reach the

dangerous 40's. Give your man a

hobby today and you may hold him
tomorrow!

6. Sympathy see\ing. Everybody
thinks his own troubles are the world's

worst. Lou Noobeck was no excep'

tion. When his factory had labor

troubles, he wanted to talk with his

wife about it. But she was busy with

a do2;en civic ventures, infant aid

groups, and bridge clubs. She never

had time to sympathi2;e with Lou, a

little boy grown up.

When Lou's middle'aged woman
secretary commiserated with him, he
began to view her through rose-colored

glasses. Soon he was taking her out

of town on week-end fun jaunts.

When the rift with his wife was cli-

maxed by a divorce, his friends mur'

mured, 'Toor Lou! What does he
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ewer see in that frumpy woman he's

running around with? She's not half

as pretty as his own wife was!"

True enough. But the dowdy sec
retary gave him the thing he yearned
for—sympathy. He could tell his

troubles to her, a simple enough
privilege. If his wife had taken an
hour a day to talk things over with

Lou, he would be a contented, happy

ing^ October, 1948

husband today, instead of one more
member of the army of miserable

cheaters, misjudged and excoriated by
their friends.

So, spare a thought for your hus'

band's mental state and act now to

keep him tethered. An ounce of fore^

sight on the part of an understand-

ing wife pays off in hearts when a

man reaches the Dangerous Age!

Middle age: When a man stops wondering how he can dodge tempta'

tions, and begins to wonder if he's missing any.

Cultivate good manners and you'll be mistaken everywhere for an usher

or a salesman.

lAJorc/d for Our Pictured

1. WHB'FM is on the air! Technician Ed Hall is shown at the new trans-

mitter, which operates on 102.1 megacycles (channel 271) and has an effective

radiated power of approximately 6,000 watts.

2. Kansas City drivers are taking it slow these days. The reason? Motor-
cycle cops in plainclothes. Here Bill Berns of the Mutual Broadcasting System
wire records an interview with Captain William J. McLear and Patrolman Dale
Hadley, for presentation on the Mutual Buidio T^ewsreel (Mon. through Fri.,

8:15 p.m. CST).

3. Home of WHB-FM in Kansas City is the imposing Fidelity Building.

The transmitter is located on the 33rd floor, and the site of the permanent
antenna is 502 feet above average terrain.

4. Jim Green and Ben Hilliard, candidates for national Commander of the

American Legion, outline their campaign platforms for WHB listeners.

Green commands the world's largest Legion Post, at Omaha; and Hilliard is

past commander of the world's second largest post, in Denver.

5. Chairman of the Small Business Committee of the House of Representa-

tives is Walter Ploesser, shov/n addressing the Midwest Manufacturers Associa-

tion.

6. Jeri Ray and Orrin Tucker are featured stars of the American Royal
Coronation Ball, high spot of Kansas City's social season. The lavish Ball

will be held October 15 at the Municipal Auditorium. (See story on page 3).

enierpiece

Gracing Swing's center pages is Ann Miller, a dark-haired, Texas
beauty. Miss Miller started dancing at the age of three, crashed movies when
she was 14. Her latest display of legs and talent is with Fred Astaire, Judy
Garland and Peter Lawford in Easter Parade.
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Swina nominee ior

by MORI GREINER

CcTN an alphabetical age," says Delos

X Johns, '1 intend making the let-

ters E.S.C. as familiar to the public as

the name of any government bureau."

October is slated to be a month of

intense activity for the E.S.C, and if

for no reason than that the cryptic

designation fits so neatly into a head'

line, around Kansas City the odds on
Mr. Johns making good his boast are

currently quoted at seven to five.

Johns is an affable, energetic man
nearing 50. A smooth but pointed

speaker, he is much in the headlines

himself, and so is the organi2;ation be-

hind the letters, the Emergency School

Committee.

The Committee was formed in

Mayor Kemp's office last spring dur-

ing a meeting of parties interested in

the Kansas City public schools: labor

unions, voters leagues, educational and
civic groups, the Chamber of Com-
merce. It resulted from a resolution

introduced by Mr. Johns.

At the moment, the school situation

was critical. Under the antiquated

Missouri School Tax Law of 1931,

the Kansas City Board of Education
was attempting to meet inflation-era

costs with a depression-era income. It

was going to fall, a hasty reckoning

showed, about two million dollars

short for the 1948-49 term. An at-

tempt had been made to finance a

MAN OF THE MONTH

four-year school program by authoriz-

ing a property levy increase of eight

and a half mills above the constitu-

tional ten-mill limit.

Hotly contested by real estate in-

terests, which took the position that

state legislation should be amended to

provide other sources of revenue, and
only lukewarmly supported by the

public, the levy proposal was anni-

hilated at the polls.

The public's negative reaction

stemmed from lack of confidence in

the incumbent school board, rather

than any shortage of civic pride. The
board was split by disunity, and so

racked with petty bickering as to be

almost ineffectual.

Delos Johns suggested that while a

short-term compromise levy was being

worked out for the voters' approval

—something that would insure normal
operation of the schools for at least

a year—a committee begin an investi-

gation of possible revenue sources

which might be recommended to the

state legislature. So the E.S.C. was
born.

Two weeks later, a one-year, seven-

mill levy was submitted to the people

and voted down.
Obviously, some immediate remedy

was indicated. But more than that,

the basic situation was in need of

thorough examination and overhaul.
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A program of sound school financing,

for years ahead, had to be set up.

It was the long-range study Johns

had in mind, although Mr. Johns

—

an extremely ambitious citizen—stood

ready to hack at whatever dragons

raised their heads.

When it became apparent that toes

were apt to be trod upon, someone

asked him just what the E.S.C. hoped
to accompHsh. Johns left the door

wide open. "The purpose of the

E.S.C," he said, ''is to provide Kan-

sas City children with the best pos-

sible education. Every aim and goal,

except that prime purpose, is elastic

and flexible."

No grass grew under his feet. He
took ten days away from his business

to set up a 50-member executive board

drawn from every section of the city.

The public opinion committee and fi-

nance committee were at work in less

than a week.

In October, activities will move into

high gear. A comprehensive study of

all school departments—business, ad-

ministrative and instruction—has been

completed by Doctor John Guy
Fowlkes, Dean of Education at the

University of Wisconsin. The Com-
mittee will act upon his recommenda-

tions, and upon material gathered in

the course of its own surveys.

It is probable that it will under-

take a statewide program, organizing

campaigns in all large Missouri cities

in an effort to secure legislation which
will provide for school taxation at the

state level. In all likelihood, the goal

will be a one-cent increase in the state

income tax.

''The school board situation is

going to be cleaned up, too," Johns
says. "Members will be placed on an
elective basis, subject to recall."

A popular song in vogue the past

season stressed that "miracles can hap-

pen," but Johns and his co-workers

found this to be a sad untruth. To
date, no immediately available source

of revenue has been located to bolster

the present school term, although it is

likely that a 40-week year can be fi'

nanced by "throwing all the chips into

the game," as Johns puts it. That's

a colorful phrase he employs to in-

clude the Board of Education's insur-

ance poHcy, current operating fund,

and all other assets. The decision on

how many chips to chuck, however,

rests solely wdth the board.

Delos Johns comes by his interest

in education honestly. His father was
superintendent of public schools in

Flat River, Missouri, and later held

the same position in Farmington for

more than 30 years. Now retired, he

still keeps his hand in by teaching a

part-time high school schedule.

One member of the Johns family is

completely unperturbed by the pos-

sibility of an abbreviated school term.

That's Dick, w'ho is 14 and a freshman

at Southwest High School. There are
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three boys in all. Tom is a junior in

the engineering school of the Uni'

versity of Missouri, and 22'year'old

Bill, a veteran of the Philippine cam'

paign and the occupation of Japan, is

out of school and married.

Mr. Johns is known to fellow Kan'
sas Citians as a peerless parliamen-

tarian, particularly adroit in the chair.

Debate seldom ruffles him. He ex'

presses himself with facility and great

candor—as the president of the Board
of Education, who is no longer speak

ing to Johns, will testify.

For many years, he lived a quiet

life : working in his yard on long sum-

mer evenings, playing bridge in win-

ter, reading. His debut in civic work
came three years ago, when he was
asked to accept a post as chairman
of the board of governors of the Citi-

zens Regional Planning Council.

The work led him into numerous
phases of public activity. He became
associate chairman of the highly sue

cessful Citizens Bond Committee. As
a member of the Jackson County
Charter Commission, he is currently

engaged in drawing up a new count/
charter.

On the side, Delos Johns works for

a living. He is vice president and gen-

eral counsel of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas City, and serves as

counsel for the bank's branches in

Omaha, Denver and Oklahoma City.

''Sometimes I work nights," he says,

"but it isn't too hard to keep up."
Then he adds a little sadly, ''Practi-

cally nobody ever sues us."

Johns was in general law practice

in Kansas City for 22 years prior to

his association with the bank. He
studied law at the University of Mis'

souri, where he was a member of Phi

Beta Kappa, Phi Delta Phi and the

Order of the Coif.

In college, his chief exercise was
carrying a tuba in the University

band. He also played string bass with

the orchestra at a local theatre,

furnishing mood music for one silent

movie every afternoon, and two every

evening. He held various jobs in the

library, and was much envied one
year when he taught history at

Stephens College for Women.

His education was interrupted by a

year and a half of service in the

United States Marine Corps.

In 1923, he entered the Kansas City

law firm of Morrison, Nugent, Wyl'
der 6? Berger (later Morrison, Nu-
gent, Berger 5? Johns). There he met
and married a German girl from Pax-

ico, Kansas, Rose J. Schuetz (pro'

nounced "Sheets").

Mr. Johns' first name, incidentally,

was inherited from a boyhood friend

of his father's. It is subject to what
he calls a "multiplicity of pronuncia'

tions." He prefers "Dee-lahss," but

will answer to any reasonable ap-

proximation. Few people care to
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struggle with it, so he is generally Missouri and Kansas area,

known as "D.C." Delos Johns is a modest man, in-

A hearty but not indiscriminate dined to depreciate his own accom-
laugher, Johns thoroughly enjoys his pHshments. He has no special hobbies,
public contacts. It^s a good thing, he but he takes great pride in his lawn
will admit because his work with the

^^^^^
Citizens Regional Planning Council i i • r j- • i_

will keep Inm in the fore of civic
drudgeries of digging crab grass.

work for some time to come. The ^^^^ ^^^P^

Council deals with the problems of tumble. A man who spends a couple

business, transportation, housing, em- of hours each day down on his knees

ployment, industry, education, health in the dirt can't possibly develop a

and public service over a five-county feeling of self-importance!"

A Quaker pioneer, walking from his clearing to the meeting house,
had his trusty flintlock ready. A non-believer accosted him, saying, ''Brother

Nathan, is it not your belief that what is destined will be?"
;;Yes."

"Then if all the Indians in the province attacked the meeting house
and your time had not come, you would not be harmed?"

"No," answered the Quaker.
"But if your time had come," pursued the other, "then no matter what

you did, it would do no good?"
"That is right."

"Then why do you carry your gun to the meeting?"
Gravely the Quaker replied, "On my way to or from the meeting I

might see an Indian whose time had come."

The small boy's parents were strict. The walls of the sitting room were
lined with tracts, and the cane was kept behind "Love one another." One
day everything went wrong, and the boy was punished eight times.

After this he said between sobs, "Don't you think it's time to take the

cane from behind 'Love one another' and put it behind 'I need Thee every

hour'?"

A
We are faced with a choice between a UN with teeth or a world with

cavities.—P M.
A

A Peoria businessman finally hit upon what he thought was a sure-fire

way of collecting some money owed him. His somewhat irresponsible debtor

had successfully ignored all pleas for payment, and so, as his last resort, he
wrote a tear-jerking letter and enclosed a snapshot of his small daughter.

Under the picture he wrote: "The reason I must have my money."
Much to his surprise, he got a reply, but there was also a photo with

this letter—a voluptuous blonde in a bathing suit labeled, "The reason I

can't pay!"

A
Winning a million bucks at the race track is now within the realm of

possibility if you're a horse.



FUNERAL OF A

Tippie was a cow dog, a good one. When
he died, it precipitated a family crisis.

by FRANK G. HARRIS

PAPA said, "Yes, Tippie is going to

have a funeral."

"He is not!" said Mamma. ''Have

you no respect for your God, Papa,

to have a funeral for a dog? Funerals

are for humans with souls . .

."

"Don't dogs have souls?" I asked.

Mamma glared at Papa. "See what
youVe done to that boy? You have

him thinking dogs have souls!"

"Go along. Son," Papa said, "Fll

talk to your Mamma and maybe by

morning she will change her mind."

It was the summer that I was 12.

I
Tippie was the same age and I

couldn't remember when he hadn't

I

been on the farm. I walked down to

t
the barn, where Papa had fixed up a

I

wooden box for Tippie, and I looked

i at my dog there so still and quiet and

I
I cried. Up until then I had been

j

too shocked to cry. Now the tears

I

flowed freely and I didn't try to stop

them, because I wasn't ashamed. Tip'

pie was dead and gone and wouldn't

ever bring the cows in any more or

anything.

When I heard the cows bawling I

stopped crying and from force of

habit started to milk. Papa came in

1
the barn, then, and told me not to

II

worry, we'd have a funeral for Tip'

pie the next day.

"What about Mamma?" I asked.

"Won't she be mad?"
"Don't worry about that, Son,"

said Papa. "Maybe dogs don't have

souls like people, but that's no reason

we can't give Tippie a funeral. That's

what you want and that's what we
will do. Maybe Tippie had some kind

of a doggy soul ..."

"Why don't we kill that old cow
that killed him, Papa?" I asked. "I'll

bet she hasn't got a soul!"

"That's enough about souls, Son.

Mamma's right, you are going to

church next Sunday. Maybe the

preacher can explain things to you."

Papa's eyes softened and he placed

his hand on my shoulder. "Now let's

get the milking done," he said, "and
then we'll decide where to bury Tip'

pie. I never was much for religion,

like your Mamma, but I guess I can

think of a few words to say over a

dog's grave."

"I don't guess Bessie meant to kick

Tippie and kill him did she, Papa?"
"It was just an accident," Papa

said. "It might not seem so now, but

maybe it was better this way. Tippie

was getting old and it was over quick.
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Now finish the milking, boy. No more
crying."

The next morning the sky was
overcast and when I got up Papa had
already had breakfast. "Your Papa is

digging," Mamma said, ''back in the

pasture by that big shade tree. He
said that's where you wanted Tippie

buried."

I didn't say anything and Mamma
filled my plate with bacon and eggs

and hot biscuits. I wasn't hungry.

"Are we going to have a funeral.

Mamma?" I asked. "With the Bible

and everything?"

"That's enough of that nonsense!"

Mamma said. "Tippie was just a dog
and now he's dead. Just like a chicken

when you kill it. Or that bacon you
have on your plate. Funerals are for

people with souls. I thought just as

much of Tippie as anybody, but I

can face facts. Now eat your break'

fast!"

I guess it was the first time I had
ever seen tears in Mamma's eyes. It

made me feel Hke doing something

special for her, so I tried to eat just

to please her. But it was tough going,

and nothing had much taste to it.

Papa came in the kitchen and said,

"We'll start now, Son. It's starting

to drizzle, so put on your raincoat.

Might rain hard before we finish the

funeral."

"Papa!" Mamma said, "I'm not go-

ing to stand for this. You can't bring

the boy up that way. Teaching him
that dogs have souls!"

Papa didn't look at Mamma. He
said, "I didn't say Tippie had a soul.

I just said we were going to give him
a decent burial just like we would any
other friend. Come on. Son."

"Son!" I stopped at the door and
started fastening my raincoat. "Listen

to me. Son!" Mamma said.

Papa called to me from the back

porch. "Coming, Papa!" I yelled.

"Papa says for me to start going to

church next Sunday, Mamma," I said,

and ran out of the house.

Papa had fastened long poles to

each side of the box that contained the

body of Tippie. He had nailed a cover

on the wooden casket and the rain

started to splatter on the cover as we
took our places. I picked up the

front and Papa the back, and we
started out slowly to the hole in the

ground beneath the shade tree in the

pasture.

I helped Papa lower the box into

the ground and we stepped back. I

thought of all the good times I had

with my dog and almost started crying

again. I looked around and every

thing seemed unfamiHar without Tip-

pie. Nearby the cows were grazing,

indifferent to what was taking place.

Bessie stood among them, not knowing

what heartbreak she had caused by

kicking a dog in the head. And I

remembered, the evening before, yell'

ing, "Get 'em, boy! Faster now, we

haven't got all night!"

And now Tippie was dead and

Papa and I were burying him. Never

(Continued on page 47)
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Professional speakers are the "fiftb estate" in
American society. And what a nice estate it is, too.

by ROGER SWIFT

IF youVe a flagpole sitter, marathon
runner, Congressman, atom bomb

worrier or spy catcher, don't waste
breath telling your views and exploits

to the next-door neighbor!

Instead, sign up with one of

America's 50 top lecture bookers and
you may be rolling in moolah shortly,

giving onc'hour dissertations for as

much as $1,000 per spiel.

Now as never before, 15,000,000
palpitating Americans eagerly await
the tribe of visiting speakers who
descend monthly upon clubs, schools,

churches, Parent-Teacher Associa'

tions, trade conventions and summer
resorts. These high'priced word'
slingers may earn enough on a three-

month speaking tour to coast along
on gravy for the remaining nine
months of the year.

Titan of the lecture industry is W.
Colston Leigh of New York City, a
burly, tough operator who frankly
tells the world that lecturing is a busi-

ness like selling shoes or iceboxes.

Leigh is the big dollar man among the
agents: he asks and gets fabulous fees

for celebrities.

Such names as Thomas Mann, H.
R. Knickerbocker, Lawrence Tibbett,

I

and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt get

sums as high as $1,000 and $1,500
for single addresses, thanks to Leigh's

astute management.
Though statistics in the spiel trade

are hard to nail down, veteran agents

concede that 1948 may bring $15,'

000,000 in fees. For this is the year

of the Atom Bomb Scare—and when
people are stewed up and fretting,

the lecture industry thrives.

That's because we naively expect

the answers to all our problems: in-

flation, housing, war clouds, these

troubles will be lifted by glib speakers

who sell their wordage and theories at

high price.

American infatuation with lecturers

began in 1816, when a smart New
England gent named Holbrook ad-

vertised :

"I will give disquisitions on science,

superstition, politics, or theology, for

what you shall deem worthy to pay
for my living."

Holbrook was deluged with invita-

tions to speak before the entertain-

ment-hungry. He started something

which has snowballed to multi-million

dollar dimensions. But today most
lecturers use agents—^high-powered,

smooth business men and women who
often earn commissions as high as 55
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per cent on lecture fees paid their

clients.

Almost any kind of expert can get

bookings galore. An Indian girl

named Te-Ata who lives in Manhat-
tan is in great demand for her talk

on tribal folk lore. The veteran Burton
Holmes is America's dean of the

lecture platform. He has presented his

travelogues more than 10,000 times,

and is as popular today as he was a

quarter-century ago.

Martin Hughes of Chicago is a

lecturer with a new twist. As the

phony ''Countess Maria Pulaski," he
speaks fervently on ''My Life as a

Spy." He gets his audience all steamed

up about Continental intrigues and
plots. Then, at the climax of his ad-

dress, the "countess" whips off a

blonde wig and reveals the features

of a man!

Psychologists and psychiatrists often

find the lecture platform more lucra-

tive than private practice. Anybody
talking on the human mind and how
to make it behave is assured of a rich

season of speechifying for profit.

Economists, too, are in constant de-

mand. Everybody wants to know
about the stock market, inflation, and
taxation. One Minneapolis joker,

who'd never been inside a college

classroom, had handbills printed de-

scribing himself as "Professor Morti-

mer Snafu, international authority on
inflation."

Purely as a gag, he sent the hand-

bills to program chairmen of various

clubs. To his amazement, his telephone

jangled constantly with bids for his

speaking services. Accepting several

of them, he talked learned balderdash

to his audiences and was applauded
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enthusiastically after saying literally

nothing for 45 minutes. And he was
well paid for his services!

Despite the commercialism of the

lecture trade, its hypoed publicity, and
the arrant nonsense displayed by some
of its self-styled "experts," the phe-

nomenal growth of the speech-mak-

ing clan is a healthy thing for de-

mocracy. Says Dr. Gregor Ziemer,

education director of New York's

Town Hall:

"In many nations, the idea of a

man or woman getting up on a public

platform and saying what he or she

thinks is simply incredible. In Ger-

many, for example, even now, few
people would think of standing up
and challenging a speaker or asking

a question. Such democratic actions

seem incredible and bizarre to them;

they can't envisage an America in

which 140,000,000 citizens exchange

opinions freely!"

Occasionally, lecturers perform un-

usual public services in the course of

their work. One of them is Joan Bran-

don, a young woman who specializes

in trapping fake mediums and ersatz

ghosts. After her talks, she invites

personal troubles and has been able

to "de-spook" many worried indivi-

duals who feared their houses were

haunted.

Another debunker is Professor Ber-

gen Evans of Northwestern Univer-

sity, whose book, A 7<latural History

of ?<lonsense, is a best-seller.

Evans is at his best explaining away

the popular superstitions which clutter

up our mental attics. In the course of

his talks, he has gathered enough

fables and superstitions to fill a com-

panion volume for his first book.

(Continued on page 51)



When is a corpse not a corpse? James Graham learned the answer.

HE CASE OF THE

feftost/y ai^eiiger

by TED PETERSON

A FTER a present'day murderer has

-/l. converted his victim into a

corpse, he has only the police to worry
about as he tidies up the clues.

If things had been that simple for

an Englishman named Mark Sharp,

he probably would have got away with

murder. As it was, the ax'murder he

committed turned up one clue that

he couldn't hide—the ghost of his

victim, who kept bobbing up around

the neighborhood until the law strung

Sharp from the gallows.

Sharp was executed without even

the satisfaction of knowing that his

case would go down in history as a

British crime classic. The ghost busi'

ness, for one thing, gave it a special

twist. But more than that, Sharp bore

his victim no grudge. An obliging

chap, he killed her to help out a pal

who found her presence inconvenient.

The restless victim of Sharp's pick-

ax technique was a young woman
named Ann Walker. She lived as

housekeeper to a well'tO'do widower
in Chester-lc'Street in northern Eng-

land. Her employer, a relative, also

was named Walker, but all accounts

of the crime have shorn him of his

given name
Ann and her employer lived cosily

together until neighbors began gossip-

ing about the young woman's ap-

proaching motherhood. Loungers at

the local pub gave odds that Walker
himself was responsible for her condi-

tion. Perhaps to get away from the

sting of acid tongues, Ann bustled

off to a village six miles away, where
she moved in with her aunt.

The aunt was a kind woman, but

she too had a villager's curiosity about

her neighbors' business. She kept ask-

ing how Ann intended to support the

expected baby. Ann told her that its

father would provide for it. Well,

then, the aunt wanted to know, who
was the father? Ann wouldn't answer
that question. But the aunt thought

she had the answer one night when
Walker, accompanied by Sharp, called

for Ann and took her away.

No one ever saw Ann, in the flesh,

after she left her aunt's home with
Walker, and no one fussed about her

disappearance. ''She's gone away to

have her child," someone remarked.

Someone else added something about

"hiding her shame," and the rest of

the folks nodded knowingly. They
thought they had seen the last of her.

They hadn't.

A conscientious man named James
Graham was miller for the country-

side, and his work kept him at his
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mill at late hours. One night after

midnight had just slipped past, he

trudged upstairs to dump some corn

into the hopper. As he returned down'
stairs, he saw a sight that almost

toppled him from the steps.

Standing in the middle of the room
was a woman, her long hair bloody

from five gaping wounds in her head.

Pale, silent, she stood staring at him.

''God protect me!" Graham cried,

and his voice trembled. ''Who are

you? What do you want?"

"I am the spirit of Ann Walker,"

came the reply. While the frightened

miller shivered, the ghost told its

story. Walker was indeed the father

of Ann's child. He had told her not

to worry. He would send her away
to a quiet place some distance away
until after the baby was born. Then
she could return with it to his home,

and they would settle down as com'

fortably as before.

The night Walker fetched her from

her aunt's home, Ann thought she

was bound for the promised haven.

Sharp was to see that she reached it

safely, and she set off with him late

at night. As the pair crossed a lonely

moor. Sharp cut the journey short. He
bashed her over the head with a pick'

ax, which thudded five times before

he was satisfied that she was dead.

Then he dragged the corpse to a pit

and threw it in. He tried to wash the

blood from his shoes and stockings

but without success. He hid them
with the ax. Alone he returned to

Walker to make his report.

"And now, James Graham," the

ghost said when the story was finished,

"I come to you, that by revealing this

bloody act my murderers may be

brought to justice." It added that

Graham had better get busy spilling

the story to the law or it would haunt

him.

Graham went home to sleep on the

idea. He wasn't keen on blasting the

reputation of Walker, who packed a

hefty bankroll and a bit of influence

about the countryside. After all,

he had only a ghost's word for the

story. "Maybe if I just keep quiet,"

Walker said to himself, "the ghost will

tell the story to someone else."

The ghost, however, had no such

intention. It turned up at the mill a

second night. In a sharp tone, it

asked how come Graham hadn't

tipped off the law about the murder.

Graham didn't even answer. He just

Ht out for companionship.

Next morning, hoping to end his

chummy relationship with the ghost,

Graham cornered a justice of peace.

After taking an oath, he repeated the

story that the ghost had told him. A
man of action, the justice straightway
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sent for Sharp and Walker. They
tried to laugh off the whole affair.

Their laughing stopped when search'

ers found Ann's corpse, wounded in

the same places as the ghost, and the

bloody ax, shoes and stockings belong'

ing to Sharp.

Sharp and Walker stood their trial

at the next assi2;es in Durham. Even
before the jury retired, there was little

doubt that the verdict would be

"guilty." For the jury foreman swore

that throughout the trial, the tiny

ghost of Ann's unborn babe hovered

incriminatingly over Walker's should'

ers.

The judge must have noticed it,

too. As soon as he heard the verdict,

he popped up and sentenced the pris'

oners. And never before in the whole
history of Durham, the people remem'
bered, had a prisoner been sentenced

before the judge had heard the rest

of the cases on his docket.

FUNERAL OF A FRIEND {Contvmxtd, from page 42)

again would my dog stretch out in

the shade of the big tree beside me.

Papa cleared his throat and started

to speak.

"Papa!" I said. "Look!"

Papa turned and squinted through
the rain. A smile spread over his

face and he said, "I thought she'd

come."

Mamma walked up to us, one hand
tucked inside the front of her rain'

coat. "You don't know how to con'

duct a funeral. Papa," she said.

"Stand back!" Papa stood on one side

of Mamma and I stood on the other.

"Oh, Lord," said Mamma, raising

her face to the rain, "maybe I'm
doing wrong by speaking for a dog,

but Tippie was a good dog! He prO'

tected my son and twice saved him

from being drowned. Tippie was the

best cow dog in the county and was
well liked by everybody. He was a

great comfort and help to Papa and
me all these years. Oh, Lord, maybe
Tippie didn't have a soul like a hu'

man, but he was a good dog and
served faithfully here on earth. If

You could help him, wherever dogs

go when they die, it would be deeply

appreciated. Lord. Amen."
"That was mighty nice. Mamma,"

Papa told her, wiping his eyes.

"Thanks, Mamma," I said, "I'll bet

Tippie sure Hked that!"

Mamma pointed skyward. "I guess

I didn't do too much that was wrong,"
she said, "the sun is coming out."

Mamma took her Bible from inside

her raincoat and walked back toward
the house. She was smiling.

During a railway strike, a volunteer performed the remarkable feat of
bringing the train in 20 minutes ahead of schedule. The passengers went
forward in a body to thank him. A pale'faced man got down from the
engine. "Don't thank me," he gasped, "thank God. I just found out how to
stop this damn' thing five minutes ago."
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Genuine antiques for sale—factory fresh!

by EMMETT T. MANSFIELD

AN Illinois woman, who had lived

ajL figuratively from hand'tO'mouth

for many years, suddenly became pros'

perous and bought a house, a farm and

two cars.

Curious neighbors learned that vir-

tually overnight she had become an

antique dealer, speciaHzing in early

American brass candlesticks. Wealthy
antique hunters beat a path to her

door, paying as much as $500 for

choice examples of Colonial metal-

work.

Everything was smooth sailing for

her until an angered husband—dis-

gusted at the price his wife had paid

for a pair of candlesticks—poked into

her bxisiness via a private detective

agency. The operative uncovered her

hidden workshop where "antiques"

were manufactured in 24 hours for

delivery to gullible and moneyed
clients.

"She takes new candlesticks, treats

them roughly to produce nicks and
dents," reported the detective. "Then
she applies acid to them to produce the

greenish, ancient look which genuine

Colonial candlesticks have."

The irate husband publici2;ed his

findings, and her lush business took a

nose-dive. Although she is out of

business today, there are several hun-

dred other fake antique racketeers

flourishing, thanks to boom times and
the insatiable desire many people have
for ancient furniture and bric-a-brac.

One authority on the cult of fake

antique merchants describes them as

"the world's most cultured criminals."

Says Herbert Cescinsky, another dis-

tinguished antique expert, "Almost
80 per cent of all the so-called antiques

sold in England today are fraudulent."

And even the august New York
Times was moved to comment editor-

ially :

"It is obvious that the antique, as

never before, has become Big Business.

And any man whose home is a

gathering place for the fine craftsman-

ship of another day can cast his eye

around and be pretty sure that some
of it is bogus!"

Not surprisingly, women outnum-
ber the men in the fake antique crowd.

One New England lady with impec-

cable lineage and a smooth tongue
earned almost $75,000 peddling al-

leged Colonial beds until she was un-

masked. Then it was learned that she

had artificially aged her products with

a sanding machine and exposure to

stormy weather. The "worm holes,"

which looked so authentic, had been
drilled by an instrument that bored
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straight, whereas real worms unfail-

ingly bore crookedly!

As a clincher, the experts proved

she had frayed and weathered her

upholstery by exposure to rain and
chemicals obtainable at any drugstore.

Faced by the evidence, she promptly

disappeared, leaving almost 500 cus-

tomers wailing that they had been

bilked.

Recently, it was learned that a gi-

gantic ring of antique fakers in New
York had sent crews around the coun-

try, buying up old houses containing

oak and maple. These houses were
promptly torn down and the wood
was carefully packed and shipped to

an obscure furniture factory in Brook-

lyn.

In no time at all, the Brooklyn

woodworker had turned out new
''antique" beds and rockers from the

old, well-seasoned wood!

As fast as one crooked antique

dealer or manufacturer is unmasked,

another flourishes in his place. But

usually they are detected because they

overlook little details. For example,

one crook purchased a small chest for

$15 and weathered it for several

months on his farm. He then sold it

for $800 to a wealthy woman, assur-

ing her that it had been turned out

by hand in George Washington's day.

The woman was
happy with her
purchase until a

friend who knew
something about

antiques dropped
in.

rooked, my dear," he said. "The
chest looks real enough, but these

nails are machine-turned. In Wash'
ington's day, they were made by
hand. Here, look through this magni'
fying lens!" He was right.

Don't ever be taken in by the glib

antique salesman who talks knowingly
about ''signature" pieces. Remember,
really old furniture bearing the'

printed signatures of established
craftsmen of the era is truly rare. The
crooked antique people employ skilled

printers to concoct labels which have

that aged, dyed-in-the-wood look.

They use battered type and weather

their own paper for this nefarious pur-

pose.

Today, Florence, Italy, is once again

becoming the fake antique capital of

the world, according to travelers and
expert furniture dealers. Before the

war, Florence, followed closely by
London, had a dim reputation because

of the number of fraudulent antiques

sold there.

Indeed, in London one year there

was held a "fake antique exposition,"

at which notable frauds were shown to

the public as a warning. A prominent

Philadelphia collector. Dr. Edwin At-

lee Barber, followed this up with a

similar show in the United States, hop-

ing to keep people from being gypped.

After viewing the 372 clever fakes

collected by Barber, many people

went right out and managed to get

gypped again by unscrupulous dealers!

Oddly enough, the fakers do not

adhere rigidly to the genuine antique

models they are copying, but they

often fall prey to an urge to improve

upon the old masters. Consequently,

they will add a flourish or a scroll to

a Hepplewhite or Chippendale piece,

merely because they think it looks
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better that way. Experts can soon de^

tect these efforts to improve upon the

old timers.

A fake antique sleuth will use cali-

pers and T'square in his

search for fraud. The
calipers show the shrink'

age of truly old wood.
The T'square reveals if

the wood is ruler^straight;

if it is, you have no an-

tique, because aged wood
is almost always warped
and out'of'true.

Another practice which
doesn't fool the experts is

that of "piecing out" an
antique bed, thus produc
ing two beds where one was before.

This is done by making the head and
footboard of a real antique bed be- sum.

come the bases for two new beds

which are palmed off as the real

Revolutionary War stuff.

Nobody knows how much is lost

each year on spurious an-

tiques. But it ranges from
$20,000,000 to $30,000,'

000, according to some
estimates from legitimate

dealers.

Whatever the loss is,

keep a tight rein on your
wallet until you're sure

that the piece you covet is

everything the dealer
^ claims it is. If in doubt,

summon an expert. It's

V better to pay an expert $50
for his opinion than to waste $500 on
a faked piece not worth a tenth that

TALK ISN'T CHEAP
Not infrequently, men and women

get into the lecture field quite by acci'

dent. That's what happened with Tom
>i Collins, Kansas City newspaperman,
who amused an audience one day with
droll tales and anecdotes culled from

,

his journalistic grab-bag.

Before he knew it, Tom was doing
more speaking than writing, and with'

' drew from newspaper work to enter

the "fifth estate" of the lecture plat-

I

form. Today, because his dry humor

I

and salty quips are a refreshing con-

I

trast to deep thinkers, Collins has
J more lecture bids than he can accept.

I
He is primarily a "banquet speaker,"

which is a minor field of speciali2;a'

I

tion, since 90 per cent of the talk'for-

I

(Continued from page 44)

pay boys are on the lyceum and town
hall circuit.

The biggest lecture "draw," if he
would consent to speak in America,
is the aged George Bernard Shaw,
who takes a dim view of speaking for

money.
An important Chicago booker,

speaking of Shaw, said wistfully:

"I've booked dozens of the world's

great, but the only one who would
really earn a fee of $5,000 per talk is

Shaw. He could have a million dollar

lecture tour any time he wanted it

—but he has always considered the

idea absurd. Can you imagine a guy
nowadays turning down a million

—

just for tal\ing?"



It Pays to Advertise

Westminster (California) Herald: "Wish to trade—Bridal gown, hope
chest, other accessories for shotgun in good condition."

London Times: "Bank manager, just released from prison, seeks em'
ployment.

Worcester (Massachusetts) Telegram: "Lost—A large swarm of Italian

honey bees. Finder please dial 5-2062. Reward."
Honolulu Star-Bulletin: "Furnished roof for rent."

New Delhi Statesman: "Brigadier Cane leaving for the United King-
dom desires to thank his British and Indian friends for many kindnesses. He
further desires that his enemies should not indulge in wishful thinking.

He is coming back."

—

]oseph C. Stacey.

A
The justice of the peace, in pursuance of his duties, had to perform

an occasional marriage ceremony. He found it difficult to dissociate the

various functions of his office. Everything had gone smoothly until he
asked one bride, "Do you take this man to be your husband?"

The bride nodded emphatically.

"And you, accused," the justice said turning to the bridegroom, "what
have you to say in your defense?"

A customer owed a bill for several months and payed no attention to

statements, so the store wrote him that if he did not remit at once, the

account would be placed in the hands of a lawyer for collection.

In the next mail came a letter.

"Enclosed find check to cover account referred to in your letter of the

tenth inst. Thanking you for your past favors I remain. Yours truly.

—

P.S. This is the kind of letter I would write you if I had the money."

A

It was little Jane's first visit to the country. The night was warm, the

window was open, and the insect noises were strange.

"Mummy," whimpered Jane, "it's dark here. Everything buzzes, and
Fm afraid."

"Don't be afraid, Janie," comforted Mother. "Remember, the angels

are watching over you. They are there with you." There was a pause,

and then the whimper changed to a loud wail.

"Mummy," cried Jane, "one of the angels just bit me."

A

Once a year the newsboys of a certain district of London are taken for

an outing on the Thames by a gentleman of the neighborhood, where they

can bathe to their heart's content.

As one little boy was getting into the water, a friend observed, "I say,

Bill, ain't you dirty!"

"Yes," replied Bill, "I missed the train last year."

A

The head of the house approached the young man.
"Look here," he said, "you've been calling to see my daughter for a

long time now. May I ask what are your intentions?"

"Well," said the suitor, "I had hoped to become an addition to the

family."

"Let me tell you," was the reply, "there's nothing doing in addition.

You'll have to subtract."



by FRED ALEXANDER

The situation in Berlin is acutely un'

comfortable, and there is no indication

that it will improve.
The Reds are determined to have Bet'

lin, and possession is the first step that

will ultimately lead to control of Germany
and later the whole European continent.

The economy of war dictates that an
aggressor nation should attempt to attain

all of its objectives by inexpensive, peace
ful means. The Russians will fight, but
they naturally want to postpone it as

long as possible.

Meanwhile, Russia is attempting to gain
economic control of Berlin by controlling

the currency. It has suggested that

the Americans stop issuing currency and
withdraw all United States money. In re
turn, the Russians will lift the blockade.
This can only lead to an impossible sitU'

ation. With Russia in economic control
of Berlin the rest would be easy.

The monkeyshines which the Reds have
pulled during the last month have merely
heaped coals on the fire. The Russians
with their planned kidnappings are try
ing to make life as difficult as possible for

the Western powers in Berlin.

The people are restless and unstable in

the U.S.S.R. They must be appeased by
being shown new gains that are made.
When the Russians are blocked from
making any visible gains, war will be im'
minent. War keeps people busy and oc
cupied. It knits a nation together with a

I

common objective. War is wonderful for
[dictatorships.

• • •

War preparation takes money— lots

of it; High level officials know that war
is hovering near, yet their hands are tied

because the military does not have enough
money. During the fiscal year ending in
June of 1949, the total expenditure for
military purposes will have been in excess
of 14 billion dollars. For the next year,

the military has asked for 30 billion, the

amount that is actually needed to put the

nation in fighting trim. The Administra'

tion said that was too much—it would
have to be scaled down. So down it

came to 20 billion—still too much. Now
it has been whittled to 15 billion, cet'

tainly not enough to take care of the

authori2;ed strength of 18 Army divisions

and 70 air units. But 15 billion is the

amount that the Administration will ad'

here to in the January budget recommen'
dations. The armed forces will have to be
skeletonized because of insufficient funds.

Since it is now pretty well accepted

that Truman has little chance to win, the

plan is to leave military spending to

Dewey and his aids. When Dewey in'

herits the Presidency, it will be his task

to raise the military budget to 17, 18 or

perhaps even 20 billion dollars. Such a

hike in appropriations will necessitate in'

creased taxes. But the Republicans hesi'

tate to raise taxes immediately upon tak'

ing office. They hope to wait until 1950,
but in reality a tax increase may come
long before that.

• • e

Industrial preparations for "defense,"

Vv'hich are actually moves toward rearma'

ment, will soon get up more steam. Ma'
chine tools will be in great demand, being

the foundation stones of all large scale

industrial development. In the last war
this was the bottleneck, but now industry

says it can supply quickly everything that

is needed.
The National Security Resources Board

is consulting with many businessmen right

now. People have thought these talks

to be secret, but it's not necessarily so.

Conversations between businessmen and
the government have been open but un'
publici2;ed. The NSRB has neither the

facilities nor the money to do much good
yet, but it shows promise of growing into
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one of the larger departments of the gov'

ernment.
• o •

Governor Dewey and his advisors are

a hvcwire outfit. They are working fever'

ishly on campaign strategy and even ac
tual administrative problems for the time

when Mr. Dewey assumes the Presidency.

As usual, the Republicans hold divergent

views on the campaign. Some say the

election will be very close; others claim

it's in the bag. The important thing is

that both agree a strong and vigorous
campaign should be conducted in order

to garner every possible vote and assure

the party a firmer foothold in Congress
and throughout the country.

The big Republican show will flash up
in Missouri, where Dewey will put on an
old-fashioned cracker-barrel political fight.

In Missouri and everywhere, the Republi-
cans will shout Pendergast, Kansas City
politics, incompetence, protection of Com'
munists and waste.

• o •

The Democratic strategy is to dig up
old Republican dirt and scatter it to the

four winds. Such names as Teapot Dome,
Harding. Daugherty, Jess Smith and Fall

will be back in the news after a quarter-

century in hiding.

Both sides will point to scandals and

mud will fly in all directions. From the

standpoint of old-fashioned dirty politics,

this campaign is shaping up like a three-

ring circus.

Few people are predicting victory for

Truman, and when they do, it is purely
for the sake of promoting their own in-

terests and those of the Democratic party.

Wallace has hurt Truman's chances badly.

Without Wallace in the field, Truman
might have had a chance. Labor has
come out half-heartedly for the President,

but the laboring man is potentially a Re-
publican voter as well as Democratic. The
Taft-Hartley Act is no longer an issue;

many laboring men like it.

Truman is trying by every wile at his

command to woo the liberal vote into

his camp. Hopes are not high for success.

Mr. Truman has proved himself to be
liberal in statement but conservative in

action—a mixture not dissimilar to oil

and water. The liberal element of the

country is, for the most part, entirely

cognizant of Mr. Truman's views concern-

ing left wingers. Roosevelt was the dar-

hng of the leftists, but Truman, who can

not understand why a Missouri horse

trade won't work in Washington, has not

done well in filling the liberal shoes of

Roosevelt. The act is just not convincing.

November will tell the story.

One night a young Kentucky mountaineer was standing guard at an
Army post, when an officer nearly seven feet tall approached.

"Halt," challenged the Kentuckian. "Who goes there?"

"Major White," the officer replied.

"Advance and be recognized."

The major approached. The sentry stood at port arms. Suddenly
the major's huge arm lashed out and jerked the rifle from the soldier.

"You're one devil of a soldier," the major barked. "Here you are,

rendered completely helpless."

"Ah don't know about that," the young mountaineer replied, and the

major found himself looking down the barrel of a .38 revolver which had
unaccountably appeared from the soldier's shirt. "All ah kin say. Major,

is that you'd better hand over that rifle. It ain't loaded, but this pistol is."—Richland Press.

When asked why Southerners are always so slow and deliberate, a

Georgian replied, "Son, it just doesn't pay to be in a hurry. You always

pass up much more than you can catch up with."

Everyone in a small town knows the news. He reads the paper just

to see if the editor gets it printed correctly.



Platter Chatter

KANSAS CITY^S own tune. My Hap-
piness, continues to roll up greater

sales throughout the country and abroad.

The Damon Studios will soon release a
i Eequel to Happiness (see Highly Recom'
mended), hoping that it, too, will be a

hit. Already, 37,000 orders have been
placed, most of which were chalked up be'

fore the buyers even knew the title . . .

!
Toni Harper, youthful ll'year'old sepia

' singer and star of Columbia records,

will be featured on the Cantor air show
when it resumes this month . . , Hal Der'
win, Capitol crooner, and his band will

I

return to the West Coast after a success'

I

ful series of dates in the East and Middle

j

West . . . Eddy Duchin will reorganize

and open at the Waldorf in New York
this month . . . Former Jimmy Dorsey
thrush, Helen O'Connell, returns to the

entertainment field this fall after baby
sitting arrangements are made for her

new daughter, Jenny . . . Paul Weston,

I

in addition to his network Supper Club
! chores, may take over as conductor of

another major network variety show . . .

I Ted Weems and orchestra are now at the

Ij
Aragon Ballroom in Ocean Park, Cali'

fornia, and may be heard nightly via

Mutual, coast'tO'Coast . . . Constellation,

i latest Capitol recording by Sam Donahue
and his orchestra, is an original composi'
tion by the young sax'tootin' maestro,

inspired by the famous airliner, the TWA
' Constellation. It swings, but nice! . . .

1

Tommy Dorsey's Until, featuring the
Clark Sisters, the Town Criers and Harry

ij

Prime, is pulling in the nickels on the

jukes . . . Jazz pianist Nellie Lutcher is

' bringing in the customers at Cafe So'
ciety in Greenwich Village . . . Freddy

|i
Martin, Victor's smooth danccband lead'

I cr, has two changes in the band—Robert
ij

Spiker on the piano and Merv Griffin,

I

who replaces Stuart Wade on vocals . . .

i Frankie Carle is traveling through the
1 Midwest and East this month for a series

I

of one-nighters. He's still looking for a

||

singer to fill in for Marjorie Hughes, his

j'
daughter, who remained on the West

I]
Coa^t due to illness . . . Decca's record'

j

ing starlet, Jeannie Leitt, is back at work
I

in Kansas City after a tonsil operation . . .

:
El Casbah, Kansas City's swank nitery,

j

can afford to boast about its entertain'
ment menu. The top harmonica group in

with BOB KENNEDY

the country, the Harmonicats, is open*
ing October 4.

Betcha Didn't Know . . .

. . . That Dick Haymes was born in

Buenos Aires, Argentina, on September
16, 1916 . . . Bill Kenny of the Ink
Spots claims to have sung If I Didn't
Care 5,258 times . . . Although Kate
Smith and Ted Collins are a business

combination, there has been no written

contract between them for 17 years . . .

For sentimental reasons Carmen Cavallero

opens every dance date with The Very
Thought of You, even though it isn't his

theme.

Highly Recommended
COLUMBIA 38291—Frankie Carle and

his orchestra. October Twilight plus A
J^ew Kind of Song. On the first side

Nan Wright sings the pensive vocal as

Carle paints a dreamy piano picture of

October Twilight in a manner reminis'

cent of his famous Sunrise Serenade.
The reverse is something new and dif'

ferent in a love song, done in slow
boogie rhythm by Frankie and company.
Nan again does the vocal and Frankie
is in with the solid 88. Smooth and
delightful, and a must for Carle fans!

DAMON 11130—Jon and Sondra Steele

with rhythm accompaniment. I Want
To Be The Only One and Love Don't
Get You Klothin But The Blues. Here's
the long'awaited sequel to My Happi'
ness. 1 Want To Be The Only One
is the "A" plug side, but whether the
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public will turn it over as in the case

of Happiness remains to be seen and
heard. The "A" side is a dreamy
ballad worthy of merit, featuring Jon
and Sondra at their best, with an added
piano solo by Jon for good measure.

The flipover is a blues opus done up
neatly by the duo and the instrumental

trio. Back to back, they're two po'

tential hits!

CAPITOL 15171—Jo Stafford with Paul
Weston and his orchestra. Trouble in

Mind plus Baby Won't You Please

Come Home. That lovely songstress is

here again with a coupling of fine

tunes. Trouble in Mind finds Jo shar'

ing honors with a fine harmony guitar,

and they work together beautifully.

The tune is in that slow and bluesy

style Jo does so well. The reverse

is that old standard with Nat King
Cole on the piano, appearing in the

spothght at brief intervals. Jo sings it

—but good!

DECCA 24448—Louis Jordan and his

Tympany Five. Run, Joe and All For
the Love of Lil. Louie Jordan fans,

gather 'round and hear the news. Here's

one of the best two-sided Vv'axings the

boys have put out for a lon-n-n'g time.

Run, ]oe is done in Calypso'Afro
tempo and concerns a guy named Joe

—

v/ho ran out of dough—and so-o-o.

Well, we'll let you hear the rest of the

story. The reverse is three minutes of

solid Jordan v/ith a vocal by Louie and
featuring outstanding sax and trumpet
solos. If you're hep to the beat—the

record's complete!
*Jenkins Music Company, 1217 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.

TEMPO 652—Brother Bones and his

Shadows. Sweet Georgia Brown plus

Margie. Above the record title you
read: "A novelty recording of"—and
that puts it mildly. It's a recording

sensation because of its use of the

bones, an almost obsolete musical con-

trivance. Together with the Nova-
chord and baritone sax, it perhaps con-

stitutes the oddest combination on wax

today. Brother Bones and the boys
present a novelty rhythm coupled with
a whistling solo that can be appreciated
only when it's heard. But we'll guar-

antee the rhythm will have you toe-tap-

ping in no time. Novelty wax enter-

tainment plus!

CAPITOL 15153—Paul Weston and his

orchestra. Clair de Lune (parts 1 and
2). Paul Weston and his excellent

orchestra present a brilliant arrange-

ment of one of Claude Debussy's great-

est and most popular musical works.

Clair de Lune is the type of music that

appeals to all tastes, and after hearing

this Weston version, you'll agree it's a

must for every record library. Brilliant

shading and phrasing by the orchestra

under able direction make this a Capitol

classic.

COLUMBIA 38292—Les Brown and his

orchestra. A Woman Always Under'
stands plus Floatin' . The first features

Eileen Wilson in a wonderful, torchy

commentary on a v/ell-known feminine

attribute. The band supplies most ap-

propriate mood music, with a sax and
clarinet blend adding extra color. The
flip-over is a solid, strictly instrumental

effort. It was penned by Bob Higgins,

now doubhng as arranger and trumpet
man with Les. Two fine sides with

the Les Brown touch!

VICTOR ALBUM P 214—Andre Previn

at the piano, featuring Al Viola, guitar,

Lloyd Pratt, bass, and Jackie Mills,

drums. Here is one of the latest young
men to take top honors at the 88. He's

a German lad who landed a job at

M-G'M studios arranging movie music;

and it was Victor who made the wax
contract. His touch, modern chord ar-

rangement and versatility is displayed

well in this eight sided album, including^

such favorites as Hallelujah, My Shining

Hour, ]ust One of Those Things,

Should 1 and many others. If you like,

piano, try this one on your record

player for size—you'll like it.

*Brookside Record Shop, 6330 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

Note to brides: Always come to breakfast looking your best, because

on the day you fail to do so the boy may be late with the paper.

—

Ladies

Home Journal.
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i

J'

VXTHENEVER comedians playing the

;
VV local bistros want to entice a loud

I

guffaw out of an otherwise not'too-re'

sponsive audience, they pull a gag some'

j
thing like this, "If the Cubs and White

i Sox don't play better ball and win a few

i

baseball games, send 'em all to the Pa'
^ richy Bloomer Girls."
';' ' Such a sally never fails to evoke the
' desired response. Everybody in the audi'

ence—with the exception, perhaps, of the
'

' few who have seen the Bloomer Girls
' play baseball—breaks into loud laughter.

: The implications are that the Bloomer Girl

!
j

team is a baseball Siberia, that nothing
'

: worse could happen to a big leaguer,

Ithat the gals just futilely poke at the ball,

' lobbed across the plate by a fugitive from
-'

I the Vassar daisy chain.

j Maybe it's the funny name that garners

; ilaughs. "Parichy Bloomer Girls" inevitably
'

i brings up memories of a feminine under'

j

garment that both sexes are happy to for'

•
I get. Perhaps it's masculine superiority

• jthat causes the mirth. The men in the

•^ij audience believe that even the modern
j,
woman is pretty helpless on a baseball

jl
diamond.

"
!i

Nothing could be further from the

ijtruth. The Chicago Cubs and White Sox

'I
—undoubtedly in the cellar at the end of

lithe 1948 season—could use some of the

,
Bloomer Girls' star players. Instead of

'• |i threatening the big league ballplayers

with the Bloomer Girls, those hapless
-

' individuals should be happy for a berth
> on a team that consistently plays good
^ baseball and usually wins the girls' pro'

fessional baseball title.

ok'

The girls play heads'up ball. Their
funny name goes back to the days when
girls did wear bloomers when playing
baseball. Now the Bloomer Girls wear
shorts and a regulation baseball jersey

—

and look pretty well in them. The Parichy
Bloomer Girls baseball team is one of the
pioneers in the feminine game. Years
ago, when feminine opponents were hard
to find, the gals took on male teams in

exhibition matches—and often won. For
some 15 years they have been filling

Parichy Stadium out on the west side of

Chicago, five summer nights out of seven.

The Bloomer Girls are the top team in

a girls professional league which was
started a decade ago by the late Charley
Bidwell, longtime owner and chief booster
of the Chicago Cardinals football team.
The diamond is smaller than big league
size, and the game is usually faster. Pro-

fessional coaches and umpires are on hand
at every game. Most of the team man-
agers are big league or semi'pro ball-

players somewhat past their prime. The
girls themselves make from 80 to 100
dollars a week during the season. Spring
practice is usually held somewhere in

Florida.

Phil Wrigley, always quick to catch

on to a good thing, owns a rival girls

professional league which includes teams
from a number of cities in the Midwest.
It has been suggested to Mr. Wrigley
rather pointedly that his girls seem to

play a smarter brand of baseball than his

dismal National League collection of mis-

fits, the Chicago Cubs.
All girls' games around Chicago are

played under lights. The ball is larger

than big league size, yet anything but
soft, and the pitching is incredibly fast.

The girls are not afraid to slide into

home plate and are not far behind the
male sex when it comes to thinking up
nasty things to say to the umpires.

However, even in baseball femininity
prevails. A few nights ago out at Me-
morial Stadium, Alice Kolski, pitching for

the Chicago Queens, lost a particularly

tight game when a member of the oppos'
ing team knocked one of Alice's best
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pitches out of the park. After three runs

had scored Miss Kolski burst into tears

and refused to be consoled.

• e •

Lest you think we have our seasons

mixed, talking about baseball in the foot'

ball season, let us hasten to add that

Chicago's three professional football teams
are off on another big season. The
Chicago Rockets, revamped and re
vitalized, seem to be 100 per cent better

than during the disastrous 1947 season.

The Bears and the Cardinals are their old

championship selves—or so it seems at

the time this is being written. Not having
a crystal ball handy, it's hardly wise to

go out on a limb.

It is, however, safe to say that there

is scarcely another city in the country
with more top-notch football on tap from
late August to early December. In addi'

tion to the three professional team&,

Northwestern University's Dyke stadium
is only a 30'minute "L" ride from the

Loop. Notre Dame is in nearby South
Bend, and the University of Illinois is

practically in Chicago's backyard.

• • •

After this bit of boasting, it's a little

hard to admit that our town is losing

one of its best local radio programs—for

the usual reason. No sponsor. For sev'

eral years a good many Chicagoans have
been enjoying an unpretentious but well'

done little show called Howdy, Mr. Lin'

coin. Its ingredients were a little nostal'

gia, a lot of well-remembered music, and
a narrator named Norman Barry. But
WMAQ, the local station producing the

program, apparently feels that something
else in the Howdy, Mr. Lincoln air time

might stand a better chance of bringing

some more dough into the NBC treasury.
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It's too bad because Norman Barry, with
a few records and a well'written script,

;

has a fine facility for creating first-rate

entertainment.
However, we still have Jim Hurlbut.

Mr. Hurlbut is on the same station six

nights a week at 11 o'clock with a local

news commentary that really isn't a com'
mentary at all. Most of the time his 14'

minute broadcast is a straight, factual re
port of what he has seen and heard dur'

ing the day in Chicagoland. Mr. Hurl'
but seldom depends on news machines or

second-hand reporting. He spends most
of the 14 hours a day he puts into

his job chasing police cars, ambulances,
fire engines, politicians, visiting characters,

and just plain people who happen to find

themselves in the spotlight. The result, as

aired at 11 o'clock each night, has the

colorful flavor of really good reporting.

Jim Hurlbut was the first Marine com'
bat correspondent to see action in the!

Pacific. He brings to radio a brand ol

personal journalism that usually consider
ably outshines the excited script-reading

of our other news commentators. Whaii
is more important, it's good radio listen-

ing.

The bus was almost at a standstill in the heavy traffic in front of one

of the city's largest churches. Two colored women were fuming at the

delay as it inched along.

"Lawd a'mighty," said one in vexation. "It's gittin' to the point where

a decent person can't even get to work on time on Sunday mornin', jest for

the people crowdin' the streets goin' to church!"

A

Finding fault is one of the unskilled employments.
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Very High Life . . .

Ar BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

7tli at Michigan (WAB 4400). The ice

ishow, now running into its fourth month,

is called "Icecapers, USA." Benny Strong

leads the current band.

Ar BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SUP 7200). Just

across the street from the Pump Room,
ihis delightful spot for luncheon, cock'

'

^ails or dinner has its own following.
' People discover it for themselves and
' :ome back often. There's a small band
'and usually a gal singer.

iiA: CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel,

I

Michigan at Walton (SUP 2200). Paul
' jSparr plays the kind of music that the

[regular trade here likes. It's music with

|i "bourbon beat"—because no matter

J

jiow many too many Daddy has, he can

( Ijsually manage to keep time to the music.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

Ijit Monroe (RAN 7500). Here we have
If jFlorian Zabach now, the "Gene Ray
i.

nond" of the local orchestra business,

md a man named Liberace, who plays a

Wonderful piano. It is hard to pronounce
lis name correctly without considerable

lelp, but his music is the most important
i:hing about the current Palmer House
ihow.

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michi-

gan at Congress (HAR 3800). A mod-
l:rnistic glass decor in gray, blue and
mellow. Open daily at four for cocktail

lOur dancing, with Jerry Glidden's or-

;hestra pleasing the dancers month after

'nonth. He's also around later in the
:vening.

^MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,
i'th at Michigan (HAR 4300). Phil Re-
I tan, that dashing grandpa, reopens this

iltra'ultra room for the fall'winter sea-

on. The Irish thrush will be making his

eventh appearance here, after playing
lookey for one season at the Palmer
iouse. Apparently all has been for-

;iven

,

^PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Ho-
^el, 1300 N. State Street (SUP 7200).
This being a "must" oasis for all visiting

I

lovie stars, disc jockeys, beauty con-

by JOAN FORTUNE

testants, bookies and people who have
only money, you'll find that the guests

provide most of the entertainment. David
LeWinter's orchestra plays during lulls

in the allegedly brilliant conversation.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,

Randolph at Wells (CEN 0123). Bands
have been whipping in and out of this

room so quickly of late that only the

MCA booker has the faintest idea who
will be on the bandstand when you read

this.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake
Shore Drive (DEL 9300). If you're

really serious about eating heavily and
well, this is the spot for you. Plan to

spend an entire evening over a leisurely

dinner. And plan to have a Brinks money
truck meet you outside when the check
comes around.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edge-
water Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road
(LON 6000). George Olsen is playing
another return engagement in the majes-

tic Marine Dining Room. One of the

oldtimers in the band business, George
is playing a style of dance music that's

attracting hordes of teen-agers on Friday
and Saturday nights. Other nights, people
over 21 can dance with safety.

SHERATON LOUNGE, Hotel Shera-
ton, 505 N. Michigan (WHI 4100).
They've tried everything here, including

waitresses with exceptionally good legs and
exceptionally transparent skirts. Cur-
rently appearing with the skirts are Don
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Gomez and Leigh Baron, an organ'piano

duo. They're good and deserve a better

spot.

The Show's the Thing . . .

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court
(DEL 3434). Most of the big names in

what's left of the night club business

play this gilded restaurant in the course

of the year. Sophie Tucker, the last of

the red-hot mamas, is the reigning attraC'

tion. Ted Shapiro assists ably at the

piano.

_RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DEL
3700). After about ten years of ex'

hibiting some of Chicago's better bodies

m as little as the police would allow, the

Rio Cabana has converted its beauty
parade into a Conga line. The joint has
gone South American. Freddie D'Alonso
IS currently hitting that gourd.

VINE GARDENS, 616 W. North
Avenue (MIC 5106). The Mirror Ter-
race Room here usually has an entertain-

ing show. It's a new spot on the near
north side of town which is attracting

a lot of customers these days.

JAZZ, LTD., 11 E. Grand Avenue.
Continues as the hang-out of the jazz

cultists. Strictly from Dixie.

BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT, Ran-
dolph at Wabash (RAN 2822). Al Trace
and his Silly Symphony have really clicked
here. If you can stand hearing Al play
his hit recording arrangement of You Call
Everybody Darlin' about eight times a
night, this is a good spot for inexpensive
fun.

Strictly for Stripping . . .

Nature study is the main entertainment
in these north and west side joints. Any
taxi driver can get you there and home
again v^ith reasonable safety. Now that
the Rio Cabana has switched its show
pohcy, try these strongholds of stripping

deluxe ... the FRENCH CASINO, 641
N. Clark Street ... EL MOCAMBO,
1519 W. Madison Street . . . PLAY-
HOUSE CAFE, 550 N. Clark Street . . .

L. and L. CAFE, 1315 West Madison . . .

the 606 CLUB, 606 S. Wabash ... the

TROCADERO CLUB, 525 S. Statt

Street. If you're heavy with dough,
police escort is suggested.

Gourmet's Delight . . .

MIKE FRITZEL'S, State at Lakt
Streets. A fine place to dine, in th
tradition of the famous hash houses ol

yesteryear. If you have telephonitis, yoi
can make a phone call from one of tht

cozy booths.

WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU
RANT, 410 N. Michigan. Lou Harnng
ton presides over the bar in this buck
sters' hangout. "Pete" makes life mi
erable for self-important characters wh
demand a table at once during the lunc"

eon rush.

BARNEY'S MARKET CLUB, 741 V,

Randolph. Barney's hearty greeting

well-known from coast-to-coast. The foe.

is fine, the service is fast.

GIRO'S, 816 N. Wabash. You can ge

a good meal here at two or three o'clocl

in the morning. The food is reputed t'

be the same at other hours, too.

GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark Street. Fir.

place for a steak.

HENRICrS, 71 W. Randolph. An old

time spot where you'll meet most of th

members of the Randolph Street Pc
and Paddock Club poring over the rac

ing form. Recommended for food or i

good tip on the sixth at Sportsman's Park

JACQUES, 900 N. Michigan. Tha
French charm! That French cuisine! Thr.

big check!

LE PETIT GOURMET, 619 N. Mich
igan. You'll find real charm here. Alsc

good food.

Other Top Choices . . .

A BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015 N. Kusl
Street . . . SHANGRI LA, 222 N. State

. . . SINGAPORE PIT, 1011 Rust
Street . . . OLD HEIDELBERG. 14 W
Randolph Street . . . RED STAR INN
1528 N. Clark Street ... ST. HU
BERT'S GRILL. 316 S. Federal Stree

. . . IMPERIAL HOUSE, 50 E. Walton

A marshal of France had risen from the ranks to a dukedom by his own
ability and perseverance. When snubbed by some hereditary nobles in

Vienna, he retorted, "I am an ancestor; you are only descendants."
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by LUCIE BRION

TELEVISION is opening new worlds

to many people who heretofore have

lad nothing more to rely on than hear'

ay. Recently I sat spellbound for eight

lOurs, watching and listening to the

iouse Committee on Un'American Af'

airs question and take testimony in the

iiss'Chambers case. It was just like be'

ng there in person, only better. As one

•bserver remarked: "With television, these

Inen are not only on trial before a com'
littee, but before the world." It is dif'

icult to describe how impressive and how
lectrifying this procedure was. Despite

ontrary reports, the dignity with which
he committee conducted the hearing was
omething of which Americans can be

'roud. Some people under the fire of

ivestigation complained quite heartily

bout being "smeared;" but the commit'
se has had its share of smearing, too.

•^fter being at the trial in person, so to

peak, one could only say that it was
onducted quite fairly.

As television progresses throughout the

ation, the public is going to get a first'

and knowledge of events that will clar'

y many issues—there won't be any need
3r second or third'hand versions.

• • •
With summer over, Broadway is plung'

ig into a series of newshow openings,

"he chance of success is something like

ne out of ten, which is the reason for so

luch of the high blood pressure and
raying hair among producers. Practi'

illy every known type of show is sched'

uled to open sometime this fall. Ray Bol-

ger is featured in Where's CharUyl com'

ing October 11, and it should be sure'

fire. Among the musicals are two called

Magdalena and Love Life; and All the Way
Home will be here if you like your theatre

on the dramatic side. The Theatre Guild

will produce Set My People Free, and if

you want more, there's a tentative list a

mile long. While waiting for the verdict

there is always a laugh with last year's

hits

—

Ma\e Mine Manhattan, High But-

ton Shoes, Mr. Roberts and, for the

serious'minded, A Streetcar 7<iamed De'

Among the most popular new enter'

prises in Manhattan is a house cleaning

service. This is truly the housewife's dc
light. In response to a call, an agent

comes to the house, or apartment, and
makes an estimate on the work to be
done— and it's amazingly reasonable.

Then, on a specified day, trained work'
men with all the proper, modern equip'

ment take over. In no time the home is

done and shining like a new penny. With
no effort and no fuss, this service will

close a home or open it up. In fact, they
do everything but order the groceries.

All the family has to do is get out of the

way. What next!

While discussing Greece and other dis'

tressed nations the other day, a prominent
Greek shipping magnate said, "What these

countries need is police protection against

the Soviet Union. The people are willing

and eager to work with their hands, with
any available material, if only they may
work in peace. They want to be self'

supporting. That is the only true way
towards reconstruction. Shipping large

amounts of food and donating large

amounts of money will do no permanent
good if the people feel insecure. Give
them a shield and they will do the rest."

There are many, many foreigners in

the East now. Some are here on matteri
of commerce and international relations*
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some, like King Peter and Queen Alex'

andria of Yugoslavia who, incidentally,

speak fluent English with no detectable

accent, are in exile; and many others

have arrived in all types of small sailing

boats in a desperate attempt to escape

from behind the Iron Curtain. Their chief

desire is a chance to prove themselves
worthy citizens.

• • •

Now that the college girl and her

wardrobe are off for the winter, the rest

of us will have our chance at fashion.

Apparently the trend toward Empire lines

and other 19th Century fashions is gain'

ing momentum. With the exception of

tweedy country clothes which always

remain the same, everything is extremely

feminine. Hair in ringlets, hats with

plumes, ruffles, lace, embroidery, skirts

with a full back and very dainty shoes

are the winter's demand. Old-fashioned
evening wraps in satins, brocades and
velvets are back again. Fashion changes
are indeed a nuisance but a lot of fun.

NEW YORK
Eatiftg . . .

JANE DAVIES. Homesick for home-
cooked food? Here is the unpretentious

kind of good eating which cures the

dining out doldrums. The well known
specialty is tur\ey, cooked in different de-

licious ways, fresh from the farm the day

It's served, too. 145 W. 55, CI 7-0176.

LE MIRLITON. Back with us again

in a new setting of gracious French
charm. The address of the former La
Salle du Bois is a familiar one, as is the

name of Le Mirliton, from several years

back. The same well prepared, piquant

French dishes are served as of old, at

luncheon and dinner. 36 E. 60. PL
5-7269.

MASSOLETTLS. During the week
lunch and dinner are served to the host of

friends this downtown restaurant draws.

The fish dishes are perfect—crab meat
Norfolk, filet of sole amadine, are but

Despite their caustic remarks, men like

them, too.

• • •
Remember when you absolutely had tc :

have a reservation for any sort of night :

life? And you surely recall passing out :

folding money from the entrance to the :

kitchen. But it isn't that way anymore t

You can go as you please, where anc
:

when you like. You can send back a disl

if it isn't what you ordered, and you car

tip at the old ratio without having
the chair pulled out from under you
People can request and get the brand oJ •.

drink they want and linger as long a! >

they choose. Why this change? Nobod>
knows exactly. There is still a lot oi

money flying around, but it's no longei

being squandered. All the gyp tactics anc
:

the gotta 'know -someone -to -get -ticket} -

angles were too tiresome to last. People

no longer think they must go certair

places constantly in order to be in the

swim, and consequently there is room foi

all. The shoe is on the other foot now

—

and what a pleasure.

tv.'o outstanding mentions. For out oi i:

towners who visit the financial district, il

is convenient to locate by taking the sub-

way to Wall Street. 70 Pine St. WH
4-5865.

* MECCA. Syrian cooking at its best ii sc

to be found here. All of the fine Middle i

Eastern dishes, which are most noted fo)
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Vi meats and pastries, receive their proper
Idue at the hands of an accomplished chef.

If you are unfamiliar with the menu, let

the waiter suggest a pleasing combination
for your meal. Luncheon and dinner daily,

»xcept Sunday, when service is from six

o ten. MU 4-8586.

A- NINO. Adjectives are so plentiful

when people describe Nino's, it is diffi'

cult to be modest about his accomplish'
ments. From lunching time until 1 a.m.
uperlative food and drink are served. If

nly dropping in for cocktails, it's an ex'

perience because the appetizers are so
delectable and passed as often as you
like. When remaining for a meal it's well
not to fill up before dessert. Those
souffles are irresistible! All of this gas'

ronomic delight, with or without wine,
will come to quite a sum, so be prepared.
10 E. 52. PL 3-9014.

k PEN y PENCIL. Just a few steps down
from the street brings you into the main
dining room of this famous steak restau-

rant. Lobsters and steak are the favorites

Df the clientele, but a large menu assures
/ou of other good food. The lighting is

>oft, the wall murals and decorations as
well as the low ceiling make an instantly
comfortable and pleasing atmosphere in
which to enjoy a real man-sized meal.
Not inexpensive, but well worth the cost.

203 E. 45. MU 2-9825.

MIYAKO. If Japanese cooking is a
nystery, there's no better opportunity to
5olve it than here and now. Sukiyaki is

prepared at the table before your eyes,

ind the waiter will be glad to assist you
n choosing a memorable, delicious meal.
10 W. 56. CO 5-3177.

Dancing and Entertainment . , ,

^RALEIGH ROOM. Music is back in
own for the winter— every kind for
ivcryone's taste. There's no more satis-

ying piano orchestra than Jan August's
or dancing or just listening. This widely
icclaimed, and therefore copied, gentle-
nan has such a cult of followers it's

!ure there'll be a long engagement here.
The music begins at 10 p.m. and reser-

vations are suggested. 65 W. 54. War-
wick Hotel. CI 7-2700.

VERSAILLES. Alternate orchestras

play here for those who like both jazz

and rhumba rhythms. The entertainment
begins at 10 p.m. but dancing goes on
during the dinner hour. Less crowded and
noisy than most night clubs, the patrons
seem to keep this among the favorite

places to go after dark. 151 E. 50.

PL 8-0310.

WEDGWOOD ROOM. October will

be a gala month for those who have waited
long and devotedly for Eddie Duchin's
return. This beautiful room opens with
his engagement for the season; so no
more can be added than to put your name
on the waiting list and be patient until

the day of the reservation. Waldorf,
Park at 49. EL 5-3000.

Out of Town . . .

GAGE y TOLLNER. Not so far out
of town, either. Just a quick subway ride

to Brooklyn, or a more pleasant autumn
drive by cab to enjoy the meal which
awaits. From the authentic old exterior

to the spotlessly kept interior this is one
of America's finest chop houses. Seafood
is the chief reason so many Manhattan-
ites journey here, though the chops and
steaks are likewise superb. 372 Fulton,
Brooklyn. TR 5-5181.

HOMESTEAD INN. Near Long Island
Sound, the Homestead has long been a
vacationing resort. For those who wish
to stop over here the reservations may be
made with American or European plan.

The food is delicious, cooked with the
Southern touch, and beginning with a
good, hearty breakfast. New Milford,
Conn.

STUDIO CLUB. Opening daily at 5
p.m., and serving through supper until 1

a.m., the Studio Club is known through-
out Westchester for excellent food and
hospitable surroundings. Not too far to
drive out from the city, it also attracts
many New Yorkers as a most pleasant
spot to have dinner. 7 Brookdale Place,
Mt. Vernon.

Someday some statesman will earn a gigantic reputation for himself
by hitting on the expedient of having a peace conference before a war
instead of after one.

—

Boston Globe.
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Current Plays . . .

MISTER ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948).
A skillful account of some trying and
hilarious days aboard a Navy cargo ship

during the war—the war against monot'
ony which 90 per cent of the boys fought
97 per cent of the time. Always enter'

taining, this Joshua Logan-Thomas Heg-
gen comedy is the finest in many years.

Henry Fonda leads a very capable cast

which includes David Wayne, Robert
Keith and William Harrigan. Alvin, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

THE PLAY'S THE THING. (Apr. 25,

1948). This highly entertaining, though
rather superficial, Molnar comedy reviews

the light-hearted antics of the Riviera

set. Among the players are Louis Cal-

hern, Arthur Margetson, Faye Emerson,
Ernest Cossart and Claud Allister. Booth,

evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Mati-

nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

THE RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE.
(Feb. 9, 1948). Jean-Paul Sartre pre-

sents a somewhat clarifying picture of the

events leading up to a lynching in the

South. It's definitely an improvement
over similar attempts by other playwrights.

Ann Dvorak is now playing the lead.

Hope Is the Thing With Feathers, Rich-

ard Harrity's one-acter, serves as a cur-

tain-raiser. Cort, evenings, except Sun-

day, at 8:45. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:45

A STOPvY FOR STRANGERS. (Sept.

21, 1948). Written and directed by Marc
Connelly, this play stars James Dobson,

Joan Gray, Joann Dolan and Grace Val-

entine. Royale, evenings, except Sunday,

at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Satur-

day at 2:40.

GRANDMA'S DIARY. (Sept. 22,

1948). A comedy written and directed by
Albert Wineman Barker. Richard Wilder,
Eileen Prince and Leonard Elliott have
the leading roles. Henry Miller, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Thurs-
day and Saturday at 2:40.

TOWN HOUSE. (Sept. 23, 1948).
Mary Wickes, June Duprez, Peggy French

and Reed Brown, Jr., in a comedy by Ger
trude Tonkonogy. Produced by Max Gor
don and directed by George S. Kaufman.
National, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb. 4, 1946).
Jean Hagen and John Alexander as an ex-

chorine and crooked junk dealer, respec-

tively, in this still wonderfully funny Gar*
son Kanin comedy. Lyceum, evenings, ex-

cept Monday, at 8:40. Matinees Satur-

day and Sunday at 2:40 . . . HARVEY.
(Nov. 1, 1944). Joe E. Brown, Josephine
Hull and some rabbit. 48th Street, eve-

nings except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees.

Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40 . . .

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE..
(Dec. 3, 1947). The toast of Broadway,
this Tennessee Williams Pultizer Prize

winner mirrors the tragic end of a wom
an's life. Uta Hagen, Marlon Brando
Karl Maiden and Kim Hunter star in th(

superb cast. Barrymore, evenings, exce

Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.

1^'

lOi

Current Musicals . . .

HEAVEN ON EARTH. (Sept. 16,

1948). Peter Lind Hayes stars in a musi-

cal comedy with book and lyrics by Barry

Trivers and music by Jay Gorney. John
Murray Anderson is the director and the

show is produced by Monte Proser and
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Med C. Litwack. New Century, evenings,

except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
Jay and Saturday at 2:30.

A- HILARITIES. (Sept. 9, 1948). A
full'length vaudeville show headed by
Morey Amsterdam. Gali'Gali, Betty Jane
Watson and Connie Sawyer appear also.

Produced by Ken Robey and Stan Zucker,
the score and lyrics are by Carl Lampl,
Stan Arnold and Buddy Kaye. Adelphi,
svenings at 8:30; extra performance Sat'

urday at 11:30. Matinees Saturday and
Sunday at 2:30.

INSIDE U. S. A. (Apr. 30, 1948).
The show is big, colorful, and there's

Beatrice Lillie. For looks, this revue is

tops, which may or may not cover up the

deficiency in the material. With the as'

sistance of Jack Haley and dancer Valerie

Bettis, the evening is filled very pleasantly.

Majestic, evenings, except Sunday, at

3:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30.

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). Fresh, funny and tuneful, and
centered about New York. Arnold B.

Horwitt wrote the sketches, a couple of

which are hilarious, and Richard Lewine
composed the light, catchy songs. Comics
Sid Caesar and Julie Oshins just act silly.

Broadhurst, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Satur'

day at 2:30.

SMALL WONDER. (Sept. 15, 1948).

A musical revue with Alice Pearce, Tom
Ewell and Mary McCarthy heading the

cast. George Nichols III is the producer
and it's directed by Burt Shevelove. The
music is by Al Selden and Baldwin Ber'

gersen, and the lyrics by Irma Jurist,

Phyllis McGinley, Billings Brown and
Millard Lampell. Coronet, evenings ex'

cept Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:40.

MAGDALENA. (Sept. 20, 1948.) This
is a musical with a score by Heitor Villa'

Lobos and a cast headed by Irra Petina

and John Raitt. Ziegfeld, evenings, except
Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (May 16,

1946) . Ethel Merman is back again,

louder and funnier than ever. Imperial,

evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Mati'
nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30
. . . FINIAN'S RAINBOW. (Jan. 10,

1947) . A leprechaun comes to Missi'

tucky and an accomplished cast takes it

from there. 46th Street, evenings, except
Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30 . . . HIGH BUT-
TON SHOES. (Oct. 9, 1947). Delight'

ful nonsense with Joan Roberts at her
best. Also, Jerome Robbins' Mack Sen'
nett ballet and Joey Faye. Shubert, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.
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Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI
Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI

National, 208 W. 41st PE
Playhouse, 137 W. 48th....BR
Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI
Royale, 242 W. 45th CI
Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI
Ziegfeld, 6th Ave. 6^ 54th..CI

5- 1173
4-4256
6-0730
6-9056
6-6363

9-3970
6-6230
6-4636
6-8220
9-2200
6-9156
5- 5760
6- 5990
5-5200

E
W
W
W
E
W
W
W
E
W
W
W



KANSAS CITY Path of CJi
Magnificent Meal

PUSATERFS NEW
YORKER. Look no
farther. This is the

place to go if you
want delicious steak.

Just ask the man who's
had one. Host Jerry
will be waiting for you
at the door, and from
then on, all you have to do is enjoy your-

self. An unlimited variety of good drinks

is served from the bar, so try a couple.

Pusateri's 85'room New Yorker Hotel
and Restaurant will be opening any day
now. Completely air conditioned, it's the

finest of its kind. 1104 Baltimore.

GR 1019.

SAVOY GRILL. Here is regal at-

mosphere suited to people of distinction.

Everything from the famous historical

murals to the dignified waiters retains

a stately poise. Specialties include lob-

ster broiled in butter, swordfish, red

snapper and excellent steaks. Located con-

veniently for downtowners, the Savoy
is an ideal choice for luncheon. Bring
your friends in time to sample some of

the fine stock of imported and domestic
liquors. The beautifully-decorated Gold
Room is opening this month. 9th ^ Gen'
tral. VI 3890.

WEISS' CAFE. Crowds rush this way
from every direction to feast on live

Maine lobster, choice steaks, roast duck-
ling and excellent capon. Just follow
the people and you're sure to see some-
one you know. The cocktail lounge with
its soft seats is inviting, and you'll take

to the drinks with gusto. The service is

courteous—it makes you want to come
back for more. Coates House. VI 6904.

Class With a Glass . . .

RENDEZVOUS. Above the soft tink-

ling of glasses the mood is warm and
friendly. When the occasion next arises

for a party or celebration, reserve a

corner of the Rendezvous for revelry in

smart surroundings. The bartenders have
their reputation at stake, so you can rest

assured the drinks are going to be good.

Light luncheons or full meals can be
ordered at your convenience. 12th 6^

Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. With soft strains

from Betty Rogers' piano and the light-

hearted cadenzas of Florence Nay at the
Hammond, your cares will fade and si-

lently steal away. There's a modern httle

circular bar, soft seats, soft lights and it's

cozy as a picture. Just a carpet's length
away from El Casbah. Hotel Bellerive,

Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

PUTSCH'S. For the Midwest's smartest
surroundings, visit this beautifully-de-

signed restaurant and bar. The dining
room is styled with a New Orleans
wrought-iron-and-rose effect which plays

magic with your appetite. People who
go in for private luncheons usually choose
the lovely Victorian lounge. Dinners are

available for as little as $1.65! You'll go
overboard for the juicy steaks and the

mountain trout which is air-expressed

from Colorado daily. For a short noon
hour, don't pass up the "In a Hurry"
businessman's luncheon at only a dollar.

210 West 47th Street. LO 2000.

OMAR ROOM. When that all-im-

portant date prefers something quiet and
sophisticated, stroll down Kansas City's

"Great White Way" and turn in at the

Omar Room. Constance Duin and her

melodious trio are entrancing. Moreover,
whatever you order to drink, you won't
be disappointed. The Alcove, a restful

little retreat directly off

the main lobby, is just

the ticket if you want
to sit and talk in whis-

pers. Take advantage
of the two for one
cocktail hour. Hotel
Continental. 11th ^
Baltimore. HA 6040.

TROCADERO. Friendly people who
are partial to cheery neighborhood spots 1*:^

agree that the Trocadero is Kansas City's

finest. A stimulating evening here will

put you in top spirits. Bob Ledterman,
the new and popular manager, has intro-

duced a wide assortment of mixed drinks;

k
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there's nothing you can name that he
can't get for you, and he hasn't been
stumped yet. The "jb" music is soft and
perfect for dancing. There's no food,

but you'll never miss it. 6 West 39th.

VA 9806.

In a Class by Itself . . .

PLAZA BOWL. All devotees of good,
clean, wholesome exercise take it here.

With 32 splendid bowling alleys, a bright,

attractive restaurant and a comfortable

cocktail lounge, who wouldn't? A treat on
the restaurant menu is a tender filet

mignon with potatoes, hot rolls and but'

ter for— you won't believe this— only

$1.45! For a short snack, try the huge
green salad bowl or a "super sandwich."
The lovely Green Room upstairs may be
reserved for private parties. 430 Ala'

meda Road. LO 6658.

To See and Be Seen . . .

TERRACE GRILL.
A haven for the social

set, try the Grill for

an evening of dining
and dancing. It's an
institution, of course.

Head Man Gordon
will take expert care of
you and your party.

Good food, good
drinks, good music. Hotel Muehlebach,
12th ^ Baltimore. GR 1400.

DRUM ROOM. To welcome the au'
tumn spirit, step through the door under
the big red drum. There's always a

cheery circle of friends and gay clatter.

On the lower level is the Drum Room
proper, where Gordon Dudero and his

orchestra play for dinner and dancing.
The floor show features Randolph the
Magician. Hotel President, 14th ^ Balti'

more. GR 5440.

EL CASBAH. People are flocking here
in droves to catch a glimpse of America's
foremost mouth organ group, the Har'
monicats. Ed Cullinan's piano and or'

chestra make music that is sweet, low
and irresistible. The menu features flam'
ing sword dinners, flaming desserts and
excellent drinks. There's a luncheon dan'
sant on Saturday, but whenever you come,

you'll have a wonderful stay. No cover

charge: no minimum. Hotel Bellerivc,

Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

PENGUIN ROOM. Take the lovely

little lady to the Penguin Room for a

night she'll remember. It's the perfect

setting for a perfect evening. Bill Warren
and his Moods in Music will have you
dancing on a cloud. Marvelous dinners

are served and the drinks are tall, cool

and delicious. Just ask for a table for

two, and take it from there. Hotel Con'
tinental, 11th ^ Baltimore. HA 6040.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

ADRIAN'S MART RESTAURANT.
For deep'down eating enjoyment try the

Mart, 'cause among people who know
good food best, it's Adrian's all the way.
Just a whistle away from the Union
Station, Adrian's offers dollar dinners of

fried chicken with hot biscuits and honey.
The smorgasbord is wonderful before your
dinner or by itself. With reasonable

prices in both the restaurant and cocktail

lounge, the Mart's popularity is heading
for the sky. Merchandise Mart. VI 6587.

UPTOWN INTERLUDE. Some people
never pass through the Uptown district

without a stop at the Interlude. You
won't either after you've tasted that

golden fried chicken. It eludes adequate
description. The inexpensive businessmen's
luncheons and green salads are a treat if

you're there around noon. Riley Thomp'
son will keep you happy at the bar while

Joshua Johnson, the boogie'beating Kan'
sas City favorite, burns up his piano.

Come on over when you're thirsty at mid'
night on Sunday. It's fun. 3545 Broad'
way. WE 9630.

CABANA. In this gay Latin atmos'

phere WHB's staff organist, pretty Al'

berta Bird, Hammond izes with con'

summate skill. A lunch'

eon specialty is a tender

little steak, all wrapped
up in a bun— plus a

late mimeo'd news
flash. No meals in the

evening, but the drinks

are wonderful. Ask for

a seat by one of the
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glass-muralled walls and see how smart
you look in the Cabana. Hotel PhiUips,

12th 6? Baltimore. GR 5020.

LA CANTINA. The charm of the pert
and bright Cantina suits any mood. For
a quiet conversation over a couple of
smooth drinks, just walk down a flight

of carpeted stairs from El Casbah. Dc
licious snacks may be ordered from a

special menu and the "jb" music provides
a soft background. The tariff is pleas'

antly low. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at

Warwick. VA 7047.

Something Different . . .

KING JOY LO. Strictly for eating

comfort, a better place is hard to find.

Try some of the most tempting Chinese

food you've ever tasted, or American
either, for that matter. Lobster, chicken
and steak are stand-outs. You can have a
private booth, or look down at the bustling
traffic through huge picture windows while
congratulating yourself for coming to King
Joy Lo's. 8 West 12th Street (2nd
floor). HA 8113.

UNITY INN. Here's a bright little

cafeteria that's just what you want for a
short luncheon or a big dinner. Business
people find it a favorite, and they're
usually hurrying this way at noon. Meat-
less meals, with big salads, tasty desserts
and splendid vegetable dishes. The pastry
is especially fine, and everything's inex-
pensive. You'll hke it! 901 Tracy.
VI 8720.

Mardi Gras of the Wheat Belt {Continued from page 4)

Station for publicity purposes, bore a

strong resemblance to a member of

the Chamber of Commerce staff.

The committee members concen'

trated upon corralHng queen candi-

dates in five states, whipping up an
eye-filling coronation ceremony and
entertainment, and staging a rootin\

tootin' street parade that would epit-

omize the growth of the Middle West
fromx the time of the Pony Express

to the present.

A personality around whom the

ball might revolve was needed and
someone suggested ebullient Elsa Max-
well, who was much in the new^s as an

entertainer and amusing hostess.

But teaching old-fashioned parlor

tricks to salon society was one thing;

and being host to several thousand

dancers and spectators in the huge
Kansas City Auditorium, another.

Elsa took one look at the assemblage,

almost fainted. Committee members,

for a time, felt they would have to

borrow a team of Clydesdales to drag
her onto the stage.

At length, however, Elsa Maxwell
went on under her own power, but

her performance wasn't considered

sufficiently overv.'helming to warrant
return bookings.

Buoyed by its success, the group re-

turned to the promotional task the

following year under the chairman-

ship of Daniel L. Fennell, traction of-

ficial, who still heads the uptown end I

of the Royal.

Since then, each year has brought

expansion and increasing success. At
its present peak, the American Royal

Coronation Ball is the area's largest

social fling. It is a gay, colorful cele-

bration with important economic un-

dertones. As one of last year's revel-

er's remarked, bent on spreading

more than his share of good will,

''Until now, I never knew business

could be so much fun!"
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With sales problems, you don't need a

sympathy chit— you need WHB!
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DEmOCRflCV^
Communis

Perhaps setting a pattern for civic or

zattons throughout America, the Junior C
ber of Commerce sponsored "Demo
Beats Communism" Week in Kansas

September 20-27. Nationally-known fi

{oined local leaders in making activiti'

the seven-day period successful.

1. The Honorable Albert L. Reeves,

United States representative from the

Congressional District of Missouri, addr

Junior Chamber members. At the

John Zigglemier, president of the K

City, Kansas, Junior Chamber.

2. At their regular weekly luncheon

ing, members exchanged progress repo

3. The president of the United States ^

Chamber of Commerce, Paul D.- Bo

(second from left), was greeted on h

rival by Edwin J. Barnes, Jr., James

Cliff C. Jones, Jr., George E. Wilson,

W. Kanaga, Jr., and Joseph Offil.

4. The Kansas City and notional presi

Cliff Jones, Jr., and Paul Bagwell, addi

a special "Democracy Beats Commu
banquet at the Hotel Muehlebach I



foreword

for

November

A PRESIDENTIAL election

month is with us once more,

backgrounding the biggest, loudest

and most important display of de'

mocracy in action that our harried

world can offer.

The political promises have been

good ones, and the end results to

which each candidate has pledged

himself and his party are substan'

tially alike: life, liberty, the pursuit

of happiness for all, conditions

which of necessity include prosperity

and peace. We have never needed

them more.

Our new leader, selected from the

people, comes in troubled times,

promising unity and strength, offer'

ing security to the many of us who
are trembling and afraid.

His is not a job to envy. He must

right the wrong, lower the cost, keep

the peace—then seek a vote of con'

fidence in another November. He
must face not only his countrymen,

but history, for his mistakes will be

recorded with his achievements, and

in larger type.

Good or bad, he is of our own
choosing, and that is important. In

our time it is perhaps the greatest

blessing of this Thanksgiving season.

November, 1948 • Vol. 4 • No. 11
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NOVEMBER'S HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art , . .

(The William Rockhill Hehon
GaUery of Art and the Mary
Atkins Museum of Fine Arts.)

Loan Exhibitions: Retrospective

exhibition of paintings by
Ernest Blumenschein. Central
Asian and Chinese Wall Paint'

in^zs.

Masterpiece of the Month: "Por-
traits of Ten Taoist Patriarchs."

Lecture Series: Nov. 3, 10, 17,

24 at 8 p.m., Far Eastern Art.
Lawrence Sickman.

Concerts: (Sundays, 3:30 p.m..

Fridays, 8:15 p.m.)
Nov. 7, Harriette Martin, con-

tralto.

Nov. 12, Barbara Potter, cellist.

Nov. 14, Marlys Waters,
soprano.
Nov. 19, Virginia French
Mackie, pianist.

Motion Pictures: Nov. 5, 7:30
p.m. Five British documentary
films. Nov. 21, 2:15 p.m., an-

nual contest, Kansas City Ama-
teur Movie Makers.

Special Events . . .

Nov. 8-14, Shrine Circus, Muni-
cipal Auditorium Arena.

Nov. 21, Lutheran Hour Rally,

Music Hall.

Nov. 23, People Are Funny, Boy
Scout Benefit, Municipal Audi-
torium Arena.

Nov. 27, Don McNeil, BreaXjast

Club, Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

Dancing . . .

(Pla-Mor Ballroom, 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night but
Monday and Wednesday. "Over
30" dances Tuesday and Friday.

Nov. 4-7, 11, 12, 14. Bob Astor.

Nov. 13, Hal Mclntyre.
Nov. 18, 19, 21, 26-28. Hank

Winder.
Nov. 20, Gene Krupa.
Nov. 27, Art Mooney.

Lectures . . .

Nov. 1, Karl Robinson, Alaska,

Our Last Land Frontier, Music
Hall, 4 p.m., 8:20 p.m.

Nov. 15, Francis R. Line, Ari'

zona and the Colorful Souths

west. Music Hall, 4 p.m.,
8:20 p.m.

Nov. 17, Bayard T. Horton,
Migraine Headaches, Jackson
County Health Forum, Little

Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
Nov. 22, Edward Weeks, In the

Editor's Chair, Music Hall,
8:20 p.m.

Nov. 29, Count Byron de Pro-
rok. The Romantic Danube,
Music Hall, 4 p.m., 8:20 p.m.

Operetta . . .

Nov. 25-27, Desert Song, Music
Hall.

Opera . . .

Nov. 30, Romeo and Juliet. Music
Hall.

Music . . .

Nov. 2-3, Kansas City Philhar-

monic concert, William Kapell,
pianist. Music Hall.

Nov. 5, French Orchestra Na-
tional of Paris, Music Hall,

8:30 p.m.
Nov. 7, Kansas City Philhar-

monic Pop concert. Music Hall.

Nov. 8, Jussi Bjoerling, Swiss
tenor. Music Hall.

Nov. 8, 15-17, 22, Kansas City
Philharmonic school concerts.

Music Hall, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 9, Albert Spaulding, vio-

linist. Music Hall.

Nov. 11, Frank Mannheimer,
pianist. University of Kansas
City.

Nov. 12, Tito Guizar, concert,

Music Hall.

Nov. 13, Barbershop quartet con-

test, Central States Association,

Music Hall.

Nov. 14, Hungarian Quartet, Uni-
versity of Kansas City.

Nov. 17, Virginia French Mackie,
pianist. University of Kansas
City.

Nov. 21, Fred Waring and his

Pennsylvanians, Municipal Audi-
torium Arena, 3:30 p.m.

Nov. 23-24, Kansas City Phil-

harmonic concert, Blanche The-
bom, mezzo-soprano. Music
Hall.

Nov. 28, Kansas City Philhar-

monic Pop concert, Mu-ic Hall.

Ice Hockey . . .

{United States Hoc\ey League.
All games at PU'Mor Arena,
32 and Main.)

Nov. 7, Omaha.
Nov. 10, St. Paul.
Nov. 14, Minneapolis.
Nov. 21, Omaha.
Nov. 25, Minneapolis.
Nov. 28, Omaha.

Football . . .

{Ruppert Stadium, 22nd and
BrooXlyn.) High school games
each Friday evening at 8 p.m.
and Saturday afternoon at 2

p.m.
Nov. 5, Culver- Stockton at Rock-

hurst stadium.

Wrestling . . .

(Wrestling every Thursday night.

Memorial Hall, Kansas City.
Kansas.)

Nov. 4, Title challenger. Chief
Don Eagle.

Conventions . . .

Oct. 21 -Nov. 2, Central States

Salesmen, Hotels Muehlebach,
Phillips and Aladdin.

Nov. 3-6, Missouri State Teach-
ers Association, Municipal
Auditorium.

Nov. 7-9, Heart of America Men's
Apparel Show, Hotels Muehle-
bach and Phillips.

Nov. 10-11, Missouri State Fra-

ternal Congress, Hotel Conti-
nental.

Nov. 11-12, Connecticut Mutual
Life Company, Hotel Phillips.

Nov. 13, Central States Associa-

tion, Music Hall.

Nov. 14-18, Future Farmers of ;

America, Municipal Auditorium.
Nov. 14-16, Kansas City Shoe <

Show, Hotel Muehlebach.
Nov. 19-21. United Stewardship

Council.
Nov. 19-20, Missouri Press As-

sociation, Inc., Hotel President.
,

Nov. 21-23, Heart of America I

Optometric Educational Con- '

gress, Hotel President.

Nov. 22-23, National Co-opera-

tive Elevator Association, Hotel

Phillips.

Nov. 29, Motion Picture Produc-

tion Work Shop, 1105 East

15th St.
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As the dull red shadow of international brigandry lengthens,

it becomes increasingly apparent that democracy and totalitarian'

communism are irreconcilable philosophies of government.

So this month. Siting departs from its policy of carefully

balanced reading fare in order to present a series of articles on

this theme.

In our alreadybegun struggle against communism we can'

not have too many facts at our disposal. Realizing this, the

Kansas City Junior Chamber of Commerce recently conducted

a vigorous program of public education which it called "Democ
racy Beats Communism" Week.

During a seven-day period in late September, the Junior

Chamber of Commerce broadcast 29 radio programs, including

interviews, talks, a play, and roundtable discussions. Speakers

addressed every secondary school and 31 ciwic groups. The local

newspaper carried paid advertisements, and a special film was
shown in each downtown and neighborhood theatre. Banquets and
luncheons punched home the message. An estimated 90 per cent

of Protestant, Catholic and Jewish clergymen drew at least one
sermon from the text, "Democracy Beats Communism," and the

week's activities were climaxed by a spectacular 'Torch of Free
dom" parade.

The hard-hitting political and economic comparisons im-

pressed Kansas Citians, and inspired praise from civic leaders

all over America, many of whom hope to imitate the campaign
in their own communities.

From material compiled by the Kansas City Junior Chamber
of Commerce for the guidance of its speakers, the articles in this

issue of Swing have been prepared. You will find them not light

reading, but tremendously important reading, because facts are

bullets, too.



EconomkaHy . .

.

DEMOCRACY BEATS COMMUNISM

Commodity
Average Cost in Work

U.S. U.S.S.R.

7 min nnf avpilanlpIIVJV CL V CLllCLL/lO

Wheat bread, 1 lb '7 1 A» m 1 r\
i nr. lu min.

Macaroni, 1 lb 1 nr. T'l mm.
Sugar, lump, 1 lb T 1 1

z, nr. mill.

Veal, 1 lb OQlX min J nr. i J min.

Salted butter, 1 lb iu nr. HZ mm.
Vegetable oil, 1 qt 1 1 nr. j\j mm.
Salmon steak, 1 lb 36/2 ITIW^- 1 nr. 5y min.

(Fresh Fish)

Milk, 1 qt 1 Vtf 1 Q min
1 nr. io min.

Eggs, 1 doz Q 1 m 1 r\ A. nf T'7 mm
*r 111. J 1 mm.

Tea, 1 lb I 1 hrI I 111

.

Coffee, 1 lb 1 A. r\ f r\ TY^ in
I nr. u mm.

Beer, 1 bottle ^1 tv» 1 n 9 V»r ? 1 minL 111 . J 1 mm.

Ice cream. 1 qt 40 min. / nr. ) ) min.

Whiskey, 1 pt 1 nr. 35 min. 23 hr. 50 min.
(Vodka)

Matches, 1 box !4 min. 5 min.

^Yz min. 1 hr. 39 min.

Laundry soap, 1 bar 9 V»r 1 n mmL iir. XV mill.

Kerosene, 1 gal 3 hr. 7 min.

Cigarettes, 20 2 hr. 4 min.

Woman's cotton dress 2 hr. 22 min. 31 nr. 51 min.

Woman's jacket 7 hr. 15 min. 79 nr.

(80% Virgin Wool) (Half Wool)

Woman's wool suit 12hr. 54 min. 252 hr.
(Wool Drew)

Man's wool worsted suit .28 hr. 4 min. 178 hr. 25 mm.
(100% Virgin Wool) (Semi'wool)

Men's leather shoes, pr 7 hr. 15 min. 104 hr. 30 min.

Women's leather shoes, pr :.. 5 hr. 32 min. 107 hr. 30 min.

Women's cotton stockings, pr 19!/2 min. 2 hr. 54 min.

Men's cotton stockings, pr 1 5 min. 7 hr. 3 min.



The people rule, guaranteeing liberty unto themselves.

DEMOCRACY is a form of gov-

ernment, says the Encyclopedia

Britannica, based upon self-rule of the

people. It is a way of life based upon
the fundamental assumption of the

equality of all individuals and of their

equal right to life, liberty and the pur-

suit of happiness.

But the wonderful word conveys

meanings which vary according to the

experience of the individual.

Recently, the American Institute of

Public Opinion and Gallup Associates

put this question to many citizens of

nine different countries, ''What does

the term 'democracy' mean to you?"

The largest number of interviewees

responded, "Government by the

people."

"Freedom," said the next largest

group, and they particularly empha-
si2;ed freedom of speech and assembly.

And the third ranking definition

was "equality"—the absence of dis'

crimination between classes, groups
and individuals.

James Bryce, well-known authority

on democracy and the American form
of government, has stated that "de-

mocracy" is difficult to define, but
he uses the word in its sense of "de-

noting a government in which the will

of the majority of qualified citizens

rules, taking the qualified citizens to

constitute the great bulk of the inhabi'

tants, say, roughly, at least three-

fourths, so that the physical force of

the citizens coincides (broadly speak'

ing) with their voting power."

Democracy is not determined by the

name of a government, nor by who
reigns; but, essentially, by who rules.

By such a test, monarchies may be even

more democratic than presidential re-

publics. The government of England
might be cited as a case in point.

Neither the theory nor the practice

of democracy is new. It was tried in

ancient Greece, where all citizens

were entitled to vote on matters of

government. Rule was direct; the peO'

pie had no representatives. The leg'

islative and executive branches were
one, and there were no poHtical

parties.

Early democracy presupposed slav

ery, among other things, but through
the centuries the democratic idea has

tended to abolish the differences and
privileges of birth, class, race and sex

—broadening its basis so as to become
all-inclusive.

In America, the Revolutionary
War, Civil War and first World
War were great democratic influences.

World War I has been called a

"democratic world revolution," in

which the conservative monarchies of



ivint

central and eastern Europe crumbled,

giving way to republics. Suffrage be-

came general, and for the first time

the working class began to assume the

responsibilities of government. In

most nations, even women received

the right to vote.

According to the Russell and Briggs

volume, The Meaning of Democracy,

faith in three broad assumptions

forms the bcLsis for any true democ
racy:

1 . The maximum happiness of every

individual is the purpose of all human
association.

2. Every human personality is

worthy of respect.

3. The wisest decisions concerning

broad social poHcies result from the

pooling of opinions from the wisdom
of all who are concerned.

In its poHtical and economic expres-

sion, democracy will always be deter-

mined by its strength as a moral and
spiritual factor dominating the public

mind. Democracy does not exhaust

itself in political techniques or in eco-

nomics or economic reforms. It is

above all a fundamental attitude, a

scale of values, a definite conception

of man and his place in society.

Though the institutions and forms

of democracies may differ widely and,
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in fact, do so in various countries,

there are central values which under-

he all forms of democracy.

The method of democracy is the

method of discussion, of open-minded
critical inquiry, and finally and fre-

quently of compromise. Active op-

position is a legitimate partner in the

democratic process, which accepts a

pluralistic view of values and asso-

ciations, and rejects any totalitarian

and monohthic identification of the

state with one party or one dogma.
Tolerance has its limitations, how-

ever. Discussion as well as practices

must always be held within the frame-

work of the democratic faith. That
means recognition of the fundamental
value of individual liberty and the

equality of all men.

By its own essence, democracy can

never be perfect, because that would
presuppose a perfect citizenry—^highly

educated, never held back by inertia,

never swayed by blind emotion.

Democracies will be falHble so long

as human beings are falHble, and that

will be always.

Yet democracy increases the dignity

and creative faculties of every indi-

vidual. For all its imperfections, it is

the most human and most humane
form of government devised in the

growth of Western civilization.

Material Prepared by, Laurence R. Smith
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The highly organized terrorism of

the police state began with mere

words—each word a seed planted

in the fertile soil of greed.

THERE have been political and
economic theorists throughout his'

tory who have proposed socialism in

one form or another. Most of their

ideas centered around Hberation of

the toiling masses, but remained

within the boundaries of democratic

thought. Early socialism gave fine

promise of reconciling constitutional

freedom with economic security.

But the communism we know today
stems from the writings of Karl Marx,
who taught not only a socialistic sys'

tem, but a synthesis of philosophical,

moral and political ideas. His works
had a profound influence because

their publication coincided roughly

with the Industrial Revolution and
consequent rise of the bourgeoisie,

which broke the feudal ties binding

man to his "natural superiors"—reli'

gion, chivalry and sentimentalism.

It was Marx's belief that the mode
of production (the economic factor)

in the material life determines the

general character of the social, politi'

cal and spiritual processes of life. The
forces of production and distribution

of wealth, the development of tech'

nology, and their concomitant, ideo'

logical changes, push mankind toward
the realization of its final goal—the

communistic society.

The Marxian system is based on the

labor theory of value; which is that

all value originates from human work,

measured by the socially necessary

time spent in the production of com'

modities. All value is reduced to the

physical energy of the worker. Ac'
cording to Marx, a conspicuous part

of this value is expropriated by the

capitalist in the form of profit. His

writings maintain that with increasing

technical efficiency more and more
workers become unemployed, and that

the growing competition of the un'

employed keeps wages at starvation

levels. The Marxian philosophy con'

tends that this leads to an ever'in'

creasing concentration of capital in

fewer and fewer hands, and to an
increasing misery in the masses, until

this polari/jation of extreme wealth

and poverty becomes the source of

growing revolutionary tension, of con'

tinuous crises, and of warlike imperial'

istic complications. Ultimately, it con'

eludes, the impoverished proletariat

—

the expropriated farmers and artisans

and jobless white collar workers—will

destroy capitalistic society and the

state based upon it.

As Marx saw the state, it was not

an organ of justice, but an instrument

of exploitation of the laboring classes.

He said that slave, feudal and capital'

ist states fulfilled the same role, each

being "nothing more than a commit'

tee for the administration of bourgeois

class as a whole."

A new world order was envisioned
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by Marx, one which can be attained

only by a bloody revolutionary up'

heaval of the toiling masses.

This is to be followed, he predicted,

by an indefinite period of revolu'

tionary transition— during which a

dictatorship of the proletariat is in'

evitable.

The period of violence will give

way to a communistic society in which

private property will not be tolerated,

except, perhaps, for the purpose of

modest personal enjoyment.

Marx did not explain the structure

and function of his ideal society in de-

tail, but he emphatically asserted it

would be a 100 per cent planned

economy, with the entire process of

production and distribution regulated

by the community. It would mean
the exclusion of private enterprise, the

end of a free
market, competi'
tion and the fluc-

tuation - of - price

system.

The Marx eco-

nomic system
would be totalitar-

ian, regulated in-

ternationally by a

world state. The
whole ''bourgeois

conception" of a

nation would dis-

appear. There
would be only dif-

ferent language
groups united in

fraternal coopera-

tion, perfectly ho-

mogeneous in in-

terest, culture and

aspiration.

OUR BACK COVER is the Acropolis

at Athens, the first home of democracy.

(Kodachrome courtesy of Trans World
Airlines. )

These, then, are the theories of

Karl Marx. They are not realistic.

The theory of labor value does not

consider the labor of scholars and in-

ventors nor the laws of supply and
demand. The conception of totali-

tarian planning is another distortion

of reaHty, since a system of pure

laissez faire has been proved unwork-
able, and every capitalist state has

regulations to curb extreme wealth

and extreme poverty.

One hundred per cent compulsory
planning means slavery. Every in-

dividual must be put in the right

place and compelled to do certain

things according to the central plan.

There is no place for the decisions of

free men. Glorification of the pro-

letarian class disregards the existence

of other categories of workers, and in

the state Marx out-

lined, those others

would be crushed.

Communism as

we know it in Rus-

sia today had its

beginning with the

birth of Bolshevism

in 1903. For a

long time it was a

mere trend. The
Russian Bolshevik

leaders lived
abroad, like Lenin

and Trotsky; or,

like Stalin and

Bucharin, were
banned to Siberia.

These men were

enemies of the fac-

tion that tried to

find a place in in-
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dustry for the working class, and they

rejected any compromise with the

bourgeoisie, any patriotism, any
loyalty.

In 1917, C2;ar Nicholas II abdicated.

It was necessary to organi2;e, immedi'

ately, a constituent assembly to deter'

mine what form the future Russian

Empire would take. The victory was
intoxicating, but it found Russian lib'

eral leaders unprepared to assume

power. There was a perfect spectrum

of political parties: 61, in fact, when
the legislature proclaimed a republic.

The soldiers wanted to end the war,

and the peasants among them sensed

the possibihty of acquiring more land.

When the Bolshevik leaders arrived

from abroad (with the knowledge of

the German General Staff), the pro'

visional government was attempting

to agree on a policy of land reform

that would not be too radical. Lenin

resolved the problem with the issu'

ance of a slogan: ''Take what has

been taken; get the land." The peas-

ants, fresh from shooting at the front,

acted at once—killing thousands of

landlords. By exploiting this passion

for private property, the Bolsheviks

contrived to swing the balance of

power in their favor. Soon after sei^;-

ing Petrograd with the help of work-
ers and marines, they found themselves

masters of the country. Grave battles

lay before them, but the advent of

Bolshevism was an accomplished fact.

The Bolsheviks introduced a new,
radical and organized terrorism—an
outgrowth of the theory of the dicta-

I

torship of the proletariat that was the

I
first appearance of totalitarianism.

They exterminated liberals, reaction-

aries, Mensheviks and the strong So-

cial Revolutionaries—all those who
could compete with them in baiting

the underprivileged.

Lenin hastened the Marxian revolu-

tion through non-Marxian methods.

Obviously, the revolution in Russia

could not be the mass revolution of

a working class majority which Marx
had envisioned. It had to be brought

about by a small group, united by
military discipline and revolutionary

ardor. The working class, said Lenin,

must be forced to recognize its own
revolutionary destiny. The Commu-
nist Party would make the revolution,

and—after winning—create the in-

dustrial society and the class conscious

proletarian response to that society.

Since the revolution must have the

support of the peasants, Lenin com-

promised Marxian principles by di-

viding the big estates with them. He
also modified Marx by welcoming the

nationalistic pressures of the subject

peoples of the Russian Empire as an

independent revolutionary force which
might well be harmonized with the

revolutionary program of the prole-

tariat. He realized that such a revolu-

tion would not create a true socialist

state, but he hoped that through in-

telHgent party leadership, rapid in-

dustrialization and mass education,

and with the help of the world revolu-

tion that he saw on the horizon, true

socialism could be achieved quickly.

Lenin did not regard Russia as an

"advanced" country ready for com-

munism, but he believed that he saw
the march of socialist revolution

throughout the world. He saw actual

revolution in Bavaria and Hungary,
and detected promise of it even in
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England and the United States. It

was this that made him optimistic

about the success of a communist rev
olution in such a backward country

as Russia. So the Third International

was established in 1919 as a general

staff of world revolution with its

headquarters at Moscow.
After Lenin's death in 1924, StaHn,

who had formerly followed Lenin and

Trotsky in the theory of world revolu'

tion, began to advocate a theory of

''socialism in one country." Stalin's

victory within the party and the ex-

pulsion of Trotsky made this the un-

challengeable doctrine of the party.

Stalin's victory was in effect a victory

of nationalism over revolutionary in-

ternationalism. Premier Molotov ac
knowledged this openly in 1931 when
he said that the fundamental task of

the Soviet government was to com-

plete the socialist construction begun

in the five year plan, and that this

determined its foreign policy, namely,

"a struggle for the maintenance of

international peace, and the strength'

ening of peaceful relations with other

countries."

"If the interests of the U.S.S.R.

demand rapproachement with this or

that country which is not interested

in disturbing peace, we shall take this

step without hesitation," said Stalin

in 1934. This foreign policy of con-

ciliation with capitalist states showed
itself in Soviet acceptance of the Kel-

logg'Briand Pact; in nonaggression

treaties with Poland, France, and the

Baltic states; and in active coUabora-

tion with the League of Nations,

which Stalin had once branded as the

''League of Brigands."

The communist revolution in Rus'
sia did not bring the Russian people

closer to the Marxian ideals of free'

dom, equahty, human dignity, and in'

ternational cooperation. It did not

raise the standard of living. It sacri'

ficed an undetermined number of

lives which is counted in the millions.

It did not secure for the Russian

people those elementary human rights

which a liberal revolution might have

secured, such as an actual opportunity

for people to participate in controUing

their own affairs— an opportunity

that can be maintained only by sin-

cere respect for liberty of thought and
conscience, for liberty of speech, for

liberty of the press, for liberty of

association. It destroyed, instead of

developing, those institutions which
might have become a basis for the

protection of such liberties. It taught

the Fascists how to subdue and de'

moralize freer and more cultured

peoples. It led to a dictatorship more

ruthless and all-embracing than the

Western world had ever seen.

Material Prepared by: Laurence R. Smith

Robert Busier

Vic Swyden
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Education in Russia is closely super-

vised, but widespread. It offers a

real challenge to democracy.

ONE of the most neglected phases

of American life today is that

of education. School buildings, though
jammed, have deteriorated; stocks of

school-furnished books and suppHes

are inadequate; and, worst of all, the

number of qualified teachers is

dwindling rapidly, as higher-pay jobs

draw them away from the teaching

profession.

These defects in the structure of

American education are recognized;

and on every level, from local to na-

tional, attempts are being made to

remedy the situation.

Of the women contacted in a re
cent magazine poll, 90 per cent re-

plied that they felt federal aid should

be extended to prevent the complete

breakdown of the American educa-

tional system. They thought that

taxes from richer states should be

used to guarantee equal educational

opportunities to children in poor
states.

The ten per cent who were against

federal aid, opposed it primarily be-

cause they felt that it would mean
federal control. The majority of those

for federal aid also thought that there

should be only limited federal con-

trol, if any.

Although standardization was not

an issue in the poll, a large number
of women volunteered the opinion

that standardization— or minimum
requirements for each grade—is a

very great need today. But even feel'

ing as strongly as they did, many in^

sisted that allowing the government to

select textbooks was not the answer,

as it would endanger our democratic

way of life.

This illustrates the average Ameri'
can line of thought. Federal aid, when
necessary, is acceptable. But the ad'

ministration of such funds must fol'

low the wishes of the people, as trans'

lated through their local government.

The biggest fault of such an at'

titude is its lack of unified foresight.

The greatest benefit from it is that

it affords educators a much better

chance to instruct students in such

a way that they can accept or reject

ideas freely, according to the appeal

of their logic. This is a necessary ad'

junct to democratic life. Under dc
mocracy, citizens must have the

chance to study and weigh all sides

of any question.

Under a totalitarian system, educa-

tion becomes something else again.

In the Soviet Union, for instance,

education is essentially political in

purpose. In the February, 1948, issue
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of School Life, George S. Counts
says, "On coming to power in 1917,

the Bolsheviks established an open
and avowed dictatorship under the

banner of the proletariat and con'

verted the entire educational system

into an instrument wholly and un'

reservedly committed to the achieve'

ment of the purposes.''

Bolstering this opinion are the

words of a recent official pronounce'

ment, ''Education in the U.S.S.R. is

a weapon for strengthening the Soviet

state and the building of a classless

society." Such a conception of func
tion gives the work of organi^d edu'

cation a seriousness that certainly is

not matched in the United States.

This seriousness is given practical ex'

pression in the huge expenditures on
education which, in terms of propor'

tion of national income, amount to

two or three times the American ex'

penditures. It is also revealed in the

fact that, at the present time, one
out of every four of the inhabitants

of the Soviet Union is attending a

school or class of some kind.

Soviet children, moreover, are made
to feel the significance of their school

work beyond anything known in the

whole history of American education.

The members of the entire younger
generation are being subjected to an
extraordinarily severe regimen in the

institutions of organized education.

The first of 20 rules adopted in 1943

to govern the conduct of school chil-

dren runs as follows, "It is the duty
of every school child to strive with

tenacity and perseverance to master

knowledge.'' The spirit of this rule

permeates the entire system of Soviet

education. Special medals for superior

work, as measured by school marks,
are regularly awarded to the best

students.

Education in the United States does
not cater to any one form of politics,

but gives its students a well-rounded

background of history of all political

parties which have molded the form
of government we know as democracy.
The resulting opinions are left up to

the student, whereas Russian poHcy
designates that its students have no
choice other than to believe in only

one form of poHtics—Communism.

Education in the Soviet Union is

extremely broad in scope. Mr. Counts
states that in both conception and
practice it is by no means limited to

the work of the school system. In ad-

dition to that system, which embraces

a vast network of institutions from
the nursery school and kindergarten

to the universities and scientific in-

stitutes and academies, it includes

all the organized agencies capable of

molding or enlightening the minds of

both young and old—the family, the

factory, the collective farm and the

cooperative, the societies for children

and youth, labor unions, the organs

of government and the Red Army,
the book press, the newspaper, the
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magazine, the radio, and even the

bookshop, the theatre, the moving
picture, Hterature, music, works of

art and all agencies of entertainment.

The teacher has enormous authority

over the child, being empowered to

supervise his life in the home and in

the community, even to the extent of

granting or withholding permission to

attend the cinema or other places of

amusement. The Soviet educational

system is thus a system of tremendous
reach and power.

American formal education is

limited to its school systems, which
are taken to include nursery, grade,

junior, high, trade, and church schools

and colleges of higher learning.

American teachers have no jurisdic

tion over the student when he is away
from school, as that right belongs to

the student's parent or guardian.

Education in the Soviet Union is

monolithic in control. Regardless of

the forms of administration, which
recognize the political divisions and
subdivisions of the country, actual

control of this vast educational sys'

tem in all crucial matters is lodged
squarely in the hands of the AH'
Union Communist Party and its cen'

tral organs. Teachers and educators
are essentially technicians who trans'

late into practice the general or specif'

ic directives formulated by the Party
leadership. Moreover, the masses of
the people have no real voice in shap'

ing educational policy. They accept
the leading role of the Party. Here
is perhaps the most essential feature
of any totalitarian system of educa-
tion.

The rewriting of the history text'

books following StaHn's rise to power

clearly illustrates the way in which
this form of control operates.

On May 16, 1934, the Soviet of

People's Commissars of the Union and
the Central Executive Committee of

the Party adopted a resolution which
called for the preparation of an en'

tirely new set of textbooks to teach

history in the schools. The resolution

also provided for the appointment of

groups of scholars and Party mem'
bers to prepare outlines for the pro'

jected volumes. A committee com'
posed of the three most powerful

men in the Soviet Union, Stalin,

Kirov, and Zhdanov, was asked to

examine and criticize the outlines.

This the committee did with great

vigor in three separate documents
which were published and have since

served as guides for the preparation

of history textbooks.

Innumerable examples of the opera'

tion of this monolithic principle in

the shaping of educational matters

both great and small can be cited.

In the middle thirties, the doctrine of

the "stable" textbook was adopted,

which stated that a textbook should be

prepared with great care under the

close supervision of the highest author'

ities, and then be adopted universally.

And in the writing of a textbook,

"Every word and every definition

must be weighed," said Stalin, Kirov,

and Zhdanov.

The point is emphasized in works
on pedagogical methods, moreover,

that the same line in all important

doctrinal matters must be followed

throughout the system and by all in-

fluences molding the character of the

child. According to the Rules for

School Children, which are taken very
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seriously, every pupil must carry and
have in his possession at all times a

special card, or miniature passport.

Even the number and length of recess

periods have been fixed by a resolu'

tion of the Central Executive Com'
mittee of the Party—the 72 most

powerful people in the Soviet Union.

Education under democracy is

exactly the reverse of this form. The
masses have a direct and real voice

in the shaping of educational policy

through their choice of leaders to head

the educational systems, who in turn

direct teachers as to what is to be

taught.

This democratic system operates rc'

gardless of which political party is

in power. Such groups as parent'

teacher organizations assist in regu-

lating subjects taught in their schools.

The Soviet educational system con-

tains many facets which can only

command the respect and approval of

all friends of democracy. In theory,

it stresses opposition to Fascist doc-

trines, concern over the conditions of

the working people, struggle for eco-

nomic security for all, guarding of

public property, enhancing the dig-

nity of labor, dedication to the princi-

ple of equality of races and nationali-

ties, devotion to the common good,

solicitude for the weak and the aged,

love of family and friends, of neigh-

borhood and motherland. All of these

aims are praiseworthy even though

the educational methods employed to

achieve them might raise doubts in

the mind of the democratic educator.

Yet certain broad tendencies and
patterns stand clearly revealed in

Soviet education which must disturb

all who hope for the reconciliation

of peoples and the peaceful adjust-

ment of differences among the nations

of the earth.

For one thing, the Russians are

building a great myth about them-

selves in the minds of the young. To
be sure, all nations are more or less

guilty of this practice, but rarely is

it executed so deliberately and com'

prehensively. The Soviet Union is de-

scribed in the textbooks, not only as

the largest and richest country in the

world, but also as the most powerful

and most advanced—the only country

on the earth where there is no ex-

ploitation of man by man. In 1840

the distinguished writer, Vissarian

Belinsky, asserted, ''We envy our

grandchildren and great grandchildren

who are destined to see Russia in 1940

standing at the head of the civilized

world, giving laws to science and art,

and receiving reverent tribute from all

enlightened humanity." The official

pedagogy adds, "These remarkable

words have been fulfilled." Needless

to say, the Soviet Union is credited

with winning the war against both

Germany and Japan almost single'

handed.

Second, the Russians are cultivating

not only false beHefs about their coun'

try, but a fanatical love of the mother'

land. Education in Soviet patriotism

is declared officially to be the most

important part of education in Com'
munist morality. This emphasis has

been equalled or exceeded in our time

only by the Fascist totalitarian powers

—Germany, Italy, and Japan. The
Bolsheviks have recovered every

vestige from the past that can be made

to add lustre to the record of the

Great Russians, particularly in the
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sphere of military valor and glory.

Also, the young are told, love of the

motherland means "irreconcilable

hatred toward the enemies of socialist

society."

In the minds of the young, the Rus'

sians are building a great myth about

the rest of the world. All countries

beyond the range of Soviet hegemony
are forced into the harsh mold of

Marxian thought and are presented in

most sombre colors. Here the original

revolutionary doctrines appear to be

maintained in full strength. Refer'

ences to the lives and writings of

Marx, Engels and Lenin pervade

Soviet education from top to bottom.

Stalin is characterized as the leader

of the "toiling masses" of the world,

and Soviet "truth" as "the truth" of

these same masses. Since the end of

the war, and before the announcement
of the so-called Truman and Marshall

plans, a tendency to revive the in-

ternational aspects of the revolution

is plainly discernible.

The youth of Russia is being pre-

pared for war. Formal military train-

ing begins in the fourth grade. Em-
phasis on military games is found in

the nursery school and the kinder-

garten; and all subjects of study are

supposed to serve this purpose. The
recent abolition of co-education from
the first grade through the secondary
school in communities large enough

to maintain two separate systems was
made necessary for the purpose of

"differentiating the military-physical

preparation of the two sexes." Also,

the Russians have established special

boarding schools to train selected

boys from the age of seven to become
officers in the Red Army and the

Red Fleet.

The Russians are striving to build

a perfectly fantastic loyalty to Stalin

and the Communist Party. Stalin's

picture hangs in every classroom and
Stalin's name is invoked at every

gathering or assembly of children or

youth. He is consistently portrayed

in truly heroic or even godlike pro-

portions, the embodiment of all that

is wise and good, the architect of both

the civil and the military triumphs of

our time. The young hear not a word
of public criticism of his character or

leadership. They hear only praise

without stint. And the Party holds

the place among organizations that

Stalin holds among men. Party mem-
bers are commonly referred to as

"our best people." The foundations

of this loyalty are laid from the

earliest years in the repeated injunc-

tion that the child must be taught

to obey the orders of the teacher and
the leader.

Such blind and unswerving loyalty

to a person or the leadership of a

party is fraught with danger to the

whole world. It introduces into the

behavior of one of the two most

powerful nations on earth a pattern

ordinarily associated with the con-

duct of an army. Whatever the orders

of the high command, even though

they may contradict the orders of

yesterday, they are obeyed implicitly.
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The Soviet leaders are striving to

build a mentality in the masses of

the people that will make possible

the most radical change of line in

either domestic or foreign affairs

without serious criticism or loss of

popular support. Whatever the

policy, if it is endorsed by Stalin and

the Party, it will be accepted as cor-

rect, right, wise and necessary. Who-
ever the enemy, if he is named by
Stahn and the Party, he will be ac-

cepted as the enemy of the Soviet

people and will call forth their wrath

and hatred.

The Russians are rearing the young
in a new religion founded on a species

of philosophical materialism. Already
this religion possesses four major

prophets and a vast sacred literature.

These prophets, Marx, Engels, Lenin

and Stalin, are the ultimate sources

of authority on all vital matters. An
author or speaker in almost any field

involving, even remotely, social ideas

and programs, invariably buttresses

what he has to say with quotations

from the writings of these men. This

reHgion, moreover, has its apocalypse.

Its devotees believe as certainly in the

ultimate triumph of communism on
the earth as the early Christians be-

lieved in the second coming.

The power of the Communist faith

must not be underestimated. Al-

though the total Soviet social and edu-

cational program frightens and repels

those who have been nurtured in

democratic traditions, it contains ele-

ments with a universal appeal which
evoke the idealism of the young, and
arouse the hopes of the oppressed and
exploited of the earth. It proclaims

that the way of dictatorship is the

only effective method of removing the

inequalities, the injustices and the in-

securities among men and nations,

and of establishing a lasting peace.

This phase of the challenge is ad-

dressed directly to American democ-
racy. If America is to meet it success-

fully, it must demonstrate that the

way of liberty is also the way to

equality, to the elimination of poverty

and misery, to banishment of every

form of exploitation and oppression.

This means that we shall have to

achieve a new birth of freedom at

home, strive to make democracy live

and work, take seriously the profes-

sions inscribed in our great historic

documents, and endeavor to order our

life and institutions so that all of our

people, regardless of race or creed,

will share fully in the benefits and
blessings, the duties and responsibili-

ties, of free men. This is the one sure

road to the preservation of the ''sacred

fire of liberty" in America and the

world.
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The will to worship is communism's least superable obstacle.

1 1] S/f1%
CCTfREEDOM of worship" means

-L that no secular power can deny
or obstruct the relation between an
individual and the deity of his belief.

This freedom is mentioned in the

constitutions of both the United States

and the U.S.S.R. But the different

intent of each constitution springs

from contrasting historical back'

grounds.

America was originally settled by
groups seeking relief from religious

persecution. Religious freedom was
not necessarily tolerated within the

individual groups themselves, but as

the colonies banded together in a

common cause, they saw the necessity

of drawing up some instrument to

protect the interests of each, includ'

ing their religious freedom.

Our government is perhaps unique
in that it gives no special recogni'

tion to any sect or creed.

Russia holds a different story. At
the turn of the 18th Century, Peter

the Great forced the church into com'
plete subjection to the Russian gov
ernment. Until 1917, the people lived

in fear of the church as an intimate

partner to C2;arist tyranny.

Thus, it was natural that the Bol'

sheviks should center their revolu'

tionary attack on church policy. The
famous decree of January 23, 1918,

officially separated the church and
state.

But the constitution of July, 1918,

was an even stronger attempt to sup'

press religious activities. A similar

measure, if adopted in the United
States, would have outlawed parochial

schools, all church literature, includ'

ing the Bible, all social service work
done in the name of the church and
any anti'atheistic propaganda. This

far-reaching suppression of religion

stirred angry reactions among the

people.

In the following years, the status

of religion changed often.

By 1939 the Russian government
seemed to have adopted a more
friendly attitude. Direct action against

religion was discontinued.

During the war years, the govern-

ment welcomed the financial and
social help of the church and named
it a "useful and loyal element of

society."

On October 8, 1943, the Soviet

government seemingly furthered its

policy of toleration by establishing a

Soviet Council on Orthodox Affairs.

Within a short time the Council an'

nounced the opening of theological

seminaries.

The reason for this change in policy

is not hard to guess. Once the gov-
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ernment decided to tolerate religion,

it was important that it should regu-

late it.

In the period before the war it

was the avowed intention of the

Communist Party to cut the life of

the church at its source by preventing

training for the priesthood. As the

clergymen then alive died off there

would be no new ones to take their

place, and the practice of religion

would gradually be rendered impos-

sible.

But training centers for Russian

clergy were known to operate out-

side Russia. Priests arranged to enter

Russia surreptitiously and take up
their duties there.

The Soviet government realized

men trained abroad were Hkely to

feel, if not to act, as enemies of the

State, and in every case would be

alien to the new Russian social order.

At best their contribution to contem-

porary Russian society would be

negligible, at worst subversive.

Inside Russia the patriarchal church

had shown a spirit of realistic com-

promise and a desire to integrate

Christianity with Soviet patriotism.

It was obviously better, if the

church had come to stay, to see that

its hierarchy was reared in Soviet

atmosphere and stood behind these

principles.

The personnel of the new Council

on Orthodox Affairs includes no ec-

clesiastics, only Soviet officials. It is

a government agency designed to

gauge and control the expansion of

the church in accordance with the

wishes of the State.

For the Communist rulers have

realized that it is easier to keep reli-
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gion within limits under the jurisdic-

tion of a well-organized and cen-

tralized church, than to try to cur-

tail the activities of thousands of local

sects or of the traveling priests.

By the end of World War II, most
of the confiscated church property
had been restored, and the clergy had
regained their civil rights. Some of the

restrictions concerning the printing

of religious material had been lifted.

However, religious education does

not exist in the schools of Russia.

According to the decree of the

Soviet of People's Commissars issued

January 23, 1918, the school is com-
pletely separated from the church.

At this time, school teachers were
dismissed by the hundreds, and in

their place students were appointed

after a course in communism.

Today, the teaching of religious

doctrines is not permitted in any state,

public or private educational institu-

tion where general educational sub-

jects are taught.

This decree is enforced by Clause

121 of the Criminal Code, which

threatens ''forced labor for a period

not exceeding one year" for the teach-

ing of religious beliefs in schools.

However, in addition to instruction

given in the normal conduct of the

cult, Russian parents are allowed to
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teach religion to children privately

in small groups.

But this type of private instruction

must attempt to balance the regular

teaching of atheism in all the State

schools.

Professor Pinkevich of Moscow
says that, "Soviet education aims at

creating human beings, grounded in

a scientific, materialistic outlook,

people who endeavor to make life

happy in this world rather than in

some world to come. The Soviet

school is not a mere secular school,

as this is understood in America and
France. It is conducted on distinctly

materialistic and anti'religious lines.

The Bolshevists are not content to

ignore God. Their scheme is to make
it appear, from every subject in the

curriculum, that there is no God.
Scientific reasons against belief are

carefully explained in popular lec'

tures."

Much of the anti-religious feeling

in Russia has come through the in'

fluence of revolutionist leaders.

Lenin wrote that, Everyone en-

gaged in building God or even merely
conceiving of God-building, castigates

himself in the worst possible way, be
cause instead of occupying himself

with deeds, he indulges in self'con-

templation, self-admiration and, more-
over, contemplates the dirtiest, most
stupid and most servile features of

his. own ego glorified by self-love into

a god of his own building."

Berdyaev blamed the faithlessness

of the godly, not as a community,
but as individuals, for the triumph
of anti-God. He said that the church
was satisfied with the role of the

spiritual servant of the autocracy.

But Marx's definition of religion is

the one most often quoted. "Religion

is the opium of the people," he said.

"It is the sign of the oppressed crea-

ture, the kindliness of a heartless

world, the spirit of unspiritual condi-

tions."

He believed that, "The removal of

religion as the illusory happiness of

the people is the demand for its real

happiness. Criticism of religion is

therefore at heart a criticism of the

vale of misery for which religion is

the promised vision."

Today, Soviet Russia claims "free-

dom of worship" by allowing public

and private worship by Greek Ortho-

dox Catholics, Baptists, Evangelicals,

Armenians and Moslems.

But this cannot be considered real

freedom, because it is not guaranteed.

It is allowed only as long as its serves

to strengthen the Communist system.

The struggle against religion has

not been stopped in Russia, as the

very existence of the Militant Atheists

League indicates.

It has simply taken on a new form
of partial compromise, for religion

has proved to be the most tenacious

and indestructible of all survivals

from pre-revolutionary Russia.

Anti-religious propaganda has be-

come milder and more respectful.

Atheists are warned to avoid care-

fully giving offense to the religious

sentiments of the believers, for the

Communists have found this only

leads to the strengthening of religious

fanaticism.

For despite the long anti-church

policy of the Russian government, the

influence of the Orthodox Church
on individual and family life in
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Russia has always been and continues

to be a great influence. In 1940 Pro-

fessor Nikolshyn frankly admitted

that one-half the Russians, or about

90,000,000 citizens, were still be-

lievers.

Historically the Orthodox Church
is the church of the Russian people.

Certain Evangelical faiths, Roman
Catholic and Lutheran, have been
relatively strong among the workers,

but none of these exist in significant

strength.

Western churches look upon this

revival of the Russian church with

mixed feelings. Some hail it as a great

advance. Others feel with skepticism

that this is merely the sign of the

subservience of the Russian church

to the state.

Whether the present truce between

the church and state is sincere or

not remains for history to determine.

It appears to be a means toward an

end, the path of least resistance.
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What of the worker in a collectivist

state? Here's the real lowdown!

RUSSfAN LABOR

IN America today, no group is more
suspect of having Communist sym'

pathies than labor. This is true, per'

haps, because no other group is likely

to be so susceptible to Marxist propa'

ganda.

Actually, the laboring man would
do well to observe the position of his

Russian counterpart before selling de'

mocracy short.

In 1946, James B. Carey, C.I.O.

secretary-treasurer, led a group of 11

C.I.O. trade union chiefs on a survey

of Russian factories. Of this number,
six were leaders from the left wing of

the United States labor movement,
who might be expected to observe with
bias the Russian treatment of labor.

When the men returned to the

United States, the following state

ment was issued:

"Union members in Russia, under
communism, have fewer rights than
union members in the United States

under capitalism. A union member
in Russia does not enjoy the right to

strike. The Russian worker cannot
quit one job to take another. He
works in the particular plant to which
he is assigned by his government.

"Most Russian workers are paid on
a piecework basis, not at an hourly
wage rate. Unlike the American
worker, the Russian has little choice

of goods to buy with income earned.

The choice between guns and butter

as the goal of industry's production is

made by officials at the top of a party

hierarchy, not by the desires of mil'

lions of union workers with money to

spend."

Although it is extremely hard to

learn anything about Russia's internal

situation, this statement fits perfectly

into the theory of communism, and de-

scribes the pattern into which labor

would fall in any country accepting

communism.
The constitution of the U.S.S.R.

guarantees its citi2;ens the right to em-
ployment and to payment for their

work in accordance with its quantity

and quality.

It provides the right to rest and
leisure. Annual vacations with pay
are guaranteed, and there is a network
of sanatoria, rest homes and clubs for

the accommodation of the working
people—although their facilities are

no longer free.

The Russian constitution further

states that its citi2iens are insured the

right to unite in public organis^ations,

trade unions and cooperative associa-

tions. However, the high incidence of

minority party leaders in slave labor

camps might be interpreted as proof

that this guarantee is of little benefit

to the people.

Significantly, Leon Trotsky, in

naming the factors for measuring the
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progress of Russian communism,
placed the welfare of workers last in

importance!

The fundamental difference in the

concept of the position of the worker
in the United States and in Russia is

nowhere more evident than in the

trade unions of the two countries.

Under communism, the interests of

the state are supreme. Under democ
racy, the interests of the individual

worker are of primary importance.

Trade unions do exist in Russia.

A Moscow broadcast reported that

there were 139 national industrywide

trade unions in July, 1947. Their

membership was reported to cover

about 90 per cent of all wage and
salary workers.

However, unions in Russia are

not free agents. They are inextricably

tied in with economic programs of

government planning commissions. In'

stead of bargaining with employers,

unions can only discuss and suggest to

the state agencies. Unions have much

less voice in the determination of wage
scales in Russia than unions in this

country had in the days of the War
Labor Board and Wage Stabili2;ation.

The tight control of Russian econ-

omy by the state requires that a de-

cision be made in advance regarding

the amount of the national income to

be devoted to wages. The size of the

total payroll—the amount of money

to pay out in wages in each branch of

industry—is worked out by the State

Economic Planning Commission,
which is known as the Gosplan.

Among other things, it decides the

total national payroll, the total num-
ber of workers to be employed in in-

dustry and the planned productivity

per worker. Its report is submitted to

the All'Union Central Council of

Trade Unions for study and review,

but all decisions are made by the

Gosplan.

Thereafter, the total amount of na-

tional income going to wages is fixed,

and is not subject to discussion or

negotiation between the government
and the trade unions. There has been

no collective bargaining in Russia

since 1935.

Trade union officials play a part

in this machinery; but since their

dominant outlook must be to protect

the enterprise in carrying out its as'

signed tasks, their influence on wages
is conceded by all impartial students

to be negligible. The wage committee

of the local union is, however, per-

mitted to discuss classifications, plant

inequalities, and incentive rates with

the local state management and to as-

sist management in setting daily work
quotas.

This, and not collective bargaining

over the terms of employment, is an

important function of trade unions in

Soviet Russia. Their other functions

and activities are to handle the ad-

ministration of the social insurance

of the U.S.S.R.; sponsor recreational

activities; operate schools for children

attached to the factories, rest homes

and bathing beaches; provide for lec-

tures on Soviet policy and Stakhano-
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vism ("speed up") ; and participate

in state and communal activities such

as housing, food distribution and the

allotment of garden land.

Soviet unions are not organized to

conduct strikes. While there does not

appear to be any specific legislation

prohibiting strikes, they have not OC'

curred in state industries since the

strike of the Kronstadt sailors in 1921.

One writer puts it cryptically,

"Strikes, according to the unwritten

and unpublished Soviet law, are for'

bidden."

In the United States, labor unions

are private associations—free agents

having complete control over the ad'

mission of members, their own of'

ficers and their own treasury, wholly

divorced from government and from
management. They are subject only

to governmental control to the extent

that they are now required to file

financial data with the government,

and their officers are required to file

non'Communist affidavits. These steps

are necessary only if the union wishes

to make use of governmental ma'
chinery for the exercise of its collec'

tive bargaining rights under the Labor
Management Relations Act of 1947.

The tremendous bargaining power
of American labor unions, whether
good or bad, cannot be denied. Wit'
ness the coal miners' strikes, the

threatened strikes of the railroad

brotherhoods, the automobile and steel

industries' strikes. The exercise of

such powers by organized labor in

Communist Russia would be impos-

sible!

Not only can workers not resort to

collective bargaining nor to strikes,

they cannot even choose their own
work. Young people are forced into

trades not of their own choosing, and
workers cannot change jobs.

Training schools for young workers

are being relied on to increase the

number of skilled workers. While

voluntary enrollments are encouraged,

forced recruitment has continued.

The present Five'Year Plan (1946'

1950) calls for training four and one
half million young workers and nearly

eight million unskilled workers in in'

dustry. Trud (the Russian trade

union paper) reported in July, 1947,

that of the 280,000 youths enrolled in

factory training schools in March of

that year, only 97,000 were volun'

teers.

Every youth finishing a training

course under the "labor reserved"

program is examined and given a job

classification, and is then considered

"mobilized" for a period of four

years and subject to direction to any
state enterprise that the Ministry of

Labor Reserved may designate.

Only those students whom the

Ministry considers outstanding gradu'

ates are permitted to enroll in techni'

cal high schools for further study.

Under the decree of June 26, 1940,

every worker quitting his job with'

out permission is subject to imprison'

ment. Still, there seems to be a rapid

turnover of young labor reservists.

Pravda reported in June, last year,
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that during the first quarter of the

year over one-half of the new workers

in western coal mining regions quit.

For the same period, Trud reported

that in the armaments industries, al'

most as many young labor reservists

quit as were taken in. However, the

fact remains that the decree could be

enforced at any time, and amounts
to forced labor.

Paralleling this Communist ac-

ceptance of forced labor is its own use

of slave labor.

Slave labor not only exists in

Russia, today; it is an organic ele-

ment of the social structure of Com-
munist Russia.

Prior to the war, the majority of in-

mates of slave labor camps were not

criminals. Only 12 to 15 per cent of

them were sentenced for burglary,

murder, theft, or other misdeeds. The
remaining 85 per cent were engineers,

technicians and doctors imprisoned

for alleged wrecking activities; book-

keepers and industrial managers held

responsible for defects of which they

had no knowledge; peasants who op-

posed Soviet aims; and members of

national minorities suspected of in-

sufficient loyalty to the government.

Since the war, large numbers of

repatriated Russians who had tasted

the comforts and ideologies of the

West during the war have been re'

turned forcibly to Russia and placed

in labor camps. Numbers of prisoners

have been taken from formerly enemy-
occupied regions and interned.

There is nothing in the United
States to compare to Soviet Russia's

slave labor. Except for a tiny amount
of prison labor, there is no labor force

in this country which competes with
the free workman, working in a free

economy, for the production of the

greatest amount of goods for the bene-

fit of the greatest number of citi2;ens.

The American laboring man gets

another real eye-opener when his

standard of living is compared with

that of the average Soviet worker!

It is difficult to make an accurate

comparison between wages and living

standards in the U.S.S.R. and the

United States, because commodities in

Russia command a variety of prices

depending on whether they are pur-

chased in state cooperative stores, in

the open market, or elsewhere. Also,

official wage statistics in Russia in-

clude in the calculations of wages such

social services as insurance against

illness, cost of lectures, maintenance

of clubs, and other things. As an ex-

ample, funds for cultural services

alone constituted 3 5 per cent of wages

paid in 1935.

One criterion by which to measure

the standard of living of any country

is to study the percentage of female

workers. Ordinarily, only necessity

drives a wife and mother to take a

job in industry. The number of wom-
en in Russian industry increased from

18 per cent of the total working
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force in 1900, to 28 per cent in the

1920's, to 38 per cent in 1935. Be-

tween 1941 and 1945, the number of

women in industry exceeded 70 per

cent of the total working force, and is

likely to remain at about 50 per cent.

This proportion of female workers to

the total is higher in Russia than in

any other European country or the

United States.

The average Russian factory worker
earns 2 rubles 41 kopecks an hour.

His counterpart in the United States

earns $1.24 an hour. These figures

are not nearly so important as the

question: What will each wage buy?
Although there is a variance in de-

tailed figures on the buying power of

workers under communism and under
democratic capitalism, it is clear that

the Russian people have a living

standard so meager that it makes the

lot of the ordinary American look

kingly by comparison. The buying
power of the average Russian worker,

despite the advantages of cheap rent

and free medical service, is not much
more than onC'tenth that of the aver-

age American worker's purchasing

power.

That's important. It proves beyond
question that the widely-bruited ad-

vantages of collectivism are non-ex-

istent. It proves that on the basis of

sheer economics, as on every other

basis, democracy beats Communism!

Material Prepared by: Howard A. Crawford
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Can culture expand on a subsidized basis?

dl'/T^TOTALITARIAN
ARTS
and

SCIENCES

WHILE there is probably more
freedom in the production of

art than in any other form of human
expression under communism, it must
be remembered that only a relatively

few people ever have the opportunity

to make a choice of either their voca'

tion or avocation.

Practically all Russians go to school.

However, in school, as well as in in'

dustry, they are controlled and domi'

nated by their masters so that self

expression is allowed a minimum of

utterance. The whole Soviet philoso-

phy incorporates a theory of equality

for the masses; and any child who
may show a particular aptitude is

allowed only as much freedom as his

school-teacher is inclined to give. The
wishes of the parents are of no im-

portance. Children are taught what
the Party wishes them to beHeve, and
blind acceptance is compulsory. This,

of course, is in the interest of build-

ing a unified politica.1 state, accord-

ing to the Communists.

In advanced education, comparable

to high school training in the United
States, the student may have some
choice of topics to be studied. But
so far as American observers can tell,

students are given examinations simi-

lar to aptitude tests and if, in the

opinion of his instructor, the child is

not qualified for the type of study

he chooses, he is directed into other

channels. It is easy to imagine that

if a youngster is of a sullen or antag-

onistic nature, the director of educa-

tion may order his schooling be ended,

sending him to a machine shop, com-

munity farm, or coal mine.

Many of the world's greatest artists,

writers and musicians have done

poorly with formal education, and
many have had peculiar traits of dis-

position. Under the nearly inflexible

Communist system, none of these

would have been allowed to develop

the talents which led to the subsequent

production of masterpieces.

Communism discourages any form

of individuality, unless it is acclaimed

by the proletariat. In other words,

art, like everything else, must be pro-

duced in the interest of the State

and for the consumption of the people.

From a democratic point of view,
^

this must prevent any real develop-

ment of great art in Russia: first, be-

cause individualism is necessary to in-

troduce freshness and continuous de-

velopment; and, secondly, because

what is acclaimed by the majority of

people is almost always of little actual

merit.

As evidence of the ''mass produc-

tion" handling of the arts in the Soviet

Union, there are strong unions of

artists, authors and musicians. An
artist cannot rent an exhibition hall

to display his own paintings unless
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they conform to the accepted pattern,

and have popular approval.

However, in spite of stiff regimen'

tation, art in all its forms is en'

couraged and fostered in Russia.

People are encouraged to read the

Russian and Oriental classics, and
there have been large printings of

Soviet writers of repute.

In the last few years, libraries have

been greatly expanded. The Soviet

goal is to establish 284,900 pubHc and
club libraries by 1950. In Moscow,
the Lenin Library contains almost 10,'

000,000 volumes and is used by more
than a million people.

New theatres are being opened
throughout the country, and children's

theatres are proving very popular.

In the production of plays, special at'

tention is given to depicting contem'
porary Hfe in the tj.S.S.R. Com'
posers, artists and musicians are highly

subsidised by the State and are al'

lowed luxuries denied other workers.

Concert activities show a steady

growth. In 1947, over 120,000 ad-

vertised concerts were performed be
fore an estimated total audience of

over 40 million people. Also, a series

of 10 symphonic concerts was devoted
entirely to the performance of new
works. There are national musical

festivals, and musicians are urged to

take an active part in the work of

State music publishers.

In the production of films, stress

is always laid on the development of

pictures expressing the advantages of

the Soviet regime over capitalism. The
Communist idealist is invariably the

hero. The people's vigilant patriotism

and their duties to the State are given

great emphasis, and the Soviet way of

life and the family receive lavish

praise, with special attention for

mothers with more than ten children.

War heroes are commemorated.

Failure to comply with these

ideological standards of the Soviet

philosophy would result in the dis-

missal of magazine editors or scenario

writers— and in Russia this could

mean banishment to the salt mines,

or the Red Army, or a work gang.

Therefore, books, magazines, pictures

and plays do not depict bourgeois

ideology or anything fostering escapist

tendencies.

Contrast all this with the produc-

tion of the arts in the democratic

United States.

Here, schools do not cater to politics

or its purposes. In almost all institu-

tions, instructors teach what they be-

lieve to be the truth, unbiased and
uninfluenced by ulterior motives. Stu-

dents may change their faith or politi-

cal leaning. They may go to public

or private schools. They may study

any type of art, literature, science, or

not, as they and their parents decide.

A student may earn the reputation

of carrying individualism to the ''crack

pot" extreme, but if he wants to de-

velop crazy art or morbid music, that

is his business.

After taking all the education he

wants and can afford, the student may
set up a studio and produce the art

he likes, be it conventional or other-

wise.

The same freedom applies to in-

structors of the arts. No teacher need

prove himself an artist or genius. If

he is educated in the basic principles
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and has proven his abiHty to teach,

he is allowed to teach. It is his com'

petence which matters, not his politi'

cal philosophy.

SCIENCE, like the arts, is a field

where the greatest amount of per'

sonal freedom has always been essen'

tial.

In obtaining reliable and definite

information on science in the U.S.S.R.,

considerable difficulty is encountered.

But from what observers have been

able to pick up, it seems that State

supervision and regimentation are

especially harsh.

Under communism, the favored few

v/ho definitely prove their mechanical

or scientific aptitude, as well as the

progeny of the ruling commissars, are

allowed to go on in the study of

science. In addition to the schools of

higher education and universities,

there are numerous academies of

science in the U.S.S.R. One report

states that there are 80 scientific in-

stitutions employing 4,000 scientific

workers, and that the total number of

scientists working for the Soviet

Union is about 50,000.

The study of the sciences is recog-

nized by Moscow as necessary for the

prosperity and advancement of com-

munism. The Academy of Sciences of

the U.S.S.R. has 7 branches and 4

bases, comprising 43 institutes, 45

independent sectors and laboratories,

9 botanical gardens, an astronomical

observatory, and 14 other scientific

institutions. These branches and bases

are staffed by 1,700 scientists and

technical workers.

The reliability of these figures is

questionable, because discrepancies

have been noticed in official bulletins.

Yet, it must certainly be conceded
that the Russians have made great

strides in science during the past few
years. Under communism, students

are given an opportunity to continue

their scientific studies while the State

pays the bill. The corrolary to this

rule is that later, as full-fledged scien-

tists, their discoveries and inventions

become the property of the State.

Inventors receive public acclaim,

but do not profit extensively in a

financial way. The creator of any
invention of miltary significance is

apt to find the secret police checking

on him constantly to be sure he does

not divulge his secret to some foreign

power. A suspicious act can lead to

his liquidation.

The five-year plan of science, from

1946 to 1950, includes study and ex-

perimentation with the properties of

substances at close to absolute zero;

investigation and application of semi-

conductors and new high molecular

compounds; study of high speed gaso-

dynamics for aircraft and artillery;

and research with cosmic rays and

atoms. It is interesting to note that

much emphasis is placed on the study

of subjects which so closely tie in

with modern warfare!

In an article, Soviet Culture in

War Time, E. L. Kapitska, one of the

foremost contemporary Russian scien-

tists, makes the following statement,

''The institute must be organized so

that the working conditions are such

the scientific workers are able to

spend 80 per cent of their time on

actual research with no more than

(Continued on page 33)



TORCH of FREEDOM
Climaxing a week of intensive pro-Amer

icon propaganda, the Kansas City Junioi

Chamber of Commerce staged a gigantic

"Torch of Freedom Parade/' It was made
possible by the cooperation of dozens o

civic groups, schools, private corporation:

and labor unions.

1. Soldiers and Marines manned a huge searchligh

furnished by the Army Quartermaster Depot. Th<

trucks were lent by Belger Cartage Service.

2. On V/ornall hill, south of the Country Club Plaza

the procession was a spectacular sight.

3. Cars carried placards and specially-designec

flame pots. Here, final preparations are made b

parade marshal Ed Mulhern, Junior Chamber presi

dent Cliff C. Jones, Jr., and Paul D. Bagwell, presiden

of the- United States Junior Chamber of Commerce.

4. Electric ink spelled out the slogan, ''Democrac

Beats Communism."





Thanks to the Junior Chamber of Commerce, the case

for democracy has been presented forcefully from nearly

every pulpit and school rostrum in Greater Kansas City.

In addition, 31 civic organizations heard speeches on

the subject during "Democracy Beats Communism" Week.
Earl D. Thomas (1), principal of Lincoln High School,

congratulated Edv/ard Copeland, one of 93 trained

speakers made available by the Junior Chamber. High

school audiences (2 and 3) were generally attentive,

v/ith stimulating questlon-and-answer periods following

the prepared speeches. Stephen Labunski (4), who
served as translator and interpreter with the American
Military Government in Berlin, addressed Kansas City

Junior College students. Kenneth Aber (5) received

brisk applause from teensters.

Democracy's message reached adherents of many
faiths, including those of the Keneseth Israel Sholom
Synagogue (6), Country Club Congregational Church

(7), and St. Aloysius Catholic Church (8).
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In a single week, 29 special programs were aired by Kansas

City radio stations. The first was over WHB (1), when the mayor
officially proclaimed "Democracy Beats Communism" Week. Left

to right: Clint Kanago, Jr., originator of the Week; the Hon-

orable W. E. Kemp; John M. Phillips, general chairman; Cliff C.

Jones, Jr., president of the Kansas City Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. (2) Chief Boy Scout executive H. Roe Bartle broadcast a

special message for youth; and two journalists (3), Walter

Cronkite of the United Press Russian office and Dowdal Davis,

vice president of the National Negro Newspaper Association,

originated a program to CBS. School children participated, too,

presenting a play (4) called "The Family Next Door." (5)

Members of the Junior Chamber of Commerce joined in a-round-

table discussion. Left to right: Charles Wright, Gerald McManus,

Charles Avey, Kenneth Aber and Dr. E. O. Gerster.



TOTALITARIAN ARTS AND SCIENCES
(Continued from page 28)

20 per cent of their time consumed by
social and other activities.

'In our institute (Institute of Phy'

sical Research), for instance, it is a

rule that all laboratory work stops at

6 p.m. The scientist leaves for home to

ponder on his work, read, study and
to rest.""

Kapitska further states, "Our fac'

tories want to treat new scientific

achievement thoroughly and con'

scientiously, but the conditions of life

make them feel that the fulfillment

of the factory plan is the most im'

portant of all."

In the United States, a young man
in school can direct his studies to any
branch of science he chooses. He picks

his school, and stays there until he
decides that some other school has

more to offer. If he flunks out of

one school, he can go to another.

Upon the completion of his education,

he is free to seek work in private in'

dustry, or for the government, a

scientific institution, or himself. His
monetary compensation is in propor'

tion to his ability and production.

Although he may be thoroughly
familiar with some phase of secret rC'

search, he will be no more restricted

than any other citizen if he wishes

to leave the country.

The position of the scientist, as

well as that of the artist, writer, actor,

or musician, is so

familiar that very

little need be said

on the subject.

However, because

the most successful

pursuit of these
professions dc'

mands freedom
from restriction,

any practical con'

sideration of dc'

mocracy versus communism reveals

that here, again, the democratic system

is superior.

Our form of government has its

faults. But through the proper ap'

plication of remedial constitutional

processes, they can be eliminated. In

the meantime, America continues to

be the wealthiest, most progressive

nation in the world, and the American
citizen—under democracy—the freest

and most fortunate.

Material Prepared by: Ned B. Shapker

William L. VanAuken
Glen Whitaker
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''There can he any number of parties in Russia,

but on one condition. The communist Party must

be in power, and all the other parties must be in

jail."—Nikolay Lenin.

EXPERIENCE has proved that

what Russians say and what
Russians do are vastly different

things, and while it is easy to hear

them, it is sometimes quite difficult

to know what they are doing.

The U.S.S.R. has built up a corps

of heavy-handed propaganda special'

ists whose function is to create cer-

tain predetermined impressions both

inside and outside the Soviet State.

These propagandists, most of them,

are not expert. They are not adroit

because there is no need to be so.

Theirs is the only voice of the Com-
munist Party. It rings unchallenged

throughout their own nation and
across the sea. Few foreigners are

sufficiently informed to argue in de-

tail with what it says; at home, no
one is allowed to.

The Communists have established

a two-way informational blockade.

News of the outside world does not

reach the Russian people in anything

like unexpurgated form. It is with-

held or edited or embellished or dis-

torted, as political expediency dictates.

Reports of events within Russia are

treated similarly, so that we on the

outside can only guess at much of

v^hat goes on behind the Iron Cur-

tain.

Still, some facts do filter through,

slowly adding to our store of reliable

knowledge. From them it is apparent
that civil liberties — as Americans
know them — do not exist in Russia.

The original Constitution of the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

was written in 1917. The latest re-

vision of the Soviet constitution was
made by Stalin in 1936. It bears a

marked resemblance to the Constitu-

tion of the United States, providing

for legislative, judicial and executive

branches of government and guaran-

teeing various personal freedoms.

The Russian constitution specific-

ally provides that citizens have the

right to work, to rest and leisure, to

education, to maintenance in old age

and during sickness or disability. It

accords women the same rights as

m.en, in all spheres of activity. And
the familiar freedoms of our own Bill

of Rights are also listed in the Soviet

constitution—freedom of speech, free-

dom of press, freedom of religious

worship and freedom of assembly.

But while the Soviet constitution

may appear to be more liberal even

than that of the United States, in

actual practice its interpretation is

much more rigid.

The right to work is considered
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not only an honor, but a duty for

every abk'bodied citizen in accord'

ance with the principle, "He who
does not work, neither shall he eat."

Since wartime, Soviet workers have

had to carry work books in which
are recorded all dismissals, promotions

and black marks, for the workers

themselves are subject to penal laws

against lateness, absenteeism and
changing jobs without permission.

A high rate of production is stimu'

lated by an individual competition

plan. Increased wages and paid vaca'

tions are awarded to individuals who
work at a high rate of speed and thus

act as pacemakers for their fellow

workers. But a worker is permitted

to acquire only what he can im'

mediately consume. There is no place

for the investment of savings by
which to build and advance through

private efforts.

In all material respects, the right

of private ownership of productive

property is unknown. Personal prop'

erty rights are recogni2;ed only to the

extent of one's very personal belong'

ings, such as clothing and salary. This,

in substance, becomes a state mO'
nopoly of all means of production.

The bestowal of a new freedom,

the people's right to rest, is claimed

by the government, which points with
pride to the State-sponsored resorts

for workers. Some workers do receive

free vacations in the resorts as awards
for speed in the competitive work
plans, but for the most part only the

new upper class can afford the vaca-

tion prices.

Even the guaranteed right to edu-
cation has been partially abridged

since 1940 by the new requirement

of tuition for higher education. In

addition, students are forced to par-

ticipate in work battalions from 12

or 14 years up.

Freedom of the press is interpreted

to mean that official Party views may
be presented in the Party-controlled

newspapers and magazines. There are

no others. Every Russian is free to

criticize lower officials and plant

managers as individuals, but the dread

mark of a traitor rests on the person

who dares to raise his voice against

the government, the Communist
Party, their policies or their views.

Every single agency of information

in the entire vastness of Russia is

mobilized for propaganda purposes in

peace as well as war.

The phrase "freedom of religious

worship'' is carefully balanced in the

Soviet constitution by "freedom of

anti-religious propaganda." Even now
that the government recently has

adopted a policy of partial toleration,

anti-religious propaganda still subtly

and efficiently is hammering at reli-

gion. There is not even a workable

method of training clergymen in the

U.S.S.R., since religious education is

considered unlawful.

Even the prized right to vote by
secret ballot, today enjoyed by all

Soviet citizens—except criminals and
lunatics—is merely an empty privi-

lege. The list of nominees is prepared

by the only existing political party,

the Communists. The voter has the

choice of voting for these pre-ordained

officials or scratching their names
from the ballot. But since scratching

the ballot or failing to cast a ballot
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sometimes has unpleasant conse'

quences, the result is invariably the

election of nominees by a majority of

99.99 per cent.

Local party officials are not elected,

but are appointed by the higher

authorities who in turn are ap'

pointed by those above them. At the

apex of this hierarchy of officials is

the Politburo, a self'perpetuating body
of 14 men with Premier Stalin at its

head.

The Russian government itself is

Httle more than a puppet of the Com'
munist Party, which has approxima'

tely five million members out of a

total population of some 200 million.

The typical young Russian of the

new generation is completely ac
customed to the one-party system.

He accepts without question the fact

that there is no place for a party

of opposition in the rigid make-up of

Soviet politics.

As in the United States, the Soviet

legislature, called the Supreme Coun-
cil, is divided into two houses. All

deputies in the Supreme Council are

elected from the Communist-prepared
ballot for a period of four years.

One house, the Council of the

Union, is elected by territorial dis-

tricts on the basis of one deputy for

every 300,000 of the population. The
other chamber, the Council of Na'
tionahties, is elected by citizens on the

basis of 25 deputies from each con-

stitutent republic, five from each

autonomous province and one from
each national region.

Every bill must be approved by
the two houses by a simple majority

before it becomes a law. If disagree-

ment occurs between the two houses,

it is solved by a conciliation commis-

sion, or if that fails, by simply dis-

solving the two houses and demanding
a new election.

The joint session of the two cham-

bers appoints the Council of People's

Commissars, the highest executive and

administrative organ of the Union.

The powers of this interim executive

council are far-reaching, including the

issuing of decrees based on the exist-

ing law, execution of the State budget

and national economic plan, organiza-

tion of the armed forces and creation

of administrative organs to deal with

the economic, cultural and military

matters. This Council operates be-

tween sessions of the Supreme Coun-

cil, which meets only once every two

years.

In reality, the legislature is a mere

facade behind which the executive

committee wields complete power.

The individual citizen has no op-

portunity to introduce bills for con'

sideration. Delegates in session are

legally permitted to put questions to

the Commissars or to the other execu-

tive officials. But the officials can

take three days to reply, and so far

no session has yet lasted longer than

three days.

Thio very short session is quite long

enough for the Supreme Council

members to rubber stamp bills pro-

posed by the Council of People's

Commissars. For here, the unanimity

of opinion surpasses even the well'

known unanimity of elections. There
j

is no record of a single debate or a

single dissenting vote in any session

of the Supreme Council.
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At the base of the legislative sys-

tem are the city Soviets, sometimes

consisting of groups as small as 15

members. These small legislative bodies

discuss problems and may send recom-

mendations through a hierarchy of

legislatures ranging through district

congresses and regional congresses to

the Supreme Council.

At times when public opinion be-

comes strong about some matter, the

Council of People's Commissars may
feel it necessary to pass a bill in order

to placate the public. This is the one

hapha2;ard way in which the desires

of the people are able to affect legis-

lation.

The judicial system in Russia

seems to be another tightly controlled

agency of governmental power.

The courts, which for the most part

employ a plural judge system rather

than a jury, are fair in ordinary

criminal or civil matters Hke theft,

murder and disputes between indivi-

duals. But in political affairs anything

is deemed legal if it is expedient to

the State.

The political police force, known as

the M.V.D., holds the people in com-

plete subjection to its terrorist policies.

Homes may be searched without warn-
ing or warrant. Private correspond-

ence is always open to the scrutiny of

police officials. Any individual may
disappear without explanation, for

habeas corpus is unknown in Russia.

The government blinds its citizens

to truth about the outside world.

Letters to relatives abroad are dan-

gerous, and permission to leave the

country is rarely, if ever, granted.

Periodically, the M.V.D., casts a

threatening shadow across the life of

every Russian by conducting a politi-

cal purge. In the sweeping purge of

1936-37, more than half the members
of and candidates for membership in

the Communist Party were expelled

—a total of 1,800,000 persons. Slave

labor in concentration camps was the

fate assigned to those singled out by
the terrorist police.

The purge of some of the revolu-

tion's highest leaders proved to the

Soviet citi2;ens that no one, no matter

how highly placed, is safe from the

political police.

Only a few facts have been fer-

reted out about the Russian military,

for military secrets are the most jeal-

ously guarded of all. The present

strength of the Russian Army is at

least three million. This compares to

the 542,000 in the United States

Army, which may be increased to

837,000 by the peace-time draft.

Compulsory military service begins at

16 for the Russian youth, already par-

tially trained by two-hour-a-week ele-

mentary courses.

Compared to the United States

Navy, which exceeds that of all other

navies in the world combined, the

Russian Navy is a negligible force.

Her one strength is in submarines,
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which outnumber those of the United
States.

No long-range heavy bombing was
done by the Soviets in the war, but

it is known they have produced a

copy of the B'29. As for Russian
possession of an atomic bomb—who
knows?

For years the Communists have
sung the praise of the proletariat, an
ideal of dead-level economic and social

conditions for the entire population.

To be sure, practically all Russians

are either employees of the State or

members of the collective farms and
cooperatives. But it is clear that be-

hind this pretense of social and eco-

nomic equality for all has arisen a

pyramid of class distinctions.

Individuals are compensated ac-

cording to their ''work" and not their

"need" as Marx advocated. A famous
actor or musician, an outstanding en-

gineer or industrial manager receives

a salary that might compare favorably

with someone in a similar position in

the United States.

However, the high salaries often

lack buying power due to the short-

age of consumer goods, and under no
circumstances can part of a salary

be invested in private enterprise.

Due to this differentiation in wages,

Russia for the first time in her his-

tory is developing a middle class,

composed of engineers, actors, gov-

ernment officials, industrial managers,

professional men and highly skilled

workers. The comfort of additional

personal property is a stimulating in-

centive for young Russians, v.'ho strive

to advance by recognition of work
or special skill into the new and ex-

panding middle class.

Family relationships in Russia to-

day have more permanence than they

had in the days of the notorious ''post-

card divorce" early in Stalin's regime.

For in July, 1944, a step toward the

"consoHdation of the Soviet family"

was made by laws which imposed

more stringency on divorce and pro-

vided for increased solemnity in the

ceremony itself.

However, the statute also contains

provisions somewhat shocking to the

Western world. A male cannot be

named in court as the father of an

unmarried mother's child, nor can

he be sued for alimony. In addition,

the State relieves the father of all

paternal responsibility by providing

upkeep for the unmarried mother and

child.

Marriage in Russia today is not

merely an institution, it is a partner-

ship that pays dividends which in-

crease with progeny.

Monetary rev.^ards for motherhood

begin with the birth of the third

child, when the State makes a gift

of $80 in cash in addition to a layette

allowance of $24. With the birth of

the fourth child to a mother of three

living children, the State makes a

down payment of $260, and begin-

ning with the second year of the baby's

life, the mother receives a monthly

subsidy of $16 for four years. From
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then on, the payments are on the fol'

lowing scale.

iviOTiLni'y

Payment Allowdnce

rirth Child $340.00 $24.00

Sixth Child 400.00 28.00

Seventh Child- 500.00 40.00

Eighth Child 500.00 40.00

Ninth Child 700.00 50.00

Tenth Child 700.00 50.00

Thereafter $1,000 for each child and

$60 monthly.

The Order of Mother Heroine is

awarded the mother who has trium'

phed with ten births. The Glory of

Motherhood medal is bestowed in

other classes for lesser attainments.

Unmarried mothers seem to be

somewhat better compensated than

married mothers—for obvious rea'

sons. State aid for them begins with

the birth of the first child, with $20
monthly, increases to $30 monthly for

two children and $40 monthly for

three children. Thereafter, unmarried
mothers receive the full bonuses, al'

lowances, and honors accorded to the

wedded. The State also maintains

homes where unmarried mothers may
install their infants free of charge

for any period up to 12 years.

The smooth'tongued Russian propa'

gandists are quick to glorify such

State benefits and to emphasize the

constitutional phrases promising new
security and civil freedoms for all

people. But there is a hoUowness to

their words.

In actual practice, the American
constitution has led to widespread

civil liberties for every citi2;en and the

highest level of living, on the indivi'

dual scale, ever achieved by humanity
in the mass. In theory, the Russian

constitution appears capable of match'

ing such an achievement.

But the facts prove that Russian

living, in actual practice, is a far, far

different thing.

Material Prepared by, Robert A. Marshall
Harry Hudson, Jr.

George T. Morton
Robert Burns
Stephen Labunski



by FRED ALEXANDER

The foreign policies of Dewey as future

President are being turned over in the

minds of every American and millions of

others throughout the rest of the world.

Economic integration of European na'

tions will be a keynote in the Dewey for'

eign policy. He will probably reverse the

negativeness of the Truman Doctrine and
launch an active program of building up
the economy of Europe, as far as is feas'

ible. Great emphasis on re-arming Western
Europe, as part of the Marshall Plan, will

amount to a laying of the first stones for

a wall around Russia. A back fence will

be built in China and Japan by cultivating

economic stability and friendship with

these two nations.

More cooperation among nations may be

interpreted as a step inching toward the

United States of Europe. And in Latin

America, Dewey will follow the precedent

of the Democratic administration by keep'

ing a friendly hand extended in the good
neighbor policy. This Latin American
friendship, which has already paid off

dividends, shows promise of being even

more profitable in the eventuality of war
striking the Western Hemisphere.

• • •

American economy at home will undergo
several changes under a Dewey administra-

tion. The national budget will have to be

increased to incorporate sweUing defense

expenditures. The inevitable must follow

—

increased taxes, but probably not until

1950 It would be embarrassing for the

Republicans to raise taxes during their

first year in office, especially after much
shouting about spendthrift Democrats.

Dewey will shy away from raising income
tax on individuals, but will concentrate

tax increases on the excess profits of cor-

porations. In the event of war, individuals,

too, will be forced to share the tax load.

Although Dewey does not favor con-

trols, which he believes tend to hamstring
business, there will probably be a slight

tightening of price controls before June,
1949. Extremes in control and rationing

need not be expected unless war is de-

clared. If this happens, Dewey will be in'

vested with unprecedented powers by
Congress.

Dewey is a great believer in the func
tion of business as the lifeblood of Ameri'
can economy. However, he will not go
overboard for business interests. Although
Dewey's ideas toward business are sound
and tolerant, many big businessmen will

be rebuffed when asking favors.

The Taft-Hartley Act may lose some
of its pro-management punch under the

new administration, for Dewey is not
anti-labor, as some would like to believe.

He will urge more across-the-table peace
talks between management and labor, and
the Labor Department will gain new
strength. However, Dewey will not hesi'

tate to fight labor racketeers with a

vengeance.

Dewey's choice of associates in the new
administration is difficult to predict, be'

cause Dewey himself probably does not

know as yet who all of them will be. It is

quite probable that shrewd, scholarly John
Foster Dulles will be named as Secretary

of State. He possesses invaluable experience

and tact—so greatly needed in deahng
with Russia.

Other cabinet posts may be filled by
the obscure experts who worked with

Dewey in the state of New York. The
salaries of many, if not all of the cabinet

positions, will probably have to be raised

in order to retain the services of his re
tinue of experts.
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But such steps will be carried out easily

because Dewey and Congress will un'

doubtedly work together in harmony for

at least the first year. This close accord

may not last. For there may come a time

when, in the eyes of staid old'lme Republi'

cans, Dewey will seem to be inheriting the

liberal mantel of the late President Roosc
velt.

• • •

When Congress convenes next January
it will vote all living ex'Presidents a sub'

stantial yearly allowance for the remainder
of their lives. Both Republican and Demo'
cratic leaders favor such a move. The sum
granted may near $25,000 a year, enough
to maintain a dignified and comfortable
standard of living. At the moment, there

is only one living ex-President, Herbert
Hoover. Harry Truman will make the

second.
• • •

A new political party, which may be
named the "American Party" is due to

make its initial appearance next March.
Labor leaders, farmers' union members and
all types of liberals who favor a socialist

form of government will join the new

party's ranks. In addition, they will expect

to lure the votes of the middle class white
collar workers.

Modeled on the British Labor Party,

this new liberal group supposedly will be
free of all foreign or Communist domina-
tion. The liberal leaders hope to establish

their party in the void left by the Demc
cratic Party, which they believe is crura'

bling.

Certain states and localities have been
selected by the party officials for trials of

strength in the smaller municipal and
county elections. Labor, voting as a unit,

has already been eminently successful in

the state of Maine. By the 1956 elections

the liberals hope to be ready to challenge

the Republicans for Congressional seats

as well as as seats in the state legislatures.
• • •

Life in Europe these days is a confused
mass of days and nights, hunger and
suffering. Yet there is adventure and
beauty left in isolated spots. Next month
in this department we will attempt to

paint a picture of Europe as it is seen

today through the eyes of European natives

and American visitors to the continent.

A
A man was talking to two prisoners of war who were hoping to be sent

home shortly. They were simple farm workers from Bavaria, and he asked
them in German what sort of impression of Britain they would take home.
One thought deeply, then said, "I think it is wonderful to be able to talk to a

policeman with one's hands in one's pockets."

A
Mr. Bronson died very suddenly, and an important business letter

was left unmailed.
Before sending it off, his secretary, who had a passion for explanatory

detail, added a postscript below Mr. B's signature.

"Since writing the above, I have died."

A
A city boy and his country cousin were walking down the street. Coming

toward them was the product of a beauty parlor—permanent wave, scarlet

fingernails, drugstore complexion, and gaudy lipstick.

"Now what do you think of that?" asked the city boy.

The farm boy looked carefully and observed, "Speaking as a farmer,
I should say that it must have been mighty poor soil to require so much
top dressing."

A
Elderly lady in phone booth, to operator: "You've been very nice, young

lady, in answering my questions. I'm going to put an extra nickel in the
box for you."
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Platter Chatter

nPHE latest news is good news—the re'

cording ban will go off soon . . .

There's a new musical on Broadway this

fall, and two excellent melodies from the

stage production are gaining popularity

throughout the country. GreewVp Time
and Here I'll Stay are hit material . . , Kay
Starr, Capitol lass, has just finished scenes

in Columbia's Make Believe Ballroom film

. . . Bing Crosby has given up. He is

adopting a baby girl . . . Ziggy Elman will

not take his band on the road as antici'

pated after his Palladium debut—^he'll work
as a sideman around Hollywood radio . . .

MCA, which handles Jerry Colonna, says

that the popular funnyman is being be'

sieged with television offers after his smash

TV hit in New York . . . Beginning this

month, Artie Shaw will organize a new
band . . . Judy Garland returns to the

screen in Metro's filming of Annie Get
Your Gun. Judy's been taking it easy

since her doctors ordered a threc'month

rest . . . Columbia recording star Harry
James will open at the Palladium late this

month, following Lawrence Welk. And if

you haven't heard James' new September
Song, it's terrific! . . . Phil Harris, RCA
Victor crooner, has Californians staring

at the new car he brought back from
England . . . Diz Gillespie is back in The
Roost in New York with his be'bop styl'

ings . . . Dorothy Shay, the Park Avenue
Hillbilly, topped Frankie Laine's all'time

attendance record at the Los Angeles
Coconut Grove . . . The King Cole Trio,

with their new bassist, Joe Comfort, will

head east this month . . . Benny Goodman
is putting together a big band and will

make his bow at the Paramount theatre

this month ... It is rumored that M-G'M
may acquire the old Diamond'label masters
. . . The Ink Spots have a wonderful new
recording called, 5^13; Something Sweet to

Toiir Sweetheart . . . Ted Weems and his

Heartaches crew are headed for San Fran'
cis.:o to play a date at the St. Francis hotel

. . . Del Courtney and band are back in

the Windy City after a successful Cali'

fornia engagement.

with BOB KENNEDY

Betcha Didn't Know . . .

. . , That Doris Day's real name back in

Cincinnati was Doris Kappelhoff ... In

the years since Kate Smith made her debut,

she has recorded more than 2,000 songs . . .

Buddy Clark was a very ambitious law
student until the song bug hit him . . .

And that Sammy Kaye studied to be a civil

engineer.

Highly Recommended

VICTOR 20-3018—Freddy Martin and
his orchestra. Solitaire plus My Destiny.

The first side features the nimble'

fingered Barclay Allen and the instru'

mental backing of the Martin crew. It's

a strange melody that is unusually

haunting, and you may have to spin it

several times before you'll appreciate

it. The reverse is a new ballad on
which the Martin reed section performs
ably; there's also a smooth vocal by
Clyde Rogers, If you're a Martin fan,

you'll want this coupling!

UNIVERSAL 121—Jerry Murad's Har-
monicats. Hair of Gold, Eyes of Blue
and Harmonicats Blues. Here are the

fellows who forced recognition of the

harmonica as a musical instrument, and
Petrillo agrees they're just competition

to any group in the musical world. This
latest waxing features Hair of Gold com'
plete with vocal group and a catchy

arrangement. The reverse gets deep into

blues territory with the 'Cats showing
great versatility on their instruments.

It's tops!
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CAPITOL 15210—Red Ingle and his

Natural Seven. Serutan Yob and Oh!
7^ic\'0'Deemo. Hold onto your hats

because here comes that Ingle guy again
with the latest zany, unarranged mas'
terpiece. Serutan Tob is 7<iature Boy
spelled backwards, and it's hilarious

from start to finish. The reverse is

labeled, "Mountain-style secrets told to

hot fiddles and steel guitar," and we
guarantee it as three minutes of solid

fun. If you've a yearning to forget the

world situation or even lesser problems,
give a listen to this unexpurgated Ingle.

COLUMBIA 38301—Kay Kyser and his

orchestra. On a Shvj Boat to China
plus In the Mar\et Place of Old Mont-
erey. The first features Harry Babbitt,

who suggests an appropriate itinerary in

smooth medium tempo. Then Gloria

Wood pilots the Boat through a brisk

final chorus. The flipover is a bit of

musical description with Babbitt again
doing the balladeering. Excellent back'
ground is provided by the Kyser band.
*Brookside Record Shop, 6330 Brook-
side Plaza, JA 5200.

TOWER 1271—Benny Strong and his

orchestra. That Certain Party plus }Ay
Best Girl. Here are two oldies brought
back into the limelight. That Certain
Party seems destined for a big success.

The vocal is by the maestro with assis-

tance from the band—it's bouncy and
very commercial. The flip is an old

Walter Donaldson favorite and it's in

good hands v.'ith the Benny Strong
crew. If you can't get this one the first

time, try again!

CAPITOL 1 5209 — Margaret Whiting
with Frank Devol and orchestra. What
Did I Do? and Heat Wave. This is

another smack success put out by the
Whiting-Devol combination. Marge
does the first side with great feeling and
is ably backed by Devol and the men in

the band. The reverse is an oldtimer,

but still packs plenty of zip. Margie
does a vocal assist. You'll never tire of
spinning this one!

REGENT 134—Al Trace and his orches-
tra. Brush Those Tears From Tour
Eyes and Any Time At All. Band
leader-composer Al Trace is back with
another shuffle styling. This new one
is similar in tempo and style to his

former hit, You Call Everybody Darlin.
and it looks as if this one will catch on,

too. The reverse is a smooth treatment
of a nice rhythm tune, and the vocalizing

is done by one Alan Foster. After you
hear it, you'll buy it.

COLUMBIA 38304—Woody Herman and
his orchestra. 7n(o Time plus Pour
Brothers. 7^o Time is taken from Cho-
pin's C-Sharp Minor Waltz, and Her-
man and the Herd present a fine in-

terpretation. Woody takes the blues

vocal in rhythm tempo, over terrific

background by the band. On the flip-

over, the sax section comes forth to

take the spotlight. Four Brothers starts

off with a good riff melody and builds

up to a driving Herman finish. Tops
for listening and/or dancing.

*Jenkins Music Company, 1217 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.

John Howard Van Amringe, who occupies an important niche in the

history of Columbia University, was a sworn enemy of co-education. "You
cannot," he asserted on one occasion, "teach a boy mathematics if there's a

girl in the room."
"But, prof," someone objected, "you might."

"Then," observed the worldly-wise Van Amringe, "the boy isn't worth
teaching." ^

"I declare," complained Mr. Higgins, "how I miss the glorious days

of the old silent motion pictures."

"What was so glorious about them?" demanded Mrs. Higgins.

Mr. Higgins crept close to the door and reached for his hat. On the

threshold he turned and slyly oberved, "I can still remember how wonderful
it was to watch a woman's mouth going for two hours and not hear a

single word."



CHICAGO c£eltei'

by NORT JONATHAN

OUR love affair with the good people
over at the Blackstone Hotel on Mich'

igan Avenue got started in a mild way
about three months ago. Evelyn Nelson,
a photogenic member of Mr. Kirkeby's

organization, called to thank us for some'
thing complimentary we had written about

: Kay Thompson and the Williams Brothers.

\

This was the first time this had ever hap'

\

pened in three years of occupying this

space, so we decided Miss Nelson was not

only a smart press agent, but, more im'

portant, a nice one.

Then several weeks ago, during the

annual election of officers at the Publicity

Club of Chicago, Evelyn Nelson made a

i stirring campaign speech. She promised, if

i elected, to take care of every club member
\ in dire need of a hotel room—no matter

\ how tight the space squeeze might be.

\ What is more, she delivered on her

I

promise nobly less than four days after
' making it. Jean Williams of Mid'Con'
• tinent Airlines was stopping over in Chi'

! cago—with hotel rooms practically im'

possibly to get. Evelyn Nelson came to

the rescue in noble style, even though it

meant telephoning more than a dozen
hotels belonging to the Chicago Hotel

I Association. We are happy to report that

Miss Williams had a roof over her head.

Not the stately roof of the Blackstone
unfortunately, but a roof nevertheless. Miss
Nelson had delivered— something prac
tically unheard of in a political campaign.

I

She also invited us over to meet Abe
Burrows, the current star attraction at

the Blackstone. At a hilarious luncheon
in the Balinese Room, Mr. Burrows en'

tertained until everybody's sides ached.
: Discussing liqueurs he asked, "Ever hear
about the lady who ordered imported

I

brandy? 'Now, waiter,' the lady cautioned,

i 'be sure it's {m\portedk brandy—^because I

can't tell the difference'."

Mr. Burrows has been making a big hit
' on the radio and in the night clubs lately,

but these are relatively new fields for him.
; Before plunging into the entertainment
world on his own, he wrote the Duffy's

Tavern show, including the song. Leave
Us Face It; 'We're in Love. Another one
of his ditties is, The Girl With the Three
Blue Eyes.

At a time when cafe comedians use
the same material year after year, Mr.
Burrows is original and refreshingly dif'

ferent. Here's hoping he has the big chck
he deserves as a night club entertainer
and revisits the rarefied atmosphere of the
Mayfair Room many times.

• • •

There's a great difference between the
penetrating Abe Burrows and the musical
mayhem of Spike Jones. However, we
want to add here that Mr. Jones will begin
battering music again in the near future.

Spike reports that he has secured the
services of a great musician named Otto
Tune. Mr. Tune's forte is the musical
saw, and he is reputed to be the only
musician in existence who can play Trees
and cut them down at the same time.

Mr. Jones has also announced a contest

to end all contests. To be eligible, con'
testants must tear off the toupee of the
nearest orchestra leader and send it in with
a letter of one word or less on the sub'

ject: "Why I Like Calves' Foot Jelly."

The fortunate winner will receive a slightly

used strait'jacket with Duncan Phyfe
sleeves, absolutely free. All you- pay is

the postage, which amounts $399.13.

Brigadoon has come to town and Chi'
cago likes it. Bright with plaids, awhirl
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with colorful Scotch dances and trimmed
with plenty of fine tunes, it should be
around for quite a while. David Brooks
and Priscilla Gillette head the cast, with

Pamela Britton very much around to take

care of the comedy. Even more important,

the show is filled with bright young people,

all of whom seem to be having a wonder'
ful time. One of the very talented new
faces in the cast is Gloria Michaels, a

Kansas City girl now appearing in her

second big-time musical. Gloria's imagina-

tive dancing in Up in Central Par\ caught

the eye of producer Cheryl Crawford, and
the girl quickly found herself whisked
into the cast of Brigadoon.

• • •

In spite of all the nasty things the

Tribune's Claudia Cassidy said about the

people who direct the business and musi'

cal life of the Chicago Symphony Or-
chestra, the first concert of the year could

hardly be called anything but a success

by anyone but the most prejudiced listener.

Unfortunately, Miss Cassidy is exactly that.

Although other critics found the concert,

with guest conductor Pierre Monteux on
the podium, a satisfying musical experience,

Claudia Cassidy found nothing good about

it at all. Although Monsieur Monteux has

previously been a favorite of hers, she

turned on him, and on the orchestra, with

shrill cries.

Miss Cassidy, although often a fine

critic, is inclined to let her private ani'

mosities interfere with critical judgment.
When this happens, much of what she

writes is twisted to help her prove her
points: (1) that the people on the orches'

tra board are dollar-hungry and without

appreciation of talent; (2) that Rodzinski,
last year's fired conductor, is undoubtedly
the greatest conductor of all time; (3)
that this season's orchestra can't possibly

do well under a list of guest conductors
which includes names like Pierre Monteux.

For example. Miss Cassidy might have
liked the recent concert of the New York
Philharmonic Symphony in Chicago ex-

cept that a guest conductor, Leopold Sto-

kowski, was on the podium. So she de-

voted most of her review to trying to say

that the orchestra played poorly because
a guest conductor was at the helm—and
woe betide the Chicago Symphony because
of its guest conductor policy this season.

This vendetta between Miss Cassidy and
the Chicago Symphony has been going on
since the orchestra management insisted

on retaining the services of a conductor
whom she didn't like. It subsided briefly,

and her opinion of the playing of the

orchestra soared when Rodzinski was hired

for the season of 1947. Rodzinski was
Claudia's dream boy, and when the or-

chestra management let him go for what
they considered just cause, she descended
from the Tribune Tower swinging wildly.

This has been going on for months now,
but apparently hasn't hurt attendance any.

This year's subscription concerts are vir-

tually a sell-out. Everybody but Claudia

seems to be happy. The tension and bick-

ering of last season are gone. The other

critics are happy with the orchestra. The
orchestra is happy with the guest con-

ductors. The treasurer is happy with the

box office reports. Only Claudia Cassidy

fiercely chants in print, "Everybody's out

of step but me!"

Job applicant: "I'm Gladys Zell."

Personnel Manager: "I'm pretty happy myself. Have a seat."

A
He gazed admiringly at the chorine's costume.

"Who made her dress?" he asked his companion.
"I'm not sure," came the reply, "but I imagine it was the pohce.

During a grammar lesson one day. a teacher wrote on the blackboard:

"I didn't have no fun at the seashore."

Then she turned to her pupils and said to one, "Roland, how should

I correct that?"

His answer was immediate, "Get a boy friend!"



CHICAGO Ports of Call
by JOAN FORTUNE

Very High Life . . .

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

7th y Michigan (WA 2-4400). Magnifi-

cent, large room, recently redecorated in

gray, white and turquoise. The show con-

tinues to be on ice, and Benny Strong
stays on the bandstand a while longer.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SU 7-7200). Sue
Stanley dresses smartly. Her singing is

pretty smart, too. Fine place for cocktails,

luncheon, or an after-the-theatre snack.

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel
Michigan at Walton (SU 7-2200). Paul
Sparr continues on the bandstand into

the winter season. Longtime favorite Bob
McGrew, a Kansas City boy who has

done very well in the Windy City, has re-

I
turned.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

at Monroe (RA 6-7500). The lavish

green and gold decor provides a beautiful

background for the smooth dance stylings

!of Griff Williams' fine orchestra. This is

j

Griff's ninth or tenth return engagement
I in the Empire Room. His popularity is

deserved.

] GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michi-
kan at Congress (HA 7-3800). A smartly

!
decorated room with unusual bar and light-

ing arrangements. Lenny Herman's quin-
tet has replaced Jerry Glidden's music.

,

Fine spot for cocktails or a dance or

;hree in the late evening.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel.

1
7th at Michigan (HA 7-4300). Abe

Burrows, the song and gag writer, is mak^
ing his first appearance as a comedian in

the gorgeous Mayfair Room. Burrows is

good and different. His material is hilar-

ous, his flair for comedy highly refresh-

ing. Phil Regan, of course, will be missed,

but here's hoping that Abe Burrows stick*

around awhile.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SU 7-7200). Lots
of glamour around most of the time. The
food is a production number, too, and they
wheel in an adding machine when it's

time to tot up the check. David Lc-

Winter fills the conversational lulls with
imaginatively arranged dance music.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel,

Randolph at Wells (CE 6-0123). Jimmy
Featherstone takes over the bandstand
for what the management calls "an ex-

tended run." Jimmy left Art Kassel to

form his own band. A small but well-

staged floor show completes the enter-

tainment picture here. The Tavern Room
upstairs in the Bismarck remains closed

for extensive alterations.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 E. Lake
Shore Drive (DE 7-9300). Elsewhere in

the world, the Russian influence may be
anything but soothing, but at the Yar
it's relaxing and certainly good for the

digestion. The food is a gourmet's delight.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LO
1-6000). Unless a sudden change has been
made, George Olsen is continuing his

tenth or eleventh return engagement in

the majestic Marine Dining Room. The
floor is always one of the best in town.
SHERATON LOUNGE, Hotel Shera-

ton, 505 N. Michigan (WH 4-4100).
One of the smartest informal entertain-

ment spots. Currently entertaining are

Don Gomez and Lee Baron, an organ-

piano duo.

The Show's the Thing . . .

CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court
(DE 7-3434). Sophie Tucker is still hold-

ing forth here, with considerable help
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from Paul Gray, "the hilarious humorist,"

and Marty Gould's orchestra. The last

of the Red Hot Mammas can really pack
'em in—even when business elsewhere is

less than mild.

RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash (DE
7'3700). After many months of exhibiting

Chicago's finest figures, the Rio decided
to go Rhumba before it went broke. The
result: Freddy D'Alanso is currently pro'

viding some of the best rhumba music
around town.
VINE GARDENS, 616 W. North

Avenue (MI 2-5106). Harry Cool, who
now has a featured spot of his own after

singing with Dick Jurgens for years, is

the big attraction in this new and un-
usually effective room. Joey Bishop, a

comedian of rising reputation, shares the

spotlight with Harry.
BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT, Wa-

bash and Randolph (RA 6-2822). Al
Trace and his zany crew are the big show
in the venerable main dining room of

the Blackhawk. You can count on hear-

ing You Call Everybody Darlin' and other

Al Trace recording arrangements at least

nine times during an evening.

CLUB ALABAM, 747 Rush Street

(WH 4-9600). Daddy will remember this

spot from prohibition days. Flo Henrie
and Judy Talbot, both around the night

club circuit a long time, head the ex-

perienced and entertaining floor show.
Good food at reasonable prices, too.

Strictly for Stripping . . .

The town's finest flesh (feminine)
parades on a practically endless schedule
in these night spots on the north and
west sides of Chicago. To find out how
little a girl can wear in an election month
and not be picked up by the police, try

the FRENCH CASINO, 641 N. Clark
Street ... EL MOCAMBO, 1519 W.

Madison Street . . . PLAYHOUSE CAFE,
550 N. Clark Street . . . L AND L CAFE,
1315 West Madison Street ... the 606
CLUB, 606 South Wabash Avenue . . .

the TROCADERO CLUB, 525 South
State Street. Be sure to tell your friends

where you're going. They can then notify

the police if you don't show up within
24 hours.

Gourmet's Delight . . .

FRITZEL'S, State at Lake Street. An
excellent place for a fine meal or drink,

considerately priced.

WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU-
RANT, 410 N. Michigan. Lou Harring-
ton still mixes the best martini in town.
The food rates with the martinis. You
can have luncheon or dinner in either

the smart restaurant proper, or in the

Huckster Bar in the rear, where the

conversation is bright but deafening.

BARNEY'S MARKET CLUB, 741 W.
Randolph. This spot could never be called

smart, but it has a warmth and feeling of

good cheer, plus good food, that has made
it popular with thousands of Chicagoans
and visitors.

DON THE BEACHCOMBER. 101 E.

Walton Place. Original rum beverages and
fine Cantonese food. Its national reputa-

tion is well-deserved.

GIRO'S 816 N. Wabash. A stay-open-

late spot where the food is good. Hang-
out for the Randolph Street crowd after

the other places close.

Other Top Choices . . .

BIT OF SWEDEN, 1015 N. Rush
Street . . . SHANGRI LA, 222 N. State

. . . SINGAPORE PIT, 1011 Rush
Street . . . OLD HEIDELBERG, 14 W.
Randolph Street . . . RED STAR INN,
1528 N. Clark Street ... ST. HUBERT'S
GRILL, 316 S. Federal Street ... IM-
PERIAL HOUSE, 50 E. Walton.

Willie Johnson, a sawed-off, beaten-down little colored fellov/, was
arraigned in a Texas district court on a felony charge.

The clerk intoned, "The state of Texas versus Willie Johnson!"
Before he could read further, Willie almost broke up the meeting by

solemnly declaring, "Lawdy God, what a majority!"

A
Yessir, there's no place like home. Where else can you trust the hash?

After dinner a good cigar takes a man's mind off his wife's problems.



NEW YORK J!etL

by LUCIE BRION

THE International Airport close by La
Guardia Field is a hive of mechanized

bees these days. Foreign bound and re'

turning planes are landing and taking off

constantly. We are often asked by for'

eigners who have come for a brief and
longed-for glimpse of the United States

just what things they should do and see.

We can give a quick list of high spots, but

the small attractions defy a time limit.

And there is a limit to what the feet and
aching back can take, too. The "musts"

are the tower of the Empire State Build'

ing, Wall Street, Central Park, the Metro'
politan Museum, New York Museum, Frick

Galleries, Radio City Music Hall, a theatre

and a walk up Fifth Avenue from 42nd
Street to 59th. We hesitate to suggest

such glamorous restaurants as TwentyOne,
the Colony and Le Pavilion because they

are so frightfully expensive, and most
foreigners (except for U.N. delegates) are

allowed only a very small amount of cash

for the trip. One couple we met located

the Horn and Hardart Automats right

away and stuck with them. For good food,

cleanliness and low prices they are hard
to beat. Manhattan is both the cheapest

and the most expensive metropolis in the

world, according to the way you go about
it.

• o •

We have a new infirmity going the

rounds. It is called Television Eye, and
preys upon television fans who shut off

all lights and turn the screen up bright.

The result is badly bloodshot eyes. The
remedy is to keep some light in the room,
keep the screen at average brightness and
avoid staring. You will see as much and
enjoy it more.

• • •
Out of the many shows that have opened

here recently only one has survived to be
a hit. Small 'Wonder is the title, and it is

a gay, fast-moving little musical revue with
a number of original skits. It isn't the

kind of hit that calls for bravos, but it is

most pleasant and entertaining. Mag'
dalena has arrived full of confidence, after

having opened on the West Coast. Re'
viewers find the book rather boring, but
agree that the music, choreography, stag'

ing and costuming are exquisitely done. It

was not enthusiastically received all around,
but the merits of it promise a long run.

• • •

The fur market seems to be in a slump.
Though women are paying extravagant
prices for all other wearing apparel, ap'

parently they are balking at the price of

furs. Few shops have more than a hand'
ful of fur coats to show, while the cloth

coat industry is doing a thriving business.

There is nothing like a fur coat for

warmth, but one can stand quite a bit of

chill if the bank account is kept warm.
Too, furs are very perishable and must
be stored and glazed each year. AltO'

gether, they are a luxury which the present

market seems unwilling to support.

• • •
The other day an Oyster Bay Long

Islander remarked on the number of guests

she has retrieved from those police booths
which are placed all along the roads. Any
one who has struggled with the intricacies

of Long Island travel can appreciate the

problems facing the uninitiated wayfarer.

The main highways are easy, but it takes

an expert to find a destination which lies

somewhere off the highway. There are

hundreds of lanes and roads winding
through dense forests. Their names are

colorful, but not much help geographically.

Factory Pond Road, Duck Pond Road,
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Skunk's Misery Lane, Guinea Hen, Berry
Hill, Chicken Valley, Black Stump, Cedar
Swamp, Black Duck, Planting Fields and
Power House Roads; Pound Hollow and
Sheep's Head Lane— they're not much
help! In addition, early settlers left a

great many Indian names which are diffi'

cult to pronounce and impossible to spell.

• • •

The Urban Service League has had a

showing of paintings at 711 Fifth Avenue
which drew hundreds of patrons. These
paintings were created by famous people

in all walks of Hfe, the theatre, music,
society, literature, sports, business, politics

and— surprise— General Dwight Eisen'

hower. They are amazing in their beauty
and craftsmanship. Most were donated
for sale, and a few were on loan. Names
like Winston Churchill, Katherine Cornell,

Bill Robinson, Frank Sinatra, Margaret
O'Brien, Mary Margaret McBride, Clifton

Webb, Noel Coward, Dorothy Kilgallen

and Joe Louis were ample testimony that

painting and sketching are perhaps the

most popular hobbies currently going the

rounds.

NEW YORK Paris of CJi
Eating . . .

CAVANAGH'S. When Chelsea was
"uptown" and gas lights cast a welcome
glow, fashionable New York dined here.

Time only enhances the comfort and leisure

of this fine old restaurant. Sea food and
steaks are the specialties now as then

—

from luncheon on through supper. 258
W. 23. CH 3-1938.

HAPSBURG HOUSE. A host of well

informed gourmets know this address.

Pleasant for lunch or dinner, or cocktail

time. Visitors to town seem to remember
it by the Bemelman's decorations. 313 E.

55. PL 3-5169.

LUCHOW'S. It's Thanksgiving holiday

all through this month according to that

fabulous menu. The season of the proud
turkey, wild game and all of the delicacies

attendant to them. Oldest and most famous

of New York's eating places, there are few
people who need introduction to this ad'

dress. 110 E. 14. GR 7-4860.

* RAJAH. If you would go to India by
magic carpet, this is a convenient oppor'
tunity to find out what foods are in store

for you. An interesting new restaurant

with modern Indian decor. There is a

great deal to be learned from the cookery
—curries, for example. As many kinds as

there are days in the week, much better

than any heretofore tasted, and accom-
panied with unfamiliar but intriguing

dishes of the country. As for chutney,

well, it v/as never like this wonderful ver-

sion. 235 W. 48th. CO 5-8922.
* RUDY'S. Modest in price and appear
ance is this httle Mexican cantina. Smiple,

everyday dishes are cooked and served in

the same way you find them in old Mexico,
by natives of that country. An ideal before

or after meal for the theatre-goers. 105 W.
48. LO 5-9228.

VOISIN. The best of Park Avenue is

epitomized in this French restaurant. For
luncheon or dinner in the grand manner
this is one of the outstanding choices for

the appreciative gourmet. 375 Park. PL
3-8074.

Entertainment . . .

CAFE GRINZING. Where the gypsy

fiddle plays and the csardas is danced there

are always enthusiastic onlookers. Here in

the heart of the Hungarian section of

town, the audience knows as much about
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the music and dancing as the performers.

Result—there is lots of gaiety, singing and
dancing by the customers as well as the

fine performers. 323 E. 79. BU 8-7607.

EBONY. If Billie Holliday is here, all

the better. Otherwise, there's still plenty

of talent! Harlem sends its best revues

to this big Broadway night club. The last

floor show (and the best) is at 2:30 a.m.

1678 Broadway. CI 7-9134.

HOUR GLASS. When you d rather be

•in the floor show than watching it, here's

[your chance! Community singing led by a

Ihearty barbershop trio. 42 E. 53. EL
[5-7968.

LE DIRECTOIRE. Sleek and sophis-

[ticated entertainment continues to keep
,this name in Manhattan's top night life

bracket. There's just nothing like it this

side of Paris. 128 E. 58. MU 8-2150.

'^PENNSYLVANIA. Perennial favorite

of dance lovers. Cafe Rouge always has the

biggest and best of the famous name bands.

This fine room also provides ample room
i',o dance, so is a relaxing and welcome
jplace for those who prefer not being
stepped on constantly. 7th Ave. ^ 33.

'PE 6-5000.

^VILLAGE BARN. Square dancing in

iVlanhattan isn't news any longer. There's
|5een lots of it going on for years down
liere, so if you're a beginner this is a good
[tart. Not as strenuous, but twice as funny,

just be a spectator. There's entertainment

by professionals as well. 52 W. 8. GR
3-8841.

Out of Town . . .

CHIMNEY CORNER INN. When
there's another lovely fall day, take a

drive out the Merritt Parkway toward
Stamford. Right off the Parkway (it can

be seen from the road) is this inviting old

country inn. The taproom is very attrac-

tive for a drink before dinner, and the

food is excellent. Long Ridge Road, Exit

No. 34, Stamford, Connecticut. Phone,
2-1955.

THE CHICKEN BARN. An unusual

and amusing "find" for travelers out Jersey

way. An old barn has been converted, loft

and all, to a restaurant specializing in

chicken dinners. The dinners are very
inexpensive and good, and served all eve-

ning. Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
there is dancing after eight. Route 46,

Totowa, New Jersey. Phone, Little Falls

4-0891.

VILLA VICTOR. Out the Jericho

Turnpike there are dozens of restaurants,

but this one is the best known. A comfort-

able drive out from town, there is much
to be said for dining here. The cuisine

is French, comparing favorably with the

best in the city, and the seafood is partic-

ularly delicious. Syosset, Long Island.

Phone, 1706.

A
A pert eight-year-old entered a store in a small town and said to the

owner, *T want a piece of cloth to make my doll a dress."

The merchant found a remnant and wrapped it.

"How much is it?" asked the lass.

The merchant smiled, "Just one kiss."

"All right," she agreed, tossing her blonde curls, "Grandmother said to

tell you she would come in this afternoon to pay for it."

—

Pageant.

A
The measure of a good town is not how many industries it has, but

how much industry.

A
The bank president rushed into the bank looking for the cashier, only

to find he was not at his window. When he inquired as to his whereabouts,

he was informed that the cashier was at the races.

"Gone to the races during business hours?" cried the president.

"Yes, sir, it's his last chance to make the books balance."



Silent, Smileless Cal

THE LATE Calvin Coolidge was so reticent that it earned him the name
"Silent Cal/' One time while President he consented to be interviewed by

an imperious reporter. To the newsman's first question the President shook his

head; another head shake sufficed for the second question and also for the

next, until a dozen queries were answered with a mere movement. The re*

porter rose to go. "Just one more thing," Coolidge suddenly spoke up. "Yes

—

yes—Mr. President!" the newsman enthused, pencil poised over his notebook.
"Don't quote me," said Calvin, turning on his heel.

The late ex'President was also widely known for his dour mien; he
smiled very seldom. It was a rare day on Capitol Hill when a senator, congress'

man, or cabinet member could say, "I said something today that made Calvin
Coolidge smile."

Once Will Rogers was slated for an introduction to Coolidge through
an Oklahoma senator. Informed that he could have only ten minutes of the

President's time, Rogers said: "I bet I can make him smile in half that time."

Rogers was immediately snapped up on his wager.

The cowboy humorist insisted on only one condition, that the President

of the United States be introduced by his full name.
When the two came face to face, the senator said, "Mr. President, this

is Will Rogers; and, Will, this is Calvin Coolidge."

As the President grasped his hand, Will Rogers squinted at him with

a bit of put on embarrassment, then blushed, "Pardon, but I didn't catch the

name."
Whereupon the smileless Coolidge broke into a wide grin—Cecil de

Vada.

More Truth Than Poetry

MANY of the nursery rhymes we teach our children today have a political

significance which is now all but forgotten. The familiar characters of

those jingles actually lived.

Humpty Dumpty, for instance, was created as a political symbol for

King John of England, who signed the Magna Charta in 1215, thus setting the

law of the land above the King's will. The now well-known hnes were writ'

ten to satirize the defeat of the King and his mercenaries, who were "the
king's men" who "couldn't put Humpty Dumpty together again."

The so contrary Mary really was Mary Tudor, during whose reign, de'

spite public feehng, Catholicism was re-introduced into England. Her perse-

cution of Protestants earned her the epithet of "Bloody Mary." The silver

bells of the rhyme referred to the bells of High Mass. The cockleshells were
the shell-shaped cockades in the hats of the psalmers, and the pretty maids
all in a row were the nuns in chapel.

Then there was Little Jack Horner. During the reign of Henry VIII he
was steward of the Abbey of Glastonbury, and was sent to the King with the

title deeds of several estates in Somerset, the owners of which had opposed
the dissolution of the monasteries. On the way, he "put in his thumb and
pulled out a plum." In other words, he appropriated the title deeds of the

Manor of Mells, which to this day is known to the country people as Horner's
Plum.

What excellent subjects the ancient rhymesters could find in today's breed

of pohticians!

—

David R. Kennedy.



NEW YORK
1 Current Plays . . .

THE PLAY'S THE THING. (Apr. 25,

1948). The Riviera is the scene for Mol'
nar's sophisticated and slightly superficial

comedy. This entertaining revival is

jplayed by an excellent cast, including

Louis Calhern, Arthur Margetson, Faye
Emerson, Ernest Cossart and Claud Allis-

ter. Booth, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:40. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
iat 2:40.

[EDWARD MY SON (Sept. 30, 1948).
From a successful year's run in London
comes this story of an unprincipled Eng'
llishman who stops at nothing to help his

wastrel son. The play scores with the

brightly humorous rise of a small town
storekeeper who skyrockets to success as

.a peer of the realm. Two English actors,

Robert Morley and Peggy Ashcroft con-
duct themselves admirably. Beck, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:25. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:25.

LIFE WITH MOTHER. (Oct. 20,

1948). Dorothy Stickney and Howard
Lindsay head the cast in this new play by
Russel Grouse and Mr. Lindsay. Pro-
duced by Oscar Serlin and directed by
Guthrie McCHntic. Empire, evenings, ex'

cept Sundays, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
day and Saturday at 2:30.

PRIVATE LIVES. (Oct. 4, 1948).
Tallulah Bankhead dominates the show
with her vibrant personality, and makes it

a noisy success. However, Noel Coward
might not recognize this revival of his 1931
pomedy which perhaps has lost a bit of its

priginal wit. Donald Cook plays Miss
Bankhead's harassed partner. Produced
yy John C. Wilson and directed by Martin
^anulis. Plymouth, evenings, except Sun'
days, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and
^Saturday at 2:40.

SUMMER AND SMOKE. (Oct. 6,

1948). The outstanding elements of
Tennessee Williams' previous successes,

The Glass Menagerie and A Streetcar
Marned Desire, are present in this new
Jrama, but the total effect is that of

I dubious parody. The lengthy story deals
ivith the neurosis of a sexually repressed

daughter of a Southern minister and his

demented wife. Margaret Phillips and Tod
Andrews deserve high praise for their fine

performances. The settings are by Jo Miel'

ziner. Produced and directed by Margo
Jones. Music Box, evenings, except Sun'
days, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY (Feb. 4, 1946).

This very laughable story about a conniv
ing junk dealer stars Judy HoUiday as an
ex-chorine with a pure heart. Garson
Kanin wrote the script which continues

to tickle audiences in its third year.

Lyceum, evenings, except Mondays, at

8:40. Matinees Saturday and Sunday at

2:30.

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE
(Dec. 3, 1947), This tragic drama about

the end of a woman's life won the Pulitzer

Prize for author Tennessee Williams. Out'
standing performances by Jessica Tandy,
Marlon Brando, Kim Hunter and Karl

Maiden. Barrymore, evenings, except Sun'
day, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:30 . . . MISTER ROBERTS
(Feb. 18, 1948). One of the best books
about the war loses none of its punch as

a hilarious stage comedy. Still in the crew
are Henry Fonda, David Wayne, Robert
Keith and William Harrigan. Joshua
Logan and Thomas Heggen cooperated on
the theatre version. Alvin, evenings, ex'

cept Sundays, at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
days and Saturdays at 2:30 . . . THE
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RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE (Feb. 9,

1948). This is a forceful presentation of

the race problem, as the cast, headed by
Ann Dvorak, moves relentlessly toward a

lynching in the South. Jean-Paul Sartre

-offers his race-hatred message in a superb

manner. Richard Harrity's Hope is the

Thing unth Feathers serves as curtain'

raiser. Cort, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:45. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday

at 2:45 . . . HARVEY (Nov. 1, 1944).
Youll leave chuckling and seeing rabbits.

Currently starring the rabbit's best friend,

Joe E. Brown. 48th Street Theatre, eve'

nings except Sundays, at 8:35. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Musicals . . .

MAGDALENA (Sept. 20, 1948). A
tangled plot, weighed wath well-worn

jokes, detracts from the otherwise pleasant

musical score by Brazilian Heitor Villa'

Lobos. Hov^ever, the brilliant costumes and
tingling dances styled by Jack Cole help

to create a rich and melodious South
American atmosphere against the hand-

some sets. The singing by Irra Petina,

John Raitt and Dorothy Sarnoff is ex'

tremely enjoyable. Ziegfeld, evenings, eX'

cept Sunday at 8:30. Matinees Wednes'
days and Saturdays at 2:30.

S\IALL WONDER (Sept. 15, 1948).
Mary McCarty's performance in this musi'

cal revue may lead her to be named the

find of the year. Others playing in the

very funny sketches are Tom Ewell, Alice
Pearce, Mort Marshall, Marilyn Day and
Hayes Gordon. George Nichols III is the

producer and Burt Shevelove, the director.

Coronet, evenings, except Sunday at 8:40.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:40.

INSIDE U. S. A. (Apr. 30. 1948).
This Arthur Schwartz-Howard Dietz show
is a treat for the eyes, with its lavish

settings and colorful costumes. Perhaps
there could have been a few more laughs
in the material, but Beatrice Lillie and
Jack Haley make the evening a pleasant

one. Valerie Bettis is the dancer—an ex'

tremely talented performer. Majestic, eve*

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

LOVE LIFE. (Oct. 7, 1948). A young
couple begins in 1791 to wander through
150 years of married life and ends up in

the present with their marriage on the

rocks. But the grand finale manage.s to

bring them together again after a pleasant

evening of decorative dancing choree
graphed by Michael Kidd and tuneful

music by Kurt Weill. Nanette Fabray is

lovely and melodious opposite Ray Middle
ton. 46th Street Theatre, evenings, except

Sundays, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.

NEW YORK THEATRES
("W" or "£" denotes West or East of Broadway)

Adelphi, 152 W. 54th CI 6-5097 E
Alvin, 2 50 W. 52nd CI 5-5226 W
Barrymore. 243 W. 47th....CI 6-0390 W
Belasco, 115 W. 44th BR 9-2067 E
Biltmore. 261 W. 47th CI 6-9353 W
Booth. 222 W. 45 CI 6-5969 W
Broadhurst, 23 5 W. 44th....CI 6-6699 E
Century, 932 7th Ave CI 7-3121

Coronet, 2 30 W. 49th CI 6-8870 W
Cort. 138 W 48th BR 9-0046 E
Empire, 1430 Broadway....PE 6-9540
Forty Sixth, 226 W. 46th. .CI 6-6075 W
Forty Eighth, 1 57 W. 48th..BR 9-4566 E
Fulton, 210 W. 46th CI 6-6380 W
Hudson. 141 W. 44th BR 9-5641 E
Imperial, 249 W. 45th CO 5-2412 W

International,

5 Columbus Circle CO 5-1173

Lyceum, 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256 E
Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730 W
Mansfield, 256 W. 47th....CI 6-9056 W
Martin Beck, 302 W. 45th..CI 6-6363 W
Henn' Miller,

124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970 E
Morosco. 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230 W
Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI 6-4636 W
National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220 W
Playhouse, 137 W. 48th....BR 9-2200 E
Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156 W
Royale, 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760 W
Shubert, 22 5 W. 44th CI 6-5990 W
Ziegfeld, 6th Ave. ^ 54th..CI 5-5200
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WHERE'S CHARLEY? (Oct. 11,

1948). Frank Loesser has written a new
musical version of Brandon Thomas's
Charley's Aunt with Ray Bolger in the

lead. The show is produced by Cy Feuer,

(Ernest H. Martin, and Owen Rickard and
directed by Mr. Abbott. St. James, eve
nings, except Sunday at 8:40. Matinees

Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MY ROMANCE. (Oct. 9, 1948). This

new musical play with a bright score by
Sigmund Romberg and a book by Rowland
iLeigh is based on Edward Sheldon's

Komanct. Anne Jeffreys and Lawrence
Brooks have the leading roles. Produced
by the Messrs. Shubert and directed by
Mr. Leigh. Shubert, evenings, except Sun'

days, at 8:30. Matinees Thursday and
Saturday at 2:30.

THE LEADING LADY. (Oct. 18,

1948). Ruth Gordon is the author of this

new play in which she stars opposite John
Carradine. It is directed by Garson Kanin
and produced by Victor Samrock and
William Fields. The settings were de'

signed by Donald Oenslager. National,

evenings, except Sundays, at 8:30. Mati'

nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

MAKE MINE MANHATTAN (Jan.

15, 1948). A couple of side-splitting

sketches by Arnold B. Horwitt are played

hilariously by Sid Caesar and Julie Oshins.

The fresh, catchy tunes by Richard Lewine
complete a delightful evening. Broadhurst,
evenings, except Sunday at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . . .

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (May 16,

1946). Ethel Merman, rough and raucous
in fringed buckskin, is still scoring a hit

in this colorful story about Annie Oakley.
Imperial, evenings, except Sundays at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30 . . . HIGH BUTTON SHOES
(Oct. 9, 1947). Old fashioned Keystone
cops and bathing beauties combine to make
this an evening of delightful nonsense.

Joan Roberts, Phil Silvers and Joey Faye
head the accomplished cast. Shubert, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

IN THIS presidential year candidates are posing everywhere. The old

stand'by, a fishing shot, brought this comment from 7^ewswee\: "Any
man looks good next to a fish."

^
Lord Baddington was instructing the new servant in his duties, adding,

"Now, when I ring for you, you must answer me by saying, 'My Lord, what
will you have?'

"

A few hours afterwards, having occasion to summon his servant, his

lordship was astonished by the following:

"My Gawd, what does you want now?"

—

Columbian Crew.

A drunk staggered home and made his way subconsciously through the

house, winding up in the stall shower of his bathroom. As he groped around,
he turned on the water and made such a racket that the little woman rushed
to the scene.

Taking in the details, she called him all kinds of so-and'so's, winding
up with a none too flattering estimate of his past, present, and future.

"That's right, honey," admitted the shuddering husband. "I'm everything
you said—and worse. But let me in, won't you? It's raining something awful
out here."



KANSAS CITY Pods of CJt
Alagnificent Meal .

PUSATERFS NEW
YORKER. That flash-

ily dressed, grinning

doorman down on Bal'

timore means that

Pusateri's brand new
85'room hotel and
restaurant is now
open! Daniel MacMorris's mural of the

New York skyline over the bar lends a

distinctly cosmopolitan atmosphere to the

smartly modern cocktail lounge. Stock'

show fans will be pleased to discover that

American Royal steaks are again the fea'

ture for November. Of course, the drinks

are as good as ever. 1114 Baltimore. VI
9711.
SAVOY GRILL. The Gold Room is

now open—bringing back the elaborate

dignity of a genteel era of the past. People
of distinction mingle here to enjoy the

excellent supply of domestic and im-

ported liquors and to dine in gilded splen'

dor. Filet mignon, swordfish and butter'

broiled live lobster are recommended by
the expert, courteous waiters. The ex'

cellence of the Savoy is a Kansas City

tradition. 9th & Central. VI 3890.

WEISS' CAFE. Fresh live lobster is

flown in every day to tempt seafood

lovers. There's also roast duckling, capon
and thick juicy steaks served the Con'
tinental way. The huge ornate fireplace,

a remnant of the Coates House of 1867,
is a distinctive reminder of the aristocratic

days when Kansas City was young. For
the modern eye, there's the sparkling new
cocktail lounge with comfortable seats for

long sipping. Coates House. VI 6904.
Class With a Glass . . .

TROCADERO. Bob Ledterman, the

new manager, seems to have the magic
touch for making everybody friends at the

Trocadero. Any drink, however unusual,

will be mixed quickly behind the mirrored

circular bar. For dancing there's juke'

box music—smooth and soft. If you're in

the neighborhood, drop in. Everybody
feels at home in the Trocadero. 6 West
39th. VA 9806.

RENDEZVOUS. Anyone would enjoy
cocktails for two in this rendezvous. But
it's not secluded, by any means. All of

Baltimore Avenue's "best" gather here,

for there's an air of dignified friendhness
about the red jacketed bartenders and the
rich dark wood paneling. It's hard to

desert the fine liquors, but snacks and
dinners may be ordered. 12th ^ Baltimore.

GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. Just down the hall

from the glittering El Casbah is this quiet

retreat for cocktails. Soft seats invite re'

laxation about a modern circular bar. The
efficient bartenders supply excellent drinks

so that food isn't even missed. The soft

tones of Betty Rogers' piano and Florence
May's accordion complete the mood of

quiet contentment. Hotel Bellerive. Ar'
m.our at Warwick. VA 7047.

OMAR ROOM. With cocktail in hand,
it's so'O'O easy to forget the world and
its troubles by sinking back into the lush
davenport around the circular bar in the

Omar Room. Constance Duin and her
trio will provide music until November
15. From 3 to 11 p.m., the snug little

Alcove just off the main lobby beckons
with its offer of two cocktails for one.

There's music by Muzak. Hotel Conti-
nental. 11th fe? Baltimore. HA 6040.

PUTSCH'S 210.
The magic touch of

picturesque New Or'
leans has given Putsch's

210 the reputation of

being Kansas City's
most beautiful restau'

rant. The dining room,

done in deep green

v/ith wrought iron gri

twinkling, star-like ceiling is gay all eve-

ning long, and full course dinners are

served as late as midnight. Perfect for

after the show! The elaborately styled Vic
torian lounge, complete with piano music,

may be reserved for luncheons and private

parties. Cocktails are served with dinner

or at the bar in an adjoining room. 210
West 47th Street. LO 2000.

/ork and a
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In a Class by Itself . . .

^ PLAZA BOWL. Here's a spot to score

a strike three ways—in eating, drinking

—

and of course, bowling. Work up an ap'

petite on one of the 32 brightly polished

alleys, then forget the noisy pins by

stepping into the sound-proofed cocktail

lounge for a quiet drink below the artistic

pioneer murals. There'll be plenty of cash

left for bowling again after dinner since

a filet mignon with potatoes, rolls and
butter costs only $1.45! This bright res-

taurant is also a favorite for lunches and
between-meal snacks with its crisp salads

and toasted double-decker sandwiches. A
perfect place for private parties is the

stylish Green Room upstairs. 430 Alameda
Road. LO 6659.

J

To See and Be Seen . . .

*EL CASBAH. Glittering mirrors and
flashing colored lights give the Casbah a

reputation for glamour. Eating here is

exciting, for the service is unique. Smartly

dressed waiters will bring chicken in a

coconut or dinner on a flaming sword.

They may even set fire to your dessert!

Nationally-famous comedians Victor Borge
and Charhe Chaney will be around during

November to provide laughter. Steve Kis-

ley's orchestra plays music for dancing.

Hotel Bellerive. Armour at Warwick. VA
7047.

Ar TERRACE GRILL. As ever, the Ter-

ace Grill is still claiming the reputation

being the place to bring someone for

hat first big impression. Early in No-
vember, Ray Herbeck and his orchestra

will offer their own special "Music with

Romance." Headman Gordon finds the

ight table for you in this beautifully

lecorated basement room, and sees that

rou enjoy the dining and dancing. Hotel
^uehlebach, 12th fe? Baltimore. GR 1400.

DRUM ROOM.
Dne of America's top
ociety bands, Harl
Jmith and his Sun
V^alley Orchestra, is

:oming direct to the

!)rum Room from 12

'ears of winter and
ummer seasons in
daho's playground.
)lder Kansas Citians will remember Harl

Smith when he got his start at the Kansas
City Club years ago, and from his WHB
broadcasts. Besides dancing, the smartly

muraled Drum Room offers excellent food,

especially broiled live Maine lobster on
Thursday and Friday nights. Just look

for the sign of the red drum! Hotel

President, 14th 6? Baltimore. GR 5440.

PENGUIN ROOM. Dim lights and an
Oriental skyline wall design mark the

attractive Penguin Room. Bill Warren and
his Moods in Music know how to create

a perfect mood for an evening of dining

and dancing. And Dorothy Lane's fine

vocals add the finishing touch to those

long, tall drinks. It's nice for quiet enjoy-

ment. Hotel Continental. HA 6040.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

UPTOWN INTER-
LUDE. With Charhe
and Dale mixing good
strong drinks at the

bar, elbow-bending is

a popular sport at the

Interlude, while re-

cording artist Joshua
Johnson bends the

piano keys with his red-hot jazz. Delicious

fried chicken and steaks are fine remedy
for hunger pains, and businessmen find

the inexpensive luncheons ease the strain

on pocketbooks. Lots of people think it's

fun to turn Sunday night into Monday at

the Interlude bar after midnight. 3545
Broadway. WE 9630.

*LA CANTINA. Hidden downstairs in

the Bellerive is this down-south-of-the-

border nook with its quiet but infectious

Latin charm. This cozy feeling is pro-

longed by smooth drinks, snacks from the

kitchen upstairs and a background of

low-toned jukebox music. It's a popular

meeting place for the week-ending college

crowd. Hotel Bellerive. Armour at War-
wick. VA 7047.

ADRIAN'S MART RESTAURANT.
Though your eyes may be bigger than your
capacity, you can take all you want of

the tempting smorgasbord at Adrian's.

Travelers and out-of-towners will find this

attractive restaurant only a short walk
from the Union Station. And who wouldn't
walk a long way for one of those thick

Kansas City steaks? There's always a
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crowd, but the modern cocktail lounge
makes pleasant waitiiig. Parking just south

of the building. Merchandise Mart. VI
6587.
* CABANA. Capture some of the care'

free Latin mood with cocktails at the

Cabana! Alberta Bird, WHB's own
organist, entertains with tunes on her

Hammond organ as you sip the excellent

drinks and mentally drift down Mexico
way. A delicious chicken pot pie or a

steak in bun accompanied by a late

mimeographed news flash will keep you
in touch v/ith the here and now. No
dinners are served in the evening, but the

cocktail glasses look as sparkHng as ever,

mirrored in the glass paneled walls. Hotel
Phillips. 12th & Baltimore. OR 5020.

Something Different . . .

KING JOY LO. Confucius say, "Best
>hinese food in town found at King Joy
Lo." Intricately inlaid tables and Oriental

waiters create an authentic atmosphere
in which to enjoy the chop suey, dry rice,

egg foo young and delicious almond
cookies. You may sip hot tea from handle'

less cups in the privacy of enclosed booths
or look down from the oversize view
windows at busy Kansas Citians busthng
past the 12th and Main corner. For the

strictly American taste, there are steaks,

lobster and chicken. 8 West 12th Street

(2nd floor). HA 8113.

UNITY INN. After a deHghtful meat'
less meal here, most people will agree the

vegetarians have got something. Big leafy

salads are featured, and rich pastry for

that comfortably'full feeling. Incidentally,

the attractive decorations match the salads

—they're done in a refreshing green. The
managers, the Unity School of Cbristianityj

planned the cafeteria especially for busy
people who dread long waits. Closed on
Saturdays. 901 Tracy. VI 8720.

MoDcher
'''^T OW, as I understand it, Mr. Gooch, you are what is called a cigarette

moocher?"
"Yeah, I don't never buy any."
"How do you operate, Mr. Gooch? Do you just ask people for cigarettes?"

"Naw, that's just bumming. I mooch 'em. I use psychology. Suppose
I see a guy take out a package. I say, 'Boy, that reminds me. I'm fresh out
of cigarettes.' The other guy nearly always says, 'Won't you have one of

mine?'
"

"But suppose he doesn't?"

"Well, if the guy is tough, I work the decoypackage trick on him. As
soon as he lights up, I pull out an empty package and look surprised when I

don't see nothing in it. I shake it, and feel around in it with my finger. Then
I say, 'Well, by golly, I thought I had one, but I guess somebody else got it

before I did'."

"And if that doesn't work?"
"Well, then I whip out a match and light the other guy's cigarette for

him and look at it all the time like I wish I had one."

"But supposing he's even too tough to fall for that?"

"Then I give him the works. I take out a cigarette of my own and drop

it on the floor."

"Do you mean you actually have a cigarette of your own?"
"Yeah, but I only have to carry one, and I can use that plenty of times.

I don't never smoke it. I just drop it on the floor and say, 'Doggone it, there

goes my last cigarette.' Then the other guy offers me one of his and when he

ain't looking, I pick up mine to use another time."

—

Lester Kroepel.

A
The funnv thing about Who's Who is that it mentions so many famoiis

people that nobody ever heard of.
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1. Rear Admiral H. L. Pugh, (MC), USNR, out-

lines plons for medical mobilization in wartime.

2. Mugging before a WHB milce are Paramount
stars Robert Stack, Mary Hatcher and William

Holden.

3. Ruth Warrick addresses the WHB Philhar-

monic audience at intermission. (See pages 31-33).

4. Greof Scenes from Great Plays (Friday, 7
p.m. CST) features a message from the Right

bishop of the West Missouri Diocese of tl

Episcopal Church.

5. Louis Bromfield, Pulitzer Prize novelist or

agricultural specialist, in an exclusive Wh
interview.

6. Johri Mason Brown, drama critic and aotbc

chats with John Thornberry, the Man In tl

Bookstore. Thornberry's show is heard ov

WHB on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
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December
CHRISTMAS comes but once a

year and so does good will

among men. For 364 days, roughly,

we quarrel and cheat, snatch and

grab, threaten and accuse and make
war. But let a holly wreath appear,

a chime ring, and the shop windows
sparkle with dolls and hostess gowns

—and our ancient enmities somehow
retreat and dissolve in a flood of

sentiment and eggnog. Christmas is

such a good excuse for love or some
thing near it. If we are of a mind
at all to do the good, feed the poor,

kiss and make up, forgive our debt'

ors, we'll do it at Christmastime

—

in spite of all the fuss and bother,
the high costs and the high pressure
that politicians and advertising men
can dream up. In spite of everything
it is a lovely season and there is a

Santa Claus, even though he'll have
to hitch a ride on the airlift to get
into Berlin, and get into Russia just

any way he can.

It's a futile wish, but wouldn't
it be fine if the present arrangement
were reversed, and we might set

aside one day for quarrels and com'
bat and have Christmas the rest of

the year! Of course, we might get

pretty bored with plum pudding and
Silent "Hight, but better to be bored
with the good things than destroyed

by the bad. And anyway, who was
ever bored by peace? Or by Christ'

mas? Or any of the good will that

should be among men unwavering as

north and south and permanent as

weather?
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DECEMBER'S HEAVY DATES
IN KANSAS CITY

Art . . .

{The WilUam RockhiU Hehon
Gallery of Art and the Mary
At\ins Museum of Pine Arts.)

Lecture Series: Dec. 1, Early

Chinese Paintings Through 11th
Century, Lawrence Sickman,
8 p.m.
Dec. 8, Chinese Paintings, 12th

through 14th Centuriea, Law
rence Sickman, 8 p.m.
Dec. 15, Later Chinese Paint'

ings, Lawrence Sickman, 8 p.m.
Concerts:

Dec. 10, Mary Kate Parker,

pianist, 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 12, Christmas concert,

Grace and Holy Trinity Choir,
3:30 p.m.

Motion Pictures:

Dec. 3, Way Down East, with
Richard Barthelmess and Lil'

lian Gish, 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 5, Repeat performance of

Way Down East, 3 p.m.

Special Events . . .

Dec. 1, Mayor's Christmas Tree
boxing show. Municipal Audi'
torium Arena.

Dec. 3, Clare Booth Luce, lee
ture. Music Hall.

Dec. 3-4, Cub Scouts Show, Ex'
hibition Hall, Municipal Audi'
torium.

Dec. 7'12, Skating Vanities,

Municipal Auditorium Arena.
Dec. 16, Oldsmobile display.

Municipal Auditorium Arena.
Dec. 19, Mayor's Christmas Tree

Party, Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

Dec. 20, Welfare Christmas
Party, afternoon and evening,

Music Hall.

Dec. 31, Annual New Year's

Eve Party, Municipal Audi-
torium Arena.

Dancing . . .

(Pla'MoT Ballroom, 32nd and
Main.) Dancing every night

but Monday and Wednesdayj
"Over 30" dances Tuesday
and Friday.

Dec. 2, Tex Beneke.
Dec. 3-5, 9-10, 12, Will Back.
Dec. 16-19, Jules Herman.
Dec. 24-26. Lee Williams.

Drama . . .

Dec. 6-11, Elizabeth the Siueen,
starring Jane Cowl, produced by
Blevins Davis. Kansas City Uni'
versity Playhouse, 8:30 p.m.

Music . . .

Dec. 1, Ginette Neveu, violinist,

Music Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Dec. 5, Helen Larson, soprano,
All-Souls Church, 3:30 p.m.

Dec. 6, Winifred Heidt, con-

tralto. Music Hall, 8:20 p.m.

Dec. 7-8, Kansas City Philhar-

monic All-Beethoven concert.

Music Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Dec. 12, Kansas City Philhar-

monic Pop concert. Music Hall,

3:30 p.m.

Dec. 13, Bach Christmas Oratorio,

Kansas City University Choral
Groups, Edison Hall, 8 p.m.

Dec. 13-14. Kansas City Philhar*

monic Young People's concerts,

1:30 p.m.

Dec. 15, Vladimir Horowitz,
pianist. Music Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Dec. 21-22, Kansas City Philhar-

monic concert, Maryla Jonas,

pianist. Music Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Dec. 22, Play of the Hativity,

Kansas City Conservatory of

Music Choral Groups, All-

Souls Church, 11 a.m.

Dec. 26, Kansas City Philhar-

monic Pop concert. Music Hall,

3:30 p.m.

Conventions . . .

Dec. 1-3, International Crop Im*
provement Association, Hotel
President.

Dec. 1-3, Pittsburgh Plate Glase
Company, Hotel Continental.

Dec. 5-8, American College
Public Relations Association,

District VIII, and American
College Alumni Association,

District VI, Hotel President.

Dec. 8-10, Missouri State REA
Bookkeepers and Accountants,
Hotel Phillips.

Dec. 8-9. Missouri Valley Whole
sale Grocers Association, Hotel
President.

Dec. 12-15, Nation.-il Association
of Women's and Children's Ap'
parel Salesmen.

Dec. 13-14, Outdoor Advertising
Association of America, Region
8, Hotel Continental.

Dec. 18-21, Luzier's Incorporated,

Hotel Continental.
Dec. 27-30, National Basketball

Tournament, Hotel Muehlebach.

Wrestling . . .

{Wrestling every Thursday night,

Memorial Hall, Kansas City,

Kansas.)
Gorgeous Nature Boy (accom-

panied by his valet), perform-
ances two or three Thursday
nights during December.

Ice Hockey . . .

(United States Hoc\ey League.
All games at Pla-Mor Arena.
32nd and Main.)

Dec. 1, Dallas.

Dec. 5, St. Paul.

Dec. 8, Omaha.
Dec. 12, Minneapolis.
Dec. 19, St. Paul.
Dec. 26, Minneapolis.

Basketball . . .

Dec. 13, Harlem Globe Trotters,

Municipal Auditorium Arena.
Dec. 17-18, National Association

of Intercollegiate Basketball

teams. Municipal Auditorium
Arena.

Dec. 27-30, Missouri Valley As-
sociation of Intercollegiate Bas'

ketball teams. Municipal Audi'
torium Arena.
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Nearly half of the automobiles
in the United States are lethal

gas chambers. Is yours?

by JOHN PAVIS

THE vision of a soft, warm bed
with crisp white sheets and fuz^y

woolen blankets has given many a

midnight motorist thoughts of pleasant

sleep on a cold winter night. With
Alec Fenton, sleep became real—al'

most permanent.

Alec was driving one night to a

distant city. The temperature was
near 2;ero but with front and rear

windows closed and his auto heater

working diligently, Alec hardly

noticed it. Nor did he notice a fine

stream of carbon monoxide gas seep'

ing into the car's interior through a

small hole under the front seat. The
air was becoming saturated with

poisonous vapors. After awhile Alec
began feeling sleepy. He yawned.
Then a feeling of listlessness enveloped

him, and when he attempted to

stretch he felt unusually weak. He
shook his head several times, but his

tired, sleepy eyes were too heavy. He
fell into slumber.

When he awoke, he found him'
i self lying on an icy carpet of grass

I

with a pair of anxious eyes staring at

him. Alec had been lucky. When his

car had lurched off the road into a

ditch, it attracted the attention of

another motorist. The man quickly

removed Alec from the car, and after

20 minutes in the fresh air Alec re'

vived.

Yes, Alec Fenton was lucky, but

thousands of other persons have been
less fortunate. This year more than

600 Americans will die as a direct

result of exposure to carbon monoxide
gas. Thousands of others will be af'

fected in some degree every day, but

will recover. With quick treatment

after only short exposure, death can

be averted.

But why does this deadly killer

take the lives of so many motorists

year after year? Why must your
life be menaced by the constant threat

of lurking carbon monoxide, and why
is it necessary for so many people to

succumb when the dangers of ex'

posure to this gas are so well known?
One explanation answers all ques'

tions. It is a simple one. Since the

gas is colorless, tasteless and odorless,

in its usual concentration, detection

is difficult.

Insurance companies recently at'

tempted to determine the percentage

of vehicles containing carbon monox'
ide. A check of hundreds of cars on
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the highways revealed that in over

half of them, the gas was present.

The incidence of poison was found

to be much higher among older

vehicles. Tests conducted by the

California State Department of Pub-

He Health produced even more star-

tling results. Of 1,005 automobiles

checked, it was found that 97 per

cent had a concentration of .01 per

cent of carbon monoxide when the

motor was allowed to run only five

minutes; the other three per cent had

a higher concentration of the gas.

HopcoHte machines, designed to

filter air to determine the am.ount of

carbon monoxide present, have shown
that 46 per cent of all automobiles

on the highways have a concentra-

tion of .04 per cent of the gas. Any-
one desiring a restful nap need only

expose himself to this concentration

for three or four hours. Results are

guaranteed.

These facts should impress upon
the motorist the necessity for learning

a little m.ore about carbon monoxide
—the symptoms of poisoning, its

treatment, how to guard against it.

Carbon monoxide kills because it

combines with the hemoglobin of the

blood, making it impossible for the

hemoglobin to combine wath oxy^gen,

which is a necessary Hfe process. The
degree of poisoning depends on the

concentration of the gas and the

duration of exposure. If the per-

centage of gas in the blood rises to

70 or 80 per cent, death occurs.

The treatment of acute poisoning

is fairly simple. Artificial respiration

is given immediately. Then, as soon

as possible, a mixture of 95 per cent

oxygen and 5 per cent carbon dioxide
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should be inhaled by the victim. The
carbon dioxide is a direct respiratory

stimulant and the pure oxygen hastens

the release of carbon monoxide from
the hemoglobin. In most cases the

victim recovers quickly, and no after

effects result.

In some cases, however, delayed

complications may occur. Victims
frequently develop pneumonia. Swell-

ing of the brain may follow, for which
methods of treatment are still being

sought. Paralysis sometim.es results,

leaving the victim disabled for life.

Diabetes and various types of skin

diseases are often consequences of

carbon monoxide poisoning.

The lungs may develop all sorts of

inflammatory diseases, and it has been

found that the heart suffers per-

manent weakening. Frequently, hem-
orrhages result when the walls of the

blood vessels are v/eakened sufficiently

to burst. The victim's eye muscles

may becom^e paralyzed, leading to

nystagmus; or the optic nerve may be

affected, causing partial or even total

blindness. Carbon monoxide poison-

ing can be especially dangerous to

pregnant women, since the poison

may pass from the mother's blood into

the blood of the fetus.

These are only a few of the ef'

fects which may be expected after

a short bout with carbon monoxide.
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In order to avoid these consequences,

the following precautions should be

taken

:

Check the floor of your car frc'

quently for holes through which car'

bon monoxide fumes may leak.

Do not allow piston rings to be
come loose, permitting seepage of the

gas.

Have your carburetor adjusted to

insure proper combustion of gasoline.

But most important of all, be on
the lookout for symptoms of carbon

monoxide poisoning. If you develop

a headache, become slightly di%y, and
have a tightness across the forehead.

you have reason to suspect that car'

bon monoxide is at work. These symp'
toms indicate that it is time for you
to stop your car, get out and breathe

fresh air for at least five minutes to

rid your system of the poisonous gas.

And don't forget to open the car

windows to allow proper ventilation

in the car!

If you are a motorist, then you are

a potential victim of carbon monoxide.

But if you can recognize the symp'
toms and take the necessary precau'

tions, you can feel confident of

avoiding any unexpected trips into

slumberland—or into eternity.

Christmas and Mr. Field

PROBABLY no famous writer ever received an odder Christmas gift than
was bestowed on Eugene Field one holiday season. In the years when Field

conducted his "Sharps and Flats'' column in the Chicago Daily "J^ews, it was
the custom for Melvin E, Stone, owner of the paper, to present all his em'
ployees with turkeys for Christmas.

After receiving one of these birds on each of several holidays in succes'

sion, the humorist finally put in a protest. Not the least bit backward in

expressing his feelings. Field informed his employer that, when the next
December 25th rolled around, he would much prefer to get a new suit

of clothes.

The suggestion amused Stone, and he thought his time had come to

square off with the nation's most celebrated practical joker. Accordingly,
when Christmas Day came, Field was delivered a large pasteboard box and a

card from Mr. Stone.

The box looked as if it had come from Chicago's finest haberdashery,
but when the writer opened it, he got a surprise. It was a convict's suit,

complete with all the stripes that distinguished such an outfit in those days!

Not the least bit put out, Field acted as if he were highly pleased. A
born merrymaker, he knew how to make the most of a good thing. As a

matter of fact. Stone lived to regret his skylarking gesture, not once, but on
many occasions.

Always, after that Christmas, Field kept the suit handy in his office.

There were certain days when his employer liked to show important people
through the newspaper office, and whenever the writer saw such a party

approaching, he would hastily don his convict's suit and begin puttering around
. the office with a shovel and coal scuttle.

Seeing a convict in a striped suit never failed to amaze the visitors.

Usually, one of them would slip away from the group and ask Field on the

quiet how he happened to be there. The humorist always gave the same
answer—he let it be known that he was serving out a life sentence at hard
labor for Mr. Stone!

—

James Aldredge.



Sneezing Their Way To Fame
CLAIMANTS to the sneezing championship are being recorded every day.

For instance, Betty Grose of Oakland, California, was on a schedule of
three sneezes a minute. At the completion of every third sneeze her ear

whistled for ten seconds. Miss Grose is estimated to have sneezed 150,000
times—a record for the Pacific coast.

From Arlington, Virginia, comes the strange case of Mary Margaret
Clccr, 13, who sneezed for 57 days, baffling a nose specialist, eight physicians

and a chiropractor. After being taken to Johns Hopkins hospital for

further study, little Mary stopped suddenly when 12 specialists came stalk'

ing into her room. They actually frightened the sneeze out of her system!

Canada is also laying claim to the sneeze championship. Geraldine
Sophcr of Edmonton sneezed for 12 consecutive days—at the recorded rate

of 130 times an hour!

Not every sneeze is one of long duration. Some are the short but quite

useful type. In Hazleton, Pennsylvania, N. B. Miller's sneeze blew loose a

portion of a torpedo which had been lodged in his head for 45 years. In
Havana, a sneeze brought from Arturo Rente's neck a bullet which had been
placed in him by a political enemy 15 years before.

There is also the loud, bellowing sneeze that sounds like a blast of

dynamite. A young man, William Brown of Pocatello, sneezed with such
gusto that it snapped his shoulder blade out of place. While being taken
to an operating table for resetting, Mr. Brown sneezed again—another shat'

tering blast that actually carried the blade back to where it belonged!

A series of remarkable sneezes is recorded by George R. Pilant of

Tacoma, Washington. He sneezed in his home state one day and caused

the driver of an auto to disjoint his neck. Later he sneezed during a rummy
game, causing a fellow who was just about to rummy to fall off his chair.

And during this reverberating guffaw Mr. Pilant tore out both of his tonsils!

And so these assorted cases come pouring into the record book

—

each case stranger than the other and causing the scientists of the Mass'

achusetts Institute of Technology to analyze the sneeze. These learned

gentlemen photographed a sneeze in full flight and discovered that it has a

muzzle velocity of 150 feet a second. They learned that the jet-like ira'

petus reaches its greatest force near the end of each sneeze as the mouth
is closed. The male, these scientists learned, is more susceptible to this

spasm of kachoovery than the female.

By the way, do you have a little sneezer at home worthy of claiming

the sneezing championship?

Gesundheit!—Malcolm Hyatt.

A Hollywood producer received a story entitled. The Optimist. He called

his staff together and said, "Gentlemen, this title must be changed to some-
thing simpler. We're intelligent and know what an optimist is, but how many
of those morons who see the picture will know he's an eye doctor?"

A
One day an acquaintance remarked in the presence of Sarah Bernhardt

that she could not account for the peculiar manner in which a certain young
woman had been acting lately.

The great French actress intervened.

"I can," she said. "The other day someone told her she had a beautiful

profile and ever since she's been trying to live sideways."

—

Christian Science

Monitor.



Poor Joe Miller is long dead,

but his infamy lives on.

^(^'^ 0^ JO E !

by WILLIAM J. MURDOCH

SLIGHTLY more than 200 years

ago an English actor was careless

enough to die without first providing

for the future of his wife and family.

And ever since he has been getting

the blame for all the stale jokes that

issue from the mouths of imitative

comedians.

His name was Miller, Joe Miller.

He was known variously on the play'

bills of London theaters as Joseph and
Josias, but he's just plain Joe to the

countless clowns and gag writers who
for two centuries have been help'

ing themselves to the stuff he did not
write.

Actually, Joe had nothing to do

with Joe Miller's ]o\e Boo\, the col'

lection of jests and japes reputed to

be the bible of every gagster who ever

performed behind footlights or micro'

phone. In the first place, he could

neither read nor write. Compiling a

glossary of quips was an impossibility

for him. In the second place, Joe, al'

though adroit at getting off a snappy
line provided by the playwright, was
by nature a rather morose fellow who
simply didn't have a book of jokes

in him. And in the third place, the

book was not written until after Joe
passed to the reward that awaits all

actors.

In fact, one authority cites Joe's

untimely death as the raison d'etre of

the joke book. Joe was a competent

actor—a skilled comedian, indeed

—

and as such may be presumed to have
earned reasonably good money in his

prime. Yet he never managed to save,

and when he died in 1738 his widow
(he had married, says one historian,

simply because he needed a partner

to read the lines he had to memorize)
was in the way of becoming a public

charge.

So who should step into the pic'

ture but one John Mottley, an English

writer of sorts who is credited with

originating some fairly entertaining

comedies and one or two astonishing'

ly dull tragedies. He entered the world

of letters in a rather roundabout way.

As a youth he was employed in the

excise office, but owing to what have

been euphemistically described as "un'

fortunate speculations" he was forced

to resign. Literature seemed as good

a way as any to pick up a quid or two.

Mottley, it is said, became quite

concerned over the Widow Miller's

imminent plunge into poverty. So he

arranged with a publisher to issue a

book of jokes entitled Joe Miller's

]ests. Presumably, in exchange for the

use of her late husband's well'known
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name as buyer bait, Mrs. Miller re'

ceived a share of the proceeds from
the sale of the book.

Mottley by-lined the book Elijah

Jenkins, possibly out of respect for his

own name. It was dedicated to several

notables, Alexander Pope among
them. The complete title was Joe

Miller's Jests: or the Wits Vade
Ivlecum. Being a collection of the

Most Brilliant Jests; the Politest

Repartees; the Most Elegant Bon
Mots, and the most pleasant short

stories in the English language.

This, in common with most book
blurbs, was an exaggeration of the

grossest sort. The book was a coUec
tion of approximately 250 dull and
tawdry anecdotes, most of them
copied from other books, many of

them as dehghtfully subtle as a skid

across a stable floor, and all of them
very, very tired. Only three of the

whole w^eary batch centered around

Joe Miller.

Coffee, Please

SOME LIKE it hot. Some like it cold. Some like it in the pot nine days
old. Me? I like it hot and cold; but never in the pot nine days old.

We are speaking of Java, a scuttle of mud; in plain English, a cup of coffee.

If you are 16 years of age or older and don't drink coffee, then you belong
in the minority. It is estimated that more than eight out of ten persons over

the age of 16 in the United States drink coffee. The per capita consump'
tion is about 18 pounds per year.

How many pounds does the United States consume each year? Well,
when you get into those figures it looks something like a national debt. Just

to keep it in round figures, our yearly average consumption is near 1,640,'

000,000 pounds of green coffee. Roasted, ground and brewed to an average

strength beverage, that will make 3,680,000,000 gallons. It would require

460,000 railroad tank cars to haul that much liquid coffee.

At present, the United States consumes between 75 per cent and 80
per cent of the entire world output of coffee. We take it seriously. The
Inter-American Coffee Agreement made by this country with 14 Central and
South American countries in 1940 has the status of an international treaty.

It was ratified by the Senate.

Who says they've got an awful lot of coffee in Brazil?

—

Jesse Collier.

This is a sample, verbatim : "A poor
man, who had a Termagant Wife,
after a long dispute, in which she was
resolved to have the last word, told

her if she spoke one more croo\ed

word he'd beat her brains out; why
then Ram's Horns, you rogue, said

she, if I die for't."

Incredibly enough, the book found
a good public. Several editions were
issued in the first year of publication,

1739. Mottley wrote more ambitious

works, including biographies of Peter

I and Catherine the Great of Russia,

but here was his best seller of all time.

The list of jokes had increased to

587 by the time the eighth edition

hit the book marts in 1745. Since

then, Joe Miller joke books have been

pubhshed in almost every imaginable

format, from dime pamphlets to $2.50

library editions. Other than the name,

they have little in common . . . un-

less it is their consummate disregard

of poor old Joe's reputation.



Only when the auctioneer's soft chant turns the "brown gold'^ into

ready cash can Weston farmers breathe a momentary sigh of relief.

0

CCOHE looks like she's going to

O make a better than average

crop this year."

With these cautious words, farm'

ers near Weston, Missouri, praise the

fickle queen of their fortunes—tO'

bacco. When the tobacco sales open
early in December at Weston's thriv

ing white burley market, the farmers

of Missouri's Tobacco Belt expect to

offer millions of pounds of "brown
gold" to the mystic cry of the auc-

tioneer.

They hope that for the sixth year

in a row, the heavy demand for

tobacco will again promise high re
wards for their year-long headache

of tobacco growing. But the prudent

Weston farmers are careful not to

count on a thing—until the tobacco

is in the hands of the buyers and the

cash in their own pockets.

For those who agree that a woman
holds and often uses the inalienable

right of changing her mind, the choice

of the pronoun "she" to designate

that delicate plant, tobacco, should

have a special significance. Tobacco
growers know only too well that from

by ANNA MANG

the day the infinitesimal tobacco seeds

are mixed with corn meal and sown
carefully by hand in hot beds, to the

moment when a basket piled high

with tobacco is sold at auction, many
things can happen.

Almost anything can ruin a tO'

bacco crop. Too much rain, too little

rain, hot weather, cold weather, frost,

wind or hail can be disastrous. Since

the fragile weed disdains their com'
pany, other v^eeds must be painstak'

ingly removed by hand. The per'

sistent, destructive tobacco worm can

only be discouraged by frequent ap'

plications of Paris green. After the

stalks have been cut, sticked, wilted

and hung up to season in a tobacco

barn, there is still threat of mildew
or houseburn—conditions caused by
moisture condensation.

From the drying barn, the tobacco

is taken to the stripping room, where
the leaves are removed from the

stalks, sorted according to the various

grades of tobacco, and gathered into

"hands." The si^e of a "hand" is

determined by the number of leaves

a man can hold in one hand. In
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shape, a hand of tobacco resembles a

whisk broom.

Even after it reaches one of Wes-
ton's two tobacco warehouses, the

tobacco crop may undergo petty de-

struction during the auction by the

hundreds of curious visitors from all

parts of the nation who attend the

opening sales each year. For the to-

bacco, laid out on round, flat baskets

set in open rows, is a great temptation

to souvenir hunters who like to pocket

a few leaves to take home.

In Platte County, where Weston
is located, tobacco was first grown as

a commercial crop in 1840. Growers
of those days depended largely on
slave labor for cultivation of their

crops and shipped the tobacco by raft

down the Missouri River to Glasgow,

the nearest market. Then came the

Civil War and a temporary end to

commercial tobacco farming in Mis-

souri.

It was 1908 before a former Ken-
tuckian, Canby Hawkins, realized that

the fine loess soil of Platte County
was ideal for tobacco crops. He wrote

to his Kentucky neighbors, urging

them to move to Weston.

In the next few years the tobacco

industry began to revive. B. J. Bless,

editor of the weekly Weston
Chronicle, saw the need of a better

way to market the growing crop. As
a temporary measure he established a

hogshead warehouse, where tobacco

packed in hogsheads was sold to East'

ern buyers. Shortly afterward, W. R.

Hull, one of the Kentuckians who
had migrated to Missouri at Hawkins'
invitation, opened Weston's first loose

leaf warehouse.

Today the Hull Tobacco Ware
house Company is operated by the

sons of W. R. Hull, just as the Bless

tradition is carried on at the Chronicle

where B. J. Bless's grandson, Charles

A. Bless, is active manager of the

paper. The open house which Mr.

and Mrs. B. J. Bless, Jr., give for

tobacco men and visitors on the open'

ing day of the sales is another Weston
institution. The Hull warehouse is

distinguished by tradition, while Mis'

souri District, Weston's other ware
house, has its own claim to recogni'

tion. A cooperative organized in the

early 1920's, Missouri District is

known as the only cooperatively

owned and operated loose leaf tobacco

warehouse in the world.

When cigarettes suddenly became
respectable and popular during World
War I, the Weston market began

to boom. The red tobacco grown
for chewing purposes had formerly

brought high prices, while the golden

brown tobacco known as white burley

was given or thrown away. Now
white burley cigarette tobacco is the

only kind grown for the Weston
market.

The market had its greatest year in

1944, when farmers from Platte and

the surrounding counties of Clay,

Buchanan and Nodaway sold 6,724,'
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405 pounds of tobacco for an average

of $50.12 a hundred pounds. The
1947 crop, smallest in several years,

totaled 3,734,704 pounds and brought

an average of $43.24 a hundred'

weight.

Weston, located in northwestern

Missouri midway between Kansas

City and St. Joseph, has a population

of 1,150 persons. But when the

tobacco sales open in early December,

crowds of government graders, gov
ernment reporters and buyers from

the large tobacco companies stretch

the little community to the propor'

tions of a city.

To the spectator as well as the

grower, the drama of tobacco reaches

its height as the auctioneer paces up
and down the rows of baskets on the

warehouse floor, preceded by the

warehouse starter and followed by
the buyers. Although the sale is con'

ducted under the myriad skylights of

a warehouse before do2;ens of curious

onlookers, the auctioneer and buyers

exchange offers and promises in a

code as secretive as any ever employed
by shy sweethearts.

Each basket is tagged with the

name of the owner and the amount
and grade of tobacco it contains. Be'

side each basket the auctioneer pauses.

The starter names a minimum price,

and the auctioneer begins to ''cry"

the tobacco. Then the uninitiated

watcher discovers that it is just as

impossible to decipher the buyers'

bids as it is to understand the auc
tioneer. No bids are heard. Only the

most minute gestures are visible. The
price of tobacco may hinge on the lift

of a finger or the twitch of an eyelid.

A favorite Weston story tells of

the tobacco buyer who has attended

the sales for many years. Otherwise

well dressed, he invariably wears a

shabby overcoat which bears the badge

of his profession. On one shoulder is

a spot worn threadbare by the many
times he has held his thumb there to

signal his bids.

The auctioneer sees, understands

and quotes the rising bids until the

basket is sold. Then the process starts

again at the next basket.

Although the Weston auctions are

still a source of interest to tourists,

much of the color and glamour has

disappeared with the coming of gov
ernment controls. Under these regU'

lations each of 52 grades of tobacco

has a price ceiling and floor. For in'

stance, "cigarette wrapper" tobacco,

one of the finest grades, has a ceiling

of 62 cents a pound.

With the present demand for tO'

bacco, the element of uncertainty in

prices is almost entirely removed. The
tobacco sales are largely a matter of

seeing that each tobacco company is

able to buy its allotted share, and
heated bidding has disappeared.

While some farmers grumble at the

ceiling prices, others point, figura'

tively, to the floor. While tobacco

can't rise to a dollar a pound, they

say, neither can it fall to seven cents

a pound. They recall 1927, when
some baskets of "flyings," a high

grade tobacco, brought a cent a pound,

and the highest price was 12 cents.

Tobacco is a fickle mistress, they in'

sist, and it's a fine thing to have the

government's help in controlling her.

After three weeks of sales, the mar'

ket closes for the Christmas and New
Year holiday season. The bulk of the
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crop is sold in December, but the sales

resume in January and continue until

late February.

The tobacco farmer's worries are

all over by February 28—all over,

that is, until March 1, when it is time

to seed the hot beds for next season's
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crop. After that, he can start to

worry about too much rain, too little

rain, hot weather, cold weather, frost,

hail, wind, mildew, houseburn, labor

shortages and souvenir hunters. If

everything goes just right, she'll be a

bumper crop next year—maybe.

Wagging About Wigs
''T ADY, do you wear a wig?"" Many women do. According to Charles

R. Richardson, one of the country's leading wig makers, American
women buy more than 100,000 wigs annually.

Wig is short for periwig; but whether you call it a periwig, peruke,
toupe or wig the implication is the same. A wig is a headcovering fashioned
from real or artificial hair, and is worn for adornment or simply to cover
that bald spot.

The wearing of wigs isn't new. The ancient Egyptians wore them,
as did the Persians. The Greeks adopted the custom from the Persians

and really made wig wearing a vogue for both men and women. No well

dressed Greek considered his wardrobe complete without a number of wigs.

The Romans were not to be outdone by the Greeks. Faustina, wife of

Marcus Aurelius, boasted a collection of several hundred wigs. The Romans
made use of the wig as a badge of office and social position. Roman prosti'

tutes once were required by law to wear wigs of bright and distinctive

yellow.

Later the use of the wig was revived by King Louis XIII of France.

Again men vjore wigs as a mark of their profession or official station. Even
today, English judges and barristers still wear the long white wigs of their

office. It was only a few years ago that the Supreme Court Justices of the

United States discarded the wig.

Do you remember not too many years back when wigs and toupees were
displayed by department stores and mail order houses as a standard line of

merchandise? Long skirts and hip pads are back, and fashions go in cycles,

you know. Perhaps wigs are just around the corner.

A
It may very well be that the basis of all our troubles with Russia is the

much discussed housing shortage. We're trying to live together in the same
world and neither wants the other to be the landlord.

—

Parade.

A businessman had to sign his checks with two X's. He made a lot of

money, and one day the cashier of his bank noticed a check with three X's on
it. Not being sure whether he should honor the draft, he called the man.

"I have a check here signed with three X's," he said. "It looks like

yours, but I'm not sure."

"Yes, it's mine all right," said the other. "It's OK."
"But tell me—what's the idea of three X's?"
"Why not? Why can't I have a middle name?"



Arc the Movias^MK^Safe for JUNIOR ?

Pin the blame where it belongs,—on you!

by BEATRICE TRESSELT

CCT WUZ just casin' the joint when
A this dame comes out an' tells

me to scram. She waved a broom at

me so I let 'er have it!"

This cold-blooded confession of

murder recently came from an eight'

year'old, cherubicfaced youngster in

a Los Angeles Juvenile Court.

''He learned it from the movies,"

whimpered his white-faced mother.

"It's not his fault! . . . They've no
right to make crime pictures! There
ought to be a law! ..."

The unhappy woman was right.

There certainly ought to be a law.

A law to do what parents obviously

will not do; a law to prevent Junior

from seeing the wrong kind of movies.

In fairness to Hollywood, let's not

forget that for decades past our film

producers have been criticized con-

stantly for their apparently unshak-
able belief that all motion picture

audiences had the I.Q. of a ten-year-

old child, and for pandering to that

level of mentality. Yet now that the

screen has attained partial maturity
there is again a torrent of criticism;

this time because it is too adult.

Parent-Teacher representatives, radio

commentators and newspaper colum-
nists vehemently demand that Holly-

wood cease making pictures unsuit-

able to the juvenile mind, implying

—somewhat erroneously—that mo-

tion pictures are created primarily as

entertainment for children, and that

the sooner we return to our early diet

of slapstick and custard pie, the better

for all.

Granted that many of the screen's

finest films are unsuitable for the

child mind—not necessarily because

of unpleasant or immoral subject

matter, but simply because they deal

with topics not interesting to the im-

mature intelligence— should adults

therefore be denied such films? Must
the rest of us forego Crossfire or The
l^a\ed City because Junior prefers

Red Ranger?

We do not demand that other art

forms be slanted to the juvenile in-

tellect. In Hterature, the drama, mu-
sic, painting or sculpture, we permit

the artist free rein without any
qualms as to how Junior will react.

But you say Junior isn't interested

in these other arts? It's only the

screen which intrigues him?
Too true. And whose fault is that?

Who let him "taste blood" in the first

place?

Let's face it. The uncomfortable

fact is that parents are as much to

blame in this matter as is Hollywood,
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for a mother who is meticulously

careful about her child*s food, cloth'

ing and general hygiene, will none
theless permit his impressionable

young mind to be exposed to l^ight'

mare Alley or Duel in the Sun with'

out the slightest trepidation.

Why? Why not be just as particu'

lar about what goes into a child's

mind as into his tummy?

It is a singular fact that even per'

fectly normal youngsters have a keen
interest in the weird and terrifying.

They love ghost stories and screech in

delight over Dracula—yet it is but a

step from such macabre fantasies to

the realm of psychological thrillers

and the vast menu of underworld fare.

No intelligent woman wants her

child to see such films, but ask her

what she's doing to prevent it, and
watch her arch her pretty back in

resentment. How can she be expected

to keep track of what is being shown
at the neighborhood theatre? . . . How
should she know what sort of story it

tells? . . . Gracious, why should . . .

Why not? Isn't it part of the job

of being a mother? And what's so

difficult about it?
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Every newspaper carries its daily-

columns of movie reviews, and in a

very few minutes we can read them
and make a memo of those films

whose stories sound objectionable. It

takes no longer than jotting down the

grocery list or the address of a new
' beauty shop. The parent who won't

I

make this slight effort has only him'

i
self to blame if Junior fattens on a

I diet of gangster tales instead of whole'
' some, character'building stories. There

j

are just as many good films as bad

1

ones, but a child cannot judge. That
'

is owr job.

Various plans have been outlined

for making the movies safe for chil'

dren, from founding a special Board
of Censorship to the impractical sug'

gestions that separate theatres be built

for children or that adult films be
banned altogether. None has the

simple effectiveness of the European
plan.

In Europe—particularly in Ger'
many and other countries whose
theatre is highly adult—the matter is

not left in the hands of indifferent

or "delinquent" parents. It is handled

by the authorities. A Board of Rc'
view decides which films are unsuit'

able for the child mind, and when
such films are shown, a sign to that

effect is placed in the lobby and no
child is admitted, not even if accom'
panied by its parents.

Under such a system of control the

Texas theatre manager who recently

offered The Outlaw at a "Special

Children's Matinee" would have his

license revoked, or perhaps land in

jail, or both.

At first, exhibitors would protest

that box'office receipts were falling

off. But that is of negligible im'

portance because the money of juvc
nile patrons is only a drop in the

bucket at best.

If every neighborhood theatre of'

fered one show per week especially

for children, with cartoons plus a

good animal story or an exciting his'

torical film, the children would love

it and pack the theatre. A Saturday

matinee program would not jeopardize

either the youngsters' homework or

the box'office receipts, and the house

manager could sleep with an easy
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conscience. So too could Junior's conducted by the citizens of Baker,
mother. Oregon. When their juvenile de'

When a child drinks the varnish linquency problem passed all bounds,
remover we don't demand that the it was decided to punish in each such
manufacturer cease making this lethal ^ase the parents or guardians, instead
draught; we blame the child s mother ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
tor her lack of care. Why not be lust ^ • -i i i-

as sensible in the matter of motion Y^^^^ this ^^ty s juvenile dehnquency

pictures? Junior needn't thrill to the '^^^ ^^^^ ^^^"^^^ than 90

Kiss of Death if we don't want him P^^ ^^^t!

to; the matter lies in our own hands. 'The Baker experiment proves that

And that is where it belongs! intelligent parents, sufficiently inter-

Consider the enlightening and ested, can win the war of the movies

highly successful experiment recently versus Junior.

A

A Peach of a Pickle
CCnnHE Case of the Shrinking Orange" is causing some sleepless nights in

i. California, and not a leaf is being left unturned to get at the roots

of the situation. This isn't a whodunit murder case but a horticultural riddle

that is murdering the profits of orange grov;ers.

The Valencia orange, long a favorite with many housewives, is shrinking,

noticeably and rapidly.

For the 20 years before 1945 it took only 219 Valencias to fill a crate.

Last year, 26? were needed in the same sized box, and this year the un-
welcome dwarfism has continued to the point where 273 are required to

fill a crate.

With prices quoted at the crateful, naturally the shrinkage has shrunk
the returns.

Men who watch the habits of oranges are trying to diagnose the trouble.

Some say it's in the fertilizer. Others say oil sprays and weed-killer do it.

And others haven't so much as a theory. So far, all Valencia orange research

has been lemon-sour.

Meanwhile, the growers are worried. If something isn't done soon, the

Valencia orange may become the size of an undernourished plum. What a

pickle!

"Years ago at San Juan Hill," Grandfather told b"ttle Junior, "my head
was grazed by a Mauser bullet."

Looking critically at the same head. Junior commented passively, "There's

not much grazing left now, is there, Grandpa?"

It happened during football practice. A trainee, puffing and groaning,

failed to make an opening. As he lay stretched out, the coach ran forward.

"Hey," he cried, "What's the trouble?"

"I think I've broken my leg."

"Well, don't just lie there, man. Start doing push-ups."
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ON Broadway he's known as a

one-man gag factory. On the

air he's the closest thing to perpetual

motion since Marconi invented radio.

As a songwriter responsible for such

hits as Why, Oh Why Did I Ever

Leave Wyoming? and Oh, My Ach-
ing Bac\, he's no slouch, either. In

fact, Morey Amsterdam, the guy in

question, can't forget the first song

he ever wrote.

"I was 14," he says. "It was so

bad they had to rewrite it before

they threw it away. I got terrific fan

mail from the rubbish collectors."

That remark is typical of Morey
and his anything-for-a-laugh philos'

ophy. "I'm a songwriter when my
songs are sung, a gag writer when
people use my jokes, a comedian when
people laugh," he says in one of those

rare moments when he's serious.

With his own vaudeville show re'

cently playing on Broadway, with a

twice'daily radio show over a local

station and a weekly network pro-

gram, besides running his own night'

club—Morey is easily one of the bus'

iest men in New York today.

Actually, his career started as far

from comedy as possible. Brought up
in a musical family, Morey began as

a cellist. His father, a professional

violinist, still thinks of his son as a

musician to this day. Not so long

It's strictly Gay Nineties-type humor
—but Mad Morey lays 'em low!

by BETTY and WILLIAM WALLER

ago, when Morey was using the cello

as a gag prop in a comedy routine,

his father sat through the perform-

ance in high dudgeon while the au-

dience roared with laughter. After-

wards, he berated his son in no un-

certain terms. "Morey," he scolded

the comic, "your cello was out of

tune!"

Getting laughs with that cello is

an old story for the comedian. It

started when he was still in his teens.

Having a yen for the stage, he went

to Chicago, where a friend of the

family introduced him to a theatrical

agent. Presently, he was booked into

a theatre. But when he came on with

his cello the audience simply howled.

Ever since, that cello has been prac-

tically his trademark.

At 36, Morey has more than 20

years of show business behind him,

and, by all indications, this looks like

his year. His activities are so exten-

sive that recently it was estimated that

his radio, television, stage and night

club shows amounted to 79 perform-

ances in one week. That was during

the summer, of course, when Morey
might be said to be going only at
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half'speed. During the v/inter, he

runs his own night spot, ''The Play'

goers" club, which is located on 52nd
Street a stone's throw from Radio
City. The club is situated in a cellar,

and Morey has a characteristic de-

scription for it.

''It's been mistaken for everything

from a subway entrance to a foxhole,"

is the way he puts it. "Sometimes we
advise patrons when leaving to walk
upstairs slowly as we haven't any
decompression chambers and they

might get the bends."

Night clubs are nothing new to

Amsterdam. Back in 1929, for in-

stance, he was emcee when a Chicago
night spot had a gala opening. One
of the acts was an Apache dance and
a perform-cr in a cop's uniform came
out blowing a whistle, yelling "Gen-
darmes! Gendarmes!" There was noth-

ing wrong with that—except that on
the opening night the police happened
to raid the place at that very moment!

Amsterdam has a long radio career

behind him, too. After making his

debut as a boy soprano on a San Fran-

cisco radio station, Morey went on the

air in Los Angeles in 1930. Later, he
had his own show, sponsored by Bern-

stein's Fish Grotto. "There was only

one catch," Morey says. "Everything

\va.s based on fish. The music, gags

and stories were all about fish."

There probably was no connection,

but sometime later he joined Al Pearce's

radio show and remained for five

years. After more personal appear-

ance tours and night club jobs all over

the country, he received a wire one
day offering him a gag writing job

in Hollywood. The wire read: "Sal-

ary starts on arrival." Morey believes
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he set some kind of record by driving

from Chicago to the Coast in 34
hours.

Fanny Brice, Spencer Tracy, Clark
Gable and Robert Taylor are but a

few stars for whom Morey has writ-

ten comedy material. Joe E. Brown,
Rudy Vallee and Ken Murray are

others. During the war, Morey wrote
special material for camp shows, and
followed up by going on a USO tour

himself. Servicemen in South Amer-

ica, China, Burma, and India got a

sample of the Amsterdam brand of

humor.

Morey was born in Chicago, where
his father was first violinist v/ith the

Chicago Opera Company. When
Papa Amsterdam joined the symphony
in San Francisco, the family moved
v/ith him. Morey and his two broth-

ers grew up in that city, and Morey
got his first stage job with his older

brother's vaudeville act there. He was
still attending the University of Cali-

fornia, hov/ever, and only subbed for

an ailing performer. Later he joined

the act permanently and toured the

West Coast. Then, after playing in

sm.all night clubs and theatres around

Chicago, he got his first big break.
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Learning that a large theatre needed

an emcee, Morey applied for the job.

By putting up a big front, he got it,

although he had never emceed a show
before. He confessed this to the Stroud

Twins, who were on the bill, and
they came to his rescue with advice

and a few good gags. Other friends

helped him out, too, with the result

that he was able to last out the six'

week engagement.

After more night club work in De-

troit and Milwaukee, Morey returned

to San Francisco. To please his father,

he joined the elder Amsterdam's hotel

orchestra, playing the cello. But play-

ing tea music finally got Morey down,

and he hied himself down to Los

Angeles.

It was there he got his best lessons

in matters theatrical. The great Will
Rogers, playing a benefit engagement,

gave him pointers. Rogers explained

how he based everything on the truth

and always ended up by saying some-

thing nice about his subjects, so they

wouldn't get sore. That made a last-

ing impression on the funnyman with

the cello.

Morey's success in New York really

stems from a day in December, 1943,

when he ran into his old friend, Henry
Morgan. The latter was then doing

a show called Gloom Dodgers over

local station WHN (now WMGM).
It was Morey's birthday and Morgan
suggested that he appear as a guest

on the show. Morey went over so

big that the station put him on the

air to stay.

On the whole, the Clown Prince

stacks up as a good showman and bet-

ter-than-average comedian, but actually

he is more impressed with the ability

of a certain five-year-old boy who
appears on various radio shows and
is known as an outstanding juvenile

comic. The lad's name is Gregory
Amsterdam, and he's Morey's son.

When they go on the air together and
little Gregory busts in on his father's

routines—who do you suppose gets

the biggest laugh out of it?

Right! Morey Amsterdam.

One night after Tommy entered the first grade. Pop came home to be
met by his little son who was bursting with pride.

*Tm a leader now. Daddy," he announced.
Daddy, trying to keep the thrill out of his voice, repHed, "Is that so,

son? What do you lead?"
"The lines to the washroom," said the youngster.

An American had an invitation to a private shoot in Scotland. Address-
ing the old gamekeeper, he said, "I'm one of the crack shots in my country.
Tomorrow you will be loading for me, and for every bird I miss I'll give

you a shilling.'*

The following evening the gamekeeper met a friend and told him the

story.

"With another blank cartridge," he said, "I would have made five

pounds."

A
Too much of the world is run on the theory that you don't need road

manners if you own a five-ton truck.





Maybe there's uranium in your
backyard—and maybe yot^ve got
rocks in your head!

by BARNEY SCHWARTZ

WWNO uranium in it?" The hope
simmered away on the man's

face and his wrinkles became deep
tints of disappointment. His eyes

traveled slowly from the rocks he
had lugged in, to the uranium tester,

and then to the geologist behind the

desk.

"None," replied the geologist, say'

ing it gently and quietly. "Not an
ounce."

"Humph!" barked the man, sud'

denly resentful. He scooped the gravel

back into a gunny sack. "I can make
more money digging ditches!" He hesi'

tated a moment, then angrily dumped
the rocks on the floor, turned on his

worn heels and stomped out.

Naturally, somebody had to clean

up the mess, and, since Dr. J. Charles

Miller occupies the office alone, it

was his task. "It's a good thing all of

them aren't so ill-tempered," says Dr.

Miller philosophically.

Dr. Miller is philosophical both by
nature and by necessity. He's a gov-

ernment geologist, and it is certainly

not by choice that he must blast away
the dreams of folks who think they've

discovered uranium right in their own
backyards.

There are many offices like his

throughout the United States, but his

happens to be in the Federal Building

in Los Angeles—in the state which is

now commemorating the discovery of

gold a hundred years ago.

Dr. Miller reflects that assayers of

1849 must have dished out some sim-

ilar woe to prospectors, but not so

often.

Today's sourdoughs are of different

dreams and dispositions. They bring

in their "atom ore" in sacks, shoe

boxes, coffee cans, cookie jars and
various types of pouches, large and
small.

One woman came in with a purse

filled with dirt and gravel. She re
fused to believe her "find" wasn't the

real thing. Even after the stuff was
tested, she still carried it in that purse.

Perhaps she isn't convinced yet. It's

not easy to convince people they
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arent eligible for a $10,000 govern-

ment reward plus fabulous incomes

which await the lucky ones.

Another woman burst into tears

when the Geiger counter registered

negative.

This Geiger counter is an intricate

gadget. It looks like a stethoscope, a

sound box, an electric eye and a radar

cabinet all in one. It's accurate. If

there are any radioactive qualities in

the ore, the counter lets you know by
ticking. No uranium, no tick.

Dr. Miller sits there with the ear-

phones on, hoping for the best just

as hard as the ''prospector'' across the

desk. But, when the results are that

way, there's only one thing to do

—

break the sad news.

*Tou can't blame these folks for

thinking everything black is pitch-

blende or everything yellow is carno-

tite," Dr. Miller repeats. Pitchblende

is rich in uranium, and carnotite is

uranium ore. "After all, uranium is

a short-cut to riches. Ask the few
who unearthed some in Wyoming and

other states."

The government pays 30 cents per

pound for uranium oxide from ore

containing more than one-tenth of one

per cent, and the rate graduates up-

ward to 50 cents per pound for the

radioactive metal in ore containing

two-tenths of one per cent or more.

It doesn't take much ore to weigh

a pound, but those prices, listed in

government bulletins, are misleading

if you skim over them too quickly.

Even if you did strike on the 50'

cents-a-pound quality, you would get

only four pounds of it from a ton of

ore. Your total return from the ton
would be only $2, plus a nominal sum
for transportation of it. You need
acres and acres of it to get into the

upper tax brackets.

That $10,000 government reward
has confused any number of people,

too. It will be paid only for prac-

tically pure uranium oxide, which is

20 per cent or better per ton. And,
you don't get the ten G's until the

new location has yielded 20 tons.

That's 40,000 pounds you've got to

sweat out.

Nevertheless, there may be some
uranium right in your backyard. But,

before you dash for the shovel, re-

member it may be so thinly distributed

that its commercial value is as low as

a pre-war German mark. There's less

than a pearl-in-an-oyster chance for

sudden miUions.

One newspaperman recently asked

Dr. Miller if he thought a big strike

probable from the various backyard

miners who trek to his office.

The geologist smiled. ''There's al-

ways a chance. And, if anybody
brings in evidence of a new location

eligible for the $10,000, I'll drive him
or her to the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion myself!"

And he meant it!

See, even the guy who disappoints

scores of backyard miners every week
thinks there's a possibility!

The patient was lying on the stretcher, waiting to be pushed into the

operating room. 'Tin so nervous," he remarked to a sympathetic young nurse

standing by. "This is my first operation."

"So am I," said the young lady. "My husband is the doctor and it's

his first, too."



Boston's Old North has another birthday—its 223th,

by BETSEY SHEIDLEY

ON April 18 in 1775, Robert New-
man, young sexton of Christ

Church in Boston, slid quietly down
the sloping roof from the back win-

dow of his mother's house in Salem
Street and dropped to the ground.

From inside, the clink of glasses and
the chatter of the British officers over

their cards reassured him that his muf-
fled scuffling had not been noticed,

and he turned to meet his friend John
Pulling, who stood waiting in the

darkness.

Across the street, the steeple of the

Old North Church rose in silent dig-

nity, cutting a thin, black notch

against the dusk-grey sky. With Pull-

ing standing guard, Newman quietly

drew his ring of keys and entered the

darkened church. The trembling
wooden steps of the belfry creaked

eerily as he climbed upward past the

eight huge bells, looming dumb and
massive in the gloom. From the up-

permost window, the town below
seemed hushed—as deathly solemn as

the graveyard near the summit of

Copps Hill. Off to the north, the

newly-risen moon played its soft light

on the black hull of the Somerset,

British frigate of 64 guns, riding the

tide at the mouth of the Charles.

With anxious hands, Newman lit

the two double-chimneyed "lanthorns"

and flashed the signal "two if by sea"

across the bay to Colonel Conant and
his men who stood watching and wait-

ing. Already Paul Revere, booted and
clad in his leather surtout, was row-

ing with muffled oars past the Somer-

set toward the Charlestown shore. His

job well done, Robert Newman
squeezed through a tiny back window
of the church and returned home to

lie awake in bed, wondering and hop-

ing, while Paul Revere, guiding the

fate of a nation with his reins, spurred

his sweating horse toward Concord.

From that breathless night, Paul

Revere's defiant ride has stood as a

challenge to all Americans. And the

creaking belfry tower, where New-
man's lanterns flickered their warn-

ing, has become a shrine. For this

year, on its 225th anniversary, the

Old North Church continues to wel-

come thousands of visitors from all

over the world.

During a normal month the busy

vicar, the Reverend Charles Russell

Peck, D.D., chats with natives from
every state in the union, as well as

visitors from such far places as China,

India, Turkey, France, England, Bra-
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zil or Canada. The Old North—or

Christ Church, as it is officially

known—is open each day from ten

until four, the only pubHc building

in Boston to be open every day of the

year. Friendly custodians familiar

with the church's curious history are

always on hand to guide sightseers

from the belfry to the basement tombs.

One recent year 70,000 visitors passed

through the church doors.

Undoubtedly, some of the Old
North's popularity is due to its im-

posing list of "oldests" and "firsts."

Many of the sightseers who wind
through Boston's crowded North End
to narrow Salem Street come to satisfy

their curiosity about the historical fur-

nishings of the church. The American
public delights in being told that "this

is the only one in the country" or

"this is the oldest in existence." Christ

Church does not fail to satisfy the

most avid tourist, for it abounds in

superlatives.

To begin with, it is the oldest

church edifice in Boston. On the 15th

of April, 225 years ago, the Reverend
Samuel Myles, rector of Kings Chapel,

stooped to spread mortar on the cor-

nerstone of the new Christ Church.
With a booming voice he pronounced
the solemn injunction, "May the gates

of hell never prevail against it." By
the end of that year, 1723, Master
Builders Thomas Tippin and Thomas
Bennet had completed an imposing 5

1

by 71 foot handmade brick structure,

surmounted by a wooden spire 175

feet in height which towered above
the shingled housetops on Copps Hill.

The first congregation, mostly an
overflow from crowded Kings Chapel,
braved December winds to hear the
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Reverend Timothy Cutler, the first

rector, preach from the 7th verse of

the 56th chapter of Isaiah, "For mine
house shall be called an house of

prayer for all people." From then on,

a congregation of North End Boston-
ians crowded the pews each Sunday.

The peal of eight bells hanging be-

low the steeple is the oldest in North
America and beHeved by many to be
the clearest-toned set in the country.

The bells, cast by Abel Rudhall of

Gloucester, England, were shipped to

the colonies in 1744. Fifteen-year-old

Paul Revere climbed the steep belfry

ladder each Sunday to ring the bells.

He was one of the seven young men
who founded the Christ Church Guild
of Bell Ringers.

Another "oldest" claimed by the

Old North is its Sunday School—one
of the first in North America. On
June 4th, 1815, Superintendent John
Cotting called the role of scholars on
the first Sunday. There were 365 of

them. Evidently, early Bostonian chil-

dren proved to be as restless in Sunday
school as those of today, for in 1825

the Proprietors found it necessary to

vote that "a very great effort ought

to be made to suppress the disturb-

ances and retain the scholars." The
Sunday school children were confined

to the eastern end of the north gal-

lery during services, the other end
being for slaves.

The dark-faced clock which hangs

below the organ pipes attracts antique

seekers, for it is the oldest public clock

still in use in the United States. The
excellent works were fashioned by
craftsman Richard Avery in 1726.

Even the high, stall -like pews,
gleaming in their fresh whiteness,
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claim individuality as the highest box

pews in the country. The pews were
restored in 1912, but the doors, hinges,

and some of the paneling date from
1725. In colonial days each pew was
owned by a family, the foremost citi'

^ens occupying the front positions.

To preserve the memory of these early

pew owners, the Massachusetts Society

of Colonial Dames has attached a

plate bearing the name of the first

owner and the date of purchase to

each pew door.

But there is something more than

these historical curiosities which at'

tracts visitors from all over the world.

Perhaps, it is that the church as a

whole is a symbol of the intangible

ideals of our nation's history. In its

brick walls and wooden steeple and
whitewashed pews are embodied the

v/ords that the poets and pamphleteers

have sung for generations—liberty,

courage, steadfastness, independence.

Here in this ancient church can be

found a tangible contact with the

vague and glorified past. Here is

something which can be seen and
touched, which by its own reality gives

form and bulk to the shadows of his'

tory.

The church is filled with many em'
blems of the American struggle for

independence. On June 17, 1775,

General Thomas Gage, Governor of

the Massachusetts Bay Colony, nerv
ously paced the creaking floor of the

steeple lookout as he watched Prescott

rally the Americans at Bunker Hill

across the Charles. A bust of the

Revolution's greatest leader, George
Washington, was presented in 1815 by
Shubael Bell. It now occupies a niche

at the right of the chancel covering

the window where Robert Newman
made his escape from the church.

The bust portrays

a strangely thin

and forceful'faced

Washington. 'That
is the man I knew,''

\ said General La'

ry) \ fayette when he

yi [ 1 visited the church

^|I^]^-.J in 1824. "It is
^"^^"^""^

more like him than
any other portrait."

Even the prayer books commemo'
rate the American Revolution in an

odd manner. Strips of paper are

crudely pasted over the prayers for

the King and Royal Family. For with

the change from colony to nation, the

Old North shifted from Church of

England to Protestant Episcopal
Church of America. With the prayer

books is displayed the "Vinegar
Bible," presented to the church by
King George II in 1733. The nickname
results from a curious error by the

English printer who set the letters to

spell "Parable of the Vinegar" instead

of "Vineyard" at the top of a page
of St. Luke.

Below the floor of the church, dark

aisles wind among 37 tombs. More
than 1,000 persons have been buried

here, including Commodore Samuel
Nicholson, first commander of the be'

loved "Old Ironsides," the United
States Frigate Constitution.

With typical American ingenuity

and daring, an imaginative "scientist,"

John Childs, used the wooden steeple

of the Old North as starting point for

two "successful flights" to the ground
on September 13, 1757—so say the
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Public Records. Such a large crowd of

gaping Bostonians gathered to stare

as he "set off with two Pistols loaded,

one of which he discharged in his

Descent," that business was hindered,

and he was forbidden ''flying any
more in the Town."

Undaunted when the steeple

crashed to the ground during

a nor'-easter gale in 1804, the

congregation determined to

erect another. By 1806 Charles

Bullfinch, the designer, had
completed the new steeple,

which rose tall above the roofs

of Boston and was again the

familiar landmark for incom-

ing seamen.

Since its founding, the Old North

has been visited continuously by ad'

herents of liberty who come to re-

ceive inspiration and reassurance. La-

fayette, Samuel Nicholson, James

Monroe, Theodore Roosevelt, Calvin

Coolidge, and Franklin D. Roosevelt

are among the great statesmen who
have worshiped in the church. In

1872 Queen Victoria's Grenadier

Guards, their uniforms a splash of

scarlet against the white pews, at-

tended services. When the United

Nations was househunting in Boston,

Massachusetts' Governor Tobin per-

sonally escorted the delegation, includ-

ing Dr. Stoyan Gavrilroic, Under Sec-

retary of State for Yugoslavia, and
Dr. Shuhsi Hsu of China, to the Old
North on an historic ''pilgrimage."

Most important of all, the Old
North has not been preserved as a

musty relic. It is still active today,
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a living, functioning church. The
sim.ple Episcopal service has been read

almost Vv^ithout interruption for the

past 225 years. Only once were the

church doors closed—at the time of

the Revolution because of "military

necessity."

Worshipers may sit in the high

pews below the arched ceil-

ing and fluted columns, sing

the old hymns, take com'

munion from the ancient sil-

ver service, and feel contem-

porary with the other Ameri-
cans who generation after gen-

eration have sat there before

them. Many of the old mem-
bers have, of course, moved

away from the now heavily tene-

mented North End. The church is

mainly supported by the sale of books,

pamphlets, and postcards, and by
donations from the visitors who make
up most of the congregation. A small

choir sings each Sunday, accompanied

by an old organ built in 1759 and
embellished by four wooden statuettes

captured from a French vessel by an
English privateer.

The church is especially busy with

baptisms, marriages, and funerals, for

many of the old families return to

their traditional family church for

these important occasions.

This December, Bostonians will

flock to hear the Old North's tradi-

tional "Carol-Candlelight Evensong"
held at 4 p.m. a week before Christ-

mas.

Each Sunday the vicar postscripts

his sermon with a cordial invitation

that the congregation join him for

coffee and doughnuts at the parish
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house next door. This bit of hospi'

tality began during the first World
War when the church was crowded
each Sunday by servicemen and
women. Mrs. Henry W. Montague,
wife of a Senior Warden, decided to

offer refreshments to the always-hun^

gry soldiers after the service. The
practice continues to delight congre-

gations to this day.

The Old North Church now stands

in the heart of Boston's most densely

populated Third Ward. Although
anxious patrons recently ra2;ed some
near-by buildings which hazarded fire

with their rickety wooden frames, and
the Beacon Hill Garden Club restored

the parish gardens in 1946, the church

is pressed on all sides by clustered

tenements.

The Copps Hill area is crowded
with Boston's foreign element—Ital-

ians, Russians, and Polish Jews. The
Old North is at the end of a twisted

street, swarming with bright-ker-

chiefed women jabbering in foreign

tongues, men lounging against door-

ways overhung with huge circular

loaves of bread and uncooked maca-
roni, and dark-eyed, ragged children

darting among the tamale carts and
honking automobiles. Many of these

immigrants today, like the colonists of

the days of Paul Revere, have fled

from oppression to find in America
freedom and opportunity. Certainly

these new Americans, living today in

the shadow of the Old North's an-

cient steeple, are a symbol of the

durability of the American spirit.

Under the Swiss Navy Ensign

IT MAY surprise a lot of people to learn that the perennial supply of jokes

relating to the existence of the "Swiss Navy" is no longer topical. Moun-
tain'girt Switzerland, although it lacks seacoast and salt water ports, has had its

own merchant marine service for the past eight years.

A Swiss merchant marine was established back in 1940, for service on
the largest of the country's Alpine lakes. It was formed under the administra-

tion of a Federal Maritime Navigation Bureau, with headquarters at Basle.

By 1942, the country had an aggregate of 50,000 tons of merchant shipping.

Recent dispatches indicate that Switzerland's merchant marine is stfll

growing in an attempt to keep pace with a flourishing lake trade. It now
consists of seven freighters and three tankers. Two more ships are at present

being built in England by the Swiss Shipbuilding Company. The most recent

addition to the Swiss fleet was the 9100'ton motorship, General Guisan, also

built in England.
In deference to the always friendly people of Switzerland, our American

comedians can now discard their collection of jokes anent the once non'
existent Swiss navy. It really does exist—which must be a depressing thought
to our domestic punsters.

—

jasper B. Sinclair.

A
A university is an institution which has room for 2,000 in the class-

room and 50,000 in the stadium.

Anybody could get rich if he could guess the exact moment a piece
of junk becomes an antique.

A
A shoulder strap is a piece of ribbon worn to keep an attraction from

becoming a sensation.



Music Hath Charms
IN HIS compartment on a transcontinental express, Albert Spalding was

busily practicing for his Los Angeles concert. He thought that the closed

door which shut him off from his fellow passengers and the rumble of re
volving wheels would keep his violin strains from disturbing anyone. But
Andre Benoist, his accompanist, who sat outside, noticed one pretty girl cast'

ing angry glances toward the Spalding compartment.

"You do not care for music?" Benoist asked.

"Music!" retorted the young lady. "Do you call that infernal racket

music?"

"Yes," replied Benoist. "Sounds pretty good to me."

"If there's anything more painful to an ear accustomed to good music,"
the disgruntled listener complained, "than inferior violin'playing, I don't
know what it is. And that's the most miserable playing I have ever heard."

"Do you attend many concerts?" asked Benoist.

"Indeed I do," was the rejoinder. Pointing to an advertisement in a

Los Angeles paper, she suggested: "If you really want to hear what a good
violinist sounds like, I advise you to attend this concert." Benoist read the

announcement of the Spalding recital.

"Did you enlighten her?" asked Spalding, when he heard of the incident.

"Indeed not!" replied Benoist. "Do you think I wanted to lose a cus'

tomer?"
A

Two pints make one quartet.

A

All of us are working for the government. The trick is to get paid for it.

A
If women's clothes didn't change so often there would be more change in

most men's.

A

Dd Ydu Know Your Fathers?

GEORGE WASHINGTON is known as the "Father of Our Country." And through
the years, other pioneers have earned similar sobriquets. Twelve such are listed

below. Proper identification of seven is passing; nine or ten, good; and as many as

el^en right qualifies you as a "wise child" indeed. Answers on page 68.

1. Father of Modern Detectives? a. Henry Chadwick
2. Father of American Finance? b. Lee DeForcst
3. Father of the Automobile in America? c. John Figg

4. Father of the Detective Story? d. Thomas Edison
5. Father of Medicine? c. Samuel Adams
6. Father of the "Blues?" f. Walter Camp
7. Father of Electricity? g. Francois Eugene Vidocq
8. Father of Baseball? h. Edgar Allan Poc
9. Father of Radio? i. Elwood Hayncs

10. Father of Football? j. W. C. Handy
11. Father of the American Revolution? k. Hippocrates
12. Father of Modern Boxing? 1. Alexander Hamilton

—Joseph C. Stacey



Dead Lette a

Every year, more than a quarter of a million

dollars winds up in the government's message
morgue—along with any number of less desirable

items.

by BOB DOWNER

IF youVe spent much time waiting

for the postman lately, better give

it up and get a hobby with more
favorable odds, such as playing the

Irish Sweepstakes, because there is a

good chance that the letter youVe ex'

pecting will never arrive. Over 50,000

letters that are mailed each day are

never delivered.

This mail is the daily headache of

the 287 Dead Letter Offices through-

out the country, where detoured mail

is big business. In the harvest of over

18,000,000 lost letters a year, 30 per

cent have enclosures, averaging $200,'

000 in money and $180,000 in goods.

At the Dead Letter Offices, the

letters are classified as Misdirected,

Held for Postage, Hotel, Fraudulent,

or Unaddressed. The "Unaddressed"
classification is no gag—about 700
letters are mailed every day in blank

envelopes with absolutely no ad'

dresses.

Addressees are notified if postage

is required on the mail. But, if ad'

dressees can't be found or arc in ilk'

gal or fraudulent businesses, letters

are returned to the senders. If the

sender hasn't put his name on the en'

velopc, postal employees open the

letter, but Uncle Sam says no peek-

ing! They may read anything down to

*'Dear Mamie," and anything after

"Love and kisses," but they are for-

bidden to read the body of the letter

itself. Even if the letter proves a

criminal's guilt, it is illegal to read

the letter and therefore impossible to

convict any criminal on the basis of a

letter that winds up in the Dead
Letter Office.

When the employees find the

sender's address, they put the letter

and its envelope inside a large gov
ernment envelope, and it is returned

to the sender for a fee of five cents,

which he pays on delivery.

If the letter can't be returned, it

is destroyed unless it contains some'

thing valuable or is registered. In

those cases, a record is made of it,

and it is held for six months.

Working in one of the country's

13 Dead Parcel Post Offices is neither

a boring nor a safe job. Since the

Dead Letter system was established

in 1777 (with the appointment of

an Inspector of Dead Letters at a

salary of $100 a year), practically

everything imaginable has wound up
at a Dead Letter Office, including
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every part of the human body. Many
an employee has been injured or

maimed in opening boxes of snakes,

explosives, weapons or similar knick'

knacks.

Packages go through the same proc'

ess as letters to find their owners,

except that a note is sent to the sender

if postage is required. Insured and

C.O.D. parcels are held for a year

to give the senders a chance to claim

them.

Smudged addresses account for

many undelivered packages. Several

years ago, the ashes of a Japanese

who had lived in America were sent

back to his birthplace in Japan. On
the way, the address was smeared, so

the ashes were returned to the sender

in this country for readdressing. But,

on the way back, the return address

was smeared, too. The Japanese may

be with his ancestors in spirit, but

his ashes aren't.

Goods that aren't claimed are sold

at open auction, with the proceeds

going to the Treasury, but the auc'

tion is pretty tame compared to two
past features of the Post Office.

One was a semi-annual sight-un'

seen Dead Letter sale. It's on the

records that a woman bought a set

of false teeth at one of these, while

a man with a normal head of hair

unexpectedly got a wig.

The other feature was a museum
in which were displayed unusual

things that found a final home in the

United States mails. Among the

grinning skulls and other oddities,

there was plenty of proof, for a na'

tion that takes its postal system for

granted, that anything can happen in

the Dead Letter Office.

If you think the words "night'' and "evening" have the same meaning,

note the different effect they have on a gown!

Why worry because your hair is falling out? Suppose it ached and had
to be pulled out like your teeth?

^

A school teacher told her pupils to listen to their parents and upon
hearing a new word to look it up in the dictionary and write a sentence,

using the word properly.

The next day she asked Johnny for his word. He replied he had heard

the word "pregnant." and the definition was "to carry a child." The teacher

asked, "Have you a sentence using it?"

"Yes, Ma'am," he replied. " The fireman climbed a ladder into the

burning building and came down pregnant.'
"

A

Girl: Always one of three things—hungry, thirsty or both.

A young husband who agreed to buy a vacuum cleaner was disturbed

when he discovered that his wife had ordered the de luxe model instead of

the standard.

"But, dear," his wife explained, "it won't cost any more. All wc have

to do is pay a little longer."



A rejuvenated orchestra is bring

ing new thrills to millions,

MUSIC
in the

by NELSON DONNE

WHEN the stocky, round-faced

conductor strode onto the

Music Hall stage for the first concert

of the 1948-49 season, the full-

house audience politely clapped—and
waited.

Much had been heard of this new
man: glowing phrases following his

summer series with the New York
Symphony; amazement at his three

successive and record-establishing en-

gagements as guest conductor of the

NBC Symphony; praise for develop-

ment of the Fort Wayne orchestra

under his leadership.

Yet, perhaps because of the impres-

sive reputation which preceded him,

the Kansas City audience was tensely

critical that opening October night.

They watched Hans Schwieger with

careful interest as he planted his feet

in a precise 4 5 -degree angle, lifted

his hands, and began the simple, dy-

namic movements which make his

conducting technique strikingly ef-

fective.

Before the orchestra was well into

the first number, the audience re-

laxed. And when Schwieger, who con-

ducts without baton and without
score, brought the concert to a trium-

phant end with cymbals crashing the

closing strains of Liszt's Les Freiudes,

the audience exploded into a fervent

and sustained ovation. Their expecta-

tions, and even their hopes, had been

generously fulfilled.

Ever since, there's been boasting in

Kansas City when the conversation

turns to music.

To Schwieger, the acclaim was
gratifying but hardly surprising. The
42-year-old German-born conductor

has had a brilliant career which has

never been diverted by adversity, al-

though often punctuated by it.

His father opposed a musical career

for Hans, but the boy managed to

study music and philosophy secretly

at the Universities of Cologne and
Bonn. At 17, he was awarded an as-

sistant conductorship of the Berlin

State Opera; and at 25 he was the

youngest German ever to attain the

title of "Musikdirektor." He held ap-

pointments as general musical director

of Augsburg, Mainz; and Danzig,

which led eventually to attainment of

Germany's most prized musical plum,

conductorship of the Berlin State

Opera.

As the Nazi regime tightened in
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the early 30's, Schwieger began to be

harassed because of his Jewish wife.

In 1936, he went to Tokyo, and
thence to the United States. His wife

joined him in New York, but later

died there; and during the war
Schwieger was interned as an alien

for more than a year.

For the past four years, Schwieger

(now an American citizen) has at'

tracted favorable comment with the

Fort Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra,

which he organized. He married a

Fort Wayne girl, Mary Fitzpatrick

Shields, last August.

This year, for the first time in the

history of the 16'year'old Philhar'

monic, all regular concerts are being

broadcast in their entirety. Sponsored

by the Kansas City Southern Lines,

the Tuesday evening subscription

concerts from the Music Hall are

aired over radio station WHB, reach-

ing more than three and a quarter

million people over a five-state area.

The current season finds 33 new
faces in the Philharmonic, including

a new concertmaster, Thruston John'
son. Mr. Johnson was a member of

the Kansas City Philharmonic from
1935 until 1942, and was this year re
claimed from the Chicago Symphony.
Four new instruments have been ad'

ded, increasing the number of mem-
bers under full contract to 77—of

which 1 8 are women. Extra musicians,

such as special percussionists, are

needed for most concerts, so the size

of the orchestra often reaches 80 to

85 members.

Interest in the regular subscription

series is heightened by the appearance
of guest artists, and this year's sched-

ule includes WiUiam Kapell, Blanche
Thebom, Maryla Jonas, Isaac Stern,

Benno Moiseiwitsch, Seymour Lipkin

and Zeno Francescatti.

But as energetic young Richard

Wangerin, business manager of the

Philharmonic, points out, the great-

est opportunity to proselyte music-

lovers lies in the radio broadcasts.

"We send music to the home," he

says, "where it reaches the young, the

old, the tired, shut-ins— everyone.

That music is kindling an interest

which will repay us all, many times

over."

Swing's Picture Story begins with the signing of a contract. Standing are Don Davis,

president of radio station WHB, which broadcasts in its entirety each Tuesday

evening subscription concert of the Kansas City Philharmonic; and Richard Wanger-

in, business manager of the orchestra. Seated are J. M. Prickett, vice-president of

the Kansas Qty Southern Lines, sponsors of the show; and Hans Schwieger, con-

ductor. The photographs follow Mr. Schwieger through rehearsals and concert

to the air check, which orchestra members hear the day following each performance.

Swing Centerpiece for December is Greer Garson, now appearing in die Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer comedy, Julia Misbehaves.
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by MORI GREINER

THE rotund and cheerful snow
man, who makes his annual debut

before shivering wintertime admirers

sometime in December, never fails to

bring a smile of quiet complacence to

the lips of E. M. Dodds. For that

same snowman is Mr. Dodds' trade'

mark, emblem of a far-flung, multi'

million dollar business, and he knows
that every snow statue in yard or pub'

lie park will call to the minds of

produce men, meat packers, fruit and
vegetable growers the services that his

organization, the United States Cold
Storage Company, stands ready to

provide.

For a time, the USCSC employed a

penguin as its registered mark, but

the bird was abandoned on the grounds

that there aren't enough penguins

around to offer much in the way of

free publicity. "Besides," Dodds
points out, "the penguin is pretty

formal. Even with broomstick arms
and an icicle on his nose, a snowman
manages to look friendly."

There are no less than three snow
men in Dodds' spacious office on the

sixth floor of the USCSC Kansas City

plant. One of them is encased in a

glass paperweight which simulates a

snow storm when shaken. "These
things are hard to find," Dodds says.

"I'd like to buy a lot of them to send
out to the trade. But I can't seem to

locate enough of them."

MAN DF THE MONTH

Keeping the snowmen company in

the big room are a fireplace, Hereford
rug, directors' table, two bookcases,

two laden but uncluttered desks (one

of them roll'top), many chairs, a

Royal Crown Cola cooler, two tele

phones, large photographs of the

Dodds family, and a number of framed
certificates attesting Mr. Dodds' lead'

ership in civic affairs.

Few Kansas Citians have devoted

as much time as he to the welfare of

the community. Mr. Dodds is vice

president of the American Royal As'

sociation, in charge of subscriptions

and admissions. He has been a direc

tor of the Royal for 15 years. He
helped organize the Saddle and Sir'

loin Club, and was its second presi'

dent. He has been , a Chamber of

Commerce director; served five years

on the City Planning Commission and
two years on the Police Commission.

As president of the Market District

Association, a post he held five years,

he was almost solely responsible for

the establishment of the Kansas City

produce terminal, the joint venture

of four railroads.

He began as a solicitor for the Com'
munity Chest in 1923, and for 20
years worked through all phases of

the annual charity fund campaign.

In 1943 he was general director of

the War Chest.
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During the war, he became a refrig-

eration consultant for the War De-

partment, and still serves in that ca-

pacity. In addition, his most recent

public duty makes him a key man in

the United States industrial mobiliza-

tion plan, for when the Kansas City

chapter of the Quartermaster's Asso-

ciation was organized last spring, Ted
Dodds was installed as president.

Mr. Dodds, who uses ''Ted" in

preference to his given names of Eu-

gene Maxwell, has always managed a

fairly even division of time among his

family, business, recreational and civic

activities.

Lately, however, family has been

edging to the fore, mostly because of

Camilla, a young lady just seeing her

second Christmas. The daughter of

Lieutenant and Mrs. J. C. Williams,

Camilla lives in Denver, where her

doctor daddy is stationed at the

Army's Fitzsimmons Hospital. Ca-

milla's mother is the former Jeanne

Dodds, an only child; but Jeanne

never received the wealth of attention

from her parents that Camilla gets.

Mrs. Dodds, traveling to Denver to

supervise Camilla's Thanksgiving holi-

day, summed it up to a friend. 'I'm

bad enough on the subject of this

child, but Ted has gone absolutely silly

over her—even though he was always

rather stand-offish with children be-

fore. Nothing that friends who are

grandparents ever told us prepared

me for his reaction."

In his granddaughter, Ted Dodds
feels he has found the ideal photo-

graphic model. Dodds is an avid and
extremely scientific amateur photog-

rapher. He owns an awesome amount
of photographic equipment, and has
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more knowledge of the subject than

many professionals. So far, he has

exposed Camilla to every known
photographic medium, including col-

ored stereoscopic slides, his favorite.

He has been taking movies of his

family for 21 years, for the past 11

of them, in color. His cinema-making
began when Jeanne was seven years

old. Her knees were the largest part

of her legs, and she wore braces on
the teeth she hadn't lost yet. Seeing

the pictures recently, the now petite

and comely Jeanne asked, "Why in

the world you didn't throw me back?"

"Thought about it," her father ad-

mitted, "but I figured you'd jell all

right."

Mrs. Dodds used to work at pho-

tography with her husband, but her

interest diminished as his grew more
technical. He experiments constantly,

taking the same picture over and over

again with different lighting, settings,

or lenses. She estimates that she has

watched him photograph the Kansas

City Union Station from the base of

the Liberty Memorial several hundred

times.

The Dotldses were married in Chi-

cago in December of 1918, just a few

weeks after the Armistice and two
weeks before Dodds resigned his cap-

taincy in the Army engineering corps

for civihan life. "We had a few

Liberty Bonds," Mrs. Dodds recalls,

"and a large trunk filled with fancy

boots and officer's uniforms. When
we got our first apartment, I spent

a lot of time shopping for 25-cent-a-

yard material."

Before the war, Dodds had been

successively an engineering student at

the University of Idaho, a field engi-
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neer on a mining job in Mexico, time'

keeper for a contractor, and a

construction superintendent. While
honeymooning in Washington, he met
his last employer, H. E. Poronto of

the Central Manufacturing District,

and decided to go back to work for

him. The Central Manufacturing
District had built the world's largest

cold storage plant in Chicago for the

War Department. But the war had
ended and the government decided it

didn't want a cold storage plant after

all. So Mr. Poronto and his associates

decided they'd better operate the plant

until they could find a buyer to take

it off their hands.

Dodds was instructed to find some
one to run the business for them, and

to stick around in the capacity of an

assistant to keep an eye on him. That

gave Dodds the unusual opportunity

of choosing his own boss. He selected

a young man named G. D. Allman,

recommended him, and has been work'

ing for him ever since.

Today, Allman is president of the

United States Cold Storage Corpora-

tion, which hold the four USCS Com-
panies and their various subsidiaries.

Dodds is executive vice president of

the holding company, vice president

of the USCSC of Chicago and
USCSC of Detroit, and president of

the companies in Kansas City and
Dallas.

His Kansas City company is in both
the fur storage and ice business; owns
the Royal Crown Bottling Company
of Kansas City and the Tranin Egg
Products Company. This last organi-

zation processes both cold storage and
dried eggs, and manufactures 25 per
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cent of the albumin produced in the

United States.

"We've got 300 women cracking ^

eggs," says Dodds, "eight hours a day.
\

Damnedest way to make a living
,

you've ever seen!"

The United States Cold Storage
|

Corporation isn't big as some busi-
|

nesses go, but it is the biggest in the

cold storage business. And the Chi'

cago plant is still the world's largest.

In 1929, Mr. Poronto was in

Dodds' office. "Ted," he said, "we've

decided to give you a raise, effective

the first of January." As he revealed

the amount of the salary increase,

Dodds smiled. From a desk drawer,

he withdrew a large graph headed,

"E. M. Dodds—Predicated Personal

Income." Years ran across the top of

the chart, beginning with 1919, and

OUR BACK COVER is St. Peter's Ca-
thedral in Vatican City, Rome. (Koda-
chrome courtesy of Trans World Air-

lines.)
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the vertical column was annual
come in thousands of dollars.

"I drew this up when I got out of

the Army ten years ago," Dodds con'

fessed, "so Fd have something to shoot

at. Let me show you something."

And as Poronto looked on in

amazement, Dodds traced the steadily

mounting line of the graph to January

1, 1930, then pointed to the left-hand

column. To the dollar, the figure co-

incided with his newlyraised salary.

The graph worked well for quite a

time, but eventually the income line

ran off the paper. That didn't sur-

prise Dodds' associates, because the

young man who set up "something to

shoot at" also provided himself with
ammunition. He added great facility

at accounting to his engineering

knowledge and organizational ability,

and was able to carry out several

important and highly speciali2;ed mis-

sions in the broad industrial dominion
of the Central Manufacturing Dis'

trict. One of his early assignments in-

volved marine architecture; another,

auditing; another, petroleum; several,

construction. He once worked two
and a half years on a project which
netted the District a profit of many
million dollars.

According to Dodds, his best friend

is the Monroe Calculator which sits

on his office desk within easy reach.

He is currently engaged in a study of

cycles, in an attempt to find some
method of forecasting demand for cold

storage faciHties—even if only by
three months. He has charted per-

centage of plant occupancy against

the yield per acre of 10 fruits and 28
crops, against general business activ-

ity, and against rainfall in the Kansas
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City area. He has employed a number
of combinations in his graphs, using

three year moving averages and three

year, twelve section moving averages.

Up until now, no plausible parallels

have turned up, but he's still hoping.

Dodds has a vast filing system. He
is meticulous in a way that is not ob-

jectionable to people whose lives are

less well ordered. Friends say that he
is intensely loyal and, if anything, fair

to a fault.

His vocabulary is excellent, prob-

ably stemming from his voracious read-

ing habits. Kenneth Roberts is his

favorite noveHst, and he claims to read

every word of every issue of the SaP
urday Evening Post. If he's having a

late snack in the kitchen and there are

no books or periodicals handy, he

scans cereal boxes and the labels on
canned goods. But he detests long-

hand, and usually reneges on reading

manuscript correspondence. "You've

read it," he tells Mrs. Dodds. "Just

give me an outline."

Everyone who knows Ted Dodds is

impressed by his keen mind, and his

ability to absorb and retain statistics.

His memory for faces, however, is not

good, and very often he must call Mrs.

Dodds to his aid. "Betty," he whis-

pers, "that woman in the black hat

with the feather . . . don't I know
her?"

"You sat next to her at the dinner

party last night," Mrs. Dodds tells

him, "and bragged afterwards about

the whirl the two of you had!"

There is much of the stoic in his

make-up. Nineteen years ago he was
inspecting a construction job when
a brick fell six stories to crack his

(Continued on page 48)



The inside story of a girdle for Myrtle

How Firm A

by LYNNE SVEC

AGOOD example is a powerful

thing. Take, for instance, Lana
Turner, who happened to look cozy

keeping warm in a sweater. And
boom!—the brassiere business rock'

eted 500 per cent, following on the

heels of the sweater girl craze.

.

Such occurrences (both Lana and
the bra boom) tend to make an other'

wise conservative group of men turn

handsprings. They are the members
of the corset and brassiere industry in

America. Any bid for male attention

in general affects these gentlemen in

particular. They are "curve control-

lers," and they perk up whenever
necklines plunge floorward, waistlines

dent deliriously, or hips form a softly

molded arc. The corset coterie is only
too happy to please the eye with its

multitudinous pink, blue and black

lace and lastex understatements.

Talk about style and sylph'like

forms all you like, here is a segment
of America that knows for sure seein'

ain't believin'. Without a foundation

to help them along, women just aren't

what they're cracked up to be,

whether sporting a basement buy or

a Mainbocher original.

Foundation designers make it their

business to remedy any evidence of

nature having gone astray. As one of

•fFoundation I

them said recently, "We give women
more of what they want where they

need it, and less of what they've got

where they don't need it."

The ideal dimensions you'd find

listed on a Conover chart—bust, 34";

waist, 24"; hips, 34"—do not coin'

cide with the measurements of typi'

cal Miss or Mrs. America. A recent

survey by the Corset and Brassiere

Association of America bares the

truth, that the average woman is

plump as a pullet. She's 5 feet 3

inches tall, weighs 133 pounds, her

bust measures 3 5 J/2 inches, her waist,

29 inches, and her hips have a circum'

ference of 38 inches.

The results of the survey also

prove that the girl with the hoe is

broader than her city slicker sister,

but not so tall. Women with money
are slimmer than those without it.

Womankind might as well know
what the future holds, while we're

about it. Listen to this prognosis by a

leading Washington anthropometrist,

who says: "Woman's waist is increas'

ing in girth, since the demise of the

iron-bound corset. Her hips have been
growing narrower as to bone struc
ture but she's putting on enough extra

flesh to make for an increase in hip

girth."
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The passage of years has seen quite

a number of changes made in figures.

If youVe an attic handy, just try to

get into a dress that your grand'

mother wore! Chances are, you won't

be able to do it. The waistHne will be

too tiny and too high for you; the

blouse, too tight; and the skirt will

stop you in your tracks. The only

thing that you and granny would have
in common is shoulders: they meas-

ure about the same.

The whalebone corsets of yore

didn't give bodies a chance to de-

velop. What contributed to woman's
emancipation was a freer style of

dress, increased interest in sports, bet-

ter and more abundant food and a

I faster pace of living.

I

History records that for more than

I 2,000 years women have been invent-

ing—or urging the men to invent

—

garments intended to improve the

feminine form. Milady clanked when
she boasted the latest in corsetry in

Queen Elizabeth's time. Her garment

was fabricated from thin steel plate,

made in opposing sections that were
hinged on one side and secured by
a sort of hasp and pin arrangement

I

which was forced shut by a system

of levers.

Maybe she could breathe and maybe
she couldn't, but she had a diminutive

waistline for her trouble. That was
the standard of fashionable elegance

in those days.

It took a lot of pull to be a glamour

girl in the 1870's, when every worn'

an's goal was to have a waist small

enough to be circled by a man's hands.

A corset with strings attached, tugged

to the right breathtaking degree, prck

duced an 18'tO'20 inch waistline. And
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there you had an hour-glass figure,

by golly.

After World War I, women be-

came completely ''emancipated." They
threw away their corsets and adopted

the debutante slouch—a careless flat-

chested and round-shouldered posture.

While the early 1920's are known as

the "corsetless era," the foundation

industry's gross annual income re-

mained stable in the twenties at

around $76,000,000. Apparently
young girls were suited by nature to

the boyish form and therefore needed
no corsets. And they bought no cor-

sets. Yet the high price levels of the

war years and the twenties neutraHzed

the effect of faUing unit sales with

higher unit prices. And then, of

course, there were those ladies ''as

had a figger of their own" which had
to be toned down. So they wore
foundation garments in the form of

constrictive bandages. The figures of

literally millions of women were
wrecked by that temporary insanity,

and some are still paying for it.

Right now, most manufacturers

make nothing smaller than 24-inch

garments, which incidentally, are for

the slenderest of women. Even with

Christian Dior plumping for a
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clinched'in waist, corset styles are not

extreme. Women nowadays cry for,

and get, comfort.

Belles of today are willing to pay,

and they did in 1948—$425,000,000
for the girdles, bras and corsets that

"do things for them." Eightyfive per

cent of all American ladyfolk look to

their foundation garments for prettier

figure ins and outs.

Such demand for underniceties

ups production, naturally. The bras'

siere output has quadrupled since

1927, increasing from 25,000,000 to

about 100,000,000 a year; while the

manufacture of corsets, girdles, all'

in'ones and garter belts has more than

doubled, climbing from 18,500,000 to

41,000,000 over the last 20 years.

Over five million sets of "falsies" are

sold annually, indicating a determined
quest for the curved silhouette.

Approximately 3 00 companies
create corsets, employing more than

17,800 persons, predominantly wom'
en. Fifty per cent of the industry is

I
concentrated in the New York area,

i

while other large manufacturing
centers are located in New England,

Michigan, Illinois and California.

A modified assembly line method is

employed in the United States, with
about 30 women working on one gar'

ment. A good girdle made in America

sells for $5 to $12.50 and up. In

Europe, on the other hand, an indi'

viduallytailored model goes on the f

block at a cool $250.
'

Before a customer has a chance to
^

ogle a frilly, curve-promising number 1

and say "I want," every corset style
|

has its "test hop." Whereas newlydc' |

signed corsets were once fitted to un- I

feeling tailor's dummies, today they

are tried out on live models. First the

garment is fitted as nearly perfectly

as possible to the contours of the

model. Then she sits, bends, walks

and flexes her muscles. As she goes
j

through her paces, expert fitters check
j

length, tightness and smoothness in all

positions of the torso. The model re-

ports any corset boner, so the corset'

iere can mend its ways.

Then, for six weeks a "trial run" is

made. The model, or the corsetiere

herself, braves subway crowds, dances,

does housework, skis or does her daily

dozen while wearing the corset. Again,

the garment is inspected, laundry tests

are made and, if everything is satis'

factory, it's well on its way to swath'

ing a paying customer.

As things stand now, the "paying

customers" could form a line to girdle

the globe many, many times. And
come to think of it, the globe needs

it, too.

Among the war time shortages that have been overcome is that of diapers.

The Journal of Commerce has just reported that the diaper makers have over-

shot the mark and produced a surplus. Suggestions are now doubtless in order
for:

Increasing the birth rate.

Making diapers into screens for home movies.

Using them as cloths for those little tables in nightclubs.

Letting heroines of cowboy movies wave them instead of handkerchiefs
as the hero ends the picture by riding away into the sun.

—

T^ew Republic.





^*One tongue, one world/' say Esperantists, And they keep working.

Js Zhis tkCi

by RAMON FORRESTER

ACLERK in a Manhattan depart'

ment store sports a green, five-

pointed star in his buttonhole. His

fellow employees mistakenly think it's

a lodge pin. That's because customers

from foreign lands stroll in, spy the

button, and fall upon the clerk like

a long'lost brother.

Actually, the button signifies that

the wearer speaks Esperanto, the

world's most popular and longest'

lived manufactured language, which
is ardently espoused and spoken by

2,000,000 adherents in 61 countries.

There's nothing peculiar or neurotic

about Esperantists. A prominent Chi'

cago lawyer is one; so is a famed Bos'

ton doctor. Teachers, housewives,

scholars, writers, sailors and clergy'

men are found within the Esperanto

fold.

In Holland, many Dutch policemen

wear armbands which read: "Espe'

rantist." Though Dutch might be

meaningless to him, the traveler who
knows Esperanto realizes he can en'

gage the policemen in immediate fra'

ternal conversation.

Before Pearl Harbor, the canny
Japanese were quick to scent .the

propaganda opportunities in the grow
ing Esperanto movement. Some of

UDrlil Language ?

their fifth columnists came to the

United States, ostensibly as Esperanto
scholars. They really were special

pleaders for Nippon's cause, but our
own Esperanto clubs coldly gave them
the brush'off.

Father of the trend toward a world
language, which people of any race

or climate could learn in a short time,

was a hungry Polish urchin named
Ludoviko Zamenhof. At the age of

12, while his friends were scrounging
for bread and stealing, Ludoviko
studied endlessly in libraries, to be'

come fascinated by the multitude and
complexities of languages.

"Why can't there be a single tongue
which everybody can understand?" he
asked. "Then the cause of wars
might disappear because everybody in

the world would be able to under'
stand everybody else!"

"Invent such a language, fool!"

scoffed his father, cuffing him smart'

ly. Young Zamenhof did exactly that.

After becoming a prominent eye spe'

cialist, he spent years inventing and
perfecting his new tongue and intrO'

duced his first "grammar" to the

world in 1887.

It was simplicity itself. There were
only 16 simple rules and 3,500 root
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words. The language today is pretty-

much as Zamenhof devised it. Mod'
ern Esperantists hold ''Zammy'' in

reverence and proudly display his pic-

ture at club meetings.

By now, there have been 4,000

books written in Esperanto and more
than 100 magazines printed in this

coined tongue are issued regularly.

The Bible always has been the best'

seller in Esperanto book shops, more
than 1,000,000 copies having been

bought.

Now the Esperanto fans are plan-

ning regional and international con-

ferences again, after being stymied

during the war years. At Esperanto

conclaves before the war, as many as

5,000 Esperantists would gather, jab'

bering away in the Hngo which would
give any etymologist the shakes.

The old League of Nations favored

teaching Esperanto as a peace meas'

ure in the schools of the world. So
far, the United Nations hasn't done
anything about fostering this global

tongue, but Esperantists at Lake Sue
cess keep buttonholing foreign digni-

taries and pleading their cause.

Blind people in Sweden are turning

to Esperanto books printed in Braille.

They report that the coined language

is easier to understand through the

fingertips than is their native tongue!

In 1925, Esperanto got a real shot

in the arm when the International

Telegraphic Union—after much ob-

stinacy—officially declared it to be a

''clear language" acceptable for trans-

mission over the Union's facilities.

The Vatican also has given a friend'

ly nod to Esperantists and has taught

many missionaries this artificial Ian'

guage. In the Amazon jungles, a mis'

sionary chanced upon a tribe of hostile

natives and was pinioned to a tree.

Finally, after trying several native

dialects without success, he said a few
last words in Esperanto.

The native head man looked startled

and answered in the same tongue.

Then the white man spoke, ''Mi estas

fremduloj in via lando, sed kiel es'

perantistoj ni estas samideanoj tut'

monde!" (I am a stranger in your
land, but as Esperantists we are fol'

lowers of the same idea throughout
the world.)

After that, the going was easy and
the white priest was treated as an
honored guest by the tribe. He dis-

covered that another missionary 20
years earlier had trained the native

chieftain in the simple Zamenhof
tongue.

TEACHERS of Esperanto are at

work in Papua, Australia, Ice'

land, China, Madagascar, France, Po-

land, Spain, Palestine and Sweden.
Thousands of Esperantists exchange

letters with fellow fans throughout

the world. Intense nationalistic feel'

ings and racial hatreds have been

watered down by the Esperantists,

who have discovered that human be-

ings are pretty much alike.

Leader of the Esperanto clan in the

United States is Dr. A. P. Anthony
of Chicago, director of the Interna-

tional Language Foundation. He says

it's the world's easiest tongue to learn.

Some zealots claim to have mastered

the grammar book in 30 minutes.

Even the cautious Encyclopedia Bri-

tannica says, "Esperanto has literary

power, beauty, precision, flexibility

and power of growth."
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Dr. Anthony says Amen to that.

He well knows the powers of Espe'

ranto. An indefatigable traveler, he

was once embroiled in a riot in a

Persian village and thought his end

had come when soldiers who arrested

him became ugly.

"But their captain wore the Es-

perantist emblem on his uniform,"

says Dr. Anthony. introduced my
self in the universal Esperanto tongue

and the effect was instantaneous. Not
only was I released, but the captain

rounded up 20 EsperantO'speaking

big'wigs of the area, who gave a

wonderful dinner party for me. With
all of us talking the same language,

it made the Good Neighbor policy

an actuality."



Winged Horses — 194B Version
PEGASUS, the winged horse of ancient Greek mythology, would have to

take a handicap from today's modern race horses.

And not at the racetrack, either.

Today's horses fly the Atlantic easily and swiftly—at speeds upwards of

200 miles per hour, a good deal better than Pegasus could have done.

Ten yearlings sired by famous French race horses recently flew the

Atlantic on Trans World Airline's all-cargo Skymasters between Paris and
New York. The shipments, in two lots of five each, were consigned to the

Elray Farms at Kingsville, Maryland. The horses were bought from a French
farm near Tours by L. Stanley Kahn of New York.

The animals arrived in good condition. They made the flight in specially

built, collapsible, portable stalls devised by TWA for such shipments. A French
groom and a TWA flight attendant cared for the horses in transit.

A
A teacher asked the class to name the various states of the United States.

One child responded so promptly and accurately as to bring forth this com'
ment from the teacher, "You did very well—I don't think I could have got

them all, when I was your age."

"Yes you could," responded the child consolingly. "There were only 13
then."

A

Man of the Month [ContmuBd from page 4D]

ankle. Severe complications followed

the break. Dodds traveled all over

the country in a wheel chair and on

crutches, but he never missed an ap'

pointment and, although the pain was

often intense, he never complained.

The injury is still a source of con-

siderable discomfort, often confining

him to his home.

The Dodds home is large. It is

filled with carved furniture—mostly

English, some French—which is also

large. Proportionately, the biggest

piece in the house is a tremendous

hand'carved coffee table which Dodds
had built to his own specifications,

supervising its construction through

many months. He has always taken

an active interest in the selection of

furniture and draperies.

The library was Ted's private do-

main until his desks, tripods, Hghts,

cameras, tape recorder, phonograph
records and other assorted contriv-

ances spilled out into the entrance

hall. Then he took over the sun room.

That was only about a year ago, but

already he's looking for another,

larger, room to hold his ever-growing

pile of gadgets.

Recently, it occurred to Mrs. Dodds
that her husband's hobbies must be

expensive. 'I'd like to see your bills

from camera shops for just one
month," she told him. 'T'U bet they're

terrific."

Ted Dodds just smiled. ''You would
find," he replied, "that photography

costs less than blondes."

The subject has not been discussed

since.



by GEORGE STATLER

CCT THINK I see him, Pop!" cried

X the boy. He stood looking

anxiously through the big front win'

dow of the farmhouse, straining his

eyes to see the length of the winding
lane and where it struck the main
road at the mailbox.

"Do you, now?" The man's voice

was steady. But his brown hand
gripped the mantel, hard. Knuckles
stood out, fingers whitened under the

nails. "Come away from that win'

dow, Corley," he said. "Bick Judson
will be here soon enough." He looked

around the big room, the pot-bellied

stove, the framed mottoes on the wall,

the antique furniture. The tired

woman's picture over the easy chair.

"Corley," he said.

"Yeah, Pop?"

"Come here."

Reluctantly, the boy pushed the

hair from his eyes and left the win'

dow to stand before his father. He
stood erect. His wide eyes were un-

afraid.

"Now, tell me again just what Bick

Judson said." The man's voice was
careful. "Tell me real straight, Cor'

ley."

"Well—." He scuffed a toe against

the rag rug, forming his words. "Tige
and me was passing Judson's farm,"

he said finally. "I was tossing a stick

for Tige. Judson seen us. He come
out, acussin' and wavin' his arms.

Folks say he killed a man oncet with

his fists and his ugly temper
—

"

"Stick to the point. Why was he
acussin', now?"

"Said Tige dug in his garden. Said

he tole you if Tige ever come near

his place again he was gonna kill

Tige. He said that. Pop! He said
—

"

"Wait. Don't ruffle your feathers."

The grayhaired man forced a tight

smile. He ga2;ed at the skinny boy,

then let his eyes drift to the window.
His fingers drummed on the mantel.

"What did you say to him?" he asked.

"The honest truth. Pop. Told him
Tige done no sech a thing." He
looked at the floor. "Called me a

liar." When he looked up, his face

was red under the freckles, his eyes

blazing. "You know I ain't a liar,

Pop!" he cried hotly. "You always

taught me to tell the truth, no matter

what, and not to be ascared. Ain't

I always been that way, Pop? Ain't

I?"

"That's right, Corley," said the

man. "Now, tell me true—you sure

for certain your dog didn't dig in

Bick Judson's garden? You watch
him every minute?"

"N'not every single minute, I

reckon," faltered the boy. "But—"
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''Then, without you knowin' it,

Tige couldVe done it?''

"Y'yes." He gulped, and dug his

fists deep into his overalls.

''Well, you been truthful and you
been brave." The father smiled. "You
couldn't no way help what came up.

It was bound to happen, with a mean
man like that for a neighbor. Neigh'

bor!" Briefly, anger showed in the

patient eyes.

"Pop," ventured the boy. "He said

somethin' else
—

"

"Maybe," the father interrupted,

as though thinking out loud, "this is

what I told you might pop up some
day and you'd have to handle it."

Maybe, he thought, this is it, the

challenge that will change you from
hoy to man. "Corley, don't feel bad."

"I—I don't know. That feller, he

don't fool around
—

"

"Just be like I tole you. Have
courage. Face him. Even though

down deep you want to turn and

run," said the man.
"Maybe you ain't ascared of him

like I am, Pop!"

"I know what fear is, Corley. Lord

knows I felt it often enough. That's

why I taught you never to let it lick

you." He put a rough, scarred hand
on his son's shoulder.

"I know. I always faced things,

Pop. But—but this is some different."

The boy gulped. "Bick Judson, he

said he's usin' this chance to come
after you!" he blurted. "He's de'

spised you nigh onto ten year, he

said, and he's comin' to knock your

head off—he said that!"

"Wha-at?" His jaw slackened, and
the father stared at his tow-headed,

thin-shouldered boy, nervously finger-

ing an overall strap. "Look at me!"
he said roughly. "You sure, did you
hear right?"

"Honest—honest injun!" Wide-
eyed, he gaped at the old, tired man,
the gray eyes sunk in circles of

wrinkles in a sunburned face. The
shoulders sagged, and the father

turned his back. He rubbed his

knuckles together. He was silent.

"What are you going to do?" asked

the boy. "Light out?"

The man turned, his face stern.

"Light out?" he said.

"Sure! You got time!" Eagerly,

the boy watched his father. "You
can git, and when Judson comes I'll

tell him you gone I don't know where
and you ain't aimin' to come back.

Don't let him git holt of you. Pop!"
The young face begged. He clutched

the father's faded shirt, pleading with
him.

The old man pondered. It would
be easy, all right. Just skin out the

back door and over the hill into town
and he'd be safe as a mouse in church.

There was still time. Only a igno-

ramus and a darned fool would wait

around to get beaten up by a bigger

man. Such as Bick Judson. All be-

cause of a dumb little mutt that

didn't have sense enough to stay

where he ought.

Angrily, he glared at Tige, huddled

like a dirty white mop in the corner,

looking guilty and miserable. The
short tail wagged uncertainly, and

the man had to smile.

He remembered, he'd given the pup
to Corley for telling the truth. The
grain shed door had been left open

one November night and six sacks of

precious feed had got soaked. Ruined.



THE CHALLENGE

Corley owned up to the deed, though

his face was Hke slaked Hme and his

lip trembled. He didn't have to. The
lock was rusty, the jamb was no ac'

count. It could have been an accident.

But Corley owned to it. So he got

the dog he'd always wanted.

For ten years he'd dodged Bick

Judson after what happened at a

dance. They'd been wild youngsters,

hot words, the usual little brawl.

Bick had licked him and vov/ed to

do a real good job next time. Since

then, the fear had grown inside of

him with every thought of that cruel,

scraggled face and those powerful
meat'hook hands. Now was the time,

if he was any way honest, to confess

his sick fear to Corley. This fear and

this waiting were something a feller

had to let out or he'd bust—and who
else could he tell but Corley? The
boy was old enough to understand.

He'd know sure enough there were
times—such as this—when teachings

had to be forgot when your own skin

was in danger.

He saw Corley's eyes cloud. Could

he guess what his father was think'

ing? Had he already begun to lose

respect? Respect . . . that was some'

thing the old man came to regard as

more precious than money or crops

or the land, through the years. The
respect of the only human being in

the Vv^orld who looked up to him.

And so another fear crept up and
up—the fear of loss. If Corley dis'

covered what a coward his father had
been all these years—what then? The

man choked a little sound in his

throat, and turned again to the win'

dow. Then he saw the hulking form
turn into the lane and approach the

house. Bick Judson.

''Reckon I ain't no scary rabbit,"

he drawled. Fondly, he rumpled the

boy's unruly hair. 'Til stay and hear

what Judson's got to say."

"Don't, Pop! Please, don't!" Tears
came to Corley 's eyes. His face

screwed into grief.

"And when he comes," the man
went on in his deep, quiet voice, "you
tell the truth, no matter what. Tell

the true facts. Hear?"

"If I do, he'll beat you! He'll beat

you!" Corley started to cry in short,

dry sobs, trying to hold it back.

"Look at me." The father cupped
his strong hand under the boy's chin

and raised it. Under the gaze of the

calm, sure eyes, the young face lost

some of its grief. "Now, we're both
goin' to be real brave, ain't we, Cor-
ley?"

The tow head nodded. He sniffled,

and wiped his nose with his clean,

worn sleeve.

"All right." The man straightened.

Deliberately he stepped to the door

and swung it open. He watched Bick

Judson come. He set his jaw and
waited, and he wished his palms

wouldn't get so slick.

"Reckon I forgot," he muttered.

"I forgot it wasn't jest Corley needed

a challenge to make a man of him."

Lord, Bick Judson sure looked big!

We don't ever recall having heard the expression, "Well, that's human
nature," used with a complimentary connotation.



by FRED ALEXANDER

The "little people" of Germany are

still strangers to most Americans, who
often wonder what the Germans are doing,

thinking and saying. But from a few per'

sons in Europe have come letters to Ameri'
can citizens describing more vividly than
any newspaper or magazine article the

situation that now exists on the Conti'

nent. It is from many of these personal

letters that the material for this account
has been gathered.

German sentiment, which used to be
strongly anti'American, has changed
greatly in the past six months. Today the

people of Germany are clinging to the

hope that the Americans will continue

their occupation. Why the change? The
answer is simple. It has been only within

the last half year that the Soviets have
let their true intentions regarding the

peoples of Europe, and more specifically

the German people, be known. The
realization of what the Soviets actually

are trying to do has turned German hearts

stone cold. Consequently, hopes have
shifted toward America.

Hundreds of thinking, patriotic indi-

viduals in Germany are so bold as to

come out openly in support of the Ameri'
can administration and a democratic form
of government. These democratic sympa'
thizers and their families are now marked
for extinction if the Soviets take over.

But they are holding desperately to a

diminishing hope that the Americans will

not leave Berlin, which, in turn, means
all of Germany.

• • •

In the Russian zone, the present treat'

ment of Germans appears to be a fore
cast of what may be ahead, should Soviet

occupation of all Germany ever become a

reality. Germans v.ho openly assert their

deference to communism and offer to

join the Communist Party will be decently
treated, according to an observer from
Hof, Germany. Young German men al-

ready have been encouraged to join the

People's Police, which is merely a unit of

the Red Array. These youths who fall in

with the Reds are granted more privileges

than others. Those who refuse to collabo-

rate are doomed to a life of abuse. Many
have been forced into jobs against their

will. Thousands have been exported to

man Siberian industry.

Since only a privileged few German
citizens have passes through the Russian
lines to the British and American zones
for necessary business purposes, informa-
tion from the Russian zone is scant. Only
during temporary excursions beyond
Soviet surveillance can letters be penned
safely to friends abroad.

The threat of war is feared frantically

by Germans. The Kremlin recently inti-

mated that if the atomic bomb is used on
Russian cities in World War III, the

Soviets will massacre every man, woman
and child on the European continent.

Such statements, however unfounded, add
to the uneasiness that hovers over Europe.

Living conditions in Germany are de-

plorable. Germans see the futility of re-

building their ruined cities only to have
them razed by bombing raids if another

war comes. The atmosphere is one of

waiting and, in many cases, utter despair.

In Berlin, Stuttgart and other heavily

damaged cities, most of the middle class

are living on the top floors of apartment

houses, while upper-class Germans and
occupation authorities reside in the lower
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stories. This is because the top floors are

almost uninhabitable. Most of the build'

ings have no roofs, and makeshift cover'

ings are insufficient to protect against

winter weather. There will be many deaths
again this winter from exposure.

A German town untouched by war is

Bad Nieheim, a resort village nestled at

the foot of the Alps, where the United
States Army of Occupation has its head'
quarters. Today, only a few tourists pass

through the town, but the picturesque

beauty of the past is still there. Large
groups of displaced persons are located

in and around Bad Nieheim. One corres'

pondent writes of a colorful group of

Latvian noblemen who have brought a
touch of the dead past to the occupation
authorities in Bad Nieheim. The gentlemen
sponsor many elaborate social occasions
for their military guests. Curt bows, the

clicking of heels and the kissing of hands
have given Americans a taste of the pomp
and flourish of old Europe.

Paris is striving hard to live up to its

old reputation for gaiety. The cuisine

suffers only from lack of material, for the
talents of Parisian chefs still rival the
world's best. One correspondent com-
mented, "What would the food be like if

these French chefs had good ingredients

to work with?"

Heat in Paris will be a luxury this

winter, but perhaps heat in the political

situation will make up for it. Undoubtedly
De Gaulle will soon make a strenuous bid

for renewed power. Chances are he will

gain much more strength, and the present

government will be shaken greatly. The
future of Europe, the Brussels Pact and
the Marshall Plan will be directly in'

fluenced by De Gaulle's attempt to gain

control. His supporters, the RPF party,

hope to replace the present fourth Re
public with a constitutional government
similar to that of the United States, with
its three balanced branches—legislative,

executive and judicial.

De Gaulle's success will depend on
several points. First, he counts on a com'
plete disintegration of the now wobbling
party system. He also believes he repre'

sents stability which will be welcomed by
a people tired of continual political un'

rest. If possible, he will use a plebiscite

or an election to secure power, but if

such attempts fail, he may resort to un'

constitutional methods leaning toward a

dictatorial form of administration. At any
rate, the trend of events in France during
the next few months will pronouncedly
influence the country's course for many
years to come.

A mountaineer and his wife visited the city for the first time. The hus'

band was interested in the street pavings and the concrete sidewalks.

Scraping his foot on the hard surface, he said to his wife, "I don't blame
them for building the town here. The ground is so hard that they couldn't

plow it nohow."
A

"The last time I went horseback riding I wanted to go one way and the

horse wanted to go the other."

"What happened?"
"The horse tossed me for it."

A man spent the winter in a small Vermont town and had to buy his

groceries from one of the crustiest old general'Storekeepers in the state. Once
he got a package of breakfast cereal that must have been stored next to the

kerosene. It smelled to high heaven. He took it back to the store and said,

"We can't use this. It's contaminated."
The storekeeper squinted: "What was that again?"
"I said it was contaminated."
"Hmph, Talk plain mister, that's one of them out'of'town words.*'



Platter Chatter

BEFORE we get into the news about

the record greats—here's wishing all

the readers of this column a great big fat

Merry Christmas! . . . Seems like a shot

in the arm to the music business that

Artie Shaw and Benny Goodman are

forming new dance bands. They're ni'

mored to be on the terrific side. . . . Eddy
Howard is now appearing on the Mercury
label—and that should be good news for

Howard fans. One of his first releases is

On a Slow Boat to China. . . . Harry
James and crew currently are raking in

the profits at Hollywood's Palladium. . . .

The Mills Brothers are back in sunny
California to the tune of 3500 smackeroos
a week. . . . Erskine Hawkins and his

orchestra will co'Star with Ella Fitzgerald

at the Paradise Theatre in Detroit. . . .

Art Kassel on Mercury has a new tune,

^ueen for a Day, to tie in with the popu'
lar Mutual show by the same name. The
song pays tuneful tribute to the "Queen"
via the Kassel chorus. . . . Crooner Crosby
is thinking of buying three television sta'

tions in the Pacific Northwest. At present
he's starting his next Paramount film, en'

titled A Diamond in a Haystac\. . . .

Nick Lucas, veteran guitarist and trouba-

dour, signed a recent disk contract with
Capitol Records. . , . Margaret Whiting
has agreed to star in a Paramount musical
short, beginning early in '49. . . . Ted
Weems is extending his stay on the West
Coast 'cause he's discovered a sponsor
interested in airing a revised version of

his pre-war musical quiz show, Beat the

Band . . . Count Basic has bookings
through next September and is now travel'

ing cross-country on a one-nighter tour.

. . . Johnny Long is also on tour in the

Midwest, playing one-nighters and college

prom dates. . . . Stork news: Dinah Shore
and husband George Montgomery are ex-

pecting again
—

"sometime in '49."
. . .

Maestro Paul Weston is planning to con-

duct a pop music concert early next year
in Hollywood. He's getting the scores in

shape now. . . . The Deep River Boys
have a possible new hit on Victor called

Recess in Heaven.

with BOB KENNEDY

Beteha Didn't Know . . .

. . . Eddy Howard hitchhiked from San
Jose to San Francisco via hog truck to

win his first music audition. . . . Paiil

Weston was once chief arranger for

Tommy Dorsey's orchestra. . . . Bing
Crosby was a champion athlete in his

long-gone youth (he once won 11 medals
in one swimming meet). . . . Hal Derwin
has dubbed in singing voices for such
stars as Lee Bowman, Larry Parks, David
Bruce and Barry Sullivan.

Christmas Specials

DECCA ALBUM A-550—Merry Christ-

Trias with Bing Crosby. Here's a Crosby
album that we heartily recommend for

'round the fireplace yuletide listening.

Bing is in his usual good voice on the

beautiful old carols. Silent "Hight, Adeste
Fideles, God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen
and I'll Be Home for Christmas. The
Andrews Sisters join Bing to render a

rousing doublet

—

Jingle Bells and Santa
Claus Is Comin' to Town. It's all

Christmas and all mellow!

COLUMBIA 37955—Harry James and
his orchestra. White Christmas plus

All the World Is Mine. The James
crew offers a pair of smooth tunes to

put you in the mood for snow and
popcorn balls. The first is the perennial

Irving Berlin favorite from the movie
Holiday Inn. The flip is a theme from
the 57th Street Rhapsody in the movie
Carnegie Hall. Marion Morgan does

the vocal. This fine waxing should be

in your Christmas library.
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MERCURY 5177—Frankic Lainc with
Carl Fisher's orchestra. You're All I

Want for Christmas plus Tara Talara
Tala. On this coupling you'll hear
Mercury's star crooner with two splen'

did numbers. You re All 1 Want for

Christmas is one of the newest Christ'

mas songs to hit the market this year

and should draw big sales. Frankie
sings this ballad with such feeling that

it may prove to be one of his best

sellers since My Desire. The reverse is

taken from a familiar old refrain and
as the name implies, it's a lullaby.

There's smooth background shading by
Carl Fisher and the boys. A Christmas
special must!

CAPITOL 311—The King Cole Trio
with string choir. The Christmas Song
("Merry Christmas to You') plus In the

Cool of Evening. This fine rcrelease
by Capitol that proved to be a big suc'

cess last year was written by "the velvet

fog," Mel Torme. Nat gives the lyrics

a very special treatment backed by the

addition of a string choir. The flip

features the Trio in an original King
Cole tune that makes for smooth listen'

ing. Latch onto this one!

*Jenkins Music Company, 1217 Wal-
nut, VI 9430.

VICTOR ALBUM P-161—Perry Como
sings merry Christmas music. If you
like crooning in a mellow style, Perry
is the lad who can set the stage for your
Christmas festivities. Included in this

album are such sacred songs as O Little

Town of Bethlehem, Silent 7<light and
O Come All Ye Faithful. On the lighter

side are the popular hits—I'll Be Home
for Christmas, That Christmas Feeling

and Winter Wonderland. Here is a

must for your Christmas listening.

DECCA 24500—Fred Waring and His
Pennsylvanians with their arrangement
of White Christmas and Twelve Days
of Christmas. The Fred Waring group
needs no introduction. They're up to

their usual fine standard in this new
Decca release. The voices of the Glee
Club blend beautifully in this superb
Waring arrangement of White Christ-

mas. The reverse, a round patterned

after a canon of ancient origin, tells

the story of what happens on the 12

days of Christmas.

COLUMBIA ALBUM 0-167—Christmas
Songs by Frank Sinatra with accom-
paniment by Axel Stordahl. A cozy
Christmas album is this new Columbia
issue. Frankie's voice sounds unusually
warm and mellow as he renders such
favorites as It Came Upon A Midnight
Clear, O Little Town of Bethlehem.
Santa Claus Is Coming to Town, Have
Yourself a Merry Little Christmas and
Jingle Bells. It's Sinatra at his best.

VICTOR 20-3177-Spike Jones and his

City Slickers. All I Want for Christ^

mas Is My Two Front Teeth plus

Happy "Hew Year. If you like a little

humor and comedy with your Santa
Claus, this disk is just the ticket. You'll

guffaw loudly at the first side, a

humorous "kiddy" character portrayal

by Spike's trumpet man, George Rock.
The flip, which starts out with the

entire band wishing everyone a happy
New Year, includes a satirical imitation

of Guy Lombardo's Auld Lang Syne.
It's one for all—and all for fun!

*Brookside Record Shop, 63rd and
Brookside, JA 5200.

The bride was ordering her first ton of coal. "What kind of coal do you
want?" the dealer asked.

"Kind?" exclaimed the bride, puzzled. "Are there different kinds?"
"Oh, yes," answered the dealer. "For instance, we have egg coal and

chestnut coal."

"I'll take the egg coal," the bride promptly decided. "I'll be cooking
eggs oftener than I will chestnuts."

plus.

Nobody can have too many friends, but one enemy may constitute a sur-



CHICAGO JUdtef
by NORT JONATHAN

NEVER let it be said that the good
people of Chicago aren't sport con'

scious. They are. Chicagoans get pages
of sports in all the newspapers, hear sports

daily on the radio, watch sports on the

television set in the neighborhood saloon—and still buy tickets by the hundred
thousands. Enough tickets, incidentally, to

support all sports from polo to ping'pong
in a manner to which they would like to

become accustomed.
It's practically impossible to name a

sport that doesn't pay off in the Windy
City. Even what passes for professional

boxing in these parts attracts a pretty good
audience, and last year v/hen the Town
Club sponsored a series of championship
handball matches, the committee was
amazed to find a full house on its hands.

Chicago is probably the only big city

in the country that will support enthusi'

astically two mediocre big-league baseball

teams at the same time, keeping them in

the profit column for miserable season
after miserable season. Chicago is the
only city in the country currently boasting

two professional football teams of cham-
pionship calibre. There is even a third

professional football team, the Chicago
Rockets, but the less attention called to

them the better.

Chicago also has the largest and most
remarkable collection of sport pundits,

soothsayers, horse-pickers and sports an-

nouncers to be found in or around any
municipality. It has the coldest stadium
south of Nome, Alaska—Soldier's Field.

It also has Arch Ward, the editor of the
sport pages of the Chicago l^rihune.

It was Arch Ward and the l^'fih who
brought into being such hardy annual
events as the all-star baseball game, the
Golden Gloves, and the yearly football

classic between the college stars and the
top team in the National football league.

The all-star baseball game was taken over
by the big leagues long ago, but it was
Archy's baby. He was the fellow who
bucked plenty of opposition from a

powerful segment of organized baseball

to get the annual fracas started. He was
also the fellow who managed to enlist

the support of newspapers all over the
Midwest to get the Golden Gloves tourna'
ments started on a sectional level. You
can get a pretty good idea of what a feat

this must have been when you consider
how much newspapers in the Midwest love

the Chicago Tribune. Arch did it, and
through the Chicago Tribune Charities,

Inc., he put his newspaper in the sport

promotion business. He has been so suc-

cessful that even opposition papers find

it necessary to cover Tribune sport promo-
tions. They're that important to the fel-

lows who buy the tickets—and the papers.

Lately, however. Arch has developed
into something of a Little Napoleon. If

the boys won't use his marbles and play

in his backyard, he has a tendency to sulk

on his perch in the Tribune Tower. Some-
times when they don't invite him in, or

forget to ask his permission to play, he
tries to ruin their game.

For instance, last winter there was a

mysterious situation which can be called

"The Case of the Two Sports Shows."
Our town had two Sport and Travel

shows at exactly the same time, at two
separate locations. Arch Ward supported
the show on Navy Pier; a couple of in-

dustrious Irish boys named Cullerton and
Hogan promoted the other show out at

the International Pavilion, where the In-

ternational Stock show is held every year.

The identical attractions confused the pay-

ing public, with the result that both
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shows suffered badly at the box office.

However, Cullerton and Hogan stood to

lose the most because they didn't have
the power and majesty of the Tribune
behind them. They had made the grave
error of going ahead with their plans for

a sport and travel show without getting

together with Arch Ward.
Thanks to the Chicago weather. Culler'

ton and Hogan came out on top. Ap'
parently the majority of sport'minded
Chicagoans found the odors of the stock'

yards preferable to death by freezing on
Navy Pier.

While Arch Ward is easily the best'

known sports editor in Chicago, there is

a whole pack of claimants for the title of

foremost sports announcer. With six radio

stations and four television stations all

devoting a considerable part of their

weekly schedules to sports, there are about
a dozen voices raised to claim the title.

Most venerable is Hal Totten, who
has been broadcasting most of the major
sports since the whistle and screech days
when DX fans used to clamp on the
earphones to hear Pittsburgh. Hal now
limits his sportcasting to college football,

although he first established himself as

a baseball announcer more than 20 years
ago.

Most hysterical is WIND's Bert Wilson,
who once made the statement that he
didn't care who won a football game so

long as it was the Chicago Bears. Mr.
Wilson is also a great Cub fan. He has
been known to allow wishful thinking

to color his announcing. Any advance
made by the home team is thought by
him to be brilliant strategy; any gain made
by the opposing team he considers just a

lucky break of the game.
Most cool, calm and collected is

WJJD's Bob Elson. Mr. Elson seldom
gets excited, unless he happens to be
losing at gin rummy. He is known as an
expert at recreating a game from a tele'

graphic report, and is probably Chicago's
busiest sports announcer both winter and
summer. He averages four or five programs
a day in addition to playbyplay descrip'

tions of baseball, football, hockey, basket'

ball, and handball. When he has 14 or
more spare minutes, he transcribes a series

of celebrity interviews called "Bob Elson
on the Century" for a shaving cream
manufacturer—a series which is allegedly

recorded on the 20th Century Limited
just before it pulls out for New York.
Most comical is television's Russ Davis,

who describes the wrestling matches several

nights a week on WBKB. Mr. Davis is to

television what Pete Smith is to the movie
short. The way Russ says "Oops!" when
a stalwart of the wresthng ring lands on
his you'know'what, has his video audience
rolling on the rug.

Probably the most widely liked an'

nouncer, as well as the least cussed at,

is WGN's Jack Brickhouse, who seems to

combine competence with modesty. What
is also important, some of his best friends

and boosters are rival sports announcers.
In Chicago, folks, that's the acid test.

A minister who was very fond of pure, hot horseradish always kept a
bottle of it on his dining table. He offered some to a dinner guest who took
a big bite. When the guest was finally able to talk, he turned reproachfully
to the minister.

"I've heard many men preach Hell fire," he choked out, "but you're the
first one I've met who serves it!"

A lady was scolding her six'year'old son. "Billy," she said, "if you
don't start behaving yourself, I'm going to leave home."

Looking up from his breakfast, he hesitated a moment, then replied:
"Mommy, I'm going to miss you."

—

7<iew Orlean Time-Picayune.

"How would you like to sign up with me for a life game?"
way a baseball fan proposed.

"I'm agreeable," replied the girl. "Where's your diamond?"

was the
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Very High Life

BOULEVARD ROOM, Hotel Stevens,

7th at Michigan (WAbash 2-4400). The
big ice show is now in its sixth month
and is still going strong. Benny Strong's

band plays on. No pun intended.

BUTTERY, Ambassador West Hotel,

1300 N. State Street (SUperior 7-7200).
Sue Stanley is still holding forth here.

Even if you don't think she can sing,

you'll have to admit that Sue is one of

Chicago's best built singers, and also one
of the best gowned, too.

CAMELLIA HOUSE, Drake Hotel,

Michigan at Walton (SUperior 7-2200).
Paul Sparr plays the kind of music that

the regular trade here likes. No enter-

tainment, but one of the smoothest rooms
in Chicago.

EMPIRE ROOM, Palmer House, State

at Monroe (RAndolph 6-7500). Griff

Williams will be around for awhile with
an autumn revue that is short on big

names but long on good entertainment.

Merriel Abbot has put together a show
which seems much shorter than it really

is. It's that good.

GLASS HAT, Congress Hotel, Michi-
gan at Congress (HArrison 7-3800). A
slick decor in modernistic glass—gray,

blue and yellow. Lenny Herman's quintet

is fast finding a large following, even
among those of the rumba set who felt

Jerry Glidden's music could never be
satisfactorily replaced.

MAYFAIR ROOM, Blackstone Hotel,

7th at Michigan (HArrison 7-4300).
Mata and Hari, the somewhat eccentric

dancers, are the current attraction in the

svelte Mayfair Room. Last seen in these

parts with Olson and Johnson, the

comedy dancers are a slightly unusual
booking for the Blackstone, but the cus-

tomers are very happy with the result.

PUMP ROOM, Ambassador East

Hotel, 1300 N. State Street (SUperior
7-7200). The glamour drifts in off the

Century and the Super-Chief every day.

If you can't see a visiting movie star.

disc jockey, or Indian potentate while
you're around, you're just not trying.

WALNUT ROOM, Bismarck Hotel.
Randolph at Wells (CEntral 6-0123).
Jimmy Featherstone seems to have dc
veloped a devoted following here—per'

haps among those who yearn for the re
turn of the old Art Kassel crew. Neither
the show nor the music is wonderful, but
still they add up to a pleasant, inexpen*

sive evening—which is really something
these days.

YAR RESTAURANT, 181 Lake Shore
Drive (DElaware 7-9300). If you're

serious about your eating, you won't go
wrong here. Plan to spend an entire

evening over a leisurely dinner. George
Scherban's small gypsy-type band plays

while melancholy Russians serve the

gourmet's idea of a fine meal.

MARINE DINING ROOM, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, 5300 Sheridan Road (LOng-
beach 1-6000). There's a new management
in the front office, but you can be sure

that no rash changes will be made in the

stately Marine Dining Room. Del Court-

ney is playing for a fine floor show staged

by Dorothy Hild.

The Show's the Thing
CHEZ PAREE, 610 Fairbanks Court

(DElaware 7-3434). Gracie Barrie shares

the honors this month with the Vagabonds.
Gracie is better than ever, personable,

stunning, and a mature singer of special

material songs. The Vagabonds also stop

the show with their playing and singing.
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RIO CABANA, 400 N. Wabash
(DElaware 7-3700). The Latin beat still

dominates the entertainment here.

COLLEGE INN, Hotel Sherman, Ran-
dolph at Clark (FRanklin 2-2100). Ernie
Byfield finally got that new idea he
wanted, so the venerable College Inn has
reopened—and is hardly recognizable to

habitues. Tex Beneke is on the bandstand.

Jim Ameche, Don's little brother, narrates

a nightly concert of the works of popular
composers.

VINE GARDENS, 616 W. North
Avenue (Michigan 2-5106). A near
north side bright spot with a terraced,

mirror-lined dining room and carousel

lounge. Comedian Joey Bishop heads the

current show.
BLACKHAWK RESTAURANT, Wa-

bash at Randolph (RAndolph 2-2822).
Al Trace and his Silly Symphony are

proving to be the biggest hit since Kay
Kyser left years ago. The fun is inex-

pensive, too,

CLUB ALABAM, 747 Rush Street

(WHitehall 4-9600). Flo Henry keeps
the show running smoothly, and there is

a long list of capable entertainers always
ready to amuse the customers.

Strictly for Stripping

Nature study is the main entertainment
in these north and west side joints. Take
along a full wallet and entrust yourself to

the first taxi driver who has an honest
face if you want to try these strongholds
of the feminine figger . . . EL MOCAM-
BO, 1519 West Madison Street . . .

PLAYHOUSE CAFE, 550 N. Clark
Street . . . FRENCH CASINO, 641 N.

Clark Street . . . L AND L CAFE, 1315
W. Madison Street ... the 606 CLUB.
606 S. Wabash Avenue . . . TROCA-
DERO CLUB, 525 S. State Street. And,
by the time you read this, Satira will

probably be "taking it off" at her old

stripping-ground up on Howard Street,

the SILHOUETTE.
Gourtnefs Delight

FRITZEL'S RESTAURANT, State at

Lake Street. A fine place to dine in the

tradition of the famous hash-houses of the

gay nineties. You can eat a reasonably
priced meal here, too.

WRIGLEY BUILDING RESTAU-
RANT, 410 N. Michigan. Deservedly
popular with the advertising crowd for

luncheon, a drink, or dinner. Also inex'

pensive.

BARNEY'S MARKET CLUB, 741
West Randolph Street. Barney's hearty
greeting is well-known from New York to

Hollywood. So is his food and fast service.

GIBBY'S, 192 N. Clark Street. Great
spot for steaks and seafood.

DON THE BEACHCOMBER, 101 E.

Walton Place. They have invented some-
thing here called the Missionary's Down-
fall that is exactly as advertised.

Other Top Choices

GIRO'S, 816 N. Wabash . . .

HENRICI'S, 71 W. Randolph ... BIT
OF SWEDEN, 1015 N. Rush Street . . .

SHANGRI LA, 222 N. State Street . . .

SINGAPORE PIT, 1011 Rush Street . . .

ST. HUBERTS GRILL, 316 S. Federal
Court . . . IMPERIAL HOUSE, 50 East
Walton . . . RED STAR INN, 1528 N.
Clark Street.

Two small boys at the Salvation Army dinner put their grimy little

hands side by side on the white table cloth.

"Mine's dirtier than your'n!" exclaimed one, triumphantly.

"Huh!" snorted the other disdainfully, "you're two years older'n mc.*'

Clarence was a hard-working clerk in a downtown clothing store. Being
a somewhat uneven talker and easily excitable, he quite frequently got his

words tangled. When the boss called him on the phone one day, he became
very nervous and before long everything was in confusion. The boss lost his

temper and shouted suddenly, "What's the matter, have you lost your hear-
ing?"^^

"I can hear you all right until you begin to talk," replied Clarence,
very embarrassed, "and then I can't understand a word you say."
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THE ski season is coming into full

bloom. Remember when we used to

associate this sport exclusively with the

Europeans? No more of that. New Eng-
land is full of ski trails and ski lodges

and everything that goes with them. For-

merly, the New England vacation business

had only a short but lively summer season

before it closed up for the long winter.

But now, the winter season is almost as

brisk as the summer. Stowe, Vermont,
and Franconia, New Hampshire, are among
the most popular resorts, and a new one
is opening at Waitsfield, Vermont, on
Mad River. Since most of these ski

resorts are within an easy day's drive

from Manhattan or a short overnight ride

by train, it is a common sight to see skis

protruding from car and taxi windows or

stacked up in Pullman vestibules.

One might think that this strenuous

sport is strictly for the very young and
agile, but that isn't so. Plenty of middle-

agers have been seen to tuck in their

bay windows manfully and whizz down
the ski slopes with the dash of a 16-year

old. But the few casualities that are re-

ported make us content to do no more
than observe. As it is, the present speed

of pedestrian and motor traffic in Man-
hattan makes two legs, two arms and a

white flag only the barest of necessities

for getting around.
• • •

Speaking of New England — Bonwit
Teller has a new store in Boston that is

unique, to say the least. Long ago the

building belonged to the Museum of Nat-
ural History. Subsequently, it has been .

taken over by the John Hancock Life In'

surance Company and leased to Bonwit •

Teller. The old-fashioned brick facade
faces a plot of ground quite aloof from i

Boston's crowded metropolis, and inside,

high ceilings, antique cabinets and a price
less collection of old china make this

store one of the most inviting in the coun-
try. William Pahlman, famous for design'

ing Lord and Taylor's striking windows, .

has presented the various departments of I

B. T. in a style that is breathtaking. En'
ticed by the old settees, quaint chairs and I

rockers that make a collector's mouth i

water, patrons have been clamoring to buy '

the furnishings as well as the merchandise.
Enchanting color combinations m.ake any '

day look cheerful, no matter Vv'hat the

weather. The entire store combines charm'
ing old atmosphere with modern con'

venience and—well, we just wish we had I

something as attractive to offer in Man'
hattan.

• • •

Visitors seeking a peaceful drive around

the Island or wishing to call on a friend

in the suburbs need not worry with the

tangle of train or bus schedules if time '

is at a premium. For 20 dollars, you can i

hire a Carey Cadillac v^ith chauffeur for '

four hours—long enough to get to and I

from almost anywhere. Split the cost v/ith i

a friend, and it becomes a modest '

luxury.

The drive-it-yourself systems are so

popular for longer trips (all personally

driven cars are a burden in the city) that

advance orders must be given. Manhattan
is packed with alluring things to do and

see to the point of exhaustion. It's a pity

not to take a few of the beautiful ex'

cursions outside the city.

• • •

Not long ago, we were astonished to^

hear that it is no longer easy to buy fine

woolens and tweeds in London. It seems

that under present conditions most of

those materials are being exported to the
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United States in order to get American
dollars. The Mayor of Westminster and
his wife, recent New York visitors, greatly

admired our large stocks of fabric. The
delighted Mayor received a suit, and his

wife, a coat—both gifts from relatives on
this side, since no English visitor has more
than a pittance to spend beyond actual

traveling expenses.

• • 9

Room space in this mad Manhattan
appears to be about as scarce as it was
a couple of years ago. Hotels continue to

be filled to capacity, and available small

apartments are still in the realm of dreams.

It's difficult to explain why. Broadway
has some new "hit" shows, fashion is

high, art and ballet are in full swing,

business is buzzing, dancing is dandy

—

but there isn't anything going on that

would justify the shortage of living space.

NEW YORK
Eating . . .

AL SCHACHT S. There's a new club-

house on the top floor here, which is a

wonderful place for big parties. And
television, on the second floor, is bringing
in new fans for Al and his super steaks.

A fine place if you're a visitor from non'
television parts of the country, because
there are still mighty few good restaurants

set up for television here in our town.
102 E. 52. PL 9-8570.

Anyway, don't fail to get that reservation

nailed down if you're coming this way.
There's no fun in arguing with a room
clerk or having your change of clothes

parked behind a counter in a check room.

• • •

Christmas shopping suggestions are

popping out all over the place—lush,

plush things that can't miss. The stores

are jammed to nightmare proportions

—

but don't be afraid to order by mail from
any well-known concern, for the orders

are delivered quickly, and the merchandise
is always fresh. V/e know—we've tackled

the problem from all angles. Manhattan
charge accounts, obtained by writing to

the stores, will bring a deluge of mailing

pieces and catalogs. It's a wonderful way
to get ideas for gift problems and escape
the shoving and pushing of the crowded
stores.

ARNOLD, JR. Delivery service to your
home for just the caUing! The same de'

licious food, including that great big

assortment of sandwiches. Keep this name
and address for a handy reference, be'

cause there may be a time it will be needed.
687 Lexington. PL 9-6750.

CAFE ST. DENIS. One of the good
little French restaurants in midtown. It

is no budget problem to enjoy luncheon
or dinner here. Try the hors d'oeuvres
when you drop in at cocktail time. Tres
Yum! 11 E. 53. EL 5-8032.

ENRICO ^ PAGLIERI. Village spa-

ghetti devotees call this place their second
home. Famous for more years than can
be remembered, the food is always well

prepared, authentic, and best of all—inex-

pensive. 66 W. 11. AL 4-4658.

HEARTHSTONE. Away from home
over Christmas? Here are two "homey"
eating houses where you find such familiar

foods as are always associated with your
own kitchen. There's not a drop of the
seasoning used in the chicken gravy, for
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instance, which is reminiscent of most
restaurant varieties. The settings are

colonial—and what could be nicer this

season of the year? 15 E. 48. PL 3-1434.

102 E. 22. GR 5-1889.

LUCHOW'S. Twice in a row Swing
nominates this famous name for a mem-
orable holiday meal. This is the month
for the most beautiful, big Christmas tree

in town to go up in the middle dining

room. Trimmed from top to bottom just

as it was 50 years ago at this time, it's a

tradition everyone loves. So it is with the

food, the same kind we associate with

Santa Claus and hoHday feasting. 110 E.

14. GR 7-4860.

MARY ELIZABETH. Sounds pretty

tea-roomy, but there are as many men as

women eating here daily. A perfect place

to have "just a bite," or a well-cooked

meal during the Christmas shopping
scramble. Right off Fifth Avenue and
around the corner from most of the big

department stores. (Take home some of

those doughnuts, too). 6 E. 37. MU
3-3018.

RAINBOW LOUNGE. Sixty-five

floors high is this literally "out of this

world" room. All of Manhattan may be

seen on clear days, and when the fog is

low you may even be above it. The ideal

time to come is in the afternoon. Re-
freshments are served daily during the

week. RCA Building, Rockefeller Center.

REUBEN'S. That you should live so

long not to know Reuben's! Times Square
is almost as crowded as Reuben's from
midnight on. But, oh, that pastrami, those

scrambled eggs with sausage, that cheese

cake! For the celebrity hunter this is the

reward at the end of a night's search. 6 E.

58. PL 9-5650.

SEA FARE. Hot, steaming fragrance

of oyster stew is the answer to cold

weather appetites. East siders know this

very attractive place and the delicious

fresh sea food it serves.

PL 9-4176.
1033 1st Ave.

Entertainment . . ,

BRADLEY'S. An intimate supper club
which is almost as well patronized as its

much publicized across-the-street neigh'
bor, El Morocco. There's rumba music
by Jose Cortez for dancing from dinner
on, and entertainment later in the eve'

ning. 161 E. 54. PL 9-4970.

CHILD'S PARAMOUNT. Don't let

the name fool you. It's not one of the
offshoots of the restaurant chain, nor yet
for the kiddies. This Mammoth Cave is

the setting for Wilbur de Paris and band,
who make with some very interesting and
fine Harlem music. Mostly for listening

as this is, there is dancing later in the

evening. Broadway and 44. CH 4-9440.

COPACABANA. Three times nightly,

Joe E. Lewis romps forth with a special

monologue dear to the hearts of his ad-

mirers. This is his home territory, and
this is the holiday month of Christmas
and New Year's—so make a date early.

Lots of music, rumba and otherwise, plus

those Copa choruses, make for a full eve-

ning at this stop. 10 E. 60. PL 8-1060.

MAISONETTE, ST. REGIS. What a

charmer this room is, year in and out!

Alabaster white baroque on ruby red

walls, crystal chandeliers, candle light, as

romantic as a movie set. Withal, it's in-

formal and not as expensive as it should

be for such perfection. Excellent food,

music and entertainment. 5th Ave. and
55. PL 3-4500.

ROYAL ROOST. The ultimate in jazz

by some of your favorite name bands
blows forth from here every night except
Monday. That's the night for an all-out

block warming session for the younger
set, predominantly. As a safety measure,

no dancing is allowed. 1580 Broadway.
CI 6-9559.

It wouldn't hurt so much to become angry, except for some reason,

anger makes your mouth work much faster than your mind.

While the faint of heart hunt caves in which to sit out the atomic age,

a Los Angeles hotel announces it will have eight penthouses on its roof.
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Current Flays . . .

EDWARD. MY SON. (Sept. 30, 1948).

An English actor, Robert Morley, holds

the audience tense as he progresses through
arson, blackmail and murder for the sake

of pride in his worthless son Edward.
Peggy Ashcroft as the neglected wife of

the sly, cruel tycoon is tragically convinc
ing in her alcoholic degeneration. This

dramatic success, which comes to Broad'

way after a long run in London, was writ'

ten by Noel Langley. The long evening

of villainy is enjoyable thanks to superb

acting. Martin Beck, evenings, except Sun'

day, at 8:2T. Matinees Wednesday and
Saturday at 2:25.

LIFE WITH MOTHER. (Oct. 20,

1948). That family of redheads is back
again in a delightful sequel to the old

favorite, Life With Father. This time the

threat to the Days' domestic life is an
upheaval over an engagement ring which
Vinnie never received. When the ring

turns up in the hands of one of Father's

old flames, the result is broad but charming
comedy. Howard Lindsay and Dorothy
Stickney are back again with deft per'

formances as the senior Days. Several

others in the cast have been welcomed
back from the original household. Beauti'

ful sets by Donald Oenslager and Stewart

Chaney. Empire, evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Sat'

urday at 2:30.

PRIVATE LIVES. (Oct. 4, 1948).
The revival of Noel Coward's 1931 com'

edy is a perfect vehicle for the display of

Tallulah Bankhead's boisterous, rowdy
technique. The old story of a divorced

couple who meet again on their second
honeymoons and ditch their respective

mates has been reduced almost to bur'

lesque in this new version. But for those

who admire Miss Bankhead's noisy style,

Private Lives provides a gay evening.

Donald Cook has the male lead. Plymouth,
evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

SET MY PEOPLE FREE (Nov. 3,

1948). The Theatre Guild's new presenta*

tion by Dorothy Heyward is a sometimes
stirring chronicle of a slave uprising in

1822 which was doomed to tragic failure.

This drama of the Negro's historical prob'

lems is played with deep feeling by Canada
Lee, Juano Hernandez and Mildred Joanne
Smith. The Charleston settings were de'

signed by Ralph Alswang. Directed by
Martin Ritt. Hudson, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Thursday and
Saturday at 2:30.

SUMMER AND SMOKE. (Oct. 6,

1948). This play, which deals with the

tragedy of a sexually-suppressed Southern
woman, has moments of sharp insight, but
is structurally incoherent. Tennessee Wil'
liams, in an effort to duplicate his two
former successes. The Glass Menagerie and
A Streetcar Teamed Desire, has come too

close—and at times gives the unfortunate
impression of rubber stamping his previous

style and stories. However, the perform'
ance of a young Welsh actress, Margaret
Phillips, and the acting of Tod Andrews
make the play worth seeing. Music Box,
evenings, except Sunday, at 8:40. Mati'
nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

Established Hits . . .

BORN YESTERDAY. (Feb. 4, 1946).
This witty and slightly caustic comedy
about a junk dealer and a blonde ex'

chorine has some serious overtones. Writ'
ten by Carson Kanin, it's still fine theatre

entertainment in its third year. Henry
Miller, evenings, except Monday, at 8:40.

Matinees Saturday and Sunday at 2:40 . . .

HARVEY. (Nov. 1, 1944). Joe E. Brown
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continues to chum around with a six foot

white rabbit that really isn't there. Four
years old, this deHghtful comedy-fantasy
just doesn't wear out. 48th Street The'
atre, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:35.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:35.

. . . MR. ROBERTS. (Feb. 18, 1948).
The salty, rough-and-tumble story of a

Navy crew sweating out boredom on a

behind-the-lines supply ship when it's 110
in the shade. Piercingly accurate, the

drama taken from Thomas Heggen's novel
stars Henry Fonda, David Wayne, Robert
Keith and William Harrigan. Alvin, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30 . . .

THE PLAY'S THE THING. (April 25,

1948). An entertaining revival of Molnar's
brittle comedy about the sophisticated set

on the Riviera. Superbly acted by Louis

Calhern, Arthur Margetson, Faye Emer-
son and others. Booth, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:40. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:40 . . . THE RE-
SPECTFUL PROSTITUTE. (Feb. 9,

1948). Jean-Paul Sartre presents an ar-

resting drama of race-hatred culminating
in a lynching in the Deep South. Ann
Dvorak heads a magnificent cast. Pre-

ceded by Richard Harrity's one-acter,

Hope Is the Thing With Feathers. Cort,

evenings, except Sunday, at 8:45. Mati-
nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:45
... A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE.
(Dec. 3, 1947). The brilliant story of a

woman's degeneration in a squalid New
Orleans slum. The drama, played superbly
by Jessica Tandy, Karl Maiden, Kim
Hunter and Marlon Brando has won for

author Tennessee Williams the Pulitzer

Prize and Critics Circle Award. It's a
magnificent presentation! Barrymore, eve-

nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

Musicals . . .

LOVE LIFE. (Oct. 7. 1948). Ad-
mirers of Nanette Fabray will find her
as lovely and versatile as ever opposite
smooth-voiced Ray Middleton. Starting

from the peak of marital happiness way
back in 1791, the couple descends through
a humdrum 1 50 years of industrialism, ma-
teriahsm and greed to a wrecked marriage
in the present. A wide variety of perform-
ers, who at times suggest vaudeville, are

buoyed up by Michael Kidd's stylish dances
and Kurt Weill's bright and tuneful score.

Cheryl Crawford, famous for Brigadoon,
13 the producer. 46th Street Theatre, eve
nings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30.

MAGDALENA. (Sept. 20, 1948). The
guaience may get lost while wandering
through the jungle of plot which combines
pagan rites, political issues, emerald hunt-

ing and torrid love affairs in a BraziHan
setting. However, it's possible to forget

the story and simply enjoy the strange

melodic music of Brazil's famous composer,
Heitor Villa-Lobos. Irra Petina, John Raitt

and Dorothy Sarnoff head the cast. Jack
Cole's quivering dances with color-splashed

costumes and sets are breathtaking. This
musical comes to Broadway after a very

successful summer in Los Angeles. Zieg-

feld, evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at

2:30.

MY ROMANCE. (Oct. 9, 1948). A
Sigmund Romberg operetta, full of lovely

and melodious love songs, which should

charm the matinee trade. Anne Jeffreys

is the pretty prima donna who comes to

Victorian New York and falls for a stuffy

Episcopalian rector, played by Lawrence
Brooks. The scenery, done by Watson
Barratt, is convincingly realistic. The few
comic moments are well-handled by sea-

soned trouper Luella Gear. Produced by
the Messrs. Shubert and directed by Row-
land Leigh. Shubert, evenings, except

Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.
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SMALL WONDER. (Sept. 15 ,1948).

Peppy Mary McCarty and amiable Tom
Ewell turn Small Wonder into lively fun

for the audience. Filled with sharp satire

and a few good songs by Albert Seldcn

and Billings Brown, this little musical,

while far from being a roaring success,

promises a pleasant evening. Others in

the cast are Alice Pearce, Mort Marshall,

Marilyn Day and Hayes Gordon. Pre
duced by George Nichols IIL Coronet,

evenings except Sunday, at 8:40. Mati'

nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:40.

WHERE'S CHARLEY? (Oct. 11,

1948). All Ray Bolger—even when he's

hidden under artificial curls and volumi'

nous petticoats. Mr. Bolger's antics—in

and out of auntie's disguise—keep the

audience screaming. His great skill in

dancing is well-matched by the talent of

pretty Allyn McLerie. A lavish BraziHan
dance sequence and a grand finale in a

period ballroom are delightful. Music by
Frank Loesser and book by George Abbott.

St. James, evenings, except Sunday, at

8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30.

Established Hits . . .

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN. (May 16,

1946). Boisterous Ethel Merman as sharp'

shooting Annie Oakley in a loud, colorful

production. Wonderful songs by Irving

Berlin. Imperial, evenings, except Sunday,
at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
at 2:30. . . . HIGH BUTTON SHOES.
(Oct. 9, 1947.) Hilarity results when two
grafters invade staid New Brunswick in 1913

A
NEW YORK THEATRES (' W ' or

Adelphi, 152 W. 54th 01 6-5097 E
Alvin, 250 W. 52nd CI 5-6868 W
Barrymore, 243 W. 47th....CI 6-0390 W
Belasco, 115 W. 44th BR 9-2067 E
Biltmore, 261 W. 47th CI 6-9353 W
Booth, 222 W. 45th CI 6-5969 W
Broadhurst, 235 W. 44th....CI 6-6699 E
Century, 932 7th Ave CI 7-3121
Coronet, 230 W. 49th CI 6-8870 W
Cort, 138 W. 48th BR 9-0046 E
Empire, Broadway at 40th..PE 6-9540
Forty Sixth, 226 W. 46th..CI 6-6075 W
Forty Eighth, 157 W.48th..BR 9-4566 E
Fulton, 210 W. 46th CI 6-6380 W
Hudson, 141 W. 44th BR 9-5641 E
Imperial, 249 W. 45th CO 5-2412 W

and get mixed up with Keystone cops and
bathing beauties. Joan Roberts, Phil Sil'

vers and Joey Faye handle the fine danc
ing and bright tunes. Broadway, evenings,

except Monday, at 8:30. Matinees Satur-

day and Sunday at 2:30 . . . INSIDE
U.S.A. (Apr. 30, 1948). Beatrice Lillie

is still gay and entertaining opposite cc
median Jack Haley in this Arthur
Schwartz - Howard Dietz musical. The
gaudy costumes and vivid settings make
an excellent background against which
dancer Valerie Bettis shows off her great

talent. This all-American revue is a fine

example of expert show business. Majestic,

evenings, except Sunday, at 8:30. Mati'
nees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:30
. . . MAKE MINE MANHATTAN. (Jan.

15, 1948). A light, intimate revue in

a gay New York setting. Sid Caesar, Julie

Oshins and David Burns romp through
several very laughable sketches, while Rich-
ard Lewine's tunes complete an entertain'

ing evening. Broadhurst, evenings, except
Sunday, at 8:30. Matinees Wednesday
and Saturday at 2:30.

Openings Not Reviewed . . .

AS THE GIRLS GO. Winter Garden,
Nov. 13.

BRAVO! Lyceum, Nov. 11.

FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE, MOTHER!
Belasco, Nov. 16.

GOODBYE, MY FANCY. Morosco,
Nov. 17.

LIGHT UP THE SKY. Royale. Nov. 18.

THE SILVER WHISTLE. Biltmore,

Nov. 24.

"E" denotes West or East of Broadway)
International,

5 Columbus Circle CO 5-1173
Lyceum, 149 W. 45th CH 4-4256 E
Majestic, 245 W. 44th CI 6-0730 W
Mansfield, 256 W. 47th....CI 6-9056 W
Martin Beck, 302 W. 45th..CI 6-6363 W
Henry Miller,

124 W. 43rd BR 9-3970 E
Morosco, 217 W. 45th CI 6-6230 W
Music Box, 239 W. 45th....CI 6-4636 W
National, 208 W. 41st PE 6-8220 W
Playhouse, 137 W. 48th....BR 9-2200 E
Plymouth, 236 W. 45th CI 6-9156 W
Royale, 242 W. 45th CI 5-5760 W
Shubert, 225 W. 44th CI 6-5990 W
Ziegfeld, 6th Ave. ^ 54th..CI 5-5200
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PUSATERFS NEW
YORKER. It's as

bright and shiny new
as the brass buttons
on the grinning door*

man out front

—

Pusateri's new 85'
room hotel and restau'

rant! And Daniel
MacMorris's attractive

mural of a shghtly rearranged New York
skyline over the bar adds a Times Squarish

touch. There's no place like Kansas City

to feast on honest'to-goodness Kansas City

steaks, and the New Yorker has them

—

thick and juicy. It's gay and friendly here

with Gus and Jim Pusateri table-hopping

and everyone enjoying the cocktails and
fine foods. 1114 Baltimore. VI 9711.

SAVOY GRILL. At the Savoy, one
may choose to dine in the past or in the

future. The soUd dignity of the Grill with

its pioneer murals; high, green leather'

padded booths; and courteous, stately

waiters remains for those inclined to the

traditional. But for the person with an

eye to the future, there's the new Imperial

Room, which opened last month. Old'

timers will find it difficult to recognize

this modernistic wonderland as the old

Gold Room. Rose drapes, wide scroll

mirrors reflecting ivy in wall boxes, and

an unusual colored lighting effect provide

stylish splendor in which to enjoy the fresh

live lobster, swordfish and thick filet

mignons for which the Savoy has been

noted since 1903. 9th and Central. VI
3890.

WEISS'S CAFE. Recalling the early

days of 19th Century Kansas City, this

restaurant is situated in the Coates House,

one of the distinctive landmarks on old

Quality Hill. Following an established tra-

dition for delicious food and courteous

service, Weiss's offers roast duckling, thick

steaks, capon, and fresh live lobster flown

from Maine daily. In contrast to the huge
stone fireplace dating back to 1867 is the

adjoining cocktail lounge with its smartly

modern decor. Coates House. VI 6904.

PLAZA RESTAURANT-CAFETERIA.
This new restaurant on the Country Club
Plaza has earned the reputation of being
able to please everybody. For those busy
people always in a hurry, there's a cafe*

teria for fast service. For the leisurely

minded, the Restaurant-Bar offers full

table service and cocktails for slow sipping.

And there's a spic and span soda fountain
for those desiring a double chocolate soda
or a tasty sandwich. A full line of pastries

prepared daily in the spotless bakery is

at the counter for carry-home purchases.

414 Alameda Road. WE 3773.

NANCE'S CAFE. Located on the

Union Station Plaza, Nance's has been
favorably known to Kansas Citians and
travelers for 45 years. Fine steak dinners

and a varied list of other appetizing meals
make up the menus. Good news—the Bis'

cuit Girl is back again! For the holidays,

roast turkey with dressing and gravy will

be sent on request for a savory dinner at

home. Open every day but Saturday until

8:00 p. m. Plenty of free parking across

the street. 217 Pershing Road. HA 5688.

Class With a Glass . . .

TROCADERO. Sit

back and relax in the

lazy tropical atmos-

phere of the Troca'
dero. It's as friendly

and cheery on a De-
cember night as the

sunny South itself. A
new addition this

month is a string trio

—for listening or for dancing if you like.

The bartenders at the circular mirrored

bar have built up a great reputation for

excellent mixed drinks, so no one even

notices that no food is served. Drop in

and meet Bob Ledterman, the cordial new
manager. He's there to see that everyone

is having a merry time. 6 West 39th.

VA 9806.

OMAR ROOM. It's so easy to follow

Omar Khayyam's carefree philosophy with

wine and song (you bring the women) at

the Omar Room, where a cushiony daven'
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port invites long, lazy sipping about the

,

circular, mirrored bar. The celebrated Don
i
Roth Trio, noted for popular broadcasts

J over WHB, is drawing large crowds at

]

present. For a quiet tete'a-tete over cock'

, tails, there's the Alcove, a cozy nook off

.
I the main lobby. Stretch your expense ac

I

count by taking advantage of two cocktails

for the price of one from three to eleven

1
p.m. Hotel Continental, 11th ^ Baltimore.

I

HA 6040.

I RENDEZVOUS. A blazing yule log
' and a sprig of holly would make this dark'

paneled room an authentic hideaway in

which to enjoy holiday cheer in the old

English manner. Discriminating people

have their choice of fine wines and liquors

from the Muehlebach's well'Stocked cellar.

Since there's no music, conversation is the

only entertainment. Snacks and dinners

are served on request. Hotel Muehlebach,
12th & Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. This quiet room is

the perfect spot in which to relax on the

way home from the office. The soothing

tones of Betty Rogers' piano and the bright

tunes of Florence May's accordion are

pleasant accompaniment to cocktails. No
food is served—but who cares! Hotel
Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

PUTSCH'S 210. It's magic! Anyone
can turn the chill of a winter night into

the warmth and charm of New Orleans by
merely crossing the threshold of No.
210 on the Plaza. Deep green walls, roses

and a wrought-iron grillwork suggest a

charming Creole atmosphere—and there's

warmth in the friendHness of the crowd.
The gaiety lasts until the wee hours be'

cause full course dinners are served as

late as midnight. People of good taste

appreciate the dignity and beauty of the

Victorian lounge for luncheons or private

parties. 210 West 47th Street. LO 2000.

In a Class by Itself . . .

PLAZA BOWL. The Bowl restaurant's

mouth'watering filet mignons, delicious

triple'decker grilled sandwiches and huge
crispy salads invite over'eating. But don't
worry about your waistline! Just step up
to one of the 32 polished alleys for an
evening of exercise and fun. For a quiet

pause between "strikes," the soundproofed
cocktail lounge offers pleasurable relaxa'

tion. It's an inexpensive way to spend an
entire evening. Reservations may be made
for private parties in the fashionable Green
Room upstairs. 430 Alameda Road. LO
6659.

To See and Be Seen . . .

t/Q)

EL CASBAH. Lota
.JjW of people are saying

_¥lt "Come with me to El

M Casbah" — the Mid*
\j west's smartest supper

^ club. In December, the

J
polished wall mirrors

will reflect Emile Petti

at the piano with ot'

chestra in the back'
ground. In addition, there'll be Ollic

Franks, well'known comedienne, and
Arthur Blake, impersonator, to stir up
gaiety for holiday merrymaking. For ex'

citing eating, try chicken in a coconut or

participate in the ritual of the flaming

sword dinner. There's a special "cocktail

dansant" for Saturday afternoon diver'

sion. And there's never a cover charge
or minimum. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at

Warwick. VA 7047.

PENGUIN ROOM. This large mir'

rored dining room with relaxing dim
lights is a fashionable spot for dining and
dancing. Bill Warren and his Moods in

Music irresistibly tempt patrons to try out
the highly polished dance floor. Since the

chef possesses the proper technique for

turning out delicious food, the Penguin
Room's a constant favorite with apprecia'

tive eaters. What's more, the drinks arc

good, too! Hotel Continental, 11th ^ Balti-

more. HA 6040.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

UPTOWN INTERLUDE. Jazz artist

Joshua Johnson is still pounding out hot
notes on the 88 to the delight of the

cocktail crowd at the Interlude. Every
body knows Charlie and Dale behind the

bar, and everybody likes the way they

mix good drinks. Sizzling fried chicken

and steaks coupled with Johnson's hot

jazz are a top combination with which to

chase away December icicles. The business'
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men's luncheons are very reasonably

priced. Monday won't seem quite so

gloomy if you help to welcome it Sunday
midnight at the Interlude bar. 3545
Broadway. WE 9630.

LA CANTINA. What could be co2;ier

on a chilly night than the soft seats and
warming drinks of La Cantina? It's full

of quiet South American charm—this

basement nook hidden away down a flight

of stairs from the Bellerive's busy lobby.

Even hunger can't disturb your contented
mood, for snacks are quickly obtainable

from the kitchen upstairs. Lowtoned juke'

box music provides a restful background.
Of course, the college crowd will be there,

as usual, to celebrate the Christmas holi'

days. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at War'
wick. VA 7047.

Something Different . . .

KING JOY LO. The mystic atmosphere
of the Far East is really not so far away.

It can be found right up a short fHght of

stairs from the bustling corner of 12th
and Main. Inlaid tables before view win-
dows or private booths complete the

Oriental atmosphere in which to enjoy
chop suey, dry rice, egg foo young, sweet
almond cookies and other tempting
Chinese foods. But good old American
steaks, chicken and lobster may be order'^d

here as well. 8 West 12th Street, (2nd
floor). HA 8113.

UNITY INN. Follow the crowds here
each noon, but don't worry about waiting.

It's cafeteria style for quick, handy serv'

ice. The managers, the Unity School of

Christianity, have proved that meatless

meals are popular—and delicious. Big
green salads, attractive vegetable dishes,

and rich pastries for dessert add up to

something new in eating enjoyment. It's

a special favorite with businessmen for

that hasty lunch hour meal. Closed on
Saturdays. 901 Tracy. VI 8720.

Answers to Do You Know Your Fathers?
1—g 7—

d

2—1 8—

a

3—i 9—

b

4—h 10—

f

5—k 1 1—

e

6—j 12—

c

A

Dr So They Say
Civil service tests are said to work in unexpected ways sometimes. There

is the story of the candidate who failed to answer any of the questions put to

him in the oral examination but topped the list of successful applicants.

A little later one of the examiners told him, "We saw you knew nothing,

but your manner was so free from constraint in what, to some people, would
have been embarrassing circumstances, we decided, 'That's the very man to

make a good diplomat.' So we passed you."

A
A little man came into the office of a psychiatrist.

"I was wondering," the little man said timidly, "if you could split my
personality for me."
The doctor looked puzzled. "Split your personality? Why would you want

that done?"
Tears ran down the little man's face. "Oh, Doctor," he wailed, "I'm so

lonesome!"
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PUS ATERTS
NEW YORKER.
"There'll be some
changes made,"" as

the song goes, and
soon. A fine hotel

and a beautiful new
bar and restaurant

are in the final
stages of completion right next to the

present 1104 address. We'll keep you
posted! In the meantime, come to Pusa-
teri's for roast beef, steak, cool crispy

salads and fine drinks. Jerry's the host,

food by Fanny, moosic by Muzak. 1104
Baltimore. GR 1019.
A: SAVOY GRILL. Like tender, mouth-
watering filet mignon? Mmmmmmh? Get
it at the Savoy. It will be served midst
cool, quiet surroundings by a snow-jack-
eted waiter who knows how to "buttle,"

but good. Gorgeous, buttery lobster, of

course, and other seafood specialties to

tickle even the faintest summer palate.

Show your out-of-town buddies the Kan-
sas City of yesteryear by taking them to

the Savoy! 9th 6? Central. VI 3890.
* WEISS' CAFE. Menus here range from
live Maine lobster, choice steaks and roast

duckling to excellent capon. Always
crowded; so be sure to come early, espe-

cially at lunch time. Incidentally, the

Weiss salad bowl is a grand luncheon sug-

gestion. An ornate fireplace at the north
end of this cafe dates back to 1867 when
the Coates House was in its hey-day. Be
sure to look it over. We like to go to

perfectly air conditioned Weiss' for cock-

tails. You'll like it too! Plenty of parking
space! Coates House. VI 6904.

Class With A Glass . . .

BLUE DAHLIA
ROOM. This excel-

lent cocktail lounge
IS adjacent to the

wholesale and down-
town shopping dis-

tricts and is just one
block from the Mu-
nicipal Auditorium

—

centrally located is

the phrase for it. Charles Phil Provost
combines the Solovox with his piano and
the result is slightly terrific! Prominent
sports figures are always among the well-

dressed clients, and the conversation
sparkles like a new penny. Air cooled, and
serving good strong drinks. Hotel Com-
monwealth, 1216 Broadway. HA 4410.

RENDEZVOUS. When from your
nerveless hands shall fall the working cools

of human existence, and the little day of

labor comes to an end, hie on over to

the Rendezvous and envy the suave Bal-

timorioles who have been there since lunch
time. The bourbon and soda is wrapped in

a crystal tumbler which rings when rubbed
with the tip of a moist pinky. Snacks or

full meals. Hotel Muehlebach. 12th g?

Baltimore. GR 1400.

ZEPHYR ROOM. Lovely Betty Rogers
at the piano, Vic Colin and Kay Hill with

accordion-Hammond harmony, plushy seat-

ing, little round bar serving cool drinks

—

tempting and delightful! (A pirouette

down the hall from El Casbah). Hotel
Bellerive, Armour at Warwick. VA 7047.

PUTSCH'S. Putsch's serves truly dis-

tinguished food—excellent dinners as low
as $L65. Choice steaks, air-expressed

Colorado mountain trout and roast prime
ribs of beef are dinner suggestions. The
"In a Hurry" businessman's luncheon is

a treat and is priced at a dollnr. A typical

luncheon includes short ribj of beef, a nice

salad, rolls and coffee. If you're taking

visitors on a tour of the city, Putsch's 210
is a must. It is one of America's most
elegant dining rooms. 210 West 47th

Street. LO 2000.

In A Class by Itself . . .

PLAZA BOWL. A clean, attractive

restaurant, a beautiful cocktail lounge

and 32 super-smooth bowling alleys are

a combination hard to beat! Restaurant

features include a tender, juicy filet mig-

non with potatoes, hot rolls and butter

for $1.25 (Imagine!); huge, green salad

bowls with a variety of tasty ingredients,

and a list of "super-sandwiches" as long

as your arm. The kitchen is immaculate!
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Upstairs, the lovely Green Room is the

very ticket for private meetings, luncheons
and dinner parties. The cocktail lounge
has soft seating, and a beautiful pioneer

mural edged with mirrors makes a back'

ground for the bar and lounge. Prices

are very reasonable in both restaurant

and bar. The cocktail lounge and restau'

rant are soundproofed against noise from
the bowling alleys, and music is furnished

by Musak. Good food, good drinks and
fine exercise—all under the same roof

—

what could be nicer? 430 Alameda Road.
LO 6658.

To See and Be Seen . . .

TERRACE GRILL.
Jimmy Featherstone and
his orchestra will provide

summer dance tunes for

Grill patrons in August.
And—food at the Grill is

now back to its high, pre-

war standards. So have
your next party in this

beautifully appointed
r.oom. Gordon is head

man and will take expert care of you and
your friends, Hotel Muehlebach, 12th fe?

Baltimore. GR"1460.

DRUM ROOM. We're beatin the

drum for the Drum Room! A block away
from the center of town hustle and bustle

and yet in fhe d't)w,ntown area. Drumbar
on the corner at the sign of the big red

you'know'what, ^nd down a deck is the
Drum Room proper with music for danc
ing. Luncheon, dinner and supper. And
say, try the President coffee shop of a

summer's morn. Hotel President, 14th fe?

Baltimore. GR 5440.

EL CASBAH. Who's doin' the music
at El Casbah? Bill Snyder, ''dramatist

of the piano," an old'time Kansas City
favorite! And say, during the first two
weeks in August, you can catch up on
your French and Spanish by listening to

the clever songs of Diane Adrian, Con'
tinental chanteuse. Flaming sword din'
ners, flaming desserts, lots of nice people

d oh, such courteous service! No cover
minimum. Hotel Bellerive, Armour at

arwick. VA 7047.

Eatin' and Drinkin' . . .

ADRIAN'S MART
RESTAURANT. ''It's

smart to dine at the

Mart!" That's a fact.

Air conditioned, at'

tractively decorated
and just a timetable's

throw from Union Sta'

tion. Hubbies and
wives are often seen meeting here at the

stroke of the dinner bell for cocktails and
then a dollar dinner of delicious fried

chicken replete with hot biscuits 'n honey.

Have smorgasbord with your dinner—or

all by its lonesome for only half a buck!

Parking just south of the building. Mer-
chandise Mart. VI 6587.

BROADWAY INTERLUDE. Golden
fried chicken, tender roast beef are just

two of the grand menu features at the

Broadway Interlude. Inexpensive business-

men's luncheons and green salads are a

treat. Bartender Riley Thompson always

gives you a full measure of whiskey in

your drink and boogie beater Joshua John'

son always gives you a full measure of

reaty pleaty jazz,—expertly banged out on
his pyanna. Come over Sunday night at

the stroke of twelve and chase those blues

away! Yowsah! WE 9630.

CABANA. WHB's staff organist, pretty

Alberta Bird, makes her Hammond (and
the patrons) hum for cocktails and in the

evenings. A late mimeo'd news flash ac
companies your noonday snack or drink.

Luncheon specialties, by the way, include

tender little steaks tucked in a bun Keen
cocktail lounge and if you're a wee bit

vain, you can preen with the aid of the

glass-muralled walls. Hotel Phillips. 12th

&? Baltimore. GR 5020.

LA CANTINA. The perfect place for

a quiet drink. Smartly and colorfully dec-

orated, this cozy place is really soothing

after a warm day. Delightful snacks may
be ordered from a special La Cantina

menu. The "jb" music is tuned sweet

and low. Just down a flight of ca-^peted

stairs from the glamorous Casbah and
Zephyr Room. Hotel Bellerive, Armour
at Warwick. VA 7047.
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Something Different . . .

BIRCH WOOD
Jp^^^^^ GRILL. Dining is a

Wj^^$(9ff^ pleasure in this at-

l^^^^jp^jS tractive, air condi-

I^^^^^i^CM tioned restaurant which

^w^^^^ /^aI conveniently located

^^^^(fV\tj^/ in downtown Kansas
City. Sixteen ounce
steaks are the chef's

treat here—and that beef is straight from
the Heart of America! Long branch po-

tatoes, Birchwood's Chef's Salad, bread
and butter are all welcome additions to

your steak—and the complete dinner can

be had for $2.50. House specialties in-

clude prime ribs of beef. Southern fried

chicken, fresh fish and filet mignon. The
service is always quick and courteous!

Hotel Commonwealth, 1216 Broadway.
HA 4410.

KING JOY LO. In San Francisco the

crowd goes to the Lamps of China: in

Honolulu it's P. Y. Chong's: in Kansas

City everyone goes to King Joy Lo's and
has the most delightful Chinese food you
can imagine! Succulent chow mein and
chop suey combinations, hot, dry rice,

excellent tea and specialties like egg foo

young are enough to make anyone's
mouth water. American food is also

served, and you can find lobster, chicken
and steaks on the menu. There are

booths for privacy or you can sit by a

huge pjcture window and watch humanity
bustle along on the street below. It's a

prand restuurant, completely air cooled.

S West 12th Street (2nd Floor). HA
8113.

UNITY INN. You don't have to be a

vegetarian to enjoy the meatless meals

=erved in this cool, green-latticed cafe-

teria operated by the Unity School of

Christianity. The atmosphere is relaxed,

restful, and the food is topflight—espe-

cially the salads and incredibly wonderful
pastries Just a brisk walk from down-
town Kansas City. 901 Tracy. VI 8720.

FOR THE SWING fN WORLD AFFAIRS

SWING YOUR DIAL TO 710
Every day sees increasing action on tiic borne and world political fronts.

Keep ahead of the headlines with those great newscasters and analysts,

brought to you by WHB, your Mutual friend in Kansas City.

FULTON LEWIS, JR.

GABRIEL HEATTER

CEDRIC FOSTER

WILLIAM L. SHIRER

DICK SMITH

JOHN THORNBERRY

BILL CUNNINGHAM

HENRY J. TAYLOR

BILL HENRY

^ — "----^•^



Try

this

on your

Christ-

mas tree:

W H B is a

10,000 -watt

station spang in

the heart of the

golden Kansas City

Marketland, dominating

a listening area of 120

counties in five states Buy

WHB, and wake up Christmas

morn to find thorough, wide

coverage, ace showmanship,
comprehensive merchandising and

omotion — all in one stocking!
Sure
there's

. . a . .

Santa
Claus!

P.S.— For a Happy New Year,

see your John Blair man.

10,000 WATTS IN KANS^
DON DAVIS

HtSIDtNf ^
JOHN T. SCHILLING ZJ

CfNfUAl MANACC*^

JOHN BLAIR & CO.



AUGUST ON WHB ... 710 ON YOUR DIAL

KEEP THIS BY YOUR RADIO ^

MORNING

Time Sunday Monday
j

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

0
35

Town & Country Time

AP News—Bob Grinde

Weother & L. S. Est.

Town & Country Time

AP News—B^ob Grinde

Weather & L. S. Est.

jlown S Country Time

AP News—Bob Grinde

Weather t L. S. Est.

AP News— B''ob Grinde

Weather t L. S Est.

AI'Vws—'sr'uce Croat

Weother i L. S. Est.

Town » Country Time

AP News—Bruce Gront

Weother Report

Town Tcounlry Time Town S Country Time Town & Country Time Town & Country Time

f 30

Sun. Sun Dial Setenode

Sun. Sun Diol Serenode

Sun. Sun Dial Serenade

AP News—Bob Grinde

Musical Clock

AP News—Bob Grinde

Musical Clock

Musical Clock

Music'al Oo'k''

Musical Clock

AP News—Bob Grinde

Musicol Clock

AP News—Loo Kemper
Musical Clock

Musicol Clock

Musical Clock

Musical Clock

81
30

45

Wcolher

K.C. Council of Chuithe

ChamberMus. Ensemble
ChomberMus. Ensemble

Fruit & Veg. Report

Ciosby Croons

Musical Clock

Fruil & Veg. Report

Musical Clock

Weatherman°i''n Per^tn

Fruit & Veg. Report

Musicol Clock

Crosby Croons

Musical Clock

AP News—Bob Grinde

Weothermon in Person

Musicol Clock

Musical Clock

Weothermon in Person

Fruit & Veg. Report

Musicol Clock

Crosby Croons

9?t
AP News—Bob Grinde

Guy Lombardo's Orch. Unit! Viewpoint
Unity Viewpoint

30

15

Guy Lombardo's Or(h.

Dave Dennis- O.ch.

Martha Logan s Kitch.

That Man With a Bond

Mortho Logan's Kitch.

Ploia Program
That Man With a Band

Mortho Logan's Kitch.

Ploia Program
That Mon With o Bond

Moitho Logan's Kitch.

That Mon'with o Bond

Martha Logan's Kitch.

That Mon'wilh o Bond

Mortho Logan's Kitch.

"88 Keys
"

" 88 Keys'"

1(1 F
NW. UniJ^ReviewStond
NW.Univ. ReviewStand

AP News—Bob Grinde

Branding Time
AP News— Bob Grinde

Branding Time

Heart's Desire

Heart's Desire

AP News—Bob Grinde

Branding Time

Heort s Desire

Heart's Desire

AP News—Bob Grinde

AP News—Bob Grinde

Bronding Time
Heart's Desire

APNcws—Bruce Oro^t

AP News—Bruce Cront

Bronding Time

Heart's Desire

AP News—Bruce Grant

AP News—Bruce Grant

Xnvier Cugat's Orch.

Teen Timers Club

00

11"
45

AP News—Bob Grinde

California Melodies

Californio Melodies

Sunday Serenade

Kute Smith Speaks

Blue Borron Presents

Sondra Lea, Shopper

Kote Smith Speaks

Kate Smith Speaks

Blue Borron Presents

Sandra Leo, Shopper

Snndro Leo, Shopper

hate Smith Speaks

Kate Smith Speoks

Blue Borron Presents

Sondra Leo, Shopper

Hollond-Engle Show

Kate Smith Speaks

Kate Smith Speoks

Blue Barron Presents

Sandra Leo, Shopper

Sandra Leo, Shopper

Kale Smith Speoks

Kate Smith Speaks

Blue Barron Presents

Sandra Lea, Shopper

iff lllll

AFTERNOON

1^ 30

Mutual Music
John 8. Kennfidy

Contemporory music

AP News—Bob Grinde

Boogie Wooqie Cowboys
AP News—Bob Grinde

Boogie Woogie Cowboys
AP News—Bob Grinde AP News—Bob Grinde

Boogie 'Woogie Cowboys
AP News—Bob Grinde

Boogie Woogie Cowboys

4 00

1 30

1 45

JillCunninghom—News
The Vet. Wants to Know

Queen for a Doy
Club CopQcabana

Queen for 0 Doy

Cottonwood Ranch Boys

Queen for o Day
Club Copocobona
Cottonwood Ronch Boys

Queen for a Day
Tune Teasers

Cottonwood Ronch Boys

Queen for o Day

Cottonwood Ronch Boys

Bands for Bonds

Bands for Bonds

9?§/ 30" 45

!)uizpiralion

"Life Begins at 80"

Cedrit Foster

"88 Keys"
Vpughn Monroe's Orch.

Cedric Foster

Vaughn Monroe's Orch.

Say It With Music

"88 Keys"'
Vaughn Monroe's Orch.

Soy It Wiih Music

Cedric Foster

"88 Keys"

Vaughn Monroe's Orch.

Cedric Foster

"88 Keys"

Voughn Monroe's Orch.

Swing Session

Swing Session

Swing Session

0 30

•^ouse of Mystery

louse of Mystery

True Detective

AP News—Bob Grinde

Embassy Club

AP News—Bob Grinde

Embassy Club

Songs—John Wahlstedt

AP News—Bob Grinde

Embassy Club

Songs—John Wahlstedt

AP News—Bob Grinde

Embassy Club

AP News—Bob Grinde

Embassy Club

Songs—John Wahlstedt Swing Session

a 00

45

iha^t Makes You Tick

What Makes You Tick

Guy Lombardo's Orch.

Cliff Edwards Show
The Stoiy Book
Tommy Dorsey's Orch.

Guy Lombardo's Orth.

Cliff Edwards Show
The Story Book
Tommy Dorsey's Orch.

Guy Lombardo's Orch.

Italian Serenade

The Story Book
Tommy Dorsey's Orch.

Cliff Edwards Show
The Story Book

Tommy Dorsey's Orch.

CMIf E'dwards Show
The Story Book

Tommy Dorsey's Orch.

Noro Morales' Orch.

Noro Morales' Orch.

Musically Yours

Sports Time

U 15

tJ 30" 45

Those Websters

Those Websters

AP News
The Showboat
Shades of Block & White

AP News
The Showboat
Shades of Block t White

Tom Mix

AP News
The Showboat
Shades of Block S White

Tom Mil

AP News
The Showboat

Shades of Block S While

Tom Mix

The Showboat
Shades of Block S While

Tom Mix

Toke a Number
Tokc 0 Number
True or False

EVENING

55

rtystery Playhouse

Mystery Ployhouse

Sabriel Heatter

Sobriel Heotter

Gabriel Heatter

Fulton Lewis, Jr.

Folstaff Serenade

Henry J. Toylor

Evening Serenade

Edwin C. Hilt

Fclstaff Serenade

josoline Alley

Evening Serenade

Edwin C. Hill

Fulton lewis, Jr.

Folstaff Serenade

ll'lVn C.' HiM
'

'

Folsloff'^Serenade

Valley of Vitality

Valley of Vitality

Edwin C. Hill

Fulton Lewis, Jr.

Folsloff Serenode

Henry J, Taylor

Edwin C. Hill

Hnwaii Colls

Hawaii Colls

What's Nome of Thot Song?

What's Nome of Thot Song?

What's Nome of Thot Song?

-m 00

/ 30
* 45

55

Iflediation Board

Vlediation Boord

Jimmie Fidler

Twin Views of the News

The Falcon

The Falcon

Sregory Hood
Billy Rose

Mysterious Trovcler

Mysterious Trovcler

Official Detective

Official Detective

Billy Rose

Speciol Agent

Special Agent

High Adventure

Billy Rose

Lucky Partners

Lucky Portners

Talent Jack Pot

Talent Jock Pot

Billy Rose

Ihcre'sAlwoysaWoman
There's Always 0 Woman

Billy Rose

Twenty Questions

Twenty Questions

Stop Me IfYouve Heard Thii

Stop Me If You've Heard This

StopMe If You've Heord This

0 1°

0 30

55

iecret Mission

iecret Mission

Ifs 0 Living"

•It's a Living"

Gobriel Heatter

Rodio Newsreel

Quiet Please

Cohriel Heatter

Radio Newsreel

The Lone Wolf

Bill Henry News

Gabriel Heatter

Radio Newsreel

Bill Henry News

Radio Newsreel

All^S^r Revue

Rodi^Newsreel
Col. Sloopnagle

Bill Henry News

Three for the Money
Three for the Money
Three for the Money
Three for the Money

n 00

Q 15

•] 30
** 45

NHB^Mirror'

^cws—John Thornherry

Irtithael Shayne
Vlichael Shayne
Passing Parade
News—John Thornberry News—John Thornberry

Opinion-Aire

News—John Thornberry

The Family Theotre

The Family Theotre

Possing Parade

Meet the Press

Meet the Press

Possing Parade

News—John Thornberry

Chirogo Theatre of Air

Chicogo Theotre of Air

Chicago Theatre of Air

101
'Clory's Gazette"
'Clory's Gazette"
Eddy Howatd s Orch.

'The New Listen"

"The New Listen"

Xavier Cugat's Orch.

"The New Listen"

"The New Listen"

Ted Lewis' Orch.

"The New Listen
"

"The New Listen"

Boyd Roeburn's Orch.

"The New Listen"

"The New Listen
"

Art Mooney's Orch.

"The New Listen"

"The New Listen"

Richard Himber's Orch.

Korn's a Krockin'

Ted Lewis' Orch.

111
55

Billy Bishop's Orth.

George Winslow's Orch.

Henry King's Orch.

Midnight News

Dove LeWinter's Orch.

Goy Claridge s Orch.

Bfirclay Allen's Orch.

Sherman Hoyes's Orch.

Sherman Hayes's Orch.

Adrion Rollini's Orch.

Tommy^Ry^on s Orch.

Lowrence Welk's Orch.

Sam Donohue's Orch.

'

Sam Donohue's Orch.

Midnight News

Sherman Hayes's Orch.

Shermon Hoyes's Orch.

George Winslow's Orch.

Midnight News

Gov Cloridge's Orch.

Goy Cloridge's Orch.

Midnight News

George Winslow's Orch.

George Winslow's Orch.

Boicloy Allen's Orch.

BafclGv Alien s Orch.

Midnight News

12:00
1:00

Swing Session

WHB SIGNS OFF VrHB^S^CNs'oFF WHB'sfcNs'oFF
Swing Session

WHB SIGNS OFF wh'b's?gn$'°off Wh'b's IGN$'°OFF

Swing Session

WHB SIGNS OFF














